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LIST OF SESSIONAL PAPERS
Arranged in Numerical Order, with their Titles at full length ; the Dates
when Ordered and when Presented to both Houses of Parliament ; the
Name of the Member who moved for each Sessional Paper, and whether
it is Ordered to be Printed or Not Printed.
CONTENTS

OF VOLUME

A.

General Report of the Census of the Dominion of Canada for 1880-81—
Printed for both Distribution and Sesssional Pape n.

CONTENTS

OF VOLUME

No. 1.

1. Public Accounts of Canada for the fiscal year ended 30th June, 1884. Presented to the House
of Commons, 2nd February, 1885, by Sir Leonard Tilley. Estimates of the sums required for
the service of the Dominion, for the year ending 30th June, 1886 ; presented 27th February.
Supplementary Estimates of Canada for the fiscal year ended 30th June, 1885 ; presented 23rd
June. Supplementary Estimates for the financial year ending 30th June, 1886 ; presented 13th
July. Further Supplementary Estimates of Canada, for the financial year ending 30th June,
1886
■
Printed for both Distribution and Sessional Papers.

CONTENTS

OF VOLUME

No. 2.

2. Tables of the Trade and Navigation of the Dominion of Canada, for the fiscal year ended 30th
June, 1884, compiled from official returns. Presented to the House of Commons, 2nd February,
1885, by Hon. M. Bowell
Printed for both Distribution and Sessional Papers.

CONTENTS

OF VOLUME

No. 3.

3. Report of the Department of Indian Affairs, for the year ended 31st December, 1884. Presented
to the House of Commons, 2nd February, 1885, by Sir John A. Macdonald—
Printed for both Distribution and Sessional Papers.
4. Annual Report, Returns and Statistics of the Inland Revenues of the Dominion of Canada, for
the fiscal year ended 30th June, 1884. Supplement No. 1— Canal Statistics for season of navigation, 1884. Supplement No. 2— Eleventh Report on Inspection of Weights, Measures and
Gas, 1884. Supplement No. 3— Report on Adulteration of Food, 1884. Presented to the House
of Commons, 2nd February, 1885, by Hon. J. Costigan—
Printed for both Distribution and Sessional Papers.

CONTENTS

OF VOLUME

No. 4.

5. Annual Report of the Auditor-General on Appropriation Accounts, for the fiscal year ended
30th June, 1884. Presented to the House of Commons, 2nd February, 1885, by Sir Leonard
Tilley
Printed for both Distribution and Sessional Papers.
6. Annual Report of the Postmaster-General, for the year ended 30th June, 1884. Presented to
the House of Commons, 11th February, 1885, by Hon. J. Carling—
Printed for both Distribution and Sessional Papers.
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of Canada, for the
7 Annual Report of the Department of Militia and Defence of the Dominion
of Commons, 5th February, 1885, by
to the House
' year ended 31st December, 1884. PresentedPrinted
for both Distribution and Sessional Papers.
Hon J P R A. Caron

CONTENTS

OF VOLUME

No. 5.

Canada, for the year ended
8 Annual Report of the Minister of Agriculture for the Dominion of
of the Returns of Mortuary
' 31st December, 1884. Report on Historical Archives. ofAbstracts
Commons, 20th March, 1885, by Hon.
Statistics for the year 1884, Presented to the House
Printed for both Distribution and Sessional Papers.
J. H. Pope

CONTENTS

OF VOLUME

No. 6.

Fisheries, being for the fiscal
9 Seventeenth Annual Report of the Department of Marine and
16th February, 1885, by
Commons,
of
House
the
vear ended 30th June, 1884. Presented to
Printed for both Distribution and Sessional Papers.
Hon. A. W. MeLelan
Presented to the House of
9a. Preliminary Report on the Fisheries of Canada, for the year 1884.
MeLelan—
W.
A.
Commons, 27th February, 1885, by Hon.
Printed for both Distribution and Sessional Papers.

of Canada, for the year 1884.
9b First Annual Report of the Department of Fisheries, Dominion
W. MeLelanPresented to the House of Commons, 28th May, 1885, by Hon. A.
Printed/or both Distribution and Sessional Papers.

for 1884. Presented to the House of
9c Report of the Fish-breeding in the Dominion of Canada,
MeLelan
W.
A.
Hon.
by
1885,
April,
14th
,
Commons
Printed for both Distribution and Sessional Papers.

CONTENTS

OF VOLUME

No. t7.

of Canada, for the fiscal year ended 30th
lO Annual Report of the Minister of Public Works
to the House of Commons, 2nd February
jtne,1884 on the works under his control. Presented
both Distribution and Sessional Papers.
for
Printed
1885, by Sir Hector Langevin
for the fiscal year ended 30th June,
11. Annual Report of the Minister of Railways and Cabals,
11th February,
House of Commons
the
to
d
Presente
control.
his
1884, on the works under
l Papers
Sessiona
and
tion
Distribu
Printed for both
1885, by Hon. J. H. Pope
ure
expendit
traffic and working
Reports of the Railway Statistics of Canada, and capital,
Ua
,
Commons
of
House
the
to
d
Presente
of the railways of the Dominion, for the year 1883-84.
Papers.
Sessional
and
tion
Distribu
both
for
Printed
Pope
H.
15th April, 1885, by Hon. J.
the year ended 31st December, 1884.
12 Annual Report of the Secretary of State of Canada, for
by Hon. J. A. Chapleau1885,
,
February
Presented to the House of Commons, 17th
Printed for both Distribution and Sessional Papers.
13

ended 31st December, 1884.
Annual Report of the Department of the Interior, for the year
A. MacdonaldPresented to the House of Commons, 30th January, 1885, by Sir John
Printedfor both Distribution and Sessional 1 apers.

CONTENTS

OF VOLUME

No. 8.

December, 1884Report of the Superintendent of Insurance, for the year ended 31st
and Sessional Papers.
ution
Distrib
both
for
Printed
Companies in Canada, for the
14a. Abstract of Statements of Fire and Inland Marine Insurance
30th March 1885 by
Commons,
of
House
the
to
Presented
1884.
December,
31st
ended
year
the year ended 31st
for
,
Insurance
of
endent
Superint
the
of
Report
Sir Leonard Tilley.
Sessional Papers.
and
ion
Distribut
both
for
Printed
December 1884
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146. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 2nd March, 1885,
for a statement showing
the receipts and expenditure of the liquidators of the Canada Agricultur
al Insurance
from date, of appointment up to this day, giving in detail the names of shareholde Company
rs who have
paid instalments, the dates and amounts of payments made, the balances
due, the amount now
owing by each shareholder, and the amounts for which they were liable
when the company
was put m liquidation ; also a detailed statement of the sums paid by the said
liquidators, the
names of the persons to whom payments were made, the dates thereof, the object
for which
such payments were made, and all other information necessary to show precisely the
financial
condition of the said insolvent company, including a statement of the affairs of
the company
when it was placed in liquidation. Presented to the House of Commons, 31st March, 1885.—
^
Not -printed.
15. Annual Report of the Minister of Justice as to Penitentiaries in Canada, for the
year ended
30th June, 1884. Presented to the House of Commons, 2nd February, 1885,
by Sir Hector
Langevm
Printed for both Distribution and Sessional Papers.
15a. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 30th March, 1885, for 'copies
of all correspondence between the Department of Justice and the Inspectors or the Warden of the Penitentiary ofBritish Columbia, in regard to the suspension, in whole or in part, of any of
the
rules of said institution. Presented to the House of Commons, 20th April, 1885.— Mr* Shake s■
Not printed.
16. Annual Report on the Library of Parliament. Presented to the House of Commons,
29th
January, 1885, by Hon. Mr. Speaker
Printed for Sessional Papers only.

CONTENTS

OF VOLUME

No. 9.

17. Shareholders in the Chartered Banks of the Dominion of Canada, as on the
31st of December,
1884. Presented to the House of Commons, 20th March, 1885, by Sir Leonard Tilley—
Printed for both Distribution and Sessional Papers.
17a. Memorandum respecting the estate of the Bank of Upper Canada. Presented
to the Senate
25th February, 1885, by Hon. Sir Alexander Campbell
Not printed.

18. Dominion Police Commissioners' Return to Parliament, 1884, required by
31 Victoria, chapter
73. Presented to the House of Commons, 2nd February, 1885, by Sir Hector Langevi'n—
Not printed.
19. Return of Governor General's Warrants issued since last Session of Parliament
on account
of 1883-84 and 1884-85, in accordance with 41 Victoria, chapter 7, section 32, sub-section
2.
Presented to the House of Commons, 2nd February, 1885, by Sir Leonard Tilley.
Printed for Distribution only.
20

Statement of payments charged to Unforeseen Expenses, by Orders in Council, from
1884, to date, in conformity with Act 47 Victoria, chapter 2, schedule B. Presented1sttoJuly,
the
House of Commons, 2nd February, 1885, by Sir Leonard Tilley
Not printed.

21. Report of the Commissioners appointed to consolidate and revise the Statutes of Canada,
Presented to the House of Commons, 3rd February, 1885, by Sir John A. Macdonald.
Printed for Distribution only.

22. Statement of name and rank of each person superannuated or retired, his salary, age, length
of service, the allowance granted him on retirement, cause of his superannuation, and whether
the vacancy has been subsequently filled, and, if so, whether by promotion or new appointment, and the salary of the new appointee, under 46 Victoria, chapter 8, section 15, from 1st
January to 31st December, 1884. Presented to the House of Commons, 3rd February, 1885,
by Sir Leonard Tilley
Printed for Distribution only.
22a. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 6th February, 1885, for a statement
showing for the time elapsed since the period covered by the Order of the House of Commons
12
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of last Session, with reference to the Superannuation Fund : 1. The number of persons on the
list for the year as entitled to the benefit of the Act. 2. The number superannuated during the
year under the Act. 3. The number retired during the year on a gratuity under the Act.
4. The total amount paid into the fund from the beginning by those who were during the year
superannuated or retired on a gratuity ; distinguishing between those whose superannuation
was caused by the abolition of office, those who were superannuated otherwise, and those who
retired on a gratuity. 5. The number of persons on the list for the year who died in the service.
6. The total amount paid into the fund from the beginning by those who during the year died
Presented to the House of Commons, 2nd March, 1885.— Mr. Blake—
in the service.
■ Printed for Sessional Papers only.
22b. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 6th February, 1885, for a Return:
1. Showing the number of persons on the list of Civil Servants on the 1st day of January, in
the years 1879-80-81-82-83-84 and '85, separately, contributing to the Superannuation Fund.
the 1st day of January, 1885,
2. Showing the number of persons on the list of Civil Servants onentitled to the benefit of the Superannuation Act, by annuity in case of retirement. 3. The
total amount paid into the fund from the beginning by each of those superannuated during
the year 1884, also the respective amounts paid in by those granted a gratuity during the year
Not printed.
1884. Presented to the House of Commons, 23rd March, 1885.— Mr. McMullen
22c. Return to an Address of the House of Commons, dated 28th March, 1884, for copies^ of
all Orders in Council, correspondence, complaints, reports or other documents in connection
with the supension, superannuation or retirement, of W. F. Whitcher from the Public Service.
Not printed.
Presented to the House of Commons, 8th June, 1885.— Mr. Casey

23. Return (in part) to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 14th February, 1884, for return
of all sums paid to the Gazette Publishing Company of Montreal, and other newspapers,
for printing and advertising during the years 1874 and 1883. Presented to the House of
Not printed.
Commons, 4th February, 1885.-J/K McMullen
23a. Return (in part) to an Address of the House of Commons, dated 17th February, 1885, for a
Return showing the several sums paid and dates of payment made by the Government between
the 1st day of January, 1884, and the 30th day of June, 1884, and between the 1st day of July
and the 31st day of December, 1884, to the several printing and publishing companies of the
Dominion, or to editors, agents or proprietors of newspapers, or publishers of any kind, for
1885.—
any work 'done or material furnished. Presented to the House of Commons, 29th May,
Not printed.
Mr. McMullen
34. Official Return of the distribution of the Dominion Statutes of Canada, being 47 Victoria,
2nd Session, 5th Parliament, 1884— Vols. 1 and 2 separately, and 1 and 2 together ; English
and French versions. Presented to the House of Commons, 6th February, 1885, by Hon. J. A.
Not printed.
Chapleau
35. Articles of agreement entered into between Andrew Onderdonk and Her Majesty Queen
Victoria, represented by the Minister of Railways and Canals of Canada, to furnish and erect
a combined passenger and freight building at each of the following places on the line of the
Canadian Pacific Railway in British Columbia, viz. :— Yale, Lytton and Ashcroft. Also
between John Philip Bacon and Her Majesty Queen Victoria, &c, to construct nine water
tanks on Canadian Pacific Railway in British Columbia, between Emory's Bar and Savona's
Presented to the House of Commons, 6th February, 1885, by Hon. J. H. Pope—
Ferry.
Not printed.

35a. Return (in part) under resolution of the House of Commons, passed on the 20th February,
1882, on all subjects affecting the Canadian Pacific Railway, respecting details as to : 1. The
selection of the route. 2. The progress of the work. 3. The selection or. reservation of land.
4. The payment of moneys. 5. The laying out of branches. 6. The progress thereon. 7. The
rates of tolls for passengers and freight. 8. The particulars required by the Consolidated Railway Act and amendments thereto, up to the end of the previous fiscal year. 9. Like particulars
10. Copies of all
presentation of the return.
up to the latest practicable date before the
13
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Orders in Council and of all correspondence between the Government and the Railway
Company, or any member or officer of either, relating to the affairs of the company. Presented
to the House of Commons, 13th February, 1885, by Hon. J. H. Pope—
Printed for Sessional Papers only.
25b. Annual Return in re the Canadian Pacific Railway, 1884-85, under resolution of the House
of Commons, passed on the 20th February, 1882. Presented to the House of Commons, 13th
February, 1885, by Sir John A. Macdonald
Printed/or Sessional Papers only.
25c. Supplementary Return to a Standing Order of the House of Commons, dated 20th February,
1882, for full information on all subjects affecting the Canadian Pacific Railway up to the
latest date, and particularly all details as to : 1. The selection of the route. 2. The progress
of the work. 3. The selection or the reservation of land. 4. The payment of moneys. 5.
The laying out of branches. 6. The progress thereon. 7. The rates of tolls for passengers
and freight. 8. The particulars required by the Consolidated Railway Act and amendments
thereto, "up to the end of the previous fiscal year. 9. Like particulars up to the latest date
before the presentation of the return. 10. Copies of all Orders in Council and of all correspondence between the Government and the Railway Company, or any member or officer of
either, relating to the affairs of the company. Presented to the House of Commons, 17th
February, 1885, by Hon. J. A. Chapleau
Printed for Sessional Papers only.
25<i. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 9th February, 1885, for a statement
and plan showing the grades and curves on the temporary or permanent line actually constructed bythe Canadian Pacific Railway Company, from the foot of the Rocky Mountains as
far as the rails are laid ; and the proposed grades and curves on the continuation to Kamloops ; showing also the proposed grades and curves on the permanent line at a point at which
a temporary line of about nine miles has been constructed. Presented to the House of Commons, 5th March, 1885.— Mr. Blake
Not printed.
25c

Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 5th February, 1885, for map or maps
showing: 1. The location of the Canadian Pacific Railway, so far as approved of or constructed. 2.Its location, so far as proposed to Government, but not yet approved. 3. The
location of any branches constructed or acquired and of any now contemplated by the company, so far as the Government is advised. 4. The lands set apart for the company, but not
yet granted. 5. The lands granted. 6. The lands applied for, but not yet set apart. Presented
to the House of Commons, 5th March, 1885. — Mr. Blake
Not printed.

25/ Return to an Address of the House of Commons, dated 5th February, 1885, to His Excellency
the Governor General, praying that he will cause to be laid before the House a copy of:
1. Correspondence between the Canadian Pacific Railway Company and the North Shore
Railway Company, for the purchase, by the said Canadian Pacific Railway Company, of the
said North Shore Railway from St. Martin's Junction to Quebec, or to obtain control of the
same, or to make such arrangements as would allow the said Canadian Pacific Railway to
extend its railway to Quebec. 2. Of all correspondence between the Government and the
Canadian Pacific Railway Company concerning the extension of their railway from St. Martin's
Junction to the Harbor of Quebec. 3. Of all correspondence between the Government and any
other persons for the purpose of incorporating such persons for the construction of a railway
from the terminus of the Canadian Pacific Railway, at St. Martin's Junction, to the Harbor of
Quebec.
Presented to the House of Commons, 5th March, 1885.— Mr. Laurier
Not printed.
25g. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 17th February, 1885, for a copy of
separate report or finding of JudgeClarke, one of the arbitrators on the claims for damages of
contractors for Section B, Canadian Pacific Railway, in regard to such claims or to the
award in reference thereto, signed by Messrs. Brydges and Light, the other arbitrators.
Presented to the House of Commons, 5th March, 1885. — Mr. Casey
Not printed.
25 h. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 17th February, 1885, for a copy "of the
case submitted by the Government to counsel, and opinion given by counsel consulted by the
Government, as to the validity of the award of damages to contractors for Section B, Canadian Pacific Railway, and as to the action that should be taken in reference to such award.
14
Presented to the House of Commons, 5th March, 1885. — Mr. Casey
Not printed.
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35e. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 16th February, 1885, for a statement of
sums paid to the Canadian Pacific Railway Company up to date, for constructions on those
portions of the Canadian Pacific Railway between Port Arthur and Winnipeg, the contract
for which has been transferred to them from the original contractors, with dates of payment;
and
also, copies of estimates on which such payments have been made, showing quantities
printed.
Mot
Casey
Mr.
1885.—
March,
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Commons,
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House
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to
Presented
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Presented
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to the House of Commons, 5th March, 1885, by Hon. J. A. Chapleau.
Printed for Sessional Papers only.
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Mot Printed.
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of ComHouse
the
to
Presented
.
Government
passed between the several engineers and the
Not printed.
mons, 11th March, 1885—Jfr. Lesage
plan of the
25m. Return to an Address of the House of Commons, dated 17th February, 1885, for a
neighborthe
or
Moody,
Port
from
Railway
proposed route or routes of the Canadian Pacific
route chosen
hood thereof, to English Bay or Coal Harbor, showing the point at which the
Port Moody ;
diverges from the main line, and the distance thereof from the present terminus at
terminus, and
also an estimate of the cost of constructing the proposed line to the new Pacific
Commons, 13th
of the cost of the terminal accommodations there. Presented to the House of
Not printed.
Blake
March, 1885.-Jfr.
of the
copies
1885, for
25n Return to an Address of the House of Commons, dated 23rd February,
Sepof
Company,
report of Mr. Van Home, Vice-President of the Canadian Pacific Railway
to the Canadian
tember last, and of Mr. S. B. Read, fl.E., of the same month, with reference
standing, as to the
Pacific Railway in British Columbia ; and also reports of engineers of high
line has been built
route of the Canadian Pacific Railway at the point where a temporary
and Canals, of 19th
referred to in the letter from Mr. Van Home to the Minister of Railways
of the Railway
possession
the
in
subject,
May, 1884, and for any report of Mr. Fleming on the
Mr. Blake1885.—
March,
13th
Commons,
of
House
the
to
Presented
Company
Printed for Sessional Papers only.

25o

Return to
claim put in
and of Order
to the House

25p

of the
an Address of the House of Commons, dated 17th February, 1885, for a copy
;
based
was
$395,600
of
them
to
awarfl
the
which
on
B,
by the contractors of Section
s Presented
in Council of 2nd April, 1883, in reference to submission to arbitrator
Not printed.
of Commons, 13th March, 1885.-Jfr. Casey

17th February, 1885, for
Supplementary Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated
award of damages to
the
of
validity
the
to
a copy of the case submitted by the Government, as
action that should be taken
contractors for Section B, Canadian Pacific Railway, and as to the
.
Presented to the House of Commons, 16th March Not1885.-Jfr
printed.
reference to such award.
in„
;•••
Casey
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25g. Return to an Address of the House of Commons, dated 5th February, 1885, for copies of all
correspondence, reports and Orders in Council not covered by the previous Address, relating
to the allowances proposed to be paid to the Canadian manufacturers of certain goods required
by the Canadian Pacific Railway ; of all applications for such allowances, and correspondence
in connection therewith ; a statement of the calculations on which the allowances have been
based, and an estimate in detail of the probable sums payable out of the Treasury in respect
of each class of goods, assuming them to be made in Canada, to the extent of the company's
requirements, and of the ad valorem percentage of all allowances on each such class. Presented
to the House of Commons, 18th March, 1885.— Mr. Blake
Not printed.
25r. Return to an Address of the House of Commons, dated 12th March, 1885, for a statement
showing the names and addresses of all shareholders in the Canadian Pacific Railway Company, with the amount of stock held by each, as of the date of 16th February, 1885. Presented
to the House of Commons, 18th March, 1885.— Mr. Blake
Not printed.
25s. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 16th February, 1885, for a copy of the
report of the engineers appointed to re-measure and re-classify the work on Section B, Canadian
Pacific Railway, in connection with the claims of the contractors for said section for increased
remuneration for such work and for damages. Also all reports of the engineers in charge of
said section, or of the Engineer-in-Chief or any other Government engineer, in reference to the
questions of measurement, classification or damages at issue between the Government and
the contractors.
Presented to the House of Commons, 23rd March, 1885. — Mr. Casey —
Printed for Sessional Papers o?ih/.
25t. Return to an Address of the House of Commons, dated 9th February, 1885, for a statement
showing the number of passenger trains, freight trains and mixed trains, distinguishing each
class, run daily, or weekly in cases in which there was not a daily train, over each division of
the Canadian Pacific Railway, in each week of the years 1883 and 1884 respectively. Presented
to the House of Commons, 26th March, 1885. — Mr. Blake
Not printed.
25u. Return to an Order of the
memorials, letters and other
subject Of the non-payment
contractors, sub-contractors
Railway.
Presented to the

House of Commons, dated 12th March, 1885, for copies of all
representations, in writing, received by the Government on the
by the Canadian Pacific Railway Company of amounts due to
or laborers engaged in the construction of the Canadian Pacific
House of Commons, 26th March, 1885.— Mr. Charlton —
Not printed.

25v. Supplementary Return to a Standing Order of the House of Commons, passed on the 20th
February, 1882, for full information on all subjects affecting the Canadian Pacific Railway up
to the latest date, and particularly all details as to : 1. The selection of the route. 2. The
progress of the work. 3. The selection or reservation of land. 4. The payment of the moneys.
5. The laying out of branches. 6. The progress thereon. 7. The rates of tolls for passengers
and freight. 8. The particulars required by the Consolidated Railway Act and amendments
thereto up to the end of the previous fiscal year. 9. Like particulars up to the latest
practicable date before the presentation of the return. 10. Copies of all Orders in Council
and of all correspondence between the Government and the railway company, or any member
or officer of either, relating to the affairs of the company. Presented to the House of Commons.
23rd April, 1885, by Hon. J. H. Pope
Not printed.
25w. Return to an Address of the House of Commons, dated 12th February, 1885, for a statement
in detail of the present®position of land grant and the land grant bonds of the Canadian
Pacific Railway Company, showing, by the number of the section, the township and range or
other description, the lots granted to the company. Also the lots sold by the company.
Also the amount of land grant bonds in the hands of the Government ; the amount in the
hands of the company ; the amount in the hands of the public ; the amount pledged by the
company for loans, or otherwise, with details, and the amount cancelled ; showing also the
sum received by the company for lands sold in each calendar year and in the course of the
present year; and the amount now due to the company in respect of lands sold, with a
separate statement showing the amount received bv the company from sales in town sites, and
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the amount now due on such sales, distinguishing between the receipts and debts on account
of town sites comprised in the land grant, or in any arrangement with the Government, and
the receipts and debts on account of other town sites. Presented to the House of Commons,
23rd April, 1885.— Mr. Blake
Not printed.
25z. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 2nd March, 1885, for copies of all
reports, plans, specifications, estimates, contracts, correspondence and other papers in connection with the construction of the Canadian Pacific Railway wharf and freight shed at Port
Moody, B.C., and relating to its deterioration and repairs or reconstruction. And like paper3
as to the bridge on the railway near Spuzzum, B.C. Presented to the House of Commons,
23rd April, 1885.— Mr. Blake
Not printed.
25y. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 24th February, 1885, for any information in the possession of the Department as to the character of the work done near Lytton,
B.C., on the Canadian Pacific Railway, on that portion of the road for which Mr. Hugh J.
Keefer had a sub-contract, and which was under the inspection of his brother, Mr. George
Keefer, Government engineer ; also copies of any statements as to the character of the material
allowed as rock or as other than earth, in this part. Presented to the House of Commons,
24th April, 1885. — Mr. Blake
Printed/or Sessional Papers only.
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25z. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 23rd February, 1885, for all reports,
plans and other information in the possession of the Department in reference to the work on
the Canadian Pacific Railway at or near Maple Ridge, a short distance above Hammond, on
the bank of the Fraser, B.C. ; for all reports and information in the possession of the Department as to the condition of the work on the Government sections of the Canadian Pacific
Railway in British Columbia; and as to the extent of work remaining to be done before the
completion of the contract ; also for all correspondence with the Canadian Pacific Railway
Company as to the taking over by them of these sections of the railway ; also for a statement
of the names, salaries and period of service in that region, of the Government engineers who
have been employed on the Government sections in British Columbia of the Canadian Pacific
Railway, with the dates at which any of them were relieved, a statement of the cause of their
removal, and of their present occupation, if any, under the Government. Presented to the
Printed for Sessional Papers only.
House of Commons, 5th May, 1885.— Mr. Blake

25aa. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 2nd of March, 1885, for copies of all
applications, statements, estimates or letters sent from the Canadian Pacific Railway to the
Government, or any of its officials, in relation to the change made by the Government between
7th April, 1884, and 16th May, 1884, in the dealing with rolling stock in progress estimates
and payments in the Eastern Section, Western Division, and copies of all correspondence and
papers upon the same subject. Presented to the House of Commons, 5th May, 1885.— Mr.
Not printed.
Edgar
25bb. Supplementary Return to a Standing Order of the House of Commons, passed on the 20th
February, 1882, for full information on all subjects affecting the Canadian Pacific Railway up
to the latest date, and particularly all details as to : 1. The selection of the route. 2. Progress
of the work. 3. The selection or reservation of land. 4. The payment of moneys. 5. The
laying out of branches. 6. The progress thereon. 7. The rates of tolls for passengers and
freight. 8. The particulars required by the Consolidated Railway Act and amendments
thereto, up to the end of the previous fiscal year. 9. Like particulars up to the latest practicable date before the presentation of the Return. 10. Copies of all Orders in Council and of all
correspondence between the Government and the Railway Company, or any member or officer
of either, relating to the affairs of the company. Presented to the House of Commons, 5th
Not printed.
May, 1885, by Hon. J. H. Pope

25ce. Letter and statements from George Stephen, Esq., President of the Canadian Pacific Railway Company, to the Hon. the Minister of Railways and Canals, accompanied by Mr. Miall's
condensed balance sheet on the affairs of the Canadian Pacific Railway Company on the 1st
7th May, 1885.— Sir J. A. MacPresented to the House of Commons,
January, 1885.
Printed for both Distribution and Sessional Papers.
donald
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25dd. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 6th February, 1885, for a Return of
the names of persons in the employ of the Government along the line of the Canadian Pacific
Railway during the year 1884, the date of their engagement, the length of time employed, the
work assigned them and the salary, fee or allowance paid ; also the amount of travelling
expenses paid to each. Presented to the House of Commons, 8th May, 1885.— Mr. McNot printed.
Mullen

25ee. Supplementary Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 2nd March, 1885, for
copies of all applications, statements, estimates or letters sent from the Canadian Pacific
Railway to the Government or any of its officials, in relation to the change made by the Government between 7th April, 1884, and 16th May, 1884, in the dealing with rolling stock, in
progress estimates and payments in the Eastern Section, Western Division, and copies of all
correspondence and papers upon the same subject. Presented to the House of Commons, 16th
Not printed.
May, 1885.— Mr. Edgar

35/. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 2nd March, 1885, for copies of all the
estimates, in detail, furnished to the Government by the Canadian Pacific Railway Company,
and by the Government engineer, upon which the estimated cost of $23,000 per mile was based
for the portion of the Eastern Section from the 100th mile to the 120th mile west o* Callander,
giving quantities, classification and prices; also for a statement of the actual quantities,
description and classification of the work from the 100th mile to the 120th mile west of Callander on the 12th August, 1884, when the subsidy and loan were paid by the Government as a
completed line. Presented to the House of Commons, 16th May, 1885.— Mr. Edgar. ...Not printed.
25gg. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 2nd March, 1885, for copies of the
report of survey by Vernon Smith, C.E., in relation to the extension of the Canadian Pacific
Railway to Canadian ports on the Atlantic. Presented to the House of Commons, 16th May.
Not printed.
1885.-Mr. Lesage
copy of all
for
1885,
35M. Return to an Address of the House of Commons, dated 12th March,
railOntario
the
connecting
railway
a
of
construction
the
for
Government
the
to
offers made
way system, at or near to Gravenhurst, with the Canadian Pacific Railway. Presented to the
Printed for Sessional Papers only.
House of Commons, 9th June, 1885.— Mr. Mulock
25n. Return to an Address of the House of Commons, dated 12th February, 1885, for a Return
showing the amounts contributed to the Canada Central Railway between Ottawa and
Brockville, either by the Government of Canada, the Provincial Government of Ontario, or
by the municipalities along that line of railway. Also showing what securities were taken for
the amounts so advanced to the said railway company, and what disposition has been made
of the said securities. Also for similar returns concerning the St. Lawrence and Ottawa
Railway from Ottawa to Prescott, together with the conditions upon which such grants were
made to both railways ; also statement showing the present train service on both lines of
railway.
Presented to the House of Commons, 9th June, 1885.— Mr. Lander kin... Not printed.
2*ijj. Supplementary Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 5th February, 1885, for
map or maps showing : 1. The location of the Canadian Pacific Railway, so far as approved
of or constructed. 2. Its location, so far as proposed to Government, but not yet approved.
3. The location of any branches constructed or acquired, and of any now contemplated by
the company, so far as the Government is advised. 4. The lands set apart for the company,
but not yet granted. 5. The lands granted. 6. The lands applied for, but not yet set apart.
Presented to the House of Commons, 11th June, 1885.— Mr. Blake
Not printed.
25kk. Return to an Address of the House of Commons, dated 12th March, 1885, for a copy of all
correspondence between the Government of Quebec and the Government of Canada concerning the application of the sum of $960,000 reserved by the statute 47 Victoria, chapter 8, for
the extension of the Canadian Pacific Railway from its terminus at St. Martin's Junction to
Presented to the House of Commons, 15th June, 1885.— Mr. Laurier—
the Harbor of Quebec.
Printed/or Sessional Papers only.
2511. Return to an Address of the House of Commons, dated 9th February, 1885, for a statement
showing the gross earnings, expenses and net earnings of the Canadian Pacific Railway for
18
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worked under the lease from the Ontario and Quebec Railway Company ; and distinguishing
also between the main line east of Port Arthur or Fort William and the main line west of that
point, giving in each case the mileage open for traffic during the month specified. Presented
Printed for Sessional Papers only.
to the House of Commons, 16th June, 1885.— Mr. Blake

Return to an Address of the House of Commons, dated 12th February, 1885, for a statement showing : 1. The expenditure by the Canadian Pacific Railway Company upon its main
line of railway between Callander and Port Arthur and between Selkirk and Kamloops, since
the expenditure of $23,078,950, shown by the letter of Mr. Stephen to the Minister of Railways
and Canals on the 15th January, 1884. 2. The materials on hand in respect of the described
main line of railway. 3. The receipts by the company since the account given in the said
letter in respect of— (a.) Cash subsidy; (6.) Government loan; (c.) Land grant bonds or
4. The amount, if any, due by the
land sales, or from the pledging of land grant bonds.
company in respect of construction of the described main line. 5. Estimates of the cost of the
work of construction remaining to be done on the described main line, showing whether the
materials on hand are taken into account in such estimates or not. 6. An estimate of the
7. Statement of the
whole cost of construction of the described main line when completed.
Stephen's letter.
Mr.
cost of equipment of the described main line at the date of the account in
9. Estimate of
8. Statement of the cost of equipment of the described main line since that date.
10. Estimate of
the further cost of equipment of the described main line when completed.
the complete cost of equipping the described main line. All such statements and estimates
being separate for each of the described divisions, viz., (a) that between Callander and Port
Presented to the House of Commons,
Arthur, and (6) that between Selkirk and Kamloops.
Printed/or Sessional Papers only.
16th June, 1885.— Mr. Blake

25mm.

25nn. Return to an Address of the House of Commons, dated 24th February, 1885, for a statement
of the cost of the Canadian Pacific Railway from Winnipeg to a point 615 miles west of Winnipeg, divided under the usual sub-headings of cost of railway construction ; or in case the
company has not recorded the expense under the usual sub-headings, then divided in such a
way and in such detail as the company has recorded it. Presented to the House of Commons,
Printed for Sessional Papers only.
16th June, 1885.— Mr. Blake
25oo. Return to an Address of the House of Commons, dated 8th April, 1885, for a Return showing
the date of completion of the main line of the Canadian Pacific Railway from Winnipeg to
Brandon, from Brandon to Moose Jaw, from Moose Jaw to Calgary, the dates on which each
section was opened for traffic, the dates on which such section was inspected by the Government
engineer, with all Orders in Council, papers and correspondence affecting the tariff rates for
passengers and freight upon such line, not already brought down. Presented to the House
Not printed.
of Commons, 15th June, 1885.— Mr. Watson

25pp. Return to an Address of the Senate, dated 25th February, 1885, for all correspondence had
since the 1st January, 1884, between the Government of Canada and the Government of the
Province of Quebec, concerning all sums of money granted by the Government of Canada to
the Province of Quebec, and all claims of the Province of Quebec, by way of indemnity on
account of the construction of the North Shore Railway, heretofore called the Quebec, Montreal,
Ottawa and Occidental Railway, together with a copy of all memorials presented to the Federal
Government during the same period by the Government of Quebec, respecting all claims or
demands of indemnity for the same cause. Presented to the Senate, 16th April, 1885.— Hon.
Printedfor Sessional Papers only.
Mr. Trudel
25qq. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 13th February, 1885, for a statement
showing : 1. The total number of permanent timber trestles and the total number of wooden
bridges constructed, or under contract for construction, upon the line of the Canadian Pacific
Railway. 2. The length, in feet, and the maximum height of each of said trestles and of each
of said bridges. Such statement to identify the trestles and bridges by numbering them conPresented to the House of Commons, 14th July, 1885.—
secutively from Sudbury westward.
Not printed.
Mr. Edgar
25rr. Return to an Address of the House of Commons, dated 17th February, 1885, for : 1. A
statement of the present position of the debt of six hundred thousand dollars, due last Session
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by the North American Contracting Company to the Canadian Pacific Railway, with information as to whether the same has been settled, and if so, when and upon what terms, and if
unsettled, what steps have been taken, or are being taken, to procure a settlement ; also a
statement of the present position of a sum of about six hundred thousand dollars invested by
the Canadian Pacific Railway Company in stock of the Canada North-West Land Company,
with a statement of its value, at the average price for the month of January, 1885. 2. Also
plan and statement showing the grades and curves on the line of the Canadian Pacific Railway
as far as constructed, including all the Government sections, but exclusive of the line constructed bythe company from the foot of the Rocky Mountains to Kamloops. 3. Also a copy
of the prospectus, advertisement and other papers in connection with the recent proposal for
the issue of bonds of the Ontario and Quebec Railway Company, guaranteed by the Canadian
Pacific Railway Company, with a statement of the amount sold and the average rate. 4.
Also an estimate of the cost of the Canadian Pacific Railway between Callander and Port
Arthur, divided under the usual heads of sub-divisions in railway construction, with separate
estimate for equipment. 5. Also a like estimate, in similar form, of the cost of the construction of the Canadian Pacific Railway between Calgary and the summit of the Rocky Mountains, and from the summit of the Rocky Mountains to the junction with the Government
section, each separately, with a statement of the items in which a saving of four million dollars
upon the estimate of last Session is calculated by the officers of the company. 6. Also a statement ofthe expenditure by the Canadian Pacific Railway Company on any account, except
the construction and equipment of the contracted line between Callander and Port Arthur,
and between Selkirk and Kamloops. Presented to the House of Commons, 14th July, 1885.—
Mr. Blake
Not printed.

2oss. Return to an Address of the House of Commons, dated 17th February, 1885, for : 1. A
statement of the expenditure of the Canadian Pacific Railway Company since the account in
Mr. Stephen's letter to the Minister of Railways and Canals, 15th January, 1884, upon branch
lines, specifying each line, the expenditure thereon, the purpose thereof, and the additional
mileage beyond 269 miles completed at the date of Mr. Stephen's letter. 2. Statement of the
cost of equipment of such branch lines; (a.) At the date of said letter; (6.) Since that time.
3. Estimate for any further cost of equipment for such branch lines so far as completed. 4.
Statement in detail of the further sums paid in respect of the extensions or branches east of
Callander, since the date of said letter, when they amounted to $3,203,050. 5. A statement of
the present condition of the account for advances towards acquiring a line to the seaboard, and
for other purposes, alleged to be within the charter, shown by the said letter at $3,482,251 ;
with a detail of any further payments of a like character. Presented to the House of Commons, 18th July, 1885.— Mr. Blake
Not printed.

25 tf. Return to an Address of the House of Commons, dated 17th February, 1885, for copies of all
correspondence and agreements between the Government and the Cauadian Pacific Railway
Company on the subject of immigration to Manitoba and the North-West, together with a
statement showing the amount expended by the company in promoting such immigration,
giving amounts paid, with dates, to whom paid, and the nature of service rendered ; also
estimate of the company of number of persons from foreign countries who have actually settled
there in each year since date of charter. Presented to the House of Commons, 18th July, 1885.
— Mr. Paterson {Brant)
Not printed.
25uu. Supplementary Return to an Address of the House of Commons, dated 17th February, 1885r
for : 1. A statement of the present position of the debt of six hundred thousand dollars due
last Session by the North American Contracting Company to the Canadian Pacific Railway,
with information as to whether the same has been settled, and, if so, when and upon what
terms, and if unsettled, what steps have been taken, or are being taken, to procure a settlement ;also a statement of the present position of a sum of about six hundred thousand dollars
invested by the Canadian Pacific Railway Company in stock of the Canada North-West Land
Company, with a statement of its value at the average price for the month of January, 1S85.
2. Also plan and statement showing the grades and curves on the line of the Canadian Pacific
Railway as far as constructed, including all the Government sections, but exclusive of the line
constructed by the company from the foot of the Rocky Mountains to Kamloops.
Presented
to the House of Commons, 20th July, 1885. — Mr. Blake
Not printed.
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36. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 2nd February, 1885, for a Return of the
receipts and expenditure, in detail, chargeable to the Consolidated Fund, from the 1st July,
1883, to the 31st January, 1884, and from 1st July, 1884, to 31st January, 1885. Presented to
the House of Commons, 9th February, 1885.— Sir Richard Cartwright—
Printed for Distribution only.

37. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 2nd February, 1885, for a statement
showing the amount of money on deposit to the credit of the Government of Canada on the
1st February, 1885, whether in Canada or elsewhere, together with the names of the banks
wherein the said moneys are deposited, with the amount in each bank respectively ; also the
amount at interest and the rate of interest allowed on the said deposits in each case. Presented
to the House of Commons, 9th February, 1885.— Sir Richard Cartwright—
Printed for Distribution ot\ly.

38. Return to an Address of the House of Commons, dated 30th January, 1884, for copies of all
Orders in Council, despatches, correspondence and telegrams relating to the negotiations
between Canada and British Columbia, not already brought down ; and for a statement of the
estimated net cost to Canada of the dry dock in British Columbia. Presented to the House of
Not printed.
Commons, 10th February, 1885,— Mr. Blake
39. Return {in part) to an Address of the House of Commons, dated 24th January, 1884, for copies
of all Orders in Council, reports and correspondence, not already brought down, in reference
to the exercise or non-exercise of the power of disallowance as to any Provincial Acts ; with a
statement of the dates of prorogation of each of the Provincial Assemblies ; and of the dates
at which the Acts of the Session were received at Ottawa ; and copy of the despatches
addressed to the Lieutenant-Governors on the subject of the transmission to the Government
of Canada of such Acts. Presented to the House of Commons, 10th February, 1885.— Mr.
Printedfor Sessional Papers only.
Mulock

30.

Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 25th February, 1884, for a detailed
statement of all moneys expended upon the Dominion steamer "Sir James Douglas," in
connection with the hauling out, lengthening of, repairs to, and launching of said vessel, from
1st January, 1882, to 31st December, 1883. Presented to the House of Commons, 10th February,
Not printed.
1885.— Mr. Baker ( \ 'ictoria)

30a. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 25th February, 1884, for a statement
showing numbers of officers and crew of steamer " Sir James Douglas," their names, rank,
pay and date of first appointment, the average cost per month of maintaining said vessel for
the twelve months ending 31st December, 1883, nature of service in which she has been engaged
for the period mentioned, increased speed obtained by lengthening, date on which she was last
swung for adjustment of compasses and copy of deviation table made therefrom. Presented
Not printed.
to the House of Commons, 10th February, 1885.— Mr. Baker {Victoria)

SOb. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 28th March, 1884, for all correspondence
of a date subsequent to 1st January, 1883, upon the subjects of repairs to, hauling out, and
launching of the steamer " Sir James Douglas," in the early part of said year, between the
Department of Marine and Fisheries and their agents at Victoria, B.C., or between the Department and any other person or persons, in the Province of British Columbia, upon said subject;
also copies of reports sent in to the Department by the agent of the Department in British
Columbia, and the master of the steamer above referred to, in connection with the serious and
upon themunpleasant difference of opinion which arose between them, reflecting discreditably
selves and the Department. Also all correspondence upon that or any other subject between
the Department and any British Columbia member or other person, in any way reflecting upon
the agent of the Department in British 0 olumbia, to date. Presented to the House of C ommons,
See 30d.
Not printed.
10th February, 1885.— Mr. Baker (Victoria)

30c. Return to an Address of the Senate, dated 9th April, 1884, for copies of all documents and
correspondence in possession of the Government relating to the establishment of a line of
Presented to the Senate, 24th February, 1885. Hon.
steamships between France and Canada.
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30 /. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 28th March, 1884, for all correspondence
of a date subsequent to 1st January, 1883, upon the subject of repairs to, hauling out and
launching of the steamer "Sir James Douglas," in the early part of said year, between
the Department of Marine and Fisheries and their agent at Victoria, B.C., and between
the Department and any other person or persons in the Province of British Columbia, upon
said subject ; also copies of reports sent in to the Department by the agent in British Columbia,
and the master of the steamer referred to, in connection with the serious and unpleasant
difference of opinion which arose between them, reflecting discreditably upon themselves and
the Department ; also all correspondence upon that or any other subject between the Department and any British Columbia member or other person, in any way reflecting on the agent
of the Department in British Columbia, to date. Presented to the House of Commons, 14th
April, 1885.— Mr. Baker (Victoria)
Printed for Distribution only.
30e. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 24th February, 1885, for copies in full
of the accounts and vouchers of all provisions, coal and other supplies furnished the Hudson
Bay steamer " Neptune" at Halifax, in July last, and copies of all the tenders upon which all
the contracts were based. Presented to the House of Commons, 14th April, 1885.— Mr.
Vail
Not printed.
30/ Return to an Address of the House of Commons, dated 23rd February, 1885, for copies of all
reports, correspondence, contracts, Orders in Council and other papers, in connection with
the arrangements under which public moneys have been paid by the Government to the Halifax
Steam Navigation Company. Presented to the House of Commons, 30th April, 1885.— Mr.
Blake
Not printed.
31. Return to an Address of the House of Commons, dated 28th March, 1884, for a statement
showing the present constitution of the North-West Council, the number of elected members,
the district for which they are elected, the number of votes polled, the names of the candidates, and the qualifications required of the voters. Presented to the House of Commons,
19th February, 1885.— Mr. Mills
Printed for both Distribution and Sessional Papers.
32. Return to an Address of the House of Commons, dated 28th March, 1884, for a statement of all
moneys paid by the Dominion Government to the Local Government of Ontario since Confederation ;stating the amounts in each year and stating on what account. Presented to the
House of Commons, 10th February, 1885.— Mr. Farrow
Printed for Distribution only.
33. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 28th March, 1884, for : 1. Correspondence, papers, draft, notarial transfer and telegram respecting Survey Contract No. 10, of
L. J. E. Garon, of the season of 1881, by which Joseph Adhemar Martin, merchant, of Rimouski,
has received the sum of $800. 2. Correspondence, papers, draft, notarial transfer and telegram,
between the Minister of the Interior and the said Joseph Adhemar Martin, concerning the
balance remaining due on the said transfer of the said Survey Contract No. 10, of L. J. E.
Garon, of the said season of 1881. Presented to the House of Commons, 19th February, 1885.—
Mr. Billy
Not printed.
34. Return to an Address of the House of Commons, dated 7th February, 1884 for copies of all
correspondence between the several Provincial Governments and the Dominion Government,
respecting the readjustment or increase of the money subsidies paid, or to be paid, by the
latter to the former, in pursuance of the confederation agreement, or of any other arrangements
since made. Also copies of all petitions from the several Provincial Legislatures to the Government, or to the Parliament of Canada, and of any memorials received by the latter from
the several Provincial Governments, asking for aid or assistance in money or otherwise. Also
statement showing all that has been granted in money, or otherwise, by the Government of
Canada to the several provinces since 1867. Presented to the House of Commons, 10th February, 1885. — Mr. Ouimet
Printed for Sessional Papers only.
34a. Return to an Address of the House of Commons, dated 5th February, 1885, to His Excellency
the Governor General, praying that he will cause to be laid before the House any correspond-
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or any other correspondence and papers concerning the International Exhibition in Antwerp ■
and also copies of the existing tariff between Belgium and England. Presented to the House
of Commons, 12th March, 1885.— Messrs. Bergeron and Amy ot
Not printed.
386. Return to an Address of the House of Commons, dated 23rd February, 1885, for a copy
of
any further commission or Order in Council, or correspondence touching the position or salary
of the High Commissioner of Canada, not already brought down. Presented to the House of

Commons, 13th March, 1885.— Mr. Blake
.'
Printed/or Sessional Papers only.
38c. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 23rd February, 1885. for a Return
showing amount paid out on account of High Commissioner to London since the creation of
the office ; showing separately the amount paid on account of residence, furniture and all
fittings and additions thereto, and amount of salary paid to 1st January, 1885, and all items or
allowances on account of taxes, light, iiel, travelling and other expenses, including salaries
of private secretary and other servants or attendants, each item separately set out up to
1st January, 1885. Presented to the House of Commons, 7th April, 1885.— Mr. McMullen—
Printed for Sessional Papers only.
39. Return to an Address of the House of Commons, dated 4th February, 1885, for copy of all
correspondence between the Government of Canada and the several Governments" of the
Australian and Tasmanian colonies, or anyone acting on their behalf, in relation to the establishing ofa more direct communication and extension of trade between these colonies and
Canada ; also all correspondence between the Government of Canada and the British Government on the same subject. Presented to the House of Commons, 12th February, 1885.— Mr.
Mitchell
Not printed.
40. Report of the operations and money expended, since the report of last Session, for the vear
1884, with respect to the Census of 1881, in accordance with the provisions of section 25 of the
Census and Statistics Act; also relating to mortuary statistics. Presented to the House of
Commons, 12th February, 1885, by Hon. J. H. Pope
Notprinted.
40a. A form of Census Return for the year 1885. Presented to the House of Commons, 13th
February, 1885, by Hon. J. H. Pope
Notprinted.
41. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 4th February, 1885, for amount of sums
advanced to the Government of the Dominion by way of loan by any banks or persons in
Canada or England, as appearing on the 1st February, 1885. Presented to the House of
Commons, 13th February, 1885.— Sir Richard Cartwright—
Printed for both Distribution and Sessional Papers.

41a. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 4th February, 1885, for a Return giving
names of all newspapers in which the loans of 1874, 1875, 1876, 1878 and 1884 were advertised^
together with statement of length of time during which the said advertisements appeared.
Presented to the House of Commons, 16th February, 1885.— Sir Richard Cartwright—
Not printed.
415. Return to an Address of the House of Commons, dated 4th February,. 1885, for copy of the
prospectus of the loan recently issued in London; also a statement showing the amounts of
the commission and other charges paid thereon, and to whom paid, together with the amount
of the said loan subscribed for by the financial agents of the Dominion, or by the Bank of
Montreal, with the dates of the said subscriptions, and copies of all Orders in Council
connected with the said loan. Presented to the House of Commons, 16th February, 1885.— Sir
Richard Cartwright
Printed for both Distribution and Sessional Papers.
42. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 6th February, 1885, for copies of all
correspondence, memorials, petitions or other documents relating to the abolition of the duty
on grain, flour and coal during 1884 and up to the present time. Presented to the House of
Not printed.
Commons, 13th February, 1885.— Mr. Cameron {Middlesex)
4:2a. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 12th March, 1885, for a Return of the
amount of duty collected on wheat, flour, cornmeal and corn, in the several ports of the
Province of Nova Scotia, between the 30th June, 1884, and 31st December, 1884. Presented to
the House of Commons, 18th March, 1885.— Mr. Vail
Not printed.
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Not printed.
June, l8S5.-3Ir. Watson
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certain duties
Papers and telegrams respecting the Imperial Act for granting to Her Majesty
ies. Presented
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Not printed.
to, the House of Commons, 11th July, 1885, by Hon. M. Bowell
to the House of Commons
43 Message from His Excellency the Governor General, transmitting
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copies of all petitions, resolutions, correspondence and memorials on the
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Not printed.
House of Commons, 13th February, 1885, by Sir John A. Macdonald
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Not printed.
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all
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Not printed.
to the House of Commons, 8th April, 1885.— Mr. Wilson
for a copy of the
44 b. Return to an Address of the House of Commons, dated 16th March, 1885,
of Simcoe,
memorial presented to the Government by the county council of the county
county
that
of
ies
municipalit
different
the
by
granted
bonuses
of
Ontario, praying for a refund
advantage
to railways that have been declared by this Parliament to be works for the general
thereto. Preof Canada, together with copies of all correspondence and other papers relating Not printed.
sented to the House of Commons, 20th April, 1885.— Mr. Cook
of the
44c. Return to an Address of the House of Commons, dated 27th April, 1885, for copies
Government m
the
on
waited
who
delegates
the
by
Government
the
to
presented
memorials
of Canada.
reference to the bonuses granted to railways declared to be for the general advantage
Not printed.
Presented to the House of Commons, 16th May, 1885.-Jfr. Watson
showing
45. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 17th February, 1885, for a Return
by
Dominion,
the
from
exported
and
into,
imported
flour
and
the quantity and value of wheat
Provinces, during the six months ending 31st December, 1884-distinguishing, in the imports,
of Canada.
the quantity entered for home consumption; and, in the exports, the product
printed.
Presented to the House of Commons, 24th February, 1885.-i!fr. Paterson (Brant). ..Not
45 a. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 6th February, 1885, for a Return
showing the quantity of wheat, flour, corn and cornmeal imported into and exported from the
various Provinces, from the 1st of July to the 31st December, 1884. Presented to the House of
Not printed.
Commons, 24th February, 1885.— Mr. Cameron (Middlesex)
46. Return of the names and salaries, &c, of all persons appointed to or promoted in the Civil
Service during the year ended the 31st December, 1884, specifying the office to which each has
2.
been appointed or promoted under the Canada Civil Service Act, 1882, section 55, sub-section
Presented to the House of Commons, 16th February, 1885, by Hon. J. A. Chapleau—
Printed for Sessional Papers only.

46a. Report of the proceedings of the Board of Examiners for the year 1884— presented to Parliament in terms of section 55 of the Canada Civil Service Act, 1882, 45-46 Victoria, chapters 4-7.
Presented to the House of Commons, 16th February, 1885, by Hon. J. A. Chapleau—
Printed for both Distribution and Sessional Papers.
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466. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 27th April, 1885, for a Return of all
officers of the Civil Service, from the resident Dominion Government agent down to the messenger, ineach and every Department (by Departments) in British Columbia, giving full
Christian and surnames, their ages, present rank, pay, allowances, dates of appointment and
promotion, made up to the 31st December, 1884, or nearest possible date. Presented to the
House of Commons, 15th June, 1885.— Mr. Baker (Victoria)
Not printed.
47. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 28th March, 1884, for copies of all correspondence, reports of engineers, with maps and plans, relating to the improvements required to
be made in order to secure a better supply of water to the Rideau Canal, as well as to open up
a large section of the country bordering on lakes in the counties of Frontenac and Addington.
Presented to the House of Commons, 17th February, 1885.— Mr. Bell
Not printed.
47a. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 28th March, 1884, for copies of all
correspondence and reports of engineers, with maps and plans, relating to the extension of the
Rideau Canal from the village of Morton to Charleston Lake and the village of Gananoque, in
the county of Leeds. Presented to the House of Commons, 17th February, 1885.— Mr.
McDougald
Not printed.
48. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 2nd February, 1885, for all papers
relating to the resignation of Capt. Ludger Bolduc, after the collision which occurred on the
20th May, 1884, between "La Canadienne" and the brig "Alliance," of Jersey; covering
complaint, enquiry, report, &c, and all correspondence relating to the matter. Presented to
the House of Commons, 17th February, 1885.— Mr. Landry Qlontmagny)
Not printed.
49. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 5th February, 1885, for a statement
showing sums expended on capital account, from the 1st day of July, 1884, to the 1st day of
February, 1885, and the purposes for which said sums were expended. Also for statement of
the gross amount of the debt of the Dominion on the 1st day of February, 1885 ; and a statement ofdebts and assets to that date, as given in Public Accounts, pages 13 and 14. Presented to the House of Commons, 17th February, 1885.— Sir Richard Cartwright—
Printed for Distribution only.
50. Return to an Address of the House of Commons, dated 5th February, 1885, for a copy of the
resignation of the Hon. Judge Meredith as Chief Justice of the Superior Court of the Province
of Quebec, and of the correspondence which followed that resignation.
Presented to the House
of Commons, 17th February, 1885.— Mr. Laurier
Not printed.
506, 1884. Return to an Address of the House of Commons, dated 25th January, 1884, for copies
of all Orders in Council, correspondence and departmental orders, with reference to the granting, cancellation and suspension of licenses to cut timber on lands of the Indians near Fort
William, on the Fort William reserve.
Presented to the House of Commons, 8th April, 1884.
Mr. Blake
Printed for Distribution only.
51. Return to an Address of the House of Commons, dated 25th February, 1884, for: 1. A copy
of all Orders in Council, departmental orders and correspondence, respecting the sale, lease or
other disposal of the grist and saw mill owned by the Dominion and situate south of Calgary,
North-West Territories, to whom disposed, when, at what price, and how paid or payable? 2.
Statement showing the original costs thereof, the costs expended thereon, when the same was
erected, including working expenses. 3. Statement showing the quantity of agricultural
land or timber limits disposed of with said mill or mills, or to the person who purchased or
obtained the same. 4. All applications for the purchase or leasing of said farm, lands and
limits. 5. Statement of the machinery in said mill or mills, and the cost thereof. 6. All other
correspondence in respect to said mill or mills, land and limits. Presented to the House of
Commons, 17th February, 1885.— Mr. Cameron (Huron)
Not printed.
52. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 28th March, 1884, for all correspondence
between the Hon. P. Mitchell and the Minister of the Interior, in relation to a timber limit or
limits on Jack Head River, with the plans submitted in connection therewith ; also in relation
to timber limits on the Lake of the Woods. Presented to the House of Commons, 19th February, 1885.— Mr. Mitchell
Not printed.
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52/. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 16th February, 1885, for copies of
all
permits, licenses or liberties given to any person or persons to cut timber in any part of the
territory declared by the Order of the Queen in Council to be within the Province of Ontario.
Also the name or names of the person or persons obtaining such permission, the extent of territory embraced, the amount received by the Government, and the amount, if any, still unpaid
by the party or parties for such permission. Presented to the House of Commons, 15th Julv
1885.-Jfr.JBH.
Notprinted.
52g. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 23rd February, 1885, for a Return
showing : 1. The total number of applications for timber licenses or berths in the Province of
British Columbia, and within 50 miles of the line of the Canadian Pacific Railway ; the date of
such application ; the place from which it was made ; the name and address of the applicant ;
the area applied for and the geographical situation of the same ; whether the application was
rejected or granted, and, if rejected, the reasons assigned for the same. 2. The total number
of applications for timber licenses or berths in the Province of British Columbia and transmitted tothe Department of the Interior at Ottawa; the date of such application; the place
from which it was made ; the name and address of the applicant ; the area applied for and the
geographical situation of the same ; whether the application was rejected or granted, and, if
rejected, the reason assigned for the same. 3. A summary statement showing the number of
licenses or permits granted either upon applications made at Ottawa or made at Victoria and
transmitted to Ottawa, designating when the application was made, the date of the application,
and the name and address of the grantee. 4. The geographical location of the area covered
by each license or permit issued, and the number of square miles embraced in each, and the
aggregate amount of the same. 5. The amount of bonuses or premiums received upon each and
the aggregate amount of the same. 6. Full particulars as to the Crown dues or stumpage
charged or chargeable upon each license or permit issued as to whether by percentage of
values or specific charges. 1. A statement in case of each license or permit issued as to whether
the Government had caused a survey to be made of the same and was in possession of estimates
made by its own surveyors, woodsmen or bushrangers, as to the kinds, the quantity and the
quality of timber upon each area covered by such license or permit. 8. Whether in each case
where a license or permit was granted, the berth was put up at public auction, after due public
notice was given inviting tenders, and was sold to the highest bidder, or whether granted upon
application or tender from the grantee without inviting public competition. 9. In case of application by two or more parties for the same berth, and competition between them for the
purchase of the same, the name and residence of each applicant and the particulars of the
tender made by each. 10. Copies of all claims, petitions, remonstrances, letters or communications made to the Government respecting such permits or licenses applied for or granted, also
a copy of all maps or plans showing the location and areas of such licenses or permits. 11.
A minute of all assignments of such licenses or permits recorded with the Government, with
the names and residence of the assignor and the assignee and the consideration in each case
paid.
Presented to the House of Commons, 15th July, 1885.— Mr. Charlton
Not printed.
53. Return to an Address of the House of Commons, dated 26th March, 1884, for copies of all
documents, statements, &c, of a nature to afford the information asked for by the following
questions :— Whether the Government has, by sale, grant, location or otherwise, disposed of the
lands belonging to it in the county of Richelieu? If so, what are the lands ; what is the extent
of each lot; to whom was it disposed ; what are the conditions of each such grant, location or
sale ; what are the prices paid in each case, and when and how were the amounts paid ? Also
of all documents relating to the subject matter of the said questions, and of those evidencing
the said transactions.
Presented to the House of Commons, 19th February, 1885.— Mr. Amyot—
Not printed.
53a. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 17th February, 1885, for a list of all the
unsold Indian lands in the township of Toronto, in the county of Peel. Presented to the
House of Commons, 9th March, 1885.— Mr. Pater son (Brant)
Notprinted.
536. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 17th February, 1885, for a stateiv.
showing all properties, islands and other lands, whether built upon or not, belonging to the
Dominion Government, and situated within 26
the limits of the county of Richelieu, the names of
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the parties occupying the said properties as tenants or otherwise ; the time for which such
properties are leased, the annual rent and the arrears due, if any, on each such property, up to
the 1st January, 1885. Presented to the House of Commons, 9th March, 1885.— Mr. Massue—
Not printed.
53c. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 23rd February, 1885, for a statement
showing : 1. All sales of coal lands since 23rd April, 1883 ; the name and residence of each party
to whom sales have been made ; the number of acres sold to each ; the price per acre received
from each ; the location of the land sold ; the total number of acres sold, and the total amount
received from such sales. 2. All leases of coal lands made since 23rd April, 1883 ; the name and
residence of each lessee ; the number of acres leased to each ; the payments made by each ; the
location of each leasehold ; the total number of acres leased ; and the total sum derived from
such leases, the considerations paid and royalties collected ; and also from all other charges, if
in
any. 3. Copies of all applications, correspondence, protests and written communications,
relation to coal lands sold or leased since 23rd April, 1883. Presented to the House of ComPrinted/or Sessional Papers only.
mons, 31st March, 1885.— Mr. Charlton
53d. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 12th March, 1885, for a detailed list of
all the unsold Indian lands in the township of Trafalgar, in the county of Halton. Presented
Not printed.
to the House of Commons, 31st March, 1885.— Mr. McCraney

53c. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 18th March, 1885, for a return of all properties owned by the Government for military purposes in New Brunswick disposed of or
leased since the transfer from the Imperial Government ; the parties to whom sold and at what
rents. Preprice, and as to leased properties, to whom leased, for what period and at what Not
printed.
sented to the House of Commons, 22nd April, 1885.— Mr. Weldon

53/. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 4th February, 1885, for a statement
showing the several amounts collected by the Dominion Government for lands sold or leased ;
for timber, logs or staves, cordwood, telegraph poles or other product of the forest ; with the
names of persons making such payments, within the bounds and limits of the western part of
Ontario, as determined by the decision of the Privy Council against the claim of the Dominion
Government. Presented to the House of Commons, 23rd April, 1885.— Mr. MackenziePrinted for Sessional Papers only.

53#. Order in Council, of the 4th June, 1883, respecting allotment of lands of various colonization
companies under the land regulations, and to accord to railway companies the privilege of purchasing land south of the 54th parallel of latitude, &c. Presented to the House of Commons,
Not printed.
29th April, 1885, by Sir John A. Macdonald
53A. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 23rd February, 1885, for a return giving
copies of all regulations or orders issued by the Department of the Interior concerning the sale
or management of agricultural lands, timber lands, pasture lands, mineral lands and town
sites, since 26th February, 1884. Presented to the House of Commons, 5th May, 1885.— Mr.
Not printed.
Charlton
53i. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 12th February, 1885, for copies of all
correspondence and petitions of railway companies in Manitoba and the North-West, praying
for grants of land, or modifications in the condition and extent of the grants of land already
conceded to them; and of all Orders in Council or agreements or letters, not already brought
down, aftecting or in any wise relating to any railway company in Manitoba or the NorthWest other than the Canadian Pacific Railway Company. Presented to the House of ComNot printed.
mons, 5th May, 1885.— Mr. Blake
53y. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 23rd February, 1885, for a return showing : 1. The names of grazing land lessees who have cattle upon their leaseholds, the number
of acres in each leasehold, the date of the lease, the geographical position of the area covered
by each lease, the number of the lease, the number of cattle reported on each leasehold, the
date when the leasehold was first stocked with cattle, and the aggregate number of acres
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covered by such leases. 2. The names of grazing land lessees who have not placed cattle upon
their leaseholds ; the number of acres in each leasehold ; the geographical position of the area
covered by each lease ; the number of the lease and the aggregate number of acres covered by
such leases.
Presented to the House of Commons, 26th May, 1885.— Mr. Charlton—
Printed for Sessional Papers only.
53&. Return to an Address of the House of Commons, dated 11th March, 1885, for: 1. Copy of all
Orders in Council or departmental orders respecting south-east £, section 2, township 10, range
19, west. 2. Copies of all claims made to said land, and the action of the Government thereon.
3. Copies of all petitions, papers and correspondence with the Government by one Joseph Bell
and one J. E. Kavanagh, and all other persons, and all replies thereto, respecting said land.
Presented to the House of Commons, 26th May, 1885.— Mr. Cameron {Huron)
Not printed.
53Z. Copy of an Order in Council, under date the 4th June, 1883, respecting an area of land
having been allotted to colonization companies under the land regulations, &c. Presented to
the House of Commons, 12th June, 1885, by Sir Hector Langevin
Not printed.
53m. Return to an Address of the House of Commons, dated 27th April, 1885, for copies of all
Orders in Council, correspondence and papers, not already brought down, touching the
surrender or definition of the claims of Canada upon any of the railway lands in British
Columbia, or touching any change as to the relations of Canada and British Columbia in
reference to such railway lands. Presented to the House of Commons, 14th July, 1885. — Mr.
Blake
Not printed.
54.£Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 2nd February, 1885, for a statement
showing: 1. The Christian and surnames of the present employes of the Immigration Office at
Quebec, and the nature of their employment. 2. The amount of the yearly salary paid to each
such employe on 31st December, 1884. 3. The amount of the yearly salary attached to the
said offices on 31st December, 1877. Also all correspondence respecting the increase or nonincrease of the salary of any employe of the said office between the two dates above named.
Presented to the House of Commons, 20th February, 1885. — Mr. Landry {Montmagny) —
Not printed.
54a. Message transmitting the Report of the Royal Commission on Chinese Immigration, aDd the
evidence taken thereon. Presented to the House of Commons, 25th February, 1885, by Hon.
J. A. Chapleau
Printed for both Distribution and Sessional Papers.
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546. Return to an Address of the House of Commons, dated 6th February, 1885, for a copy of the
commission and the names of the commissioners appointed to proceed to British Columbia to
enquire into and report upon the Chinese difficulty in that country. The date of the commissioners' engagement, the salary or other allowance paid them, and the amount of travelling
and other expenses up to the 1st February, 1885. Presented to the House of Commons, 13th
April, 1885.— Mr. McMullen
Not printed.
54Lc. Return to an Address of the Senate, dated 26th March, 1885, to His Excellency the Governor
General, praying that he will cause to be laid before this House a detailed statement of the
expenditure incurred in connection with :the recent visit of the Hon. the Secretary of State
to British Columbia and California. Presented to the Senate, 13th April, 1885. — Hon. Mr.
Poioer
Not printed.
55. Return to an Address of the House of Commons, dated 28th February, 1883, for copies of all
papers and correspondence relating to the change of mail service between Durham and Walkerton; also a statement showing the cost of the old and new service, and the comparative
efficiency of each. Presented to the House of Commons, 23rd February, 1885.— Mr. Landerkin
Not printed.
55a. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 26th March, 1884, for copies of
advertisement calling for tenders for carrying30 mails from Kamloops to Spencer's Bridge, B.C.,
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dated 13th June, 1883 ; also copies of tenders received for such service ; also copy of contract
based on such tenders, and the hours of arrival and departure of mails from both places. PreNot printed.
sented to the House of Commons, 23rd February, 1885.— Mr. Mackenzie
55 b. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 30th January, 1884, for copies of any
correspondence, memorial or other documents from the Board of Trade in the city of St. John,
or other parties, in relation to the conveyance of mails on the night train on the St. John and
Maine Railway to St. Stephen and Woodstock ; also as to the conveyance of mails over the
Grand Southern Railway to St. George. Presented to the House of Commons, 23rd February,
Not printed.
1885.— Mr. Gillmor

55c. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 3rd March, 1884, for copies of petitions
and all correspondence between the Dominion Government and any person or persons, upon the
subject of a daily mail service between Port Townsend, in Washington Territory, and Victoria,
in the Province of British Columbia, being substituted for the semi-weekly service at present
existing. Presented to the House of Commons, 23rd February, 1885.— Mr. Baker (VicNot printed.
toria)
55c£ Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 14th February, 1884, for copies of all
petitions, correspondence, returns and papers, of any nature whatsoever, respecting the establishing ofa daily mail service in the parishes of St. Giles, St. Patrick and St. Sylvester, in the
county of Lotbiniere. Presented to the House of Commons, 23rd February, 1885.— Mr.
Not printed.
Rinfret

55e. Agreement made 15th day of May, 1884, between Andrew Allan, Esq., of the city of Montreal,
in the Province of Quebec, in the Dominion of Canada, shipowner, and Hon. John Carling, Postmaster-General ofthe said Dominion; and an Order in Council in relation thereto, respecting
the conveyance of mails. Presented to the House of Commons, 24th April, 1885, by Hon. J.
Printed for Sessional Papers only.
Carling

in
55/. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 23rd February, 1885, for a statement of
detail of the annual cost in connection with the ocean mail service, for salaries, allowances
mail clerks and conductors, or railway post office clerks in charge of the British mails ; also
for all correspondence as to the landing of the post office bags containing the British mails
outward bound from Canada at Derry, and the saving of loss of time effected thereby. PreNot printed.
sented to the House of Commons, 7th May, 1885.-ifr. Blake
55 g. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 16th February, 1885, for a Return
Centre
showing the nature of the mail service on the Canada Southern Railway between Essex
for mail
and Amherstburg ; also the annual amount paid to the Canada Southern Railway
Not printed.
service. Presented to the House of Commons, 7th May, 1885.— Mr. Wigle
all
56. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 28th March, 1884, for : 1. Copies of
J. E.
correspondence and papers relating to certain charges or complaints made against
the said
Gaboury, Esquire, as postmaster of St. Cesaire, and to his subsequent dismissal from
the
office of postmaster. 2. A copy of the instructions given to the person who investigated
report
the
of
copy
a
and
place,
took
investigation
any
if
Gaboury,
E.
J.
said
against
charges
Mr. Bechard—
made by such person. Presented to the House of Commons, 23rd February, 1885.Not printed.

57

a statement of
Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 12th February, 1885, for
also a state1884;
year
calendar
the
for
N.B.,
Stephens,
St.
the receipts of the post office at
of Comment of the value of postage stamps sold at the said office. Presented to the House
Not printed.
mons, 23rd February, 1885.— Mr. Burpee (Sunbury)

for a Return showing
57a. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 27th April, 1885,
from each source,
amount
the
specifying
sources,
the postal revenue at Victoria, B.C., from all
28th February,
to
1884,
July,
1st
period
the
in
included
months
eight
the
for
month,
month by
.Not printed.
(Victoria).
Baker
\885.-Mr.
May,
5th
Commons,
of
House
the
to
Presented
1885
61 •
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58. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 9th April, 1883, for copies of all letters,
reports and other documents relating to any complaint preferred against Stephen G. Burpee,
postmaster at Florenceville, N.B., since 1st January, 1879. Presented to the House of Commons, 23rd February, 1885. — Mr. Irvine
Not printed.
59. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 4th February, 1885, for a return of all
sugars imported at Halifax from Jamaica from the 1st of January, 1883, to the 31st of December, 1883 ; also a return of all sugars from Jamaica entered for the same term at Montreal,
either direct or via Halifax, giving name of vessel, number of pounds landed, value for duty of
each cargo, and rate of duty per 100 lbs. of each shipment. Presented to the House of Commons, 23rd February, 1885. — Mr. Vail
Not printed.
59a. Supplementary Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 13th March, 1885, for a
Return of all sugars imported at Halifax from Jamaica, from the 1st January, 1883, to the 31st
December, 1883 ; also a return of all sugars from Jamaica entered for the same term at
Montreal, either direct or via, Halifax, giving the name of vessel, number of pounds landed,
value for duty of each cargo, and rate of duty per 100 lbs. of each shipment. Presented to the
House of Commons, 13th March, 1885.— Mr. Vail
Not printed.
60. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 2nd February, 1885, for a Return in the
form used in the statement usually published in the Gazette, of the exports and imports from
the 1st day of July, 1883, to the 1st day of January, 1884, and from the 1st day of July,
1884 to the 1st day of January, 1885, distinguishing the products of Canada and those of other
countries. Presented to the House of Commons, 23rd February, 1885.— Sir Richard Cartwright
Printed for Distribution only.
61. The Governor General transmits to the House of Commons two approved Minutes in Council,
dated respectively the 20th May, 1884, and the 23rd January, 1885, regarding the terms of the
provisional settlement of the claims of the Province of Manitoba. Presented to the House of
Commons, 23rd February, 1885, by Sir John A. Macdonald.—
Printed for both Distribution and Sessional Papers.
63. A detailed statement of all bonds and securities registered in the Department of the Secretary
of State of Canada, under 31 Victoria, chapter 37, section 15. Presented to the House of Commons, 24th February, 1885, by Hon. J. A. Chapleau
Not printed.
63. Return to an Address of the House of Commons, dated 3rd February, 1885, to His Excellency
the Governor General, praying that he will cause to be laid before the House copies of all
correspondence between the Federal and Ontario Governments, and the Imperial Government,
on the subject of the Imperial Act 21-22 Victoria, chapter 90, known as the British Medical Act.
1858 ; the Imperial Act 31-32 Victoria, chapter 29, known as the British Medical Amendment
Act, 1868; the Imperial Act 41-42 Victoria, chapter 33, known as the Dentists Act, 1878 ; and
the amendments proposed to be made thereto during the present Session of the Imperial Parliament. Presented to the House of Commons, 26th February, 1885. — Mr. Bergin —
Printed {condensed) for both Distribution and Sessional Papers.
64. Return to an Order of the House of Commons,
reports of Government engineers respecting the
Stanley and Port Burwell, on the north shore of
each.
Presented to the House of Commons, 27th

dated 9th February, 1885, for a Return of all
construction of a harbor of refuge at Port
Lake Erie, together with the estimated cost of
February, 1885. — Mr. Wilson
Not printed.

64a. Return to an Address of the House of Commons, dated 2nd March, 1885, for a copy of any
memorials that may have been addressed to the Government with respect to the construction
of a harbor of refuge at Port Rowan, in the Province of Ontario. Also for a copy of Richard
Stevens' report made to the Department of Public Works on the same subject. Presented to
the House of Commons, 8th April, 1885. — Mr. Jackson
Not printed.
646. Supplementary Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 9th February, 1885, for
a Return of all reports of Government engineers respecting the construction of a harbor of
refuge at Port Stanley and Port Burwell, on the north shore of Lake Erie, together with the
estimated cost of each.
Presented to the House of Commons, 8th April, 1885. — Mr. Wilson —
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64c. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 16th February, 1885, for copies of all
reports and communications made to the Government by the Port Credit Harbor Company ;
and all memorials, petitions, reports of engineers and correspondence in reference to the condition and state of repair of the said harbor. Presented to the House of Commons, 20th July,
1885.— Mr. Piatt
Not printed.
65. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 11th February, 1885, for copies of all
reports and correspondence not already brought down, relating to the construction of the post
office, Inland Revenue and Custom house at St. Thomas, giving the amount expended to date;
also the names of all persons to whom any portion of the expenditure has been paid ; together
with the amount paid to each, and for what. Presented to the House of Commons, 27th February, 1885.— Mr. Wilson
Not printed.
66. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 6th February, 1885, for a copy of the
report made in 1884 by the chief engineer of the Department of Public Works, on the Church
Point and Trout Cove piers. Presented to the House of Commons, 26th February, 1885.— Mr.
Vail
Not printed.
67. Return to an
correspondence,
into Mclsaac's
February, 1885.

Order of the House of Commons, dated 9th February, 1885, for copies of all
documents and reports of engineers relating to improvements of the entrance
Pond, Inverness, Nova Scotia. Presented to the House of Commons, 27th
— Mr. Cameron {Inverness)
Not printed.

68- Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 17th February, 1885, for a statement of
the amounts paid by the Government to Messrs. George and Andrew Holland, or any other
persons, for services as official reporters of the Senate, or for the short-hand work of any kind
outside of parliamentary reporting, since 1st January, 1882. Presented to the House of Commons, 16th March, 1885. — Mr. Auger
Not printed.
69. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 6th February, 1885, for a Return showing
the number of dredges, tugs and dumping scows built in the United States for the Government
of Canada during the years 1883 and 1884, showing where they were built, giving the contractor's name, and the price paid for the same. Presented to the House of Commons, 27th
February, 1885.— Mr. Jackson
Not printed.
69a. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 8th April, 1885, for copies of all correspondence and contracts entered into relative to the purchases of tug-barges, dredge and
machinery used on Red River ; a detailed statement of the cost of the same, the time when the
work of dredging was commenced and discontinued, the quantity of dredging completed and
the depth of water drawn by the Government tug " Sir Hector." Presented to the House of
Commons, 23rd April, 1885. — Mr. Watson
Not printed.
70. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 9th February, 1885, for copies of departmental instructions and correspondence on the subject of apportionment of sea lots to individuals desiring to place lobster traps in the open sea off the coast of Prince Edward Island.
Presented to the House of Commons, 27th February, 1885. — Mr. Blake —
Printed for Distribution only.
71. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 17th February, 1885, for a statement of
the amount expended in repairing the breakwater at Tracadie, Nova Scotia, from 30th June,
1884, to 31st January, 1885, giving the names of all persons to whom any portion of the
expenditure has been paid, together with the amount paid to each, and for what. Presented
to the House of Commons, 2nd March, 1885.— Mr. Mclsaac
Not printed.
71a- Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 17th February, 1885, for a copy of the
report made by the engineer since January, 1884, on the cost of erecting breakwaters at New
Harbor and Indian Harbor, in the county of Guysboro', Nova Scotia, and also copy of report
on White Haven boat canal. Presented to the House of Commons, 2nd March, 1885. — Mr.
Kirk
Not printed.
716. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 9th February, 1885, for copies of all
tenders for the construction of breakwater at Parrsboro' lighthouse station, in the county of
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Cumberland, N.S. ; copies of letter from Deputy Minister of Marine and Fisheries accepting
the tender of one Neil McRay, and of telegram postponing the work ; also all letters objecting
to the said Neil McRay as contractor and to the bondsmen offered by him, and letters tendering
other names as bondsmen if required, and all other correspondence on the subject. Presented
Not printed.
to the House of Commons, 2nd March, 1885.— Mr. Robertson {Shelbume)

71c. Return to Order, correspondence, reports of engineers and others, in reference to the construction ofa breakwater at Salmon Point, together with lists of tenders and amount of each,
and all other documents in the possession of the Government relative to the above mentioned
Not printed.
Presented to the House of Commons, 23rd March, 1885.— Mr. Piatt
work.

73

Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 12th February, 1885, for a statement
for the last fiscal year of the cost connected with the heating of public buildings (including
wages as well as fuel) now paid under a lump vote, such statement to show the costs under
the same sub-headings as those in which it was formerly included in the Public Accounts
Mr.
before the change in the system. Presented to the House of Commons, 2nd March, 1885.—
Printed for both Distribution and Sessional Papers.
Blake

73. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 6th February, 1885, for a statement
showing the number of seizures made at each port of entry in the Dominion during the last
fiscal year; also during the six months ending the 31st December last; the amount of fines
exacted at each port during each of the said periods ; and the manner in which the said fines
were disposed of, giving the names of the officers receiving any portion thereof, and the amount
received by each of such officers out of the said fund. Presented to the House of Commons,
Printed for Distribution only.
2nd March, 1885.— Mr. Blake
73a. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 2nd March, 1885. for a statement
showing the seizures made at the port of Winnipeg by the Department of Customs or any of
its officers or officials, between 1st January, 1883, and 1st January, 1885 ; giving the estimated
value of each of such seizures, the amount of fine imposed in each case and the manner in
which the said fines were disposed of, and stating, in detail, the amount paid to each officer or
employe of the Government, the name of such officer or employe, and when paid, also the
salary paid to each such officer or employe; the disposal made of all such goods seized, and if
sold— when, for how much, and how the proceeds were disposed of. Presented to the House of
Printed for Distribution only.
Commons, 10th March, 1885.— Mr. Paterson {Brant)
736. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 12th March, 1885, for a statement
showing the number of seizures made at each port of entry in Nova Scotia during the last fiscal
year; also during the six months ending the 31st December last ; and the names of the parties
from whom such seizures were made, the amount of fines exacted at each port during each of
the said periods, and the manner in which the said fines were disposed of, giving the names of
the officers receiving any portion thereof, and the amount received by each of such officers out
Presented to the House of Commons, 17th April, 1885.— Mr. Stairs—
of the said fund.
Not printed.
73c. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 27th April, 1885, for a Return showing seizures made at the Port of Winnipeg by the Customs officers or officials between
1st January, 1883, and 1st January, 1885, in which deposits were forfeited or goods sold after
seizure ; giving the amount of each sum forfeited and the amount realized in each case in which
goods were sold ; and stating in detail the name of each officer to whom any portion of the
money so realized was paid, and the amount in each case thus paid to the said officer ; and
also stating the salary paid such officer. Presented to the House of Commons, 18th July, 1885.
Not printed.
Mr. Paterson {Brant)
copies of all
for
1885,
74. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 23rd February,
and
potatoes
of
measuring
and
weighing
the
with
connection
in
&c,
correspondence, reports,
other roots in the Province of Prince Edward Island. Presented to the House of Commons,
Not printed.
2nd March, 1885.— Mr. Macdonald {King's)

75. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 12th February, 1885, for a Return of all
claims presented for drawback on materials used for shipbuilding, for. the year ending 30th
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June, 1884 ; also for the six months ending 31st December, 1884; giving the name of the applicant, the name and tonnage of the vessel, the amount claimed and the amount paid. Presented
to the House of Commons, 2nd March, 1885.— Mr. Burpee (Sunbury)—
Printed for Distribution only.
75a, Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 17th February, 1885, for a Return of all
claims presented up to the 1st February, 1885, for drawbacks on goods manufactured for export
(since the date of the last return made to that House), showing the names of all applicants,
their place of business, the articles on which the drawback was claimed, and the amount of
each claim, distinguishing between the claims which have been allowed and those which have
been disallowed, and those under consideration and not yet decided, and giving the reason for
such disallowance. Also copies of all regulations made by the Department with reference to
such claims, together with a copy of one allowed claim and the sworn declaration thereto of
each exporter.
Presented to the House of Commons, 6th March, 1885.— Mr. Paterson (Brant)—Printed for Distribution only.
76. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 30th January, 1884, for copies of any correspondence, documents, contracts or agreements with the Pullman Palace Car Company, in
relation to the company's cars running over the Intercolonial Railway; also any contract or
agreement with express companies as to conveyance of express matter over the said railway.
Presented to the House of Commons, 2nd March, 1885.— Mr. Weldon—
Printed for Sessional Papers only.
76a. Return to an Address of the House of Commons, dated 20th February, 1885, to His Excellency the Governor General, praying that he will cause to be laid before the House a copy of
the Order in Council appointing Mr. L. K. Jones secretary of the Intercolonial Railway Commission, also a copy of the recommendation on which such Order in Council was based. Presented to the House of Commons, 5th March, 1.885.— Mr. Rykert
Not printed.
766. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 12th February, 1885, for a return of the
casualties to trains on the Intercolonial Railway arising from collision, broken rails, or otherwise, for the calendar year 1884; the respective causes and dates; the amount of damages (if
any), in each case, to property ; the amount of compensation paid to owners of property
destroyed or damaged, as well as amount of claims for loss or damage to property (it any)
unsettled.
Presented to the House of Commons, 5th March, 1885.— Mr. Burpee (Sunbury)—
Not printed.
76c

Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 23rd February, 1885, for a comparative
statement of the cost of working the Intercolonial Railway for each of the years 1874, 1875,
1876, 1877, 1878, 1879, 1880, 1881, 1882, 1883 and 1884, and the number of miles operated in each
year, giving for each year the cost for locomotive power, under the seven sub-headings given
in the Minister's report, appendix, page 37; for car expenses, under the seven sub-headings
given in the same report, same page ; for maintenance, way and works, under the ten subheadings given in the same report, page 37 ; for station expenses, under the three sub-headings
given in the same report, same page ; and for general charges, under the seven sub-headings
given in the same report, page 39. Presented to the House of Commons, 9th March, 1885. —
Mr. Blake
Printed for both Distribution and Sessional Papers.

76o". Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 12th February, 1885, for a statement of
the revenue and working expenses of the Intercolonial Railway, accrued for the six months of
the year ending 31st December, 1884, under the several divisions, similar to Annual Statement
B, Intercolonial Railway, in the Public Accounts. Presented to the House of Commons, 9th
March, 1885.— Mr. Burpee (Sunbury)
Not printed.
76e. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 17th February, 1885, for copies of all
correspondence between the Intercolonial officials or the Government and the Canada Shipping
Company, or the Beaver line of steamships, with reference to the terms for through rates of
freight over the Intercolonial. Presented to the House of Commons, 10th March, 1885.— Mr.
Blake
Not printed.
76/. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 17th February, 1885, for copies of the
claim of J. B. Plante, of St. Charles, Bellechasse, in relation to certain horses which he alleges
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have been killed by a train of the Intercolonial Railway, and of which he demands the value ;
copies of the order referring the said claim to the official arbitrators, and of their enquiry,
report and award ; of the second reference to the said arbitrators, and of their enquiry and
further report ; also all documents and papers relating to the matter in question. Presented
to the House of Commons, 13th March, 1885.— Mr. Landry (Montmagny)
Not printed.

76#. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 12th February, 1885, for a return showing the quantity of rolling stock purchased for the Intercolonial Railway during the six
months of the year ending 31st December, 1884, giving each kind of rolling stock, and whether
purchased under contract or otherwise, the parties from whom bought, and the cost of each
kind ; also a statement showing what has been built during the year in the Government workshops, giving each kind. Presented to the House of Commons, 23rd March, 1885.— Mr. Burpee
Not printed.
(Sunbury)
76 h. Return to an Address of the House of Commons, dated 12th February, 1885, for copies of all
Orders in Council, instructions to and correspondence with the commissioners under the commission issued in connection with the claims arising out of the construction of the Intercolonial
Railway, and a statement of the matters referred to them, and of the moneys paid to them and
to the secretary, and of the number of days during which the commissioners sat, all subsequent
to the period covered by the return to the Address of last Session. Presented to the House of
Commons, 31st March, 1885.— Mr. Burpee (Sunbury)
Not printed.
76i. Return to an Address of the House of Commons, dated 27th April, 1885, for copies of all
memorials or correspondence presented to or sent the Government by the mayors or city
councils of the cities of St. John and Portland, relating to the interruption of traffic between
these cities by the railway crossing on Mill Street, and for the erection of a bridge across the
said street. Presented to the House of Commons, 9th June, 1885. — Mr. Weldon.... Not printed.
76i- Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 27th April, 1885, for all papers, documents and correspondence respecting the claim of John D. Robertson for compensation for
taking his factory, premises and land for the Intercolonial Railway, last May, at St. John :
the report of Alexander Christie, as appraiser ; the report of C. W. Fairweather, and others,
as valuators, and the evidence taken before Mr. Compton, or any other arbitrator before whom
the claim was heard.
Presented to the House of Commons, 9th June, 1885. — Mr. Mills—
Not printed.
76&. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 27th April, 1885, for a Return of the
freight earnings of the Intercolonial Railway for the year ending 30th June, 1884, similar to
the descriptive statement of the freight earnings of the Prince Edward Island Railway, to be
found on page 84 of the report of the Minister of Railways, with the addition of such other
articles of freight not contained in said descriptive statement as were carried on the Intercolonial Railway. Also a comparative statement of the operation of the Intercolonial Railway
for said year, showing: 1. Passenger earnings per mile of road in operation. 2. Freight
earnings per mile of road in operation. 3. Gross earnings per mile of road in operation.
4. Net traffic earnings per mile of road in operation. 5. Percentage of expenses to earnings.
6. Passenger earnings per passenger train per mile. 7. Freight earnings per freight train per
mile. 8. Earnings per passenger per mile. 9. Earnings per ton per mile. 10. Average
distance per passenger. 11. Average distance per ton. Presented to the House of Commons.
11th June, 1885. — Mr. Davies
Not printed.
76£. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 12th March, 1885, for a Return of all
contracts made by the Government for the erection of wire fences on the line of the Interco66 number of miles put under contract.
lonial Railway and the names of the contractors and 'the
Presented to the House of Commons, 11th June, 1885. — Mr. Weldon
Not printed.
76m. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 24th February, 1885, for a statement of
all free passes over the Intercolonial Railway issued to persons not actually employed as officers
or workmen on this road during the year 1884, distinguishing between annual passes, passe?
for a more limited period, and single or return trip ; with the names of the persons to whom,
the dates when, and the occasion for which the same was issued.
Presented to the House of
Commons, 14th July, 1885. — Mr. Gillmor
Not p
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76«. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 11th March, 1885, for a Return showing :
The number of free passes or reduced fare tickets granted to parties to travel on or over the
Intercolonial Railway from the 1st January, 18^4, to the 1st February, 1885 ; the names of the
parties to whom granted ; the date of issue ; the length of time to remain in force, and, in case
of a reduced fare, the reduction made. Presented to the House of Commons, 15th July, 1885.—
Not printed.
Mr. McMullen
77. Return to an Address of the House of Commons, dated 24th February, 1885, to His Excellency
the Governor General, praying that he will cause to be laid before the House a copy of the
judgment of the Supreme Court in the case of the Queen against Robinson, so far as relates to
thenghts of the Provincial Governments to control the inland fisheries of the Dominion; and
also for copies of all correspondence between the Government of the Dominion and that of the
Province of Ontario in relation thereto. Presented to the House of Commons, 2nd March,
Not printed.
1885—Jfr. OBrien
77a. Return to an Address of the House of Commons, dated 23rd February, 1885, for a Return:
1. Of all contested cases judged upon the merits in the Supreme Court of Canada, during the
twelve months ending 1st February instant. 2. Of the dates of final arguments. 3. Of the
dates of final judgment. 4. Of the divisions, when such have been, among the judges at the
1885.—
rendering of the final judgments. Presented to the House of Commons, 9th March, printed.
Not
Mr. Curran
77b. General Rule, No. 265, of the Exchequer Court of Canada, pursuant to section 79 of the
Supreme and Exchequer Court Act. Presented to the House of Commons, 10th April, 1885, by
Not printed.
Hon. J. Costigan

77c. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 12th March, 1885, for copies of all
judgments rendered by the Supreme Court, from the period when it was first established up to
this date, reversing decisions of the Court of Queen's Bench of the Province of Quebec, with a
succinct summary of the reasons given by the judges. Presented to the House of Commons,
Not printed.
17th July, 1885.— Mr. Landry (Montmagny)
78. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 17th February, 1885, for a Return showing all sums of money paid and the dates of payment to A. F. Wood and J. A. Wilkinson, or
either of them, from the first day of January, 1879, to the first day of January, 1885 ; the work
done or services rendered as valuators or otherwise during each year, showing the number of
days, weeks or months employed and the number of valuations made on the Murray Canal ;
the amount paid to the several parties on the recommendation or joint recommendations of
them or either of them ; the length of time the claims had been in existence ; the amount
claimed and the dates of payment, and the amount paid and the travelling and all other
expenses connected therewith and paid to the said Wood and Wilkinson, or either of them, or
to any other person or persons on their or either of their accounts. Presented to the House of
Not printed.
Commons, 2nd March, 1885.— Mr. McMullen
79. Return to an Address of the House of Commons, dated 23rd February, 1885, to His Excellency
the Governor General, praying that he will cause to be laid before the House copies of all
Orders in Council, leases, correspondence and other documents in possession of the Government in reference to the leasing of the piece of property in the city of Kingston known as the
Presented to the House of Commons, 2nd March, 1885.— Mr. Piatt—
Tete du Pont Barracks.
Not printed.
80. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 2nd February, 1885, for copies of all
documents, correspondence and contracts between the Government or its officers and the
several parties tendering for the supplying of wood to the lightship at the Lower Traverse,
for the years 1883 and 1884. Presented to the House of Commons, 4th March, 1885.— Mr.
Not printed.
Casgrain
81. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 12th February, 1885, for a statement
showing the names and places of residence of all militiamen of 1812 who received their pension
37 to each of them. Presented to the House of
during the last fiscal year, and the amount paid
Printed/or Sessional Papers only.
Commons, 5th March. 1885.— Mr. Bourassa
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81«. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 12th February, 1885, for a copy of the
charges against Lieut-Colonel O'Malley, of the 25th Battalion, Ontario; date of O'Malley' s
suspension ; date of the court of enquiry into the charges ; also a copy of the evidence taken
before said court of enquiry, together with the report of said court to the Major-General
commanding the militia ; also copy of report of the Major-General commanding the militia
in reference to the charges against Lieut.-Colonel O'Malley, 25th Battalion Presented to the
House of Commons, 12th March, 1885. — Mr. Wilson
Not printed.
81&. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 2nd March, 1885, for a Return showing the
number of officers, non-commissioned officers and men comprising " A," "B" " C " Batteries,
the Cavalry and Infantry Schools ; also the pay and allowances of the commissioned officers of
said batteries and schools, with their rank and names, and distinguishing such of said commissioned officers as are graduates of the Royal Military College, the date of appointment of all
said officers to the schools and of their commissions in the militia, as well as showing their
qualifications and the Provinces from which they come ; also return showing the expenditure
on account of "A," "B" aC" Batteries, the Cavalry and Infantry Schools, from the 1st
July, 1884, to 1st January, 1885, distinguishing the disbursements on account of pay and
allowances, and the names of the parties to whom payments were made. Presented to the
House of Commons, 13th March, 1885. — Mr. Lister
Not printed.
81c Return
showing
Military
together

(in part) to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 2nd March, 1885, for a return
: 1. Number and names of the students having passed or graduated from the Royal
College, Kingston, in each year to date. 2. Total number of marks received by each,
with the total number possible to be obtained in each year, respectively, and the percentage ofsuch total obtained by each pupil. 3. Number and names of those cadets who.
after passing through said college, are now employed in the service of the Dominion, together
with statement of the position occupied by each. 4. Number and names of cadets who have
been offered employment in the service of the Dominion, and have declined the offer, together
with statement of the position offered and declined by each respectively. Presented to the
House of Commons, 16th March, 1885. — Mr. Blake —
Printed for both Distribution and Sessional Papers.

81c?. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 5th February, 1885, for a return of all
rifle associations in the Dominion, their headquarters, the annual grant to each, with the
names of the members of each of such associations. Presented to the House of Commons, 20th
March, 1885. — Mr. Bergin
Not printed.
81e. Supplementary Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 2nd March, 1885, for a
Return showing : 1. Number and names of the students having passed or graduated from the
Royal Military College, Kingston, in each year to date. 2. Total number of marks received
by each, together with the total number possible to be obtained in each year, respectively, and
the percentage of such total obtained by each pupil. 3. Number and names of those cadets
who, after passing through said college, are now employed in the service of the Dominion,
together with statement of the positions occupied by each. 4. Number and names of cadets
who have been offered employment in the service of the Dominion, and have declined the offer,
together with statement of the position offered and declined by each, respectively. Presented
to the House of Commons, 27th April, 1885. — Mr. Blake
Not printed.
81/- Copy of a Report of a Committee of the Honorable the Privy Council, approved by His
Excellency the Governor General in Council, dated the 8th July, 1885, on a memorandum of
the 30th June, 1885, from the Minister of Militia and Defence, submitting certain regulations
relating to gratuities and pensions to be granted under the provisions of section 68 of the
Consolidated Militia Act of 1883, to officers and men of the active militia who have been or
may be killed or wounded on actual service after the 20th day of March, 1885, or who have died
since that date, or may die hereafter, from illness or injuries contracted on actual service.
Presented to the House of Commons, 10th July, 1885, by Hon. J. P. R. A. Caron —
Printed for both Distribution and Sessional Papers.
82- Return to an Address of the House of Commons, dated 22nd February. 1885, for copies of the
petition of J. Hickson, Esq., and others, relative to the continuation of the pension of the late
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Presented to the House of
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JSot printed.
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85/. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 16th February, 1885,
for a statement
from the records of all the voting held in various counties and cities under the provisions
of the
Canada Temperance Act, 1878, showing by electoral districts and the various sub-division
s
thereof the total number of names on the electoral lists, the number of votes polled
for the
adoption of the Act, and the number of votes polled against the adoption of the Act,
with the
number of the population of each such electoral district at the time of the taking of
the census
next preceding the vote in such electoral district. Presented to the House of Common.
23rd
March, m5.-Mr.Fisher
Not pHnted.
85^. Return to an Address of the Senate, dated 20th February, 1885, for a return
of the amounts
of revenue received from duties or excise on wine, beer and spirits, for
the year ending 31st
December, 1884. Presented to the Senate, 13th March, lS85.-ffon. Mr. Plumb
....Not printed.
85A. Return to an Address of the House of Commons, dated 27th April, 1885,
for copies of all
correspondence between Charles H. Lugrin and the Secretary of State,
in reference to an
appeal to the Supreme Court of Canada to test the constitutionality of the Canada
Temperance Act, between the dates of 31st May, 1879, and 31st May, 1884. Presented to the
House of
Commons, 5th May, 1885.— Mr. Burpee (Sunbury)
Not printed.
85*. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 5th February, 1885, for
a Return showing the number of persons who applied in the year 1884 for licenses under the Liquor License
Act of 1883 ; the total number of licenses granted in Canada, the total number
in each province
and in each electoral district; the total number refused a license and the reason
for refusal •
the total number in each province who paid part of the fee but did not take
out a license ■ the
total amount received by the Government for such licenses in Canada,
in each province of
Canada and also in each electoral division; together with a statement
showing what salarv
was paid the commissioners, inspectors and sub-inspectors under
the Act, and giving; the
names and addresses of said commissioners, inspectors and sub-inspect
ors in every electoral
district of Canada.
Presented to the House of Commons, 23rd June, 1885.-Jfr. Landerkin
Not printed.

85> Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 5th February, 1885,
for a Rpturn showing the names and residences of all officials appointed by the Government
or the Board of
License Commissioners under the Liquor License Act of 1883, and
amending Act ; the salary,
fees and emoluments paid to each, and the aggregate costs incurred
up to 1st January, 1885,
under the said Act, and for carrying out and enforcing the same. 2. A statement
of the name
and residence of each person who obtained a license under the said Act,
as well as under any
local law. 3. A statement of all sums received by the Government or
any persons appointed
under the said Acts, up to 1st January, 1885, as license fees or otherwise, and
the name and
residence of the person from whom received, and the disposal made by the Governmen
t or the
officials of the Government of such sums. 4. A full and detailed statement of
all costs, charges
and expenses paid by the Government up to 1st January, 1885, under the said
Acts or in
connection therewith, or arising therefrom for the purpose of carrying said
Acts into effect and
enforcing the same and testing the constitutionality of the said Acts. Presented
to the House
of Commons, 23rd June, 1885— Mr. Cameron {Huron)
Not printed.
85&. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 12th February,
1885, for a copy of all
correspondence had with the Government, or any member thereof, in relation
to any proposed
alteration or relaxation of the provisions of the present Prohibitory Liquor Law
of the NorthWest Territories.
Presented to the House of Commons, 15th July, 1885.— Mr. FosterPrinted for Sessional Papers only.
86. Return to an Address of the House of Commons, dated 6th February, 1885, for: 1. A statement showing all tolls of the Northern Railway Company of Canada, the Hamilton and
North-Western Railway Company, and the Northern and Pacific Junction Railway
Company,
respectively. 2. Copies of the respective by-laws of such companies fixing and regulating
such
tolls. 3. Copies of any Orders in Council approving of any of such tolls. Presented to the
House of Commons, 9th March, 1885.— Mr. Muloek
Not printed.
87. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 17th February, 1885, for a Return showing
the number of islands leased in the river St. Lawrence, the names of such islands, the party or
40
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parties to whom leased, and the yearly rental payable for each of the said islands respectively.
Presented to the House of Commons, 11th March, 1885. — Mr. Wood (Brockville)... .Not printed.
88- Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 23rd February, 1885, for copies of all
correspondence relative to the proposal to have the waters of the Muskoka lakes connected
with the proposed Trent Valley Canal system by the construction of a short canal from
Gravenhurst Bay to the waters of the Severn River. Presented to the House of Commons, 11th
March, 1885.— Mr. Cockburn
Not printed.
89. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 16th February, 1885, for a statement
of the various amounts of money paid by the Government of Canada, or any of the public
departments, since 1882, to Henry J. Morgan, for services of any kind, or for copies of a certain
book, called the "Annual Register;" together with copies of the certificate of each public
official to whom such books have been delivered. Presented to the House of Commons, 11th
March, 1885.— Mr. McCraney
Not printed.
89a. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 27th April, 1885, for a statement of all
payments during 1882-83 and 1883-84 for the Dominion Annual Register to anyone except
H. J. Morgan, with the names of the persons who received the money, and a statement of the
manner in which the number of books were distributed. Presented to the House of Commons,
19th May, 1885.— Mr. McCraney
Not printed.
90. Report of Progress of the Geological and Natural History Survey and Museum of Canada,
containing reports and maps of investigation and surveys, for 1882-83 and 1884. Presented
to the House of Commons, 11th March, 1885, by Sir John A. Macdonald —
Not re-printed for Sessional Papers.
91. The Annual Report of the Life Association of Canada, for year ending 31st December, 1883.
Presented to the House of Commons, 20th March, 1885
Not printed.

92. A statement of affairs and list of shareholders of the British Canadian Loan and Investment
Company, on the 31st December, 1884. Presented to the House of Commons, 20th March, 1885,
Not printed.
by Sir Leonard Tilley
of all
copies
for
1885,
February,
17th
93. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated
Govthe
by
Road
Macadamized
Waterloo
and
papers connected with the sale of the Dundas
ernment on the 15th day of March, 1884, including previous applications by any municipality
or private parties for the purchase or other acquisition of the road, the conditions under
which the road was offered for sale ; statement, in detail, of the expenses incurred in connection with the sale, to whom sold, the amount realized and the amount and dates of the
payments made by the purchaser, and the balance, if any, remaining unpaid at the date of this
Presented to the House of Commons, 12th March, 1885.— Mr. Pater son (Brant)—
Order.
N ot printed.
94. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 23rd February, 1885, for a statement
showing in the case of each election which has taken place since the general election of 1878 :
1. The date of certificate of the judge or court showing the election was void, or of the communication from members that there was a vacancy, or of the member's warrant to the Clerk
of the Crown in Chancery, or of any other instrument under which primary action was taken
towards a new election, specifying in each case the nature of the instrument. 2. Date of
receipt by the Speaker or Clerk, as the case may be, of above instrument. 3. Date of the issue
of Speaker's warrant to the Clerk of the Crown in Chancery to make out a new writ. 4. Date
of the receipt of the Speaker's warrant by the Clerk of the Crown in Chancery. 5. Date of
the issue of new writ by the Clerk of the Crown in Chancery. 6. Date of despatch of new
writ to Returning Officer. 7. Dates named in new writ for nomination and polling respectively. 8. Dates on which nomination and polling took place. 9. Date of return. 10 Date
of receipt of return by Clerk of the Crown in Chancery. Presented to the House of Commons,
Not printed.
18th March, 1885.— Mr. Blake
91a. Return {in part) to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 23rd February, 1885, for a
statement respecting each election which has taken place since the general election of 1878;
dated 20th March, 1885. Presented to the House of Commons, 20th March, 1885.— Mr. Blake—
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95. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 2nd March, 1885, for: 1. Copies of the
petition praying for the deepening of Bras St. Nicholas, in the county of Montmagny.
2. Statement of the amount expended in the said work, the names of the persons to whom the
same was paid, the work for which such sum was paid, the date of payment, and the report,
estimate or account upon which each payment was made. 3. Statement of the amount paid to
Jules Belanger in connection with the said work. Presented to the House of Commons, 13th
March, 1885. — Mr. Laurier
Not printed.
96. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 6th February, 1885, for copies of all
correspondence, leases, agreements and statements of payments for rent or taxes, or allowances to any Government employe for the same, for a building occupied by the engineer or
assistant engineers of the Trent Valley Canal on part of lot 2 west of Colborne Street and
north of Frances Street, in the village of Fenelon Falls, Ontario. Presented to the House of
Commons, 13th March, 1885. — Mr. Cockburn
Not printed.
96a. Return to an Address of the House of Commons, dated 17th February, 1885, for conies of
all correspondence, reports to Council, Orders in Council, reports of engineers on the ground,
engineers in charge, and of the chief engineer, plans and estimates of cost, in connection
with the proposed Trent Valley Canal. Presented to the House of Commons, 8th May, 1885.—
Mr. Blake
Printed/or Sessional Papers only.
966. Return to an Address of the House of Commons, dated 30th March, 1885, for copies of all
advertisements, tenders, contracts, specifications, Orders in Council, correspondence and
other papers in connection with George Goodwin's contracts in respect to the Trent Valley
Canal navigation, including all accounts and letters with reference to claims for extras on
such contracts. Presented to the House of Commons, 8th May, 1885.— Mr. Blake. ..Not printed.

97. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 17th February, 1885, for a statement
of subsidies in cash and subventions, of whatever kind, on railways in the Province of Nova
Scotia, including the island of Cape Breton, chargeable to capital account, since the date of
Confederation, whether in aid of construction or acquiring of said railways, and the number
of miles located in each county.
Presented to the House of Commons, 13th March, 1885. Mr.
McDougall {Cape Breton)
Not printed.
97a. Return to an Address of the House of Commons, dated 6th February, 1885, for copies of all
Orders in Council, reports, correspondence and papers respecting the grant or payment of any
subsidies to railways other than the Canadian Pacific Railway, not already brought down ;
and statements, in detail, of all such payments to date. Presented to the House of Commons,
31st March, 1885.— Mr. Blake
Printed for Sessional Papers only.
97^. Orders in Council recommending the grant of Dominion lands to the Alberta and Athabasca Railway Company, to the Manitoba South-Western Colonization Railway Company,
to the Qu Appelle, Long Lake and Saskatchewan Railroad and Steamboat Company, and to
the Manitoba and North-Western Railway Company. Presented to the House of Commons,
15th April, 1885, by Hon. J. H. Pope
Not printed.
97c. Papers, correspondence, etc., relative to grants of Dominion lands to the following railways :— Manitoba South-Western Railway Company, Manitoba North-Western Railway Company, Qu' Appelle, Long Lake and Saskatchewan Railway and Steamboat Company, Winnipeg
and Hudson Bay Railway and Steamship Company, North-Western Coal and Navigation
Company, North-West Central Railway Company, Qu' Appelle and Wood Mountain Railway
Company, and the Portage, Westbourne and North-Western Railway Company. Presented to
the House of Commons, 22nd April, 1885, by Hon. J. H. Pope
Not printed.
97d. Copy of an Order in Council, under date the 6th May, 1885, respecting the Manitoba and
North-Western Railway Company. Presented to the House of Commons, 15th June, 1885, by
Sir Hector Langevin
Not printed.
98. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 2nd March. 1885. for a statement showing
the earnings and working expenses of the Eastern Extension Railway, from New Glasgow to
Port,Mulgrave, Nova Scotia, for each month of the calendar year 1884, respectively. Presented
to the House of Commons, 13th March, 1885. — Mr. Cameron (Inverness)
Not printed.
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of all
Return to an Address of the House of Commons, dated 17th February, 1885, for copies
other parties,
petitions, letters and other correspondence between the Government and any
of the Cape
relating to the payment of wages due the laborers employed on the construction
of Commons,
Traverse Branch of the Prince Edward Island Railway. Presented to the House
Not printed.
13th March, 1885.-ifr. Hackett
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to
paid
sums
the
including
Railway;
cost of the Cape Traverse Branch
buildings. Presented to
other
and
stations
stock,
rolling
the
on,
constructi
its
ding
superinten
Not printed,
the Senate, 20th April, 1885.— Hon. Mr. Botsford
of all
copies
for
1885,
March,
100 Return to an Address of the House of Commons, dated 2nd
he
and
person
.
other
any
or
Columbia
British
of
correspondence between the Government
Indians at Metlakatla, m the
Dominion Government, in reference to the troubles among the
referring to or recomvear 1884; also all correspondence, including the Order of Council,
Columbia upon the
mending the commutation of the sentence passed by the court in British
18th March, 1885.-ifr.
Commons,
of
House
the
to
Presented
.
Yeomans
Mrs.
of
murderer
Not print e .
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1. Copy of
for:
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March,
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100a Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated
Copies of all tenders
2.
1884,
year
the
for
North-West
the
in
supplies
Indian
for
tender
of
form
or decision of the Govreceived by the Government for such supplies in 1884. 3. The action
made by the
ernment on such tenders, and the reasons therefor. 4. Copies of all contracts
ence with the
correspond
All
5.
accepted.
been
have
tenders
whose
parties
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Government
of Commons, 29th
Government respecting all tenders and contracts. Presented to the House
Papers only.
Sessional
Printedfor
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April, 1885.-Jfr. Paterson
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for a Return of all
Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 2nd March, 1885,
ending 1st February,
fish taken in the bay and river of Miramichi and its branches for the year
to which they were
. 1885 defining the separate quantities of each kind by weight, the places
for each kind
received
price
average
the
and
case,
each
exported, and the route of transport in
taken in that time.
offish; together with an estimate, in detail, of the several kinds of fish
(Middlesex)—
Presented to the House of Commons, 20th March, 1885.— Mr. Macmillan
Not printed.
1885, for copies of all
February,
6th
dated
Commons,
of
House
the
of
Address
an
to
Return
10ta
the Canadian Governminutes of Council, reports to Council, and of correspondence between not already laid before
ment and the British Government, or any of its officers or members,
to the time
Parliament, relating to the so-called fishery question, from the 1st of July, 1867, up
April,
22nd
Commons,
of
House
the
to
Presented
of the signing of the Washington Treaty.
Printed for Sessional Papers only.
1885—i/r. Mulock
of all
1016. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 12th March, 1885, for copies
by J. U.
documents, plans and reports furnished to the Department of Marine and Fisheries
to the House
Gregory, in relation to the porpoise fishery of Ste. Ann la Pocatiere. Presented
Not printed.
of Commons, 28th May, 1885.— Mr. Blondeau
statement
101c. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 27th April, 1885, for a
d' Or Lakes, in the
of amounts paid in bounty in the years 1883 and 1884 on fish caught in Bras of
boats drawing
counties of Cape Breton, Inverness, Richmond and Victoria, and number
1885.— .Mr. McMay,
28th
Commons,
of
such bounty in each county. Presented to the House
Not printed.
Doug all (Cape Breton)
for a return of all
101i Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 12th March, 1885,
to fish on non-tidal waters
leases or licenses issued by the Department of Marine and Fisheries
and the respective
in the Province of New Brunswick; the names of the lessees or licensees,
paid by each
rent
of
amounts
respective
the
and
licensed,
or
leased
territories and streams
if r.
Presented to the House of Commons, 28th May, Not1885.—
or licensee annually.
lessee
Tir
77
yveldon
*printed.
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lOle. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 12th March, 1885, for copies of
the
report of Mr. Jules Gauvreau, fishery overseer, and all details relating thereto, for the year
1884. Presented to the House of Commons, 28th May, 1885.— 3fr. Blondeau
Not printed.
lOl/. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 12th March, 1885, for copies of the report
of the enquiry made by J. U. Gregory against Mr. Clovis Caron, fishery overseer, and of all
documents relating thereto. Presented to the House of Commons, 28th May, 1885.— Mr. Blon. . ,
., . printed.
deau
hot
10 1#. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 12th March, 1885, for copies of
the
report of Mr. Clovis Caron, fishery overseer, and all details therewith connected, for the year
1884. Presented to the House of Commons, 28th May, 1885— Mr. Blondeau
Not printed.
101A. Return to an Address of the House of Commons, dated 27th April, 1885, for copies of all
correspondence, Orders in Council, reports and other papers in connection with the removal of
Mr. J. E. Starr, of Port Williams, Nova Scotia, from the office of fishery overseer, and the
appointment of his successor; and a statement of the distance between the residence of Mr.
Starr and that of his successor, and of the length of the coast line of King's County, N.S.
Presented to the House of Commons, 5th June, 1885.— Jfr. Blake
Not printed.

101?'. Message from His Excellency the Governor General, transmitting to the House of Commons
copies of despatches, correspondence and papers having reference to the negotiations at Washington with respect to the termination of the fishery clauses of the Treaty of Washington
during the year 1884 and to the present date in 1885. Presented to the House of Commons, 9th
July, 1885, by Sir John A. Macdonald
Printed for Sessional Papers only.
102. Return to an Address of the House of Commons, dated 2nd March, 1884, for copies of all
correspondence, reports, Orders in Council, statements of accounts and other documents in the
possession of the Government relating to the claim of the Government against the Allan
Steamship Company for services rendered by the steamer " Newfield," in 1881, with a statement ofthe Government claim and the amount received in liquidation thereof. Presented to
the House of Commons, 20th March, 1885.— Mr. Forbes
Not printed.
103. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 2nd February, 1885, for copies of the
complaint, correspondence, documents and reports, relating to the enquiry respecting Captain
Alphonse Miville DeChene about the year 1879, at St. Roch des Aulnets. Presented to the
House of Commons, 20th March, 1885.— Mr. Casgrain
Not printed.
104. General statements and returns of baptisms, marriages and burials for certain districts of
the Province of Quebec, for the year 1884. Presented to the House of Commons, 20th March,
1885, by Hon. J. H. Pope
Not printed.

105. Return to an Order of the House of Commons,
the quantity and value of coal purchased in 1883
at Ottawa, including Rideau Hall, showing from
kind of coal, and where produced. Presented to
Mr. Kirk

dated 2nd March, 1885, for a statement of
and 1884 for the use of the public buildings
whom purchased, the price paid per ton, the
the House of Commons, 23rd March, 1885.—
Not printed.

105a. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 12th March, 1885, for a Return of all
animal charcoal imported into the Dominion, whether as fertilizers or for manufacturing purposes, the value of each kind, and the duties collected thereon at the respective ports of the
Dominion, for the last fiscal year ending 30th June, 1884. Presented to the House of Commons,
27th April, 1885— Mr. Stairs
Not printed.

1056. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 12th March, 1885, for copies of all
notices asking for tenders for supplying the fog-whistles and lighthouses in the Bay of Fundy
and on the south shore of Nova Scotia with coal ; copies of tenders submitted, names of party
or parties whose tenders were accepted ; copies of all vouchers, bills of lading and receipts
upon which moneys were paid, and all other information in the Department in reference to this
44 27th April, 1885. — 3Ir. Robertson {Shelburnc) —
service.
Presented to the House of Commons,
Not printed.
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105c Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 12th February, 1885, for a return
giving a full statement of all coal entered ex-warehouse, free for exportation, during the year
ending 30th June, 1884, showing the quantity so entered at each port ; the names of persons
having entered ; the quantities ex-warehoused by each person, and, if exported, the name of
the vessel or railroad by which exported ; the place to which exported, and copies of all the
cancelling certificates, showing that such coal had been landed in the ports to which exported.
Not printed.
Presented to the House of Commons, 7th May, 1885.— Mr. Burpee (Sunbury)
105i. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 12th March, 1885, for a return of
the quantity of coal carried from the Spring Hill Coal Mines by the Intercolonial Railway from
1st January, 1884, to 31st December, 1884, showing the distance carried, the several places
where delivered, and the rate per ton or per car for the carriage thereof from the mines to the
several points of delivery. Presented to the House of Commons, 14th July, 1885.— Mr. McNot printed.
Mullen
106. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 24th February, 1885, for copies of all
correspondence exchanged between the Department of Public Works and any person whomsoever, in relation to the construction of a wharf at Pointe aux Trembles, in the county of
Presented to the House of Commons, 23rd March, 1885.— Mr. Be St. Georges—
Portneuf.
Not printed.
106a. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 12th March, 1885, for a return of the
wharfage collected at the Digby Pier from the 1st January, 1884, to the 31st of December,
1884. Also a return of the wharfage collected at the Metaghan River Pier, in the county of
Digby, for the same period. Presented to the House of Commons, 16th April, 1885.— Mr. VailNot printed.
107. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 23rd February, 1885, for copies of correspondence, petitions, reports of engineers, lighthouse inspectors and others, in reference to
change in dimensions of location of the lighthouses known as "Range Lights," at Weller's
Presented to the House of Commons, 23rd March, 1885.— Mr. Piatt—
Bay, Ontario.
Not printed.
107a. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 27th April, 1885, for a return of any
memorials or correspondence with the Department of Marine and Fisheries in reference to the
site of the new lighthouse at Quaco, built in place of a former one destroyed by fire ; showing
what was the purchase money paid for the present site, and to whom paid ; and showing also
who is the present keeper of the light, when appointed, and at what salary. Presented to the
House of Commons, 5th June, 1885.— Mr. Weldon
Not printed.
1076. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 27th April, 1885, for copies of all
correspondence and complaints regarding the management of Bird Island Light, Victoria,
Nova Scotia, during the past two years. Also the reports of the several superintendents of
lights during the above period, and the evidence taken before the several superintendents
regarding the management of the said Bird Island Light. And also the name of the person
(if any) now in charge of said light, and the amount of salary paid to such keeper, and if he
is permanently engaged. Presented to the House of Commons, 8th June, 1885.— Mr. Campbell
Not printed.
(Victoria)
108- Return to an Address of the House of Commons, dated 23rd February, 1885, for copies of
all Orders in Council, leases, correspondence and other documents in possession of the Government, in reference to the leasing of the piece of property in the city of Kingston known as the
Presented to the House of Commons, 23rd March, 1885.— Mr. Piatt—
Market Battery.
Not printed.
109. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 17th February, 1885, for a copy of the
document or instrument containing the assurance received by the Government on or about the
17th day of April last from the Grand Trunk Railway Company, referred to by the Right Hon.
Sir John A. Macdonald on that day in his place in this House, to the effect that the Grand
Trunk Railway Company would set aside one million pounds sterling for the purpose of double
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tracking the line of the Grand Trunk Railway between Montreal and Toronto. Also copy of
the report of the denial of the said assurance and of the statements alleged to have been made
in respect of it, by Sir Henry Tyler, the president of the said company, at the meeting thereof
held in London, England, shortly after the said announcement; and copies of all correspondence between the Government and any official of the said company respecting the said assurance. Presented to the House of Commons, 23rd March, 1885. — Mr. Mitchell
Not printed.
109«. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 28th March, 1884, for a statement
showing the names of all stockholders in the Grand Trunk Railway of Canada, with the
amounts of stock held by each of said stockholders, at the close of the first year after the
charter was granted or operations commenced. Also the names of all stockholders in said
company and the amounts of stock held by each on the first day of the current year. Presented to the House of Commons, 31st March, 1885. — Mr. Mitchell
Not printed.
1096. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 24th February, 1885, for a statement
in detail of the several casualties or accidents, whereby passengers were injured or killed,
which have occurred on the Grand Trunk Railway and any of its branches, and the Canadian
Pacific Railway and any of its branches, from the 1st day of January, 1884, to the 1st day of
January, 1885, stating in detail where and when such casualties occurred, the number of
persons killed in each casualty, also number injured, stating whether seriously or otherwise,
the several amounts paid, and to whom paid, as damages in each accident, whether any law
suits for recovery of damages are pending, and stating in detail what amounts are still
claimed thereon ; also the causes of such accidents. Presented to the House of Commons,
16th April, 1885.— Mr. Mitchell
Not printed.
109c Supplementary Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 24th February, 1885,
for a statement, in detail, of the several casualties or accidents, whereby passengers were
injured or killed, which have occurred on the Grand Trunk Railway and any of its branches,
and the Canadian Pacific Railway and any of its branches, from the 1st day of January, 1884,
to the 1st day of January, 1885, stating, in detail, where and when such casualties occurred,
the number of persons killed in each casualty, also number injured, stating whether seriously
or otherwise, the several amounts paid, and to whom paid, as damages in each accident,
whether any lawsuits for recovery of damages are pending, and stating, in detail, what
amounts are still claimed thereon ; also the causes of such accidents. Presented to the House
of Commons, 20th April, 1885. — Mr. Mitchell
Not printed.
109<i. Return {in part) to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 24th February, 1885, for
copies of the returns as required to be made under the Consolidated Railway Act of 1879, and
the Acts in amendment thereof, of 1881 and 1884, by the Grand Trunk Railway Company, for
the fiscal year 1883-84, in each year separately ; and — 1. The number of miles of main line of
Grand Trunk, with statement of actual total cost of construction and equipment thereof. The
separate cost per mile of construction thereof, without rolling stock. The total amount of
capital account now standing against the said railway, including its equipment. 2. A statement, in detail, showing the several branches or side lines now owned by the said company,
including the number of miles in each, with the amounts severally paid for each. How such
amounts were paid ; whether paid in cash or securities, and the statement and character
thereof, in detail. The amount for which each of such securities was sold, and the net amounts
which were realized in each. 3. A statement, in detail, of any railway line or lines leased by
the Grand Trunk Company or agreed to be worked by them on a percentage of earnings or
other terms, with the length of each of such lines and the conditions, in detail, of the agreements in relation thereto. 4. A statement, in detail, of any interest the Grand Trunk Railway
may have in any other railway or railways, with the securities, in detail, that they may hold
in relation thereto. 5. A statement in detail of the net earnings of each of the railways mentioned in the four preceding clauses, after the payment of working expenses, for the past
financial year, of each of the said railways, with a statement, in detail, of the percentage
that working expenses bear in each case to the gross earnings. 6. Whether any and what amounts
were paid by the Grand Trunk Company towards the construction of the Toronto and Ottawa
Railway, and the amount thereof, with the statement of the gross, as well as the net, earnings
of the said railway for the past financial year of the said railway ; and a statement of where
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these funds came from ; also a statement as to where they appear in the accounts of the Grand
Trunk Company's accounts or returns. Presented to the House of Commons, 5th May, 1885.—
Not printed.
;
Mr. Mitchell

110. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 12th March, 1885, for a Return showing
all properties or rooms leased by the various branches of the Public Service from private parties
or companies in the city of Ottawa, stating the amount of rental paid in each case ; also the
purposes for which such properties or rooms are used. Presented to the House of Commons,
Not printed.
24th March, 1885.— Mr. Somerville (Brant)
111. Return to an Address of the House
lease of the Northern and Pacific
Company of Canada and Hamilton
Presented to the House of Commons,

of Commons, dated 6th February, 1885, for copy of the
Junction Railway Company to the Northern Railway
and North-West Railway Company, or either of them.
24th March, 1885.— Mr. Muloek—
Printed/or Sessional Papers only.

112. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 9th February, 1885, for a statement in
detail showing amount of work done, contracts made and with whom, moneys paid and to
whom, and all expenditures in connection with the improvements of Great Village River,
in the county of Colchester, Nova Scotia. Presented to the House of Commons, 24th March,
Not printed.
1885.— ifr. Robertson (Shelburne)

113. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 12th March, 1885, for : 1. The names of
all persons who tendered for the construction of the drill shed at Quebec. 2. The amount
asked by each person so tendering. 3. The amount of the cheque deposited by each such
person in support of hte tender, with the names of the signers and endorsers of each cheque,
and the names of the several banks by which such cheques were accepted. Presented to the
Not printed.
House of Commons, 26th March, 1885.— Mr. Landry (Montmagny)
of report
copy
a
114. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 12th March, 1885, for
of
summer
the
during
taken
soundings
the
of
Canal
Bay
Burlington
of
of the Superintendent
1884, the plottings and cross-sections made, showing the present conformation of the bottom
of the said canal, together with a statement showing the depths on both sides, as well as all
plans giving information in reference to said soundings. Presented to the House of Commons,
Not printed.
26th March, 1885.— Mr. Robertson (Hamilton)
115. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 17th February, 1885, for a report of
the Auditor General and also one McGee, as well as for all papers, letters, accounts, cheques
the Departand newspapers connected with any claim of Staff Commander Boulton against
ment of Marine and Fisheries or the Government for any amount of money which he alleges to
be due him for salary or otherwise, or which he asserts has been withheld from him, or in
relation to any dispute between said Boulton and any officer of the Marine and Fisheries
Department in regard to cheques drawn in favor of said Boulton. Also a Return to an Order
of the House of Commons, dated 2nd March, 1885, for a return of any papers or letters in Ihe
hands of the Government signed by Deputy Minister Smith, bearing on the subject of dispute
or irregularity between Deputy Minister Tilton and Staff Commander Boulton, or in any way
relating thereto ; also copies of any letters addressed to Mr. Tilton by Mr. Smith, as Deputy
Minister, on the subject. Presented to the House of Commons, 30th March, 1885.— Mr. McNot printed.
Mullen
116. Papers and correspondence, up to the present time, with respect to the commission recently
appointed to investigate and report upon the claims existing in connection with the extinguishment of the Indian title preferred by half-breeds resident in the North-West Territories outside
of the limits of the Province of Manitoba, previous to the 15th day of July, 1870. Presented
Printed Jor Sessional Papers only.
to the House of Commons, 20th April, 1885.— Mr. Blake
116a. Copy of commission appointing commissioners to make enumeration of half-breeds in the
North-West Territories previous to the 15th July, 1870. Presented to the House of Commons,
Printed for Sessional Papers only.
22nd April, 1885, by Sir John A. Macdonald
1166. Certified copy of a Report of a Committee
47 of the Honorable the Privy Council, approved
by His Excellency the Governor General in Council on the 19th April, 1885, for instructions
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given to the three commissioners appointed to proceed to the North-West to enquire into and
adjudicate upon the claims of the half-breeds and others in the Saskatchewan settlement.
Presented to the Senate, 20th April, 1885.— Hon. Mr. Alexander—
Not printed. See 116.
116c. Papers and correspondence in relation to claims for land in the Prince Albert district,
North-West Territories.
Presented to the House of Commons, 27th April, 1885.— Mr. Blake.
Not printed.

11 6a\ Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 7th March, 1883, for copies of all
correspondence and memorials relating to the claims of the inhabitants of Prince Albert and
the neighboring districts, in the North-West Territories, in respect of the lands they occupy,
and to other matters affecting their condition. Presented to the House of Commons 5th May
188o.-Mr. Blake
Not printed.
116e. Papers and correspondence in connection with half-breed claims and other matters relating
to the North-West Territories. Presented to the House of Commons, 11th June, 1885.— Mr.
Blake
Printed for Sessional Papers only.
116/. Papers and correspondence in connection with half-breed claims and other matters relating
to the North-West Territories. Presented to the House of Commons, 22nd June, 1885.— Mr.
Blake
Printed for Sessional Papers only.
116,?. Papers and correspondence in connection with half-breed claims and other matters relating
to the North-West Territories. Presented to the House of Commons, 30th June, 1885—1/°
Blake
Notprinted.

116^. Copy of the Official Report from Major-General Middleton, C.B., commanding the NorthWest field forces, concerning the engagements at Fish Creek on the 24th April, 1885 ; Poundmaker's Camp (near Crees' Reserve), 2nd May, 1885; and Batoche, 9th, 10th, 11th 'and 12th
May, 1885. Presented to the House of Commons, 6th July, 1885, by Hon. J. P. R. A. Caron—
Printed for Distribution only.

116?'. Plan and Views of Engagement at Fish Creek on the 24th April, 1885. Presented to
the
House of Commons, 16th July, 1885, by Hon. J. P. R. A. Caron
Notprinted.
117. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 12th March, 1885, for copies of all
reports, correspondence, petitions, &c, in reference to the seizure of the schooner "Lion," of
the Port of Barrington, in Nova Scotia, in December, 1883. Presented to the House of Commons, 31st March, 1885.— Mr. Robertson (Shelburne)
Notprinted.
118.

Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 12th March, 1885, for all correspondence with reference to the making of a road on the Indian Reserve at Fort William.
Ontario, and the expenditure thereon of funds belonging to the Indians, and particularly with
reference to the payments to be made to the licensees, for stumpage or otherwise, for the
timber required in the construction of the bridges on the road. Presented to the House of
Commons, 7th April, 1885.— Mr. Blake
Notprinted.

118a. Return to an Address of the House of Commons, dated 27th April
correspondence and Orders in Council in any way bearing upon the
offers of purchase of Indian reserve lands in British Columbia, of a
June, 1882. Presented to the House of Commons, 30th June, 1885.— Mr.

1885, for copies of all
subject of purchase or
date subsequent to 1st
Baker (Victoria)—
Notprinted.

119. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 23rd March, 1885, for a Return showing,
if any, and, if so, what sum or sums of money have been paid to J. E. Collins for services
rendered to the Government ; also showing travelling and other expenses paid him, if any
;
and showing in what position or capacity he is employed. Presented to the House of Commons, 8th April, 1885.— Mr. McMullen
Not printed.
120. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 23rd March, 1885, for copy of the record
in the matter of Eugene Gosselin, of St. Charles de Bellechasse, versus the Queen, as it standi
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in the office of the Supreme Court of Canada, including the proceedings before the Exchequer
Court and before Dominion Arbitrators. Presented to the House of Commons, 8th April, 1885.
—Mr. Amyot
?
Not printed.
131. Return to an Address of the House of Commons, dated 12th March, 1885, for copies of
petitions or correspondence in reference to making Ridge town a port of entry. Presented to
the House of Commons, 21st April, 1885.— Mr.. Casey
Not printed.
133. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 23rd March, 1885, for a Return of all
sums (apart from his salary as county judge) which have been paid to G. M. K. Clarke in
each of the years 1879, 1880, 1881, 1882, 1883 and 1884, respectively, and for what services in
each year ; also what sums, if any, have been paid him from the 1st January, 1884, to this
Presented to the House of Commons, 13th April, 1885.— Sir Richard Cartwright—
date.
Not printed.
133. Return to an Address of the House of Commons, dated 23rd March, 1885, for copies of
all correspondence having reference to the appointment of a joint commission with the United
States Government for surveying the boundary line between the Province of British Columbia
and the United States Territory of Alaska. Presented to the House of Commons, 13th April,
1885.— Mr. Gordon
Not printed.
133a. Return to an Address of the House of Commons, dated 12th March, 1885, for copies of all
correspondence with the Government of British Columbia and Imperial Government, in relation to the eastern boundary of that province. Presented to the House of Commons, 5th May,
1885.— Mr. Mills
,
Not printed.
1336. Return to an Address of the House of Commons, for copies of all Orders in Council,
Imperial, Canadian or provincial, in the hands of the Government, and not already laid
before Parliament, relating to the disputed boundaries of Ontario. Also all despatches and
correspondence with any of the provinces and with the Imperial Government upon the same
subject.
Presented to the House of Commons, 23rd June, 1885. — Mr. Mills —
Printed for Sessional Papers only.
134. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 4th February, 1885, for all Customs
collections in Algoma during the six months ending 31st December, 1884, showing the amount
collected at Port Arthur and its outports, and at Sault Ste. Marie and its outports, respectively ;also the amount collected at Spanish River and such other stations in Algoma as
report to Collingwood. Presented to the House of Commons, 13th April, 1885.— Mr. Dawson
Not printed.
135. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 17th February, 1885, for all correspondence from 1st January, 1884, to 1st January, 1885, between W. H. Rogers, inspector of fisheries for Nova Scotia, also Mr. Sellon, overseer of river fisheries for Liverpool, Queen's county,
Nova Scotia, also between John Millard, J. Newton Freeman, S. J. R. Bill and others, and the
Government or Department of Marine and Fisheries, in reference to a breach of the u Sawdust
Law," by putting mill rubbish and shingle shavings into the Mersey River; showing also
what fines have been imposed and how many collected ; if not collected, whether remitted.
Presented to the House of Commons, 16th April, 1885. — Mr. Forbes
Not printed.
135a. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 1st April, 1885, for copies of all correspondence and reports from W. H. Rogers, inspector of fisheries for Nova Scotia, to the
Department of Marine and Fisheries, relating to the adoption of Rogers' patented fish ladder,
and the places at which the said inspector recommends that it should be placed ; also any
instructions from the Department concerning the same. Also a statement of moneys claimed
or paid, as a royalty or otherwise, on account of patent fishway, stating by whom and to
whom such moneys were paid, together with an account of any other moneys paid by the
Department, and to whom, towards the construction of Rogers' fish ladder, the Return to
cover the years 1880, 1881, 1882, 1883 and 1884. Presented to the House of Commons, 30th
June, 1885.— Mr. Robertson (Shelburne)
Not printed.
136. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 9th February, 1885, for the names of
all Government officials in the North-West Territories, the date of their appointment, and the
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date upon which they entered upon their respective duties ; the salary, fee or other allowance
granted to each, including travelling or other expenses ; the names and respective locations
of sheriffs and registrars, the date of their respective appointments, and the date upon which
they entered upon their duties, and the date from which their salary commenced to run: the
receipts of their respective ofiiccs, monthly or annually, from their establishment up to
the 1st of January, 1885. Presented to the House of Commons, 16th April, 1885.— Mr. McMullen
Not printed.
127. Return {in part) to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 2nd March, 1885, for copies of
all advertisements for tenders, of all specifications, and of all tenders received for fog horns
and letterbox fronts, from 1st January, 1884, to 31st January, 1885; also of all correspondence,
contracts, accounts, receipts and documents relating to the furnishing of such fog horns and
letter box fronts.
Presented to the House of Commons, 10th April, 1885.— Mr. Laurier—
Printed for Distribution only.

127a. Supplementary Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 2nd March, 1885, for
copies of all advertisements for tenders, of all specifications, and of all tenders received for
fog horns and letter box fronts, from 1st January, 1884, to 31st January, 1885; also of all correspondence, contracts, accounts, receipts and documents relating to the furnishing of such
fog horns and letter box fronts. Presented to the House of Commons, 22nd April, 1885.—
Not printed.
Mr. Laurier

1276. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 2nd March, 1885, for copies of all
correspondence between the Government and one Captain Conally, or any other person, in
regard to placing a fog horn or fog whistle on what is called the Dummy Lighthouse, near the
head of Lake Erie. Presented to the House of Commons, 5th May, 1885. — Mr. Jackson—
Not printed.
127, 1880. Return to an Address of the House of Commons, dated 23rd February, 1880, for a copy of
any Order or Orders in Council approving of the treaties made with the Indian tribes at Forts
Carlton and Pitt in the year 1876, and of all despatches from the Minister of the Interior or
his Deputy to the Commissioners, or any of them, communicating the same to them, and
having reference to the terms embodied in such treaties, together with the replies of the said
Commissioners, or any of them, to such despatches. Presented to the House of Commons, 5th
Printed/or Distribution only.
April, 1880.— Mr. White (Cardwell)

12§. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 17th January, 1885, for copies of all
correspondence between the Government and the Captain of the Life Saving Service at Port
Rowan, Province of Ontario, not already brought down. Presented to the House of Commons,
Not printed.
22nd April, 1885.— Mr. Jackson

128, 1880. Return to an Address of the House of Commons, dated 23rd February, 1880, for copies of
all despatches from the Lieutenant Governor of Manitoba, relating to the reserve promised
under the provisions of Treaty No. 1, relating to the reserve stipulated thereby to be assigned
to the band of Indians in Manitoba of whom Yellow Quill was Chief; and of all correspondence and despatches from the Secretary of State, the Minister of the Interior, or the Deputy
Minister of the Interior, addressed to the said Lieutenant Governor in reply or in relation
thereto; also correspondence between the Government of Canada and the Hudson Bay Company on the subject. Presented to the House of Commons, 5th April, 1880.— Mr. White
Not printed.
(Cardwell)

129, Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 3rd March, 1S84, for a Return showing
who
the names, rank, present positions occupied, length of service at sea, of each individual
Session,
last
passed
Act
the
under
service
or
competency
either
of
certificate
a
received
has
makino- provision for the examination of masters and mates of coasters and inland waters.
of the
from the passage of said Act to the nearest possible date, for each and every province
refused
been
have
who
applicants
of
names
and
Dominion; as also a statement giving dates
and the
certificates of service, or whose certificates have been for some reason withheld,
1886.
reasons for such refusals or retentions. Presented to the House of Commons, 22nd April.
printed.
Not
-Mr. Baker (Victoria)
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130. Return to an Address of the House of Commons, dated 17 th February, 1885, for copies
of all Orders in Council, despatches and correspondence between the Government of Canada
and the United Kingdom, and between the Government of Canada and Her Majesty's Ambassador at Washington, not already brought down, relating to the subject of extradition and
extradition arrangements. Presented to the House of Commons, 23rd April, 1885.— Mr. BlakePrinted for Sessional Papers only.

130<i. Return to an Address of the House of Commons, dated 9th February, 1885, for a statement
with reference to the cases in which demands for extradition have been made by or upon the
Government of Canada, or in which extradition proceedings have been taken in continuation
of, and in the same form as, the statement transmitted by the Government of Canada to the
Government of the United Kingdom, in or about the year 1876. Presented to the House of
Printed/or Sessional Papers only.
Commons, 5th May, 1885.— Mr. Blake
131. Return to an Address of the House of Commons, dated 20th February, 1885, for a copy of
the Order in Council creating the Forestry Commission, and appointing Mr. J. H. Morgan as
such commissioner; also a copy of the recommendation on which such Order in Council was
Not -printed.
Presented to the House of Commons, 23rd April, 1885. — J/r. Rykerl
based.
131a. Return to an Address of the House of Commons, dated 17th February, 1885, for a copy of
Order in Council appointing J. H. Morgan as Forestry Commissioner ; also copy of instructions accompanying the same ; also date of report from the said J. H. Morgan which appears
as part of the last report of the Minister of the Interior, and copies of any subsequent reports
and the date on which the same were received by the Department; also statement of any
payments made to the said J. H. Morgan subsequent to those appearing in the Public Accounts
of 1884. Presented to the House of Commons, 26th May, 1885.— Mr. Paterson (Brant)—
Not printed.
132. Return to an Address of the Senate, dated 6th March, 1885, for a Return of all exports from
ports on Hudson and James Bays, other than York Factory, of furs, fish, whale, seal or porpoise
Not printed.
oil. Presented to the Senate, 20th April, 1885.— Hon. Mr. Schultz
133. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 27th April, 1885, for a Return of all
correspondence and petitions from mariners, vessel owners and others, not already brought
down, relative to the selection of a route for the construction of the Murray Canal, or the
character of the harbors afforded by Presqu'Isle and Weller's Bay respectively. Also all offers
made by tenders or otherwise to construct said canal by any other than the adopted route,
together with all reports as to progress of work of construction in possession of the GovernNot printed.
ment. Presented to the House of Commons, 14th July, 1885.— Mr. Cockburn

134. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 23rd March, 1885, for a Return of any
orders or instructions of the Railway Department as to the sale of return tickets, limiting
the periods in which such tickets can be used ; also of any claims made by persons holding
such tickets for damages for being ejected from the cars, and what amounts, if any, have been
Presented to the House of Commons, 5th May, 1885.— Mr. Weldon—
paid for such claims.
Not printed.
135- Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 12th February, 1885, for copies of
all correspondence and petitions to the Postmaster General, or any member of the Government, with reference to the adoption in Canada of a system to encourage small savings, similar
to that brought in by the late Mr. Fawcett in England. Presented to the House of Commons,
Not printed.
7th May, 1885.— Mr. Blake
136. Return to an Address presented by the Senate to His Excellency the Governor General,
dated 17th March, 1885, praying His Excellency to cause to be laid before this House, copies of
the reports of the various surveys made by engineers under the direction of the Government,
for a line of railway connecting Montreal with the harbors of St. John and Halifax by the
shortest and best practicable route (including the reports of Messrs. A. L. Light and Vernon
Smith on the lines surveyed by them, respectively, running up the valley of the Etchemin
River and from Canterbury, New Brunswick, to the northern end of Chesuucook Lake, in the
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State of Maine) ; together with a statement showing the height of the summit level, the maximum grade per mile, the number of miles with a grade exceeding 42 feet, the average grade
per mile, and the number and position of the curves with a less radius than 1,910 feet, upon
each of such surveyed lines, as well as upon any existing railway proposed to be used in connection with any such surveyed lines ; and also a detailed statement of the distances from
Montreal to St. John and Halifax by each of such surveyed lines and the existing railways
proposed to be used in connection therewith. Presented to the Senate, 5th May, 1885. — Hon.
Mr. Power
Printed for both Distribution and Sessional Papers.
136a. Return to an Address of the House of Commons, dated 3rd February, 1885, for copies of all
Orders in Council, instructions given, reports of engineers, and all documents whatsoever, in
relation to the selection of the shortest and best line for a railway between the present terminus
of the Canadian Pacific Railway and one of the seaports of the Maritime Provinces. Presented
to the House of Commons, 20th July, 1885. — Mr. Landry (Montmayny)
Not printed.
137. Return to an Address of the House of Commons, dated 17th February, 1885, for copies of all
correspondence, Orders in Council, contracts, and other papers in connection with the projected railway between Oxford and New Glasgow, in Nova Scotia, or in relation to any of the
companies or individuals negotiating for the construction of any part of the projected short
line within the bounds of the Province of Nova Scotia, and particularly an instrument signed
by Sir Charles Tupper, the Minister of Railways, about the 9th May, 1884, whereby he, as
representing the Crown, entered into certain engagements with Norvin Green, president of
the Montreal and European Short Line Company, or with that company ; and of all Order3
or arrangements cancelling the said agreement ; and of the evidence as to the ability of the
company on which said agreement was made ; and of all Orders and authorities under which
the Oxford Branch Railway was completed or money thereon expended out of the Intercolonial
appropriation; and of all agreements in connection with such expenditure, and of all statements, representations and letters made by or on behalf of contractors, companies, railway
companies, construction companies, laborers, merchants or others, who have been concerned
in the work, and of all reports made to any department or to Council upon any of the above
subjects.
Presented to the House of Commons, 8th May, 1885. — Mr. Blake —
Printed/or Sessional Papers only.
137«. Supplementary Return to an Address of the House of Commons, dated 17th February, 1885,
for copies of all correspondence, Orders in Council, contracts and other papers in connection
with the projected railway between Oxford and New Glasgow, in Nova Scotia, or in relation
to any of the companies or individuals negotiating for the construction of any part of the
projected Short Line within the bounds of the Province of Nova Scotia ; and particularly an
instrument signed by Sir Charles Tupper, then Minister of Railways, about 9th May, 1884,
whereby he, as representing the Crown, entered into certain engagements with Norvin Green,
president of the Montreal and European Short Line Company, or with that company ; and of
all Orders or arrangements cancelling the said agreement, and of the evidence as to the ability
of the company on which said agreement was made ; and of all Orders and authorities under
which the Oxford Branch Railway was completed, or money thereon expended out of the
Intercolonial appropriation, and of all agreements in connection with such expenditure ; and of
all statements, representations and letters made by or on behalf of contractors, companies,
railway companies, construction companies, laborers, merchants or others, who have been
concerned in the work ; and of all reports made to any department or to Council upon any of
the above subjects.
Presented to the House of Commons, 14th July, 1885— Mr. Mills —
Not printed.
1376- Return to an Address of the House of Commons, dated 11th February, 1885, for copies of
all reports made by engineers employed by the Great American and European Short Line Railway Company in Nova Scotia and Cape Breton, with the plans, papers and correspondence
connected therewith ; also for copies of all correspondence with the Dominion Government and
the Government of Nova Scotia on the same subject ; also copies of all contracts by and between
the said company and other persons ; also a statement of all moneys paid out and expended on
contracts for salaries, wages and labor ; showing also the amounts, if any, still due and owing
by the said company to their contractors, agents or workmen ; and also a statement of the
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number of miles completed and graded in each of the counties of Cumberland, Colchester and
Pictou.
Presented to the House of Commons, 14th July, 1885. — Mr. Paint
Not printed.
13S. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 23rd March, 1885, for copies of all
reports, correspondence, and surveys, if any, in the Department of Public Works, as to the
improvement of the North Saskatchewan River, for the purpose of navigation. Presented to
the House of Commons, 28th May, 1885.— Mr. McCallum—>
Printed for both Distribution and Sessional Papers.
139. Return to an Address of the House of Commons, dated 27th April, 1885, for all letters
and correspondence had between the Dominion Government or any of its members and the
Local Government of New Brunswick or any of its members, on the subject of the building
of a foot and carriage bridge on the St. John River, at or near Fredericton. Presented to the
House of Commons, 11th May, 1885. — J/r. Landry {Kent)
Printed for Distribution only.
139a. Supplementary Return to an Address of the House of Commons, dated 27th April, 1885, for
all letters and correspondence had between the Dominion Government or any of its members
and the Local Government of New BrunsAvick, or any of its members, on the subject of the
building of a foot and carriage bridge on the St. John River, at or near Fredericton. Presented
to the House of Commons, 9th June, 1885.— Mr. Landry {Kent).. Printed for Distribution only.
HO. Reports of Messrs. Perley and Guerin as to works respecting which application has been
made on the River Ottawa and Lake Temiscaming ; together with the memorandum of the
Reverend Father Paradis, O.M.I. Presented to the House of Commons, 11th May, 1885, by Sir
Hector Langevin
...Printed for Distribution only.
141. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 28th March, 1884, showing the total
cost of old and new works, with expenditure for repairs and maintenance in each year since
Confederation : 1. For cost of Welland Canal. 2. For new works, repairs, and all incidental
expenses connected therewith. 3. For maintenance. 4. For revenue derived therefrom. 5.
For return similar to that contained in 1, 2, 3 and 4, connected with the St. Lawrence Canals.
6. For estimated cost for deepening and completing the St. Lawrence Canals to a depth of
twelve and fourteen feet, separately. Presented to the House of Commons, 16th May, 1885. —
Mr. McCraney
Not printed.
142. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 27th April, 1885, for a Return of
instructions to the health officers of the ports in the Province of New Brunswick, and quarantine regulations issued by the Department of Marine and Fisheries or the Department of Agriculture relating to thes,e ports. Presented to the House of Commons, 16th May, 1885. — Mr.
Weldon
Not printed.
143. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 27th April, 1885, for a Return showing
the actual cost of laying the telegraph cable from Clover Point, Victoria, British Columbia,
accross the Straits of Juan de Fuca to a point at or near Dungeness, W.T. ; said return to give
the names of persons to whom sums have been paid ; the nature and extent of services
rendered, entitling them to such payments ; the cost of the cable, time occupied in laying said
cable, and its length. Presented to the House of Commons, 18th May, 1885.— Mr. Baker
{Victoria)
Not printed.
144. Return to an Address of the House of Commons, dated 9th March, 1885, for : 1. Copies
of all demands and claims made by the town of Emerson on the Government for financial or
other aid, and all correspondence respecting the same. 2. Copies of all Orders in Council or
departmental orders respecting such demands or claim, and the action or decision of the
Government thereon. Presented to the House of Commons, 18th May, 1885.— Mr. Cameron
Not printed.
{Huron)
145. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 17th February, 1885, for a statement
showing the names of all persons employed by the Department of Public Works or otner
department of the Government as inspectors or clerks of works on any building or other
53
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such persons for services as such officials, and the rate per month or per diem to each ; also the
gross amount expended by the Government in each year on such works under the inspection
of each clerk of works ; also a statement showing the actual profession or calling of each such
clerk of works. Presented to the House of Commons, 2Gth May, 1885.— Sir Richard Carlwright—
Not printed.
116. Return to an Address of the House of Commons, dated 27th April, 1885, for all the correspondence, papers and report of the officers of Customs at the port of Halifax and any other
port, in connection with the entry by A. & W. Mackinlay, as agents of Thomas Nelson & Son,
of school books at an undervaluation. Presented to the House of Commons, 26th May, 1885. —
Mr. Eykert
Not printed.
146a. Return to an Address of the House of Commons, dated 27th April, 1885, for all papers,
correspondence and reports with reference to Nelson & Son's consignment of school books to
the late firm of James Campbell & Sons, Toronto. Presented to the House of Commons, 26th
May, 1885. — Mr. Wallace {York)
Not printed.
1-106. Return to an Address of the House of Commons, dated 27th April, 1885, for all the correspondence, papers and report of the officer of Customs for the port of Toronto, in connection
with the seizure of school books entered at an undervaluation by Thomas Nelson & Son.
Edinburgh.
Presented to the House of Commons, 26th May, 1885.— Mr. Rykert... .Not printed.
116c. Supplementary Return to an Address of the House of Commons, dated 27th April, 1885, for
a Return of all papers, correspondence and reports with reference to Nelson & Son's consignments of school books to the late firm of James Campbell & Sons, Toronto. Presented to the
House of Commons, 26th June, 1885.— J/r. Wallace {York)
Notprinted.
MOii. Supplementary Return to an Address of the House of Commons, dated 27th April, 1885, for
a Return of all the correspondence, papers and report of the officer of Customs at the port of
Halifax, and any other port, in connection with the entry by A. & W. Mackinlay, as agents of
Thos. Nelson & Son, of school books at an undervaluation. Presented to the House of Commons, 26th June, 1885. — Mr. Rykert
Not printed.
146e. Supplementary Return to an Address of the House of Commons, dated 27th April, 1885,
for a Return of all the correspondence, papers and report of the officer of Customs at the port
of Toronto, in connection with the seizure of school books entered at an undervaluation by
Thos. Nelson & Son, of Edinburgh. Presented to the House of Commons, 26th June, 1885.—
Mr. Rykert
Not printed.
147. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 27th April, 1885, for a Return showing :
1. The detailed amounts actually due to the Supervisor of Cullers at Quebec for culling and
measuring. 2. The names of all parties indebted, and the date of incurring of each liability.
Presented to the House of Commons, 28th May, 1885.— Mr. Be St. Georges
.....Not printed.
148. Return to an Address of the House of Commons, dated 12th March, 1885, for copies of all
Orders in Council, agreements and correspondence in the possession of the Government since
1872, respecting the Windsor Branch Railway; also copies of pleadings and verdicts in the
various suits at law respecting the same branch. Presented to the House of Commons, Oth
June, 1885.— Mr. Kinney
■.
Not printed.
149. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated Oth March, 1885, for all correspondence between the Auditor-General and the Department of Marine and Fisheries, relating
to an Order of thi ■■; House made on the 28th March last, for a return showing all sums received
by the Department of Marine and Fisheries on account of rental of rivers and streams, &c. ;
or in any way relating to any irregularity or inaccuracy connected witli matters of the said
Department.
Presented to the House of Commons, 28th May, 1885.— Mr. McMullen—
Not printed.
150. Return to an Address of the House of Commons,
dated 8th April. 1885, for all papers
concerning the appointment, instruction and
54 salary of Mr. Hector Fabre. as Canadian agent
at Paris, France, and the reports from that gentleman to the Government since his appointment. Presented to the House of Commons, 2nd June, 1885.— Mr. BergeronPrinted for Distribution onh>,
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131. Return to an Address of the House of Commons, dated 12th March, 1885, for copies of all
correspondence which has taken place between the Dominion Government and the Local
Government of New Brunswick, with reference to the Northern and Western Railway, since
May, 1884, up to February, 18S5. Presented to the House of Commons, 11th June, 1885 — Mr.
Temple
Not printed.
152. Return to an Address of the Senate, dated 20th April, 1885, for copies of all memorials,
letters or telegrams addressed to the Railway Department, respecting the establishment of the
York station on the Prince Edward Island Railway, and the answers thereto; also copies of
any memorials, letters or telegrams, which may have been received by that Department, having
reference to the abolition of the said station, and the replies, if any, made thereto. Presented
to the Senate, 16th June, 1885. — Hon. Mr. Haythorne
Not printed.
153. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 11th March, 1885, for a Return showing
the amount of money paid for injuries to parties in the Mounted Police since 1878, specifying
the names of the parties injured, the nature of the injuries, the amount of money paid, and to
whom paid.
Presented to the House of Commons, 7th April, 1885. — Mr. Somerville (Brant)—
Not printed.
153a. Annual Report of the Commissioner of the North-West Mounted Police Force for the year
1884. Presented to t«he House of Commons, 23rd June, 1885.— Sir John A. Macdonald—
Printed for both Distribution and Sessional Papers.
154. Return (in two parts) to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 12th March, 1885, for
a return showing :— 1. Total number of depositors in the Savings Banks, Post Office, or other
banks holding deposits of $1,000 or upwards; also the amount so held. 2. Total number of
depositors having deposits of less than $1,000 and more than $500 each; also the total amount
so held. 3. Total number of said depositors holding less than $500 each; also total amount
so held. Presented to the House of Commons, 30th June, 1885. — Sir Richard Cartwright and
Mr. Fairbank
Not printed.
155. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 27th April, 1885, for copies of all correspondence and papers relative to the dismissal of George E. Chewier from the Indian Agency
in Caughnawaga; also of the reports of the investigation into the affairs of the agency held
by Mr. de Boucherville in 1883, and by A. Dingman in 1884, with copies of all instructions at
any time given by the Department to Mr. Cherrier. Presented to the House of Commons, 30th
June, 1885. — Mr. Bain (Wentworth)
Not printed.
156- Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 12th March, 1885, for a Return of all
hardware purchased at Halifax by the Department of Marine and Fisheries, from 1st July,
1878, to 31st December, 1884; the names of the firms who furnished the supplies, amount
supplied by each firm in each year; the names of the firms who supplied stoves, galvanized
and tinware, in each year from 1st October, 1878, to 31st December, 1884, showing if by tender,
whose tender was accepted, and if tenders asked for each year. Presented to the House of
Commons, 30th June, 1885* — Mr. Forbes

Not printed.

157. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 11th March, 1885, for a Return showing
the number of days W. Ingles Bradley, a clerk in the Department of Railways, has been registered on the Departmental Attendance Book since 1st July, 1884; also showing the number of
days' attendance for which he has received payment, and the total amount paid, together
with the name of the departmental officer certifying the account. Presented to the House of
Not printed.
Commons, 14th July, 1885.— Mr. Somerville (Brant)...

158. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 27th April,
respondence ofa recent date between the Superintendent General
in British Columbia, or any other person,
Department
agent of the
lishing Indian schools in said province. Presented to the House of
55
Printed
— Mr. Baker (Victoria)

1885, for copies of all corof Indian Affairs and the
upon the subject of estabCommons, 14th July, 1885.
for Sessional Papers only.
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158a. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 27th April, 1885, for a Return showing :
1. How many industrial schools for the instruction of Indian half-breed youth have been
established in the Province of Manitoba and the North-West Territories respectively, under
the authority and by permission of the Government of Canada, and where they are located.
2. At^what places lands have been surveyed and set apart for Indian half-breed schools in
1884, and what quantity at each place. 3. Through whose representations and recommendations these half-breed schools are established from time to time, and whether any request from
the Indian half-breeds themselves is required for the establishment of a school. 4. What
subjects of instruction are provided for these schools in regard to industrial pursuits, moral
and religious, and are both sexes included in the general school provisions. 5. Whether any
of the Indian half-breed schools are placed under the care or supervision of any religious body
or denomination ; if so, what are the conditions upon which such control is granted, and
what is the extent of the denominational control, and is it, to the extent granted, a temporary
or permanent control ; if there are denominational schools, what is the number belonging to
each denomination, where they are located, and what quantity of land is owned or controlled
by each, and what is the number of pupils. 6. Whether, when the moral and religious instruction of an Indian half-breed school is placed under the supervision or control of any
denomination, i,t gives to the denomination control of the land and buildings of such school.
7. At whose cost the Indian half-breed school buildings are erected and furnished, and under
whose directions the text books are selected or compiled, and by whom they are paid for. 8.
What standing of attainment is required of teachers in these schools ; how and from whom
they receive certificates of qualification, and whether there is a system of Governmental
inspection of these Indian half-breed schools. 9. Whether the teachers and trustees or
managers of these schools are required to make any periodical returns to the Government of
the attendance, general condition, progress and expenditure of each. 10. Whether any of the
religious denominations have obtained lands for church or school purposes from the Government or from any Indian reservation by treaty or otherwise. 11. Whether any of the religious
bodies, on their own responsibility, have established schools among the Indians.or half-breeds,
and if they have, whether they receive any assistance directly or indirectly by land grant3>r
otherwise for the support of such schools from the Government. Presented to the House of
Notprinted.
Commons, 18th July, 1885.— Mr. Kirk

159. Return to an
correspondence,
of any railway
aid. Presented

Address of the House of Commons, dated 12th February, 1885, for copies of all
petitions and Orders in Council, relating to any applications by or on behalf
company elsewhere than in Manitoba or the North-West, for aid or additional
Not printed.
to the House of Commons, 14th July, 1885.— Mr. Blake

160. Return to an Address of the House of Commons, dated 2nd March, 1885, for : 1. Copies of all
correspondence between the Government and the North- West Council respecting the representation of the Territories in this Parliament. 2. Copies of all petitions, representations and
correspondence addressed to the Government, or any member of it, on the same subject, and
any replies thereto. 3. Copies of all petitions, representations and correspondence with the
Government, or any member of it, on the subject of the establishment of Local Governments
in the Territories, and of all replies thereto. Presented to the House of Commons, 15th July,
Not printed.
*
1885.— Mr. Cameron {Huron)

101. Return to an Address of the House of Commons, dated 23rd March, 1885, for a Return of all
correspondence, papers and documents which have passed between the Imperial Government
and the Dominion Government or the Dominion Government and the Government of British
Columbia, relative to the public reserves of British Columbia and to the claim of the Crown
to the land between high and low water mark, and generally all information as to " fore shore ;'
rights of the Dominion. Presented to the House of Commons, 15th July, 1885.— Mr. Baker
Printed for Sessional Papers only.
{Victoria)
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RETURN
(386)
To an Address of the House of Commons, dated the 23rd February, 1'885 ;—
For a copy of any further Commission or Order in Council or Correspondence touching the position or salary of the High Commissioner of
Canada, not already brought down.
By Command,
J. A. CHAPLEAU,
Department of the Secretary of State,
Ottawa, 13th March,U885.

Secretary of State.

Certified Copy of a Report of a Committee of the Honorable the Privy Council, approved
by His Excellency the Governor General in Council on the 28th May, 1884.
The Committee on the recommendation of the Right Honorable Sir John Macdiuald, advise that the present commission of Sir Charles Tapper as High Commissioner for Canada in England be cancelled, and another commission be given him as
such Commissioner, granting to him ^the same salary and allowances as his predecessor, Sir Alexander T. G-alt, and to date from the 24th May, 1884.
JOHN J. McGEE.
Honble. Secretary of State.

Lansdowne.

CANADA.

Victoria, by the Grace of God, of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and
Ireland, Queen, Defender of the Faith, &c, &c, &c. : To the Honorable Sir Charles
Tupper, Knight, Commander of Our Most Distinguished Order of Saint Michael and
Saint George, Companion of Our Most Honorable Order of the Bath, Greeting :
Whereas it is in by an Act of the Parliament of Canada, passed in the forty third year of Our reign, chaptered eleven, and intituled : " An Act for the appointment of a Eesident Eepresentative Agent for Canada in the United Kingdom,"
amongst other things in effect enacted, that the Governor may, under the Great Seal
of Canada, from time to time appoint au officer to be called " The High Commissioner
for Canada," who shall hold office during pleasure, and further, that it shall be the
duty of the High Commissioner to act as representative and resident agent of the
Dominion in the United Kingdom, and in that capacity to execute 8u<m powers and
to perform such duties as may, from time to time, be conferred upon and assigned to
him by the Governor in Council.
To take the charge, supervision and control of the immigration offices and
agencies in the United Kingdom under the Minister of Agriculture.
To carry out such instructions as he may from time to time receive from the
Governor in Council respecting the commercial, financial and general interests of
the Dominion in the United Kingdom, and elsewhere.
Now Know Ye, that reposing special trust and confidence in your loyalty,
integrity and ability, We have thought fit to nominate, constitute and appoint, and
386—1
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do hereby nominate, constitute and appoint you, the Honorable Sir Charles Tupper,
Knight, to be " The High Commissioner for Canada," on, from and after the twentyfourth day of May, in the year of Our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eightyfour.
To have, hold, exercise and enjoy the said office, unto you the said the Honorable Sir Charles Tupper, Knight, with all and every the duties, powers, rights,
authority, privileges, profits, emoluments and advantages unto the said office of right
and by law appertaining, during pleasure.
In Testimony Whereof, We have caused these Our letters to be made patent and
the Great Seal of Canada to be hereunto affixed: Witness, Our Eight Trusty and
Entirely-Beloved Cousin, the Must Honorable Sir Henry Charles Keith, Marquis of
Lansdowne, in the County of Somerset, Earl of Wycombe, of Chipping Wycombe, in
the County of Bucks, Viscount Calne and Calnestone, in the County of Wilts, and
Lord Wycombe, Baron of Chipping Wycombe, in the County of Bucks, in the
Shelburne, Viscount Ulan; Earl of Kerry and Earl of
Peerage of Great BritainBaron
of Kerry, Lixnaw and Dunkerron, in the Peerage of
maurice and Fitzmaurice,
Ireland ; Knight Grand Cross of Our Most Distinguished Order of Saint Michael and
Saint George, Governor General of Canada and Vice Admiral of the same.
At Our Government House, in Our City of Ottawa, this twenty-fourth day of May,
in the year of Our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty-four, and in the
forty-seventh year of Our reign.
By Command,
J. A. CHAPLEAU, Secretary of State.

Department of the Secretary op State, Ottawa, 30th June, 1884.
Sir,— With reference to my letter to you of the 15th June, 1883, and its enclosure, I have now the honor to transmit to you herewith a commission under the
Great Seal of Canada, appointing you to the office of High Commie sioner for Canada
with the same salary and allowances as your predecessor, which said commission
will take the place of the commission bearing date the 30th day of May, 1883, which
has been cancelled by His Excellency the Governor General in Council.
' I have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servant,
G* POWELL, Under Secretary of State.
Hon. Sir Charles Tupper K.C.M.G., C.B.,
High Commissioner for Canada, London, Eng.
9 Victoria Chambers, London, S.W., 31st July, 1884.
SiR) I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 30th
ultimo, transmitting a commission under the Great Seal of Canada, appointing me
to the office of High Commissioner for Canada, with the same salary and allowances
as my predecessor, which said commission takes the place of the one bearing date
1883, that having been cancelled by His Excellency the Governor
30th inMay,
the
Council.
General

I have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servant,
CHARLES TUPPER, Eigh Commissioner.
Under Secretary of State, Ottawa, Canada.
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RETURN
(38c)
To an Order of the House uf Commons, dated 28rd February, 1885 ;— For
a Keturn showing amount paid out on account of High Commissioner
to London

since the creation of the office, showing separately the

amount paid on account of residence, furniture, and all fittings and
additions thereto, and amount of salary paid to January 1st, 1885, and
all items or allowances on account of taxes, light, fuel, travelling and
other expenses, including salaries of Private Secretary and other servants
or attendants, each item separately set out up to January 1st, 1885.
By Command,
J. A. CHAPLEAU,
Department of the Secretary of State,
Secretary of State.
Ottawa, 21st March, 1885.

Ottawa, 20th March, 1885.
Sir, — In compliance with Order No. 146 of the House of Commons, of the 23rd25th February, 1885, 1 have the honor to enclose Eeturn showing amount paid out
on account of High Commissioner to London, since the creation of the office to 1st
January, 1885, in the terms' set forth in said Order with the exception of " salaries
of Private Secretary and other servants or attendants," for which items no charges
have been made in the accounts of the High Commissioner.
I have the honor to be, Sir,
Your most obedient servant,
J. L. Mc DOUG ALL,
Auditor- General.
G. Powell, Esq.,
Under Secretary of State,
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Return showing amount paid out on account of High Commissioner to London,
since the creation of the office, showing separately the amount paid out on
account of residence, furniture, and all fittings and additions thereto, and amount
of salary paid to January 1st, 1-85, and all items and allowances on account of
taxes, light, fuel, travelling aid other expenses, per Order No. 146 of the House
of Commons of February 23rd-25th, 1885; transferred, February 25th, to the
At ditor General for report.
Date.

Amount.

Service.
Residence.

1884-85,.., House and furniture for High Commissioner, per statements and
vouchers forwarded in compliance with Order No. 24} of the,
House of Commons, of the 5th-6th February, 1885;—" For all
particulars not already brought down in respect to the office
of High Commissioner."

$

cts.

Furniture, Fittings and additions thereto.
1879-80..
18-J0-81..
1884-85.,

Hou-e furnishing and establishment of office
H'.>use furnishiDg
•■
House furnishing — See statement and vouchers with Return per
Order No. 24} of House of Commons....

1879-80.
1880-81.
1881-8,'.
1882-83.
1883-8 I.
1884-85.

Salary, 4 months
do
12
do
do
12
do

1880-81.
1881-82.

House rent,
do

1881-82.
1882-83.

Income tax to 5th April, 1881
do
do
1882....

%

243 33
202 78

1880-81.
1881-82.

Light...
dS
Fuel

%

16? 5S
41_^
166 68

1,259 85
1,306 57

Salary to 1st January, 1885.

do
do

3,333 33

10,000
10,000
9,166
1,048
4,999

1st July, 1882. to 31st May, 1883
24th May to 30th June, 1884
1st July, 1884, to 1st January, 1885

oe
00
62
38
98

House Rent, Taxes, Light and Fuel.

1880-81 ,
1881-82.
1881-82.
1882-83.
1883-84.
1894-85.

. .132 13
$2,813 05

-

do

Allowance
per O.
Allowance
Allowance
perO.
On account

—

$

2,945 18
446 11
209 14

45 °2

in lieu of house rent, fuel, light and taxes,
.$3,500 00
C. 23rd March, 1881
in lieu of house rent, &c, 11 months
3,208 28
in lieu of house rent, fuel, light and taxes,
3,500 00
C. 21st September, 1883....
2,000 00
of allowance as above

211 70

12,208 28

Travelling Expenses.
1879-80.
1880-81.

Passage of High Commissioner and family from
Liverpool vid Halifax
expenses
Tupper, travellingdo
Sir Charles
Sir
A. T. Gait
J. G. Colmer
do

Carried forward.

Montreal to
•••••••••"'•••
9" 33
$
339 49
68 13

946 32

504 95
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Keturn showing amount paid out on account of High Commissioner to London,
since the creation of the office, &c — Concluded.
Service.

Amount.

Brought forward

$

Date.

cts.

Total.

% cts.
101,288
91

Travelling Expenses — Concluded.
1881-82,

Sir A. T. Gait, travelling expenses
$
Sir A. T. Gait and J. A. Crowe, on n iasion to Paris....
Sir A. T. Gait, removal of family to Canada
Less— Transferred to Dominion

1882-83.
1883-84.

Lands Sales.

615 93
501 75
761 63

973 33
$1,909
31

Sir A. T. Gait, travelliu^ expenses
Sir Charles Tupper, removal expenses
Sir Charles Tupper, travelling expenses

■
^836 00
350 00

935 98
896 01

1,186 00
Other Expenses.

4,469

1879-80.
1879-80.
1880-81.
1881-82.
1882-83.

Quarter's rent of office, in advance.
Exchange on drafts
....
do
do
do

1880-81.
1880-81.
1881-82.
1882-83.

Hotel bill and expenses in London
Cable despatches and telegrams
do
do
do
do

1880-81.
1881-82.

Chequebooks
do

$2 51
1 01

1880-81.
1881-82.
1882-83.

Subscription to Royal Colonial Institute.
do
do
do
do

$9 73
9 73

1880-81.
1881-83,
1882-83.

Colonial Trade Statistics
do
....
do

1881-82.
1881-82 ,
1882-8 J.

Subscription to Women's Emigration Society
Miscellaneous expenses per J. G. Colmer . ...
do
do

1882-83,
1882-83.
1883-84.
1883-84.

Paris negotiations, per J. A. Crowe
Paper and printing, Queen's Printer, Ottawa.
Expenses, per Sir Charles Tupper
Books of reference, Stationery Office, Ottawa

22 22
31 *9
34 39
23 93
,..„«.,.

771 61

112 23
115 24

$203 8)
403 34
281 46

■

$U 33
73 0
..- 7.^00 7'.
9
.#131 40
97 33

61
3 55

29 19

170 33
24 33

102
20
228
7.1
11 00
497 50
2 50
2,957 02
107 263 92

Total

this Note.—
Return. No charges to

" Immigration— Salaries in London

Auditor General's Office,
March 20th, 1885.

(England) office "—are

included in
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RETURN
(41)
To an Order of the House of Commons, dated 4th February, 1835 ;— For
amount of sums advanced to the Government of the Dominion by way
of loan by any banks or persons in Canada or England, as appearing
on the 1st February, 1885.
By command,
J. A. CHAPLEAU,
Department of the Secretary of State,
Secretary of State.
Ottawa, 13th February, 1885.
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Statement of Loans contracted by the Government of Canada in England, from
March, 1884, to 1st February, 1885 (outstanding 1st February, 1885).

£
London and Westminster Bank
Glyn, Mills, Currie & Co

1,800,000
167.500

...

Total

Currency.

Sterling.

With whom Contracted.

*

£1,967,500

d.
0 0
s.0 0
0

0

$
cts.
8,760,000
815,166 00
67
$9,575,166 67

B. & 0. E

Statement of Loans contracted by the Government of Canada with Inatitutions in
Canada, from November, 1884, to 1st February, 1885 (outstanding 1st February
18S5).
With what Institutions.

Amount.

$
500,000
500,000
250,000

City and District Sayings Bank, Montreal.
Merchants' Bank of Canada
Imperial Bank of Canada

cts.
00
00
00

Total.
$1,250,000 00
E. & 0. E.

JOHN
Ottawa, 10th February, 1885.

A. TORRANCE,
Dominion Book-keeper.
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RETURN
(416)
To an Address of the House of Commons, dated 4th February, 1885 ;— For
Copy of the Prospectus of the Loan recently issued in London, also a
Statement showing the amounts of the Commission and other charges
paid thereon and to whom paid, together with the amount of the said
Loan subscribed for by the Financial Agents of the Dominion or by the
Bank of Montreal, with the dates of said subscriptions and copies of all
Orders in Council connected with the said Loan.
By Command,
J. A. CHAPLEAU,
Secretary of State.
te,
Department of the Secretary of Sta
Ottawa, 16th February, 1885.
Ottawa, 14th February, 1885.
Sir,— I have the honor to enclose herewith Eoturn to an Address of the House
of Commons dated the 4th instant as follows :—
1. Copy o~f prospectus and form of tender of the loan recently issued in London;
2. Statement showing the amounts ot the Commission and other charges paid
thereon, and to whom paid ;
3. Copies of Order in Council, dated the 6th of May last, authorizing the Honorable
the Minister of Finance to go to England to negotiate the same and of Order in Council
dated the 30th of September last appointing the trustees for the Sinking Fund of the
said Loan, being all Orders in Council connected with the said Loan.
This Department has no means of giving the information asked for as to the
amounts subscribed for by the financial agents of the Dominion or by the Bank of
Montreal and dates thereof.
I have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servant,
J. M. COURTNEY, Deputy Minister of Finance.
The Under Secretary of State, Ottawa.

Return to an Address of the House of Commons, dated
(Sir Richard Cartwrigut.)

4tti February, 1885,

loan of 1885.

1. Copy of prospectus and form of tender.
2. Statement showing the amount of commission and other charges paid thereon and to whom paid.
3. Copies of all Orders in Council connected therewith being :—
the
1. Order in Council, dated 6th May, 1884, authorizing the Honorable
Minister of Finance to go to England to negotiate the loan.
2. Order in Council, dated 30th September, 1884, appointing trustees for the
sinking fund of the said loan.
Finance Department, Ottawa, 14th February, 1885.
416—1
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Dominion op Canada Loan for £5,000,000 3| per cent. Sterling Bonds
Inscriptions.

or

Messrs. Baring Brothers & Co., and Messrs. Glyn, Mills, Currie & Co., the
Financial Agents of the Dominion of Canada, are authorized by the MiDister of
Finance of the Dominion, to receive at the office of the former firm, No. 8 Bishopsgate, Within, on or before Wednesday the 18th inst, at 3. p.m. (when th^ey will be
opened in the presence of such of the applicants as may attend), sealed tenders for
£5,000,000 Dominion of Canada 3J percent, stock or bonds, of the form and tender
annexed, bearing interest from 1st June, 1884, at the rate of 3J- per cent, per annum,
payable half-yearly on the 1st of June, and 1st of December, of each year, at the
offices of the said financial agents in London.
This loan is issued under the provisions of an Act of the Canadian Parliament,
passed in the 4*7 th year of the reign of Her Majesty Queen Victoria, Cap. 3, setting
forth that the object of the Loan is :
1st. To make good to the Consolidated Revenue Fund, the loans, amounting in
all to £961,700 sterling, which have already been paid; and also the other loans,
which are to mature before the 1st day of January, 1892 For this purpose £2,000,000
is required.
2nd. To meet the charges placed on the Consolidated Kevenue Fund, by the
Act passed in the last or former Sessions of the Parliament of Canada, relating to
the Canadian Pacific Eailway, or for the granting of subsidies for railway purposes,
or to provide for the construction of Public Works ; for which £3,000,000 is required.
Tenders must be for the whole or part of £5,000,000, at a price not less than 9 1
per cent., and the bonds will be allotted to the highest bidder or bidders, pro rata,
according to the price offered ; tenders at a price including a fraction of a shilling
other than sixpence will not thereby get any preference.
Tenders by the same person, at various prices, must be made out and delivered
separately at the counting-house of Messrs. Baring Brothers & Co., No. 8 Bishopsgate
Within, London.
The principal of the loan now offered is to be repaid in London at any time
within the years 1909 and 1934, upon the Government giving six months' notice to
that effect. A cumulative sinking fund of not less than one-half per cent, per annum
will be employed in the purchase of Dominion 3J- per cent, bonds or stock at or
below par ; but the Government may invest the sinking fund in other securities
should the price be above par.
Messrs. Baring Brothers & Co., and Messrs. Glyn, Mills, Currie & Co. reserve
to themselves the power of rejecting any tender which they consider unsatisfactory,
although they may be above the price fixed.
Payment will be required as follows :—
Five percent, on application, and on allotment the remaining difference between
70 per cent, and the price tendered. The subsequent instalments must be paid at
the office of Messrs. Glyn, Mills, Currie & Co. as follows : —
Twenty per cent, on 16th July, 1884 ;
Twenty per cent, on 14th August, 1884 ;
Twenty per cent, on 16th September, 1884 ;
Ten per cent, on 16th October, 1884.
Payment of these instalments may be made in full under discount at the rate of
3 per cent, per annum, on any Tuesday or Friday. The failure to pay any instalment
when due, forfeits all previous payments*
Subscribers will have the option of receiving bonds to bearer, or stock registered
in their names ; and by virtue of an arrangement entered into by the Imperial and
Canadian Governments the registered stock will be transferable free of stamp duty
to the proprietors. Bonds to bearer may, at any future time, be converted into
registered stock, free of charge.
Interest warrants will be forwarded by post to the holders of inscribed stock. In
the case of joint accounts, the warrants will be forwarded to the person first named
in the accouut unless instructions to the contrary be given,
2
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The allotment of the loan will be made as early as possible, and in cases where
it has not been practicable to make any allotment the deposit will be returned.
Scrip receipts will be issued without delay, and bonds of £1,000, £500, or £100
will be delivered in exchange when ready.
London, 13th June, 1884.
FORM

OF DOMINION

OF CANADA
THREE
CENT. BOND.

AND

ONE-HALF

PER

The Government of Canada hereby acknowledges to be indebted to the-bearer in
the sum of
pounds sterling, beinp part of the sum authorized to be raised
in virtue of an Act of Parliament of Canada, passed in the 47th year of the reign of
Her Majesty Queen Victoria, Cap. 3, which sum the said Government undertakes to
pay any time within the years 1909 and 1934, upon giving six months' notice, at the
office of Messrs. Baring Brothers & Co., and Messrs. Glyn, Mills, Currie & Co., in the
city of London in England, with interest in the meantime from the 1st June, 1884,
at the rate of three and one-half per cent, per annum, such interest being payable
half-yearly, on the first days of June and December in each year, at the same place,
on presentation of the proper coupons hereunto annexed.
The principal and interest of the above sum are chargeable upon the Consolidated
Eevenue Fund of Canada under authority of the above Act, and a sum equal to onehalf per cent, per annum of the principal sum of such portion of the aforesaid loan
as may be issued will be set apart and invested for the redemption thereof in three
and one-half per cent, bonds or stock of the Dominion of Canada, if the price is at or
below par, the Government of Canada reserving the right to invest the amount in
other securities when the price of the bonds is above par.
This Bond may be exchanged for a certificate of inscription, transferable in
London at the office of Messrs. Glyn, Mills, Currie & Co.
FORM

OF TENDER

i

FOR

£5,000,000 DOMINION

OF CANADA THREE
LOAN.

AND

ONE-HALF

PER

CENT

hereby tender for a sum of
£
,
,..,..,.,
in bonds to bearer
in stock
£
nominal capital in the above mentioned loan, at the price of £
per cent.,
and
engage to accept the aoove sum, or any portion thereof which may
be allotted to
, and to pay the subsequent instalments as they become
due, in conformity with the terms of your circular of 13th inst.
enclose the deposit of £
being 5 per cent, thereon.
London
June, 1884.
Name
Address
,
To Messrs. Baring Brothers & Co.,
8 Bishopsgate Street Within, B.C.
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Three and One-half Per Cent. Loan Account— Discount and Charges.
Authority
for
Payment.

To Whom Paid.

Service.

£

s.

d.
$

46Vic.,c.3and
47 Vic, c.3. Glyn, Mills, Currie
& Co., and Baring
For discount on £5,000,000
bros. & Co
sterling, amount of 3$ per
cent loan of 1884, negoFor discount allowed on pay-

Glyn, Mills, Currie
&Co,andBaring
Bros. & Co.... ... For 1 per cent, commission
on £5, 000,000 sterling
For £ percent. Brokerage on
j£5, 000,000 sterling
For J per cent, stamp duty
on Jb2,477,100 sterling
For Printing 14,200 Bonds

cts.

445,870

0

0

12,058

0

8

457,928

0

8 2,228,583 09

50.C00

0

0

12,500

0

0

3,096
991

7
1

6
2

236 9
122 14

6
6

119 10

0

For printing prospectus, letters of allotment, scrip

$

cts.

•

For advertising Loans, &c...
For receipt stamps upon
scrip certificates
and instalments

67,066
Total discount and charges.

(copy'}

2

_.

8

[326,388 52
2,554,971 61

» . „ .,
Certified Copy of a Report of a Committee of the Honorable the Privy Council,
approved by His Excellency the Governor General in Council on 6th May, 1884.
On a report dated 6th May, 1884, from the Minister of Finance, stating that the
Consolidated Canadian Loan will mature in London upon the 1st January, 1885, and
in anticipation thereof, the Parliament of Canada, during the Session of 1883, passed
an Act (46 Vic, cap. 3), by which the Governor in Council was authorized to raise,
by way of loan, such sum or sums of money as would be required to pay the said
maturing loan, after deducting the amount held as a sinking fund for paying off the
same.
, .
- ,
The Minister observes that under the terms of the existing agreement between
the Government of Canada and their financial agents in England, it was amongst
other things agreed, that for the small loans maturing from time to time within the
present decade, and which approximate to the sum of £2,000,000 sterling, the
Government should have the right to redeem the same by one issue of that amount,
within three years from the 1st January, 1882, that is to say, on or before the
1st January, 1885; and as it is desirable that the Government should take
obtained from the Parliaadvantage of this clause of the agreement, authority3) was
for the raising, by way of loan
ment of Canada at its last Session (47 Vic, cap.
of such sum or sums of money not exceeding in the whole the sum oi *,Z,UUU,uuij
of making good to the Consolidated
4
sterling, as may be required for the purpose
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Revenue Fund the small loans, amounting in all to £961,700 sterling, which have
already been paid, and also the other small loans which are to mature before the 1st
day of January, 1892, in accordance with the terms of the said agreement with the
financial agents.
The Minister also observes that by the Act last cited (47 Vic, cap. 3) authority
was also given for raising, by way of loan, such further sum or sums of money, not
exceeding in the whole £3,000,000 sterling, to meet the charges placed on the Consolidated Kevenue Fund by the Acts passed in the last or former Sessions, of the Parliament of Canada, relating to the Canadian Pacific Railway or for granting subsidies
for railway purposes, or to^provide for the construction of public works.
The Minister, after carefully considering the financial requirements of the
Dominion, is of opinion that it is desirable, in the public interest, that the borrowing
powers given by the above cited Acts should be taken advantage of, and he therefore
recommends that he be authorized to proceed to England to take such steps as he
may deem necessary to negotiate loans for the foregoing purposes, that is to say :
1. To meet the Consolidated Canadian Loan, which will mature on the 1st day of
January, 1885, by exchange of securities or otherwise.
2. To redeem in one issue, in accordance with the terms of the existing agreement
with the financial agents, the small loans which are to mature before the 1st day of
January, 1892, and also to make good to the Consolidated Revenue Fund the amount
(£961,700) paid in meeting the small loans which have matured and been paid since
the 1st day of January, 1882.
3. To raise, by way of loan, such sum or sums, not exceeding £3,000,000 sterling,
as he may deem advisable to meet the charges placed on the revenue by the
Acts passed as aforesaid in relation to the Canadian Pacific Railway and railway
subsidies and public works.
Provided always, that the rate of interest of the securities to be issued in connection with any of the above loans is not to exceed four per cent. (4 °/0) per annum.
The Committee concur in the report of the Minister of Finance, and they submit
the same for Your Excellency's approval.
JOHN J. McGEE, Clerk, Privy Council.
Certified Copy of a Report of a Committee of the Honorable the Privy Council, approved
by His Excellency the Governor General in Council on the SOth September, 1884.
On a memorandum dated 26th September, 1884, from the Minister of Finance,
representing that it becomes necessary to name trustees for the investment and
management of the sinking fund of the 3 J per cent, loan of $5,000,000 sterling issued
by the Minister of Finance in London, through Messrs. Baring Bros. & Co., and Messrs
Glyn, Mills, Currie & Co., on the 13th June, 1884 :
The Minister recommends that the same gentlemen who are trustees for the
other sterling loans, viz., the Right Hon. Lord Wolverton and Sir John Rose,
Bart., both of London, be appointed trustees for the sinking fund of the loan in
question.
The Committee submit the above recommendation for Your Excellency's
approval.
JOHN J, McGEE, Clerk, Privy Council.
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RETURN
(46)
Of the Names and Salaries, &c, of all Persons appointed to or promoted in
the Civil Service during the Year ended 31st December, 1884, specifying
the office to which each has been appointed or promoted under the
Canada Civil Service Act 1882, Section 55, Sub-Section 2.
By Command,
J. A. CHAPLEAU,
Department otf the Secretary or State,
Secretary of State.
Ottawa, 16th February, 1885.

46—1
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Return of the Names and Salaries of all Persons appointed to or promoted in the
Civil Service during the year 1884, specifying the office to which each has been
(Sec. 55, sub-sec. 2, Canada Civil Service Act, 1882.)
appointed or promoted.
DEPARTMENT OP SECRETARY
OP STATE.

6

or
Outside.

<

Rank
or
Office.

Religion.

ity.
National-

®

Salary.

.

Inside

mot

Name.

.s
ion

APPOINTMENTS.

©
PL,

Dato
ef
Ap-

Elie, Alfred Casimir

1884.
36 Jan.
7 Inside- 3rd Class.... Protestant... English.... Ont...
7 do ... Messenger ... R. Catholic.
41 do
F. Can'dn
PROMOTIONS.

Mousseau, Albert Olivier
Pulford, Ernest George.

July
Jan.

Que...

\

Inside., 2nd Class .. R. Catholic.
do
do ..
Ch. of Eng.. P. Can'dn Ont...
English.... Que...

37

DEPARTMENT

400 00
00
$ 300cts.

OF INDIAN

1,100 00
1,100 00

AFFAIRS.

APPOINTMENTS.
1 Inside... 3rd Class....
do
15 do ...
do
24 do ...
do
14 do ...
Land Agent.
24 Outside.
do ... Indian do
do
...
April 1
do
do
Sept. 11
do
Oct. 25 do ... do
do ... do
do
Sept. 6 do ... do
do
Oct. 1
do ... do Supt. .
April 25 do ... do Agent
Sept.
21
1883.
Nov.
1 do

Feb.
do
Mar.
June
July

Kemp, Alfred E
McKay, Hiram
Shore, John W
Bray, Samuel
Simpson, Wm
Walton, Thos. S...
Brosseau, Alex
McPhee, Duncan J.
Tyre, Robert
Guay, Rev. Chas...
Farrell, James
,
Begg, Magnus
McKay, J. W.

Methodist....
Presbyterian
Ch. of Eng..
do
Methodist....
Cath. Apost.
R. Catholic.
Methodist. ...
do
Not given ...
do
do

Canadian. Ont...
do
...
do
... Ont...
do Irish... Que.
do- .
do...
English.... do...
Canadian.
F. Can'dn
Notdogiven....
do
...
do
...
do
...

400 00
480 00
400 00
800 00

900 00
400 00
Commis'n
Ont...
500 00
do...
Que...
200 00
N.B...
Que... Commis'n
NWT
300 00
B.C..

1.200
1,200 00

PROMOTIONS— NONE.

DEPARTMENT

OF THE

LIBRARY

OF PARLIAMENT.

APPOINTMENTS.

Thayne, E. Stewart.

1884.
1
46 July

Junior Clerk R. Catholic.

English....

Ont...
1,000 00

PROMOTIONS— NONE.

DEPARTMENT

OF GOVERNOR

GENERAL'S

SECRETARY.

APPOINTMENTS— NONE.
PROMOTIONS.
McDermott, Peter L.

31

May

1

2nd Class....

Ch. of Eng.. Irish
1,100 00

48 Victoria.
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Aof

"Return of the Narues and Salaries of all Persons appointed to or promoted in the
Civil Service during the Year 1884, &c. — Continued.
DEPARTMENT OF PRIYY COUNCIL.

5

^Zi 2
or
Rank
Office.

ity.

National-

Salary.

8

1

or
Outside.

Religion.

P and g
u
ntn
SS

fee

poi

Inside

Name.

motion.

e1
Dat

APPOINTMENTS.

May, HenrylArthur
*Lelievre, Simeon
Baudry, P. J. Ubalde ...

18
24
41

May
do
do

Methodist.... Canadian. Ont...
I Inside... 3rd Class....
do
... Catholic
15 do ...
do...
do
F. Can'dn
28 do ... As f. Clerk,
do
...
Que...
P.C.

00
$400 cts.
650 00
1,800 00

PROMOTIONS.
mm ana,

pma

Brennan, P. J. ...,
Lelievre, Simeon

^-

30
24

* —

July
do

1 Inside... 2nd Class.... LCatholic.
do
...| do
Ll do ...

DEPARTMENT

OF HOUSE

Irish
do

F. Can'dn

OF COMMONS.
Que

APPOINTMENTS.
Demers, Francois Xavier

37

Duveraay,Ludger Denis

48 July
34
Dec.

!*•"—

Clarke, Charles Edward

«-._..

Feb.

1 Inside... Asst. French Catholic
Translator
do
1 do ... Asst. Clerk
1

do

1,100 00
1,100 00

F. Can'dn
do
...

ofComit'es
.A Asst.
Clerk Reformed E
Stationery
English ...
Church.
and Asst.
Pro'fRe'dr

do...
Que...
Ont..

1,200 00

Ont...

1,400 00

1,000 00
600 00

PROMOTIONS.
Frechette, Achille,

36

Inside .. Asst. French
Catholic.
Translator

Feb.

F. Can'dn

SENATE.
APPOINTMENTS.
fLeMoine, J. de St. D.
Gibbs. Charle3 T
McCord, Frederick A.
Pelletier. Joseph E....
Davis, Thomas

Feb.

Catholic

9

Mar.

10

do
do
do

10
10
10

Sergeant-atArms.
Ast.
Acco'nt
andJunior

Ont...

Can'dn
Ch. of Eng.. F.
Canadian.

Clerk.Clerk Catholic,
Junior
do .
do
Messenger...
do
.

do...

do ...
do...
Canadian.
F.
Can'dn Que...
Ont...

1,200
800 00
00
800 00
600 00
600 00

£*. * Transferred from Department of Militia and Defence.
f Appointed by commission.
The appointment of Joeeph Laro3e, Permanent Messenger, by report of Contingent Committee,
4ated 10th March,1l884, is held to date from llth May, 1882.

3
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in the
and Salaries of all Persons appointed to or promoted
the Names
Eeturn of tne
return
^
gervi^ daring ^^ Year 1884> &Qt_Continued.
SEN ATE — Concluded.
PROMOTIONS.

Tache, Lvanhoe

48

45

Stephen, R. W.

Gilbert, F

58

Dunne, John ..

45

do

10

do

10

do

10

Brittain, E. L
Foster, Albert B
Hayes, Wm. H
Morrison Stuart
.....
Salter, A. C.A
MacLaughlin, Jos. H....

Ocdo
t.
Jur.
Ma
ly
Oct.

♦Nutting, J. P
♦Black, B. A

1879.
Oct.
Oct.
4

1876.

do
1,200 00

S. Can'dn

Ont
do

Proceed' ns
WardrobeKeeper & Congregational.
Ast
Doorkeeper.
Bank Mes- Catholic
senger.

DEPARTMENT

May

do

Ct3.

2,200 00

Can'dn

at-Arms.
Sergeant2nd E. Clerk Methodist.
& Clerk of
Routine &

10

do

$

2nd Clerk & Catholic.
Ast.&Chf.
F. Translator.
Clerk of F.
do
Journals
& Deputy

Boucher, A. A.

English
Irish

do

1,400 00
750 00

750 00

OF FINANCE,

APPOINTMENTS.
Inside.... 3rd ClasS.
do ..
do ...
do ..
do ...
do ..
Outside.
do ...
do ..
do ...
do ..
Inside . .
do

...

Ch. of Eng .

tf.B...
English....
do
... do...
Baptist
do
...
do...
Scotch
Ont...
Presbyterian
N.B...
Ch. of Eng English....
Methodist....
Irish
B.O ...

do

..

do

... English....

do

..

do

... Scotch

450
450
500
450
800

00
00
00
00
00

1,000
800 00
NS...
Que ..

650 00

PROMOTIONS— NONE.

DEPARTMENT

Muma, Henry

ICorbeil, Francois.

OF RAILWAYS

AND CANALS.

APPOINTMENTS.

1883.
Ch. of Eng..
Oct.
1 Outside.
Canadian.
Official Arbitrator, vice
Ont...
Hon. Isaac
Buchanan,
I 1884.
deceased. .
34 Aug.
1 do ... Wharfinger . R. Catholic
F. Can'dn

59

PROMOTIONS— NONE.

1,000 CO-

700 00-

Que.
• Transferred from Post Office Department.
Giroux, transferred to Inlan-4
,
from Inland Revenue Department m place or a. wrou
red ent.
f Transfer
Departm
Be venue
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4g Victoria.

in the
"Return of the Names and Salaries of all Persons appointed to or promoted
.
Continued
&c—
1884,
Year
the
Civil Service during
DEPAETMENT OF PUBLIC WOEKS.
APPOINTMENTS.

p-a g
v. 5

<
JMacpherson, James P.
Renaud, Napoleon
Belleau, Antoine

o

-ill

Name.

3

ZM-e'%

Inside
or

ity.

Rank
or

Outside.

Religion.

Office.

1884.
45 Jan.
17 Inside.. . 2nd Class....
do ...
do
32 Aug. 10 do ...
3rd Class...
30 Mar. 10

Salary.

National-

Ch. of Eng.. Scotch
Ont...
R. Catholic
do
do
... do...
P. Can'dn
Que..

1,400 00
500 00
00
1,100

PROMOTIONS.
Feb.
Aug.
do

Macpherson, James P
Roy, Elzebert
Hennessy, George

15 Inside,
9 do .
9 do .

1st Class.
2nd do .
3rd do .

Ch. of Eng. Scotch:
Ont...
R. Catholic.
do...
do
... F. Can'dn
English....
Que ..

1,800 00
500 00
1,100 00

OF MAEINE.

DEPAETMENT

APPOINTMENTS.
Hutchins, Charles A....
St John, Oliver Phelps.

Vigor, Edward Samuel

Dick, James.

Steele, Vivian Henry....

Feb. 15 Outside, Insp of Fish- Presbyterian
eries, N.S.
do ... Insp. of Boil-j
do
39
Apr. 19
ers and Ma-chinery of
Steamboats
W. O. Div.
38
do 30
do ...
Inep.
of Boilers and
Ma Episcopali'n
chinery of
Steamboats
B.C. Div.
59 do 22
do ... fnsp.of Hulls Presbyterian
& of Steamrontoboats,Div. To37
Inside ..
May 1
3rd Class.... Episcopali'n

42

DEPAETMENT

OF INLAND

Canadian, N.S...
do
... Ont.. .

1,200 00
1.000 00

English.

100,200

Scotch

800 00

Canadian.

EEYENUE.

75© 00

Que..

APPOINTMENTS.
Parks, James D
Lawlor, R. A....

Jan.
do

Outside, Asst. - Inspt. Methodist ... Canadian, Ont.
W. and M
do ... tf.B.
do ... Insp. of Gas R. Catholic.

500 00
150 00

of $50 per annum m
No promotions in Department of Marine other than the statutory allowance
-keepers.
the Inside Service, and some small increases of salary to several Lighthousewas
divided, and th follow
Notb.-Ou the 1st July, 1884, the Department of Marine and Fisheries
John Jilton, S. P. Bauset, K. «•
ing officers transferred to the Department of Fisheries, viz.J. :-Mes8rs.
S. Vebs tei ;,T . Aumond and SIB Kent
Venning, John Makinson, A. H. JBelliveau, J. A. Murray,
of A^bjBowd
Secretary ^ of
1864; Department
Quebec, 1st May,Branch,
neral's Office,1865;
t Appointed to the Attorney-Ge
Agriculture,
to Census
trators on Public Buildings, Ottawa, February,
trana
1874,
November,
1872; to Finance Department,
cSmmons, November,
to House
July,
17th January, 1884.
Worksof Department,
to Public
ferred 1870;

5
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Fraser, Geo. J

43

McCoy, Win
Gerald, Walter H
Haun, James R
Westman, Thos
Moreau, Alfred Jos ...
Lynch, Patrick

29
27
43
21
51
57

Costigan, Henry A ....
Costigan, Henry A...
Huggard, Richard T. .
Lane, John

24
24
50
54

Slattery, Thomas

46
33
33
38

Fahey, Owen
Evans, H. Sugden
Giroux, A. P
Cox, James E

36
54
37
24

Power, R
Cowley, Walker

33
22

Gray, John
Quinn, J. D

42
36
49
59

Pennoyer, H. J
Johnstone, W. J... .....

Office.
or

10 Outside. Prob. Exciseman,
do
...
Mar.
1 do ...
do ...
do
...
April 24
14 do ... Clerk
Mar.
do
...
Messenger...
May
3
do
1 do ... Caretaker ...
do ... Asst. - Inspt
April 1
W. and M.
do
22 do ... Insp.W.&M.
do
22 do ... Insp. of Gas
do
22 do ... Prev. Officer
do
1 do ... Dep. Sup.
Cullers.
June 21 do ... Mech. Asst.
W. and M.
do ...
Aug.
11 do ... Insp.W.&M.
do
Insp. of Gas
July
1 do ... Asst. Inspct.
of Gas.
do
31 do ... Prob. Exciseman.
do ... Chi. Analyst
Sept.
1 do ...
Aug.
1 do ...
Prob. ExciseSept. 5
Clerk'
man.
Oct.
1 do ... Clerk
Asst.
Inspct
Not. 11 do ...
W. and M.
do
1 do ...
Jan.
1 do ... Prob.
Dep. Coll'
tor
Exciseman.
do
1 do ... 3rd Class Exciseman.
July
1 do ... Chf. Inspct.
W. andM.
July

ity.
National-

Religion.

■

mo tion.

Rank

and Pro-

or
Outside
1884.

Jones, Richard
Jones, Richard
Munro, H. D

APPOINTMENTS— Continued.
Inside

Name.

REVENUE.— Continued. .2
Dateof Ap-

<3

OF INLAND

<x>
CI

Cl,

oM

1

DEPARTMENT

pointment

Return of the Names and Salaries of all Persons appointed to or promoted in the
Civil Service during the Year 1884, &c. — Continued.

Irish

Ont...

Episcopalian
Ch. do
of Eng. do
do
Canadian.
do
...
Methodist ...
do
...
R. Catholic. Irishdo
...
do
...

do...
do...
do...
do ...
do...
Man...
Que...

do
... Canadian.
do
... do...
do ...
NWT.
Methodist ... Irish
R. Catholic. do
do
Ont...
do
Que...
do
Ch. of Eng. Canadian, B.C..
do...
do
...
do
...
N,S ...
Presbyterian
R. Catholic.

do

...

Episcopalian
R. Catholic. English ...
do
... Irish
F. Can'dn
do ...
Canadian,
Christian
do
...

Ont...
Que...
N.S...
Que...
Man...

Ont...
Que...
R. Catholic. Irish
do
... do
Ch. of Eng.. Canadian. do...
QuoChristian
Scotch .... Ont...

PROMOTIONS.
Robins, Paul M
Humsworth, Wm .
Heron, W. L
Campeau, F. R. E
Blatch, F. K
,
Shaw, J F
Chubbuck, C. E...
Doyon, J A
,
Johnstone, W. J. .
Brunei, J
Steen, James
,
Redmond, J
Byrnes, John
Stewart, Jamea
Dixon, R. B

1 Inside...
1 do ... Stat.do Incr'se
...
do
...
1 do ...
1 do ...
do
1 do ...
do
...
1 do ...
do
...
do
...
1 do ...
1 do ...
do
...
1 do ...
do
...
1 do ...
do
...
7 Outside.
App't.
made
do
permanent
25 Mdoay 7 do ....
51
Inside...
1
do
Apr.
17 Outside. Stat. Incr'se
44
36
1 do ...
Dep.
Coll'tr.
App.confir'd
37
42 Jan.
do
do
do
42
40
do
43
28 do
do
36 do
33
59
do
do
54
36 do

Methodist ... English ...
Canadian.
R. Catholic. Irish
do
Episcopali'n
do
.. Canadian.
do . .
do
...
do
...
Episcopali'n
Methodist ...
do
...
R. Catholic.
Christian.... Scotch ....
Canadian.
Episcopalian
do
...
Methodist....
Irish
R. Catholic.
do
... Canadian.
do
...
Presbyterian
do
...
Episcopalian

Ont...
do...
do...
dodo...
do...
do...
do...
do ...
do...
do...
dodo...
do...
Man...

48 Victoria,
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DEPARTMENT OF INLAND EEVENUE— Continued.
PROMOTIONS

r a* s

Inside

Name.
Outside.
or

AND INCREASE.
ity.
Rank
or
Office.

Religion.

Salary.

National-

1884.
Toupin, F. X. J. A
Outram, J
Pinsonnault, A. E....
Jack, Wm
Measam, F
Nettle, R
Ball, C R
Valin, J. E
Teakles, B. H
Lusignan, A
.
Brunei, Geo
LaMothe, H. G
Walsh, M. F
Brown, J. F
Fowler, John
.....
Stewart, Neil
Munro, H. D
M>ller, A
Hinsworth, Wm
James, T. C
Hall, C. R
Byrne3, John.
Perry, G. L . .
Harney, Thos
Lawlor, Henry
Hamilton, W. L . ...
Hanford, T
Beosley, R
O'Donnell, J
Ste. Marie, L. 0. A.
Farley, J. F
Murphy, D
St. Louis, J. .
Arahill, John
Pirritte, J
Deschamps, J. B.
Fournier, J. A...
Campbell, Thomas..
Lambert, P
Lavassenr, Z
Lyons, John
King, T. D
Ironside, G. A..
McAllister, A...
Mulhern,M. M.
McLean, D
Fortier, C. G...,
Rowland, F....,
Longley, G. C.
Stratton, W. C.

Ont..
1 Outside. 3rd Class Ex. R. Catholic.
ciseman.
Ch. of Eng. Fr.Can'dn
do
do..
Scotch
N.S..
do ...
do ...
do
... R. Catholic. Canadian
do ... Increase
Ont..
do..
Presbyterian Scotch .... Que..
Inside...
English ...
do
do ... Stat.doIncr'se
do..
do
...
do
Episcopali'n Canadian
do ...
do..
Presbyterian
R. Catholic.
do
.....
do ...
do
do..
do
do..
Baptist
.......
do ...
R. Catholic
do
...
do
do ...
do
.. do..
do..
do
do ...
do
..
Episcopalian
R.
Catholic
do
do ...
Irish
do..
do
do ...
do.,
Ch. do
of Eng..
do ...
English
...
do
Methodist ..
do .. do..
do ...
do ... 2nd
Class
do.,
July
Clerkship Presbyterian Canadian N.S..
do
..
do
..
Ast
Col.I.R
1 Outside.
do
do ....
do ... Insp. of Gas R. Catholic
do
Ont.,
Inside...
Ch.
of Eng
do
Episcopalian
Ohf.
Clerks'
p
do
.. N.S..
do
Outside. 2ndClassExciseman.
do
.. Que..
Ont.
July 19 Inside... 1st Class
Presbyterian
' 30 May
do.
Clerkship.
R. Catholic
do ... Increase
25 do
do
....
do
do
do
..
58
Outside. SrdClaes Exciseman.
do ... Messenger . .
37 do
do.
do.
do ...
do
Can'dn Que.
Canadian.
Ch. of Eng Ir.
31
Episcopalian
Ont.,
N.B.
do
...
42
Districtlnsp.
do ... Dep. Coll'tr.
do
do
do
July
do ...
do
...
71
do ... Ont.
do ... Accountant.
45 do
do
do ... Messenger... R. Catholic Canadian.. Ont.
42
Episcopali'n
do
do
...
37 do
do .., Book-keeper
do
52
do
... Ont.
do .. Collector of
do Tolls
Canal
do
do.
38
29 do
Que.
do ..
do
do
do
do .. Clerk
do.
do
do
Irish ...
do.
56
do
51
do ...
do
do ... Asst. Coll. of Presbyterian Scotch
Que.
Canal Tolls
do
do.
do
do .. Clerk
R. Catholic.
Canadian, do.
34
do .. Asst. Coll. of
54 do
do
..
Canal Tolls
do.
Irish
52 do
do .. Ferryman
do .. Clerk
37 do
R. Catholic. Canadian
do.
do
Episcopali'n
59 do
62
do ..
do
do
.. do.
do
do .. Asst. Insp., Methodist ... Irish
Ont.
W. &M.
65 do
do .. Clerk
Ch. of Eng.
do
45
do .. Coll. I. R.... Presbyterian Canadian. Ont.
do
do ..
do
... do.
R.
do,
lish"...
do
41
do
Ch. Catholic.
of Eag. Engdo
29 do
do
do ..
... do
do
..
do
Scotch
do
65
Presbyterian
do
66 do
do ..
Ch. of Eng.. Canadian- do
do
do ..
54 do
do ue
Presbyterian
do ..
57 do
Ch. of Eng.. English ... doQ
do
Canadian
do ..
38 do
Methodist ...
do
..
7
May
do
do
July
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
May
do

600
00
$ cts.
600 00
600 00
900 00
1,750
1,250
1,150
1,450
1,250
800
1,150

00
00
0O
00
OO
00
0O

1,400
850 00
00
850 00
1,200
650 00
1,200
900 00
l,f09
00
1,400
€00
700
500

0>
OO
00
00

1,400
2,100
900
2,000
400
800

0O
00
0O
0O
0O

1,200
600
800
700
800

0O
0O
0O
OO

0O

650 0O
500 OO
400
700
650
700
700
700

00
00
00
00
OO
00

700 00
00
1,200
1,500
1,550
1,500
1,500
1,900

00
00
00
00
00
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Civil Service during the Year 1884, &c. — Continued.
DEPARTMENT OF INLAND REVENUE— CbnftVwed.
a, "aPROMOTIONS
p

Name.
Q

——

Gow, James
Hegnier, P
Leprohon, R. M
Yincent, J. L
LaRue, Geo
Roy, A
Desroches, D
Hebert, 0. D
Boivin, 0. A
Perkins, D. C
McDonald, M. A
Grant, H. H
Ross, S. F
Bennett, James
Ramon, P
Perkins, L. A
Dodd, John
Gosnell, T. S

1884.
July
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do

McSween, James
Schram, B
Craig, J
Crowe, W
.....
Fox, T
Kennedy, J. D

do
do
do
do
do
do

Crawford, W. P
Moore, Wm
Elwood, G. V
Barker, 0
Hart, P. D
Browne, G. W
Broodfoot, S
Rowland, E
Milliken, E
Barber, J. S
Egener, A.
Murray, A. E
Weyms, C
"Yates, J. M
Girard, J
Oamyre. J. N
Malo, T
Goron, D
Beauchamp, J. P
Moore, T
Carroll, D
McHugh, F. J. J
Barrett, T. J
Taylor, J. F
Tansey, J. P. F
Atherton, R
Baby, W. A. D
Nichols, J. T

do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do

Brougham, M. E
•Ste. Marie, J. B. E
McNamara, M
Manning, J

do
do
do
do

AND

Inside

Rank

or
Outside.

or
Office.

INCREASE.

1 Outside. Coll.doI. R..,..
1 do ...
1 do ...
do
do
1 do ...
do
I do ...
do
1 do ...
1 do ...
do
1 do ...
do
...
do
1 do ...
do
1
do
1 do ...
1 do ...
1 do ...
do
1 do ... Deputy
do Coll.
1 do ...
1
do
...
1 do
do ...
1 do ...
1st Class Ex-ciseman . .
1 do ...
do
1 do ...
do
...
1
do
1 do ...
do
do
1 do ...
1 do ...
2ndClassExciseman.
1 do ...
do
...
1 do ...
do
...
1 do ...
do
...
1 do ...
do
...
1 do ...
do
...
do
1 do ...
do
...
do
...
1
1 do ...
do
do
...
1 do ...
do
...
1 do ...
1 do ...
do
...
1 do ...
do
...
1 do ...
do
...
1 do ...
do
do
...
1 do ...
1 do ...
do
...
1 do ...
do
...
do
1 do ...
1 do ...
do
...
do
...
1
1 do ...
do
...
do ...
1 do
do
do
...
...
1 do ...
do
1 do ...
1 do ...
do
do
...
1 do ...
1 do ...
do
...
1 do ...
3rd Class Exciseman.
1 do ...
do
...
1 do ...
do
...
do
...
do
...
do
1
1 do ...

8

Religion.

ity.
National-

Presbyterian Scotch
R. Catholic.
do
Canadiando
do
...
do
do
...
do
do . .
do
do
...
do
do . .
do
...
do . .
Ch. do
of Eng
do
...
do
...
R. Catholic
Ch. of Eng..
do
...
Presbyterian English ...
do
...
R. Catholic. Belgian....
Episcopali'n
Ch.
of Eng.. Canadian.
do
English ...

a
Oh

>

o

Ont ...
do ...
dodo...
Que....
do...
dododo...
N.B...
N.S
do......
Ont...
do...
do...

Ont... .
Methodist ... Canadian Que.
Presbyterian Scotch.. ..- doCanadian- do...
Methodist .. Irish
do...
Episcopali'n Canadian. do ...
Presbyterian Irish
R. Catholic.
Ont...
Presbyterian do
Que...
dodo ... Canadian.
Irish
do
do...
do
do...
Episcopali'n
Presbyterian
Ch.
of Eng English ... do...
Canaiian.
English ... Ont ...
Episcopalian Canadian.
doPresbyterian
Quedodo
Methodist.... Canadian.English . . do...
do
...
Episcopalian
Ch. do
of Eng.. German ... do...
dodoEnglish.—
doMethodist ... Canadian. doEpiscopalian
English....
R. Catholic. Canadian.
do...
ao
do
...
do
...
do
...
do . . dodo
...
do...
do
... Que...
do ...
do...
N.S...
Methodist....
do
... PE.I.
R. Catholic Irish
do
...
Ont...
Canadian.
do
... dodo ...
do
... doEpiscopalian
R.
Catholic
do
... N B....
Baptist
do
... Man...
R. Catholic
do
...
do
... QueEpiscopalian
Ont ...
R. Catholic, Irish
dodo
... Canadian.
Irish
dodo
...
do
do
doQue...
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Return of the Names and Salaries of all Persons appointed to or promoted in the
Civil Service during the Year 1884, &c.— Continued.
DEPAKTMENT OF INLAND REVENUE— Concluded.
PROMOTIONS

AND

INCREASE.

ftd p

< ° J? -

vocg I
%!

Name.

Rank
or
Office.

Religion.

ity.
National-

Salary.

July
1884.

Rouleau, J.

56

Frederick8on, J
Wainwright, F. G
Brace, G. A
Logan, J
Mackay, G. W
Hobbs, G.N
Howie, A..
>Keogh, P. M
Adams, J. S
Falconer, James
Ferguson, J
Marshall, F
Girdlestone, R. J. M...
Robson, James
Lang, V
Mulligan, J
Wilson, R
Cosgrove, J. J
Courtney, J. J.......
Lee, Ed
Staudish, J. G
Hesson, C. A
Spence, F.H
Moson, James
Evans, G. T
Harwood, R. U
Tompkins, P
Lynes, K
Caven, U
Scullion, J. W
Dick, J. W
Henderson, W
Webster, T
Erl, A
Hanley, A
Stewart, J
Bedard, W. G
iFahey, Ed
Henderson, Thos

71
44
50
54
43
29
48
42
54
56
28
49
41
64
43
53
64
32
28

3rdClassEx R. Catholic Canadian.
ciseman.
N.B...
do
do ..,
do
.. Methodist...
do
... Que
N.S.......
do
...
do ...
Episcopalian Scotch ...
do ..
do...
do
..
Presbyterian
Ont-.
do
do
...
do
.
do ..
do ...
do
do
... Canadian
do ..
do
do
.. do...
do
..
do ..
Episcopalian
do
dodo ..
Methodist..- Scotch....
do ..
R Catholic. Irish
do-,
do
Scotch....
do ..
Presbyterian
do.,
do
Canadian Ont...
do ..
do
do
... Irish . ...... dodo
..
do ..
Methodist....
do ..
Oh. of Eng Canadian.
do ..
do
... do-do .
do
..
Scotch
dodo
..
Presbyterian
do ..
do
.. R. Catholic. German ...
do ..
do.,
Irish
do ..
dodo
..
do
do ..
do
.. Episcopalian English ... doCanadian.
do ..
do..
R. Catholic.
Congregati'l
do
do ..
do . ...
doPresbyterian
Irish
do
Ch.
of
Eng.
do .,
do
iVew Jerusal. Canadian Ont..
do .,
dodo
do .,
do
. Oh. of Eng.
dodo
... Que..
do
do
... do .
do .,
Irish
do
Episcopalian
N.B.
do .
Methodist....
Ch of Eng.
do .
Canadian.
do
... Ont.
do .
do
. R. Catholic.
S. S...
do
do
do .
do
.
do
...
do
do .
do
...
Ont...
do
do .
do
Scotch
do .
do
I.
Cand'n. do...
Que.
do .
Canadian
... Presbyterian
dodo
do .
do
.., Ont...
do,
...
do .
dodo
do
.., Que —
Baptist
do ...
do .
do
do
...
Presbyterian
do .
R.
Catholic.
do
...
do...
do .
do
Presbyterian
do
....
do .
do
dodo
...
do ..
do...
do .
R. Catholic
do
..
dodo
..
do , Mechanical
do
..
Ast.W.&M
do...
do ... Ast. Inspec Methodist. ... Irish .
W. and M
R.
Catholic.
do
do..',
do ... 3rd Class Ex
ciseman ..
do
do ...
Episcopalian Canadian. do.
do
.. Presbyterian Irish . .
do ...
Ont.
do ...
Ch. of Eng Canadian. Que.
do .
do
do.
do ...
do .. R. Catholic. "Irish
do.
Inside... 2nd Class...
Episcopalian Scotch
English ......
Outside. Insp. of Gas Presbyterian
do .
do ...
Methodist.—
do
do ...
English.—
do.
1stciseman,
Class Ex- Episcopahan Canadian.
do
.
do ...
R. Catholic.
Methodist. , Irishdo .
do ...
SpecialClass
Ont,
Exciseman
do ... 3rd
do ... Ch. of Eng. Canadian
do ... 1st
do
do ... Baptist
do
- Que,
do

Outside

43
24
36
21
67
30
27
38
28
25
27
48
55
38
36
40
43
43

Flynn, Daniel

40

Quinn, J. D. ..

36

Dawson, W
Miller, J. E
O'Donnell, J
McCoy, Wm
Corter, Wm
HcPhie, D
Williams, John.
Browne, J. J...,

36
25
29
42
51
48
58
30

Beauchamp, J. P
Craig, Joseph . ...

30
44

Gerald, W. H
Dudley, W H

Inside
or
Outside.

do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
July
June
do
Sept.
do
Oct.
July
do

do
Oct.
July
27 Nov.
41

00
$750cts.
750
750
660
660
660
630
660
660
660
660
660
660
660
660
660

00s
00
00
00
00
00
0O
00
00
00
0O
00
00
00
00

660
660
660
630

00
00
00
00

630
630
630
630
630
630
690
630

0O
00
00
00
00
00
oo
00

630
630
630
630
690

0O
00
00
00
00

630 Oft

630 00
730 00
260
0O
6600000700
600 00r
600 00
600 Ofr
609 0O
600 00
600 00
1,350
1,000
880
1,000

OO
00
00
00

1 200 OO
0O
1,000
600 00
880 00

<6
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A. 188*

Beturn of the Names and Salaries of all Persons appointed to or promoted in th<*
Civil Service during the year 1884, &c— Continued.
DEPAKTMENT OF CUSTOMS.
APPOINTMENTS.

.s

• -<-» •

p*a o
Name.

be

6

<
Morin, A
<Jirard, A.
Drouillard, A

, ,...

Price, George
Fulton, R
Elliott, George M
Thompson, W. H
Allan, F. S
McBratney, R. T...
Heintz, R. M
Ashwood, J. C
O'DonnelljJ. M
McGowan, M
Dunn, Miles A
Boivin, 0
Osham, W. A
Matthieu, Jos
Palois, L. J. A
Peck, Thomas
Bannerman, W.E
Grant, Peter
BoTell, H
Franklin, W. A
Whittaker, J. E
Gray, F. W
Craven, George
Porteous, J
Lent, A. S
JMooney, J
,
Hann, Jamea R
Wilkes, E. WT.'
Plunkett,

jGrant, W
Johnston, J, T
Alexander, A
Cronk, Asa
McE&chern,S
Alcock, James
Caldwell, B. McG
Dobson, W
Boudrot, A
Thompson, Wm
Bishop, Li. S
Connolly, J
Richardson, W. H
S. W. Spilletto

,

*S °

o

Inside

or
S S a 2 Outside.

Rank
or
Office.

1884.
Jan.
1 Outside, Clerk
do ...
do
1
do Laudg
do ... Prob.
do
15
Waiter and
Searcher ...
Boatman
&
do
1
do ...
Tide Waiter
do ...
do
do
1
do ... Collector....
Feb.
1
do ... Cashier..
Mar.
1
do ...
do
1
Chief Statistical Clerk.
do
1 do ... Chief Check
Clerk
do ...
do
1
Asst. Statistical Clerk.
do ... Tide doWaiter,
do
1
do
1
do ...
do ... Prev. Officer
do
1
do
1
do ... 0. P. Collctr
Feb.
1
do ... Lndg Waiter
& Searcher.
Jan.
1
do ... Asst. Appr. .
do ... Collector ....
April
51
do
do ... Locker
and
Tide Waiter
do ... Collector....
do
8
do ... 0. P. Collctr
do ... Lndg Waiter
April
1
do ... & Searcher.
do
1
Clerk
do
8
do ... Lndg Waiter
& Searcher.
Mar.
1
do ...
do ... Appraiser
Prey. Officer
...
do ... Storeman....
April 121
Mar.
do
1
do ... Tide Waiter.
do ... Prev. Officer
May
1
do ... 0. P. Collctr
April
1
do ... Prev. Officer
May
1
do
1
do ... Tide Waiter.
do
1
do ... Lndg Waiter
& Searcher.
do
1 do ... Prev.do Officer
do
1
do ...
June
1
do ... Clerk
do
7 do ... O.P. Collctr
do
1
do ... Prev.do Officer
do ...
do
18
do ... Clerk
July
1
do
1
do ... Collector. ...
do ... 0. P. Coll.
July
1
do ... Collector
do
11
do'
1
do ... Clerk
do ... Prev. Officer
Aug.
1
do ... Tide Waiter.
May
11
do
do ... Tide Waiter
and

10

Sub-

Collector. '

Religion.

ity.
Nation ali

o

Salary.

2

do...
Que. ..
Ont...
N.B...
do...
Ont...

500 00
600 00
600 00

Man...

900 00

do..

1,200 00

do...

1,200 00

do...
N.S...
do...
N.B...
N.S ...
Man...
Que. ..
do ...
Ont...
Que. ..
Man...
B.C ...
Ont...
B.C..
N.B...

do ...
N.S...
Que. ..
Ont...
do ...

*

600
00
$ eta.
600
00

Ont...
N.S...
Que.
Ont.....
do ...
do ...
P.E.I.
Ont...
Man...
N.B...
N.B..
Ont..
do...
N.B..

1,000
1,000
500
500
500
150
600

oo
00
00
00
00
00

1,000
500 00
00
500 00
750 00
500 00
1,000
00
600 00
800
800
600
550

00
00
00
00

500
75 00
400
00
250 oe
600 00
600
60
500
600
500
40
500

00
00
0O
0O
0O
00
00

1,000
600
400
500

00
00
00
00

500
600 00
500 00

Que...
Ont..
600 00.

4& Victoria.

Sessional Tapers (No. 46.)

Return of the Names and Salaries of all Persons appointed to or promoted in the
A. 1885*
Civil Service during the Year 1884, &c— Continued.
DEPAKTMENT OP CUSTOMS— Concluded.
APPOINTMENTS.

Inside

Name.
SaSE

Outside.
or

Rank
or
Office.

Religion.

Salary,

ity.
National-

July

1884.

Payne, M
Farrow, A
Beau champ, A.
Bobbins, A
Young, W
Mclsaac, A
McDonald, A ...
Brossard, Denis.

do
do
do
Aug.
do
do
do
July
do

Tremaine, A. B....
Quinn, M. F
Butler, T
Smith, B H
Milne, T.K
Crowhurst, W. J.
Eberts, Jos. M
Keighbley, B
Brown, J

Martin, Jos. A
,
McDonald, A
Ken, C. E
Mathews, J
Keeting, M. E....
Farrow, R. R
Wood, Z. T.....
Bays, E. C
Ostrom, W. A.
Simpson, D
Clementi, C. H.

Oct.
Sept.
Oct.
do

do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do

do
do
do
do

do
do
do
do
do

do
Sept.
do

Flynn, J. P
McKenzie, C. J.
Cryster, J. A ...
Fourgere, P. T.
Wilkins, 0. F....

do
Nov.
do
do
21

Outside.
do ...
do ...
do ...
do ...
do ...
do ...
do ..

Dec.
June
Dec.
do
do
July
Sept.
Dec.

..
..
..
..
..
...
...
...
...

Gott, George...
O'Meara, D. D.
Milne, A. R. ...
Hill, W. H
Carter, W. H...

Ont..
do..
N.S..
do.,
dodo..
Que.
Ont.
N.S..

...
...
...
... Prev. Officer
... Ldg. Waiter
and Clerk
do ... Collector....,
do ... Prev. Officer
do ...
Sub-Coll'tor
do
do ...
do ... Packer
Inside... 3rd Class
Clerk
Methodist.
Outside,
Ldg.
do ... LockerWaiter
do ... Clerk
do ... Ldg. Waiter
and Clerk
do ...
Ldg. Waiter
do ...
anddo Clerk.

PROMOTIONS
Perchard, H. G.
Banting, C

0. P. Coll...
Collector....
Messenger . .
Prev. Officer
0. P. Coll...
Prev. Officer
Cleritdo & Ldg
Waiter .
Clerk
Asst Gauger
Clerk
Collector .
0. P. Coll
Ldg. doWaiter
Prev. Officer
Clerkdo & Ldg
Waiter .
do
do

AND

do.,
N.S..
Ont.
do.
N.S..
N.S..
Ont.
Que.
Canadian

do.
Ont.
Man.

$ cte»

1,000
500 oo
OO
100 OO
150 GO>
100 oo<
550
00
500 00 '
600
500
550
1,200
600
550
500

OO'
OO
00'
OO
00
00
00

600 0O
600 00
600 0O

600
100
400
4(0
250
6C0
500

00'
00
00'
OO
00
OO
CO
00

700 0O

do .

800 OO
1,000
800 00

Ont
do.

700 0O
600 0O

do.

600 OO

INCREASE.

Mar. 1 Outside, Collector ....
July 1 do ... Clerk & Ldg
Waiter
Aug. 1 do ... Collector....
June 1 do ... Surveyor ....
do 1 do ...
Appraiser ...
do 1 do ... Inspector
....
do 1 do .., Chief Clerk.

11

B.C.
do..
Que..
do..
Que..
Ont.
do..
do.,
dodo.,

300
5f0 CO
OO

Episcopalian Canadian.
Ont...
Congrega'lst I. doCan'dn... Que. ..
Episcopalian
R. Catholic. Canadian. do ...
BO...
N.S...
Que...
Episcopalian
do
I. do
Can'dn...
Que. .

1,000
600 00
0O
1,000
1,600
1,600
2,000
1,400

00
OO
00
00
00

48 Victoria,

Sessional Papers (No. 46.)

■Beturn of the Namss and Salaries of all Persons appointed to or promoted in the
Civil Service during the Year 1884, &s\ — Continued,
POST OFFICE DEPARTMENT.
APPOINTMENTS.

©.a g

Name.

+>
o| O B

Q

Hayues, Edwin C.
Bradley, John
Hayes, G. H
Alford.W
Lockhart J. A
Mahon, M. J...
Elliott, J. D
Pelton, J. E
Breadner, R. W. ...
CJonroy, J. M .......
Clenienti, C. H ....
Stevenson, J. 8....
Robertson, 0. R....
Weldon, E. D
Sfcort, S
O'Hagan, E. J

1884.
Mar.
do

Inside
or
a
.2
Outside.
Md
a/
rnside
do

April

do
do

do
do
Sept.

do
do
do

,
,

do
do

do ,
do .

Oct.
do
do
do
do

do ,
do ,
do ,
do
do
do

Dec.

.2
ity.

Rank
or
Office.

Religion.

Clerk
Packer
Clerk
do
do
Packer....
Clerk
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
Messenger
Clerk

Baptist
Ch of Eng .
do
...
Methodist ...
PresbyteriaD
R. Catholic.
Methodist ...
do
Presbyterian
R.
Catholic.
Ch of Eng
Methodist ...
Ch of Eng.
do
Episcopalian
R. Catholic.

©

National-

Salary.

p

N.B...
English
...
Irish
Ont...
do
N.B...
Ont...
English
...
do ...
Irish
do
do ...
do
do
Ont...
do
do
Que
...
Ont......
do
English
... Que
Irish
do ...
do ...
English ... N.B...
do ...
do
...
Eng...
Irish
Ont...

450
00
$ cts.
300 00
400 00
450 00
400 00
300 00
400 00
400 00
450 00
400 00
450 00
400 00
400 00
400 00
300 00
400 00

PROMOTIONS.
Harrington, W. H.
McLennan, A
Sinks, G. J

31
44 Nov.
do
36 do

From
Inside ... 1st Class. Protestant24
N.S...
24
English ... Ont...
21 do ... 2nd Class. Presbyterian Scotch
800 00
1,150
800 00
do
... Ch of Eng..
do ...
English ... Eng...
.Inspector's Offices.
PROMOTIONS.

Bolduc, A
Madore, J. A .
Gervais, J. E .
LeSueur, C. P
Moloney, D. ...
Fletcher, E. H

Houston, Stewart..
Murray, Alex
.Freel, E. J
Corcoran, John
Griffith, John
Blondeau, A ..,
O'Farrell, John
•Campbell, John.....
Smith, F. H
Southall, F
Richardson, W
Harrison, F. E. A.
Gleeson, C
Chavot, C

25
29 Jan.
Oct.
do
36
31 Feb.
do
42
33
July

Asst.Tnsp
do
R. Catholic. French
1 Outside.
600
do
27 do ... 2nd Class
do
800
do
do ...
...
do ,..
27 do ...
Que...
800
15 do ... 1st Class. Methodist ...
English ... N.B...
16 do ... 2nd Class. R. Catholic. Irish
800
1,020
1 do ... Inspector . Episcopalian English ...
Irel'd.
1,200
Que...
Eailway Mail Clerks.
APPOINTMENTS.

Ch. of Eng
Feb. 15 Outside, Clerk
English
15 do ... do .... . Presbyterian Scotch
Mar. 24
Irish
R. Catholic.
do
do ... do
Feb.
May
do
do 22 do ... do
April
30 do ... do
do
Episcopalian
French
2 do ... do
do
R. Catholicdo
Irish
8 do ... do
July 8 do ... do
Presbvterian Scotch
June 2 do ... do
Ch. of Eng. English
R. Catholic.
do
do 21 do ... do
Methodist ... Irish
6 do ... do
do ... do
do
1
English
do
Irish
Episcopalian
do
1 do ... do
R. Catholic.
French
do
1 do .., do

12

00
00
00
00
00
00

... Ont...
N. B...

480
480 00
00

Ontj...
Ont...
Irel'd.
Ont...
iV.B...
Que...
N.S...
... Ont ...
...
Ont...
... do ...
.... do ...
Fra'ce

480
480
480
480
480
480
600
480
480
480
480
480

00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00

48 Victoria.

A. 1885

Sessional Papers (No. 46.)

in the
-Return of the Names and Salaiies of all Persons appointed to or promoted
d.
Continue
&c—
1884,
Year
Civil Service during the
POST OFFICE DEPARTMENT— Continued.
Eailwat Mail Clerks— Concluded.
APPOINTMENTS.,

^2

«i£p-

Name.

or
Outside.

Q

Jones, WE.C
Ramsey, W. J
Humphrey, W. H..
TTnvt J W"
SwRTl

W

H

Lpiidlev. W
Eagleson, J
McDonald, H

Inside

Rank
or
Office.

Religion.

CD

ityNational-

Salary.

o
04

1884.
26 July
1 Outside. Clerk
do
25
Aug.
1 do ...
29 Oct.
20 do ... do
Dec.
1 do ... do
30
1 do ... do
26 do
24 do
1 do ... do
do
4
do ... do
27
24
Nov. 24 do ... do

Eng...
do
Episcopalian English
... Ont...
Methodist
Oh. of Eng... Irish
do ...
Free Baptist Scotch
N.B...
Irish
Oh. of Eng .
Ont...
do
Irish
English ... do ...
do ...
Presbyterian
do
do
do ...

480 00
$480cts.00
480 00
480 00
480 00
480 00
480 00
600 00

PROMOTIONS.

Lachapelle, A..
McLellan, M....
Edgar, W .......
Yorick, J
■
Mitchell, W
Cleary, A
Magee, R. G....
Jack, R. S
Brittain, A
Gillessie, J. B .
Plumb, 0
Farrow, J. M- ..
Coulter, A. F . .
McLean, D. J-.
Dawaon, J

8 Outside. 1st Class .
do ...
do ...
30
27 do ...
do ...
27 do ...
do ...
27 do ...
...
7 do ... 2nddo
Class.
do
...
8 do ...
8 do ...
do ...
8
do ...
do
do ......
do ...
Sept. 30
do
30 do ...
do ...
do ...
Nov. 24 do ...
do
24 do ...
do ...
do
24 do ...
do ...
do ...
24 do ...
20 do

40
31
37
25
32
36
31
30
25
33
29
22
24
21

May
April
Oct.
do
do
Jan.
May
do
do

$ cts

To

R. Catholic. French
Methodist^ ... Scotch
do ....
Episcopalian
Ch. of Eng.. Irishdo
R. Catholic
do
do
Methodist ... do
Presbyterian Scotch ...
English ..
Episcopalian
R.
Catholic- Irish

do ...
Ont...
Que
do ...
...
U.S...

N.B...
Irel'd.
do ...
do
...
Ont..,
.... do
Episcopalian
do ..,...
Methodist
... English
do
do
Scotch
....
do ....
do
... do
Presbyterian
do ..
Ch. of Eng. Irish

From
800 00
800 00
800 00
800 00
800 00
480 00
480 00
480
520 00
00
520
520
520
480
480
480

00
00
00
00
00
00

960
960
960
960
960
640
640
640
640
640
640
600
600
600
600

00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00

Citt Post Offices.
PROMOTIONS.
Lefebvre, G. J. D
Harding, T
Thompson, A. G..
Riddell, R. W
Hassard, R
..
Hevey, O
-...
Bennett, W. E
Cairns, A. W
Brough, R. R

30
36
30
23
26
29
29
30
41

25 Outside. 2nd Class.
May 30
do
...
April
...
Nov.
7 do
do ...
do
...
Jan.
8
do
...
do ...
do
do
...
12 do ...
do ...
do
...
Sept. 30
19
19 do ...
do
...
do
Oct.
do ...
do
...
do
1 do ...
Asst. P.M.

Mail

Chase, C
Harper, J. F

33
Sept.
27
Aug.

R. Catholic
do
Ch. of Eng...
Presbyterian
Ch of Eng..

French...
Irish
Scotch
Irish . .

do
....
a. Catholic- do ....
Methodist
... English .
do
Irish
Ch. of Eng..
English

do ...
Ont...
Que...
do ...
do
do
do

...
...
...

800
760 00
0
800
760
560
520
760
680
800

00
00
00
00
00
00
00

Transfer Agents.
APPOINTMENTS.

6 Outside, Transfer
do
Agent,
9 do ...

13

Ch.ofEng.

English ...
do
... Ont ...
Methodist ...
Que ...

400 00
400 00

900 00
900
900
900
900

00
00
00
00

900 00
900 00
1,400 CO

48 Victoria.

Sessional Papers (No. 460

A. 1885

Keturn of the Narnos and Salaries of all Persons appointed to or promoted in the
Civil Service during the Year 1884, &c— Continued.
■Continued.
POST OFFICE DEPARTMBNTInspector's Offices.
.APPOINTMENTS.
p*ei o

Inside
or
« p. § a Outside.

Name.

Rank

-^ o a 2

National-

u

a

p

Office.
or

ity.
Religion.

1884.
HcShane, J. A....
Sweetnam, G. H.

Sept. 30
April 19

Outside, Clerk,
do ... do

Charlottetown
23

.Murphy, M. W

Sept.

22
20
21

Feb.
do
Aug.

Irish
do

Post Office.

6 Outside. Clerk

Halifax
Sullivan, E. A
Kaye, Frank C

R. Catholic.
Methodist....

R. Catholic. Irish

Ont...
Que...

P.E.I.

Post Office.

15 Outside, Clerk
15 do ... do
2 do ... do

Methodist.... English... N.S...
do
do
...
Scotch .... do
do
do ...

St. John Post Office.
Calhoun, J. A
Morgan, Arch.
F&irweather, E. W. H..
Ferguson, P

1883.
5
20 Nov.
1884. Outside. Clerk
do ... Let. Carrier.
35
April 20
19
33 Oct.
do ... Clerk
....
Dec.
1 do ... do
22

Scotch....
Baptist.
Presbyterian English...
Ch. of Eng . Irish
do
Presbyterian

N.B.
N.S.
N.B.
do .

Quebec Post Office.
27
Eckhardt, Wm. H
•O'Dowd, F

.....

Battle, J. J

Ch. of Eng..
Jan.
7 Outside. Clerk
English ... Ont...
1883.
28 Feb.
6 do ... Let. Carrier. R. Catholic. Irish
1884.
do ...
...
do
21 Oct. 30 do ... Clerk
Que
do

Montreal Post Office.
Murphy, Wm. .,
O'Oonohoe, D
fTheriault, Edgar
Nugent, Jas
L'Orauge, Oscar
Plouffe, Frs
Mcintosh, A. D. D
Chandler, H
Lamoureux, Alph. E....
Crowe, Wm. J
Lamoureux, Arthur E. .
Gaas, W. H

28
26
25
21
24
21
19
19
21
19
24

Irish
do
1 Outside. Clerk
do
, R. Catholic.
15 do ...
do
15 do ... Let. Carrier.
Trish
15 do ...
do
... R. Catholic.
do
...
1 do ... Clerk
do
...
1 do ...
do
... F. Can'dn.
do
10 do ...
do
do
... Scotch-....
do
...
do
do
...
10
F. Can'dn,...
10 do ...
do
do
... Irishdo
24 do ... Let. Carrier.
do
...
do ... Clerk
do
...
April
19
F. Can'dn.
Ch. of Eng.. frish
do
19
do
do ...

Jan.
Feb.
do
do
do
Jan.
March
do
do
Nov.

* Order in Council 2nd May, 1884.
f Resigned 13th May, 1884.

400 00

14

do ...
Que...
Irel'd.
do ...
do ...
Que...
do ...
do ...
...
do
do ...
do ...

400 df
400 00
400 00

A. 1885

Sessional Papers (No. 46.)
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Bbturn of the Names and Salaries of all Persons appointed to or promoted in the
Civil Service during the Year 1884, &c— Continued.
POST OFFICE a DEPARTMENT— Continued.
I
Montreal Post Office— Concluded.
APPOINTMENTS.

p,ci o

Name.

1884
April
do
do
do
May
do
April
June
July
Sept.
do
do
do
do

19
22
22
30
12
15
19
21
21
6
6

Ottawa
Brenot, Honore
Fagan, Michael....
Bedard, Theodore..
Noel, Louis E
Matthewman, E. H
Barrow, John
Garrett, P. L.
Bruce, D. A
Marion, N
Myers, F. L
Pegg, A

27
20
19
20
19
33
22
23
20
18

Feb.
do
Jan.
Feb.
Mar.
May
do

July
Sept.
do
21 Oct.

Rank
or
Office.

or
Outside.

Outside.
do ...
do ...
do ...
do ...
do ...
do ...
do ...
do ...
do ...
do ...
do ...
do ...
do ...
do Oct.
do
do ...
do
do do do
do ..
do
do 21
do ..
do
do ..
Not.
1 do ..
do 1 do ..
Dec. 1 do ..
do 1 do ..
do 13 do ..
do 16 do ..

*Gaudette, M. H. „
Giroux, T. A
Giguere, Jos
Collard, J. G
fDescarries, A
King, J
Trepannier, V
Dufort, A
Duboulav, A
Lepine, M
Ohartier, J. 0. A.
Fauriol, A
Barbe, W
Pepin, J
ISauriol, J. B
Clermont, W
Leclaire, 0. J. A,
Gaudet, M. fl. A..
Thouin, Jos
Cote, A. B
Latimer, T
Bisson, J. L
O'Mahony, M
Grondin, A. L....,
Florence, C
Simard, Maxime.
Lortie, Alphonse

ity.

Inside

« ^flrCJ
P.

__

Religion.

Salary.

National-

Let. Carrier.
Catholic.
do
...
Clerk
do
.. F. Can'dn.
R. XJatholic.
Let. Carrier
do
do
..
do
do ...
F. Can'dn...
do
do
Irish ....
do
...
do
do
do
do
F.
Can'dn
do
...
do
do
French
....
do
do
do
...
do
Clerk
F. Can'dn
do
do
do
...
do
do
Let. Carrier,
do
do
do
...
do
...
do
...
Clerk
do
do
...
do
do
do
...
do
do
do
...
Let. Carrier.
do
...
Clerk
Irish
do
Let. Carrier,
do
do ...
Irish
do
...
F. Can'dn
do
Clerk.
do
...
do
F. do
Can'dn...
do
do
do
do
...
Let. Carrier.
do

do .
do.
Que.
dodo...
Que...
Fran..
do...
dodo,.,
Que..,
dodo...
dododo.,
dodoIrel'd
irel'd,
doQue..,
do.,
do..
Que.,

360 00
400 00
$360cts.
00
300 00
360 00
360 oa
300 00
360 00
360 00
360 00
400 00
400 Off
400 00
360 00
360 CO
400 00
400 00
400 00
360 0O
400 00
360
360 0O
00
360
400
400
400
360

00
00
0O
00
00

400
300
300
400
400
300
500
400
360
400
360

00
00
0O
0O
00
00
00
00
0O
00
00

Post Office.

15 Outside. Clerk
15 do ... Let. Carrier.
1 do ...
do
...
15 do ... Clerk
24 do ...
do
do ... Let. Carrier,
208 do ... Clerk
do
21 do ...
8 do ... Let. Carrier
8 do ... Clerk
..,
1 do ... Let. Carrier

French
R. Catholic. Irish
do
...
do
...
do
... F. do
Can'dn...
Presbyterian English
...
do
R. Catholic
Ch. of Eng. Irish
do .R. Catholic
F.
Can'dn...
do
... Irish
German
do
...

Fran..
Ont...
Ont ..
do...
Que...
Eng...
Ont...
do ...
Ont...
Que...
Irel'd.

Kingston Post Office.
D'Arcy, R. J

21

April 19 Outside

Clerk

Belleville
Walker, W

B

21 June
21 July
29
Sept

Irish
Ont...

400 00

Post Office.

27 Outside. Clerk
do ...
1
do
do
do ...
8

* Appointed Clerk 10th October, 1884.

Methodist....

Methodist ... 8cotch . ... Ont ...
do...
do
Presbyterian
Ch. of Eng.
do...
English ...

| Services
15 dispensed let August;

400 00
400 00
400 00

48 Victoria.
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Return of the Names and Salaries of all Persons appointed to or promoted in the
Civil Service during the Year 1884, &e. — Continued.
POST OFFICE DEPARTMENT— Concluded.
Toronto Post Office.
APPOINTMENTS.
• >» i
p*a
o

Name.

tic

<

ity.

® 3
«gl 2 .2s Inside

^.s^o

or
Outside.

Qas ft* B

Rank
or
Office.

1884.
30
1 Outside. Clerk
Boddy, James S
27 Jan.
Mar. 10 do ... Let. Carrier.
Swait, C. E„ ..
28
do
...
24 do ...
Langstone, W. H
21 do
do ... Clerk
Symons, Alf.
Apr.
19
do
...
30
do
19
'. 20 do
E B
Charles
Smith,
19 do ... Let. Carrier.
Woodcock,
W. M.
21 do
Durham, Robert
19 do
22 do ... Clerk
do
do
22 do ...
Dwyer, H. A
do
30 do ... Let. Carrier.
Mitchell, Geo. (resigned
May, 1884.)
29 do
do ...
Pollock, George
30 do ...
do ...
27 do
Reid, Samuel
30 do ...
20 do
do
...
Spencer, Edw.. .....
30 do ...
do
30 do ... Clerk
Briggs, J. R
36
do
...
21
do
do
30
Sparks, Walter
do ... Let. Carrier.
29
Haycock, Thomas..
May
15
do ...
20
do
...
June
21
Booth, G
17
do ... Clerk
Dillon, R
Aug.
10
10 do ... Let. Carrier,
Piatt, W. J
18 do
23
do
...
do ...
...
do
10 do
Thompson, C
26
McOandless, T. H.
18 Oct. 21 do ... Clerk
do
do
21
Hynes, W. A
do
do ...
20 July
Spencer, E
1

Religion.

National-

Eng.
Irish
Ont.
do .
Methodist ...
Ch.of Eng.
English ...
do
do
... do.
do ...
do
...
do
...
Methodist ...
Ch. of Eng.
... do.
Irishdo
Methodist ...
Ch. of Eng.
Ont.
do
Scotch
Presbyterian Irish
Methodist ...
do
... English
do
do
...
Ch. of Eng.
do
do
do
do
Methodist ...
Irish
Catholic
Ch. of Eng.
English
do
Irish .,
Presbyterian
do
Catholic
do
Methodist ...
English

Que.
.... Ont.
Eng.
do.
Eng.
...
Ont.
... do .
... Eng.
... Ont.
do.
...
...

...

Hamilton Post Office.
Levier, E
Echlin, J. (resigned 8th
February, 1884.)
Morden, Joseph R
Mundy, W ,
*

Jan.
do
Feb.
Mar.

do.
Ont.
do.
Encr.

Outside. Let. Carrier. Catholic.
English
do ...
do
... Methodist ... Irish ....
do
do

... Clerk
do
...
... Let. Carrier. Catholic
. ...

do
English

Irel'd.
Ont ...
do...

London Post Office.
Carrothers, A.
Maitland, M. J
Gushing, J
Devinney, F. J
Southcott, F,...

25 Jan.
21 May
22
24 Aug.
24 Sept.
do

1 Outside. Clerk
... Let. Carrier.
2 do
do ...
do
...
9
11 do ... Clerk
do*... Let. Carrier.

Ch. of Eng.. Irish
do......
Ont
Presbyterian Irish
Catholic .... English ... do...
do
1
Ch. of Eng. do
English ... Eng...

Victoria Post Office.
Newberry, C. W

18
May

Clerk
20 Outside.

B.C ...
Episcopalian English ...

400 00

OFFICE OF AUBITORrGENERAL.
Bartlett, Hudson Arthur

25

Feb.

11 Inside... 3rd Class.

Baptist

Canadian

PROMOTION.
"Baldereon, John H

25 July

1 Inside... 2nd Class.... Ch. of Eng- Canadian.

16

Que...
Ont...
1,100 00

48 Victoria.
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Return of the Names and Salaries of all Persons appointed to or promoted in the
Civil Service during the year 188 J, &c. — Continued,
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR.
APPOINTMENTS.

Capreol, Fred. Chase...

Inside

»OB3

Name.

22

or
Outside.

1884.
Feb. 15 Inside

Turner, Henry Hamish.
Pereira, Lyndwode 0...

Mar. 24
April 3

Lambart, Octavius Hy.

June

21

Buchanan, Pet. Toronto
Rothwell, Thomas G

do
do

21
30

Hays, James Alex.

McHugh, John Joseph.

McTaggart, John

Smith, Henry Hall,

do
do

do
do
do

do
McLean, Thos. Alex
-Montgomery, Geo. Arch,

Religion.

Office.
or

National-

Prob. 3rd 01. Ch. of Bng. . Canadian.
Clerk,
do
do
Scotch
Priv. Stc. to
English ...
Hon. Min.of
the Interior,
from 17th
Oct., 1883.
do
Prob. 3rd CI.
do
...
Clerk.
do
Presbyterian
Canadian
Prob.2ndCl. Ch. of Eng. S.
Can'dn .
Clerk, from

1st July,
'84
Dom.
Lands
April 30 Outside,
A gent, from
1st May, '84,
at Turtle M.
Dist ,NWT.
do
30 do .., Dom. Lands
Agent, from
l8tMay,'84,
at
Coteau
do
Dist.,NWT.
Dom. Lands
do
30
Agent, from
1st May, '84,
at Touchwood Dist.,
N W.T.
do
37
Inspector of Episcopalian Canadian
May
15
Dom .Lands

June

12

May lieu
19
In
of
Dr. A.
Jukes,
resigned

do

Salary.

ity.
Rank

Ont.

550 00

do .

$ cts.
600 00
400 00

Ont..,
Que.
do ..
do ..

550 00
1,000 00
1,100 00
1,200 00

1,200 00

1,200 00

Ont

3,200 00

Agencies &
member
L'nd Board,of
vice Pearce.
Registrar,
Cal gary
District.
Registrar of
District of
Touchwo'd,
W.T.
Re gin a and
Souris, N.-

1,200 00
1,200 00

CHANGE.
Pearce, William.

May

Ch. of Eng.
15 Outside. Spt
of Mines
in Manitoba
& N.W.T. ;
also memb.
of Land B'd
(previously
Inspector
Dom. Landsof
Agencies;.

If

46—2

Canadian. Man...

3,200 00

4:8 Victoria.
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to or promoted in the
Return of the Names and Salaries of all Persons appointed
Pro
Civil Service during the Year 1884, &a. —Continued.
and
DEPARTiMRNT OF THR INTERIOR- Concluded.
INCREASES
PROMOTIONS Apo-fDAND
ate

Rank

Inside
or
Outside.

Name.

<

oin
TO PERMANENT pOFFICERS.
tme
nt

or
Office.

ity.
Religion.

mot

Gauvreau, P. Valmore.

29

do

Salary.

.

• 1,200 00

ion

1884.
April 30

27

a
oH

National-

o

30

Outside.

do

$

monton Dt
Agent
Edfr. 1statMay,

1884 (previously Asst.
Agt.
Albert,at Prat
$700 pr. an.
... Assistant at
Dom. Lands

Ct3.

1,095 00

Agncy, Calously paid
at $700
per
gary (previannum).
Sutherland, J. McP

do

30

do

... Assistant at
Swift Current (previously actGladstone,at
ingAg'rit
at
*700 per
annum).

DEPARTMENT

1,095 00

OF AGRICULTURE.

APPOINTMENTS.
Morin, Ed., M.D
Desjardins, Alfred..
Clay, E. McC
McEachran, D
Baker, M. C
Coutura, J. A
Clement, A. W
Coutlee, Olivier C
Walsh, Wm
McGovern, J. M
Lyster, A. F
Fraser, H. L
Farrow. Robinson R...
Smith, Frederick H
Verner, James W. D..,..
Copping, Edmond.
...
Garrett, Lenox
Brown, Chas. B
Beaudoin, Joseph
Primeau, Elector F
Miquelon, Jos. Z. C
Wood, Albert A. F
Layton, John G. G
Bailey, Horace H
Macdonald, Henry.

Outside.
Feb. 15 Inside...
Outside.
do ...
Apr. 22
May 12
do 12 do ...
do 12 do ...
do 12 do ...
...
do 12 do
do ...
do 12
May
June

June
do
do
July
Sept
Oct.
do

do ...
15 Inside...
do ...
do ...
2 do ...
do ..
do ..
do
21 Outside..
21 Inside ..
21
do ..
Outside
25 Inside . ,
do ...
30
19 do ...
27 do ...

FT 1th Officer
Messenger...
Img. Agent.
Chief
Vet.
Inspector.
Asst. do . .
do
do .
do
do .
Constable ...
Caretaker,
Levis.
Img.
3rd 01.Agent..
Clerk
do
...
do
...
do
...
do
do
...
do m ...
Caretaker ...
Packer
do
Img. Agent.
3rd 01. Clerk
Statl. Officer
Pat.
Exam'er
3rd 01.
Clerk

R. Catholic.
do
... F. Can'dn
Canadian.
Baptist
Scotch
Protestant...
Ch. of Eug. Canadian.
R. Catholic. F. do ...
American.
Protestant...
R. Catholic,
do
Irish
F. Can'dn
do
Ch. of Eng. . I. Can'dn.
do ...
R. Catholic.
Methodist.... E. do ...
Ch ~ofT Eng. . F Can'dn
8
do ...
I. do ...
R. Catholic.
do
Ch. of Eng.. E. do ...
I. do ...
Methodist.... E. do ...
R. Catholic F, do ...
do
do ...
do ...
do ...
C. Apostoiic E. do ...
Oh. of Eng..
do ... English....
I. Can'dn
do ...
Presbyterian E.

do {
Que..
do 1
do ...
do
...
do !
Que.,
do-

300 00
1,000 00

800 00
1,500 00
800 00

At Minister's disI cretion.

.
1,000
„"550
do... N.S" 400
do...
700
Ont....
do...
600
do...
600

00
00
00
00
00

Ont...
Ont
Que..

500 00
600-00
400 00
300
300 00
00

do.
N.B.

800 00

Ont.
Ont.

1,550 00
1,200
600 00
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Return of the Names and Salaries of all Persons appointed to or promoted in the
Civil Service during the Year 1884, &c— Concluded.
DEFENCE.
OF MILITIA AND
DEPARTMENT
APPOINTMENTS.
.2

%a 1
Name-

be

or
Rank

Inside

••e o fl d

or
Outside.

<

|
Religion.

ity.
National-

Office.

PUi

1884.
Murray,Lt.-Col. John R.

48

Jan.

28 Outside.
9>

Dawson, Lt.-Col. M. de
B.
Mounsel,Lt.-Col.Oeo. J.

48
48

Feb.

Salary.
ou

18

April 30

do
do

Presbyterian Canadian.
Paym'ster
Strk'pr,Dis.&
No. 9.
Irish
Protestant...
...
Paym'ster &
Strk'pr,Dis.
No. 1.
do
... Dep. Ad.-G.,
Dis. No. 8. Anglican....

N.S...
N.B...

ann.,
fr.perFeb.
12.
1 00
Irel'd.

do
do

... Prof., R. Mil.
College.
... Comm'g the
Militia.

Jones, Rev. K. Leonard
B.D.
Middleton, Maj.-Gen. F.
D., C.B.

42

May

17

58

do

23

Lemieux, E. Edmond...

21

June

Lessard, Lt. Louis

24

do

Genest, J. M. Eusibe ...

23

do

11 Outside.
26 Inside..

James, Henry

46

do

30

White Fred. Wm

20

do

30

do

...

Donaldson, Capt. J. B. .

42

do

30

do

...

Nash, Capt. Edward....

29

Sept.

Knight, Francis Ed

34

Oct.

Wise, Capt. fl. E

25

do

Rigg, Capt. Robert A...

31

Nov.

do

do

7 Inside... 3rd CI. Clerk, R. Catholic.
Min. Office.

do

Lt., Cavalry
Schl. Corps
3rdCl. Clerk,
Accountant
Branch.
... Architect ...

do
do

Anglican

British .... Ont...
do
Eng...

per
diem,to
in add.
pres. pay
1,000 00
per ann.
ann.,
4,000
00
fr.per
July
12.
550 00

Canadian
do

Que...
do ...

do

do ...

English ...

00
$900cts.
per Feb.
ann.,1.
fr.
600 00

per July
ann.,1.
fr.
2 00
400 00
per diem.
fr.
per July
ann.,1.

Eng...

...... Ont...

per ann.,00
fr.1,550
July 1.
800 00
per July
ann.,1.
fr.

2nd CI. Cl'k, Presbyterian Scotch ....
Irel'd.
Store Br'ch.
Eng...
Royal Protestant...
8 Outside. Prof.,
English....
Mil. College

per1,100
ann.,00
fr.
July
1.

do
Draughtm'n,
Engin'r Br.

3 Inside... 3rd 01. Cl'k,
Anglican....
Store Br'ch.
do
to
28 Outside. A. D.C.
do
Maj.-Gen.
Prof., Royal
15
Mil. College
do

do

2,500
per
ann.,00
$300inlieu
of quarters
850 00

do
do

Que...
Ont. .

do

Eng...

per Julyl.
ann ,
fr.
1,000 00
per
ann.,
2,500
per
ann.00
$300inlieu
of quarters

PROMOTIONS.
Holt, Edmond

B

44

June

21 Inside...

2nd CI. Cl'k, Presbyterian English ...
Acc't Br'ch

1,100 00
Que...
per ann.

48 Victoria.
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(46a)
Report of the Proceedings of the Board of Examiners for the year 1884,
presented to Parliament in terms of Section 55 of " The Canada

Civil

Service Act of 1882."
(45-46 Victoria, caps. 4-7).
By Command,
J. A. CHAPLEAU,
Department of Secretary of State,
Ottawa, 16th February, 1885.

Secretary of State,

Ottawa, 10th February, 1885.
Sir, — I have the honor to address you the report of the Board of Civil Service
Examiners for the year ended 31st December, 1884, together with copies of the
question papers submitted to the candidates at the various examinations, as specified
in statement herewith, and lists of the candidates who passed the entrance examina*
tions successfully.
I have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servant,
P. LeSUEUE, Secretary*
The Hon. J. A. Chapleau, Secretary of State, Ottawa.

46a— 1
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EEPORT
OF THE BOARD

OF CIVIL SERVICE EXAMINERS, FOR THE YEAR
31st DECEMBER, 1884.

ENDED

To the Hon. J. A. Ohapleau, Secretary of State :—

Sir, — The undersigned Commissioners under the Civil Service Act of 1882,
charged with the duty of examining candidates desirous of finding employment in
the Civil Service of Canada, beg respectfully to report that during the year ended
the 3 1st of December last they held and personally supervised the several examinations required by the Act, at Ottawa, Montreal and Toronto, and by employing subexaminers caiised similar examinations to be held at Halifax, N.S., St. John, N.B.,
Charlottetown, P.E.I., Quebec, Kingston, Hamilton, London, Winnipeg and Victoria, B.C.
The spring examination was commenced on Tuesday the 13th day of May, with
thejpreliminary or lower grade examination, and occupied one day ; then followed
the qualifying, or higher grade, which took two days, and lastly, the examination in
optional subjects of the candidates who desired to exhibit their competency in one
•or more of the exercises.
The number of candidates in attendance was as follows : —
At Halifax.....
36
St. John, N.B
47
Charlottetown
..•
3
Quebec.
35
Montreal.
v
*
150
Ottawa
••• 83
Kingston
19
Toronto..
89
Hamilton
41
London
65
Winnipeg
18
Victoria, B.C
8
594
Of these, 203 came up for the preliminary examination only, and 391 for th«
Qualifying. Of the latter, 67 passed in one or two or more optional subjects.
The fall examinations were begun on Tuesday the 11th day of November ani
occupied precisely the same time as those of the spring. They were also held in
the same places and were conducted by the same persons.
The number of candidates on this occasion was as under :—
At Halifax
24
St. John, N.B
48
Charlottetown
9
Quebec
41
Montreal
122
Ottawa
♦
HO
Kingston
22
Toronto
80
Hamilton
•
26
London
43
Winnipeg
14
Victoria, B.C
6
3
46a— 1J
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It is to be noted that this list embraces the names on both rolls (the preliminary
and qualifying), the latter however includiDg 29, which appear on the former; that
so
number of preliminary candidates having concluded to try both examinations,
that the actual number in attendance was 516. The number of candidates who
passed in Optionals was 50.
Examinations for promotion] of persons actually employed in the Civil Service
throughont the Dominion, were also held in the twelve places named. Those held
in the spring, commencing on the 18th and ending on the 19th day of May, and those
held in the fall, commencing on the 17th and ending on the 18th of December.
A special examination for promotion of the Outside Division of the officers of
the Inland Kevenue (Excisemen) was also held in November. The reason why a
special examination is needed for these gentlemen is, that their duties being chiefly
of a technical nature, the papers for the general promotion examinations are not
calculated to test their qualifications. Special papers for this examination were prepared in the Inland Eevenue Department, and the work done by the candidates was
submitted to experts in the several branches of the Excise service, for inspection
and valuation—to be reported, like the results of the other departmental promotion
examinations, to yourself.
Then, as it was found impracticable by the Department of Finance to make the
necessary preparations for the May promotion examination, it was Ordered that one
should be held in the fall, and a special examination was held accordingly, on the
5th and 6th of December, which was attended by 8 candidates, whose performances were also duly reported, as required by the Civil Service Act.
An Order in Council was also issued for the examination for promotion of the
officer at the head of the stationery branch of the Department of the Secretary of
State, which was duly held, and the results of which were similarly reported.
4 candiFinally, in connection with the general fall promotion examinations,
dates at Halifax, 1 at St. John, N.B., and 2 at Ottawa, were examined, each in one
subject, which, owing to some misapprehensions, had* been dropped in May ; and, as
in the former cases specified, the work done by the candidates and valued by the
examiners was duly reported .
These recapitulations exhibit in brief the operations of the Commissioners during the year, but in reality only give a faint idea of the large amount of work
accomplished.
The papers prepared by the Examiners for submission to the candidates at the
several examinations will be found appended, as well as lists of the entrance candidates who passed in the preliminary and qualifying examinations at the twelve places
the names of those who took optional subjects, and were
appointed,
successful . together with
The Commissioners think it well to add that the rules and regulations governing
the examinations have been out of print for some months, awaiting certain modifications, which they understand will probably be made in the Civil Service Act, at the
present Session of Parliament.
We have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servants,
J. THORBUEN, LL.D., Chairman.
A. D. DbCELLES.
P. LbSUEUR, Secretary.

48 Victoria.
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A.

TEEATEDfBY THE) CANDIDATES AT THE
EXAMINATIONS OF MAY, 1884.

ENTEANCE

No. 1 (Preliminary, Men.)
CIYIL SEEYICE
PRELIMINARY

OF CANADA.
EXAMINATION.

Tuesday, 13th May, 1884, from 10 a.m. to 10.30 a.m.
Candidates are required to observe the Mules strictly.
PENMANSHIP.
Value 60.

Copy the subjoined extract :
In the management of conversation avoid disputes. Arguments, as
they are usually conducted, seldom end in anything else. If we have
not the requisite patience, good feeling and politeness to prevent this,
let us defer arguing altogether. The attitude of a seeker after truth is
the only one in which to argue, whereas most arguments are pursued
simply to uphold an opinion already formed, and to overthrow an
antagonist. The habit of talking too much and consuming the time
that should in fairness be given to another, is a very common blot on
conversation ; so is that of interruption and of obtruding matter known
to only two or three into a larger circle. Good taste and good feeling
alike forbid these. — Selected.
No. 2 CPreliminary, Men.)
CIYIL SEEYICE
PRELIMINARY

OF CANADA.
EXAMINATION.

Tuesday^lSth May, 1884, from 10.30 a. m., to 12 noon.
Candidates are requested to observe the Rules strictly.

OETHOGEAPHY.
{For Lower Grade Candidates only.)

Many words in this exercise are purposely mis-spelled, and it will,
of course, be the duty of the candidates to correct the errors,;and jso
prove their proficiency in orthography.
5
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PERVERSE
Value, 60.
3 marks
deducted
ior each
error.
Minimum,
18.
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RECOLECTIONS.

It is kurios ennough tint we allways remember peopel by there
worst points, and still more kurios, that we allways supose that we ourselfs are remembered by our best. I once new a hunchback who had a
welshaped hand and was continnualy showing it. He never beleived
that annyboddy notised his hump, but lived and dyed in the convicshun
that the wholl town spoak of him no otherwize than as the man with
the beautifull hand, wereas, in fact thay onley lookt at his hump and
never so much as notised wether he had a hand or nott.
This young ladey, so prettey and clever, is simply the gurl who
had that aukwerd hisstory with so and so. That man who has some ot
the verry gratest qualitties is nothink more then the won whoo beehaved so baddley on sutch an ocasion. It is a teribel thing to think
that we are always at wacth, won uppon the other, to catch the faulse
stepp, in order that we may have the greatful satisfaction of holding
our nabor for won whoo canot wawk strate. If St. Peter ware alife he
wood be nown as the man who denyed his Marster ; St. Paul as the man
whoo stoned Stephen, and St. Thomas as the constitootionnal douter.
Let us avoyd this" two comon fait.

Flotsam & Jetsam.

No. 1 (Qualifyirg, Men.)
CIVIL SERVICE
PRELIMINARY

OF CANADA.
EXAMINATION

Tuesday, 13th May, 1884, from 10 to 10.30 a.m.
Value
100.

PENMANSHIP

{for Higher Grade Candidates.)

Copy the following extract and please bear in mind that easy
legibility is more highly valued than fanciful ornamentation.
"Matter is an effluence of the Divine Nature, and so is all finite
mind." "The body itself and all other subtances we call matter are a revelation ofAlmighty God. Al 1 matter as surely as all finite mind orginated
in him." " So I suppose Almighty God evolves the seen universe of
matter and the unseen of finite force from himself."
— [Joseph Cooke.
All that is needed for our acceptance of such a consistent origin of
the visible universe, is, first and foremost, to concede the J substantial
existence of an infinite, primordial, personal intelligence, armed with
omnipotent power. Without this fundamental conception and concession
of one infinite mystery, incomprehensible though it may be, and is, we
are involved in the mazes of a million mysteries equally inexplicable.
The mind can more easily rest upon the concession of one mystery which
can never be solved or comprehended, than in undertaking to grapple
with a million equally inexplicable. There is but one safe position,
either in philosophy or religion, where the soul can find rest from the
conflict of harrowing doubt, and that is to merge all the mysteries of
Nature back into the one mystery of Nature's God.
—\Wilford Hall
6
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No. 2 (Qualifying, Men.)
OF

CIYIL SEEYICE
PRELIMINARY

CANADA.

EXAMINATION.

Tuesday, 13th May, 1884, from 10.30 a,m., to 12 noon.
The Candidates must observe the Rules strictly,

ORTHOGRAPHY.
duty of the candiThis exercise is purposely mis-spelled and the will
be deducted for
dates isto correct the Orthography. Five marks
every mistake. This paper is for candidates at the preliminary examination who intend to go on to the qualifying.

FRENCH
Yalue
100

COUNTRY

CANADIAN

LIFE.

Life hear is full off a sertain charm that you can verey selldom find*
It is a calmn successe rather than the chase of hapiness. I am not phillosofer enough to trase this successe to either the Cattholic subjection of
the peopel or the sistem of a limited monarky ; but, as an obsarver of
men and manors, I sea that this ratttional hapiness comes cheefly
from a neerand homeleysorce quite acessible to all peopels,the praktise
of purliteness. Cortesy is the comon rule of conduck hear ; no matter
how intimmate or how indiferent the relations may be between sarvants,
freinds, stranngers or rellatioDs, yore feelinks are as safe as yore life.
French Canadian country society then difers from ours in pressentextreems— a peasantrey unenterprizing,contented and dovoutt,
grater
ing
and a small class of gentrey edducated, pollished consarvetive. And all
classes unite to render a humdrumm exisstense agreeable by the arts of
purlite intercoorse. The peopel are all reddy talkers in a manor that is
simpatthetick and somewhat drammatic. Thay make it a habbit to be
entertaineing and sosiable, and they inherrit the cheariull and contented
dissposittion of the French. I am surprized to sea how agreeable a common-plaice exisstence is maid simpely by the arts of purlite intercoorse,,
without mutch dependense on litterature, fine arts, siences and set
'•
_.
amuzements.
—Harpers Magazine*
No. 3.
CIYIL SERYICE
PRELIMINARY

OF CANADA.
EXAMINATION.

Tuesday, May 13th, 1884. from 1.30 p.m. to 3 p.m.
Candidates must observe the Mules strictly.
ARITHMETIC.
Yalue 60.

the following
Dibections.— Put down in figures and add together the
4th row ot
under
line
a
draw
done
been
has
this
sums. When
same with
the
figures, and add the four upper rows at the side, then do together
will
added
get
you
sums
two
the
and
rows,
the four lower
7
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bring out the same results as the addition of the eight rows at the foot,
providing, of course, , the work has been correctly done.
1st Row. Two hnndred and seventy-nine, millions seven hundred
and seventy-three.
for Bta ting the
2nd
How.
One
hundred and eleven millions eight hundred and
figures.
5
eighty thousand seven hundred and seventy-seven,
for adding tbe
3rd Row. Six hundred and sixty-six thousand*
€ rows
to4th Row. One million five hundred and fifty-five thousand nine
gether.
hundred and ninety-nine.
5th Row. Three hundred and eighty-one.
5
(5th Row. Seventy- seven.
for adding
1th Row. Two hundred and twenty millions.
them in sections.
8th Row. Five hundred and twenty-one thousand five hundred and
twenty-one.
II. Subtract the upper line of figures from the lower, and prove the
work by adding the upper line to the remainder.
9,753,186,420,000
10,864,275,319,753
10

Remainder
Upper line
Proof

9,753,186,420,000

III. Multiply the following figures by 9 and then divide the product by 7.

1234567890

15
15

9

IV. Multiply 77,889,966 by 5,432.
V. Take the product of the above multiplication, multiply it again
I by 2, and then divide the product by 10,86*.
No. 4.
READING.
This embraced print and manuscript, and of course the results only
can be reported.
No. 5.
CIVIL SERVICE
QUALIFYING

Yalues.
15

OF CANADA.
EXAMINATION.

Wednesday, 14th May, 1884, from 9.30 a. m. to 11 a. m.
Candidates are required to observe the Regulations strictly.
ENGLISH GRAMMAR.
1. Give the plural of hero, folio, wolf, flagstaff, penny, valley, and
handful.
Give six nouns which are alike in both numbers.
8
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2. When the singular and plural are alike in the nominative, howis the possessive case formed ? Give four examples.
3. How do you distinguish between a common and a proper adjective ? Give two examples.
4. What is meant by a compound adjective? Give two examples.

5. Adjectives in the comparative degree are sometimes used as
nouns. Give two examples.
-36

25
100

6. Correct thelbllowing sentences, where neccessary, giving your
reasons :—
(a) Which of these two dresses are the handsomest ?
(b) I and my cousin are invited to attend the meeting.
(c) A man is the noblest work of creation.
(d) The doctor affirmed that fever always produced thirst.
(e) He will maintain his cause though he lost his estate,
(/) Who do you say that he is ?
1. Parse the following couplet :—
Doubt not, little though there be,
That I'll cast a crumb to thee.
No. 6.
TEANSCKIPTION.

This paper was a lithographed facsimile of a manuscript article on
(in fact, a rough draft)
Insurance, purposely interlined Nand
o. %defectiveblemishes.
which was to be copied correctly and without

CIYIL

SEE VICE OF CANADA.

QUALIFYING

Yalues.
15
15

n

EXAMINATION.

Wednesday, 14th May, 1884, from 1.30 p.m. to 3.30 p.m.
Candidates are required to observe the Rules strictly.
Note.— The full work of each question must be given by candidates.
AEITHMETIC.
1. If you had to distribute £1,870 10s. 6Jd. equally among 311 persons, how much would each receive ?

2. A gentleman divided $330 among 12 men, 16 women and 30 boys;
and to a woman three
to each man he gave twice as much as to a woman,
times as much as to a boy. What did each receive ?

worth of a note for Sl3647 due 11 months
the present
What
?
6 peris cent.
hence,3. at
9
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4. If 5 men with 7 women earn $36.72 in 6 days, and 2 men with 2:
women earn $15.12 in the same time, in what time will 6 men with 13
women earn $288 ?

18

5. Sold tea at 90 cents per lb., having gained ^ of the cost; find the
selling price per lb. if he had lost -^\.

18

6. Bought a quantity of goods for $227.92, payable 12 months hence,
and sold them at once for $275.56, payable 9 months hence. Find the
cash gain, allowing discount at 4J per cent.

100

No. 8.
CIVIL SERVICE
QUALIFYING

OF CANADA.

EXAMINATION.

Wednesday, 14th May, 1884, from 3.30 p.m. to 4.30 p.m.
Values
100
10
15
10
15
10
15

15

10

Candidates are required to observe the Regulations strictly.
GEOGRAPHY.
1. Name and define the imaginary lines passing around the globe,
How are distances geographically computed on the earth's surface ?
2. Name the three principal rivers in the Province of Quebec flowing into the St. Lawrence from the north. What strait separates Cape
Breton from Nova Scotia? What two rivers flow into Lake Winnipeg?
3. What are the capitals and the approximate population of each of
the seven Provinces ?
4. Through what waters would a vessel pass from Thunder Bay
(Lake Superior) to Halifax ?
5. State how many States and Territories there are in the United
States. Give the boundaries of that country.
6. What are the principal mountains in the Province of Quebec, the
chief manufacturing cities and towns of Ontario, the chief ports of Nova
Scotia and New Brunswick, and state where coal mines are to be found
in Canada ?
7. What are the two great mountain ranges on the east and west
coasts of North America? Name the large islands in the northern part
of Lake Huron and in the Gulf of St. Lawrence. What straits separate
Newfoundland from Labrador, and Prince Edward Island from Nova
Scotia ?
8. Name the canals of Canada, [and state why each of them has
been built.

10
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No. 9.
CIVIL SEKVICE OF CANADA.
QUALIFYING

EXAMINATION.

Thursday, 15th May, 1884, from 9.30 to 10.30 a. m.
Candidates are required to observe the Rules strictly.
BEITISH, FEENCH AND CANADIAN HISTOEY.
(Meaning the United Kingdom, Franco and Canada.)
BELTISH HISTOEY.
15

1. Name five of the most important events in British History,
(3 marks given for each if the facts are correctly stated.)

5

2. State in brief what you know about St. Patrick.

10

3. About what time was Christianity introduced into Britain, and
and by whom ?
4. Who was Cardinal Wolsey ? Give a brief account of his career
and say if he fostered and promoted any particular national interest.
what is mant by the Long Parliament, and state how
it came5. toExplain
an end ?
6. In what year did the United States assert their independence,,
and in what year was it recognized by Great Britain ?
FEANCE.

10

7. When and by whom was Calais wrenched from the British
Crown ? And how long had the English held the city ?
8. Give as many names as you can (not however exceeding 10)
of the men who became historically conspicuous through the French
Eevolution (1789 to 1794).

9. What is understood in France by a " coup d'etat " ?
10. When and how did Louis Napoleon become Emperor ?
CANADA.

11. State the year of the two great fires in Quebec, and also whether
I any pecuniary aid was voted to the sufferers by the Imperial Parliament.
12. In what year was Ottawa chosen as the seat of Government of
United Canada ? And who was the personage who laid the foundation
of the Parliamentary Building in that city ?
13. At what date was the Canadian Confederation established? Say
also whether any one of the British North American Provinces refused
to unite, and if so name it.
10

14. When did the Fenians invade Canada ?
ing ? Where and with what result ?
16
11

Was there any fight-
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No. 10.
CIVIL SERVICE
QUALIFYING

OF CANADA.
EXAMINATION.

Thursday, 15th May, 1884, from 10.30 a.m. to 12 noon.
Value3.
20

16

16
16
32
100

Candidates are required to observe the Rules strictly.
COMPOSITION.
1. Show how the following sentences may bo improved :
(a.) Their march was through an uncultivated country, whose
savage inhabitants fared hardly, having no other riches than a breed of
wild sheep, whose flesh was rank and unsavory by reason of their continual feeding upon fish.
(b.) The scribes taught and studied the law of Moses.
(<?.) Restlessness of mind disqualifies us both for the enjoyment of
peace and the performance of our duty.
(d). Whenever I go he always meets me, and gives me a hearty
greeting.
2. Write the following quotation from Thompson in prose, punctuating
at the same time :—
The stately sailing swan
Gives out his snowy plumage to the gale
And arching proud his neck with oary feet
Bears forward fierce and guards his osier isle
3. Explain what is meant by a hypothetical and a causal clause.
Give an example of each .
4. How do you distinguish between entire and complete, and between
enough and sufficient ? Give examples to illustrate.
5. Write a letter to a friend discussing the subject : The Freedom of
the Press.
No. 11.
CIVIL SERVICE
EXAMINATION

IN

OF CANADA.

OPTIONAL

SUBJECTS.

Thursday, 15th May, 1884, from 1.30 p.m. to 4 p.m.
Candidates must observe the Mules strictly.
BOOK-KEEPING.
Journal and Ledger only required in working out this paper. It may be done in three
degrees of efficiency —1st, by showing in the balance sheet the fall amount of both the
debits and credits of each account ; 2nd, by balancing the accounts and showing in the
balance sheet the amount at debit or credit ; 3rd, by carrying the balances of the merchandise
to the For
debittheor1stcredit
Profit andworked,
Loss,*" 80
when
the will
results
of the; for
operationsaccounts
will be seen.
mode,of ifu correctly
marks
be given
the
2nd, 90 marks, and for the 3rd, 100. It is recommended to the candidates in this case to
make every entry tell (briefly) the nature of the transaction.
The only accounts which really require to be opened are cash, capital, wheat, barley,
corn, oats, bran, Bank of Toronto, bills12payable and bills receivable.
A Profit and Loss
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account may be opened by candidates who aim at exhibiting the highest degree of efficiency. Everything derived from the estate goes, of course, to capital, and may do so in
the most direct manner.

ESTATE.

On 10th May, 1883, Frederick Seymour inherits an estate which consists ofcash, $13,811.47 ; 50 shares of Bank of Montreal stock; 150 railway
bonds (nominally worth $100 each) ; 17,0i;0 acres of land in Manitoba, and
four promissory notes falling due as follows: James Thompson, $1,350, 1st
June; Ei chard White, $2,265, 10th June; William Quarles, $783.50, 15th
June, and Stephen Foster, $318.75, 25th June— these notes he places in the
Bank of Toronto for collection.
TEANSACTIONS.
May 15, Frederick Seymour commences business as a grain merchant, and deposits
to his credit in the Bank of Toronto $10,000.
buys on the market 1,735 bushels of wheat at $1.30 ; 1,200 bushels of
He
16,
May
barley at 92 cents, and 920 of oats at 38 cents, for all oi which he pays
from the balance of cash remaining in his hands, then deposits the residue
of the cash in the Bank of Toronto.
May 17, Buys 15,000 bushels of corn at 55 cents, and pays for it by cheque (No. 1)
on the bank (Toronto to be always understood).
May 18, Sells 25 shares of his Bank of Montreal stock at $190 per share, less J per
cent, brokerage, and deposits the net proceeds in the bank, as before.
May 20, Buys 60 tons of bran at $13.75 per ton, and pays for the same by cheque
(No. 2) on the bank.
May 21, Sells the remaining 25 shares Montreal Bank stock at $192.50, less J per
cent, brokerage, and deposits the net proceeds in the bank.
May 21, Sells his railway bonds at 55 cents in the dollar, less J per cent, brokerage,
and deposits the net proceeds in the bank.
May 24, Buys 9,000 bushels of wheat at $1.40 per bushel, and pays therefor by
cheque on the bank (No. 3.)
May 24, Sells $10,000 of his Manitoba lands at $1.75 per acre, less 2J per cent, commission, and deposits the net proceeds in bank.
May 27, Buys 15,000 bushels barley at 87 cents per bushel, and pays for it by cheque
(No. 4) on the bank.
May 28, Sells 5,000 acres in Manitoba at $2.50 and the remaining 2,000 for a round
sum of $15,000 (this being a town block), but pays no commision on
either sale. The proceeds he deposits, like all previous moneys, in the
bank.
June 3, Buys 50,000 bushels of wheat at $1.41 J, paying half cash by cheque (No. 5)
on the bank, and half by his note at 30 days (bills payable).
Between June 4th and 18th the bank collects the notes specified in the
assets of the estate, and passes the amounts to the credit of Mr. Seymour.
June 21, Sells 30,000 bushels of wheat for cash at $1.50, and deposits the proceeds, as
before, in the bank.
June 22, Sells 15,000 bushels barley at 90 cents cash, and deposits proceeds as usual.
June 23, Sells to James Smith 2.9,000 bushels of wheat at $1.55, taking his note at 30
days in payment (bills receivable).
June 25, Sells 15,000 bushels corn at 53 cents cash, and deposits proceeds.
"
Sells 1,735 bushels wheat at $1.60, and deposits the proceeds.
Ci Sells 1,200 bushels barley at $1, and deposits proceeds.
"
Sells, also, 920 bushels of oats at 41 cents, and deposits proceeds.
13 and deposits the proceeds.
** Sells 60 tons of bran at $15 per ton,
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No. 12.
OIYIL SERVICE
EXAMINATION

OF CANADA.

ON OPTIONAL

SUBJECTS,

Thursday, 15th May, 1884, from 4 p.m. to 4.15 p.m.
Candidates are required to observe the Rules strictly,
TYPE WRITING.
Values.
100

Note. — Fifteen minutes are allowed for the following paper.
MARKETS.
Saturday, 22nd. — Considering it was a Saturday the market to day
was not a large one, although the upper square was well filled and a
number of teams were on the lower one. The hay market was as large
as ever, the loads extending down almost to Dalhousie street, and tasking
the efforts of the weighmasters at the hay scales to the utmost. There
was a considerable amount of wood in and of better quality than usual.
The moderate days have lessened the demand, and although prices have
not been up, consumers are getting a better article for their money. In
fruit nothing is being done, except in apples and imported articles. Dairy
produce still looks downward, and the prospects are it will so continue
for a time, especially in the poorer grades of butter. There was a considerable quantity of butter in of better quality than usual, but the
demand was not brisk. Poultry remains almost unchanged, but good
birds, either fowls or turkeys, command high figures. Pork remains as
before but drags. The price of hogs in the west has dropped, but has
not affected prices here more than to make buyers shy. Purchasers for
private use are just now the only purchasers. Ottawa seems to be paying high for its pork, for<while here it isjfrom $8.50 to $9.50, in Arnprior
it is $7.50, in Portage du Fort $5.50, at Bryson $5.50, and at Morrisburgh $7.00. In other articles the Ottawa prices do not seem to be much
in advance of those in the outlying districts, which no doubt accounts to
a great extent for the comparatively small markets which have prevailed
for some time past. The demand for live stock is still lively, especially
for horses, milch cows and lambs. The following are, as nearly as can
be had, the correct figures.

14
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No. 13.
CIVIL SERVICE
EXAMINATION

Yalues.

OF CANADA.

OPTIONAL

ON

SUBJECTS.

Friday, 16th, May 1884, from 9.30 a.m. to 10.30 p.m.
Candidates are required to observe the Regulations strictly.
COMPOSITION.
*
Note— This paper is for candidates who have taken composition in
French in the qualifying examination.

25

1. Correct any inelegancies to be found in the following sentences :—
a. I have not seen him and I am not likely to.
h. This account is very different to what I told you.

c. Your affairs have been managed in a different manner than what
I advised.
d. I have labored as much as a person in my situation can.
15

2. In the following sentences insert in the blank spaces the appropriate prepositions :—
a. We are often disappointed
things which we seemed sure to
obtain .
6. We are often disappointed
promised much enjoymennt.

things which before possession

c. How can this statement be reconciled
20

his statements ?

3. Show how the following sentences may be improved:—
a. The lad cannot leave his father; for if he should leave him, he
would die*

ates a man's virtue; one who is hostile endeafriend exagger
b.voursAto magnify
his crimes.
40

letter to a friend on the importance of cultivating habita
4. Write
on. a
of observati

100

15
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No. 14.
CIVIL SERVICE OF CANADA,
EXAMINATION

ON OPTIONAL

SUBJECTS.

Friday, 16th May, 1884, from 10.30 a.m. to 11.30 am
Candidates must observe the Rules strictly.
#
TRANSLATION.— ENGLISH INTO FRENCH.
This translation is for candidates who have taken the qualifying examination in
English.
Translate into French :—
Charles was thirty years old when, after sixteen years exile, he was so unexpectedly placed on the throne of his ancestors. He had a good figure, and though
his features were harsh, there was something agreeable in his countenance ; and his
cheerful, easy and graceful deportment made him altogether a very engaging person. He had a great deal of cleverness, shrewdness and wit, and with common application, might have been anything he pleased. But he loved amusement, and
hated business, and to live idly and merrily was all he cared for. His good humor
proceeded merely from the selfish principle of driving away care ; his freedom from
ambition was only the love of ease. He had no wish to be a great or good monarch,
and he only valued his country because he found it an agreeable dwelling place. He
had a good head, but a bad heart, or rather he had no heart at all; he was devoid of
feeling, and only feared foes and valued friends as they could injure or save him.
This constitutional good nature was all he had to recommend him; and this concealed, for a time, his entire want of better qualities.
Mrs. Markha3i,
History of England.
No. 15.
CIVIL SERVICE
EXAMINATION

ON

OF CANADA.

OPTIONAL

SUBJECTS.

Friday, 16th May, 1884, from 11.30 a.m., to 12 noon.
The Candidates must observe the Rules strictly.
SHORT-HAND.
Note. — Five minutes will be allowed to dictate the following passage, and
twenty-five minutes to transcribe it. The examiner in charge
will be careful to send to the Board at Ottawa the rough notes
of the candidates, along with the other papers.
Value
100.

THE

BRITISH

ASSOCIATION'S

VISIT

TO

CANADA.

A recent number of the London Times contained a long article on the
approaching meeting in Montreal of the British Association for the
Advancement of Science. The Times speaks in glowing terms of the
16
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liberal provision made for the accommodation, entertainment and pleasure of the delegates who may cross the ocean to attend. Already, the
Times says, six hundred applications have been received, and it expresses
the opinion that " at least a thousand members and associates may be
crowding
next August." Of the members who propose attending, the
Times
" So far at least as the officials are concerned, the Canada meeting
will be a representative one. The president elect, Lord Kayleigh, one
of the most solid exponents of British science, will certainly prove equal
to the occasion. The vice-presidents show a large trans atlantic contingent; they are, His Excellency the Governor General, Sir John A. Macdonald, Sir Lyon Playfair, Sir Alexander Gait, Sir Charles Tupper, Sir
A. A. Dorion, Hon. Dr. Chauveau, Principal Dawson, Professor Frankland, Dr. L. H. Hingston, and Professor Sterry Hunt. Sir Joseph
Hooker, we may say, has also been nominated by the council a vicepresident in place of the late Sir C. W. Siemens. Perhaps it is scarcely
necessary to state that the general treasurer, Professor A. W. Williamson,
and the general secretaries, Captain Douglas Galton and Mr. A. G.
Yernon Harcourt will be present. There are five local secretaries and a
local treasurer. The presidents of the sections are all men of the highest
standing in their particular departments ; it would be difficult, indeed,
to suggest abetter selection. In section A, Mathematical and Physical
Science, it is a great thing that Professor Sir William Thomson has D8en
persuaded to preside. No more representative chemist than Professor
Eoscoe could have been obtained for section B ; in C, Geology, Mr. W.
T. Blandford, the head of the Indian Geological Survey, is sure to do
honour to his subject; in section D, Biology, Professor Moseley, a man
of thoroughly Darwinian type of mind, will preside ; in F, Economic
Science, Sir Ei chard Temple will be a host in himself; while in Gr
Mechanical Science, Sir F. J. Bramwell is sure to be vigorous and original ;finally, in the new section H, Anthropology, Dr. E. B. Taylor is the
very man that ought to have been selected. Lord Aberdare, we regret
to say, has been compelled to retire from the presidency of the Geographical Section ; but for a Canadian meeting no more sensible president
could be obtained than the veteran Artie explorer, Sir Leopold M'Clintock, who, we trust, will be persuaded to take the place of Lord Aberdare.
All the vice-presidents and secretaries of sections have been chosen
with equal care ; and thus the Association has taken the very best
means of proving to the Canadians how highly they appreciate the
honour of the invitation, and in what respect they hold their prospective
audiences.
No. 16.
CIVIL SEBVICE
EXAMINATION

Friday, 16th May,

IN

OF CANADA.

OPTIONAL

SUBJECTS.

1884, from 1.30 p.m. to 3.30 p.m.

Candidates are required to observe the Rules strictly.
PKECIS WEITING.

{Value, 100.)

The meaning of" precis may be taken to be " a concise but comprehensive digest" of the documents to be examined. The merits of a good precis are :— 1st. The embracing of all that is important ;
2nd. The presentation of it in a clear, intelligible manner ; and 3rd. The greatest possible brevity
consistent with the previous two conditions,

tt
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Pr6cis is mostly used in respect of correspondence, but may, with equal propriety, be employed
given of an Hon. Senator's speech
precis of non-political extracts here
for speeches. An interesting North-West
in Parliament will be a good exercise. This precis should not
on the representation of tbe
cover more than three or, at most, four foolscap pages.

EEPKESENTATION
EXTRACTS

OF THE
FROM

NOKTH-WEST
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No. 1. I have heard in various quarters as to the growth of Canada compared to
that of the great country which lies alongside of us. At the time that this Parliament, of which I speak, first met, the small beginning from which we have dated the
great successes which now characterise this country were such that, as I have said
before, not more than 25,000 people could possibly be supposed to be living within
the limits of this Province. The United States, at the close of the Kovolution, took
its first census in 1790. It had at that time a population of 3,929,214. The United
States showed in the last census, that of 1880, a population of 50,000,000. It has
been said that the growth of these Provinces in round numbers has not been in the
slightest degree comparable to the growth of the United States generally, and within
the past week we have heard it asserted in another quarter that Canada " is but a
far the worst hall of the Continent."
fringe on the United States border, and hasthebyUnited
States has been within a fracNo. 2. The increase of population in
tion of twelve fold and a half in the time betweeen 1790 and 1880. That proportion
would make the population of Ontario to-day about 312,000, and its population in
1881 was 1,923,228. The conclusion is that whereas the increase there has been
twelve and a half fold, ours in Ontario has been nearly five times as great, and that
ought to be a decided answer to those who claim that there is no comparison between
the prosperity of the country alongside of us and that of Canada, which is favourable
of Old
to this country. It may be sa'd that the comparison should include the whole proporof 150,000. The
Canada, which in 1790 was estimated to have a population1880
would give 1,875,000,
tion of increase in the ratio of the United States up to
but Ontario and Quebec, or Old Canada, had in 1880 a population of 3,281,000.
No. 3. In connection with the United States, it is perhaps proper to say the
first thing that strikes us as having any resemblance to the subject which I have
chosen for an address to the Senate to-day is the territorial system of the United
States. That system is one which has grown out of the peculiar necessities of the
case, and tbe United States stand precisely in the position in respect to the Territories that Canada occupies with regard to her North- West. The United States is the
owner of the soil — the absolute owner— and it may be proper to say at this moment
that the United States never has, under any circumstances, given up to the Territories or the States which have been formed out of them, any portion of the public
domain, except that in each township she has given two sections of land for school
purposes There have been large railway grants, but they have been made to corporations entirely independent of the State, and the State has not come into possession in any way of the public lands, but they form the domain of the Republic in
all the States and Territories west of the Mississippi to-day.
No. 4. It was the policy of the Government as rapidly as possible to form the
Territories into self-governing communities. The older Territories on the east of
the Mississippi, it is scarcely necessary to refer to now, because they have been long
formed into States, have grown largely in population and lorm important member*
of the great Confederacy.
The first Territory at which we may think it worth while to glance is that oj
Washington, which is on the Pacific Coast. Washington was formed into a Territory in 1853. There was no census taken until 1860, seven years afterwards, whet
the population was 1 1,624. In 1870 it had grown to 23,955, and in 1880 it had
reached 75,116, but in that population were 4,400 Indians and 3,187 Chinese. Th<
method of organizing the Territories is similar in many respects to that which hat
been adopted in regard to the North- West Territories. A Governor is appointed by th<
Executive at Washington ; the inhabitants are allowed to choose a Council upon a has*
The Council is usually composed of seven to ten member^ am
of universal suffrage.
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they are elected for two years. There is a House of Representatives, which also, in the
beginning, has from twelve to fourteen members, and is usually increased to twentyfour, after which the increase ceases ; the increase is according to the growth of the
population.
No. 5. In the first created Territories there are provisions that any Acts passed
should be referred to Washington and could be there disallowed, but^ since the war
the Territories that have been created have been allowed to pass their own laws and
they are subject only to the revision of the Governor, who may veto them^but if his
and the Bills passed over his head by a two-thirds majority they
is not
veto
become
law.accepted
No. 6. In Washington Territory there was a provision which it may^ be worth
while to mention, showing the practical views which were taken of legislation on
the other side of the border, which was that the first session of the Legislature might
last one hundred days, but after that there should be no session which should last over
sixty days under any circumstances. The executive power rests with the Governor
who is appointed during good behaviour, as I believe is the case with the NorthWest Territories; there is no limit to the term of his appointment,
No, 7. In the case of Territories which have been formed since 1860 there is a
special provision that there shall be no legislation which shall permit slavery. It is
somewhat instructive to look at the position of those Territories at the time they
were first creatad and see how rapidly they have grown up and increased, because
I think wo may be able, in glancing at them, to get some idea as to the prospects of
the growth of the great country which belongs to us and the supervision of which,
I am very glad to say, has fallen into the hands of a gentleman who sits in this
House, who is so eminently qualified, both by the industrious application by which
he has mastered the details of the Department over which ho presides, and by his
general practical knowledge and wisdom, to administer its affairs.
No. 8. To return to the United States, the judicial powers of the Territories are
a Probate Court and
usually vested in three Judges of the Supreme Court; there is such
officers. The two
there are Justices of the Peace who exercise the usual duties of
Justices and the Chief Justice are usually appointed for four years. They divide the
Territory into three districts in which they hold their courts. I do not suppose^ it
can possibly be unknown to my hon. friend, the Minister of Justice, that a provision
is made there that the Judges shall reside in the judicial districts for which they are
appointed ; because that question has been lately agitated here, but perhaps my hon.
friend did not know that it was a question which had long ago been settled in the
United States.
Hon. Sir Alexander Campbell —The same thing is required here in the County
Courts, and in the Superior Courts of Lower Canada.
Hon. Mr. Plumb—Dakota was admitted in 1861. It had a population then of
4,839 only ; it had all the institutions to which I have referred. It had a Council of
nine with permission to increase to thirteen, serving for two years, and thirteen
representatives, whose members could be increased to twenty-six to serve for ono
year, and all district and county officers are appointed or elected, as the case may be>
in such manner as may be prescribed by the Governor and the Legislative Assembly.
The copulation in 1870 was 14,181-— it had more than doubled; and in 1830 it had
grown to 135,177. It has about the same territorial limits as one of the districts
that were created in the North- West Territory in 1883 by an Order in Council, which
I have been trying to find, but which, so far as I know, has not been printed.
No. 10. Arizona was taken in in 1863. The population, of course, was not
stated then, but in 1870 it was 9,568, and in 1880 it had increased to 40,141. It hm
temporarily to remain a Territory, until a State is formed, Eepublican in form, and
shall apply for and obtain admission on an equal footing with the original States.
The provisions with reference to courts, &c, are the same as prevail in the other
■
.
n
Territories.
Idaho was formed in 1863. In 1870 the population was 14,999 ; in 1880 it had
increased to 32,610. Of this population 3,379 were Chinese and 165 Indians. That
46a -2 J
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might have
provides especially for a matter in which I think the United States
token a leaf out of our book— it provides for the proper protection of the rights of
or property pertaining to the Indians, and it is the only Territory where that
person
provision is made, so far as I have discovered.
_
p
No 11. Montana was erected into a Territory in 1864 ; it contained in 18 <0 a
population of 20,596; and in 1880 a population of 39,159. As that Territory lies
alongside of our border it may be worth mentioning that it has only between three
and four millions of acres of arable land in an area of over ninety millions. It has
great wealth in mines, and it has very extensive grazing lands, but that it can ever
be a rival to the North-West in point of inducement to emigration for agricultural
purposes seems quite impossible, for I think I state the fact, within the limits of the
arable land in the Territruth when I say that there are less than 3,500,000 acres of ers
from which I have
tory and that is the report of the United States Commission
must not be lost
which
Montana
about
feature
taken these figures. But there is one
United States.
the
of
districts
mining
great
the
in
third
the
believe,
I
is,
It
of.
sight
. It
$65,000,000
nearly
silver
and
gold
in
produced
had
it
Up to the end of last year
by Colorado,
is exceeded by Nevada and California, and perhaps it may be equalled
but it stands on a level with those great precious metal, producing States, and it may
be fair to infer that lying as it does, alongside of our border, having very much the
same configuration, having the same elevation and having without doubt the same
the mountains
geological formation, when the great Pacific Eailway has penetrated
it will be found that there are the same advantages offered to the prospector and
miner in our country that there are in a territory that is only separated from ours
by an imaginary *line. In fact, I think my honorable friend the Minister ol the
Interior knows that there have been already indications that my theory is correct,
for I understand that in the mountains discoveries have been made which indicatem
that the same sort of wealth will be found north of the boundary that is found
in the Territory of Montana.
No. 12. The last Territory that has been taken in is Wyoming. It entered the
Union as a Territory in 1868. In 1870 it had a population of 11,518, and in 1S80
have penetrated
it had grown to 20,789, including 914 Chinese. They seem to.
. '
everywhere; in Montana there were 1,765 of them
the
in
that
felt,
generally
was
believe,
I
which,
doubt
a
was
No. 13. Now, there
British North America Act no power had been conferred upon the Dominion to deal
with the Territories which it had acquired by the purchase from the Hudson .bay
Company Although the Act had been passed, which created Manitoba, those doubts
by the Imperial
were so strong that it was thought expedient to get an Act passed
and also to
Manitoba^
of
Province
the
created
which
Act
the
confirm
to
Parliament
power of creating Provinces in the lerriconfer upon the Dominion the absolutegiving
them the right of representation. _ Ihat
tories, and defining their powers, and
Statutes of 1872 contain the
Dominion
Act was passed in 34 and 35 Vic, and the
and provide for the adminiscreate
to
power
gives
Act confirmirg it. That legislation
to Manitration of such Provinces, and sanctions the previous legislation m regard
toba. Under that Act- it probably might not have been necessary, however,wereto
refer to it— last year the North- West was divided into four Territories, which
called I believe, Provisional Districts. One, Assiniboia, contains 95,000 square
miles Saskatchewan, 114,000 square miles; Alberta, 100,000 square miles; and
which
Athabasca, 122,000 square miles. These are figures which cannot be grasped, which
convey a very vague and inadequate idea of the vast extent of territory
of the Dominion through the purchase of the JNortnthe possession
has come
by Indian treaties.
its acquisition
and into
West
No 14 The arrangements for our new Territories up to the present time e nave
the
been exceedingly liberal. I think there has been a disposition to recogniz
position of those men who have been pioneers in the wilderness, and#I think they
to
have been treated with great consideration. It is not because there is anything
thai
on
appears
which
question
complain of in that respect that I have asked the
t
It is not that I suppose the Government has for one moment been indifferen
paper
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degree neglectto the position of the North- West, or that it has been in the slightest
make any
ful of the interests of those who have gone there, or that I can venture to
Counthe statesmen who now form the Privy
soeeestion which has not occurred tofeeling
in that country, among those from the
cil-but there is no doubt a decided
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could
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more vigorous way than can possibly be attained by the
more efficient, ofandtheperhaps
Governor in Council.
formal action
and, 1
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form
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right,
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In reference to the Senate we find that, in order to prevent that body being
swamped at any time for political reasons, the constitution expressly limited the
number that can sit therein to seventy-eight.
No. 18. Special regard has also been had to the peculiar situation of the Province of Quebec where the electoral divisions that existed previous to 186? are maintained, and a senator must consequently have his real property qualification, or be
resident in the district for which he is appointed — a provision that was not considered necessary for the other Provinces. Of course, in discussing these principles,
those considerations must not be lost sight of, and I think they are pertinent to the
Bubject which I have the honor to bring before the Senate.
No. 19. I understand that there is a strong disposition in the North -West to
erect municipalities under the Territorial Act as soon as possible, and some of the
districts which have been fortunate enough to secure a considerable accession oi
population have already begun to adopt such measures. In Eegina a municipality
is organized, and so it is in Moose Jaw, while Calgary is preparing for one, as is also
the case with Medicine Hat. Prince Albert has applied to the council for organization, and Broadview has applied as a county municipality ; but there has been a
difficulty there, inasmuch as there is no provision made for oganizing a county
municipality, and the Lieutenant-Governor properly hesitates to take the responsibility of such action. I have no doubt, however, that at the next meeting of the
council he will supply the omission which seems to have been accidentally made in
the provisions which were enacted for the admission of counties. Of course, I cannot
expect to tell the Honorable Minister of the Interior anything new in regard to these
matters, but, perhaps, it may not be familiar to the House that a very large quantity
of land, as I understand, has been taken up in the Eegina office, and that the land
oificer there thinks there are 25,000 people in Assiniboia, and that it would be safe to
estimate the entire population of the districts at 35,000 whites. If that is the case,
of course we can see that the example of the United States would give strength to
the argument that there should be at least three organizations of a territorial character, though it is doubtful whether that would be desirable just at present, when
the population is so scattered ; that, however, is a consideration for the Government,
and not for any one who cannot speak with authority. I think I may say this, however, that it would be a most desirable thing, whenever the Government can fairly
see its way to do so, that there should be in the House of Commons some one who
could speak with authority for that great country, who would be elected by the people, who would represent them, and who would be able to come here independently
and to tell his story without fear, favor or affection.
No. 20. The Government at Ottawa is infinitely more liberal in respect to the
granting of homesteads and pre-emptions than is the Government at Washington.
The United States, I can tell the hon. gentlemen, have restricted with the most
jealous care the intending settler to eighty acres of land in the most desirable localities— that is all he can take up. He can only take up one homestead, or a preemption ofeighty acres ; he cannot have both, nor can he obtain a second homestead, and no one can take up or settle upon land, by homestead or pre-emption,
unless he is of the full age of 21 years. Under our laws a person of 18 can get 160
acres as a homestead, and he can get a further 160 acres as pre-emption — if the law
has not already expired-and he can choose a second and third homestead after performing certain settlement duties. Such privileges are not given in the United States,
yet we are told by the papers of which I have spoken that under the laws of the
United States the settler has greater advantages than under our own. That is what
I have to say to the hon. gentleman in regard to this subject.
No. 21. Now, I desire to draw the attention of the Government to the rapid
increase of population in the North- West, and to the fact that a statement that had
been made on the floor of the House of Commons, by the leader of the Government,
three or four years ago, in respect to its growth, had been within the limit and not
freyond it, and that it was fair to assume that within the next year or two the population there would be such as would fairly99claim, and, I think, would be entitled to
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ented in this
the attention of the Government in respect to having it repres

thenNo 22 There is another consideration which must occur to every one, and it is
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take the same under consideration."

No. 1?.
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Friday, May 16th, 1884, from 3.30 p. m. to 4.30 p. m.
Candidates are requested to observe the Rules strictly.
TELEGEAPHY,
To be transmitted :—
THE SOTJDAN.
Values.
ET'S, OPERATIONS.
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ng as it
The name " the Soudan," bears different meanings, accordi
it to
apply
The former
i8 used byThe Arabs or by' the Egyptians.
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designate the interior of Africa generally, and following them, the geographers ofEurope have given this name to all the countries along the
southern edge of the great Sahara, from Senegambia and Sierra Leone
on the west, to Darfur on the east. Etymologically, Soudan means
simply " the blacks," and is a corruption of the Arabic name Balud-usSudan, " the country of the blacks." As employed, however, by the
Egyptians, "the Soudan" means not the immense tract of Africa just
described, but a tract to the east of it, which comprises the countries,
except Abyssinia, on both sides of the Nile, south of the second cataract,
which have during the last sixty years been formed into an Egyptian
province bearing that name. The dependent province or empire — for,
be it understood, the Soudan is not Egypt, any more than Algeria is
France — comprises much of Nubia, all Sennaar, all Kordovan, and all
Darfur.
To be received: —

100

A report recently made to the British Foreign Office gave its length
from north to south, or from Assouan to the equator, at about 1,650
miles, but this makes it begin at the first and not at the second cataract
of the Nile ; its width, on the same authority, from Massowah, on the
Bed Sea, to the western limit of the Darfur province, is from 1,200 to
1,400 miles. It probably, therefore, does not fall far short, if at all, of
the dimensions of India, It is inhabited by two totally distinct races.
The northern half by almost pure Arabs, most of them nomad tribes,
professing some form of Mohammedanism, and the southern half by
negroes, who, though officially classed among the Mussulmans, are really
pagans, and are, roughly speaking, all sedentary and agricultural. Up
to 1819 the Soudan was divided into a number of petty kingdoms and
chieftaincies ; but in that year Muhammed Ali, the then Khedive, sent
his son Ismail to conquer the country. From that time to the present
the Egyptians have gone on extending the borders of their nominal
sovereignty, but have never yet managed to obtain an undisturbed
footing in any part of the vast territory they claim. The seat of the
provincial government is at Khartoum, at the confluence of the Blue
and White Nile. Khartoum can be reached from Cairo, from which it
is some 1,500 miles distant, by the Nile— the railway stopping short at
Assiout, less than 300 miles from Cairo — but the quickest route is by
the Red Sea from Suez to Souakim, which may be regarded as the seaport of the Soudan, and thence by a caravan route of about 280 miles to
Berber, where the Nile is touched, and from that point southward for
about the same distance to Khartoum.
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OF CANADA.

EXAMINATION.

Monday, 19th May, 1884, from 10.00 a.m. to 10.30 a.m.
Candidates must observe the Rules strictly.
Yalue.

PENMANSHIP.

Copy the following extract:—
A SIMPLE
100

REMEDY.

There is no remedy of such general application, and none so easily
attainable as water ; and yet nine persons in ten will pass by it man
emergency to seek for something of far less efficiency. There are but
few cases of illness where water should not occupy the highest place as a
remedial agent. A strip of flannel or a napkin folded lengthwise, and
dipped in hot water and wrung out, and then applied around the neck
of a child that has croup, will usually bring relief m ten minutes. A
towel folded several times, and dipped in hot water and quickly wrung
neuralgia, will genand applied over the seat of the pain in toothache orcolic
acts almost like
erally afford prompt relief. This treatment in
cases that have resisted other treatment for hours
magic. I have seenminutes.
yield to this in ten
There is nothing that will so promptly cut short a congestion ot
the lungs, sore throat or rheumatism, as hot water when applied promptly
and thoroughly. Pieces of cotton batting, dipped in hot water and kept
applied to old sores or new, cuts, bruises or sprains, is the treatment
now generally adopted in hospitals. I have seen a sprained ankle curedot
hour by showering it with hot water, poured from a height
in an feet
three
taken
Tepid water acts promptly as an emetic; and hot water caseot
the
in
cs
catharti
of
best
the
is
time
bed
before
hour
an
half
freely
constipation; while it has a most soothing effect upon the stomach and
bowels. This treatment continued for a few months, with proper attention to the diet, will cure any curable case of dyspepsia. Headache
application of hot water totne
almost always yields to the simultaneous excellen
t plan to record tacts
feet and the back of the neck. It is an
at hand when wanted.
be
always
should
like these in a note book, which
in the family, one
illness
sudden
or
accident
by
In the anxiety caused
becomes confused and is not apt to remember quickly what should be
done; hence there may be prolonged and unnecessary suffering belore
proper remedies are applied. — Hall's Journal of Health.
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CIVIL SERVICE
PROMOTION

Values.
20

OF CANADA.

EXAMINATION.

Monday, 19th May, 1884, from 10.30 a.m. to 12 noon.
Candidates are required to observe the Regulations strictly.
COMPOSITION.
1. Point out and correct whatever inaccuracies are to he found in the
following sentences :
(a) Each of the sexes should keep within its proper hounds, and
content themselves with the advantages of their particular,

20

n

v
(ft) Six spheres.
months' sojourn
among the mountains have restored me
to perfect health.
(c) I am engaged in a great work, and would not leave it for one
of less importance.
(d) This hook is so uninteresting that I have not read it through
and never expect to.
2. In the following sentences insert in each hlank space the proper
preposition :
(a) Confide,
the virtuous, and rely
those who
have not deceived you.
— Homer.
(ft) Let your actions correspond
your professions.
(c) Virgil has often been compared —
the sun, which
(d) Good humour may be compared —
sheds light
all around.
3. Punctuate the following stanzas, and insert capitals where they are
necessary :
Keen son of trade with eager brow
who now is fluttering in thy snare.
thy golden fortunes tower they now
or melt the glittering spires in air
some famine struck shall think how long
the cold dark hours how slow the light
and some who flaunt amid the throng
shall hide in dens of shame to-night

48
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4. Write an official letter, setting forth the advantages of allowing credit
for optional subjects in the C. S. Examination.
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OF CANADA.

CIVIL SEEVICE

EXAMINATION.
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Monday, 19th May, 1884, from 1.30 p.m. to 2.30 p.m.
Candidates must observe the Rules strictly.
OF CANADA.
CONSTITUTION
{British North America Act, 1867.)

10

Provincial
1. Distinguish between the powers of the Federal and
and the
justice
of
'regard to the administration
ments, of with
Governtment
judges.
appoin

20

tion of Canada and the Provinces he amended,
2. Can
and how
? the Constitu

10

h what channel must local governments communicate
3. Throug
with foreign
powers ?

15

4. What constituted, according to the Act of 1867, the Canada
Consolidated Eevenue Fund, and what expenses were charges on it /
5. How does the same Act deal with the question of education?

15
15
15

100

r6. What was the amount of debt belonging to the four Oonfede
I
1857
m
Canada
of
ment
i ated Provinces that was assumed by the Govern
■7, What legislatures, Federal or Provincial, have the authority to
legislate on the allowing subjects : Quarantine, marine hospitals, direct
taxation, navigation and shipping, penitentiaries, prisons, reformatories,
solemnization of marriage and divorce ?
No. 4.
CIVIL SEEVICE
PROMOTION

OF CANADA.

EXAMINATION.

Mond ay, 19th May, 1884, from 2.30 p.m. to 4.00 p.m.
C andidates are required to observe the Regulations strictly.
Note. -Candidates will return this paper to the extminer in charge to
transmitted ty him to the Board of Civil Service Examiners
atbeOttawa.

DUTIES
Values.

CUSTOMS

OF DEPAETMENTS.

INSPECTOBS'

EXAMINATION.

1 In counting the cash at a port— if you found a number of cheque©f
had been taken for duties-what pi ecaution would you satisfy yoursel
27
cheques as actual
had
assetsbeen
? taken ty the collector before accepting such
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2. How would you satisfy yourself as to the cash at collector's
credit for departmental advances, sight entries, or other matters in suspense, at a port where there was a bank agency, supposing such amounts
were paid to collector by means of cheques, and not accounted for in
his Cash Book ?
3. With what records should the dates in Cash Book, as to receipt
of money for Customs duties, correspond ?
4. How often should deposits be made to credit of Keceiver-Gen
eral for duties collected ?
5. What, and how many, vouchers should a collector receive from
the bank on making deposit of Customs collections ?
6. What is done by the collector on receiving such vouchers from
the bank ?
7. If you reached a port on the last day of a month and found the
collector— having on hand more than sufficient funds from duties collected— had paid the salaries from such collections; would you view the
matter as irregular or otherwise ?
8. State your reasons for taking such a view.
9. If an entry is made, for consumption of goods in bond, what
would such an entry be called ?
10. How long could a collector, under the departmental regulations,
hold over an importer's cheque (tendered for payment of duty), supposing such importer were in fairly good standing, according to the collector's belief, and the cheque had not been accepted by the bank ?
11. To what documents would you refer in order to assure yourself
that all the goods landed at a port had been duly entered as required by
law?
12. State the various ways by which only such documents to be
referred to as above mentioned can be satisfactorily cleared.
13. What dues are payable through the Collector of Customs and
accounted for by the Customs Department, by the owner, master or consignee ofa foreign sea-going vessel arriving at a Canadian port?
14. How can you assure yourself that such dues have been paid at
the proper time, and the number of times required by law ?
15. What must be produced by an importer or his agent when
entering goods for consumption besides the form of entry and the
required amount of money to pay the duties ?
16. What is the rate per ton levied for sick mariners' due* ?
17. Would a Canadian coasting vessel arriving at Halifax, N.S.,
from Yarmouth, N.S., have to pay sick mariners' dues ?
18. Where would such payments be made — at the port of departure
or arrival ?
19. What classes of steamboats are entirely exempted from the provisions ofthe Steamboat Inspection Act ?
20. What tonnage duty is payable by the owner or master of every
steamboat coming under the provisions of the Steamboat Inspection
Act?
21. What is the inspection fee payable on a passenger steamer
exceeding 100 tons under the provisions of the Steamboat Inspection
Act?
22. Under what circumstances, only, can a locker deliver goods
from a bonded warehouse to the owner or lessee thereof?
23. If an importer enters 20 packages of goods for consumption
ex-ship, on a single entry, how many at least of such packages must be
held back for examination at the Custom House, supposing the importer
wishes a portion delivered to him immediately ?
23
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24. Would the remaining packages, so delivered as above, be held
by the importer at his own disposal and free of all conditions, supposing
the duty had been paid on them ?
25. How would you ascertain the correctness of the weight or gauge
for duty of sugar or molasses entered at a port previous to your arrival
there, and which had been delivered to the importer after the payment
of duty by him ?
26. Supposing an invoice of sugar shows 99,000 kilogrammes, how
would you find the equivalent of such sugar in avoirdupois weight,
assuming there had been no loss of weight on the voyage to Canada ?
27. Where would you find the proper equivalent of a kilogramme, as
fixed for Canadian Customs purposes ?
28. In case an importer pays too much duty, how is he to obtain
redress ?
29. In the event of increased or additional duties being demanded,
after an entry has been passed, if such additional duties are paid upon a
post entry, should the prime or additional entry be dealt with in any way
by the collector ?
30. Under what conditions only should bonded merchandise from
warehouse or vessel be transferred to cars or other vessels for transportation ?
31. How should be manifested which are to be removed in bonds
ex-warehouse, under removal entry, when the transportation is intended
to be made partly through a foreign country ?
32. Supposing there was a train of, say tec cars, similarly laden with
bonded goods, to be forwarded in like manner, how might the procedure
as required in the case of a single car, be modified, for convenience and
economizing of time— under the regulations ?
33. What numbers (besides those upon the packages transported in
by rail), must be shown on the separate car manifests, or train
bond
manifests ?
34. How are Execise goods manifested, when removed or exported
by railway under Customs supervision.
35. State two cases mentioned in section 140 of the Customs Act$
1883, in which warehoused goods may bo delivered (under the conditions
therein prescribed), as ship's stores.
NO. 4.
C1YIL SERVICE
PROMOTION

OE CANADA.

EXAMINATION.

Monday, 19th May 1884, from 2.30 p. m. to 4.00 p. m.
Candidates are required to observe the Regulations strictly.
DUTIES OF THE DEPAETMENT.
Values.

CUSTOMS — APPRAISERS.

to the examiner in charge to be transmitted
Note—
him This
to thepaper
Boardmust
of 0.be S.returned
Examiners at Ottawa.

hj

1. In the case of an article having been ordered for appraisement,
and having been inspected, if the appraiser is in doubt as to the quality
article,? what is his duty, as defined in the handn of such
or denominatio
book of instruction
of officers

2. In the event of disagreement between the appraiser and collector as to the course to be pursued, after the examination as^ above
to be adopted in order to arrive at a
stated, what ^ould be the course
29
proper authoritative decision ?
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nces, where only should goods be exordinary
Under
3. amined
ent circumsta
for appraisem
.
?
4. Under what circumstances, only, shall an Appraiser authorize
appraisement,— as definedin .the
him for
referred
delivery of ofgoods
n to toofficers
hand-book
instructio
?
p
similia
bears
wnich
article
erated
5. In the case of a non-enum
tude, either in material, quality, or the use to which it may be put, to
ed article chargeable with duty, what rate of duty shall
enumerat
any
be payable
?
./
6. In case where there has not been any decision as to what rate
of duty shall be payable upon particular goods, and a disputethearises
kind
who shall declare the proper rate of duty payable, if any, on
of goods in question ?
7. In case no standard value has been fixed, by proper authority,
of comparative value shall be refor any currency —what certificate
quired tobe attached to the invoice presented for duty ?
8. If the master of an incoming vessel should make an untrue
report, what penalty would he incur ?
9. Within what time after the arrival of goods, by sea, from any
place out of Canada, must entry inwards be made ?
10 In the event of dutiable goods having received damage (it imported by water) during the voyage of importation— within what time
must the examination by a proper Customs officer be completed and
certificate of damages granted, in order to secure a refund of duty / any
11 Where a drawback has been granted by the Government of
therefrom,
foreign country, on goods manufactured there and exported
drawback be treated when entry of such goods is
such
should
how
made in Canada ?
^
.
packages
is the duty collected upon hogsheads or other
12. When
containing
sugar ?
iA j U r
„«
13 In the event of any person refusing to attend before an
d in the 9th section of the Customs
appraiser, or collector as provide
Act of 1883— to what penalty would he be subject?
14. What penalty would be imposed upon a person who might be
chosen to make an appraisement under the Customs Act, 1883, and
or neglects to make
who, having been notified of such choice, refuses
?
cause
t
sufficien
and
good
without
ent,
such appraism
15 What number of lbs. are there in a ton, for Customs purposes ?
i 16. Supposing an invoice were made out in kilogrammes, under
what statute would you find the equivalent in English weight ?
11 If a cargo of raisins were bought in Chicago by a nrm m
being
Victoria B.C., the total weight of which was 70,000 lbs., the first
invoiced at five cents per lb., supposing it were shipped ma San
Francisco, and freight at the rate of one cent per lb. was paid by the
be the proper
purchaser, on delivery at San Francisco, what would
■
?
BC
value for entry at Victoria,
18 If a Canadian dealer buys from an English manufacturer, at
Stoke-on-Trent, 100 tons Iron, at £10 per ton, and such iron is laden
the dock there
on board ship at Liverpool, the cost of laying it upon in
Canada I
duty
for
value
sterling
the
be
What would
being £10
bar
19 A Canadian buyer purchased, in London, England, 50in tons
London,
agent,
an
from
made
was
e
purchas
which
ton,
iron at £5 per
quoted
of a factory situated at Birmingham, the rate per ton being that London
to
iron
the
rting
transpo
of
cost
the
at the works ; supposing
be thef the port of shipment) is ten shillings per ton, what would entry is
when
money,
sterling
in
iron,
s value
proper Custom
tendered
in Canada
? of such
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20. An invoice having been entered for duty, and then sent to the
appraiser who has to examine the goods so entered, when and how,
only, is such invoice to leave his possession, as prescribed by instructions
to officers?
NO. 4.
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CIVIL SERVICE
PROMOTION

OF CANDA.

EXAMINATION.

Monday, 19th May, 188 i, from 2.30 p.m. to 4.00 p.m.
Candidates are requested to observe the Rules strictly.
DUTIES
Value.

OF THE
CUSTOMS

DEPARTMENT.
SURVEYORS.

NOTB.- -This paper must be returned to the examiner, in charge to be transmitted by him

to the Board of C. S. Examiners at Ottawa.

10

10
10
10

1. State briefly what would be the duty of a landing surveyor, in
the case of a vessel reaching his port from some place outside of Canada?
2. What officers (from handbook of instructions) are specially placed
under the direction of the landing surveyor ?
3. What precaution must the surveyor assure himself has been
observed, in connection with reports inwards, before they are finally
disposed of, in order that the payment of duty, or free entry, as the case
may be, shall be clearly traced ?
4. How often must the surveyor inspect, or cause to be inspected,
the state of the bonded warehouses at his port, and what are the most
particular points to be looked into during such inspection ?
5. In the event of his noticing any defects in the hasps, doors, hatches,
other ?fastenings, of such bonded warehouse, what is his proper
staples,
course ofor action
6. In the case of goods having to be removed from bonded warehouse, for exportation, direct by sea, what would be the proper mode of
procedure ? State it succinctly, from the beginning.
7. If the entry be for removal in bond, from one Canadian port to
another, in what particulars would the procedure, as required in the
foregoing case, be varied ?
8. If the entry is made from the bonded warehouse, as above, for
export, but the goods have to be transported by land and water in
transit through Canada, and to be transhipped previous to direct exportation to their port of destination out of Canada, what change in the
procedure (as given in the case of direct exportation from the original
warehousing port) would be made ?
9. In the returns and records of which Canadian port will the goods
removed for export, as instanced in question No. 8, be included ?
10. What is the smallest quantity that can be withdrawn from warehouse, for transportation from one port in Canada to another ?
11. What is the limit of time, after warehousing, within which such
removal from one port in Canada to another, can be made ?
12. If a cash discount appears on an invoice, is it dutiable or not?
13. If goods were imported by John Smith and entered by him for
warehouse, but subsequently sold by him to Kobert Brown^who exwarehoused and paid the duty upon them— under what conditions only
could a refund of any part of the duty so paid (assuming there existed
reason for such refund) be made to John Smith ?
31
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14. If a cargo of sugar were shipped from Cuba, and consigned to a
firm in New York, for account and risk of a Quebec firm, to which latter
the sugar was at once forwarded from New York, by rail— what would
be the nature of such an importation— direct or indirect ?
lo. If the cost for the hhds. of sugar as above was $200, Spanish
gold ; and the total charges, including hhds., amounted to $700, Spanish
gold which of the two amounts indicated would be added to the actual
value of the sugar, when making entry for duty ?
16. If goods are imported and entered, but afterwards found not to
be according to order,— within what time must the importer give notice
of such fact, to the coltector, to be entitled to permission to re-export
and to claim refund on such goods ?
17. What certificate, besides the bill of lading, and copy of outward
entry, is always required in the foregoing case of exportation, before
claim for refund will be paid by the Department ?
18. Within what period from the date of the order given by the
Minister of Customs, granting permission to re-export, as above explained, must the goods have been actually exported, to enable the
importer to claim refund ?
19. If a single invoice of glass or china were entered for duty, and
after ■ such entry it were found that of the total value, say $200, there
broken and useless — what proporwas a certain proportion of the goodsdamage
exceed, before any claim for
tion of the whole $200 must the
refund would be entertained ?
20. If unclaimed goods are offered for sale, and do not realize
enough to cover both duties and charges thereon— what should be done ?
No. 4.
CIVIL SERVICE
PROMOTION

OF CANADA.

EXAMINATION.

Monday, 19th May, from 3.30 p.m. to 4.00 p.m.
Candidates must observe the Rules strictly.

DUTIES OF THE DEPAETMENT.
Value

customs (General Paper.)
I Note.— Candidates must return this paper to the examiner in charge to be transmitted
by him to the Board of C.S. Examiners at Ottawa.
|

the abso1. What section of the Customs Act of 1883 provides orforentry
?
lute forfeiture of enclosures not mentioned in the invoice
2. If unclaimed goods, when offered for sale, do not bring enough to
defray the duties and charges thereon, what should ?
3.' If goods are warehoused when the duty is low, and ex-warehoused
when the duty on such goods has been raised, should the goods pay the
.
higher or lower rate of duty ?
4. State the two cases mentioned in section 140 of the Customs Act
of 1883, in which warehoused goods may be delivered (under the conditions therein prescribed) as "ship's stores ?"
5. What penalty is prescribed by section 147 of the Customs Act, in
the case of exporters who refuse or neglect to make report and entry
outwards of goods consigned to a port or place outside of Canada, and to
be transported either by sea or land conveyance?
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6. In the case of conviction for smuggling, under section 153 of the
Customs Act of 1883, to what penalty, besides the forfeitures of the
goods, shall the offender be subject ?
7. If a person knowingly purchases or conceals any goods illegally
imported into Canada, and on which the duties have not been paid, — to
what penalty is he liable ?
8. To what penalty is an officer of Customs liable, who makes a collusive seizure under the Customs Act of 1883 ?
9. Within what period may suits be brought for the recovery of penalties or forfeitures imposed by the Customs Act of 1883, or any other
law relating to the Customs ?
10. To what penalty is a person subject who shall refuse to produce
for inspection by a Customs officer (as provided by section 214 of the
Customs Act of 1883) any books of accounts, letter books, &c, which
may havo been demanded from him ?
11. What vessels are entitled to participate in the coasting trade of
Canada ?
12. What entrance or clearance fee must be paid by a vessel not
over 150 tons navigating the inland waters of Canada, and not having a
coasting license?
13. And what fee shall be paid, in like manner, by a vessel over 50
tons?
14. After what time shall no overcharge for Customs duties be refunded ?
15. After what time shall no refund of Customs duty, because of any
alleged misdescription of goods by the importer, be allowed?
16. Name the principal revenues which are accounted for through
the Customs Department.
IT. As a general rule, is the whole duty paid on goods manufactured and exported, refunded by way of drawback ?
18. In the case ot goods manufactured and exported, what proof of
exportation is necessary, beyond the copy of entry outwards ?
19. When goods are returned to the shippers, not being according
to order, what proof of exportation is always required to be produced before refund of duty can be allowed ?
20. What commission upon the proceeds of seizures made at his
port does a collector receive whose salary is $2,000 or over ?
21. What number of pounds are there in a ton, for Customs purposes ?
22. How long must a settler, before removal to Canada, have had
wearing apparel in actual use tabe entitled to free entry of the same as
settler's effects ?
23. How long must live stock have been in an intending settler's
possession to be entitled to free entry ?
24. Within what period after arrival in Canada can goods, entered as
settlers' effects, not legally be sold ?
25. State any of the articles prohibited to be imported into the Dominion, under schedule "D" of the tariff now in force?
26. In the case of a non-enumerated article which bears a similitude,
either in material, quality, or the use to which it may be put, to any
enumerated article chargeable with duty, what rate of duty shall be
?
payable
2T. In the case of goods unlawfully imported, by means of a vehicle
drawn by horses, if a seizure were made, what should it comprise ?
28. To what persons, other than the importer concerned, or an officer
of Customs, may an invoice (upon which duty has been paid) be shown,,
or a copy thereof given ?
46a— 3
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CIVIL SERVICE
PROMOTION

OF CANADA.

EXAMINATION.

POST OFFICE DEPARTMENT.— OUTSIDE

SERVICE.

(inspector's branch.)
Values.

10
10
10

Questions on departmental duties for candidates serving in the
Inspector's Branch, including Inspectors and Assistant Inspectors as
well as Clerks, for the Civil Service promotion examination of 19th
May, 1884.

1. State generally what are the duties of a Post Office Inspector.
2. What books of record are kept in a Post Office Inspector's office?
3. What periodical returns is an inspector required to make to the
Department at Ottawa ?

10

is the ?ordinary routine observed in entering into contract for
What service
4. mail

10

5. Under what circumstances would a mail contractor have any ground
tor an allowance in addition to amount of his contract ?

10

6. What action should be taken —
the event of any irregularity in the performance of a mail
(1) In
service.
(2) In the event of continued irregularities by same contractor.
the event of the contractor failing altogether to perform his
(3) In
contract.

10

?. On what dates should Postmasters transmit to the Department at
Ottawa —
(1) Accounts current if to be rendered monthly.
quarterly.
do
do
(2)
(3) Money order returns.
(4) Dead letter returns.
(5) Special dead letter returns.

10

8. What disposition should be made by Postmasters of the balance due
from them on their postal revenue and money order accounts ?

10

s
the time
is made s ofdone
examinati
9. What
them.rsent to the inspector'
with bills
is afterward
what on
office and
10. What are the penalties to which persons found guilty of the following offences are liable —
(1) Theft of a post letter containing no article of value.
ng any article of value— or abstraca post letterof containi
(2) Theft tionofof any
value from a post letter.
article
(3) Obstruction or willful delay of the progress of the mail.
Post Office for his own private pur*
(4) Use by any officer of the entrusted
to him,
poses of any public money
34
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(5) Pretence to have enclosed or sent in a post letter any money or
article of value which in fact was not so enclosed or sent.
(6) Attempt to use, in repayment of postage, stamps which have been
before used for the like purpose.

100

No. 4.
CIVIL SEBVICE
PROMOTION

OF CANADA.

EXAMINATION.

Monday, 19th May, 1884.
POST OFFICE DEPARTMENT— OUTSIDE
RAILWAY

Values,

MAIL

SERVICE.

CLERKS.

Questions on Departmental duties, for Candidates serving in the Railway Mail Clerkg
Branch, for the Civil Service Promotion Examinations of 19th May, 1884.

10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10

ie
10
100

1. On what postal car route are you employed? State name of
place at each terminus.
2. State in geographical order the names of the office for which you
make up and from which you receive mails.
3. Do you thoroughly understand the distribution on any other
postal car routes? If so, specify those routes, giving the name of the
place at each terminus thereof.
4. In what way do you charge unpaid postage on letters and other
matter for the delivery of offices for which you make up mails ?
5. In what way do you ascertain that all registered letters you
have received on each trip have been duly forwarded ?
6. What record is made in the time bill of mail bags conveyed in
a postal car ?
7. In what way do you ascertain that all mail bags received in each
trip have been duly forwarded to destination ?
8. What action do you take when letters are missent to the postal
car o f which you may have charge ?
9. What action do you take in the event of the non-receipt of a mail
bag which in ordinary course you should have received, or in the event
of the supposed loss of a mail, or of a registered letter, or the occurrence of any other irregularity ?
10. What officers or other persons are allowed admission to a
postal car ?

S5
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CIVIL SERVICE
PROMOTION

Monday,

OF CANADA.

EXAMINATION.

19th May,

1884.

POST OFFICE DEPAKTMENT— OUTSIDE

SERVICE.

Questions for departmental duties for candidates serving in City Post
Offices, for the Civil Service promotion examination of 19th May, 1884.
CITY POST OFFICES.
Values.
10

10
10

10
10
10
10
10
10

10

City Offices. — Assistant Postmasters and Clerks.
2.
1. What is the rate of postage on letters—

1. To any place in Canada?
"
the United States ?
3.
«
"
the United Kingdom ?
"
"
France ?
4.
5.
"
"
G-ermany ?
6, On letters intended for delivery in the city at which posted ?
2. Are letters liable to any additional postage on re-direction if not
taken out of a post office previous to such re-direction ?
3. What should be done with a letter posted for transmission to a
place in Canada or in the United States
1 . On which no postage has been paid ?
2. On which (though liable to two or more rates) only one
rate has been paid ?
4. Can a letter for any reason be delivered back to the writer before
being forwarded to the office to which addressed ?
5. What letters which are uncalled for at a post office to which
addressed may be returned direct to the writers ?
6. What newspapers and periodicals are entitled to pass free
through thefoundland ? mails to any part of Canada, the United States and New7. What is the postage on newspapers and periodicals to above
places when not entitled to the privilege of free transmission ?
8. What is the rate of postage on book packets, patterns and samposted for transmission to any place
and miscellaneous
withinplesthe
Dominion ? matter
9. What is the limit of weight and size for —
Limit of weight.
Limit of size.
1. Book packets?
2. Patterns and samples ?
10. 3. Miscellaneous matter ?
What is the registration fee (payable by registration stamp)

on —

1 .^Letters addressed to any place within the Dominion ?
2. ^Patterns and samples
"
3.* Letters addressed to the United States ?
4. Letters addressed to the United Kingdom|?

100
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OF CANADA.
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POST OFFICE DEPAKTMENT— INSIDE SEEVICE.
secretary's branch.

Values*

Questions on departmental duties for candidates serving in the
Secretary's Branch for the Civil Service Promotion Examination of 19th
May, 1884.

10

1. Name some of the instances in which the exclusive privilege of the
Postmaster-General, as regards the collection and conveyance of
letters, does not apply.

10

2. When a letter is posted in Canada, whose property does it become ?

10

3. Can a toll-gate keeper or a ferryman detain or delay a mail on pretense of demanding toll or ferriage ?

10

4. If the writer of a dead letter containg money cannot be found, what
is done with the contents ?

10
10

10
10
10
10

5. What should"a Postmaster do with letters or packets supposed to
contain dutiable goods ?
6. Within what period may a suit be commenced against the surety of
a Postmaster who has resigned, removed, or otherwise vacated his
office?
7. 'Under what circumstances may the Postmaster General decline to
accept the tender of the lowest bidder for a mail contract ?
8. Under what circumstances may the Postmaster-General make a contract for mail service without asking for tenders ?
9. What are " request letters," and to what countries do the instructions
regarding them apply ?
10. What are ship letters ?

100
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OF CANADA.

EXAMINATION.

19th

May,

1884.

POST OFFICE DEPARTMENT— INSIDE SERVICE.
ACCOUNT

Values.

BRANCH.

Questions on departmental duties for candidates serving in the Account
Branch for Civil Service promotion examination of 19th May,
1884.

10

1. How do Postmasters account for their postal revenue collections ?

10

2. In what manner are the Postmasters' accounts checked ?

10

3. How are Postmasters notified of errors in their accounts, and how
are such errors adjusted ?

10

4. How should Postmasters remit their cash halances, and how are
such remittances proved ?

10

5. In what manner are postage stamps accounted for ?

10

6. How are the postage stamp returns checked ?

10
10

7. When the accounts from Postmasters have heen examined, how
are they compiled?
8. How is the compilation proved to he correct?

10

9. How are claims for mail service and other services paid, and how
examined and checked before payment ?

10

10. How are the payments for mail service and other disbursementssubsequently brought into the accounts of the Department ?

100
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Monday, 19th May, 1884.
POST OFFICE DEPAKTME
SAVINGS

10
10
10
10
10

10
10

10

10

10

BANK

NT— INSIDE SERVICE.
BRANCH.

1. Name the books and blanks forming the equipment of a savings
bank post office.
2. Enumerate various ways in which detection may follow the
failure of a Postmaster to report a deposit entrusted to him, and state
the
" forms " used (in each case) in bringing such irregularities to
account.

3. How is the true total of outstanding withdrawal cheques ascertained and verified ? Are any steps taken to secure payment of such
cheques ; if so, dscribe them ?
4. IJpon what principle is interest calculated in ledger accounts,
and how is the gross amount of interest due to all depositors on the 30th
June in each year ascertained ?
5. How are Postmasters supplied with funds to meet withdrawal
cheques drawn upon their offices by the head office ? Are all Postsupplied in the same way ? If not, describe wherein lies the
?
differencemasters
6. What is the function of the "I>aily Proof Sheet; " specify by
diagram its columns, and give an illustration of a regular deposit and a
" cross :' deposit.
7. If a depositor placed the following sums in the bank during the
year, 1878, what would be the balance of principal to his credit on the
1st July, 1883?
On 1st January, $50 ; on 10th March, $68 ; on 30th April, $25 ; and on
4th June, $100.
8. State the annual percentage of increase in the following balances
standing to the credit of depositors, also the average increase year by
year :—
1878
$2,754,484 00
1879
3,105,190 00
1880
3,945,669 00
1881
6,208,2i!6 00

9. An unmarried man dies, leaving the sum of $150 in the post
office savings bank. A sister applies for the money, stating that the
deceased died intestate, but giving no further information. Write a
letter to her, in reply, pointing out the proper course to be pursued.
10. Describe the relations between the money order and the savings bank branches, and the advantages of the arrangements under
into the money order
which
accounts. savings bank transactions enter

100
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No. 5.
CIVIL SERVICE
PROMOTION

OF CANADA.

EXAMINATION.

Tuesday, 20th May, 1834, from 9.30, a.m. to 12 noon.
Candidates are required to observe the Regulations strictly.
ARITHMETIC.
Values.
Note. — The full work of each question must be given.
1. Divide 123456789J by 29f .
2. Add together 17|, 43f , 168f and 207 «&.
3. Divide 976,432 by .00000096.
4. How long will 12 men take to do a piece of work which 8 men
can do in 27 days ?
5. Reduce $2,111.81 to sterling money, and £2,864 10s. 6d. sterling
to Canadian currency, (£1:=$4.86).
10

6. TV hat is the interest on a note for $6,200 from September 3rd,
1883, to March 24, 1884, at 6 per cent.

15

7. If a merchant mark his goods on credit 20 per cent, above cash
price, what ready money should he receive for an article marked $26 ?

15

8. What is the difference in the gain per cent, between selling
goods at $2.50 which cost $2.00, and selling goods at $3.50 which cost
$3.00 ?

15

9. A B and C are joint owners of a ship ; C's share is valued at
$2,000, A's share is J of B's, and the sum of their shares f the value of
the whole ship; find the value of the shares held by A and B ?

15

10. I invest $230 for 3 years at 7 per cent., and then purchase bank
stock 12 per cents, at 114J. How much stock can I obtain ?

100

No. 6.
CIVIL SERVICE
PROMOTION

OF CANADA.

EXAMINATION.

Tuesday, 20th May, from 1.30 p.m. to 4.00 p.m.
BOOK KEEPING.

Journal and Ledger (or Cash Book and Ledger) only required in this exercise.
Statement op Assumed Facts,
John Castor takes a contract from the Department of Public Works to build a
lighthouse for the sum of $33,750. He is to jeposit 5 per cent, of this amount with
the Department as a guarantee for the performance of the work, and is to receive
payment as the work progresses.
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Thomas Campbell engages to supply to John Castor 90 toise stone at $11 per
toise, and 200,000 hard bricks at $14 per 1,000, as wanted.
Wm. Wright engages to deliver to John Castor 150 barrels of cement at $3 per
barrel, as wanted.
Wm. Wylie engages to supply all the wrought iron work wanted at 4£ cents.
Der lb
James Simpson engages to do the wood work (supplying all materials) for the
bulk sum of $8,850 ; and
George Shepherd engages to do the plumbing, glazing, painting and roofing for
the bulk sum of $3,550.
Transactions.

1. John Castor has a cash capital of $20,000 and deposits this sum in the Federal
Bank to his credit, from which to draw as he needs money for the prosecution of the
2. He hands his cheque on the above bank to the Department of Public Works
the cheques
as a guarantee.
place inthere
agreed to
he has
5 perbe cent,
for the'will
moneys
all the
Bank, and (All
the Federal
account
his current
against
drawn
account.)
same
the
deposited will be to the credit of
3. He buys an invoice of provisions for his men from Clarke, Watson & Co., to
the amount of $1,338, less a discount of 5 per cent, for cash, and pays by cheque
(as above stated.)
4. He pay for " labour" $755 and draws the money from the bank for that
purpose.
5. He pays Thos. Campbell on account $1,000.
6. He pays Wm. Wright on account $ 100.
7. He receives from the Department on account of work done $4,300, and
deposits the same in the bank (as above stated).
8. He pays for Labour $1,485.
9. He pays Thos. Campbell on account $1,100.
10. He pays James Simpson on account $300.
11. He receives from the Department $5,700.
14. He pays labour $1,508.
13. He pays Wm. Wylie on account $375.
14. He pays James Simpson on account $1,650.
15. He pays George Shepherd on account $275.
16. He receives from the Department $5,000.
17. He pays labour $1,620.
18. He pays Thos. Campbell on account $1,690.
19. He buys provisions to the amount of $1,117, less 5 per cent, discount for
cash.
20. He pays Wm. Wright $350.
21. He pays J. Simpson on account $2,050.
22. He pays labour $1,375.
23. He receives from the Department $10,000.
24. He pays Wylie the balance due him on 19,736 lbs. of wrought iron at 4J
cents per lb.
25. He buys provisions for $425, less 5 per cent, discount for cash.
26. He pays G-eorge Shepherd on account $735.
27. He pays J. Simpson on account $2,000.
28. The work is now completed and he sells Jerry Johnson surplus stores for
Sells alto to Thos. Turner stone and brick left over for $603.
$115.75.
2iJ. Eeceives from the Department the balance due him and also the sum he had
deposited as a guarantee.
30. Pays the balance due J. Simpson.
31. Pays George Shepherd the balance due him.
Show the state of the bank account and exhibit the profit made by John Castor
on the contract.
41
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EXAMINATIONS.

No. 1.
CIVIL SERVICE OP CANADA.
PRELIMINARY

OB LOWER

GRADE

EXAMINATION.

Tuesday, 11th November, 1884, from 10 a.m. to 11 a.m.
Candidates are required to observe the Rules strictly.
PENMANSHIP.
AN IMPORTANT

DUTY.

When youDg men are brought to ruin by extravagant expenditure, the fault is,
often, not wholly their own — and this is especially true of those who are living with
their parents, and are under age. The father and mother, if they do their duty, and
are not culpably negligent, will know the amount of the income of the son, and the
source from which it is derived, and also pretty nearly what his expenditures are,
and the knowledge that they are giving attention to these matters will be a strong
check against wrong-doing, if any check is required. They will also know how he
spends his evenings, and what his associates are, and if he is spending money freely
they will find out where it comes from. And the employers of the boys, and
especially of those holding responsible positions, neglect a duty they owe both to
themselves and to those in their employ, if they do not inform themselves as to their
habits, that they may grow up frugal, industrious and honest. — Young Ladies"
Journal.
No. 2.
CIVIL SERVICE
PRELIMINARY

OR LOWER

OF CANADA.
GRADE

EXAMINATION.

Tuesday, 11th November, 1884, from 11 a. m. to noon.
Candidates are required to observe the Rules strictly.
ORTHOGRAPHY.
Note.— A large proportion of the words in this paper are purposely
Correct the errors in your copy. Three marks deducted for each error.

mis-spelled

Readey Advisors.
We are usually readey to otfer good advise ; butt what are we
willing to do ourselfs ? Men whoo never smelt pouder know exactly
how a comander should have acted in a battel — probabley they wood
themselfs have run away at the first shott. Safeley on land the wizeaker
desides most positiveley bow the pylot shood stear — wich sale shood be
hoysted, and wich be reafed. If he ware onbord the laboring bark he
wood be lying down below, forgoten as a dead man out of mind. It is
raither awkward wen after having presscribed for others we fawl sick
ourselfs and then refuze our own remmedies ; yet manny have dons so.
We must teech more by our exampel than our advise, or else we shall
be poor pleeders for the rite. — C. H. Spurgeon.
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No. 3.
CIVIL SERVICE EXAMINATION.
PRELIMINARY

OR LOWER

GRADE

EXAMINATION.

Tuesday, 11th November, 1884, from 1.30 p.m. to 3 p.m.
Candidates must observe the Rules strictly.
ARITHMETIC.

10

10

1, State and properly place in figures, the following sums, then add
them up.
, xt_
three.
and
thousand
ree
thirty-th
(1.) Three hundred and
(2.) Five millions and thirty thousand.
(3.) Eighty-five thousand and ninety-nine.
(4.) Seven hundred and eight.
(5.) One hundred and eighty millions, one hundred and eighty
thousand, one hundred and eighty.
(6.) Eleven hundred millions.
(7.) One thousand and nine.
(8.) Twenty-seven.
2. Subtract the lower from the upper lines of figures and prove by
addine: the remainder to the lower line.
987,654,321,012,345
898,765,432,123,456
3. Multiply this line by 8, then divide product by 7, and then deduct ^th of the multiplicand (the line multiplied), and if the work is
have the proof that it is so.
well'done you will918273645
multiplicand.
8 multiplier.
Divide by 7)

multiple or product.

Deduct |th of top line
Proof
15

15

4. Multiply this line of figures by 345 :7,788,996

6
3

5
4

5
5

5. Divide 2,687,203,845,975 by 345,
No. 4.
CIVIL SERVICE OP CANADA.
PRELIMINARY

OR LOWER

GRADE

EXAMINATION,

Tuesday, 11th November, 1884, from 3 p.m. to 4 p.m,
READING PRINT AND MANUSCRIPT.
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No. 5.
CIVIL SERVICE OF CANADA.
QUALIFYING

Yalues.
100

OR HIGHER

GRADE

EXAMINATION.

Wednesday, 12th November, 1884, from 9.30 to 10.30 a.m.
Candidates must observe the Rules strictly,
PENMANSHIP.
Copy neatly.
THE REVISED

VERSION

OF THE

NEW

TESTAMENT.

" By all means let the Eevised Version be preserved for reference,
but let there be based upon it another version for public reading in the
churches ; one which, while adhering faithfully to the spirit and meaning
of the Divine Keveiation, shall embody and give forth that meaning in
all the soul-stirring music and rhythm of which words are capable.
On the reading of such a version, blessed by the Holy Spirit of God,
the worshippers would tremble under the rolling thunder of its awful
denunciations of hypocrisy ; melt into gushing tearfulness of repentance
beneath its gracious offers of mercy ; and in their depths of godly sorrow, would hear so tender a voice speaking to them in pitying accents of
forgiveness that, influenced by those wondrous words of love, they would
in spirit rise as on angels' wings of ecstaoy to heaven, and adoringly bow
in unutterable gratitude before the Throne of theG.Most
High." Moon.]
Washington
No. 6.
CIVIL SEEVICE
QUALIFYING

OR

HIGHER

OF CANADA.
GRADE

EXAMINATION.

Wednesday, 12th November, 1884, from 10.00 a.m. to noon.
The candidate must observe tJie Rules strictly,
OETHOGEAPHY.
Value.
100

5 marks
will be
deducted
for every
error.

Correct in copying all the words mis-spelled.
Paraffine.
The pezzanls of the sonny sowth will feed upon sallads made doubbly
unctuous and nutetricious by the abbundant oil. There fried meets,
there pastrey, omeletts and sawces will be so much better than heretofore (by the fact that the olive oil they are now obliged to use for lighting
their homes will be replaced by the cheaper paraffine) ; and the Roosian
(for a similar reason) will enjoy more frealy his beloved and necessary
tallo, when the candle is maid and the ingin loobricated with the fat
extrackted from cole and stones, witch no human stommack oan ennvy.
I mite travell on to Chinar and tell of the work that paraffine has yet to
do there and in other coun treys of the East. The great waive of minneral
lite has not yet farely broken upon their shores, but wen it has once
burst throogh the outter barreers, it will without daut advance with
grate rappidity and with an inliooence whoose benneficense can hardly
be eggsagerated.— W. M. Williams,
F.R.A.S., F.C.S.
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NO. 7.
CIVIL SERVICE
QUALIFYING

OR HIGHER

OF CANADA.
GRADE

EXAMINATION,

Wednesday, 12th November, 1884, from 1.30 p.m. to 3.30 p.m.
Candidates are required to observe the Begulations strictly.
Note. — The work of each question must be fully given.

ARITHMETIC.

Values.
15

15

1. A drover bought 127 bullocks at $150 each, and 93 others at
$125. He lost one of the former and two of the latter by accident in
transporting them, but sold the remainder at $190 a head. How much
did he gain or lose ?
his
2. A bankrupt owes A $2,250.62, B 1,648.24 and C $1,123.45
estate is worth $3,644.1 3 J-. How much can he pay in the dollar.

17

3. The following summary is taken from a sales book. — April 3
and five following days respectively, sold 255 yds. print at 21 cts. ; 1,000
yds. at 18 cts. ; 500 yds. at 19 cts; 3,000 yds. at 18 cts. ; 1,500 yds. at
22 cts. ; and 375 yds. at 20 cts. Find (1) the average selling price per
yard. (2) the average number of yards sold daily, and (3) the average
daily cash business for the week.

17

4. Find the difference between true and bank discount on a note
paid on the 18th June, due on the 27th August of the same year, interest at 8 percent., days of grace allowed.

18

5. A can beat B 5 \ards in a 100-yard race, and B can beat C by
10 yds. in a 200-yard race. By how many yards can A beat C in a
400-yard race.

18

.6. If 5 oxen or 7 horses eat up the grass of an enclosure in 74
days, in what time could 5 horses and 7 oxen eat up the grass of the
same enclosure.

100
No. 8.
CIVIL SERVICE
QUALIFYING

OR HIGHER

OF CANADA.
GRADE

EXAMINATION.

Wednesday, 12th November, 1884, from 3.30 p.m. to 4.30 p.mi
Values.

Candidates are required to observe the Begulations strictly.
GEOGRAPHY.

10

1. Define the following term?, viz. : —Chief meridiau, zenith, nadir?
ecliptic and equator.

20

2. Give the number of counties or electoral divisions in each Province of the Dominion.
45
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3. Give, approximately, the population of the United States.
4. In what State is the Erie Canal ? Between what two points does
it run ? And what are the waters it connects ?

8

5. Name the cities and principal towns in close proximity to the
Grand Trunk and Intercolonial Railways.

10

6. State briefly what you know about the trade and population of
the cities of Halifax, St. John, N.B., Gharlottetown, Quebec, Montreal,
Ottawa, Toronto, Winnipeg and Victoria, B.C.

10

t. Give the names of the principal cities in England, Ireland and
Scotland.

10

8. Give the names of the most important colonies of the British
Empire.

20

9, Describe the island of Jamaica as fully as you can.

100
No. 9.
CIVIL SERVICE OF CANADA.
QUALIFYING

OR HIGHER

GRADE

EXAMINATION.

Thursday, 13th November, from 9.30 a.m. to 11 a.m.
Candidates must observe the Rules strictly.
HISTORY.
Value.
10
10
10
10
10
10

BRITISH.

1. Who was Sir Thomas Moore? In whose reign did he live?
What office did he hold? What noted book did he write? How
did he die ?
2. Give some account of Francis, Lord Chancellor Bacon.
3. State some of the events in the reign of Queen Elizabeth which
contributed to render it so illustrious.
called.4. Briefly state what you know of the great South Sea Bubble— so
5. Tell what you know of Sir Isaac Newton and his discoveries.
6. What was the cause of the war between England and France on
the one side and Russia on the other — known as the Crimean War ?
FRENCH.

7. Who was Cardinal Richelieu ?

Give some account of his policy.
in the ?life of the " great Conde."
particulars
Give some
8. What
9.
were ofthethewars
of the Fronde
10. How long did Louis XIV reign ? What is the title by which
he is generally known ? What is the famous saying usually attributed
to him as descriptive of his power ?
46
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CANADIAN.

What were the results of the battle of Queenston Heights, and who
was the British General ?
Give the names of some of the great Indian warriors who took the
side of England in the war of 1812.
Who were the leading public men during the administration of
Lord Elgin ?
100
No. 10.
CEVIL SERVICE
QUALIFYING

OR HIGHER

Thursday, 13th November,
Values.
6
16
8
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
22

OF CANADA.
GRADE

EXAMINATION.

1884, trom

11 a.m. to noon.

Candidates are required to observe the Regulations strictly.
ENGLISH GRAMMAR.

1. Distinguish between a simple and a compound sentence— giving
an example of each.
2. Give a list of the different kinds of pronouns and an example ot
each.
, x
„
3. Write the plural of the following : negro, solo, duty, valley,
wolf, chief, brother, die.
4. How do interrogative pronouns differ from relative ?
5. Correct, where necessary, the following sentences, giving your
reasons: —
(a) Prudence, and not pomp, are the basis of his fame.
(p) Nothing, but frivolous amusements, pleases the indolent.
(c) We always should prefer our duty to our pleasure.
(d) He remarked how time was valuable.
(e) Sincerity is as valuable, and even more so, than knowledge. ^
It is to thed.learner only, and he that is in doubt, that his assist(/)
ance is recommende
(g) Triumphant Sylla ! couidst thou then divine,
By aught than Romans Rome should thus be laid ?
6. Parse the following :—
weep not, gentle Eros ; there are left us ourselves to end
.
ourselvesNay,

100
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No. 11.
CIVIL SERVICE
QUALIFYING

OR HIGHER

OF CANADA.
GRADE

EXAMINATION.

Thursday, 13th November, 1884, from 1.30 p.m. to 2 30 p.m.
Values.
20

32

48

Candidates are required to observe the Regulations strictly.
COMPOSITION.
1. Write the following sentence in as many ways as you can without
changing the meaning :
A profusion of beautiful objects everywhere surround us.
2. Vary the expressions in italics by employing equivalent phrases
or words :
(a.) As I looked over the paper, I saw this advertisement.
(6) If this point is admitted, we proceed to the next argument.
(<?.) It is a great secret that must not be whispered even to your most
intimate friend.

when the mariner's compass was discovered'^ uncertain .
The period
(d.)"Write
3.
a letter to a friend on the advantages of a good education.
Note— This letter to contain not less than 250 words.

100

No. 12
Was an exercise in transcription— a lithographed manuscript paper
purposely interlined, altered from which neat and correct copies were tc
be made.
Cannot, of course, be reproduced in print.
No. 13.
CIVIL SERVICE OF CANADA.
OPTIONAL

SUBJECTS.

Friday, 14th November, 1884, from 9.30 a.m. to 10.30 a.m.
Candidates are required to observe the Rules striclly.
TEANSLATION

(English into French.)

To be taken by Candidates who write in English.
Translate the following into French:—
words will
Upon the intellectual and moral qualities of the Hindoos, a veryotfew
character
the
tion
considera
a
from
is
it
(and
classes
educated
more
The
suffice
without
ed,
pronounc
be
may
drawn)
be
of these only, that any fair conclusion can
than
more
perhaps,
Subtlety,
people.
acute
and
wary
shrewd,
a
be
hesitation, to
they
imitators,
good
Though
intellect.
their
of
strength is the prominent character
In
have hitherto discovered no original powers of invention and little imagination.
manliness
and
vigour
In
Chinese.
the
below
decidedly
are
practical good sense, they
which have
of mind they are below the Arabs, the Persians and the othernonations
comparison with
at various times invaded and conquered them. We make
lne
European nations, bucausethe contrast is too great to admit of any parallel,
,
departments of industry in which their intellectual faculties appear to most advantage
finance*.
_
and
justice
of
ation
administr
the
are
fitted,
best
seem
and for which they
knownd such branches of trade as do not imply the possession of comprehensive
ledge and bold enterprise.
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No. 14.
CIVIL SERVICE
EXAMINATION

ON

OF CANADA.
OPTIONAL

SUBJECTS.

Thursday, 13th November, 1884, from 3.30 p.m. to 4.30 p.m.

Values.

Candidates are required to observe the Regulations strictly.
COMPOSITION.
Note.— This paper is for candidates who have taken composition in French in the
qualifying examination.

20

20

20

40

100

1. Show how the following sentences may be improved, and state
the reason for any corrections you make :—
a
observation
handsome
words :on Ovid's writing
the following
Aeneas,a in
Dido tomakes
fromDryden
letter(a)
(b) They were persons of moderate intellects, even before they
were impaired by their passions.
2. In the following sentences, where two synonyms are given within
brackets, select the proper one :—
(a) There was no tenant in the house ; it was (vacant or empty ?)
(&) Though numerous applications were made for the prisoner's
(forgiveness or pardon ?), they were all (unsuccessful or ineffectual ?)
3. Punctuate the following passage, and, where necessary, use
capital letters :— An old man being on the point of death called his sons
to his bedside and ordered them to break a bundle of arrows strong as
they were they were unable to break the bundle so he took it in his
turn and having untied it easily broke each arrow singly turning
towards his sons he said to them united you cannot be overpowered
divided you will be broken as easily as reeds.
4. Write a letter to a friend, of not less two hundred words,
describing a visit to a city .
No. 15.
CIVIL SERVICE
EXAMINATION

ON

OF CANADA.

OPTIONAL

SUBJECTS.

14th November, 1884, from 1.30 to 3.30 p. m.
PRECIS
Values.
100

46a— 4

OTTAWA

SANITARY

WRITING.

CONVENTION,

llTH

MARCH,

1884.

The Ottawa Sanitary Convention met as per announcement in the^
The Convention was well repreCity Hall shortly after 11 o'clock.
sented from both the Provinces of Ontario and Quebec bv members of
the Senate and Commons, as well as by members of the various religious
denominations of the city. In addition to the medical gentlemen
present, a number of other gentlemen interested in sanitary measures
were also present, among whom were several of the best known*
engineers and scientists of the place.
49
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2. Dr. Sweetland, on opening the meeting, said lie felt somewhat
embarrassed at taking the position, not expecting to be called upon to
occupy the chair. The object of the association was to disseminate
sanitary knowledge among the masses of the people, and he knew of no
other subject upon which it was so necessary for the people to be informed.
3. The Secretary submitted to the meeting the following communication from the members of the Women's Christian Temperance
Union, which on motion was referred to a select committee :
Scaebobo', 6th March, 1884.
To the Ottawa Sanitary Convention :
Gentlemen, — The Executive Committee of the Ontario Women's
Christian Temperance Union desires most respectfully to invite your
attention to the consideration of the following questions :
Is the beverage use of alcoholic liquors by persons in health beneficial ?
Is the indiscriminate use of alcoholic liquors by persons not in
health, on their own prescription, beneficial ?
Is alcoholic liquor, as obtained in common sale, necessary in medical prescription ; if so, in what cases particularly ?
What ought to be the attitude of the medical profession towards
the sale of intoxicants ?
Dr. O., of Toronto, delivered the introductory address, in which he
observed that one of the objects of the convention was hard work. The
importance of hygiene was apt to be overlooked. As it was in the
middle ages, so it is now. Although we are surprised at the seeming
apathy which existed during plagues of olden times, yet he was afraid
there was a great deal of it now. A good deal could be done to prevent
disease before the necessity for calling in the doctor arose. To consider
the best means of doing so was the object for which the meeting was
assembled. There were certain sanitary facts which it was necessary
to reiterate in order to keep them before the public. In a paper read
by Mr. Chadwick before the British Science Association, he stated that
certain sanitary reforms had effected a saving of life of one-third per
cent. Dr. Cascaden, in the Ontario Legislature, had taken statistics from
the " Statesmen's Year Book" for the six years previous to 1875, and six
years after 1875, and showed that there had been a saving of life of
nearly one and a-half per thousand. This applied to Ontario would
mean a saving of 2,800 lives a year.
5. The significance of the change after the year 1875 was that in
that year the British Government had passed an Act establishing local
boards throughout the country with power to institute sanitary reform.
These boards are now doing more valuable work in Great Britain in the
direction of sanitary reform. He referred to the large number of deaths
in Ontario from contagious diseases, and contended that if we had proper
sanitary boards who could insist on proper plumbing, proper sewerage,
&c, one-half of these deaths might be prevented.
6. A large number of deaths from consumption he believed might
also be prevented by proper ventilation. He referred to the different
features on the programme, and said that after the papers were read he
hoped they would be discussed, and he trusted the citizens of Ottawa
would not be backward in discussing these subjects and making them
their own. He knew the convention would be able to show that by
adopting proper precautions thousands of lives could be saved in every
Province in the Dominion, and it behooved us one and all to take hold
of the matter. The rev. gentleman who had opened the meeting had
given us the grandest and noblest example in that of our Saviour
life.
saving8
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7. Some people said sanitarians were riding a hobby, but if they
never rode any worse hobby they would be doing very well. The Dominion
must eventually have a sanitary board, and he hoped that " eventually"
would not be in the distant future. We had a great deal of disease imported with immigrants, and the Dominion Government alone could prevent this.
8. The adulteration of food was another matter which came within
the ken of the Dominion Government, as also did the work of preventing
so far as possible loss of life in factories.
9. There was also much that should be done by the joint action of
the Provincial and Municipal Governments, such as sewerage. In sanitary
matters much of the work has to be done by the municipal organizations
themselves, and they are so closely connected in their work and relations
with the Provincial Governments that the bulk of sanitary legislation
must be left with the Provincial Legislatures.
«
10. In looking through the Consolidated Municipal Act, it will be
seen how large a portion deals with sewerage drainage, water supply,
and a host of other subjects in which this close relation exists.
11. The Provincial Government had organized a sanitary board and
handed over to them a great deal of work. The Government had, through
the board, collected and diffused a great deal of information. They had
issued a number of pamphlets, amongst others is " The Disposal of
Sewage," which contained much useful information to householders,
and if the principles laid down in that pamphlet were carried out there
would be a great deal less disease.
12. They had also issued pamphlets on contagious diseases, the prevention ofdeath by drowning, and other subjects. They had now in
press a pamphlet giving instruction what to do in case of poisoning before the doctor arrives ; and here he might say that they were very
careful to discriminate between the prevention of disease and the cure of
it, A large portion of the work that had to be taken into consideration
by the board was the investigation into outbreaks of disease.
13. An effort was now being made to carry out what had been done
in England with such great success. They were urging that there should
be local boards of health throughout the Province, for there should be
some organization to put into effect any sanitary suggestions that may
be made.
One of the objects of such convention as these was to ask the people
to do their part to bring about this state of affairs. He trusted that the
outcome of this convention would be to strengthen the hands of those
who were endeavoring to bring about reforms that would effect a saving
of life throughout this Province.
14. Dr. C, of Toronto, drew attention to some farther statistics
concerning the decrease of the death rate owing to the spread of sanitary
science.
15. Dr. E. expressed his pleasure at seeing the convention held in
Ottawa, and of seeing such a diversified programme. The object of the
meeting he considered a noble one, and hoped that it would result
beneficially.
16. Dr. B., of Montreal, said last year 31 per cent, of the deaths in
Montreal were from zymotic diseases, and in almost every case he had
investigated the drains were defective. What other inference, then,
could be drawn than that the deaths were caused by gasses or germs coming from the drains ? He instanced several startling cases which had
come to his observation in Montreal of deaths which were directly traceable to these causes.
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17. A long discussion in regard to the value of water in air took
place, and as to how it should be supplied if it was really necessary. It
was contended by several members that in all seasons of the year nature
furnished the required quantity.
18. In connection with the ventilation of public buildings, Dr. C.
and other gentlemen strongly advocated the use of machinery or other
methods which would introduce into a chamber pure air of a normal temperature.
19. Dr. C. W. C, of Toronto, member of the Provincial Board of
Health, read an exhaustive paper entitled: "Abuse of Alcohol, and
increase of Nervous Diseases in Modern Times." The reader favored the
moderate use of good wine, and instanced the thrift of the peasantry of
France, whose common beverage was the pure light clarets. He stated
that the drunkard was in many cases entitled to pity, sympathy and
assistance ; for though indubitably drink leads to poverty, yet the pampered and sometimes fanatic advocate of total abstinence must not forget that it is poverty which loads to drink. The appetite for drink was
nourished and grew overpowering from the want of wholesome food.
20. u School Hygiene " was the next paper on the programme, and
a vigorous plain spoken dissertation it was, from the pen of Mr. S. W.,
He spoke of the uninviting
Principal of the Ottawa Ladies' College.
character of school houses both outside and inside— cheerless and unattractive and often repulsive. The furniture of schools was often unnatural,
the lighting injurious and unscientific. In closing, Mr. W. stated that
close application never injured anyone, the injury proceeded from other
causes—from two to three hours beyond the work in classes was
excessive.
21. The next session was opened in accordance with the programme.
Dr. E. P., editor of the "Sanitary Journal," read an exhaustive paper on
" Diet in relation to Disease." He said that he had noticed among other
things that according to statistics cancer had increased greatly in the
past few years, and he attributed it to the too free use of animal food.
He considered that many [other cases of disease could be traced to the
same source, notably gout, rheumatism and congestion of the liver. ^ He
had observed that persons who drank cider and used fruit plentifully
were comparatively free from these complaints. He also thought that
animal food rendered persons sensitive to cold, and instanced a New York
medical man, who for two years had tried to get a cold, but in spite of all
exposure, failed to do so as long as he kept away from meat food.
22. He also considered that saline drinks were conducive to long life,
and that people of old age should have distilled water to drink. Death
from old age was caused by the earthy and other impurities of water not
assimilating properly with the system— hence his advice.
Mr. L. corroborated the remarks by saying that he had known a
case of severe cancer cured by putting the patient on very spare diet.
24. Dr. 0. said he would like to know if the increase of deaths from
cancer mentioned by Dr. P. was based on actual increase or pro rata, for
it was to be borne in mind that population was on the increase, and that
it was only natural that the specific number of deaths from any one cause
would increase also. As regarded the use of animal food, he pointed to
the large use of such food by those in northern latitudes. Distilled water
in the
might be good in some cases, but not as a rule. It h%,d been found
French service that recruits from districts where soft water was mostly
in use (and that was the nearest to distilled water) were not by any means
a hardy lot.
Dr. B, though not consenting to the idea of avoiding animal food,
thought that moderate eating and regular living had a very great deal to
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do with the preservation of life. He knew of one friend, however, who
was a very hearty eater, and who had lived to the age of 94.
Dr. B. remarked that cancer was prevalent only at certain ages, and
that ?
generally among females. If caused by animal food, how wasconducive
to
Dr. S. did not think that the use of animal food was
cancer and instanced the nations of high northern latitudes who made it
their almost exclusive diet, and who were almost entirely free from the
bath
disease. He thought that a generous diet and frequent use of thehealth
with friction of a flesh brush or rough towel after, were the best
prescriptions so far as colds were concerned.
26. Mr. G., C.E., of the Public Works Department, chose for his
text " Sewerage." He contended that brick drains should be egg-shaped
be got to push out
with tbe big end up, so that the greatest force couldused
they should be
the smallest amount of matter. If box drains were
The ordinary " traps " used in closets, insinks
put in with the angle down.good.
the
He displayed a new invention
and other places were not
same line, which he claimed would remedy the defects complained of,
successfully for a year past in the Departhad been
and which
Works.working
ment of Public
27. Dr. B., of Montreal, read the first paper on " Hidden Causes of
Disease." Among other originators of disease he showed that wells had
much to do with it, and that in many cases they were only filled with, or
outat the best, contaminated by the drainings of dwellings and their that
houses. His experience in regard to such matters in Montreal was
in many cases the greediness of the wealthy was more to blame than the
ignorance of the poor. He instanced a case in which several deaths had
taken place in a house in which the water used was drawn from a well
several hundred feet away, and it was thought no connection could exist
between the well and the nearest cesspool. He had the cesspool well
cleaned out and then filled with salt and water. In a short time the well
water was found to be strongly impregnated with salt. In another case
a dishe had found several families on one side of a street attacked withthat
all
ease and tho&e on the other side freo from it. He had found
those who had been taken ill had been using water from the same well.
28. Defective plumbing, either from carelessness of workmen or
penurionsness of parties building was another great cause of disease.
Disease germs were so minute and easily scattered that it was impossible
to be too careful in guarding against their distribution. He was not in
favor of sewerage pipes in houses being concealed, as it was not easy to
detect any leakage in them.
29. Dr. R. iurnished the final paper, entitled : " Prevention better
than cure, or Ventilation vs. Quarantine." In this Dr. E. dealt entirely
with the subject of contagious diseases, and strongly advocated the policy
of isolation. He pointed out that in a case of small pox, although a red
card might be placed in front of the building, there was no security that
that disease would be kept from spreading. Friends might keep away,
but there were tradesmen who had to come in contact with the family every
day, and it was not possible to avoid the risk of contamination. Such
under the care of expepatients should be put in an isolated hospital
I rienced nurses where they could be properly cared for and run no risk of
spreading the disease from which they might be suffering. #
30. On motion of Dr. W. it was unanimously resolved that in the
interest of sanitary science and the public health, local boards of health
should be invested by law with power to make such regulations as might
be deemed judicious by them.
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31. On motion of Dr. H. P. W., seconded by Dr. P., it was resolved
that it be recommended that a law should be passed forbidding any person laboring under or recovering from a contagious disease, from entering any conveyance without first informing the party in charge of it of
his complaint.
No. 16.
CIVIL SERVICE
OPTIONAL

OF CANADA.
SUBJECTS.

Friday, 14th November, 1884, from 1.30 p.m. to i p.m.
Candidates are required to observe the Rules strictly,
Value.
100

BOOK-KEEPING

EY DOUBLE

ENTRY.

Journalize, post and balance. The candidate taking this option
will proceed as if he were himself Philip Smart, the agent of Jonathan
Swift, and was making the entries in his own books.
No marks will be given unless the work is finished. Errors will,
of couise, reduce the number of marks, but will not preclude success —
unless they are many — if the subject be treated so as to show that the
principles of book-keeping are thoroughly well understood by the candidate.
STATEMENT.
Jonathan Swift, of Jamaica, consigns to his agent, Philip Smart,
of Halifax, N.S., a cargo of sugar, molasses, rum, tobacco, coffee and
pimento, which said agent is to sell. He is then to invest so much of
the proceeds as may be necessary for purchasing a return cargo, consisting ofsalmon, herrings, mackerel, dried codfish, pork and flour. A
commission of 10 per cent, is to be allowed Smart upon any advances of
cash he may have to make, and 5 per cent, upon the bulk amount of the
sales and purchases.
TRANSACTIONS.
Smart advances $1,5*75 to pay wages, port dues,* and other needful
disbursements.
Advances also $1,885.90 for duties.

Sells to H. M.'s officer in charge of Naval Stores, Halifax :
50 Puncheons of rum, or 5,873 gallons, @ $1.85 per gallon.
10 Hogsheads sugar, weighing 123J cwt., @ $6.25 per cwt.
15 Puns, molasses, or 1,690 gallons, @ 45 cents per gallon ; and
5 Bags coffee, or 430 lbs., @ 13 cents per lb.
In payment he receives bills of exchange on the Admiralty Office,
London, and sells them to the Bank
of Nova Scotia @ J per cent, premium,
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Sells for cash :
40 Hogsheads sugar, or 46,360 lbs., @ 6| cents per lb.
20 Puncheons molasses, or 2,133 gallons, @ 43 cents per gallon,
15 Puncheons rum, or 1,622 gallons, @ $1.87 per gallon.
40 Bags coffee, or 3,220 lbs., @ 12 J cents per lb.

Sells to Gerald & Jones for notes @ 2, 3 and 4 mos. (one-third of the
whole amount at each term), viz.:
25 Puncheons molasses, or 2,5*70 gallons, @ 42J cents per gallon,,
25 Hogsheads sugar, or 262 cwt., @ $6.50 per cwt.
15 Puncheons rum, or 1,623 gallons, @ $1.83 per gallon.
50 Bags coffee, or 4,035 lbs., @ 15 cents per lb.
20 Bags pimento, or 1,015 lbs., @ 11 cents per lb.
20 Hogsheads tobacco, or 8,733 lbs., @ 9 cents per lb.
Gets the notes discounted @ 7 per cent, (calculate the interest for
months and without days of grace).
Sells the balance of the merchandise to Thomas Tuttle, viz.:
30 Puncheons molafses, or 3,073 gallons, % 4i cents per gallon,
40 Hogsheads sugar, or 423 J cwt., @ $6.35 per cwt.
35 Bags coffee, or 2,890 lbs., @ 14 cents per lb.
15 Hogsheads tobacco, or 6,111 lbs., @ 8| cents per lb.
20 Bags pimento, or 1,035 lbs., @ 9 cents per lb.
For this sale he obtains half cash and half in a note at 3 months.
Gets the note discounted @ 7 per cent,, and enters the proceeds, with
the cash, as he has done in the previous cases.
Purchases for cash to make up the return cargo :

50 Barrels salmon, @
300
"
herrings, @
200
"
mackerel,®
500 Quintals dried codfish, @
120 Barrels of pork, @
700
"
flour, @

$19
6
8
3
- 18
6

00 per
75 "
50 "
75 "
00 "
25 "

bbl.
"
"
quintal,
bbl.
"

Charges commission on his advances and on the aggregate amount
and purchases, as per agreement, and having ascertained the balsales
of
ance, remits the same to Swift by drafts on New York, which he obtains
at par.
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No. IT.
CIVIL SEEVICE OF CANADA.
QUALIFYING

EXAMINATION — OPTIONAL

SUBJECTS.

Saturday 15th November, 1884, forenoon.
Candidates are required to observe the Rules strictly.

PHONOGEAPHY
Value.

OE SHOETHAND.

Note. — The examiner in charge will read over the subjoined extract so as to allow
five minutes to the candidates to write them down. The rest of the time (twenty-five
minutes) to be given for transcribing the notes.

THE COEN

TEADE.

During the past week the weather has been stormy, and a considerable quantity of rain has fallen. The temperature has been variable, and
comparatively low, whilst the nights have been cold, and one or two
slight frosts have occurred. In the north, and in Scotland, the weather
has been leas rainy than in the south, and the later harvest in those
districts has not as yet been seriously interrupted.
The rain has been of
great benefit to the land, and in the earlier districts preparations for
autumn sowings are being made early, and favorably. The rough winds
have probably caused some damage to unthatched ricks, and unsecured
crops, but as yet very little has been reported.
Atmospheric conditions
have been very unfavourable for threshing, and farmers' deliveries have,
in consequence, been on a very restricted scale. Nevertheless, values for
English wheat appear as a rule to have lost the hardening tendency
which was apparent during the previous week, actual improvement in
values having occurred only in a few provincial markets, whilst trade in
London on Friday was decidedly weaker.
English wheats are proving
to be of exceptional weight, which makes the present range of values
altogether unparalleled.
At this juncture, however, it seems necessary
to call attention to the fact that the weekly imperial averages represent
the price per 480 lb., 60 lb. per bushel, whereas London quotations are
per 504 lb,, or 63 lb. per bushel.
Samples, however, come to hand weighing 64 lb. to 65 lb. per bushel as a regular thing, whilst even greater
weights are not at all uncommon ; consequently, 34s. and 37s. may be
taken as the extreme values per 504 lb. of English red and white wheats
respectively, and it will be understood that higher rates refer to greater
weights.
The sales of English wheat noted last week were 62,574 qrs.at
34s. 3d.,against 54, 148 qrs. at 41s. 8d. in the corresponding week of last year.
The London average for the week ended Tuesday was 37s. 6d. on 1,678§ qrs.
With regard to barleys, the new crop was being sent forward rather
freely before the wet weather set in, but values are scarcely settled for
the present. An extreme rate of 44s. seems to be a fair limit, but the
bulk of the samples has been taken somewhere in the neighborhood of
35s. Other descriptions of English grain and pulse have as yet been
offered but sparingly.
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No. 18.
CIYIL SEKVICE
QUALIFYING

OF CANADA.

EXAMINATION — OPTIONAL

SUBJECTS.

Saturday, 15th November, 1884, forenoon.
Candidates must observe the Rules strictly.
TELEGRAPHY.

Value.
Transmit the following :

STOCKS.

Miscellaneous stocks have been quiet. British America sold at 100
on Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday, and closed with bids advanced 3J.
Western Assurance went off at 107£ on Monday and 107 on Wednesday,
bids closing unchanged. Consumers' Gas sold in very small lots at 150
on
50J bids
and 149}.° North- West Land quiet but very steadyand; sales
closed atwith
Tuesday, and at 50 on Wednesday and Thursday,
sold
and
sparingly
offered
still
stocks
Savings
and
Loan
hdeclined
slowly. On Monday Huron and Erie brought 157J ; on Tuesday 104 was
paid for Building and Loan ; on Wednesday Union changed hands at 130 \_
on Thursday Landed Credit sold at 118J ; on Friday Canada Permanent,
new stock, brought 205. There is very little change noticeable in bids,
and but little stock has been offered for sale. Holders seem to think
that they have got into a safe corner, and to be inclined to stay there if
they can.
Eeceive the following :
CRICKET.

Surrey v. Sussex. — More than ordinary interest attached to the
return match between Surrey and Sussex, which commenced yesterday
at Kennington Oval, as both sides have done remarkably well this
and unsettled,
season. "Unfortunately, the weather was wretchedly, wet
and the rain, after causing two or three interruptions compelled stumps
to be drawn at five o'clock. The wicket was soft and treacherous in the
early part of the day, and the Surrey captain, on winning the toss,
decided to put Sussex in to bat. This proceeding:, though seemingly a
risky one, was attended with great success. The Sussex batsmen offered
a very feeble resistance to the bowling, and though four members of
74. Mr.
that team got into double figures, the total only reached
Whitfield was in an hour for 10, and Tester hit with some freedom.
Lohmann was the most successful bowler ; but Abel, who was not put on
till late in the innings, took two wickets for two runs. Surrey went in
Diver, Maurice
at a quarter past four, and started very badly, losing Mr.
Eead and Abel for 16 runs. Afterwards Mr. Shuter was missed at slip
by Jesse Hide, and Mr. Read by Humphreys at point, or matters might
have been even worse. There is now every prospect of a good game.
Scores :—
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No. 19.
CIVIL SERVICE
QUALIFYING

OF CANADA.

EXAMINATION — OPTIONAL

SUBJECTS.

Saturday, 15th November, 1884, forenoon.
Candidates are required to observe the Rules strictly.
TYPE WRITING.
Note.— The time allowed for a candidate to write the subjoined passage is fifteen minutes, and the
examiners will not permit this time to be exceeded in any case.

STOCKS

FOR THE

WEEK.

The local market duriDg the past week has been emphatically quiet and steady.
Sales have amounted only to 1,839 shares, against 2,132 in the preceding week. Offerings have been very small, but they have been sufficient, as the investment demand
has been slack, and there is no disposition in favor of speculation prevalent. The
advance in Federal seems to have killed the last opening at present available in that
line; whenever it touches 60 the stock comes iorth freely. Toronto and Ontario
appear to have been in favor with buyers, but more of these in Montreal than in
Toronto. The good harvest, of course, inspires confidence in the future ; but the
prevalent opinion seems to be that in regard to stocks all its legitimate influence was
discounted some time since, and that prices are quite high enough at present dividends. There is no symptom, however, of either investors, or holders on margin,
wishing to push sales of anything. Montreal has sold steadily in small lots and at
good prices; two shares brought 191 J on Monday; but 190J was accepted on Tuesday, and 191f paid on Wednesday, with 191 J and 191 J on Thursday and Friday, bids
closing at 190J, being a rise of J. Ontario opened at HI for 14 shares on Monday,
rose to 112| for 122 on Thursday, sold at 112 for 10 on Friday, and closed with
bids^ advanced J. Toronto quiet; sold on Wednesday to the extent of 30 shares at
177f to 178, but closed with bids advanced J. Merchants' strong, with 113f paid for
30 shares on Friday, and closed with a raise of 1 \ on bids. Commerce sold steadily
in small lots; opened at 120J on Tuesday ; reached 122 to 122J for 168 shares on
Thursday, and 122 J for 24 shares on Friday, bids showing an advance of If at close.
Federal has been quiet and easier ; it opened at 60 to 59J- on Monday ; touched 58|
on Tuesday, and 58 on Wednesday, recovering to 58f on Thursday, and 59 on Friday,
and closed as before, the disposition being always to offer freely at 60. Dominion
sold at 190 on Monday and Wednesday, closing with bids unchanged and no stock
offered.
No. 1.
CIVIL SERVICE
PROMOTION

OF CANADA.

EXAMINATION.

November, 1884.
Candidates are requested to observe the Rules strictly,
PENMANSHIP

(Half an hour.)

On /Wool Supplies.— So much has been said of late, especially by the politicians,
in regard to the " wool interests " and the need of protecting them, or otherwise, both
in the United States and Canada, that some
58 facts relating to the sources of wool
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supply may not be inappropriate. A large American woollen manufacturer has been
recently lecturing in Boston, and among other things he said:— "Those parts of the
world which grow wool in excess of consumption are few. Europe has 66 sheep to
Bvery 100 inhabitants, the United States ?6, and Canada W. None of those countries
supply their own needs. Where then does the wool come from ? It comes first
from South Africa, which has 980 sheep to every 100 inhabitants; second from
Australia, where there is an average of 2,402 sheep to every 100 inhabitants ; and
thirdly from the regions of the Eiver Plate, which has 2,580 sheep to every 100
Inhabitants."
No. 2.
CIVIL SERVICE
PROMOTION

OF CANADA.

EXAMINATION.

November, 1884.

Candidates are required to observe the Regulations strictly.
Values.
25

25

60
100

composition (One

hour.)

1. Point out any inaccuracies in the following sentences, giving your
reasons :—
(a.) He seemed hardly to know that two and two made tour.
in late, I supposed to be the
that cament.
man, he nde
elderlynte
(&.)
eri
.
supThe
to have saved the life of a citizen, and, consemay bethesaidreward.
(c.) He entitled
to
quently,
2. Punctuate the following, inserting capital letters, when necessary.
• powerful though in a less degree than the associations connected
with our land are those founded on general history or the lives of distinguished persons the valley of vaucluse is celebrated for its beauty yet
how little would it have been esteemed had it not been the residence of
petrarch in like manner there are many landscapes no doubt more
beautiful than runnymede yet those who remember that this paG®
witnessed the granting of the great charter which has guaranteed the
few scenes affect their imaginaandmoreliberties
rights tions
strongly.of millions will find
3. Write a letter, describing the duties pertaining to the o&ce
(This letter to contain not less than 300 words.)
which you now hold.
No. 3.
CIVIL SERVICE

OF CANADA.

promotion examination.

Candidates are required to observe the Regulations strictly.
Value
100.

CONSTITUTION

OF CANADA.

(British North America Act.)
10
10

1. How are the Federal and Provincial Legislatures composed?
2. What are the powers of the Lieutenant-Governors with regard to
the sanctioning of Bills passed by the Local Legislatures ?
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3. By whom are Senators appointed and what qualifications must
they have ?
.
4. How many Ministers are there in the Ontario and Quebec
Executive Councils, and what are the names of the offices they fill ?
5. To what power, Federal or Provincial, belongs the control of
civil rights, the management of railways and canals, Crown lands,
penitentiaries, asylums, prisons, Customs, fisheries, navigation, and indirect taxation?
6. Can Bills passed by the Dominion Parliament be disallowed ? If
so, by whom, and within what time ?
7. How many members does the British North America Act assign
to the Senate ? And state how these places are distributed between the
four Provinces confederated in 186*7.
8. How many members does the same Act assign to the House of
Commons, and how distributed between the said four Provinces?
9. Is there any provision for the increase of representation in the
House of Commons commensurate with the increase of population ; and
if so, how often does the readjustment take place, and how is it managed ?
10. What are the respective quorums of the Senate and the House
of Commons ?
11. How often must Parliament assemble and how many years may
it last ?
12. How often must the Provincial Legislatures assemble and how
many years may they last ?

100
No. 4.
CIVIL SERVICE
PROMOTION

OF CANADA.

EXAMINATION.

November, 1884.
GEOGRAPHY.
Values.

To be taken by the candidates of the Post Office Department during the time allotted
to Precis (No. 4), which subject is not required, on this occasion, by that Department.

Candidates are required to observe the Rules strictly.
5
5
10
15

1 mark
for each,
or 34 in
all.

1. Specify the geographical boundaries of the Dominion.
2. Give the population of each Province in round numbers, according to the last census.
3. State approximately, if you cannot do it exactly, the number of
post offices in the Dominion, according to the last Postal Guide.
4. Commencing at the extreme east of Nova Scotia and working
westward, state the names of all the counties in the Dominion, or as
many as you can.
5. Give the names of the counties in which the cities of the
Dominion (naming them) and the following towns and villages are
situated :
Sydney, Pictou, Liverpool, Yarmouth, Digby, Windsor, in Nova
Scotia; St. Andrews, Woodstock, Eichibucto, Chatham, Bathurst, in
New Brunswick; Eimouski,60 Cacouna, St. Thomas, Levis, Sorel, St.
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John's, Yaudreuil, in Quebec ; Cornwall, Prescott, Kemptville, Carleton
Lindsay, Barrie, Guelph,
Place, Pembroke, Madoc, Peterboro', Cobourg,
Owen Sound, Kincardine, Stratford, Sarnia and Sandwich, in Ontario.

2 marks
for each,
or 26 in
all.

State the distances by railway, as nearly as you can, between :
Halifax and St. John, N.B. (Intercolonial.)
Halifax and Quebec (Intercolonial.)
St. John, KB., and Quebec, (Intercolonial.)
Quebec and Montreal (by G. T. K. R.)
Quebec and Sherbrooke (by G. T. R. R)
Quebec and Portland, U.S. (by G. T. R. R.)
Montreal and Portland, U.S. (by G. T. R. R.)
Montreal and Ottawa (by Atlantic R. R.)
Montreal and Toronto (by G. T. R. R.)
Toronto and Sarnia (shortest R. R. route.)
Toronto and Owen Sound (shortest R. R. route.)
Toronto and Suspension Bridge (shortest R. R. route.)
Halifax to Winnipeg (air line.)

State the remotest northern points to which mail facilities extend
in Quebec and Ontario.
100
No. 5.
CIVIL SERVICE
PROMOTION

OF CANADA.

EXAMINATION,

NOVEMBER,

1884.

(Postponed to 18th December.)
ORTHOGRAPHY.

(For Candidates of the Post Office Department.)
and correct the mis-spelt words.
Copy the following extract
error 5 marks will be deducted.
Value.
100

AN OLD

REMEDY

For every

REVIVED.

At the preasent time no remmedy is in grater faver as a meens of
combatting that dred mallady, consomption, than;millk uzed liberaly as
an artikel of diett eether hott or cold, but in as grate quantitty
as the paishent can be indused to take it. Probbably there is no
meddissinal aigent the value of witch can be compared with this
diettetick remmedy, and it is to be oped that it may soone sooperseed
intirely the nawsius dozes of codliver oyl witch have so long ben in
vogue in the treetment of thismaladdy.

Likemoast other good things witch are disscovered in moddern
I times, this prooves coo bee simpley a revival of a remmedy as old, at leest,
as the twelvth sentuery, as it is as highley lawded in the wurks of
Averroes as in meddisinal wurks of the preasent dey.
The adition of barly-water to milk, in propportion of won part of
the formar to too of the lattar, ads grateley too its dejestibillity. This
is a uzefull hint for those who61 think thimselfs unabel to uze milk.
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No. 6.
CIVIL SERVICE
PROMOTION

EXAMINATION

OF CANADA.
OF

NOVEMBER,

1884.

(Postponed to 18th December.)
POST OFFICE DEPARTMENT— DUTIES OF DEPARTMENT.
Values.
10
10
10
10

10
10
10

10
10
10
100

(For all classes of Candidates,)
1. What should a Postmaster do with a letter received at his office
suspected to contain contraband goods sent by mail to evade payment
of duty?
2. Under what circumstances, if any, is a Postmaster authorized to
open a letter posted at or passing through his office ?
3. What should a mail courier do with a letter handed to him on
his
journey
receive it ? between one post office and another — and is he bound to
4: What should a Postmaster do when the numbers of a newspaper addressed to his office remain uncalled for during four weeks ?
5. What is the meaning of the term " newspaper manuscript ?"
6. What precautions are required to be taken to insure the correct
delivery of registered letters ?
1. Mention some of the exceptions to the exclusive privilege of the
Postmaster-General as respects the collection, conveyance and delivery
of letters.
8. On what part of a letter should the postage stamp be placed ?
9. If a letter be forwarded under cover to a Postmaster, with a
request that he will report it at his office, what should he do ?
10. When a new post office is required, what should be done by the
parties interested in its establishment ?

'

No. 7.

CIVIL SERVICE
PROMOTION

OF CANADA.

EXAMINATION.

November, 1884,
Candidates are required to observe the Begulationslstrictly.
Note. L— -The full work of each question must be given.

Values.

Note 2. — Candidates from the Finance and Auditor-General's Department will
take questions Nos. 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10. Candidates from other Departments will
take questions Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7.

AEITHMETIC— (2 hours,)
10
10
10

1. Multiply 5 days, 11 hrs. 33 min. 11 sec. by 288.
2. Divide 1 by 763.45 to five decimal places.
3. How many cords of wood are there in a pile 4 ft. wide, 5 ft. 3 in.
high and 10 ft. long,
62
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15

4. Divide $56.10 between A, B, and C, so that for every 10 cents
which A receives, B may receive 12 cents, and C half as much more as
A and B together receive.

15

5. At what rate per cent, will $700 amount to $1,200 in five
years ?
6. A person who has $10,000 of the 7| per cent, sells out at 175,
and with the proceeds buys bank stock at 125, which pays half-yearly
dividends of 3§ per cent. Find the alteration in his income.

20

20

7. A man engages to do a piece of work in 20 days for $30 ; after
doing § of it in 15 J days, he finds he cannot complete it in the time,
and he gets the assistance of another workman, and they together
finish it in the allotted time. How long would the second man take to
do the whole work, and how ought the $30 be divided between them ?

20

8. The recent 3^ per cent. Canadian loan of £5,000,000 was
placed in London, say at the average rate of £91 2s. 6d. for each £100 ;
if the proceeds were placed in Canada by drafts on London, drawn at
the average rate of 8-J per cent, premium (over old par of exchange),
what was the total amount in Canadian currency realized from the
loan?

20

9. Eeduce $241,388.89 to sterling money at the rate of 8f per
cent, premium.

20

10. The time occupied between the drawing of a 3-days' sight draft
on London and its payment, is fifteen days ; of a 60 days' sight draft,
is 72 days; the current bank rate of interest is 2 per cent. Which
would be the most profitable transaction for the Government of Canada,
to sell cables or immediate payment drafts, for £200,000 at $4.85, the
same amount of 3-days' sight drafts at $4. 84J-, or at the same
amount of 60-days' sight drafts at $4.81 ?
No. 7.
PROMOTION

EXAMINATION.

November, 1884.
BOOK-KEEPING.
ffF There being only one candidate required to take this paper, one of those used for
options at a former examination was utilized.
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CIVIL SEE VICE OF CANADA.
PROMOTION

EXAMINATION— OPTIONAL

SUBJECTS.

November, 1884.
Candidates are required to observe the Rules strictly.
Value.

STENOGEAPHY

OE SHOETHAND— (Half an hour.)

Note. — The examiner in charge will read over the subjoined extract so as to allow the
candidate five minutes to take it down, and he will stop the note-taking to the
second. The rest of the time (twenty -five minutes) to bs given for transcribing
the notes.

FOEEIGN

BEEADSTUFFS.

The amount of wheat and flour reduced to wheat afloat to Europe
shows an increase" of 155,000 quarters or 1,240,000 bushels as compared
with a week ago, and a decrease of 55,000 quarters or 440,000 bushels as
compared with the corresponding date last year. The amount of corn
afloat to Europe shows a decrease of 10,000 quarters as compared with a
week ago, and a decrease of 115,000 quarters as compared with the same
date a year ago. The markets in Europe to-day were quiet, and while
not specifically changed, had a steadier tone. There were few bids in
the market for cargoes of wheat off coast, and on passage or for shipment they were steady. Corn cargoes on passage were firm. Eed
winter wheat was cabled at 33s. 3d. to 33s. 6d, off coasts and for prompt
shipment or for shipment during the present month at 33s. 6d. California
wheat off coast was quoted at 34s. 6d. to 35s. At Liverpool there was
no change. Wheat was steadily held, and corn quiet but steady. Wheat
in London during the past week has sold at a lower price than at any
time in a hundred years.

The London Shipping Gazette of October 12 says the weather hasbeen very dry for some time, and the ground has become hard, so that
farmers find it difficult to break it up. Some rain, which it seems likely
we may now have, is much needed, and will do a great deal of good.
Where the wheat has been got in a good seed bed has been secured, and
a little moisture will cause it soon to germinate. There has been a fair
markets, for which holdsupply of home-grown wheat in the provincial been
difficult to obtain, and
ers have asked rather more money, but it has
the trade has therefore been slow, though firm ; indeed, values have run
down to such a level that wheat is intrinsically one of the cheapest
articles in the trade. For foreign descriptions there has also been more
steadiness, especially in London and Australian qualities; and though
millers are reluctant buyers, an advance of fully a shiling has been
obtained on many descriptions to what they were recently sold for. The
imports into the United Kingdom continue on a large scale, though last
week they were not so heavy as in the week before ; and the returns now
ports show a considerable accumupublishing of the stocks in the various
lation since the summer, but they again are not so large as at this time
last year ; but the cause of the improved feeling is the impossibility of
terms.
replacing a sale on the same 64
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No. 8.
CIVIL SEEYICE
PROMOTION

OP CANADA.

EXAMINATION.

November, 1884.
PEECIS WRITING

(One Hour and a Half).

Candidates are required to observe the Rules strictly.
Summarize the two following articles, giving the substance within
half of the space they occupy, or less than half, if you can, without
omitting anything important.
PEESERVE

Yalue.

50

SOME

FOREST.

1. There are reasons altogether independent of the rationalities of
commerce for the preservation, here and there, of some remains of our
once wide, extending woodlands ; though money may seem to be th©
main chance, and you and I, and our neighbor alongside, ride what
hobbies we may — thoroughbreds with silver plated stirrups or broken
down cobs with a wheat sack across 'em, whether they trot over the
road merrily, or drag wearily along the way — have the oddest aptitude,
come we suddenly to a by-road where the Temple of Riches glitters
golden in the distance, to jerk the smart bridle or the rope yarn substitute in that direction, and away we all go, helter skelter — il and the
dust that those fellows are kicking up there in front is choking me, Sir ;
but I'll get there if I die for it," grunts the old fellow on the donkey —
as if the devil was after us, indeed he is said to be close behind all who
travel that road.
2. It is the way of the world, and the way they travel in it. But
suppose we leave it, and rest ourselves on this retired and shaded
eminence, where — for I observe you to be a person of discrimination
and taste- we will quietly consider the effect on communities of the
loss of their forests.
3. Many experiments by scientific m«n have given the reason, and
many histories of the decadence of nations have added examples, that
where the forest is recklessly cleared from the surface of the land, the
springs ceasetheir accustomed flow, the rivers fail in their courses, the rain
no longer descends at its wonted fertilizing periods, and the parched and
arid earth demands from the wearied husbandman a double labour for a
scant return. While the forests held the hills of Palestine, her valleys
were the lands flowing with milk and honey. The nations whose chariots
were of iron, must have given many a million of good trees to tho
furnace. Egypt, in her freshness must have been, with her soil, the
home of forests dense and huge as many an African region yet can
show. Observe the effects on the people of a once powerful nation, and
compare her timid and sand-blind race of to-day, with the stout fellows
who kept Israel in thraldom for so long. By the way, what a loss they
suffered* in notboom
having
somenotof have
our institutions
! What
a reverberating
anti-Israelite
might
arisen among
the native
artizans ;
and what crushing orations might not Pharoah's Loyal Opposition kave
levelled at the " astonishing and inconceivable imbecility of the gentle65 as the successive plagues appeared.
men on the Treasury Benches,"
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4. Of course there is still the Nile, and still the kind of fertility it
gives. But think of the past of that whole great region aroundAfrican and European — the mighty cities buried in sand — the waste
countries once rich in forest and field — the scant populations — the forlorn
harbors now. Think of one incident of that past—the thronging
laborers — the hosts of armed men— the concourse of ships which once
were there. Eemember Byron :—
" A king sat on bis rocky brow
Which looks o'er sea-born Salamis ;
And thips, by thousands, lay below,
And men in nations — all were hie?"

5. Look round for a moment — and tell mo what you could do without
WOod ?— your cradle is of wood— your floor, your door, your roof— nay,
your every convenience— your carriages, yoar stables, your sidewalks,
wharves, your shipping— it is wood
your counters, your furniture, your
it is forest. Carry then your mind back to that time gone by, and
extendthink of the concourse, "flashing with steel and rough with bygold,"
the blue and
ing right and left to the distant horizon, bounded in front
rocking waves on which rose and sank the anchored navies — the myriad
galleys -singly —doubly —trebly, banked with oars— which Xerxes must
have' viewed. Consider what it betokened— that these myriads poured
to the call of the Emperor from forested regions, for only such could have
supported them— only such could have afforded the many munitions
which then
necessary to each a host. But now what are the regionssterile,
and of
maintained and sent them ?— a wilderness of soil, partly
destruction
the
by
caused
been
has
change
sandy desert wholly so. This
of the forests which maintained the life-giving moisture in those lands.
6. It is the lesson of history. Yet nations, it is said, never learn. But,
remark, all the statement declares is that tha nations never did
me
let
learn. But shall they never? Shall you, my dear Sir, with the full light
of modern knowledge beatiog brightly on every side— with fiee schools
dotting the country as thick as mushrooms— with great colleges anxious
to educate you by State-aid, and denominational colleges extremely
anxious to educate you likewise— with learned institutes haranguing you
on everything from catfish upwards— with free libraries also emerging
from the mist— shall you, uncompeiied, follow, where your ancestors, by
the compulsion of ignorance, were led ?
7. The country judge wrote to his bookseller, " Pleeze send me the
ax of a^ustus pease/' 4'No doubt," says the commentator, " when the
learned justice had possessed himself of the axe, he hewed the laws with
it to some purpose." Not to a more reckless purpose than we on our
trees. We came to Canada, like the ancient Bersekars, with our axes on
our shoulders ; and like the enemies of those heroes, the great forest
appears to have fled before our faces across the length and breadth of the
land, till over great sections the ground is almost bare, save where, in
low places and inaccessible valleys, patches of woodland hide themselves,
ly over the edge in
their topmost branches seeming to look shivering
remembrance of the desolating storm that has passed them by.
All Oiitario, luckily, is not yet thus. Every here and there, the
farmer holds ten, twenty, forty goodly acres of the ancient forest. But
>
they are not continuing to hold them.
8. The Ontario Government have commenced a movement in torest
preservation which is destined to bear good fruits. But throughout
holds the torest
settled Ontario it needs the farmer's co operation, for he The
axe, which
remainder. In all directions that remainder decreases.
acres
twenty
or
ten
on
that,
It is full time
once thinned, now extirpates.
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of every farm, the chopper should stay his hand. But we must do more
— he must exclude his beasts; where hoof and horn range, down go
undergrowth and sapling— in a moment, before their placidly devouring
jaws, . vanishes the umbrageous wealth of flexile branch and delicately,
pencilled leaf— gone is the promise of hardy timber yet to come.
The little youngling elm, his green and double leaf fresh springing from the soil— the infant cotyledon of the future oak — the
maple bud and the sprouting ash are no more; and from
tree to tree, is nothing but trampled leaves. The forest ground
dries and shrinks; far above, the giant masses of the upper foliage alone
oppose the rushing wind ; the undergrowth below — the natural barrier —
is gone ; the air sweeps through ; some stormy morning the outward
ranks are prone— the beech and the great oak lies across ; with the next
tempest more will follow. Our enemies are tho3e of our own stables ; and
our farmers may say, " With the jaw bone of an ox, heaps upon heaps
have I slain a thousand trees."
9. On every farm some forest is needed to break the winter winds.
It is needed to keep level the drifting snow. It is needed for pleasure ; he
who has near his house a forest walk of his own, where he may for a
space enjoy the health-giving atmosphere, and
" Under the shade of melancholy bocghs
Lose and neglect the creeping hours of time,"

has opportunities many would give much for. It is needed to aid procuring
rain in due season. It is needed as a store house of timber — soon likely
to be full scarce throughout the land.
10. We found here the wood— the water— the fertile soil. It is certain that the deforesting of a country in process of time does more than
withdraw the one ; it greatly impairs the others, eo much that the land
may not^then support one-tenth of those it now could maintain. Proprietors,
should remember that no one can possess a title to destroy the usefulness ofthe soil, lest "the land cry out against him, and the furrows
thereof likewise complain." The vast concourse of humanity continually
emerges from the unknown past ; it travels toilsomely by ; it passes mto
the clouds of the future. Be sure that there we shall meet with stern
questioners ; nor will those pass unchallenged who have, to serve their
temporary greed, rendered pairful, sterile and barren, the path of generations yet to follow.
THE TOWN

OF KHARTOUM.

1. The following description of Khartoum is taken from some notes
by Lieut.-Col. Stewart, in February, 1883, on the town, its population,
position, manufactures, trade and education :— The town of Khartoum,
the capital of the Soudan, and chief trade emporium for tho whole country,
is built on a barren, stoneless, wide plain, on the western bank of tha
Blue Nile, and about a mile above its junction with the White Nile. Its
river frontage is about one and a half miles ; its depth inward from the
river about a mile. As its site is somewhat lower than the point reached
by both rivers when in flood, a dike fifteen to twenty feet in height has.
been made along the banks of tho Blue Nile, and another, somewhat
lower, immediately at the back of the town, to protect it against the
overflow of the White Nile. When at their lowest point both stream*
are from six hundred to eight hundred yards in width, and have several
islands, which are cultivated. The White Nile is unfordable, except in
or two places iar up the river, but the Blue can be forded in many
5ione
places above the town.
When in flood the White Nile increases its,

m
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width to a very great extent, but not so the Blue Nile, as its banks are
much steeper. Around Khartoum are several small villages. Both above
and below the town are small plantations of date palms and plantains,
also a number of vegetable gardens. According to an old custom or privilege, none of those gardens pay any taxes ; with the exception of the
river banks the conn try is bare and treeless.
2. During the hot season, which lasts from the beginning of April
till the middle of November, the heat is severe, averaging from 90 to 95degrees Fahrenheit. The rains generally begin about the middle of July,
and last till September. They are, however, said to bo very irregular,
and sometimes there is little or no rainfall. In the rainy season the bar*
ren ground stretching between the two rivers is covered with grass,
affording very good pasture. The rivers begin to rise on the 1st of June,
and reach their highest point, about the beginning of September. They
remain stationary at that point till the 15th, and then begin to fall.^ The
cold weather begins about the middle of December, and lasts till the
middle of February. From November to March high north winds prevail,
and during the remainder of the year south. In winter, the thermometer
sometimes goes down as low as 46 degrees Fahrenheit; except in the
regular rainy season there is no rain. The unhealthy season is during
the months of June, July, October, November, when typhoid fevers and
dysentery are prevalent. The winter is the healthy season.
3. The resident population is generally estimated at from 50,000 to
55 000 souls, of which two-thirds are slaves. There is also a floating
population, estimated at from 1,500 to 2,000 souls and consisting of
Europeans, Syrians, Copts, Turks, Albanians, and a few Jews. The free
resident population are mostly Malhass, or aborigines ; Dongolawees,
from Dongola ; Shaghiyes, from a district along the Nile, north of Khartoum, and Kubatat, a district north of Berber. The slaves belong mostlyr
•to the Nuba, Dinka, Shulook, Berta, and other negro tribes. Both the
free population and the slaves are Mohammedans, of the Maliki school of
divinity, and are followers of either the Kufai, Kadri, Hamdi, or Saadi
sect of dervishes. They are very superstitious. Their political creed is
to side with whichever side is the strongest. The free inhabitants are
mostly engaged in trade or commerce, and the slaves in agriculture, or
else hired out as daily laborers by their masters. But few are employed
as domestic servants. It is said that a master always makes a point of j
marrying his slave as soon as possible, partly to attach him to the place,
and partly from the profits he will derive from the children. It is also
reported that slaves born in the country improve greatly in appearance
as compared with the parent stock. Of the floating population, the Copts
are mostly employed in Government service or trade. The Turks,
Albanians, &c, are generally irregular soldiers or loafers. The European
element is represented by about one hundred individuals, mostly Greeks.
There are also some Italians, French, Austrians and Germans. The chief
Copts, andexport and import trade is in the hands of the Europeans,
Syrians.
,■
, 4. Except the manufacture of mats, cotton cloths, a rope made of
palm ieaves*, and some filigree silver-work, there is no manufacture worth
supspeaking of. The bazaar is of considerable size, and is tolerablyandwell
import
plied with Manchester goods, cheap cutlery, &c. The export to employ
trade is considerable, and, besides numerous caravans, is said
over three hundred boats of various size. A' considerable trade in gram
is also carried on with Senaar and Karkotsch. These districts are
practically the granaries of the Soudan.
irregular. Its appearance is also poor
5. In shape the town is very
68
nt House and one or two other
Governme
the
Except
and miserable.
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buildings, there is hardly a house worthy of the name. The houses are
mostly built of sun-dried brick, generally without an upper story, and
nearly all surrounded by court-yards with sand walls. To prevent these
plastered
year plastering
are every
rains they
during'the
away the
crumbling
houseswith
. This
commences
rainy season
dung before
over
process is doubtless the cause of a good deal of illness. As the town is
low, there is no drainage, and the consequence is that during the rains
the whole place is deep in water, and it is almost impossible to move about.
As there is no stone throughout the whole district, the streets are full of
dust during the summer and mud during the rains. The chief buildingsare : (1) Government house and offices, large brick buildings on the banks:
of the Blue Nile; (2) arsenal, with smithy, carpenter's shop, smelting
furnaces, stoves, &c. ; attached to this arsenal, are fourteen steamers for
the navigation of the rivers, and also boats of various kinds ; (3) a large
commodious hospital built by Col. Gordon; (4) a mosque or jami built
by Khurshid Pasha; (5) a sibil or small mosque, provided with a well,
and some rooms for the convenience of travellers and poor people; (6) a
large barrack of mud without an upper story, and large barrack square ;
(7) powder magazine and workshop for the re-filling of cartridges; (8)
a large Roman Catholic missionary building, established in 1848 ; stone
building, with garden, church, &c. ; (9) a small Coptic church.
6 As to the attitude of the population, Lieut.-Col. Stewart wrote on
16th January, 1883: Of the 50,000 or 55,000 inhabitants (including
con30,000 slaves) of Khartoum, if I am to believe what I hear, 1 must
siderthe majority as unfriendly to the Government. I have been assured
that many Government employees, and nearly all the native traders, are
secret partisans of the Mahdi, in hopes that he will re-establish the slave
trade. It is questionable how far these statements are justified, but perhaps Ishall not be far from the truth in saying, that the majority wilt
.take whichever side they see is the strongest.
No. 9.
CIVIL SERVICE
PROMOTION

EXAMINATION

OF CANADA.
ON

OPTIONAL

SUBJECTS.

November, 1884.

Candidates are required to observe the Begulations strictly.
TELEGRAPHY.
To be tested by a competent operator, who will send the report to the Secretary at
the value of the work, 50 being the maximum for transmuting
showing
Ottawa,
and
the same
for receiving.

Transmit the following
Value.
50

STOCKS.

The market was fairly active and irregular in New York, with a
weak undertone. The story at the board is that Vanderbilt has about
$17,000,000 of West Shore railway bonds, which were bought for him
a long time ago by Osborn, formerly President of the Illinois Central,
besides an additional amount of those bought through other people.
There are rumours also that large capitalists are interested in a scheme
The majority
to stop the cutting of rates of the West Shore Company.
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of the traders say that they are generally operating mainly upon the
long side, buying stocks on the slumps and realizing on the moderate
rallies. Brokers agree that the market shows a strong undertone, considering the general dullness in business circles. It is said that Gould
has been a very heavy repurchaser this week of Western Union sold at
higher figures last week. There is now a short interest in it of about
30,000 shares. The street is quite bullish on Jersey Central, which
they claim is selling below what it is worth. Strong parties are buying
St. Paul and North-West on the reactions on scale orders, and it is said
the troubles westward are less serious than is reported.
Value.
50

Receive the following :—
Referring to the recent advances in the Bank of England discount
rate, the London Times of 10th instant says :— " Were it not for the
necessity of protecting the stock of bullion from a too rapid foreign drain
there would have been no reason for raising the rate, as there is hardly
any demand for money. The market, however, cannot help the bank
in the matter, for though the big bill brokers and discount houses would
willingly aid it in keeping up the value of money, they cannot prevent
the smaller brokers, who must do business in order to exist, from underbidding them and one another in the bill market. It is possible, of
course, that the present market rate will suffice to prevent the foreign
drain from carrying off tco much gold from the bank, but the reserve
has been allowed to get too low to make this a certainty. Of course, if
the drain increases and the open market gives way, the bank directors
will have to take measures to check both movements by selling consols,
thus sweeping the market bare of money and making their rate the
real rate."
"DUTIES" PAPERS USED AT THE NOVEMBER (1884) PROMOTION EXAMINATION. SUPPLIED BY THE DEPUTY HEADS*
OF THE DEPARTMENTS NAMED.
CIVIL SERVICE
PROMOTION

DEPARTMENT

EXAMINATION.

OF MILITIA AND
(Store

Value.

OF CANADA.

DEFENCE.

Branch.)

First series of questions :
1. Name existing Act under which the militia of the Dominion i*
governed.
2. What gives statutory effect to regulations and orders issued;
under the Act ?
3. How many military districts are ther* ?
4. In what Provinces are they severally situated ?
5. What are the territorial limits of Military District No. 10 ?
6. In what Provinces are the brigade divisions ?
7. Name the hoad-quarters of the several military districts.
8. What district staff officers are there? and what store staff officer
is stationed in the district? (give the office only.)
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9. How is the militia divided ?
10. How is the land force divided ?
11. How is the marine force divided ?
12. Of what is the active militia composed ?
13. Of what is the reserve militia composed ?
14.
What qualifies an active militia company officer for substantive
rank?
15. What qualifies an active field officer for substantive rank ?
16. What is the limit of age under which no one should be appointed
an officer ?
17. What is the limit oi age over which no one can he promoted or
appointed Lieutenant-Colonel in the active militia ?
18. When an officer qualifies by obtaining a certificate, from what
date does he take rank?
19. What is the rule with respect to the value of old certificates
held by persons not officers, but recommended for appointment ?
20. How do newly appointed officers having substantive rank stand
with respect to command with officers of the same grade previously
only " provisional " rank ?
but holding
appointed,
what authority do the superintendents of stores issue
21. Under
stores ?
22. Under what authority do they receive articles in the stores ?
23. In transferring stores from one district to another, what documents are required ?
24. How may ammunition (small-arm) be obtained, at the various
stations, on re-payment ?
25. Before clothing is issued to a corps, what channel must the
requisition pass through ?
26. Under what authority are stores ordered to issue ?
27. To what officer are officers in charge of stores at out-stations
directly responsible ?
out? 28. In "what manner is the inspection of clothing and stores carried

29. When stores are supplied by local contractors, what proceedings
are observed ?
30. What are the duties of superintendents of stores, and what books
returns are they required to submit to headquarkeep ? What
do they Describe
the books and forms of returns.
ters ?
31. What special buildings are in their charge ?
32. When do boards of survey assemble in each military district ;
and what officers compose such boards ?
33. What are the duties of boards of survey ?
34. Whose duty is it to fix the day of assembly of the boards of
survey ?
£5. When do boards of officers for inspection of barracks, stores,
&c, assemble ?
36. Name the officer required by regulations and orders to compose such boards.
37. What steps are required to be taken with cases of inspection of
repairable and unserviceable stores in possession of corps ?
steps are to be taken with cases of obsolete or unserviceWhat
38.
?
able stores
is the duty of the superintendent of stores in connecWhat
39.
these boards of survey ?
tion with
40. When stores are required to be purchased at the several stations, or any service involving expenditure, what form should b©
observed by the local officer concerned ?
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2

41. In what manner is the public credited with the value of stores
[ issued on repayment ? or the rents of militia properties paid ?
2
42. What officers are authorized to sign transport requisition for
stores ?
43. When transfer of the charge of stores from one superintendent
to another takes place, what proceedings are required to be observed ?
44. When a transfer of stores from one commanding officer to
another takes place, what form is to be observed ?
45. Upon what report are the claims for deficiencies in the case
of transfer to be made out ?
46. At what periods are returns required to be furnished for the
district stores and military educational establishments ?
100
Value.
10

15
10
10
10
15
15
15

Second series of questions :
47. What number of buttons would be required for 565 tunics,
alio tying two buttons for the back, two for each sleeve, and fifteen for
the front of each tunic ? and what would be the cost of the buttons at
12J cents per dozen ?
48. Allowing one pound beef, one and a-half pound bread, onequarter ounce tea, one-third ounce coffee, two ounces sugar for a ration,
how many pounds of each would be required to supply 479 rations ?
49. What would be the cost of transport of 583 men over 670 miles
of road at 1 J cent per mile for each man ?
50. Convert £374 8s. 9d. sterling into dollars at the legal rate of
exchange.
51. Convert $1,275.50 into sterling at the legal rates of exchange.
52. Divide $900 amongst A, B, C, so that B may get twice as
much as A, and C twice as much as B.
53. What amount must an agent collect in order to pay over $1,000
after retaining 8J per cent, for collection ?
54. A debt, after a deduction of 3 per cent., becomes $194, what
would it have been after a deduction of 4 per cent ?

100
DEPARTMENT

OF AGRICULTURE.

PROMOTION

CONSTITUTION

EXAMINATION.

OF THE DEPARTMENT.

(I.) By what Act is the Department of Agriculture constituted; and in what year
was it passed ?
(2.) Can you enumerate the several functions of the Department of Agriculture
under that Act ?
(3.) Into what branches is the Department of Agriculture divided to carry into
effect its functions ?
Board of the Depart- r
Under what
? Act, and when passed, is the Immigration
administered
ment (4.)
(6.) The subject of immigration being joint between the Dominion and the Provi
nces under the British North America Act, can you state what is the nature of the
as respects immigration which pertain to the Dominion Government, and also
duties
to
the Provincial Governments ?
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(6.) Can you state in what manner and when these duties came to be agreed
m #
qipon between the Dominion Government and the Provinces?
Dominion
(7 ) Can you describe the system of immigration agencies within the
and in the United Kingdom and Europe, and give generally the duties of agents?
(8.) Under what Acts are quarantine and public health administered by the
stations, and under
^To ) Can you say at what ports there are regularbyquarantine
what officers at those porta
ed, and
what regulations quarantine is administer
where there are no quarantine stations ?
CIO.) What are cattle quarantines, and how are they administered /
,
(11 ) How long are Deat cattle from the United Kingdo otf detained in quarantine
the
from
Canada
of
Provinces
old
the
to
admitted
cattle
are
conditions
what
and on
.
United States, for transit or otherwise.
Terrior
States
United
the
What are the conditions of admitting cattle from
(12.)
tories into Manitoba and the North- West ?
are swine from the United States admitted into the old
what condition
On Canada
(13.) of
Provinces
?
DEPARTMENTAL

DUTIES.

(1.) Could you state generally about how many letters are received by the
Department of Agriculture in one month?
(2.) Apart from the distribution of these letters, which are specially addressed
several branches, if you had to deal with those which came m one day,
the
to
addressed to the Minister or Secretary, how would you proceed to dispose of them?
(3.) In the case of those letters which come from other Departments and are
ly, " Eeferred " and " Transferred," can you say what m is the dismarked respective
tinctive conventional meaning attached lo these terms ?
(4.) Could you briefly describe the system of filing and indexing practised by the
Department of Agriculture in the general correspondence branch.
(5.) Could you give the names of the immigration agents of the Department,
and also the names of the quarantine officers and veterinary inspectors ?
(6.) If a ship were reported to arrive with contagious sickness on board, at a
port which is not a quarantine station, what step would be taken ?
(/.) What course would be pursued at the regular quarantine stations in case ot
a vessel arriving with contagious disease on board ?
(8.) If an application should be made to admit cattle from the United States, at
Prescott or the Suspension Bridge, what answer would you give ?
If an application were made to admit sheep at those ports, what answer
o
.
you give ?
would(9.)
# m
(10.) And what answer, if an application were made to admit swine t
arriving:
s
immigrant
of
protection
for
taken
are
steps
what
say
you
(11.) Could
in Canada?
, .
T
were they can obtain, employ?
done to guide them to places
Also, what isnt
(12.)
me
(13.) At what point or period, after arrival, is an immigrant supposed to pass
from the care of the Dominion Government, and to come under that of the Provincial I
(14.) Can you state the circumstances, or upon what principle the Dominion
Government gives assistance in meals or transport to immigrants after their arrival*
and how long has this system continued ?
classes of immigrants does the Department invite to come to Oanaoa,
(15.)
classes does it give cautions ?
whatWhat
and to
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DEPARTMENT

Value.

PAPER

FOR

OF THE SECRETARY

CANDIDATES

FROM

SECOND

TO

OF STATE.
FIRST

CLASS.

1. State what are the duties of the Queen's Printer ?
2. How is work received, checked and distributed, and the
accounts of the contractors therefor audited ?
3. How are the accounts against the Departments for sums so paid
charged
against the
Depa) ?tments, the accounts rendered, and the Queen's
Printer credited
therefor
4. Give similar explanations respecting procuring the issue of the
statutes, the Canada Gazette and the Government advertising, and the
securing payment and passing accounts for such?
5. What are the kinds of type and paper used for the statutes
and for the Canada Gazette ?
6. What are the kinds of type most in use for Departmental book
and job work ? And what kinds of paper ? Give make and sizes — the
latter from the smallest to the largest ?
7. Will you state the difference between plain and other composition, in charging and auditing printing work ?
8. What difference should there be between the price of a form
with a heading and printer's rules to the bottom of the page, and faint
lining or ruling instead of them ?
9. Also, how should a form be measured with a printed heading, a
large blank and printing again at the foot ? Why should the blank
space be measured or left out ?
10. What is the difference in charge for printing in one or in two
or more colors, and why ?
11. In case several kinds of type are used in a form or page, how
should it be measured ?
12. How is machine ruling calculated ?
13. What is a strike and stop ; and how did it and does it now affect
the price of work ?
i3. What are the different successive operations in binding a book,
after the reception of the sheets from the printer ?
15. What are the different leathers in general use for blank books ?
16. For letter-press binding state them in order of their value ?
QUESTIONS

TO BE

SUBSTITUTED

ON OFFICE DUTIES
PRINTER'S
OFFICE.

20
8

OFFICE

FOR

FOR

2, 3 AND

PROMOTION

TO

5 IN EXAMINATION

FIRST CLASS

IN THE

PAPER
QUEEN'S

2. Please measure and make up account on vouchers marked A,
herewith.
5. Please measure and make up account on vouchers marked C
herewith.
DUTIES — QUEEN'S

PRINTER'S

OFFICE, FOR

PROMOTION

TO SECOND

CLASS.

1. State the duties of the Queen's Printer under statute and Orders in Council.
2. By what means are the printing and binding work for the several Departments of the Government obtained, and the paper for them ?
3. How are requisitions for work and paper, issued by the^Departments, entered
and re-issued by the Queen's Printer ?
4. How is worked received, checked and distributed, and the accounts of the
contractors therefor audited ?

n
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5. How are the contractors paid ?
6. How are the accounts against the Departments for sums so paid charged up
against the
therefor
? Departments, the accounts rendered and the Queen's Printer credited
7. Give similar explanations respecting the printing, issue and distribution of
the statutes and the Canada Gazette f
8. How is Government advertising issued to the newspapers, how accounted and
paid for ?
9. What are the kinds of type and paper used for the statutes ? For the Canada
Gazette ?
10. What kinds of type are in most general use for Departmental book and job
work ?
11. What kinds of paper— size, surface, color and make ? Sizes from smallest
to largest ?
12. For the purpose of charging up, how many kir* of composition are
recognized, and what difference in price?
13. In how many forms are the Acts of Parliament printed for sale and
distribution ?
14. How are they bound ? State varieties of binding and method of division into
volumes.
15. State, as nearly as you can from memory, the official persons or bodies
entitled to receive them ?
DEPARTMENT
QUESTIONS TO BE ASKED CANDIDATES

OF CUSTOMS.

FOR PROMOTION IN THE CUSTOMS

DEPARTMENT.

1. In eases where there has been no decision as to what rate of duty shall be
payable upon particular goods, and a dispute arises, who shall declare the proper
rate or duty payable, if any, on the kind of goods in question ?
2. By what means shall such decision be made public ?
3. Can duties be paid by means of sterling silver coin, or American trade
dollar ; if not, why not ?
4. In what currency shall invoices of goods imported be made out ?
5. In case no standard value has been fixed by proper authority for any currency,
what certificate of comparative value shall be required to be attached to the invoice
presented for duty ?
6. Of what fund shall moneys received from Customs duties form a part ?
7. Is there any limit as to the time within which a debt to the Crown, for the
true amount of Customs duties payable, can be recovered ?
8. If bulk be broken, contrary to the Customs Act of 1883, what sum shall be
forfeited by the master of a vessel so offending ?
9. At what points must all goods imported into Canada be brought in ?
10. If a vessel of less value than $800, with dutiable goods on board, entered
any place other than a port of entry (except in cases specially provided for), what
is the penalty involved as regards such vessel ?
11. In the case of a vessel worth more than $800, guilty of the offence above
mentioned, what penalty shall be incurred by the master thereof?
12. To what fine is a railway or express employee liable, who aids or abets the
unlawful importation of goods by rail or express ?
13. If the master of an incoming vessel should make an untrue report, what
penalty would he incur ?
14. Within what time after the arrival of goods, by sea, from any place out of
Canada, must entry inwards be made ?
15. In default of such entry, and in the event of the removal of the goods to
warehouse, after what time may they be sold ?
75
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16. In the event of dutiable goods having received damage (if imported by
water) during the voyage of importation, within what period must the examination
by a proper Customs officer be completed, and certificate of damage granted, in order
to secure a refund of duty ?
17. When a drawback has been granted by the Government of any foreign
country, on goods manufactured there and exported therefrom, how should such
drawback be treated when entry of such goods is made in Canada ?
18. If an importer should present, for the purpose of entry, a false invoice, to
what penalty would he be subject, in addition to the forfeiture of the goods
imported ?
19. In the event of any person refusing to attend before an appraiser or collector, as provided in the 96th section of the Customs Act, 1883, to what penalty
would he be subject ?
20. What penalty would be imposed on a person who might be chosen to make
an appraisement under the Customs Act, 1883, and who, having been notified of such
choice, refuses or neglects to make such appraisement, without good and sufficient
cause ?
The above questions are approved by me, and are to be used at the next promotion examination, for all grades in the Customs service except those of appraiser,
surveyor or inspector.
The value to be given to each question in the above list is 15.
JAMBS JOHNSON,
(Signed on original.)
Commissioner of Customs.

DEPARTMENT
Values.

PROMOTION

EXAMINATIONS—

OF FISHERIES.

QUESTIONS

FOR FIRST CLASS

CLERKS.

1. What are the principal commercial fish of the Dominion, and to
what markets are they chiefly exported ?
2. Where are the deep-sea and inland fisheries of Canada principally
carried on ?
3. State also the kinds and relative value of the fish taken ?
4. State the close seasons, including those for shell fish, now existing
in the several Provinces of the Dominion?
5. Describe the several modes by which, for commercial purposes,
fishing is carried on ?
6. State the basis on which the fishing bounty of $150,000, now paid
annually to fishermen by the Dominion Govern men t, is distributed?
7. Give a summary of the clauses of the Washington Treaty under
which Americans have the right to fish in British Waters ?
8. State what compensation Canada received and what rights Canadians have for those granted the United States under the treaty?
9. Whether the clauses referred to grant to United States subjects
any privilege other than that of taking fish in British waters ?
10. By what means are the above clauses terminable ?
11. State the process by which a fishery oflicer would proceed to
enforce the law against illegal fishing, and by what authority he is
empowered so to do ?
12. State the number of fish hatcheries in the Dominion, where
situate, the kinds of fish propagated, and where the ova is principally
procured ?
13. What rights as to fishing has a recent decision of the Supreme
Court of Canada conferred upon riparian proprietors ?
14. State the effect of such decision as regards the power of the
Federal Government to deal with the fisheries where such rights are
recognized?
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15. How would an official communication, addressed by the Secretary
Of State at Washington to the British Minister there, complaining of an
injustice done to an American subject fishing in Canada, under the treaty,
be dealt with before a reply could reach the United States Government?
JOHN TILTON, Deputy Minister of Fisheries,

OF INDIAN

DEPAETMENT
TO
QUESTIONS SUBMITTED
THE PAPERS TREATED

THE CANDIDATES
BY THEM AT THE

AFFAIRS.

IN CONNECTION WITH
DEPARTMENT
OF THE
PROMOTION EXAMINATION, IN MAY LAST.

Value.
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
100

1. Describe the various branches of the Department and the duties
of each branch.
2. Describe the method followed by the Department in dealing with
correspondence received.
3. How often are teachers of Indian schools required to forward returns to the Department, and what information do those returns embrace ?
4. How often are Indian land agents required to send to the Department returns of sales and receipts on account thereof?
5. What course has an applicant, who has been advised that he may
become a purchaser of the Indian land applied for, to follow, in order to
have his name entered as such ?
6. When are licenses covering timber on Indian lands usually terminable?
7. What steps has an applicant whose ofier for timber on Indian
lands has been accepted, to take, in order to secure the issue to him of a
license for the same ?
8. State generally the subject upon which the Indian Superintendent
required to furnish information to the Department, in conor agentsnectionare
with the annual report.
9. Describe the several Indian superintendencies or agencies in each
of the Provinces of the Dominion and in the District of Kewatin and in
the North-West Territories ?
10. Give a general outline of the duties of an Indian superintendent
or agent.
No. 1.
CIVIL SEEVICE
SPECIAL

OF CANADA.

PROMOTION

FINANCE

EXAMINATION^

DEPAETMENT.

5th and 6 th December, 1884.
Value
100

PENMANSHIP.
Copy the following :
The Canada Pacific Eailway Company have, been doing good practical work towards inducing agricultural settlement along its line in the
North- West Territory, by establishing experimental farms here and
there, where the various kinds of grain and vegetables are being cultivated. Travellers have thus an opportunity of satisfying themselves in
regard to the adaptation of the soil and climate of the country, such as
they could not otherwise have. This season the complaints are of &

n
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great scarcity of rain in many parts of the Territory, and there is some
disappointment in consequence. Especially is this the case in the
vicinity of Moose Jaw and Calgary, but yet the crops on the experimental farms are reported as excellent. It is estimated that there will
probably be a surplus of five million bushels of wheat in the North- West
this year. By some the estimate is made larger still. The railway
will soon find a very large grain trade between these fertile wheat fields
and the sea-board.
No. 2.
CIVIL SERVICE OF CANADA.
SPECIAL

PROMOTION

EXAMINATION.

5 th and 6 th December, 1884.
FINANCE
Values.
15

20

6
60

DEPARTMENT.

Candidates are required to observe the Regulations strictly,
COMPOSITION.
1. Change the following passage from a direct to an indirect
statement :—
" I have often," said Byron, "left my childish sports to ramble in
this place ; its glories and its solitude had a mysterious charm for my
young mind, nurturing within me that love of quietness and lonely
thinking which has accompanied me to maturer years."
2. Supply the appropriate words in the blank spaces in the following
sentences : —
(a.) It is our duty to
the distress of others b/
their sorrows
their fears, and
their resentments.
(6.) It gives me no
to have the private affairs of my
neighbor overhauled in my hearing.
3. Write a letter of not less than 300 words to the financial agents
in London — Messrs. G-lyn, Mills & Co., Messrs. Baring Bros. & Co. — on
the following subjects :
(1.) Acknowledging receipt of letter of 1st instant with statements
of ordinary account, Sinking Fund account of C. C. loan, loans of 1874,
18*75, 1876, 1878-79, 1. C.R. loan, and also statements of new loan.
(2.) Call their attention to discrepancies in interest on overcharge
of £25 3s. 8d. in current account, caused by a difference of one day in
calculation of days. Also inquire if, as bank rate was increased from 4
per cent, to 5 per cent, during currency of account 1 per cent, additional
should not be allowed from date of increase.
(3.) Advise them of probability of having to draw on them (half on
each house) in following month for £400,000 stg., say £100,000 on or
about the 1st, £200,000 about the 10th, and other £100,000 on or about
the 20th. Request them to note and honor the drafts.
(4.) Ask, in view of the meeting of Parliament, that by that time all
accounts up to date, with fall particulars, bo sent by early mail.
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No. 3.
CIVIL SERVICE
SPECIAL

PROMOTION

FINANCE

OF CANADA.
EXAMINATION.

DEPARTMENT.

5th and 6th December, 1884.
{Candidates are requested to observe the Regulations strictly.)
Values.

Note. — The work of each question must be fully given.
ARITHMETIC.

20

1. A tradesman says " I sell it for $100 and make 15 per cent, profit
by it, for it cost me $85," was he correct? If not, find the true rale of
profit and also the cost price in order that it might have been 15 per
cent.

20

2. One company guarantees to pay 5 per cent, on shares of $100
each, and another guarantees at the rate of if per cent, shares of $7.50 ;
the price of the former is $124 J, and of the latter $8.50. Compare the
rates of interest which they return to the purchaser.

20

3. The recent 3J per cent. Canadian loan of £5,000,000 was placed
in London, say at the average rate of £91 2s 6d. for each £100 ; if the
proceeds were placed in Canada by drafts on London, drawn at the
average rate of 8£ per cent, premium (over old par of exchange)
what was the total amount in Canadian currency realized from the
oan

20

4. Reduce $241,388.89 to sterling money, at the rate of 8£ per cent,
premium.

20

100

5. The time occupied between the drawing of a 3-days' sight draft
on London and its payment, is 15 days, of a 60-days' sight draft, is 72
days. The current bank rate of interest is 2 per cent. Which would
bo the most profitable transaction for the Government of Canada, to sell
cables or immediate payment drafts, for £200,000 at $1.85, the same
amount of 3-days' sight drafts at $4.84J-,or the same amount of 60 days*
sight drafts at $4.81 ?
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No. 4.
CIVIL
SPECIAL

SERVICE

OF

PROMOTION

FINANCE

CANADA.

EXAMINATION.

DEPARTMENT.

5th and 6th December, 1884.
Values.
13
14

10
10
10
10
13
10
10
100

ORGANIZATION,

PRACTICE

AND

DUTIES.

warrants
issued1.? Under what circumstances are Governor General's
2. The expenditure made by the Department of Railways and Canals
is voted under the different heads :—
Railways and Canals
Capital.
do
Consolidated Fund.
do
Charges on Revenue.
Explain the difference, and give an example under each heading.
3. What is required by the Audit Act with reference to securities
representing the debt of the Dominion, and which have been redeemed ?
4. Before what date are the appropriation accounts of the year
required to be sent to the Auditor General ?
5. In case of a disagreement between an expending Department
and the Auditor-General, to what body is an appeal to be made ?
6. Monthly returns of the state of the business of the several chartered banks are rendered to the Finance Department. State what bank
officials sign these returns.
7. State the nature of the clauses under the Banking Act by virtue
of which money penalties may be exacted in case of contravention.
8. In the event of the insolvency of a bank, what is the first charge
on its assets ?
9. What is the limit of deposit allowed in the savings banks controlled bythe Finance Department ?
No. 5.
CIVIL SERVICE OF CANADA.
SPECIAL

PROMOTION

FINANCE

EXAMINATION.

DEPARTMENT.

December 5th and 6th, 1884.
Values.

CONSTITUTION

OF CANADA.

(British Mrth America Act.)
15

1. What is the amount of subsidy paid annually by the Dominion
of Canada to each of the Provinces which formed part of the Union
in 1867 ?

15

2. Name the sources of the revenue of the Provincial Governments
(exclusive of the Dominion subsidies), and state what taxes they can raise.

15

3. What are the provisions of the British North America Act with
regard to education ?

48 Victoria.
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5. Specify some of the powers exclusively exercised by the Provincial Legislatures.
6. How are the Councils of the Governor General and of the
Lieutenant Governors^styled ?
7. To what power belongs the organization of Canadian courts, and
by which Government or Governments are the judges appointed ?

5
6

A. 1885

4. Specify some of the legislative powers committed by the British
North America Act of 1867 to the Federal Parliament.

10
5
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8. How are money grants originated in the different Legislatures f
9. Can Bills passed by the Dominion Parliament be disallowed ? If
so, by whom and within what time ?
10. How many members does the British North America Act assign
to the Senate? State how distributed between^the four Provinces confederated in1867.
11. How many members does the same Act assign to the House of
Commons, and how distributed between the above stated Provinces ?

No. 1.
EXCISE

EXAMINATIONS.

Held during the week ended the 22nd November, 1884.
BOOK-KEEPING.
TIME— 3} HOUES.
Montreal, 1st January, 1884.
Wm, Barton and Jas. Eraser have this day entered into a partnership, to continue three years, unless earlier dissolved by mutual consent. Each to share equally
in gains and losses, but Barton to receive 6 per cent, interest per annum on the
amount
Fraser. by which his investment exceeds Fraser's. The firm name to be Barton^and
Wm. Barton puts into the business :— Cash, in Bank of Montreal.

8
25,000

cts»

Two notes, each for $1,600, due on 3rd February and 3rd March,
and payable at Bank of Montreal, here.
Jas. Eraser puts into the business: — Mdse. worth at cost price..
Ten shares of Central E. E. stock, $150 per share, worth at
present quotations $120. Besides this Fraser has a lease of
No. 130 McGill street, having three years to run from date,
for which the firm is to pay him $3,000 per annum rental.
81
46a— 6

00

18,000

00
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10th January,
Bot. of Simon Finn, Mdse

12,000

Paid § of same by cheque, and gave our note at 3 mos. for balance.
12th January.
Sold to Thos. Webster, Mdse;

To be paid for in Manitoba wheat of first quality by inspection,
delivered in Montreal free of all oharges before the 31st March
next, and for which we agree to allow Montreal quotations
on date of arrival. Any balance owing by Webster on 31st
March to be paid in cash.

5,000

27tA January.
Sold to McEwen Bros., Mdse. at 3 mos.

10,000

31st January.
125

Paid wages as per Time Book
"

200

Insurance on Mdse
3rd February.

Bank of Montreal notified us that note due to us this day has
been met
1,600
Uh February.
Drew cheque to meet current expenses,

400

Sth February.

Eeceived from C. P. R. notice of arrival of 2,000 bushels of wheat
Montreal quotations this day $1.07.
from Thos. Webster.
15

bushel. forStored
8 cts.forper
cash for freight
Paidelevator.
mos in Cole's
three wheat
insurance
Paid cash
16th February.

00

•7,500
00

Sold Mdse. for cash.
Deposited in Bank..
82

00
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12,800

Bot. of Wilbur Jamieson, Mdse. for which we paid by cheques.

00

28th February.
Sold to Burns & Co., Mdse. at 60 days. . .
"

Ed. King,

«

"

P.Lyons,

"

1,500
2,?50

00
00
00

6,300

3rd March.

Notified by Bank of Montreal that note due to us this day has
been met

1^00

00

6th March.
00

Bot. of Spencer & Co., Mdse

15,000
10,000

For which we gave McBwing Bros', note
And our note at 3 mos. to balance.

00

ISth March.
Discounted
P. Lewis' note of 28th February.
to our credit

Proceeds placed1

6 236

50

25th March.
C. P. K. advised us of arrival of 2,500 bushels of wheat from
Thos. Webster. Montreal quotations $1.05. Paid freight 8
cts. per bush, in cash. Stored in Cole's elevator. Paid cash
for insurance 1 month

83
46a— 8J

00
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31s/ March.

Keceived cheques inpayment of Burns & Co.'s note
And of Ed. King's
"Which we deposited.

of account, and deposited
Drew on T. Webster at sight for balance
draft with Bank of Montreal for collection.
the
Jas. Fraser died yesterday, and his heirs desire to know
extent of his interest in the firm. For this purpose the books
are to be closed and stock taken.
*Jth April
Stock taking shows value of Mdso. on hand 31st March.
Central E. E. stock at same date was quoted at $130.

gain orloseJournalize, post Ledger, and close by Journal entries Show the netMarch.
the state of each partner's account, and the assets and liabilities at 31st
60 marks,
Yalue for Journalizing
"
Posting
"
Closing
100
200
Total.

84
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No. 1 (a).
EXCISE

EXAMINATIONS.

Add the following columns of figures vertically as well as horizontally.
TIME— 45

MINUTES.

Maximum number of Marks obtainable, 25.
36,785

56

68,354

846

28
5,769 80
71,586

i

8,646
212 08
-99,670

72
7,428 03
95
5,842
26
6,765

103,840 06

56,341 I85
75,228 32

1,764

5,763

23,851

64,353

643,786

48,225

76,635

4,687

946

4,634
59

6,383
463

22,844
6,742
1,435
45,834

53,006 60

5,784
647

5,824
63,284
9,573
54,833
638,234

99,638

47,333 25
32

6,623

86,45

5,724
56,834

463 89
!

47

4,683
60,053

3,875
434

7,856
49,635

50)
8,938 22
85,654 74

7,430:40

2,750

136,64327

47,453 15
24
6,568

68,944 20

6,534

59,58138

96,634

525J30

76,348

22,686|71

55,893

83,837 44

6,536,80
i

5,957

13,463] 17

44,906 74
48,634 80

46,83417
I

29,634

9,876|54

55,55555

1

563,21030!
6,974 63!

I

96,347
235

4,736

46,383 20

■8,321

513

46

432

126,388

7,538

59,584

64

i

26
80

4,563 29
68,634 90
483

5 I20
4,567*89'
56,733 84
89,634 80

239,62330

55

46
39 87

763 82

9,422 30

463;28

.982 35

76,382 29

5,82433

5,643
27
46,349

5,874 20
66,734
234,654

29
85

586

5,638

68,463 20
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No. 2.
EXCISE EXAMINATIONS.
INLAND

No.
1
2

8
9
10
11
12
13

REVENUE

LAWS.

Time— ^2 hours.

Values.

What is meant by " subject to Excise," " bonded manufactory,"
" cancellation stamp " and "rectifier? "
Of what, and at what time, does the law require notice to be
?
givenAre
there any goods, the manufacture of which is permitted by
the law, that may not be placed in a licensed bonded warehouse ?
If an action is brought against an officer of Inland Eevenue for
anything done in the exercise of his duty as such Officer, when and
where must it be brought ?
What is a valid giving or making of any notice, list, description,
&c, required by the Act to be given or made to any person ?
What is a collector's duty if he doubts the correctness of any
statement, account or return which the Act requires to be made to
him?
What must a maltster's notice to steep show, and when and to
whom must it be given ?
What is the duty on imported malt ?
Does the Act make any special provision in regard to the beer
reservoir in distilleries ?
Is there any specified diameter for a closed spirit receiver ?
What must a distiller's monthly return show, and when must it
be made ?
By whom shall or may an Excise bonding warehouse be provided, and what amount shall be paid for the use of it ?
How will you determine the duty chargeable on the manufactures in a distillery, a brewery, a malthouse, a tobacco manufactory,
a cigar manufactory, and a bonded factory where both methylated
spirits and vinegar are made ?
Total
No. 3.

150

EXCISE EXAMINATIONS.
ARITHMETIC.

Time — 3 hours.

No
1

Simplify— x
.1

2

.

A
Extract the square root of .0006 to four places of decimals.
On taking stock in'a cigar factory the deficiency on raw leaf taken
for use was found to be 4 per cent., or 2,944 pounds. What wasj
the number of pounds taken ?
86

Value.

12

14
14
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Among candidates who presented themselves for examination : One
obtained 65 per cent, of the aggregate marks and failed to pass
Another obtained 80 per cent, of the aggregate marks, and thus
obtained 120 marks more than the required minimum. If the
former had made 240 marks more he would have just reached
the minimum. Find the aggregate of marks and the percentage
required to pass ?
Reduce

I pf n

of a pint to the decimal of a gallon.

A person rows a distance of 1J miles down a stream in 20 minutes,
but without the aid of the stream it would take him half an
hour. What is the rate of the stream per hour ? And how long
would it take him to return against it ?

8

2X

21

Spirits having a strength of 24*6 o.p. are reduced to 10 u.p. and sold
at the same price per standard gallon for which they were
bought.
What is the gain per cent ?

15

Find the cost of paper for covering a room 16 X 18 feet and 11 feet '
high. The paper costing 80 cents per roll of 12 yards long, and
being 2 feet one inch wide. Allow J for windows and doors.

18

A distiller's mash contains corn, rye, oats and malt in the following
by measure respectively, viz.: 6, 3, 2*5 and 1*5. proportions.
Find the total number of bushels in the mash, supposing the
oats to equal 40 bushels; also the number of bushels of corn,
rye and malt.

22
150

Total
No. 4.
EXCISE

EXAMINATIONS.
MENSURATION.

Time — 2£ hours.
What is the length of the longer axis of an ellipse, whose area is
equal to 1,000 and shorter axis 25 ?

Values.
15

The chord of a circle is equal to 20, and the perpendicular from^the
chord to the centre of the circle is 10. What is the area of the
circle ?

20

What is the area of an irregular malt floor, the length being 21*5 feet,
and its breadth in five equi-distant places, 15*6 ft., 14'8 ft, 17*3 ft.,
204 ft., and 21 ft ?

16

The area of a right-angled triangle is 540, and the length of the base
20. What is the length of the hypothenuse ?
87
What is the area of the segment of a circle, the chord of the segment
being 30, and diameter of circle 46 ?

18
20
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What is the area of an ellipse whose diameters are 48 and 30 ?
An officer, on examining and comparing the plans and descriptions
of a malt-house, finds one of the floors very irregular, its sides
not being parallel nor any two of them the same length. How
is he to determine proper area, and what measurements must
he take ?
S

A cistern is to be erected of two-inch plank, having the top outside
diameter 5 feet, and bottom diameter 6, and a perpendicular
height of 5 feet. The cistern is to have a head. How many feet
of lumber, reduced to board measure, or inch thick, will be
required ?
Total
■No. 5.

EXCISE EXAMINATIONS

.

MALT

No.

GAUGING

AND

COMPUTATION

OF

COMMODITIES

IN

BULK;

Time— 2f hours.
What will be the depth of a hopper to hold 100 bushels of barley,
the top being 6 feet square, and outlet 3 inches square ?
A conical steep tub having a diameter at bottom of 7 feet 6 inches,
and at top of 7 feet, the depth being 5 feet, is required to be
" inched." What is the capacity of the first inch at bottom, also
the capacities of the 10th and 20th inches from the bottom ?
A bin 15*3 feet long, 9*4 feet wide, 8 feet deep at front, and 11*3 feet
at back, is filled with corn. How many pounds does it contain,
supposing one M.M. to equal 242 lbs. ?
On proceeding to gauge a kiln of malt before weighing, I found the
kiln was not rectangular. I therefore took a diagonal which
measured 2 1 *7 feet and two perpendiculars from the opposite
angles to this diagonal, and found them respectively 8 6 and 9*4
feet. I took five dips which were 4*8, 4'9, 5*, 4*3 and 5*2 inches.
How many M.M.'s were supposed to be placed in steep ?

Values.
15
22

20

20

A maltster has a cistern in which he can steep 1,000 M.M. of barley ;
he wishes to make one in which he can steep one-half more, the
depth to be 72 inches. What must the diameter be ?

25

Find the solidity of a sphere having a diameter of 40 inches. Give
the height of a cone having the same solidity, the diameter of
base being equal to diameter of sphere,

25

Grain is placed in a granary in which the cylindrical steep tub is
situated, but the tub extends 24 inches below the floor. The
granary is 21 feet by 16 feet and is filled to the top of the steep
cistern which is 5 feet deep and 65 feet in diameter. How
many cubic feet of grain in the granary, supposing the cistern
to be empty ?
88

Total.

23
150
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No 6.
EXCISE EXAMINATIONS.
USE OF HYDROMETER

AND

SACCHAROMETER.

Time— 1 J hours.

Values.

What is the standard by which the specific gravities of spirits and
other liquids are determined ?
How is spirits affected in respect of weight and volume by change
of temperature ?
Does a change in temperature affect the strength of spirits ?

10

What was the original gravity of a liquid which, after being diluted
with 5J times its own bulk of distilled water, indicated a
specific gravity of 1004 ?
What would be the strength resulting from the following mixtures,
respectively :—
1 gallon 65 O.P. with § gallon 36 U.P.
3 " 40 U.P. " 2£ " 10 U.P.
1 «
25 U.P, " 1
" 50 O.P.
What would be the gravity of a mixture composed of 5 gallons wood
naphtha of a specific gravity of '814 and 40 gallons of alcohol of
a specific gravity of *8222 ?
Total,
No. 7.

I<3

12

50

EXCISE EXAMINATIONS.
MALTING

AND

SUPERVISION

OP MALTHOUSES,

Values.

Time — 2 Hours.

What is malt, and from what is it usually made in Canada ?
i Describe the manufacture of malt, specifying the various processes
through which the article used passes, the changes which take
place in it, and the time required for each process.
How may it be known, by the condition of the article which is
being malted, when each process is completed ?
What deceptions might be practised by a maltster in order to
defraud the revenue ?
How would you detect these frauds and what means would you adopt

to prevent them ?
What do you consider the duties of an officer when in charge of a
malt house ? Give answer fully.
When a maltster wishes to hasten the process of malting, wherein
does he differ from his usual mode?
What is meant by leguminous seeds, and how would you distinguish
them from grain in malting ?
89

Total.

6
30

1%
18

m

25
6

12&
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No. 8.
EXCISE EXAMINATIONS.

PROCESS

No.

OF

TOBACCO
AND
OF TOBACCO

CIGAR MANUFACTURING AND
AND CIGAR MANUFACTORIES.

SUPERVISION

Time— 2 hours.

Values.
20
20

What do you consider the duties of an officer when in charge of a
tobacco factory ? Answer fully.
What do you consider the duties of an officer in charge of a cigar
factory ? Answer fully.
3

What would be the result as regards the annual stock statement
of, including stems, in the quantity in process of manufacture
in a cigar factory at the end of the fiscal year ?
10

In a tobacco factory the actual net quantity of raw material
used much
is 107,634
lbs., and in
tobacco
108,187 and
lbs. "
How
is the production
excess produced
of the standard,
how many pounds of tobacco were produced from each 100
lbs. of raw material actually used ?
In a cigar manufactory the quantity of raw material used from
which cigars were produced was 25,440 lbs., the number of
cigars produced being 1,228,125. How many pounds of raw
material were used to produce 1,000 cigars, and how many
cigars were produced from each 25 lbs. of raw material used ?
6

By what means is the Expn. brand to be placed upon tin and
wooden caddies of tobacco respectively, and what information
should it contain ?

12
8

What is the smallest denomination of package of tobacco upon
which a caution notice is now required to be attached ?
8

What is the object of the bonded removal permit stamps ?

9

To what persons is the removal of imported raw leaf tobacco
restricted ?

19

What is the object of re-sweating leaf tobacco in a cigar factory ?
Total

90

10

8
10

.,

125
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No. 9.
EXCISE

IKQFLATIONS

AS

TO

STAMPING,

EXAMINATIONS.

MARKING, WAREHOUSING
ARTICLES.

AND

REMOVAL

OF

Time — 2 hours.

EXCI8ABLK

Values,
10

What are the conditions of an export bond ?

What is the least quantity of excisable goods that oan be ex-warehoused for removal or transfer, in bond ?
What is the difference in the removal bond given when goods are
consigned to the order of the Collector of Inland Revenue, and
when not so consigned ?

Id

What are the duties of a Collector of Inland Eevenue upon the
receipt of excisable goods removed to his division in bond ?
Are there any conditions as to the removal of methylated spirits
from warehouse or manufactory ? If so, state them.

10
10

What is the nature of the certificate to be written across the departmental copy of an export entry by the officer of Excise ?
In placing excisable goods in warehouse, in what respect do cigars
differ from other articles ?
How are the stamps upon caddies or boxes of tobacco to be attached
and cancelled ?
What are the conditions under which excisable goods may be
removed in bond to a person not having a licensed bonding warehouse ?

8

10'

10

Where stamps will not adhere to tin foil with ordinary gum or paste,
what is to be done ?
Describe a coupon stamp and how it is used.
How is Canada Twist required to be stamped ?

What are the provisions of the regulations respecting the removal of
scraps and cuttings in bulk from one manufacturer to another ?
Total

91

812

15

125

8>
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No. 10.
EXCISE

EXAMINATIONS.

PETROLEUM

No.

INSPECTION.

Time — 1 hour.

Values.

What are petroleum and naphtha as defined by the Act ?

is meant" ?by the terms " specific gravity," " flash-test" and
What" fire-test

4
4

What are the specific gravity and fire-test prescribed by law for
petroleum sold in Canada for illuminating purposes ?

6

What marks does the law require to be placed on packages containing
petroleum, and who must place them thereon ?

6

Where and when must petroleum be inspected, and what is to be
done with it if it be below the standard ?

5
25

You are required to inspect 80 packages of petroleum and 12 packages of naphtha. State in detail how you would proceed.
Total

50

No. 11.
EXCISE
DISTILLATION

No.

AND

EXAMINATIONS.
SUPERVISION

OP

DISTILLERIES.

Time— 2J Hours.

What information and papers should accompany an application for
a distiller's license, and what are the duties of the examining
officer before granting a certificate ?

What do you consider the ordinary daily duties of an officer engaged in the supervision of a distillery ?
What are the special duties of officers in reference to fermenting
tuns, their contents and registration during the working of
distilleries ?

What papers are required to be prepared by the distiller when about
to remove a quantity of spirits in bond from his distillery
warehouse to another division ?
Under what circumstances may spirits be ex-warehoused without j
either weighing or testing ?

Values.
15

20

20

10

10
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Under what conditions can a distiller commencing operations,
having no spirits on hand, either in bond or duty paid, remove
duty paid spirits, the product of his distillery, during the currency of his first month's operations ?
What particulars should be shown on the heads of packages in
which spirits are removed from a distillery, in bond and duty
paid respectively, and what are the duties of the officer checking same ?
Give the meaning of the term " low wines " and state how they are
separated from that portion of the product of intermittent stills
which is passed direct into the closed spirit receivers.

10

10

10

20

In what way may the " test still " be utilized in anticipating the
probable products of one or more tuns of beer or wash in a
distillery ?

25

When about to take a special test of a tun, say No. 10, it was found
that the product of No. 9, previously distilled, was in the
closed spirit receiver, viz., 505 gallons at 55 O.P. After tun No.
10 was distilled there were 1,025 gallons at 57.2 O.P., what was
the strength of the product of tun No. 10 ? Give the work
in full.
Total

150

No. 12.
EXCISE

EXAMINATIONS.
VINEGAR.

No.

Time— 2 J hours.

Values,

What is meant by " mix " in a vinegar factory ? How is it made,
and what are the duties of the officer in charge when it is being
made?
Describe the process of testing vinegar to find the per cent, of acetic
acid?
What are the duties of an officer when pure spirit is required by the
manufacturer for use in the generators ?
What is the gravity of the ammonia solution used by the Department, and how would you proceed to make it ?

6
108

It was found on testing a sample of vinegar that it required 90
grains of the standard solution of ammonia to neutralize 75
grains of it. What was the per cent, of acetic acid and the
strength ?
Give all the methods you can think of by which the revenue might
be defrauded by adishonest manufacturer of vinegar and methylated spirits j also the means you would adopt for the protection
of the revenue.
Total
93

12

50
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LIST OF CANDIDATES WHO PASSED
SERVICE PRELIMINARY

SUCCESSFULLY
EXAMINATION.

THE CIVIL

May, 1884.

Barry, Thomas.
Gould, William.
Hurd, McD. Blair.
Keating, Michael Edward.
Keating, Wm/Ahearn.
Langenberg, Albert.
Morton, John Edward.
Sheehan, Joseph Maurice.
Cassily, Patrick.
Condon, Thomas.
Hill, Robert.
McMonagle, James.
Beaudry, Auguste.
Bolger, Michael J.
Chouinard, Camille.
Damontier, Felix.
Dahig, Patrick H.

At Halifax.
Smyth, David Spear.
Smythe, Joseph Howe.
Sullivan, William P.
Sutherland, George.
Pace, Robert Thomas.
Nicholson, David Alex.
Thompson, SamueL
McCaffrey, James Edward.
At St. John.
Smith, Rafus R.
Holden, Geo. W.
Dixon, John
Hipwell, Jno. Parkinson.
At Quebec.
Joanet, Nap. Ulric.
Legare, Etienne.
Parent, W. V. P.
Samson, J. E. Alfred.

At Montreal.
Bisson, Joseph Louis.
Latimer, Thomas.
Brazeau, Edmonde.
Legault, David.
Boudreau, Louis G.
Lescarbeau, Edmond.
Belair, Arthur.
Lortie, Alphonse.
Clarke, George.
Le Blanc, Edouard.
Chartrand, Joseph.
Milne, Thomas K.
Curran, Charles K.
Major, Theophile.
Du Rocher, J. B.
Murphy,
James.
Ermatinger, P. T. H.
McCaffrey, Wm. J.
Forget, Melasippe.
Masse, Arthur.
O'Mahoney, Myles.
Godin, Hermenegilde.
Gauthier, Oscar.
Pepin, Felix.
Guilfoyle, Wm. D.
Pepin, Joseph.
Perrault, Joseph.
Gauthier, Antoine P.
Gorman, William.
Pilon, J. D. E.
Gaindon, Magloire.
Bolland, Frank F.
Sauriol, Jean Bpte.
Hogue,Napoleon Jos.
Le Febvre de Villeneuve, J .Cajetan. Thou in, Joseph.
La Croix, F. X. Joseph.
Tasee, Charles D.
Vinet, F. R. dit la Rente.
Lepine, Magloire.
Robbe, Vital.
At Ottawa.
Barke, Mary E.
Nolan, Thomas.
Beahan, Denis.
Pegg, Alfred.
Connell, Daniel.
Spence, John.
Grafton, S. W.
Short, Samuel.
Lancaster, John.
Boucher de Grosbois, Guillaume.
Jackson, James.
Lawless. Matthew.
McKeever, Jennie.
94
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Dugdale, Alfred H.
Maguire, John.

A- 1885

At Kingston.
Curry, Adam Hall.
Sullivan, Jos. Edward.
At Toronto.
Piatt, William J.
Phillips, Russell M.
Thompson, George.
Wallace, Chas. BE.
Wallbridge, Kobt. John
Butler, John.
Thompson, Charles.
Johnston, Robert.
Gimby, Wm. Edw.
Baxter, John.

Allen, Wm. E.
Clewes, John Kalph.
Ellis, George.
Giroux, Octave.
Hesson, John Henry
Hollenrake, Thomas.
Meadows, Edwin.
Ellis, J. D.
McEwan, James.
McGlashan, Danl. L.
Charters, James.
Dingman, Hy. W.
Harper, James P.
Lawrence, William.
MeCandish, Alired.
Parkhill, Andrew.
Ross, Dobbin H.

At Hamilton.
Scholfield, Thomas.
Springate, John.
Souter, W. M.
Strongman, William.
Neehin, James.
Petti t, Wm. Jonathan.
Robinson, J. M.
At London.

Bayley, George.
Cashing, John.
Cashing, James.
Dewson, Wm. W.
Long, William.

McKenna,
Nicholson,
Southcott,
Johnstone,
At Winnipeg.

Burrows, William.
Cuthbert, Wm. James*
Cuthbert, Wm. James, jun,
Close, Jarvis.
Williams, George,

Wm. Gordoa.
James.
William F.
Bolton W.

Cowley, Walter.
Kuttner, John M.
Lispett, Wm. S.
Stevenson, John.

At Victoria, B.C.
Broderick, William.
J. THORBURN, LL.D., Chairman.
A. D. DeCELLES,
P. LeSUEUR, Secretary.

95
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WHO PASSED SUCCESSFULLY
QUALIFYING EXAMINATION.

THE CIVIL SEBVICB

Mat, 1884.
At Halifax.
Hill, Gordon.
Logan, Alfred.

Southall, Frederick.
At Charlottetown.

McNeil, Albert Howard.
At St John.
Burnett, Bertram F.
Cadwallader, John.
Conley, Edward.
Connor, Frank E.
Crocker, Frederick S.
H.
Ewing, James A.
Fairweather, Edmund W,
Ferguson, Frederick.
Hoyt, John Wesley.
Jenkins, George.

Bolger, Michael J.
Carolan, John.
BeChesne, Emma Miville.
Barlee, Wilfred.
Brazeau, Edmond.
Brophy, Thomas.
Benoit, Louis Baymond.
Breadner, Eobert W.
Biron, Napoleon.
Clermont, Ulderic.
Clement, J. Edouard.
Constantin, Jos. Edouard.
De Cotret, Eaoul Eene.
De Yaux, Mo'ise.
Desaulniers,
Ernest L.
Edward, John Thomas.
Fox, John D.
Godin, Hermenegilde.
Le Blanc, Victor.
L'Ecuyer, Theodule.
Legault, David.
Ladouceur, Theophile.
Leblanc, Edouard.

Hannington, Thos. Benjamin.
Macintire, James A.
Patterson, Alfred S.
Eoberteon, Charles E.
Schofield, Isaac.
Steen, Jas. Stewart
Strang, James.
Strong, J. A.
Weldon, Edward D.

At Quebec.
Home, William A.
Quinn, Thos. Wm.
Fahey, Owen.
At Montreal,

96

Monet, Joseph B. dit.
McCann, J. J. J.
Ouimet, Eoche.
Primeau, Jean Bte.
Pilon, J. D. E.
Sennatt, James.
St. Martin, Albert.
Simard, Maxime.
Stratton, John Frs.
Chartier, J. O. Avila.
Dalton, William.
Florence, Charles.
Gaudet, Mich. H. A;
Le Claire, Chas. Jos. j
Proulx, Alphonsine.
Sauriol, Alphonse.
Eobbe, Vital.
McShane, Jas. Anty.
Norcross, A.
Cartier, Jos. Adelard.
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At Ottawa.

Bruce, David A.
Baldwin, Miss Harma A.
Barber, Beatrice.
Dow, John R.
Eagleson, John.
Freeland, Anthony.
Gilbert, Emml. W.
Jennings, Edward.
Greenfield, E.
Lyden, Miss Maggie.
McMaster, Kate.
McEdward, Wm. George.
McCann, John A.
Lazier, Jno. Campbell.
Martin, Jno. C.
Newberry, Isabella Mary
Nevins, John James.
Goodman, Arthur W.
Mackay, Jane E. B.
May, James.
Black, Edward H.
Boys, Thos. Ross.
Earl, Fred. E.
Ferrie, James.
Fitton, Cecil H.
Gleeson, Cornelius.
Grundy, Henry.
Gill, Thos.
Hynes, William A.
Haggard, Charles.
Jackson, John A.
Laird, Harry W.
Lawson, John Thos.
McCabe, Frank J.
McLennan, John O.
Mitchell, George S.
Neagle, Helen F.
Althouse, Melmoth W.
Cullis, John M.
Clarke, Gertrude.
Craig, Calvin.
Cameron, John A.
Conroy, Joseph M.
Dugit, Peter J. E.
Dinning, Harry F.
Hunton, Wm. A.
Higley, Thos. E.
Hollo way, Francis J.
McDonell, Ronald EL.

Mcintosh, Donald G.
Provost, Alphonse A.
Sheppard, Daniel E.
Smith, W. H. Chatterton.
York, Brown L.
Beianger, Victor,
Goulden, William Randolph,
Fraser, Annie.
Harrison, Edward.
Humpheys, Beauchamp.
Elie, A.
Elliott, Jas. David.
At Kingston.
Reid, Chas. McKenzie.
Walker, David Jas., jun.
Walker, Wm. B.
Hailowell, Wm. Earl.
At Hamilton^
McCawley, William
Patrick.
McRae, Edgar B.
At Toronto.
Newman, Frank.
O'Donoghue, Danl. G.
Pearson, John.
Walton, Jesse M.
Watkins, John Lloyd.
Wright, Chas R.
Cochran, Fredk. S.
Cheyne, Andrew J.
Humphrey, Wm. H.
Thompson, Hedley Vicars.
Westman, Thos.
Fleming, J.
Agar, Chas. Jas.
Phillpotts, Caroline.
Spencer, Edward.
Banting, Charles.
McMullen, Thomas.
At Lonion,
Mosgrove, A. H.
McTaggart, Jas. Lr
Mackenzie, David.
McKillop, Duncan A.
McGregor, Charles J.
Newman, Robert Ai
Fatton, Thos. B.
Robinson, Lucy.
Dawson, James H# B.
McYicar, W. W.
Harrison, Francis E. A .

m
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At Winnipeg,
Benoit, Michel.
Webster, Thos. O.
Allan, Robt. K.
Murphy, George.
At Victoria, B. C.
Gibbon, Lister.
t.
Dorse
Goepel, Philip
Newberry, Cowper Wm.
Hughes, Edward.
Rabbitt, Daniel.
J. THORBURN, LL.D., Chairman.
A. D. DeOELLES,
P.LeSUEUR, Secretary.

Candidates who took Optional Subjects at the Civil Service Examination
held in May, 1884, and succeeded in one or more, as indicated opposite their names,
viz. : —
Names.

Burnett, Bertram F
Connor, Frank R
Croker, Frank S
Ewing, James A.
Hoyt, John Wesley
Jenkins, George
Strong, J. A
Harrison, John S
Hayes, Wm. Hazen.

Carolan, John

Brophy, Thomas
Breadner, Robert W
Constantino, Jos. E
Edward,
LeBlanc,
LeBlanc,
McCann,

John Thos
Victor.
Edouard
I. I. L.

St. Martin, Albert
McShane, James A
Cartier, Jos. Adelard

Total Options
Gamed.

Subjects.

AT ST. JOHN, N.B.
Book-keeping, Indexing and Precis
.., Book-keeping
do
Telegraphy...
Book-keeping and Telegraphy
Bookkeeping,.
Book-keeping, Indexing and Precis
Indexing and Precis Writing
...Book-keeping, Indexing and Precis

2
1
J
•
}
■--.. — *
JWriting.../... 2
1
2
Writing
Writing

AT QUEBEC.
Book-keeping
AT MONTREAL.

*■

Composition, French, Indexing and Precis Writing
... •/•;-—•/•
Book-keeping,
Composition, English, Indexing and Precis Writ.
ing
Indexing and Precis Writing
Composition in English.
Bookkeeping
Tranhl&tion, Book keeping, Indexing and Precis
Writing..
Bookkeeping, Stenography.....
Stenography.......
do
AT OTTAWA.

Bookkeeping
Bruce, David A
Type-writing
Baldwin, Miss Harma
Bookkeeping
Eagleson, John
McEdward, Wm. George... Indexing and Precis Writing
Book-keeping..
McCann, John A
,.....,.
Provost, Alphonee A... ......Type-writing...*.
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and Precis' Writing
Indexing
Book-keeping,
Indexing
and Precis
Writing
Translation, Book-keeping, Stenography
Book-keeping, Indexing and Precis Writing
Book-keeping
Indexing and Precis Writing
Bookkeeping
do
*
do
Indexing and Precis Writing.*
Stenography
Composition, English, Book-keeping, Indexing and
Precis Writing
Bookkeeping, Indexing and Precis Writing
Indexing and Precis Writing
do
do
Stenography
Book-keeping
do
do
Indexing and Precis Writing
.Type-Writing
..Composition, English, Indexing and Precis Writing
•
AT TOEONTO.

2
1
3
2
1
1
1
1
2
1

Earl, Frederick E
Ferrie, James
Gleeson, Cornelius
Jackson, John A
Laird, Harry W
McCabe, Frank J
O'Donoghue, Daniel G
Walton, Jesse M
Fleming, J
Agar, Chas. Jas
Phillpotts, Caroline

Indexing and Precis Writing
do
do
Telegraphy
Book-keeping
do
do «
Book-keeping, Indexing and Precis Writing
Book-keeping, Indexing and Precis Writing
Book-keeping
Book-keeping and Telegraphy
,
Composition, French
AT LONDON.

1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
1
2
1

Althouse, M. W
,
Dugit, P. I. E
Holloway, Francis J.
McDonald, Jos. J
McTaggart, Jos. L
Newman, Eobt. A
Patton, Thos. B

Book-keeping
do
<•
do
do
«
do
Indexing and Precis Writing
do
do
AT VICTOEIA, B.C.

1
1
1
1
1
2
1

E
Daniel
Sheppard,
Smith, W. H.
Chatterton....
Harrison, Edward
Anderson, G. C
Bollard, Joseph
Brown, J. H
Clarabut, Daniel
Geddes, Alfred
Gouldthrite, Frank S
Hume, Herbert E
LaBochelle, N
Little, W. C
Mailleue, Geo. A. D
Rochester, Francis K
Stewart, W. C. E
Heming, A
JRattey, Jos. N
Hudson, Arthur B
Code, T. J
Marsan, Godfroi

Indexing and Precis Writing
Goepel, Philip Dorset..
Hnghes, Edward
do
do
Gibbon, Lister
......Book-keeping
J. THOEBURN, LL.D., Chairman.
A. DeCELLES,
P. LsSUEUE, Secretary.
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OF CANDIDATES
SERVICE

WHO
PASSED
PRELIMINARY

SUCCESSFULLY
EXAMINATION.

November, 1884;
At Halifax
Hubley, George B.
Lindsay, Joseph P.
Walker, J. E.
At St. John, N.B.
Gardiner, Robinson.
Brayley, Robert.
Buist, Andrew .
Magee, James.
McDermott, Bernard.
Brown, Malcolm.
Elston, C. H.
Ryan, Jeremiah J.
Tabor, Arthur C.
Ferguson, William D
Grant, Oscar.
Whelpley, Charles B.
At Gharlottetown, P.E.I.
McLeod, Ebenezer
At Quebec.
Morin, Onesime, jun.
Bedard, Eodolphe.
Nollet, Jean
Bilodeau, Edmond.
Panet, John.
Blackburn, Eobert.
Prendergrast, Jeremie.
Boldue, A. E. H.
Racine, Arthur.
Brousseau, Joseph.
Chamberland, T.
Ryan, Patrick J.
Traversy, F. X.
Hamel, Jean Bte.
At Montreal.
Deni court, Joseph G.
Aumais, Edmond.
Elliott, Thomas C.
Babineau, Seraphin.
Faille, Henri.
Bertrand, Joseph.
Brunei, Moise.
Fenaughty, Thomas.
Friset, Firmin.
Bolston, John Joseph
Gariepy, J. B.
Bowden, Georgina M. M.
Gauthier, J. B.
Cadotte, Alphonse.
Colfer, John.
Gelinas, Napoleon.
Crawford, Lucinda.
Gervais, Hector.
Coutlee, Jos. Alexr.
Gosselin, Wilfred.
Dubois, J. A. E.
Guindon, Carolus.
Dantony, Jean.
Guay, L. A.
Goyer, Argenas.
D' Amour, Joseph E.
Dusseault, Jean Bte.
Hayes, John.
Heroux, Blaise.
Drury, James.
Durack, John James.
Joly, Francois.
Kenna, James.
Dore, L. J. S.
Niverville, W. G.
Kane, James J.
Laforest, Louis.
Neveu, Paul.
Petit, Joseph.
Laurin, Joseph.
Poirier, Jos. Signal.
Ledoux, Joseph.
Palmer, Guillaume.
Libert, E. Joseph.
LaManque, Thomas.
Payment, Etienne.
Prevost, Ulric.
LaPierre, J. T. H.
Ratelle, Leon.
Marie, Jean.
Smyth, George.
Miggins, Michel.
St. Jean, Joseph.
Montvenoux, Xavier.
Tellemosse, J. B.
Moore, Thomas.
Valeur, Albert.
Moreau, Hector.
McKenna, Edward.
100Wilson, Arthur.
Bourinot, John C.
DeCourcey, John H.
Gleeson, William.
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At Ottawa.
Edwards, Louisa D
Edmond, Maria.
Foley, Matthew L .
Fuller, Thos. Wm.
Fitzgerald, Geraldine .
Greenshields, E.
Hickey, William.
Horan, Arthur John.
Joly, L. C.
Lecourt, Anna.
LaMontagne, Leonie.
Moore, Charlotte.
Maxwell, W. John.
Piche, Maggie.
Webber, Ellen.
Wright, Edward C.
At Kingston.
Howland, Patk. Joseph.
Bower, Thos. Tofield.
Neill, William.
Comer, George W. H.
George, Robert E.
O'Eeilley, Wm. James.
Shannon, Abt. Edward.
Hitchins, William.
At Toronto.
Atkinson, Henry E.
Mankey, W. J.
Meadows, W. E. C.
Beeman, Eobert John.
Moore, Wm. D.
Brown, Fredk.
Marshal], Jacob.
Cashen, Michael Joseph.
McKenzie, Alexander.
Cummins, William.
McNair, Wm. C.
Chapman, Walter.
McMordie, Alexander.
Delaney, John.
Ellis, Eobt. J.
Orr, Benjamin.
Fleming, W. F.
Eeid, John.
Eichards, Fredk.
Funston, Thomas.
Eodgers, George.
Gompertz, A. W. L.
Smith, Thomas.
Haggith, Edmund.
Hall, M. A. C.
Spiers, Henry.
Sutton, Joseph.
King, Henry Thomas.
Smith, Theophilus.
Langstone, Thos. Walter.
Spedding, Wm. A,
Weir, Eobert.
Ternent, D. E.
Westman, Eldoo.
Waddell, Josiah.
At Hamilton.
Laird, Thomas W.
Barron, Alexander.
Bucke, Nicholas A.
McCullough, Samuel.
Cummings, John P.
McCusker, Frank.
Faulknor, Joseph H.
Eead, Edward Geo.
Garner, Mary E.
Shaw, John.
Garner, Hannah D.
Stevenson, Hugh H.
Holden, George C.
At London.
Baker, George.
Askin, Jos. F.
Bradley, Chas. J.
Brett, William.
Buckner, Urbin.
Hiscott, Wm. Charles.
Howes, Wm. K.
Harragan, Danl. P.
Maguire, Margt. M.
McKellar, D. Alexander.
Parish, G. H.
State, Joseph.
Wood, Joseph.
101

Annand, Katie E.
Bell, Jennie.
Cochrane, Lilian.
Cosgrove, John.
Copping, Louis.
Crouch, E. A.
Caldwell, F. D. J).
Cote, Yictoria.
Code, Abraham.
Chevrier, Louisa D.
Christie, Jessie B.
Christie Lilv.
Dube, Wilfred.
Merrick, Kathleen.
O'Gready, Sarah M.
O'Hagan, John C.
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At Winnipeg.
Cox, Kobt. S.
Chabot, Alfred F. H.
Farmer, Spencer.
Mills, R. R.
McPherson, Wm. Torrance. Wallace, Wm. Samuel. ■
Ramsay, Eobt. M. A.
lilST OF CANDIDATES

WHO

PASSED THE CIVIL SERVICE
EXAMINATION.
November, 1884.

Creighton, H. S
McLeod, John.
McEchin, Alex. J. G.
O'Sullivan Denis.
Belding, Herbert W.
Bennett, Louisa.
Black, Charles E.
Colpitts, B. L.
Edgecombe, Arthur.
Gardiner, Robinson.
Hip well, John P.
McAfee, Robert.
Phillips, R. B. H:

At Halifax, IS/. S.
Elliot, Clarence P.
McCurdy, James F.
Page, William W.
Roche, George.
At St. John, N.B.
Belyea, Theodore H.
Brown, Malcolm D:
Carr, A. W.

Copp,
JohnL. R.A.
Fenwick,
Gildart, Oliver A.
Ketchum, John P.
Malcolm, James.
Rayworth J. S .
At Gharlottetown, P.E.I.
McDonald, John.
McDonald, James A
Mclnnis, Augustin J.
McEwen, Henry E.
Moran, Michael James.
At Quebec.
Chamberland, F.
Bilodeau, Edmond.
Drum S. W.
Creighton, James*
Genest, N. R.
Foley, Lawrence.
Hannon, Henry M.
Goulet, Irenee.
LeVasseur, Jos. A. T.
Moissette, Jos. E„
Pelletier, Maxime.
O'Dowd, Francis.
Pelletier, Wilfrid.
Prendergast, Jeremie.
Philbert, Edouard.
Scott, Robt. Chas.
Simard, L. Eugene.
At Montreal.
Bennett, Philip L.
Bel anger, Amddee.
Clarke, George.
Carpenter Geo. A.
Crowe, Timothy J.
Crowe, William Jas.
Desrosiers, B. R.
Descary,Ferdinand.
Dufresne, Joseph/
Durack, John Jas.
Gervais, Dasse E.
Ermatinger, P. T. H.
Grenier, J. A.
Gray, Frs. W.
Hall, James M.
Guay, L. A.
Hoolahan, John.
Hayes,BEdwd. W.
Lacroix, E. O. Hi
LaManque Thomas*
LeRoux, Jos. A.
Jjeblanc, Olivier.
McGregor, Wm. Dawson.
Masse, Arthur.
Michaud, Jos. A.
Morin, Alcidas.
Poirier, Jos. Signai.
Rochelau, Wilbrod.
Terner, Frangois.
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At Ottawa.
Beatty Robt. A.
Binks, James.
Bliss, L. D. C. F.
Campbell, Duncan A.
Co burn, Alex. H. Ji
Code, Abraham.
Christie, Lily.
Christie, Jessie B.
Cunningham, F. H.
Chevrier, Louisa D.
Dunne, Joseph P.
Duhamel, Agnes.
Foley, James.
Fitzgerald, Geraldine.
Geramell, W. X. M.
Fuller, Thos. Wm.
Glover, W. J.
Goulden,
H'y.
Hannum, Danl.
Minnie.
Grafton, Wm. Hy.
Label
le,
Leonce.
Hardy, Jessie B.
Mason, Wm, T.
Lefebvre dit Yillemure, J. E. C.
Merrick, .Kathleen.
Maxwell, Wm. John.
Morrison, Edward.
McElroy, James.
O'Hanly, R. E.
O'Gready, Sarah M.
Scott, F.
Prentiss, Jenny.
Steele, Evelyn.
Scott, Wm.
Wright, Edward C.
At Kingston.
Clarke, Mary C.
Bower, Thos. T.
Dolan, Frank M.
Doller, Willett J.
Embury, Wm. J.
Ferguson, Archibald M.
Moore, Thomas.
Kennedy, Mary.
At Toronto.
Cameron, J. D.
Anderson, John.
Graham, A. C.
Francy, James G.
Hanna, David E.
Haig, Thos. R.
Larkin, Joseph.
Lindsay, William.
Liddy, Wm. Robt.
McCague, Wm. A.
Martin, Stephen.
McGill, Alexander.
North, John A.
Milligan, Wm. Geo.
Roberts, C. G. D.
Patterson, Thos.
Thompson, Harry P*
Sinon, Eugene H.
Watson, John A.
Walker, Robert.
Whiteside, James A.
Westman, Eidon,
Wilson, G. D.
At Hamilton.
Bucke, Nicholas.
Cummings, John P.
Garner, Mary E.
Garner, Hannah D.
Harron, Robert.
Grant, Mary C.
McCulloch, John O.
McCullough, Samuel.
McMahon, Mary.
Read, Edw. Geo.
Ruddy, Joseph.
London.
Calton, Robt. W.
Buckner, Urbin.
Dillion, Morris A.
Cowan, Thos. C.
Echlin, Chas. K.
Duff, Thos. Alexander.
Elliott, Geo. B.
Ferguson, Patrick.
Fred'k. P.
Kiernan,
Harragan, Daniel P.
Mclntyre, Hugh.
Mattheson, Alex. J.
Percival, James H.
Smyth, James Thos.
At Winnipeg,
Broad, Thos.
At Victoria, B.C.
Finlayson, Chas. Wm.
McLoughlin, Wnu B„
Lindsay, Albert Edward.
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AT THE CIVIL
CANDIDATES WHO PASSED IN OPTIONAL SUBJECTS
1884.
NOVEMBER,
IN
HELD
SERVICE EXAMINATION
At Halifax, N.S.
Book-keeping and Precis.
Creighton, H. S
do.
do.
Elliott, C. P
Precis.
McLeod John,
McCurdy, J. T
do.
Book-keeping.
Page, W. W...
Sullivan, M. M
Telegraphy.
At St. John, N.B.
Book-keeping.
Belyea, Theodore
and Composition.
do.
1
Bourque, A. P
do.
Copp, John R
Harrison, J. S
....Stenography.
.Precis.
Carr, A. W
At Quebec.
Book-keeping,
Chamberland, F
Creighton, James
do.
Composition.
Drum, S. W
Book-keeping.
Foley, Lawrence
and Translation.
do.
Levasseur, J. A. T
Morin, Onesime
Telegraphy.
Parent, Alfred
Stenography.
Book-keeping and Translation.
Pelletier, Maxime
Translation.
Simard, L. Eugene
At Montreal.
.Composition and Translation.
Bennett, P. L
Ermatinger, P. T, II
do.
and
Book-keepin
do.
Precis. g
Grenier/j. A

Godin, Hermenegilde
LeBlanc, Olier
Morin, Alcidas
McGregor, Wm. D

Belangcr. V
Brenot, Honore
Brittain, E. L
Campbell, H. S
ChriBtie, Lily
Cochran, W. C
Foley, James
Glover, W. J
Grafton, W. H
Gilbert, E. W
Hardy, Jessie B
Heming, A
Hume, H. E
Kemp, A. E...
Maxwell, Wm. J
Scott, Wm
Smith, W. H. C
Shore, J. W

Book keeping.
do.
Translation and Precis.
.......
Bookkeeping.
At Ottawa.
Translation.
and Composition.
do
..Precis.
do
Type- writing.
Precis.
do
do
do
do
do
do
Type-writing.
Book-keeping.
Precis.
Book-keeping.
do
104Precis,
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At Kingston,
Bower, Thos. T
I)olan, Frank M
Ferguson, Arch. M

Precis.
Book-keeping.
Precis.

*

At Toronto.
Cameron, J. D .»
Liddy, Wm. Robert
Martin, Stephen
Wilson, G. D

...... Precis and Type-writing.
Precis.
do and Book-keeping.
Precis.
At Hamilton.

Garner, Hannah
Garner, Mary E,....«
Grant,Mary 0..
Harron, Eobert
McMahon, Mary
Read, Ed wd. Geo.
Ruddy, Joseph

Buckner, TJrbin
Cowan, Thoi*. C
Duff, Thos. A
Harragan, D. P

Piecis.
do
do
Book keeping.
...Precis.
do
do and Book-keeping.
At London.
*.

Book-keeping.
Precis.
Stenography.
....Precis,
J. THORBURN, LL.D., Chairman.
A. D. DeCRLLBS,
P. LeSUEUR, Secretary.
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RETURN
(526)

ro an Order of the House of Commons, dated the 23rd February, 1885 :—
For a Eeturn showing :
1. The total number of Applications made and not granted for Licenses
or Permits to cut Timber, Saw-logs, Cordwood, Ties and Poles
within the Territory lately in dispute between the Provinces of
Manitoba and Ontario.

2. The date of each rejected Application, and the name and residence
of each Applicant.
3. The geographical location of the one applied for and not granted.
4. The offer of Bonus and of Crown Dues or Stumpage in each or any
case, accompanying such Application.
5. The reason assigned for refusal in the case of each of such rejected
Applications.
By Command,
J. A. CHAPLEAU,

Apartment of Secretary of State,
Ottawa, 21bt April, 1885.

Secretary of State.

'chedule
thosebetween
Application
for Licenseof to cut Timber within the Territory
lately showing
in dispute
the sProvinces
Manitoba and Ontario, which have
been made to the Minister of the Interior, but not submitted by him to the
favorable consideration of Counoil.
Name
of
Applicant.

Address.

tlex. Manning,

Toronto, Ont

Date.

Location.

shore of Lake of
Apr. 10, 1872 Onthethe
Woods.
23, 1872 West side of Rainy Lake.
do
23, 1872
23,1872 South side of Seine River.
do
23,1872 North
7, 1876 Tp.
3 S., Rge. 24
23 E..,
B...
3 do
25 E...
7, 1876 do
do
3
do
7, 1876
26 E..,
7, 1876 do 2 & 3 do
27 E..,
2
do
7, 1876 do
31, 1877 On Eagle Lake

[cDougall, Browne Barrie, Ont
Sept,
&Co.
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
I W. Richards.... Brockville, Ont. June
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
Mar.
7. H. Carpenter... Orillia, Ont

[. Brandenburg & Fargo, D.T., U.S. Apr. 11, 1879 On Seine River.
Co.

526-1

1

Remarks.

Other applications.
do
Invited do
to comp.te.
do
Other applications.
do
do
do
Partly disposed of;
area excessive
Already disposed of.
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Schedule showing those Applications for License to cut Timber, &c— Continued.
Name
of
Applicant.
Henry Allison
D. B. Woodworth.
G.H. Strevel.,
M. Sinnott.
Geo. Harvey
H. A. Bell
C. S. Crysler
Kennedy & Sutherland.
H. Stafford
Thos. Hanson. *.....
Thos. Foley
John Schultz
H. R. McDonald ...

Address.

Location.

Date.

miles east of Seine
Newport, N.S.... Junel8,il879 Nine
River.
Cornwallis, N.S. July 5, 1879 On Eagle Lake
Winnipeg, Man. Sept. 8, 1879 On C.P R. and east boundary Manitoba.
do
Oct. 29, 1879 On Eagle Lake
do

Feb.

3, 1880 On Lake of the Woods

do
On Section 14, C.P.R
Sept. 20, 1880
Morri8burgb,Ont Not. 6, 1880 In vicinity of Eagle Lake
,
Winnipeg, Man A.pr. 4, 1881 On Seine River

Remarks.

Area excessive.
Partly disposed of;
area excessive.
Area excessive ; received permit elsewhere.
Received permit
elsewhere.
Indefinite, and area
excessive.
Indefinite.
do
.
do
do
do

Almonte, Ont.... do 13, 1881 On Eagle Lake
do
.....
Keewatin
do 13, 1881
do
Disposed of.
Almonte, Ont ... do 20, 1881
Indefinite.
of the Woods
Winnipeg, Man. Aug.10, 1881 Lake
Bay.
Rat Portage, Ont do 23, 1881 Turtle Portage, Whitefish
Disposed of.
Indefinite,
Winnipeg]
do
In
vicinity
of
Rat
Portage
Rogers & Co
Man, Sept. 16, 1881
do
do
Wm. Mitchell
do 21, 1881 Black Sturgeon Lake
do
do do 21, 1881
G. Leprohon
do
S. B. Cochrane
Oct. 25, 1881 Lake of the Woods
do
do
Wm. Shoulds
do 31, 1881 Along C . P. R. , east of Rat
Portage.
Jos. Zimmerman ... RatPortage,Ont Nov.15, 1881 Lake of the Woods
Incited to compete.
H. McDougall & Co Colborne, Ont... Jan, 17, 1882 Wah-poos & Crow Lakes.
Other applications.
In
Tps.
1
and
2
S.,
Ranges
Thos. Bpeace
Feb.
15,
1882
Winnipeg, Man.
23 and 24 G.
B. M. Rideout
Rat Portage, Ont Mar. 2, 1882 Coney Island, Lake of the
Disposed of.
do
Woods.
Indefinite,
S. Mcllvaine.
On Eagle River
Gait, Ont
Winnipeg,
do
10,
1882
Man.
S. of 0. P. R- and between
R. Doull
21, 1882
93° and 94° W. long.
No description.
F. Rubichon...
Rat Portage, Ont do 23, 1882 Lake of the Woods
do
265 00 Not the highest tenGeo. Campbell.
Care J. C Patter- Apr. 19, 1882 Lac des Mille Lacs
der. to compete.
son, doM.P.
Invited
J. T. Horn
do 19, 1882
Indefinite.
J. A. Christie
Brandon, Man ... May 30, 1882 On Eagle Lake
Other applications.
LordGeo. Campbell Winnipeg, Man. July 24, 1882 Islands in Shoal Lake.
Invited to compete.
do
Bay. shore of Sabaskong
do
do 24, 1882 South
Indefinite.
of the Woods, or old
Robinson Pirie.
Dundas, Ont.
3ept.ll, 1882 Lake
Dawson road.
H. McDougall & Co Colborne, Ont... Oct. 15, 1882 Whitefish Bay
Disposed of.
Fras. Jones
Ottawa, Ont
Other applications.
do 28, 1882 InTps.lS.,Rgs.23&24E
do
do 2
do
Brandon, Man ... do 28, 1882
T. M. Daley
Donald Cameron... Winnipeg, Man., Nov. 7, 1882 Eagle Lake
Partly
disposed
of.
do
A. J. Frazer
Dec. 19, 1882 North shore Lake of the
Woods.
Invited to compete,
B. W. Richards.. Brockville, Ont. do 28, 1882 On Rainy River.
Hon. P. Mitchell. Montreal, Que... Feb. 22, 1883 Wah-poos & Crow Lakes.
to compete.
Hon. P. Mitchell ... Montreal, Que ... Feb. 22, 1883 South side Sabaskong Bay
250 Invited do
Chas. Bermingham Kingston, Ont ... Mar. 5, 1883 Manitou River and Lake
Not the highest ten(B and C).Bay
Sabaskong
der.
Horace O. Snow
Partly
disposed
Winnipeg, Man., do
River not
shown of.ofl
7, 1883 Pinafore River
J. C. Gough
Port Arthur, Ont do 29,
maps.
1883
R. A. Mather.
T. C. Bate
H. G. Bate.

Ottawa, Ont.
do
do

.

Apr. 9, 1883 Tp. IS., Range C24E
do 18, 1883 Height of land and Clearwater Lakes.
6 & 6 S., Ranges 28
do 27, 1883 Tps.
&29E.

2

Partly disposed of.
Invited to compete.
Area excessive.
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Schedule showing those Applications for License to cut Timber, &c. — Continued,
Name
of
Applicant

Address.

W. W. McMillan .

Per D. B. Woodworth, M.P.
fas B. Eaton
do
...
}. H. McMillan ....
do
, ...
do
E. B. Harris.
Robert Hick
Ottawa, Ont.
ras. Bardou
Per
pin hey,
Christie & Co.
fc. J. Short.
Winnipeg, Man..
do
do
ifcDonald,
An Port Arthur, Ont
drews & Go.
Picton, Ont
Robert Olapp
3. J. McMillan.... Ottawa* Ont
P. J.. Jephson..
Winnipeg, Man.
P. A. Dawson:..:.. Sombra, Ont .....
do
J. P. -Dawson
rohn
Lewis. ..":.... Ottawa, Ont
H. M. Nesbitt.
Woodstock,
Ont.
do
do
La Salette, Ont. .
k. McKnight
E. Mclntyre ....... Ottawa, Ont......
St. Catharines, 0.
W. J. Murray
D. E. Bellemare... Ottawa, Ont......
J. C. Morrow.
Fergus, Ont .....
James Thompson. Winnipeg,
do Man. .
William Skead....
John McKenna.... Ottawa, Ont
Jos. R. McKay
Hugh Grant
John McKenna
0. T. Bate
H. N. Bate
John Mather
R. A. Mather
R. Fuller
,
W. H. Brouse
W. R. Thistle
William Skead...,
John Phillips
J. 0. Roger
Levi Miller
Louis Bergeron ..
George Boisvert.,
A. J. St. Pierre..
L. J. Jodouin
H. Godson

John A . Neilson .
T. B. Lefaivre
John C. Hendrie..

May 14, 1883 Sand Island River.
do
do
do
Apr.
July

14,
14,
14,
9,
7,

1883
do
do
1883
do
1883
1883 Islands in Rainy Lake.,
1883 Hunter's Island......

and Whitefish
Aug. 9, 1883 Sabaskong
Bays.
do 9, 1883 Wah-poOs & Crow Lakes
May 16, 1883 Lac des Mille Lacs.
Aug. 16, 1883
Sept.
4,' 1883
1883
do 4,
Oct. 10, 1883
do
do
do
do
Mar.
Nov.
do
do
Dec.
do
Oct.
Jan.

South side SabaskongBay
Winnipeg River. ......... ...
Lake Lacrosse.,
Height
land and Clear" water ofLakes.
do
do
Islands in Rainy Lake....
Whitefish Bay......
Lake of the Woods
Whitefish Bay
Lake Manitou
Manitou River (B and C).
do
do
East side of CrowLake...
Winnipeg
River. .-.
South
side Sabaskong
B&y

10, 1883
15, 1883
18, 1883
25, 1883
2, 1882
1, 1883
1, 1883
3, 1883
3, 1883
20, 1883
8, 1883
7, 1884 Near Hunter's Island

Near MessemcoishLake..
On Quetico River..
Seiganagan River
Rainy Lake
...
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
Seiganagan River
Mar. 7, 1884 Nameukan Lake
do 18, 1884 Rainy Lake

River Desert, Q .
Pembroke, Ont..
Ottawa, Ont
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
Winnipeg, Man..
Ottawa, Ont
do
Roaches Point, 0

do
do
do
Feb.
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do

Ottawa,
do Ont..
do

do
do
do
do
Apr.

18,
18,
18,
18,
18,

1884
1884
1884
1884
1884

do
do
do
do
do

23,
23,
23,
23,
23,

1884 South side of Seine River
do
1884
do
1884
1884
1884

do
Toronto, Ont.
do
Geo. H. Grundy .
do
P. E. Turner
,
do
A. L. Andrews....
do
E. Colman
T. K. Allan
Belleville, Ont.
Donald W. Duff...
C. T. Turner......

Location.

Date.

Toronto,
do Ont.
do
Montreal, Que ...
do

9,
14,
15,
2,
2,
2,
2,
2,
2,
2,
9,
11,

1884
1884
1884
1884
1884
1884
1884
1884
1884
1884
1884
1884

North side of Seine River
South
do
North
do
Pa-ka-ko-se-we-gan Lake
South shore of Lac Seule

Island. Lake, Hunter's
Sturgeon

do 23, 1884 South side doof Seine River
do 23, 1884

do
do 23, 1884
do 25, 1884 On Rainy Lake.
do
do 25, 1884

3

Remarks.

In terrritory within
which the Rainy
Lake Lumber Co.
are to select
do
Other applications.
Already dodisposed of.
Invited do
to compete,
do
Already disposed of.
Invited to compete.
do
Other applications.
Invited to compete,
do
do
Already dodisposed of.
Invited to compete.
Already disposed of.
Invited to compete.
Partly disposed of;
other applications.
Already disposed of.
do
do
Invited to compete,
do
Other applications.
Invited to compete.
Not
sufficiently definite.
Already disposed of.
Rainy
Lumber
Co.'i Lake
reserve.
do
Invited to compete.
do
do
Partly covered by
Indian reserve.
Invited to compete.
do
do
Already dodisposed of.
do
Partly disposed of;
other applications.
Alreadyidisposed of.
Invited to compete.
do

48 Victoria.
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1

,
Schedule showing those Applications for Licenses
to cut Timber, &c. — Concluded.

Name
of
Applicant.

Address.

30,
Date.
29,
17,
May 17,
Apr
Walter Ross
Ottawa, Ont
do 24, 1884
1884
do
do
P. A. Turner
1884
Toronto, Ont. ...
A. A. Jackson
Winnipeg, Man., do 24, 1884
do
1884
do
do
do 12, 1884
F. G. Lear..
Ottawa, Ont
July
do
James A, Macnab..
23, 1884
June
do 16,
do
H. J. Friel
1884
John Laird
.6,
Port Arthur,
Ont
do
do
A
ug 19, 1884
D. F. Burke
do
1884
do
Thos. Squires
1884
do
1884
Jas. Bampfield
Ottawa, Ont
2
2
,
19, 1884

Sault Ste. Marie,
Ont.
Donald Stewart.... St.Catharines,0.
do
0. A. Camp
Toronto, Ont
R. J. Fleming

Joseph Cozens

8,Location.
8,

Sand Island River
Nameukan River
South side of Seine River
North
do
Pa-ka-ko-se-we-gan Lake
Mauitou River
do
Nameukan River
Sandy River
do
Lac des Mille Lacs
Manitou River and Lake.
Lac des Mille Lacs.

2,
do
1884 Hunter's Island, in Rainy
Lake.
do
Turtle Portage
do 23, 1884
1884

do Man., Oct. 23, 1884
N. S. Cornell
Winnipeg,
do 28, 1884
Jno. Hollinger
Nov.
do
1884
Walker & Eberts...
Dec. 23,

W. H. Plummer.... Sault Ste. Marie,
Ont
Mar.
John D. Lewis
Winnipeg, Man..

1884

Islands near Hunter's I'd
Blast of Rainy Lake
North of Seine River
North side of Shoal Lake
and Islands.
Lac des Mille Lacs..

1885 [slands in Shoal Lake. ...

Remarks.

Invited to compete.
do
do
Already disposed of.
Invited to compete.
do
do
Already disposed of.
Indefinite.
do do
Other applications.
do
Not shown on plans.
Other applications.
do
and
partly disposed of.
Already disposed of.
Other
applications
for islands.
Other applications.
do

Certified correct.
Ottawa, 9th April, 1885.

G. W. RYLEY,
Clerk in charge of Timber and Mines Office, Dept. Interior.

A. 1885
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Schedule showing those Applications for Permits to cut Timber, Saw-logs, Cord wood,
Ties and Poles within the Territory lately in dispute between the Provinces of
Manitoba and Ontario, which have been made to the Minister of the Interior,
but not favorably entertained by him.
Name
of
Applicant.

Date.

Address.

Aug. 1,
do 21,
Oct. 31,
Mar. 21,

John Schultz
G. Leprohon
Wm. Shoulds
R. H. Doull

Winnipeg, Man.
do
do
do

R. Doull
M. A. Gilbert
Wm. Skead
J. H. Buhner

do 31,
do
July 19,
St. Thomas, Ont. do 25,
Winnipeg, Man.. do 28,
Montreal, Que ...

Remarks.

Locality.

'Indefinite.
do

1881 On Lake of the Woods...
1881 Black Sturgeon Lake......
do
1881
1882 Between 94° 20' and 94°
50! west
longtitude,
and 50° north latitude
and the C.P.R.
1882
do
do
1882 Tp. 6, Rgs. 27 & 28 East.
1882 Islands in Shoal Lake....
1882 South shore Sabaskong
Bay.

Other applications.
Area excessive.
do
Disposed of.
Other applications.
do

Winnipeg, Man. Sept.30,
do 23, 1882 Winnipeg River
Ottawa, Ont
do 28, 1882 Whitefish Bay
Winnipeg, Man. Jan. 30, 1882 Eagle Lake
do
1883 Little Grassy River ..,

Thompson & Co....
H. Mcftae
T. Hanover
;.
Mo ran, McKinnon
& Co.
J.Lockie Wilson...
W. H. Nagle
David Douglas
A. P. McDonald....
S, L. Gourlay
0. Bermingham....

Rainy Lake
,
Alexandria, Man
Ottawa, Ont .. Mar. 3, 1883 Wabigoon River
Winnipeg, Man., do 12, 1883 Rainy River
do
do
do 15, 1883
,
,
Truro, N.S
do 21, 1883 Rainy Lake.
Kingston, Ont,.. May 5, 1883 Manitou River and Lake

225

McLeod & Co.

Rat Portage, Ont Sept. 26, 1883 Lac des Mille Lacs

325

do
Disposed of.
Indefinite.
do
Other
applications.
do
Indefinite,
do
Invited to compete
for 2 berths of 50
square miles each,
for which he offered a bonus, but his
tender was not the
highest received.
Invited to compete
for a berth of 50
square miles, for
which they offer a
bonus, but their
tender was not the
highest received.

Certified correct,
G. W. EYLBY,
Clerk in charge of Timber and Mines, Dept, of the Interior.
Ottawa, 9th April, 1885(.

526—2
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A. 1885

RETURN
(52c)
Co an Order of the House of Commons, dated 23rd February, 1885 :—
For a Return showing :
1st. The total number of Timber Licenses and Permits to cut Timber*
Saw-logs, Cordwood, Ties or Poles, on lands not within the disputed Territory, applied for and refused since 1st February, 1883.
2nd. The date of each rejected Application, and the name and residence
of each Applicant.
3rd. The geographical location of the area applied for and not granted,
and the area of the same.
4th. The offer of Bonus and Crown Dues, or Stumpage, in each or any,
accompanying such Application.
5th. The reason assigned for refusal in the case of each of such rejected
Applications.
By Command,
J. A. CHAPLEAU,
Department of the Secretary of State,
Secretary of State.
■ Ottawa, 21st April, 1885.

&2c— 1
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RETURN
(S2d)
Co an Order of tke House of Commons, dated 9th February, 1885 ;— For
copies of all correspondence and regulations not already brought down,

respecting timber for settlers' fuel, applicable to the neighborhood of
Moosomin, N.W.T.
?or all correspondence as to the demands made during the winter of
1882-83 by the Mounted Police of twenty -five (25) cents a load for
settlers' firewood.
?or all correspondence concerning the demand made by a sub-Agent of Mr.
Stephenson, during the winter of 1883-84, for fifty (50) cents for a permit in addition to the charge of twenty-five (25) cents a cord.
far all correspondence as to the demands made during the winter of
1884-85, including the demands of the present sub-Agent, of twentyfive (25) cents for affidavits as to how much wood each settler had
burned since he first came to the locality, and for all letters and
instructions from the Department or from the Winnipeg office, upon
these subjects.
By Command.
J. A. CHAPLEAU,
Secretary of State.
)epartment of the Secretary of State,
Ottawa, 21st April, 1885.

Lieutenant-Governor's Office, Regina, 28th January, 1885.
SIRj — I enclose extract from a petition which was presented to me on 20th
istant, duping my visit to Moosomin, with reference to the tax imposed upon dry
rood used as fuel.
I have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servant,
B. DEWDNEY, Lieutenant-Governor.
[on. the Minister of the Interior, Ottawa.
Ixtract from Petition presented to His Honor the Lieutenant-Governor of the MrthWest Territories by a Committee of citizens of Moosomin and vicinity, on 20th January, 1885.
We desire to draw Your Honor's attention to the injustice and hardship unnecesirily imposed on the settlers by the taxation of the dry wood used as fuel. It appears
articularly unjust when we consider the fact that the other great land companies
iise no objection to the removal of such timber, but, on the contrary, express them)lves as anxious to have the same removed, for the better preservation of the living
mber.
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ription without permit, it is to be feared that instances would occur in which fires
rould be set out, for the express purpose of killing the wood, in order to its removal
ithout application to the Department.
I should be glad if a scheme could be devised by which settlers could be perritted to remove dead or fallen timber without permit, provided that could be done
ithout endangering the preservation of the growing timber. I very much fear,
owever, that such permission would be abused, and would not, in ^ > end, prove to
3 in the interest of the settlers themselves.
I have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servant,
A. WALSH, Commissioner,
[on. the Minister of the Interior, Ottawa.

Department of the Interior, Ottawa, 4th December, 1884.
Sir, — I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 18th
ctober last, B. 3687, with reference to the petition from the settlers in the Moose
[ountain district, asking for a modification of the timber regulations, and to say that
le Minister, while concurring in yuur recommendation, would like to know whether
ie restrictions you recommend apply to dry (or dead) wood, the taking away of
aich, it is alleged in the petition, would prevent the spread of fire in the bush, and
lereby save the growing timber.
I have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servant,
P. B. DOUGLAS,
for the Secretary.
.. Walsh, Esq., Commissioner of Dominion Lands, Winnipeg.
Dominion Lands Office, Moosomin, 1st November, 1884.
Sir, — I have the honor to report having visited the Souris River timber district
a the 20th August last, where I was pleased to find on the bottom lands of the
ouris some very good specimens of elm, oak and some poplar of a fair average. The
Lm is much used by the settlers for building.
I also visited the Moose Mountain timber lands on the 16th of September last.
[ere I also found the timber a good specimen.
You will please see my report to you of the 11th October last, B. 19, where I
ave explained with length the quality, size and quantity of timber in both places.
I have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servant,
J. J. McHUGH, Agent Dominion Lands,
i. F. Stephenson, Esq., Crown Timber Agent, Winnipeg, Man*
Department of the Interior, Ottawa, 3rd November, 1884.
Sir, — I am directed to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 18th ultimo,
i which you report on the petition from the settlers in the Moose Mountain district,
sking for a modification of the timber regulations, and recommending that the
aanges asked for in the said petition be not sanctioned.
I have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servant,
JOHN E. HALL, Secretary.
l. V alsh, Esq., Commissioner of Dominion Lands, Winnipeg.
Winnipeg, 18th October, 1884.
Sir, — I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 12th
.ugust last, 11321, T. & M , transmitting copies of papers filed in your office, conarning a petition from settlers in Moose Mountain district, asking for a modification
f timber regulations.
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In reply, I beg to say that the application submitted in reference to the quantitv of timber which should be covered by free permits to homesteaders, as well as
the diameter of trees that may be Cut under such permits, very materially affects the
preservation of the very limited extent of wood to be found in a great part of the
prairie country.
I have discussed this matter with Mr. Crown Timber Agent Stephenson, and
herewith enclose a letter embodying his views upon the subject; for the reason given (
acquired in
by him, as well as from the information and experience I have myself
conversation with the settlers, I cannot recommend that the changes asked for in the
petition of the settlers in the Moose Mountain district should be made.
I have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servant,
A. WALSH, Commissioner.
Ottawa.
Interior,
the
of
Secretary Department
Crown Timber Office, Winnipeg, 15th October, 1884.

Sie, In compliance with the request contained in your letter of the 25th ult:,
of acceding to the petiJ24j.i for an expression of my views as to the advisability
tion of the settlers in the Moose Mountain distiict, Assiniboia, in which they ask
that the regulations governing the issue of free permits be so amended as to allow
homesteaders to cat 4,000 lineal feet of building timber, instead of 1,800 feet, and
also to be allowed to take dry wood without charge, I have the honor to report that
for various reasons it would, in my opinion, be unwise to interfere with the existing
regulations.
Attached hereto you will find the reports of Forest Eanger Gunne and the
on the character and extent of the timber on the
Dominion Lands Agent at Carlyle,
m
mountain.
You will observe from these reports that the timber is of excellent quality, and
particularly adapted for building purposes, being straight and tall.
In Mr. Gunne's report, in speaking of the size of the timber, he says :— I found
some of the poplar there from 10 to 14 inches in diameter 12 feet from the stump,
and a very large proportion of the timber is from 10 to 12 inches in diameter.
Now, if this is the case a settler cutting 1,800 feet of 10-inch logs could build a
house 18 x 24, ten logs high, and have remaining 960 feet, which, in my opinion,
the average homeis enough for the erection of other buildings required by cut
under 652 free
steader. In fact, from observation of the quantity of timber
permits issued by this agency, and returned under affidavit during the present year,
only 16 homesteaders cut in excess of the present free allowance, which, I think
proves that the grant is a liberal and ample one. And with respect to allowing the
increase from 1,800 to 4,000 lineal feet, on condition that a reduction be made in the
diameter of the logs, I may say that I do not think it would be consistent with the
timber policy of the Department. A settler in cutting 1,800 lineal feet of timber
7 or 8 inches in diameter, is practically denuding the area of as much timber
as if he cut it 12 inches or larger. It is growing timber that should be protected. ;
The settlers on the prairie lands adjoining the mountain, for 40 miles to the east*
west and south, and 20 miles to the north, depend on obtaining their supply of timber
and fuel from this mountain, and if the growing timber is not protected the consequences to the settlers in future years will be serious.
But apart from this, should a homesteader be allowed to cut 4,000 feet at a j:
reduced diameter, what assurance have we that logs of greater diameter would not
It has been my experience that permitees take the largest and best
betaken?
material they can find. From the annexed report it would appear that the Moose
good a quantity of timber as there is to be found I
Mountain can furnish as large and asct.
in my distri
.
,
If the amendment asked for were made, it would necessitate the appointment 0|
an increased number of forest rangers.
4
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As to allowing settlers the privilege of taking dry wood without paying dues, I
rould be opposed to it, but it might be well to consider the advisability of reducing
le dues to 15 cents a cord for dry and fallen wood, when cut by the homesteaders
>r their own use, and not for speculative purposes, as an inducement to them to spare
le growing timber, thus maintaining control and supervision over the forests, which
i would be difficult to do were homesteaders allowed to enter and cut dry wood withnt restrictions.
I have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servant,
E. F. STEPHENSON, Crown Timber Agent,
l. Walsh, Esq., Commissioner of Dominion Lands, Winnipeg.

Dominion Lands Office, Moosomin, 11th October, 1884.
Sir, In accordance with your request to report to you ou the timber in the
loose Mountain.
I have the honor to inform you that I visited the mountains on two occasionsat
ifferent points ; and I must say I was agreeably surprised as to the size and quality
f the timber. It consists principally of poplar and white birch. The poplar is as
ood as I have seen in the country, and I may say I have been all over the principal
imber lauds in the Territory.
The birch is not as plentiful as the poplar, but will last a long time, as the settlers
nly use it for making sleighs, waggon frames, hay racks, whiffletrees, &c , &c. ; its
verage is from 4 to 8 inches, carrying its thickness to a good length.
The poplar will average from 8 to 12 inches, and also carries its thickness to a
some of the farmers' buildings, I should say
■ood length. Judging from the size oferected,
without any splicing or joining. You
hat buildings 30 x 36 could be easily
on the Souris River. I have been
timber
the
about
something
know
aay also wish to
ip and down the Souris for a distance of about 20 miles, and I found that a great
nany of the bottoms along the river are thickly covered with elm, soft maple, oak
>nd some poplar. The elm, with perhaps some logs of oak and poplar, is large enough
or building purposes.
The majority of the settlers in the Oxbow settlement, and along the river, have
plendid buildings, built with elm. It does not carry its thickness like the poplar,
ibout 5 or 10 feet from the stump it gets branchy and crooked. Its average thickness
s from 1 foot to 2 feet, and some of it is 3 feet, or more, at the stump. I saw some
►f the buildings 16 x ^0 feet, very straight and without joinings.
I have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servant,
J. J. McHUGH, Agent Dominion Lands,
S. F. Stephenson, Esq., Crown Timber Agent, Winnipeg.

Crown Timber Office, Winnipeg, 26th September, 1884.
SIR) I have the honor to inform you that in the month of August, 1883, I was
instructed by the Crown Timber Agent to go to the Moose Mountain district, in the
Province of Assiniboia, and examine into the conditions of the settlers, take applications for permits, and also report as to the quality and extent of the timbered lands
mi Moose Mountain, from which the settlers in that large and extensive district oi
country get their supply of building timber, fencing and fuel.
I found, on careful examination, that the timbered part of the mourtain was
about 30 miles in length, by from 6 to 14 miles in width ; the timber is principally
poplar, with a little balm of gilead and birch ; there are several small lakes on
the mountain with fringes of the timber along the sides, I found some or the poplar
there from 12 to 14 inches in diameter, 12 feet from the stump, and a very large proportion ofthe timber is from 10 to 12 inches in diameter.
I considered at that time that the timber was larger and of better quality than
over a.jout thirty townships, taking
any I had seen previously. I also travelled
5
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applications for permits, and I found that the houses generally were very comfortable, and the logs were of large size, and well hewed, and presented a very nice
appea-ance. I examined several of the houses particularly, and found them from 1 0
to 14 feet high, from 16 to 18 feet wide, and from 20 to 25 feet in length ; there were
irom ten to twelve logs on each side of the building.
I also examined some logs which were taken out for buildings, and found them
from 10 to 12 inches in diameter, well hewed and excellent timber. Where very
small logs are taken out it must be from choice, not being so heavy and much
easier to put into a building. I think, for the ordinary settler, that 1,800 lineal feet
of timber is a fail- supply, but to those who have a good deal of stock this quantity
would not be sufficient, as log stables would be required.
I think it would not be good policy to allow the settlers to take dry or dead wood
without authority, that is, to let them have it free; if this is permitted there is no
doubt but it will cause waste, and the settlers who reside nearest to the timber
would get more than their share. The settlers take out their wood in the winter
season, when it would be almost impossible to get at the lying timber, on account of
the great depth of snow. As the timber in the Moose Mountain district is principally confined to one locality, I think it would be well to protect it in the interest of
those that are now living there as well as for those that may wish to become residents
in that district of country.
I have travelled, during the past year, through the Minnedosa and Birtle districts,
where timber is more abundant, and I find that the settlers prefer to build small
houses, as they are much easier heated and made comfortable than larger buildings
would be.
All of which is respectfully submitted.
I have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servant,
KOBERT GUNNE, Forest Ranger.
E. F. Stephenson, Esq., Crown Timber Agent, Winnipeg, Man.
Department

of the Interior, Ottawa, 26th September, 1884.

Sir, — I am directed to request that you will be so good as to report, at your
earliest convenience, on the petition from the settlers in the Moose Mountain District,
referred to you from this Department on the 12th August last, in which they ask
that the regulations governing the issuing of free permits to homesteaders be
amended.
I have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servant,
JOHN E. HAUj, Secretary.
A. Walsh, Esq., Commissioner of Dominion Lands, Winnipeg, Man.
Department

of the Interior, Ottawa, 12th August, 1884.

Sir, — I am directed by the Minister of the Interior to acknowledge the receipt
of your letter of the 28th ultimo, enclosing a petition from the settlers in the Moose
Mountain district, in the Province of Assiniboia, in which they ask for certain
amendments to the regulations governing the issuing of free permits to homesteaders.
In reply, I am to say that the matter is under consideration.
I have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servant,
P. B. DOUGLAS, for the Secretory.
John G. Turriff, Esq., Carlyle, N.W.T.
Department

of the Interior, Ottawa, 12th August, 1884.

Sir,-— I am directed by the Minister of the Interior to transmit herewith, for
your consideration and report, copies of all papers fyled in this office, concerning
petition from the settlers in the Moose Mountain district, in the Province of
Assiniboia, in which they ask that the regulations governing the issuing of free
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)ermits to homesteaders be so amended as to allow homesteaders to cut 4,000 feet of
dry wood.
wilding timber instead of 1,800 feet, and also that no charge be made for
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The Deputy of the Minister of the Interior is of the opinion that it might be
veil to increase the number of feet of timber allowed to each settler for building
rarposes, and that the diameter of the trees from which they make this timber might
but he is strongly opposed to allowing settlers to take the dry wood,
» reduced,
without
paying dues for the same.
#
I have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servant,
P. B. DOUGLAS, for the Secretary.
Lands, Winnipeg.
Dominion
of
i. Walsh, Esq., Commissioner
Department oe the Interior, Ottawa, 4th August, 1884.
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nember of the North- West Council, enclosing a petition from the settlers in
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Mountain district, in which they ask that the regulations governin
I free permits " to homesteaders be so amended as to allow homesteaders to cut 4,000
eet of building timber, instead of 1,800 feet, and also that no charge be made for dry
tvood.
Yours respectful
ly, & ^ ^^

A., M. Burgess, Esq., Deputy Minister of Interior.
Council Chamber, Eegina, 28th July, 1884.
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g
tain district, asking for two changes in the timber laws, and to submit the followin
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timber would prekilled by fires and blown down by storms. The using up of this
vent, to a great extent, the fire from spreading, and preserve the growing timber.
If crrdwood is charged for to settlers, they will use green wood instead of dry, as
wood cut and let dry for one year being as
it will be much cheaper, one cord of green
good as two cords of dead wood.
■• , j. .,
„
I understand that the intention of the Government is to protect the timber tor
will be
us settlers, but am of opinion that if these changes are made that the timber timber
have
should
settler
a
that
reasonable
more fully protected. It seems only
enough on a free permit to put up a house, stable and granary.
the
Ii these changes are made, one of the greatest causes of hard-feeling towards
Government, in my district, will have been removed.
us the change asked for.
I hope you will be able to give
Yours respectfully,
JOHN G. TURRIFF, Member North- West Council for Moose Mountain.
P. R,— Address reply to Carlyle, N.W.T.
Hon. Minister of Interior, Ottawa.
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Carlyle, 1st July, 1882.
We the undersigned settlers in the Moose Mountain district, would humbly showthat the present timber laws baar hardly on us, and would respectfully ask that the
following changes be made :—
1st. That 4,000 feet of building timber be allowed on "free permit," instead of
1,800 feet, as it takes that amount to put up house, stable and granary.
2nd. That no charge be made for dry wood, as by taking away the dead wood
fire is kept out of the bush and the growing timber saved.
In many cases settlers are prevented from building proper outbuildings, on
account of having to pay 1 cent per foot for logs.
E. E. Nixon,
D. D. McEwen,
J. W. Darby,
James Pelfs,
J. J. Yold,
Eichard Kisleey,
Angus Galbraith,
Benjamin Long,
C. A. Galloway,
Claborn Long,
M.
James Millar,
W. Morrison,
Burley,
C. Adamson,
Samuel Hopper,
A. A. Campbell,
Thomas Eeid,
W. J. Long,
Duncan McLean,
Charles Eeed,
A. Galloway,
.Ross Davies,
Peter
DouglasHay,
Buchanan,
W. B. Anderson,
Joseph G-allaway,
Andrew M. Hislop,
George Perry,
F. L. Thompson,
John Jones,
W. E. Gilroy,
Wm, Buchanan,
Eobert A. Smythe,
Charles Johnstone,
John Wilcox,
William
(torn off )
Thos.
A. s,
do
Simon Cameron,
John Begg
Lared Black,
Thomas Hislop,
D. McEachen,
Eobert Kerr,
Eev. W. G. Wilcox,
Alexander Kerr.
George Keer,
Hon, the Minister of the Interior,
€opy of a Report of a Committee of the Honorable the Privy Council, approved by the
Honorable the Deputy of Mis Excellency the Governor General in Council on the
10th October, 1881.
On a report, dated 27th of September, 1831, from the Hon. the Minister of the
Interior, stating that there are at present in force separate regulations for the granting of permits to cut timber in Manitoba, Keewatin and the North-West Territory,
embodied in four Orders in Council of the following dates: — For Manitoba, 13th I
January, 1873, and 17th January, 1876; for part of Keewatin, 25th June, 1875, and *
for the North- West Territory, 20th March, 1878 ; moreover, that these do not agree
in all particulars — and suggesting that the accompanying regulations, which are
based upon and are, to a certain extent, a consolidation of those contained in the
Orders in Council above mentioned, be substituted therefor.
The Committee submit the foregoing suggestion for approval.
Certified.
J. O. COTE, Clerk Privy Council
Hon. the Minister of the Interior.
Begulations for Cutting Timber under Permit for Manitoba, Keewatin and the NorthWest Territory.
homesteader's free permit.
Any occupant of a homestead quarter-section having no timber of his own, may,
Upon application, obtain a permit to cut such quantity of building timber, fencing
8
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imber or fuel, as he may require for use on his homestead, not exceeding the
ollowing: —
.
..
,
feet of house timber, no log to be over 12 inches at the small end.
lineal
1,800
400 roof rails.
30 cords of dry wood.
2,000 fence rails.
Should the house timber be sawn at a saw mill, payment for sawing must not be
nade by way of toll, as the full quantity of lumber cut from logs must be used on
he permit-holder's homestead. In order that mill owners may be able to give satisactory evidence that saw-logs or lumber found in their possession have been lawfully
to be sawn proof that the
tot, they should require from settlers bringing timberit has
been cut under a permit,
ame has not been cut on the Dominion lands, or that
date and name of pernumber,
its
that
order
in
yhich the settler should produce
uittee may be noted by the mill owner ; the latter should also record the amount of
uch timber sawn by him, so that he may be in a position to duly protect himself
hould account or return thereof be demanded by agents of the Department.
The applicant will require to pay an office fee of 50 cents before he can obtain a
butit.no dues will be charged for the timber or wood cut under and in accord>ermit,
ance with
Settlers whose farms may have thereon a supply of timber, or who are in posses«
ion of wood lots, or other timbered lands, will not be granted a free permit.
PERMITS SUBJECT TO DUES.

Permits under payment of dues may be granted to those applying for them to
lut timber on available vacant Dominion lands, on paying dues at the rates heremifter specified: —
25 cents.
Cordwood, per cord
1 centFence posts, 8 feet 6 inches long
cents.
5
long
feet
22
poles,
Telegraph
1 cent.
Each lineal foot over 22 feet long
3 cents.
Eailroad ties, 8 feet long
per M.
$2.00
long.,
Kails, 12 feet
$2.00 per M.
Stakes, 8 feet long
«... 0.60 per M.
Shingles
Square timber and saw logs of oak, elm, ash or
4 maple
$3.00 per M.B.M.
Pine, spruce, tamarac, cedar, and all other woods,
2.50 per M.B.M.
with the exception of poplar
2.00 per M.B.M.
•
..
Poplar
All other products of the forest not enumerated, 10 per cent, ad valorem.
An office fee of 50 cents to be charged for each permit.
Issuers of permits will be instructed by the Minister as to the limit of quantity
that will be granted ; also what proportion of dues shall be deposited on issue of
permit, as guarantee on the part of those obtaining the same.
Besides the dues above specified, grantees of permits may be called upon to pay
juch addition thereto as the Minister may judge necessary to meet their proportion
in survey, or other demarca3f any expense that may be incurred by the Department
tion on the ground of the limits within which such permits are to be operative. _
'Permits shall set forth that those obtaining them must conform to the conditions,
their cutting to
terms and requirements specified in the same, and carefully restrict
the limits described therein ; and that any breach thereof will subject the offender
to all the pains and penalties in that behalf as set forth in the Dominion Lauds Act.
Winnipeg, 1th January, 1885.
of your letter of the 29th
receipt
the
e
acknowledg
to
honor
the
have
I
Sib,—
9 Kev. Wm. Nicholl, Moosomm, complamultimo, enclosing a copy of a letter from the
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ing of the manner in which the timber regulations are administered at that place,
and m liking the following charges: —
1. That one of the Mounted Police, during the winter of 1882-3, demanded 25
cents a load for all wood brought by settlers into Moosomin.
2. That last winter (1883-4) the then acting sub-agent (Mr. Brokovski) demanded
50 cents for every permit, in addition to 25 cents a load for wood, not only from
townspeople, but also from the settlers in that vicinity.
3. That Mr. Stephenson refused to pay the above named agent $500 for work
done last winter.
4. That this winter the agent (Mr. McHugh) demands 25 cents for taking the
affidavit of settlers as to the quantity of wood already obtained by them from
Dominion lands, and then charged 50 cents for a permit and 25 cents a cord for the
wood.
5. That sub-clause 4 of clause 45 does not prohibit settlers selling the wool off
their homesteads, but applies only to sections with wood reserves attached.
6. That settlers have a right to enter upon Dominion lands and take dry and
fallen wood therefrom, and that the Act does not give the Department authority to
collect dues thereon.
7. That the Crown solicitor, acting under instructions from Mr. Stephenson and
Mr. McHugh, wrote Rev.'Wm. Nicholl, threatening action for the letter published
• by the latter in the Moosomin Courier,
I will reply to Mr. Nicholl's statements, in the order in which they come, and
beg to say :—
1. No Mounted Policeman was authorized by me to collect permit fees, but I
believe Mr. J. McD. Gordon, who was then agent at Eegina, obtained the assistance
of a policeman stationed at Moosomin to take applications for permits and report
cases of trespass. I have not heard that any irregularities were committed during
the time Mr. Gordon was acting Deputy Crown Timber Agent, nor has any complaint
reached me in regard to unjust exaction of dues.
2. During last winter Mr. E. Brokovski was authorized by me to take applications for permits, and make seizures in cases of trespass. He had no authority to
issue permits, and none were issued by him. In all cases applications were forwarded
to this office, and no homesteader who could show his right to a free permit wus
refused one.
The office fee of 50 cents which Mr. Nicholl mentions was exacted, of course,
and in cases of those who were not entitled to a free permit, a further charge of 25
cents a cord was made.
3. I admit having refused to pay Mr. Brokovski $500 for services performed
& Co.'s logs at the
connection with the seizure of Shields
last winter, presumably in because
my agreement with him was for $2.00 per day and
moulh of the Shell Eiver,
expenses, at which rate he was paid, as you will find on reference to my account of
disbursements for the month of April last, and Mr. Brokovski's report in connection
therewith. It is possible he refers to an account of one George McPhee for 851,
which was forwarded to you and reported upon in our letter (of N. 317) of 24th
September last; but how the non-payment of this account can be made a grievance
of by the Moosomin people I fail to see.
4. Mr. Nicholl does not show any cause of complaint against Mr. McHugh, who
is this winter acting as Deputy Crown Timber Agent at Moosomin. Mr. McHugh
simply insists that applicants for free permits shall satisfy him that they have not
already taken their homesteader's allowance from Dominion lands ; and, as a justice
of the peace, he has a right to make a charge for taking their affidavit. The other
charges, of 50 cents for a permit and 25 cents a cord for wood, are, of course, simply
in accordance with the permit regulations. Mr. McHugh is a zealous and efficient
officer, and has already prevented much trespass on Dominion lands, and been the
cause of a large number of permits being taken out since his arrival in Moosomin, as
will be seen on reference to his returns for October and November— hence, I suppose>
his unpopularity*
10
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5. Mr* NichoH's readiDg of this part of tho Act is so obviously erroneous that
jomment seems unnecessary.
6. The same remark might be made in respect of this statement. It will be for
;he Minister to decide, from the reports on this subject submitted by Mr. Walsh and
nyself. whether any change in the regulations with respect to dead and fallen
;imber can advantageously be made. This is, in reality, the burden of the grievance
>f the people whom Mr. Nicholl represents.
7. It is not true that the Crown solicitor, acting under my instructions, wrote
!ktr. Nicholl a threatening letter, of which he complains. If such a letter was written
t was done at Mr. McHugh's request, and on his own responsibility. His justifica;ion will be seen on reading Mr. Nicholl's letter, published in the Moosomin Courier,
)f 27th November last, a copy of which letter is herewith enclosed. You will
)bserve that Mr. Nicholl makes a very serious charge against Mr. McHugh. It
appears to me, in the face of the explanations previously given, that Mr. Nicholl's
published letter was contemptible in the extreme.
In order that you may have the history of the matter from the beginning, I beg
to enclose copies, from our files, of the following letters :—
(1) From James Hewgill to Crown Timber Agent, dated 7th November j (2)
my reply thereto, dated 13th November ; and (3) letter published in the Courier,
ibove referred to.
I might mention that in conversation with some of the most respected farmers
iround Moosomin, they have expressed themselves as perfectly satisfied with the
existing timber regulations, and the way they are administered.
I have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servant,
E. F. STEPHENBON, Agent.
Secretary Department of the Interior, Ottawa.
Copy of Letter from Crown Timber Agent to J. Rewgill, Moosomin.
Crown Timber Office, Winnipeg, 13th November, 1884.
Sir,— I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 7th inst.,
in which you inform me that at a mass meeting of the inhabitants of Moosomin and
vicinity, you were instructed to communicate with me in respect to the manner in
which the land laws affecting the timber regulations are being administered by Mr.
McHugb, agent in your district for this Department, and asking for answers to certain questions therein put. In reply, I beg to state: —
1. Mr. J. J. McHugh is the duly appointed and accredited agent of this Department, and as such it is his duty to see that the timber regulations are not violated,
and that no trespass be committed on Dominion lands. He is also authorized to
issue permits and receives the fees.
2. The dead or lying timber cannot be taken from Dominion lands, except under
authority of a permit ; nor can a settler dispose of such timber from his own homestead prior to the issue of the Crown patent (except as provided in sub-clause 4,
clause 45, of the Dominion Lands Act, 1883) without first having taken out a permit,
in conformity with the timber regulations.
3. It is the agent's duty to satisfy himself that an applicant for a free permit is
entitled to timber before issuing a permit.
4. If the agent has reasonable grounds for believing that wood has been cut in
trespass on Crown lands, he may seize it, and the onus of proof that it was not so
cut lies with the claimant.
The agent cannot insist that an affidavit shall be made before him. He must
accept an affidavit taken before a justice of the peace, or before any commissioner
qualified to take affidavits.
This, I presume, he is at all times ready to do.
I send you herewith the timber regulations, and also a copy of the Dominion
Lands Act, 1883, and would call your attention to clause 45, commencing on page
19, but particularly to subclause 4, before referred to.
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I would inform you, further, with respect to question two (2)'of your letter, that
the advisability of the Department allowing settlers to enter the forests and take
dead and lying timber without restriction has already been the subject of a memorial to
the Dominion G-overnment from the settlers of Moose Mountain district, presented
through their representative in the North- West Council, Mr. J. Turriff, and that the
matter has been reported on by both the Commissioner of Dominion Lands and
myself, and is at present under the consideration of the Government. What changes,
if any, will be made, I am unable to inform you.
Meanwhile, I would urge that the inhabitants of Moosomin and vicinity conform
to the existing regulations, and throw no obstacles in the way of the officers of this
Department in the performance of their duties.
I have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servant,
E. F. STEPHENSON, Crown Timber Agent.
■Copy of Letter from J. Hewgill, Secretary of Mass Meeting, Moosomin, to Crown Timber
Moosomin, fth November, 1884.
Agent.
Dear Sir, — At a mass meeting of the inhabitants of Moosomin and vicinity, I, as
secretary of the meeting, was instructed to communicate with you on the subject of
the present harsh interpretation of the existing timber laws by your deputy, J. J.
McHugh :
1st. Has Mr. M>Hugh the proper authority to act as timber agent here?
2nd. Is the timber 1m w so constructed as to include lying poles, and is it imperative that permit must be obtained for picking up and using for fuel such timber?
3rd. Has Mr. McHugh your authority, or has he any right to refuse to grant a
permit, when applied for, because the party applying cannot conscientiously make
affidavit as to tho quantity he has used in the past ?
4th. Has he the right to compel people to make affidavit as to where they obtain
the wood, when assured positively that the same was not picked up on Government
lands. In short, has he the power, over ordinary British law, to compel a man to
criminate himself? And has he the authority to compel the payment of 25 cents for
an affidavit ?
The first question is asked because we have been deceived, and money collected
from us in the past by bogus timber agents.
The second, because it is a well known fact that the lying timber in the bluffs is
a chief cause of their injury when prairie fires occur, and the opinion of the people
that the preservation of the bluffs is of more importance than the protection of the
rotten poles.
The third question has arisen from the action of Mr. McHugh here.
The fourth has arisen similarly.
Parties whose names can be produced have
stated positively before him that they obtained the wood on a H. E. section ; nevertheless, they were compelled to make affidavit, and to pay therefor the sum of 25
cents. Is it possible that a Deputy Crown Timber Agent can thus collect 25 cents '
for each load, no matter where it is picked up ?
la conclusion, we beg of you to examine into the manner in which monies are
wrung from us, an already overburdened people, and to state clearly your answer to I
the above questions.
We ask you to consider the fact that there are no unoccupied Government lands
within twelve miles of us. and hence the absurdity of compelling people to obtain
permits, as no one goes to that distance for wood.
That there are no wood lots set apart in our neighborhood.
That
the wood is picked up out of the bluffs, not one* load in one hundred being
cut.
That the law is not enforced in this manner elsewhere.
In Brandon, for instance, any townsman can go to the market and buy his lo;
of wood, without being first compelled to obtain a permit.
12
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And lastly, we desire to say that we are law-abiding citizens, and we are willing
it all times to conform to the spirit of the law. But we see no reason why we should
,hus be particularly legislated against.
Your reply at your earliest convenience.
Yours truly,
F. HEWGILL, Secretary.
3. F. Stephenson, Crown Timber Agent, Winnipeg.
3opy of letter of Revd. Wm. Nicholl,
published
in the Moosomin " Courier " of the 2*lth
November
j 1884.
To the Editor of the Courier, —
Sir, — I have read, with considerable interest, a letter to E. F. Stephenson, Esq., by
Mr. Hewgill, and the reply to same by E. F. Stephenson, Crown Timber Agent, and as
:he timber question, as far as regards firewood, at least, is a matter of paramount
interest in this neighborhood at present, I have taken some little trouble to investigate the law on the subject, suggested by the above named letters. The following is
[he result of my reading and study of the subject :—
1st. I notice that Mr. Stephenson gives a very evasive answer, or rather rone at
ill, to Mr. Hewgill's third question, viz. : — "Has Mr. McHugh your authority, or has
be any right to refuse to grant a permit when applied for, because the party applying cannot conscientiously make affidavit as to the quantity he has used in the past?"
Now, note the reply vouchsafed by Mr. Stephenson :— " It is the agent's duty to
3atisfy himself that an applicant for a free permit is entitled to timber before issuing
a permit." Is this a fair, full and honest answer ? I think not. It looks rather liko
burking the question, for reasons 1 shall note further on. The 4th question put by
Mr. Hewgill is dealt with in a similar manner. In it Mr. Hewgill asks : " Has Mr.
McHugh the right to compel the payment of 25 cents for an affidavit ?" To this
there is no reply given. This looks like business. Then Mr. Hewgill is referred to
the Dominion Lands Act, 1883, and particularly to sub-clause 4 of clause 45. This is
all the authority Mr. Stephenson quotes, and, I may also say, all that he has to quote.
Let us hear what the authority says. And that we may be in no danger, I will quote
the first two sub-clauses, passing over the third, as not bearing directly on the question at issue.
Clause 45, sub-clause 1. " The Minister of the Interior may direct that in the subdivision oftownships which consist partly of prairie and partly of timber land, the timber land shall be divided into wood lots of not less than 10 and not more than 20 acres
each in such manner as to afford, as far as practicable, one such wood lot to each
quarter-section prairie farm." That is good and sensible. Now read sub-clause 2 :
" Provided, that if a quarter-section be found to contain timber land, not exceeding in
extent 25 acres, such timber land shall be appurtenant to such quarter-section, and
shall not be divided into wood lots." Good again. Now for sub-clause 4, which is
the much flaunted authority: " Provided that any holder of a homestead entry, who,
previously to the issue of the patent, shall sell any of the timber on either his homestead or pre-emption quarter-sections, or on the appurtenant wood lot, to saw-mill
proprietors or to any other settlers for their own private use, without having previously obtained permission so to do from the Minister of the Interior, shall be guilty
of a trespass, and ba prosecuted therefor before a justice of the peace, and upon conviction thereof shall be subject to a fine not exceeding one hundred dollars, or
imprisonment for a term not exceeding six months, or to both fine and imprisonment, at discretion of the court; and further, such person shall forfeit his homestead
and preemption rights, and the timber so sold shall be subject to seizure and confiscation in the manner provided by clause 64 of this Act." This is excellent, we all say
" ditto." This is what we call good and equitable legislation, as regards timber lands
and wood lots, to which it only applies. Bat where is the word about bits of bluffs
on the prairie in all this ? And echo answers, where ? Need I say more? Comment seems needless.
Any one who will read, mark, learn and inwardly digest the
13
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above will be able to see why Mr. Stephenson was so careful, cautious and evasive in
his answers to Mr. Hewgill's questions. Bat what of Mr. McHugh, poor man, and a
justice of the peace, too, coming amongst us and assuming the airs of a demi-god,
and fleecing the unsuspecting settlers of the district of money which he has no semblance ofa right to ? Does he know the law, and, notwithstanding, insist on having
the money, which does not belong to him, presuming on the gullability of the public ?
Or, does he not know the law, and only acts on the instructions of his superiors ?
In either case let me advise him to seek more honest and honorable employment.
I think, however, he should be made to refund the monies received by him, otherwise he lays himself open to suit for receiving money under false pretences, and I have
no doubt as to its recovery, provided he is worth as much. I would also suggest to
Mr. McSugh, as he has no objection to penance, that h© do a little in that lino ere he
leaves us, and what I would prescribe would be that on next Saturday morning he
go to the end of the Moosomin House, where he pretended to seize a load of wood, and
there, on his two bare knees, and with tears in his eyes, beg pardon from all and
sundry whom he has wronged, and on our part we will get a photograph of him in
that position and keep the same in loving (?) remembrance of him, and then as fast
as possible pick up his traps and be off to some more congenial clime, Perhaps west
would be his best route.
I may see it wise, Sir, with your permission, to refer to this subject again, next
week, and, possibly, on Sunday night in the church, as it concerns us all very
materially and morally.
I am, Sir, truly yours,
WM. NICHOLL.
Department of the Interior, Ottawa, 29th December, 1884.
Sir, — 1 beg to enclose herewith a copy of a letter dated the 13th instant, from
the Kev. Wm. Nicholl, Moosomin, protesting against the exaction from settlers of
dues on firewood required for their own use.
Please report on this matter at your earliest convenience.
I have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servant,
P. B* DOUGLAS, for the Secretary,
Crown Timber Agent, Winnipeg, Man.
Department op the Interior, Ottawa, 29th December, 1884.
Sir, — I am directed to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 13th instant,
protesting against the exaction from settlers of dues on firewood required by them
for their own use.
A copy of your letter has this day been forwarded to the Crown Timber Agent
at Winnipeg, to report thereon.
I am to enclose herewith, for your information, a copy of the regulations for
cutting timber under permit.
I have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servant,
P. B. DOUGLAS, for the Secretary.
Eev. Wm. Nicholl, Presbt. Minister, Moosomin, N.W.T.
Moosomin, N.W.T., 13th December, 1884.
I feel that we have been imposed upon in this locality, since our settlement in
it, now nearly three years ago, in regard to the fuel we require so much in the long
cold winter. Three winters ago (viz., 18:2 3) one of the Mounted Police-demanded
25 cents per load for every load of firewood brought by a settler to our then infant
village. Last winter (1883-4) an agent, under Mr. Stephenson, Crown Timber Agent,
Winnipeg, demanded 50 cents for a " permit," not only from every townsman who
bought a load, with 25 cents per load for same, but also from every settler around,
in cases where he had not too far to travel. This same sub-agent told me a short
14
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irne since that Mr. Stephenson now refuses to pay him $500 for work done last
vinter. This winter things are much worse than either the two preceding ones.
Another sub agent has been appointed, who at first demanded 25 cents for an affidavit
is to how much wood a settler had burned since he came into the country, and then
lo cents per cord for all that, telling them that no one had any right to issue permits
before he came himself, and he charges 50 cents per permit. We all felt he has
jarried the business too far. We held a public meeting, where our feelings were
'reely expressed. Two weeks ago a copy of the " Dominion Lands Act " fell into
ny hands. On looking over this, what Mr. Stephenson quoted as his authority for
sollectiog the dues, viz., the 4th sub-clause of 45 of the " Dominion Lands Act," had
'eference only to lands where there are wood reserves, divided into 10 or 20 acre
ots, to go with prairie farms, and my conclusion was that as this is a prairie
mtirely, no timber reserve being nearer, that I know of, than the Moose Mountain,
;vhich is about 50 miles S. W. of this place, we have no wood in our district, save
ivhat are called a bluffs." Some of these contain one-quarter of an acre, and few
-each four acres on one farm. The wood on these has been burned and charred
pears ago by prairie fires, and is now fallen and dry, thus endangering the remaining
*reen poles the next fire that occurs. This dry wood is what we have been thus
Charged for. On seeing that the timber law, which I regard as good, did not touch
^his at all, 1 wrote to our local paper, saying so, and saying some pretty plain, strong
things as to treatment received. The people stopped and would not pay the dues
iemanded, and the sub-agent seized some of the settlers' piles of firewood. He then
besought, almost begged, some of these to call at his ofiice, and he would settle the
matter somehow, but those asked did not go.
Yesterday I received a letter from the solicitor of Mr. Stephenson and his subagent, threatening action for the letter I published.
Now, honored Sir, I beg of you, as " the man for the people," to get to the
bottom of this matter, and 1 shall feel most grateful if you will kindly advise me as
to what course I ought to pursue. The whole business seems to be to get money
poor settlers, some of whom have more than enough to do to get bread
of thefamilies.
out their
for
I am, honored Sir, your obedient servant,
WM. NICHOLL, Presbt. Minister, Moosomin.
Hon. the Minister of the Interior.
Department op the Interior, Ottawa, 13th December, 1884.
Sir,— I am directed to acknowledge the receipt of your letter, without date,
received here on the 24th ultimo, enclosing a petition from the settlers at Moosomin
for the abolition' of dues on dry wood used as fuel.
and in that vicinity, topraying
say that the subject of the expediency of exacting dues on
In reply, I am
dry wood is now under consideration.
I have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servant,
P. B. DOUGLAS, for the Secretary.
J. Hewgill, Esq., Moosomin, Assiniboia.
Dear Sir, — I have the honor to enclose herewith a petition from the inhabitants
and vicinity, praying for the abolition of the tax on dry wood used as
Moosomin
of
fuel.
We object to the tax on this dead, down, rotting timber.
object to the law which compels us to pay 25 cents (afiidavit) for every load
We
of wood when not taken from Dominion lands.
timbor law is conWe struedobject
here. to the harsh and obnoxious manner in which the
be compelled to take out permits when there are no wood lots or
object to lands
vacantWe Dominion
within 12 miles of us.
15
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Not a single load of wood has been taken where the permits call for viz., vacant
Dominion lands ; yet should any person not obtain a permit, he is compelled to make
affidavit, at a cost of 25 cents for every load, to the effect that the wood was not cut
on Dominion lands.
Hoping that this petition may receive your early consideration.
I have the honor to remain, Sir, your obedient servant,
J. HEWGILL, Moosomin, Assa.
Hon. the Minister of the Interior.
To Hon. Sir David Louis Macpherson, K.C.M.G., Minister of the Interior.
The petition of the undersigned inhabitants of Moosomin and vicinity, humbly
showeth: —
1. That your petitioners approach you for the purpose of making known to you
their unanimous feeling of dissatisfaction with the existing laws respecting the taxation of decaying logs and poles lying in the bluffs.
2. That said decayed timber is the cause of the loss by prairie fires of thousands
of acres of valuable growing timber every year in these Territories.
3. That such taxation is discouraging to the pioneer settlers, who have sufficient
difficulties to encounter in a new country like this, without having their necessary
fuel taxed, especially when it is lying in a state of decay.
4. That in many districts in these Territories the Government have no woodlands
available for settlers, who are consequently compelled by necessity to have recourse
to the decaying timber.
5. That while it is advisable to tax the growing timber to preserve it for future
settlers' use, it is equally advisable to grant the settlers free access to all the dead
timber.
Your petitioners therefore pray that this matter be taken into your serious consideration, and that you will grant the settlers such redress in the premises as will,
meet their reasonable requirements and expectations.
And your petitioners will ever pray.
WM. THOMPSON, J. P.
W. B. Dalton,
N. G. McCallum,
G. W. Scott,
John McGuirl,
J. Kennedy,
E. G. Daniels
W. G. Williams,
J. L. Berthelot,
D. M. T. Powell,
Henry C. Jacobsen,
A.
McArthur,
W. H. Miles,
Geo. Parker,
W.E.Hamilton,
Amos Kensev,
E. Wyseman,
Geo. F. Dunn,
John Hyde,
J. Irving Williamson,
White,"
J. W.
G.
E. Stratton,
H. Smith,
H.
B.
Savin,
J. McCurdy,
W. J. Thompson,
#
Jno. Hind,
J. W. Cooper,
P. Cooke,
Thomas MaoEay,
H. W. Hughes,
C.
E. Baldwin,
John McKenzie,
C. D. Bemrose,
F. G. McPherson,
J. J. Heaslip,
E. W. Jones,
Charles A. Hayter,
Courtenay A, Saunders,
W. J. Judge,
William Harris,
H. B. Turner,
M. C. Baugh,
James
Harris,
John Barton,
E. D. McNaughton,
W. J. Machell,
Neil Dalglish,
Thomas Ewen,
J. H. Williams,
W.C.Clark,
H. H. Anderson,
Sifford W. Smith,
16
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Geo. Campbell,
J. J. Scott,
John B. Robertson,
William Miller,
Felix H. Mess,
William Anderson,
Walter Robertson,
John Anderson,
Zachariah McCallum,
A . York,
J. Daniel,
J. Macauley,
J. W. Brown,
H. Holmes,
H. Cooke,
H. H. Moulson,
P. A. Clark.
W. J. Ross,
Henry Smith,
William Houley,
T. B. McAlpine,
J. A. Reid,
Forster Morrow,
John McDonald,
Daniel J. Ferguson,
John Wilson,
D. J. Wiley, (Editor Courier)
Thos. Oreton,
Robert English,
G. H. Gibson,
W. G. Williams,
C. J. Johnson,
D. S. Carnaham,
J. Hewgill,
W. Hillis,
B. B. Curry.
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Thos. Carrol,
J. K. Johnson,
R. Millar,
John Smithers,
John Daniel,
R. K. Smith,
Albert P. Murphey,
William E. Gilroy,
Joe Buttler,
Neil Mclnnies,
James McKemmit,
Andrew McKemmitt,
Isaiah Hamel,
F. G. Sewin,
C. McLean,
H. Ire ton, (Gentleman)
John McNab,
A. Harrison,
Geo. Cartwright,
John Douglas,
Howard Husband,
Charley Steinberg,
A. E Hart,
John Campbell,
W. C. Clark,
Jas. Inaalis, (Butcher)
W. H. B. Heath,
John. C. McArthur,
Charles Harrison,
H. W. Jell,
Thomas Walker,
Thomas Cooper,
John Hyde, (Cattle Dealer)
Geo. S. Bell,
M. McLeod,
James Harris.
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RETURN
(53c)
) an Order of the House of Commons, dated 23rd February, 1885 ;— -For
a Statement showing —

(1) All sales of Coal Lands since April 23rd, 1883, the name and residence
of each party to whom sales have been made ; the number of acres
sold to each ; the price per acre received from each ; the location
of the land sold ; the total number of acres sold, and the total
amount received from such sales.
(2) All leases of Coal Lands made since April 23rd, 1883 ; the name and
residence of each lessee ; the number of acres leased to each ; the
payments made by each ; the location of each leasehold ; the total
number of acres leased, and the total sum derived from such leases ;
the considerations paid and royalties collected; also from all
other charges, if any.
(3) Copies of all applications, correspondence, protests and written communications inrelation to Coal Lands sold or leased since April
23rd, 1883.
By Command.
J. A. CHAPLEAU,
jpartment of the Secretary of State,
Secretary of State.
Ottawa, 30th March, 1885.
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Statement showing all Coal locations sold subsequent to the 23rd April, 1883; the
name and residence of each party to whom sales have been made ; the number
of acres sold to each ; the price per acre received from each ; the location of the
land sold ; the total number of acres sold, and the total amounts received from
such sales,
v
Area,
Rate
Name.

Address.

Acres.

Description.

Acre.

Amounti '-

Dan. H.Macdonald Winnipeg, Man

320

J. S. McEwen

Winnipeg, Man

320

G. A. Smith

Los Angelos, Cal.,
U.S
Total

$ 10 cts.
00
per The west half of section
22, in range 26, west
meridian
10 00 The east half of section
22, in range 20, west
meridian
10 00

320

960

6, township
of the 4th
6, township
of the 4th

The east half of section 4, township
13, in range 6, west of 4th meridian
Total

$ cts.
192 00
192 00
600 00
984 00

Statement showing Coal locations for which leases have been issued subsequent to
the 23rd April, 1883 ; the name and residence of each lessee ; the number of
acres leased to each ; the payments made by each ; the location of each leasehold ;the total number of acres leased, and the total sum derived from such

Residence.

Name.

, St. Hyacinthe, Q

J. R. Foster

St, Hyacinthe, Q
H. C. Gibbs

,

Toronto, Ont....

Almira Gibbs, F. E. Oehawa, Ont
Gibbs, F. W. Gibbs,
(Administrators of
the estate of late Hon
T. N. Gibbs )
Oshawa, Ont
F. W. Gibbs

Area.
A.cres.

Description.

Ground Royalty
Rent.

North half of section 3, in $ cts.
township 2, in range 6,
west of the 2nd meridian.
North half of section 1, in 89 70
township 2, in range 6,
west of the 2nd meridian.
320 North half of section 2, in 89 20
township 2, in range 8,
west of the 2nd meridian.
320 Sonth half of section 2, in 80 00
township 2, in range 8,
west' of the 2nd meridian.
320
80 00

320

320

South half of section 12, in
township 2, in range 8,
west of the 2nd meridian .
Total

Total

Total, i

$

80 00
418 90

1,600

Certified correct.
G. U. EYLEY,
Clerk Timber and Mineral Lands,

cts.
89 70

89 20
80 00

80 00

80 90>
00
418
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Note. — The Indenture of Lease heie following being similar to the several Leases
n this Return (53c) it is ordered by the Joint Committee on Printing that it need not be
epeatedfor each one of the Leases mentioned in the preceding tabular statement of the
nations which have been issued.
?hts Indenture, made in duplicate the thirteenth day of May, in the year of Our
Lord one thousand eight hundred ind eighty four, between Her Majesty the
Queen, represented by the Minister of the Interior of Canada, of the first
part, and Frederick W. Gibbs, of the Town of Oshawa, in the Province of
Ontario, Gentleman, hereinafter called the lessee, of the second part ;
Whereas the lands hereinafter described are " Dominion Lands " within the
meaning of the " Dominion Lands Act, 1879," and its amendments ;
And whereas the said Act, as amended, provides, among other things, as follows:
jands containing coal or other minerals, whether in surveyed or un surveyed terriory, shall not be subject to the provisions of this Act, sale or homestead, but shall be
isposed of in such manner and on such terms and conditions as may, from time to
ime, be fixed by the Governor in Council, by regulations to be made in that behalf,
rhich regulations shall noi go into operation until after they shall have been pubished for four successive weeks in the Canada Gazette, and laid before both Houses
f Parliament for thirty days without disapproval by either House;
And whereas such regulations have been duly made, published and laid before
oth Houses of Parliament lor thirty days without disapproval by either House ; and
whereas the lessee has, in accordance with the said regulations, duly satisfied the said
linister of the Interior of his means and ability to work efficiently the mines
ontained in the hereinafter described/ract of land;
Now this Indenture witnesseth, that in consideration of the rents, royalties,
ovenants, conditions and provisoes hereinafter reserved and contained, and on the
>art of the lessee, his executors, administrators and assigns, to be paid, observed and
lerformed, Her Majesty doth demise and lease unto the lessee, his executors, adminisrators and assigns all that tract of land :
The south halt of Section twelve, in Township two, Eange eight, West of the
econd Principal Meridian, inthe District of Assmiboia, in the North- West Territories,
ontaining three hundred and twenty acres, more or less, of which the boundaries
leneath the surface shall be the vertical planes or lines in which its surface boundaries lie. To have and to hold the said tract of land, and all and singular the rights,
iberties, powers and privileges hereby appointed and demised unto the said lessee, his
ixecutors, administrators and assigns, from the fourth day of October, in year of our
jord one thousand eight hundred and eighty-two, for and during the full term of
wenty-one years, subject to the rents, royalties, covenants, conditions and provisoes
tereinafter reserved or mentioned, rendering and paying therefor unto Her Majesty,
ler successors and assigns, yearly, and each year during the said term, the certain
rearly rent or sum of eighty dollars, to be paid in advance by two equal half yearly
>ayments in each year, that is to say, on the first day of May and on the first day of
November in each year.
And also rendering and paying therefor unto Her Majesty, Her successors and
assigns, a rcyalty of ten cents on each and every ton of coal mined under the provisions of these presents ; such royalty to become due and be paid at the time of
naking the returns hereinafter mentioned. And the lessee, for himself and his
>xecutors, administrators and assigns, covenants and agrees to and with Her Majesty,
Eler successors and asbigns in manner following, and it is upon these express covenants and conditions that these presents are made and issued :
1. That the lessee may search for, dig, mine, remove and carry away any coal
ying or being in or under the tract of land aforesaid.
2. That the lessee will abide by, perform, fulfil and keep all the provisoes, terms
ind conditions hereof, and that upon the breach of any of the provisoes, terms or
;onditions herein contained, whether negative or positive in form, the term hereby
3
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granted shall, at the option of the Governor General in Council, cease and determine, and Her Majesty, Her successors and assigns, may thereupon re-enter upon
the demised premises, and hold, possess and enjoy the same, as if these presents had
never been made and issued.
3. That no waiver on behalf of Her Majesty, Her successors and assigns, of any
such breach, shall take place or be binding upon Her Majesty, Her successors and
assigns, unless the same be expressed in writing, under the authority of the Governor General of Canada in Council; and any waiver so expressed shall extend only to
the particular breach so waived, and shall not limit or affect the rights of Her
Majesty, Her successors and assigns, with respect to any other or future breach.
4. That the lessee pay to the Receiver-General of Canada, or other person duly
authorized by him the yearly rent hereby reserved, as and when the same becomes
due and payable.
5. That the lessee will not, without the consent in writing of the Minister of the
Interior of Canada, make any transfer or assignment of these presents, or of his
interest under these presents, or any sub-lease for the whole or part of the term
hereby granted of the lands or any part of the lands hereby leased.
6. That if any such transfer, assignment or sub-lease be so assented to, all the
provisoes and conditions herein contained shall extend to and be binding upon the
transferee, assignee and sublessee, as well as the lessee hereunder, and any breach
thereof by such transferee, assignee or sub-lessee shall have the same effect as if
such breach were by the said lessee.
7. That the lessee will, in each year of the said term, furnish the Minister of the
Interior with quarterly returns under oath, showing truly, and according to the facts,
the quantity of coal taken out, and will pay the dues thereon at the time of making
such return.
8. That the lessee will commence active operations within one year from the
commencement of the said term, and will work the mine within two years from the
commencement of the said term.
9. That these presents may be renewed for further periods of twenty-one years,
and for such ground rent and royalties as may, at the time of renewal, be agreed
upon by the Governor in Council and the lessee.
10. The word lessee, in these presents, includes the lessee or lessees, as the case
may be, and his or their executors, administrators or assigns, and in the case of an
incorporated company, their successors and assigns.
11. That no implied covenant or liability of any kind, on the part of Her Majesty,
Her successors and assigns, is created by the use of the words " demise or lease "
herein, or by the use of any other word or words herein.
12. That the Minister of the Interior shall be the sole judge of the fact in regard
to the breach or alleged breach of any of the covenants or conditions of this lease or
license, and that his decision in relation thereto shall be binding and conclusive.
In witness whereof, the Deputy of the Minister of the Interior has hereunto set
his hand and seal, and the lessee has hereunto set his hand and seal, the day and
year first above written.
Signed, sealed and delivered in the presence of:
As to the signature of A. M. Burgess. I

A. M. BURGESS,

G._U. Ryley^
y Deputy of the Minister of the Interior*
As to the signature of Frederick W. Gibbs.
FRED. W. GIBBS.
W. E. Gibbs.
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RETURN
(53/)
o an Order of the House of Commons, dated the 4th February, 1885 ;—
For a Statement showing the several amounts collected by the Dominion
Government for lands sold or leased ; for timber, logs or staves, cordwood, telegraph poles or other product of the forest ; with the names
of persons making such payments, within the bounds and limits of
the western part of Ontario, as determined by the decision of the Privy
Council against the claim of the Dominion G-overnment.
By Command,
J. A. CHAPLEAU,
>epuitment of the Secretary of State,
Ottawa, 21st April, 1885.

Secretary of State,

48 Victoria,
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Schedule showing the names of parties from whom cues have been collected for
limber cut in that part of the Dominion of Canada lately declared by the Order
ol ihe Queen in Council to be within the Province of Ontario, and the peveral
amounts collected, in compliance with an Order of the House of Commons, dated
4th February, I8f>5, and numbered 19.
Name.

Fuller & Co. (Keewatin Lumber Co.)
S. H. Fowler (Rainy Lake L limber Co.)
W. J. Macaulay
John Macdonald
L. Oliver
Hugh Macdonald
Thomas Shortiss
.
C. J. Campbell
C. 0. Small
W. B. bcarth
H. Quetton St. George
Alexander Mclvor
J. S. Aikens
F. C. Campbell
.......
David Blain.i..J......
Henry O'Brien
.
L. R. O'Brien
...;......
John Ginty
.
....,
Alex. Moffatt
Smith & Muir....
Thos. Shortiss, Assignee of Lontine
& Lecourt
St. Catharines Milling & Lumber Co.
F. T. Buhner..;
R. T. Sutton
,
John J. Macdonald
John Shields
James McKnight
,
T. G. Blackstock
N. R. Paterson
John Bain
Bain & Paterson
Oliver, Isbestor & Gibbons
Geo. F. Hartt.....
William McCarthy
Thomas
Birkett ..„.,...
.'. ...
D.
E. Sprague
J. B. Sprague
H. Bulmer, jun
A. C. Williamson
Thos. Marks
John Ross
John D. Foreman
Frank Thomp3on
H.
M. Foster
Staunton
.'....
J. J.
McArthur, Boyle & Campbell
P. McRae
N. Tetreau
Niccl Kingsmill
E W. Nesbitt
W. J. Macaulay
R. J. Short
John Lewis
J. W. McDonald
R. J. Short
Costigan & Short
H. H. Bailey
H. Bulmer, jun
John Lewis

Amount
Paid.
$

cts.

20,887
5,894
327
4,364
250
327
327
330
327
327
332
327
327

17
81
95
50
00
95
95
45
95
95
12
95
95

345
332
332
332
327
250
531

11
12
13
13
95
00
16

393
250
204
250

54
00
83
00

932 90
250
250
250
250
250
250
250

00
00
00
00
00
00
00

250
1,000
250
72
750
864
250
250
200
196
255
255

00
00
00
40
00
00
00
00
37
01
00
00

2,500
250
50
77
250
20
189
155

00
00
50
00
00
00
50

1,539
756 45
56
275 50
1,385
550 02
50
1,608 72

John Lewis
H. R. Macdonald
R. J. Short
Clifford Lewis
W.L. Baker
Frank Uardner
Mrs. J. Geraghty
P. McDonald
D. Carmichael
A. D. McDonald
,.
James Barton
W. D. Coate
John Culbert
John Short
,
George Munroe
Geo. Meyers
Wm. McKinnon
,
E. A. Sharp
......
C. Kobold
A. Mulligan
J. Hennesy
John Ward
E. M. Ridout
John A. Miller
Robt. Bunting
R. J. Short
R. J. Short
........
Angus McDonald.
Jacob Hose....
Dick, Banning & Go. ........
John McLeod
,
C. W. Chadwick..
...,
Mrs. McKenne
St. Catharines Lumber Co.
Rainy Lake Lumber Co
Wm. Cameron
T. W. Dobbie
Jacob Smith
John W. Colcleugh
Robt. Bunting
C. S. Hoare
Frank Gardner
Julius Colombe
Geo Gagen
Patrick Fitzgerald v
J.
W Philbin......
n & PalmerThomso
Charles Ward
Frank Gardner
James McCracken
Wm. Zippel
John Ward
A. E. Mulligan
John Thompson
M. Ritchie
W. J. Macaulay
Jacob Hose
G. D. Northgrave
John Thompson
Frank Gardner

..
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Schedule showing the names of parties from whom dues have been collected
for timber cut, &c. — Concluded.
Amount

Name.

[cMillan, McCan & Co

paid.
$ 25
15
2
121
12
155
61
45
45
300
13
125
442
125

cts.
00
00
50
25
50
02
50
00
44
00
00
00
55
00

'. T. Hooper

3,650
876
40
20

00
10
38
14

8. M Ridout ....
Valter Oliver
Jharles Laverdure,
V McCarthv
V. T. Gibbins.

»..-«

».
«

Jharles McMurdie

Amount

Name.

Wm. McCarthy
Manning, Macdonald
McDonald, Andrews
H. F. Holmes
Mrs. McEwen
N.Montgomery
Canada Gold Mining
Albert Mulligan
John McCracken
Capt. Thos. Wylie
Robt. Fitzgerald
H. F. Holmes
George Walker
Bell Telephone Co
Manning, Macdonald

$ cts.
791 02
paid.
557
50
25 00
3,627
01
6 00
7 00
13 58

& Co
& McLeod

Co

....

12 50
10 50
209 60
2455 00
13
22 50
41 60
440 51

& Co.

Total.......*
93,801 59

Certified correct.
G. W. KYLEY,
Clerk of Timber and Mines Office, I)ept< of the Interior.
)ttawa, 14th April, 1885.

DEPARTMENT

OP THE

I NTERIOR— PATENT

BRANCH.

Statement showing Sales of Lands within the District of Keewatin.
Names of Purchasers.

Parts of Sections
or Lots.

lexander Ralph Lillie

Whole, 36, 37 and 38.
Whole, 29, 30, 3i, 32,
33, 34, 35 and 38.
[eewatin Lumbering and Manufac- Part of E. £ of 19 ;
turing Co,
partof of2020.
Part
N. iof 22
N. |of 21..

Township.

Range.

5 South... 31 East...
4 do ... 25 do ...
9 North...

22

do ...

9 do ... 22
4 South... 25
4 do ... 25

do ...
do ...
do ...

Area
in
Acres.
219dfe...
533dfr...
296
27
320
320..

E. M.
Department of the Interior,
Ottawa, 17th April, 1885.

Price
lected.
219
10
$ cts.
Col533 33
296 00
270
320 00
320 00

] Victoria,
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RETURN
(53/)
o an Obder of the House of Commons, dated 23rd February, 1885 ;— For
a Beturn showing :—
1st. The names of Grazing Land Lessees who have Cattle upon their
Leaseholds ; the date of the Lease ; the geographical position of the
area covered by each Lease ; the number of the Lease ; the number of Cattle reported on each Leasehold ; the date when the
Leasehold was first stocked with Cattle ; and the aggregate
number of acres covered by such Leases.
2nd. The names of Grazing Land Lessees who have not placed Cattle
upon their Leaseholds ; the number of acres in each Leasehold ;
the geographical position of the area covered by each Lease ; the
number of the Lease ; and the aggregate number of acres covered
by such Leases.
By Command,
J. A. CHAPLEAU,
•epartment of Secretary of State,
Ottawa, 16th May, 1885.

S3;— 1

Secretary of State.
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PEEFACE.

Owing to the limited time at the disposal of the Commission Mr.
Jusice Gray, believing that thereby the work would be expedited, decided
to bring out and personally superintend the printing of his Eeport at the
same time as that of the other Commissioner was being printed. As a
consequence, each report is paged independently in Eoman numerals.
At the close of the first report, (page cxxxiv), the second report commences, and at the close of the second report, (page cii), the Minutes of
Evidence and Appendices will be found, paged with Arabic numerals. In
referring to the volume, therefore, it is only necessary to remember that
the first one hundred and thirty-four pages are devoted to that portion of
the Eeport signed by the Chairman, (Mr. Chapleau) ; that one hundred
and two pages follow devoted to that portion signed by Mr. Commissioner
Gray, and that the Evidence, Appendices and Index are paged with
ordinary numerals.
At the end is an analytical Index to the Minutes of Evidence and
Appendices.
A succinct narrative of facts, by it the reader may learn not.
only where testimony is given in respect of any subject, but also all
that is said on any subject.

To the Eeport proper of the Commissioners there is no index.
It is usual to give at the end of a report a list of the witnesses. This
course is not adopted because the names of all the Canadian witnesses are
set out in Mr. Commissioner Gray's report p. li. The need of such a list,
disappears when the witness's name heads the page as in the present
volume.

In the enquiry at San Francisco in 1876, evidence was taken respecting
the Chinese immigrant in all parts of the world, from San Francisco

to Melbourne ; the subject was literally surveyed "from China to Peru ;"
and the Commission to the Canadian Commissioners called for all information attainable respecting it. When
page instead of
the "Chinaman
Trancisco " will
ings being used
matter below.

the page-heading on the odd

" Enquiry at San Francisco " is " Chinese in Australia," or
in China," &c, the general heading of "Enquiry at San
be as it were read over the other — the substituted headfor the purpose of more rapidly guiding the eye to the
Had there been room at the top of the page, and were it

necessary to be so explicit, the general heading would have run : Enquiry
at San Francisco into Chinese immigration there and wherever it has
gone, with the view of obtaining information to guide in forming a
judgment respecting that immigration in British Columbia.

CONTENTS.
3E Commission
3MMISSIONEBS'

».
REPORTS

v

:

Hon. Mr. Chapleau's
Hon. Mr. Justice Gray's
inutes of Evidence :

vih
page 1 follows Enquiry at San Francisco p. cxxxiv

San Francisco
1— 41
British Columbia
42—151
Return of Excise Duty collected from Chinese on cigars manufactured
151 — 153
Statements put in
153—170
Portland
171—177
List of Appendices :
. Abstract of evidence taken before a Joint Comimttee of the Senate and House ol
Representatives of the United States in 1876
179 — 36~
. Communication from Rev. Philip Dwyer AM., of Victoria, B.C., which accompanied
his views on the Chinese question
361—36
, Numbers and occupations of Chinese in British Columbia.
363—366
. Narrative of visit to Chinatown, San Francisco
366 — 370
. Narrative of visit to Chinatown, Portland, Oregon
370—371
Text of the Amendment to the Restriction Act of 1882
...
371—375
, Judgment of the Hon. Mr. Justice Gray on the Chinese Tax Bill, passed by the British
Columbia Legislature on the 2nd September, 1878
375—383
. Calendar of Chinese cases brought before the Victoria Police Court
383—388
Return of convicts sentenced to the British Columbia Penitentiary from 1st January,
1880, to 30th June, 1884
389—393
Statement showing amount of taxes paid by Chinese in Victoria from 1st January,
1879, to 31st December, 1883
,
394
, Number of Chinamen who have paid Provincial Revenue Tax.
395
Number of Chinamen, Indians and whites employed at the salmon canneries
395
. Return showing the number of immigrants who have arrived and settled on the
mainland.
396
Statement of coal exported from Victoria and Nanaimo, British Columbia
396
Passengers arriving at Victoria, for four months of 1884
396
. Summary of Customs' Revenue collected from Chinese firms for the fiscal year ending
June 30th, 1883

397

Summary of Customs' Revenue collected from Chinese firms for the fiscal year ending
June 30th, 1884
398
Imports from China (direct) into British Columbia
398
Number of passengers entering Victoria, B.C., whites and Chinese. ,
398
Number of persons represented by goods passed free of duty under the head of
settlers' effects
399Correspondence.
399—404
Narrative of visit to Chinatown, British Columbia
404
, Report of a decision rendered by the Hon. George Ogden Hoffman, of the United
States District Court, in the matter of Tung Yeong on habeas corpus
405—409
i Returns showing number, occupation, sex, &c, of immigrants recorded at the Provincial Immigration office at New Westminster
409—410
Chinese Immigration in the Sandwich Islands
►
411
Answers to questions by Secretary of Foreign Office, Honolulu
411—412
Foreign Office notice— regulations respecting Chinese immigration
413
Text of an Act to regulate the landing of passengers arriving at the different ports
in this Kingdom
,
41
Postscript to Chief Justice Begbie's evidence given on page 71
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COMMISSION;

:—
On the 4th of July, 1884, the following Commission was issued
CANADA.
LANSDOWNE.
of God of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland, Queen,
Grace
, by the
Victoria
Faith, etc., etc., etc.
of the
Defender
wise concern :
To all to ivhom these presents shall come or whom the same may in any
a motion was made
Canada,
of
nt
Parliame
the
of
session
last
the
Greeting :-Whereas, during
enact a law prohibiting tne
as follows : "That in the opinion of this House it is expedient to
Columbia which motion was
incoming of Chinese to that portion of Canada known as British
e the Premier on behalf of ^ Government
Srawn on a promise made by the Right Honorabland
report upon the whole subject of Chinese
should be issued to enquire into
on
Commissi
a
that
Immigration ;

of, and as connected with, the good
And whereas We deem it expedient in the interest
;
made
be
to
enquiry
such
cause
government of Canada to
for C^™^bb
Now, know ye that We, by and with the advice of our Privy Council
presents nominate, constitute and appoint the Honorable Joseph f^^f^^Tt^l
our Secretary of State of Canada and Lthe
Laws, one of our counsel learned in the law, and
Hono able John Hamilton Gray, Doctor of Civil Law, a Judge of ^f*^*^^£
and concerning all the facts and matters
Columbia, Commissioners to make enquiry into
on, its trade relations, as well as the social
Immigrati
Chinese
of
subject
whole
the
connected with
people into Canada.
Chinese
the
of
influx
the
to
taken
and moral objections
Parliament of Canada, passed in the
And We do hereby under the authority of an Act of the
d "An Act Respecting Inquiries
intitule
and
ight
thirty-e
ed
chapter
t^tX^^TouJ^,
the power of summoning before
ioners
Commiss
said
the
fining Public Matter^ confer upon

s, and of requiring them to give evidence on oattvo^ £ ^
Sem n V™ or witnesse
(or on solemn affirmation, if they be parties entitled to affirm m ^.^^'^^^
requisite to the full investigation of the
such documents and things as such Commissioners deem
matters into which they are appointed to examine.
report to our Privy Council for
And We do order and direct that the said Commissioners
the result of their enquiry.
fit,
think
may
they
as
report,
one
Canada from time to time, or in
to be made Patent and the Great
In testimony whereof, We have caused these our Letters
Seal of Canada to be hereunto affixed :

the Most Honorable Sir Henry Charles
Witness, our right trusty aud eutirely beloved cousin,
in the County of Somerset, Earl of
wne,
Lansdo
of
s
Marqui
riee,
Fitzmau
Keith Petty
Bucks, Viscount Calne and Cainof
County
Wycombe of Chipping Wycombe, in the
of Chipping Wycombe in the
Ine m the CouSy of WUte, and Lord Wycombe, Baron
and Earl of Shelburnc
Kerry
of
Earl
,
Britain
Great
of
Peerage
i/the
County of Bucks,
Lixnaw and Dunkerron m the
Kerry,
of
Baron
riee,
Fitzmau
and
rice
Clanmau
t
V^coun
distinguished Order of St. Michael
Peera-e of Ireland, Knight Grand Cross of our most
miral of the same.
Vice-Ad
and
aud St. George, Governor-General of Canada
day of July, in the year of our
At our Government House, in our city of Ottawa, this fourth
hi the forty-eighth year of our
and
our,
eighty-f
and
hundred
one thousand eight
Lord
reign.
By command,
G. POWELL,
Under Secretary of Slate.
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in Council:
To His Excellency the Governor-General
by a Royal Commission
We, the undersigned, having been appointed
^ ^
all the
dated the 5th July, 1884, to make enquiry into and concerning
enquiry.
immigra
Chinese
facts and matters connected with the whole subject of
and moral objections taken to
tion its trade relations as well as the social
and to report to the Privy
the influx of the Chinese people into Canada,
report, the result of our
one
in
or
time,
to
Council for Canada, from time
.....
enauirv have the honor to report as follows :—
to* ™*g~
ary
Secret
the
when
On L 9th of August we met at Victoria, B.C., at San Francisco
taken
ce
eviden
and
ed
submitted all papers receiv
at San Francisco, and it
Commissioner Gray approved of the proceedings
work of the Commission.
was agreed the same should form part of the
PRELIMINARY.
12th of *£$*£»
The first sitting for the reception of evidence was held on the
ers.
newspap
the
August, after due notice had been given in
g. Ample arrangeThe public was then admitted to the place of hearin
Proceedings
ments had been made for the accommodation of the press.
after which
sion,
Commis
the
g
readin
were commenced by the Secretary
the Chairman said :
« British Columbia has repeatedly by her Legislature, as well as by her ^^SPSSam
Parliament -g™* of^
representatives in Parliament, solicited the Executive and
to sion arose.
Chinese
of
incoming
the
prohibiting
of Canada to enact a law
session
last
Nothing was done in that direction until
British Columbia.
answer to a
of Parliament, when Sir John Macdonald, speaking in
sense, pledged
motion asking Parliament to enact a law in the above
whole subject
the
into
look
to
Commission
a
issue
to
Ms Government
exhaustively its trade
durinAhe approaching session, and to consider
which it
relations, its social relations, and all those moral considerations
the view, as he
is alleged make Chinese immigration undesirable, with
Vll
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of putting the Government and Parliament in a better position to deal with
the subject. It will also be a part of the duties of the Commission to
examine the evidence submitted in Australia, California and Washington,
and to condense and collate it and to submit it with its report to
Parliament, so that the Parliament of Canada might have, in a convenient shape, together with the researches of the Commissioners, all
the information which the legislative bodies of the United States and
Australia had when they undertook the work of legislating on this question. This proposition of the Government met with the unanimous consent of Parliament. The Commission has been named in fulfilment of that
pledge. The scope of its functions is the same as the pledge of the Premier.
It has made researches in Washington, and is in possession of the evidence
and papers submitted to Congress. I visited San Prancisco and have
carefully examined the different points submitted to the Commission
by the light of what is to be seen there, and have taken the evidence of
those who should be well informed. The Commission is now opened here
for the purposes indicated in the Order in Council, which has been read,
appointing it. The Commissioners wish for the fullest information on all
matters submitted to them, viz :—
Points on which
information
asked.

" (1.) The advisability of passing a law to prohibit the incoming or
Chinese into British Columbia or Canada.
" (2.) The advisability of restricting the numbers coming in or of regulat
ing it, and the best manner of effectually carrying out such object.
" (3.) The social and trade relations between
bia and Canada generally with the Chinese,
anticipated early completion of the Canadian
the effective completion of the other public
taken.

the people of British Columboth now and in view of the
Pacific Railway, as well as.
works about to be under

" (4.) The moral considerations which arise out of the residence and contact of the white people with Chinese here and elsewhere.
" The Commissioners have already, by letters, invited the Executive
Council of the Province and the Municipal Council of this city, and
other representative officials, to give them whatever information is
within their control on this important subject.
Government intends to legislate.

" I have only to add that it is the intention of the Government to bring
in legislation next session; 'and I venture to express the hope that all
classes of persons, those favorable to Chinese immigration, as well as
those opposed to it, will place before the Commission any facts or observa
tions which will throw light upon the subjects with which the Commission
has to deal.

" We now invite all those who, by their representative character, have a
All classes invited
to give evidence. right to speak in the name of the people of the Province or in the name of
the Municipal Council, to aid in this investigation. We also invite those
who are connected with boards of trade, or who are engaged in large
manufacturing, mining, or other industrial enterprises, to put their views
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examined. To have noted the transitions

Guiding aim in
making the condensation.
Documentary.

All the literature
on the question
read.
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over some twelve hundred
or managers appeared before
were examined and crossfrom direct examination to

cross-examination would have greatly lengthened without adding to the
value of the condensation, in making which the aim has been to give,
as much as practicable, in the words of the witnesses, and in a comparatively few pages the result of long examinations.
' In addition to the evidence we have described we have availed ourselves
of much that is documentary. Any documents which we deemed of sufficient importance will be found either set out in the report or in the
Appendix. We have further read all the literature bearing on Chinese
immigration, and the issues raised in connection therewith, which the
Library of Parliament and the most diligent search elsewhere placed
within our reach.

Commissioners
investigate for
themselves.

(Preparedness
of
jmind with which
Commissioners
came to consideration of this
Question.
Visits to Chinese
quarters.

As the California Reports are not found in the Library for recent years
we print in the Appendix a judgment of the Honorable Judge Hoffman,
bearing on the interpretation of the Act of 1882, and for a similar reason
we produce the Act of 1884, amending that of 1882.
In British Columbia, in San Francisco and in Portland, the Commissioners investigated for themselves the Chinese question as presented in
each locality ; discussed the problem with leading men of all classes, some
of whom, while expressing themselves freely in conversation, did not wish
to put their opinions on record ; others, for different reasons, could not be
examined; and the Commissioners came to the consideration of this
question, not only furnished with the information derived from the evidence
given, but with the advantage of having discussed it with judges,
merchants, statesmen, mechanics and laborers, amongst the whites, and
with Chinese officials. In British Columbia we visited Victoria, Nanaimo, New Westminster and Yale.
A brief account of what was seen among the Chinese in San Francisco,
Victoria and Portland will be found in the Appendix [D, E and PL
His Excellency the Consul General of China paid a visit to the Commission at the Palace Hotel. After courtesies were interchanged, he enquired particularly respecting the Commission, and the veto powers of
the Dominion and Imperial Parliaments. The Consul General expressed
a hope that the enquiry would be impartial, and he was assured it
would be.

Marginal notes.

In taking evidence on large questions and printing it as given, the
same subjects will again and again recur, but as seen by different minds.
The mastery of the whole is greatly facilitated by marginal notes, and
accordingly marginal notes have been made.
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and he endorsed it. The President cf the Immigration
Association of
California, a man who had taken part in the agitation, and
who was at the
moment actively engaged in bringing in white immigra
nts, was a most
valuable witness. On the subject of the relative crimina
lity of Chinese
the Chief of Police, a detective, and a Police Magistrate were
examined!
In regard to charges of personation a late collector of customs was
seen.
The Chinese side of the question was given by His Excellency
the Consul
General for China at the port of San Francisco, and by Colonel
Bee, the
Consul, while on the general question, Mr. Walcott Brooks,
an Asiatic
scholar and traveller, of high repute in San Francisco, was heard
ChSSqSfon A gWe at what ma? b* caIled the progress of the Chinese question in
in California. California will be useful.
At first the Chinamen were welcomed.
In
See p. 339, Ap. A 1852, said a witness before the Joint Committee, they marched
in our
fourth of July processions ; in 1862, they dared not show themselves;
in
1872, had they dared to appear on. the scene, they would have been
stoned. The Joint Committee mentioned above met at San Francisco
to
report to Congress on the character, extent, and effect of Chinese immigration. They met at the Palace Hotel in October, 1876, and a very full
enquiry took place.
^oidseSP°able °ne feature 0f the ear1^ sta§'e of the enquiry is worth noting. On a
• wifetSafntyd ?omt Which Was caPable of bein§ syttled t0 a demonstration, the vaguest
ideas, even in the case of eminent men, prevailed. We allude to the
Chinese popula- number of the Chinese population in California.
One put it down at
116,000; another at 150,000, and another at 250,000.
Not dissimilar
were the estimates formed of the number of Chinese in British Columbia.
One contractor told us there were 3,000 in Victoria.
sZ^T&i^
mation.

N°W' there were two dependent sources of information
which
yet, when compared, tallied and thus tested each other.
The census
showed that in 1870 the Chinese population of the whole of the
United States was 63,199. Of course, there may have been an enormous
increase in six years. That increase was, however, know^n. From the
records of the Custom House, a tabular statement had been made of the
arrivals and departures of Chinese from 1860 to 1876. According to that
statement the excess of arrivals over departures, from 1870 to 1876, was

none had died, ™*ld gwe 117,794. If we'estiThis' Provided
54'595"
§on?n1hPe°u!s!"iB mate
1876
the annual
death rate
at two per cent, on an average population of
90,000, this would give 12,600 for seven years, and 12,600 subtracted
from 117,794 leave the result of 105,194. The tabular statement between
1870 and 1876 is capable of being tested. If that statement for the years
from 1860 to 1869 inclusive is compared with the census for the period,
we find a substantial agreement. If the tabular statement was right for
these years, it was likely to be right for the years from 1870 to 1876. No
one, indeed, disputed the correctness of the figures for these years.
This 105,194 has to be spread over the United States. The bulk
of the Chinese population is on the Pacific Coast; but not nearly all.
In 1870, according to the census, California had 49,277 ; Nevada, 3,152 ,
Xll
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The very violence with which the Chinese are assailed creates in many
minds a prejudice in their favor and in any case is unworthy of civilized
men. To say of men the bulk of whom are marvels of frugality, industry,
and — save for the use of opium — temperance, that they are all thieves
and scoundrels defeats itself.

Chinese judged
by an unfair
standard.

The truth is the Chinese are judged by an ideal standard. They do not
get the benefit of the doctrine of averages. They are not measured by
that charitable rule which justice no less than humanity leads us to apply
to all other men. If one Chinaman steals, it is concluded that all are
thieves. If a man of this temper were to read the tragedy of Tchao Chi
Con Ell he would at once cry out : " What a depraved people these Chinese
are ! Here is one of their most popular plays founded on treason and
murder by a great minister, who puts his master to death, kills all the

Sweeping
generalizations.

royal family except the daughter of the King, and afterwards determines;
on the death of her child, born subsequently to the massacre in which her.

husband perished." He would work himself up into a state of greatindignation, and give vent to sweeping ethnological propositions, forge bing the plot of Hamlet, of Macbeth, of Richard III, and oblivious of the
daily revelations of the newspapers. Not merely are they judged by an
Things innocent in
unfair standard and painted blacker than they are, things innocent in
themselves regarded as serious themselves, because different from what we are used to, are in the true
objections if not
crimes*
spirit of barbarism, treated as badges of degradation. A Chinaman shaves
the front part of his head and wears a queue. He cuts his clothes somewhat
differently from western peoples. His boots are made on a different plan
from ours. To that tyrannical and narrow judgment ever found confident
and aggressive where ignorance is supreme, the pig-tail, the shaving the
front part of the head, the blowse and shoes, are all so many marks of
inferiority. Yet the laborers of one of the most civilized of nations wear
the blowse ; and as to shaving the front part of the head, shaving the chin
might, from an absolute stand-point, appear as ridiculous, while amongst
ourselves, in these days of overstrained nervous energy, nature frequently
imposes a denuded front, and goes even farther still, without the aid of a
scissors ; nor is it so long ago since queues were seen in the drawing
rooms of St. James and Versailles.
There may be a
strong case for
Government interference.

But though a man's logic is weak what he advocates may be sound, and
when you have covered some or all of his arguments with ridicule and
discomfiture it does not follow his cause lies prostrate with himself.
That the Chinese immigration is a bachelor immigration j that the Chinaman can live in a space and on food wholly inadequate for a white laborer ;.
that they are independent of and indifferent to all the comforts of life
as they are understood in white communities ; these, which are admitted
facts, may be serious not merely for the laborer but for the nation, and
it is our duty to probe the facts to the bottom. Senator Jones, of Nevada,
tells of a miner who put it this way to him :

A Nevada
view
of the miner';
case.

" It is immaterial to you, as far as your own position is concerned, who
the workmen
may be that are under your control ; but to us it makes a
xiv
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Although the time it was possible to remain in San Francisco was
short, a very searching and it is hoped a complete examination of this
question was made. The enquiry of the Joint Committee of the Senate
and House of Representatives of the TJnited States, already alluded to,
had been carefully studied, as had been much other literature Eight year3
had elapsed since that enquiry had taken place. It was important to
know whether the gentlemen who then testified still adhered to their
testimony. Meanwhile, as will be more particularly referred to later on,
the Treaty relations between the United States and China had been
modified. The date of the new Treaty, is November 17th, 1880; of its
ratification, July 18th, 1881. An Act roughly described in the newspapers
as " the Exclusion Act," but which might more accurately be described
as the Chinese Laborers Exclusion Act, was passed May 6th, 1882. More
than three years and a half, therefore, had gone by since the first decided
step towards exclusion was taken, and more than two years since a
most stringent exclusion Act, so far as laborers were concerned, was
placed on the statute book. An amendment Act — which is reproduced
in the Appendix (F) — was just coming into operation.
Here it should seem were conditions more than usually favorable for
judging, in the light of experience, the whole question, as it presents itself
in Canada.

iCalifornia, which
had no existence
thirty years ago,
a State as large as
France.

There was still a good deal of feeling on the subject of Chinese
immigration.
We were in a new country, a State as large as France, a State which
had no existence thirty years ago, a country, moreover, of peculiar climate
and peculiar geographical features, and we first directed our enquiry to the
influence of Chinese immigration on
THE DEVELOPMENT

OF THE COUNTRY.

Development of
country.

California, like British Columbia, without a railway must have, so
far as direct communication was concerned, remained isolated from the
life and commerce of the greater portion of the ( o itinent. Between her
and all that is meant by " western civilization, " rose two immense chains
of mountains. More than this there are vast tracts of but partially settled
land between the mountains and the Missouri.

The forty-niners.

Such enterprising spirits as the Forty-Mners could not but early conceive the idea of overcoming what might well have seemed the impassable barriers of the Sierra Nevada. In the absence of a railway the
State could not grow, could not be developed, could receive no immigration, except in units. The practised eye discerned at a glance the wealth
of her soil, her mineral wealth — but what were these if there were no
laborers 1 She must have a transcontinental line and, again like British
Columbia in this, her development could not be secured by a transcontinental line alone. She must have local railways. Transportation
from one part of the State to the other could only be made easy for
xvi

A railway a
necessity.

The Chinaman
comes forward
a laborer.
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doing
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the
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Mr. Crocker, one of the five proprietors of the Central Pacific Railroad,
Advertised hut
They adverlabor. m1
and a half with white
went on for a vear
isaid
j. rcu* conld not get more
„~~
"
BtViU' thevJ
lhey got Cni- than 800 white
bised thoroughly but could not get more than 800 men.
nese and found them good all round ; " and to-day if I had a big job of ^
work that I wanted to get through quickly, and had a limited time to do
it in, I should take Chinese labor to do it with, because of its great reliability, steadiness and aptitude and capacity for hard labor." He goes on
to say that their powers of endurance are equal to those of the best
white men, and that they proved themselves equal to the best Cornish
miners in using the drill. His evidence is so striking we give an extract
from the original report :

" Q. How long have you been in the State ?— A. I have been here
twenty-six years.
"Q. What has been your business? — A. For the last fifteen or sixteen
years I have been building railroads.
" Q. Did you commence the construction of the Central Pacific with
white or Chinese labor 1— A. We commenced with white labor.
xvii
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"Q. How long did you continue it 1— A. We never discontinued it;
we have always employed white labor.

' ^' """ mean now l°nS did you continue with that kind of labor extenSad sively
Pacific
5affirst
at
prejudiced
?— A. We continued about a year and a half, when we found we
against Chinese.
coui^ not get sufficient labor to progress with the road as fast as was
necessary, and felt driven to the experiment of trying Chinese labor.
I
believe that all our people were prejudiced against Chinese labor, and that
there was a disposition not to employ them.

Nerer could get
more than 800
white men.

[Efficiencylabor.
of
KThinese

" Q. You mean that the railroad people were prejudiced ?— A. Yes,
sir ; especially Mr. Strobridge and myself, who had charge of the construction, more particularly. I had charge of the construction, and Mr.
Strobridge was under me as superintendent. He thought that the Chinese would not answer, considering what they eat, and other things, and
from what he had seen of them ; he did not think they were fit laborers ;
he did not think they would build a railroad. We advertised very
thoroughly, and sent circulars to every post office in the State, inviting
white labor, and offering large prices for that class of labor, but we failed
to get over 800 men. Our force never went much above 800 white
laborers, with the shovel and pick, and after pay day it would run down
to 600 or 700 ; then before the next pay day it would get up to 800 men
again, but we could not increase beyond that amount. Then we were
compelled to try Chinese labor, and we tried them on the light work,
thinking they would not do for heavy work. Gradually we found that
they worked well there, and as our forces spread out and we began to
occupy more ground, and felt more in a hurry, we put them into the
softer cuts and finally into the rock cuts. Wherever we put them we
found them good, and they worked themselves into our favor to such an
extent that if we found we were in a hurry for a job of work it was
better to put on Chinese at once. Previous to that we had always put on
white men ; and to-day, if I had a big job of work that I wanted to get
through quickly, and had a limited time to do it in, I should take Chinese
labor to do it with, because of its greater reliability and steadiness, and
their aptitude and capacity for hard work.
This is surprising enough ; but what follows is even more astonishing.
Yet that the small-boned and unmuscular Chinamen held their own
against the best miners in the world, if they did not beat them, is
established by two or three unimpeachable witnesses.

Chinese power of
endurance equal
to that of the
best Cornish
miners.

" Q. What are their powers of endurance ?— A. They are equal to the
best white men. We tested that in the summit tunnel, which is in the
very hardest granite. We had a shaft down in the centre. We were
cutting both ways from the bottom of that shaft. The company were in
a very great hurry for that tunnel, as it was the key to the position across
the mountains, and they urged me to get the very best Cornish miners and
put them into the tunnel so as to hurry it, and we did so. We went to
Virginia City and got some Cornish miners out of those mines, and paid
them extra wages. We put them into one side of the shaft, the heading
leading from one side, and we had Chinamen on the other side. We
measured the work every Sunday morning, and the Chinamen, without
fail, always outmeasured the Cornish miners ; that is to say they would
cut more rock in a week than the Cornish miners, and it was hard work,
steady pounding on the rock, bone-labor. The Chinese were skilled in
using the hammer and drill, and they proved .themselves equal to the very
best Cornish miners in that work. They are very trusty, they are very
intelligent, and they live up to their contracts."
xviii
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Perhaps a case in
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abor provided
work for white
men.

Do white laborers
employed on railways settle along
the line?

(Sessional Papers No. 45a),

A. 1885.

" Q. Would you always give white men labor when, asked for it ? A. I
do not think there was ever a white man turned away for want of a place,
to my knowledge."
Now, here was a case in which work was probably provided by Chinese
labor for white men — a thing not at all inconsistent. Mr. Evans*
evidence given below proves that the same thing occurred iu his experience. Every hour of delay in completing the line was a loss in wealth
and convenience to the people of California, and to workmen or others
looking to a home on the shores of the Pacific. In other industries we
shall see that the contention is made that but for Chinese labor in a
given branch there would be no room for white labor, because competition with the East would, without the Chinese, have been out of the

question.
Before leaving the subject of railway building it is desirable to call
attention to the evidence of Mr. David D. Colton, the Vice-President of
the Southern Pacific Railroad. His evidence is specially valuable, because
of the light it throws on the effect of a railway built partly by Chinese in
settling up the country. One of the points made by persons opposed to
Chinese is that their employment in the construction of a railway leaves
the country without the advantages of a certain percentage of settlers
sure to have been left behind by white laborers. The assumption that
white laborers employed on a railway settle along the line they help to
construct is gratuitous. The army of men employed by the contractors
in the construction of the Canadian Pacific Railway, from Moosomin to the
Rockies, went back like a returning tide when the contract was fulfilled.
Mr. Colton's evidence shows what we might expect, that the moment the
railway is constructed settlers pour in. To build a line must be a means
of settling up the country through which it passes, and if it can be constructed more rapidly by Chinese labor than would be the case were they
not employed their employment must hasten settlement. A portion o£
Mr. Colton's evidence is as follows :—

See J. C. R., p.599,
and p. 304 Ap. A.
Southern Pacific
constructed not
altogether by
Chinese labor.

" Q. Are you the vice-president or the president of the company ?A. At this time I am the vice-president.
" Q. You have constructed it by Chinese labor I believe ?— A. Not
altogether. .
" Q. I mean principally ?— A. A proportion of it ; the heads of the
construction departments were white laborers.
" Q. The construction of this road gave employment to a great many
white men ?— A. Yes, sir.
" Q. You had no government subsidy, I believe, in aid of the construction?— A. No, sir; excepting the land subsidy.
" Q. What is the length of the road from Lathrop ?— A. From Lathrop,
or rather from Goshen, between four and five hundred miles of the Southern
Pacific line proper has been constructed.
" Q. A good part of it through a farming country ?— A. A great portion of it.
" Q. It has opened up that vast country for settlement 1— A. It ha,s.
" Q. What class of people are and have been settling there since the
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rmd to* built ?— A. What you might term an average class of the immi- ^^S0
the building of
oT&nts who settle up all our new Territories and States.
tnelmo*
very
are
There
to « Q. White immigrants %— A. Pretty much all white.
They are mostly from the Western States ; some
few of any other kind.
are Europeans."
The North-West, along the line of the Canadian Pacific Railway, duplicates this experience. After the line was built settlers went in, and now
for many miles on either side it would be hard to find a homestead.
Chinese
Without
v
Chinese labor ?— labor
that road without
have constructed»»
vou ii
Could juu
O v^uuiu.
" v^.
neither the
or cer
quickness
with
and
quickly,
so
constructed
been
have
could
it
think
not
do
A I
building
in
fainty
to
going
were
we
what
anything like the same amount of certainty as to
accomplish in the same length of time.
" Q. You had several thousand laborers on the road %— A. Yes, sir.
" Q. Could you have obtained that number of white laborers %— A. I
think not.
.
.
since your connection with t*ae
" Q. Has it not been your experience that
you could not obtain whito
Central and Southern Pacific Railroads
labor ? A. We certainly could not in that number.
« Q. What has been the effect of the construction of these railroads §P^g>of ^^
uoon the settlement and building up of the country? — A. Prom my 0fland that would
stand-point I stink it has done a great deal for this State and coast. It ^ne™aenthave
has been the means of opening up thousands of acres of land that would
otherwise have lain vacant for a long time to come.
" Q. Have the settlements followed the railroads ?— A. Yes, sir ; and
constantly increasing. Our railroad construction is the reverse in this
country from what it is in any other. They are built in other countries
to take people out. Here we build a railroad so that people may go into
the wilderness and settle it up.
" Q. The railroad is the pioneer?— A. Yes, sir. Many districts where Railway the
or farm Pioneerthere were twenty-five and thirty miles between each settlement,
house, are now being settled up. Take the San Joaquin Yalley railroad
campared with three or four years ago. One car would then go up the
valley. I have been on the train when there would be but two or three
passengers for the last twentyrfive or thirty miles of the road. Now it
takes four cars to do that business.
" Q. What has been the effect upon the prosperity of the State of the
construction of lateral roads ?— A. I think most favorable in every way.
Lateral roads by themselves would not be profitable to railroad proprietors, but they would be of great advantage to the country they would Lateral roads had
open'up.
I think as a rule they have advanced the value of Yalley,
lands from
to 1,000 per cent,
for ^X^ollndW)
Much of the land in the Salinas
200 to 1,000 per cent.
to us at $2 an acre, for which they are charging now
instance, 'was anoffered
acre since the road was built through that country.
$25 and $35
Mr. Coltonis'as unhesitating as Mr. Crocker and Mr. Strobridge as
to the Chinaman's capacity for hard work and as a laborer generally.
" Q. What is the capacity of Chinese and their inclination to do hard
work 1 A. I have never placed them in a position where they did not, to
use a common expression, fill the bill.
»
" Q. Did you see the work done on the Southern Pacific Railroad after
it was completed ?— A. Yes, sir.
" Q. Do you know what kind of men were employed there ?— A. I have
stated that 75 or 80 per cent, of our construction force were Chinamen,
I think it is proper for me to say here, that so far as my knowledge goes
there was never a white laborer who wanted work who was refused.
-sr-vi

Capacity for hard
work.

75 to go per cent, of
contraction fore*
&&
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" Q. What wages did you pay them : the same as you paid the Chinamen ?
— A. No, sir j we paid them as a rule twice what we paid the Chinamen.
" Q. You paid them twice as much 1 Did they do twice as much work %
— A. No, sir j but they did teaming and certain classes of work. I have
Teamsters and
Chinamen cannot never seen a Chinaman who could drive a team much.
drive teams. ^ tjjat department we give to white men.
When we are building a
bridge, or trestle work, " it is in the hands of white laborers, and all the
labor done about it, outside of carpenter work, is given to white laborers.'See J. C. R. p. 720, Mr. West Evans gave evidence just as emphatic, just as clear in its
rino- of certainty. Guch testimony can leave no doubt of the efficiency of
Chinese labor on railways.
" Q. Have you been extensively engaged in building Railroads ?—
A. Somewhat extensively.
" Q. What labor have you used on your works generally 1— A. In thi
manufacture of railroad-ties I have used white labor ; in building railroads.
I use mostly Chinese labor.
White labor for _
« Q. What kind of labor is most satisfactory to you 1— A. ChinamennesrSbofouild- give us better satisfaction generally,
ing roads.
.« q In railroading ?— A. Yes, sir; in railroad building.
" Q. How extensively have you been engaged in getting out railroad-ties ?
A. I have been in the business ever since the Pacific Railroad was
started.
I think that was in 1863.
" Q. Supplying that company and others 1— A. Yes, sir.
" Q. How many white men do you employ in your busiest time ?—
A. Probably from 400 to 500.

Here again is a case where Chinese labor provided employment forwhites, for if the building of the road were not going forward there
would be no necessity for ties.
" Q. Are you the West Evans who advertised evtensively in a newsHard to get white
laborers, paper a year or two ago, for white laborers 1— A. Yes, sir.
" Q. What success did you meet with ?— A. I got very few.
" Q. How many did you advertise for 1— A. I wanted a hundred.
" Q. How many did you get 1— A. Twenty or thirty, I guess. I sent
more than a hundred up to the work, but they would not work when they
got there.
" Q. For what reason ?— A. They thought it was too hard work.
" Q. How many did you retain 1— A. From twenty to thirty ; possibly
thirty.
" Q. Did they work by contract or stated wages ?— A. They worked in
building the railroad by the month, and in making ties they worked by
the piece.
" Q. Which road was that ?— A. The Mendocino road.
If surplus of white
" Q. Do you think there is a surplus of white laborers in the State ?—
ha^no^been* able A- J nave not been able to emPloy **. * want men now and cannot get tnem-

to employ it.

« Q. What wages do you pay men for labor %— A. In building the road
we started men in on $40 a month and board.
If a man was found to be
worth more, we paid it to him.
" Q. Do you think the Chinese have been a benefit to the Stated
A. I think so.
« Q. Greatly so ?— A. I do not see how we could do the work we have
Shfeved^o^uch done here without them ; at least I have done work that would not have
without the Chi- been done jf ft na(j nof; been f or Chinamen, work that could not have been
done without them.
.. _ „
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White labor
sub-let it in smaller contracts ; that is the general system.
could not be worked in that way at all."
The witness created some surprise by stating that the land utterly J**™^ tllle_
Chinese had £nd from** to
Vaste before becomes worth from $20 to $100 an acre. The
to
by their labor in all directions added eighty or ninety millions a year
the wealth of California.
Mr. Solomon Heydenfeldt also gave very strong testimony as to the
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useful part played by Chinese in the reclamation of tule-lands, as well as
in every field of labor they entered. Mr. Brooks tells us that a former
Surveyer-General of the State of California computed the wealth for
which the State was indebted to Chinese labor in the building of railways
and the reclaiming of tule-lands at $289,700,000.
'only by Chinese It is established by incontrovertible evidence — indeed there is no evi
couMtule^fands
dence on the other side — that only by Chinese labor could these tule-lands
claimed?11 re"

have been reclaimed.
Whether or not white men could have stood the
the malarious atmosphere, while working up to the middle in water,
and a cloud of mosquitoes round their heads, they could not have been got
to do it. Even at the present stage of Calif ornian history it is clear
these lands can be reclaimed only by Chinese.
That a day will comewhen white men shall be willing to do that work there can be equally

[Chinese specially little doubt.
But the
land reclamation, physiological principles
they seem less affected
Until labor has become
iMay fairly be

Chinese, as one of the witnesses explained, on
are specially fitted for such employment, because
by air weighted with poison
than white men.
a drug in the market no white man can be got

to go into this work of tule-land reclamation, and, therefore, granting for
the moment that in the case of work white men will do, a government

wheeSthe?eadgovern- should step in and exclude Chinese immigration from interfering with it,
^ufbinese labor or limit the interference, it may fairly be questioned whether we have
being available.
n0^ ^ere a case in which Chinese immigration is an unqualified benefit.
For if, in the absence of Chinese, these tule-lands would be left to the
Let tule-lands lie
iSivCTsVnoss.11

mosquito and the bull-frog, this would be a great loss to California, and
therefore, a gresst loss to the world, and, therefore, also a loss to every
working man on the heritable globe.
At a glance it seems as if it was
only the man who owned these tule-lands, who was enriched when, for
what he paid a f 1 an acre or nothing, he gets after thoroughly reclaiming

it an average of f 75' an acre. Seven or ten million dollars in reality were
So much added to *n a smglQ vear (1876) brought to swell the wealth of mankind, available
the
produc£
th
use 0f e
t}ie laborer as well as the capitalist.
There had been
x
tn
area of
ing bread
world.
added 150,000 acres to the bread-producing area of the world.
In this case the Chinese laborer can in no way come into competition
with white labor.

Th« tnle-land ^et us suPPose then, that the companies engaged in the reclamation of
hav?Cto!amenld tule-lands require a given number of Chinese laborers, it is in the interest
unless moral or 0f every white man, and the working man, no less than the rich man, that
political objecJ
'
"
.
tions.
they should have them, unless there are countervailing considerations ot
a moral or political character.
Moral and political considerations may
Most important are these aspects of the
far outweigh material ones.
present enquiry, and they will be dealt with later on.
that the
Their onnonents ^r- Griggs, wno is °PPosecl- to Chinese immigration, admits
admit
they
have
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a
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x
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of the resources of the
r
*

"
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state ur>r
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L I think,'"' he says,
countr

were greatly needed and did much good."
xxiv
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opinion
It would not be just to Mr. Briggs or to the section of public
here.
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to
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of
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ended.
Chinese, when the railroads were completed, their mission was
This is the most extreme position taken up by the anti-Chinese party.
:
In answer to another question he took a more moderate view
"I think the Chinese have been a very important factor in the
the resources
development of our public works, and in the development of
I he
of the state up to a certain period. We have outlived that day
pea
required
roads,
interior
the
and
,
railroads
buildino- of the overland
m
culiar kind of labor ; laborers who would follow up the work and live
without
s,
themselve
of
care
take
s,
themselve
board
way,
a very primitive
the
families • labor that was always to be relied upon, and hence I believe
we derived
Chinese have done a great deal of good to the State. I think
we
a peculiar advantage from their presence here in early days; but
Chmesenowm^
have outlived that day; we have finished these works, and now this
boys and girls.
re,
agricultu
s,
into
industrie
other
channels,
other
into
go
must
labor
e would be
viticulture, factories, etc., and take the places which otherwis
filled with white laborers in the towns and villages, and in the country,
employto an extent that almost prevents the whites from finding suitable
ment They now take the place of boys and girls that are growing up m
from this
this country. I believe that the peculiar advantage derived
labor has been outgrown."
The. positions it will be seen are quite distinct. The one position is Wffi^t^rtaj
that the Chinese in building transcontinental and local railways were pecting Chinese,
that
almost indispensable, but that now they are injurious ; the other is
them.
seen
never
it
had
better
the country would have been ultimately
There are those who think the Chinaman's usefulness is gone, if he was
not from first to last an injury. There are again those who think he has
been, is and will be useful.
Men, like Mr. Babcock, say that in a new country cheap labor is a l™™*™™**
necessity, and a witness before the Joint Committee who was against necessity.
Chinese immigration argued that in a new country cheap labor was
analogous to protection to infant industries. Indeed, Mr. Babcock
goes so far as to say that cheap labor instead of driving out labor provides
a market for it, and we shall see that under certain conditions this proposition issound, though there is a lurking fallacy in the sense attached by
some parties to the word labor.
The mere political economist might ask what is the meaning of such
evidence taken at a grave enquiry ?
xxv
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Has a govern- The theory that a government has nothing to do with the rate of
but it is not calculated
may be good political economy,
do with regulating wages
the rate of wages? to commen(j
ftself to wage-earners,
and is not likely to be acted
on by the government of a country where wage-earners have a potent
voice in the constitution. Nor, indeed, would it be acted on by a wise
statesman, however unchecked his power.
It is, however, a dangerous
thing to encourage the idea that a government can be paternal and be
useful. But there is a wide distance between the conviction that governIf it can be shown.
If wages are ment can do everything and that it can do nothing.
naSSfcomp"-1111* that wages are lowered not by a healthy and fair competition between
fellow citizens, but between the citizens of the State and aliens whose
made oNiTfor*3
standard of comfort is below what the ordinary decencies of life require,
fnSerenc'ef1
who have thrown aside every weight which could impede them in the
race of competition, then a case would be made out for the consideration
At the same time there is the peril of the delusion
of the Government.
of the wage-earners, that wages can be indefinmind
«Wages cannot be taking hold of the
andefinitelyraised. .^ raiged<
The moment wages rise to that height which sends profits
below the rate of interest plus a fair return for risk and exertion on the
part of the capitalist, the speculation will be abandoned, and production
in that particular industry ceases. The stoppage of production diminishes
and in that diminution every man,
the general wealth of mankind,
laborer as well as capitalist, shares, and the laborers immediately
thrown out of employment lose in addition what they would have earned,
at current rates, during the time they are out of employment, had they
If, therefore, an industry can be carried on at a profit
to an industry can been employed.
plSSewhie^11 with Chinese labor which could not be so carried on with white labor,
of
wo^dhavl to he then it is in the interest of the working man and in the interest
abandoned- the whole community that such industry should be worked by means of
not an advantage ^ chines©, unless, as we have said before, there are counterbalancing
considerations. The character of the labor, whether free or servile, would be

If the labor employed be truly servile,
an element of great importance.
It may enrich a few
by a curse.
attended
be
in the end it can only
individuals, but it infuses a virus into labor relations and the community
Influence of '
servile labor. generally which no wealth or prosperity can outweigh.
The evidence establishes that Chinese are as a rule brought under
an arrangement something like this : the money, is advanced them to
Owing to
cross the ocean and they agree to pay so much in return.
y looks
undoubtedl
this
Coast
the structure of Chinese society on the
contract
the
from
different
wholly
is
it
;
not
is
it
but
,
Chinese contracts like contract-labor
is it coolie labor? by.which coolies are carried to Peru>
Jt might be properly described
in a familiar phrase— assisted passage— only that the assisted passage
The objectionable feature about
in this case is a private arrangement.
it is the manner in which the repayment is enforced.
Mr. Frederick F. Low, whom we have before quoted (and there could
An ugly feature.
he no higher authority), gives evidence as follows :

But moral may
conSatio^1
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For instance, a Chinaman ge^y*"^
«Q How is the contract enforced herel
a contract made
lands on our shore; there is no law here to enforce
to pay the price
an
Chinam
the
compel
By what means do they
abroad.
conceive that
well
very
can
You
.
ies.-A
Compan
Six
the
per month to
customs with
and
e
languag
laws,
our
of
t
ignoran
Chinamen coming here,
what his
tun
telling
company
these Six Companies or any one firm or
and with an
duties are with the surveillance that they exercise over him,
know they have ^-f=^
arrangement which they are supposed to have, in fact I purchas
e a ticket compaJ1tP.s.
can
an
Chinam
no
that
es,
compani
ip
steamsh
the
with
comthese
of
heads
the
from
ate
to return home unless he brings a certific
his
pay
will
he
that
natural
very
is
it
;
debt
from
free
is
panies, that he
^ _
>
■
pro rata per month until he works out his debt.
zed by
"O The Pacific Mail Steamship Co., a common carrier, subsidi
unless his
home
an
Chinam
a
take
to
refuses
ment,
Govern
l
the genera
.company,
associates say he has paid his debts ^-A. Not only that
Mail.
Pacmc
the
from
aside
es
compani
other
ies—
compan
but all
the
were
Co.
&
ay
Macondr
which
of
here,
[There was a company
on behalt ot
ries
missiona
by
me
to
made
was
nt
complai
and
agents,
I remember going myself to Major Otis, who was the
the Chinese.
I told him I thought
& Co.
of Macondray
aead of the house
this exaction upon
put
should
they
that
outrage
it was a great
Otis said < this is the custom ; it has been m existence tor
the Chinese.
to the custom
Fears ; the Pacific Mail Co. do it, and if we do not conform
I presume
any.
get
not
will
we
and
vessels
kll the trade will go over their
it is the custom that exists to-day."
Contacts for^
Then on all the large works, such as tule-land reclamation and railway
between works,
building, the contract is not between employes and employed but
a laborcourse,
of
really,
,'5—
the employer of labor and some " merchant
the contract as to Wtoand
yard,
a
much
so
at
made
is
contract
the
s
tule-land
On
broker.
a yard.
employes need care little about the fitness or unfitness of individual men;
and
on a railway it is different— so much a month being paid each man—
a On^nwaysthe
one witness, a railway contractor examined at Portland, said that when
adopted,
the
from
hiin
man was objected to, the boss Chinaman instead of removing
alike
much
so
all
were
they
and
gang,
road transferred him to another
that the deception was not easily discovered.
of
A great deal of evidence was taken in 1876, and some by ourselves, on Clmracter
laborers,
the
and
praises—
his
in
and
laborer,
a
as
the character of the Chinaman
"docility" is
praises were well deserved for many humble virtues— his why
the labor The^reUabmty^
dwelt on and his « reliability," and one of the reasons given
with on ^1™^ may
not
and
"boss"
the
with
was
was so reliable was that the contract
Therefore, if the boss had to have a certain number of men at
the men.
the railway the fact that ten of his men might be sleeping off an opium
One of the
debauch would not prevent ten others being in their places.
Chinaman
a
witnesses, a railway contractor, who said he never saw
drunk, said he had seen them on his line under the influence of opium.
The staying power of the Chinaman at railway work may, therefore, have
been deceptive, and it is only just to the white laboring man to point this
out.1 Still the evidence can leave no doubt that the majority of them are
capable of hard toil. At heavy work as well as at the lighter labor in
XXVll
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the towns it is proved that they show themselves more " reliable " and
more " docile" than white men.
A Government cannot look at a citizen
of a free country as a mere tool in the hand of capital.
The jade is much
more docile than the charger and each is useful in its place.
It is possible for
A country is not developed merely by work.
The character and habits
labor
to be useful
Jare of importance,
r
• •
to a railway
and of the workers
as wellV,
as the incidents
attaching to the

detrimental to the , ,

country.

,

.,,,«.

t»«-

-r*. !

t

,i

i

ii

-i

labor, and men like Mr. Briggs, Mr. Pixley and others hold — as a railway
sub-contractor already referred to as examined at Portland held — that
though the railway may pay more for white labor the country gains in
settlement. This, however, is stated as an ct priori theory not as a proposition established by facts, and we have seen it did not hold good in the
case of the Canadian Pacific Railway. And if the railway be not built
there will be no settlers with characters to consider. We have seen above
that railways built by Chinese labor led to the settlement of whites in the
country through which the railway passed. There are other standpoints
from which this question must be viewed, which command a more
extensive outlook, and one more fruitful of suggestion.
•

MINING.

Mr. Seward
calcuNot only as a railway builder but as a miner the Chinaman. has plaved
lates
that the
Chinese miners of a large part in California.
So early as 1861, mining claims had been
have
paid
the
bought
by
Chinese
miners
to
the
extent of $1,350,000, and $2,160,000 had
state SI 350 000
.
been paid by them for water rates. They had to cope with great difficulties.
They had to face oppression on the part of ruffians and submit to hostile
taxation. But no thought of receding occurred to them. An Act in 1852
Partial legislation provided that a license of $3 a month should be levied on foreigners working
CMnese.tlie in placer and quartz mining.
It also provided that companies employing
foreigners should pay the tax, and that foreigners not paying the license
could not sue or defend in the couits. In another year this tax was raised
to $4 a month. The next year it was augmented $2 a month.
The tax was
clearly intended to drive the Chinese miner away.
In 1861, an Act was
passed which was so worded as to exclude the Chinese miner from taking

Even the laws

metals from the mines or holding a mining claim, " unless he shall have a
license therefor of $4 a month."
Such taxes honestly administered would
have been burdensome enough, but it would seem that by dating licenses
back the collectors were guilty of great oppression.
Mr. Speer, the

adml5ste^edfStly author of "China and the United States," quoted by Mr. Seward, gives a
picture of still worse conduct.
The collectors made the most illegal
demands, and "if the men refused to pay, they struck, stabbed or shot
Cruelty^ and
them ; perhaps tied them to a tree and whipped them," or drove them
forward, the collector from his horse laying on a horsewhip until they
reached a town where still more grinding tyranny could be exercised.
But still worse recitals might be given, and a Committee of the two houses
of California, which met in 1862, reported that eighty-eight Chinamen had
Still the Chinese been murdered.
Notwithstanding, with the pertinacity of their race and
miner held on,
its indifference to danger when in pursuit of any object, they held on.
xxvm
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For the
They are admirable miners whether at digging or placer mining.
; m the
proves
ce
eviden
the
all
one purpose they are patient in toil, as
ity between
similar
a
s,
explain
es
witness
the
of
one
as
is,
other case there
an squats on his
placer mining and rice culture, in each case the workm
ed before the £ certain = of
examin
was
who
hams and is exposed to the sun. Mr. Sneath,
a mine *»™ ^^^
Joint Committee, testified that in certain hydraulic mining where
He J^wfl^
will not pay with white labor, they can make it pay with Chinese
and
ed
employ
were
en
Chinam
d
hundre
two
gave an instance in which
unworked.
where without such labor the mine would have to go
ized on p. 357,
summar
Mr Decrroot, whose evidence will be found
that the presence of Chinese had
Appendix A, having declared his belief mining
industry, says :
and
s
interest
been detrimental to labor
^
« Mv attention was first called to this fact as long ago as 1853-4 when I J™^?
placer
to
chineso
^agreat
had
foreign miners' tax. At that day we that * ould
was acting as collector of the
deal of river-bar mining, and placer mining of every character,
to each man ; but
pav from $3 to $6 ; it would average $4 or $5 a day
community generthe
that was hardly considered white wages then, and
thought it was
and
Chinese,
the
of
presence
the
to
as
t
ally was indifferen
ot mines,
character
that
work
and
in
come
people
these
let
well enough to
then and probably never
believing^that it would not pay white labor
they co^The Chinese went on, and by their method of mining
would
from
men
white
They prevented
«red up a great deal of good ground. mine
and m that way
them,
near
to
like
not
did
they
because
in
coming
will never be able to .work
r^d deal of mining-ground was lost which we
loui Subsequently they began to increase and to be emPlo^^ht
This went on increasing. >We thought
L the mines-that is, to be hired.
to advantage in certain classes of
employed
be
not
could
they
!at first
They were
that they could.
found
was
mimng, o/in any class, but it
to some extent, and
hired first in placer mines, and then in drift-digging
finally in hydraulic mining to very good ad vantage ™& to*™™rg
the busieducated
stones and working in the pit ; and as they became
employed
them
have
we
now
nes^ they ^eatly displaced white labor, and
™—
£
^^^
Thisis that
empioyed m all er
good wages.
the country
as laborers
o/minLg
The result
"kid nn
Lever
whiteat men.
and disnlacino«.+«■« +w\y™W
of five hundred miles, £&&£*•■*
KernllvTfo Shasta, a distance
WofgK
It is true these vdlages were
is Ml o£ villages in a state of decadence.
-P
surface P ^
partially depopulated along about 1857, when theleft
and wen t to Fox
miners
many
great
a
and
exhausted
ly
Lsiderab
Many of them returned afterwards, but in the
River and elsewhere.
was substituted and when they came back
labor
meantime the Chinese
™.
They found them position Mjg-J*them
X; found that their claims were occupied.
instead cUUm flnd
as laborers occupied, and they drifted away again ; left the mines
np homes. In that way the Chinese occuP1ed.
rf working them staying andallbudding
is now called river-bed washing
what
of
nearly
have come* in and do
.
There is a class of
turning the channels of rivers and washing them.
busia
it
made
have
who
white men, residing in the mines from the first
which xs n contraness to take np claims and sell them to the Chinese
local laws
vention, ofcourse, of the laws of the country, and also of the
of the miners ; but the miners leaving, these local laws have not been ^ olassof wWte
enforced, and these white men who do not like generally to W1* ™J7 gSw'Sk^r*
them to the totow.^J^
well have made it a business to take up claims and sellthese men who t0 Chinese.
claims,
these
into
inducted
When they are once
Chinese
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sell them remain and exercise a sort of protection over them. In some
places there are very large numbers of them-. In the vicinity of Oroville
there are between three and four thousand Chinamen mining upon the
public domain who have obtained their claims in that manner."
It seems hard and unreasonable to complain that Chinamen came to
work abandoned mines. It will be noted how they made progress. From
The Chinaman
once he gets in
goes ahead.

jls it hetter that
abandoned mines
should be worked
by Chinese or left
idle?

The Chinaman
does not break up
new ground.

being hired first in placer mining they go on " to be hired in every kind
as laborers at good wages." This is what takes place in every branch
of industry, and experience shows they gradually gain on the white man,
who has neither their temperance nor their frugality.
On no ground of political economy can a principle be found for exeluding these people from the mines. Does it not, too, seem better that
abandoned mines should be worked than left idle ? It must be better —
certainly for the time. The miner would answer, for we have met the
answer — " That's all very well, but I regard thab abandoned mine as a
refuge when luck is low." As to the employer of labor, when the laboi
is there, has he not a right to utilize it ?
It will be well for the reader to note here, because it will come up
again, this peculiarity of the Chinaman — he does not break up new!
ground, and on this hang important issues.
THE

It is because of
Chinese labor
that California
can compete with
the granaries of
the world.

The Chinaman not
a great success as
an agricultural
laborer.

FIELD

AND

VINEYARD.

Col. Bee, the advocate of the Chinese, before the Joint Committee says .
that when the harvest opens the Chinese dot the fields from one end of
the State to the other, and he contends that it is because of this that California can compete with the granaries of the world. This last argument
is a two-edged sword ; for, paradoxical as it may sound, living labor by
which a State might mount as on wings to enormous wealth is attended
with a fearful Nemesis in no distant future.
It is not, however, as an agricultural laborer that the Chinaman shines.
Mr. Easterby tells us they do not seem to understand horses as well as
whites. They are employed receiving the wheat into the header wagons,
where there is a scarcity of white labor. Mr. Badlam says, he has
met very few who like Chinese labor on farms. " For the wheat crop Chinamen are not of any use."
But Mr. Hollister (see page 326), who deposed in 1876 that he owned
75,000 acres of land and 50,000 sheep, puts Chinamen ahead of all other
laborers. On them alone, he says, the farmer can rely. They adapt themselves to all work. Without cheap labor agriculture would cease to be
followed.
There is a quality, however, which makes them attractive to at least
some farmers. They are not liable to the starts and impulses of white

Steadiness of
Chinese labor.

men. Mr. Easterby says : " For instance, sometimes where there
are white men only employed, if one or two knock off it stops the whole
gang.
The Chinese when employed will stay as long as you keep them/
xxx
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One vine-grower says that Chinese laborers ■» -jgfj^
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Mr. Mill, wn
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the vine, and that their labor is indispensable.
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usual
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will be found summarized, having givenhonesty, efficiency and docility
Chinamen for temperance, industry,
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"creating no trouble whatever" — says, that in his district some five
hundred Chinese are employed in the vineyards. On being asked whether
white labor could be got to do the work, he says :
A witness says " I do not think we could.
I think it is one of the industrial resources
wotdlhawtobe
of tbe countoy which would have to be abandoned if it depended on white
abandoned but for labor.
There are certain seasons of the year when large accessions to the
ordinary number of hands is required, when the crop is ripening, and I
do not think white men could be got on the spur of the moment to do the
work."
SSnte'ndsr1*" He adds' that but for Chinese labor the business in Sonoma valley would
wi9twecbjS have to be abandoned> and hundreds would be ruined. Some idea
labor.
may be formed of the value of Chinese labor in that section of the State
from this fact : in four years vine-growing has increased the value of
property from $40 to $200 an acre.
A competent witness, Mr. J. M.
Curtis, states that nineteen-twentieths of the grape-picking is done by
Chinese.

Skethebus^es^?1^ The white laborer> moreover, it is said, does not like the business of
stooping and squatting on his haunches all day picking berries, grapes and
currants. This sort of work " strikes him as unmanly," as does hoeing
and weeding, but the Chinaman takes kindly to the squatting and
stooping posture. Another witness testified that a very large amount
of fruit which would otherwise go to waste was saved by Chinese labor.
It was admitted by those antagonistic to them, that without the Chinese
the harvest could not be got in.
?anches?ry

Chinese are employed on every strawberry ranche in the state, and the
fruit-growers declare they could not get on without them. " Yet," says Mr.
Gibson, "with this industry carried on almost exclusively by Chinese cheap
labor, our strawberries cost more by the pound than in New York, Philadelphia orChicago. If our producers had to pay white laborers two dollars aday for far less efficient service than the Chinaman gives for one
dollar, or one dollar and twenty-five cents a day, who could afford to eat
the fruit when brought to market ? As it is, even employing Chinese
labor, our producers pay as much a pound or basket for picking as is paid
by the producers in New York, Delaware or Maryland."
Mr. Brier a large fruit-grower, gave evidence to the following effect :^

^3t°Srices to* Pre"
The Cbinese mos% perform labor that is disconnected with team work ;
carry on fruit
almost every other kind of labor in the world, except in connection with
Chinese! without tne running of threshing machines, the Chinamen perform, more particu-See p. 299, Ap. A. larly in the fruit business.
I regard the Chinaman as superior to any
other nationality as laborers in their own departments.
At the present
prices it would be impossible to carry on the fruit business with white
labor.
The Chinese are more skilful and reliable than white men.
They
will stay until they learn their business.
White men will not do that ;
you cannot keep them.
If the white man amounts to anything, he will
soon acquire enough to start in business for himself.
I employ Chinamen
because I would not have boys nor girls from the city.' " If somebody
would board them and put them in my orchard to work, I would not have
them, from what I know of them.
I could not afford it. There is too
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S«M?of ttSffiids In the Jute factoi7 most of the operatives are Chinese. The evidence
See phSl,SAP. A.

was to the effect that Sc°teh girls had been imported to do the work but
went away, and that this business could not go on without Chinese labor.

See p. 291, Ap. A.

The witness from whose evidence we gather these facts respecting
woollen and jute manufactures swore that at first there could have been
neither woollen nor jute bags manufactured without the Chinese.
No
white operatives could be got.
" Q. Of the whole number of your operatives how many are Chinese?—
A. I should think about one-half, exclusive of the Pacific Jute Factory

&Sy Smonst'Ute
There there
the number
almosthelp
entirely
except the foreman.
We
entirely
Chinese,
tried
to have is
Scotch
— white Chinese,
girls. We
imported them for that
very purpose, but could not keep them a fortnight.
They ran away, and
we could not keep them, so that we have very few now.
" Q. Would you still be able to go on manufacturing without Chinese ?—
J^nese indispen- A. I think it would be prejudicial generally to our factory.
I would say,
as to the Pacific Jute Factory, that it could not go on without
Chinese
are labor.

" Q. What is the difference? — A. In the Pacific Jute Factory the loom?
so much heavier that very few women can run them.
" Q. Do women run those looms in Scotland ?— A. Yes, sir ; whether
they are stronger there or how it is I do not understand ; but it is very
hard work.
We are in direct competition with them.
120 employed^ ' should
" Q. judge,
How many
do you
about Chinese
120.

employ? — A. In the jute factory, I

" Q. thirty,
Plow many persons own this jute factory ?— A. I should judge
about
^tebags and the « Q. So the tariff is kept up for the benefit of thirty white persons and
120 Chinamen?— A. We have not asked particularly to' have the taritt
kept up, except that we introduced the industry and we found that we
could not compete without Chinese labor.
" Q. The cost of bags to the farmer
the cost of production with the
cost of manufacture added ?— A. Not atis all.
" Q. If it were not for the tariff, bags from Scotland and Hindostan1
would be likely to absorb the market here ?— A. You might have a bag
that would cost five cents ; but if there was no local factory it might cost
twenty cents.
" Q. I am speaking of the competition between Dundee and Hindostan—? A. Suppose you have no local factory. You might have to pay
twenty cents, as you did last year."
exptrbtltfonnodfthe
wheat.

The manufacture of jute bags has an important bearing on the export
of wheat.
Wheat in bags is less likely to shift during a long and it may
be tempestuous voyage than when in bulk. Shipowners and insurers have,
therefore, insisted that wheat shipped to Europe shall be shipped in bags.
Anything that would lower the price of bags would directly benefit the
farmer, directly and indirectly the whole State.
Manufacturing the bags
in the State has, of course, lowered considerably the price of bagging.
Now, this industry could not be carried on without the Chinese.
The President of the San Jose Woollen Mills says :

See p. 206, Ap. A.

« When we are running full we
about twenty white hands, and
our business gives employment to employ
eight or ten white men outside.
We
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horse was kept in a stable. The Chinese lived in the same stable with
the horse, fed and cooked for themselves in an upper loft, and slept there,
and so reduced the wages that much, thrusting in this particular instance
my brother out of his employment."
Mr. Low (see page 187) contends that Chinese labor enabled men to
start manufactures, and inclines to the belief that as the manufactures
get firmly established and organized the tendency would be to use white
labor. He compares Chinese cheap labor to protection, and uses the usual
argument in favor of it :

" After a manufacture gets firmly established, after they get skilled labor,
and get apprentices who have learned the trade, perhaps the tariff then
may be lessened, or may be taken off altogether, because it can then
successfully compete with manufactures from abroad. So, too, with regard
to manufactures here. But for the Chinese I doubt if we would have had
any manufactures, or they would have been small as compared with the
present. The very fact of the Chinese being here, and that their labor
was procurable at a moderate rate, has induced the opening of manufactories, and perhaps now or shortly, as they can get apprentices at work,
the Chinese labor can be dispensed with.
" Q. Do you think that that result would work out of itself naturally,
labor ?
that is to say, white labor to be introduced and crowd out Chinese
Would that result gradually come about, or will it be necessary to cut off
Chinese labor in the first place ?— A'. I think it is gradually coming about.
" Q. Without interference 1— A. Without interference. It may be that
public opinion has some effect, but I know in these shoe factories they are
gradually working boys into the factories, so that where they had two or
three hundred Chinese laborers they have not one hundred now, and they
are supplying their places with white labor."
We do not go into a number of other industries, believing that enough
has been said for our immediate purpose.
Mr. Briggs was asked what effect the Chinese had had on trade with
Asia, and his reply was that they had stimulated it and had increased the
volume both of exportations and importations. The Chinese merchants
stand high everywhere. Mr. Babcock, who had constant dealings with
the Chinese, said he never lost a dollar through one of them in his life.
When the Burlinghame Treaty was made with China Mr. Bee declared a
man could count all the American merchant marine engaged in the trade
upon his fingers. Now, 400,000 tons were engaged in the Chinese trade.
For the first nine months of 1876, according to the Commercial Herald,
exports to the value of $2,211,798 were sent out of San Francisco to
China alone.
Thus
1.
2.
3.

it is clear that California is indebted to Chinese cheap labor for :
Early railway communication with the Eastern States.
Getting large tracts of land early under cultivation.
Perhaps for the existence — certainly for the existence at its present
magnitude — of fruit-growing and vine culture.
4. For the reclamation of large tracts of tule-lands,
5. For the rapid progress of its manufactures.
6. For stimulating the Asiatic trade.
xxxvi
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a female attendant for little boys. The evidence is overwhelming that
no white girl can be got to go into the country, away from society and
far from the church-going bell ; and what are isolated country homes to
The gross charges do? If these Chinese domestics were dishonest and grossly and revoltingly
"hiiK'Sifdomestics immoral as so many contend, without giving evidence to support the
contention, it is not possible to conceive they would be welcomed into
so many homes as cooks and in other positions. Is it not certain we
should have heard of Chinamen being lynched ? In the South when
negroes violated women lynching was put into operation, and a man would
be as loth to let the outrage become public in the case of his wife as in
that of his child, while there could be no difference of degree in the
passionate sense of wrong. Nevertheless it is possible that even here
it may be right to put down the dam. But, if so, let it be put down on
grounds that will bear examination.
We have seen that the Chinaman was welcomed and that he did a
Several questions were raised by the witnesses we examgood work.
ine(j jn gan Francisco, and all bear on the subject of the immigration of
Chinese into British Columbia.
Were there coincident with this beneficent action on the part of Chinese laborers evils peculiar to Chinamen,
and of such a gravity as to make it doubtful whether the State would
not have been better without their help 1 Is the condition of things
produced and now existing in consequence of that labor such that
a wise man might well wish the sound of its pick had never been heard in
s China j ground California 1 Is it practical to contemplate China at all as a source whence
p^SbifforVesira- a western population should desire to have its numbers swelled? Although
UP *° tne present Chinese labor may have been useful, are there, looking
mmigrants ?
to the future, dangers which should attract the attention of statesmen 1
These general questions embrace a number of minor ones.
The problem calling for solution is one so complicated, touching at one
point principles of justice and government, at another affecting great
material interests ; at one time opening up ethnic and national vistas which

raice(i
,.
in evidenee.

force the mind, in any degree prone to the " malady of thought," to move
along the plane of cautions far-seeing statesmanship ; and again raising
such momentous social and industrial issues, that any body of men called
on to deal with it, should have before them the complete materials for
forming a judgment on the merits of every charge made against the
Chinese, and the soundness of every theory put forward by their advocates
and friends. Now, to understand the Chinese immigrant you must be
acquainted with him at home.
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IN CHINA.

Several witnesses examined before the Joint Committee, and some
of the witnesses examined by ourselves, gave their views respecting
The impression is w^ethe character of the Chinaman in China.
matters with which we
the
to
spread that this is intimately related
the question whether the
on
bearing
important
an
has
it
and
have to deal,
Crowley declares they See M. E., p. 23.
Mr.
•Chinese belong to a race inferior to our own.
that they have no Swe^gduttge*
affirm
witnesses
are "a nation of thieves," and many
them openly to falsehood,
known
has
he
swears
One witness
respect for truth.
infanticide, the
offences,
able
unmention
That
crimes.
practice revolting
Sale of female children, cruelty, idolatry, gross superstition, and low and
Yet, perhaps,
degrading customs prevail is sworn by several witnesses.
the statesman would not be deterred by one or all of these charges, even
if established beyond doubt, from encouraging Chinese immigration, were
he certain that it brought men and women of whom or of whose children
good Canadians could be made.
A glance at China and Chinese history would be useful if only to get
rid of the idea that the 400,000,000 Chinamen are a huge swarm of repulsive barbarians. From the nature of the case, China was sure to be j^^^gS
She had attained a high or over-blamed,
Oilier overpraised or too adversely criticised.
When Marco Polo and other early
civilization when Europe was savage.
*
travellers visited the Middle Kingdom, its roads and canals must have
comof
highways
the
to
contrast
wonderful
a
struck them as furnishing
merce at home. The theory of the government of China and of its social
organization would naturally appeal to superficial but sympathetic minds
such as Voltaire's, while the perfection of its despotism would blind the
glance of men like Montesquieu to some excellent things of which it may
fairly boast. It is remarkable that those who know the country best
speak most favorably of its inhabitants. But even the pages of the eulogist cannot hide the stagnation which prevails, the dwarfing effects of an Palpable Wots ia
indurated self-complacency, the evil growths of over-population, the tion?686
treachery and cruelty, the want of respect for human life, the absence of
natural affection in one direction, side by side with family devotion in
another./ But few blots, however, can be pointed out as disfiguring
Chinese civilization, the counterpart of which cannot be found, at one time
or another, in great European races and nations.
To say that the Mandarins are materialists is true ; to say that the
people are sunk in the grossest superstition is equally true ; but one has
not to go to the East to find materialists, and we have seen superstitious
nations grow into states in which every charm of eivic life and heroic
xxxix
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vieux).
Poor old people ! he cries, in fact less cherished than the antique
European method tapestry which decorates the sumptuous staircase of a new mansion.
He
dead,
had visited cemeteries and had cursed the immortelles hung around
those flowers without perfume and without freshness, which do not wither
and which symbolize the hypocrisy of a pretended remembrance.
These
immortelles dispense with the necessity of returning.
But roses — they
would only live for a morning.
He then contrasts the way the Chinese
treat their dead.
" We carry our dead to the fields, to the hills which
surround the towns and cities, as high up, as near heaven as possible, and
the tombs which we raise to our ' old people 5 will remain there in the
midst of immortal nature for ever. The dead sleep in peace !" He proceeds;
The
. worship
, •■-'.,,
, twice
. each
their Chinese
dead tocarry
the to relate how the ceremonial
ot ancestors takes place
tieldorhffi. year, in the Spring time and Autumn,
how it is instinct with gratitude and clothed with solemnity, how families are thus drawn together,
how the temple of the ancestors of families of consequence is sufficiently large to have apartments for those members who do not dwell in
the same town, how these temples raised in the midst of the country
sometimes serve during summer as rural villas, how families frequently
ancestorsf aiSCd t0 nave reunions there, as on the occasion of a marriage or at the period of
the examinations. "All the joys of the family are_thus celebrated in the
family, in the midst of its ancestors, and as it were at the home of absent
ones who are not forgotten."
There is another thing about which we think there is much misconception, and which, while possessing attractive and useful features, has an
evil influence, politically and otherwise — we mean the mode adopted
by the Chinese Government to encourage education. Perhaps it would
be more correct to describe it as the mode of recruiting the public service.
Education in
Education is made the only avenue to all posts of honor and import
ance. This has the excellent consequence that education is spread abroad
among the male population.
It is to the glory of China that when the
mass of the English and Irish people could not read, much less write their
names, education was widely diffused in the Ancient Empire, where, asEducation long
witnesses before the Joint Committee testified, and as the Abbe Hue noted
widely diffused
_, .
.,,
..
,
,
„_ .
in China.
in 1854, all Chinamen with rare exceptions can read and write. "Primary
education," says the Abbe, " penetrates even the floating dwellings which
Hue, vol. i., p. 122. in thousands cover the rivers, lakes and canals of the Celestial Empire."
n
^ i.>
• p. ,,Nor is the education of women
{jrray,YOl.
167.
.
. so« much neglected as so many suppose.
' In the south of China seminaries tor the board and education of young
ladies are numerous. We shall see that there are women of considerableculture who devote themselves to music, and remind us of a class of Greek
oirls to which Pericles owed his beautiful and inspiring companion. When
Su Tung P'o was banished for crossing the Emperor's will, we read that hisWomen of con- exile was shared by the lovely and accomplished girl " Morning Clouds,"
who sweetened his banishment and inspired those songs which to-day are
suno1 by those who could not name his persecutor.
But, to return to the
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six, ten or twelve thousand who go up, each one has during tlie plastic
period of life had his mind fixed on a government place. Are the sixty
who get their degree highly educated after the standard of China ? PerSmPanfdabuIerit *mPs ^ar better men — ^or on^ s^7 can be chosen — have been rejected.
Here, there is at once seen to be scope for favoritism and abuse. There
must necessarily be injustice. It is conceivable that of ten thousand two
thousand would come fully up to a fair standard of merit. Is there
nothing more behind 1

Corruption
must of
A moment's reflection
must convince anyone familiar with human nafrom the nature
.
the case bore into ture that corruption would bore into such an educational system. In 1869,

such a system.

-1,

.

J

lmg-ta-jen, the Governor or the province of Kiang-su, a man of great
Memorial of Ting- authority and position, in a memorial published in the Pekin Gazette,
referring to the results of the present public examination system, says :

"To speak, for example, of the one province of Kiang-su, of the office of
Tau-tai, there are only two or three vacancies which can be filled apart
from the throne.
Of the offices of Chih-fu, Ghih-Chow, Chih-hien, Tungchih, Tung-pau, only some tens can thus be filled, while there are about
sixty or seventy men expectants of Tau-tai, and more than a thousand
for the other offices. But to put a thousand and more in several tens of
offices must be the work certainly of a distant and undetermined future.
Even in the selection, according to the order of time, and the fulfilment
of requirements for temporary posts, unless it be those who have been
expectants for more than ten years, none can get a single year's office.
Those who are nimble-footed and manage to advance sooner, must either
be clever in boring and scheming their way, or have friends in a position
aeclassCunrehable to ^elP tliem f°rwar(^How can such a class, by nature unreliable and
and sordid into sordid, be expected to cherish the people ? Supposing that, in the course
of ten or more years, they obtain one year's office as a substitute, out of
this one year must come the expenses of the preceding ten and more years
for clothes and food, the cost of maintaining a family, and returning
offl?eSfavorfmust favors > an(* besides, in this one year of temporary office, provision must
be returned and be made for the future.
To place dogs and sheep before a hungry tiger,
for theIOfu£re.e
and expect him not to seize and eat them, although you should make a
show of preventing him with a stout bow and poisoned arrows, would cerWiniamson,vol.i„ tainly be to expect an impossibility.
And so these men, having no fixed
p,e*
source of income, and consequently no fixed purpose of heart, are not
simply villains ; their very penury is the reason of their becoming so."
Magistracies sold.

This testimony is true of the whole Empire.
Poverty on the part of
the Government has led to the disposal of magistracies not by competition
but for money.
Boulger, who takes a very hopeful view of China, and

History^! cSina.
vol. iii., p. 323.

wno is tne latest and not tne least partial of Chinese historians, says of that
country thirty years ago that corruption of the public service had alienated
the people ; that justice was not to be found — to the rich it was knocked
down to the highest bidder; that offices were sold to men who had never
passed an examination and who were wholly illiterate ; thafr the value of

Why Mandarins
western1 ciriUzation'

°^ce was the means to extortion. Hence the evils, the squeezing of ManSarins, an(* tne sale of justice which strike every traveller and fills the most
hopeful and the best-intentioned with despair. Hence, too, suggests the Rev.
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xe truly says, is as democratic as any principle which exists in any part of
the world, and he is astonished it has not been adopted in western

Literary degrees
titles to which
rights and pritached. vileges are at-

No principle in
■western civilization as democratic
as public examinations which confer
rank and open
careers to all.

What can culture
and scholarship
do for a man in
Europe ?

A Chinese panacea for the
domestic troubles
of Europe.

countries " where the immortal principles (the rights of man) have not
yet ensured the best of governments or the least imperfect social state."
He then points out that the degree of B. A., or that of ^ Doctor, or a
licentiate's degree does not merely indicate the extent of knowledge of its
possessor ; these degrees are titles to which rights and privileges are
attached. He is annoyed at the little respect paid to University degrees
Li Europe, and, as we have already indicated, he seems at first sight to
have the best of it.
" After ten years' residence, after much study, I ask myself what principle there is in the institutions of the western world really worthy to be
called democratic or liberal ? I see none, and no one has shown me one
so thoroughly democratic as the right of admission of all the citizens to
the examinations which confer rank. People speak much of universal
suffrage, but it is a weather-cock which turns to every point of the compass (une rose des vents). It is a principle without principles ; and on
a given day or hour to suppose that it can manifest itself as by a decree
is to form a curious estimate of public opinion. Strange thing ! One
could not propose the election of academicians by universal suffrage without becoming ridiculous, but legislators are chosen by it. I believe it
is more difficult to choose good legislators than good academicians.
What are we to think ? * * If you are poor, having no other riches
than an honorable name and the ambition to bear it worthily, can you by
study alone and scholastic achievements, assure yourself a name and place
in the functions of the state ? Can you raise yourself by the credit of
your knowledge alone ? Can you by it conquer a single right ? Can you
obtain by it alone honor and power 1 In China, yes ; in Europe, no.
" It is not without reason then that I pretend that our customs are
more liberal, more just and more salutary; for the more instructed ar<>
the most wise, and these are the ambitious men who (in Europe) disturb
the public peace. Require before a man can fill the first offices of government the reputation of the highest literary merit, as for great military
positions you demand tried bravery, honor, knowledge of the art of war,
and you will suppress those idomestic troubles which open the doors or
ministers of state to intrigue and injustice. Here is the secret of testability ofour peaceful Empire." It will be observed that it seems to
him an advantage that the Chinese system puts an imperial collar round
the scholar's neck. He fails, too, to see that a man of genius in modern
times has only to achieve to reap his reward.
He proceeds to say that China has no system of public education*
" Our government understands liberty better than certain western countries where education is compulsory, without directing it to any specific

Part played by
literati.

end. Government has no' control but on the examinations. The candidates are submitted but to a single law, the most- tyrannical of all, they
must know."
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ships within view, wrote to his master that the barbarians required
to be brought, as religious people amongst ourselves would say, into
a more spiritual frame of mind. Speaking of Lin, Boulger says : " He
has been called a statesman, but the claim will not be allowed at the
bar of history. He was rather a typical representative of the order of
literary officials to which he belonged. Statesmanship is in their eyes the
carrying out of political plans in strict obedience to a groove of action
laid down in antiquity, and the able man is he who can most eloquently
enunciate great moral truths, which he probably does not carry out in his
own life, and which without practice and the demonstration of vigor will
avail but slightly to keep an Empire together." Keshen who, after Lin's
disgrace succeeded him at Canton, wrote to the Emperor of the obstinate

Boulger, vol. iii.,
p. 159.

English : "It becomes necessary to soothe and admonish them with sacred
instruction, so as to cause them to change their mien, and purify their

Mandarin corruption.

hearts." Since the pills against earthquakes sold by Addison's quack
there has been nothing like this. On the ruin of Keshen his property was
confiscated, and his great wealth showed how he had improved his opportunities after the true Mandarin fashion. In the inventory we find

See note Boulger,
vol. iii., p. 159.

The literati.
Giles' Historic
China, pp. 89, 106,
108.
Edinburgh Review for October,
1884.
Legge's Chinese
ol asdics, vol. iv.,
parts 1 and 2.

Educational system fatal to a real
public oplaion.

T>->*w.fngr literature for ulterior
ends corrupting.

after 270,000 fcaels weight of gold, 3,400,000 taels weight* of sycee silver,
and 2,000,000 taels weight of foreign money, come four pawnshops in
Pechihli, two at Moukden ; eighty-four banking houses ; together with
pearls, silks, clocks, precious stones, and what not.
Among the literati we find those who can write with true humor and
quiet satire. They compose poetry, and with respect to a statement made
by a reviewer of Boulger's history that the stagnation of China is due
to the fact that the Chinese are without imagination one has only to read
their literature to see they have fancy. That the humblest individual in
the Empire, provided his record is unsoiled, may aspire to the highest position
short of the throne is undoubtedly a most democratic principle, and the
feeling that any office is open to their children provided they have sufficient genius and industry, goes far to reconcile the Chinese to a yoke which
yet has proved sufficiently galling to lead to outbreaks and rebellions.
There is, too, this qualification to official tyranny. Riots inevitably
follow an attempt to stretch power too far. A violent demonstration in a
district and the Mandarin is recalled and it may be ruined. Certainly
for a time his career is checked.
The worst effects of this system of education have not been indicated.
It dries up a fruitful source from which elevating national impulses
might come. It is fatal to the existence of a real public opinion. It deprives
the people, in times of oppression, of their only chance of a great and
effective champion. The robber makes friends with the watch dogs by^
feeding them. There is something, as history shows, specially corrupting
in pursuing literature for ulterior ends. The most ennobling of all things
when followed for its own sake, where it is made the thrall of power or
Tael : weight, l^ oz. avoirdupois.
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Boultrer, vol. iii.
pp. 499-512.

the halcyon days of journalism, plays an important
part in China.
But the writers are, it seems, untrustworthy. The battle of Chan-chia-wan
Chinese treachery where, according to an arrangement with Mr. (afterwards Sir) Henry Parkes
and misrepresen- . , .
, ,
.
. , .
.
. , .,
. ,
'
J
'
t^uion,
an amicable settlement was to take place, but where with Chinese treachery
it was determined to make another stand to bar the hated foreigner from
Pekin ; where the French under General Montauban (afterwards Count
Palakao) having assailed vigorously the Chinese left, and the English
under Sir Hope Grant, having pressed their right, and Probyn's horse
having routed a large body of mounted Tartars, the Chinese soldiers
gave way before the advance of the infantry with the Sikhs in front,
describing this battle, in which there had in truth been stubborn fighting
on the part of the beaten army, one of the news-letters said the English

Chinese prowess
a, la Falstaff.

and French had been thoroughly whipped ; "out of every ten men, eight or
nine were killed." A most ludicrous and lying travesty is given of the
march on Pekin. Prince Tseng is delighted that the " turbulent barbarians" have entered the Yuen-ming-yuen palace and issues orders to the
garrison of Pekin to kill them all. Five thousand are slain. Five thousand
escape. But they meet Prince Tseng's army. A battle and four thousand
turbulent barbarians killed. One thousand taken alive. " The prince put
out the eyes of 200 of the most able-bodied, or else cut off their noses."
The writer of course declares that the statement that the Emperor and his
ministers had fled is a falsehood.

How grievances
are ventilated.

The Chinese in San Francisco have advanced beyond their countrymen,
in the Flowery Land.
They have two newspapers printed in Chinese.
Placards are resorted to as a means of ventilating grievances. Sometimes
an oppressed individual will sit near the door of his oppressor and proclaim
his wrongs to the passing world.
This custom is common in India and

was up to a century ago practised among the Keltic peoples of Europe.
Under such conditions as we have already indicated there can be no na«
Such local public tional public opinion. Such local public opinion as exists is the creation of
in China created

the class of " literary and gentry," which stands midway between an army

and gentry/3,1*7

°f interested
and the
dim masses.
This middle
class is and
composed
of
those who officials
have been
admitted
to the public
examinations
have
drawn blanks.
Mr. Low, writing thirteen years ago from the United
States Legation at Pekin to his Government, says that they play a useful
part by advising the lower classes and managing local concerns for the
Government.

Jan. 10th, 187L

Mr. Low on this
public opinion.

" This class creates the public opinion of the country which exercises a
controlling influence over the officials, and is usually powerful enough to
thwart the intentions and nullify the action of the officers from the Emperor down, whenever popular rights are in danger of being invaded or the
people unduly oppressed. So powerful is the influence of the literati that
all officials endeavor to conform their action to the popular will, and in
this view the Government of China is essentially democratic in practice.''
Colonel Tong, who proclaims himself, with a sneer, an admirer of the
European newspaper, says it helps to pass the time agreeably.
The in1
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throne, cannot be published. Though they have no organ ot opinion, conservatives and democrats are found in China ; the partisans of the old

traditions who would on no account make concessions to the spirit of
innovation, and those who though they could never sympathize with
western democracy, desire to serve the popular interest in such a manner
that the people may reap some benefit.
Revue dcs deux
Most instructive is it to note the mental attitude towards European
crltsfnChSS?'

Mondes, June 1st,

p. 611.

-

, .

, . i i

i ,•

,

institutions of this highly cultivated

i m

•

Chinaman.

Ti

i. •

It seems to him an

excellent thing that in the Empire of which he is an officer there is no
liberty of the press.
Railway got rid of.

r^Q ranway lajcl down between Shanghai and Wusung was bought by
the Chinese Government only that it might be got rid of. Mr. Giles, in

Giles, p. 121.

k«g kook u Historic China," gives for this course reasons which are wholly
at fault. The real reason is given by Coionel Tong in the Revue des deux
Mondes :

have not Succeeded in China.

" Tiie railway has not succeeded, although it is a wonderful mode of traveiling. But however marvellous it may be, is it useful 1 Up to the present,
no.
Therefore it has not been undertaken.
Moreover the execution of

such a work would greatly disturb our customs.
We hold above everything to the traditions of the family, and among them there does not exist
one more dear than the worship of ancestors, and respect for their tombs.
The railway goes Tne locomotive overturns everything in its course j it has neither heart
straight on and
nor soul; it passes like a hurricane.
Our people are not, therefore, of
th^tombf Sfb
ancestors.

a mind to be invaded by the iron horse ; and in truth we cannot be very
angry with them for this, seeing that the French Institute refused to
believe in the project of E niton for impelling ships by steam. You can convince only the mind, and it is better to demonstrate slowly by facts an
important truth than by trampling on traditions and customs to violently
introduce improvements."
Telegraph
J± telegraph line has, however, been laid between Pekin and Shanghai, and

between London

and Pekin.

&

r

»■,•»-»..,

i ™

•

-n-

the electric link connects the capitals of the British and Chinese Empires.

ChSa, p.iSi2TC

"For many years past," says Mr. Giles, " the Anglo-Saxon has been urging
upon the Mongolian the necessity of moving more rapidly along the path
It will be well, if in the coming centuries the Mongolian
Mr. Giles suggests of progress.

mayye? enter^on does not advance with more speed than is actually consistent with the
Without the aid of immigration,
fvtss w?th°in?oS- worldly interests of the Anglo-Saxon."
venient speed.
^^ ^ ^ face 0£ internecine conflicts the Chinese doubled their numbers
Double their num- [n a century.
In 1743 the population did not, according to Grosier,
exceed 200,000,000 ; in 1842 according to Sacharoff it had reached 414,686,994.
They have a power of work which surpasses that of any
western race.
They attach the greatest importance to marriage.
As

Desire for male
children strong.

among the ancient Jews, the more children a Chinaman has, especially
The desire for male offspring is
male children, the more he is reverenced.
ag strong as it was among the children of Judah when in their own land.
This is a natural
outcome
of ancestral worship, which is the pivot

Hi
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they
monogamists,
Theoretical
Chinese civilization turns.
reality
in
who
but
wives,"
second
"
called
what are loosely
The custom is for the parents to choose a
concubines.
the Jews,
prevailed amongst
which
* their son, a custom
soon proceeds
where the wives are unsuitable, the husband
The fact that the children of
to take a second or third "wife."
the word polygamy not unsuitrenders
legitimate
are
these concubines
Until
able to describe the plurality of women attached to the couch.
children are born the so-called second wife is no more than a servant in
the house, and though motherhood improves her domestic status she has no

>n which
pet take
are only
wife for
In cases

galled "second
^!^vS^f'
and beut. xxii., 16.
combines
legitimate.

legal rights. The position of women in China is deplorable ; the oppres- £0oh2k°fdIpSS
sion of the system of concubinage, according to one traveller, is so great blesuicide to save themselves §g|i£o1' l' pp*
have committed
that affianced maidens
The supernumerary
from marriage with its tyrannies and jealousies.
"wives," though they may be sometimes more loved than the lady who is
supreme in the household, are from the point of view of individual dignity
They can be discarded ; sold ; and made the
in a far worse condition.
slaves of keepers of houses of prostitution.

a Gray.vo .i.,p.
Gray says : " I have often known it (plurality of women) to result in
husband expelling from his house and selling one of his wives upon the
false accusation of a rival. Naturally, therefore, many Chinese ladies are
opposed to matrimony. In one street alone — the Shap-pat-kan street in the
Honam suburb of Canton — I knew four families in which there were ladies
who positively refused to marry upon the ground that should their husbands
become polygamists there would remain for them nothing but a life of
unhappiness."
" Masters can sell female slaves either to other gentlemen as concu- Gray, vol. i., p. a
bines, or to the proprietors of brothels as public prostitutes ; or they can,
I apprehend, use them for the gratification of their own lusts. Occasionally a master marries one of his slaves. Indeed it is not unusual for a
barren spouse, if she have an amiable and good-looking slave, to suggest
to her husband that he should take the girl as a second wife."
This custom reminds one of Sarah's conduct. Finding herself growing
old, she induced her lord to marry her bondmaid Hagar, in the hope that
the divine promise of offspring might not fail of fulfilment. Archdeacon
Gray tells how a lady named Tung Lou-shee, who resided in the western
suburb of Canton, proposed that her husband should marry a young and
prepossessing slave, although she herself had borne several children to him.
She stipulated
Her own growing infirmities impelled her to this course.
that the husband and his youthful bride should live in a neighboring house.
Now let us hear our Chinese witness on this subject :
" Woman is not in China the large factor in amusements that she is in
Europe. She pays visits to her female friends ; she receives theirs in
return. But from these meetings men are excluded. Thus one of the
causes which excite and produce the pleasures of European fashionable
life, in a word the best part of western amusements is suppressed in the

liii
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organization of Chinese society.
Men meet together frequently but no
woman is present ; nor do they pay visits to ladies outside the circ e of
their families."
Colonel Tong defends the seclusion of women :
" You may compare political institutions, you cannot compare social
customs ; these are like colors and matters of taste.
That each one takes
his pleasure where he finds 'it, is a proverb which entirely expresses my
idea ; for in that case one always finds it where he takes it. But it is
probable .that our legislators, in diminishing as much as possible the
number of opportunities for bringing men and women into each others
Thinks the
Chineselegislators presence, have acted in the interest of tne family.
There is a Chinese
says, 'out of ten women, nine will be jealous.' On the other
Proverbmenwhich
casions^on
the
sexes can which
meet hand,
are not perfect.
The peace of the family is therefore exposed
have acted m the ,
, -i
interest of the to great danger.
family.
" I have already said that Chinese institutions have but one end — to
secure social peace; and in order to realize this, the single principle which
appeared worthy of a paramount place was — to banish opportunities.
This is not, perhaps, the highest bravery ; but among the brave how many
fall ! The remedy in cases of adultery is summary execution without any
Remedy in case of
adultery.
process of law.
It is the celebrated ' Tue-la ! ' expounded with so much
cleverness by Alexandre Dumas fils. This right of a husband, where
his dignity and authority are gravely compromised, I will certainly not
dispute.
Yet I follow the opinion of our sages, that it is better not to
Better avoid
catastrophes in
arrive at explanations which, however just the punishment may have been,
married life.
spoil existence, for, as a rule, the man will have loved the woman who
deceived him, and painful memories linger after the vengeance is past."
Divorce suits.
Many will sympathize with him in thinking that the remedy which
consists in taking a barrister and an attorney to plead in public a cause
which pride and magnanimity alike would prompt to hide from the coarse
curiosity of the rabble, offers but poor consolation. This is to give a certificate to the man in his character of betrayed husband, arid nothing in the
situation of the divorced excites compassion still less inspires respect.

Defence of the
B( • lnsiout of
w obi on.

Does not Delieve
most women deceive their husbands.
Not astonished
that marriages are

"There is then only ennui and catastrophes in western society as
it exists to-day. Personal experience, and what I have read, have
thoroughly enlightened me on this subject. I do not, however, share the
opinion of a large number of Europeans who hold that most women
deceive their husbands. This must be an exaggeration, although a lady
once said to me it was the luxury of marriage, and that men accustomed
themselves to their new existence with resignation. I am no longer
astonished that marriage is so rare (abandonne) ; it will soon be no more

eorareTn 'Europe" than a simple legal formality approved by the notary. This doubtless
will not be a step in advance, but I grant it will be very amusing."
The colonel continues. The sacrifice they had imposed on themselves
Women and wine
classed by Confucius among dangerous things.

was in conformity with their opinion of the nature of man — man,
who originally inclined to virtue, falls through evil example, and
becomes soiled by " the dust of the world." Confucius classed among
dangerous things woman and wine, and in Europe when a scandal arises,
the first thought is "who is she 1" The West thus supplies at once the
exemplification and the commentary : " Who is she ? " This is a phrase
which would have no application in China.
liY
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paragraph :—
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He passes with a rapid pen over the dark except
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.
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lers
travel
some
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ls,*
brothe
are
that these flower-boats
them as Colonel
Archdeacon Gray gives the same account of
them
s
One of the favorite pleasures of young China is to organize partie
Toneny of women who Flower boats not
lCn Se water, chiefly in the evening, in the compa
These women are not married ; they are musiaccept their invitations.
the flower-boats
cians, and it is in this character they are invited on
et could desire; and
gourm
a
that
thing
every
found
is
boats
these
On
deliciously perfumed,
in the freshness of the evening, after a cup of tea
d by the tones of meloto listen to the sweet voice of a woman, accompanie
a nocturnal debauch.
of
light
dious instruments, is not considered in the
Female^
-These women are not regarded from the point of view of their morals;
Inej
affair
their
is
that
;
wish
they
what
respect
this
in
they may be
me— the nams
exercise their profession of musicians, or dames de compag
render as
they
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the
for
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they
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is of no importance;
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generally
are
They
one pays a doctor or a barrister.
they are, o,
talent
to
beauty
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When
pretty.
are
them
of
some
The charm of their conversation is then a. Th^m
course, much sought after.
aie cultivated.
much appreciated as their musical talents, and numerous subjects and
d to them,
addresse
are
Verses
.
judgment
their
to
submit
to
devised
gallantries ot
not a few are sufficiently cultivated to reply to the rhythmic
the literati."
anything
He declares that to say that in* the meetings on these boats
The female musihappens more than he has described is absolutely false.
• *" The most gaily decorated of all boats, which have curved fronts painted in
sses,
-arabesque silken lanterns suspended from their roofs, whilst looking-gla
ed paper
parti-color
on
inscribed
character
amatory
an
of
verses
and
pictures
s. The wretched
decorate their sides-^are those sinks of iniquity caUed flower-boat
deformed feet,
their
on
tottering
finery,
tawdry
in
bedizened
inmates,
female
to entice
trying
passers-by,
the
.appear at the doors, and on the decks, beckoning
age
them by their allurements to enter. These degraded females are at an early out
worn
until
bondage
in
retained
are
and
*
*
parents
their
purchased from
at ten
hy disease and profligacy. * * Their career of vice is usually commenced by all
years of age. * * In short, the profligacy practised in China unabashed
classes is most appalling."— Sirr, vol. I., pp. 71-2.
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cians are often invited into private houses, to play after dinner. " If these
musicians were women of bad character they would not be allowed to touch
the threshold of our dwellings, still less come into the presence of our
wives." The artistes also receive at their homes. You invite them to
receive you to dinner. You order the dinner and you bid your friends.
Such usages, he says, show that the attractive part played by woman is
human
highly appreciated in the Middle Kingdom. Everywhere the
behind
lurk
adventures
romantic
many
doubt
heart is the same, and no
but
music,
the
hear
to
desire
the
only
was
it
first
At
"
.
invitations
these
among
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it
ed
characteriz
well
Confucius
!
this music is so perfidious
dangerous things; the sound of the voice lingers in the memory; the
invitations are renewed, and he who seeks fresh opportunities of meeting
and
the lady cannot be altogether indifferent." One glides into romance,
as
well
as
China
the
in
practised
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impoverish
pleasures which ruin and
in the Europe.

Early marriages and plurality of
population increase at an enormous
wars, or great calamities, such as
it down, the Chinese will have to
ancestral worship notwithstanding.

in the house must tend to make
ratio. If, therefore, foreign or intestine
epidemics, should not mercifully keep
break away beyond their own borders,
women

China might, however, support a much larger population than at present
.
if only she could find room for them. Her wealth is not half developed
there
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be no use in doing 30 as
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Elizabeths saying
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events
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Up to 1840 nothing had occurred"him to the same process twice.
to shake the faith of the Chinese in themselves, and in the majesty chlnese self-com
even now do they find in our persons
of the great Emperor; nor
We have already seen that
and institutions any evidence of superiority.
for ten years in Europe,
lived
a Chinaman of the highest culture,. who has
delicate of continental
and who speaks and writes with elegance the most
tion.
civiliza
an
Europe
tongues regards Chinese as superior to
The picture
Chinese.
The vilest crimes are laid at the door of the
The
given by every traveller is one that calls up the . Lower Empire
Abbe David says sorrowfully, as he leaves Pekin, that the natural affections do not seem to exist in Northern China, and the description of
another Jesuit missionary, M. Huc-a description which leaves them
Wilknown.
without virtues and only makes them rich in vices— is well
found
he
that
declares
China,
of
part
great
liamson, who travelled over
One traveller after another
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Sc^fliph37.an
tel*s us tlie^ are detestable liars, and that dissimulation is universal.
Williamson, vol. More than one insists that they are all thieves. Mr. Williamson says :
" There is no truth in the country. Falsehood and chicanery are their
hope and their weapons. Scheming has been reduced to a science ;
deceit and lying placed upon the pedestal of ability and cleverness."
Sirr, evidently a man of high character, having praised the filial

rSirr, vo ,u.,p.

piety of the Chinese, says: "It is with reluctance we are forced to
state that we firmly believe there is not a nation yet known to exist on
the face of the globe whose inhabitants are so habitually and systematically profligate as the Chinese, vice of the most revolting kind being
openly practised and indulged in without shame, or incurring punishment for the crime committed. Chastity is unknown among the lower
orders of women, and is only preserved among the higher by rigid seclu. g-on an(j ^ want 0£ opportunity."
This last statement would be a fair inference from Colonel Tong's
remarks already quoted.

Sirr continues : '• The degradation of women in China is, alas, absolute
* and complete." " Often," says Williamson, describing agricultural sights,
Williamson, vol. "we were amused to see queer teams, viz.: a cow and ass, a mule and
horses, and once or twice a woman, all drawing together ; the whole
household had turned out, man and beast."
The evidence is overwhelming that they are cruel.
But charitable
Truel, ibid, p. 261. institutions do exist. Mr. Sirr gives a very full description of the
Shanghai foundling hospital for female children, which is conducted evidently on the same principle as that one whose padded box received from
the hands of their father the children of one of the most eloquent, if not
'Charitable the greatest of writers, the author of " Emile."
He also tells us of
Sirr vol. i., p. 218. an institution, which provides for the sick poor, and the burial of the
unclaimed dead, which is supported by voluntary contributions. It has
branches throughout the city and suburbs. In the largest of these old
and young are received. The young, when not too ill, are instructed by a
schoolmaster, who is paid out of the funds of the hospital. Some of the
old and infirm receive out-door relief. The coffins are strongly and
neatly put together, and on the lid is inscribed the name of the institution,
with a number which indicates how many have been used. There is a.
In 1848, 6,080 coffins had been
space, of course, left for the name.
Sirr, vol. L, p. 219 thus given away.
Mr. Sirr says :
"The burial is conducted with decent propriety. The coffin and funeral
might shame Christian England, when we reflect on the manner, ofttimes
indecent in the extreme, in which our paupers are consigned to mother
earth, when buried at the expense of the parish."
Gray. vol. ii., p. 49. Archdeacon Gray tells us, that the foundling hospital at Canton will
accommodate 500 foundlings. It is supported out of the salt-tax. A wetnurse is prescribed for every two infants, but he says the children are
badly fed, as the large death-rate incontestably proves.
lviii
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countries of high civilization the traveller who did not happen to come
in contact with their social life has gone away making exaggerated
charges of every kind. Mr. Medhurst, Consul at Shanghai, who points
Chinese not so
black as they are
painted.
Medhurst, p. 168.
Instances of
cruelty.
Boulger, vol. iii.,
pp. 74, 222.

Ibid, p. 487.
Ibid, pp. 508-20.
Ibid, p. 598.
Ibid, p. 616.
Gray, vol. ii., pp.
47,55.

Infanticide
practised.

out many of the blots that other travellers have marked, says, nevertheless, that there is "every reason for concluding that the Chinese are not
so prone to evil and so dead to good as they have been made out to be."
The charge of cruelty is, however, established. The Chinaman
will contemplate the infliction of torture or death in its most repulsive form and munch his rice unconcerned. The massacre, in 1828, of
crew of Le Navire, who took passage in a Chinese junk for
French
the

Macao ; the massacre of two crews, whose ships had been wrecked on the
coast of Formosa, by the Formosa Mandarins ; the conduct of the soldiers
who, with concealed weapons, took passage on board the Thistle, and killed
all on board ; the cowardly treachery which charactized the abandonment
of the defence of Pehtang;* the murder of men who would have been
regarded by any European nation in the character of heralds, or at worst
as prisoners of war ; General Ching's cruelty, which nearly led to
the resignation of Gordon ;the brutal murder of the Wangs by Li Hung
Chang, futai of Kiangsu, after he had sworn to their personal safety; want
of pity for the wretched; the barbarously cruel punishments inflicted on
criminals — these things, and they could be added to indefinitely, show
callousness to suffering— cruelty, as it were, on principle.
As to the charge of infanticide it is established by universal testimony,
and the only room for doubt is as to the extent to which it obtains. On
this head the author just quoted says :
" There are towns and districts where infanticide is practised, in some
to an infamous extent, in others to a less degree ; there are others again
where it is not known at all as a habit, and in the majority of cities I am
inclined to believe that it is a crime no more indulged in than is the case
in some European towns, and then only with the object of concealing
another act of frailty."

He adds that if there is any distinction to be made it is in favor of the
Northern and Midland as against the Southern and coast provinces. The
swarm of children gives the lie to its universal practice.
The nature of the
Yes, certainly, to its universal practice. But the charge is not that
charge
of infanticide.
every infant is killed, or that every female infant is killed. Either

charge would not need rebuttal ; it would carry its absurdity on its forehead. The charge is that where poverty is great, or the family of girls
* " While the garrison had resolved not to resist an attack, they had contemplated causing their enemy as much loss as if he had been obliged to carry the
magazine which would be exploded by the
place' by storm by placing shells inin athe
spot where they could not fail to be trodden
moving of some gun-locks put
upon. This plot, which was thoroughly in accordance with the practices of Chinese warfare, was fortunately divulged by a native more humane than patriotic."
—Boulger 's History of China, vol. III., p. 437.
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come free. They can receive all the rights which maternity confers, and
their origin is no reproach. Such usages are to be accepted and not condemned. They favor large families. There are numerous poor families
who keep all their children with them and lavish on them the most tender
care. The mother working in the field will carry two while she works
bent to the earth, the one on her shoulders, the other in the folds of her
dress, " and they smile at the birds flying around them while the poor

Chinese abstemi§
otis as regards
intoxicating
drinks.

"Williamson, rol
i.. p. 200.

Many victims
of opinm.

"Williamson vol.
p. 7.
Gray, vol. i., p. 233.
Unrestricted
power of parents
over children.

Gray, vol. i., p. 242.
Slave brokers.

mother pursues her heavy toil."
All this it will be seen is no answer. It is in the nature of what
pleaders used to call confession and avoidance. It would be quite as much
to the point to cite how Yirginius slew his beautiful daughter to save her
from the couch of Claudius.
At home as abroad the Chinaman is remarkably abstemious. Tea seems
from a very early period to have been the national stimulant. But their

novels prove that whiskey was drunk. "Whiskey stills exists everywhere.
Williamson in his journey from Pekin to Che-foo found in several places
large manufactories of ardent spirits ; and unless the Chinese nation is
more peculiar than it is possible to believe, where whiskey is drunk drunkenness to some extent will prevail. It is habitually drunk at least at twomeals as may be seen in San Francisco. Travellers have met with drunken
Chinamen. A late king drew out a life of drunken debauchery. Still
Chinese intemperance does not lie in this direction. Travellers meet in
all classes with victims of opium. The Abbe Hue gives a graphic picture
of a Mandarin who travelled with him hopelesly lost to the vice, and
Mr. Williamson tells us of a whole town given up to its degrading spell.
Elsewhere he mourns that opium is gnawing at the vitals of the Empire,
and destroying thousands of its most promising sons. Mr. Medhurst regrets that the vice is general and has been gaining ground, nor is it
possible to regard the Chinese as a temperate nation.
Where infanticide prevails to any extent it needs little evidence to con^
vince that the sale of children for small sums frequently takes place.
Colonel Tong tell us children are sold. Nor does there appear to be any
law to restrain parents in the exercise of authority over their offspring.

their father's debts ; someThey are sold ; sons are taken as bondsmen for the
view of relieving their
times children voluntarily sell themselves with
parents' difficulties.
A prominent Chinese witness who said there was no slavery in China,
kers
must have meant such as existed in the Southern States. Slave-bro
recruited
are
slavery
of
ranks
The
are met with every day in Canton.
from ruined gamblers ; by kidnapping ; and, worst of all, by profligate
parents selling their children. Mr. Gray, describing a sale at Canton,
says : " I remember two bright-looking youths being sold by their profligate father who had gambled his means away. The eldest lad fetched
of the youths$50 and the younger $40. The old slave-broker offered one
$350."
of
to me at the advanced price
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Gray tells how during Sir Michael

Seymour's bombardment of the Bogue forts the Chinese fire brigade were
seen energetically at work, under the fire from the ships, trying to put out
the spreading conflagration. At the battle of Chan-chia-wan the Tartar
cavalry charged the French guns right gallantly, and so impressed was Sir
Hope Grant with the obstinacy of the foe, that he ordered Sir Robert
Napier to join him with as many troops as he could spare from the TienTsin garrison. Under Chinese Gordon they showed what they could do
if they had able commanders.
On the other hand they could not stand the cold steel, appeared to fear
personal contact with the European soldiers, and at Chinhai fled panicstricken, though even here many bravely preferred death to safety by flight.
Williamson says of some native troops he saw in a valley near Pingding-chow that they were fine looking fellows, " good raw material if their
officers were worth a rush ; it is the ruling class in China which is utterly
rotten." The same writer tells us, however, how he and a friend, the one
with a stick the other brandishing the handle of an umbrella put a whole

Hue, vol. i., p. 21.

" celestial mob " to flight. He gives us the broad statement that in danger
the Chinese are apt to become utterly useless, and this opinion is echoed
by other travellers. The Abbe Hue describes an incident in his own
experience which is an exact parallel of that recounted by Mr. Williamson.
He and his companions were annoyed by a curious crowd which pressed to
the door of their chamber in the hotel. One of them went to the threshold
and addressed the " multitude" in a few words, accompanied by a gesture
so energetic and commanding that the crowd was seized with panic and
saved itself by flight.
Such timidity may be the result of long centuries of despotism. But it
may be referable to race peculiarities. Besides long centuries of despotism,
are themselves the result of certain qualities in the people.

An apologist for
Chinese institutions.

Hevue, 15th June,
1884, p. 829.
The Chinese
workman.
•

Colonel Tong's articles are peculiarly valuable. They say all that can
be said for China by a man whose instincts and interests impel him to
defend his country and countrymen. The very tone — if it can be caught
in a translation — helps to an appreciation of the Chinese character.
Mr. Medhurst says that an anglicised Chinaman is detestable ; if writing
in the same mood as Colonel Tong it might be said that a gallicised Chinaman is surely charming. We shall now let the colonel speak on one or
two heads on which he has not yet been heard from. To show how happy
the Chinese laborer is, he quotes, from a book by Mr. J. Thompson,
published at Paris, in 1877, the following passage on the workmen of
Canton :—
" In despite of these terrible needs, work even for the poorest workman
has moments of interruption. When seated on a bench, or even on the
earth, he smokes and speaks quietly with his neighbor without beinc in
the least put out by the presence of his employer, who appears to find in
the smiles and happy character of his workmen elements of riches and
prosperity."
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He also cites M. de la Vernede :
" We have travelled through the provinces ; we have seen an immense
population arrived at such a density that the land cannot in certain
places hold them, and they consequently build and cultivate gardens on
rafts; we have seen provinces having 100,000 square kilometres containing 50,000,000 of inhabitants and well cultivated throughout their entire
Small farms in
China.

extent."
In Pechili, he tells us, the land is very much divided ; agriculture is
carried on on a minute scale, but the intelligence with which it is directed
prevents the great inconveniences of very small farming.
The farms, small and large, with their great trees look like bouquets of
flowers in the midst of vast plains yellow with rich harvests of grain.
The cheapness of manual labor makes culture in alternate rows (par rangee
alternative) possible. " The land is admirably cultivated and gives magnificent results."

€hiSesedv82gS.

"In wandering along the shores of the Yang-Tse-Kiang we have seen
a populawithout interruption,
each inother
succeed
Pretty
r'lch and
as well as in its
its countenance
showing
laborious,
and villages
tion active
actions that it was content with its lot."
He then contrasts the miserable villages on the Nile with " the pretty
villages we have traversed in the Hu Pe or on the shores of Lake Poyang.
Economical and sober, patient and active, honest and laborious, the people
of China have a power of work which surpasses that of most western
nations. Here is an important factor which should not be forgotten in

Chinese pleasures.

questions relating to the higher politics."
Dealing with the pleasures of his countrymen, Colonel Tong says that
among the many questions regarding China which have been addressed to
him the one which he had oftenest heard was whether people amused
themselves in China.

" Do they amuse themselves 1 Then it must be a charming country.
Ah ! to be amused ! what a civilized expression, and how difficult to translate it ! I replied, one day, to a clever woman who put to me this eternal
question: 'What is it to be amused?' She thought I sought to embarrass
her, and she answered : ' What you do at this moment, for instance. You
are amusing yourself now.' It was now my turn to be embarrassed, or at
least to seem so. 'Yes,' I cried, 'this, then, is to be amused ? ' 'Certainly.
Well ' she added with a charming smile, 'do they amuse themselves?' and
I was compelled to admit they did not amuse themselves in that way.
Indeed they do amuse themselves, and amuse themselves very much —
those who are not devoid of intelligence, or at the least of good humor.
Intelligence plays Intelligence plays an important role in our pleasures. * * * Our
out-of-door life is not organized like that of Europe. People do not seek
in topoertentPPart
"
plea- distractions and amusements away from their own homes. Chinese in
sures.
anChinese
good circumstances have so arranged their houses that they have no desire
for factitious pleasures, which are a proof that one is not pleased at home.
* * * They do not believe that cafes and other places of public
They have
resort are necessary in order to pass the time agreeably.

Are there
amusements ?
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Then he describes the rush and the crush ; the row of black-coated
gentlemen who cannot get near the table ; the serried rank of those now
satisfied who try to get out. Crowded and crushed they at length escape
from the melee having had bumps raised on them, and their sides dug into
by struggling elbows — but fed ! He does not speak of those who remain
until the servants politely request them to give place to others ! "I have
never," he says, " been at a ball without witnessing this battle."
At the balls of the fashionable world, our Chinese critic thinks a man
cannot amuse himself as much as at the official balls. They are cold,
stiff, and irritating. In the fashionable world it is difficult to find simplicity and distinction united. If you are not a dancer you have abundant
opportunities for ennui. An air of indifference pervades this grand world.
It is sometimes icy. The dance proceeds in silence ; some groups speak in
low tones ; people go, come, enter, disappear. They meet without appearing to recognize each other. All appear preoccupied. Generally people
seek some one who is not at the ball. What a comedy, this world of th*
drawing room !
This "barbarian", who sees so clearly the faults in the social organization
of Europe which have struck thoughtful Europeans a hundred times seems

The world of art. to escape with relief to the world of art — " that privileged society where
each one is neither noble, nor bourgeois, nor magistrate, nor barrister,
nor notary, nor attorney, nor functionary, nor merchant, nor bureaucrat,
nor man of property, but only artist and content to be that.
To be an
artist ! " — he exclaims — and
what a fool he will seem
to some
" that is the only ambition which would make it desirable to belong to
European society ! " He does not admire barristers and attorneys.
400,000,000 Chinese do without them, and yet titles to property and contracts are not the less regular. But admiration for artists 'is without
reserve, for they are the only men who propose to themselves a high aim :
they live to think, in order that they may show man his grandeur and
immateriality. They move him and inspire him with enthusiasm and
awake his dormant faculties by creating for him works in which thought
glows and beauty gleams. Art ennobles everything, elevates everything.
What matters the price paid for the work 1 It is not the number of
dollars which will kindle the passion of the artist as it inflames the ardor
g of the. advocate. No : the only thing which escapes the fascination of
which escapes the an-\f-\
fascination of gold. feolu is art, whatever the artist may be. That is essentially free, and
therefore, is it worthy to be esteemed and honored.
Having eulogised those fine spirits who live for art, he says the artists
of ail countries reach the hand to each, other over dividing frontiers and cry

High aim of
artists.

" shame " on those politicians who would fain separate them. The human
mind moved by the bold impulses of inspiration is neither controlled by
distance nor passports. The more the soul is elevated, the more humanity
seeks to become transfigured into fraternity.
Senator Jones, in his zeal against the Chinese, denies that they . have
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torian of the second century is the first outside writer to speak of Chira
as a country whence silk, raw and manufactured, was exported. Chinese
history mentions a Chinese Embassy sent in the year AD. 94 to seek to
open up some relations with the western world.
The veil lifted
from the isolated
Empire in the 8th
century.

A settlement of
Jews.

Chinese not an
inferior race as
that phrase is
usually understood.

Europe before the
dawn of science
as benighted as
China to-day.

" It was in the eighth century that the veil which covered the Chinese
world was raised. It was in this century that the Empire commenced to
have relations with the Arabs, and this is the epoch whence our existence
in the world of history dates. The accounts written of the sojourn of the
Arabs in our country, accounts written by themselves and which have
been translated, bear witness to the prosperity of the Empire, and compel
the belief that one thousand years ago China enjoyed a brilliant civilization. It is probable that the Arabs learned our arts and appropriated
our discoveries, which were afterwards introduced into western countries
and there perfected. This is an opinion which I think I have clearly
demonstrated."

Though the Chinese did not make voyages into distant western countries, there can be no doubt that other peoples settled amongst , them.
Two centuries before the Christian Era a number of Jews found their way
into China. This was under the Han dynasty, " one of the most flourishing epochs of the Empire." Williamson gives a most striking narrative
of his visits to Jewish synagogues. Colonel Tong quotes an account of a
visit to the Jewish colony by a Jesuit in the eighteenth century not less
interesting.
In bidding adieu to Colonel Tong we may point out this rule that
you must judge a race by its highest and not by its lowest members. A
race that produces a man who can learn a language like French — a
language having nothing in common with his own — and write that
language in such a manner that Theophile Gauthier need not blush to
have the style attributed to him — such a race can be no very inferior
race, whatever else it may be. It may be played out, or in the course of
playing out ; it may have lost hold of the principles which in other days
gave it brilliancy and power ; the corruption of its government, its social
and political organization may have numbed its moral and intellectual
vitality ; but an inferior race, as this phrase is usually understood, it cannot be.
Let us remember the dark blots which an observant eye can see in
European civilization, its political defects, its social ulcers, the misery
and crime. Let us remember also that the one thing which so markedly
separates Europe from China is essentially modern — physical science.
Before the fruitful method of the Baconian philosophy introduced a newera, before the telescope of Galileo guided the mind through the solar
system, Europe was as backward in science as China is to-day, just as
much given up to superstition, just as cruel. It seems but yesterday that
torture was practised in England, and we know what English goals were
before Howard swept away those habitations of cruelty. Mr. Gladstone's
greenest laurels he won exploring and exposing and reforming Neapolitan
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The Greeks had no physical science, as we understand it. They
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Somebody Martin-S china,
prophets, is in a Persian work entitled Zeenut-ul Tuarikh.
of China vol. i., pp. 256-7.
lias said that had Alexander the Cxreat known of the existence
lie need not have wept because there had come an end to his career of
If one may trust the Persian author, Alexander was marching
conquest.
against the Emperor of China, who entered the Grecian camp in disguise.
He was discovered and brought before Alexander, and explained his conduct by saying he was anxious to see the greatest of warriors ; that he
knew he. could be no object of dread to such a man, and that even if slain
" But of
the Chinese would raise another sovereign to fill his throne.
as I am
fear,
no
have
can
"I
flattery,
Chinese
true
with
this," he said,
a
satisfied Alexander can never be displeased with an action that shows
contreaty
a
China was spared,
solicitude to obtain his friendship."
The Emperor returned to China, but
cluded, and a tribute imposed.
reappeared on the third day with an immense army. Alexander prepared
his forces for battle. The Emperor of China, with his suite, went towards
wished,"
the Grecian prince, who asked him why he had broken faith. "I
mid the Emperor, "to show the number of my army, that you might be
satisfied I made peace from other motives than an inability to make war.
I war not with
The heavens aid you.
It was from consulting the stars.
them."
The Chinese adulation was successful. Alexander released the Emperor
master of
from paying tribute. The Emperor took his leave and sent the
ladies.
beautiful
and
gold,
jewels,
of
presents
the world
This story is not without verisimilitude. It is treated as historical by
-no less grave a person than Sir John Malcolm.
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When we go beyond 2000 B.C. we get into the mythical period of
Chinese history. Meng-tse, the Chinese historian, speaking of the condition of China under the Emperor Yu (B. C. 2208), says the country was
desert and the men savages. The low lands were covered with water.
The high lands were covered with wood and bush, and abounded in wild
beasts. Yu devoted his life to draining the land. He set fire to the.
forests, in order to clear the land and drive the wild beasts away.
The manufacture of cotton was not known until the second century
before Christ. It is quite clear that China was, long after the time of
Yu, occupied only by wandering savages or pastoral tribes, with here and
there a city or camp. The heads of tribes, as in other countries at a like
stage, would be spoken of as princes, and wars among themselves would
keep down population. How the various principalities came to be united
under one head analogy enables us to guess, but the peculiarities of
Chinese historians make it impossible we shall ever know the real facts.
Gibbon says, " China has been illustrated by the French," and another
historian points out how they have always been foremost to recognize the
innate strength and greatness of the Chinese nation. This is quite true.
But many of them have certainly been at fault in seeking to give authenticity to records which have unmistakable mythic characteristics, and
whose chronology can be successfully assailed, not only on historical but
a priori grounds. M. de Guignes says, that one of the sources of error
is that the Chinese historians have " given to their ancient characters the
acceptation they acquired only in later times." We see the same thing
in Ireland, where the chiefs of tribes and clans were spoken of as kings.
So the Chinese " characters now translated emperor, prince, city, palace,
meant no more than chief, district, camp, house. So far from this Empire
having an existence 3,000 years before the Christian Era, it has not been
united together in a durable maimer above 529 years B.C." China had
an existence long before this, and what de Guignes must mean is that the
Empire, in its present form, is not earlier than the later years of the
sixth century, B.C. One historian tells us that in 1766, B.C., there were
3,000 feudal principalities in China.
The Chinese boast of being " the sons of Han," and look back on the
men of that dynasty (B.C. 202 — A.D. 190) as the great builders of cities
to protect them against the less civilized tribes. But China is not only
the oldest civilized Empire extant, it is the only civilized country in
existence whose civilization takes us back to a period more than 2,000
years before our era. Confucius was born 550 B.C., and in his Ch'un-ts'ew
he gives us an account of the twenty-one independent principalities into
which China was then divided. If so colorless a production can be said
to give a picture of anything one might say, it paints for us feudal- China.
But the fact is we must look elsewhere for truth which Confucius suppresses. For instance, he never lets his readers know that the Lords of
the Great States of Ts'oo usurped the title of King, which was equivalent
lxxii
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that the same customs were observed by the common people in Egypt,
£ Samuel, xix., 2

2 Samuel, iii., 35;
Jer. xvi., 7 ; Ezek
xxiv., 17.
Matt, ix., 23.

2 Samuel, xxi., 914 ; 2 Kings, ix.,
28-34.
Ps. lxxix., 2 ; Ec.
vi., 3.

Deut. rxii., 13-17.

See " China "
Encyclopaedia
Britannica.

and the conduct of Mephibosheth during King David's absence from his.
capital points to a like custom among the Jews. For seven days after a~
man's death his widow and children sit on the ground and sleep upon mats
spread on the floor near the coffin ; nor is any food cooked in the house,
the neighbors supplying the common necessaries of life. We 3nd the
same custom among the Jews in early times. On the seventh day of
mourning for the dead musicians are placed within the porch of the house,
who play doleful tunes. Matthew tells us how "Jesus came into theruler's house and saw the minstrels and people making a noise." All
ancient nations, and the Jews furnish no exception, attached the greatestimportance to the rites of sepulture. So do the Chinese, and death by
drowning, or even in battle, involving the loss of these rites, is considered
a calamity. Hence the Chinese proverb : "Better a dog and peace than a
man in war."
Their views respecting the seat of passion and emotion correspond to
those of the conquerors of the Canaanites, while they hold an opinion which
clearly was held by these doomed nations, that the child is often taken
away for the parents' sin. There is the feast of lanterns as with the
Jews ; the marriage ceremonies recall many passages in Holy Writ, and
illustrate the parable of the wise and foolish virgins ; while on the bridal
night the same use is made of a small linen sheet as among the Hebrews. In
the morning this is presented to the bridegroom's parents. On the third day
after marriage the bride visits her parents. She is accompanied by servants
bearing presents in acknowledgment of their daughter's chastity. The love
of gain among the Chinese equals if it does not surpass that of the Jews.
These striking parallels may be mere coincidences. But, perhaps, a fairer
inference would be that as the roots of Greek, Latin, Gaelic, Sanscrit,
Hebrew, show that they are referable to one parent language belonging to
a people hidden away in unhistoric times, so the existence of customs
among the Chinese almost identical with those which obtained among thechildren of Abraham, would seem to point to identity of origin either
ethnic or geographical.
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nation and the poor people will have cause of gladness of heart.
we be subjected to the operation of the hatchet, or suffer death
boiling cauldron, we shall not decline it."
The vermilion pencil wrote that this was a lucid and faithful
but nothing was done.
Four years afterwards, in 1826, the sale
and military offices produced 6,000,000 taels.

tion of China.

Should
in, the

report,
of civil-

a" functions
There isdown
not a detail of civil government, from the highest political
to the scavenging of the streets of Pekin, which will not
be found provided for in the ancient Empire.
At every turn the
traveller will find himself surrounded by evidences of the suspicion and
jealousy of despotism.
He will note that the Chinese people are really a]
conquered people, watched by Manchu and Tartar garrisons in every
town.
He will note, what Mr. Williamson points out in a dozen places,
that great public works are suffered to fall into decay.
He will pause in

^andvidSf!11' many a street and roadway to mark the arches raised, not to victory, but
to Virginity and Yiduity, and unless he is a philosopher and fetches parallels from the West he will smile at Chinese simplicity.
He will meet
with men driving wheel-barrows and carts, carrying a sail, if the wind is
favorable, just as they were seen a thousand years ago, and as Milton has
immortalized them.
He will see Punch and Judy shows, as he would see
Mandarins.
them in the streets of London. He will see Mandarins dressed in those bright
colors, abandoned for more than a century by men in Europe, borne along
in chairs, accompanied by their servants and dependents, much as the
Roman noble in his litter used to make his progress down the Appian
way.
He will see soldiers with buff and blue tunics — helmets suitable for
warm climates, and armed with fire-arms made in Birmingham.
He will
sometimes stop to admire the quaint beauty of a pagoda dedicated to one
of the different religious sects.
If he goes to the theatre he will see the
parts of women played by youths, just as in England in Shakespeare's time.*
Lantern-hawkers. He will see the lantern-hawker with his great basket on his back and full of
lanterns of every variety.
He will admire the industry of the Chinese
women of the lower classes, who find time not only to attend to their
household duties, but to rear silk-worms, spin cotton, make cotton cloth,
roll tea, but who yet are not always allowed to sit at table with their
husbands ; and if the traveller is a lady she may see young Chinese ladies
working at embroidery — an art which, according to Malpiere, we owe to
China.
On the rivers and lakes our travellers will see men fishing with
trained cormorants.
On the roads he will often have to stand aside to
let the Tartar courier, wearing the bright yellow colors of the Emperor,
Bonzes.

pass.
Attention will be attracted by bookseller's stalls ; Bonzes — monks
of Buddha — walking, yellow hat under arm and green umbrella open
against the sun, or making a spectacle of their austerity, and begging from
* An Edict of the Emperor Keen Long (1735—1796), forbade women to appear on
the stage. This of itself would explain the important part played by female
musicians.
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The Chinaman in China is the heir of an old, not to say an effetecivilization. Educated and inherited tendencies make him an imitator, a
man non-progressive, and full of satisfaction with his country and its
ways. There is no European nation which has not gone beyond the
point where the Chinese stopped. His worship of ancestors binds him to
the Flowery Land, and his national pride makes him look on the ways
and customs of other people as barbaric. He is an idolator. Kot
•merely his habits but his skin mark him off as of a race distinct. Only
the pressure of the vast population on the least successful and poorest
classes makes these leave their country for a time, and such emigrants
come from Qwang-Tung and from Euhkien, mainly from Qwang-Tung.
Not a few of them are criminals, and the women as a rule are prostitutes.

Qwang-Tung—
population of.

A rapid sketch.

Qwang-Tung has a population of 19,174,030 or 241 to the square mile
and Fuhkien a population of 14,777,410 or 276 to the square mile. The
fact that the inhabitants of the northern provinces emigrate to Manchuria
shows that emigrants could, if necessary, be got higher up than Fuhkien
and the fair inference is that the supply of Chinese labor is practically
without limit, other than the demand.
Naturally only a rapid sketch of the Celestial Empire is attempted here.
One less full would have given no information capable of aiding the judgment.
After what has been said it is not necessary to quote such witnesses
as Rev. W. Loomis and C. W. Brooks to show that Chinese intellectual
capacity is of a high order. Should they ever escape from the thraldom
of the worship of ancestors, and learn to drill and fight so as to bring
their soicbers even to approach an European standard, "the Chinese
problem " will assume a new and, perhaps, not so interesting a form as at
present.
MORAL

EFFECTS.

There can be no doubt that one of the causes of the strong feeling
against the Chinese is that their immigration consists mostly of unmarried
men and prostitutes, and it is said that the Chinese prostitutes are more
injurious to the community than white abandoned women.
PROSTITUTION.

The evidence is that Chinese prostitutes are more shameless than white
women who follow the same pursuit, as though the former had been educated
for it from their cradle.
This is what might be expected from what we
SeeM.E.,p. 48.
know of Chinese customs in China.
They sit at their doors and through
Ibid pp. 20, and pp. a sort of wicket try to decoy the passers-by. They are bought and held in
See p. 222, Ap. A.

'

P*

' bondage and the Rev. Otis Gibson produced two contracts such as are made
Such contracts are,
between these unhappy women and their mistresses.
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GAMBLING.
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runs the gambling-hell. But, if the police carried out the law properly,
the evils of prostitution and gambling might be greatly lessened, as might
that attending
OPIUM-SMOKING.

SeeM. E.,pp.l4,
25,48,108,161, 175.

Women
debauched in
opium dens.

See M. E., p. 10.
Chinatowns.

The evidence is positive that they teach whites to smoke opium. There
is r, law in China imposing a severe penalty on a man who entices another
to irdulge in the too seductive drug. Before such a law came into existence the crime must have been known. A priori, therefore, it is probable
enticements would be made use of wherever Chinamen set up opium-dens.
Both Cox and Crowley give cases in which whites had become slaves to
opium.
To say that whites go to the chemists and get laudanum, or some equally powerful drug, or had learned to use opium before the Chinese ever
had a Chinatown on this continent, would be an answer to a proposition
affirming that because Chinamen smoked it they are inferior to, or more
wicked than, whites. But it is no answer to the statement that the existence of opium-dens in a large city is demoralizing. You cannot multiply
places of the kind without bringing forces into existence which surely
will have their influence in dragging some weak natures to degradation.
But this, too, is a matter with which efficient police could effectually deal.
There is some evidence to the effect that women have been taken to
opium dens and debauched. But this crime has been perpetrated in taverns,
and even without the aid of either opium or whiskey. In China, where
opium is prized as an aphrodisiac, women are frequently attached to opium
joints.
But no such places appear to exist on the Pacific Coast.
We think we may here leave the moral effects of Chinese immigration.
Mr. Briggs speaks of their presence as "a moral blight, because they
never improve anything, When they take possession of a building, that
building becomes unfit for occupancy by any other people except Chinese."
This is rather a material than a moral effect.
We repeat, all that is objectionable in the Chinese quarter is a matter
which could of course be dealt with by an efficient police. Given policemen under the control of the civic authorities and paid by salaries out of
the civic Treasury, and there can be no difficulty in putting down Chinese
prostitution, gambling dens, and the nauseous debauchery of opium joints.
The belief is universal that the police on beats in Chinatown are in the
pay of the bands of ruffians alluded to above, who own the gambling houses
and brothels, and terrorize those who try to bring about in Chinatown a
healthier tone. The efforts of one Wong Ben, a Chinaman who had
some knowledge @f English, and who tried to make a stand against the
prostitute-brokers, showed clearly at whose door the responsibility for the
worst features of Chinatown lies.
CHINATOWNS.

Filth.

The filth of the Chinese quarter in San Francisco is dreadful ; or to
use the language of Mr. Meares,
lxxx
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The Consul takes the year 1881 and notes the figures in the Municipal Report. Out of 380 commitments for the year ending June 30th,
61 were Chinese and 83 Irish, and taking the total, native and foreign,
the ratio of Chinese crime was as 61 to 732. Now, the population of San
Francisco in 1880 was 233,959, and of Chinese 21,745. The number of
Irishmen in San Francisco in 1880 was 30,721. Thus it will be seen
that statistics for 1881, assuming the population to have been about the
same as 1880, do not support the contention that the ratio of criminality
amongst the Chinese is above that of other nationalities. For the year
ending June, 1876, the white arrests made were 17,991 ; Chinese, 2,117.
As it has already been said it is hard to make arrests among the Chinese and still harder to obtain convictions. Mr. Lawler, the Judo-e of
Police Court No. 2, testifies :

" As I have said before to you the Chinese quarter is over-populated.
There are places of abode underground as well as over, and in a small room
that a white man would not think of living in, a dozen Chinamen may be
found, not only sleeping, but living and cooking in it. Chinatown is
intersected, or cut up, also, by numerous small streets and alleys, and
between a great many of the buildings there are communications like
bridges across the streets and alleys, and there are means also of passing
from roof to roof. Owing to these convenient connections between the
buildings, and the crowded state of the Chinese quarter, it is often a
matter of extreme difficulty to pursue and capture an offender, and the
means of secretion are numerous and complete, there is no doubt -whatever, but that many criminals' escape detection and punishment through
these
The most amongst
vicious element
amongst
these people
what'is
termedmeans.
the highbinders,
whom there
is a strong
union. is They
do

not belong to any one of the Six Chinese Companies, but they are composed of members from them all. They are a desperate class of people,
and live, as I believe from my experience, in a large degree, upon mean
obtained by them through extortion, gambling, etc."
Seep. 204, Ap. A.
Mr. Ellis, the Chief of Police in 1876, gave similar testimony.
Difficult to obtain
The
difficulty in obtaining convictions arises from the unreliability of
convictions.
Chinese testimony. All persons entitled to speak on this head tell the
same story, from the Honorable Judge Hoffman down to the detectives.
And it stands to reason it should be so. Here we have people dwelling
Testimony
in
the midst of a different race, whose language they do not speak whose
unreliable.
institutions they do not understand, and whom they regard as barbarians.
We know no form of oath to bind their consciences. What can
be more natural as human nature goes than that they should lie when
they go into the witness box, especially if doing so will save a brother
Chinaman from prison, or redound to their own ease or profit 1
Highbinders.
But the evidence goes farther than this. It brings us face to face with
a most sinister element in Chinese crime. A society of highbinders
exists, which overawes Chinamen who would be disposed to aid the law,
protects the keepers of brothels, and undertakes, it is said, for money,
Blackmail.
assassinations. They live in fact by organized crime. They even levy
blackmail on rich Chinamen.
Mr. Lawler says :
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S r Matthew B. Begbie, Chief Justice of British Columbia, in December sent a postcript to his previous evidence, which was very favorable
to Chinese. Nor will it be improper to give his addendum, because
the evidence shows that the same Chinese companies and societies which
operate in California operate in British Columbia.
He writes :
" There have occurred since I wrote some very notable exceptions to this
behavior :

Terrorism by a
secret association.

"1. At the recent Victoria assizes, in a case of Chinese abduction,
where Chinamen witnesses and interpreters were necessary, it was established to the satisfaction of the presiding Judge (Mr. Justice Crease),
that these were being terrorized by the threats of certain Chinamen,
alleged to belong to a secret association. Three persons alleged to have
used such threats were summoned before Mr. Justice Crease, who took
immediate cognizance of the charge, (the investigation then pending being
paralyzed, so long as the terror continued),, and after hearing witnesses,
and what the parties, who all appeared on the summons, had to say in
their excuse, he fined them $500, £500, and $1,000 respectively, and in
addition sentenced them to six months' imprisonment ; treating their conduct as a very high contempt of court.

Suppposedattempt
" 2. Another attempt, or suspected attempt to pervert the course of
to pervert the
course of justice. justice is just reported from Lytton. The body of a deceased Chiuaim;a
had been found under circumstances which seemed to point to a murder,
and two Indians gave evidence before the coroner which implicated two
Chinamen in the crime. But at the assizes, these Indians refused to
repeat their statements, alleging that their former testimony was false,
that they repented of it, and that they had been bribed by some other
Chinamen (who appeared as prosecutors) to tender it. This is not a clear
case ; though Mr. Justice Walkem, (who presided at the assizes), appears
to be under the impression that what the Indians said before him was true
in substance.
"It is only just to the alleged suborners to recollect that the neighborhood ofLytton has been the scene of terrible outrages against Chinamen, in all of which the perpetrators have escaped scot free. One case in
particular, which in its wholesale unconcealed atrocity equalled anything
which I have read of agrarian outrage in Ireland, the alleged ringleaders,
though fully identified by four of the surviving victims, were acquitted by
the jury upon evidence of an alibi which the prosecutors might well deem
perjured — so that in the present case the Chinamen, entirely misapprehending the principles of our criminal law, may have imagined that
subornation of perjury was a weapon permitted by our courts, and that
to acquit or condemn we only required the production of sworn evidence,
without troubling ourselves to enquire whether it were true or not.
Robbery with
violence.

" 3. There has been since the date of my answers yet a third case, contradicting myformer experience. At the late assize at Nanaimo last week,
some Chinamen were convicted of robbery, with violence dangerous to
life, upon a Chinese woman named Ah Chif.

Six Companies.

This brings us to a further charge. There are Six Companies which
may be said to have naturally risen from the condition of things in which
Chinese immigrants found themselves in the early days. Colonel Bee

SeeM. E.,pp.l8,
19.

says they are benevolent societies. They are labor bureaus. It is admitted that they take a fee from each member ; that they lend him money
to go into the interior ; that they provide him with medicines and a hoslxxxiv
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The
pital; that they arrange to send his remains back to China.
nob
friends of the Chinese vehemently protest that these companies do
admitted
is
it
But, again
bring them to this continent under contract.
the
thattiiey cannot return to China until they are clear on the books of
Thes^companies
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that
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Nor
business.
manage them make a good profit out of the
And the power they, exercise, already rereason why they should not.
ferred to in connection with the steamboats, is still further illustrated by See p. 216, Ap. A.
the evidence of Mr. Gibbs.
It is charged that they came in bondage to the Six Companies. There
is no proof of this. But when the helplessness of the Chinaman without
such companies is considered, it can be understood that they must have
quite enough power over the laborer.
Nor is there any proof that courts exist controlled by one or other or Is there a secret
all of these companies ; secret tribunals before which men are tried on
civil and criminal charges. Colonel Bee tells us they hold courts of arbitration, and one can easily understand how, holding such courts, the impression would get abroad that still more was done, and persons were tried on
criminal indictments before private individuals, in secret, and without a
shadow of authority. The conviction is widespread and strong that such
Mr.-Lawler declares :
is the case.
" Tt is often stated, and I think with a considerable degree of truththat there are in Chinatown species of courts, in which many cases arising
between these people are tried. For it is a noticeable fact that crimesto
are often committed in that locality, and the greatest diligence fails
memdiscover any clue. This may happen where trouble arises between
bers of the same company ; for the heads of these companies have such a
control over these members, that they can at any time prevent one member from going into a court of justice and testifying against another.
Mr. Ellis, who was Chief of Police, in 1876, suspected that Chinese j a R> p m
But he said he had no evidence
tribunals existed for punishing crime.
of this.
HOSPITALS.

Their hospitals are evidently not of the best, and the evidence as to £>0 they care fair
their indifference to suffering is what we should expect from what we
•know of the Chinaman in China. Starving men have been refused food, and See M. E. p. 354,
the Companies' sick have been put out uncured and helpless on the street. Ap^i? *
Still the Chinaman must prefer such care as they get at the Companies' hospitals, or else they are unaware of the character and hospitality of Christian See p. 217, Ap. A,
infirmaries ; for the universal testimony is that they do not burden public
Mr. Gibbs says : " they have a dread of our hospitals."
charities.
LEPROSY.

When we arrived in San Francisco we found newspaper rumors full of
But though the disease prevails to a frightful extent in No leprosy.
cases of leprosy.
lxxxv
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China, the evidence was conclusive that it did not at the time of our
enquiry prevail amongst the Chinese in California. Mr. Cox, the detective, who was bitter against the Chinese, said he had seen no cases. But
Mr. F. A. Gibbs the chairman of the Hospital Committee told that
1876,
in
co,
j.c.RmPp.ip'v
f*soT>p. 216,21$,
Ap. A.
in December, 1875, there were fourteen lepers in the pest house. He also
found that the prostitutes in the city were afflicted. When he tried to
get them back to China he was interfered with by the Six Companies.
1
,..ol>able
We may say, generally, that there are any number of lepers in China,
that they should
introduce leprosy.
and that therefore there is a danger that Chinese immigrants may introduce it. It is a mistake to suppose that it is confined to warm climates.
existed in Scotland and in New Brunswick. If the cattle disease
has
It
prevailed in any •country to the extent relatively that leprosy does in
China, the cattle coming from the infected country would be subjected to
cattle diseases prevention arrangements. The sanitary condition of human
beings is, perhaps, as important to the world as that of cattle.
SMALL-POX.
No proof introduced small pox.

1S9, 101,
.p. A.
See pp. 338, 356
Ap. A.

The Chinese are also accused of having introduced small-pox. Pixley
says, positively, they brought it into San Francisco. But there is no conclusive evidence to support his contention. Mr. King swears they have
offered to embark people suffering from this disease and that more
than seven-eighths show distinct marks of having had it. Mr. O'Donnell
says they introduced it about 1871, but Mr. Humphrey denies this. We
know small-pox has originated in Europe and in parts of this continent
where Chinamen have never been. All that can be said is that it is not
improbable that they should introduce it.
The fact is there are only two statements respecting Chinese immigration to which it is worth while to pay any attention. One of these statements has relation to the
EFFECT

See, M. E., p, 1.
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of the presence in large numbers of Chinese.
The adverse statement which is of the first moment is that the ChiMr. Briggs contends
nese immigration prevented white immigration.
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excess of arrivals over departures in 1879 was 9,500, Chinese and all ; in
1880, 4,100, and most of these he says were Chinese ; in 1882, there were
17^73 immigrants to California.
The immigration in 1883, that is of
course the excess of arrivals over departures, was about 24,000.
two
Mr. Briggs as will be seen by turning to p. 12 fell into one or
was
es
departur
over
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of
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In 1880, the
errors here.
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3,563, and of these 698 were Chinese, showing a great falling off as compared with the years 1873-75, when the demand for labor brought annually
an average of 17,000 Chinamen into the port of San Francisco. In 1881, the
excess of arrivals over departures was 24,732. There was a gain that
year of 14,685 whites and 11,137 Chinese, 18,561 having arrived. The
next year 27,404 arrived as against 9,831 departed, the white immigration being 58,113 against 37,113 gone away. The falling off in 1880 in
Chinese immigration would probably have gone forward for a few years
but for the steps taken towards restrictive legislation in that year, and it is
likely white immigration, but for the same cause, would have remained
about the same. But the new policy gave a stimulus at once ^ to ^fctfve legisla.
white and to Chinese immigration ; to Chinese immigration by impelling ^g^^jg^6
all who could get in before the passing of the Act to do so ; to white tion.
immigration by leading the labor agents and societies to encourage instead
of to discourage eastern laborers to go to California. This last remark is
further illustrated by the statistics for 1883. The Restriction Act of
1882 had begun to do its work. The aggregate immigration was 82,913
of which only 3,536 were Chinese, the excess of departures over arrivals
."being 3,005.
a total of 9,680 — Favorable result
May 31st, showed
up ,to.
The immigrants
° for 1884,
ml
• ,
i
j not wholly due to
registered, and legislation.
were
These
komes.
seeking
settlers,
white
them
most of
one-third of them, Mr. Briggs considers, reached San Francisco. He did
not attribute this result wholly to the legislation. Prior to the legislation
excluding Chinese labor, no movement to encourage white immigration
was made, " because we had all the labor we could utilize. But the
moment Congress was invoked to stop the influx of Chinese to the coast,
then we began to circulate printed information relating to the State,
showing its advantages and opportunities, and sent that broadcast into
Europe and east of the Rocky Mountains in this country, and, thereby
induced a larger immigration than would have come otherwise. Unquestionably the effect of the Restriction Act was toward the increase of that

immigration, because we could say to these people that the Chinese immigration had ceased, and they no longer were in danger of coming into '
-competition with coolie labor direct from China, that was constantly
•coming at the rate of 15,000 or 20,000 per year."
Albert M. Winn, president of the Mechanics' State Council, swore See p# 245, Ap. A*
positively that he knew that the fact that Chinese laborers were largely
He says that when
employed in California kept out white immigrants.
men interested in labor organizations in the eastern States wrote to Laboragentg
him to know what chance there was for employment, he advised them to ^^Jj*6
stay away if they could get any employment, that the Chinese had filled remain away,
As a consequence they did
all the places that might have suited them.
this to them all the time
state
I
common.
very
is
That
not come.® "
When a man of family comes here he can only get
whenever I write.
A Chinaman has 2:0
-Chinese wages and he cannot support his family.
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family to support and the Chinese can live on a very small amount perday. Therefore the white laboring men had better stay where they are."
There was an active movement, to keep away white immigration on theground that where Chinese labor is abundant there is no desirable field for
white labor. This brings us to the charge which is only another form
of that which has just been stated. It is said Chinese laborers injuriously
compete with the white laborer. On this head there is great diversity of
opinion.
We have seen that the Chinaman

is a valuable worker.

Whether

as a.

navvy, or a reclaimer of land, or a fruit-picker, or a domestic servant, the
testimony m his favor preponderates. One witness after another testified
that he drives a keen bargain. It is in evidence that after the new-comer
lias, by reason of the instruction of master or mistress, or because of

availing himself of some opportunity, become more efficient in any walk,,
he demands higher wages, and if his demands are not acceded to he goesinto new service. We suspect the uniformity of this conduct must betraced in part to instruction from persons longer in the country, and whoTendency for
make it a business to see that their countryman gets all he can. Knowing
Chinese wages to
rise and white
what we do of their ready aptitude and of their mode of life, we should
wages to fall.
naturally infer that the tendency would be in all those branches of

After a time it is
said Chinamen
insist on high
wages.

See M. E., p. 3.

See p. 250, Ap. A.

industry they affect, for Chinese wages to rise and white wages to*
fall, until a water-mark was reached above what Chinese originally
got, and below the wages earned by white workmen before Chinese
were employed. The evidence establishes that something like this
occured. Albert M. Winn, who, as we have seen, was accustomed to tell
white laborers not to come to California, having sworn that white laborers
could not live on " Chinese wages," explains that he means the wages of
Chinese when they come "green." Mr. Briggs, on being asked whether
white men could not compete with Chinese, says :
" I think that day has gone by ; the time was when they could not.
Chinese to-day do not labor for as low wages as they did ten years ag;o.
Their labor is regarded .nearly as valuable as white .labor, particularly in
piece work ; they earn as much as whites. And many are laborers on their
own account."
"Q. Then, after a time, the objection from the working men would
disappear ?— A. So far as wages are concerned it does not hold as good to
the extent that it did in the early stage of the introduction of this labor.'*
On the other hand, Mr. Condon, who was examined before the Committee of 1876, tells us that as to carpentering and painting, the sash, door
and blind department is almost exclusively in the hands of Chinese ; that

could not live on the wages paid them ; that the whitj
wages of Chinesj
say mechanic is consequently kept out of employment. The
But anowitness
that
white
carpenters he says is $1 to $1.50 a day.
That there is plenty of white
carpenter can live ^^r
•/
.• • i >
j..- i
on the wages paid iakorors he proves by the fact that a firm which advertised tor two boys
the best workmen

carpente??0
His evidence
inconsistent.

His evidence is hardly conin the painting business had 100 applications.
He says the effect of Chisistent with itself or that of other witnesses.
nese labor had Lccn to create an overplus of laLor, w
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spent itseif in the years 1867-69, to again operate in 1873-75. In
1:71, the immigration fell to 5,000, and in 1872, to 9,000; but in.
1873, rose to 17,000; in 1874, to 16,000, and in 1875, to 18,000. Mr.
Low, when asked to explain this rise in the tide, at first could not giveany reasonable explanation, but subsequently said, the building of the
railway to Los Angeles and other lateral roads would, to some extent,
account for it. "I have no doubt that that accounts for it partially ; and
that the Chinese merchants here, and those having an eye to business,,
speculate on all these probabilities of labor as well or better than we can.
This experienced witness clearly does not think the railway building
would fully account for the spring-tide of Chinese immigration from 1873
to 1875 inclusive, and it is a fair inference that a considerable portion
flowed into other channels of toil. Unfortunately, the census of 1880
does not enable us to say what number of Chinese were in that year
found in various callings. It gives the number of those employed in the
several industries, born in Great Britain, Ireland, Germany, Scandinavia,
and British America, but classes all other nationalities under the head of
" other countries." The gross number of persons in all classes of occupations in California in 1880, was, 376,505, of whom "other countries" are
credited with 101,452. In San Francisco we learn, that of those engaged

U.S. Census part
? 1. 1399.

J. C. R., p. 1206.

Manufacture of
boots and shoes
almost wholly in
their hands.
J. C. R., p. 1211.
J.C. R., p.1212.

Cigar-making
See p. 242, Ap. A.

in manufacturing-, mechanical and mining industries, 9,877 came from
" other countries." It is no forced presumption to say that nearly all
these are Chinese. In 1880, there were only eighty -six Japanese in the
whole State, out of 37,475 persons working as mechanics, in factories
and at mining. The census of 1880 leaves us almost without guidance.
But taking into account this fact, that the Chinese population went on
increasing until the Act of 1882 came into operation, it is morally certain
that the number of Chinese employed in the various industries, as given
by Mr. Lessler, would have to be increased considerably to meet the facts
in 1880. The manufacture of boots and shoes is largely in their hands,
as we ourselves saw. In 1876, there were 1,970 Chinese employed in
manufacturing boots, to 1,012 whites. In 1876, not a person of any
nationality, other than Chinese, was employed in the factories where Mr.
Lessler made enquiries. In 1870, the percentage of Chinese employed in
this manufacture was 89^-.
The census of 1870, counts clerks and bookkeepers employed in connexion with the factory. And this fact makes it necessary to add to the
percentages given above of Chinese in thirteen industries. We have then
nineteen cigar firms employing 3,197 Chinese and not one white. According to the evidence of Frank Muther, a cigar-maker, there were about
150 white cigar-makers in San Francisco in 1876, the union numbering
100. Of these one hundred some sixty were employed, their earnings by
piece-work averaging $11 a week each man; the Chinese earning $6.
The difference is accounted for by the fact that the Chinese are slower
workmen.
In consequence of employing Chinese labor the workshops
xc
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York reports 3,000 cigar-makers walking the streets doing nothing. * *
When people understand that we have been incorporated and they are
itching for a change as times are hard, and they correspond with us our
general reply is : 'Do not come.' * * When I came here first I got a
very good situation, but it has dwindled down so now that I cannot
make within $8 a week of what I did two years ago."
The witness, in reply to a leading question from Mr. Pixley, said he
knew of a great many white cigarmakers and their families who had come
to California and went right back because the field was better in the
Eastern States. Another leading question elicited statements to the following effect :—

" Chinamen, when pinched, will take contracts below the actual cost
the goods— that is, certain companies— from the wholesale tobacco housesof
The monopoly of this town is the wholesale business. They contract to
furnish all the cigars, such brands and such brands. They have to give
good quality ; everything that is not good they have the right to refuse.
The contract will absolutely say that they have to purchase the tobacco
from the wholesale house, and in this way the tobacco houses have the
monopoly. They have got the Chinamen, and they have got the public.
They invariably beat the Chinamen on the tobacco, and get the goods they
contract for ; and all the poorer trash the little white shops have to work
up. Tak, Lang & Co., take a very cheap contract ; they have 400 boarders
besides apprentices. This firm say they can collect $400 to $480 a week
from all their boarders, and that they do not care if they do not make
anything on cigars. If they can get contracts they will take them rather
than lose their boarders."
The witness gave a description of the manner in which Chinese, when
uncontrolled by white men, make cigars. They take the cigar in their
mouths and put spittle on it to get it smooth. There can be no doubt
that they do this. We ourselves saw them do it. He swore they were
accustomed to do something still more disgusting. He had worked
in
shops where Chinamen were packed around him thick as herrings in
a
keg. " They would get to sweating, and it was a common thing for them
to take these cuttings and wipe their arms and their faces with them and
blow their noses in them."
^ Partly because all this got abroad, partly because of the general antipathy tothe Chinese, firms were accustomed to advertise " No Chinese
labor employed here." In some cases this was true j in others
There was a strong temptation to keep the Chinese. As an instancenot.
of
the way Chinese competition was felt, Muther tells how he was appointed
by the cigar-maker's society to visit the house of Alexander & Co.,
222
Battery street, which had sent them a card asking for white labor. ' The
boss said he wished to introduce something new, and when he described
what he wanted, he was informed that only the oldest mechanics could
do the work. " What will your men charge me?" he asked. " Our
organization makes no charge ; we hold no particular price." " Are you a
married man ? " « Certainly, and so are all the oldest cigar-makers."
"Then," he said, " I cannot use you.
The Chinaman is not married, and
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he can work very cheap. If you will introduce me to unmarried men, I
will pay them enough to live comfortably, but I do not care to keep more
competithan one comfortably. I am not responsible for other men's children and Chinese
existtheir
with
cannot support them. I did not have anything to do
ence." Muther left him, telling him he was a fraud as were all other advertisers for white labor.
Mrs. H. J. Humphreys, examined in 1876, said, thousands of sewing J. C. R..P.337.
women were out of employment, that the Chinese were wedgiug the
women out of needle- work, that the women got a little more per dozen
than the Chinamen, and that these were starting manufactories of their
own. Lessler's statistics showed that there were 129 Chinese employed
in shirt factories, as against twenty-six white men and eighty-six girls,
We ourselves saw several shops where Chinese were working on their own
account, and in a space so contracted that if the same number of girls
worked in it they would soon die of consumption. Here in one industry
we have 129 places occupied, which might have been filled by white
women, and the complaint was heard that girls were driven to prostitution
and boys to become hoodlums.
We have seen that in some cases the tendency was for certain industries to pass into the hands of Chinese ; in others into the hands of white
laborers. We have also seen that there are instances where Chinese
labor made oportunities for white labor. Mr. Babcock tells us that the
white people are much better off in consequence of Chinese labor ; that labor begets labor ; that in consequence of the presence of Chinese the people
get cheaper cigars and boots ; that the women get clear of the drudgery
of washing, and that the working classes have clean linen oftener than
they would have it were the Chinese not here. But Mr. Babcock has no
idea of settling the State with Chinese, or giving them votes.
" Q. Do the Chinese come with the intention of remaining and becom- J- c- &'•• P- Wl#
Their rule is,
ing permanent citizens, or returning ?— A. Of returning.
or was f omerly, to return every fourth year.
" Q. Does the average white immigrant from the East come with the
intention of remaining and becoming a permanent citizen ?— A. He comes
with the intention of becoming a permanent citizen.
"Q. Then, what do you think is best for the future of the State ?— A.
1 think it better that it should be settled by white immigration.
" Q. Why 1— A. The whites, we all know, are a superior race to the
Asiatics. But, as I said before, I consider that cheap labor in a new
country is absolutely necessary, and we should have the cheapest labor
that we can get."
Mr. Pixley, not unfairly, then presses a question which probes the situation to the bottom :
" Q. Then, you are looking upon it as a temporary necessity ?— A. No,
sir • I do not look upon it as a temporary necessity. I believe that a
hundred years hence, when our descendants are living in California, they
will turn back the page of history and see these proceedings, and they
will then cast their eyes abroad over the country, look at the industries
nd how much Chinese labor has added to it, and they will smile with
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derision at the ignorance of their ancestors. That is the view I take of
it. Eighty years hence we shall see a population of 150,000,000. You
might have one or two millions Chinamen, and what harm can they do 1
I would not give them a vote. I would never give a negro a vote. That
is my platform.
" Q. Is it desirable to have within a free commonwealth a non- voting
population 1— A. Yes, sir ; I see no objection to it at all ; not a particle.
The Chinese do not Want to meddle with our politics. They are the most
quiet, industrious and best people I ever saw. They are the most
valuable laborers I ever saw."
Not a witness, however favorable he might be to the Chinese, would say
he wished to see California settled up with them. This attitude on the
part of their friends is as striking as it is instructive. If they are such
good laborers such quiet, peaceable people, how comes it that those who
regard them with so complacent an eye would not wish to see them
settle up the country 1 Here surely is something strange. We are told
they have excellent qualities as laborers and business nym, that they are
in many cases preferable to the whites, but that the whites are a superior
race.
There seems, too, to be an instinctive feeling of preference for whites,

independent of any reasoned out opinion respecting their merits or demerits as compared with Chinamen. Several manufacturers who employed
Chinese said they would prefer whites. And in domestic service especially
we should think white girls would be much more welcome than Chinamen.
Mr. Babcock testified that he never found any difficulty in getting white
domestics, but that it would be difficult to get a white girl to do, as a
Chinaman will, all the work of the family.
" The Chinamen are a great advantage all through the state, and I
think the people in the country find a very great difficulty in getting
white servants to remain with them, whereas Chinainen do not care where
thev go. I would rather have a nice tidy girl to wait on me, and I suppose you would too. You would show your want of taste if you did not.
'.' Q. Suppose we did not have these Chinamen here, would we not have
nice tidy, white girls ?— A. No, sir; and you would pay such wages
that if you are unable to keep these servants, you could keep only two,
probably; and then you would be able to exercise no control over them.
The Chinese make a balance of power and it is absolutely necessary in the
condition we are to have the Chinese, in my opinion ; yet I do not employ
them."
Mr. Bee uses almost the same language. He says the Chinese enable
the well-to-do whites to hold a balance of power as against Bridget and
the trades unions. From this point of view the Chinaman is regarded as
the ally of capital in its fight with labor. Chinese labor is held not only
to benefit those who use it, but those who do not. The latter it enables
to get white labor at a lower rate and to exercise control over it. It is
easy to understand how the workingman or woman must regard Chinese
labor.
Two questions suggest themselves here. Is it for the public good that
xciv
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save money ; on such wages they could hardly support a family. There
?lavl?abo?.ffeCt " would be but few instances of persons rising out of the rank of laborers
to be small property holders, and as members of the middle class
failed they would sink to the condition of "mean whites." We are
stating natural tendencies. There was not time to have very grave
results produced. But some of the most thoughtful of the Californians
believed they saw signs of an order of society coming into existence
not unlike that which obtained in the southern States, where jlavery
had produced immense wealth, but where society was rapidly ksing
everything like a middle class, where the aristocratic class was becoming
smaller, and where there was no gradation from a proud and exclusive
landocracy and professional men allied to them to black slaves and
whites not less miserable. The Kearney agitators only saw that thousands of white laborers were out of employment and that the Chinaman was a competitor for work ; the more thoughtful looked further, and
asked how these Chinese laborers were working with those shaping forces
of the present, from which the future will take its outline and complexion.
They could not contemplate the struggle which had commenced between Chinese and white laborers without alarm. The white man was
handicapped. He was * competing with a man come from the lowest class
of a population whose standard of comfort throughout is low. He could not
live on a shelf. He could not be content with tea and rice, a little lard,
and the least attractive part of the sheep or pig. He had often to support a wife and children. In all unskilled employments, which required
only strength, laboriousness, patience, docility, imitativeness and steadiness, wages were lowered, and on many of the river bottom farms there
was a Chinese quarter, a few huts where dwelt the Chinese who did
much of the work of the farm throughout the year. In the same way
there used to be negro quarters on the plantations in the South.
From what has been said about the worship of ancestors,, the density
of population in China, and the rate of remuneration it is morally certain
A Chinese influx that had there been no restriction, Chinese unmarried laborers would
possible.
have poured inland spread over the State of California, and thence over
most of the western States, and perhaps they would have effected a lodgment in every State of the Union. Colonel Tong tells us they earn in
China from $5 to $6 a month, and that they can live on 4c. a day at

home ; but thousands work for $3 and $1 a month. They are, as'has
already been stated, intensely
fond of gain. Can it be doubted their
numbers would have gone on increasing indefinitely V Mr. Low seemed to
think without any restriction the immigration would have regulated itself.
But he seemed at a loss to account for the large number ^which came
during certain years. Every four or five years some would go back, but
their places would be taken by others, until the Pacific Coast would rely
almost entirely for unskilled labor on a fluent population," working at
low rates, and separated in sympathy and race from its employers.
The
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Manchuria.

In Manchuria, there are large settlements of Chinese who have definitely
left the Flowery Land.
California and all the western States were menaced with a swarm of*
cheap laborers having none of the distinctive features of good citizens, and
Mistaken cries.
it may be with a lodgment of a non-assimilable race. For this is the real
objection. The cries against their morality and against cheap labor amount
to very little. The same cries were heard a quarter of a century ago in
Illinois against Irish labor. But it died away when the daughter of the
cheap laborer married the son of him who protested. Race antipathy is
what is at the bottom of the cry, and though to the philosopher such antipathy may appear narrow, a profoumder insight may find in it a natural—
perhaps a divinely-implanted— safeguard against great evils. The Hon.
and Rev. Baptist Noel, protesting that the black man was God's image
in ebony and was the equal of the white, was silenced by being asked :
" Would you like your daughter to marry a negro f '
Races change slowly, but the stationariness of the Chinese race seems
phenomenal. Some of the witnesses declared their belief that no matter
how numerous the Chinese were, the American would rule $hem. They
had not duly weighed the effect of numbers in giving boldness.
To-morrow in the
Judge Tourgee, in his last work, "An Appeal to Caesar," shows what a
light of yesterday.
' tremendous problem is presented in the South by the existence side
by
side of two races which cannot mix. If those who oppose Chinese immigration establish that mixture between the Mongolian and Caucasian is
impossible, and that yet a large permanent immigration is, they make out
a case which a wise government would regard as requiring immediate
attention. Describing the state of things in the Southern States, this
writer says :

" From the cradle to the grave, the white life and the black touch each
other every hour. Yet an infinite distance separate
s them ever. In all
this there is no equalization, no assimilation of rights, no reciproci
ty of
affection. Children may caress each other because they are children
Betwixt adults fewer demonstrations of affection are allowed than
the
master bestows upon his dog. Again the negro has not forgotten either
the
rights or privileges conferred upon him by national legislation. The more
completely he is debarred from their exercise, the more deep
and
irremovable becomes his conviction that the whole race of the
South is
his enemy."
With unrestricted Chinese immigration something like this
state of
things would thirty years hence exist on the Pacific slope. Two
free races
separated by marked characteristics and above all by color cannot
live side
by side without conflict. Professor E. U. Gilliam, a southern
er, writing
in the Popular Science Monthly for Feb., 1883, says that fusion
between
the whites and blacks is impossible, because fusion is the resultan
t from
social equality and intermarriage.

" The human species presents three grand
marked off by color—
white, yellow and black. One at first sight,varieties
in origin and color, the race
multiplied and spread, and separate sections settled in different latitude
s
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to China, that they "bought and handled" more quicksilver than any
other people, that the abrogation of the treaty with China would be an
irreparable loss, that the Chinese merchants were men of the highest
character, their credit Al, that for domestic service white girls could not
be got, says, nevertheless, he would have the country settled up with
white people, and files documents showing that in the spring of 1876 he
had warned the Federal Government in emphatic terms that "the Chinese
of California were sleeping upon a volcano that may burst forth at any
time." Public notices had been given that the question wonld be violently disposed of by an anti-Chinese vigilance committee. Mr. Beals' paper
is read by commercial men, and he was under no temptation to pander toYet, in March, 1876, he wrote:
popular passion.
"Although the Chinese immigration into this country for the past
twenty-two years is but a drop in the bucket compared with that which
reaches us from Europe every year, yet there is such an immense margin
of difference between the two that no parallel can be instituted. European immigration is acceptable, in fact desirable, while that from China is
simply detestable. * ' * * It cannot be denied that Chinese immigration has been productive of much good as well as of much evil. They are
our principal railroad-builders, and but for their cheap labor we would
' have to pay more for freights and fares. But, unlike European immigrants, they do not, will not, and never can assimilate with our people ;
there is a gulf between them, a yawning chasm, which can never be
bridged. So long as they remain they will be a source of endless annovance and a promoter of outrages which will eventually culminate in terrible bloodshed."
The man who wrote as above, denounced, on the 25th May, 1876, the
daily press of San Francisco as responsible for the lawless raid which was
being made on the Chinese. He deplored the disgraceful and cowardly
scenes at Antioch, from whence they had been driven, and their houses
burnt. Mr. Beals sees clearly that those who talk about cheap labor
mistake the issue. The unassimilable character of the Chinaman, the race
difficulty — this, he truly says, is the point which must be grappled with
by an advocate of Chinese immigration, and this is the point on which its
opponents, if true tacticians, would draw up their forces.
One has only to go forward a quarter ojfe century and then the Chinese
might be able to hold their own against anti-Chinese clubs. But what
would that mean, but the near domination of the Chinaman ? Then, when
philanthropic or ambitious politicians would want a question on which to
bring themselves before the public we might see a political issue — the enfranchisement ofthe Chinese. And if not, what would you have 1 A
large and increasing population separated from the rest of the community
by everything which can divide and provoke hostility.
The instructive analogy of the southern States struck Mr. Beals in 1876
and Judge Tourgee's book should be read by any one who wants to form
a far-seeing opinion on this question. He recalls, how a century ago a
few negroes seemed not worth considering ; the sanguine temper with.
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Most sen'ous is all this were we sure it would remain as it is. .but it distanced.
becomes much more so when we find that the colored man is distancing
the white in the race of population. Compare the numbers in the territory recognized in 1860 as slave States, at their first enumeration in 1790,
with those of the census of 1880, for the same area, and you have a gain
among the whites of 880 per cent., while among the colored you have a
gain of 775 per cent. But these figures are deceptive, the colored population having received little addition from outside and the white having,
especially along the border States, been reinforced by considerable
accessions from northern immigration, and an appreciable increment from
If now we separate the border from the older slave States
foreigners.
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we finci ^ia^ jn Delaware,
Maryland, Kentucky, Missouri, Arkansas,
Tennessee, Texas, the whites have increased at the rate of 1244-8 per
cent, and the colored at 713*9, while in the old slave States of Virginia
North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia, Florida, Alabama, Mississippi,
Louisiana, the white increase was 340*2 and the colored 563*7. If we
compare the population of the old slave States at the date of the first
enumerations the figures stand : whites 1,066,711 ; colored 654,308 or
412,403 more whites than blacks. Now, compare the tables furnished in
1880. We have in these old slave States, in that year, of whites 4,695,253 ; of colored, 4,353,097. Thus the whites have only increased 39,753
more than the blacks, i.e., 1,066,308 whites show a gain of 3,728,542 ;
654,308 blacks a gain of 3,698,789. In the black belt or the old slave
States the negroes are therefore outstripping the dominant race. But a
further analysis gives more striking results. Compare the old slave States
in 1860 and 1880, and you find that the whites increased only 33 per
cent, while the blacks increased 43. Here we are face to face with a law
by which in eight States the blacks must relatively increase and the whites
relatively decrease. Let us now push the analysis one step farther. Let
us look at these States in perfect freedom. In 1870, their population
was: whites 3,681,554, blacks 3,241,057; in 1880, whites 4,695,253,
blacks 4,353,097. In ten years the numerical gain of the whites was
1,013,099 or 27*5 per cent., of the blacks or colored 1,112,040 or 34*3
per cent. Note that we have not here merely an increased percentage,
but a greater numerical gain on the part of the blacks. In ten years
3,241,057 colored people increased 98,341 more than 3,681,554 whites.
And now if with the aid of professor Gilliam we push the analysis yet one

step farther the results will probably make people who say : " What harm
can a few Chinese do *?" pause ; results which remind one of those schoolboy calculations which used to fire all that was mercenary in the puerile
fancy and which showed a fortune to grow from a farthing for the first
nail in a horse's shoe, two farthings for the next, and so on doubling until
the twenty eight nails were exhausted.
Relative increase In the United States, from 1830 to 1840, the white population info population. creased thirty-four, the black twenty-three per cent. ; from 1840 to 1850,
the figures were respectively thirty-eight and twenty-three per cent. ; from
1850 to 1860, thirty-eight and twenty-two per cent. ; from 1860 to 1870,
twenty-four and nine per cent. ; from 1870 to 1880, the white increase was
twenty-nine, the black inerease- thirty-four per cent. From the twentynine per cent. Professor Gilliam takes nine per cent, as attributable to
immigration, leaving a net white gain of twenty per cent. How account
for the startling difference between the white and the black gain in the
decade? The solution, according to Professor Gilliam, is found in the
superior fecundity of the colored race. Thus the white population, increasing at the rate of twenty-per cent, in ten years, would double itself
in thirty-five years ; while the blacks, increasing at the rate of thirty-five
cii
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years. Pro- ™^,the censua
per cent., in the same period, would double itself in twenty
f essor Gilliam calculates on the basis of all these figures that the population of the United States will, as the years roll on, show the following
results : whites in the United States in 1915, will, in round numbers, be
Southern
84,000,000; in 1950, 168,000,000; in 1985, 336,000,000. The
will, at the rate of
States,' which in 1880, contained 12,000,000 whites,
two per cent, a year, in 1915, number 24,000,000; in 1950, 48,000,000;
and in 1985, 96,000,000 whites. The blacks in the same States, who were
6,000,000 in 1880, will in 1900, number 12,000,000 ; in 1920, 24,000,000;
in 1940, 48,000,000; in 1960, 96,000,000; and in 1980, 192,000,000.
If a still closer scrutiny is made it will be found that in 1900, or in
mafifteen years hence, each of the old slave States will have a colored
on
republics
black
jority. The United States will then have eight small
its hands.
,
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though a long time would certainly elapse before the Chinaman would
desire to become a permanent settler, historical analogy and a priori
wills and prejudices
probabilities based on the effects of necessity on men's
lead to the conviction that in time, if unrestrained, a certaiu number
would be found settled for good on this continent, and what has happened
in the Southern States enables us to read, to use the eloquent words of
Judge Tourgee, "to-morrow in the light of yesterday."
Very interesting and instructive, from the point of view of this en- The^ace^of lowe*_
quiry, is it to note how, when the negro and the white man came into the higher,
competition in the labor market precisely the same results follow as from
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Why, of course, the
the surest and most momentous result of all this?
There is no scope in the South for the
emigration of the best whites.
nothing and ends a millionaire, or at
with
begins
who
man
energetic poor
The manual labor is either held
all events in comfort and independence.
by the negro or rendered worthless by his competition, and there is nothMr. Brook* and other witnesses
ing between this and the professions.
asked that gentleman what he
we
and
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the
of
survival
the
of
spoke
Scientific sciolists who have never read a line of
meant by the phrase.
Darwin or Spencer, take it up and convince themselves that the best race is
the race which survives. Not at all. In the struggle between races it is not
lintellectual power, physical and moral daring, well-knit joints and mnscUs,
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which prevail; but the capacity to endure hardship, to perform with
patience monotonous toil, to subsist upon little. The foiiowmg reads like
evidence given in San Francisco or Victoria, B.C., on the Chinese
question :
" The white man cannot compete in any field of labor except the highest
with the colored man at the South. He may do more work, and better
work ; he may use more skill and achieve better results even on the plantations but
:
he demands a higher price ; he cannot live upon the same
food and be happy amid the same surroundings ; he cannot compete upon
even terms with the man whom he has been accustomed to despise. So
that in the struggle of race, granting the continuance of present conditions, or those which are likely to prevail, unless there be some great and
abnormal social revolution, the colored man is certain in the future to in-

Best whites will!
emigrate.

crease far more rapidly in comparison with the whites than in the past."
We have seen that one result of the presest condition of things in theold slave States must be the emigration of the best whites. Another result, which as certainly follows, is that colored emigration will decrease.
The security of those States, where he nearly preponderates, furnishes and
will continue more and more to furnish, the strongest attraction to the
colored man, and will more than outweigh the higher wages of States
where his amour propre would be wounded at every turn, and where he
would, on occasion, be exposed to lawless violence. Like the laboring
class among the Chinese his ambition is not great. A little house, hardly
able to keep out the storm, a bit of land, humble fare, this is all he needs.
In his meagre wants he is kept in countenance by the Chinaman. But
the want of self reliance which he has inherited from slavery, and which
makes him shrink from the unknown — this defect either finds no counterpart inthe brain of the yellow man, or else it is supplied by the support
and organization of the Six Companies.
The supremacy of the negro in at least eight States is secured : *
Thousands like this man will leave, not because they fear the negro, but
because there will be no prizes worth aiming at, even if the struggle
could be successfully maintained.
* A southern gentleman who was going to Kansas said : " The fact is I don't
see what's a comin' when the niggers git a little better off and a little more
education and are really able to take care of themselves. They '11 outvote the
white man, outwork him, and I don't see why they shouldn't outgrow and outrule him— unless they're killed off or kept down. I ain't in favor of that, and
never was. If the law gives a nigger the same sort of chance I have, he's a right
to use and enjoy it, I say ; and if I don't like it or can't stand it I can move away
and let him take the country and pay for it. I sold one of my plantations to a
He'll pay for it, too, and I don't see what's to hinder he's being a rich
nigger.
man in a few years.
" Wal, all this seems to me to be kind o' promising trouble in that region for
years to come. I didn't mind about it myself. After outliving the Confederacy
one needn't be troubled about any thing. I couldn't feel easy in my mind though,
about leaving the children there to grow up and face what may turn out a heap
worse than anybody knows ; and I tell you what it is : I ain't the only one that's
getting these sort of notions down there, neither."
civ
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" The black," says Professor Gilliam, " will always, in the main, vote
together. Why they are republicans now is readily seen. But should
present political parties break up and others be formed, the blacks would
still go as a body."
Mr. Swift tells us, and every man of sense will agree with him, that if
the Chinese got votes they would vote en bloc.
There are three courses open before Chinese immigration, where unrestrained :

1. It may continue to pour in male laborers, capable of living under condi- Three courses
tions which would make life wretched for the white man, and these as build- immigration,
ers of railways and fruit-raisers, and the founders of manufactories may
do much good, while, however, doing great harm by barring out white
working men ; keeping out white immigrants devoted to unskilled
or partially skilled labor, competing with boys, needle-women, and
with white girls, erecting Chinatowns, and bringing to the country prostitutes who tend, somewhat more than white women of the same profession,
to corrupt young lads.
queslug this
conclusion
See on
travel from the thraldom of the worship of ancestors, or Lion
2. Freed byw
driven by necessity, Chinese immigrants may bring their women and settle °* g^^jp^j..
in making
In that case, with their capacity of living on little, haste
down in the country.
our iictuioii in LiiQ
would soon menace Over land Monthwould increase in numbers at a rate which
thevJ
i •-> „
u .i •
ly for January,
Meanwhile that state ot things 1885.
the numerical ascendancy of the whites.
already described, in which a middle class could not exist, would be
brought about, and without having actual slavery you would have all its
evils. A small aristocracy, immensely rich, destined to die away on its
own effeminacy, but not until after its depraved pride had done all in its
power against freedom and free institutions ; a yellow population of laborers soon to grow so numerous that the danger of rioting would arise, as
much from their consciousness of strength as from the whites ; while many
Chinese merchants would have their Tartar-roofed mansions, their gardens,
their harems and all the appurtenances of the requirements of Asiatic
civilization.
3. Or the Chinaman having effected a lodgment might be given a vote.
u Most improbable ! " True. But not one whit more improbable than it
was in 1859 that the ne.^ro should be allowed to put his ballot in the urn.
And what would be the end ? The end would be after riot and bloodshed
■that you would have a yellow belt on the shores of the Pacific.
All this will seem to be looking far ahead. But we ask that the
language of persons who have lived in China should be remembered.
Those who know the Chinese know how much there is in them. In fact
outside of European art, of war, and the higher mechanical employments,
they can beat the world, and Mr. Giles warns the Anglo-Saxon he may
find this despised Celestial move only too quick in the coming years.
M.
Xa Venrede seems to throw out a similar warning.
It was, therefore, a wise thing of the Congress of the United States to

?,
i^
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take action respecting Chinese immigration.
took was wise or not is another question.

RESTRICTIVE

Act of Congress
1882.

Provisions
treaty.

t

Whether the action they

LEGISLATION.

In consequence of the enquiry of the Joint Committee of the Senate
and House of Representatives in 1876, and their report and local active
agitation, three gentlemen were sent to China to obtain a modification
of the treaty, and a new treaty was made. In 1882, after long debates, on
May the 6th an Act was passed. This Act suspended the immigration of
Chinese laborers to the United States for ten years. But those Chinese
laborers who were in the United States on the 17th of November, 1880, or
who should have come before the expiration of ninety days next after the
passage of the Act, were exempted. The evidence that an immigrant
came within these classes consisted in a certificate furnished by the collecof customs of the district from which the laborer was about to sail.
Full precautions were taken for his identification. Section 6 provided
for the admission of Chinese other than laborers, the identification of such
to be established by a certificate from the Chinese Government, giving in
English full particulars respecting the holder. This certificate was made
prima facie evidence of the fact contained in it. The issue of a fraudulent certificate was made a misdemeanor, the penalties or fines not
exceeding $1,000 and imprisonment for a term of not more than five
years.
By the second article of the treaty
laborers now in the United States shall
their own free will and accord, and shall
leges, immunities and exemptions which

The Act of 1882.
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it was provided that "Chinese
be allowed to go and come of
be accorded all the rights, priviare accorded to the citizens and

subjects of the most favored nations."
The third section of the Act of 1882, as we have seen, extends the
privileges of this article to laborers who were in the United States on the
17th November, 1880, or who shall have come in before the expiration of
ninety days next after the passage of this Act. The date of the treaty
is November 17th, 1880. The treaty was ratified on the 18th of July,
1881. The date of the Act is May 6th, 1882. Before the Act no one
was authorized to issue cirtificates. A question arose as to when the law
went into operation, and as to whether a laborer here at the date of the
treaty and who had gone away before it was ratified could not come
under the second article. The question was, as a local paper put it, how
big a hole had been made in the Exclusion Act. Many habeas corpus cases
arose out of the ambiguous language of the law, from the belief (sometimes
groundless) of imposition from undoubted evasions by means of Canton
The treaty
certificates, and from the ambiguity of the word "merchant."
only excluded laborers, and it was hard to prove that one who represented himself as a merchant, or as interested in a business, was a laborer.
cvi
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departing."
Restriction Act of
The result of the clamour against the Courts, and the fact that the
an amended Restricmeshes of the law were not sufficiently close, was that
we give m the
which
Act,
This
1884.
5th,
tion Act was passed July
date of writing ApPen<u**,
the
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not
has
Appendix, (as the volume of the Statutes
y as to the
ambiguit
all
removes
and
strict
very
is
come to the Library),
e from the
certificat
definition of the excluded, and the weaknesses in the
of the persistChinese government are effectually removed. Still we hear
cloak and
ent Chinaman exchanging, as it were, his blowse for a Spanish
the most
of
one
anding
notwitst
aainin- entrance into the United States,
passed.
ever
stringent Acts
the
Perhaps, as we have indicated, a mistake has been made in adopting
who
Mr. Briggs, who was one of those
policy of absolute exclusion. says
:
advocated the Restriction Act,
" I believe that if the Restriction Act had been modified so that a
coast,
limited number of those people could have continued to come to this teel
we might have utilized them, and never have felt the opposition we
now
to-day to the Chinese. I believe that in our fruit interests it would
some
be an advantage to have even more than we have. I believe that m
other industries, minor industries, the Chinese would play a part which
to
would be more or less important even to-day if they were to continue
come. With that view, with the idea that we have had a scarcity of labor
here and will probably continue to have during some period of the year,
for the next few years, because the industries are developing faster than
r
the population is increasing, their presence would not be altogethe
undesirable. We are putting forth efforts to secure white labor, and 1 do
not believe the Chinese would play as important a part as white labor it
we can secure it. I think the advantage to us, and to the coast, is so
greatly in favor of the whites that we can better afford to suffer somewhat
from a want of supply, than to encourage them, and stiH put an obstacle
in the way of the whites coming here.
cvn
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Q es loned.

« q ^yhat j un(Jerstand you then to say is, that you
the labor, if
properly regulated, would be very useful ?— A. It might think
be, but I cannot
believe it would prove ultimately beneficial or desirable.

Schfnesc!11 '

Mr* PixleF complained that Consul Bee had widened the issue when he
spoke of the exclusion of Chinese, and the boldest of those who frowned on
them only asked at first for regulation of some kind.

" We desire, if the Commission please, to say that the scope of the
argument taken by the friends of the Chinese
is broader than we assumed
it to be. We have never asked, nor has public opinion gone in the direction of asking, to exclude the Chinese who are now among us from all the
rights which they have acquired under the Treaty and under the law.
Nor has public opinion gone so far as to exclude any Chinese from coming,
but it is more correctly chartered out and represented by the idea of
Senator Sargent set forth in his speeches in the Senate of the United
States, and Mr. Piper, a member of" the Committee on Commerce in the
House of Representatives, that Chinese immigration shall be so placed
■ within the power of Congress that it may be regulated and restrained."
That the legislation of Congress in 1884 was not perfect may be
gathered from the difficulty which has been found in working it. We give
below the remarks of the American Law Review * for November 1884, on
—^undi^ArtlS
* " Chinese Restriction Act— Interim Custody of Immigrants.— The recent
1884.
' statute of whelmed
thethe Circuit
United Court
Statesoffor
exclusion
immigrants
has overthe the
United
States offorChinese
the district
of California
with
writs of habeas corpus, and has developed much
difficulty in its practical
operation. The length of time required to investigate the right of the immigrants
who had come over on a single ship, and who had been arrested for being unlawfully within the country, was found to be so great that to detain the ship until
all could be investigated, for the purpose of compelling it to take back those who
should be found to have been brought here contrary to the Act, would produce
such injustice and such public and private inconvenience, that it was directed it
ought not to be done. Then the question arose, what should be done with the
prisoner pending the investigation, and the Courts were of opinion that he was
in the custody of the Court and might be committed to the custody of the marshal o: admitted to bail. Another difficulty arose touching the question, what
should be done with the immigrant who should be found to have been landed in
violation of the law, pending the action of the President in removing him from
the territory of the United States, at the instance of the United States, as provided for in the 12th section of the Act ; and it was held that the statute by
implication conferred on the justice, judge, or commissioner, the right to hold the
immigrant for a reasonable length of time to await the decision of the President,
pending which time he might be committed to the custody of the marshal or admitted tobail (Matter of Chow Goo Pooi, 1 W. C. Rep., 535; re Ah Kee of 1 W.
C. Rep., 19). If the right of the petitioner to land or to remain in this country
is determined against him, the more difficult question arises : how is he to be
sent back to China?
The Act provides that he may be sent back at the expense
of the transportation company by which he has been brought hither, or at the
expense of the United States, and it empowers the Circuit Court of the United
States to 'cause' such immigrants 'to be removed.'
This it is held, necessarily confers the power to use the necessary
means
to accomplish
the
required
object. (Be Chow Goo Pooi, Supra; re Chin Ah Sooey, 3. W. C.
Rep., 603 ; re Ah Kee, Supra.)
It is accordingly held that the Court has
power, when the question
has been determined against the petitioner, ta
cviii
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The Chinese who pushed their way into Central Asia, as far as Bokhara
and the Khanat of Kokand, never showed any conquering energy or commercial enterprise on sea. Formosa is not twenty leagues from the coast
of China ; the Philippine Islands not more than one hundred and fifty ;
yet, it was not until 1661, after Europeans had shown them the way,
that they colonized the former. The Philippines were better known to
them, because lying in the direct course of the monsoons, and could hardly
fail to be touched in the course of voyages to more westerly isles, rich in
peculiar luxuries and abounding in those nests* of which the most exquisite soup known to the Chinese palate is made. That, however, no Chinese
settlements had been made in those islands is proved by the fact that when

Jealousy of the
Chinese on the
part of the
Spaniards.

discovered by Magellan, or when half a century afterwards, conquered by
Legaspi no trace was found of a Chinese population, no relic of Chinese
art, or language, or institutions. But that the Chinese traded with the
natives from a remote period there can be no doubt.
No sooner were the Spaniards established at Manilla than a Chinese
rebel appeared with sixty junks bent on a filibustering expedition. He
was beaten off. But from this time the Chinese continued to pour in and
in half a century numbered 25,000. They established themselves as
traders, laborers and mechanics, and notwithstanding the oppressive hand
of Spain throve. They excited the jealousy of the Europeans, to whom
their competition became odious. Distrusted and persecuted they naturally became dissatisfied and resentful. When in the year 1593, the
Philippine Spaniards fitted out an expedition against the Malaccas, one
hundred and fifty Chinamen were pressed as rowers for the Governor's
galley, and were held to the oar with stripes. A wind rose and the viceregal galley was separated from the fleet. It had not got clear of the
islands, when the Chinese murdered the Viceroy and crew.
In the year

Peculiar
condiments.

The Jesuit Du Halde writes : "The most delicious food of all, and most
used at the feasts of great men, are stags' pizzles and birds' nests, which they
carefully prepare. To preserve the pizzles they dry them in the sun in summer,
and roll them in pepper and nutmeg. Before they are dressed they are soaked in
rice-water, to make them soft ; and, after being boiled in the gravy of a kid, are
seasoned with several sorts of spices. As for the nests, they are found in the
sides of the rocks, all along the coasts of Tong-king, Java, Kochin-China, etc.,
where they are built by birds which, as to their plumage, resemble swallows, and
are supposed to make them with the little fishes they catch in the sea. However
that be, this is certain : that the birds themselves distil a viscous juice from their
beaks, which serves them instead of gum to fasten their nests to the rock. They
have also been observed to take the froth that floats on the sea wherewith they
cement the parts of their nests together, in the same manner as swallows make
use of mud. This matter being dried becomes solid, transparent, and of a color
sometimes inclining a little to green, but while fresh it is always white. As soon,
as the young ones have quitted their nests the people of the place are very eager
to get them down, and sometimes load whole barks with them. They resemble
the rind of a large candied citron in shape as well as size, and mixed with other
meats give them a good relish." — Du Halde, Vol. I., pp. 302, 30S.
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1603, the Emperor of China sent three Mandarins to Manilla to
The A massacre.
told.
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whether " the fort of Cavite was made
were
they
that
out
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and
spies,
Spaniards took alarm, said they were
forerunners of an army of 100,000 men. There was no such army. But
insurtheir presence was connected in the minds of the Spaniards with an
rection ofthe Chinese which followed, and when a rich Chinese merchant,
who had become a Christian and lived on terms of great intimacy with
the
the Spaniards, undertook to build a stone wall round their quarter
inflamed
They
blaze.
a
into
burst
s
Spaniard
the
jealousy and hatred of
to murder
the populace with the idea that the Chinese had determined
the Christians. With the history of Spain in mind it is easy to imagine
in
the result. It was determined to massacre the Chinese, who retired
thousand
hree
fear into the country and made a feeble defence. Twenty-t
were killed — the remnant escaped to China.
In 1639, thirty-six years after the massacre, the Chinese had again increased to the astonishing number of 30,000. . Again they excited jealdown,
ousy. Oppression drove them once more to revolt. They were hunted Hunted
which
during
months,
several
for
struggle
irregular
down and after an
at dismore than twenty thousand perished, seven thousand surrendered
distress
greatest
the
to
reduced
was
"
,
Crawford
says
cretion. "Manilla,"
"
by the loss of so large a portion of its most industrious subjects.
In 1662, Kwe-Sing-Kong, who had wrested Formosa from -the Dutch,
resent a Dominican friar to the Governor of Manilla demanding to be
ordered
once
at
s
Spaniard
The
nes.
Philippi
cognized as sovereign of the
aU the Chinese oft the island. The Chinese either distrusting the motives
of the Spaniards or rendered confident by the prestige and prowess of
Kwe-Sing-Kong, flew to arms. The death of Kwe-Sing-Kong probably
saved the island to Spain.
Half a century later the Chinese pressure was again felt by the Spanish Once more nnjnst*
tocolonists. Complaints singularly like those made on the Pacific Coast
day were urged against them. They came, it was said, under the mask
of traders. As traders they became monopolists. They carried off the
wealth of the country to China, From being servants they became masters ;they beat the Spaniards along the whole line of enterprise. The
very form the accusation of monopoly took was an eulogy on Chinese acuteness and enterprise. They were accused of " watching narrowly the wants
of the inhabitants and the demand for the different articles of consumption,
which they kept back until they rose to their price." In 1709 they were
persistency of their race, they slowly crept back.
expelled. " But, with the
In 1762, an attack was made on the Philippines by the British. It was
planned and executed by Sir William Draper. The plunder of Manilla
was the motive, and the East India Company stipulated to get one-third
of the booty. The English landed with great bravery, and after a gallant
resistance took the place. The Chinese made common cause with the Act ^ith the •
expe- Englis .
English, "gave them every aid and accompanied them in all their
The oppressive Spaniards could have expected nothing else.
ditions."
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Java*

The fertility of Java, its commerce and the security afforded by an
European Government attracted the Chinese in considerable numbers.
The Chinese of Batavia had amassed great wealth. As usual they excited
jealousy and the Dutch looked on them with an evil eye.
Chinese and
They goaded them with excessive taxation, as Mr. Seward says the
Californians have goaded the Chinese in the great Pacific State, and from
1730 forward their oppression took an active form. In 1740, a number
of Chinese were forcibly seized and deported to Ceylon. Many of the
Chinese in the neighborhood of Batavia flew to arms. They assembled a
large force. Acts of violence, excess and cruelty were committed by
them. Some of their countrymen in the city were put to the torture and
on confessions wrung from the agonized wretches a story of a wicked and
long premeditated conspiracy to destroy the Dutch was got up. Between
the Chinese and the Dutch troops some small and indecisive actions took
place. The Chinese quarter took fire. This, it was said, was intended to
mask arrangements to murder the European inhabitants. The Dutch
colonists were seized with panic. Then commenced one of the most disgraceful acts recorded in history. A massacre of the Chinese commenced.
A few hours after the bloody work had begun the Regent formally
authorized it, and directed that none but the women and children should
Brutal conduct of be spared. The Dutch fleet lay at anchor in the roads. The sailors were
put on shore to carry out the order. These sea-dogs, influenced with
rum and lust, burst open the Chinese houses and dragged out the indwellers,
who were massacred. These fell, with the fatalistic stoicism of their

nation, without offering the smallest resistance. " They made," says the
Javanese annalist, " no more resistance than a nest of young mice." Of
the Chinese not less than ten thousand fell.
Persistency of
The rest of the Chinese joined the natives, and the effect of Dutch
unreasonable cry. cowardice and cruelty was felt throughout the entire Island of Java. The
motive was the same as prompts the agitation in British Columbia, as
prompted the Kearney riots in San Francisco, the jealousy and resentment the Chinese never fail to inspire, and the same cry was heard that
we hear to-day — " they take the money out of the country." On this cry
we have not dwelt, because it seems so absurd. If they make money they
have given the country an equivalent in labor, and they have a right to
take it where they like. After you have pointed out the absurdity, however, the fact remains that the mass of people wherever the Chinese have
settled have sooner or later come to regard them as dangerous intruders.
This may be unjust, unreasonable, wholly indefensible, but taken as a
fact it cannot be ignored. It is not merely that they do not create confidence ;after a time they inspire dread. One reason which will at once
suggest itself to the reader of the evidence submitted, their ability — their
usefulness in the humbler fields of labor, their commercial skill, combined
with their phenomenal frugality. Nothing succeeds like success, but on
the other hand nothing is hated like it, at least by those who think it has
cxii
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Even Dutch shrewdness was no match
been achieved at their expense.
for theirs, and Dutch thrift, in theirs, has met its master.
Oliphant shows us how the modern lazy Mestizo is overweighted by the fgg1^
energetic and prosperous Chinaman.
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SettleThe following paragraph shows that the Chinaman in the Straits
ments is precisely the same as the Chinaman in California and British
Columbia :—

P. 7b

Cameron^ Mala138-ito.

^nese^mbi^
thatthey may

who
"The proportion, however," continues Mr. Cameron, "of those
"may be said to have permanently settled down is small, and the yearly But a small pro" addition to the Chinese population from birth altogether insignificant ^
portion settle
of down.
« The member is kept up entirely by immigration. During the months
;< December, January, February, March, April, fleets of junks crammed
" with Chinese coolies arrive at all the ports in the Straits from the differ" ent provinces of China. In Singapore the arrivals for the first four
"mouths of the present j&ve (1864) were ? 560 males and 109 females
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and for the whole year about 14,000, which is not much above the average of other years. Were this immigration in no way counterbalanced,
the Chinese population of the Straits would soon become enormous, but it
mayv be estimated that those who yearly return to China number quite
two- thirds of the arrivals."
Contracts.

The manner in which this Chinese immigration is carried on, and the
contracts by which the men are bound down are most unsatisfactory,
so many years of labor being pledged, but those upon which the females
are brought into the country are still more deplorable : young girls from
twelve years old and upwards being retained, as we have seen is the case
in San Francisco, in forced courtezanship to a population where the males
are as fifteen to one of the females. " Thanks, however," says Mr.
Cameron, " to the demand for labor and its high reward on the one hand,
and the demand for wives on the other, neither condition of bondage
o
endures Ions-.

Encroaching character of the
Chinese.

" The character of the Chinese has frequently been described, and no
" change of scene or circumstances seems materially to affect it. They
"have attained a high civilization of their own sort, and this keeps, and I
" think always will keep them distinct from the other peoples with whom
" they mingle. I have met them in the most out-of-the-way islands in the
"Archipelago, where, perhaps, a dozen of them had formed a settlement,
" and had gradually monopolized the trade of a people numbering many
" thousands, without any concession in dress, in religion, or in manners ;
" they were the same in every respect as are to be found in Java, in the
" Straits, and in the seaports of their own country. There are good and bad
"among them; the best have bad points, and the worst a few redeeming
lf ones; it is only as their characters and manners affect them as an element
" in the population of the Straits that I have anything to say.
" One of the characteristics they seem to carry with them into whatever
" country they may adventure, is a strong love of home, not a patriotic
" attachment to China generally, but a love for the province, the town, and
" the very homestead from which they come. This involves many good and
"amiable qualities — a kindly regard for all who may belong to the same
" province or district, and a constant industry and a careful economy, that
"they may by a yearly remittance testify to their relations they have left
" behind at home that they do not forget them. But from this very love
" of home and country springs the great evil which marks the Chinese
" population of the Straits. China is divided into many large provinces,
" with nationalities as distinct as the different states of Europe, and tins is
"no exaggeration, for the inhabitants of each speak a different language.
" Between these, from time out of mind, have jealousies existed and feuds
"been carried on ; the people of the one are born and reared up in the
" hatred of the other, and those jealousies are not obliterated by emigration.
" The Chinese who arrive in the Straits come from several of these distinct
" provinces ; and the people of each find themselves, for the first time in

Xiove of home.

Feuds.

In the Straits the
immigration not
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long.
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"their lives, thrown together in a town or in a district where they must
« lay aside at least all outward display of enmity.
« Instead of forgetting their national prejudices or postponing their in- gf^n India, ,
P-U2.
"dulgence of them till their return to China, the people of each province
The avowed object of
" clan together and form a hoey or secret society.
" these hoeys is to afford mutual protection, but they are often used for the
" infliction of wrong, and have been found a great stumbling-block to the Secret societies,
The
"perfect administration of justice in the law courts of the Straits.
" form of admittance to these societies is sufficiently solemn in the eyes of
" the Chinese, and the oaths administered sufficiently binding, to afford
" security against the disclosure of their organization, and always to obtain
Every candidate for admission is
" implicit obedience to their mandates.
" led blindfold to the hall where sit the officers of the society ; all the doors
" are guarded by men dressed in rich silk robes, and armed with swords.
" A few preliminary questions are put to the candidate, when he is led into
He is
" the centre of the hall and the bandage removed from his eyes.
are
oaths
any
before
hour
" then forced to worship in silence for half an
large
a
opening
and
up,
comes
priest
a
this
" administered to him. After
"book swears in the candidate : "You have come uninfluenced by fear, by
41 persuasion, or by love of gain, to become a brother ; will you swear
" before God to reveal nothing that you see and hear this night, and to
" obey all orders you receive from the society, and to observe its laws ? "
On the candidate's solemnly affirming to this, the laws of the society are
read' out, each being separately sworn to. Some of the chief of these, for
they are very numerous, are : —
" You shall not reveal the proceedings of the society to any but a

brother."
" You shall not cheat or steal from a brother, nor seduce his wife, his

daughter, or his sister."
"If you do wrong or break these laws you shall come to the society to
be punished, and not go to the authorities of this country."
"If you commit murder or robbery, you shall be dismissed for ever from
the society, and no brother will receive you."
" If a brother commits murder or robbery you shall not inform against ^j^^^00,
him ; but you shall not assist him to escape, nor prevent the officers of
justice from arresting him."
" If a brother is arrested and condemned, and is innocent, you shall do
all you can to effect his escape."
" A number of signs by which the members may recognize one another
"are also communicated. The whole ceremony has a strongly religious
11 aspect, and the hall of meeting is furnished very much as their temples
" are. Nor would there be much cause to complain of the influence of
" these societies were their rules conscientiously adhered to, and the exer" cise of power by their head men confined to the settlement of disputes
"between the members, or to the punishment of petty crimes. Or, could
" there be but one society to the whole Chir ase population, its influence
cxv
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" roignt be equallyharmless. But each nationality has one or more societies
" of its own, and they keep alive all that rancor and clan jealousy which
"is imported from China. The Chinese riots of 1854 were originated and
" maintained by the power of these societies, and almost all the fights which
" so frequently take place in the streets of Singapore are due to the party
spirit which they foster.
" The manner in which they interfere with our administration of justice.
" is very deplorable, as it renders Chinese evidence on oath a most unreli" able test, in any case where members of rival hoeys are concerned, or
" where the heads of a society have prejudged the matter for or against a
V culprit ; in these cases, every means is deemed legitimate to bring about
"the purposes of the hoey. A case strongly illustrative of this occurred in
" Singapore many years ago. A murder had been perpetrated, and three
" men were charged with the crime before the police magistrate, on the evi"dence of an eye witness. The prisoners were committed; and on the day
" of trial at the Supreme Court the principal witness stepped into the
"box, declared to having seen the murder committed, and gave all the
" details which had been taken down by the magistrate. The man was about
" finishing his evidence when the magistrate himself happened to come into
" court, and, looking narrowly at the features of the witness, declared to the
" recorder that he did not believe he was the same man who had appeared
before him at the police court. A strict enquiry w^as made, and at last
the witness confessed that the man who had seen the murder and given

Evil influence
of these societies.

* evidence before the police had run away, and that he was told to take his
" place and say what he had said. The recorder ordered him to be taken at
" once to the bridge across the river, and there receive six dozen. Nq
" doubt one hoey, on behalf of the prisoners, had procured the deportation
" of the original witness, and another, determined that justice should not
" be defeated, had obtained this substitute.
" Were it not for the evil influence of these societies the Chinese would
" be unexceptionable, as they certainly are very valuable citizens ; but as
" it seems that these institutions are ineradicably planted among them, I

Secret societies
ineradicably
planted among
them.
Cameron's
yan India,"

'Mala-

" think they might be taken advantage of to introduce a system of registra"tion, so much required among this section of the population of the
" Straits.
" But many of the junks which lie quietly at anchor there, in the harbor
of Singapore, could, if they had the power to speak, tell sad tales of
human suffering. The chief trade of not a few of them is the traffic of
human freight, and it is unfortunately of such a generally remunerative
character as to leave but little hope of its voluntary abandonment. The
demand for labor, and the wages paid in Singapore, are so considerable,
as to induce a large number of junks yearly to sail from China with men,
" picked up and stowed away on board, under what misrepresentations it
" is very difficult to say, and on arrival they are kept on board till a bar" gain for their employment is effected. It appears that no passage money
" is demanded from thes^ prv^ants before leaving China, but that they are
cxvi
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" made to pledge so many years of their labor on the condition of bare sus" tenance only. Large premiums, at least five or six times the mere cost of
"passage are at once offered by the gambier and pepper planters of the
11 island for the transfer of these contracts; and when the bargain is struck
" the coolies are hurried off to some isolated clearance in the midst of the Imm^ration^
"jungle, before they can have communication either with the authorities its hardships.
" or with their own countrymen in town.
It is not, however, by the en" durance of cruelty or of unreasonably long terms of servitude, when the
11 men are arrived, that the laws of humanity are in much danger of viola" tion. One or two years at most, and the new arrivals become acquainted
"with their rights as English subjects and with the knowledge how to en" force them. The danger is in the overcrowding of the vessels that bring
" them ; in this the poor fellows have not even the protection that is secured
" to the African slave, in so far that by their death, though there may be a
" loss of profit, there can be none of capital to the shipper. The men cost
"nothing, and the more the shipper can cram into his vessel the greater
" must be his profit.
It would be a better speculation for the trader,
" whose junk could only carry properly 300 men, to take on board 600,
" and lose 250 on the way down, than it would be for him to start with his
" legitimate number and land them all safely ; for, in the first case, he
" would bring 350 men to market, and in the other only 300.
That this
" process of reasoning is actually put inpractice by the Chinese there was
" not long ago ample and very mournful evidence to prove. Two of these
"passenger junks had arrived in the harbor, and had remained unnoticed
"for about a week, during which the owners had bargained for the engage" ment of most of their cargo.
At this time two dead bodies were found
"floating in the harbor; an inquest was held, and it then transpired that
"one of these two junks, on her way down from China, had lost 250 men
" out of 600, and the other 200 out of 400.
The bodies upon which the
"
"
"
"
"

coroner's inquest was held were two of the sickly passengers, who had
died after arrival, and whose corpses the owners, forgetful that they were
now in harbor, had tossed into the water, as doubtless they daily had the
bodies of their companions on the voyage from China.
It is needless to
say that no Europeans are in any way engaged in this traffic.
"They first combine among themselves to get as much out of each other
J as they possibly can, and when practicable to monopolize trade and rule
" the markets; and then, feeling the strength of their own organization, the
" societies set up laws for the rule and protection of their members, and in
" defiance of the Local Government.
The congsee, or guild, thus drifts
"from a purely commercial into a semi-commercial, semi-political league,
" and more than once has menaced the power of petty states, by making
" efforts to throw off the yoke which rested so lightly on its shoulders. The
" disturbances at Perak are the latest development of this tendency, and
" we have had many previous instances of the same insubordination in
" Penang, and elsewhere.
cxvn
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" Nor are these the only dangers : the feuds of the immigrants are imwith them, and break out again as soon as they have set foot on
ported
"
"foreign soil. Thus, in Penang not long ago, there were two Chinese
" societies, known as, if I remember aright, the Hilum and Hokien congsees,
" that is the Hainan and Fukien. societies. The members of the one were j
" all men from the island of Hainan in Qwang-Tung, and the other men |
" from the Fukien Province. The two Provinces are said, at an early
"period in Chinese history, to have formed independent states, and the
" dialects spoken are still so widely different, that natives of Qwang-Tung
" are looked upon by the lower orders in the Fukien country as foreigners.
"I was present on one occasion in Penang at a village which, on the pre" vious night, had been sacked and burned by the members of an opposing
" clan, and it required strong measures to put down these faction fights.
"Guilds and secret societies would seem almost indispensable to the
" individual existence and social cohesion of the Chinese who settle them" selves in .foreign lands. If this were not really the case, it would be hard

native institutions of this sort in the Straits settlehave proved themselves, and still continue to be,
trouble to the Government. Avowedly established
holding their own, not in commercial circles only,
"but politically against the authorities, and to set our laws, if need be, at
" defiance, it can nevertheless hardly be doubted that some of the rules laid
"down for the guidance of their members are good ones, and embody pre
le in" cepts of the highest moral excellence ; but other most objectionab
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of a despotic government, and the peasantry unite in clans and guilds
to limit the power of local officials and of the gentry, and to promote
their own commercial and social interests. The Chinaman, however poor Self-complacency.
he may be, has great faith in the infinite superiority of his own country,
government and people, over all others ; and when he emigrates to some
foreign land he at once unites in solemn league with his clansman to resis* ^J^^W
what he honestly deems its barbarous laws and usages. He has no belie
After years spent, it may
in a liberal and pure form of administration.
be, in some English colony or in America, he will yet be unable to shake
off the feeling that he, in a great measure, owes his success abroad to the
protecting influence of some powerful clan or guild.
"Such societies were at the bottom of the disturbances that threatened

<< Singapore in 1872, and the principal rioters concerned on that occasion
" were of the class described as the " Sam-Sings," or fighting men, whereof
«c each society has always a certain number in its pay.
"The immediate cause of these riots was the enforcement, for the first
* time, of a new ordinance, designed to regulate or ' suppress/ as the ChiThese hawkers,
4' nese chose to believe, a certain class of street hawkers.
community
Chinese
a
of
members
innocent
always
not
if
useful,
41 always
41 in Singapore and elsewhere in the East, naturally felt aggrieved at having
4( the prospects of their livelihood curtailed. Some of them went so far as
Their case was taken up
4t to resist the rough interference of the police.
•" bv the fighting men in various quarters of the town, the Sam-Sings, whom
"Mr. Whampoa (an old Chinese gentleman for many years resident in
f* Singapore) thus describes :— ' They live by looting, and are on the watch
<" for any excuse for exercising their talents. Each hoey, or society, must
4( have so many of them, but I do not know any means of ascertaining
41 their number. I suppose they are paid by the hoeys and brothels. They
4( are regular fighting people, and are paid so much a month. If there is
41 any disturbance, these people go out in looting parties ; whether ordered
41 by the head men or not, I cannot say ; perhaps they do it on their own
" account.' From the same report I gather that such characters are at the
■" present time plentiful, as they have been driven out of the neigborhood
In a previous work, I have noticed
P of Swatow, in the south of China.
of Qwang-Tung, and the
Province
the
of
part
a
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state
41 the disturbed
f strong measures taken by ' Juilin,' the present Governor-General of the
But some of the lawless
"" two Kwang, for the restoration of order.
have settled in Singapore
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of
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the
escaped
who
f vagabonds
" and other British possessions, and there under the protecting wings of
" their o-uilds thev obtain frequent and lucrative employment in the shape
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xi
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" of pillage or perhaps murder.
At nrst sight it seems strange that the
, 5 ,
,.,-i--n-'
t> •<• i
i
" Sam-Sings should find scope for their villames in a British colony ; even
" greater scope, one would be apt to imagine, than they find under the
" corrupt government of ther own disorganized land.
" But any disinterested observer who has travelled through China will
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" agree with me in this : that however far behind in other respects, the
" Tartar rulers, when it suits their convenience (except when the population
"is in actual revolt), know very well how to deal with and keep dowa
"marauders with a very strong hand; so much so is this the case, indeed,,
".that the scum of the population is frequently driven to seek refuge in
" emigration to more congenial climes. One element which operates sue"cessfully in maintaining order in China is the superstitious reverence
" which the Chinese have for their parents. Should a son commit a crime
" and abscond, his parents are liable to be punished in his stead. This law,
" even supposing it were put in force in a foreign land, would not affect the
"immigrants, as they seldom bring their wives or parents with them; and
" to this fact alone — the absence, that is, of the strong family ties held so
" sacred by the race — we may attribute much of the difficulty encountered
" by our authorities in dealing with the crime and vice of this section of the
It must also be borne in mind that a Chinese ruffian, who
"population.
"would soon be brought to justice (unless he could purchase immunity) if
"he were practising on his countrymen in a Chinese city, enjoys, on the
" contrary, the countenance and support of his compatriots in a town such
" as Singapore. For there he commits his depredations on men of foreign
"extraction; and the avenger of blood from whom he is hidden away is,
" after all, only an officer of those ' white devils,' whom it is the China" man's delight anywhere and everywhere to oppose.
" If we knew nothing of Chinese clanship and Chinese guilds, we should
" think it strange that the wealthier Chinamen are rarely made the victim?
"of the great gang robberies that, during my time, used frequently to occur.
" These robberies are perpetrated by bands of ruffians, numbering at times
" as many as a hundred strong, who surround and pillage a house that is
'always the residence of a foreigner. Chinese thieves are thorough experts
' at their profession, adopting the most ingenious devices to attain their
" infamous ends. I recollect a burglary which once took place at a friend'sr
" house, when the thief found his way into the principal bedroom and deliberately used up half a box of matches before he could get the candle to
" light. His patience being rewarded at last, he proceeded with equal cool"ness in the plunder of the apartment, not forgetting to search beneath
" the pillow, where he secured a revolver and a watch. These Chinese rob"bers are reported to be able to stupefy their victims by using some nar" cotic known only to themselves. I have no doubt this was done in the

"case just referred to, by the agency of the Chinese house-servants, who!
the drug to my friend's bed.
"perhaps, introduced
" Chinese, when it suits their purpose, do not stick at trifles, as may be
" gathered from the fact that a Chinaman, esteemed a respectable member
com"of society attempted, on one occasion, to poison the whole foreign
" munity of Hong-Kong with the bread he supplied. The Malays have
"told me of cases where, as they averred, the cunning Chinese thief passes" the doorway of the house to be pillaged, and tosses in a handful of rice
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" impregnabeJ|witli some aromatic drug. This drug soon sends the inmates
" off into a deep repose from which they will seldom awaken till long after
'• the robber has finished his undertaking, and that in the complete and
" deliberate style which suits the taste of the Chinese.
" I have been," says Mr. Westgarth, " to Singapore, as well as he, and f^g^J*
" I have noticed the excellent bearing of the Chinese, so much so that I do ins6£tute» Y°i. ix»
" not see how Singapore could get on without them ; in fact it may be
" called a British colony based upon Chinese labor. It is a prosperous
« colony, the labor element depending entirely, or all but existing, upon
" Chinamen. We might say the same of other such colonies. We must
" remember there are two classes of colonies in our Empire. There is the
" tropical colony, where our race cannot live as the general laboring popu« lation, and where we must have other races. There is again a colony of
^"the British race."
"It is," says Mr. Tidman, "twenty years since I first knew the Chi- ibid. p. 57.^
" nese, and I have seen them as colonists in three distinct European com4< munities. First, in Borneo, under the Rajah, then Sir James Brooke J
" next, in the Straits settlements ; and lastly, in the Dutch Islands of Java.
" I have had much to do with him in my capacity as magistrate, merchant,
" manufacturer, planter, and miner, and my knowledge of them in one capa" city has verified my experience of them in another. I do not hesitate tc Chinese character
*« say that they are pre-eminent among Asiatips for frugality, enterprise,
" and indomitable energy." He goes on to say that the Chinaman comes of
a race that is law respecting.

" The morality of no people that I know of," says Cameron, "varies so much Crime.
the poorer ^amg^ Malaf with their circumstances as that of the Chinese. From among
" and lower orders our criminal calendars are chiefly filled ; they supply all
£ sorts of offenders, thieves and housebreakers in the greatest number ; nor do
f they appear to be very straightforward in their dealings with one another.
f The upper classes— those that have grown rich— on the other hand, leave ^g^g^
"behind them nearly all their vices, and lead a life distinguished by outBut when we remember that nearly all the
* *
" ward prosperity.
" industry and much of the enterprise of the Straits is due to it ; that it
" furnishes good hard-working coolies and persevering, adventurous traders,
I the Chinese element in the population of these settlements is entitled to
"be esteemed among the most valuable."
We have given above the words of eye-witnesses. It is, in the nature
of evidence, and the reason we have not condensed or described it is obvious.

eare
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THE

CHINESE

IN OCJR SISTER

9
COLONIES.

A tide which ehhs The Chinese population in every foreign country is a tide which ebbs
and flows — now rolls forward from and again sweeps back to its parent
sea in China ; but, so long as there is profit to be made, ever gains on the
land. An increase or decrease in this population has hardly any reference
to births or deaths. A comparison between the Chinese population in.
any country, therefore, from the end of one decade to that of another
will indicate whether immigration is on the increase or decrease. Mr.
Briggs' tables (page 12) shows a falling off in arrivals at San Francisco,
from 27,404 to 3,536, as the result of the Restriction Act of 1882. This,
of course, was certain to happen. Each of the 3,536 speaking roughly
must either have been in the United States before the new policy, or
must have imposed a fraud on the collector of the port, in regard to
which some evidence was taken by the Joint Committee.
alfinl^Chinese When we look at Australian legislation we find that in 1855 an Act
u^Australia since wag passe(j {n Victoria limiting the number of Chinese arriving to one for
every ten ton the ship could carry, and imposing a rate of ten pounds
sterling per head.* Yet between 1854 and 1857, according to the census
returns, the number of Chinese had increased from 2,000 to 25,370. The
increase is due to the natural impulse of the Chinese immigration at that
time operating, but no doubt the number was swelled by the determination to get in before the Act came into operation, as we have seen was the
case in California. In 1857, a Committee took evidence on Chinese immigration, and reported that the business which some 40,000 Chinamen:
brought to the colony was no adequate compensation for the amount of
gold (120,000 ounces), which they were annually abstracting from the
wealth of the country. If the figure 40,000 was correct, between the "date
of the census, March, 1857, and November, a great increase had taken,
place. Some restriction the Committee said was necessary,! and they reported in favor of a bill having license clauses really aimed against the
Chinaman on the gold fields. In New South Wales, in 1861, a Rrestriction
Act was passed, and in 1864 an act consolidating the laws affecting
Chinese immigration was passed in Victoria, which like the former act
imposed £10 ($50) per head import duty on Chinese, and the number
limited to one for every ten ton a vessel could carry, and though this Act
was repealed in 1865 it was by an Act which gave most extensive powers
to the Governor in Council. There soon followed a striking decrease in.
the number of Chinese arriving in that colony. In 1871, there were
17,935 Chinamen in Victoria ; in 1881, only 12,128. Of these, two-thirds
lived in counties, and one-third in cities ; 621 in Melbourne ; 518 in
The largest number in any one shire was
Sandhurst; 382 in Ballarat.
*Acts of Council.— Adamson, Vol. I., p. 714.
Victoria Votes and Proceedings, 1856-57, Legislative Council.
tical Notes on Progress of Victoria, p.p. 36, 51.
cxxn
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So diffused, the Chinaman can hardly offend the most I^Xfssi
2nd
gorous mongolphobist. " In all the Australian Colonies, there were in ^^^
In 1859, nearly that number was in Victoria alone.
381, only 43,400.
Colonies
The Chinese immigration, as elsewhere, is in the Australian
only a
or
females,
Chinese
362
tale. In all these Colonies there are but

L6 in Grenville.

to every 100 men, the exact ratio being 1-84
)•actional
the 100.part of a woman

In Victoria, 6,832 live |tandard of comThe standard of comfort, as elsewhere, is low.
8 in boats.
i houses; 5,122 in huts; 154 in tents; 12 camping, out, and
some Religion.
made
has
The religious condition is not bright, yet Christianity
pagans.
rogress. °Of the Chinese in Victoria, Australia, 92 per cent, are
; 229 Me)£ the remainder : 375 Church of England ; 8? Presbyterians
cs. One
hodists; 5 baptists: 6 Bible Christians; 132 Roman Catholi
it
enquiry
on
and
religion,
their
state
to
refused
Lundred and fifty-six
the
read
have
who
Those
tion.
persecu
of
urned out they were afraid
he enateresting account of Hue's travels in China will remember how
to
:ountered converts who revealed themselves secretly, and who feared
aake an open profession of their faith.
The facts respecting Chinese education in Victoria are not discouraging. Educational
Students under twenty, including half-castes, number 494— of whom 286 discouraging,
the
ire boys and 208 girls. Of the boys, eighty-four, or 29 per cent., and of
English
an
receiving
1881,
in
were,
cent,
per
35
or
ee,
seventy-thr
rirls
education. Of the 157 being educated, eighty-five were attending State
There
md ten private schools. A few could read and write English.
to give
nay, perhaps, in some of these schools rise up a Chinese Cadmus
ais people an alphabet.
It is curious to note that of the 12,000 Chinamen in Victoria only 412 Occupations,
;
lescribe themselves as laborers ; 6,603 put themselves down as miners
distri2,233 as farmers, market gardeners, station servants, and the rest
bute themselves amongst a variety of callings.
One of the witnesses examined at San Francisco said, the Chinese were Health,
they
healthy, owing to their temperance. Another said he did not think
in
one
that
1881,
in
found,
was
were a long-lived race. In Victoria it
and
deaf
6,000
every
in
every eighty-one was disabled by sickness ; one
dumb; one in every 1,000 blind, and one in 140 lunatic. These figures
show that the Chinese suffered less than the general population from each
description of infirmity except insanity.
The Chinese would seem to have, in some instances, intermarried with the Miscegenation
whites in Victoria, because we find by the census of 188.1. that there were
169 half-castes, mostly the offspring of Chinese fathers and of mothers of
European birth or extraction. If we suppose these children to be found
in families and give three to a family, then you have fifty-six instances of
miscegenatiou in Victoria. We saw at Victoria, British Columbia, a
young half-caste with the Mongol hair and a blue Saxon eye.
Of the 12,128 Chinese in Victoria, in 1881, 7,840 or 65 per centwere on the gold fields. This is a much smaller percentage than at former
exxiii
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periods. In 1871, 90 per cent., and in 1861 97 per cent, of the Chines
population were on the gold fields. Taking the Chinese population ii
1861 at 42,000, this percentage would give us 33,180 on the gold fields
and 8,820 in other employments. Since 1861 the "import duty" an(
licenses have been operating and besides Queensland has come to the front
as a desirable place in which to look for gold, and is nearer to China.
In Queensland, though a very young colony, there are 11,206 Chinese
and Cooktown district is almost entirely Mongolian.
In New Zealand ]
there are 4,995 Chinese.
Mr. Reeves in a speech in the New Zealand Parliament in 1878, in!
which he moved that the House was of opinion that immediate legislation
should take place on the subject of Chinese immigration, quoted a portion
of a letter from a friend in Cooktown which runs as follows :
"The Chinese question is becoming one of very serious import here.
is no use denying the fact that the Chinese are gradually and surely
elbowing the white population out of Northern Queensland. The European population here have urged and still are urging the Government toj
take steps to prevent the influx of Chinese into the colony. You may
depend on it that if something is not speedily done to check the immigration
of Chinese it will lead to riot and bloodshed, and probably the loss of many
valuable lives ; " and he goes on to cry God help New Zealand, which was
menaced with a touch of the " Yellow Agony."
On the 11th December, 1877, a paper was read before the Royal
Colonial Institute, by Arthur Macalister, Esq., C. M. G., Agent-General
for Queensland, in which he gives a graphic account of the condition of things among the miners in Queensland, at that time.* Hardy
English colonists and no Chinese meant life and property secure. The entire European population in the Cook and Palmer districts do not number
more than 5,000 all told, for the most part composed of gold diggers. To
the Palmer River diggings for nearly eighteen months previously the Chinese
flocked until it was computed there was not less than 30,000 of them on
the gold fields. The essayist says that had the Chinese come into the
colony in the ordinary course of immigration no complaint would have
been heard. But they come in an army captained by bosses ; not as
colonists but to capture the auriferous deposits in the gold fields and
decamp. He then goes on to show how unpleasant a camping neighbor
*j this Chinaman whom he describes as both a thief and a liar and hence-

Frugality, enterprise and energy-

forth good-bye to security in the camp.
In the course of the discussion which followed, several gentlemen well
acquainted with the Chinese spoke, some on one side and some on the
other. Those who advocated Chinese immigration did so because of their
character, on grounds of international law, and on general principles.
♦Queensland imitated that year the example set by New South Wales in 18C1.
See clauses 3 and 4, " The Chinese Immigrants Regulation Act of 1877."— Acts of
Parliament, Queensland, J^l Vic, No. 8.
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either place need see of the Chinamen is when he comes to take away the} 1
washing.
" But the wearied digger finds when he comes to his humblj
home that Chinamen are squatting all round his camp, prepared to ro *
him of goods and comfort."
Until Queensland is rich and old enough t
provide an army of police, he says, " wholesale immigration from China]
is a dangerous and cruel thing.
It would stop the progress of a prosper!
ing part of a splendid colony, if swamped by Chinese criminals, landing ui
great numbers at this present time."
Mr. Westgarth, whose colony (Victoria) was the first, to have "the
Mongolian invasion," and who was a member of a Commission in 1854, to
enquire into the immigration of the Chinese to the gold fields tells us howj
while the Commissioners were sitting four cargoes of Chinese arrived

All China coming. " The Commission were very much astonished a tovertaking on their wa
to the gold-fields, as I recollect, a whole cargo travelling up the grea"
highway to the Castlemain diggings ; and afterwards, when they came tj
Ballarat and the other gold-fields, were no less so to look down upon the!
dense masses of the Chinese, busy after their old fashion at gold washing.

30,000 Chinamen
in the Palmer
diggings.

An indigestible

Effects of the
Chinese Acts in
"Victoria.

I

Ten thousand were then in the colony, and it was said "all China w
coming." Later on, however, he repeated what Sir Francis Murphy had
said, that their fears proved to some extent groundless. The influx of
Chinese was much less than was expected. All this is very important
These men are old colonists speaking of a time of panic — if the word is not
too strong — not dissimilar to that which prevails in certain places at this
moment. Much of the apprehension arose from the "very miscellaneous;
and bad lot of Chinese " which first came. " We found that in Victoria,
— and I am sure they found it in Queensland even more — when on the
Palmer diggings there were, within a brief time, as many as 30,000 Chinamen." Mr. Westgarth proceeds to say, what at this hour should be
pondered by every man who would discuss this question with an approach
to a statesmanlike spirit :

" The great objection to a large influx of Chinamen, or of any other
extremely foreign element, is that it is an indigestible
mass in the midstof a society with which it can never amalgamate in a political and general sense ; and that was the feeling which, if I recollect rightly, weighed
upon tho Gold Commission of which I was a member. This high social
consideration is really what we ought to look at, and not be bandying
accusations against the Chinese that they are this, that, or the other that
is bad."
The Chinese had good points.
Nobody ever saw a Chinaman drunk.
En revanche he was often intoxicated with opium.
Mr. Labilliere then spoke. In the course of his speech he said he
remembered the passing of the Chinese Acts in Victoria. The effect was
most beneficial. " It checked the stream of Chinese inundation " and
Chinamen going back to China reported to their countrymen : " You
cannot go there in too great numbers because there is this legislation toprevent you."
Within a short time the Chinese flood had taken thft
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In Queensland an agitation arose for an Act more stringent than that of £^Jg^««^
Chinese Immi1877, and in 1884 the Premier of Queensland introduced the
intergrants Regulation Bill. In Committee on the bill a debate arose, most
Austrathe
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esting isit as showing the feeling in Queensland, and
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were preferable to those adopted in New South Wales and Victoria. In
those colonies the number of Chinese coming in ships was limited to one
for every hundred tons, and the poll-tax was £10.
Distinction bet- " Those were the most severe measures passed in the Australian colonies
Sd N?wsSutahd up to the Present time agai11^ th© influx of Chinese.
There was this difWales and
ference with respect to Queensland, which influenced the Government to
Victoria. a grea^ extent in making the modification they had done : the restrictions.
of coming by ship appeared to be a matter of passage money ; and he took
it that practically it would be ten times as difficult for the Chinese to
come under this Bill as it was before. The distinction between Queensland and New South Wales and Victoria was that there was a considerable trade between the eastern ports and Australia, which he was sure
they did not wish to discourage, except as regarded the Chinese. Those
ships sailed from Hong Kong, called at two or three of the northern ports,
and then came on to Brisbane, Sydney and Melbourne. Now, the prohibition was against their having Chinese on board, whether as passengers
or not ; and as the present section provided that no ship should have more
than one Chinaman for every fifty tons register, that meant that Queensland, where the first ports of call were, would prohibit more than that
number coming to all Australia, or to Sydney and Melbourne. There was
considerable traffic between Hong Kong and Sydney and Melbourne, and
the passenger traffic would be continued ; they could not prevent it ; but
if a ship was 1,500 tons register, she could only carry thirty Chinese passengers for any part of Australia. Practically, therefore, the number of
Chinese who would come here would not exceed ten or twelve by every
ship. Our position was different to that of Sydney and Melbourne, as
they did not want to prevent a ship coming into Queensland ports simply
because she had Chinese passengers for Sydney and Melbourne on board.
He thought the proposed restriction would be sufficient to keep the Chinese
out, and the departures would, he felt sure, more than balance the
arrivals."

Stremious oppo-

The views thus set forth met with strenuous opposition. One member
did not want to injure the trade with and from China, but he had no
desire to preserve the trade if it interfered with preventing Chinese

coming. "Chinese were able to compete with our own people, and that
was where the danger was." Several members spoke even more strongly.
The thing to note is the tendency of legislation in every quarter where
white men can thrive to become more restrictive in respect of Chinese
immigration.
The Queensland Acts for 1884 are not in the Library, and since the
parliamentary debates of that colony have been brought before us there
has been no time to learn the fate of the measure referred to. It is certain however to have passed into law.
Temperate Oliphant, who is an admirer of the Chinese, and who suggests that in
Singapore they should be given some share in the government, says : "We
foiUEuropeanble
must be careful of judging of the results of Chinese immigration by the
experiences of California, Australia or any other colony where peculiar
1 conditions resulting from gold discoveries exist, and where the climate
1admits of competition by whites.
cxxvm
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itition should be established in those countries adapted for European
it-of-door labor as that others should be deprived of the benefits of any
Mr. Seep.33,M.E.
ich labor at all, because the climate is fatal to the white man."
races
European
the
can
■rooks points out that only in temperate climates
irive, and that the countries in this belt should be kept for them.
HAWAIIAN

ISLANDS,

JAMAICA,

ETC.

In the Hawaiian Islands, according to the census of 1878, out of a
ovulation of 57,985 there were 5,916 Chinese, and, though intermarriages
rith the natives in some cases took place, the Government thought nt, m
883, to discourage Chinese immigration and to encourage Portugese and
[See Appendix S.] The grounds for this course are those
apanese.
The
bereotyped objections to the Chinese which one hears everywhere.
public
and
press
the
but
olicy is most unpopular with the planters,
pinion outside of the planter class support the Government.
Accounts from Jamaica, Peiu, and from other places is, as we might
xpect, to the effect that the Chinaman carries with him everywhere the
ualities which distinguish him in California, the same virtues and vices.

CMneselmmj^
aged by the
Government.
f^J^B. yg-342-

m. E. pp. 258, 360.
Testimony of an

Litchfield, a prominent business man in New York, who jr*^Chmtse'in
llr. Edward
Taylor's and Jamaica.
mows Jamaica well and has observed the Chinese on
Dawkin's on Ellis's and Molines' caymanas, writes that they favorIn cultivating sugar the Chinese were always able
ibly impressed him.
:o show more work than the negro. " They always seemed contented and
Their
lappy, no class of laborers giving less trouble to their employers.
ityle of living, and the manner in which during sickness they attended to
jach other's wants would teach a good lesson to many of the white people
vho seem to consider it a crime to encourage those industrious, inoffensive,
lardworking, simple-minded Chinese."
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RESUME.

1. That Chinese labor is a most efficient aid in the development of
country, and a great means to wealth. As a railway navvy the Chinama
has no superior, and his presence in California has given the State a start]
many years ahead and added incalculably to its material prosperity; whilein British Columbia Chinese labor has been attended by great advantages!
to the Province and the same excellent effects would, most likely, for
many years from now follow its utilization.
y~

,

2. That, however, the Chinese being a non-assimilable race, clearl
marked off from white people by color and national and race characte:
istics, their presence in a country is not unattended with disadvantage
foremost among these being the irritation, discontent and resentment
they inspire in white laborers.
Without discussing the reasonableness or
otherwise of this antipathy, there it is ; and, as an important element h\
the problem of the development and government of the country, it is a
fact for the State to consider in all its practical bearings.
3. That being able to subsist on much less than white men, they lower
wages ; and the sentiment of race superiority on the part of the whites
leads these to feel humiliation at working by the side of Chinamen, the

tendency being, as some contend, to bring labor into contempt.
4. That the Chinese do largely engross domestic service, in which they
prove themselves faithful and efficient ; that the evidence was strong, if
not conclusive, that white girls cannot be induced to go into the country,
removed from their church and accustomed companionship, to work asj
domestics, and that a sufficient supply can not be had even for cities and
towns ; that the fact that the Chinese thus compete with female servants
is, nevertheless, one well worthy the attention of Government.

|>«

5. That the tendency is for certain industries to pass completely into
the hands of the Chinese.
6. That the statements as to their bad moral effect on the community
are grossly exaggerated. In fact their morality is not lower than'that of'
the same classes of other nationalities.
7. That their custom of living in quarters of their own — "Chinatowns"
— is attended with evils, such as the depreciation of property, and owing
to their habits of lodging in crowded quarters and accumulating filth is
offensive if not likely to breed disease. But these evils might be dealt
with by police supervision.
cxxx
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8" That they do not burden public charities nor unduly swell the calenr of crime.

nt amongst
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and take no or little interest in any country where they go to labor, anc
always intend to return to China; nor, save for the density of populatioi
in China, would there be reason to apprehend large permanent settlement*
of Chinese. But as that density must increase, necessity would in time
lead to such settlements. This remark, however, should be made I
although the climate of Northern China is cold, the immigrants who seel
the western shores of this continent come and are sure to continue to
come from provinces whose climate is either semi-tropical or borders on
that ; nor need there be any fear of a Chinese inundation in Canada.
14. That no one, save a few persons of very ill-considered opinions,
desires to exclude Chinese merchants, or any class of Chinese save two.
All would exclude prostitutes and criminals. While numbers would welcome laborers on the ground of their usefulness, numbers would exclude
them because they compete, or are supposed to compete, to the disadvantage of white laborers. It is universally admitted that the merchants are
honorable and capable men, of high credit and of great commercial
advantage to the community; and these would not only "be welcomed but
would be desirable.
•
15. That now (if here a speculative thought may enter) British
Columbia has a great opportunity, by welcoming Chinamen, and
thus securing not only cheaper labor than California, but conciliating
the good will and fixing the attention of a people, from the vast
resources and inchoate wealth of whose country the veil is only just
being drawn aside, whose commerce is of. great value, and on the completion of the Canadian Pacific Railway may be of incalculable value. British Columbia has many features in common with California. It is a
country which needs local railways ; it is a mining country ; it is a fruitgrowing county. It possesses, besides, enormous resources in timber
lands and fisheries. If, therefore, British Columbia were to decide that
the undoubted evils of Chinese immigration were largely counterbalanced

by other considerations, what would happen is this : she would by vigorous legislation secure that her mines would be worked on a large scale, i
the riches of the country being thus enormously increased and her
treasury swelled ; she would engross nearly all the coal and timber trade
and much of the fruit trade of the Pacific Coast, while her fish would
largely supply the markets of the eastern and central parts of the continent, and even with Europe no insignificant commerce would be within,
her grasp ; her wealth positively and above all relatively ito Californiawould develop at a ratio not short of mathematical ; she would literally
cxxxii
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oot ahead as one of the great seats of commerce and industrial activity j
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it should aim at gradually-achieved results, and the history of the quea
tion, as well as the evidence, shows that by legislation regulating, not ex«
eluding Chinese laborers, every purpose can be effected which those wha
apprehend evils from Chinese immigration could, and actually do desire.
22. That whenever legislation on this subject takes place its provisions
should be of such a character as to avoid the difficulties, litigation and
expense which have followed (as will be seen on pages cvi — cix, Enquiry
at San Francisco,) the administration in the United States of the Restriction Acts of 1882 and 1884.
All of which is respectfully submitted,
J. A. CHAPLEAU.
Ottawa, February 21st, 1885.
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We find from a return made by the collector of Customs at Victoria
under requisition from the Commission, dated 11th of August, 1884, that
for ten years commencing with the year ending 30th June, 1874, and
terminating 30th June, 1884, there was a marked increase in tne value;
and amount of duty on goods imported from China into the Province, and
Previous to 1874 no returns are given.
entered for consumption.
That increase is thus shown :—

Value. Duty Ree'd.
•$ 6,064 $
174 47
1,277 194 60
5,481 1,994 85

Year.
1874.
1875
<
1876
1877'
1878
..;..
1879"".'.".'.'
188o"'
1881*".'.'.'.'.'
1882*
1883
1884!'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'..'.'.

20,711
81,345
121,976
44-936
127,852
240,170
326,239
•

8,392
22,940
30,410
14,186
39,204
78,433
104,738

48
23
78
25
48
65
66

393,728 111,300 15
$1,369,779

$411,970 60

This return embraces the imports from China entered for consumptioi
generally, and the duties paid by importers generally. A second return
shows of these total amounts what proportions were entered and Auties
paid on directly by the Chinese firms or traders themselves. Taking the
years terminating in June, 1883 and 1884, as the latest illustrations:
fiscal
Duties paid, 1883,
fiscal year from July 1st, 1882, to June 30th, 1883, the amounl
the
In
11 1-5 per cent.
of duty so paid by the Chinese firms was $87,459, out of a total reveuut
of $798,604.67, or at the rate of 11| per cent.
1884, 12*54 per cent
In the year from the 1st July, 1883, to 30th June, 1884, the^amoum
of duty so paid was $99,779.75, out of a total revenue of $790,676, or a'
the rate or 12*54 per cent.
Current year, 25
The monthly return for the first month of the present fiscal year, fron
per cent.
the 1st of July, 1884, to the 1st of August, shows amount of duty so paic
by the Chinese firms, $19,319.71, out of a total of $77,208, or at the rat*
25 per cent.
of
Resume.
Thus we find that during the last ten years the Chinese trade u
British Columbia has contributed to the general revenue of the Dominioi
the sum of $411,970.60, or nearly half a million, and of that amount h
the last two years the trade has so increased that the duties paid by tin
Chinese importers alone have amounted to $187,238, or at the rate o
nearly 12 per cent of the total revenue collected from Customs in th
Province, and, assuming the return given by the collector for the montl
of July, 1884, as an average for the fiscal year terminating on 30th June
1885, the total amount paid by the Chinese importers alone for the cur
Prospective
returns for current rent 'fiscal year would be $231,836.52, or at the rate of 25 per cent,
fiscal year.
assuming the total increase of revenue to be in relative proportion.
Later returns from the collector for the months of August and Septem
ber, 1884, give for the former $9,267.08, for the latter $9,753.91, or fo:

Importations by
Chinese firms.

Total arrival of
passengers for
eight years

the' first quarter of the current fiscal year $38,340.62, or at the rate o.
$153,362.48 for the year.
Prom the same collector we have returns of the number of passenger
entering the port of Victoria during the last eight years. (It may here b<
stated that up to this time the great bulk of arrivals has been at tha
IV
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leath-rat
following returns : Excise revenue.
From the Collector of Inland Revenue we have the
an cigar manufac1st. Statement of excise revenue received from Europe
30th
turers for the fiscal year commencing 1st July, 1883, and ending
and
July,
1st
cing
commen
months
three
the
June, 1884, and for
ending 30th, September, 1884 :
$5,682 70
Keceived from 1st July, 1883, \ duty on cigars
dUU uu
/licenses
ending 30th June, 1884

Three months ending
September, 1884

30th \ duty on cigars
/licenses

Victoria, October, 14th, 1884.

$5,982 70
$1,252 12
dUU uu
$1,552 12

turers in Bri2nd. Statement of revenue collected from Chinese manufac
tish Columbia for the fiscal year ending the 30th June, 1884, and tor
three months ending the 30th September, 1884 :
$1,581 75
Fiscal year ending 30th June, \ duty on cigars.
15UUU
/licenses
1884
ending
hree months
September, 1884

30th \ duty on cigars
/licenses

Victoria, B.C:, October 14th, 1884.

$1,731 75
$529 53
i0U uu
$679 53

ration.
These returns suggest two points hereafter for conside
or burden as bearing upon the general re- Questions.
of benefit
questioofn the
The trade
1st. and
Dominion.
venue
Can- m^gal
2nd. Whether if Chinese immigration into British Columbia and upon
nda be an evil, it is an evil normal, or exceptional only, dependent
it, m
circumstances; in one case requiring stringent legislation to correct
created it.
the other correcting itself by the exhaustion of the causes which
£
In answer to a request from the Commission to the Provincial Govern- *£^^
ment of British Columbia for a return of the provincial taxes paid by tne by chinese.
the taxes
Chinese throughout the province, a return was made only of
tor
districts
Esquimalt
and
Victoria
the
and
Victoria,
of
city
paid in the
irom
1882,
December,
31st
to
the two years from the 1st January, 1882, v
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January, 1883, to December. 1883, and the half year from January, 1884,
to July 1st, 1884. as follows :—
1882
1883
1884
Increase ratio.

Municipal
Taxation at Victoria.

572 at $3 per capita
102 "
"
half-year, 1,040 per capita

$1,716 00
3,306 00
3,120 00

Here it will be observed, that the amounts paid in these two districts*
alone were in an increased ratio, more than doubling itself each year.
It is to be regretted, that the returns for the rest of the province were!
not made, as in estimating in a pecuniary point of view, whether a mat-*
ter be one of profit or loss, it is difficult to decide, where such evidence is
not supplied.
By a return from Thomas Russell, Esq., the treasurer and accountant,
of the city of Victoria, we find the taxes paid by the Chinese residents in
the City of Victoria, for five years, from 1st of January, 1879, to 31st of
December, 1883, classified under four different heads : of trades' licenses,,
water rents, road tax, and real estate tax, as follows :

$5,827 00

1879
lOQA
jst?
;.:;
1882//.'.'.''.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.
1883.

6,19100

;;.:

6,56200
7>712 00
8,414
00

accompanied with the following observations :—
" The road tax is approximate, having been based upon the income of:
one year for an average.
" The amount under head of real estate tax is small. This is owing to
" the fact that there are only four who own real estate in the city, but
" several of the leading firms have erected this year substantial buildings
" on leasehold property, upon which in future, under the terms of their

tax."
have to pay the real estate
" leases, they willindicate
an increasing investment of their productive
These returns
labor by the Chinese in the business and property of the country both
mode of getting overreal and personal; or, secondly, a clearly improved
their alleged habit of evading the payment of taxes.
Expense to Ad-fl
To a request from the Commission to the Provincial Government for a
ministration
off «
Justice.
return of the expense to the administration of justice caused by the presence of the Chinese in the province, the attorney-general regretted his
for
inability to supply it, but by an examination of the public accounts
the half year from 1st July to 31st December, 1882, we find a statement
<*iven in detail, which in the absence of other information may presumably
be taken as an average.
Report of the
Minister of
It is the report of the Provincial Minister of Finance, dated 28th FebFinance.
Assembly, duly
ruary, 1883, laid before the Government and Local
audited and classified under different heads, in the ordinary and customary I
mode of such official documents when prepared for the information of
Parliament and the people.
We find the total amount for the administration of justice (other than
I
salaries) to be $8,857.84, including jury fees, witness expenses, meals and
the other incidentals attendant on the trials of criminals.
the--!
This report gives in detail the different causes by name, in which the I
expenses are incurred, showing in detail how they are incurred and
fees to I
total amount in each particular prosecution, from the constables'
may I
the jury's dinner, with some general charges to a small amount, winch
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SeeSan
Brook's
Evid. for probity and accuracy in all business transactions, and the dealings of
in
Francisco,
p. 31 and 32.
their mercantile firms are carried on with strict honor and integrity. In
San Francisco, where all payments by and at the banks are made in gold,
they are found to be most reliable.
Contracts,
Among the laboring or working classes, while they will haggle on the
terms of a contract, yet when a contract is closed, it is always carried
out sirictly according to the terms agreed upon, and payment on performance exacted to the uttermost farthing. At the same time ail payments demanded from the Chinese to which they have not previously
Taxation or non- given their assent, whether in the shape of taxation, provincial, municipal
voluntary
payment.
or otherwise, or contributions for any purpose, will be resisted by every
means, artifice and device, whether truthful or untruthful, which their
ingenuity can suggest, or which in their belief or expectation will enable
Ruling idea.
them to avoid the payment of such demand. The ruling idea of their
transactions, seems to be faith in an agreement only, or in a voluntary
contribution.
Numbers and
This report gives the total numbers of Chinese in the province at the
occupations of
Chinese in the
time of its transmission, (September, 1884), including men, women and
Province,
children 10,550. The collector of customs assumed the number to be
about 13,000, while the general opinion as expressed places it at 15,000.
It will be remembered that by the returns of the Collector of Customs,
the incoming numbers during the eight years were about 18,000, fluctuating from small numbers during the first five years, to large numbers
during the last three years, but from no authority, either Dominion,
provincial or municipal in British Columbia, has any return been attainable of the outgoing numbers or the death rate during these eight years.
The outgoing numbers during the first five years previous to the active
commencement of the railway works, and during the last three with the
death rate, may perhaps approximately account for the difference between
the Chinese return, the estimate of the collector and the general public
estimate of the numbers at present in the province.
The report so presented on behalf of the Chinese merchants gives the
numbers and occupations in detail, at all the cities, towns and centres of
business in the province, commencing with Victoria and going on through
New- Westminster, Nanaimo, the coal and mining districts, the farming
and canning districts, and wherever, so far as known, the Chinese are to
be found.
Chinese registration system.

Laborers.
Non-interference
with skilled labor

Other employ^
ments.

Financial state
ment.
Trade.

It evinces a system of registration among themselves and a facility for
obtaining information much to be commended.
An analysis of these figures shows the total adult male population, to
be about 9,870, and of this number about 7,200 to be engaged, as railroad, milling, mining, farming and canning laborers throughout the province, in no way except in one instance, where in the City of Victoria
130 are employed as boot-makers, interfering with skilled labor, the employment ofmechanics, or special industrial pursuits.
How far these several industries, milling, mining, canning and railroad
construction could have been carried on without this source of labor
supply, will hereafter be considered. The remaining 2,670, are classified
as finding employment as cooks, servants, washing men, merchants, store
employees, &c, and also in other personal avocations, among their own
countrymen, barbers, doctors, butchers, &c.
A still more important element in this report is the financial statement
of their position.
From this it appears that the total amount of business done by the
Chinese merchants in British Columbia annually is about $1,320,000, and
vin
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Eleven opium licenses at$500 each,
12 spirit licenses at
$50 each, $6,100.

No
byCityexplanation
Treasurer of
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Nature and character of importations.
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year, since April and May, (1884), there have been ten new firms established in Victoria, and the amounts of taxes paid for their newlicenses have been entered in their books as accounts for the year 1884.
That my report embraced payments made up to August, 1884, while
that of the collector was for the year 1883.
"I beg also to call the attention of the Commission that at the time
when I compiled the items, I found that there were issued to the Chinese
firms for the year 1884, eleven opium licenses at $500 each, and twelve
spirit licenses at $50 each, which amounts would give a difference of
$6,100.
" All the items set forth in my report were shown from the books,
vouchers, and receipts of the firms. When you will see the returns of
the collector for the year 1884, there can be no question that my statements are verified.
" I trust, however, that the discrepancies between my report and that
different dates — 1883 and 1884.
the sir,
of the collector are owing to
I am,
Your obedient servant,
Huang Sic Chen,

No reply has been received from Mr. Russell.
Secretary"
To this same return are added two other important statements in relation to trade.
First, of the nature of the goods imported by the Chinese merchants
from China, Japan, and the United States.
Second, of the nature of the goods purchased by Chinese merchants in
British Columbia and sold to the Chinese in the province.
1st. Rice, tea, oil, liquors, tobacco, dry goods, china ware, drugs, silk
goods, paper ware, books and stationery, matting, clothes, shoes, opium,
Joss-paper and sticks.
2nd. Cloth goods, woollen, linen, cloth caps, boots, stockings, furs,
kerosene oil, candles, matches, papers, soaps, tobacco, cigars, sugar, flour,
rice, sweetmeats, salt, pigs, lard, beef, butter, fish, fowls, wines, ducks,
nails, tools, plates, horses, carriages, waggons, watches, rope, tennis, lamps,
fuels, coal, hard and iron ware, glass and croockery, wooden ware, &c.
Thus with one single exception of the Joss-paper and Joss sticks, we
find the goods imported by them and bought by them from the British
Columbia merchants are the ordinary goods used and consumed by the
people of all classes and countries resident in the province without distinction, increasing the demand and supply in proportion to their numbers,
swelling the ordinary volume of trade without reference to race, or place
of manufacture, and contributing so far as an increase of trade goes to
the general advancement and business of the country and of the city of
Victoria in particular.
As bearing on this point, it is well to note the co-relevant testimony
given in San Francisco by the Chinese consul, Huang Tsun Hsien, page 40.
3 «Q. What proportion of the food and clothing of the Chinese in this
city comes from China %— A. Ninety per cent, of the material (clothing)
worn by the Chinese is of American manufacture. No food, except a few
of choice eatables are imported. Rice was largely imported last year, over
41,000,000 pounds, which paid a duty of 2J cents per pound. It is
charged that the Chinese work cheap, because they live upon rice. Let
me call your attention to the fact that rice costs by the quantity $6 per
100 pounds, while flour from wheat is only $2.50 per 100 pounds.
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five per cent, have married native women, and adopted those Islands a3
their future homes. Many of those living in the Sandwich Islands have
done the same. This, of course, depends wholly upon their treatment in
any country they emigrate to. As a matter of fact they do not assimilate
as readily as the German, Irish, English and other European immigrants
who come here, as their civilization is so widely different from that of
China. There is quite a large number of foreigners in China, but few of
whom have brought their families, and the number is very small indeed
who have adopted that country as their future home. You must recollect
that the Chinese immigrants coming to this country are denied all the
rights and privileges extended to others in the way of citizenship ; the
laws compel them to remain aliens. I know a great many Chinese will
be glad to remain here permanently with their families, if they are allowed
to be naturalized and can enjoy privileges and rights."
comes the statement " that their
same Pnase
tnis destitute
Sonrofe|icknoter*
sustained. sickIn and
are of
leftthe
to question
perish uncared for, and in every walk of life
they prove themselves to be an expensive and objectionable class of inhabitants."
This statement must have been put into the petition through inadvertence. In the course of the inquiry, not only was no proof given that
Attorney-General. a expense had ever been incurred by the province or the City of Victoria, City of New-Westminster, or any of the municipalities, for sick and
destitute Chinese, but the Attorney-General in his examination in
answer to a direct enquiry to that effect said "we have not had to
Mr. Robert Ward. SUpport Chinese emigrants," and Mr. Robert Ward, one of the leading
merchants of Victoria, to whom most of the ships bringing Chinese immigrants were consigned, states in answer to the question put to him on
that point : " the majority of emigrants from China consists of laborers
from eighteen to forty years of age ; in 1882 my firm had between 5,000
and 6,000 Chinese emigrants consigned to them from Hong Kong; these
Health on arrival. men were under engagement to the contractor of the Pacific Railroad and
arrived in ten different vessels, each ship carried one or more surgeons as
required by the Government regulations in Hong Kong, and these surgeons reported to me favorably on the health of these passengers. Probably not over eight men out of the numbers I have given died at sea. the
men were landed on arrival and at once dispatched to the interior to the
different parts of railroad construction."
In answer to the direct enquiry : " Have you any system of public
fund relief, and do they often become a burden on that fund or upon the
private charity of white citizens 1" The answer was : "None, excepting
Unsustained benevolent
charge.
societies, and I have never heard of a Chinese resident having
received relief from any of such societies." The Attorney-General mentioned but one instance where a charge had been made, namely, of the
abandonment of the sick and destitute, but in that case it was shown that
the charge had been investigated in the Supreme Court, was not sustained,
and the defendant had been immediately acquitted by the jury.
But this phase of the case cannot be dismissed without a reference to
the extent of the Imperial and Canadian trade with China. . Its magnitude far exceeds the contemplation of the promoters of this movement,
and must have escaped their consideration. An American writer, in
1877, in contrasting the trade of his own country with China with that of
Great Britain, makes the following observations :
Engl'sh trade. " England has the largest share of the trade of China ; she took the
lead when the country was opened to commerce, and has managed to
maintain it. The entrance and clearance of British steamers at Shanghai
xn
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With reference to the influence of their presence on the development of

eve ope .

^e province it may safely be said that there are several industries that
would not have succeeded, perhaps, it might be said undertaken, if it
had not been for the opportunity of obtaining their labor.
Salmon canneries. The value of the canned salmon put up for exportation and consumption in British Columbia amounted in
Value.

1879
1880
1881
1882

to
to
to
to

$395,882
450,781
1,142,288
1,458,982

54
52
00
00

These returns are severally taken from the Canadian Almanac for the
years 1881, 1882, 18&3 and 1884. Mr. Anderson, the Official Inspector
of Fisheries for British Columbia, in his return to the Minister of Marine
and Fisheries elated 11th January, 1882, (page 20), gives the yield and
value somewhat differently, namely for
1880
1881
1882 in his report dated 20th Feb., 1883
1883, report dated 15th Feb., 1884

$713,335
1,454,321
1,402,835
1,079,606

32
26
50
00

The falling off in the last year being due to a periodical fluctuation
every five years of the number of the salmon entering the Fraser river,

Vegetable
gardening.

or, as he expresses it, "a purely natural and explicable cause."
But even at the lowest of these statements the industry is most important, and it may safely be affirmed could not have been prosecuted without
the aid of Chinese labor, as shown in the testimony of several of the leading firms carrying on that business on the Fraser river.
The Commissioners would here observe that they have not deemed it
necessary to make extracts from the evidence taken before themselves in
British Columbia, as copiously as they will be found in the following
chapter to have been made from the evidence before the Committee of
the House of Commons in 1879 — the former being printed in full in this
report and submitted with it can be referred to with much greater facility
than the latter, which is only to be found in the Sessional papers of the
House five years ago, and, therefore, not so readily at the command of the
public, or those now interested in this question.
Vegetable gardening is another industry which also may be said to owe
its existence in British Columbia, in a great extent, to them, and of which
they now practically have the control. The profits from it up to this
period have not been sufficient to operate as inducement to white labor —
with the present number of the white population — and the more productive pursuits that are open to that class. At the same time it is shown
in the evidence, that even as to that industry, if content with reasonable
and moderate profits, it could be successfully carried on by .the whites,
and from the known preference which exists throughout the whole province in favor of white labor and the products from it, and the dislike

of cultivation, the Chinese themagainst the Chinese and their modes
selves could soon be driven from the field.
It admits of no question that without their labor, the construction and
xiv
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and main reason. The dislike of Chinese competition is an objection of
later growth, and pertains more to the class of daily laborers than agricultural settlers.
Coal Mining.

Of the other great source of productive industry of the Province, coal
mining, a return from the collector of customs dated 5th November, 1884,
shows that for the three proceeding financial years, the quantity and value*
exported was as follows :—
Value
Tons
Year ending 30th June, 1882
1883
1884

210,556
193,485
218,856
622,897

Robins Vancouver Coal Co.

Chinese welcome.

Development.
Good wages for
white labor.
Numbers.

Dunsmuir
Wellington coal
mines.

Chinese had contributed todevelopment of
country.

$2,153,373

The bearing the presence of the Chinese has hitherto had upon this
particular industry, may be gathered from the observations of the managers of two great companies, the Vancouver and the Wellington.
In answers to enquiries as to the effect of their presence when first they
came into the province, and its subsequent development, Mr. Robins,
Superintendent of the Vancouver Coal Mining and Land Company (limited)
—
says:
"When
the Chinese first came to this province they no doubt supplied
a want then felt, and there coming was encouraged and welcomed, especially Imay add by the Vancouver Coal Mining and Land Company
(limited), which I represent; but the laboring population were always
strongly averse to 'their introduction.
my company had been suffering from
we accepted the Chinese as a weapon
With a little more trouble we might,

Not withdrawn.

$713,147
674,208
766,018

At the time of their coming here
a strike of the white laborers, and
with which to settle the dispute.
I think, have obtained Indians to

answer our purpose equally well."
" The encouragement given to the Chinese by employers of labor has
not been withdrawn up to the present time, whilst the anti-Chinese feeling
seems to have grown stronger every year."
"The presence of the Chinese has no doubt contributed, to the development of the Province."
" White people can now find remunerative employment. In fact, wages
are high enough to attract the best class of white labor. Of nearly 400
white laborers employed by my company not one earns less than $2 a day."
And in a subsequent statement he says his company employs over 390
white miners anrl laborers, and about 150 Chinese. The latter earn from
$1 to $1.25 per day.
Mr. Dunsmuir, the proprietor :>f the Wellington mines, to similar
enquiries, speaking after a residence of thirty-two years, says: "he now
has in his employ 700 or 800 whites and Chinese— t-1^ former do the
skilled labor, the latter the manual work. The condition of the labor
market before the Chinese began to arrive in this province was that few

laborers were required of any kind, as very little work was being prosecuted either upon this island or upon the mainland. The limited amount of
work was, at one time, performed by Indians, who, with few exceptions,
could not be depended upon for more than a month at a time. White
labor was tried under ground and at a high rate of wages, but it was difficult to obtain that labor. Their places to-day, to a great extent, are filled
by Chinese. Domestic servants in those days were not much needed, «:nd
there was very little demand for ordinary white labor.
" The immigration of Chinese has, I consider, materially aided the general development of the country, from the fact that they have assisted in
xvi
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« I do not think the gradual influx of Chinese has retarded the mcom-to ^£ unrngg^
ao- of white labor, as I find few of those new white arrivals willing
.ndertake the work performed by them in other countries, but declined
Lere and given to Chinese laborers."
"Had it not been for the available Chinese labor the same progress Praen^rfO^
jid development in this province could not have been made, and tneir in flow of capital.
capital in many directPresence has, therefore, stimulated investments yof for
the reasons given.
ions and made it more remunerative undoubtedl
« And I may sav that, were it nob for Chinese labor, the business I am
5Wed in specially, coal-mining, would be seriously retarded and cur- SSSniSg would
reailed, and it would be impossible to sell this product and compete favor- byerionaly
iblv in the market of San Francisco with vessels from other ports which
San
wry coal as ballast. It may be stated in this connection thatmines
the
from
coals
for
market
important
only
the
fact,
in
is,
Francisco
, m
of this province at present."
Ex.entto winch
-They have assisted, so far, by performing labor m coal mines which buted to devolopothers refused to perform, at wages that made such mining pay. Without
slower and mentof mining,
them this department of the mining industry would have had
less important development in this province, and the export trade of this
product would have been infinitely less, because it would have been imin this respect in foreign
possible but for their labor to compete
markets."
As to the future, these two great employers of labor differ; Mr. ttobms
pTheir presence here is far less necessary than it has been in years
past, white labor being more abundant since the opening of railways has
brought the East and West into closer communication."
« If the Chinese were to leave the province in a body no doubt much
inconvenience would be caused to every person employing them ; but, if
they were to leave gradually as they have come into the province, I do
not think any inconvenience would be experienced."
"In my opinion it is nob necessary to retain Chinese in the province,
but their removal should not be sudden."
« A free immigration of white people of the laboring class would enable
us to do without the Chinese element altogether.

Chmese noljger
formerly,

Chinese immigrant,
« A poll-tax of, say $50, to be levied onA every
lower tax, I do not think,
would be the best solution of the difficulty.
would be effective."
" A combined effort* on the part of the people of this province and its
the employLegislature to encourage white immigration and discourage labor,
exclude
ment of Chinese effectually would furnish a supply of white
Chinese immigration, and at the same time develop the natural resources
of the colony as speedily and safely as they are now being developed."
" I have only one observation to make in addition.
I have noticed
that where Chinese labor is easily procured white youths from fifteen

^e°a^h°mS
immigrant,

No^nconvemence
encea if Chinese
^ardeuta°111^ve
Withafreeimmi,
gration of white
j£bor ^cse
pensed with

JSo^^procured young^ads

as else- p°0yment. em"
readyin employment
not sofind
and upwardsaredo not
age consequently
years ofand
habits of industry.
trained
wellsuch
where,
as
upon
The manual (unskilled) labor that their fathers followed is looked
of
class
a
us
amongst
up
growing
is
there
and
race,
inferior
an
for
fit
only
idlers who will not conduce to the well-being of the state." 2
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As to the future, Mr. Dunsmuir says :
" I consider the agitation against the Chinese as largely political, for I
have heard no argument against them as yet which convinces me that
they are a drawback to this Province or to this part of the Dominion. I
consider their presence as beneficial to the progress and development of
the the country, as an important factor in the labor market ; and I am
satisfied, so far as my personal experience goes, that the province generally is not unfavorably influenced by Chinese labor, race prejudices to the
contrary notwithstanding. I do not believe that any class of our people
assisting to develop this province are suffering from the competition of
these people. White men decline to do the work given to the Chinese,
and could not live in this country at the present prices of products on the^
wages paid the Chinamen. Some of the trades, such as shoemakers,
tailors, cigarmakers, etc., are affected by Chinese labor and are compelled
to manufacture goods at a low figure, the ordinary workingman, agriculturist, etc., is, however, benefitted by the competition. If the mineowners were compelled to pay the wages now asked and obtained by
white laborers (supposing they would consent to do the manual labor for
which the Chinese receive much smaller pay), they, the mine-owners,
could not compete in the markets now open to them, especially San
Francisco, the principal market for British Columbia coal, where other
foreign coal product is carried as ballast.
I believe the exclusion of Chinese would retard the construction of
Exclusion of Chinese would retard public works and increase the cost of them very materially both as
public works.
regar(}s those imder way and those contemplated.
No legislative
" In regard to legislation I do not think any measures of a prohibitive
measures neces
eary.
nature are required at this early day, nor do I believe that legislation
should take place either to restrict or regulate the incoming of Chinese,
for the simple reason that they will not arrive in larger numbers than the
requirements of the labor market demand.
Excluding Chi" I mny state that it is my belief that the grand plan of opening up
nese imperils our
chances of con
and controlling the Asiatic trade by a Canadian railway from ocean to
trollingthe Asiatic ocean would be seriously affected, if not actually defeated, by legislating
In addition to jeopardizing
the Chinese out of the country at this time.
jeSplrdirefpSvincial enterprovincial enterprises, now in successful operation, other portions ot our
PnSeS*
Dominion,
expecting benefits and profits from transcontinental traffic
of
over the Canadian Pacific Railway, tapping Oriental trade, would
ive
preventat
or
us
injudicio
from
resulting
affects
evil
any
in
share
course
legislation.
If Chinamen had
« If it were possible for Parliament to bring a bill in speedily to give
votes tionthewouldagitacease.
the Chinaman the franchise, there would be less anti-Chinese agitation;
Exclusion would
kill the Asiatic
and I think legislation excluding the Chinese would kill the prospect of
trade.
an Asiatic trade with Canada."
The views of these two gentlemen on the other points of this enquiry
are
of this
equally valuable, but do not immediately bear on the subject
chapter.
Observations.
ot industry,
Bearing on the past development, as to these three sources
accumuthe salmon canneries, railroad construction, and coal mining,
its
lating and distributing wealth, and advancing the country in all
to
millions
many
of
addition
an
ely
collectiv
material aspects, aggregating
ble, that
the trade of the province, the testimony is clear and indisputa
labor.* It, NMtn
they would not have succeeded without the aid of Chinese those who are
of
reference to domestic service, we examine the statements
tones to the
not employers of labor on a large scale, but simply contribu
avocations
ordinary
the
general welfare by expenditures and industries in
xvm
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of life, thereby disseminating the means of livelihood and aiding m the
development of the country, (individually, perhaps to a small degree, but
after obserin the aggregate to a very large degree), we find observation without
that
vation that they could not have remained in the country
source of supply. Whatever the future may require, it is vain to contend
that British Columbia would, at this day, be in the position to command
that future as she now has a prospect of doing, had she not had the
opportunity of Chinese labor and availed herself of it.

SOCIAL

CHAP

ER

AND

MORAL

III.
ASPECTS.

Whatever may be the results of the material or pecuniary aspect of this
question, it must be admitted, that if its moral and social aspect be of
to degrade and
such a character as to pollute the social atmosphere,
demoralize the people, and to introduce vice and disease, then whatever Importance of
may be the consequence, the prevention of the latter is of more importance ^^ll^J^
aspect.
t
than the gain by the former.
The influences which destroy the healthy tone of a community are
more subtle in their nature, more tardy and more insiduous in their
approach, than the causes which lead to business and commercial prosperity.
The evidence, therefore, taken on this point in British Columbia as well
as in San Francisco and elsewhere, where opportunity of more lengthened
experience, and observation on a greater scale was afforded, should be
impartially as well as thoroughly examined, not to sustain a foregone
-conclusion either for or against the question, but to arrive at a truthful
solution.
The promoters of the movement against the Chinese have repeatedly
asserted that sufficient evidence ' has already been laid before Parliament
to warrant prohibitive legislation, covering the main objections to such
_
These objections may be classified as follows :— immigration.
Objections,
and
labor,
white
of
exclusion
the
to
nt
employme
1st The absorption of
.consequent retardation of the settlement of the country.
2nd. Absorption of domestic service and immorality engendered thereby.
3rd. Personal uncleanliness and filthy habits of the Chinese, diseases,
leprosy and crowding of habitations.
4th. Opium smoking, prostitution, slavery and immorality.
5th. Secret organizations, want of truth, evasion of taxation and expense
to the administration of j ustice.
6th. Non-identity with the people of the country and withdrawal of
capital resulting from their labor.
The evidence laid before Parliament will be found in the report of the gSSSSntfSS.
Select Committee on Chinese Labor and Immigration to the House of
Commons on the 14th of May, 1879, published in Vol. XIII. of the
Journals, Appendix No. 4.
There are four conclusions stated in that report :
1st. If more evidence is wanted than that accompanying the report it £i&2?of H?SeQt
Commons.
should be taken in British Columbia.
2nd. That the report of the Joint Committee of the Congress of the
United States and of the Senate Committee of the State of California on
Chinese Labor and Immigration, contain much evidence showing the undesiralueness of encouraging Chinese labor and immigration.
xix
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3rd.
believe
4th.
opinion
works.

That, from the evidence taken before the Select Committee, they
that Chinese immigration ought not to be encouraged.
That, from the evidence taken before the Committee, they are of
that Chinese labor ought not to be employed on Dominion public

Before this Committee, of which Mr. De Cosmos, one of the members
from British Columbia, was chairman (as before mentioned), the following
persons only were examined :—
Mr. Bunster, M.P., from British Columbia.
Mr. Thompson, M.P.
Dr. Mclnnes, M.P.,
Senator McDonald,
F. J. Barnard, M.P.,
ey, M.P.,
Mr. Dewdn
Senator
Cornwall,
Tests of value of
Evidence.

Manufacturers
against.

Mining
superficial.

Farmers against.

"
"
"
"
'•

"

"

"

These gentlemen, with the chairman representing the province and
having a personal and practical knowledge of the subject on which they
were examined, as bearing upon all parts of the province, must be credited
with having given testimony in accordance with their convictions. We
quote from this evidence the language of the witnesses, as given before
the Committee, that a judgment may be formed not through any suggested
medium, or to any particularly suggested end, but that each reader may
judge for himself. There is also another reason. In all judicial enquiries
the&evidence of the witnesses where there is conflicting testimony, should
be
be given in their own words and language, in order that its value may
best estimated. In cases of such conflict the test of value varies. If the
question be of fact, the test is veracity coupled with opportunity, accuracy
of observation and memory. If it be of opinion, the test is competency
coupled with knowledge, education and experience. In both absence oi
These rules are simple, they are clear.
presence of motive or interests.
Mr. Bunstee says :—
"The tendency of the presence of the Chinese in the country is to
exclude servant girls from employment ; and the great cause of this exclj
sion lies in the fact that the white servant girls feel that it degrades them
will not come to the country and compete with
and as a consequence they
and work on the same terms as the Chinamen.
« The feeling of the masses of the people in British Columbia is strong]}]
and thcl
against Chinese. I now refer to the people that manufacture,
s ancl
merchant
the
and
country,
the
up
build
people who are trying to
all
others, aside from what I call the snob aristocracy. These people are
would-be
few
a
are
There
n.
against the Chinese, with that exceptio
aristocrats who like to put on frills, and they are fond of haying Chines.
servants. They think that it is something grand, and something away up
who ar<
They do not care about employing a Sewash, though these,
my opinion
Indians, are equally as good servants as are the Chinese, in
amen were employed aroun(
e about 300,Chin
imo, somewherne
NearNana
s.
or «about
the mi
, .1

are atiaici
"The Chinese do not go down underneath the ground. Ihey
er o
altogeth
work
they
and
earth,
the
of
to oo down below the surface
carl
shift
they
and
work,
like
such
do
and
the top. They screen coal

They are eonsidereJ
ab"UThe farmers are not favorable to the Chinese.
They say that the Chinese interfere with them I
down on these people.
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crops in.
reat deal in the way of getting groceries before they get their
market
to
es
vegetabl
few
a
bring
to
ormerly the white farmers were able
acceptable
ad to take home in exchange some groceries, which were very
that kind
> their families, but now the Chinese have done away with all
I business."
« O Would it be good policy on the part of the Government in the ggj^&f «
op.r. construe
instruction of the Canadian Pacific Railway to prohibit the employment
that the
policy
of
kind
best
the
be
would
It
A.
?—
it
on
labor
f Chinese
this reason : if
Government could pursue in regard to this work, and for
white la bothe
of
many
hey employ white laborers on the road, a great
land and
ers will remain in the country. They will take up a tract of
or m
Canada,
in
here
either
families
had
men
these
if
and
it,
Dcate upon
families
their
bring
to
them
reland, or anywhere else, it would induce
of the Govern,ut to this country, when they would become customers
house, would
ment by buying goods, which being dutiable at the custom
revenues."
of
payment
ead to the
Agency
« Q Could sufficient white labor be obtained for the purpose of buildany quanYes;
A.
a?—
Columbi
British
of
province
the
in
road
this
nprovince
tity of white labor, if the road was built, would swarm into thetime there
present
the
At
Europe.
from
and
a
Californi
of
Tom the State
all the
ire not sufficient works going on on the Pacific coast to employ
nt tor a
induceme
no
is
there
time
present
the
At
labor.
white
available
and
^vhite man to go out there and take his family out, or to go out there
out."
others
bake

add to
"Q Suppose that the Government advertised for tenders for the con- Would not
exPensethe
m
if
and
railway,
of
line
that
of
struction of one hundred miles
covenant of the contract the contractor was compelled not to employ
m the
Chinese laborers, what would you suppose would be the difference
Jopinion
your
m
difference
tender, would this qualification make any
$>1.
A I do not believe that this circumstance would make a difference or.
to
I think that contractors have found that white labor is preferable
Southin
labor
white
used
Chinese labor. I have heard contractors, who
ern California, say that it proved cheaper than Chinese labor."
" A great many improvements have been made in the machiuery which
is used on farms, and there are so many young farmers growing up that
in certain
this really ^ives us a surplus of white labor on the Pacific coast,
g a
parts There would be no difficulty whatever experienced in procurin
would
it
that
satisfied
am
I
before,
said
I
as
;
labor
white
sufficiency of
railway
make no difference whatever in the cost of1 the Canadian Pacific
tion
if the Dominion Government advertised for tenders for the construc
contract
the
in
d
stipulate
and
railroad,
Pacific
the
of
miles
of one hundred
that no Chinamen should be employed in building the road."
O^onaWe.No
Mr. Thompson, (Cariboo), says: « Q. In what respect are their presencea
in any country an injury to it?— A. This is the case, because they are
They do not amalgamate with the whites,
separate race from the whites.
They live among themselves. They have
nor do they adopt our customs.
their own religion and also they have secret societies, by means of which,
They contribute very little to Competition with
to a very great extent, they are governed.
extent, they impoverish it by wmte labor,
certain
a
to
the wealth of the country, and,
competing with white men who, if they settled permanently in the country, would improve it."
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Take no part in
politics.

'• Q. Do you think that the Chinese are calculated to make good citizens, and to take part in the affairs of the country ?— A. I have never
known any of them to do so, so far. I do not believe that in any part of
Exclusion bylaw, the Pacific coast the Chinese population takes any interest in politics ; if
fact they are excluded from taking any part in political matters by law.

Mining claims.
Objectionable,
reduce wages.

Useful in poor
diggings.

" Q. Well, in the mining districts do they take up claims that
been abandoned, or do they take up claims from the Government like
citizens and work them ?— A. They take up claims in the ordinary
they take up claims that ha*/e been abandoned ; they buy claims
other miners, and they work at the mines for wages."

have
olhef
way ;
from

" Q. In what way are they objectionable? — A. Well, they reduce th*
rate of wages to a certain extent ; and they very often prevent white
people from getting employment."
" Q. In what way are they useful ?— A. In some sections you require
them, but as a general thing I consider that the white miners would much
prefer to have them out of the country altogether. I say that in some
sections where there are poor diggings, which will not justify their owners
in employing white labor, they are useful."
" Q. Do you employ any of them, Mr. Thompson ?— A. I have employed
them ; that is, companies in which I am interested employed them.

Trustworthy-

" Q. Are the Chinese a trustworthy and reliable class of people 1— A.
you watch them they do very well.

If

Stealing.

" Q. They require watching, do they ?— A. Yes ; they will steal any
thing they can lay their hands on if they get a favorable opportunity for
doing so. Of course, there are white men who will steal too, but the
Chinaman can never be trusted to work by himself in any place where
there is coarse gold that can be picked up.

"Witness's
rience expelimited to
mining districts.

" Q. You limit that practice to the mining districts ; I refer to the
habits of stealing which you attribute to them ?— A. Well, I have no experience anywhere else in this regard.
" Q. In what are they prohibited from becoming citizens ?— A. They
are prohibited from becoming voters.

Female white
labor.

Getting married.
White labor cost
twice as much
per man.

" Q. Can you explain to the committee how it is that male Chinese are
employed in British Columbia in preference to female white labor, or why
it is that female white labor is not employed therein this capacity ?— A. I
think that there is a great scarcity of female white labor in the province.
" Q. Do you naturally suppose' that the high rate of wages that is
given to the Chinese for domestic work, which females naturally do,
would induce a large immigration of white women to the province %— A.
The female servants that come to British Columbia have a habit of getting
married after they have been in service for a month or two, and as a
consequence they leave their employers.
" Q. What is your idea as to the cost of white labor on public works,
in comparison with the figure at which Chinese labor could be obtained for
this purpose 1— A. I should think that white labor would probably cost
twice as much as Chinese labor per man."
xxn
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Even
^houses.
around
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they are filthy.
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with the whites in point of !intelli- Intel
O How do the Chinese comparewhat
If by that
you call intelligence.
on
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^c'e^A Well, that depen
think that they can
I
ry,
rogue
of
way
the
in
ness
smart
mean
you
term
hold their own with any class.
? I should think Qnick.
The Chinese are quick in that way t-A. Quick
Q. were.
they
the whites J-A. I Education,
O In point of education how do they compare with
write his name.
can
seen
have
I
whom
them
of
one
should say that every
ge, I suppose 2— A. Yes
Q They can read and write their own langua
they can read and write their own language.

Q. As a rule this is the case %— A. Yes.
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In trade
Q. Are they honorable in their dealings with the white people? — A.
straightforward. As a general think in the way of trade they are. The Chinese storekeepers are generally very straightforward, at least when you do business with them you can depend on getting what you agree for.
As witnesses not
reliable.

Q. As witnesses are they reliable 1- -A. No they are not : it is just the
contrary.

Not many Chinese Q. Are there many Chinese females in the province of British Columbia, in proportion of the number of males ?— A. There are not many
Chinese women in the province in proportion to the males.

Prostitutes.

Three wives.
Advisable to
check
tion. immigra-

Better for government to pay white
men 50 per cent,
more.

Chinese as market
gardeners, driven
out by Italians.

Reason why.

English market.

Chinese hard
laoor.

Italians.

Q. What is the general character of the Chinese women who do live in
the province of British Columbia 1— A. Well, they are nearly all of the
lowest class of prostitutes, though some of the Chinese traders have their
wives with them. There is a trader in my district who, I believe, has
three wives. He is a rich trader. I know that when this proposed tax
of $40 a head was spoken of, he said it would come pretty hard on him
as he would have to pay for his three wives.
I think it would be advisable to check the immigration of Chinese to
the province of British Columbia, if that is possible.
This question has been brought under discussion a good deal ; that is,
as to whether it would be better for the Government of Canada to pay
white men higher wages, or to employ Chinamen in the building of public
works at a less rate of wages. My opinion is, that it would be better
to pay white men at least 50 per cent, more than Chinamen ; even if they
had to employ the white labor at a higher rate ; this would be advisable,
because the amount that would be contributed to the revenue of the
country by white men would be so much larger than the sum which
would be so contributed by Chinamen.
There is one thing which I may mention to the Committee : there has"
been a great deal said about the superiority of the Chinese over the whites
as market gardeners. I believe that they are very industrious indeed,
but when I was in the city of San Francisco, I was told that the Italians
were there driving the Chinese out of the business of market gardening.
Q. Was this result being brought about by the superiority of the
Italians over the Chinese in this respect, or by combination?-^- A. It was
brought about by their hard work, and by the attention which they give
to this same branch of agriculture which has been pursued by the Chinese.
Such was the case to a great extent about the city of San Francisco.

Q. What advantage would a Chinaman have over a practical English
market gardener who understood his business professionally and thoroughly. Would not the English gardener under such circumstances do as well
as the Chinaman ?— A. A Chinaman will work over ground which another
man_a white man — would hardly think of touching. The Chinamen
work so patiently and hard, they labor from early in the morning until
late at night, and are content with such small returns that white men
do not like to compete with them in this particular.

Q. They sell the products of their labor at a cheaper rate
men will, I presume ?— A. Yes, they sell their vegetables
course ■ as I was saying, in San Francisco the Italians have
into the market gardening business latterly, and are driving

than white
cheaper, of
there gone
the Chinese
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Q.toWhat
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Chinamen themselves
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Chinese companies
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immigrants ?- I«w class taunt
Q. Do you consider Chinese as a high or a low class of
XXV
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A. I consider them a low class — certainly much lower than any white
class of people I have ever come in contact with.
Demoralizing
influence.

Q. Both male and female 1— A. Both male and female.
They have- 1
certainly a very demoralizing effect upon the white people of British Columbia, or any other country in which they have gained a permanent
foothold.

Medical expe
rience.

Habits filthy and
immoral.

Q. Have you come among them much in your profession ?— A. I have.
Q. Can you give us your experience of their habits 1— A. Their habits
are Q£ & most filthy and immoral kind.
Yices are very prevalent among
them.

Licentious. Q. Of what nature? — A. Well, of a licentious nature.
I think we
Half a dozen in have not over half a dozen Chinese women in New Westminster all
Si £)1Westminster told. They are all prostitutes, and it is a notorious fact that nearly all
the Chinese women who come to British Columbia — and I believe to the
Pacific Coast generally — are prostitutes.
Witness speaks Q# As to their habits of morality : have you professionally, or otherwise,
experience any knowledge as to that, or do you speak from general impression of
these moral habits ?— A. From actual knowledge — actual experience.
All diseased.

Killing off
Indians.

q j^Ye any matters of that kind brought up before the Courts ?— A.
No ; I do not mean to say that their immorality is from seduction : but
they are all diseased. There is scarcely a Chinaman who comes to British
Columbia but brings with him the most virulent form of syphilis.
That syphilis is communicated to the Indians and the white population,
and the consequence is that, I believe, in a quarter of a century, out of
our present population of 30,000 or 40,000 Indians there will not be 5,000
of them alive.
It is killing them off by hundreds every year.
Q. Does that contamination spread from the Chinese 1— A. Yes, principally from the Chinese. They appear to have a more virulent form of it
than any people 1 fcnov of.

Q. Is it not a fact that this disease has been carrying off the Indian
tribes for the last 50 years — ever since they came in contact with the
, white people on the Pacific Coast ?— A. To a more or less extent, I believe
Increased propor-: that ig ^uite correctj ^ut not jn the same proportion that it has since the
Chinese have gone to the Pacific Coast.
Q. You think it is mnch more prevalent now than formerly among the
Indians ?— A. I do.
Indian and Chinese don't mix.

Q. Do the Indians and Chinese mix very much ?— A. Not a great deal.

Q. Then you speak from your professional knowledge'? — A. Yes.
Q. Are they subject to scrofula or leprosy 1— A. I have never seen a,
case of leprosy among them.
Q. I believe there are some cases of leprosy among them 1— A. I believe
so, but I have not seen one.
>
Public Works.

Q. Do you think it is desirable to employ Chinamen on the public
xxvi
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that I would. I would, however, prohibit all immorality. I do not think
that they are worse than the laboring classes of other nationalities in
other countries. They gamble, and have women of ill-fame, and all that
sort of thing, the same as white people have.

Expense white
labor living.

Q. What does it cost a white man to live in the province of Columbia?
— A. It cost them about fifty cents a day.

Ditto Chinese.

Q. Do you think that it costs a Chinese laborer fifty cents a day to
live ?— A. No ; I do not think that it would cost them so much. I think
that to live would cost them about half that sum per day ; I fancy that
this would be the case. I could not state positively the cost, but I think
that a Chinaman could live on half of that sum per day.

Domestic services
wages.

Q. Are you aware what amount Chinamen earn annually !— A. No ; 1
could not say ; Chinamen work in houses.
They perform domestic services, and for doing that sort of work they get from $20 to $30 and $35
month in wages.
Q. And their board 1— A. Yes ; these me
their pay, and they make about $300 a year-

Their increase
■detrimental.

Facilities for coming greater.

, I suppose,
-more
or less.save nearly all

Q. If the Chinese are not discouraged, what will be the probable result
of the increased number of Chinamen in regard to white labor '?— A. I
think that as they are driven out of the State of California their numbers
in the province of British Columbia would increase, and this increase
in their numbers would be undoubtedly detrimental to white labor.
Q. Would

thay increase in greater ratio than would white men

do you

think ?— A. Yes ; they have more -facilities for doing so than have white
'
men.
A ship comes from China to our province in live and thirty days,
and the rates of freight are low, the passage money for Chinamen is very I
low.
Passages for Chinamen are obtained at a very low rate.

Q. Could you offer to the Committee any suggestions as to the best
Object to the local
legislation on sub- means of discouraging Chinese immigration other than their non-employject.
ment on public works in the Dominion? — A. Well, I do not approve of
the bill which was passed with regard to the Chinese population by the
Local Assembly of the Province of British Columbia. I think that the
Assembly has gone too far in this relation. I do not approve of that
measure at all.

Buyin^ Dominion
lands.0

Q* ^° 70U tnm^ ^ia* ^ *s desirable to prohibit the Chinese from buying Dominion lands 1— A. Well, I do not know whether it is desirable or
I think that in a new country where there is lots of room, it might
not.
Were this the
not be injurious were they allowed to occupy wild land.
case, it might add to the productions of the country.

As market gar- Q- Have they not almost driven the white gardeners and marketnien
4eners.
out of the market %— A. Well, I suppose that they have done so. Their
prices are low, and white labor is very high, and Chinamen will be apt to
come in and work under them.
Certainly the Chinese by entering into
this business ♦have cut down prices.
Q. What is the feeling that exists among the gardeners and farmers
Market gardeners with respect to the competition which prevails among the Chinese themin 1875, §3 per day. sei ves ? J± J d0 not think that market gardeners' wages two years ago
w^ere more than $3 a day.
xxvin
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adopted which would prevent any more Chinamen coming
j^
Q. Is there any further statement you would like to make to the com U^njmb
be increased,,
mittee on this subject ?— A. No ; I would only say that a certain limited not to
Columbia
number of Chinamen have been useful to the province of British
opinion;
my
m
useful,
really
been
has
number
limited
a
of
—the presence
would
but I would not like to see that number augmented in any way, I
r ather see it diminished, in justice to our population of boys and girls who
are growing up
Q Mr. Macdonald, you speak of the difference between the price of ^f0f Xitelg
British
white labor and of Chinese labor; will you explain to the committee the laboHn
the
In
A.
reason why such a high price is demanded for white labor?—
province of British Columbia,

q

yes ? A Well the people who came to the province of British Coa
lumbia some years ago', in the year 1858, brought with them old Californi
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ideas to a great extent ; nearly everybody came then. They came from
California when money was plentiful and labor was scarce, and they have
stuck to these ideas up to the present time to a great extent. They have
stuck to the old California ideas, and labor is scarce in our country.
Won't take less. Q. Is there any permanent industry in the province which keeps us the
price of labor • what keeps the price up 1— A. No ; they prefer to be idle
unless they are starving, rather than take less than the sum of $2 a day.
Successful mining q Have the gold mines of British Columbia anything to do with this
high price of labor in the province ?— A. Oh ! yes ; a good deal. They
have a good deal to do with it. These people work in those mines for
three or four months in the year, and they may make more in this way
than by ordinary labor ; they may thus make more than a years wages in
a few months.
When laboring
men become small
contractors, they
are the first to
employ Chinese
labor.

Q. Do the employers of labor show a preference to employing Chinese
instead of whites, and when they are employed do they work well 1— A. I
notice that laboring men when they become small contractors, are the
very first people to employ Chinese labor. They employ Chinamen to
mix mortar, and to carry brick and stone, and in the erection of buildings,
masons and small contractors employ them. The whole Chinese labor
question is a very conflicting one and very difficult to decide ; where labor
is cheap, advantage will be taken of the circumstance, no matter by whom
it is furnished, whether by black or by white — no matter what the color
of the employees may be.

Chief objection
work for less

Q. Does the chief objection to the presence of Chinamen in the province arise from the fact that they will labor for a smaller sum than white
laborers are willing to work for ?— A. Yes ; that is one objection to their
presence in the province.

Morals not worse
Q. The objection to their presence is not on account of their morals or
than other classes. any tning 0f that kind ?— A. Of course, their morals are not much worse
than the morals of other classes.
Mr. Barnard, says :
Objection among
laboring class
strong.

At present employers canuot
replace.

Q. What is the general objection of the people of British Columbia on
this point, as to the desirability, if possible, of preventing Chinese immigration into the province ?— A. Among the laboring class, the feeling is
very strong against them, but among those who employ Chinese domestic
servants it is not so strong. The Chinese are very useful and employers
cannot replace them, as things are now, wrth other labor.

Would do so if
could.

Q. If employers could replace them with white labor, male or female,
or both, at a reasonable rate, do you think that they would do so ?— A.
Yes ; and I suppose that in time the Chinese could be replaced, but it
would be very difficult at the present time to keep females in British
Columbia.
The moment they arrive in the province they get married,
Females not avail- leave the province or do something else, and they are not available for
able for domestic
,
,. r
*
service. domestic
service.

Chinese domestic
service.

Q. You find that Chinamen are more
white servants 1— A. Yes ; and they would
will do ; they would cut firewood and do
Some years
will only do one branch.
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Control.

Q. How do these companies control the men after the latter reach the
province of British Columbia and are on British soil ?— A. It is a little
difficult to ascertain how they do it; they have a faculty of keeping
things to themselves.

Objectionable, no
amalgamation &c.

Q. In what respect do you consider the presence of the Chinese in the
province of British Columbia is a nuisance, Mr. Barnard ?— A. They are
a class of people with whom we cannot associate; we cannot amalgamate
with them. They are a class of people that have no interest in common
with us, and while they earn your money and are supported by your
enterprise and industry, they take no part whatever in your political
advancement, or in your social or moral condition. They are aside altogether from us— just as much as a steam-engine is aside from a human
beinof.

In their labor they

Q. But,

do they render a fair equivalent for the wages which they

valenat/air eqUi"

receivedo. from their employers, in the labor that they perform 1— A. Yes,
they

Sober, industrious
and cleanly.

Q. Are the Chinese, as laborers, docile and industrious ?— A. They aresober and industrious, and cleanly in their habits.

Sober.

Q. How is it with them with regard to drinking sprees and breaches of
the peace ?— A. The Chinese are a sober class of people.

Petty larceny.

Q. They seldom commit breaches of the peace 1— A. They are considerably addicted to petty larceny.
Q. Are they addicted to petty larceny among themselves 1— A. Oh, yes,
and also with respect to others.

Control labor
market*

Supplanting
English and
American manufacturers.

Q. You spoke of the introduction of machinery into China, and of the
consequences which might flow from the Chinese offering goods very
cheaply, and you said we might require greater protection against them
than against the Americans. What connection do you think that this has
with the question of Chinese immigration into British Columbia ?— A. The
question is that they are going to control the labor market wherever they
settle down, and if this sort of thing is allowed to go on, they will eventually control the labor market of the world.

Q. Do you imagine that there is imminent danger of that. Do you
think that there is imminent danger of their supplanting the English and
Americans as a manufacturing nation %— A. I cannot very easily understand how, if Chinamen can live for two cents a day as they can at home,
under such circumstances, any other result can follow. If in China, the y
are going to produce, say cotton for instance, at a much lower price thaJ
where other labor is employed and where a much higher rate of wages is
as must be paid to enable Europeans to live— it is plain that they
paid—
have an immense advantage over us.
will

Q Would it be advisable to prevent the Chinese from working in the
mines of British Columbia, and to keep these mines until white labor
gold
e
?hneC^aod^ncl\dhenr
wag supplied from the lower provinces — until white men came m trom t lie
should be no
restrictions. ^^ provinces— took up the mines and worked them %— A. I am not in
us.
favor of adopting any such measures while the Chinese are amongst
Once they are amongst us they should be entitled to enjoy the same rights
I do not believe in
and privileges which all other settlers should have.
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British Columbia, and were there fewer Chinese there would be more
whites.
But there is very little inducement for a white man to go to
British Columbia and take his family with him and turn his girls out to
compete with Chinamen in household work ; and if he has any respect for
himself he will hardly go and work alongside of a Chinaman.
Therefore,
to a great extent he is excluded ; and he, in his turn, writes to others who
may wish to settle in the country and tells them if they come there they
may expect to compete with Chinamen in every branch of labor they may
undertake, and the consequence is that we cannot get white population ;
we cannot encourage it. I have been asked, hundreds of times since I
came to Canada with reference to that, and I cannot encourage people to
go out there under the circumstances.

I
|
!
|
I
•

Q. Do you think it is owing to that, or is it not attributable to the
Expense of getting
to province. remoteness of that province and the expense of getting there, compared
with going to eligible positions in Manitoba ?— A. The expense of getting
there is of course against us, but that objection would be very easily
overcome if the people were satisfied that the country was worth going to
— $50 or $60 would take a laboring man there ; $10 steerage from San
Francisco to Victoria, and $40 or $50 to San Francisco.
Q. Then he has to pay for his living besides ?— A. Well, it is very
cheap ; he could take a basket of provisions with him.

Q. I thought the lowest rate you could get there for was $70 ?— A. No ;
as I said before, those 6,000 Chinamen in British Columbia take the place
of two or three thousand families.

Q. While you are paying white laborers high wages, $60 or $70 a j
Wages of skilled
axemen and farm month) j ^{^ ?_A. Understand that is mostly for skilled axe-men who |
The wages of
are used to felling large trees ; they get $75 a month.
about $45
are
criterion,
fair
pretty
a
be
would
this
and
hands,
farm
good
a month.

100 percent.

Q. That is over 100 per cent, of what we give here for the best men ?—

A. Yes.

the white laboring
Intelligence and Q- What is the class who are generally known as
composition of ciass in British Columbia ; I did not get the point quite explained I— A.
are
BriS^CdSSiSa. The idea is this ; the class of men who go to settle up gold countries
labornd
understa
we
as
generally more intelligent than ordinary laborers,
ers in Canada. They are generally a more intelligent and pushing class
inwho come out there. The white laboring class now in Victoria tor
have
who
mines
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to
come
have
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they
been mining for a number of years and have been unsuccessful, and
have to fall back into the ranks of the laborers. These men very often are
rather starve than go to work alongside oi a
strong,
. they would
Chinamanand
to
Their labor only Q. Do these men intend to remain as laborers, or do they resort
temporary. thoge occupation8 only temporarily 1— A. It is a temporary thing ; if they
to do
strike new diggings and can get along better in them, they propose
; the men
so I do not think we have any of the ordinary white laborers
work you put them
who will work anywhere and everywhere and on any
classes of Yictoria are composed of men who are laborers
white at *The laboring
No ordinary
laborers
in
British
.,
°
Columbia. of necessity.
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Q. In that case would not the Chinese be indispensable, in case of J^^rf^11
*reat public works being undertaken in British Columbia ?— A. Just as
soon as it is announced that public works are to be commenced in British
Columbia we will have all the white labor we require, and we should have
a, larger proportion than we have if we knew that the Chinese were not
bo be employed on the works.

Q. How do the Chinese go to the mines — on foot? — A. The cheapest Chinese too smart,
The fact is, gentlemen, the Chinese are too smart for us.
way they can.
They will beat us everywhere they get a foothold.
Q. That is the greatest objection to them on the part of the white Greatest obiecpopulation .?— A. I think it is.
Q. How does the ordinary Chinese laborer compare in point of intelli- Lower in intelligence with the ordinary white laborer of this country ?— A. Well, I think sence.
he is a grade lower.
Q. You think that this labor is a little lower? — A. I think that it is a Reasons,
good deal lower. You cannot get any class of white laborers that I know
of that will for the sake of economy pack themselves to the extent, say of
twenty persons in a room ten by twelve, and sleeping three in a bed,
there being three tiers of beds one on top of the other, and all the household furniture in the house wherein twenty laborers live not being worth
more than the sum of $2.50.
Q. What is the general health of these people, under such circum- Their health, beas you have mentioned 1— A. Their health is good for the reason cause cleanlystances
that
they are very cleanly.
They wash themselves very regularly.
They
could not live as closely as they do in the hovels in which they dwell
were it otherwise.
That would be out of the question.

0. Do thev ventilate their hovels properly ? Do they let in the fresh Impression of
• n
a mi
•
•
I.M. ■
•
• 4as
air?
— A.
The impression
of£ a white
person, on going
into
one ot£ 4-1,
the white
to their persons
residences*
houses which they occupy, is at first against them ; but that is the peculiar odorous result of the stuff which they eat ; it does not arise from
uncleanly habits or from effluvia coming from their bodies, but the odor
which is perceived arises from the stuff which they eat. This odor is,
besides, mixed with the smell of tobacco, and their tobacco is saturated
with a little opium ; and the smell of opium and tobacco and food altogether gives rise to the unfavorable impression to which I allude. There Contrast of whito
is another disadvantage to which their presence in our country gives rise rentals. n6Se
to. Say that you are a property holder and have a house to let ; if we
had 6,000 white laborers in the country you would derive a certain amount
of rental from your property which in the aggregate would make it
something worth while, but it is not so in the case of Chinamen : they
will rent a house standing on a piece of land, and they are no sooner in
possession of the dwelling than they put up wings on each side sufficient
to keep out the wind and sun, and place people in all the additional
accommodations ; but they are not satisfied with that, if the land is at all
valuable, they will scoop it out and excavate cellars and place people in
these quarters ; then they will raise the roof and provide a room in the
garret, where they live closer than rats in a nest.
Q. And they also put their hogs and chickens in the house ; do they Hogs and
chickens.
not ?— A. I never saw them keep their hogs in the house.
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Q. They keep their chickens in the house, however, do they not?— A
They put their chickens in the house in case a cold night comes on, bn
not their hogs. I rather think they are a cleanly people on the whole
the ordinary white laboring classes
they are much more cleanly than
would be under similar circumstances.

Domestic service. q. Dc- you employ any Chinese, Mr. Barnard ?— A. The only China
man whom I employ is a household servant.

; the Chines
Not stage drivers. Q. You do not make use of them as stage drivers 1— A. No
are of very little service about horses— they have not the nerve.
Domestic service. q ^re y0U aware whether the Chinamen who are employed as domes
tic servants sleep in the houses of dwellings where they are employed a
domestic servants, or not?— A. Oh, yes; they sleep in the houses wher
they are employed. We have always made it a rule to require the Climes
who are employed about the house to remain in the house during sleepm
hours I have had a Chinese servant in my employ for three years
This is the second Chinaman whom I have had for a similar period, an
I have never had more satisfaction out of a domestic servant in my hi
than I have had out of these men.

Q The Chinese are cleanly ?— A. The room of this man is a picture
socks every day ; as far as he is personal
neatness, and he changes y hisclean.
concerned he is extremel

Q. He is a good cook ?— A. Yes.
order
Q. The Chinese do washing and laundry work ?-A. .Yes ; in
Theirorganization
as to employment. ^YQ you a „00d idea of the organization which exists among tnem wi
a circui
rWd to the employments that they follow, I will relate
A gentleman who had 1
stance that has come under my notice.
a China
unfortunate in obtaining white household servants, applied for
he nu
to serve him in that capacity. The Chinaman in charge to whom
gent
the
to
said
and
books,
his
over
his application, immediately turned
"And you live at such
"Yes."
T
"Your name is
man
" You give too many dinners ; you have a lot
place V* " Yes I do."
; you give a big dinner every bi
to 'see you every Sunday
men coming
In fa,
has three children T " Y es.
day t» " Yes " " Mrs.
a complete regis*
the gentleman found this Chinaman had in his books
register was s
of the whole of his family affairs, and at the end of the
services
secure
to
order
to pay in
down the price which he was required could
not get a Chinaman tor ar
a Chinaman. He also found that he
that they had acorn
thing less, and on making enquiries he discovered
to be employed, but
was
who
servant
the
of
g
standin
the
of
not
record,
men as servants.
these
employ
to
were
the standing of the masters who
Mr. Dewdxey

says :

j
ge > ofe: the
ce with
experien
in your
Do you
^
Q. that
it is ciesiraoi
nts and
as knowled
of immigra
Chinese
a class
are such
theythink,
nese
be
tion mighttomigra>Qf ^ ^ the interest of the Dominioil to encourage to come to I
overdone.
proyn
country*— A. I think that there may be too many of them m the ; I
many
too
are
there
that
possible
is
It
.
of British Columbia
immigration might be overdone.
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present
present time overdone in the province Not so at
at the not.
immig
e bia
Is hChines
Q.
A, nI think
1—ratio
Colum
Britis
of S^her*™
tion with respect to the number
O Have you any authentic informa
ation on
inform
e
reliabl
any
you
have
y;
countr
the
in
hinese who are
had.
is subject ?— A. No ; and I think there is none to be
the number of Chi- By ^Chairman
O The only way, in all probability, of finding out
ies in which
mien in the province of British Columbia, and the industr
o^rentit *^~S
the obtain
-gaged, is to apply to the representatives,ia of and
~
tnnese companies who do business in British Columb
of Calior
In the report of the Senate of the United States
om them.
entarepres
the
on
waited
rnia they appointed a sub-committee which
tee as accurate
ves of the Chinese companies, who gave the Commit
to the number
■turns on this subiect as their registers would afford, as
only way, as
the
is
this
that
presume
' Chinamen in the country, and I
information, in
of
sources
ment
govern
official
without
are
we
as
in*
get it approxhfch this information could be obtained ?— A. You could
nately.
to have ^^^^
Q You think that the Chinese are a desirable class of people to
have
class
round youLA. I do not think that they are a desirable
be a very
would
it
that
think
I
useful.
very
are
they
but
us,
moncrst
if we were without them at the present time in the profor us Columbia.
ad thing
of British
ince
g^sejjjtoajto
Q. If the Chinese charged the same rate for their labor as the whites laborerS.
would
them
of
some
Well,
A.
?—
province
the
in
work
o would they get
I believe that a great
I think, under such circumstances.
et work
For instance
certain employments.
aany peo'ple would prefer them forservants
instead of white servants, but
hey would prefer to have Chinese
as ordithink they would prefer to employ Chinese over whites,
; do not
lary
laborers.

for house
O The Chinese are more adapted for domestic purposes and
to
trained
are
who
them
of
vork than for other employments 3— A. Some
a
but
;
servants
good
very
make
they
;
so
hat particular employment are
very
Treat number of them are not fitted for house work at all ; they are
As laborers.
s.
;ood laborers ; they work very well on roads and on public work
Indians.
Q. Is there a better class than the Chinese l— A. The

T-A. I do not Indian servants,
Q Are the Indians a better class than the Chinese
very good servants are very otten obthough
better,
are the
think that
.
Indians
among
tained fromthey
not equal to
Q. Are the Indians equal to the Chinese ?-A. They ofarework
they are
c servants, but for some kinds
the Chinese as domesti
better than Chinamen.
can- C^ogM^cf
Q/ Has not the new industry in British Columbia-I refer to the
nincr industry— caused a great number of Chinamen to come into the ded on without
into the province owing to them,
province?— A. A great many of them came
I
the opening up of that industry, but a great many also went out again,
province
the
into
came
that
them
of
whole
think that pretty nearly the
tar
in connection with the prosecution of this industry, went out again as
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as I can learn. I know that they were very useful in this relation,
industry could not have been carried on without them.

Cleanly.

q. ^re the Chinese cleanly in their habits ?— A. Yes, they are cleanly,
though they live packed very closely together ; a great number of them
will live in a very small house.

Q. If they are packed very thickly in their dwellings they cannot be
very cleanly in their habits ?— A. Yes, they are cleaner than the same
number of white men would be if the latter occupied the same space ; but,
at any rate, that is a matter which can always be regulated by the municipality affected. They have always boards of health, whose duty it is to
look into these questions and regulate them. But as a general thing, the
Chinese quarters, people who own Chinese quarters, are very anxious to get as many of
them as possible into these quarters, as they then get a good deal more
rent for their properties.
Adaption to
business.

Q. Do the Chinese adapt themselves to business like other classes of the
community ; that is, do they become agriculturists, mechanics and manufactu—
rers 1 A. Yes ; they work in the manufactories. They are employed
in making cigars and boots.

Respectable Chinese women.

Q. They have very few families in the country 1 A. I think that good
respectable Chinese women would come to this country, but the idea
amongst them is that if they came they would be persecuted. I know of
several respectable Chinese women in the city of San Francisco ; several
Chinamen there have their wives who are very respectable women.

Schools and
education.

Q. Do the Chinese become interested like other classes of the community in the development of the resources of the country ; do they become
interested in our public institutions, — in our educational system for
instance — or in anything of that nature ?— A. I do not know whether any
Chinese children come to our schools or not, but I know that young
Chinese are sent to the schools in the State of California. I also know
that the Chinese are very anxious to learn to read and write, and all that
sort of thing.

Their object in
making money.

Q. Do you think that the Chinese in this country are solely desirous of
Dialling a few hundred dollars, and of leaving the country with it ultimately is
; that their main object ?— A. I do not think that such is the
main object of the whole of them ; I think that large bodies of them who
come to our country are satisfied if they can make enough to go back on ;
I know Chinamen who have worked in this country for some three or four
years, who have wives and children in China, and they are very glad of
the opportunity of going back to their homes with a little money.

Chinese farming.

Q. None of the Chinese go to farming to any extent 1— A. No ; not to
any very large extent. I know some Chinese who own pretty large farms
on the Eraser river.
Q. Do they raise cattle ?— A. They raise cattle and grain. They raise
a good deal of grain, and they have large market gardens.

General feeling
against driving
them out.

Q. What is the general feeling in British Columbia with respect to the
presence of the Chinese in the country 1— A. I think that the general
feeling among the people who live in the province is adverse to see them
driven out of the country.
xxxvm
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like to
Q You think that the white people who reside there would not is the
That
so.
think
I
Yes,
A.
1—
country
the
see them driven out of
case in my opinion.
Q. What is the feeling among
Columbia with respect to the Chinese
that the feeling among the laboring
that this would be very natural, and

the laboring population in British £^^££
?— A. I think that it is very likely Chinese.
I think
men is against Chinamen.
probably is the case.

against them?— A.
feeling
ians.there is
of Q.
someThepolitic

Yes, so also is the feeling Politicians,

who are favorable
Q Do you know any politicians in British Columbia
Well, I do not
A.
?—
ation of the Chinese into this country
immigrthat.
to the about
know
to Chinese immigraO Are any politicians in the Province favorable
ation
tion'?—A I do not know that they are favorable to Chinese immigr
would object to seeing the
on a "lame scale ; but I do not think that they
time to the white
same proportion of Chinamen in the country at any
ia at the present
Columb
British
of
e
population that exists in the Provinc
uation of the
time. I do not think that they would object to the contin
.
respect
this
in
things
present state of

the population of Proportion,
Q. Is the proportion of the Chinese one-quarter of
the Province?— A. No, it is not one-quarter.
ce who farm to Fanning,
Q. You say there are a few Chinamen in the Provin
some extent?— A. Yes, I do.
under cultivation I
O What number of acres of land would they have
of 200 acres.
and
acres,
160
of
_£ I knL Chntamen who own farms

like white people ?-A. 1
O Have they all the appliances for farming nery as the white farmers
machi
much
as
use
they
do not know Whether
they cultivate their
Im fact I do not think that they do so, but
do or innot
the same manner.
land
160 and of 200 acres are
Q Are we to understand that these farms of
of their land is under cultivation
whoUy. u^ider cultivation ?-A. The bulk
is paid to *e Chinese Wages,
Q What is the ordinary rate of wagesbiathat
month %-A. Well, to
per
Colum
h
Britis
of
the Province
laborer h, of
labor do you refer ?
•what class

abssi wa wars, i X££ 7t=xsz
Q

the trader; but the
There is the laborer, and the mechanic, and

roads.
$40 a month to Chinamen working on the

years ago.
Q. Was this latterly?— A. No, it was ten
to Chinamen t-A . I do not
Q. What is the rate which is now paid
of Chinamen for at the
body
a
e
engag
could
know at what rate you
If you wanted to
work.
present time; it depends on the size of the
XXXIX
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engage a large number of men, I should say that you could get them for
the rate of from $15 to $20 a month.
Q. And board ?— A. Yes ; Chinese cooks get from
$50 a month.
Comparison with
white labor.

5 up to as high a3

Q. How do these rates compare with white labor? — A. Some white
cooks get as high as $100 a month; but there are very few white cooks.
Q. Speaking of laborers, what would the same class of laborers among
the white people ask as wages per day and per month %— A. Whites
would ask as the price of their labor $40 a month.
Q. There is only $10 difference between the rates of wages paid to
whites and to the Chinese 1— A. That is not the case between the labor I
speak of ; I refer to labor employed in making roads and in constructing
public works. You wrould have to pay, I think, from $15 to $20 a month
if you engaged a large number of Chinese, while white men would get
$40 a month. I think that this is about the ordinary price of white
labor.

Farm wages.

Q. What wages do farmers pay to their farm hands in the province of
British Columbia 1— A. I have known farmers who pay their hands from
$50 to $60 and $70 a month. I have known them to pay Indians a3
much as $3 a day during the harvest season.
Q. Is this lately 1— A. Yes, it was the case some twro or three years
ago.

Bringing money
with them into the
country.

Mode of living
when doing well

Q. Do you know any of them who bring money into the country, that
is are there any men of means among them 1— A. The merchants bring
money with them, I believe ; many of them. Some of the ordinary class
of Chinamen may bring a little money with them when they come from
California; they certainly bring none from China — the bulk of them.
Some of the merchants are very wealthy.
Q. What do they do with their money when they make it in British
Columbia ? Do they keep it in the country 1— A. If the Chinamen are
doing well at the mines, where many of them go, they live very well and
spend their money in the country. If they are doing well, they live very
well. If not, they live poorly on almost nothing. But if a Chinaman is
making money, he lives very nearly as wrell as a white man.
Q. And then, as a rule, they spend all their money in the country ?— .
A. No ; I do not think that. A Chinaman may be doing very well, and
at the same time may be saving money to go home on.

Nature of articles
consumed.

Q. Do they use the same articles in their daily food as white men; that
is, articles liable to duty 1— A. Oh, yes ; a great number of them.
Q. Tea? — Yes ; tea, sugar, rice, boots, clothing, etc.
Q. And if they are doing well, I understand, they live well 1— A. They
live very well, particularly if they can get pigs and chickens.

Chinese labor
desirable on
public works.

Q. In the event of large public works being carried on here in a year
or two, and a large number of men being required, do you suppose it
xl
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Chinese servants.
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Judge
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ria Q.emplo
employ the Chinese ?-A Because they ^g™*
Q What is the reason they than
the white people.
s
servant
better
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find they
white domestics? Chinese strike.
O' It is not because of an absence of female and male
at the time that the
—A Well I think not, to a certain extent. Once,,
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m
struck
s
servant
Chinese
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all
Gray,
bv Judce
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nia for other
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to
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Judge
by
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their
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They
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treat them Treatment.
Q Did the employers of the Chinese as household servants
well'?_A. I think they treated them very well.
pleased with their wages and treatment?
I thinktheso.Chinamen well
A. Were
— Q.

passed an Act levying a labor tax Local act,
Q You say the local Government
a kind of tax.
levied
they
;
Yes
A.
1—
Chinese
on the
the Chinese Gratitude or
Q Will you state to the Committee whether you think
leaving so ™*
on
ers
tude towards their employthat
showed gratitude or ingrati
they certainly
I think
suddenly and without noticed A. Well, impose
d on.
showed that they believed they were being
g a high tax on Witness' opinion
O Do vou think that an Act of a Legislature imposin
ic servants to leave
Chinamen is a sufficient cause for Chinese domest
nience ?-A An arbitrary
their employers and put them to serious inconvenatural
way for the Chinese
tax like that-I think so. I think it is a very
I am not sure it was not done from instructions 0n the strike,
to fio-ht their battle.
received from the Chinese Minister in London.
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q# jf ^he Provincial Government imposed a tax that was considered
too high upon the white population, do you think the white population
would leave their employment simply because the Government imposed
such a tax ?— A. It depends on how high it was. If it were in the same
proportion as the tax on the Chinamen, I think they would leave very
quickly.

Q. You think they would leave good employment ?— A. I think they
would if the tax was as heavy as that one was. I have seen men strike
for much less cause than that.
Q. You think then that the Chinese, when they struck and left families
destitute of household servants, did right. Is that what the Committee
are to understand ?— A. I think that they did what white people would
have done in the same position.
Learning English
language.

Q. Do the Chinese learn the English language ?— A. Oh yes, many of
them do.

Chinese immiQ. Probably that may be the reason you have to go to the head men to
grants debtors for
? -i ■ "
A. It has always been more convenient. My idea is
bargains
make
not
but
passage
slaves.
that they bring Chinamen out after collecting a number of them and pay
their passage to America. In that way the Chinamen are always indebted
to these men, and they have to work until they get out of their debt. I
do not know that they are regular slaves; I do not think they are.
Not much employQ. Is there employment for white labor to any extent now
ment in British
Columbia.
Columbia 1— A. Not very much I think.

in British

Q. Do white people leave in case they cannot find employment ?— A.
Yes ; there are some leaving every year.
Three-fourths oi
Chinese work
where white
laborers would
not.

Q. If these 6,000 Chinamen were not there, they would be able
it 1— A. These 6,000 Chinamen are not working as laborers ; over
fourths of them are mining on their own account at places where
people would not work ; I think the reason respectable women
emigrate more is that they are afraid of persecution.
Senator

to get
threewhite
do not

Cornwall, says:

Honesty.

Q. As to the males, are they honest ?— A. As far as my
goes they are, at least, as honest as other classes of people.

Should not be
prohibited.

Q. Do you think it would be in the public interest to prohibit them
from settling in the Dominion 1— A. No, I do not ; not to prohibit them
from coming into the Dominion.

Not hold lands in
fee simple.

Q. You think they ought to be allowed to settle in the Dominion as
permanent settlers ?— A. I should not object to their coming in, but I
should object to their holding land in fee simple.

Reasons why.

Q. Why ?— A. Because I do not think that a people who will not perfectly assimilate with a western population ought to be allowed as settlers
on land — as permanent residents of the country ; to own lands on equal
terms with people of other nati Dualities.

xlii
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Q. Do you say that a Chinaman who holds property is not allowed to
exercise his franchise? — A. He is not.
Q. Is that not an arbitrary law? — A. I think it is.

Effect of.

Q. There is no encouragement for them to become property holders ?— >
A. No.
Q. Unless they are allowed the same privileges as other citizens they
are not likely to become so? — A. No.

Not expedient.

Q. Do you
admitting the
very difficult
Perhaps, as a

Why.

Q. Why not ?— A. Because from their ignorance of our institutions and
our language, it is impossible for them to inform themselves so as to give
an intelligent vote.

think, Mr. Cornwall, that the country world be justified in
Chinese to exercise the franchise ?— A. That is one of those
questions to answer. You can look at it in two ways.
matter of expediency, it is better that they should not.

Q. Are there any Chinese located near you as farmers ?— A. Yes.
Farm.
liive well*

Q. Where ?— A. There is one Chinese farmer about fifteen miles from
where I live.
Q. Do the Chinese in the interior consume much beef ?— A. Yes ; they
live very well when they have the means.
Q. Are they large purchasers of beef ?— A. Yes, they always buy beef.
Q. Are you aware whether they consume as much per man as white
men ?— A. I do not think they do. Their favorite animal food is pork
(something like the Western States people) and poultry.
Q. Do they buy their pork from the pork-growers, or do they grow it
themselves ? — A. They do both. They buy a great deal from other
farmers.
Q. Do they use much flour ?— A. Yes ; they always use flour.
Q. In large quantities ?— A. I could hardly say.
Q. Do they use rice ?— A. Yes.
Q. Which do you think they use most of, rice or flour ?— A. Rice, I
think.
Q. Where does their rice come from : is it Chinese rice ?— A. I think
it is Chinese rice.
Q. Do they use much sugar ?— A. Yes, I think so. They are very fond
of sweet things.

Q. Where does their sugar come from ?— A. I suppose it is the sugar
that is generally used in the country.
. Q. Is it Chinese sugar or island sugar ?— A. I think it is Sandwich
Island sugar, or that from the refineries of San Francisco.
Q. They buy it from the merchants, do they ?— A. Yes ; from the
Chinese merchants.
xliv
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somewhat extensively in
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classes, or is it felt by most men ?— A. I think it is confined to the white fXring classes,
laboring classes.
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Q. They are a little jealous, I suppose %- A. Yes; I think
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Q. Do some of them make money 1— A. I think some of them make a
good deal of money.
Q. What' do they do with it — spend it in the country or take it away 1
A. Those who have been in my employ, and of whom I can speak with
confidence, have spent very much in the country. I have often known
them to be very liberal when asked to contribute to different objects.
They always clothe themselves uncommonly well, and provide themselves
with such comforts as are supposed to be necessary. They always have
good watches, and all that sort of thing. In these respects they compare
most favorably with the ordinary class of people.
Q. Has the Legislature of British Columbia taken any steps to prohibit
them coming into the country ?— A. Yes ; there were some very stringent
steps taken about a year ago.
Q. In what shape 1— A. In the way of imposing a very heavy special
yearly tax upon Chinamen.
Q. A discriminating tax 1— A. Yes.
Q. Was that constitutional ?— A. It was found by the Supreme Court
of British Columbia that it was not constitutional.
Q. Not by the Supreme Court, but by one of the judges of that court ?
A. The judge of the Supreme Court is the Supreme Court.

Chinese have not
prevented white
settlement.

Q. If the Chinamen had not come to British Columbia, do you think
more white people would have come to settle down with their families and
cultivate the soil ?— A. No ; I have no reason to think so.
Q. Your agricultural experience does not lead you to think that 1— .
A. No.

Wives.

White labor in
demand.

Q. Have you heard miners or other people complain that they could
not get wives 1— A. 1 do not know whether I have or not.
Q. I suppose white labor is in good demand there 1— A. It is.
Q. What is the rate per month for farm hands? — A. In my part of the
country 1

Farm wages of
white men.

Q. Yes ; or any other part of the country ?— A. I have two men permanently on my farm ; one gets $50 a month for the year round, and the
other $45 a month.
Q. With board, or without 1— A. With board.
Q. Are those white men or Chinamen ?— A. White men.
Q. Have they families ?— A. No.
Q. So, then, they have no other privilege but what you speak of 1
mean they do not keep horses or a cow 1— A. They are found in everything they require.
' Xlvi
Q. Is that the average rate of wages for white men ?— A. Yes ; that is
in my neighborhood. Many men get more than that, but perhaps for
only a few months in the summer.
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Q. Are they as much ?— A. No ; I think the Chinese are exemplary in
that respect. It is very seldom that there is a charge made against a
Chinaman.
They seem to me to be a law-abiding class.
Q. You have never lived in Cariboo ?— A. No.

Difference of
treatment,

Q. You have never had any knowledge of the burglaries and robberies
that have been committed by Chinamen 1— A. No. I know this : that if
an unfortunate Chinaman commits anything of that sort he is hounded
down, not by the Chinese, but by the whites. If a Chinaman was supposed tohave committed a crime of any sort he would be followed by
white men of a certain class, who would make a point of running him
down if they possibly could ; but if one of their own fellows was guilty of
a like offence, the whites I speak of would seldom think of acting in the
same way towards him.

Working classes
and politicians
against them .

Q. What is the general feeling in British Columbia as to the desirability
of discouraging Chinese immigration 1— A. I should think that the feeling
against the Chinese is widely spread. The employers of labor and the
better classes in British Columbia recognize the advantage of having the
Chinese there ; but the working classes, aided by politicians, have raised
the cry against them.

Preference for
white labor.

Q. Does it not appear strange that the farmers on Vancouver Island
who want hands should not employ Chinese ?— A. I don't think so at all.
The reason is just as I said before. Where there is not much difference
in the rate of wages you have to give, anybody would naturally rather
employ white labor. The whole of the facts regarding this question go to
show that there is really no ground of complaint on the part of workmen,
and that wherever they can employers of labor employ white men in
preference to Chinamen.

Chinese are
laborers.

Very law-abiding
class*

Q. Do you know of any Chinese having erected factories in British
Columbia ?— A. No ; I do not remember.
The Chinese there are simply
laborers, etc., and their coming and going is regulated by supply of and
demand for labor.
I should say the Chinese are a law-abiding class. They are, perhaps,
the most law-abiding class I have come in contact with.
It is rare that
there is any serious crime laid to their charge; we have often heard rumors
that they are very immoral in a way that is unmentionable. But this is
merely a rumor, as I understand ; nobody knows anything about it.

Chinese houses in
Q. Will you give us an idea of the habits of the Chinese : have you
andS^01^11
been in their houses?— A. I have been in different Chinese houses; I
have not been in any of their houses in the towns, which, I understand,
are inhabited closely.
The Chinese rooms that I have been in have
ilways been as clean and nice as possible.
Police reports,
Supreme Court,
assizes, etc.

The Chairman (Mr. De Cosmos) — The best criterion that the Committee could have respecting the morality of the Chinese, and whether they
are offenders against the laws or not, would be the reports of the police
courts, the Supreme Court, the assizes, etc.; I think it is desirable that
we should obtain these reports.

Aggravated
assault.

Q. You have never lived in a part of the country where there was a
large section of Chinese population settled ?— A. No ; I have not.
One
xlviii
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of the charges more frequently made against the Chinamen is that of
aggravated assault. They are, perhaps, oftener charged with that than
any other offence ; that is owing to their impulsive nature. They will
seize whatever comes nearest to their hands and strike their opponent
with it ; in that way they often get into trouble. I have never known a
case of that kind maliciously premeditated. The offence of a Chinaman is
seldom overlooked.

Q. Nor would it be overlooked in the case of a white man, if a white Treatment,
man were subject to the same charge 1— A. The class who have signed the
petition would not overlook the case of a Chinaman charged in that way,
while they continually do so when one of their own number so offends.
Q. That is the class on which society is built ?— A. I should say, so Society,
much the worse for society.

Q. Is there any other rock on which society is built than the laborer ? Floating laborers.
A. Floating laborers — those who live from hand to mouth and move
from country to country.
Q. I do not refer to floating laborers ; I mean the laborers of British British Columbia
Columbia ?— A. I should say the laborers of British Columbia were not mis^tovj.
the rocks on which society is built ; they are essentially a migratory class.

RESULTS.

If personal prejudice and feeling be eliminated from this evidence, it is
impossible not to admit that as a laboring class the preponderence is not
against the Chinese.
They are stated to be honest in their dealings, industrious, sober, peaceable and law-abiding, frugal^and cleanly, and when
the same articles and goods, as do the
well, consuming
well to livethereby
doing laborers,
white
equally contributing with them to the revenue.

Result of evidence
a£

That as domestic servants they are quite as good if not preferable.
That
they do not compete or interfere with lumbering, farming, or any skilled
industry, and that even in market gardening they could be beaten by the
whites, if the latter were willing to work as hard, as shown by the instance of the Italian gardeners in San Francisco.
That the preference
throughout the whole province is in favor of white labor, and the proceeds
of white industry, if brought within the purchasing power of those who
have to pay, but that the wages demanded by the white laborers are such
as few persons can afford to give ; that the great canning industry of the
province could not have been carried on without them.
That they utilize
and draw returns from grounds that the whites would not till, and from
mines which they have abandoned.
That the white laboring classes themselves, the moment they become
contractors are the first to employ the Chinese as laborers, and that the

^tries.^ m"

Domestic servantsNon competition

Preference in
fabortf^bUiSable,
Too expensive,
utility,
Blue Monday,

manufacturers prefer them, because they have no " Blue Mondays." That to be depended
in mining countries or great public undertakings they are more to be ondepended on, as the white laborers rush off' to the mining grounds, when
they hear of a successful " strike," whereas the Chinese do not; and that Presence useful.
up io this time their presence in the province had been most useful, if not
indispensible.
The conclusions of the Committee must have been in accord with the
evidence, for after sitting for weeks, and hearing all that the representa-
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tives of British Columbia could say upon the subject, and all the evidence
they could bring, the report signed by the Chairman from British Columbia, simply recommends "that Chinese emigration ought not to be encouraged. "That Chinese labor ought not to be employed on Dominion Public Works." Anything more faintly condemnatory could hardly have been
put.
The question was not, should Chinese immigration be encouraged, but
Had it
should the coming of the Chinese into the country be prevented.
been injurious or not 1 Did the state of the country admit doing without
it 1 No one desired to encourage Chinese immigration, but under all the
Had the
MM character of circumstances, was it better for the country to be without it?
these
Un
«
it
by
retarded
or
advanced
been
prosperity
material
the report. country's
points, with all this evidence before it, with all that the British Columbia
members could bring, or by examination elicit from the witnesses, the
Committee, with its Chairman, a member from British Columbia, most
carefully abstain from the expression of an opinion.

Such is the only evidence that up to this time, has been laid before the
Parliament and the country.
It will have again to be considered in connection with the evidence
taken by this Commission in British Columbia.

CHAPTER

Evidence in B.C.

IV.

We now submit the evidence taken in British Columbia by the Commis ioners inthe order in which it was given and received. It will be
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2. As to their state of health on arrival.
want
3. As to their being a burden on the people of the province from
sickness or otherwise.

obedienc
4. 5 and 6. Their habits, as1 to industry, sobriety, economy;
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to law and fidelity to contracts, or interference with
competition and otherwise, in the labor market.

the whites, by

7, 8 and 9. As to their first reception in the Province, the want they
supplied, and the period when, and by whom, the agitation against them
first commenced, and by what classes it is now carried on.
10. As to their habits being injurious to the public morals or public
health.
11, 12 and 13. As to the effect of their presence on the development of
the Province, whether longer necessary or desirable, and the effect upon
the comfort and prosperity of the people, should they leave, or be driven out.
14, 15 and 16. As to what number in proportion to the whites would
be for the best interest of the Province, and what would be the effect upon
the introduction of capital, if the supply of domestic servants was dependent upon those, coming from Europe or America.

17, 18 and 19. Whether there should be an expulsion of those here, or
restriction or regulation of their further immigration, or could an effectual
supply of white labor be obtained by the combined efiort of the Province
and its Legislature with equal advantage to the province.

20, 21 and 22. As to whether there be steady remunerative work for
white people in the Province, what the effect of opening up the railway
Belt has been, or whether the presence of the Chinese has retarded white
immigration.

23, 24 and 25. What effect their presence has had upon the morals of
the people.

26 and 27.

As to knowledge of leprosy, or other general information.

These questions it will be observed afford the broadest latitude of enquiry, and an opportunity for the statement of facts, or expression of
opinion to the fullest extent, the person answering may desire to go. They
were intentionally framed so as to give this latitude and to elicit the most
unrestricted information. They were further accompanied and strengthened by the general invitation given by the Commissioners at the opening
of the Commission in Victoria, and duly published, to all parties to come
forward and place before the Commissioners orally, or by writing, their
views on the subject ; enabling those who, from sensitiveness, sickness or
other causes, were unwilling to come iorward in public, to convey their
opinions as well as those more accustomed to public life.
The total number who came forward or replied was 51, as in the following list :—
Witnesses :
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

John Westhrop Carey, Victoria,
Charles T. Bloomfield, "
"
John Hearn,
Hon. A. E. B. Davie, "
"
Dr. Helmcken.

Mayor.
Superintendent of Police.
Sergeant of Police.
Attorney-General.
P. C. Surgeons, London.

li
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8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16
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Charles Wilson, Cariboo, Barrister.
W. K. Bull, Victoria, Tax Collector.
Provincial Immigration Agent.
"
JohnJessop,
Hon. John Robson, Yictoria, Provincial Secretary.
W. Tuckfield,
Richard Jones, Provincial Tax Collector.
Sir M. B. Begbie, Chief Justice, B. C.
Joseph Metcalf, Jr., Nanaimo.
Robert Ward, Victoria, Commission Merchant.
James Young, Nanaimo.
R. F. Johns, South Saanich, M. P. P., Farmer.
E. Stevenson, M. D., Yictoria, College Ph. & Sur. Ontario.

formerly Surveyor Gen'l.
18. Benjamin M. Pearse, "
ter, Fraser Riv. Salmon Cannery.19. Thomas E. Ladner, New Westmins
20. John Laity, Maple Ridge, Farm laborer.
^
Farmer.
21. John Tremblath, "
22. J. W. Innis, Esquimalt, Naval Storekeeper, H. M. Dockyard.
Ladner's Landing, Fraser River, Salmon Cannery.23. W. H. Ladner,
24. Wm. C. Ward, Victoria, Manager Bank B. C.
25. James B. Kennedy, New Westminster, Lumberman.
26. Robert Scott, Nanaimo, Wellington Collieries.
27. William Moresby, New Westminster, Gaoler,
28! John Bryden, Nanaimo, Wellington Collieries.
29. Mathew Trotter Johnson, Victoria, Merchant.
30 W B Adair, Fraser River, British American Packing Co.
3L D.R. Lord,
32. E. V. Bodwell, Victoria Railway Accountant.
33 W J. Armstrong, New Westminster, Sheriff.
ver Coal
34. .Samuel M. Robins, Nanaimo, Superintendent Vancou
Company
35. John Tindal, Victoria.
R.
36. Michael Haney, Yale, Irishman, Superintendent C. P.
37. W. Stephenson, Forks Quesnelle. ■,,,-,.,
-,
Ireland
38 Rev. Philip Dwyer, Victoria, Killaloe Cathedral,
Wellington
39i Robert Dunsmuir, M. P. P., Victoria, Proprietor
Mines.
40. J. Dawson, Nanaimo, J. P.
and Builder.
41 David Wm. Gordon, M. P., Nanaimo, Contractor
Supreme
Columbia,
British
Victoria,
Crease,
' 42*. Hon. Mr. Justice
° 43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
4a
49.
50
5L

Railway Contractor.
Andrew Onderdonk, C. P. L.
E. V.
Emily Wharton, Victoria,
Inspector Inland Revenue.
C. T.Dupont, "
President Ex. Co. B. C.
Hon. M. T. Drake, "
No. 3017.
o,
Nanaim
Labor,
Knights of
John A. Bradley, Victoria.
Huang-Sic-Chen, Chinese Consulate San Francisco.
Gilbert Malcolm Sproat, Essayist.
Association.
R. O'Brien, M. D., Nanaimo, President N. Tra.
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The following are the questions :
? Are
1. What classes of people come here as immigrants from China
?
traders
or
cs
they chiefly laborers, mechani
fit
When? they arrive here, do they usually arrive in good health and
for2.work
often
3 Have you any system of public poor relief, and do they
become a burden on that fund, or upon the private charity of white
citizens?
they
4 Are they industrious, sober, economical and law-abiding, or are
question
this
answer
Please
nt?
turbule
or
drunken, extravagant
lazy,
fully.
they ?respect their engagements with white men, and carry out
5. Do
contracts
their
the
6 Do they show any disposition to interfere with the prospects of
in
offer
they
which
ion
competit
the
beyond
on ?in any way
populati
whitelabor
the
market
7. When the Chinese first came to this Province, did they supply a
want then felt, and was their coming encouraged and welcomed?

8. Up to what period did that feeling continue ?
9. When did the agitation against the Chinese begin, and what class
began it, and what classes are now carrying it
classes
or
? of people
forward
10. Is there anything in their habits or mode of living injurious to the
public peace or to the public health ? Please answer this question fully.
11. Has? the presence of Chinese contributed to the development of the
Province
12. Is their presence here any longer necessary or desirable ?
13. What would be the effect upon the comfort and prosperity of the
people of this Province, if they were to go hence voluntarily or otherwise
14. Are not a certain number necessary, and if so how many?

15. What proportion (if any) should Chinese immigration bear to the
immigration of white people in order to advance the best interests of the
colony and provide for the comfort of the people now here, or those who
may come here ?
16. What would be the effect upon immigration into this colony of
persons with capital, if the supply of domestic servants depended upon
the number of such coming from Europe or other parts of America ?

17. Is it your opinion that the present Chinese residents should be
forced to leave this Province, or the further advent of others should be
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prevented, or merely that the numbers coming should be regulated in
some manner, as to the number and choice of such emigrants ?
18. What manner would you suggest should be adopted to restrict or
regulate their coming ?
19. Would a combined effort on the part of the people of this Province
and its Legislature to encourage white immigration, and discourage the
employment of Chinese, effectually furnish a supply of white labor, exclude
Chinese immigration and at the same time develop the natural resources
of the colony as speedily and safely as they are now being developed ?
20. Can white people now find remunerative employment here and steady
work, and is such remuneration adequate to support and clothe, and educate their families, and make reasonable provision for old age ?
21. Has not the opening up of the public lands reserved for railway
purposes had a material effect on the immigration of settlers to this
Province ?
22. Has white immigration been retarded by the presence of Chinese
immigrants in this Province ?
23. What personal observations have you made as to the effect of the
Chinese upon the morals of the white people, and are they more injurious
than white people of similar or allied habits.
24. Is the proportion of depraved and immoral people amongst the
Chinese here greater than amongst white population in other places
similarly situated where the Chinese are not found ?
25. Do the vicious and depraved flaunt their vice and depravity more
openly or more effectually than do white people in similar classes ?
26. What personal knowledge have you of the presence of leprosy
amongst them, and have you any personal knowledge of leprosy being
communicated from them to the whites, and if so, how many instances and
under what circumstances ?
27. Can you give any statistical or other information, or furnish any
facts bearing on the general question now being considered by the
Commission, which will facilitate its work, or make its labors more
complete 1

Though several of the objections to which the above enquiries were
directed will hereafter require and receive separate and distinct consideration, it may be said that the conclusions deducible from the whole
evidence so taken by the Commissioners in British Columbia, as well as
from their personal observations and enquiries, agree with those to be
drawn from the evidence taken before the Committee of the House of
Commons in 1879.
There is the same preponderating testimony as to the sobriety, industry
and frugality of the Chinese as manual laborers, and the reliance to be
placed upon their performance of contracts.
There is at the same time
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The habits and modes of life of the Chinese are in many respect objectionable, their religious practices idolatrous and offensive, their sordid
desire for the accumulation of money and hoarding it up injurious, but
these same faults are to be found among other people, and if all were
excluded against whom such charges could be brought, the population ot
British Columbia would be extremely limited.
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CHAPTER
OPIUM

SMOKING

AND

5.
PROSTITUTION.

At the end of the Long Drive in the Royal Park at Windsor, about
two miles from the Castle, on the spot where four roads met, forty years
age there stood, and it may stand there yet, a monument erected by the
It was sur- George the 4th to
late King George the IY, to his father George the III.
George the 3rd.
mounted with the figure of the old king, and bore the inscription :
"Piusfilius optimo Patri."

The relations between father and son from youth to age hardly warranted this descriptive tribute. Either history or the monument must
tell an untruth.
It, however, clearly indicates one suggestion, that to arrive at truth, we Examination of
must examine the characters of those who give characters to themselves character,
or others, as well as the characters of those to whom the characters are
tells us, " Every medal has its reverse."
The Italian proverb
given. are,
therefore, in the present instance, to examine not only the
We
characters given to the Chinese, but the characters of those who give
them.
No Canadian will pretend to defend prostitution or opium smoking. Are the Chinese .
Both are vices* to be prevented if possible, and as far as possible, but what ^^^t^tJ
we have at present to determine is whether the Chinese are the cause of the country,
these evils in the country, for if not, punishing them will not only not
remove the evil, but would be an act of injustice, discreditable to a free
and self-governing country.
It is urged, as one of the gravest objections to the presence of the Chi-
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nese, that they are in the habit of opium smoking, and introduce tha*
habit in the places where they are permitted to dwell.
SSchineseb1 the
A part fr0m the historical fact> tnat our country within the last thirty
British. "
years forced the use of opium upon the Chinese, burned their towns, demolished their fortifications, and slaughtered their people, to compel them
to admit it into China, against the wish of its government and its inhabitants, as an article of trade and consumption, besides making them pay
seventeen millions of pounds sterling as indemnity and war expenses, for
The lorcha Arrow, presuming to resist its importation, and seizing a little vessel, on board of
which it was found, entering one of their ports, that vessel bearing the
British flag, and the article itself being the production of our own East
Indian possessions, and an essential factor, from which we derived the
means of bearing the expenses of the East Indian Government ; the startling fact meets us that it was in use among the British people themselves
long before the advent of the Chinese into British Columbia, or as working classes either into America or Great Britain, and was and is used in
Its ancient use.
immense quantities among the European nations where a Chinaman never
was seen. That the flower from which it is derived grows in almost every
garden of Europe and America, and that it is a common article of barter
and of trade among the civilized nations of the world.
That it is. used in
w3Cd ChlVa50T1S
morphine.
The poppy.

Cultivation.

In United States
and Australia.

Increase of _
thTESd states.

^a^ a ^ozen different ways, and may be found in every apothecary's shop
in England and America.
That as chloral, morphine and chewing, it is
far more extensively and more dangerously used, and less capable of being
detected than the practice of opium smoking.
It may be not inappropriate, in discussing this phase of the question
very briefly, to refer to some of the authorities bearing on its use. The
British, French and American scientists recognize it as derived exclusively from the papaver somniferum, or the ordinary white and black poppy.
In India the flower appears in February, in Europe and the United States
not earlier than June, July or August. All parts of the poppy contain a
white opaque narcotic juice. In the capsule the juice most abounds ; the
seeds are destitute of narcotic property.
It was cultivated by the ancient
Greeks, and is mentioned by Homer as a garden-plant.
It is at present
cultivated very extensively in India, Persia, Egypt and Asiatic Turkey
for opium, and in several parts of Europe, especially France and Germany
for the seeds, though in both countries, good opium is at the same time
produced.
Though until recently only found in the gardens as an ornamental flower, of late, attempts have been made to cultivate it on a somewhat larger scale in the United States ; and with success in Australia
an^ j;n ^ province of Victoria.
Commerce is supplied with opium
chiefly from Hindostan, Persia, Egypt and Asiatic Turkey.
Immense
quantities are produced in the Indian Provinces of Bahar and Benares,
and in the more interior province of Malwa.
The opium of Hindostan is
distributed extensively through continental and insular India, where it is
habitually employed in the place of spirituous liquors.
Great quantities
are also sent to China, into which it finds an easy entrance notwithstanding prohibitory laws.
Much was formerly produced in the district
of ancient Thebes, Upper Egypt, and laudanum was well known as
Tinctura Thebaicum.
The increase of consumption in the United States
mav °e judged from the following importations :
In
"
"

1878
1879
1880

,

lvi

207,752 11-.
278,554
"
372,880
"
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Opium is much adulterated. It has been stated in Athens by a person
eno-aoed in the extraction of opium that grapes, freed from their seeds
and crushed, were almost universally mixed with the poppy-juice, and
that the inspissated juice of the grape thickened with flaur is often used
for the same purpose. In the report on the progress and condition of
India for 1871-72, it is stated that the cultivation of opium in India is
increasing, there bein? at the time of the report 500,000 acres in Bengal,
^
and 608 acres in Bombay planted with the poppy, and that the exports of
opium for the same year amounted to 893,364 chests, valued at £13,365,- indi^iS.SJiv
288 sterling, or f 66,826,440. — United States Dispensatory, 15th Edition ;
title: Opium.)
Having thus shown the enormous value of the opium crop in India, for
which Great Britain insisted upon having China as a market, it may be of
importance to ascertain what quantity is imported into Canada, its value,
and the duties paid. It is clearly recognized as a legitimate article of
trade and commerce, and the accompanying return shows that during the
last three years there has been imported into the several provinces of the
Dominion, a total in value of $400,555, on which duties were paid to the
Dominion revenue of $79,110.

Statement of the quantity and value of opium entered for consumption
in each province of the Dominion, also the duty collected thereon
during the fiscal years ended 30th June, 1882, 1883, 1884, respectively :
ENTERED

EOR

PROVINCE.

Lbs.

1882.

Value.

$

186
1,868
184
4
21,567

Total

Duty.

Duty.
Quantity.

$

$

Lbs.

2,444
471
5,591
61315

1,118
94 20
1223 60
00

78,833

15,766 52

$87,967

$17,593 32

"*43
2

10 00

$10 00

1883.

$28
. 7
1,792
1

Manitoba
British Columbia

Total

Value.

2

24,599

Quebec ,...

30,235
.

for

488 80

790

British Columbia

28

Opium prepared
Smoking.

Opium.
Quantity.

"'

CONSUMPTION.

32,028

2 50

1,026 60

5,133
5
106,367

21,273 40

$111,505

$22,301 00

1 00

3
3

lvii

15 00

1 $50 I• $17

50
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ENTERED

FOR

CONSUMPTION.

PROVINCE.

Opium prepared for
Smoking.
Duty.
Value.
Quantity.

Opium. 63

1884.
Ontario
Quebec
New Brunswick
Manitoba
British Columbia

Quantity.

Value.

Lbs.

$

Duty.

648 20
1,092 60
45 60
40

1

3,241
227
5,463
3

56,542

192,149

38,429 80

2,0 0

$

Lbs.

2 087

$

15|
15

1

....„

1 25

214

75 00

217
Total

60,700

$201,083

$40,216 60
$76 25
J. JOHNSON.
Commissioner of Customs.

Customs Department, Ottawa, 28th October, 1884.

Smuggling into
the United States

Opium licences
in Victoria.

Spirit licenses
to the Chinese.

These returns show an amount of importation of opium into British
Columbia entirely out of proportion to the population, as compared with
that of the other provinces, and equally out of proportion to consumption
by the number of Chinese in the province. It may in some degree be
explained (though not justified) by the long continuous boundary line
between British Columbia and the United States, extending for hundreds
of miles along the 49th parallel, though unsettled districts, affording extraordinary facilities for smuggling opium by the Chinese in British
Columbia into the United States for the use of the many thousands of
their countrymen in Oregon, Washington Territory, California and along
the Pacific coast.
Its use also, as a legitimate source of municipal revenue, is recognized
by the city of Victoria, having, during the first half of the current year,
issued to the Chinese eleven opium licenses at $500 a piece, netting a
revenue of $5,500 to the city. It is difficult to make the Chinese understand, why its use is so objectionable, when the Dominion Government
permits it to come into the country as a common article of trade, and the
city government makes money by granting licenses for its sale. Nor can
they understand why they themselves are so objectionable, when in addition to the opium licenses — the city government grants them liquor
licenses for selling spirits at $50 a piece, thus adding still more to the
city revenue.
From this opium comes chloral, morphine and other extracts and com-

pounds far more dangerous in their
higher and cultivated members of
society than is the opium for smoking
not well understood before 1869, in

lviii

used 'by the
effects, and much more
English, European and American
by the Chinese. Of chloral though
1878 (less than ten years) its con-
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sumption was estimated at one ton daily, in England and America alone, gSSTin Enranging from inocuous doses at thirty grains to danger and death at one gland and
menca«
It is far more seductive
hundred and twenty, when used as an hynoptic.
It affects the
in its effects, and more dangerous in its consequences.
brain, the spinal cord, the intellect, and brings on imbecility and death.
(U. S. Dispens).
An American paper thus refers to its use in a very late issue :
" A terrible vice has crept in among the fair sex of New- York. Fashionable ladies from the ' Fifth ' and the adjoining regions of the high-toned
glass
may be seen entering drug stores and calling in silvery accents fora a white
of soda-water. Into this inocuous beverage white crystals from
mouthed bottle are dropped and dissolved. The solution is gulped, fifteen
cents are paid, and the elegantly dressed apparition vanishes. These ladies
are known as ' chloral fiends.' The drug is now imported into NewYork by the ton. This is, as a weakness, worse than opium-smoking
because more readily indulged in, and almost as revolting as the hypodermic injection of morphia."
Its use should be limited to medicinal or scientific purposes, and every
aid should be given to those who seek to prevent its consumption being
introduced as a habit among our people, either for smoking or other
merely indulgent ends.
The evidence taken before the Commission in British Columbia shows No tendency in

in any way, to SlSo^t toeimbia'
no perceptible tendency among the people of the Province,
In every city, in every part of the world, there will habit,
adopt such a habit.
possibly be found persons of the lowest and most degraded habits who
frequent opium dens, but they are almost always persons who have fallen
so low from previous debauchery and vice, that there is no lower depth
to which they can descend.

With reference to Chinese prostitution the evidence shows that out of Chinese Prostito
a total of 10,550 Chinese in the Province there are altogether only 154
Chinese women, of whom seventy are prostitutes, scattered throughout
the Province entirely among their own countrymen, many as concubines,
that relationship being among them deemed no offence, and no discredit.
It is doubtful whether a similar number of English or American people
in a strange country would show any better record, though they might
not use exactly the same terms. In dealing with this question it is
impossible to avoid plain language.
The evidence does not show reasonable ground for fearing in British
Columbia, any contaminating influence from either one or the other of
these vices, as coming from the Chinese. It may safely be affirmed that
the white associates (few as they are) of the low Chinese in these vices
will be themselves found to come from the lowest and most degraded
classes of the whites, persons so utterly dead to every feeling that becomes
either a respectable man or a virtuous woman, that wherever they might
be, in whatever city of the world, if it were possible to find any place
lower than an opium den or a Chinese house of prostitution, it is there
they would have to be sought. It is a reflection upon the people of
British Columbia to assume that as a people they could be led away by
such degraded tastes.
In the police reports extending over five years from 1879, there are Police Reports*
only two charges against the Chinese for prostitution, and none against
any of the Chinese for the improper sale or use of opium, or for having
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misled, seduced, or enticed any white man, woman or child into their
places of residence, or for having beguiled them in any way into their
company for improper purposes, either of co-habitation or opium smoking.
It may here be observed that the police of the city of Victoria are a
fine body of men, prompt in the discharge of their duties, vigilant as to
offences against the laws, or infractions of the municipal regulations ; and
in no way tainted with love or affection for the Chinese.
A'hiskey
In a country where whiskey drinking prevails to an unlimited extent,
drinking.
White and Indian and where white and Indian prostitutes can be found and are known to
prostitute.
exist in unknown numbers, it seems a contradiction to assume a dread of
the white population becoming demoralized from the presence of seventy
Chinese prostitutes, in a population of 10,550 Chinese people living in
accordance with the customs of their own country, and a practice of
opium smoking among their own people, infinitessimally small, when
A Christian habit compared with the practice of whiskey drinking among the whites, unless
and a heathen
it be upon the principle declared by one of the residents, who, when asked
viee.
by the commissioners. "What was the difference between getting drunk
on whiskey and getting drunk on opium 1 " indignantly replied. " That
one was a Christian habit, the other was a heathen vice, a distinction
which it would be difficult for Carlyle to comprehend or Father Mathew
to apply. — " Mutato nomine de tefabula narratur"
The fact is that the statements in these two respects are merely repetitions of the charges made in San Francisco, without the slightest ground
for their application to Canada as a whole, or British Columbia as a part
of the Dominion ; unless, indeed, it be contended that the records of thecourts — of the police office and the public institutions of the country are
untrue, and that its public officers, its police, its grand juries, and municipal authorities are all alike negligent and inefficient in the discharge of
their public duties, regardless of the welfare of the people, and indifferent
to the morals of the young and rising generation. It is weakening the
position by crowding the enquiry with unsupported charges. But, if we
See also Dr.
Stout's evidence,
p. 311.

turn to Col. Bee's evidence (page 20), taken at San Francisco, we find
that the truth of this charge, as to danger from Chinese prostitution,
even as applied to San Francisco, is emphatically denied.
There are grave and there are serious objections to the Chinese as a
class of settlers, but these objections are not strengthened by imputing to
them offences similar to those our own people are in the habit of committing, whether they be called whiskey drinking or opium smoking, prostitution or concubinage.
CHAPTER
SECRET

SOCIETIES. — WANT

OF

6.

TRUTH.
FILTHY
LEPROSY.

HABITS.

DISEASES

AND

There are grave objections to the Chinese as settlers or as residents in.
large numbers, which, apart from the question of competition with white
labor, ought to be seriously considered. Prominent among those objections is the undoubted existence among the Chinese of secret organizaSecret
tion. Organizations, enabling them to act as compact bodies in any community where
they may be, facilitating the evasion of local laws and the concealment of
crime. This constitutes a dangerous feature in the administration of
where their personal interests are involved; our utter ignorance
justice
their
of
Ignorance
language ana
of
their
language and modes of thought placing the officers of justice in
mode of thought.
the power of interpreters, whose
veracity is doubtful, and whose integrity
lx
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desire to obtain, is sanctioned as belonging to superior intelligence. Dupli
city and capacity to deceive are of higher value than truth. In thi
respect, therefore, the Chinese do not differ from the rest of the people o*
the continent to which they belong — truth with them is the evidence of a
weaker race ; but admitting all this, the strong common sense of the
European races and their descendants, points out, that that deficiency is
no reason why dealings should not be had with Asiatics, when the interests
of humanity or the extension of commerce will be promoted thereby, and
assuming from all the circumstances attending their presence in British
Columbia, that the benefit to the Province exceeds the detriment, then
the remedy for the two evils referred to, may be found in the course pursued in China, at the time of the occupation of Canton, in 1856, by the
British forces, under the embassy of Lord Elgin, and in some preliminary
observations made by his secretary, Mr. Oliphant, in his narrative of the
expedition, in which the secret organizations are more particularly
referred to :

Elgin's
China
1856,
Oliphant.

Registration
Taxation.
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and

" At present, there is a population of 70,000 Chinamen in Singapore,
and not a single European who understands the language : the consequence
is, that in the absence of any competent interpreter, they are generally
ignorant of the designs of the Government, and regarding themselves still
as Chinese subjects, are apt to place themselves in an antagonistic attitude,
whenever laws are passed affecting their peculiar customs. No effort is
made to overcome a certain exclusiveness arising hence, and this is fostered by the secret societies which exercise an important influence upon
the minds of all, but more particularly the ignorant portion of the population. Were Chinese themselves put into positions of authority under
the Government and allowed to share to some extent in the duties and
responsibilities of British citizens, which intellectually speaking they are
quite competent to undertake the barrier which now exists between the
two races would be partially removed, and the mutual distrust and suspicion engendered by our present system would in all probability quickly
disappear. Nor is this mere speculation. We have, fortunately, in their
own Empire a perpetual proof before our eyes of that reverence for
authority, when judiciously enforced, which is one of their chief characteristics, and which has for so many centuries been the preservation of its
union and one of the great sources of its prosperity."
" Manilla, like Singapore, owes a great part of its prosperity to the Chinese portion of its population, and in our management of this race in our
possessions, it might not be unprofitable to investigate the expediency of
some of those measures, which other nations inferior to us in the art of
colonization, as a rule, have found it necessary to employ. All the Chinese arriving at Manilla are registered and taxed according to their occupat ons They are divided into four classes : merchants, shop-keepers,
artisans and day-laborers."
The entire Chinese population has been estimated as high as 30,000,
but, according to a Spanish author writing in 1842, the number actually
enrolled does not exceed 6,000, and their capitation-tax is about $100,000
a year, while that of all the native inhabitants, exceeding 3,000,000, does
not equal eight times that amount. This taxation is manifestly excessive
and no good object could be obtained by drawing any distinction in our
own possessions between Chinese and British subjects, but the election of
a captain by themselves, whose office is to collect the tribute and arrange
all internal differences, and who is to a certain extent responsible for the
good conduct of his countrymen, is an excellent arrangement. e At the
same time that the captain is elected, his lieutenant and head constable
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ness in the neighborhood, which in the end may affect extensive districts.
This is not exceptional as to their habits when abroad, but is equally noticeable inall the large towns in China, where foreigners or travellers hav&
had opportunities of observation. Among the lower classes also, the most
repulsive objects of disease and deformity are sometimes met with. In
their own country human life is not regarded, and when the wasted cripple or paralytic can no longer help himself, and death is slowly approaching, his wretched body, ere life has fled, is thrown out on the dung heap
to perish — carion for the crows and dogs.
Oliphant mentions such scenes and instances at Tien-tsin, a city of a
million of inhabitants within a hundred miles of Pekin, the capital of the
Empire, and similarly have they been noticed in other large cities of
China.
In the lowest dens of London, Liverpool and Dublin, in the slums of
New York, and the large capitals of Europe equally are to be found th&
most repulsive objects of disease, and the most degraded and filthy modes
of living. Even in our own cities — in Montreal, the most populous and
most Christian City of the Dominion — residences for human beings and
habits more degrading and filthy are to be found. In the Montreal Daily
Witness, of November 14th, will be found an article, " Abodes of Misery,"
descriptive of habitations, which rival, if they do not surpass any place in
the worst of the Chinese quarters in Victoria or San Eranciseo.
Among the lowest classes of human beings of all the nations of th&
world, whether Christian or Pagan, the same degradation may be found,
and it would be well that the writers who so vehemently attack the
Chinese on these grounds would look at home and amend the evil there.
The law provides the most ample power for the abatement of such nuisances, and for the punishment of the offenders, whether they be tenants
or owners of the land. The local authorities Ought really to be the parties attacked for not exercising the powers with which the law clothes
them for that- purpose, rather than the poor wretched degraded beings,
victims of ignorance and years of debauchery, misery and crime, with
whom conscience is extinct, and virtue and shame unknown.
In British Columbia there has never been a density of population, or
pauperism sufficient to render such scenes possible among the whites, and
it is, therefore, that the mere probability of their approach is regarded
with such justifiable horror.
In Canada they can be prevented under effective existing legislation,
without expense to the Government of the Dominion ; and so far as the
Chinese are concerned, their obedience and submission to authority, the
peculiar characteristic of the people of their country, resulting from the
long training, and despotic nature of their Government, its assumed divine
origin, and absolute arbitrary will, render the carrying out of measures
by the local authorities to that end, a remedy of simple means.
It is difficult to conceive upon what principle such charges are made.
Where the local authorities have power to remove or abate the evil, it is
a waste of time to abuse it. Where they can punish the offender, and do
not, it is a premium f^ offend. Mr. Bloomfield, the Superintendent of
Police in Victoria, ii? /lis evidence says : "I have known instances when
buildings and their owners have been presented to the Grand Jury as
nuisances, and no action been taken." There is no question, that the
" Chinese quarters" are the filthiest and most disgusting places in Victoria,
overcrowded hotbeds of disease and vice, disseminating fever and polluting
the air all around. Then why allowed so to remain *?§ It is not the
fault of the Chinese so much as of those who can and do not prevent it.
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It is reflecting upon the administration of the law and its executive
machinery to permit the public health to be so endangered. It cannot
be presumed that the owners of such habitations or places can have the
influence, or would desire, to thwart the authorities in doing what the
public interests require, nor that there can be an object in nursing the
evil rather than removing it.
In argument, however, it forms no more ground for expelling the
Chinese than it would for expelling any other class of dirty people, or for
legislating against any other race, white or black, amongst whom certain Black or white,
bad or objectionable classes were found. Proceed against the offender,
whether he be black or white, but do not confound the innocent with the
guilty.
In connection with the matters referred to in this chapter and in con- Leprosy,
nection with this phase of the question comes up the oft-repeated charge
of leprosy and "leprous race."
On this point it may be said that particular and searching inquiry was Dr. Helmcken.
'oldest and most
made by the Commissioners. Dr. Helmcken, one of the before
the advent
eminent physicians in the Province, who was there long
of the Chinese, after remarking that the Chinese came to the country
about fourteen or eighteen years ago, says: "I have never seen more than
two cases of leprosy since I have been in the country : one an Indian Leprosy,
before the Chinese arrived, and one about eight or ten years ago — this a
Chinaman. With regard to the man in the prison mentioned by Sergeant
Bloomfield, he came into the prison for stealing, I think ; and after he
arrived in the prison, the question arose as to his being a leper and that
he be liberated ; and I said the Chinese doctors had better see him as they
were acquainted with the disease, and after doing so they said he had the
leprosy, giving a certificate to that effect, and upon that certificate the
man was kept in prison after his term had expired. He was afterwards liberated. The same man, I am informed this morning, has just
been brought into prison again, not on account of leprosy but for stealing.
According to the best medical authorities, leprosy is not considered a
contagious or infectious disease. To-day it exists in Norway and Sweden,
and also in the Mediterranean countries. I do not know that it is
necessary a leper should be locked up. Leprosy is incurable, and persons
so affected are usually put in some place for incurable diseases. The
disease may go on for years. In the Sandwich Islands lepers are separated
from the healthy. The peculiar indications of leprosy vary — in one affecting the skin, another the nervous system. The skin kind is more like
syphilis. It is more or less hereditary ; and in some families there might
be a leper. People residing and cohabiting with them do not take the
disease. I cannot tell you whether it has been found the same in Australia, as I have no reliable information. I do not know of a single white
person having leprosy in this country, only having known two cases of
leprosy, as I said before — one an Indian leper, which was before the
Chinese arrived, and a Chinaman. The Indian, there, did not contract
it from the Chinese. Leprosy is not only found amongst the Chinese, but
afreets the whole of humanity. It has, however, disappeared from Europe,
except Norway and Sweden, Finland and the Mediterranean. There are
more cases in China and the East ; it seems to appertain to hot countries
chiefly, and marshy places. I do not think the cause of the disease is
known. Of course, now-a-days it is a 'Bacillus.' If there was a case of
leprosy in Victoria now, it would be the duty of the police to report the
same to the city authorities the same as a case of small-pox. I have been
the visiting surgeon of the jail ever since it was built — from the time I
lxv
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came to the country. The appointment is under the Local Government.
Theae may have been cases of leprosy amongst the Chinese, they not letting
any one know about it ; but I do not think so, for this reason : that the
Chinese are afraid of it themselves. They would evidently shun them,
and so make them marked. On the general health condition of the
Chinese in Victoria, I cannot speak authoritatively on this subject, for the
reason that they do not speak English, so we are not called upon to attend
them when sick ; but I think the health of the Chinese is as good as the
whites, according to the death-rate, though I do not know the exact
number of Chinese residents here.
Dr. Mclnnes, whose testimony is strong against the Chinese, on this
point says :
" I have never seen a case of leprosy among them. I believe there are
some cases of leprosy among them, but I have not seen one."
Dr. Stevenson, a practising physician of Victoria and a member of the
College of Physicians and Surgeons of Ontario, who states that he has had
twenty-two years' experience on the Pacific coast, and is familiar with the
history of the Chinese in the Pacific States and territories of the United
States, says that the disease is not contagious, and that up to 1882 no
case of leprosy had occurred among the whites, though during the ten
preceding years fifty-two had been known among the Chinese in California,
and he regards the sanitary objections against the Chinese as baseless.
Thus, therefore, from the medical testimony, .during the whole period
the Chinese have been in British Columbia we find but one case of leprosy
among them, and that eight or ten years ago. We further find that,
unusual as the disease is, there was a case of it in British Columbia before
the Chinese came, and we know as a matter of Canadian history that
it was known in New Brunswick fifty years ago, and that there was an
establishment at Tracadie in that Province where the lepers were kept,
that it never spread or was communicated to any one, and that there
never has been the slightest fear of its dissemination among the people of
British Columbia. There can be no doubt if one of the Chinese so diseased
were found, he or she would be immediately separated from the rest of
the community, as in cases of small-pox.
Proper sanitary regulations can always obviate danger from such
sources.
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But all these questions are more or less aside of the main issue. ^We
must come in a practical sense to the most important subject submitted
for consideration by this enquiry, namely : the effect upon the countrypast, present and future ; of the competition with white labor created or
likely to be created by the influx of Chinese into the country. This is to
be o-overned by a calm and business-like consideration of the circumstances
of the country, and not alone by abstract theories or race prejudices.
The medicine that suits one man may not suit another. On this point it
is but right to quote again from the writer already referred to. At page
after stongly recommending the introduction of
80 Vol.°L, Oliphant,
Chinese labor into the Eastern possession of the Empire, says :
" It is not, however, merely in the settlement of the Malay Archipelago
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to which Chinese immigration might be directed and encouraged by Government with great advantage, but to many tropical colonies in other parts
of the world— where there is an enormous capacity of production coupled
with an utter inadequacy of means. We must be careful of judging of
the results of Chinese immigration by the experiences of California,
Australia, or any other Colony where peculiar conditions resulting from
o-olcl discoveries exist, and where the climate admits of competition by
whites. It is as undesirable that such a competition should be established
in those countries adapted for European out door labor, as that others
should be deprived on the benefit of any such labor at all because the
climate is fatal to the white man."
This sounds the key-note of the question. Oliphant's work was published
in 1859, we have therefore the additional experience of 25 years.
,«.',,
On both points submitted in the heading of this chapter, what
*****
{g*^*
?
Canada
and
Columbia
British
to
relation
in
prove
does that experience
there
"where
Province
a
have
we
In the first place as to British Columbia,
is an enormous capacity of production compted with an utter inadequacy of
more than
It covers a habitable square or parallelogram,
means:'
1 2C0 miles in one direction by 500 in another from South to North,
from West t > East, larger than Great Britain and Ireland, larger than
France, equal in extent to the German Empire, or coming nearer home,
It
twice and a half as large as Ontario and closely doubling on Quebec.
has an assumed population of 60,000 inhabitants located in a few towns
and scattered along the margins of the rivers and the forests. It contains
in round numbers— 219,000,000 acres,* which would give a pre-emption lot
of 160 acres— to 1,368,759 people— or at its present assumed rate of population of 60,000—3,650 acres for every man, woman and child in town
including Indians, Chinese and all other Nationalities. _ Its
country—
and
great internal area capable of unlimited development is almost unutilized,
save for the roaming of wild cattle, or the natural growth of the timber..
What is wanted is population— tillers of the soil, manufacturers, settlers, Interest
capitalists, who will
traders, laborers, mental and manual, merchants,
make its rich resources conducive to the comforts of life. The returns of
the Collector of Customs for British Columbia show that with all the
known natural resources of coal mines, gold mines, fisheries, lumber, as
well as railway works and other inducements, there only came into the
Province, including passengers, men, women and children business and
private, public and official during the four most attractive years from the
construction of great public works, 27,256 white persons, and during eight
How many of these
years, including the same period, 18,000 Chinamen.
At that rate, which would
returned or left the Province is not shown.
.give a yearly average of 5,657 immigrants, it would take over 240 years to
reach a population of 1,368,750— allowing the births, death rates and outgoers to neutralize each other ; but an immigration to that extent cannot
be reasonably expected, when the demand for labor by the completion of
With all the great
the railway will, to a large extent, have ceased.
open to settleNorthwest from Lake Superior to the Pocky Mountainss of
the United
ment and cultivation— with all the immense Territorie
British
Isles,
British
the
and
Europe
from
comers
the
for
States, bidding
The question
Columbia need not fear being over-run for many a day.
therefore is, shall the development which is attainable be rejected because
it cannot be by the particular means most desired 1
1883, gives
* The British Columbia pamphlet, "Information for Immigrants,
of the Province at 350,000 square miles, which multiplied by 540 acres to
the area
the
square mile would be 224,000,000 acres.
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Evidence of
fclr. Brooks.

On this point the observations of Mr. Brooks, of San Francisco, one of
the ablest Oriental scholars, and from an experience of many years thoroughly acquainted with the subject of Chinese immigration into the United
States, are singularly applicable. In his evidence at San Francisco (page
30) he says :
" The early immigration came to supplement rather than to supplant
our laborers. When it came it was very much needed ;— with the gradual
filling up of California, it is now claimed that we do not need it and that
any renewal of Chinese immigration would tend to lower the standard
of wages obtained by American laborers. It is the pride of the United
States that they are enabled to pay higher wages for labor — through
the great bounty of Nature and their great territorial advantages and
natural wealth — than any other country in the world. Thus the laborer
is enabled to educate his family and acquire more home comforts. He is,
in fact, raised to a higher condition of existence than is possible under
the cheap labor of Europe. The same thing applies to Canada exactly.
If the Chinese coming into the country are limited in number to the
equal requirements of a new country, and are able to command wages
equally with American labor, the only question then involved would be,
whether their presence would crowd out a corresponding amount of home
When territorylabor *? With the enormous territory of the United States at present
great.
unoccupied, and only waiting labor to develop its resources, this can
JN'o objection.
hardly be urged as an objection at present. But the presence of too
many Chinese, especially if they attempt an internal self-government —
im^erium in imperio— by which they farm out fishing grounds and
district the city for wash-houses, forming combinations and interfering
with avenues of labor needed for the proper support of our own people,
their presence is objectionable. All civilized Nations have proclaimed
against exclusiveness, and mixture seems to be an element in progress ;
but, as every home has a right to protect itself, socially, morally and
industrially, against all outside interference, so a Nation through its
Government, is bound to protect all proper industries in process of
development within its territory. Conditions may exist where the accession of Chinese aid in the labor market may protect and also increase the
When Chinese
aid beneficial.
American labor required, our people becoming directors, and the mere
menial duties necessary to existence ma}^ be performed by laborers witb
less intelligence. We often blame the Chinese as a whole for the errors
and faults of an individual."
From the evidence adduced before the Commissioners, the competition
Evidence in B. C.
of the Chinese with white labor in British Columbia has only been with
labor of the lowest kind. It has not interfered with the mechanic or
skilled labor. The carpenter, the foundry-man. the gas-fitter, the mason,
Non interference the cabinet-maker, the wharfinger, the glazier, the painter, the carriogewith skilled labor.
maker, boat- builders, shipwrights, and all industries requiring skill, intelligence and steady industry, pursue their different vocations and are carried on without rivalry or competition from the Chinese.
All those pursuits which pertain to the higher order of intellectual and
physical labor, which raise the white man in the scale of life, and enable
Chinese labor.
him to bring up his family to take the highest positions in the land are
untouched by the Chinese ; but to dig a ditch, shovel earth, cut wood and
wash clothes, which white men who can get anything else to do will not
do this labor is left to the Chinamen, and for such purposes afford)
to
the industrious mechanic an opportunity of getting done at a price
Advantage to
mechanic.
within his command, work on which his own time is too valuable to
A careful consideration of the evidence shows this to be
be employed.
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the peaceful pursuit of trade or industry — they must be driven back —
because they are more sober, more frugal, and in the humblest calling of
labor work a little harder than others feel inclined to. The rule should
work both ways. Let the English people leave them alone and they will
leave the English people alone.
But it is to the evidence we must again turn. Throughout the whole
of it there is not a witness, with one or two exceptions, who does not say
that in the first instance their presence was essentially necessary and
beneficial to the Province, that up to the present time there are not too
many, and that it would not be desirable that those who are in the Province should be driven out, but that there should be some regulation for
the future to prevent too great an influx.
The argument that their presence cheapens labor, to the detriment of
the white man, is simply the argument that has been used against every
labor-saving machine, and every improvement that science has ever made,
tending to the advancement of the human race. The grass cutting, reapin<?, sowing, and planting machines interfered with the labor of hundreds
of laboring men in every agricultural country where they were introduced ;
the steamers with sailors, the railroads and cattle cars with horses and
drivers, stage coaches and posters, machinery in mills and factories with
hand labor. Tlie telegraphs and phonographs with post boys and messengers.
Who now proposes to do without these scientific aids 1
The Chinese in British Columbia as affecting the rapid development
of the country are living machines differing from artificial and inanimate
machinery in this, that while working and conducing to the same end with
the latter, they are consuming the productions and manufactures of the
country, contributing to its revenue and trade, and at the same time
expanding and developing its resources.
Year by year in America the opening of new districts is affording room
for unlimited numbers of settlers. Canada has but five millions of inhabitants from Ocean to Ocean, yet in the North- West Territories and
British Columbia alone there is room for fifty millions, and the Chinese in
the country it is contented, are simply clearing the ground for their advent,
It is difficult to believe that the white race in America can be stayed by
such a class, or need protection.
As to the competition of the Chinese with white labor in British Columbia it may readily be shown that the main obstruction to the steady
employment of the latter lies with the white laborers themselves, and is
in some degree owing to habits and ideas implanted in the country by the
early comers of 1858. With the admitted and undoubted preference for
white labor throughout the whole country, there must be a good cause
why it does not command the market. That cause is found in the high
rate of wages demanded for a day's unskilled labor. The employer cannot
afford to pay it and live. The great mass of the people in British Columbia are workingmen — mechanics, parties commencing with small capital,
' shopkeepers, traders, and stragglers in various industries requiring skill,
and knowledge. Their wages as mechanics, and for ordinary skilled labor
range from $3.50 to $4.50 per day, dependant as in all such cases upon
personal superiority. There are not many capitalists — in fact, very few.
The laboring man with steady, continuous employment on railways,
corporation work and in the mines gets $2 per day ; for occasional jobs
he asks $2.50 per day. Tne latter is what is mostly in demand with the
mechanics and others above-mentioned. If they cannot get their little
plots of ground dug or their wood cut at less than $2.50 per day, that
sum absorbs more than half of their own earnings. They must, therefore.
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cheaper, and thus the Chinese are
necessarily look for something
employed, because their remuneration is within reach and leaves someThis costly idea of
thing of the day's work for the mechanic himself.
remuneration for ordinary unskilled labor results from the ease with which
The extravagant Extravagant
gold was found on the first settlement of the Province.
there is not in x
moment
this
At
continue.
ideas then engendered still
The Banks
circulation in the country a coin less than a ten cent piece.
had to return the five cent pieces sent out by the Dominion Government
for circulation, because the business portion of the community would
The remunot use them and decline the reception of a coin so small.
ration for the commonest services is three and four times what is paid for
similar services in the Eastern Provinces.
The following extract is from a correspondence published in one of the
November, 1884, from a new settler, Settler's letter,
Victoria papers under date of the :14th
" Our money is quite different from
adressed to a friend in Ontario
vours, we use " bits " when you would use cents. If you are buying ten
cents 'worth of anything and give twenty-five cents you will only receive
five" cent bit being in circulation. Money is no consiten cents back,here. no
They think no more of changing a twenty dollar gold
deration
piece than you would a five dollar bill. Nearly all gold and silver is use
here, altogether this is a most delightful place, the climate all that could
be desired, and knowing that relatives from whom I am separated are in
good health, I can feel happy and contented in my new home." the House Senator Mad5 Senator MacDonald in his evidence before the Committee of
of Commons in 1879, after stating that Chinamen would not work at less
than $1.25 per. day says : " White labor can I fancy be got for $2 a day.
I know I have offered $1.50 a day, and they have declined it and consequently Ihave thus been forced to employ Chinamen at a low rate of
wages. Instead of employing white men at $2.25 a day, I have employed
Chinamen at $1.25. It costs a white man to live about fifty centra
day, a Chinaman about half the sum ; white labor must come down in
price. That is a matter which at any rate must be brought about. It is
impossible to carry on any kind of work either in connection with farming
or manufacturing at the present rate of wages in our Province, the price
of white labor must come down in order to enable us to carry on any
work successfully."
Matters of this nature seem small to be mentioned in a report on the
subject under consideration, but in social questions and in view of sumpthey are necessary to a thorough understanding.
tuary legislation thereon, when
the struggle of first settlement is going on,
In mostyoung countries
there is not much money, prices and wages rule low, and increase with the
increase of the country, and the means of payment. That is healthly and
normal, but the first days of British Columbia were days of wealth — gold
was abundant— prices were high and wages in proportion. In a pecuniary
sense as affecting the permanent common weal, its state was unhealthy
Reckless indifference to expenditure and habits of extraand abnormal.
vagance were formed which did not change when the circumstances of the
country changed, and to this day the laborer thinks the same scale for
payment should continue, though the employer has not the same means
Men are not now taking out gold as they did, and the
for payment.
laborer must prepare as in other countries, to work a little more continuThe evidence and
ously and not expect to become immediately wealthy.
the official Returns show that this Chinese competition is not with skilled
permalabor or with agricultural settlers, or persons intending to become
nent residents in the country, but migratory transitory laborers, who
lxxi
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may or may not become settlers, dependant upon ulterior circumstances.
This fact must be borne in mind in order to have a thorough comprehension of this phase of the question, because Mr. Robin's testimony shows
there is now in this Province ample opportunity for white laborers at remunerative wages, if they choose to avail themselves of it. © An absolute
Monopolises
monopoly of the labor market, or a power to control and dictate the
injurious.
rate of wages, would be, (as an absolute power in any other of the business relations of life) most injurous to the general welfare.
The extraordinary length, to which the majority of the Local Legislature
and some of the inhabitants of British Columbia, have been prepared to go
in consequence of this Chinese antipathy, will be seen from an examination
Tai Sing vs.
of the Local Act, and the circumstances shown in the judgment of the
McGuire—
Supreme Court of British Columbia in the case of Tai Sing vs. McG-uire,
(appendix.)
delivered September 23rd, 1878. Laying aside all that part of the decision
which declared the Local Act to be ultra vires as affecting trade and commerce, examine its enactments with reference to the white inhabitants
themselves, and observe how, if they employ Chinamen, it substitutes the
innocent for the guilty and punishes the farmer, the merchant or the
trader, for offences, and violations of the Act to which they are not only
no parties, but of which they must be in entire ignorance. Such Legislation would hardly be tolerated anywhere among a free people, nor in
any country where fanaticism had hot usurped the place of reason. It
was that Act which led to the Chinese strike in Victoria, in 1878, and
was disallowed by the Dominion Government as soon as attention was by
this judgment call to its provisions.
Policy to regulate
Sound policy, therefore, will regulate the coming of the Chinese, not
ot forbid.
stop it, any more than a clear headed sensible farmer would dry up a
river, because it may sometimes overflow its banks, and perchance create
temporary derangement in the lands through which it flows, but which,
when properly restrained, its waters irrigate and enrich.
Regulating laws.
There can be no difficulty in enacting laws based on sound economical
and commercial principles, regulating the immigration of Chinese and,
indeed, of all other labor coming into the country, without interfering
with that inducement to healthy immigration which Canada so essentially
wants, but this Commission has to deal with the Chinese only, and even
though the danger arising from their coming be imaginary, (if not questionable), itwould be satisfactory that there should be limited restraint ;
for there still exists, and will always exist the objection, that there is no
homogeneity of race between them and ourselves, nor can they comprehend or assimilate themselves to our institutions.
The nature and extent
of such regulations will be hereafter considered, but we can approach their
consideration relieved from the prejudice that would have been created,
had the evidence, as to the past and present consequences, of their being
in the country, shown that such presence had operated to its disadvantage.
Before, however, the latter measures are discussed, in order to their
Domestic service. better understanding, we must consider the question of domestic service.
Without the Chinese in British Columbia, there w*ould have been no
domestic service at all. There were no persons, to be servants. The fallacy
that has pervaded the whole discussion in British Columbia is the assumption, that manual and bodily labor, digging and delving, is the only labor
Fallacy as to
in the world, and that no persons were to be considered in this matter,
labor.
save the diggers and the delvers.
The man who toils with^his brain, to
unfold the mysteries of nature, to develop the field of scientific enquiry,
t Dadd to the humanities of life and ennoble the daily discharge of duty, is
as great a benefactor of his race and as much deserving of consideration
lxxii
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ls the man who works with his hands or in the ordinary paths of labor,
rhe gradations of labor are simply the dispensations of Providence, by
comwhich the highest good can be obtained for mankind, and he who
mences on the lowest rung of the ladder frequently attains the highest.
The two kinds, while in progress cannot always be combined, though very
exceptional cases, such as Hugh Millers have shewn they may be, but as
an ordinary rule, they are essential to each other, and work together for
the common good, each during that progress in its relative position.
Service, servitude, or help by which— ever name it may be called is Sei^cew
absolutely necessary for the comfort of domestic life. Can that be obtained
in British Columbia without the Chinese in the present state of this Province ?It may safely be affirmed it cannot be, nor for many years to
come, in reality until a density of population their exists, which no man
of the present day will live to see.
In the first place, the Institutions of the Province are against it — the lnstitutions^and
teachings of the public schools are against it ; the whole feeling of the country°?gainst.
people is against it ; the silent protest of facts is against it ; the unspoken
language of every white father and mother in the country is against it ;
Eeir children are no't meant td be servants. They are on equal terms by
birth and right of heritage with the first in the land, and however humble
they may be, however poor in circumstances, they will toil and labor at
the hardest work but never stand the lacquey or menial of those who are
better off. The system of free education supported by public taxation is
antagonistic to inferiority of social position. From the hour that a boy
or girl enters the public school they are taught that the education so freely given at the public expense, is to raise them of the level of the highest,
and that there is no position in the Province to which, under the constitu- Free education,
tion they may not aspire. In fact they are taught to work up— and it isa
well for the country it should be so. It ensures throughout the country
higher order of intellect, a loftier tone of thought, and a fitter class of
people for self Government— it carries the country onward— but it kills
domestic or menial service. As, however domestic service is a necessity,
people of the country are of too high a grade for it, a substitute must
if the
be
found where best it can be.
Incoming immigration will not supply the want. If the immigrant is a
desirable one, the first thing he does is to assimilate himself of the institutions and feelings of the country. After living in the Province two or Assimilation of
three years, he will not admit his children to be inferior to those of the ^TgJfnts.
other residents. They are equally entitled to the education and training
of the public schools ; and the seed sewn in the young and virgin soil will
be the more vigorous because different perhaps from that received by the
parents in the old country.
The declaration of American Independence a hundred years ago, struck ^grican Revothe death blow in America to menial service. The very word servant
became obnoxious and " help " was substituted for it. The feeling against
it has strengthened and spread every hour. It has extended to British
North America, and. will be found in a more or less degree in every one of
the English speaking Provinces.
It may not be to the same extent in the Province of Quebec, because Quebec,
the Roman Catholic Bishops and clergy, and their schools, impress upon
their scholars respect and obedience to their superiors and those in
authority, both lay and clerical — and to look for some portion of their
reward in the world to came. No such idea is taught in the public schools
success, perpaid and supported by public taxation. Equally, worldly success
at the
sonal ambition, are alike impressed upon boys and girls, and
lxxiii
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schools is held as the augury of success in the struggle of life. Such is the
end of modern national education supported by the public purse, and
among the boys and girls of the white families it puts an end to the pros3
pect of supply from thence for domestic or menial services.
To the careful observer of human progress, it is plain that an entire
Change.
change is taking place. Education is producing its effect upon the masses
of mankind, even more rapidly than the daring and cultivation of the
soil does upDii the productive forces of nature. The relative position of
Female education. the human race is changing — half a century ago,
female education was
limited to the" attainment of the arts and culture, which tend to adorn
and refine society. Now, it embraces the practical operations of life —
the universities, the professions, the political privileges and powers, which
were hitherto claimed and enjoyed by men alone, are now participated in
Political Priand shared by women of mind and intelligence. The right of property,
vileges.
of representation, of influence, of power, of business pursuits and the
various industries and callings are theirs as well as ours. Talent belongs
to no particular class. It is found in the humblest ranks of life, as in the
highest ; and now, that this enlarged field is open to their command, can
it be supposed they will be content with the position of inferiority hitherto
assigned them. Female menial service, to any extent, will soon be practically annihilated among the white women of America. A marked disFemale menial
service.
tinction must be drawn between /the overcrowded populations of Europe
and Asia, where old customs, associations, and the habits of centuries,
have engrained certain fixed modes of thought — and the free and ever
changing attitudes of society in America. In this mental characteristic,.
Canada, as a nation, must be regarded as entertaining American ideas
and modes of thought, however much it may differ in its views of constitutional government. Indeed, it is questionable how far these same ideas
are not at this moment influencing the course of public opinion in England
and the advanced nations of Europe. It is possible, many believe most
probable, that within fifty years, certainly within one hundred, all heredi
tary distinctions of persons and rights will be abolished in England, and
republican equally prevail, though, perhaps, under different designation
and terms. It is barely forty years since the " Russel Purge " was applied
to British North America — look at the difference between now and then,
in social as well as in political life. This is putting the case fairly, and
for the purposes of Parliamentary legislation, the only way to put it. It
is not, what we may wish or not wish, what we may approve or not
approve, but what is the tendency of public thought. What does the
history of the last one hundred years prove.
The public man who announces as his policy that the white children of
this Dominion— whether natives or immigrants — are to be brought up to
fill the places of menial servants, will be driven from the hustings with
ignominy.
Fortunate for
I cannot, therefore, be regarded as injurious to British Columbia, that
British Columbia.
without violating the feelings and principles of a self educating people,
she has hitherto been able to obtain for this purpose — a class peculiarly
adapted to this end, and leave to her own rising generation the pursuits
of a -higher and nobler character.
The evidence, of the peculiar adaptability of the Chinese for the purpose is so cumulative that it becomes monotonous. Not an instance has
been shown of their tampering with the morality of the families with
which they have served, which is indeed the main objection that by some
parties has been urged.
Parents duty.
The duty of a parent is the same whether his servant is white or
Chinese.
lxxiv
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service, in accorS So thoroughly is this view, with reference to domestic
dance with the views and experience of the large cities of Canada— that
the
if it were possible to supply those cities with similar service, with
regarded
be
would
it
—
Columbia
British
in
obtained
facility it can be
same
as
a benefit..

Slavery.
Here also the charge must be considered that the Chinese sent out
to British Columbia and elsewhere for the purposes named, are
slaves. This is distinctly and emphatically denied in the document
from the Chinese merchants, where it is alleged that slavery does not
exist in China— and that no man can be sent out of the country against gognot
his will. They are sent by contract of their own will— just as laborers are
supplied by engagement with individuals or firms in all parts of the world
where extensive public or private works are being carried on— a practice
common in England and America, France and Germany, and all civilised
Peto Betts and Labor by contract
f It°was done in England during the Crimean War, when
Yet no man called
Brassy sent out railway navies by the thousand.
railway lines
the
of
on
constructi
the
in
done
It has been
them slaves.
And it is done constantly
in the United States, where no slave exists.
in England, South America, Canada, where parties are sent out under
some philanthropic individual, on stipulation that out of the products of
their labors the emigrants are to repay the costs of their passages and
outfits.
Brooks in his evidence at San Francisco, page 34, says :
<• It has always been against the principles of the United States to
authorize labor contracts— consequently, any Chinese coming to this
cannot be encountry under labor contracts come under contracts that to
the Pacific
forced after they have landed. Nearly all who have come
coast are laborers or coolies, but comparatively few come under labor
contracts— in fact no more so than Irishmen came originally to the
United States, when railroad companies agreed to employ them in building
railroads."

Examine the whole evidence before the Commission, and not one witness has been able, when questioned, to give the slightest ground of reason
for the assertion.
But if we turn to the Chinese themselves, not only is there no authority g^f^^X^
for the statement, but it is shewn that the greatest precautions are exer- contracts under
which they come
cised, both for the safety of the Chinese laborer while abroad, and his
return to his native land, when -the contract has expired, under which lie
was engaged, as also for the compensation he is to pay to the companies
An intelligent Chinaman resident
or contractors who send him abroad.
and speaking English well,
America,
and
for many years in Australia
gives the following explanations :—
11 China is devided into six districts, one of the companies, each control ing adistrict. The companies representing the districts are Hin-Yun,
In each of -the
Hip WaK K°ng Chu-Yong Wah, Sam-Yip, and Hop to Tep.
the effect, that the
districts the Chief Magistrate issues a proclamation
company (in which ever district it may be) will take charge of Chinamen
wishing to go to America and other foreign countries. These companies
are private corporations which are authorized to take charge of Chinamen^
lxxv
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When they take a Chinaman from his own country they are bound to I
return him. If they die they are bound to return their bodies.CThey also ]
look after the welfare of Chinamen when away from their own country. I
For instance if a Chinaman loses his business or becomes ill, the one of i
the Six Companies which has been in charge has to see that he is properly I
cared for. If a Chinaman is murdered, the company offers a reward for I
the perpetrator of the crime. If a Chinaman is accused the Six Com- 1
panies are bound by their contract with the Chinese Government to expend I
money for counsel, and see that the accused gets a fair trial.
"Every Chinaman in America pays two and a half per cent, of his earn- 1
ings while there, to the company having him in charge. The agents of I
the Six Companies are stationed in San Francisco, and when a Chinaman I
wants to return, he pays his percentage and is given a free ticket home I
to his own country.
He is brought out free by the companies."

Explanation of
three things.

w»-

This statement explains three things which hitherto have not been
understood in British Columbia.
1st. The reason why the dead bodies of Chinamen are returned to
China. It had always been supposed it was from ideal love of the country,
or the existence among them of some superstitious belief, that it was
essential to their future happiness, whereas, from this statement, it
appears that it is simply a Habeas Corpus system provided by the Chinese
government in case of laborers going abroad, to show that they have not
been and cannot be sold into slavery, the production of the body being the
proof.
Secondly. Why their sick and destitute are never a charge up«>n the
country where they go, the terms of incorporation of the companies and
the contract witn the Government requiring that they should be provided
for.

i

Thirdly. The finding of ample funds for their defence, when accused of
crime, there being similar provisions to that end.
Can any similar instance of human consideration be shewn in any
British contract for the care and safety of the emigrants who left the
British Isles.
Col. Bee, in his evidence at San Francisco on the 28th July, 1884,
before the Commission, gave the following account of the companies, etc
ix companies
organized for
benevolent
purpose.

.Register.

" Q. You spoke, Colonnel Bee, of the six companies as charirable corporations could
;
you explain to me their organization 1— A. Yes, sir,
The Province of Canton is comprised of six divisions — you might say six
counties comprise the Province of Canton. The Chinese here organized
what is known as the Six Companies, wholly for benevolent purpose. A
Chinese immigrant to this country, who oame from one of these counties
in Canton, on his arrival here was met at the steamship landing by the
secretary of each of the companies. These secretaries announced that
they were the secretaries of the associations representing each of the
separate districts. The Chinese gave their names and were registered as
residents of the district. That register is kept at the headquarters of the i
company. The functions of the Chinese Six Companies are to protect
their Chinese fellows in health, and provide them with means to reach the
interior ; provide them with medecines and with hospital accommodations
in case of sickness, and look after their interest physically, generally. If
a Chinaman becomes sick he applies to the agent of the Six Companies,
who procures medical aid for him, and puts him in the hospital if he is at
a convenient distance.
And if he dies that company buries him ; and at
lxxvi
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he proper time, at the request of the parents, that company returns his
bones to the parents in China. There the functions of the company cease.
— importers of ChiThey have been charged as being immigration agents produced
in a single
nese labor. I undertake to say the proof cannot be
case.

interest in the ChinaQ. Why should these companies take so much that
one of the Chinese
man then ?— A. The testimony cannot be produced
incompanies brings labor to this country, paying his passage directly or his
directly. Itcannot be produced that they have collected a dollar of
dollar has been
Irages and appropriated it. It cannot be shown that a country.
Before
colfected as a fee from him, until his departure from the
of
member
a
as
fee
his
settles
and
ers
headquart
his
departing he goes to
the company, the fee ranging from $2.50 to $10. Those companies who
is $10. Fees.
represent a district where there are but few immigrants— their feeand
the
Where there is a large number it is $2.50. That is the fund,
only fund, they have from them. The interest is no more or less than that
exercised by other benevolent societies— Masons, Oddfellows and Druids.
Q. You say the testimony cannot be produced; but the fact may be side of their ninea fact that tions.
though the testimony cannot be produced 1— A. It cannot tobethis
country.
the Chinese companies ever have brought any immigrants
It is entirely outside of the functions of their organization, and hence a
matter in which they have no interest.

0. What motive could they have, then, in organizing 1— A. If you
desire to get the reasons of the organization of the Six Companies I can
give it.
Q. Yes 1— A. In the early settlement of California by the Americans gfH^g^
we had in our early days no laws, we might say. We were here in large nies.
numbers without courts, without laws, no established government ; we
were a territorial government for a time. There were no sheriffs, no officers, no courts ; no mail facilities to speak of, except by express ; no mail
contracts let by the government. Communication with the interior and
the sea-board was very difficult. Americans arriving in the mines, organized associations. For instance, I belonged myself to New- York association ;adjoining me was one called the Palmito association ; another one
was a Pike County of Missourians, etc. ; they went by the names of the
different states. - Each one of those associations kept a book, and all residents of New York arriving in those diggings would come to this place
and register their names, writing where they resided. Once a month, a
courier would come round to those different associations, and take all the
names of the registers. He would come -to San Francisco as a courier and
get the letters and mail belonging to the subscribers for which he received
#1 for letters, and newspapers 50 cents. Mail was delivered and separated generally in the headquarters of those associations, and the parties
who had signed their names came there and got their mail. When a man
from New York was taken sick, a notification was sent to the members
that he was sick in a certain ravine or canyon. Then a committee was
appointed to go and take care of him, and to nurse him and bury him, or
procure medical attendance if necessary. Chinese, when they came into
the mines*- noticed and became familiar with those organizations of the
whites, and hence the basis of the Six Companies. They organized then
their six company associations, not organized in San Francisco originally,
but in the mines, establishing a headquarters here where their letters
Ixxvii
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were sent from here to the mines, the same way we were doing it. They
have kept up that organization till this day, although all the other associations fell through when the government machinery was put in work,
mails established, officers appointed, and a regular government, and no
further necessity for such associations. That was the beginning of the
Six Company associations which does not exist in any other country in the
world to which the Chinese immigrate but California.
Q. You would say that they are survivors of that original ?— A. Yes.

Q. A statement has been made that these companies try men for
offences, that they in fact make laws of their own, have their own sanctions to these laws, and inflict severe punishment, and sometimes have i
not hesitated to inflict capital punishment ; what is your evidence on i
that head ?— A. It is not true.
I will state that I know that like our- |
Six Companies as selves occasionally they have cases for arbitration brought to the attention
arbitrators.
of the Six Companies, and they arbitrate or employ arbitrators, and white
men are sometimes called in to act with them ; but as to their trying a
man for a criminal offence, it is not true, or that they inflict punishment.

Highbinders.

Q. It has been stated, Colonel, that when the Chinese quarrel amongst
themselves they are very savage and violent, and use weapons ; what is
your evidence on that head? — A. In California there are about 1,400
Chinese, according to my estimates, that are irresponsible, vicious, criminal; who have no occupation.
They are known
as highbinder^
Those men are cruel, irresponsible, and of the criminal class : but take
the Chinese character and people as a whole they are not savage or cruel
— they are not savage, they are timid.
A hoodlum of twelve years of age
can drive half a dozen of them from the street.
They avoid contact ; they
avoid difficulty of that nature, all that is possible.
As a class they are
not to be judged by the few irresponsible, non-working Chinese highbinders.
Q. Are those highbinders ever employed by the Six Companies ?— A.
No, sir; they have no occupation whatever. The Six Companies have no
use for that class.
Thus, from all accounts, it is plain that slavery is not an object of the
organization of the Six Companies.

Canada.

Canadian Pacific
Railway.

The question up to this point has been considered more with reference
to British Columbia than to the general bearing it has upon Canada —
because in reality the evil, if it be an evil, has not been alleged or shown,
to have bad hitherto, either for better or worse, the slightest influence
upon any other part of Canada — but the same reasoning will apply to all
The well known rule in all business transactions is applicable, that the
parts.
supply of Chinese labor, will be regulated by the demand. In the more
densely peopled parts of old Canada, the demand has not yet arisen, nor
can it arise to an extent that will be prejudicial. In British Columbia it
is not increasing, and with the completion of the public works the supply
will seek other sources of employment. The benefit to British Columbia
to be derived from the construction of the Canadian Pacitic Railway, so
far exceds all other considerations that up to this time the matter does
not admit of discussion.
That when completed will have advanced the maturity of British
Columbia by fifty years, and without Chinese labor to complete it, it
would have been delayed fifty.
lxxviii
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The question must now be considered in its general aspect and bearing.
1st. As to whether any legislation at the present time is necessary or
lesirable.
2nd. If necessary or desirable on what principle it should be based.
In view of the first we have to remember that the powers of Parlianent are always existing, and always adequate to the occasion. They
bre concurrent with the country, and concurrent with the evil whatever
t may be that affects the country, therefore the omission to legislate to
lay or to-morrow is no admission, that legislation on the proposed subject
nay not at some time be necessary. It is simply an admission, that it
las not been proved that it is necessary at this time. Of the appropriateless of the time for legislation, Parliament which represents the whole
)eople must be the judge, not the particular section which seeks the
egislation. Any other position would make the whole subordinate to
lie part.
In determining the appropriateness of the time, Parliament will consider the circumstances of the section for which the legislation is asked
is well as of the whole country, whether the evil be existing, or the
langer remote. Too much legislation particularly in sumptuary matters,
s as much to be avoided as too little. The more a Government will
eave to the people, the management of their own private affairs, the
setter. How a man shall spend his money or whom he shall employ,
lad better be left to himself, unless a pressing public necessity should
)verrule his choice.
The state of a country described in the quotation which heads this
jhapter points out a rational guide to follow.
In deciding whether present legislation is necessary or desirable that
dement must have weight, it is not conclusive, but it is important.
In
furtherance of the observations made in the preceding chapter we find
from the census returns of 1881, (page 94), that the actual area of British
Columbia is 341,305 square miles— 218,435,200 acres, while that of
Quebec is given at 188,688 square miles — 120,764,651 acres, the Province
of Ontariaat 101,733 square miles— 65,111,463 acres according to the
3ame census.
Both together not territorially as large as British Columbia, but their united population amounting to 3,282,255, while the
total actual population of British Columbia, including all races and
classes, whites, Indians and Chinese, is by the same census in round numbers 49,500, of which the whites are not quite 20,000.
The influx since
the taking of the census in 1881, has undoubtedly largely increased that
number, and the assumed number of 60,000, may well be taken as the
The question of number does not affect the
actual number, if not under.
principle, but it indefinitely postpones the danger, if danger there be, of
the immense territory being overrun by any one class of people for many
years. ** It is said that British Columbia, from its mountainous character
does not afford the same accommodation for settlement that Ontario does.
For the sake of argument — admit it. Throw off one half — and you have
still room left for the entire population of Ontario 1,923,228. Nor is this
comparison, as to population, in any way to lessen the value of British
Columbia to the Dominion.
Small as is its population, its contribution to
lxxix
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the general revenue exceeds the per capita of the other provinces as itsterritory exceeds theirs ; but it is only as bearing on the question of immediate danger from Chinese immigration that it is brought forward.
The return of duties collected at the port of Victoria alone, for the month
of Of tober, 1883, is $106,780.28, or at the rate of $1,281,363.36 per year.
Surely it may be said of this country, " there is an enormous capacity of
production, coupled with an utter inadequacy of means."
In ascertaining whether there be danger we must look to the evidence
produced by the movers of the proposition — because it is in its application
Evidence as to
to this country we have to legislate. It is not whether the Chinese are
<4anger.
bad in their own country. It is not whether they are bad or unsuitable
in California or in the United States, but whether they are bad or unsuitable inBritish Columbia or Canada. Circumstances in each country
may so vary as to render the Legislation in one unnecessary or injurious
to the other. What each country will look for, from its own Parliament,
is the practical legislation which suits itself.
These observations become the more applicable when the census from
which the above returns are taken is analysed. The tables from which
they are made are classified under separate heads of the races or origin
Analysis of
from which the population is derived. Out of the entire numbers composCensus.
ing the 3,282,255 of Ontario and Quebec, there are only twenty-nine
Chinese. The danger to those Provinces must be, indeed, remote. The •
fear of competition with white labor, or the corruption of Canadian morals
from such a source, must be indefinitesimally small.
Columbia
Practically, it is as to British Columbia alone, the question has to be
considered, and the danger to that Province judged of by the evidence
which its Government, Legislature and people have produced. It ought to
be assumed that this movement was not made by its Legislature without
having first thoroughly examined the subject, obtained the proof, and satisfied themselves of the soundness of their conclusions — with the care and
impartiality becoming a deliberate assembly. The future welfare of the
Assumption that Province, and the development of its vast resources were not to be left to
legislature had
prejudice, idle declamation, or the dictation of interested classes.
proof.
When, therefore, in answer to the application of the Province to the
Dominion Parliament for stringent legislation on the subject — as preparatory to such legislation, and for the purpose of determining its nature
and extent — the opportunity was afforded to the Province to prove the
danger — where, when so afforded, that proof was earnestly asked for —
Deduction from
and where, when if it existed, it was within the command of those who
omission to
produce proof.
alleged there was danger — then the omission to produce that proof is conclusive, either as to its non-existence, or the inability of those who made
the charge, to establish their position.
Unfortunately, among some persons who assume to be leaders of public
in the Province, there was an idea, that because the Local LegisLocal resolutions. opinion lature
had passed certain resolutions denouncing the Chinese as an evil,
therefore, that was conclusive against further enquiry, and the Dominion
Parliament had no authority to go beyond.
Mistake.
This was a grave mistake. A resolution of the Local Legislature on a
subject, on which it had no power to legislate, carries with it no conclusive authority, and cannot be regarded as the constitutional expression
of opinion of the people the Local Legislature represents. If the subject
matter be one reserved by the constitution for another and higher Legislature, itis plain that to that higher Legislature the people have delegated
the power of expression. The power to legislate involves the power to
and the option to determine. The former without the latter is
consider,
of
little value.
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limits the Representation,
Representation given for particular purposes, constitutionally
people
the
binds
and
purposes,
those
to
opinion
ative
authorit
of
xpression
^presented only to the extent of those purposes. Under the British
forth America Act, all matters relating to trade and commerce, foreign
lations, Imperial or Dominion interests, are exclusively reserved to the
dominion Parliament. When, therefore, the doctrine was promulgated
hat resolutions on the subject by the Local Legislature were to be conidered as the conclusive opinion of the Province it was a mistake,
>ecause in the higher Parliament, to which such subjects are relegated, the
Province has its representatives, and sends them there to pronounce upon
ihose subjects.
In that higher Parliament, the interest of the whole Dominion on the
particular subjects have to be considered as paramount to the interests of
•he subordinate part, and the representatives of the latter must carry
:heir position by the weight of reason, not by the assertion that another
.esrislative body of inferior standing, however much to be respected, had
determined it. Whatever may be the judicial construction ultimately put
uoon the word "immigration," in the 95th section of the British North
America Act, which itTwouId be improper for the Commissioners here to No interference
n
assume, the contour of the whole Act shows it must be so limited as in parniS^tmo
no way to interfere with the power of the Dominion Parliament. limited.
The Dominion Government and Parliament had and have the undoubted right to obtain evidence on all subjects bearing on the general
public interests in such way as they may deem best, and they are not to
be limited to the views of any particular local representations as to the
statement of facts bearing thereon, or conclusions draWn, to the consideration of which the Dominion Government and Parliament were no party.
It is possible that but for thus being misled, there were persons in British
Columbia who thought that they could have given important evidence,
but did not. The Local Government, however, understood the contitu- Government not
tion, and could not thus be misled. The Commissioners have before them
all the evidence that the highest local authorities could produce. The
representatives from the Province in the Dominion Parliament, who knew
the wishes and understood the desire of that Parliament for information,
in order that justice might be clone and the future public welfare of the
Dominion promoted, were invited by the Commissioners to aid the enquiry
and make suggestions or direct attention to any point, fact or circumstance they deemed impori ant.
The evidence, it will be observed, consists not only of oral testimony — ^taineadence
for consideration °
of statistics, of written answers given after ample time
to written questions — but also of several carefully prepared documents
and letters transmitted by intelligent men who had given the subject
much attention. It oomes also from every class— the capitalist, the manu- |°g^e#ot
facturer, the laborer, the contractor, the trader, the farmer, business men;
the rich, the poor ; settlers from the old countries who came in twenty
or twenty-tive years ago, have made the Province their home, and from
others who have hardly ever been beyond the Province ; from the learned
and the unlearned, scholars from the English universities, and others
whose personal knowledge is the result of personal experience ; from the
pioneers of 1858 and 1860, and from the immigrant who only came in two
years ago — in every varied phase of life information was sought ; and it
remains beyond that gathered in.
may be questioned whether much
From that evidence it distinctly appears that the great body of the white ^£^™™™lirx
inhabitants do not wish the removal of those Chinese who are now in the the Province.
Province.
If the danger to the morals of the community be so great as
Ixxxi
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has been described by some — if their presence really prevents a goo-'
of white settlers coming in ; if the carrying away of their e trnings be so
injurious to the country j if vice, disease and leprosy be the consequence
of their remaining— then they ought not to be allowed to remain an hour.
It is manifest, therefore, from the expression of opinion above referred to,
that the great body of the people do not see the danger alleged; in fact
they do not believe that it exists, or they would not have expressed that
opinion. With reference' to any further accession, there
strong
expression that it should not be. How far that accession canis bea staj^
J
until after the completion of the Canadian Pacific Railway is a question
for the Parliament. Whether the stopping one of the main sources of the
supply of labor to which the contractors looked, and to which under
existing laws they were entitled to look at the time they entered into
their contracts with the Government, would or would not be, in the
absence of any pressing necessity, a departure from good faith, is for Parliament. How far the request that it should be done is consistent with
the urgent and repeated demands of the Legislature of British Columbia,
that the construction of the railway should be carried on to completion
with the utmost rapidity, is also for Parliament ; and equally is it a
question with that Parliament to determine whether the closing up of one
of the main sources of the revenue (the establishment of oceanic lines of
steamers with China and Japan for trade and commerce with those countries, which would tend to relieve Canada of the burden of the expenditure caused by its construction, and which was urged as among the
inducements for assuming it), is wise or not : for surely the establishment
of such lines for the purpose would be utterly futile if no communication
is to be had, or the people of those countries, or of either of them, are to
be forbidden to accompany their business.
All the Commissioners have to report is that up to this time no
evidence has been shown of any immediate danger to the country, or of
any pressing necessity for immediate stringent legislation ; and they refer
to the whole of the evidence placed before Parliament accompanying this
report in support of that conclusion.
But, nevertheless, there is another element to be considered, that is
public sentiment. Masses of people do not always reason logically, but
sometimes instinctively arrive at conclusions ; and the public in British
Columbia have almost unanimously, in the evidence, expressed a wish that
some legislation should be had on this subject. Therefore, though there
be not any actual immediate danger, it may be and is desirable that sufficient legislation to meet existing evils, or what may augur the future
advent of supposed greater evils, should be had.
There are two principles on which such legislation may be based :
1st. Entire and absolute exclusion.
2nd. Moderate restriction and sound regulations.
The first is unsound, injurious to commerce, and a violation of international courtesy when applied to a nation with which we are at peace
and have treaties, besides being illiberal and at variance with our own
interests.
The second is promotive of good feeling, because it removes and prevents
causes of irritation which may lead to bad feeling, hostilities and reprisals.
It is consistent with the law of self-interest, which compels every government to protect first its own people (doing no wrong to a friendly power),
and at the same time promote that commercial intercourse which leads to
amity with all people.
^
It may be accomplished in three combined ways : 1st. By excluding all
lxxxii
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Lho will be manifestly injurious to, or a burden on, the finances of the
or persons from uncountry, such as paupers, criminals, sick, diseased,admission
to those who
doubted reasons objectionable. 2nd. By limiting
bv conduct and character would promote the trade and business of the
country, and conduce to its prosperity and the conveniences of life. 3rd.
By securing, if possible, the cordial co-operation of the country against
and
whose people the legislation is directed, in carrying out the object
policy of the law enacting such restriction and regulations, and for this
the
latter purpose by creating such tribunals as would remove or obviate that
difficulties now existing in the administration of the laws as regards
Ireign element of the population, and give confidence to the peoples and
governments of both countries— that not only that law, but all other laws
Ejecting them, would be administered strictly, in accordance with the
principles laid down, and with impartial justice.
y
As such special legislation and such special tribunals are only necessar
an consequence of that particular foreign element, it is perfectly consistent
Eat those constituting that foreign element, who come into the country
for their own interest or pleasure, should bear the expense of the exceptional tribunals, precautions and requirements created and necessary for
incomtheir especial benefit and protection, Iwhen from peculiarity of race, cannot
patibility ofinstitutions, or characteristics of languages, the comer
advantageously avail himself of the existing tribunals and institutions of
the country.
..
Chithe
to
reference
with
exists
that
difficulty
great
the
For instance,
nese in our ignorance of their language, customs, idiosyncrasies and relio-ion. We do not know how to get the truth from them, we cannot
remove the suspicions from their minds that Ave do not intend to _treat
them fairly. To render the administration of justice satisfactory, it is not
only necessary that it should be impartial, but that the conviction should
exist that it is impartial. As to those people, therefore, expenses must
be incurred as to interpreters, experts and expounders which are not
their language and cusnecessary in other cases. They should feel that own
sakes as dispensers
toms are thoroughly understood, and we— for our

interpret them rightly. It maybe
that °we hundersta
justice—
of
be clone.
can and
but it nd
to accomplis
difficult
The same difficulty does not exist with the Teutonic or Latin races,
; numbers in every
with comers from Europe or America—North or South religion,
and m the
habits and
community know their languages, customs, circumstan
ces arise.
administration of the laws no exceptional
Such expenses, therefore, with reference to the Chinese fall within the
police regulations required for the good order of the community, and
though exceptional, do not constitute any violation of international law
or courtesy.
It is srod that this was not the course pursued by Australia or the
TJnited States. Each country must be governed by its own circumstances,
'The Australian Colonies had paid enormous sums to get out immigrants ;
shipload after shipload left the shores of England freighted at their expense with people who went out under inducements from the Government.
which
They imported a population and deemed it right that that element
owed its existence to the public purse should be cherished and sustained
until it could support itself.
From statistical notes of tne progress of Victoria, Australia published
in 1861, pages 6 and 7, we find that in twenty-two years from 1838
to 1859, there were introduced into the Colony at the partial expense of
the State, one hundred and fourteen thousand eight hundred and thirtylxxxiii
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nine (114,839) souls, while during the same or a somewhat longer period,
from 1836 to 1859, the unassisted emigration amounted to only five
hundred and fifteen thousand nine hundred and sixty (515,960), or nearly
one-fifth brought out by public aid ; and in the report made on the 1 7th of
November, 1857, to the Legislative Assembly by the Select Committee on
Chinese emigration, we find the following pertinent observations, showing a.
marked distinction between the nature of the occupations of the Chinese
in Australia and British Columbia. In the former, simply depleting the
country by the abstraction of its gold without leaving any valuable result
behind ; in the latter by labor in the construction of great public railways,
in the coal mines and canneries, and clearing the land, thereby tendingto advance the country and prepare it for future agricultural settlers, increasing the facilities of intercourse and the extension of its trade and
commerce.
It is also to be observed, that at that time war was raging between
England and China, a circumstance which would facilitate the adoption, by
the Legislature, of the bill submitted for imposing the exceptional taxation of ten (.£10) pounds sterling per capita, with a residence license fee
bi-monthly of one pound sterling (<£!) on all Chinese emigrants coming
into the country.
The following are the extracts from the report of the Committee :
" Your Committee have ascertained that the immigrant Chinese are
principally from that part of China of which Canton is the capital, with
which the British nation is at present in open hostility. These immigrants.
are not of that class commonly known as coolies, but comprise men from
the country districts, as well as from the towns — cultivators, traders and
mechanics."
" That in no instance, hitherto, have they applied themselves to the cultivation ofthe land, nor, indeed, to any of the industrial pursuits of the
colony, save that of digging for gold. . Their object being to acquire a
sufficiency of means wherewith to return to their own country. That the
Committee feel assured that the advantages derived from the trade and
commerce, which the presence of such a vast population brings with it,,
affords no compensation to the country for the large and increasing quantity of gold, amounting in one year to about one hundred and twenty
thousand, ounces (120,000 oz), valued at half a million sterling, which the
Chinese are annually abstracting from the natural wealth and resourese
See Ante, page 83

of the country."
" That the Committee have ascertained that the majority of the Chineseare amenable to the laws of the country, and under a proper system of
registration and management — through the agency of headmen of their
own race, selected by themselves — order, to seme extent, may be kept
amongst
" That them."
the fiscal regulations for the collection of rates and taxes imposed
by the government, provided they are clearly and distinctly denned and
enforced with justice and firmness — the Commit ee see no difficulty in
it out."
carrying
The Committee
recommended the bill referred to, with the following
additions :
" 1st. That any Chinaman found on the gold fields, or elsewhere on the
colony, without a license or receipt, be subject #to a penal servitude on the
public works of the colony, for a period not exceeding three (3) months.
" 2nd. That any person arrested under this Act as a reputed Chinaman,
it shall be sufficient for the accuser, to 'prove that the accused is reputed, or i&
considered by the accuser to be a Chinaman.
His oath, or the oath of one:
lxxxiv
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witness shall be sufficient proof, unless the contrary be shown, to make
to the provisions of this Act." — See Report. and
person amenable
such
Bill.
.
.
It is to be hoped the Criminal Code of Canada may never contain its
parallel.
>
The Government of British Columbia has never been in a position to
import a population ; neither before Confederation, when the province
was unrestrained by the powers given to the Dominion Parliament by the
•British North American Act, nor since has it appropriated any money to
aid in bringing in a population of white laborers. It has passed resolutions, made representations to the Dominion Government and Parliament,
;■
and issued pamphlets, but in no instance taxed itself for the above purproceedlegislative
their
from
deduction
pose. On the contrary, by clear
ings, itdeclared the construction of the Canadian Pacific Railway of more
importance than the immigration of white labor, and gave to the Dominion
Government as an inducement to build and hurry on its construction a
twenty-mile belt along the line of railway, embracing the finest lands in
the province, including all the ungranted portions of the delta of the
Eraser river, thus absolutely depriving itself of the power of giving farms
to white settlers should they come in. No doubt that concession was in
full accord with the wishes of the people at the time it was made, and also
|
with the future and permanent interests of the province, for without that
inlet for white immigration, the province, however great its inducements,
would have remained unpeopled for an indefinite period, but its effectivel
ness in hitherto preventing white settlements is evidenced by the rapidity
with which the lands are now being taken up since the embargo has been
withdrawn, amounting, as shown by the ofiicial returns, in one district
alone along the Eraser to be 3,795 persons in one year. The argument,
therefore, that would be available for the Australian Colonies does not
apply.
The legislation of the United States on this subject has been gravely J^g* States
questioned by leading American statesmen, and was denounced pending
Its exclusion of laborers
the discussion in Congress on the measure.
category of class legisobjectionable
the
within
it
brought
only
not
alone
lation, but its limitation to ten years showed it to be a matter of doubtful
expediency, not of principle, besides, through the intricacy of its details,
Perhaps no law has see Couley's tesaffording constant facilities for deceit and evasion.
of general contempt tament, page 26.
feeling
a
such
which
for
Congress
ever been passed by
It was a departure from all the traditions and policy of the
prevailed.
country.
From the first date of her national existence, the United States has
At the time when England
taken the lead in broad international views.
was at the zenith of her maritime greatness the United States boldly
denounced her policy, defied her power, and proclaimed the doctrine that
the neutral flag covered neutral goods, that the national flag made the Neutral flag,
that Natlona a^
decks of her merchant ships upon the seas national territory, and And
there should be no right of search and no seamen taken therefrom.
still later, when hardly recovered from her great civil war, she laid down
the principle, that every nation must so regulate its own municipal code, Municipal Code,
that, whether there be existing law or not, she must prevent her subjects
doing injuries to other nations with which she was at peace or pay the
damage — principles which the war of 1812-14, and the payment of the
In the
Alabama $15,000,000 have now established as the law of nations.
of
nations
the
all
of
industrious
the
invited
she
life
peaceful relations of
the earth to take advantage of her broad domain and the benefit of her
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free institutions, but she forbade all nations to make her country a poorhouse for the pauper, the convict, or the diseased, sending them back to
England, or wherever they came from. This Chinese legislation was the
first departure from her great principles of international law.
It has also been questioned whether it was on sound principles of political economy to confound the good with the bad, reject the useful with
the useless, and prohibit all labor — the good as well as the bad— for fear
of competition, simply because it comes from a particular country with
which the most friendly intercourse is otherwise held.
It was certainly not in accordance with the policy which peopled the
United States. Be that as it may, the United States legislated to suit
themselves.
It by no means follows that the same legislation will suit Canada, nor
is it shown to be the wish of the people of British Columbia. The policy
of restriction and regulation which the Commissioners report is a policy
of judicious selection. Take what is good, reject what is bad, study the
interests of the country, consider its circumstances. There is not in the
province of British Columbia the white labor to do the required work.
Yet the work must be done or the country must stand s' ill. When the
white labor is so abundant that there is a reasonable fear that the country
may be injured by the competition, Parliament can legislate by exclusion,
or otherwise, to meet the occasion. There is no such fear at present, and
the evidence shows the occasion has not arisen.
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IX.
LEGISLATION.

Having thus concluded that legislation is desirable, and suggested theprinciple on which it should be based, it becomes necessary to mention
more in detail the means by which it is considered the designated object
could be obtained — that is how the beneficial immigration is to be separated from the injurious, how confidence on both sides is to be established,
and how funds are to be raised, by which the expenses incident to the
plan proposed are to be borne.
1st. As an almost essential element to creating confidence on behalf of
the Chinese, the Commissioners would recommend that the Dominion
Government take the proper steps through the Imperial Government to
secure the appointment of a Chinese consul at Victoria, thoroughly acquainted with their languages, customs and religious ideas, in fact a*
Chinaman. He would be a medium of communication between his countrymen and the Local authorities by which many doubts would be removed
and difficulties obviated. As in all other diplomatic relations, if he made
himself obnoxious or troublesome, on proper representation he could be
removed or his exequatur withdrawn.
2nd. That an act be passed by the Dominion Parliament imposing a
duty of say $10 per head, to be collected as other customs duties, on each
and every Chinaman or Chinawoman, every Chinese boy or girl landing
in or coming into the province of British Columbia, in accordance with
the regulations hereinafter prescribed ; the said tax to be a charge upon
the ship, vessel, boat or means of transport, whether by land or water,
and without exception as to all Chinese, except those who are merely
travellers passing through to avail themselves of the Canadian Pacific
lxxxvi
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Railway en route to Europe or the United States or countries other than
Canada, a certificate from the Chinese consul in Victoria to be received
by the authorities as evidence to the latter effect.
* Memorandum. — The duty of $10 per head being a charge upon the
ship, will be effective, as the ship-owner will take care that it is p id at
the port of departure before embarkation of the passengers, thus to a
.
great degree preventing the transmission of paupers or objectionable persons by the companies or parties who send oat laborers under contract.
From the return of the collector of customs at Victoria, during the
last four months the average of Chinese incomers might be estimated at
3000 per annum, which at $10 per head would give $30,000 a year.
3rd. That the sum raised by such taxation be applied exclusively for
the purposes hereinafter named :
1st. Tor the payment of a proper health inspector to be appointed by Health inspector
the Dominion Government, whose duty it shall be to inspect, on ^ the
arrival of any vessel at the Port of Victoria, or elsewhere in British
Columbia, from China or any foreign port, carrying passengers, the Chi
ofnese passengers on board, and forthwith to report to the collectorseach
customs the number, sexes, and state of health and condition of
Chinese person, classifying them accordingly, and stating whether any
and how many are diseased, deformed, sick or incapable of work, paupers,
filthy, or otherwise from apparent reasons objectionable and designating
such persons so that they can be identified ; for which inspection and
report the said inspector shall be allowed for each vessel the sum of $— ,
as per order in council regulating the same.
4th. That the collector of customs shall prevent the landing of any Prevent L-.ndin-.
persons so designated as paupers, diseased, deformed, filthy or otherwise
objectionable.
5th. That it shall be the duty of the shipmaster, ship owners, or consignee of such ships, to aid in preventing the landing of such persons as Penalty.
last aforesaid, and any expenses incurred in re-shipping or sending away
to China or elsewhere, persons landing in violation of these regulations,
shall be a charge upon the said ship, shipmaster, ship-owner or consignee,
to be recovered in the ordinary courts according to law, together with a
penalty not exceeding $100 for each offense or violation.
6th. That for the purpose of creating confidence in the administration j0int tribunal.
of justice, and ascertaining the truth when the Chinese are concerned, a
joint commission shall be established to have jurisdiction in all civil suits
between the Chinese themselves or the Chinese and other parties.
7th. That the said commission shall be composed of one or more judges
appointed by the Dominion Government and paid out of the fund hereby
, being a lawyer of at least ten years continued
created a salary of
practice, member of the Bar of British Colombia, or of one of the other
Provinces of the Dominion, and capable of speaking and comprehending
the Chinese language and writing, to hold appointment during good behavior, the other member of the commission to be the Chinese consul at
Victoria, the chairman of such commission to be ex officio the senior
judge appointed by the Dominion Government.
Memorandum. — As bearing on the 6th, 7th and 8th paragraphs, see
the observations of Mr. Lowe, formerly American Minister to China, at
page 184 of Evidence ; also the Australian Report.
8th. That in addition to its civil jurisdiction, the saidt ribunal shall civil Criminal
have criminal jurisdiction over all crimes, misdemeanors and offences com- Jurisdiction.
mitted by the Chinese, under and according to the provisions of the Criminal Code of the Dominion, except in cases when the penalty of the offence
is death.
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9th. That in no case shall it have the power of imprisonment in the
penitentiary beyond a period of years, or jurisdiction of a criminal nature
in any case, where a white man is charged, unless by his written consent
first obtained, duly witnessed, filed, and entered of record in the Court.
10th. That such tribunal shall have power to enforce the collection
and payment of all Dominion, Provincial and municipal taxes due by the
Chinese or any of them, of all penalties and punishments incurred for
non-obedience or violation of the Dominion revenue laws, Provincial or
municipal laws, imposing or regulating taxation, or providing for sanitary
measures. That it shall have jurisdiction over and take charge of all
Chinese intestate estates, and collect and pay over to the officer authorized
by law to receive the same, all dues, percentage, fees and charges, under
any Provincial enactments chargeable against such estate.
11th. That in case of contagious or other dangerous diseases breaking
out in the community, it shall have power and it shall be the duty of the
said tribunal forthwith to enforce among the Chinese the municipal laws
and regulations made to prevent the spread of such diseases, and to enforce
all laws and regulations for sanitary purposes.
12. That from all decisions, judgments or final orders of the said
tribunal, there may be an appeal on points of law to the Supreme Court
of the Province, but no appeal or reviews on question of fact ; the finding
of the said tribunal, on matters of fact coming within its jurisdiction,
being final and conclusive.
13th. That no mode of punishment shall be inflicted in the Province
among the Chinese, by or under the order or direction of any secret society
or organization, or otherwise than in accordance with the adjudication of
the said tribunal, or the law of the land ; any such punishment or attempt
thereto, to be in law a misdemeanor, punishable by fine and imprisonment
with or without hard labor.
14th. That the said tribunal shall have power to appoint a competent
officer to act as clerk and registrar of the said Court, to keep all records
and issue all summonses and other documents connected with the discharge
of its duties and the execution of its powers.
That he shall be aquainted
with the Chinese language and writing, and be paid a salary of 8
per
month.
15th. That it shall be the duty of the said tribunal to select trustworthy, competent and reliable interpreters thoroughly acquainted with
the Chinese language, to attend on requisition the Supreme Court or any
other tribunal when prosecutions, suits, proceedings or enquiries are being
held in matters to which the Chinese and white, or other persons than
Chinese, may be parties, a certificate from the said two Commissioners, to
be evidence of competency and appointment of such interpreters.
16th. That the said tribunal shall have power to make short and summary forms of procedure for the purposes and business of the said court,
to appoint constables for executing their orders among the Chinese, making rules, and otherwise doing what is necessary for justice, in no case, as
to substance or principle, departing from the law of the land otherwise
than as herein authorized and provided.
17th. That the said tribunal shall have power to rent all buildings and
offices, and all others that may be necessary for the efficient discharge of
their duties, or the promotion of sanitary measures in the district of the
city occupied by the Chinese.
18th. That all expenses and payments shall be duly certified and
vouched for, and returned quarter^ to the Dominion Government, and
shall 03 chargeable to and paid out of the fund here- y created.
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19th. That the said tribunal shall establish an efficient system of registration of all Chinese resident in the Province, classifying their names,
sexes, occupations, and places of residence as nearly as possible, once in
every year, making the same in triplicate, one copy to be sent to the
secretary of state for the Dominion, one copy to the Provincial secretary
of British Columbia, and one to the mayor of the city of Victoria for the
use and benefit of the public. And it shall be the duty of the said tribunal
whenever so requested by either of the said official authorities to afford
every assistance in identifying any party or parties so registered.
20th. That any person, maliciously, or unlawfully mutilating, defacing
or altering the said register, or copy of the said registration, shall be
guilty of a misdemeanor and be punished by fine and imprisonment.
21st. That in case the public service should require it, the Dominion
Government shall have power to suspend the collection of the said tax, and
the operation of this act, making other provision for the commission
appointed by the Dominion Government.
22nd. That penalties incurred for violations of this Act shall be
recoverable before the ordinary tribunals of the Province, by and in the
name, and at the instigation of the Attorney-General or other public prosecuting officer — as the offense may pertain to or come under the Dominion or Provincial legislation, or any municipal ordinance, by-law or
regulation.
23rd. That all expenses, in case of judgment or conviction, shall be
"borne and paid by the offender, or in case of his inability to do so, out of
the fund hereby created, the same having been first duly taxed by the
proper officer.
The foregoing suggested outlines of a measure for the consideration of
the Dominion Parliament, it will be perceived, will, when amended in its
passage through Parliament, secure the power of selection of the incoming
immigrants • prevent the landing of those that are objectionable, secure
confidence in the administration of the Dominion, Provincial and Municipal laws severally, and the administration of criminal justice ; aid in the
detection of crime and identification of the offenders by means of an efficient registration and competent interpreters ; put the burden of expense
upon those for whose benefit the proposed measures are intended, and
relieve the Dominion, Provincial and Municipal exchequers from all outlay, without any violation of international or commercial law or of political
economy.
But the commissioners would further suggest that the Dominion Government should urge upon the Government and Legislature of British
Columbia the propriety of passing an Act, regulating domestic service in
British Columbia somewhat similar to the Agricultural Laborers' Act in
England. It will be found often repeated in the evidence that the Chinese
btreak engagements in domestic service to the very great injury of those
with whom they engage, and that the law at present provides no efficient
remedy for the loss to the one party, or adequate punishment to the other.
A very simple enactment would obviate this difficulty, the details of
which would fall within the purview of the Local Legislature.
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10.
CHINA AND CANADA.

This question has hitherto been regarded mainly from the stand-point of
British Columbia. It must now assume a broader aspect, and the question is : whether Canada, at the commencement of her national career, is
Canadian standpoint.
to adopt a policy of narrow exclusion or a policy of broad, enlightened
and liberal progress ; whether, on the first occasion of commanding the
trade of two Oceans and legislating beyond the domain of local and sectional
interests, she is to be governed by imaginary fears or by a reliance on the
natural vigor of her people, and the spirit of enterprise and competition
which can alone make them great and powerful.
If we look at the whole history of the Western and Eastern Hemisspheres — of the nations of Asia and of America from the time of ColumRes dt of the conbus, we find the latter have gone down race after race before the people
flict of races.
of Europe and their descendants ; we find that the savages of North
America — far more warlike, far more aggressive than the Chinese, superior
in physique, superior in the arts of resistance — haved melted away before
the colonists who settled North America under difficulties that would
have overwhelmed any but the descendants of the indomitable races from
which they sprung; we* find that in the last century and a half, the samedescendants have not only brought the whole continent of North America
under their absolute control, have swept over the islands of the Pacific,
conquered India and colonized Australia, but have penetrated to the heart
of this very China now so dreaded, and at the gates of its Capital dictated the terms alone on which China should be allowed to exist as an
Stipulation.
Empire ; we find we forced Our people and our trade upon them against
their will ; boasted of our institutions, our civilization and our strength ;
insisted upon putting in our treaties with them — against the remonstrances oftheir Government and the 'habits and wishes of their people —
a distinct clause that they should be permitted to immigrate from their
own land and come to our country ; and now the moment we find them
sober and industrious, frugal and money-making, and a few thousand of
them coming over to North America to do the lowest drudgery of labor,
it is proposed we should legislate to exclude them for fear they may conquer and drive us out of our own possessions. What a commentary upon
the energy of our race and the history of the past !
It would seem that before giving way to imaginary fears, or theoretical
Primary duty.
problems about the future it would be the primary duty of Canada to
consider immediate action for relieving the finances of the Dominion of
the immense burden caused by the construction of the Canadian Pacific
Hailway. This undertaking was not for British Columbia, but for the
welfare and development of the whole Dominion — for consolidating its
disunited territory and bringing into active co-operation the varied elements of wealth and prosperity lying throughout the country, thereby
laying the foundation of its future national greatness. It was one of the
boldest liabilities ever assumed by a young country of limited population
and limited means. It is unparalelled. The oldest nations of Euroj^e
would have .paused before the responsibility of such an undertaking as a
national Government work ; but it was assumed by Canada with an
abiding confidence not only in the ressources of the country but a reliance
Canadian Pacific on the vigor, energy and enterprise of her people. Three thousand miles
Railway.
of railway through a rocky wilderness, through an unsettled country, over
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prethe Rockv Mountains, the Cascade and Coast ranges, dow:.. the most
Debt.
cipitous canyons to the sea ; and $120,000,000 of debt.
To the indirect advantages resulting from the worl: in the general
e direct
development of the country was added the inducement of profitabl
communication and trade with China, India and Japan, not only as supplying the wants of Canada, but as supplying the wants of Great Britain ^^
facilities
and other European nations by affording increased and additional
to the
add
would
day
by
day
which
traffic
a
—
existing
to those already
wealth and advancement of Canada.
and
Who were the parties to the construction of this great work— to the Partiesto,
j
,,*,,'.
assumption of this onerous liability ?
By the terms of Union between Canada and British Columbia, sanctioned
by the Queen in Council on the 16th of May, 1871, Canada assumed the
of annual
existing debts and liabilities of the Province, the payment and
seven
to two hundred
amounting
subsidies to British Columbia
augan
with
),
($207,994
thousand nine hundred and ninety-four dollars
mentation of eighty (80c.) cents per capita as it advanced m population,
according to each decennial census, and the current annual expenses of
of the public service, with representacarrying&on the main departments
tion in the Dominion Parliament, and further undertook " to commence
and complete within a certain time the construction of a railway from the Terms of union.
Pacific towards the Rocky Mountains, and from such point as may be
selected east of the Rocky Mountains towards the Pacific to connect the
seaboard of British Columbia with the railway system of Canada, and the
Government of British Columbia agreed to convey to the Dominion
Government in trust to be appropriated in such manner as the Dominion
Government might deem advisable in furtherance of the construction of
the said railway a similar extent of public lands along the line of railway
throughout its entire length in British Columbia, not to exceed, however,
twenty (20) miles on each side of said line, as may be appropriated for Railwaybeltr
the same purpose by the Dominion Government from the public lands in
the North-West Territories and the Province of Manitoba," with certain
provisions as to pre-empted rights or granted lands, within the said limits,
and making good the same to the Dominion Government from contiguous
Public Lands, and a restriction that until the commencement of construction within two years from the date of the Union, " The Government of
British Columbia should not sell or alienate any further portions of the
Public Lands of British Columbia in any other way than under right of
pre-emption requiring actual residence of the pre-emptor on the land
in aid of re-emP 10n*
be conveyed
land so to Governme
the Dominion
tion of the
by him.
claimed
nt agrees to
said railway,
ion ofIntheconsidera
construct
the
^.ay to British Columbia from the date of the Union the sum of one
hundred thousand dollars ($100,000) per annum in half-yearly payments A|ditionalsiib.
in advance."
The Dominion has since annually paid the subsidies, borne the expenses Performan
of the public services defined, the one hundred thousand dollars ($100,000),
and carried the construction of the road nearly to completion.
At the time this agreement was made, the Chinese evil, as it is termed, Time
was in full force in San Francisco, the habits of the Chinese, their competition with white labor, their cheap mode of living, their transmission ^inSe? of
to their own country of the results of their industry, were well known on
the Pacific coast. They had then come in numbers to British Columbia,
and it was in the power of British Columbia to have legislated against
them, had it been for the interests of the Province to do so. JSTo action
in that direction was taken, and after the Union, the most urgent presxci

c:
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sure was brought to bear upon tue Dominion Government to hurry on
the work of railway construction according to the terms of Union. Extension of the time for completion was refused. Resolution after resolution
was passed by the Local Legislature and Government complaining of
delay. Deputation after deputation sent to the Imperial Government
alleging a breach of faith. The " Carnavon terms " were pressed, and
every influence that the Province could bring to bear was used to force
the construction through.
As it was known that the work could not be done without Chinese
labor — as the evidence shews it could not have been, as most unquestionably not within the time within which it will be now accomplished,
it must be assumed that whatever the Chinese evils were, they were not
sufficient to counterbalance the gain to be acquired by the completion of
the wort, and especially must it be assumed that until such time as the
burden of the cost of construction has been materially lifted from the
shoulders of the general public of the Dominion, no step should be taken,
unless of absolute necessity, to thwart the productive character of the
road. These are propositions which, in the ordinary transactions of life,
would be considered clear and undoubted.
The foreign trade to China, India and Japan — -the formation of large
commercial depots in British Columbia, connected in business intercourse
with those countries, have always been regarded by intelligent men
as among the sources of its productive revenue. The ocean lines of
steamers, the construction of public docks and wharves incident thereto,
the handling of the vast traffic therefrom will demand an intelligent population the Chinese cannot supply, and that population will come and
settle in the country as soon as the work is there for them to do.
In the presence of such great results, it is unpractical to talk of
the white races of Englishmen, Scotchmen, Irishmen, Americans, Canadians and Europeans being contaminated by a little opium or a few
Chinese women, or driven from the field of industry by a few thousand
Chinese unskilled laborers. The races that have hitherto conquered the
world must indeed have become degenerate if such can be the case. One
year's
consumption
of whiskey
do more
harmto in
Canadasettlers
than all
the Chinese
who ever
crossed would
the Pacific
Ocean
become
or
laborers on the Pacific coast.
Tjae instructions to the commissioners were " to report upon the whole
" subject of Chinese immigration, and consider its trade relations as well
" as those social and moral objections taken to the influx of the Chinese
"people
in Canada."
The trade
relations of China with Canada, except as to that portion
lying within the Province of British Columbia, have hitherto been limited,
as compared with the Canadian trade to other countries, and may be said
to have had no very material effect.
Upon British Columbia they have. The custom-house returns already
quoted for the month of October last show that that Province is contributing to the general revenue of the Dominion, in the payment of duties,
at the rate of over one million per annum, and that of these the duties
resulting from the Chinese trade have increased from one hundred and
seventy-four dollars and forty-seven cents ($174.47) in 1874 to one hundred and eleven thousand, three hundred dollars and fifteen cents
($111,300.15) in 1884— ten years— or at the rate of 637 per cent. It
may from this be argued what those duties will be when the ocean line
of steamers between the countries of the East and the terminus of the
Canadian Pacific Railway in British Columbia shall be established, and
xen
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the through traffic from Great Britain, the Eastern Provinces and NorthWest" Territories
of Canada is in full force.
It may reasonably
be
inferred, such is the rapidity of the growth of commerce from increased
facilities, that in a few years the contribution to the general revenue of
the Dominion from the Pacific trade will closely approximate to that from
the Atlantic.
In the consideration of this future it must not be overlooked that
foreign complications may materially affect the utility of the Suez Canal
to Great Britain as a mode of transit. She has no absolute exclusive
control and no national hold upon the feelings or affections of the people
through whose country it passes. Trade at the point of the bayonet or
under the guns of a man-of-war is not the most productive, and certainly
not the most satisfactory. All these difficulties, all these exceptional
characteristics are avoided in the transit by the Canadian Pacific Railw ay.
Such difference must in time, and in a short time, produce a marked effect.
Looking at it even in its most limited point of view (apart from all exterior
influences or contributions), at the mere increase of internal trade alone
between Eastern Canada and British Columbia, under the burdensome
drawback of transportation through a foreign country and the conflicting
interests of more contiguous bases of supply, we find, from the Customs
returns that the imports from the Eastern Provinces into the port of
Victoria alone increased from $22,215 in the fiscal year ending 30th
June, 1872, to $788,287 in the fiscal year ending 30th June, 1884, the
increase being steadily progressive during the intervening years. If this
increase has taken place during that period with all the impediments,
expenses and difficulties of transportation through a foreign country and
otherwise, what may not be expected with the increasing population and
rapid development that will follow on the Pacific coast of the Dominion,
from the completion of the internal line of communication, and the removal
of existing drawbacks and expenses of transportation ? None but men
of the most extensive experience and the largest comprehension can pre*
figure the vastness of such results: It may be safely said ■ that in a few
years they wTill exceed the calculations of the boldest, as Canada herself
in the last seventeen years in her influence, her power and material progress has surpassed all that was preconceived of the consequences of the
union of British North America into one consolidated Dominion.
It is terrible to think that this trade — this future — -may be jeopardized
by the sparsest population in the whole Dominion, scattered throughout
a territory larger than Ontario and Quebec combined.
The coming of the Chinese into British Columbia up to this time has
produced no effect whatever upon the labor market of the other Provinces
of Canada. If the census returns are correct the Chinese have not gone
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into those Provinces, not the price of a day's labor has been reduced by
their competition, not a laborer in one of the cities or towns been met by
the opposing service of the Chinese. If as to those Provinces the argument: be of any avail as regards labor it is good against all labor, whether
it be European or American, coming in. The country must be reserved
simply for those who are in it, and all accession to population stopped,
save by the natural increase of marriages and births. It is not necessary
to consider such a proposition.
The greatness of the English trade with China at one port alone has English trad*
been shown to have amounted in one year to over fifty-one million two
hundred and eleven thousand nine hundred and ninety-eight
dollars
[$51,211,998), of which twenty-seven thousand seven hundred and twenty
dollars ($27,720,000) was from Great Britain direct.
Taking the length
xciii
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of the circuitious voyage, and the possible complications that may arise
from the non-exclusive control of the Suez Canal, it may fairly be inferred
that of this twenty-seven million a considerable portion will hereafter
find its way by the Canadian Pacific ; thus adding materially to the productive character of the work. Legislation, therefore,'- which throws
impediments in the way of this trafic is doing a serious injury to Canada
by retaining the burden of taxation for its construction upon the people.
It is in view of the future only, as to trade, that the question can be
regarded as having any marked influence on Canada, their past trade with
China having, except as to British Columbia, been so comparatively unimportant as to constitute no material factor in the calculation. The day
for narrow and obstructive policy has passed. It is impossible to depict
in language sufficiently strong the advantages of unrestricted intercourse
with foreign countries, if we really are the superior race. In such case
we must influence them, not they us. Whatever good there be among them
it is in our power to take, whatever evil to reject. It is an attitude of
weakness inconsistent with the British and American races to admit the
contrary. The undersigned commissionner cannot, therefore, see how it is
possible that any valid objections can be raised to " trade relations between Canada and China.
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Equally untenable in the main are the moral and social objections to
the presence of the Chinese. The religion and morals of a people depend
upon the people themselves, not upon the foreigners who come into the
country for business or pleasure. The latter may influence to a small
degree the limited circles within which they move, but can produce no
perceptible effect upon the great masses of the people. The Jews have not
dechristianized England or the United States, though resident in large
numbers in those countries and classed among the most useful and respected oftheir citizens. Yet it is well known that on their first advent
into England, they were persecuted with a ferocity greater even than that
the present antipathy to the Chinese would dictate, and that among many
of the eastern nations of Europe, even at this day, they are treated with
savage brutality ; but of what character are the nations who now so treat
them ignorant, debased, fanatical, and hardly above the savage in mental
or civilised characteristics.
The English and Americans have not christianised the Chinese, though
they have gone to China in large numbers, not only for trade and pleasure,
but for missionary purposes, teaching the doctrines of a religion and a
code of morals more ennobling and more attractive than the idolatry
which there exists. How derogatory, then to the French, English and
American races in Canada to assort that the presence of a few laboring
ignorant Chinese will cause the Canadian people to abandon the religion
of their fathers, the morals, education and higher Christian civilization of
their institutions, to adopt the idol worship and debasing morals and
habits of the heathen.
Thus, therefore, history and reason tell us, that in moral and social
habits, beyond a very limited circle the influence of the foreigner in a
debasing direction will be extremely small, and upon the great masses of
the people absolutely imperceptible when the country into which they
come is of a higher organisation in morals and civilization.
It is admitted that the Chinese do no amalgamate or intermarry with
the people of the country or take part in its political or legislative proceedings, but they do not prevent other people coming in who can or
choose to amalgamate and intermarry. To say that they do so prevent,
by their competition in the labor market, is in principle equally to say
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that nobody should come in, because such coming in is an interference with
agisting prices and, therefore, injurious to the particular class interfered
with, but it is not injurious to the greater number, for the rule is the
greatest good to the greatest number. It may be laid down as a clear
olieg
Ixioni in political economy that monopolies are injurious to the state, M
ind a power to dictate so as to forbid competition should always be injurious<
prevented. In the previous pages and in the evidence this point has
been so much enlarged upon, and by the latter it has been so clearly
siiown that the presence of the Chinese has not operated as a preventive,
ihough repeatedly asserted, to other immigration, that it is not necessary
.
o dwell upon it.
There may, as to their not taking part in the political or legislative geasons^for^not
proceedings, be many reasons why it is desirable that they should not ; l^isef
Sither by habits or education have they becm trained to the consideration
Df constitutional government, and it is well that in this respect, like the
waters of the Rhine and the Moselle, the Fraser and the Thomson, they
should run on in the ordinary course for a while, without intermingling.
It may be for such reasons that at present they should not have the
the controlling 'power in the
franchise ; but that very reservationandkeeps
prevents a legislation, which (could
rands of those who object to them,
;hey interfere) might be made injurious to local industries ; so that in
reality competition is limited to actual labor, without any power of dictadon other than what may indirectly flow from greater industry and
frugality.
If, outside of such industrial considerations, we are permitted to look,
we will find Canada has nothing to dread from any amalgamation. The
Russians control one-half of the Mongolian races of the world— from the
^ ^
Caucasus to the mountains of Thibet, from the Volga and the Don, Mongolfan races,
through Siberia to the great wall of China. The plains of Tartary form
the training schools of half their young men, but at this moment the Russians themselves physically and mentally stand first amid the nations of
Europe ; so little consequence has the fear of amalgamation upon the
character of a people.
To Canada any clanger from the Chinese is simply problematical— a ^^vXaL
dread of some possible detriment that may under extraordinary circumstances happen a quarter of a century hence, but if experience with reference to these people proves anything, it clearly shows that as soon as the
demand for their labor ceases the supply will cease. The charge against
them is that they will not remain in the country. Then the danger- from
them is gone ; the result of their labor they cannot take away ; the road
that is built, the land that is cleared by their labor remains and is the
better fitted for the possession of the actual settler, by the greater adaptability it affords for transit of goods, or the immediate fructification of the
soil. If, therefore, by the strongest construction of argument it could
possibly be maintained that there is an immediate evil, it is an evil which
cures itself by the exhaustion of the causes which create it. Cease to offer
them work and they will cease to come.
It is impossible to contend that there is any immediate clanger to Can- Danger too
As to that part of Canada within British Columbia, the pro
ada as a whole.
legislation that is wanted is the practical legislation to suit immediate
exigencies, based on a principle that can be defended — the principle of
restriction for police and sanitary purposes.
There is no occasion for any dread of the future. Public opinion now
and always hereafter will operate immediately and directly upon the
Parliament, and whenever an evil is proved to exist, legislation can
xcv
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be had to meet it. Future Parliaments can deal with it when it comes*,
when it is real, better than a Parliament which deals with it only through
the medium of an excited fear as to what it may be.
In the consideration of this question it must not be overlooked, that
this immigration of the Chinese into the British Colonies was at the
express request and urgency of the British Government, that it was contrary to the traditions and policy of the Chinese Empire and against the
wishes of their Government.
That it was a concession torn from the latter by the force and determination Of the former.
The history of this concession is somewhat curious. It is well known
that the Chinese regarded all others than subjects to the Chinese Empire
as Barbarians, and permitted no intercourse.
In the Treaty of Nankin,
between Great Britain and China, signed on behalf of Her Majesty, at
Nankin, by Sir Henry Pottinger, on the 29th of August, 1842, and ratified on the 26th June, 1843, there is an express provision for amnesty
of those Chinese subjects who had ventured to reside with, or have dealings with the British. By the 9th article, " The Emperor of China,
agrees to publish and promulgate under his Imperial sign manual and
seal a full and entire amnesty, and act of Indemnity to all subjects of
China, on account of their having resided under, or having had dealings
and intercourse with, or having entered the service, of Her Britannic
Majesty or of Her Majesty's officers, and His Imperial Majesty further
engages to release all Chinese subjects who may be at this moment in
confinement for similar reasons."
In the Imperial edict issued in confirmation of this treaty on August
3rd, 1843, and for carrying out its provisions, by the 7th paragraph it is
declared :
" (7.) At the various ports where the Borbarians are to trade,, they arer
allowed to carry on their dealings indiscriminately with whomsoever of
our merchants they please, and all debts contracted between them are to
be paid by the respective parties without official interference."
" (11.) The natives of the Middle Kingdom who have been in attendance upon the officers of the said English nation are to be considered free
from guilt for so doing, and so peace has now been declared the people of
both nations are to be regarded as one mutual whole, no one' again during
to proceed to bloodshed."
"(16.) Let each of the above items be definitely arranged with the
Barbarians, giving closest attention to the minutest particulars, that the
treaty may be drawn up in the most clear and intelligent terms, preventing all other difficulties and confusion of affairs. As the Barbarians cannot understand us, let the services of interpreters be employed that they
may be satisfied.
Respect this. Dated 8th September, 1842."

Hertzlett, vol. xi,
By the treaty of Tient-sin, June 26th, 1858, signed by Lord Elgin, on
2nd Treaty. behalf of Her Majesty, by the 1st article the preceeding treaty is renewed
and confirmed, by the 9th and subsequent articles, British subjects are
permitted to travel to all parts of the interior of China for pleasure or
purposes of trade, and also acquired many privileges and advantages
which they had not before possessed. By the 31st article "it is agreed
that henceforward the character Barbarian shall not be applied to the
Government or subjects of Her Britannic Majesty in any Chinese official
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document issued by the Chinese authorities, either in the capital or in the
Provinces."
>
™_.
+
The last named treaty having been violated by the Chinese previous to 3rd Treaty,
after
signed
was
treaty
third
a
and
renewed
again
its ratification, war was
the capture of Pekin, at Pekin, by Lord Elgin on behalf of Her Majesty
and Hertzlett, vol. s,
on October 24th, 1860, by which after increasing the war indemnity
,
expenses stipulated by the second treaty, agreeing to ratify the last named
srdireaty.
specially
article
other advantages, it was by the 6th
granting
treaty
:
providedandthat
(5 ) " As soon as the ratification of the treaty of 1858 shall have been
« exchanged, His Imperial Majesty the Emperor of China will by Decree
» command the High authorities of every province to proclaim throughout
»« their jurisdiction, that Chinese choosing to take service in the British
« Colonies, or other parts beyond sea, are at perfect liberty to enter into
" engagements with British subjects for that purpose and to ship themselves
" and their families on board any British vessel at any of the open ports
" of China, also that the High authorities aforesaid shall in concert with
!" Her Britannic Majesty's representatives in China frame such regula'" tions for the protection of Chinese emigrating as above as the circum« stances of the different open ports may demand."
Thus we see, it was not until after being three times beaten, after
paying enormous sums of money, or as the Emperor mournfully says in
the edict above cited (article 8). "The money, twenty-one million
Indemnity.
« ($21,000,000) is to be paid by annual instalments. It is a vast amount
" and where is such a sum to come from to be given away ! Let Ye King
" alone be held responsible hereafter for arranging the matter and re" catering beforehand the places which are to supply their respective
not until
" quota of the funds and memorialize the court accordingly,"
and sixty-six
after exacting a further sum of ten million six hundred
indemnity
further
for
thousand six hundred and sixty-six ($10,666,666)
the
and war expenses, compelling them to open seaports and violate all
this great concession was
traditions and customs of their country,
.
obtained.
It was not until after all this that the Chinese Emperor threw up his
hands and agreed that his subjects might give the benefit of their frugality
and industry to the British Colonies.
satisfaction
It would now be a matter of grim satisfaction to him, if he only knew Gran
how some of the inhabitants of some of those colonies appreciate the
blessing.

CHAPTER

XL

« Since the lord of tht territory may, whenever he think proper, forbid
its being entered, he has a power to annex what conditions he pleases to
the permission to enter. This is a consequence of the right of domain.
If he annexes any particular conditions, he ought to have measures taken
on the fronto acquaint foreigners with it, when they presenthisthemselves
state for the purpose
tier.'* He ought not to grant an entrance into
of drawing foreigners into a snare. As soon as he admits them he engages
to protectTthem as his own subjects, and to afford them perfect security
as far as depends on him." — VatteVs Law of Nations, Chap. 8.
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While it is essentially necessary that in the consideration of this question regard should not be limited to British Columbia alone, it is equally
tMty to protect.
necessary to observe that a duty devolves upon the paramount authority
to see that the laws are enforced, and the rights of all parties protected
.
and preserved.
The two following extracts from the evidence taken at ban ± rancisco
will show the pertinence of the above quotain 1876 (pages 181 and 207),
tion from Vafctel, and the preceding observation.
At 181, Colonel Bee said : "He had seen the Chinese immigrants stoned
from the time they left their ships until they reached Chinatown. He
had seen them leaning over the sides of the waggon with their scalps cut
Treatment of
Chinese in San
open. No police interfered. In portions of San Francisco no Chinaman
Francisco.
The Chinese had no privileges."
dare to be seen.
Mr. Ellis, the former chief of police (page 207), says : " Chinamen have
them
been very badly abused here. The hoodlums stone, beat, and abuse
w^hen
alone
city
the
of
part
a
in
found
is
in a shameful manner, and if he
the r.olice are not in call, if he escapes with his life or without being
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ie administration of justice in a British country, and it is to avoid the
Dssibility of such occurrences that it is deemed proper to call the attenon of the Privy Council to the subject.
equally incumbent is it that they should be protected against the rufxns of their own countrymen, who for mercenary purposes endeavor to
iwart among them the carrying out of the laws and the administration
! justice in the country to which they have come. The characters known
> "highbinders" have already been described.
Driven out of San Francisco, they have crowded into British Columbia,
id at the late assizes in the city of Victoria, in December last, seriously
id dangerously interfered with the administration of the criminal law,
f threatening the Chinese interpreters and witnesses who had been sumoned by the Crown in the prosecutions pending before the Court. The
residing judge with promptness and decision punished the offenders, but
| was an evil which had not before been recognized, and which it was
ijcessary to restrain with a strong hand. Here again the difficulty is
let, that there is no official or recognized authority to whom reference
in be made, who is familiar with the language and customs of these
|?ople; who from his official diplomatic position, being above suspicion,
n always offer the courts and local authorities explanations which may
|irelied on, and thus prevent the miscarriage of the law. There is no
ason to doubt the application of the law as coming from the local
jithorities, but there may be grave doubts as to the true state of facts to
Inch the application is to be made.
I If it be desirable to do justice to these people as to all others in the
•mmunity, it is desirable that that justice should be complete and
went.
! It may not be unimportant, as confirmatory of the observations hitherto
jade, that the presence of the Chinese in British Columbia has not
terfered with the incoming of white settlers, to state that by a late
|turn from the Dominion immigration agent at Victoria, addressed to
e Department of Agriculture under date of 16th December, 1884, it
ppears that the number of white immigrants who have come into the
rovince since the opening of the railway belt in June, 1883, to Novemt 30th, 1884, a period of eighteen months*, was 11,370, while the numIt of Chinese were 4,086, a marked diminution of the latter in number
lam those who came in 1882 and 1883, when the demand for railway
jbor was at its heigh th, thus giving grounds for the impression that the
ipply will not exceed the demand, and that the evil of their incoming,
i an evil, will cease as the inducement ceases.
I In support of the above observations we find in the Colonist newspaper,
jiblished in the city of Victoria, on the 31st December, the following
jrong contradiction in fact of the statement several times made by some
J:the witnesses before the Committee of the House of Commons in 1879,
[id before the present Commission in 1884, namely: that ample white
»bor was obtainable in the Province for the necessities of the country.
ji that paper from the 22nd of September last is a standing advertiseent from Graham & Busk, contractors for the Esquimalt and Nanaimo
ailway, with schedule of wages for white labor as follows :
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"ESQUIMALT

NANAIMO

RAILWAY.

Contractors' Office, \
Victoria, Sept. 22, 1884. /

SCHEDULE

OF

WAGES

ON THE ESQUIMALT
Rock Foremen
Earth Foremen
Bridge Foremen
Bridge Carpenters.
Blacksmiths (first-class)
Eawrs;:::::;:::::::::::.

FOR

WHITE

AND NANAIMO

LABOR
RY.

$f 00 to $4 00 per
I f Jo 6 00
° 50 to 4 40 ^
f "" M
■///////////.; 2 00 to 2 25 <<
175to23$ «

day
^
^
„
«
«

- «
S?^s::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::iT5to2oo
All ontside labor, ten hours per day.
§
All carpenters to furnish their own chest-tools.
lodging.
All employes to find themselves bed, board andline
U per week.
board,
;
the
along
Boarding-houses will be convenient
It will not be compulsory for employes to board in the company s houses.
Wages will be paid monthly, on the 15th of each month.
GRAHAM & BUSK,
Contractors."

On the 31st December is this statement :
" Chinese Labor. — We understand that Messrs. Graham & Busk, contractors for the upper section of the Island Railway, finding it impossible
to secure sufficient white labor to complete their contract on time, have
been reluctantly compelled to arrange with the Tai Chong Company for
labor."
of Chinese
a supply
Comment
is unnecessary.

Restriction.

As bearing upon the suggested measure of restriction, it may also be
appropriate to refer to the observations of Mr. Briggs, the President of
the Immigration Association of California, when examined at San Francisco in July last ; he says : "My opinion is that as laborers they must
always play a part in any community, under certain restrictions. To what
extent they can be utilized is a question we are not able to determine
here, because we are a new community. We have had an experience of
barely twenty-five years with them, and may be somewhat prejudiced
against them, from the fact that their labor has been overdone— their
numbers having increased more rapidly than we could utilize them. I
believe this, while I would not care to express it publicly, because I am
in favor of the Restriction Act. I beopposed to them, and was active
lieve that if the Restriction Act had been modified, so that a limited
number of those people could have continued to come to this coast, we
might have utilized them, and never have felt the opposition we feel to-day
to the Chinese. I believe, that in our fruit interests it would now be an
advantage to have even more than we have. I believe that in some other
industries, minor industries, the Chinese would play a part whichwould
be more or less important, even to-day, if they were to continue to come.
With that view, with the idea that we have had a scarcity of labor here,
and will probably continue to have during some period of the year for the
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Lext five years— because the industries are developing faster than the
icopulation is increasing— their presence would not be altogether undesia Perhaps the most succinct, and in a general sense the most fair evidence g^g^^.
in their favor, is that given by Mr. Babcock at San Francisco, on Jnly ci8COt
26th, 1884.
He says;

San Francisco, July 26th, 1884.

(William F. Babcock, merchant :
In a new country cheap labor Che^labo^^
Resided in San Francisco since 1852.
Effect of Chinese labor beneficial, and that labor beneficial,
)is absolutely necessary.
Instead of driving out labor by cheap
jbeneficial effect will continue.
Labor begets labor.
'labor cheap labor increases the market for labor.
On the advancement of California the effect of Chinese labor has been
The Chinese spend
beneficial and has added materially to our wealth.
hundred thousand
nine
on an average twenty-five cents a day, perhaps
Chinese a.nece^
|or a million of dollars a month among us. They are a necessity, and
Jto drive them out of the state would be a very great disadvantage, but be proper to rounder certain rules and regulations to restrict this immigration would gg™1
We have not too many Chinese now, but I would not
:be very proper.
They have not increased since 1865,
Ioverrun the country with them.
I do not think they have
an influx.
great
too
of
land there is no danger
The strong feeling
been a bar to white immigration from the East.
There They have not
foreigners.
and
ers
:against them arises from politicians, office-hold
The white immigra.
lis no real competition or conflict between Chinese and white labor.
the tion.
opened
has
California
of
valleys
the
in
building of railways down
The
country, settled it and drawn a white immigration to the coast.
i southern country has been rapidly settled up, and all this is^ due to
Still, for certains reasons, I think it would
the building of the railways.
numbers coming in. But to do this
the
restrict
to
i be good policy
! would be in direct contravention of a treaty forced upon China by the re°s?ricpt°tb3r °
I was, from 1854 to 1862, agent of the Pacific Mail Steam- numbers.
jAmericans.
! ship Company, and I nave constant dealings with the Chinese, selling
them silver, quicksilver, and articles of that kind, and I find^ them
I never lost a dollar with one of them in my
very clever merchants.
life. I would trust them with ten or fifteen thousand dollars just as
soon as I would any jobber in the city. Mr.. Parrot, who did their banking business for years, told me he had never lost a dollar of principal or
I have always found the Chinese a most quiet Hone^t.quiet, and
I interest through them.
1 and industrious people, and quite as moral as the low class ot whites. pe0ple.
I
I The Chinese will smoke opium, and the whites will drink whiskey.
of
t
employmen
the
think
I
labor.
Chinese
of
have been a large employer
Its eftect on trade,
Chinese, so far from being injurious, is beneficial.
as for instance, in the manufacture of cigars is to enable people to smoke
I cigars at a less price than they would otherwise pay, and I think it is a
good thing that they should have engrossed the washing of the community. In consequence of Chinese laundrymen the poorer classes change
I their inside clothing much oftener than they would otherwise do. The An advance as
Chinamen are a great advantage all through the state, acting as cooks ^Xsandwaiters.
People in the country find a great difficulty in getting
\ and&.vaiters.
white servants to remain with them, whereas the Chinaman does not care
Rich Chinamen, if protected by our laws, would come
H where he goes.
1 here and bring their money, and we should see Chinamen buying lots and

48 Victoria.
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building houses. Chinese labor is more desirable than white labor from
this point of view ; the factories here can exist and make money by paying for labor a dollar a day, the Chinamen finding themselves, and they
can compete with the East, while if you brought white labor, here and
gave two dollars a day the labor would disappear. Chinamen come here
with the intention of returning to their own country, and I think it better
that the country should be peopled with whites, but cheap labor in a new
country is absolutely necessary, and we should have the cheapest labor
we can get. A hundred years hence, when our descendents are living in
California they will, marking what Chinese labor has d3ne for this country, smile in derision at their ancestors' views on this question. We shall
then, or earlier, be one hundred and fifty millions. There will probably
be one or two million Chinese. I would not give them votes. I see no
objection to having a non-voting population within a free commonwealth.
The Chinese do not want to meddle with our politics ; they are the most
quiet, industrious and best people I ever saw. They are the most
valuable laborers I ever saw in my life. Up at Clear Lake silver mines,
in which I am largely interested, we employ a considerable number of
Chinamen, and it would be impossible to get along without them. They
bathe every night and are very clean, and are all educated, compulsory
education being a Chinese institution. They are a bright, clever, intelligent people. I am not speaking of the very lowest, such as we have in
California. Those here pay their debts ten times more promptly than
white people. The business men are shrewd, smart, intelligent, bright
men.
They are capable of managing large undertakings.

In conclusion, it may briefly be stated that in British Columbia there
are three phases of opinion on this subject :
1st. Of a well meaning, but strongly prejudiced minority, wV>m nothing but absolute exclusion will satisfy.
2nd. An intelligent minority, who conceive that no legislation whatever
is necessary — that, as in all business transactions, the rule of supply and
demand will apply and the matter regulate itself in the ordinary course
of events.
3rd. Of a large majority, who think there should be a moderate restriction, based upon police, financial and sanitary principles, sustained and
enforced by stringent local regulations for cleanliness and the preservation of health.
Concurring in this last named view, the undersigned Commissioner has
in Chapter 9, thrown out some suggestions to that end, should Parliament
at the present time deem legislation necessary.
All of which is respectfully submitted,
Ottawa, February 1st, 1885.
JOHN

en

HAMILTON

GRAY,
Commissioner-
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EVIDENCE

San Francisco, July 22nd, 1884.
. _
Arthur R. Briggs, examined:

BRIGGS.

Q. What is your full name ?— A. Arthur R Briggs.

of California?—
You are president of the Immigration Association
A- Q.Yes.
immigration in
connec
you been
have years
years three
er.ted ' with
Q How
in Novemb
A. About
rnia?—many
Califo
here ten years
Q. How long have you been in California ?— A. I came
ago in June.
ted with the
O Have you interests here separate from those connec
seven years
last
the
during
have
I have ;
Immigration association ?-A.
Lublished a commercial newspaper in this city.

d on the subject?—
Q Will you state the conclusions you have reache
?
A. Do you want it in the form of an interrogatory
in Chmes^immigraQ. Just state the conclusions to which you have coma—A. Well
reference to immigration to this state, my opinion is, after having studied wMte immigra.
to California has tian.
-he matter carefully, that the immigration of Chinese
the eastern and
from
people
white
of
tion
immigra
the
to
been a bar
it continues it
as
long
as
that
and
Estern states and from Europe,
My impression also is that
Lvill act as an obstacle to white immigration.
d simply a
the continued immigration of Chinese to this coast furnishe
resources of the
l
industria
the
to
adding
without
labor
manual
of
Epply
that we
Kate in the manner that white immigration would. I believe
in the
have suffered oreatly by the increased numbers or by an excess
we
numbers' of these people in California and on the Pacific coast,eswhich
here.
jwere not able to utilize in our factories and industrial enterpris
had cgnstated that the immigration of white settlers has been Hhta
have
Q. You "Do
vou think it has been retarded from the states ot the Union migration would
Warrlpd
I think that the statistics g™ ceased enas well as from outside ?-A. Unquestionably
United States— eastern
the
of
states
show that immigration from the
if
'middle and western— had almost ceased, and would have ceased entirely
Perhaps I can show you what I
this influx of Chinese had continued.
but
Wen by a few statistics. I have not time to put them into shape now, For
here.
statistics
few
some
have
I
you.
for
shape
into
them
E will put
that
instance, the excess of arrivals over departures in 1879 was 9,500,
m
:is Chinese. and all; in 1880, 4,100, and most of those were Chinese;
immigraThe
coast.
this
to
ts
immigran
'l882 there were 17,573 Chinese
tion to this coast for 1883, according to the statement that I made here
ts
for one publication recently was about 24,000, the number of immigran
registered at our own office from the year ended May 31st last, shows a total Ir>crease of whltt
These were register* at our immigration.
oA> 680 most of them seekers after homes.
1
•
1
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this city. We calculate
office, and probably, not to exceed, one-third reached
that about one-third reach San Francisco, not to exceed that proportion.
They begin to drop off at Los Angeles and continue to do so all the way
to San Francisco, wherever they can find employment. Coming the other
way they begin to drop off after reaching the Sierras, so that we get in this
city perhaps one-third of the immigration, which is seeking home in this
state.
White immigra- Q Do you attribute the increase in white immigration recently to the
%— A. Not wholly. At the time this immigra,
at Washington
£tonrfCh£2£
was formed, as I said, we had scarcely any movement of
t£on association
stopped. legislation
was
white immigration here; in fact we were doing nothing to encourage
immigration, because we had all the labor we could utilize. But the moment
Congress was invoked to stop the influx of Chinese to the coast, then we
beo-an to circulate printed information relating to the state, showing its
advantages and opportunities, and sent that broadcast into Europe and
east of the Rocky Mountains in this country, and thereby induced a larger
immigration than would have come otherwise. Unquestionably the effect
Restriction Act
cause of increase. of the Restriction Act was toward the increase of that immigration, because
we could say to these people that the Chinese immigration had ceased, and
they no longer were in danger of coming into competition with coolie labordirect from°China, that was constantly coming at the rate of 15,000 or
20,000 per year.
Credit due also to
organized effort.

Q. So that not only had you the restrictive legislation but you put
to say it
forward greater efforts to secure immigration ?— A. It is not fairassociation
was all due to the Restriction Act, because this immigration
represents the first organized effort that has ever been made to encourage
immigrants into this state. There have been desultory efforts of a private
character for many years, all signal failures ; but this is an organized
effort, and to this some credit is due for this increase in white immigration.

White laborer a
consumer and a
producer ;-excess
of Chinaman's
wage's
go out of
the
State.

Q. You stated yesterday that the Chinaman worked for a considerably
lower wage than the white immigrant. Do you consider that the state
to the
will get an equivalent for the difference between the amount to paid
the white
Chinese worker and the amount that would have to be paid
worker ? A. It is my impression that the state derives more benefit than
the difference between these wages, for this reason : the white laborer
comes here generally with his family, supports his family. He is a consume
He rears his family, spends his money at home
as well as a producer.
in the country and developes the resource
money
the
retains
and thereby
of the state. Whereas with the Chinaman any excess of wages or earnings
over his necessary expenses for living, are taken directly from this state
and from this country. It would seem to me that in considering the
advantages between the Chinese laborer and the white laborer there is no
such thing as a comparison. It is so overwhelmingly in favor of the whit
laborer, it would not bear comparison at all.

No comparison
between Chinese
and white labor-

Q. That is the state of the case as it stands now 1— A. Yes. It appears
so to me.
Chinese an important factor in
the development
of the Sta*e-up to
a certain period.

Q What has been the effect in the past of the employment of Chines
have been
labor on the prosperity of this state ?— A. I think the Chinese
and r
works,
public
our
of
ent
developm
the
in
factor
a very important
the development of the resources of the state up to a certain period.
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think the time was when they were greatly needed, and did much good.
We have outlived that day. The building of the overland railroads, and
the interior roads, required a peculiar kind of labor ; laborers who would
follow up the work and live in a very primitive way, board themselves,
take care of themselves, without families ; labor that was always to be
relied upon, and hence I believe the Chinese have done a great deal of
good to the state. I think we derived a peculiar advantage from their
presence here in early days. But we have outlived that day ; we have
finished these works, and now this labor must go into other channels,
other industries, into agriculture, viticulture, factories, etc., and take the
places which otherwise would be filled with white laborers in the towns
tod villages, and in the country, to an extent that almost prevents the
whites . from
finding&suitable
employment.
They
now take xithe j.place
of boys
,
.
. .i •
,
-r -i t
j-i
v
and girls that are growing up in this country. I believe tnat tne peculiar
(advantage derived from this labor has been outgrown.

A. 1885.

^Sbi^SSdS i
go into other chan«!

Outgrown ad vant ,

ages derived from
their labor-

Q. Do I understand you to say that if these great public works were ^f^g?*^1^.
still in futuro, you would then welcome Chinese immigration ?— A. No ; migration.
,1 do not believe I should welcome it. I can see that it might be utilized
!to advantage, but the question then would come up what to do with that
labor after these works were completed; that is the question we have
been called upon to solve.
Q. If they come here merely single men, which it is said they do, ^h^e£ ^gggij
jwhere is the difficulty about the tide receding ?— A. The peculiarity of a foothold they
Chinese immigration is that it never recedes. The Chinese are a people of remamjconquest, and wherever they obtain a foothold there they remain. That is
;the history of all the Pacific Islands ; that is the history of all countries
;where they have obtained a footing.
Q. Do I understand you to say that in manufacturing work, white man ' Their labor re;cannot
compete
with them
%— A. I to-day
think that
day labor
has gone
time 'labor.
lalSle^wMt*
was when
they could
not. Chinese
do not
for by
as ;lowthewages
jas they did ten years ago. Their labor is regarded nearly as valuable as
.white labor, particularly in piece work ; they earn as much as whites.
[And many are laborers on their own account.
Q. Then, after a time, the objection from the working men would disappear—? A. So far as wages are concerned it does not hold as good to th©
extent that it did in the early stage of the introduction of this labor.
Q. You have never tried the experiment of making them settlers in
the country ?— A. No.
Q. Would you think it desirable to try that experiment? — A. They
can only become settlers by purchase under the present law.
Q. But suppose they were allowed and encouraged to live here as other
settlers with their wives and families ?— A. If the Chinese were to come
families I think
coast with , their
to . this
■ them•
. feelingii against
„ , „much,,of the
T. .
. ,
might be removed.
If it were possible tor them to come here to remain
permanently ^and maintain homes and families, so that their children and
their children's children would become Americans, I do not believe that
the same objection which is found to-day would ever have existed.
But
the fact is that they huddle together in droves, like animals in their habitation, and have no such things as homes ; they are simply livers.

if they came witk
mu^hoTth^preagainst
judice
be
them might
removed.
They huddle tofndhave no°VeS*
hornet
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Mo$al effect hard
Q. This huddling together, what effect has it ? What is the moral
to esspiam. effect of t^eir haling together on the community in which Tthey live %M
A. The moral effect is very hard to explain. I question if the Chinese;
have any moral standard, and I believe, from my experience with them, thatthey are governed by a question of policy ; that they know nothing of the
moral sentiments of right and wrong. The Chinese are actuated simply
by the desire to accumulate money.

Largeauimbers Q "What I mean is this : How do they affect the morals of the com-j
can;
££g^*Ztot> munity on which they are for the time being engrafted t— A. Yousingle
readily understand that an aggregation of these people, who are
men, and who bring their females into their midst to use. as prostitutes, would certainly have a very demoralizing effect on any community.
contaminated by associaThe young men of the community are oftenit may
seem, there is little
As degrading as
tion with Chinese women.
doubt that this influence- is the source of many moral and physical
Aside from that, I do not know the presence of the Chinese has
wrecks.
any moral effect here, unless it be that through the introduction of opiumsmoking, which is a prevalent and growing habit, this vice becomes common
The Chinese depreciate property in
with the lower classes of whites.
Their presence
depreciates pro- their vicinity, because of the manner in which they live, the manner they
Perty*
treat the buildings which they occupy. Their filthy habits and their manner
of living in every way has that effect ; but as to the moral sentiment of
the community, I do not know that it has very much effect, because there
is not association sufficiently intimate to affect that.

Q. Then, so far as your observation goes, the question would seem to be
a politico-economic one altogether 1— A. Almost wholly.
Q. So that if we are to decide on the question whether it would be
good or bad statesmanship to keep them out, you have to ask what their
effect really is on the industrial development of the country t— A. I think
that is the key to the whole question.
Q. You mean that is the key to your position ?— A. Yes ; to the position
taken by the people of this state.

that is the chief question ?—
you to think
observation leadsa politicoApolitico-ecano- re j^ Q-YesYour
economie question than a moral one
mie
than quesfeionmo
moral.
'* I think it is more
Q. If you look back in the history ' of California, to the time when th<
If Chinese labor
did not exist, would you not find that the bringing i]
avslaMeS would SreB't Public works
for some time anyway, would have been a useful plan
of Chinamen,
hl?e eom4,&om
•thor sources.
__A
j cannot say that) because I believe if the Chinese labor had not
that labor would have been brought here from other sources.
available,
been
I believe our public works would have been carried on as in the eastern
states twenty-five years ago. True, it would have been more difficult and
by
work might have been retarded, but future development of the country the
them would have been of vast importance to the state, whereas with
Their mission
ended after build- Chinese when the railroads were completed, their mission was ended
ing the railways.
^"^
'

Q. Have you not had a large amount of swamp land reclaimed ?—
A. Comparativelv little with them. That is a matter of no importance
so far as their usefulness is concerned. They have been utilized to a certain extent in that way, but that is not of so much importance as is the
building of railroads and that sort of work.
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Q. You think they played a very important part in the building of
railroads ?— A. They did, assuredly.

Q. Did you read the testimony of the president of the Central Pacific
Bailroad before a committee of Congress in regard to swamp lands?— A.
Pour years ago ?

Q. Yes, sir? — A. Yes.
Q. Do you remember how emphatically he spoke of the impossibility
of building the' railroads without them ?— A. Yes.
Q. Do you think that was correct ?— A. I think his statements, or the
statements of the railroad people, are entitled to great weight, because they
have had the largest experience with Chinese labor in that work, and
their experience is worth more than the opinion of a man who simply
has observation to guide him. I am bound to believe that men, who
are thinking men, like Mr. Stanford, Mr. Crocker and Mr. Huntington,
have good reasons for their opinion. They have expressed the belief
within recent date, that the Chinese were the best laborers for the Chinese best
public works to be had in this state. Nevertheless, I am not sufficiently SS^Ska^
informed to express an opinion as to whether the railroad companies
here accomplished more in the prosecution of their work with a given
number of Chinese laborers than the eastern or western railroad companies accomplished with white labor. The Union Pacific was built in
the wilderness chiefly with white labor; the Central Pacific with Chinese
labor.

Q. Did you see Mr. Crocker's evidence where he speaks of reclaimed
tfwamp-land, and note the statement that they could not get white labor
to do it because it was so severe and distasteful to them ?— A. I saw that.
to do it, partly because ChiQ. But they were able to get Chinamen
nese labor was in abundance and partly because the Chinese worked under
a hotch-potch contract; did you see that? — A. Yes.
ds
Q. What is your impression of that evidence?— A. That might have ^enraUroa
been true at the time, but the labor conditions have materially changed white labor was
At the time these railroads were building and engaged in mmwithin a few years.
marsh-land was being reclaimed, mining was the great business of this
coast, and the white laborers were very generally engaged in that
The Chinese were not in that at all, or so few as to be
occupation.
That has almost entirely changed, and now the white
of no moment.
people have been obliged to find employment in agriculture, or as day
laborers, or in factories, and to-day are willing to do precisely the work
which the Chinamen did then.
Q. But travel back to the time when this swamp-land was unreclaimed g1£2fti2^Wft
and the white men were all mining, surely the Chinamen fulfilled an important industrial necessity here then?— A. Yes. We invited those people
We believed
here ; we not only invited them but we welcomed them.
they were desirable, and they were at the time.

Q. Has their effect on the development of the country disappointed
your expectations at that time or has it been realized ?— A. I question
if many men looked so far into the future as to form an opinion as to
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what the future of their residence here would be. I do not think that
was seriously thought of ; but the fact of the unanimous sentiment against
Their introduction further Chinese immigration into this state, is almost conclusive that
iSpeSat?ons.6ar

their introduction has disappointed early expectations.

They do not come

Q. What is the possibility of their residence here if they have no
families %— A. Nothing beyond what you see to-day, in my opinion. They
do not come with the idea of remaining. They leave their own country
with the unalterable determination to return dead or alive to their native
land.

A laid I inflTbe Q' You do not anticipate then they will become more powerful
a bar to white
— A. Not under the Restriction Act.
They would have become
piS-0sui?s!ndUStrial powerful with an influx of 15,000 to 20,000 a year. They would
taken such a position with regard to the industrial interests of this
as would have been a permanent bar to the further introduction of
labor.

heret
more
have-'
coast
whito

Q. — I understand your position then to be : that there was a period in'
the history of California when they were useful, but it is now gone, and it!
is well to have a Restriction Act now, in order to prevent them taking up^
such a position as would almost make a Chinese district of this part of the*
Union ?— A. I would not put it in as strong language as you do.
Changed condi-

Q. I wish to have it in your own language? — A. I would say then that
there was a period when they did perform an important part ; that that
condition has been gradually changing, and is changing now. I believe
they perform an important part here to-day, which we would feel very
sensibly if they were excluded wholly ; but with a hundred thousand of
these people here I believe we have all we can utilize for years to come.

Total exclusion Q. Suppose you exclude them wholly. Many persons, as you are aware,
matter!>eaSeri0US would wish to drive them out; what would be the consequence of excluding them entirely ?— A. That would be a serious matter to this state ; it
would almost ruin some of the industries here and prevent progress in
others for years to come.
Q. To exclude them ?— A. Yes.
Ijess important Q. Then they must play an important part here still 1— A. They do,
than ten years ago. j^ |egs imp0rtant than ten years ago.
Employed
Q- You spoke yesterday of the mode of employing them, Mr Briggs. I
through agencies, understand that mode to be : they employ them through agencies, through
the agency of one or more individuals ?— A. Chiefly.
Come under con5mpa£ies!SiX

*

Q. What has that arisen from ?— A. From two causes, in my opinion :
one from tlieir inability to speak the English language ; the other and
important one is from the fact that they come here under contract to the
six companies, and are directed by the six companies, and employment
is secured through them.
Q. Do you think that their fear of being unfairly dealt with, if they
acted independently and alone, has made them, as individuals, seek work
through some important contractor in that way? — A. I think not; because
there was no feeling of that kind in the early days of this state.
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Q. They have not, then, been treated at any time unfairly ?— A. Yes,
in rare cases ; but the community as a whole has not treated them unkindly. We have had an element here — the sand-lot element — that
go "—that is the sand4ot jargon ;
" The Chinese must
raised the cry ofbelieve
it has been exaggerated.
but as a whole I
Q. As a bargain-maker what is the Chinaman's character ? If he makes Keen judge of proa contract how does he fulfil his contract ?— A. He is a keen judge of pro- treated will keep
a very close bargain. If properly treated he keeps his his bargain,
makes
perty,
contractand
to the
letter.
Q. And as
ful ; does his
very exacting
he will not
restored.

a worker ; is he a good or bad workman I— A. Good ; faith- ^ood^aitnful
work, nothing more nor less. He cannot be hastened, and is
of his rights. Once offended, or suspicious all is not right,
be persuaded to continue work, and confidence cannot be

Q. Does he make any progress financially 1— A. Yes, sir.
Q. Does he save money ?— A. So far as we are able to see here they are Generally frugal,
generally frugal.
Q. Having saved money, what does he do with it? — A. Sends it to Sends money, to
China.
Q. Does he invest it in any reproductive works ?— A. No, sir ; there
may be rare instances, but it is very rare. A few of the Chinese own
property in Chinatown, but very little outside.
Q. You told us yesterday, Mr. Briggs, that they were accustomed to
and were frugal and became manufacturers and went into the
save money,
and shoe business ?— A. There are industries here almost entirely in
boot
the hands of Chinese. For instance, the Chinese were at first employed
by the cigar manufacturers— they are very expert at whatever they do
with their hands. Having learned their trade as cigar manufacturers, and
having accumulated some money, you find occasionally one of these men
who has invested his money in a manufactory. He does not make the
plant, but rents a building, and buys the raw material and produces these
obtained
have
way, and ofto-day
in that
his money
utilizescontrol
goods'.
That
state.
in the
cigarsthey
manufacture
of the
exclusive
almost He
is to say, cigars are made almost wholly by Chinese workmen, and many
of the factories are in the hands of Chinese, and owned by them. They do
These are the
the same thing in tin-ware, boots and shoes, and clothing.
their own
on
work
principal
account. occupations of the Chinese where they

Chinese as cigar
manu ac rers"

Control the manug^g^^
other manufacturere carried on

Q. In these directions they must have swelled the stream of industrial
development ?— A. In that direction they have \ the question is whether
the whites would not have swelled it still more.
Q. There is no question but there was a time when the whites were
not to the fore to do the big work ?— A. Not any question of that ; no Chinese were an
that they were important factors at one period, and quite a important factor,
but now.
questioneven
factor
Q. If these Chinese are kindly dealt with by the state in which they
are, and the people treat them well, do you not think having industrious
and frugal habits you speak of, they must be a people capable of playing
a useful part in a large community 1— A. That is an indefinite question.
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Their labor has
been overdone.
If Restriction Act
had been modified
limiting a few to
come they might
have been utilized.

Industries developing faster than
population
increasing.
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coast greatly in
favor of white
labor.
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Q. I intended to make it indefinite. I do not wish to suggest any-thin gj
to your mind. I do not want to suggest the answer. I would like to knovwhether you think, in an Anglo-Saxon community, having the qualities you
describe, evidently most admirable in some respects, that they are capable
of playing a useful part ?— A. My opinion is that as. laborers they must
always play a part in any community under certain restrictions. To what
extent they can be utilized is a question we are not able to determine
here, because we are a new community ; we have had an experience o£
barely twenty-five years with them, and may be somewhat prejudiced
against them from the fact that their labor has been overdone ; their,
numbers having increased more rapidly than we could utilize them.
Q. You say they could be utilized under certain restrictions ; what
restrictions ?— A. I believe this — while I would not care to express it
publicly, because I am opposed to them, and was active in favor of the
Restriction Act — I believe that if the Restriction Act had been modified,
so that a limited number of those people could have continued to come to
this coast, we might have utilized them, and never have felt the opposition we feel to-day to the Chinese. I believe that in our fruit interests
it would now be an advantage to have even more than we have. I believe
that in some other industries, minor industries, the Chinese would play
a part which would be more or less important even to-day if they were
to continue to come. With that view, with the idea that we have had a
scarcity of labor here, and will probably continue to have during some
period of the year, for the next few years, because the industries are developing faster than the population is increasing, their presence would not
be altogether undesirable. We are putting forth efforts to secure white
labor, and I do not believe the Chinese would play as important a part as
white labor if we can secure it. I think the advantage to us, and to the
coast, is so greatly in favor of the whites that we can better afford to
suffer somewhat from a want of supply, than to encourage them, and still
put an obstacle in the way of the whites coming here.
Q. What I understand you then to say is, that you think the labor, if
properly regulated, would be very useful ?— A. It might be, but I cannot
believe it would prove ultimately beneficial or desirable.
Q. You are connected with a newspaper called the Grocer and
Country Merchant ?— A. Yes.

Q. That brings you in contact with a large number of business men? — A
Yes, constantly.
Q. And enables you, of course, to know pretty well the opinion of the
community1? — A. Yes.
Chinese band
themselves together and strikes
are frequent
among them.

Disposition to
dispense with
their services.

Q. The business men, the employers of labor, those who employ Chinese, how do they feel towards this question? — A. Up to a certain period
manufacturers seemed to be greatly in favor of Chinese labor, but the Cm>
nese have now begun to realize the value of their services, and have
banded themselves together very much as the whites do in trade organ-,
izations, and strikes among those people are as frequent and as arbi-;
trary as among the whites, so the feeling that there was in their favor}
for some years has been greatly changed, and I believe there is a disposition now on the part of manufacturers here to dispense with their services as rapidly as they can get white men.
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Q. In fact the manufacturers, so long as they could get them cheap,
were willing to have them, but now they propose to have the whites when
they cannot get Chinese cheap ?— A. That is about the case. So far as the ^n^^g never
business men are concerned generally, the feeling was never very kindly very kind towas^a
towards them, because the business public employ very few of them ; it is em'
only in special departments.

Q. Manufactures ?— A. Yes. Manufacturing departments.
Q. In domestic life are they not utilized to a considerable extent as
cooks ?— A. Yes, very largely.

Q. As house-servants 1— A. Yes.
Q. Have you observed them in that position ?— A. I have.
Q. What is their character 1 Are they clean and efficient as domestic Cleanand ^eHaMo
domestic servants a!
years they were about the only they
servants 1 A. For manyobservation
are quite as
is that generally
we had here, and my
efficient, and as useful, as white servants, and quite as reliable.
Q. What about their personal character ? Are they cleanly or repulsive
or what ? A. Those Chinese servants who enter homes are cleanly in their
habits ; there is no objection to them on that score of uncleanliness.
Q. While white help in houses is scarce, would it not seem to you to f^^^S^j
be very important, especially to the women of a community, that this sup- witn children,
— A. The moral
ply of domestic labor should not be interfered with?
influence of Chinese upon children is a wretched thing, and if a family
has children it would be almost suicidal to permit the Chinese servants to
associate with the children, or to have charge of them. I think the objection to them is made on that score as much as any other.

Q„ Do these Chinamen show none of that reverence for childhood that Reverence for
grown white men feel ?— A. No, sir.

Yes, Women have ■•
Q. They display a kind of sexual irreverence for childhood %-A.
female,
a
if
child,
Chinese
A
anyway.
woman
for
regard
no
have
sir ; they
excites no parental regard. If a Chinaman has a boy he is proud of him,
but women have no position with the Chinese, and they entertain very
little reverence for a child if a female. Instances are not rare where these ^JfJ^g^J*
male servants have debauched children, and with their lack of moral children,
standard the only restraint would be fear of detection.
Q. You think the moral effect counterbalances their economic utility? JJJSj^jfSg"
I think very few economic utHii^u
X. When taken into homes I do most assuredly.
white people would be willing to let the Chinese associate with their children in that way, though many employ them as house-servants.

Q. In your experience have the Chinese shown any tendency to be- They do not tend
om°senei
come domesticated, to become a part of the community, that is do they °
tend to homogeneity instead of diversity ?— A. I think not. My experience
with them is that they start with the idea that their civilization is vastly
superior to all others, hence there is no incentive for them to become
form local; Jh^ioo^p^*
Americanized.- They have no local attachments; they- never
attachments here; hence there is no incentive to become citizens or a part
of our people. They look on all other races as inferior to themselves, and
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for that reason adhere to their own practices and their own habits of
living, the same as in their clothing. They never give up their style of
clothing.

Q. I saw some on the railroad who had ?— A. Yes, but
always wears his queue ; it may.be coiled up under his hat
all the same ; and as to his clothing he adopts the ancient
diately on his return to the city when he can be among his

the Chinaman
but it remains
custom immefriends.

Q. A few generations ago our grandfathers wore queues. You can see
the statue of an English king with a queue not far from Trafalgar square I
A. That is true, but there was no superstition connected with it. It
was mainly the custom of the time.
Q. The trade with Asia, Mr. Briggs, ought to be a very important
Chinese immigra*d t adS sti?fbalat" thing to the Pacific coast. Has the Chinese immigration increased that I
Isil e ™
A. Yes, it has stimulated it ; both the importations and exportation^
There is no question it has stimulated trade.

Q. It has stimulated the Asiatic trade ?— A. There is no doubt about
that.

|P: |

ft
III

[Chinese amoral
blight.

Q. Is there anything that occurs to yourself that I have not asked
yOU any other point you think of importance as bearing on the desirability
or undesirability of Chinese immigration to the Pacific coast either in
Canada or here ?— A. Well, the aggregation of these Chinese in any city
or town, in my opinion, is a sort of moral blight, because they never
improve anything. When they take possession of a building, that building
becomes unfit for occupancy by any other people except Chinese.
Q. After they have once occupied it? — A. Yes, from their uncleanliness.
There is an uncleanliness about everything they touch ; where they live ;
their manner of living is so filthy.

They disregard all Q. Is it so virulent? Is there a virus about their mode of living which
thelaws of health, ^vj n0£ succumb to soap and water? — A. They live in an atmosphere of
smoke ; they never paint ; they never whiten; they never clean if they can
help it. They have to do it under the sanitary regulations to a certain
extent, but you can form a better idea of their habits by going into
Chinatown than any one can give you by talking. They disregard all
the laws of health as we understand them.
Policy to utilize Q. We intend to do that. Will you state, Mr Briggs, what policy is
their labor as they the one that strikes you as the sound one to pursue where the Chinese
Scffurthe^iSi- have become settled and incorporated as a part of the community?—
gration. j^ Where they have become incorporated as a part of the community,
speaking of this community and our experience here, wise policy wouldof
seem to lie in the utilization of their labor, rather than the expulsion
these people, and in the restriction of further immigration.

Q. Do you think that the restrictive legislation of Congress is working
legisRestrictive
lation has been in ^ ^hat direction? — A. It is most assuredly. I think the Restriction Act
that direction.
^ satisfied the demand of the conservative element in the community.
The dissatisfaction in regard to it comes largely from those who are still
clinging to the old idea that the Chinese should be driven out, rather
than that immigration should be restricted.
10
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Q. Do I understand then that the policy which is being pursued and
of which you approved is to encourage white immigration, and allow the
present Chinese settlement to die a natural death ?-A. Yes. I believe
that in the course of time, by removal and death, these people will
become so few in numbers that their presence will cease to be a serious
be
'objection, and that by giving encouragement to the whites we shall
able to supply their places with white people.

White.
ra_
tioil to ^ encouraged; th^jese
death,

Q. What is the relative value of white labor and Chinese labor in this ^^g^Sd
m tarket
?— A. For house-servants the average wages paid to the Chinaman about the same.
is about the same as to the white girls and to white women. In piecework in our cigar factories and other factories, they are paid substantially
the same. In some other departments there is probably a slight difference
in favor of the whites, but I think the difference that existed years ago
has been largely overcome, and that the Chinese to-day receive about the
same wages as whites, or most of them.

; fUgh^difference^
Q. As an average, do they command the same wages 1— A. Scarcely
there may be a slight difference in favor of the whites.
Q. About what per cent %—A. Possibly ten, in rare cases twenty per
cent.

is
Q. Do they seem capable of becoming directors of labor?— A. It
is
foreman
the
that
is
n
impressio
My
that.
tell
to
me
for
e
!impossibl
of
is
or
companies,
six
Chinese
the
; generally connected in some way with
a higher order than the ordinary Chinaman. He comes here perhaps with
some means, or is supplied by one of the companies.
Q. How far are they able to organize and lay out work 1—A. I perhaps Many^them ^
i did not answer your question, but I understood it nevertheless. You want manage labor.
to know how far they are apt as employers of labor. I think so far as
; that is concerned many of them are able to direct and would manage
their labor well.

Q. They are skilful?— A. Yes.

classes
Q. Intellectually do they appear to be inferior to the laboring
of the white people ?— A. That is a very difficult question to answer. They
write in their
are not a reading people, though most of them read and
i own language, but they have no newspapers, they have no books. They
i appear to have means of information, though how that information is
I disseminated it is impossible to tell. They are non-communicative ; you
never can ascertain anything from a Chinaman. In their amusements or
intercourse with whites, the majority of them exhibit a very low order ot
They certainly show little capacity for progress, but appear
intelligence.
content to continue always in one channel. They are certainly the most
inhuman of all people unless it be the uncivilized races. They will leave
their own friends and people to die of neglect and starvation if they are
sick, and seem totally indifferent to suffering.
Subsequently the Secretary received the following :—
Dear Sib,

As supplementary to and in support of my testimony touching the
| advantage to this coast resulting from the Restriction Act, to prevent
11

gotareadmgpeo.
write in their own
language,

Loworder of in_
telligence ; little
capacity for proindifferent
To
to sttffering/
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further immigration of Chinese, I beg to hand you the appended statement
covering a period of four years, viz. : 1880 to 1883 inclusive.
I am, dear
Sir, truly,
Yours
Arthur

R sBriggs,
-g
President I. A. C.

1880
«M

>

Evidence of
increase of
Chinese
immigration.
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Whites and other than Chinese overland.... 34,280 30,367
"

-' by Steam Ship.

3,913

760
1,808

698

1,048

5,950
5,252
40,990 37,427
4,611

0*

1,048

3,563

1881

C

Whites and other than Chinese overland.... 47,107
30,891 16,216
670
"
"
" by Steam Ship.
2,301 11,137
18,561
7,424 27,353
66,338 40,616

1,631
1,631 25,722

18B2!
21,000
Whites and other than Chinese overland.... 58,113
805
37,113
"
"
" by Steam Ship.
7,665 6,860 17,573
27,404

• 1883

9,831
93,182 53,804 39,378

39,378

1
Propped by
Restriction Act.

Whites and other than Chinese overland....
<'

38,133 38,S89

77,022
" by Steam Ship. 2,355

Chinese
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San Francisco, July 26th, 1884.
William F. Babcock, merchant.

In a new country cheap labor ^J^hUa
Resided in San Francisco since 1852.
labor beneficial, and that labor beneficial,
Chinese
of
Effect
necessary.
is absolutely
Instead of driving out labor by cheap
beneficial effect will continue.
Labor begets lacheap labor increases the market for labor.
labor
labor has
the advancement of California the effect of Chinese
'
bor On
The Chinese
been beneficial and has added materially to our wealth.
nine hundred thousspend on an average twenty-five cents a day, perhaps
They are a necessity, Chinese >a necesand or a million of dollars a month among us.
and to drive them out of the state would be a very great disadvantage, L proper to™?
tot their immibut under certain rules and regulations to restrict this immigration would
not
would
I
but
now,
Chinese
many
too
not
have
We
be very proper.
They have not increased since 1865,
overrun the country with them.
I do not think they have
and there is no danger of too great an influx.
The strong feeling They have not
East
the
from
immigration
white
to
been a bar
Inere ^hite immigraforeigners.
and
a.oainst them arises from politicians, ofiice-holders
The tion.
labor.
is°no real competition or conflict between Chinese and white
building of railways down in the valleys of California has opened the
The
country, settled it and drawn a white immigration to the coast.
southern country has been rapidly settled up, and all this is due to
Still, for certain reasons, I think it
the building of the railways.
But to do this Good policy to re^
coming in.
numbers
the
restrict
to
would be good policy
China by the jgctmeirnumupon
forced
treaty
a
of
would be in direct contravention
I was from 1854 to 1862 agent of the Pacific Mail SteamAmericans.
ship Company, and I have constant dealings with the Chinese, selling
silver, quicksilver, and articles of that kind,, and I find them
them
I never lost a dollar with one of them in my
very clever merchants.
life. I would trust them with ten or fifteen thousand dollars just as soon
as I would any jobber in the city. Mr. Parrott, who did their banking
business for years, told me he had never lost a dollar of principal _ or inI have always found the Chinese a most quiet and gonest^qmet, and.
terest through them.
The pne0pfef ous
moral as the low class of whites.I have
industrious people, and quiteandas the
whites will drink whiskey.
Chinese will smoke opium
I think the employment of
been a large employer of Chinese labor.
Its effect on trade, as
beneficial.
is
injurious,
being
from
far
so
Chinese,
for instance, in the manufacture of cigars, is to enable people to smoke
cigars at a less price than they would otherwise pay, and I think it is a
good thing that they should have engrossed the washing of the community. In consequence of Chinese laundrymen the poorer classes change ^j£™*^e as
their inside clothing much oftener than they would otherwise do. The Cooks and waiters*.
Chinamen are a great advantage all through the state, acting as cooks
People in the country find a great difiiculty in getting
and waiters.
white servants to remain with them, whereas the Chinaman does not care
Pvich Chinamen, if protected by our laws, would come
where he goes.
here and bring their money, and we should see Chinamen buying lots and
Chinese labor is more desirable than white labor from T^Uho^mom
building houses.
this point of view : the factories here can exist and make money by pay- white#
ing for labor a dollar a day, the Chinamen finding themselves, and they
can -compete with the East, while if you brought white labor here and
Chinamen come here They £avenoto^
gaVe1 two dollars a day the labor would disappear.
with the intention of returning to their own country, and I think it better ^{JSe.
that the country should be peopled with whites, but cheap labor in a new
country is absolutely necessary, and we should have the cheapest labor
13
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we can get. A hundred years hence, when our descendants are living in
California they will, marking what Chinese labor has done for this country, smile in derision at their ancestors' views on this question^ We
shall then, or earlier, be one hundred and fifty millions. There will
Should not be
probably be one or two million Chinese. I would not give them votes. I
enfranchised.
see no objection to having a non-voting population within a free commonwealth. The Chinese do not want to meddle with our politics; they are the
most quiet, industrious and best people I ever saw. They are the most
Most valuable
valuable laborers I ever saw in my life. Up at Clear Lake silver
laborers.
mines, in which I am largely interested, we employ a considerable number
of Chinamen, andf it would be impossible to get along without them.
Clean and all edu- They bathe every night and are very clean, and are all educated, compulcfever, intelligent sory education being a Chinese institution. They are a bright, clever, inpeople.
telligent people.
I am not speaking of the very lowest, such as we have
in California. Those here pay their debts ten times more promptly than
white people. The business men are shrewd, smart, intelligent, bright
men.
They are capable of managing large undertakings.

COX.

Chinese more
criminal than
white people.

Revolting crimes.

They teach whites
to smoke opium.

Women corrupt
young boys.

Expert as thieves,
shop-lifters and
burglars ; notorious perjurers.

Kidnapping for
purposes
of prostitution.

C. C. Cox, detective, examined
Eleven years connected with police force in San Francisco. For the last
four years paid special attention to Chinatown. The Chinese have amongst
them a greater number of criminals than white people, in proportion. A
case came before the police of kidnapping, where the woman swore she was
to be sold, and he could, if necessary, supply a copy of the evidence. All
his information would lead to the belief that it was a common practice.
Cases of most revolting crime came before them. One instance of which all
details could, if necessary, be supplied, was that of a man who cut out the
penis of another who refused to submit to his degrading desires, and was
sentenced to the state's prison for a term of years. They have taught
white men and women, and boys and girls, to smoke opium, and many arrests of whites in these places have been made, and they have been
brought down and fined and imprisoned. In the case of the regular
opium-smoker, when he is kept a day or two in the cells without a smoke,
he is regularly doubled-up like a man after a dreadful debauch wanting a
drink — troubled with cramps. There can be no doubt that the women corrupt the young boys in a way which the white prostitutes are not chargeable
with, by allowing them, for a few cents, to gratify prurient curiosity. As
to opium-smoking — it is like drinking. Some Chinese don't smoke, but
in the most respectable restaurants the pipe is there for those who wish to
use it, and in the most respectable houses. Those were all tenement houses
where we saw them packed like sardines. They are expert thieves, shop-lifters and burglars. His (Cox's) experience for the last four years led him
to the belief that they are a detriment to the community. They are notorious perjurers. They had made charges to him against each other of
unnatural crimes, but he took no notice of it because he could place no
reliance on their word, and was afraid black-mail was intended. They had
information to the effect that Chinamen evading the Restriction Act were
coming across the line from British Columbia down by the way of Portland.
They are notorious kidnappers. Five are now in the state prison for kidnapping Chinese women for the purpose of selling them. There are now^two
one
reports in the chief's office of Chinese children stolen; and, besides, little
woman held before the Superior Court for kidnapping — stealing a
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allowed to come in whether they had been here or not before, and so !
laboring men would come up to my office with a silk dress thrown over
their blouse and when we opened it we found they were- laborers, i
Testimony
suborned.

Constant
were I the
thetodecision
of thethesurveyor
until
at last
was appeals
forced from
to say
the consul
decision of*ofthis
the port,
surveyor must be regarded as my decision. Not only was Chinese testimony
suborned but I found the same three white men coming up in every case, j

Q. But their desire to evade the Restriction Act would not prove that
they do not contribute to the wealth of the commuity ?— A. We have no i
desire to have our workmen live a degraded life. No white man who has i
to bring up a family, and fulfil all the duties expected in the United
No white man can States from a respectable working man, can compete with these people ; and
compe e wi
^e ^eaj a^ w}1ic}1 ^he republic aims is not the cheapest labor but to
have all its citizens on the highest plane of humanity possible.
There is.
nothing more that occurs to me.

San Francisco, July 28th, 1884.
BEE.

Colonel F. A. Bee,

examined :

Q. You are the consul here for the Chinese Government ?— A. Yes, sir;;
I am.
Q. How long have you been consul ?— A. Going on now in my second
term — six years in November. My second term expires" in November. The
consul is appointed for three years. I have been consul six years up to
next November.

Chinese immigration encouraged
at the early settlement of California.

Manufactures the
Chinese were engaged in.

Q. Before asking your evidence on certain specific points. I think it is only
fair to the Chinese population of San Francisco that I should ask you what
you think has been the effect on the commercial development of the country,
and their conduct as citizens ?— A. The geographical position of this coast
was such when California was first settled — and the same idea holds good yet
— the great distance from the labor markets of the world for instance, and the
East, and the cost and expense of getting here, and the higher rate of wages
paid, and the very small amount of manufacturing which was done; for these
reasons, and the very limited extent to which farming was carried on, in view
of the mining operations of the country, Chinese immigration was encouraged at that date. At the early settlement, in 1854 and 1856, up to 1860,
when the civil war broke out, there was almost a universal sentiment
throughout the country, at the breaking out of the war, to establish manufactures. Heretofore we had ordered all our wearing apparel, and all the
implements of toil we used were imported from the East ; and it was suggested then, and the press was quite unanimous, that Chinese labor should
be used in establishing manufactures on this coast, in view of their being
cut off by the civil war — the railroad only being projected then, and all our
resources were shipped around Cape Horn — the railroad was in course of
construction. It was thought then by the citizens resident here, who had
the best interest in the development of the state, we should utilize this labor;
and we did, and we date our large manufacturing interests from that time.
We commenced about 1860. The branches of labor which the- Chinese embarked in at that time were the manufacture of boots and shoes, the manufacture of clothing, underwear, cigars, matches, and various other little
16
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light industries of the country. It was largely organized under American
capital, and this labor I want you to understand was employed in these
manufactures, and those manufactures have been growing year by year
till they/ have got to be a very large proportion.
Then we, at that time,
sent forty millions of dollars East for what we purchased ; we do not send
to exceed eighteen or twenty millions new. This success in the manufacturing interests with Chinese labor, of course, developed other industries. Chinese labor
Capital went into agriculture, foundries, machine-shops, woolen-mills. We
were sending our wool out of the country. The capitalist went into woolen
manufactories, some of them employed as high as six hundred Chinese for
the manufacture of our wool into cloths. That labor has been since largely
displaced by the employment of white labor. There are but few in those
manufactures now. At that time it was considered to be just the labor we
wanted, and we utilized it for that purpose. There was no opposition to
the establishment of any of these industries. There were not at that time
more than thirty or forty white shoemakers in the country when the
Chinese first entered into that manufacture. Consequently, you can see we
had to send East, to New York and Massachusetts, for all of that kind of
wear. Now our importations are light, and comparatively nothing worth
mentioning. Of course, in the establishment of those industries, California
saved large amounts of capital and kept it at home. The hides were sent
East to be tanned into leather, and the leather was made into shoes, and
sent back here, but now the leather is tanned and the shoes are manufactured here.

industries.01 er
Their labor dispiSyment of ° '
wnites»

Q. You attribute this development to what may be called the use of
Chinese labor ?— A. Largely so.
Q. I understand that after a time the Chinese passed from being Chinese capitalists
laborers to taking the manufactures into their own hands ; is that so 1— turere do^noUn- i
A. Of course ; naturally a large number of Chinese capitalists went into terfere with the
manufactures, and are in them to-day, with their own capital, as investments, but not into foundries or machine-shops.
They do not interfere
with the day laborer, for instance ; they never are permitted to work on
public works at all, in this city ; you never see them carrying bricks
or mortar, or acting as masons.

ay

%

Q. They are represented to us by some witnesses we have examined as Their immorality ,
being very immoral, and as having a bad effect on the morals of the com- amSg^ther "*
munity ; what have you observed in that respect ?— A. My experiences as foreigners,
to their immorality is, I do not think they carry it to any greater excess
than other foreigners we have amongst us. Many of the charges made
against the Chinese as to their immorality in the community are not
true — the excessive charges made against them are not true.
Q. It has been represented to us that the percentage of criminality Criminality of the
amongst them is larger than amongst any other people ; what have you chmese*
observed about that 1— A. My observation has been quite to the contrary.
For instance, a few years ago the records of the police department would
show largely in excess the arrest of Chinese set down as criminal arrests.
On examination- of the records in the office you will find that sixty or
seventy-five per cent, of these arrests were based upon trivial offenses, like
the violation of the cubic-air law — the law that there must be five hundred
feet of cubic air to each individual. Scores were arrested in one night for
violation of that law.
17
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Q. We examined Chief Crowley, and he showed us books containing'
photographs of from three to four thousand thieves — Chinamen? — A. Thai,
book has been running for thirty years. That is what has been collected
in thirty years. I think it would be well for you to examine the munici|
pal reports of the city and county of San Francisco, to see how mam
Chinese were occupants of the industrial school, of the hospitals, of tht
house of correction, and you will get a very correct answer to the ques
tion. Here is the chief of police's report for the city and county of Sail
Francisco, 30th of June, 1878: number of arrests for drunkenness, 6,127!
not one of them charged as being a Chinaman. I think there were foui
Irish brought before the courts to one Chinaman, from the lower courts t(!
the highest in the state.
Q. Could you give us statistics to prove that? — A. That is a very dinr
cult thing to do ; you can only judge from the names.
Criminal
statistics.

Not paupers.

Q. It will not be necessary to go into the nationalities ?— A. I have u
my hand here the statistics for the year 1881, the municipal reports o:
the city of San Francisco. I find out of 264 committed during th<
year ending June 30th, 1881, Chinese, 61; Irish, 83. Out of these 61 com
mittals, nine were females; thus out of 380, China supplied 61. In orde:
to get at the true percentage, you have to add 352 committals of nativ<
Americans; 352 and 380 foreign makes 732, so that the ratio of Chines*
crime, judged by this table, would be as 61 is to 732.
Q. Do many Chinese become to a large extent chargeable upon the public
charities, Colonel Bee ?— A. By reference to the same report, pages 367
and 368, there was committed to the almshouse during that same yeai
564 foreigners, 164 natives of the United States, not one Chinese. In the
same volume, city and county hospital, page 341, natives of the United
States committed 962, foreigners, 2,242,. total 3,204, out of which numbei
10 were Chinese and 1,053 Irish.
Q. Have they hospitals of their own ?— A. They have private hospitals.
Each of the six companies has a hospital ; they being benevolent associations, they have hospitals for the care of their sick. During the same year,
I find in the report of the pest-house, 26th street hospital — the year ii
which the small-pox was epidemic in San Francisco — that the small-po2
hospital admitted 459 patients, of which the Chinese numbered 34, pagei
316 and 319. That comprised all the public charities and the admissions
thereto.
Q. Then you take issue with those who state that crime is more
prevalent amongst them than amongst other portions of the population ?

—A. I do.

Six companies organized for benevolent purposes.

Q. You spoke, Colonel Bee, of the six companies as charitable associations ;could you explain to me their organization ?— A. Yes, sir. The
Province of Canton is comprised of six divisions — you might say six
counties comprise the province of Canton. The Chinese here organized
what is known as the six companies, wholly for benevolent purposes. A
Chinese immigrant to this country, who came from one of these counties
in Canton, on his arrival here was met at the steamship landing by the
secretary of each of the companies. These secretaries announced that they
were the secretaries of the associations, representing each of the separate
districts. The Chinese gave their names and were registered as residents
18
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of the district. That register is kept at the headquarters of the company.
The functions of the Chinese six companies are to protect their Chinese
fellows in health, and provide them with means to reach the interior ;
provide them with medicines and with hospital accommodations in case of
sickness, and look after their interests physically, generally. If a Chinaman
becomes sick he applies to the agent of the six companies who procures
medical aid for him, and puts him in the hospital if he is at a convenient
distance. And if he dies that company buries him ; and at the proper time,
at the request of the parents, that company returns his bones to the
parents in China. There the functions of the company cease. They have
been charged as being immigration agents — importers of Chinese labor. I
undertake to say the proof cannot be produced in a single case.

Q. Why should these companies take so much interest in the Chinaman
then 1 A. The testimony cannot be produced that one of the Chinese
companies brings labor to this country, paying his passage directly or indirectly. It cannot be produced that they have collected a dollar of his wages
and appropriated it. It cannot be shown that a dollar has been collected as
a fee from him, until his departure from the country. Before departing he
goes to his headquarters, and settles his fee as a member of the company,
the fee ranging from $2.50 to $10. those companies who represent a Fees,
district where there are but few immigrants, their fee is $10. Where
there is a large number, it is $2.50. That is the fund and the only fund
they have from them. The interest is no more or less than that exercised
by other benevolent societies — masons, odd-fellows and druids.
Q. You say the testimony cannot be produced, but the fact may be ^fg^g^g:
though the testimony cannot be produced? — A. It cannot be a fact that tiona>
the Chinese companies ever have brought any immigrants to this country.
It is entirely outside of the functions of their organization, and hence a
matter in which they have no interest.

Q. What motive could they have then in organizing ?— A. If you desire
to get the reasons of the organization of the six companies, I can give it.
Q. Yes ?— A. In the early settlement of California by the Americans, g^^^jf^
we had in our early days no laws, we might say. We were here in large
numbers without courts, without laws, no established government ; we were
a territorial government for a time. There were no sheriffs, no officers, no
courts; no mail facilities to speak of, except by express ; no mail contracts
let by the government. Communication with the interior and the sea-board
was very difficult. Americans arriving in the mines organized associations.
For instance, I belonged myself to a New York association ; adjoining me
was one called the Palmito association ; another one was a Pike County of
Missourians, etc. ; they went by the names of the different states. Each one
of those associations kept a book, and all residents of New York arriving
in those diggings would come to this place and register their names, writing
_
where they resided. Once a month, a courier would come around to those
different associations, and take all the names off the registers. _ He would
come to San Francisco as a courier and get the letters and mail belonging
to the subscribers for which he received $1 for letters, and newspapers
50 cents.. Mail was delivered and separated generally in the headquarters
of those associations, and the parties who had signed their names came there
from New York was taken sick, a notificaand gottheir mail. When a man
tion was sent to the members that he was sick in a certain ravine or canyon.
Then a committee was appointed to go and take care of him, and to nurse
19
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him and bury him, or procure medical attendance if necessary.- Chinese
when they came into the mines, noticed and became familiar with
those
organizations of the whites, and hence the basis of the six companies
±hey organized then their six company associations, not organized in.
fean Francisco originally, but in the mines, establishing a headquar
tel
here where their letters were sent from here to the mines, the same
way
we were doing it. They have kept up that organization till this day, although
all the other associations fell through when the government machinery
wa«
put m work, mails established, officers appointed, and a regular goverj
ment, and no further necessity for such associations. That was the beginning of the six company associations which does not exist in any other
country in the world to which the Chinese immigrate but California
.
Q. You would say that they are survivors of that original ? A. Yes.
Q. A statement has been made that these companies try men for
offenses, that they in fact make laws of their own, have their own
sanctions to these laws, and' inflict severe punishment, and sometimes
have
not hesitated to inflict capital punishment; what is your evidence
on
that head?— A. It is not true. I will state that I know that like ourselves
occasionally they ^ve cases for arbitration brought to the attention
of
frbiSS?16385 the S1X c^Pa^es, and they arbitrate or employ arbitrators, and white
men are sometimes called in to act with them ; but as to their trying
a
man for a criminal offense, it is not true, or that they inflict punishment.
Q. What is your evidence, colonel, as to the statement that women
Prostitution. are sold over in China for the purposes of prostitution here
I— A. That is
true • women are bought in- China and brought here for prostitution.
would like to state that we also have a foreign association that importsI
prostitutes direct here from France, for the same purpose of prostitution.
ThP v™«, «* «, Q" We have in evidence that these Chinese prostitutes are in a special
city noTcorrupted wa/ corrupting to the youth of San Francisco I— A. That is not true In
l^Cldnese order to find these prostitutes you will have to have a police officer.
They
do not flaunt before your gaze their calling like the Europeans.
can
better refer to the testimony of Dr. Stout, a member of the IState

SypMlis.

Sf Health> Pa§e 652' the Report of the Joint Special Committee of
f^l
1876. Br. Stout says : " The hoodlum boys go among them and the white
men, sometimes sailors, sometimes the wanderers of the coast, and the
Spaniards go among them, and they go more to molest the women, to disturb them, than to use them.
And when they use them they do not run
greater risks than in going to other houses.
When boys go to them and
get disease they are of that class, they would go there or somewhere else.
They will be in mischief ; and where the mischief is worst, it is the better
for them, and adds to their gratification while there. And if they contract
their first baptism of blood there, it is perhaps better than if they should
contract it somewhere else ; and if it is cheaper it is perhaps better.
The
statement that the morality of our white boys is corrupted by gom*
among the Chinese is a gross exaggeration.
They can go further and fare
better. Very few go among them anyhow."
Q. WouM you turn to page 672 of the same report ? You will see there
that David C. Wood, who was the superintendent of the industrial school
of San Francisco, was examined, and he states that he has an average of
175 boys under hk care. You will see that in reply to the question as to
the physical effect of the Chinese
20
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introduce venereal disease among my boys ; there is hardly a day since I
have been at the school that I have not had boys being treated by the
doctor for these diseases, and they invariably got the disease in Chinatown from Chinese prostitutes." — A. That is the criminal class referred
to by Dr. Stout. Mr. Wood was superintendent of the criminal school —
prisoners — that is my only answer. They were not sent to that institution
because they had these diseases. They were sent there as criminals
belonging to the criminal classes. It is a slander to call this class " our
boys."
Q. It has been stated, colonel, that when the Chinese quarrel amongst
themselves, they are very savage and violent, and use weapons ; what is your
evidence on that head 1— A. In California there are about 1,400^ Chinese,
according to my estimates, that are irresponsible, vicious, criminal, who
have no occupation. They are known as highbinders. Those men are cruel, Highbinders,
irresponsible and of the criminal class ; but take the Chinese character
and people as a whole they are not savage or cruel — they are not savage,
they are timid. A hoodlum of twelve years of age can drive half a dozen
of them from the street. They avoid contact ; they avoid difficulty of that
nature, all that is possible. As a class they are not to be judged by the
few irresponsible non-working Chinese highbinders.

Q. Are those highbinders ever employed by the six companies? — A.
No, sir; they have no occupation whatever. The six companies have no
use for that class.

,

Q. Is there any other point which you think would be useful for us;
you know what our object is ?— A. No ; I think we have gone over all the
points.

Q. Did you know Benjamin S. Brooks, who was examined before the
joint committee 1— A. I did.
Q. Is he alive ?— A. He is dead.

Q. What was he ?— A. A distinguished lawyer ; an old pioneer ; a man
-of the highest respectability and standing ; and by reference to this
testimony before the Senate committee you will see how strikingly he
brings out the necessity of Chinese labor to the advancement of this state,
and probably no man in California had studied its interests more thoroughly than had Benjamin S. Brooks.

Patrick

Crowley, examined:

CROWLEY.

<Q. Your name, sir, is Patrick Crowley ?— A. Yes.

Q. And your position is chief of police 1— A. Yes.
Q. Of San Francisco %— A. Of San Francisco.
Q. How long have you been connected with the police ?— A. This is Twelve years eHef
° po ee*
my twelth year as chief of police.
Q. And have you had during that time occasion to observe the habits of
the Chinese in San Francisco ?— A. I have ; yes, sir.

M
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Chinese habits Q. "(Jp to the passing of the Restriction Act, what were the habits of
§Sarabi£nS UU"
the
?— A.unbearable,
Their manner
and sohabits
andcame
actions
else Chinese
were almost
so much
that it
very and
near everything
a number
of times to being the cause of creating a bloody riot —
in a position to know that better than any one else.
here that would astonish the citizens if they were
were secret societies — we looked upon those people
Secret societies
among the whites reason that they did not appear to have any discretion
Chines™. °

6

They
willingI mean
to murder
and: there
rob foris the
purpose
of getting
of the
Chinese.were What
is this
a class
of people
here ridthat
are
just as much opposed as these people, but they are intelligent and have
property interests here, and did not want to resort to these means. They
wanted legal and peaceable means to be used to get rid of the Chinese. But
outside of that there were the working classes, for instance, and those
people doing business, who live on the working classes, who did not appear
to have patience and had got up secret societies.
Q. The
course.

'

a fearful riot. I am
I have got reports
made public. Thereas assassins, for the
at all in the matter.

secret societies were made by the whites ?— A. Yes, sir ; of

Q. I do not understand you to say that the Chinese were assassins 1—
A. No ; I mean to say that we looked upon those people that were
organized in that form as assassins.
Q. The whites? — A. Yes ; because the law-abiding people did not
approve of anything of that kind, although they wanted to get rid of them.

Q. "What conduct on the part of the Chinese led to this action of the
whites ? A. The cause of it was this : We have you understand — this is
a new country — we have a rising generation here of young people, girls
and boys, that are growing up here. Our manufactures here are very
scarce, and those employed in these places are principally Chinese. This
class I have reference to were born and raised in the city, their parent!
Effect of Chinese are poor, and it has the effect of driving the women into prostitution, and
white wSS into the b°ys t0 live off Prostitution and thieving. The boys really are to be
prostitution. pitied. It was only the other day I was talking to Mr. Taylor, a respectable merchant here, who some years ago was in sympathy with the Chinese,,
like myself. I know that they caused me a good deal of trouble, because I
believed they were a persecuted race. That was at the time before they
had introduced themselves into manufactures. He, Mr. Taylor, talked
with me and said, " It pains my heart f and said : " I had ten or twelve
; what can we do for them Vf
for employment
to me that
of thesearepeople
are organized for the purpose of relieving
societies
severalcome
There
this class of people ; sending some of them to farming in the country, etc
I will explain my position in regard to that matter. I said, I was friendly
to them at that time, which is true. About eighteen years ago, the first
determined effort was made against the Chinese — as long back as eighteen
years ago. There was a contract given, for instance, for building a railroad,
a street railroad, to the Potrero. Two men by the name Myers and Weed
had the contract. They took the contract on competition ; it was very
low. They employed white labor, and they found they could not carry
the contract without a great loss to themselves, so they were compelled
to discharge all the whites and employ Chinese labor. By doing that they
EedDyChinSe. could make a profit on the contract. They did do it, and it raised quite an
excitement. The people rose up and drove the Chinese away from there,
and the consequence was we had a riot.
22
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they work Theyunderse^
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irobabry I think, two
detectives
We have four hundred policemen, that includes the clerks and
hundred
three
about
have
We
d.
understan
you
,
department
and the whole
at a
duty
on
half
one
divisions,
two
patrolmen The patrol is divided into
say,
between,
difference
the
as
,
calculation
a
make
only
will
you
trie If
twelve or fifteen thousand with a representation of eight policemen, and
two hundred and fifty thousand with a hundred and fifty policemen, there
be
is that difference. What I mean is that it requires that little space to
subjection.
in
fellows
those
keep
to
more than double the police

in
Q But there is a far larger number within that space than of whites
it
small
Of course
any
police. there is, but the space is so
to take1—soA.many
not space
ought' like
Q. It is the number that would require the policemen, not the space J
—A. Yes, but that little space ought not to take so many.

Q. You ought to be in a position to judge by statistics as to the
relative criminality of the Chinese ; how do they stand m that respect i—
y.
A. The proportion is away above any other nationalit
Q. When you say away above any other nationality, chief, do you
mean that, taking the men of any other nationality, there is a larger percentage of criminals among the Chinese ?— A. I think there is. I look
upon them as a nation of thieves, and I am willing to assert that publicly,

^nese^cr^naany other nationallty*

a ^^
thieves.

q£

Q, It would not be fair to take the white population and count the
women and children in. In order to make a fair comparison you have to
take the number of males. Do you think that there is a larger number of Alarger number o J
amcms
criminals amongst the Chinese males ?— A. There is not any question gj™mals
about it at all. You take the white race and there is a proportion of crime
amongst the females, when you count the arrests for prostitution and
drunkenness, and all that kind of thing. I find this in my business. I make .
a distinction between the whites and the blacks. We find the percentage
is far smaller amongst the blacks, as amongst the whites and blacks.
Q. Y^ou mean the negroes %—A. Yes, that is in this country ; but they
tell me in the south it is different. But my experience in this state amongst
the blacks and the whites is that the percentage of crime is far below any
other with the blacks, and amongst the Chinese it is away above. And They all steal.
Chinese will all steal.

Q. You said you would supply us with some statistics under this head 1
—A. Yres, sir; I will have it ready before you go away. Here is a specimen
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Photographs of
Chinese criminals. of what I charge those people with. Here are books that are exclusively!

filled with the photographs of Chinese thieves; these are Chinese thieves
every one of them. I have got a record of every one of them. [The chief
produced five books with photographs of Chinese, each one containing about
one thousand photographs.] There is one thing I want to explain. Those
are only for the thieves. We do not take the pictures for other crimes.
Those are for stealing and robbery, and that kind of thing only. We have
the most complete record here that they have in any part of the world.
This fellow here [pointing to one of the photographs in the book] we may
trace him through half a dozen countries. That is the prison record.

Criminal record.

Q. A statement has been made to us that the women are sold in China
for the purposes of prostitution ; would you be able to give us any evidence
of that ?— A. That is not susceptible to evidence, but you can rely that it
is positively so. That is why I suppose that any country they get into,
they do not care how powerful the laws may be or how well they are executed, the ingenuity of those people will defeat them.

Their ingenuity
defeats the laws.

Q. Another statement has been made to us that they come here under
bondage to the six companies, have you any evidence on that head ?
They will not testi- A- No^ of course if we could prove those things we could break it Up, but
SerTare con^" go
7°Uinto
cannot
anytningwhere
against
them. You
cannot get a Chinaman to
cemed.
courtProve
and testify
a Chinaman
is interested.
Prostitution and
its results.

Q. A statement has been made that they corrupt the youth, the young
boys, have you any testimony on that head ?— A. The only testimony we
have is the hospital, that is all. They have loathsome diseases that they
get from those women.
Q. Are there any number of boys in the hospital with loathsome
diseases ?— A. There has been ; we have them down in the city receiving
hospital, and at their homes.
Q. Did they attribute their diseased condition to Chinese women?A. Altogether.

Opium-smoking

Q. It has also been stated that the Chinese men corrupt the
of tScountry?1"6 that
resPect>
to smoke opium. Have you any
head*>y?—teaching
A. Plentythem
on that
head. We get the evidence
catch them in the act, and convict them. It is the greatest
country.

bovs in thi3
evidence on
because we
curse in the

Q. How do you catch them in the act ?— A. We catch them in the opium
joints.
Opium joints.

Q- You catch the whites smoking there ?— A. Yes ; one of these Chinese
places. The Chinese receive the fees of admittance, and they give them the
opium. It was made a crime under a city ordinance here to smoke opium.
The Chinese tried to beat it in another way, and an ordinance was passed
requiring
them to pay a very heavy license, but it does not appear to stop
them.

Q. Was a special law passed to deal with opium-smoking 1— A. Yes.
* Q-ofAnd
{t is 110Wunder
a criminal
offense ?— A. Yes, and we make any quanaOpium-smoking
criminal offence, tity
convictions
the ordinance.
They become so much accustomed

U
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to it, and it takes such a hold, it is almost impossible to reform them. It is
the greatest vice we have here in this country and all over America.
Q. When you say "any quantity of convictions," could you give us any gS^Sitemea
definite idea of the number? — A. Well, a great number of convictions tor and women for
We bring in as many as opium-smoking,
Smoking opium, against both men and women.
thirty in one haul, so you can judge. They just lay up there naked, without
a stitch on them — men and women — under the influence of this drug, and
They do not have any control over
they are principally young people.
themselves at all, while they are under its influence.

Q. Is it any worse than drinking whiskey ?— A. Yes, it is far worse than worse than drinkmg w 1S ey*
anything of the kind.
Q. Far worse than whiskey ?— A. Yes, sir; because a person may become
addicted to whisky and there is a chance at some time or another of reform ;
"but when he becomes addicted to smoking opium, there does not appear to
be any reform in them at all. They die in the insane asylum— a great
Napa, and intermany of them. I presume if you went to Stocktonyouor.there
was a great
viewed the resident physician there, he would tell
opium.
of
smoking
the
by
caused
there
many cases
Q. Is there anything else that you think would be useful in forming a ^n^vSf^
judgment as to the desirability or undesirability of Chinese immigration uaaesirable.
on the Pacific coast ? —A. About four years ago— I do not remember the
year the Restriction Act first went into effect, I say 1880, but it might
liave been 1881. It is an easy matter to get at the year exactly. There was
a proposition to submit the matter to the vote of the people of this State of
California, and out of the poll of one hundred and fifty thousand, there
were eight hundred in favor of Chines 3 immigration — you see that is an
immense majority, eight hundred out of one hundred and fifty thousand.

Q. There was a question I intended to ask, it is this : What has been
the effect of the Restriction Act?— A. The Restriction Act has worked
Business has become more prosperous all over this country,
splendidly.
particularly in San Francisco, because it has really driven the Chinese
Heretofore they were
away from here and scattered them all over.
employed principally here in manufactures and all that kind of thing, and
as they became scattered the demand for Chinese labor was not so great,
and has given the young people a chance to get into cigar factories and
It is only a short time ago, within the past two or three
shirt factories.
weeks, there was some sixty Chinese that were discharged, and sixty boys
of the best
.and girls were put in their places. That was donein bylosstheto aid
the employers.
people in this town. They make up the difference

Effects of the Resnc"iOU c'
Chinese scattered,

p^nbeses^Pla9jg
substituted1. glP

Q. I would like to know what effect it has had in relation to keeping
the peace 1— A. A great effect. Those fellows at times here, as far back
as I remember, they had trouble. They are an excitable, desperate lot
of fellows as you ever saw. You might think they were cowardly, but they
are not. They made a raid — and they commenced in a room about this
.size, where they crowded in about five hundred, and they cut each other
all to pieces, and at the great risk of the lives of the officers we quelled
They fight with all kinds of instruments.
them.
One Murderous
Q With what instruments %— A. With knives and iron bars.
here, weapons.
fellow had some eighteen slashes about him ; and they were very bold
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anyhow, at one time. We made raids on them once in a while, and eveiy
man would have a knife or a pistol, or a slung shot, or something of that
sort. The buggers would turn down the lights, and some we would catch
with their weapons on, but they would throw them away if they could. It
would sometimes take almost a cart-load to bring them down.

Chinese starting
business on their
own account injures capitalists.

Q. Is there any other thing that you would like to say ?— A. There is
one thing that is of more importance to the whites in America, or North
America, than anything else I know of. Outside of all other considerations
the great objection to the Chinese is this : that some years ago, there was
not great opposition to the Chinese for the reason that people were willing
to accept their services on account of being cheap. They worked in shoe
factories and all kinds of factories here, you understand. The Chinese
worked some time till they learned the business. When they got the business
to perfection, they started in on their own account ; they sent to China
and got capital and the very people that employed them were driven out
of business, because they could not compete with them, don't you see.
Therefore the capitalists would be hurt by them just as well as the working people, and every body — it drove them out of the business.

Amended Act an
Q. What has been the effect of the amended Act,
tfcePfi?st!ment °n ^nto operatic-11 ?— A. It has only gone into operation,
is it will be a great improvement on the first. That
objectionable the first Act was, and the people were
and wanted to have an amended Act.

**
*.

Immigrants not
allowed to come
without a certificate well authenticated,

which has just come
and the presumption.
shows in itself how
not satisfied with it,

Q. How was the first Restriction Act found ineffective ?— A. In this
way : that it exempted, for instance, merchants and students, and all that
kind of thing, of course, which is all right, I presume; but the rascals took
advantage of it in this way : that every man that came was a merchant or
a student. So now in China they have to get a certificate from the
American authorities, the American minister, with well authenticated
evidence.
Q. They have to get that certificate from the American minister in
China?— A. Yes.
Q. They did not have to do that before? — A. No; they got certificates
there, but now the minister has a right to take testimony and all that
kind of thing.

System of identififect. cation more per-

Q. I understand you to say that the system of identification in
China is now more perfect ?— A. I think it is. The minister now takes
evidence; and vouchers of a more authentic character have to be produced
by any Chinaman before he is allowed to enter here.

San Francisco, July 29th, 1884.
SWAN.

Dr. Benjamin

It. Swan,

examined

Q. How long have you been in San Erar.cisco, doctor? — A. I
here in January, 1870. I arrived here fourteen years ago.
Tnree ye&?s
coroner.

came

Q. I understand you were for some time coroner for the city and
county of San Francisco 1— A. Yes; I was coroner from December, 1874,.
until December, 1877 — being three years.
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your character of coroner you were brought into special contact
Chinese ?— A. Yes, whenever a sudden death took place, or any
required a coroner's investigation — that applied to the Chinese
as to other nationalities.

Q In connection with the enquiry as to the effect of Chinese immigraSan Francisco in order to get
tion into British Columbia, we have visited
what information we could as to the character of the Chinese immigration
here ; is there anything that came before you, in your office of coroner,
1—
that you think would be of interest to us in regard to such enquiry
A. I consider Chinese testimony, as far as my three years experience
went, as perfectly unreliable in the case of crime— murder, that was all I
had to deal with ; deaths in that way. A given case being reported I
frequently found Chinamen who where near the spot ; claimed to have
witnessed the whole transaction ; gave graphic accounts ; these would be
among the witnesses on the formal inquest. On appearing they would
intimate that they did not understand English, and through the interpreter
would say that they knew nothing about the affair, and upon asking him
in distinct terms, through the interpreter : "Did you not yesterday at such
so?" The reply
a time, tell that man (pointing to my deputy) so I and
never succeeded in
would be : "I did not understand what he said."
fastening a crime on a Chinaman through Chinese testimony but once.
In that case the witness was a little Chinese girl, old enough to be mtellito understand the danger she was running in testifying.
too young
gent;
That man
was hung.

Chinese t^timonj
e
^^f^fe.

AnjjcmvteW
the testiniony Gf a
Chinese girl.

she was running in testifying ?" gggj^ s***1*
Q. What do you mean by the " clanger
A. As she was giving her testimony, and she was asked to point out the
of Chinamen that were
number
man that she saw do the act, out of a
and says : " him. " As soon as
there, she pointed her finger at the man
she said this he jumped right to his feet, and said something to her in
Chinese. She started back with a great deal of terror, and went into the
arms of some bystander, or bysitter I should say. This was at the inquest.
The accused jumped right out of his chair and started across the room,
and I asked the interpreter what he said in his Chinese. The interpreter
said he had said : " You had better shut up." Of course this is all an opinion
of mine, for the girl was very much frightened, and on enquiry I got hold
of this idea that she was threatened ; and the remark was made by the
Chinese police officer— I mean the officer that was on the beat in Chinatown— that if the girl had been older, and understood, we could not have
gotten anything out of her, on account of the danger that she ran in
testifying against this man.

n,
Q. Could you be more specific as to the danger she ran?— A. I should Assassinatio
consider that she ran the danger of assassination.
Q. By whom ?— A. By this man's friends or acquaintances; and, as I say,
all these matters are simply matters of opinion that I could not bring you
specific proofs about.
Q. While you were coroner, did you have many cases of violent deaths J^J^g^
in Chinatown ?— A. Yes, sir, a good many ; but after we hung this man witness's term of
; ° cethere was not any for two years— no murders. That is my recollection
all this happened seven years ago. I think there were no Chinese murders
— that is, that came to our knowledge — for two years.
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Q. During the first year you were coroner, were
A. There was quite a number altogether. I do
coroner — that this two years includes all of my
believe the record calls for. I think there was a
would come into my term.

A. 1885.

there a good many ?—
not mean while I was
term. That is what I
part of these two years

Q. Have you got the official statistics in your possession ?— A. I have
got the whole number of cases that occurred.
Statistics of murders, sudden
Q. Would you give it to us, please 1— A. This includes all the Chinese
deaths and acci- cases, whether murder or sudden
dents.
death, or from accident. Here I might
say that you can get the exact figures, and all the particulars, at the
coroner's office, for they are all kept there. Mine are only taken from my
annual
report. "While we go into office on the first of December, our reports
run from
the first of July till the next first of July, so that I would give
in my first report only one half — that is for my own self and the other
half for my predecessor. So that the last six months of my office is reported
by my successors, but from 1874 to 1875 — July to July — out of 297 cases
investigated there were twelve Chinese cases. There is the table [showing
book]. The birth place is given. In 1875 and 1876, out of 321 cases there
were 22 Chinese cases. In 1876 and 1877 out of 200 cases there were 43
Chinese cases. That includes accidents and everything.
Q. I suppose we can get full particulars, if it should strike us as of
importance, for every year, from the municipal reports, up to the present
time ?— A. Yes; but you will find that there was a special law passed in
1872 ; and these peculiar reports, and my action, were all under the new
law passed in 1872; and there has been full and complete records ever
since. When I took hold of the office I opened a new set of books, and
they have been kept up ; and you can find there not only the record but
everything — the man's name and the crime charged, and also the whole
testimony on file, and the whole business.
An unseen power

Q. Is there anything else, doctor, that you have to say that you think
would be of use to us ?— A. When I wanted to get hold of one particular
man, we always went to the interpreter of the company he belonged to,
and the impression left on us by dealing with him, and by other facts, was
that there was some power behind that we could not grasp nor understand.

San Francisco, July, 30th, 1S84.
BROOKS.

Charles Wolcott

Brooks, examined:

Q. How long have you been a resident of San Francisco, sir? — A
came out in 1852 first.

I

Q. Are you an Englishman 1— A. No, sir ; I was born in Boston, or the
suburbs of Boston, in Massachusetts.
Q. Have you ever lived in China ?— A. I have made a good many trips
there.
Q. I believe you were the representative of the Japanese Government
in San Francisco for a considerable time 1— A. Yes, sir ; I was consul
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seventeen years, and two years I was connected with the diplomatic
service— travelling. I was attached to the embassy accredited to the
fifteen treaty powers, for the revision of treaties.
Q. Have you studied the character of the Chinese who immigrate to studied Chinese
this coast 1— A. Yes, sir; I have been thrown a good deal with them. I character,
understand the subject pretty thoroughly. I first began to study the habits
of orientals before I came to California, when I resided in Calcutta, and
I made up my mind that in order to thoroughly understand any people you
must understand their motives of action; to understand those it was necessary to study their religion — not in order to adopt it, but to know what
motives governed them.

Q. Now, sir, statements have been made to us that the Chinese immigrants in California are a detriment to the community, partly by reason
of their competition with white labor, partly by reason of their vicious
character, and partly because the wealth they gained they carry back to
We should be glad to get your evidence on all these heads 1— A.
China.
No Chinese ever come from China to the United States.
None after my
knowledge.
They all come from the British Province of Hong Kong.
China is not the name of the country — it is Ta Tsin.
Natural emigration
and coolie-trade are two very different things; one comes voluntarily^ the
other is a trade in labor. The United States has always invited immigration. Countries with smaller territory, more thickly settled, have encouraged emigration. The United States has ten persons to the square mile,
and California only two and a half to the square mile — about. The money
markets and the labor markets have been considered open markets. Certain
duties in every country must be performed cheaply, and cheap labor is
Intelligence is the standard of labor value — the measure of
necessary.
power in races.
The Chinese come to this country from a very old and
highly-cultured race.
They have great adaptability, nicety of execution,
and furnish a greo.t many faithful laborers ; but no country should be
The better classes in
judged entirely by a limited number of its people.
Those who are well off are
China rarely go abroad, and never emigrate.
satisfied to remain at home. The character of the emigration is therefore
entirely composed of persons who go abroad to better their condition, to
earn money sufficient to enable them to return home and live in a condition of independence.
Three hundred dollars is generally considered sufficient capital to support an ordinary laboring man on his return to China.
Many who come abroad leave wife and children or parents at home,
requiring assistance, and from the best information I can gather, and I
have taken a good deal of pains to do so, I am assured by the leading Chinese merchants and managers of the six Chinese companies here, that the
average Chinaman who sends home money at all sends home about thirty
dollars a year.
This would be the extent of the drain on the country
in bullion, against which the country receives the labor of one man for a
year, and the various industries of the country, necessary to the support
of that man, are patronized to the extent necessary for his support
and transportation,
^he average Chinaman returns home in five years,
most of them to remain, although many, including generally those best
educated, return from preference — I would say have latterly returned
from preference.
It is a difficult thing to govern a people who speak an
entirely different language, and whose habits are so entirely at variance
with our own. - As a question of political economy we may well examine
into the policy of introducing a new race, differing in features, taste, and
religion.
Mind is the standard of quality in man, and largely determines
29
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No nation desires his position in life, and the survival of the fittest is a universal law.
jB
will fend to lower nation desires immigration that will tend to lower the standard of its owi
ownSlaboring0f itS laDormg classes.
The question then arises : Is that the effect of the pre
classes. sent immigration from China ? For of nations it is true as well as of al
things in the animal or vegetable kingdom, that each must progress oi
perish.
Now, if the progress of a nation is impeded, we will say by ar
objectionable immigration,
it must be stopped, or the nation will g(
The
The Chinese come here because it pays them to come.
The)
here Chinese
to make come backwards.
money
come to earn money, and their ultimate idea is to return home in bettei
circumstances than they came. This naturally leads to great economy anc
thrift.
The early immigration from China labored for much less wages
than our own people could afford to, but when, by the revision of treaties.
their coming was stopped, those here were soon able to command wages
nearly, if not quite, as high as is paid to Americans for similar service.
China has a population of over four hundred millions.
I can give you the
exact figures in 1842 if you want.
Population of
China.

Their early immigration supplemented rather,
than supplanted
our laborers.

The presence of
the Chinese as
monopolists objectionable.

Q. Yes ; please do so? — A. The figures were 413,267,030, but this comprises a vast variety of peoples belonging to seventeen or more provinces,
under different viceroys, and it is only from the Province of Quang Tung—
popularly called Canton — that any immigration has come to America.
How far the desire to come here may in time spread, it is impossible to
tell, but such is the fact at present ; therefore the question of immigration
only concerns the single province of Quang Tung. The central government of China is over these different provinces, but its power is very
limited. The early immigration came to supplement rather than to supplant our laborers. When it came it was very much needed. With the
gradual filling up of California it is now claimed that we do not need it,
and that any renewal of Chinese immigration would tend to lower the
standard of wages obtained by American laborers. It is the pride of the
United States that they are enabled to pay higher wages for labor,
through the great bounty of nature, and their great territorial advantages and natural wealth, than any other country in the world. Thus the
laborer is enabled to educate his family and acquire more home comforts ;
he is, in fact, raised to a higher condition of existence than is possible
under the cheap labor of Europe. This same thing applies to Canada
exactly. If the Chinese coming into the country are limited in number to
the actual requirements of a new country, and are able to command wages
equally with American labor, the only question then involved would be
whether their presence would crowd out a corresponding amount of home
labor? With the enormous territory of the United States at present
unoccupied, and only waiting labor to develop its resources, this can
hardly be urged as an objection at present. But the presence of too many
Chinese, especially if they attempt an internal self-government — imperiling
in imperio—hj which they farm out fishing grounds, and district the
cities for wash-houses, forming combinations and interfering with avenues
of labor needed for the proper support of our own people, their presence
is objectionable. All civilized nations have proclaimed against exclusiveness, and mixture seems to be an element in progress; but as every home
has a right to protect itself, socially, morally, and industrially, against all
outside interference, so a nation, through its government, is bound to
protect all proper industries in process of development within its territory. Conditions may exist when the accession of Chinese aid in the labor
market may protect and also increase the American labor required, our
people becoming directors, and30 the more menial duties necessary to exist-
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ence may be performed by laborers with less intelligence. We often blame
When
fehe Chinese as a whole for the errors and faults of an individual.
anything bad occurs it is said : " a Chinaman did it;" therefore the whole
race suffers in public estimation for the wrong-doing of an individual. We
should judge of a nation as a whole. Moderate immigration of really good ^tfon o? To?d"
under certain conditions, be desirable, but no question can men^under^cermen might,
but that excessive immigration of an inferior class is a decided curse, desirable, but excxist
it has been claimed that the presence of Chinese labor has caused the g^ISS
growth of what is termed the " hoodlum " element in this city, but we class a decided
Bal- curse*
must remember that all great seaport towns have a similar element.
;
them
call
they
as
"
dead-rabbits,
"
its
and
^
"plug-uglies
its
has
timore
JSTeAV York has its " roughs;" and I am much inclined to believe that the
action of our trades-unions, in forbidding shops from taking over a limited
number of white apprentices, has prevented the sons of the very mechanics therein employed from learning trades, and has thereby thrown them
If such be the case, and I believe it to be
upon the world as hoodlums.
so, our OAvn autocratic labor leagues are equally or more to blame than
us. The Hoodlums.
amongst
Chinese immigration for the presence of hoodlums
Chinese who come to this country come mostly from six districts in the
province of Quang Tung, and those six districts have formed companies,
or rather clubs, in this city, having managers and regular business bureaus
By some Americans it is claimed that they at
and arbitration tribunals.
'times exercise criminal jurisdiction. This is denied by the Chinese, and it
is very difficult to prove even if it be so. These companies are organized The six companies
for benevolent purposes. A small fee is received from each person joining, ^ollnfpSposS
and in consideration of which the club agrees to take care of him in sickness, and should he die to send his bones home to his native place. The
six companies, whose headquarters are in California, but whose members
are scattered all over the United States, have a membership approximating as follows :—
Sam Yup
c. . . 10,100
Yung Yo
12,200
Kong Chow
15,000.
King Yeung
75,000
YanWo
4,300
Hop Wo
34,000
Total....

148,000

Much complaint has been made in regard to crowding together of chinamen personChinese in houses, and they are alleged to be uncleanly in their habits, ally clean.
Like every nation, the poorer classes, from necessity, have not the facilities
for cleanliness that those have who are better off. It is my opinion,
from observation, that as soon as a Chinaman gets a little forehanded, he is
very particular in regard to his personal cleanliness. Few nations wash
their bodies more frequently than the Chinese. On the other hand the
clothing of the laborers is, like that of our own laborers, often worn a
long time. The houses of those who are well off are kept with great neatness, but the poor are crowded together in unhealthy localities. Nearly all
of the Chinamen in San Francisco are crowded into six or seven blocks,
where houses let, to Chinese, for double and treble the rent, which far
superior houses in other localities rent for. Many of those who are loudest
in their complaints of Chinese appear on our assessment books as owners
of such houses and receive these extraordinary rents. In regard to their
honesty, the word of a Chinese merchant is generally as good as hisJjoncl.
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I think their mercantile integrity will compare favorably, if it is not
superior, to that of our own average merchant. But among the lower classes
the same temptations exist as among a similar class of our own people.
It is difficult to speak in regard to the Chinese as a whole, but they should
be described in detail, and I think each class, when compared with a like
class among our own people, would appear much better than is generally
supposed. Their exercise of judicial powers within the territory of another
country is but the exercise of that extra-territoriality which western
nations have claimed on oriental soil, and to-day all offenses of Americans
in China, Japan, Egypt, and many other countries, are tried before
American consuls, and appealed through the United States minister to
the circuit or district courts of the United States. It is simply extrater itoriality inpractical operation; and the disadvantages of the use of a
foreign language naturally leads them to courts where they can freely
express themselves. Municipal laws properly enforced may correct allexisting evils. Were the Chinese laborers obliged to keep their quarter in
the order in which we find those of American laborers, if each were to
occupy a separate room, with proper ventilation and sanitary appliances,
all of the evils of uncleanliness would vanish, or certainly would be nogreater than those found in certain portions of every large city.
In mental training the Chinese are not an inferior race. As a people
they are in about the condition of Europe in the 11th century. With western education Chinese labor may readily rise to our standard. They practice greater economy ; our people desire and have greater comforts. Every
Chinaman returning to his own country becomes a missionary of western
civilization; and in a broad humanitarian view of the subject I believe that
the greatest good of Chinese immigration to this continent will prove to bein the fact that the returning Chinaman becomes a missionary of western
civilization, cultivating new desires and aspirations, which will in time
permeate to every section of that vast empire, which comprises nearly onethird of the population of the globe. They are undoubtedly the oldest
nation extant, and have been surrounded by a great wall of exclusiveness
for many thousands of years. If we admit that geology teaches that
the world has been created thousands of millions of years, it is not
unreasonable to suppose that China has been peopled for at least a
million of years. Chinese history claims to go back with a clear
consecutive record to 3588 B.C., while the mythical period runs
back for more than one million years, wherein races and dynasties
are designated under names that are ascribed to individuals. Such
very ancient history is naturally obscured by fables, errors and transpositionsbut
;
it appears that the Chinese were uncontrolled by foreign
influence for about 360,000 years, showing in their nature the perpetuity
of principles now so deeply implanted as to be not easily eradicated.
Industrious and frugal habits, are characteristics which, when slowly built
up, are likely to stand firm amid any changes of condition. They have
grown up, and generally continued, under patriarchal rule. Defensive
wars, famine and pestilence, and the attendant evils of corruption, have at
times nearly depopulated the great plateau where the nation is said to havebeen founded. In time their ancestors were conquered by barbarians coming from the South, then by Thibetian hordes from deserts on the East,
and more recently by a southern irruption from India. Each new element,
thus in turn absorbed into the population, introduced slight changes along
the fixed limits of its progress; but individuals in each succeeding generation were trained to follow the exact calling of their progenitors, and a.
frozen conservatism prevailed.
The present marked emigration of young;
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men from China to other countries, is forming the nucleus of a young and Chinese emigraprogressive party in China, who desire to catch up with, and keep abreast nucleus of ay oung
of the times.
A desire to emerge from the seclusion of their dark ages of pjrty^rfclnna.6
history, will tend to the gradual disintegration of much past conservatism,
when the wonderful inventions of western progressive civilization are
voluntarily introduced, and availed of, in the homes of travelled Chinese,
educated and trained abroad.
Such a result seems further assured, when
we reflect that the action of mind is progressive, and all who go abroad
leave China in full expectation of returning home. Thus a vast and secluded nation is gradually awakening to new life, and developing germs calculated to centralize its national strength. This new and momentous movement
of Chinese, is but an initial step in the approaching enlightenment of a
secluded race, destined by a wise Providence to make its impress on the
future history of nations.
In a most remarkable degree, they inherit jJJ67!*1^6?*! r> d
largely developed brain-power, evolved and built up through ages of brain-power,
constant application, culture and severe mental training in a land where
parental obedience is supplemented by ancestral worship.
Thus they are
mentally and ethnologically well fitted, under new conditions and different
direction, to assume and maintain a strong national position, in the future
industrial, commercial and political history of our globe.
At any rate centuries of isolation have rendered the people highly con- Centuries of
servative. In different parts of China the people speak different languages, rendered them
and Chinese residing in one province are totally unable to converse with conservative.
ithose residing in some others.
The educated classes are mostly followers
of the doctrines promulgated by Confucius, while many of the lower
%
classes are Buddhists. The books which most largely influence the Chinese Literature,
character and mind are the Le-ke one of the Five Books of King and the
Analects of Confucius and Mencius. The presence of what are termed
heathen temples or Joss-houses, in our midst, is deplored by Christians, Id°l worship,
fcut the public generally seem not to be aware that the Chinese Joss is
the devil, or evil spirit, and that the worship accorded to him is mockworship. In other words they conciliate the evil spirit, believing that
God, the Good Pather of all, loves His children, and they should love Him
in return. He requires no conciliation. Hence all worship in these temples
is not what may be termed true worship. It is, however, customary to
have mediums, gifted with power to communicate with spirits, as priests,
in many temples, and planchette is probably thousands of years old. These
temples all have boxes containing wh?te sand on which it is claimed
answers to spiritual questions are traced. The questioner usually writes
his questions on vermilion paper, which is burnt in a furnace prepared
for burning prayers. The answer is then traced in sand in the presence
of the medium or priest.
In regard to the expediency of allowing a large Chinese element to enter Requirements of
as a factor in our population, it is well for us to consider first, the race^o^e con-°n
requirements of the Anglo-Saxon race, and the physical relations of the two sidered before
races to the soil they now inhabit. The Anglo-Saxons are generally admitted fnfhS of Chfnese.
by scientific men to represent the highest existing type of the human race.
They, therefore, require conditions for their existence which other races do
not. It is only within certain isothermal lines that this race can acquire
its highest development.
In the frozen north it perishes ; in the malarial
districts, of tropical and equatorial regions it cannot long sustain itself.
The belt of habitable earth situated within proper degrees of latitude, or
at suitable altitudes for its proper development is exceedingly limited. In
turning around a globe it will be observed that in the northern hemisphere
ft large proportion is situated in Europe and the United States, and a small
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part in Asia. Much within these parallels is water, and in Asia specially
we find deserts, and large areas of low swamp land through which run,
swamp rivers, whose exhalations cause fevers among persons of the Anglo
Saxon race. The Chinese, not having as white a skin as the Anglo-Saxon,!
are enabled to live, and through centuries have become inured to the;
conditions of these low swampy lands. They are happy, and prosper where
the Anglo-Saxon could not ^long exist. As the Anglo-Saxon can only;
exist within a given area of this earth, it is right that that portion which i?
Ibest suited to his development, and through him to the advancement oi
'the whole human race, should be preserved for his use. In the southern
hemisphere, Australia, South America, and a small portion of South
Africa, offer to him favorable localities, but by far the largest part of the
temperate zone in that hemisphere is covered by the ocean. It therefore
seems that we should be very careful to preserve for our own race those
portions of territory which seem to have been given us as our natural
residence, and while commercially and diplomatically friendly to China,
and all other nations, we should not allow our natural habitation to pass
from our control, or be unduly encroached upon.
In regard to outrages that are sometimes said to occur, where Chinamer.j
attack our people, it will generally be found that it is done in self-defence
and the lower orders of our citizens, who abuse and maltreat inoffensive'
Chinamen, because of their nationality, have only themselves to blame
when their victims attempt retaliation. My observation has been thai
they are long suffering; aiming to avoid trouble on all occasions as far a:i
is possible.

Q. You say there is a natural emigration and a coolie-trade ; are thos<
who come to the Pacific coast mostly coolies — that is to say, would yoi
consider their coming here as part of the coolie trade 1— A. To answe
won
that question it is necessary first to define the word " coolie." The"coolie
; " now
"coolie" is a Sanscrit word which simply means "laborer the
principles o
trade " is a trade in laborers. It has always been against
the United States to authorize labor contracts, consequently any Chines,
coming to this country under labor contracts, come under contracts tha
cannot be enforced after they have landed. Nearly all who come to th»
Pacific coast are laborers or coolies, but comparatively few come unde
labor contracts, in fact no more so than Irishmen came originally to thUnited States when railroad companies agreed to employ them in building
railroads.

Q. When you say that Hong Kong is a British province, I understam
you to mean that it is a British colony I— A. It has a Governor General
Q. Are many of the Chinamen in that colony British subjects %-i
A. After they have resided there a certain length of time. That questioi
has been adjudicated upon within three months.
All-Chinese come
from Hong Kong.

Population of
Hong Kong.

Q.— Do I understand that all the Chinese come from the Island oi
Hong Kong — that is, from a crown colony of Great Britain ?— A. Yes.
Q. By the " Statesman's Year Book " for 1883, the population of Hon:
establisment, according to i
Kong, including the military and of naval
whom there were :
census taken in 1881, was 180,402
109,013
Chinese, males
"
females
43,399
T-

152,412
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The total population, the book goes on to say, in 1-871, was, 123,978, the
increase in ten years having been 36,504. Now, is it your opinion, as one
who has given a great deal of study to ethnology, that the Chinese in that
Island could increase in the course of ten years by some 30,000, and yet
spare the amount of emigrants that they sent to British Columbia and They come into
to California, and elsewhere 1— A. No, sir; they come into Hong Kong %™%srFSSg™ml
from the whole province of Quang Tung, which is across only a few miles
of water, over on the mainland.
Q. That answer accords with the book entirely. I read here on page Annual average
672 : "There is a constant flow of emigration from China, passing through ?als heref arn"
Hong Kong. In the eight years from 1872 to 1879 there passed through
Hong Kong annually upwards of 12,000 emigrants, the majority going to
rlie United States"? — A. From my observation and information I am
inclined to think that the average arrivals of Chinese at the port of San
Francisco, or in the United States, has been about 14,000 a year, and
about 10,000 a year have gone back, leaving a gain of about 4,000 a year.
Q. You say the immigrants come here to enable them to obtain money $300 sufficient to
Would $300 be sufficient to support a £ ^f^ laborer
to live in China independently.
laborer in China ; do I understand that $300 would be sufficient capital ?

—A. Yes.

Q. And that the interest on that would support a laborer and his wife
for life ?— A. I would not say his wife. He will probably do a little
something.
Q. Do you know what is the return that is usually received in* ]fcMz
for capital ?— A. It is often one per cent, a month.
Q. That would be $36 a year. Do you think a Chinaman could live on
$36 a year ?— A. Easily, I should think, in China.
Q. You used the phrase "survival of the fittest."
This is Herbert
Spencer and Darwin's phrase.
The phrase has been used by other witnesses, and in the pamplets and speeches I have read on the subject it
constantly comes up, in different senses.
In what sense do you use the
phrase ?— A. That race which is best adapted intellectually, morally and
physically to sustain itself against all adverse conditions of environment,
and best enabled to avail itself of those conditions which are favorable,
need fear no permanent injury while it retains these qualities. The Chinese
brain will, in many cases, weigh more than the brain of the average
Anglo-Saxon, therefore we must remember that we have to contend with
a race capable of great intellectual development and culture.

Explanation of
vivai Jfthe fit? ^
test."

weight of a Chinaman's brain.

Q. What position do you now hold, sir? — A. I am secretary of the
California Academy of Sciences.
Q. I understand you have given a great deal of study to this Chinese
question ?— A. I have watched it pretty carefully for about thirty-five
years.
Q. Have you written anything on the subject of the races of the East ? Pamphlets on the
— A. I have communicated a good many papers on the early migrations Eaftern0races.
of the races, and I have a few now with me. One is " The Origin of the
Chinese Race," the other " Japanese Wrecks stranded and picked up
adrift in the .North Pacific Ocean; another is "Early Discoveries of the
Hawaiian
in the North Pacific," and I am very glad to present
them
to theIslands
Commission.
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Q. Mr. Brooks, are you the Mr. Charles Wolcott Brooks referred to |
Bancroft's " History of the Native Races of the Pacific States," Volume
V.j page 51? — A. I am, sir.

International
aspect of the
question.

LAWLER.

Q. I see he speaks here of you as a most learned gentleman and spe
cially well versed in Oriental lore. The Commission is very much obliged
to you for the time you have given us, and the very valuable evidence }tou
have contributed, and for these books. Have you anything to add ?A. Only this : A higher power has planned that each zone should
produce an assortment of animal life best suited to its conditions. In
this manner habitations have been fixed for the comfort and perpetuity
of the various forms of the human race. The home of the Chinese race is
in Asia, and a great future awaits the Anglo-Saxon branch of humanity
upon the continent of North America. As political economists, we must
ever hold in view the unalterable fact that all human laws, howeve?
framed, are practically inoperative, unless in accord with the genera*laws of our being. The policy to be adopted by the Dominion of Canada
cannot but be a matter of very deep interest to our people, as the United
States and Canada have a thinly populated boundary line, in common,
which is difficult to guard. Should Canada invite a large Chinese immigration, great numbers would inevitably cross unguarded spots along the
frontier, which act, if constantly repeated, would lead to much litigation
"aid vexatious claims, liable to engender hard feelings between two people
of Anglo-Saxon blood, who should ever continue the best of friends, joining shoulder to shoulder, in pressing steadily forward as the vanguard of
an enlightened and progressive civilization.

The Hon. James Lawlee,
examined :

Judge of Police Court No. 2, San

Francisco,

Q. How long have you been police magistrate 1— A. One year and a
half.
Moral status of
the Chinese here
bad.

The Chinese quarter to be seen to be
appreciated.

Prostitution and
gambling.

"Tan 'and "lottery."

Q. What is the moral status of the Chinese population of San Francisco ?— A. I consider it bad, and am of the opinion that it is not improving.
This, no doubt, results from the fact that these people are peculiarly
wedded to ancient customs and modes of life, and are, besides, exceedingly
exclusive. They all nearly live in the same locality, which is called the
" Chinese quarter," and it is astonishing how so many human beings can
live within such small limits. At night, especially, when these people
gather from their different places of employment, the Chinese quarter
presents such a scene of animation that it has to be seen to be appreciated.
This quarter consists of only a few blocks, and as most of the Chinese
population of the city, which is estimated at about 30,000, live there, an
idea of its crowded condition may be gained. Houses of prostitution
abound in this locality, and in many of them females of very tender years,
children in fact, are to be found. These houses are patronized not only oy
Chinese, but also by whites. In this quarter crime prevails to a large
decree. As is well known, these people are naturally addicted to gambling and indulging in various games of chance, and for the suppression
principally of this gambling vice special officers have been detailed to
Chinatown. Through the vigilance and diligence of this detail, the municipal treasury has for a long time been greatly enriched. Their most
favorite games are " tan" and36 lottery, and when a conviction for partak-
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ino1 in either takes place, the customary fine is $20, with an alternative
of twenty days in the county -jail, but in the majority of cases, and I
might say in nearly all, the fines are paid.
Public offenses of a different
character are not uncommon amongst these people.
Casc*3 of robbery,
assaults with deadly weapons, and assaults with intent 4jf murder, and Criminality of the
mese*
extortion, come frequently under my notice, and I will f/xy in addition,
that there are to be found amongst them a great number of petty
thieves.

Q. We should also wish to have your evidence on the character of their
testimony in court ?— A. Being at the present time upon the bench, I do
not think that it would be proper for me to say much upon this subject,
nor to indulge in many criticisms upon their testimony. I will say, however,
that a* witnesses they are exceedingly shrewd, shrewder in fact, in my
opinion, than the people of any other nationality.
Cases have often come
before me, in which I am sure that the evidence was prepared, and the
«ritnesses drilled as to the mode in which they should testify, and it was
surprising to see how thorough the drilling had been.
Between the
evidence of the witnessess there was no discrepancy, and the most
thorough cross-examination by able counsel utterly failed to break them
down.
I can safely say that, as witnesses, they have no superiors, and
their evidence should be received with caution.

As witnesses they
the people of any
otner nationality,

Q. If you know anything about their influence on the commercial development of the community, we should be glad if you would give us the results
of your observation 1— A. I have been raised in this state, and have given
this matter much attention, but this subject has been so fully and ably
dealt with, I do not think that what I would say would add anything to
the intelligence already obtained.
There can be no doubt whatever but
that their presence amongst us has a demoralizing effect upon white labor.
Owing to their cheap mode of living they can work for far less wages than
whites, and there are at the present time a great many places of employment filled by them, which no doubt would be occupied by white men and
women, if they could live as cheaply as the Chinese.
There is no doubt,
taat what they are skif ul laborers, and when they learn a trade, they work
with the regularity, I might say, of machinery, and on this account they
ire much sought after by persons who are not inimicable to them.

Their presence
e§§at upon^white
labor,

Q. From your observation of the Chinese do you think the vicious
element amongst them is more difficult to control than that element
amongst other people? — A. It certainly is, and the reason for it is very
apparent.
As I have said before to you the Chinese quarter is overpopulated. There are places of abode under ground as well as over, and in
a small room that a white man would not think of living in, a dozen Chinamen may be found, not only sleeping, but living and cooking in it. Chinatown is intersected, or cut up also, by numerous small streets and alleys,
and between a great many of the buildings there are communications like
bridges across the streets and alleys, and there are means also of passing
from roof to roof. Owing to this convenient connection between the buildings, and the crowded state of the Chinese quarter, it is often a matter of
exti-eme difficulty to pursue and capture an offender, and as the means of
secveti^n are numerous and complete, there is no doubt whatever, but that
many criminals escape detection and punishment through these means.
The most vicious element amongst these people is what is termed the
schbinders," amongst whom there is a strong union. They do not belong
to any one of the six Chinese companies, but they are composed of members from them all. They are a desperate class 37of people, ant ' ; ve, as I believ*

The vicious elemore dffficlflt to "*
control than
peoples,

b??e™i?ed
wiih4
caution.

They are skilful as
iaborors.

Difficulty in capturm2 ° en ers*
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from my experience, in a large degree, upon means obtained by them,
through extortion, gambling, etc.
Not long since a case was examined by me, in which their mode of procedure was well explained. The evidence showed, that just prior to the
Highbinders send Chinese new year, the defendants who were before me sent threatening
Sl^are^ud?erS letters to a Chinese merchant, stating that they were without money upon
feared by the Chi- the approach of the festival, and that they should be supplied with money,
otherwise that serious consequences would follow a non-compliance,
These highbinders are much feared, and are through this tolerated, and
are not prosecuted by many of these respectable Chinese merchants. It is
often stated, and I think with a considerable degree of truth, that there
are in Chinatown species of courts, in which many cases arising betweei.
these people are tried. For it is a noticeable fact that crimes are ofter.
committed in that locality, and the greatest diligence fails to discover any
clue. This may happen where trouble arises between members of th«
same company ; for the heads of these companies have such a control over
these members, that they can at any time prevent one member from
going into a court of justice and testifying against another. Were it not
for the fact that my time is exceedingly limited, and that I am at th?
present time pressed with judicial business, I would endeavor to state t>
you more elaborately my views upon this subject.

San Francisco, August 1st, 1884.
GIBSON.

Rev. Otis Gibson, examined :
Q. Were you examined before the Joint Committee ?— A. Yes.
Q. Have you read your evidence as published in that volume ?— A. Yes.
Q. Is it correctly reported ?— A. Yes.

His opinion the
same as in 1876.

Mr.
work.Gibson's
Schools.

Q. Has anything occurred in the interval between that examination
and the present to alter your opinion ? Does your experience since leave
that evidence intact 1— A. Yes ; I have not altered my opinions. I have
never given the Chinese credit for anything I do not think they deserve.
I try to be just and equal in my views.

Q. How do you find your school for boys work 1— A. Our school for
boys runs only at night. The girls are kept in the house. They are
escapes from servitude. This is occurring all the time. A Chinaman
makes a bargain with a woman to marry her. Sometimes he buys her.
Women.
If he can't buy her he induces her to run away, and pays for her board
for a year ; then they get a license and marry according to law. We
cannot get Chinamen to testify against traders in women. The better
class say they don't know anything about those women. There is this
drawback in them as an immigration : they don't purpose to amalgamate
to our civilization. If they can they fight against it. But we give them
Dont amalgamate. no chance. Our legislature denounced them because they would not
become citizens, because they would not go to our schools, because they
do not hold real estate ; and the same legislature passed Acts to prevent
them holding real property, or becoming citizens, or attending the public
schools. I said to Mr. Angel, Mr. Swift, and Mr. Trescott : , " Go and
arrange with the Chinese Government that we will welcome your people
to America provided they will come just as other people to live, and will
38
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coniform to American customs.
Let the Chinese Government issue a gegj^sfsSd
proclamation that they must land without a' queue, and stay here without emigrate witha queue, and wear American forms of dress, and that those here with a aSd^hSaoStio
queue shall have three years to arrange matters to cut off' their queues or dress.
go home."
Q. But do you think you would get any Chinese under such conditions ?
A. You would not have half the Chinese you now have, but the immigration you would get would be twice as useful — twice as good. There
would be no friction. In a new dress the Chinaman would feel the
inspiration of the new civilization. He would then be no more resented
than are the Spaniards or the Portuguese. I have nothing else to add
supplementary to my evidence before the Joint Committee.
[The substance of this witness's evidence before the Joint Committee of
the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States will be
tound in the summary of that evidence in the Appendix.]

Huang Tsun Hsie*, Consul-General for China, examined :

HSIEN.

Q. Colonel Bee's evidence has been read over to you, is it correct in
every particular 1 Or have you anything to add 1— A. It is correct ; I
have nothing to add.

Q. Colonel Bee promised to get us statistics as to the amount of imports
and exports directly due to the presence of Chinamen here, and the amount
paid by them in customs duties, perhaps you could give us the facts ?—
A. It will require some days' time to do so.

Q. He also said he would get us the statistics as to the amount of rent Rents paid for tenpaid for tenement and other houses. Can you give us these facts ?—
A. Several years ago the business houses, merchants, manufactories,
restaurants, lodgings and places of amusement, reported an aggregate paid
of quite $1,000,000 per year. This did not include the numerfor rents
ous small streets and tenements
Q. Also the taxes paid by Chinese, municipal and otherwise, and under Taxes paid by Chi
the proper heads 1— A. Consul Bee informs me that to correctly answer nese*
this would require a great amount of labor in going over the books at the
city hall. The personal property tax of 1875 I have on file ; it foots up
$591,500, but only includes sums of $1,000 and over. The number doing
a business of less than $1,000 is very large. Considerable real estate is
owned by Chinese, some of which stands in the name of white people. The
taxes paid by Chinese otherwise are very large, in the way of licenses,
poll taxes, etc. That which is paid to the United States for internal
revenue is fully $500,000 per year. The duties paid by Chinese merchants for customs duties, directly or indirectly, for the fiscal year 1882
and 1883, will exceed $3,000,000.
Q. Can you state the numbers who have returned each year to China Numbers going
and the amount of wealth, either in money or valuables, carried back and corning,
with them? — A. The number of Chinese who have emigrated to this
country from 1852 up to December 1878, a period of twenty-six years,
numbered 230,430 ; departures for China and deaths same time, 133,491 ;
total number in the United States, 96,939 ; births, estimated, 2,000 ;
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grand total, January 1st, 1879, 98,939. The foregoing was prepared at
this consulate at the request of the Census Bureau at Washington, D.CThe census taken a year later gave the number at 105,000. As to the
money values carried back, I have no means of knowing.
Ninety per cent, of Q. What proportion of the food and clothing of the Chinese in this s tate
Chinese in Calli- and city comes from China ?— A. Ninety per cent, of the material (clothman1ufactureriCan *n&) wom Dy the Chinese is of American manufacture. No food, except a
line of choice eatables, are imported. Rice is largely imported — last year
over 41,000,000 pounds, which paid a duty of 2 \ cents per pound. It is
charged that the Chinese work cheap because they live upon rice. Let me
call your attention to the fact that rice costs by the quantity $6 per 100
pounds, while flour from wheat is only $2.50 per 100 pounds.
Q. Can you supply us with statistics as to the death rate among the
Chinese in California?— A. With a Chinese population in this city in
1880 (United States census) of 22,000, there were deaths amounting to
479, or 21*77 per cent, that year.
,Q. Can you state how much land has been reclaimed by Chinese labor \
■ — A. I have no means of knowing.
The number of acres is very large.
Q. How much Chinese capital is invested in permanent improvements
in San Francisco— in California? — A. I cannot give you the amount.
They own several very valuable properties.
Trade between Q. How much Chinese capital is invested in trade? — A. That is a
Francisco for^l question difficult to answer.
The trade between this port and China, im$16,185,165.

ports and exports, for the year 1881, according to Commerce and Navigation Report, Washington, 1881, was $16,185,165. The charge is made
that the largest part of this trade is done by Chinese merchants.
Q. As to tenement houses, are they held under long leases ?— A. Yes ♦,
most of the leases have run for twenty years, made at a large monthly

rental.

Landlords
of teneQ. Are these leases on the point
ment houses
willA of expiring"
x
° ?— A. Some of them,
ieases.rei

Q- Will they be renewed, and if not renewed, does the obstacle to their
renewal come from the landlord or from the tenant ?— A. Yes, the greater
part of them ; the landlord is quite willing to renew.

1,200 families.

Q How many of them have their families here 1— A. There are in this
country over 1,200 families.

Chinese slow to
Q. What is the reason that the greater number of them have not their
habits.
families ?— A. You must know that China, until quite recently, has had no
trade or intercourse with foreign countries. The people are slow to give
up their old habits and traditions, which for many centuries they have
enjoyed without molestation. The idea to them of seeking homes in far
off countries is so entirely new that to take their families with them when
they conclude to go is never thought of. It has not been accustomed for
the Chinese female to so emigrate. All these objections will in time wear
off, and new ideas obtain which will overcome this prejudice. But, however, a large number of Chinese families have recently come to this
country.
Majority laborers.

Q. The statement has been made that the immigration comes from the
humblest of Chinese, how is ^his? — A. The majority of laborers coming
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EVIDENCE

TAKEN

AT THE

SITTINGS

AT VICTORIA,

B.C.

Victoria, B.C., August 12th, 1884.
Mr. N. F. Davin (the Secretary) read the Commission.
Hon. Mr. Chapleau : Any statements in the shape of arguments or
facts bearing on the question in writing addressed to the Commission
will be received.
Hon. Mr. Justice Gray : I addressed a letter to the mayor asking for information that would be desirable to have, and also for detailed statements.
I observe the mayor of the city is present, and I would ask if anything
has been prepared for the consideration of the Commission?
CAREY.
The Mayor : We received a communication from Mr. Justice Gray and
Reasons why in- may say we are desirous to furnish every information possible to the Comformation asked
for not forthcommissionbut
;
I have been sick for some days past, and as it has been the
ing.
summer vacation of some of the city officials, statements, which otherwise
would have been prepared, are not in readiness. There are only two
officers employed by the corporation, that is the treasurer and municipal
clerk, who could procure such evidence. Neither of these persons had the
time at their disposal, having been fully occupied in important business at
present before the council in respect to the raising of a $100,000 loan for
the city, and have therefore instructed the sergeant of police to go through
the records of criminals in regard to Chinese, and, as soon as possible, will
place all the information asked before the Commission.
Hon. Mr. Justice Gray : I suggest for the past five years.
The Mayor : As to the other official returns asked for, Mr. Russell, the
city treasurer, is present, and you ask him, as he can speak for himself.
Mr. Russell : The information sought for is in course of preparation
and will be ready to-morrow.
The Secretary here read the following letter :—
Lands and Works

SMITHE.

Department,

Victoria, B. C, August 12th, 1884.
Sir,— I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of a communication of August
11th from Mr. Davin, conveying to this Government the first official intimation
that they have received of the intended sitting of a Commission on the Chinese
question in this Province.
This Government have had no communication from the Dominion Government
of the intended appointment of such a Commission or of its final appointment,
and no intimation as to the time such a Commission would be likely to reach our
Province. The consequence is that the information which this Government would
have been able to collect of great and vital importance to the clear comprehension
of the bearing which the unrestricted immigration of Chinese into our Province
has upon the interests of the white settlers cannot be forthcoming. The statistics
requisite will require a long time to collect, as it is not Victoria alone whose
interests are affected, but from one end of the mainland to the other the question
*•
the Government.
before
prominently
brought
is The
Government,
owing
to the
circumstances above alluded to, regret that
they will not be in a position to furnish to the Commissioners more than a bare
abstract of the questions and interests involved, and they will not even be able
to do this without some further intimation of the course the Commissioners
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is to be taken
nrnnnse to adoot in this inquiry. The mode in which the evidence
before it are to be remunerated and
-the persons appearing
rdPS what manner
Sir,
other questions of equal importance.
I have the honor to be,
Your most obedient servant,
Wm. SMITHE,
C. C. of L. and W.
Hon J. A. Chapleatt,
Secretary of State for Dominion of Canada, and
Chairman of Commission on Chinese question.
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a
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Government
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tion on the subject
customs,
Hon. Mr. Justice Gray asked Hon. Mr. Hamley, the collector of
for returns already asked from him.
the letter accompanying them
[Mr. Hamley handed these in, stating
See Appendix.]
embodied all that was in the return.
Hon Mr. Chapleau to Mayor Carey : Do you, Mr. Mayor, as chief
g a few questions that may be put you by
e, object
magistrat
on % to answerin
the
Commissi

The Mayor. : Not the slightest.
Joseph Westhrop

Carey, examined by the Hon. Mr. Justice Gray:

CAREY. .

?— A. The Mayor.
Q What is your name, and how long have you been here
My name is Joseph Westhrop Carey. I am mayor of the city
January last; am a memof Yictoria; been mayor since the 17th offour
or five years previous to
ber of the common council, and been so for
of Yictoria about twenty-six years;
as mayor;
my election
1859. a resident
since been
in Yictoria
been
Q. Have you any idea of the number of Chinese resident in Yictoria \- g^gfigjjla
Chinese popA short time ago I was making enquiries rmrespect to the
ulation here, and from the best informed merchants they told me about
,
25,000 Chinese were in the province.

A

tioa
Mr. Chapleau : We were asking in Yictoria city ?-A. I have never To^gogaia
oi
city
the
m
people
of
number
the
at
guess
might
I
made that enquiry.
of Chinese,
Yictoria— would be now about 10,000 exclusive
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ria 3,000. m VlCt°' least
Q- 3,000.
Can y°u guess about the number of Chinese ?— A. I should think at

Q. Have you any municipal census taken 1— A. No, sir, not of Chinese .
there is no municipal ordinance requiring the return of the number of
Chinese, nor has it ever been attempted.

Q. Do you levy a tax on the population ?— A. Yes, a road tax of two
dollars.
Hard to collect
taxes from Chinese.

Q. Do you keep a record of those who pay 1— A. Yes ; but not from
the Chinese, as it is difficult to identify them, and almost impossible tc
collect. The collecting officer gets ten per cent, commission on collections
made from the Chinese. We have no municipal regulation here to ascer
tain the domicile of the residents of the working population.

Chinese disfranchised.

Q. There is no ordinance or regulation in the city binding them to inscribe themselves as residents of the city ?— A. No, sir ; Chinese are
not allowed to vote at municipal elections. They are disenfranchised
the same as the Indians, although at one time they did vote. The Chinese
pay all taxes the same as other residents.
Q. Do they contribute in a large measure to the school tax ?— A. I cannot answer that question, as this is collected by the provincial government. There are not many Chinese children in the city. No Chinese
children
children. attend school, although they could do so. They educate their own
Q. Are they proprietors to any considerable extent of real estate in
Victoria ?— A. No, sir ; rather limited.

Proprietors of real
state.

Q. You cannot say how many are real estate owners ?— A. I think I
can nearly. Kwong Lee & Co. were about the only owners, but recently
Tai Soong has purchased. They are about all, and the only two who have
registered as owners. I might correct this : another man has purchased
recently—
know of. On Huig, on Fisguard street. These are the only three that I

Troublesome
amongst themselves.

Q. Are they a troublesome element ?— A. I have not found them a
troublesome element to the white people of the city but amongst themselves, and it is very hard to trace crime amongst them.
_ Q. The detection of it ?— A. Yes; lam informed by the police from
time to time it is almost impossible to detect crime amongst Chinese.

Q. For drunkenness ?— A. No ; they drink in their own houses and not
as white people, from saloon to saloon. The usual cause of the arrests of
these people are for criminal offences and offences against the sanitary
laws.

A few murders.

Q. Have
murders amongst them ?— A. Yes; a few cases
of murder inthere
theirbeen
own many
houses.

Q. Recently. Mr. Mayor ?— A. About some two years ago. Last year
there was a murder on Fisguard street.
Q. What is the difficulty of bringing these criminals to punishment ?
A. They have secret societies amongst themselves.
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Commission whether their habits as regards public Bo^espcct^he
and public health are good ?-A. As regards public wives.
the same as we are. They do not respect the Sabwives here, as I understand, are their second wives,
; these living and bringing up their families whose
be illegitimate.
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?-A. Once it Prostitutes,
Q. Is the number of women given to prostitution large
was limited, now it is much larger.
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public health, we have a great deal of trouble with them
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They do not feel the same as ourselves that it is necessa
the other.
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They never
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other class?—
O Are diseases more prevalent amongst them than any
healthy themselves. They have never brought disA. I think they arewhite
people.
eases amongst the
?— A That is Habits of cleanliQ Are they clean so far as their persons and clothes go but
the lower
to tell ; but the better class keep themselves clean,
hard
class we cannot tell.

their ears?
Q. They clean themselves, shaving their heads, and cleaning
chance.
poor
a
have
classes
poorer
the
but
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do
A. Yes, they
Q Do>they respect their contracts %— A. I think they respect contracts Respect contracts,
It may be a complaint that
as regards labor, etc., in a very fair way. does
so at a day s notice.
he
leave
to
wants
servant
if the Chinese

to make
Q Have you any municipal regulation or provincial laws
laborers?—
them execute their contracts, either as servants or farm
; but
A I do not know of any local statute, except as master and servant force
to
think,
I
statute,
local
no
is
There
d.
it has never been enforce
them to go to prison in case they leave before their time.
as servants ?_A. I JUgj^whg tt'%Q. Are there any objections to their coming
think the great objection to Chinese immigration is this : that they sup- have Chinese as
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country, and never servants,
plant the peasant population that should be in the
They never contribute to the rWence of the country or legisassimilate.
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late ; but make money and go back to China, sending a poor one in then
place. There is no law to prevent them from becoming naturalized, but
it is impossible to Anglicize a Chinaman. They are a non-assimilatin?
race, even if they were allowed all chances to become citizens or had ai!
rights of citizenship offered them.
Q. Have they impeded white people from coming in ?— A. From obser
vation, it was difficult for laboring people to get here, owing to the
expense. Ships from China brought Chinamen at from $15 to $20 pen
head ; and if we could have got white people here at the same rate the.
Chinese would never have come, as white people would have been very
glad to have got the same wages as Chinese, which is from $30 to $35 per
month.
Q. How is it it costs less to bring them from China than from other
places where white people are 1— A. I know for a fact that they have been
brought from China for $15 to $20 a head. I do not know what the rate
is now, but at that time you could not get to San Francisco for $15 or
Can do only
Q. Are they good hands in manufactories ?— A. There is only certain
SSn^acfairinff*
kinds °^ work they can do. There are two shoe factories, employing about
work.
sixty each, and no complaints against them.
Five or six hundred are employed on sewing machines, making clothes to sell to their own population
in the country. Labor wages is as good as in any part of the world. I
remember what the Hudson Bay Company's laborers got twenty-six years
ago, wnich was a shilling a day ; and think wages are about the same now
as ten years ago, except in the mines. Wages have not raised in consequence of the railway, on account of the Chinese who are employed at
$26 a month. Contractors, I do not think, could have undertaken their
work on the railway at that time, on account of so many railways being
then made. Their work is not more profitable to them as white labor.
I had a conversation with Mr. Onderdonk, the contractor of the Canadian
Pacific Railway, and he said he would have one white man in preference
to three Chinamen for chopping wood. The reason why white labor is not
employed is owing to its scarcity ; but wherever we can get a white man
we should employ him in preference. In the mines they are employed,
because you can depend upon them in regard to having no strikes. I
The people afraid think the objection I hear from time to time is they 'are afraid of an over?n^afnfluxr?elm"
Chinese
the province,
Chinese. wnelmmg
all avenuespopulation
of trade ;ofand
what entering
is required
is that noand
moremonopolizing
should be
allowed to come. Although they pay duty on their goods, they live entirely on their own products from China, living on rice chiefly, wearing
clothes manufactured by themselves, and I do not suppose they consume a
single sack of flour ; whereas all the white population, however poor they
may be, will have a certain amount of home-made furniture, and in this
respect the Chinese have nothing in their houses except what comes from
China, wearing even Chinese shoes.
The Attorney-General was allowed to ask the mayor a few questions*
The mayor, replying, said :
Chinese compete

Where skilled labor is required Chinamen cannot be employed, because

monest^kinl0©?' *nev are n0* mechanics.
It is only in a domestic capacity they are emlabor.
ployed.
At first the common labor work as regards a shovel requires no
training.
The competition 46b^mg principally in the commoner class of
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BLOOMFIELD.
y:
Supt. Bloomfield, examined by the Hon. Mr. Justice Gra
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their
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altogether, to New Westminster ; so they move
stances wherein buildings and their owners have been presented to tne
grand jury as nuisances and no action been taken.
enforce
O But such buildings as a rotten, tumble-down property— is there no Hard to
^S|~
public
building to be torn down rather than let the
law 'to force the
any
suffer I— A. I do not think so. It is almost impossible to enforce
47
by-law with the Chinese.
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The Attorney-General thought there was no law to remedy this; and,
after some discussion,
c^ded"ouaSlra
Superintendent
: Theirsayquarters
are that
very would
much
smeD of opium crowded
up as aBloompield
rule. Theycontinued
crowd into
a room
stifling. contain ten whites they may
put in thirty.
A
room forty by
eighteen feet and six feet high to the rafters, I have seen seventy
in it. The smell of opium is stifling. They play dominoes, and
tan-tan, and gamble rather. The better class are reasonably cleanly, but
the lower class are the opposite, more so than white people of the same
class. They are equal to the worst classes in London and other great
cities. When they steal they run off and mix themselves in a crowd, and
no one will tell, but will say : " No one come," when asked. Their drains,
gardens, etc., are very bad to even keep at all clean. Most of the women
Crime and prosti- here are prostitutes ; about a hundred in number here at present. They
will sit at their doors and wickets, decoying young lads, and they are extremely difficult to catch.

Leprosy.

Opium vice
spreading among
the whites.

Crime.

Q. Do they bring diseases with them generally ?— A. Syphilis and other
venereal diseases. These women are used as merchandise, and are bought
and sold. Every ship from China brings more or less, as many as twentyfive at a time occasionally. Leprosy cases, but not very bad, have been
here. I have known ten or twelve cases of male leprosy within the past
ten years. One of these parties, about eight years ago, was kept outside
the city limits in the bush, and lived by stealing hens, chickens, etc.,
no one caring to go near him, and died out there. The merchants,, however, sometimes contributed partially to his support. Another case I
remember was found in a burned building, and his hands and feet dropped
off him.
Three or four very bad cases have died.
Q. Do you know of any ailing now ?— A. One is at present reported
now in Victoria. Two Chinese doctors have seen him and say it is
leprosy, though our white doctors say there is nothing in it. Dr. Helmcken examined this case about four or five months ago. Very few are
intemperate, though we have had a few cases. Opium is the Chinese evil,
and when once the habit is contracted it cannot be got over. This habit
has increased with the population.- Opium is used in every house, with
scarcely an exception. This evil is growing with the whites, especially
on the United States side. The population who use this are principally
workingmen, such as painters, and white women prostitutes, Indian
women, etc. There are not many cases amongst young and industrious men, but there is a danger of it ; but I have been told on good
authority that white girls of respectable parents use it.
Q. Are the persons giving you this information reliable ?— A. Perfectly.
I have seen white women smoking in the Chinese dens myself. Larceny
is the principal crime amongst Chinese. Next to larceny is assaults, cutting, wounding, and knocking on their heads, for the purpose of robbery,
etc. During the last eight years only one case had been brought to justice— Wong Foong — by evidence from themselves, and who got fifteen
years, and is now in the New Westminster Penitentiary.
Superintendent Bloomfield here handed Mr. Justice Gray a Chinese
fan, remarking : Your honor will see an article here which is carried very
much by them — which is a fan, a very pretty article, but when opened
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When opened it was

Victoria, B.C., August 13th, 1884.
Mr. Justice Gray stated that, owing to the morning papers having
emitted part of the evidence taken the day previous, the shorthand writer
would have to read it from his notes, in reference to a leprosy case seen by
two Chinese doctors, and Dr. Helmcken having seen the same and pronounced it,in his opinion, as not leprosy, consequently it would be
necessary to have Dr. Helmcken examined. It is important the papers
should present the evidence fairly, otherwise the public might form erroneous opinions ; though I feel bound to say I do not believe the omission
was wilful.
Sergeant Flewin, examined :

FLEWIN.

My name is John Flewin. I have been in the police force a little
over four years. I am a native of this place, and have never been
in any other police force. My duties as police officer has brought
me in contact with the Chinese a good deal, having visited their
quarters considerably in the position of a sanitary officer, of the corporation.
Mr. Justice Gray : I wish to say, Sergeant Flewin, we want you to
conceal no evidence, but to speak your own mind clearly and in plain
language.
Sergeant Flewin : As a rule Chinese in their habitations are filthy, but ^ge^bi^Jnsiri
in their persons are more cleanly.
They have no idea of carrying out
their sanitary arrangements or carrying away filth, etc., and crowd together
very thickly,
a great many in a very few houses.
«
Q. What extent or area is covered by Chinatown ?— A. It covers a
greater portion of four blocks, which are inhabited almost entirely by
Chinese.
About two or three thousand I should judge are in these blocks.
Q. Do you include in this number those who are in domestic service 1— Urine kept in store
A. I include those who sleep there ; many sleep where they are employed, for fertlkzms«
in different parts of the city. Their premises are filthy, and their
urine is kept in barrels and tins on their premises, and which is
used for fertilizing. Great difficulty is experienced in getting them
to clear it away. They never take it away until the vessels are
full, which are then taken off by Chinese gardeners. The barrels
carried around by these gardeners in the day time are not for collecting this, but for gathering up swill. The urine is carried away at
i night time. It is not repeated sufficiently often so as to keep the premises in a healthy <state. They live principally on rice, vegetables, pork,
and dried fish — they are very fond of pork. They do nothing to conform
to the sanitary laws without being compelled. When enforcing the law
we always go after the occupiers of dwellings ; but it is with very great
difficulty we can find them, as they are always moving about.
There is
49
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Crime.

little or no drainage in Chinatown. In police matters we have a great
trouble in tracing crime amongst themselves, through their reluctance in
giving evidence and the difficulty in understanding them, and then their
evidence cannot be relied upon. I think a white interpreter here would facilitate us in carrying out the law amongst them. They are a temperate
people, but drink a considerable quantity of Chinese liquor in their own
dwellings. I have only known two or three cases of drunkenness on the
streets. Their crimes are almost exclusively larceny. - The first difficulty
is, we have no knowledge of their language and customs , and, secondly, there
is a positive reluctance to give any evidence at all. There appears to be an
influence brought to bear on them ; every Chinaman seems to belong to
two or three secret societies. The higher class have a society of their own,
of which we see little work of this here. The same difficulty is confined
to the higher classes in finding it out. Murder is the chief crime amongst
these.

Murders.

Q. How many murders have there been during the last four years ?— A*
About three or four murders ; but only one conviction of manslaughter.
This murder on Fisguard street was amongst the merchants. There are
upwards of one hundred women here. Their characters are very low,
almost all prostitutes. White people get into trouble with them,
men having been robbed in their houses. White men — chiefly young lads
of nineteen and twenty years of age — frequent these houses. I have
frequently driven them away. The women do not drink, but all smoke
opium and tobacco. They are as a rule very particular and neat in their
dress. They do not introduce venereal diseases amongst the population
any more than white prostitutes. I cannot say whether they have leprosy
cases amongst them. I know only of one case, the man being in prison.
Two Chinese doctors have seen him and said it was a bad case, though

Prostitutes.

Disease.
Leprosy.

:
Prostitution.

Evade taxes.

Dr. Helmcken 'said it was not leprosy. This man was in a solitary cell at
the time, and was discharged; but has since been confined for vagrancy.
While in gaol he was very much emaciated ; his skin seemed to be breaking out in sores, and his feet turned black. I do not know of any white
doctors visiting other cases such as this, only Chinese doctors, and they
use the term leprosy in defining the disease. I do not know what leprosy
is exactly. The chief objections to Chinese is on account of the impossibility to trace crime amongst them, their unclean premises and opiumsmoking. I have no faith in their women, and have been told that it is only
the lower class who are allowed to leave China. I believe the Chinese
government do not allow them to leave ; but they are smuggled away by
these old Chinese women. Some of the women here are married ; but
they are usually kept in their houses. I have accompanied Mr. Bull, when
collecting the municipal road-tax, and great difficulty was experienced
in collecting it, except where the owner is known, when you frequently
seize their goods in order to collect this tax. Opium-smoking is chiefly
carried on in their own dens, and is an intoxicant.
Mr. Davie suggested that Sergeant Flewin be asked, as to their condition
when brought to the gaol ?

Prisoners covered
with vermin.

Sergeant Flewin : Nine cases out of ten, when brought to prison, their
head and queues are covered with vermin. In January last eleven or
twelve cases were brought to gaol, and the majority of these had vermin.
The Indians, as a rule, are very dirty; out of eleven or twelve of these the
state of filth and vermin would be about the same, especially among the
Chinooks.
The white people of the same class are also just as bad, that is,
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tlie whiskey drinkers. In winter there are about double the population of
Chinese in Victoria, when the canneries and railway works are closed down.
Those who go out gardenThe laboring classes are industrious as a rule.
Most of the Chinese seem to know
ing, chopping wood, etc., are cleanly.
They are very careful of
flow to read and write in their own language.
The
A great number gamble ; but few with the whites.
their money.
characters of the white people who gamble with them are on a par with
the Chinese, and are an undesirable class, giving us the most trouble, and
are usually known as " gaol-birds."
Mr. Davie here suggested Mr. Dunsmuir might be heard on the subject,
and by doing so others might be induced to come forth also.

A. 1885.
White whiskey
b^ vGlft JUS
The laborers injjjjjjj0118 and

Mr. Justice Gray : Mr. Dunsmuir has already been communicated with,
Mid signified his willingness to appear.
Mr. Justice Gray to the Attorney-General : I wish to ask if the return,
already asked for of the number of convictions against Chinese criminals
lor the past nine or ten years, is ready ?
Mr. Davie : The Government will be unable to compile the statistics
^-.sked for with reference to the number of Chinese criminals and the cost
they are to the crown. There are not a great many convictions, these
being principally for offences against the whites ; but the difficulty is in
proportioning them. However, the number of Chinese who have been
convicted, and as much of the required information, will be prepared at
once.

Hon. A. E. B. Davie, Attorney-General, examined :

DAVIE.

I have been resident in the province over twenty-two years and am barrister-at-law by profession, and been engaged in my profession as clerk and
barrister since 1862, having been engaged as counsel for the crown and
attorney-general, at assizes both upon the mainland and the Island, and
iiave had considerable opportunity of observing the Chinese character.
Generally speaking they are not truthful witnesses, indeed it is extremely
difficult, so far as they are concerned, to find out the facts of any case. This
is, I think, more from a desire on their part not to give the truth than from
the difficulty of interpreting. So much so has this been the case it has
been recognized generally by jurors, so much so that it has led to a failure
of justice. White people, to my knowledge, have escaped owing to juries
distrusting the Chinese. Speaking without statistics, my impression is, in
the past, there has been a greater number of criminal Chinese cases than
has increased, which I cannot
population
although
were recently,
that crimes which have been known to
however,
it is, the
for. Certain
account
have been committed by themselves, especially homicides and assaults,
notwithstanding the expense put to by the Government, their efforts have
I generally failed, on account of their snowing a reluctance to give inf ormai tion. As an illustration : Some two or three years ago a Chinawoman
] and Chinaman were found murdered and hacked to pieces by knives, and
I to cover the tracks of the murder the house was set fire to. The supposed
I murderer went and changed his clothes, and the person in whose house the
| clothes were changed would not come forward and give evidence to this.
j The police could not obtain any inf ormation, although the crime was known
! to have been committed only two or three hours before.
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fraudXfu^of efe- , ?•, ^
Was {t known he had Ranged his clothes ?_A. The fact was he
gacy duty. had clean clothes on him when arrested, and the night before the accused had
been with the woman at a banquet, and he made the remark at the police:
court he had worn those clothes over a week, when in fact they were quite
new. We find that the knowledge of crime is kept amongst themselves, and
if dealt with are dealt with by themselves. With estates of Chinese they
do not .make wills, and the intestate estates dealt with by the court are
very few; thus the Government is defrauded out of its proper revenues, and
have no means as far as we go of ascertaining the extent of property
possessed by any deceased Chinaman. I am inclined to think they are
rather astute in this matter, and on account of polygamy amongst them it
would be^ very difficult to ascertain their relatives in their own country,
and this is perhaps why they do not bring their estates for administration!
The number of Chinese families are very few ; they come here for the
purpose of making money and take it out* of the country. That is one
complaint of the white people in the place. Speaking as a person
having sometime been in politics, as far as I go, I can state that
Feeling against
Chinese universal the feeling against the Chinese is universal and widespread. The
workmgmen of the country are certainly opposed to their immigration,,
and they really consider, the Chinese themselves, there are too many of
them in the country. I may say, so far as the criminal statistics are*
concerned, I have sent to Mr. McBride, at New Westminster, for the
past four or five years' records, and during that period there will be few
instances of Chinese convictions for the reasons I have already mentioned.
Cannot assimilate.

C

Hon. Mr. Chapleau : There is no chance of assimilation with other
people ?— A. No, they are a foreign element, and certainly there was no
desire for it from the whites, and probably none on the part of the Chinese,
and apparently always will be so. I am bound to admit that the rapidity the
mUwiy^dS68^ ^nadian Pacific Railway has progressed in this country is owing to
Chinese lahor. Chinese labor. We got along for a long number of years without them,
and, admitting they have been useful, their presence has kept out other
labor that would have come in by the mere fact of their being amongst
us. I cannot say whether the same amount of capital would have been
spent in the province, had they not been here, although, I know capitalists
have employed Chinamen, and they might have been an inducement for its
18,000
vince. in the pro- outlay. I believe there are about 18,000 of them in the province. We
have not had to support Chinese immigrants. I am unaware whether the
Chinese have subscribed to the Royal Hospital in this city or not, I have
reason to think the leading Chinese have. They have contributed in a fair
proportion to the rest of the community to the late colliery disaster at
Nanaimo. I cannot say what the amount of tax is they contribute towards the schools, only by examining the butt end of the books.
The Chinese children are admitted to the schools, but very few of them
are here, and this privilege is never availed of. I do not know
whether they have been cared for in regard to those who have no
visible means of support. Instances have been known where theInhumanity,
Chinese have left their fellow-countrymen when in a destitute condition.
A case of this sort happened at New Westminster, where a man was left
^ut in a tent and died there.
Hon. Mr. Justice Gray : I remember
It was tried before me, and the
was taken out into a tent at his own
and died within twenty-four hours. A
80.
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accused parties were therefore discharged, the jury bringing in a verdict
of not guilty.
Q. Is there a secret organization which tries their own cases ?— A. No, ^r^ScM?^"
they are reluctant to give information. The Government has not tried to
obtain the services of a white interpreter, though, I may say^ there are
first-rate Chinese interpreters. Undoubtedly it would be beneficial to have
a white interpreter. Personating one another is one of the difficulties the
tax-collector has to meet, the Chinese, being so similar in features; and it
has been suggested, in case of necessity, they be photographed. It might be
done, but I hardly think it practicable to make the register for the purpose of tax-collecting. They do not associate with the whites at all, even
the best classes. The Indians did not associate with them, much more so
•the working classes. Opium-smoking, according to the reports of the
police officers, is carried on by the white people in these dens, but I do not
know what class of people they are.

Hon. Mr. Chapleau : Is the habit of opium-smoking carried on to such an Opium-smoking,
extent that it is injurious to the public health, peace or morality? Are their
bad habits more public than those of the whites ?— A. As to opium-smoking, Ihave seen the Chinese under the influence of it, but cannot say I
have observed it particularly. I have not witnessed the bad effects generally, though I have seen the bad after effects on them.
Hon. Mr. Justice Gray : The mayor stated yesterday that the Chinese
never became settlers, and the desire was that white people should become
so j is the statement that the reason white people do not come here on
account of the presence of Chinese correct, or is it on account of the locksimply an opinion,
ing-up of the railway lands? — A. Expressing
and
immigrants
deters white
of Chinese
presence
the
I think
One great cause of white settlers not
settlers from coming here.
on the railway lands, which
coming here has been the embargo
number
a great
true
It is not
was taken off quite recently.
families have *one
A great many
of settlers have left the country.
into the delta of the Fraser the past year. If I were a laborer East, I
should be very reluctant to come here knowing so many Chinese were in
the country. The cost of getting here has been one cause why white people
have not come here. The labor market, that is particularly for labor, is
good. A laborer will usually find a market for his labor, but finds he cannot get on when the Chinese compete against him. Manufactories put up
by white people have not perished on account of Chinese labor. Kurtz's
cigar manufactory employs all white labor. The white population here is
obliged to have Chinese labor for domestic purposes as we cannot get
white servants. The occupation of Chinamen in the interior is chiefly mining — that is, not speaking of railway construction. In Cariboo, there are
from 700 to 1,000 engaged in mining — working on their own account at
what is termed " shell labor." They will not go first into the mines, but
only follow after the whites, taking up old ground and working it over again.

why white set^ethave not
.

cannot get white
domestic servants,

Q. Are there many given to agricultural pursuits? — A. Chiefly gardening. Chinese employWhen they are successful they live on meat, etc., when they do well, ments.
Taking 2,000 or 3,000 as being in Victoria and for railway construction
at about 6,000, I do not think 18,000 too high a figure to estimate the is,000in province.
Chinese population of the province. There are many engaged at the canneries up the coast. I think there are more than 3,000 in Victoria,
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th£ So°morrisl1 * representative man, I may say I believe the great bulk of til
should come. people wish no more to come here, and it is a deep-rooted feeling. This feel i
ing has not been crammed by politicians. I believe the anti-Chinese feel
ing is genuine, and not a polical clap-trap, as it has been stigmatized. TW
feeling is those at present will have to stay, and that a prohibi;
tive measure is what is sought for. I believe it to be a strong!
personal feeling, though there may be some found who would|
come forward to urge them to come into the country as formerly, I
but they are decidedly in the minority. The English, Scotch or Irish doj
not like the Chinese. The reason why the restriction law is evaded toi
sucn an extent in California is, because,
I presume, it is defective
mor^exSve
The Chinese are a much greater source of expense to the Government, in!
than white crime, regard to justice, than the whites. A crime is detected and every effort!
put forward in order to find it out. The reason is, it takes a much longer j
time to investigate than a crime amongst whites.
Police returns
show that the
Chinese are more
burdensome than
others to administration ofjustice.

Q. What proof have you to furnish the people of the other province*
that the expenses they entail on the administration of justice is heavier!
in proportion than that caused by white people? — A. By the police
returns ; and the trials are always longer where interpreters are used, as it
takes a longer time to get the evidence. We get along with the Indians
first-rate.

Hon. Mr. Chapleau : Do you consider sincerely that if the question of
Chinese restriction is not acceded to it will materially affect the progress
of the country 1—A. Yes; I think the anti-Chinese feeling is not abating,,
but rather increasing.

Victoria, B.C., August 14th, 1884.
HELMCKEN.
Increase in Chi-

Dr. Helmcken,

examined :

I have been in British Columbia since 1850.

I am a medical man, and

within'Xst^w11 Practising my profession the whole time. My diploma is from the Royal
months.
College of Surgeons, London, England.
I am acquainted with, all ordinary diseases peculiar to human beings. The Chinese came here first about
fourteen or fifteen years ago, but I cannot tell exactly. Their number has
been perpetually increasing as the demand offered. The increase has been
greater the past few months on account of public works. I have never seen,
more than two cases of leprosy since I have been in the country, one in an.
Indian before the Chinese arrived, and one about eight or ten years ago
this a Chinaman. With regard to the man in the prison mentioned bySergeant Bloomfield, he came into the prison for stealing, I think, and
Leprosy.
after he arrived in the prison the question arose as to his being a leper,
and that he be liberated ; and I said the Chinese doctors had better seehim as they were acquainted with the disease, and after doing so they said
he had the leprosy, giving a certificate to that effect, and upon that certificate the man was kept in prison after his sentence had expired. He was.
afterwards liberated. The same man, I am informed this morning, has
just been brought into prison again, not on account of leprosy but for
Leprosy not con- stealing. According to the best medical authorities,
leprosy is not contagious.
sidered acontagious or infectious disease. To-day it exists in Norway and
Sweden, and also in the Mediterranean countries. I do not know that it
is necessary a leper should be locked up. Leprosy is incurable, and persons so affected are usually put in some place for incurable diseases. The
disease may go on for years.
In the Sandwich Islands lepers are separ54
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The peculiar indications of leprosy vary-in one
ated from the healthy.
The skin kind is more
dieting the skin, another the nervons system.
m some families there
and
;
ary
heredit
less
or
more
is
It
.
like syphilis
them do not take
with
ing
cohabit
People residing and
might be a leper.
t has been found the same in
I cannot tell you whether
L° disease.
I do not know of a single
Australia, as I have no reliable information.
having known two cases
only
,
country
this
in
leprosy
having
white person
which was before the
leper,
Indian
an
one
of leprosy, as I said before,
re, did not contract
Chinese arrived, and a Chinaman. The Indian, therefo
Leprosy is not only found amongst the Chinese, but J-gft -g^.
tt from the Chinese.
It has, however disappeared from Europe ^3 ana marshy
affects the whole of humanity.
There P^es.
Finland, and the Mediterranean
except Norway and Sweden,
ertain to . ^counare more cases in China and the East; it seems to app
I do not think the cause of the disease
tries chiefly, and marshy places.
is a » Bacillus." If there was a case of
it
ys
Of course, nowada
s known.
to report the
leprosy in Victoria now it would be the duty of the police
I have been
ox.
small-p
of
case
a
as
same
the
ties,
authori
same to the city
the time
from
builtwas
it
the visiting surgeon of the jail ever since
govern
local
the
under
is
tment
appoin
This
I came to °the country.
, they
There may have been cases of leprosy amongst the Chinese
ment
for this reason :
so
think
not
do
I
but
;
it
about
know
one
any
not letting
They would evidently shun
that the Chinese are afraid of it themselves.
health condition of the Thgta ta^general
On the
them and so make them marked.
Chinese in Victoria, I cannot speak authoritatively on this subject, tor tne that oI the whltes.
upon to attend
reason they do not speak English, so we are not calledis as good as the
Chinese
the
of
health
the
think
I
hut
;
sick
when
them
numate, though I do not know the exactwould,
whites, according to the death-rGeneral
ly speaking, the white people
ber of Chinese resident here.
of whites amongst them—
of course, much rather have the same number
One objection to Chinese, I think, is they do not speak
their own race.
to them,
They cannot communicate their ideas to us nor we
English.
that we ObiecUons to Cm
account
this
on
things
the
of
Many
dark.
the
in
therefore we are
h
Englis
speak
could
they
if
and
true;
strictly
be
not
may
hear about them
who
er
foreign
a
likes
one
No
better
be
would
ns
well I think our relatio
Another objection is that the Chinese .
can only speak his mother tongue.
remain Chinamen and donot become Remam elated.
They
can never be made militiamen.
le to have a colony
citizens; so they are always foreigners. It is not desirab
are Morals As-afcc.
of course
morals
Their
.
subjects
British
of
of Chinese instead
to
think
:
not
do
I
ity
Their immoral
Asiatic, and different to ours.
cy
tenden
natural
the
is
ness
Wicked
whites.
the
of
any worse than that
are said
I have heard of one or two cases where the Chinese
of evervone
sub•been
ver
ne
have
these
but
to have coiTupted the morals of children,
of children, {*£ c™upt chU.
I believe the Chinese, on the other hand, are fond
stantiated
the negroes m area.
and I never knew of them abusing them. They are not like
would not
they
en
childr
the
of
morals
the
ted
If they corrup
the South.
been brought
have
would
ing
happen
kind
this
of
case
Any
be employed.
Remember that the children are usually looked
into the police court.
are employedafter by girls or female servants, of whom a large number
s. I think »£*« *m <gj,
servant
ic
domest
lareer indeed, than the number of Chinese as
Victoria is over- -rvantsovertheBnumber of Chinese employed as domestic servants in
by
I doubt whether they would exceed 150, some being employed
rated.
ns.
relatio
its
and
service
kitchen
to
d
confine
usually
They are
bachelors.
in hotels, out-door
I am not reckoning in this number those employed keep also female
cooks
e
Chines
keep
who
Many
work, and so forth.
servants.
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by the Chinese.

Market gardens
and laundries.

Boot and shoe fac
tories.

Canneries tried
to get along with
white labor but
failed.

Manufacturers
and producers.

Hon. Mr. Justice Gray : Have they been injurio
us or beneficial to td
development
of the resources of the country *_A
I sav ^,1 !
has been benefited by _ the influx of Chinese. VeC
the' cZ^
came
it was
almost impossible
to get vegetab
and any that were to be got were only at ales highof any Hna
figure and
of no good quahty.
When
they
arrived
they
esfablished
mar
ket gardens and succeeded, as their industry is wonderf
ul.
Their gardens
are very well cultivated
The few vegetable gardens that existVbetre
they came were afterwards done away with.
They established laundriT
and now monopolize this busmess. In the next place,
there were no manu
factories of any importance until the Chinese came,
and
white peopfe then
e tabhshed a boot and shoe manufactory, for instanc
e.
The same number
of white people would not have established the boot
and shoe factory and
tWoTrf7en-°r^Wa+S-?at,faCt0rieS
could
compet7'wi?„
!wf ™
? Td °Utslde places' owinShere
t0 no*
be^g»otable
to compete
with the Chinese labor there. The cannerifs, I
think,
tried
to get Tot
wrth white labor but had to give it up. I think
they could not have
grown and flourished if it had not been for Chinese
labor.
I am, however
told the Indians now supply, in some cases, the places
of the Chinese in the
north, about Metlakatla, but not south or on the Eraser
River The Slnnete
have cultivated the soil, raised vegetables, are employed
in tannerfe"
atJ other
XTT'
some in coal and gold m IT
and
laborsm£°0t
Havingand,shoe-»aking,
done these things, they have benefited the
Zf?' ™6y ^ ^ heen, P-^-the
one thing She countr^ stands!
pTed a^dem^d7 *" **

The Chinese a
check on labor
monopoly.

Useful as domes
tic servants.

Chinese versatility.

Hard to say whether they will be
beneficial in the
future.
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^

^

^

"* ™ *" ^

Q. Do yon think they will prove a benefit in the future
to the country?
-A
I believe it would be an advantage to have the same number
of white
people; but I do not think they would or could spare
the Chnie e
There is this disadvantage : white people would
have the monopoly of the
labor market
The Chinese, I believe, to be a check on this. They
have
been undeniably useful as domestic servants. When
they were first employed
m Victoria as servants it was impossible to get anyone
I think now the people employing them have got so ' else exceptTnchans
accustomed toThem
that they think they would never be able to do withou
t
them, as they are
really good, attentive regular and intelligent.
Englishmen could not
supply them places. They seem fit for gigantic things
; Chinese favor littie
thmgs.
They are willing and wish to learn.
What their brain takes in
tney can execute with their hands. Of course all
are not equally tntelS
gent.
Many are poor and of low caste, but remember they inherft
the
brain of a civilization of thousands of years dormant,
but ready to take in new
ideas and progress.
They take to anything, any trade or business and
will pick them up very quickly. Their imitative faculti
es are very ^t
though I do not know what their inventive genius
is. A large number
paid
for their
Z?fl
rt -g education.
A Ia+n°Ua§e>Many
^ atcan°Ueread
timeand
Went
t0 a Private°school
write.
I cannot read and
the
future. I cannot say whether they will be equally beneficial
in the future
It is hard to draw a line. Earn is beneficial, but people
complain of too
much of it. Benefits in excess become vices.
There is very little
intercourse existing between the Chinese and the
whites
The whites
cannot therefore come
^em;Jand
^ The
from
oT e only.
tra^ltthe Chines
old story immoral%
of living in glass
find place here. I sard the Chinese had beerivery houses may perhaps
useful and indeed
necessary. I said I cannot, read the future, and I do
not know what
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interest oV the Would * tortte
*orks may require them ; but I think it will be for the
Chinese themselves, and I believe the Chinese think so too, that any themselves thatno
1st. Because there are -^ouldbemto come.
Ser numbers should be induced not 2nd.
Because when railway work
plenty now to supply all requirements.
ent, and so
h finished a very large number will be thrown out of employm
province.
the
to
trouble
a
and
Chinese
other
upon
burden
a
r.robably be
way
their
find
worse,
ng
somethi
or,
They will either have to go home,
United States.
across the Rockies to old Canada, as they cannot go to the
tion and dislike
Drd Because, doubtless, there will continue to be a persecu It seems to be
There cannot be a doubt of this dislike.
of the Chinese.
This antipathy wil be encouraged by The ^tooh^
an instinctive antipathy of race.
lnstmc- ™mgr0w.
trades unions, and I need not say it may be by interested parties Europea
n
among
exists
It
n.
educatio
of
result
the
be
live antipathy may
the
are
Men
e.
elsewher
has
it
as
here
It may lead to trouble
jLions
tion of the Jews to-day— another
vie as ever, as witness the persecudislike.
The merchants, also do not
'•--tern race— another instinctive
es, they do
j ke them ; because, as the Chinese trade chiefly among themselv would do
whites
of
number
same
the
fact
In
good.
little
but
ts
ihe merchan
have the
Jviem more good in trade, and so forth— i.e., supposing they could
but at
s,me number of whites,— as it is the Chinese compete with them ;
can
Chinese
of
number
any
4th. Because
present chiefly in China goods.
them
for
sending
simply
by
,
required
be
may
they
time
any
had at
of The ^gsftg
The whole question seems to resolve itself into: 1st an antagonism
^
-a non-English speaking race ; 2nd, a feeling of the laborers against take th i
cheap
take*
-a
cheaper
a
at
it
Chinese, because the Chinese take their work and take
them
rate ; on the other hand a feeling against employers who employ
ot
merely
case
A
sm.
antagoni
in
are
labor
of
rs
employe
and
The laborers
necesand
Of course the Chinese are useful
preservation on both sides.
it is
Chinese are not desirable,
sary ■ on the other hand too many
be
can
that
n
questio
a
not
is
It
.
difficult to say how many are requisite
l Auabooa^po.
politica
and
national
a
is
rule-of-three sum. It
settled
question.by or reduced to a
Q." How many
their overrunning
Chinese now here
in the courts the
fairness.

Chinese should we
the country 1— A.
to be sent away.
same as the whites,

have %-i.e., is there any danger ■<* F£j. dgfgtos^
At all events very few require the try away.
They will be, and have been, treated
as regards freedom, and justice, and

Q So competition will not end with restriction ?— A. Indeed it is a
white laborers are
question, -or part of the national policy, i. e., whether and
other foreign
to be protected against competition with Chinese
laborers
white
If
laborers.
in
trade
free
be
to
is
there
laborers, or whether
are protected by excluding foreigners, then some of British Columoias
If, on the
and determine.
manufactures and products must cease
say the
contrary, they are not protected, then the white laborers
an
out of the field, and so discourage
Chinese will beat them
be
may
same
_
the
I suppose
increase of the white population.
the Chinese may have
What
urged against labor-saving machines.
to say of their rights, by treaty and natural laws, is for them to
We occupy a
They do not speak English, so we don't know.
declare.
We expect to have a large trade
different position to the Australians.
with China by the overland route, over the C. P. R., so we must have
We must expect and endure some evil
| communication with the Chinese.
for the ffood. i If the two classes could understand each other they would
get along better.
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Jhe £hiru:se.havf Q* "ts ^ie Presence °f tne Chinese a danger to the material prospects of
butPthe need "for" the country in regard to wealth, comfort and liberty 1— A. I have said
ce?se.SerVicesmay before' the Presence of the Chinese has been
an advantage to the
country, what the future may be I cannot say.
There is this to be said;
The Chinese have supplied a want ; but when that demand fails it is a
different thing.

Q. If there is any danger in the
do the people employ them ?— A.
have to go elsewhere. There is an
between Asiatics and Europeans;
there would be the same.

Chinese overrunning the country, why*
If they are not emp%ed they would
antipathy, however, existing as it does
and I believe if they were Hindoos

toeechiieiegbHng
Q; Are Englishmen disliked in China?— A. I should think they are.
their habits of ° White people are arrogant; it is their nature.
It is many years since I
wVith them.mg body.
was in China. Wherever an Englishman gets his foot he will get his
If Chinese were warlike we should be less uncivil and less aggressive.
There is an evil connected with the Chinese : they bring their habits with
them ; they have been accustomed to crowding, and they huddle up together
here. They have a very small portion of the city here. Crowded and
dirty rather from choice, perhaps, than necessity. Chinese, nevertheless, are
cleanly in their persons. I have never had much to do with Chinese in
regard to their keeping their engagements. I think to those who treat
the Chinese well they will keep their engagements — that is, amongdomestics. They will, if harshly treated, pack up their traps and go. I
have been told by mechanics that the Chinese are always on time and
reliable3. workmen leave as punctually, everything going on as clock-work. I have been
told by those employing Chinamen they like Chinese for their punctuality, sobriety and regularity of attendance. They can be depended on
from day to day and week to week
?i^sUr<Req°uirhe0S"
no assistance.

Ql Do the7 fcake care of their poor and sick 1— A. As a rule, speaking
generally, the Chinese require no assistance from the white men.
They
never beg for their poor from the whites.
There
are few cases where
Chinese go to the hospitals.
I believe they do not care to go to our hospitals, and I believe they are no burden on the British.

Sfced Sproiy^0"true
Ho?1: I wish
to readis three
allegations,
are they
in Mr'
yourJustice
opinionGray
? One
statement
the Chinese
haveandintroduce!
leprosy on this coast and afflicted many white people with this terrible
disease ?— A. I have said before I have never seen a single white man.
with leprosy ; and only one Chinaman and one Indian, years ago."

As ^to charge of Q. Are the youths of the coast being corrupted and depraved by these>rrup ingmoras. pe0pje? — j± rpj^g ^s & questi0n I cannot answer. I take
it before the advent
of the Chinese there was plenty of vice, and I cannot say whether it has increased with the Chinese. Probably the Chinese women have taken the
business out of the hands of Indian women. The one cannot be more;
public than the other.
Not true that Chi- Q. Are there now hundreds of men and women that are irredeemably
the°habits c^nsed lost in this place by the vice of opium-smoking ?— A. I do not know of
spre^?monn8the ^un(^rec^s °^ men an(* women lost by the use or abuse of opium. I know
whites.
perfectly well some few gamblers use opium.
I know perfectly well some
few women use opium. I think these cases are very few, and very few hava
come professionally
before me; if many I should
have seen them.
I am.
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pertain the allegation is a vile, malicious fabrication of the habit of smoking
Opium-eating
flpium. I know this habit did not come with the Chinese.
is a vice of England ; it exists in New York. It is a vice, but how common it
fray be here it is impossible for me to say; and, as I have said before, I have
seen few cases brought before me here ; so it must be very uncommon to
&ay the least.
Hon Mr. Justice Gray : There is one more question I wish to ask. It has
been alleged in the Houses of Parliament that the white ladies are
Is that true ?
^crabbed by Chinese whilst in their baths.
Dr. Helmcken : It is a lie.

d WILSON.
Charles Wilson, of the firm of Davie and Wilson, Barristers, examine
by the Hon. Mr. Chapleatj :
in
I am a member of the local legislature and a barrister by profession, fc^^86
tourCariboo
in
been
have
I
Victoria.
in
I am at present residing
I left Cariboo on the 14th
Lea years, and represent that district.
tar
November, 1882. There are about 1,100 or 1,200 Chinese in Cariboo, as to
Is the circuit of the local legislative district is concerned, according
Eie census of 1881, and they have increased 200 or 300 since then ; the
nvhite population has decreased a little since then. The classes of Chinese They clean, out old
laborers, knowing nothing about mining but mining claims,
who are in Cariboo are chieflyclean
out old mining claims.
have learned it there. They
e
Q. When they arrive here do they generally come in good health and fit g^i^v
for work?— A. They generally arrive in Cariboo in good health, as they
Jiave to pack their tools and mining implements on foot.

or to They ^their
Q. Are they a burden to public charity, or to private parties
white men for their poor and sick %— A. No, they are not a burden on ments in regard to
neither are Jews, poor and sick.
the community; they are not alone in that respect,
own arrangetheir
having
es,
They carry a system amongst themselv
in regard to their poor and sick as well as their laws ox
apparently
ments
justice.
Q The Forks of Quesnelle River is entirely occupied by Chinese.
been
Have you ever been at one of their trials when they have
resident
white
only
the
;
sir
No,
A.
?—
justice
of
laws
their
administering
upon
at Forks of Quesnelle, Mr. Stevenson, a government agent, attended know.
one occasion their own tribunal ; but for what the case was I do not
I
Q Was it for a private offence or litigation ?— A. I do not know.
notice in Cariboo we never have any trouble except between two distinct
classes of Chinese.
and Sobj* and indus
Q. Are the Chinese law-abiding or turbulent ?-A. They are sober
industrious, and fairly peaceable citizens.
the white people gene- Jj*™^^"
Q Do they carry out their engagementsthewith
higher classes of Chinese, c. of a low type.
rally*— To a certain extent, yes. With
certainly, yes ; but with the lower classes I should not trust them The
Chinese coming here, I am informed, are of an extremely low type. Upon
one occasion one of our judges and myself visited a house where a merchant
being present also, and
was sitting at the table, another inferior Chinaman
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the judge asked the merchant what class his inferior fellow-countryman
was,
andthere
he replied
them.he belongs to number ten, "thus showing how manv
are of: "Oh,
classes
Chinese a id minQ. When the Chinese first came here, was their coming welcomed 1
mSt
— A. Their coming
was resisted at first in Cariboo in fact force
was at one time used ; but one by one they got in and —gained
a foothold, and to get rid of them now would amount to war. With respect to
their having been needed, there is no class of labor that has created greater,
injury in gold mining, and there is no work they are less adapted
for than mining. They follow what miners call lazy labor. Where they
get gold they leave nothing behind.
The white miner is the pioneer
for discovery, the Chinaman following him, cleaning everything up
what the white miner leaves in search of richer diggings and what
he would fall back on in case of a rainy day. The white man
is always seeking for something better; the Chinese always follow
after and clean up everything. The Chinese never pay a mining license if
they
can help it, and never take out a claim ; the white man always pays
his way.
Doubts if Chinese
labour is useiul.

Q- ®° y°u consider the Chinese here useful for certain fields of
labor which cannot be supplied in any other manner ?— A. I have some
doubt about it. In some places they are employed in factories, but it has
the effect of deteriorating a white population from coming in.

"White men ranQ- If a manufacturer likes to employ
them, cannot
the white
ChLesXbouI111 ?eoPle work for the same wa§es ?— A- No> the7 cann<>t work alongside the
Chinese; the avenues of labor are shut out from them, as it is impossible to
compete with them. Some manufacturers look at it from a money point of
view : they do not care whether they are benefiting the country or not, as
they do well themselves; they look to the immediate gain not to the
future.

In domestic serQ. Is there much white labor unemployed ?— A. I am hardly in a posiwSSidhbe6
pr°emen
tion
to answer tnis question. I think the white people who come find the
ferred could they Chinese
in places which they would like to fill. I think in the case of
servants that the whites would employ white servants if they could only
get them, as I believe Chinese servants would be dismissed in many cases
to make room for them. I feel that way myself.

Q. What observation have you made in regard to the effect of their
immorality on the whites 1— A. I do not know, as there are no young lads
in Cariboo, so any immoral effect would not be produced there.
Evade taxation. Q. Are the Chinese worse in Cariboo in their habits than other people
in similar positions ?— A. Their vices are kept to themselves. They are of
two distinct classes. If it was of a barbarous nature we could do something
with them. I have mentioned to you the fact that these people constantly
evade taxation, they defraud the provincial revenue. In the case of collecting the poll-tax, it is found very few white men escape ; but few payments
are made by the Chinese, as shown by the amount collected from them
when
looking at the census. The collectors in the different districts know every
white man residing in them, so the deficiency is wholly with the Chinese.
Forty-eight hundred dollars should be the amount of taxation collected.
By a law to sell opium their license is two to four hundred dollars for six
months. There is only one man in Cariboo paying this license. They evade
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this tax in this way : A merchant has a poor servant as slave, and if caught
rvhen the fine is exacted they will send this slave to prison, rather than
S>ay the fine, as it is far cheaper to do this. I know of no instance where
Kjhite men use opium in Cariboo.

a Opi-am

Q. Have there been many prosecutions for selling opium without
license 1— A. Only some two or three ; it is impossible to do it.

Hon. Mr. Justice Gray : Your observations are chiefly confined to your
whilst in Cariboo?— A. Yes; I have not been much in contact
experience
ivith them in Victoria.
Q. Do you consider the feeling of the people in your constituency is Mgjo feeing
A. The general SiJratioA? °S'
to favor of allowing a free immigration of this kind % —restricting
further
feeling of the people is certainly strongly in favor of
emnow
as
Chinese
1,200
the
not
had
we
if
say
may
I
immigration.
ployed in Cariboo, there would be the same number of white people.

Q. Are there several companies employing Chinese in your district?—
too, employing
A. Yes, there are several companies, and white companies,
Chinese labor. In many instances they are companies composed of, however, poor men, and in order to pay their men live as it were from hand to
mouth and on credit. These same men would be glad if possible to
employ white people if they were in a position, but two or three bits a
day is a great object to them, so hiring cheap labor is a necessity. We must
hot overlook the fact we are establishing a British colony. It is true we
may have less capital, but it would be more beneficial m tne end having
loyal subjects to the Queen.

W. K. Bull, examined by the Hon. Mr. Chapleau :

•

Employed by comPames-

In a British Co^ctelf thf1
Queen,

BULL,.

How Chinese first
I am provin- came.
I am a resident of Victoria, and a government official.
cial and municipal tax-collector. I have been a resident of Victoria
twenty years. The Chinese immigration began, I think, in British ^Columbia eight or ten years ago. I think they found their way here from
San Francisco and the other side, after the cessation of labor and public
works in California. The first capacity they engaged in was washing
clothes, and as domestic servants, and other inferior labor. A limited a limited numberas it not objectionable,
number is not objectionable. I do favor Chinese restriction,
would divert the capital which would result from white labor. Too many
is objectionable. I can cite no particular individual case as to the effect
of Chinese labor brought into competition with white labor, but I speak
ai the evil of too many Chinese in a general sense.
Q. What taxes are you called upon to collect from the Chinese here 1— Ta^eschcollected
A. The provincial tax for the government, which includes the school tax,
The proThese are the only two.
and the road tax for the corporation.
vincial tax is $3 per head, the road tax $2 per head.- The Chinese do not
contribute anything nearly as much to the revenue as they ought to do. 3,000 in Victoria
The Chinese population of Victoria is about 3,000.
Q. What means have you for ascertaining that is the population ?— A.
Only from general observation and going around ; it is only supposition.
I have no assessment-roll for collecting, as it is impossible, owing to their
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constantly moving about.
I keep a list, however, of names from whom I
collect. I collect, or try to collect, from every person over eighteen years
of age.
750 Chinese down
but
some
1,400 !ast8^S
paid.

Difficulty of collecting taxes.

?cnoorialtLgouttof
them.
«*-

Q. From the list just mentioned, how many Chinese names have you
as naying paid 1— A. About 750 have their names down. Last year
there
were more, but this year they are poorer. Last year, I think about
1,300 or 1,400 paid. The late fire seemed completely to have revolutionized them, burning their quarters and making them remove to other
places, as before I knew where to find them pretty well. Formerly there
were two Chinese theatres running, but now there is not one. There is a
£reat difficult7 in getting at them. Many are now so poor that there is
nothing to seize in case they will not pay their taxes but a table or chair.
Those who were employed on the railway last year have gone on the
mainland, and new comers have not any employment, and the canneries
this season are employing very few. I can furnish the names on the
assessment-roll to the Commission. They have paid about the same in
proportion to each of the two taxes. The wealthy class of Chinese do not
assist me in my collections ; they never seem to show any disposition to
point out to the lower classes the necessity of contributing to the general
revenue. With those who are getting good wages, say $30 a month, I
often have to argue the question of the school tax, as when they are asked
for {t they Say they do not £° t0 school> but X usually get the best of the
argument — that is, I get the tax.
They do not evade paying the tax by
passing the receipts given them to other parties.
We cannot summons
them ; only seize their goods.

Opium.

q Can you give us an idea as to the condition of their tenements ? A.
Some are in very bad condition, with bad smells around ; but there are
new buildings which are better.
Their clothes are as clean as most
people of the same class, with no objectionable smell only as far as opium
is concerned.
Their crowding together does not seem to affect them the
same as it would white people, though many look miserable.
There does
not appear to be any great amount of sickness amongst them. I have not
come across any white people being depraved by opium, never having seen
noawhitempeersSn°sSS w?lite PeoPle in their houses.
There is no mixing of loose white women
depraved by
with them.
I have only heard of one instance where a white woman was
opium.
found smoking in one of their dens.
She was a young woman, and I
think a half-caste Indian.
I do not think she was a loose woman exactly,
only had a strong desire for opium.

;

Q. Is it true that Chinese servants have corrupted the morals of white
children 1— A. There may be an isolated case ; that is all.
Chinamen do not Hon. Mr. Justice Gray : In the evidence given before the House of
S^ekbaths^168 Commons, it has been stated white women employ Chinamen to scrub
them whilst in their baths ?— A. I have never heard of that, never having
heard a complaint in this respect.
Hon. Mr. Justice Gray: It is discreditable that, without positive evidence, such a statement should have been made before the Committee of
the House of Commons and placed on record. It is evidence which has
the effect of destroying the fair fame of the female sex of this city and
country ; and such careless and unauthorized statements are calculated to
create an improper impression in the East.
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Hon. Mr. Chapleau : I do not suppose the impression from such a
source would be very deep.
Hon. A. E. B. Davie here handed in papers showing the police
evidence taken in regard to the Fisguard street murder, remarking: They
will show the Commission how difficult it is to obtain the truth from
Chinese witnesses.
Hon. Mr. Justice Gray : There can be no doubt as to the difficulty of
obtaining truthful evidence from the Chinese.

John Jessop, examined by the Hon. Mr. Justice Gray ;

JESSOP.

I am the Dominion agent; and have been seventeen months provin- ■J^^jygjj&
My duty is to with white men
cial immigration agent and Dominion Government agent.
applicants for getting work.
all
of
record
I keep a
give information to new arrivals.
Previous to that, some
lands and work, and answer all correspondence.
I have had my
seven or eight years, I was superintendent of education.
at the comespecially
country,
this
in
Chinese
the
to
attention directed
In my official capacity I have never had anymencement ofthis year.
thing to do with them at all. I think that during the three months ending with April there must have been 400 or 500 white immigrants seeking
employment exclusively, who were induced by the government hand-book
to come here in view of obtaining work, as it set forth the dry-dock would
be commenced, and the graving-dock and Island railway also; these
My
men expecting to work as laborers and afterwards to settle on land.
difthe
to
them
direct
to
disappointed,
being
after
therefore,
was,
advice
ferent districts to cut cord-wood, etc.; but they found the^ Chinese already
employed, and could not work at the same rate as paid these people.
Many left very angry, and some suggested the province should be called
Last year there was
'"Chinese Columbia" instead of British Columbia.
demand ;
plenty of work, because white labor was not in excess of the
the demand on account of the canneries and other industries up the coast
was considerable, and the immigration was not so large last year as this.
I have no means of ascertaining what the number of white settlers are
I can only refer to the Immigrants' Guide as to the number of
this year.
applicants.

onl— m£h|Snl to fa"
Q. Were there no lands to give these immigrants to settle
Many have gone up the east coast since Comohan settleA Yes; at New Westminster.
by Parliament, I men '
the Island railway lands have been open to preemption
I think fifty heads of families have gone to the Cowichan settlethink.
of
ment, and four or five to Alberni, and twenty or twenty-five headsfifty
I do not think
families have settled between Nanaimo and Comox.
heads of families will represent 150 people, as many have not brought the
whole of their family out as yet.
Hon. Mr. Chapleau : Do you think settlers are coming in a wholeproportion? — A. I think so. I have been receiving communitome
cations from market-gardeners as to the chances of their succeeding
that the Chinese
I have told them
in that branch of industry.
monopolize that branch here, but that I do not think but what they would
One objection is white girls coming here will not
succeed if they came.
work where Chinamen are kept, as there is a great antipathy to them,
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One. instance I may give of this : A good, sturdy Scotch girl, directed
by
me for employment in a white family as domestic ' servant, tried it, and
although she was willing to do almost anything, she left the situation be'
cause she would not work with a Chinaman employed in the house. I
think the English gardeners would succeed in business if they turned their
attention to it. I am not aware that the Italians have driven the Chinese
out of the market from San Francisco, as mentioned before the House of
Commons in Canada.
to^dSSfa?7 Hon- Mr' Chapleau: Chinese work only for good wages ?_A. The
readeStoVOworkbe wa&es.Paid to Chinese the white servants would be quite willing to accept,
w5hythemWa°trthe were ^ not
the antipathy to them. I think that such as cutting
same rates. cord-wood at for
Chinese rates white men would
undertake, but I think
they would like to do it only temporary. It is a fact that white
labor
has succeeded in the manufacture of cigars in spite of Chinese labor.
The Chinese are an industrious and quiet population in the locality, not
knowing anything to the contrary.

ROB SON.

Hon. John Robson, Provincial Secretary, examined :

I have been resident in this province since June, 1859, and a member
the government here since January last, twelve months.

of

inyadateSPfrom Q- At what date be§'an the agitation which now exists against Chinese
1872.
immigration to this province ?— A. I think it commenced as a political
question in 1872. The population of Chinese then was not large but it

R^aTwayworks ™
be8'iiming to be made felt. They came from California. I do not
came from Call- ' works
think there
was a direct cargo brought from China till after the railway
forma
commenced.
Cm^ele^m^loyed . Q' Wliat. means have Jou of ascertaining the number of them
on railway works, m the province ?— A It has been lately nothing more than guess work I
no census has been taken of the. Chinese population. I am speaking of the
provincial efforts. There was, however, some loose attempts made last vear
to see how many were employed on the railway works. I think it "was
estimated at 6,000. As far as I am aware there has been no systematic attempt to ascertain the population of Chinese in this city. I think it
is estimated at about 3,000 or 4,000.
SSngnuSiblfof . Q-.Whatmeans have you used in ascertaining the number employed
Chinese in the
i*1 this city 1— There has been no means beyond the tax-collector's returns.
Clty'
I tad a return made yesterday, which number was 750. This would, or
ought to, include all merchants, employees, servants, etc. The great bulk of
them cannot be ascertained as they go out like bees and packed as it
were in a box like sardines, so that it is impossible to get proper returns,
and a great number are supported by their own countrymen. They zo out
in the morning in every direction, and it is impossible to know where they
go. We have only a money return of 750 out of the total number of
Unsatisfactory
Chinese in Victoria. It is a fact, and it seems extremely unsatisfactory
payms reS
that out of this estimated population of 3,000 to 4,000 only a return of 750
is made as having paid taxes. I wish to repeat no actual effort has been
made to obtain the real number of Chinese either in the city or throughout the province.
Q. Have you any system 64
of poor relief in the province ?— A. No.
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Q Have there been many Chinamen left to private citizens or public ^p^tef b/their
friends.
charity for support?— A. There have been instances, but not many. I know
that many of the destitute Chinese have to be supported in a miserable
way by their friends. There is not a large contingent of Chinese in our
hospitals— lighter in proportion than the whites. The Chinese do not
believe in treatment by the whites. I do not know of any contagious
diseases amon-st them; but the Chinese quarters are looked upon with Death.rate not
fear and trembling when any contagious disease comes round The death- greats than
not larger or smaller than the among me wmtes.
random, is, I should say,
rate, answering isat no
special custodian of such records, except under
whites— there
When a Chinaman dies he is buried in the public
the municipality.
rites. I suppose
with their own
cemetery, buried by themselves,
the '-rave-digger keeps a record of their burials, but that is all ;
and,*as I have said before, he is employed
by the municioality.
The Chinese, I* have heard, are clean in their persons ; but 1 ditier with it,
as I consider their habits are as filthy as their morals, in both eating,
drinking, and sleeping. I do not think a Chinaman is to be compared at
all with the habits of white people. They sleep in beds not fit for dogs and
live in dirty hovels, so how can they be clean at all 1 I do. not think it is the
general opinion that they are at all clean. Domestic servants are obliged to
keep themselves in cleanliness or they would be turned out. It is contended on one side that the Chinese are a necessity in British Columbia,
as Ave have not the white people. I contend it is confounding, as the
Chinese prevent white persons and laborers from coming into the country,
of general
as the whites look upon 'it as slave-labor. I am speaking classes
are
evidence and opinion. The greater portion of these poorer
brought into the country by private companies, who pay the greater
a term of years
portion of their earnings to these people and engage forseveral
thousands
to work for them. I believe I am correct in saying when
of these Chinamen were thrown out of employment they went into camp
without any means of subsistence, and quite a panic was caused amongst
the whites as it was thought they would steal and plunder, and I believe
these companies gave them just sufficient to keep them alive. Hundreds
has died,
gathered in what is termed " sick-salmon," that is salmon that
and which is altogether unfit for human food. The difficulty was, however,
met by these companies, though quite a panic was created, and instances
where protection was asked from the government. I understand that the
to
wages of those Chinamen belonging to these companies are paid over
the companies, and the proportion due to these men who are brought out
is paid over to them. This information I have from the principals of the
railway offices. I wish to say that with such a class of labor as this in the
country v/e cannot expect white labor to come in, and I contend that white
labor would have come here the same as in other countries had it not been
for the Chinese. Mr. Onderdonk has told me he has been obliged to take
Chinese labor as there was no white labor here. Ycu cannot get white
men and white women to come here and compete with Chinese labor in
botli the kitchen and the field. I do contend that if the Chinese had been
prevented coming inhere, the whites would have sought British Columbia
as a field of industry. I will admit that there is certain classes of Chinese
labor which can be procured at cheaper rates than white labor, but we
must remembeoChinese labor means impoverishing _the country, as all
their savings go back to China, and they do not contribute in any way to
The extravagant wages asked for by white
a country.
up of
the building
labor
is because
there
is no white labor here.
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Victoria, B.C.. August 22nd, 1884.
Mr. Tuckfield, examined by the Hon. Mr. Chapleau :
Labo?aiSht;S °f

^lir association (the Knights of Labor) is not registered, but h
a secret society, chiefly extended in the United States and Canada. There
are 3,200 lodges. One lodge in this city. I do not know how many member,
here. I think between one and two hundred. It is only a younc
society here, established about six months ago. I am not president of ths
association, but am chairman of the committee appointed to wait upon
this Commission. Mr. Booth, the president of the association, is present.'
The reason why the committee was appointed is to give their views of
the Chinese question.

Q. You can express your views, but we cannot take them as those of a
legal society. — A. I am ready to offer to the committee the resolutions
that have been passed amongst ourselves, as representatives of the laboring
classes, to the Commission. This resolution I hand to the chairman of
the Commission. The resolutions have in view an expression of our
opinion concerning the opportunity of pointing the Commission to the
evil of the Chinese, and upon the action of the government on the
question — one of them asking, or ordering, them to forward copies of the
same to the government and to the Commission app'ointed.
The Chairman said they could not investigate anything concerning the
duties of the government and the Commission, but will take into consideration, and accept with pleasure, all information, however irregular it
might be, of those that come before the Commission.
[Witness handed to the Commissioners a paper purporting to be a report
of the committee of the association, said report being generally to
ChhSwn filthy. tiie f°llo™g effect, viz. : That the witness, and some of his associates (Knights of Labor) having visited the Chinese quarters in
Victoria, have found the premises occupied by Chinese in a most unhealthy condition; that vice, including prostitution and gambling, is
abundant in those quarters. That some white men and women have been
found smoking opium and associating with Chinese gamblers and prostitutes; that in one tenement, twelve feet wide by twenty-four feet long,
with two stories, forty-three Chinamen were sleeping on the floor, lying
side by side, the only window being closed, and the air in the room stifling.
Wash-houses have also been visited and are considered as unhealthy
and likely to spread diseases. That the Chinese portion of the city stands
over a large ravine filled in with filth ; and the cess-pools in other places
contribute towards disease, which must break out in the city. We have
A non-assimilat- ascertained that about 4,000 Chinese reside in the city. They
ing race.
are a non-assimilating race.
Their vices are most disgusting.
They turn
their sick out to die in the streets, and their lepers to fill our prisons.
They control the labor market in this city. As producers and consumers
they are no benefit to the country. Their mode of living, a few cents per
day, and the absence of families among them, will make the white men
_~_ .,
, powerless to compete against them for labor.
Our children must seek
White men cannot r
,
. .
,-F
. •
i
*
e
^
i_
e*rnipete with
employment in other countries to make room tor a race or cuckoos, who
ihem
come to our land to purchase their freedom.
In fact, the results of our
investigations brings us to the conclusion that the Chinese are a disgrace
to a civilized community, and we beg that steps may be taken to stop the
influx of Chinese to our shores.]
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Witness continued : They go so far now, not only to supply the
general merchants,
but sell individually to the whites.
The schools £^^£|na s
Ire educated in a large measure by female teachers, and I consider that if their mothers ca?
•hildren are taught by female teachers the least thing that could be done ySSJ wMte ^^
s that children in houses should be attended by their mothers or female
iervants instead of by Chinese coolies.
Q. Since how long have the Chinese been employed in the different
>ursuits of labor you have mentioned ?— A. So far as my own idea is con:erned it is almost since their introduction. They have been here for
bbout ten years and in some cases more. Laundries especially were their
irst industry.
Q, Are they not now stated to be doing the washing of nearly the Dmn&ihewashittg
diole of the population here1? — A. I believe they are.
wholefpopulation.
Q. Have you heard of any special case of disease attributed to the
rearing of linen washed by the Chinese 1— A. About that part I have
lot heard of anything.
Q. How many persons suffering from leprosy have you counted ?— A. Leprosy.
Fhe only case I know of is the one mentioned, during this investigation,
ay Dr. Helmcken and Mr. Flewin, already heard before the Commission.
Q, The visit you made was in company with a police officer, I understa—nd ? A. Yes. I think it was officer Walker.
Q. How
jabins.

many houses did you visit 1— A. About sixty or seventy

Q. Are the Chinese, according to your personal observation, generally The Chinese
slean in their person, though inhabiting, as you have said, rather filthy p^ms?311*1
premises ?— A. As far as my observation goes the Chinese always appear
:lean in their persons, though, I must say, I do not know of any washing
places where they clean themselves.

Q. Do they appear to suffer the same as you and I would from the Healthy.
:lose quarters in which they live %— A. The necessities of life make them
more or less healthy as they are always moving about, and they avoid

Q. How many white people did you see during the night smoking Opimn-smoKng.
spium ?— A. We saw three men lying on a shelf smoking opium, and m
another place two white men and one half-breed woman.
Q. Bid they appear respectable people ?— A. I do not know the white
men. Those seen in the opium dens at first sight seemed what I took
bo be sailors. The police officer made some remarks about them, aasd
me of them answered that he was in the habit of coming to smoke
apium, using it as a medicine when he was suffering from diarrhoea.
Q. The woman you saw there, was-she known to the police officer to be
i prostituted — A. I do not know who the woman was, she could not have
aeen respectable, of course, and she was in company of two white men.
rhere were two women there with two white men, one was a half-breed
ind the other a white woman.
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Richard Jones, examined by the Hon. Mr. Justice Gray :
Hardly a drop in
I have been in the local government service as assessment tax collector
amount of proper- The Chinese merchants pay property-tax in the city. It is hardly a drop
nese* Paid by Chi" *n ^e Duc^et, what the Chinese pay, in proportion to the whites.
Every
Chinaman in the province is supposed to pay $2 as provincial revenue
tax. One thousand and forty have paid this in the districts and this city
i. e., including Esquimalt, etc. The number was less last year than the
year before.
There ought to be over 3,000 pay. I think there must be
between 3,500 and 4,000 Chinamen in the city. It has been my duty tc
Difficult task to g0 out to the vegetable gardens, etc., to collect from them.
It is one of
nese.C

°m

" the most difficult tasks you can undertake to collect from Chinese. When
you get them in a tight place you have often to distrain on their property,
and after a few days they will come down and pay, but not without.
Their clothes appear to be only dirty blankets. [The witness here handed
to the Commission
a memorandum showing the number of Chinamen
who paid provincial revenue tax from January, 1882, also the number of
white men who have paid provincial revenue tax, from January, 1884,
to July, 31st, 1884.*] I have not the returns of the amount of provincial
revenue tax paid in other parts of the province. These statements can
be had at the treasury department. The Indians do not pay any tax.
I have not had a great difficulty in collecting from white people,
sometimes they may ask for a little time.
As to the whites who pay
The Chinese lend their receipts, handed to them on
The Chinese lend we keep a register.
their receipts to paying the tax, to each other ; and once I put three in the chain-gang
for the offence. They are difficult to recognise as they all dress so much
alike and are similar in features. I have asked them why so many come
out from China, and have been told a benevolent society does this ; and
* •
when a new cargo arrives they mix up in Chinatown, so that it is impossible
StsnJb
to keep track of them. The stench around the vegetable gardens is
sufficient to knock any one down, as they keep the urine in big casks which
is collected from their neighbors in town and carted out at night.
This
afterwards is baled out in tins and put on the vegetables.
The laboring
'Workfor two hits men work for aDcmt tw0 *>its a day> coming out here as slaves, and after
a&a-y.
paying off their indebtedness to the company bringing them out they can
then go and do as they please.

Mr. Booth was then asked if he had anything to add as president of
society which Mr. Tuckfield represented this morning, and, after a few1
the
remarks,

The Hon. Mr. Chapleau said he would not have time to hear him at
views in writing and
"that he
suggested
length,on and
great
send them
to the
Commission
at should
Ottawa. put his

Mr. Booth : I shall only think it an honor to do so.

the number of Ci
mistaken.
reporter reisvenne
Kote.paidTheprovincial
tax. The witness handed in only
men * who
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TO PRINTED

QUESTIONS.

ARE THE QUESTIONS REFERRED

TO IN THE REPORT.

1. What classes of people come here as emigrants from China ? Aro
hey chiefly laborers, mechanics or traders ?
2. When they arrive here, do they usually arrive in good health and
it for work ?

3. Have you any system of public poor relief, and do they often become
k burden on that fund, or upon the private charity of white citizens ?

4. Are they industrious, sober, economical and law-abiding, or are they
azy, drunken, extravagant or turbulent? Please answer this question
:ully.

5. Do they respect their engagements with white men, and carry out
Jxeir contracts ?
6. Do they show any disposition to interfere with the prospects of the
population in any way beyond the competition which they offer in
ivhite
Jae labor market ?
7. When the Chinese first came to this province, did they supply a
yant then felt, and was their coming encouraged and welcomed ?

8. Up to what period did that feeling continue ?
9. When did the agitation against the Chinese begin, and what class
or classes of people began it, and what classes are now carrying it forward 1

10. Is there anything in their habits or mode of living injurious to the
public peace, or to the public health ? Please answer this question fully.

11. Has? the presence of Chinese contributed to the development of the
orovince
12. Is their presence here any longer necessary or desirable?
13. What would be the effect upon the comfort and prosperity of the
were to go hence voluntarily or otherpeople
wise? of this province, if they
14. Are not a certain number necessary, and if so how many ?

15. What proportion (if any) should Chinese immigration bear to the
immigration of white people in order to advance the best interests of the
colony and provide for the comfort of the people now here, or those who
may come here?
16. What would be the effect upon immigration into this colony of
persons with capital, if the supply of domestic servants depended upon the
cumber of such coming from Europe or other parts of America ?

17. Is it your opinion that the present Chinese residents should be
forced to leave this province^ or the further advent of others -should be
69
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prevented, or merely that the numbers coming should be regulated
some manner, as to the number and choice of such emigrants 1

L

18. "What
regulate
theirmanner
coming?would you suggest should be adopted to restrict !■
19. Would a combined effort on the part of the people of this provini
and its legislature, to encourage white immigration, and discourage t]|
employment of Chinese, effectually furnish a supply of white labor, exclu<l
Chinese immigration, and at the same time develop the natural resourcl
of the colony as speedily and safely as they are now being developed 1
20. Can white people now find remunerative employment here and stea< j
work, and is such renumeration adequate to support and clothe ai
educate their families and make reasonable provision for old age 1
21. Has not the opening up of the public lands reserved for railws
purposes had a material effect on the immigration of settlers to tb
province ?
22. Has white immigration been retarded by the presence of Chine!
immigrants in this province 1
23. What personal observations have you made as to the effect of tl
Chinese upon the morals of the white people, and are they more injurioi
than white people of similar or allied habits ?
24. Is the proportion of depraved and immoral people amongst tl
Chinese here greater than amongst white population in other plac
similarly situated, where the Chinese are not found ?
25. Do the vicious and depraved flaunt their vice and depravity mo:
openly or more effectually than do white people in similar classes ?
26. What personal knowledge have you of the presence of lepros
amongst them, and have you any personal knowledge of leprosy beii
communicated from them to the whites, and, if so, how many instanc*
and under what circumstances 1
27. Can you give any statistical or other information, or furnish a:
facts bearing on the general question now being considered by the Cod
mission, which will facilitate its work or make its labors more complete

BEGBIE.

Sir Matthew Begbie, Chief Justice of British Columbia,
following answers :—

Ghinese immigtaort&sGfe labor-

1. Chinamen in British Columbia appear to follow any description c
industry which may appear useful, i.e., in which they can obtain emplo}
mentor earn their livelihood. I should say by far the larger number of thei
trust to the pick and shovel : either agricultural, or road-making, or mil
ing. There are many who mine for gold on their own account, workin
chiefly on the bars of rivers and water-courses, with rockers and flumes
Many are, or were recently, employed at Nanaimo in coal mines, botr
above and below ground. Many undertake gardening and small farms
Another large class take to domestic service; scarcely any establish

«faant&

tlodesfcicaad rater-
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Another large class take
nent in the province has any other servants.
ng their tellow-country■o trade ; they have fche whole business of supplyi
ns in
iien and some firms compete with the most respectable Europea
g
and Chinese washersplittin
of
The menial businesses of washing and
rene'ral trade.
not men.
do
I
n
Chiname
by
ed
engross
entirely
'awing stove-wood are almost
of Notmany^
relieve the/e are many mechanics, properly so-called. I only know
are
Inere
cigars.
and
shoes
:
their being employed in two manufactures
They are employed about every building ; but generally
tew carpenters.
or brickIS mixers of mortar, hodmen, wheel- barrowmen : not as masons,
the air
has
a
Columbi
British
in
an
Chinam
Every
rs.
carpente
layers, or
a
except
hands,
his
with
bf having worked, and of being ready to work,
few who practice as medical men and. the leading commercial men.
2. So far as I have observed, they are invariably ready and anxious to Arrive ^althy^
if to any kind of work immediately on their arrival here; and nt tor ingto^ork.
work so far as health is concerned.

Chiname^do not
3. I am sorry to say we have no system of public poor relief or of pubChmamen do charity.
lie relief of any kind, except the hospitals and the asylum.
a
not much trouble the hospitals, I never heard of Chinamen becoming
rememt
indistinc
an
burden on the private charity of the whites. I have
brance of having been once asked to contribute to the cost of removing
y
a disabled Chinaman; I am not sure. Such cases must be extremel
by
whites
relieve
to
on.
rare. Nothing is more common than to be called
private charity.
4. To answer this question fully is to destroy the force and meaning of
are
sobriety, and law-abidmgness
Industry, economy,
the answer.
both by
exactly the tour prominent qualities of Chinamen as asserted
Lazy, drunken, extravagant and
their advocates and their adversaries.
friends and foes, exactly what a
their
of
voices
the
by
is,
this
turbulent :
This is, on the whole, I think, the real cause of their
Chinaman is not.
unpopularity. If Chinamen would only be less industrious and economical,
if they would but occasionally get drunk, they would no longer be the
formidable competitors with the white man which they prove to be in the
suppression. They
labor market; there would be no longer a cry for their and
each has too
would not be liked ; the two races are too dissimilar,
be hated ; m
not
would
they
But
deserts.
high an opinion of his own
The reason why they are
fact they would not be here to excite hatred.
here is, because their peculiar qualities command a ready market. If they
If nobody wanted
had not these qualities, nobody would want them.
with no competimeet
qualities
these
But
them, they would not come.
tion here ; and the Chinaman sees no person to take his place were he to
abdicate it. I have heard an individual Chinaman stigmatized as "lazy;"
Their
but the fact was he conceived himself insulted, and was sulking.
never-ending, ceaseless toil is like nothing but an ant-hill. I cannot recall
Extrato memory that I ever saw or heard of a Chinaman being drunk.
vagant they certainly are not, though they live well when they can afford
And they certainly do
it, both inside and out : chicken and silk jacket,
in gambling, which is
and
debts
trade
in
both
debt,
in
run
sometimes
their chief vice. There is scarcely an epithet so removed from the notion
of a Chinaman as " turbulent," though of course they may be provoked to
resist violence. They are somewhat given to petty thefts, and so not
invariably law-abiding. But these thefts are rarely, if ever, accompanied
Indeed it may be conjectured
by violence or threats against the person.
71
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that they generally steal through want. For, looking to their universal
employment as domestics, their large brotherhoods, necessarily impenetre
bly secret to the whites, and 'the unguarded condition of our houses, th
pilfering by Chinamen servants is really quite inconsiderable. . I believi
that two of the white servants I have had have pilfered more from mi
than any twenty Chinamen in Victoria ever stole from their employers
Respect their
engagements.
Good tenants.

5. Yes ; better than white men do with each other.
ously excellent tenants, paying rent punctually.

They are notori

Interfere little, if 6. So far as I see, I do not quite understand how they coald, except
They have some firms, wealthy and busy foi
in commerce.
arosD^ctsoftlie
white
population perhaps,
British Columbia
firms ; but 1 do not think these compete for European
engaged in trade.
consignments.
Chinese supplied a
want, hut were
never welcomed.

7. Those who stayed in Victoria and the lower country, chiefly engaged
in domestic service, washing, etc. These certainly supplied a want thei
felt; but I do not think they were ever much encouraged or welcomed)
except that they found employment readily on terms satisfactory to them
selves. The greater part took their picks and shovels to the gold mines ;
I cannot say they were much wanted there ; nor was their coming there
so far as I recollect, much welcomed or encouraged. On the contrary)
they were from the first thoroughly unpopular in the mines ; the mining
population being very Calif ornian in its prejudices, its likings and disj
likings. Nor do I think that the feeling has much changed, although the}
now go quite freely to the Cariboo, and have for many years ; also to thil
Cassiar. They did not go to those districts at first, for obvious reasons
I think the police could scarcely have guaranteed them.

No agitation
against Chinese
until Confederation.

8 and 9. I do not think that the feeling of the whites against China
men has much changed ; but I do not recollect anything that can bt
called "agitation " against them until Confederation.
The agitation is oi1
the same description as that felt by the hand-loom weavers against the
power-looms ; by the flail-wielders against the threshing-machines
inj
England fifty years ago ; by the Sol way fishermen against the stake-net;
in the last century ; by the lower orders in many parts of Europe against
the Jews ; and by the coal-miners in Pennsylvania against the machine-l
borers at the present day.
That seems to be the impulsive force which
brings into action the ever-present dislike between the Indo-Caucasiaa
and this branch of Mongolians.
This dislike, which otherwise might lie!
dormant or inert, is certainly mutual ; it is manifested in China, we are
told, more extensively and stringently than here, and without any impulse
there from direct competition for bread. Europeans at Canton or Shanghai are not safe beyond their allotted cantonments, any more than a Chinaman would have been on Williams Creek twenty years ago. The Chinaman!
is in every respect the reverse of an European, except that he is a man.
His religion, his notions of honor and rank, his mode of thought, his
dress, his amusements, his sense of beauty, his vices, are not to our taste
at all, or such as we can take to or even understand ; and his language,
spoken or written, appears to us at once incomprehensible and ridiculous. I
Yet they as evidently despise all our attainments and ways ; and, what is
most annoying, they come here and beat us on our own ground in supplying our own wants. They are inferior, too, in weight and size of ^muscle,
and yet
theymen.
work more steadily and with better success on the* average
than
white

Feeling against
them a race
dislike, which is
reciprocal

Chinese in every
respect the
reverse of European.
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g of the
A distinguished political writer of the present day speakin
„„.*.*
Judenhetz/iu Europe, thus expresses .himself:
« What is it that in every age, and in so many and m so different coun- Rwjjgg^ the
''tries not only ancient, but to-day, in Russia, Germany, Roumama, causes ca3e 0f the Jews.
with
m this hatred of the Jews t An intuitive antipathy, jealousy mingled
numlarge
a
with
company
in
himself
W contempt' "The Roumanian finds
quite
!* ber of people of alien race, of feelings, traditions and religion
fatherland
of
ties
same
the
own
not
do
who
people
his—
from
different
«
domestic
« as he who do not intermarry with him or his kindred, and whose
So in
him.
to
unintelligible
perhaps
and
unknown
are
£ institutions
strength,
its
derived
Judenhetze
the
that
doubt
no
be
can
" Ge-many There
from
« not from the historical arguments of Professor Yon Treitschke nor
widethe
from
but
StOeker,
« the Christian arguments of court preacher
Germans in
p spread sense that the Jews were out-bidding the Christian
<' the market."
,
_
.
, _
,.
•
Evidently such competition must be put down. In the central portions Ho* jCTgjj*
of Europe, this is attempted in a barbarous way— by brute force, by nre put down.
are proand bludgeons. But countries of a higher political organization
a few
Tided with more tranquil and equally effective methods ; and, with
been
have
mam,
the
in
only,
methods
latter
these
regrettable exceptions,
alter
pursued here. Accordingly before the close of the First Parliament which
Confederation, Chinamen were deprived of the right of franchise,
ground that all
they had previously enjoyed. This was on the ostensible
It is
€hinamen were actuated merely by direct money considerations.
Bribeijconordinary
the
as
bribery
to
accessible
as
are
highly probable that they
u*
^jrodmjga
evidence
or
made
was
enquiry
any
that
white voter, but I am not. aware
taken on the point. On the other hand, some years later, it was sworn in Chinese*
evidence before the Kootenay Commission, 1 878, that the majority of voters
/at that time all whites) in a certain district had received money for their
Irotes at the last previous election. This statement passed without comment
or contradiction. No disfranchisement was suggested on this ground.
Everything else follows logically. The constituencies are of exclusively
in
white race? with no property qualification. Members of the legislature
constitheir
of
views
the
take
to
bound
a constitutional state are in duty
tuencies as expressed at the polls; and to support such measures as please
itheir constituents. This is their ratio existendi ; unless they do so, they
would at the next election cease to be returned. A constitutional ministry
is bound to see their line of duty in the path indicated by the votes of the
to
majority of the house— they are, in fact, a sort of managing committee
that
on
office
hold
They
majority.
that
of
carry into effect the wishes
condition. And what the local house cannot enact of itself, they, and
their committee of management, are bound to obtain or attempt by all
the means in their power to obtain from the superior legislature.
The same distinguished writer whom I have already quoted on the
Judenhetze, observes, in speaking of the rival programmes in the existing
presidential campaign in the United States: "The Irish vote or the ij^ototothe
u
« republican working man cannot be wooed successfully without attacks
« on the bloated capitalist, on English tyranny or treachery, or on the
" unfortunate immigrants from China." Mutato nomine. The namessameof
races and states may be changed, but human nature remains the
xwith Celt, and Slave, and Semite, and Mongolian.
m I do not think their habits or mode of life are really injurious to gSSSlto pilUte
the public peace or the public health; not more than the habits of the pea^or public
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whites. There are several matters alleged against Chinamen : One is the
extraordinarily small space into which a cluster of them will retire foi
rest. Four or five, or even ten or twelve, will be on a raised platform,
almost like a litter of puppies. It is said this is dangerous in a sanitary
view. I believe it is forbidden in London to lodge people for hire, without
They like
a certain number of cubic feet in the room to each inmateOBut I have
over-crowding.
seen in a good-sized house, where there was plenty of cubic space, and
where each person might have had a separate bunk, five or six Chinamen
not lodgers but owners, sleeping in a heap as above described. It does not
appear to affect their health unfavorably.
Charge that
It is common to attribute to Chinamen generally, that they are infested
Chinamen are
infested with, lep- with disgusting diseases — e. g., leprosy. I believe this is pure imagination
rosy unfounded an absolutely unfounded report. When an orator talks ot Chinese
lepers;
it is exactly the same unmeaning abuse as when a Canton periodical hold?
out to popular indignation the foreign "red devils." There is no leprosy
or diabolism in the case; though of course a Chinaman, like any other
man, may be a leper. The orator merely wishes to impress his audience
with the belief that he strongly objects to Chinamen. But if the oratoc
be-in a position to keep a servant, he certainly keeps at his home one or
more of these " lepers, '; who cook all his food, wash all his clothes, his
glasses and his plate, waits at his table, kneads all the pastry he eats, and
makes all the beds he and his family sleep in. A Chinaman was once pointed
out to me who was alleged to be a leper. No doubt he had a very disgusting
skin disease ; I did not examine him at all ; on the contrary, I kept as far on*
as possible. It may have been leprosy, which is not always identical in its
manifestations. He seemed to be quite as shocking to his own country,
men as to the whites. He was being shipped away when pointed out to me.
That was the only case of skin disease I remember to have noticed or heard
of among Chinamen. Such diseases, generally the result of vice, or heredi*
tary taint, are by no means unknown here among the whites and halfbreeds. I have seen many. These certainly were not contracted from
Chinamen.
No wide-spread
It is alleged against them that they are inordinately given to the use of
mischief from the
use of opium.
opium — I do not know whether eaten, or smoked, or both — and that their
example is dangerous to the whites.
I altogether disbelieve in any widespread mischief here from opium
Most nations and tribes in the world,
even
savages,
are given to the use of sedatives
or narcotics of some
description.
The Chinese, and I belive other Asiatic nations, use opium
extensively. In whole provinces, each as large as England, the poppy is the
chief agricultural crop, all for home use, none being exported.
The enormous consumption which this implies does not appear to prevent Chinamen from being the most prolific race, the most indefatigable laborers,
and the keenest traders in the world.
If any Chinamen here abuse the
drug by over-indulgence, they must hide themselves, or at all events they
have entirely escaped my observation.
If their example persuades any
white people to similar over-indulgence, of which I am equally ignorant,
these must be a very degraded class — weaker and more degraded than theChinaman whose expulsion is demanded.
Opium, as generally used here,.
is probably as harmless as tobacco, which is also extensively used in British Columbia by Chinamen.
They nave manufactories here for their o\^
SwoSinmn°r consilmPtion 5 and they probably consume far more tobacco than opium,
dangerous
public
peaceto asthe Neither opium nor tobacco extend m their evil effects beyond the indi"w&iskey.
vidual. They are not nearly so dangerous to the public peace as whiskey.
I am very far from thinking, and I wish not to be understood as at all
insinuating, that whiskey causes crime, or induces * criminal intention ;
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to hold that intoxication often renon the contrary, it seems reasonable
often lessens the
ders a criminal intention impossible, and sti 1 more
rately by a sobei -man
criminality of the offence, which, committed delibe be no doubt but that
would evince a deeper hue of guilt. But there can
that far more offences
dnmkenuess is the most frequent occasion of crime;
than when m their
liquor
of
ar committed by men under the influence
just as great, and
is
e
offenc
the
party
d
injure
the
to
And
.
sober senses
t
r commi ed under whiskey
ery nearly as great to the community, whethe
h Columbia in a year
Britis
in
opium
from
g
arisin
evils
the
All
or not.
expense occasioned to
and
e
do not, probably, equal the damage, troubl
month or Vf*I»™
single
a
y
in
whiske
by
individuals and to the state
I do not remember ever to have
some single night, As already observed, ent
against Chinamen founded
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that
fact
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They are occasionally
pilfering, than all
vast majority of domestic servants) more opportunities for
Occasionally
the other inhabitants of British Columhia put together, and that very tew
•
P
point.
this
on
e
serious thefts are laid to their charge, seems conclusiv

dby
11. Whether the presence of Chinamen is any longer desirable in Pgrtpla^
British Colombia is to a certain extent a matter ot opinion. But as to ^ne Velopment of
Chinamen are very largely, and country,
past the undoubted facts are : 1st. That
coal
tfll within a year, mainly, employed in all the laborious parts of our
mines • 2nd *They constitute three-fourths of the working hands about
of the
every 'salmon cannery; 3rd. They are a very largethemajority
model market
laborers employed in gold mining ; 4th. They are
s
hardeners of the province, and produce the greater part of the vegetable
m
able
indispens
y
absolutel
be
to
found
grown here- 5th. They have been
the construction of the railway ; 6th. They are largely, sometimes exclusively, employed in nearly every manufactory or undertaking of any
description, not being under the authority of a board or council elected
exclusively by white voters.
12 This is ao-aina matter of opinion. I do not see how people would get People could not
They do, and do well, what white g£™ *****
on here at all without Chinamen.
women cannot do, and do what white men will not do. If Chinamen were
expelled, employers of labor would probably have to leave the province ;
and when they were gone, where would the employed be ?
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SK^mc^E?
*?• I do not know' ^obably most people who now employ servant*
men went^-Public would go
away. All canneries and many other successful establishment*
JK
would *» closed- The »ilway works (construction and repairs) would
necessarily be suspended. People with any realized property who remained
(if any remained) would be very uncomfortable, I should apprehend
People without any means would probably have very few employers txj
support them.
££3&>(££?.< 14- I should sa*' not a certain number, but an uncertain number, art
terof c^naroen necessary to be retained ; to be imported, if all those now here should
ScofemMa. depart. How many depends upon circumstances. The supply would pro*
bably regulate itself as does the supply of horses. Would it be advisable
to banish all horses from the province? To do so, would open out
many opportunities for white men's labor. Would it be 'desirable to secure
a supply of half a million of horses ? They would probably eat us all up>
%. e., devour all our means of subsistence. There are supposed to be in
California more than 120,000 Chinamen. It is probable that in that state,
as in British Columbia, a good deal more than half the manual labor is
performed by Chinamen. It is, perhaps, worth while to refer to the condition oflabor in the Californian vineyards and hop-grounds as mentioned
quite incidentally in the San Francisco Weekly Bulletin, 10th September,
1884, and consider what would be the effect on the development of our
infant agricultural country if half its laborers, and of its powers of supply
of laborers, were suddenly cut off. The result might of course be ultimately
beneficial ; but it is difficult to resist the opposite conclusion.

" St. Helena, September 8, 1884.
Chinamen hop- " Within a radius of two miles there are at this time no less than 500 China«»uung.
men engaged in gathering the hop crop.
as I can judge from a casual
examination, the yield will be about equalSo tofarthat
of last year, and the quality
of the hops excellent. It is quite an interesting sight to watch the process of
picking and drying. For a field of twenty-five or thirty acres about 100 Chinamen are employed. They pick, two together, into large boxes, which hold 140
to 150 pounds of green hop. The Wo^poles .whi^h are set in each hill of hops
are pulled
down, and the mass of hopslaicl across the box, which is "covered
with
an apron
to prevent the leaves falling in. The Chinamen work bv contract, and they rush from morning till night, seeming never to tire. As soon as
a box is filled a loud yell informs the foreman, who brings a sack, into which
the box is emptied, and the Chinamen are given a check. Two Chinamen can
pick from two to three boxes in a day, and as they receive $1.50 per box it will
be seen that they are earning white men's wages. Last year they only received
$1.25, but help at this time is scarce and the China bosses had only to demand
the raise and get it. It is understood that they will demand $1.25 a day for
grape picking, and no doubt the demand will have to be complied with."

15. This involves a calculation of an almost impossible nature ; quite
impossible for me. What are the best interests of the colony ? Who knows
what white people may come here ? In what number, or what seeking, or
for what qualified ?
Limiting the sup16. It is of course impossible to prophesy ; but as far as I can judge of
nlSttthe^SSg human nature, the first cargo of capitalists, under the supposed conditions
»f capitalists, would not stop here long, and would frighten all other cargoes away. A
capitalist, with any common sense, wants either to enjoy his money or to
employ it ; which are indeed the only two plans by which his capital can
be of advantage to his fellow man. But if the supply of service were
limited, as mentioned in the question, it seems very clear that he could
neither employ nor enjoy his money, and he would betake himself else76
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17 and 18. See answer to 15.
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j igra«011
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else
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equivalent
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rates
present^
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kbor to replace the expelled or boycotted barely
sufficient to attraet oi
$2 per day, for unskilled labor being
whether employers
retafn the whites already here. It may be doubted
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to
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m the market here
Wtion. Tlie Ordinary dL of unskilled labor offered
very imaateMebny,
(and the same-is the experience of other colonies) is
limit at which
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employers can continue to exist. Therefore,
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should fail, it would be necessary that a minimum rate say ol^S
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*e
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to
be fixed by law. But it would take 6,000 new whites
would M expend
the expelled Mongolians. In order to supply these with places, it
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be further necessary to enact that each person in the employing class must
employ from live to fifty of the new comers, at the improved rates. Only
one more ordinance would then be required in order to bring the " combined effort " into full effect, viz., to make provision for supplying employers out of the public purse with funds to meet this drain on their resources.
It is unnecessary to speculate upon the development thus accruing to the
material resources of the colony.
Se&wShf'
20- I never heard of any person, white, black, or yellow, who had labor
British Columbia, to sell that was worth buying, who could not in this province find a ready
employer. But in order to get remunerative employment here or anywhere
else in the world, a man must be able to do remunerative work. And the
misery is, that many men who profess to be willing to turn their hands to
anything know nothing to which they can usefully turn their hands.
Handicrafts require teaching and practice, and they have never learned.
The normal rates of wages are five shillings for Chinamen, and in Victoria
eight shillings for white men. Below that rate no white man, even if;
penniless and hungry, is willing to engage upon any work or service whatever. Skilled artisans, carpenters, masons, blacksmiths ask from twelve to
twenty shillings a day. Board is advertised at many hotels at sixteen
shillings a week : so I suppose eight shillings a day is remunerative to the
distance of a
successful miner. workman within the meaning of this question. A miner was recently
pointed out to me at Nanaimo in the employ of the Vancouver Coal
Company, an ordinary hewer and sinker, who has been in the employ of
the company and its predecessors at the current wages of the day for the
last thirty years. He has brought up and educated respectably a large
family of sons and daughters, all of whom are most respectably married or
self-supporting now. He has had no pecuniary aid whatever but his wages,
and I was told that he has been able to lay by as a provision for eld age
(but he is still at regular work) the sum of between $30,000 and $40,000.
This, I imagine, may be taken to be a reasonable provision for old age,
within the meaning of the question. He has never drank, nor gambled,
nor dressed his wife and daughters in silks and satins ; he has enjoyed
good health and freedom from accident. It is undeniable that every miner
in JSTanaimo, in proportion to his length of service, has had an equal opportunity of providing against old age, and such workmen would always be
welcomed by employers. Of course, when a worker is unable to give to his
employer the value of his wages, perhaps not the value of his board, no
employer can stand that long, as already pointed out in answer 16.
Opening up of
public lands materially affected
white immigration.

21. I think it has
the beginning of the
have been located in
River, the opposite
children.

White immigration notTetarded
by presence of
Chinese.

22. I cannot believe that it has ; on the contrary, as the presence of
Chinamen has enabled some small capital to be accumulated, they must
have augmented the wages fund in the province : i. e., the loose capital
seeking to increase itself by the employment of reproductive labor.
I do not believe that any single European in the province would employ aChinaman about any undertaking if he eouid procure an European,
irrespective of wages, unless, of course, the European demanded wages
which precluded all profit on the undertaking. Chmamen are employed
not so much because their normal money tariff is lower than the whites—

Chinamen employed not from
preference, hut
necessity.

had a very material effect indeed. For instance, since
present year, three thousand souls, as I was informed,
one limited district alone, on the south side of Fraser
side to the railway That is including wives and
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23. 1 have never personally observed any effect by the Chinese upon the
morals of the white people. The latter have occasionally been induced by race-J
prejudice to indulge in acts of violence ; but it would be too much to sayj
from thence that the Chinaman had corrupted his cowardly assailants. Onei
Chinaman, last year, pleaded guilty to an indictment for indecent assault on!
two girls of ten or eleven and twelve or thirteen years. I am not sure that hej
quite understood the effect of his plea, nor am I at all sure that a jury]
would have convicted a white man on the evidence in the depositions i
but I felt sure he had acted abominably 5 whether tempter or tempted,!
though I don't think it was he who had corrupted the childrens' morals in)
the least. However that is the only case I remember in which it could bej
alleged that a Chinaman had had any evil effect upon the morals of thej
whites, a matter upon which they can have but very little influence, either]
for good or evil. Whites who have evil communications with Chinese!
must themselves be lamentably depraved beforehand ; and go, I should)
be disposed to say, immoral Chinese are not only not more injurious,;
but they are quite innocuous to the morals of the whites, in comparison
with white people of similar or allied habits.
24 and 25. I have seen unmistakable prostitutes in the Chinese quarter
of Victoria. But I never noticed any indecent words or gestures, nor anything comparable to what used to be seen any night in Holborn or the
Strand -; and, from all I have seen and heard, I should say that they do
not flaunt their vice and depravity at all. Many will say that they are
none the better for that, that Naples, and Paris, and Brussels are worse than
London, though the latter displays her vice infinitely more openly. Drunken
whites, I am sorry to say, are often tor be seen in Victoria, by night or
by day ; but I do not remember ever to have seen a Chinaman under the
influence of liquor. Debauched whites sometimes frequent, I believe, Chinese
brothels, as they do Indian brothels. I don't think serious breaches of
the peace are proportionately more frequent in Chinese brothels than in
those kept by white women. Indian brothels breed the most disturbances ;
and they are close to the Chinese quarter. This is my notion, but any
constable's opinion is far more valuable.
26. As stated in my answer to enquiry ten, I have never seen or heard of
more than one case alleged to be leprosy ; whether that case was leprosy
or not, I cannot say. Of course I have no knowledge of that disease
having been communicated to any white person in British Columbia, and
I never saw or heard anything which would induce me to believe for an
instant that there is the slightest foundation for any such insinuation. It
is mere unmeaning abuse.
27. I have omitted to state that Chinamen here are generally divided
into two tribes, or clans — there may be more, but I have often had my
attention drawn to these two — viz.: "Canton" and "Hong Kong." Between these clans there is often much jealousy, and sometimes ill blood.
Their dialects 'are in many respects dissimilar, not only in pronunciation,
but to<-such*san extenteas to^have different names for common things; and
they>very;o£ten do not well understand each other, perhaps not better than
a^STorthumberlandfarm-laborer would understand one from Essex or Dorsetshire. When a ibreach-of the peace occurs among Chinamen, the culprits ,are*generally Canton versus Hong Kong; and when these come into
court, either-m^riminal or civil cases, it is common to allow each side to
has?e an interpreter, as well to watch that the evidence is truly interpreted as also to explain it to80their respective clients.
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Owinc partly to this, and partly also to their unintelligibly to whites, Km pl<tfg* on the
nd viceversd, it is usual when twenty or thirty hands are engaged, e.g., explained.
t a cannery, not to make the contract with each workman separately,
,ut with some one Chinaman who has learned some English, leaving him
of communio sub-contract with the men; and he being the sole medium arrangement,
cation between them and the owner of the cannery, this
houcdi unavoidable, necessarily leaves the men a good deal at the mercy
)f this foreman. Sometimes this takes place on a much larger scale, and
i Chinese merchant here will contract for a Avhole cargo of Chinamen,
:resh from China, whom he engages to provide with employment, and then
baits them out to different employers here, for roads, canneries, etc. All
wa^es are paid to him, and he retains a portion from each workman as his
:eeS These arrangements, I believe, give rise to the assertion that the
whole car^o imported are the slaves of the importer.
Another circumstance has probably induced a similar conclusion. Their G^t^vBraity
laws and customs of marriage and divorce, as m all non-Christian nations, carriage and 01
They are much more simple and arbitrary, divorce.
ire widely different from ours
of the cirA wife is usually purchased in a very direct way, withouts any
transaction among whites.
cumlocution which too often veils similar
Divorces are effected by mere expressions of the will. A miner who feels
no shame in purchasing the possession of a female for a single night for
$20. is scandalized when a Chinaman pays $500 for the possession of
"No disgust is felt by
a female for six months, or until they disagree.
Europeans when parents make it a siw qua non on consenting to their
daughters' marriage that the husband shall settle ten or twenty thousand
dollars upon her ; but it is infamous if a Chinaman purchases the consent
It is evidence that the But look at home,
of parents or guardians for one thousand dollars.
female is a mere slave ; and that opinion is conclusively established when
the husband, after the fashion of his people, hands her over to a second
The woman is a slave sold into prostituhusband for a similar amount.
tion, but the Chinese themselves look upon it in a different light. There
was a case not long ago in court, before myself, on habeas corpus : A Chi- An instance
who had offered the guardians ^SSnwoffd*
to marry a man
nese girl was contractedAnother
suitor came forward, to whom, at first, it seem to have
five hundred dollars.
seemed to me, she had no manner of objection, till it turned out that he bo^nt!
proposed to take her from her guardians by virtue of the British law of
making them any compensation whatliberty and free choice and without
ever. From that moment she seemed to have taken the strongest distaste to
the man who placed no value upon her, and insisted upon going to him who
esteemed her worth, at all events, five hundred dollars more than nothing.
I apprehend much of what is said about Chinese slavery and prostitution proceeds from imperfect consideration of the difference between
but I only guess this, I know
Christian and non-Christian marriage;
scarcely anything about it.
Another ground on which I have heard it asserted that slavery is a reason why
general among Chinamen here, is rather, I suspect, a proof of their free- ^Snotto
dom, or would be so accepted among whites. It is that they demand wages, gggeas^^forers<
not such as they would take if left to their own choice, but such as are
dictated by certain leaders, who subsist on a percentage of those wages.
I have no doubt but that they have some sort of trades-unions, whose Chinese trades
officers and head-centres are supported by subscriptions from the wages umonsreceived ; themselves deciding both on each man's wages and on his subscription.';! have no doubt but that compulsion is put on all Chinamen, so
that it is very difficult for them to obtain work, if they remain outside
this organization. But Messrs. Broadhead, Odger and Arch would indignantly deny that their supporters were slaves
81
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It is yet further urged against the Chinese, as showing their unfitness
to dwell in the land, that they show no respect to our laws, nor to our
appointed courts, but refer their differences to private tribunals of their
own, whose behests are carried out, irrespective of their conformity with
our laws and are never disputed in our courts. As to this I know nothing ;
but it seems so probable that it may be assumed to be true. The Chinese,
like most other nations with any pretence to civilization, have some
methods for referring private disputes to arbitrators chosen by the parties
themselves. Such methods are known and practised among all white
people ; and very extraordinary some of the results are occasionally found
to be. That the awards of Chinese arbitrators are always accepted without
demur (if the fact be as alleged) would surely be a strong evidence of the
equity of the award, and the good sense of the parties in difference ; for
it is utterly untrue that Chinamen ignore our courts, or treat them with
any want of respect. It is as well established as anything touching the
feelings and dispositions of these people can be, that they place perfect
confidence in the administration of justice by our officials ; and they testify
their submission to and acquiescence in the judgments of our courts by
every means apparently in their power.
I am very sorry that I can state nothing positive on these last points.
I have hitherto had no motive to enquire ; and I should view the results
of any enquiries with much distrust. Any questions as to their labor
associations, their clans, their marriage laws, their immigration contracts,
would, I fear, be in general met with suspicion and answered with reluctance. There are very few who could understand the questions ; fewer
still, probably, who could answer usefully ; and to appreciate an answer
properly requires a preliminary knowledge in the questioner, which is
exactly what is wanting. Add to this a possible affectation of stupidity,
a possible affectation of intelligence, perhaps a reluctance to answer precisely, and a willingness that the enquirer should be balked — apart from
the possibility of wilful deceit— all this shows how difiicult and uncertain
such an enquiry would be here. There is a great conflict of opinion as to
the nature and results of trades-unions at home, after every enquiry posmuch more difficult would it be to arrive at facts here, where
;
sible how
necessarily be shrouded behind the impenetrable and irresponthey must
sible screen of a Chinese interpreter %
Matthew B. Begbie.

Nanaimo, B. C, August 9th, 1884.
METCALF.

Joseph Metcalf, Jr., returned the following answers :—

Ninety-five per
cent, laborers.

1. About ninety-five per cent, are laborers, and the other five per cent,
are traders.

Arrive in good
health.
Not burdens on
charity.
Industrious,
sober.

2. Yes, as far as I know.

3. We have no system of public poor relief ; they do not become a burden upon private charity of white citizens.
4. Chinamen are industrious when working for themselves, but lazy
when working for others. They are sober, but stupefy themselves with
and
opium. They are too economical, as they hoard all their money up from
send it home to China ; and they buy all their food and clothing
82
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. They Breakthelw,
3hma. No ; they break the law more than the white , .people
you cannot laentity tliem. teggngtart
PI not give evidence against each other ; and
rhey will not press the cases against each other.
Keepcontracg
5. When they are compelled to, or when it is to their interest to do so; interest.
never otherwise.

opium habits and in Take^place of
6. Yes, in several ways : by their nasty, filthy
taking the places ot
by
us
hurt
They
brothels.
into
women
white
o-etW
their example ana
by
,
kite people who would do good to the province
and other matters
social
,
religion
,
politics
in
take
would
they
the interest
All these
people.
white
the
of
status
the
that would help to advance
There are about 150 Chinese women Prostitutes.
helps are wanting in the Chinese.
e with the prospects ot the
prostitutes in the province ; and they interfer
white people in the province in twenty other ways.
Q
7. Thev supplied no-want, but took the places of white people, who had ~f^PTheir coming was discouraged and protested against their
to leave the district.
against by ninety-eight per cent, of the people.
feeling continues.

8. Up to the present time.
9. In 1860, in Victoria, by merchants and the public generally.
same classes are carrying it on now.

The %£*»*£&*
smcfS!* PUbkC

and How public is
Yes ; prostitution, leprosy, want of veracity, and filthy habits,
10. reasons.
other
11 No; it has prevented white men with families from coming here,
and also single families ; in other words, if British Columbia had not here
n,
12,000 Chinese, she would have had some 24,000 more of white populatio
and this would have made the province a nourishing place, wit a a happy,
would have helped the government and developed
contented people,thethatprovince.
the resources of

Hadnot^ontrbument of province.
B-forCWne^e
24,000 more whites,

longer
12. No; the industries can afford to pay for white labor, and have Chmese no
reasonable profits.
13.' The people in the province would have steady work higher wages, Effect of the^ ^
more comforts, less immorality, with, better chances for white settlers to chinese.
They prevent white immigration and settlers.
come into the country.
prosperity of the province would NoChinese
not want any._ The
14. No ; we dowithout
.
Chinese
the
greater
much
be
15. None at all.
16. Capitalists would come into the province just the same, because they ^£™^fhe
Many same whether
can invest capital, and employ whites, and have as large profits.
ser- Chine^mtoe^
the
all
get
could
they
Then
fact.
this
capitalists themselves admit
vants they want, and it would be the same to them and a blessing to the
people and government.

17. I think all the Chinese that are now in the province should go, and All the Chinese
an evil to every one here °
no more be allowed to come into it, as they areultimately
, the Chinese will
except about fifteen or twenty people ; and,
be an evil to these few as nobody wants them but a few men ; and it is the
83
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duty of the government to make laws for the
number. They ought to make laws to drive
they are an evil to ninety-nine per cent, of
get a restrictive law passed to prevent any
would give satisfaction to the people ; bub
Example of
United States
should, be
followed.
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greatest good for the greatest
them out of a country where
the people. Yet if we could
more from coming, I think it
nothing else will.

18. The manner should be somewhat similar to the way they have don&
in the United States with this question.
19. It would develop the resources of the province about the same.
The people are doing all they can to discourage Chinese immigration.
The provincial government cannot do anything on this question, as alL
their acts are unconstitutional. No ; Canada must pass laws to rid us of
this pest.

Many whites out

20. No ; there are many out of work m the different industries

of work in consej. £ ni -:
v •
i
i ' ±. i
quence of Chinese, account ot Chinese being employed at low wages.

on

21. No.
White immigration retarded.

22. Yes. White people will not care to come to a province where there- I
are from 12,000 to 18,000 Chinese to compete with and live in their midst.

[Lower the morals
of the whites.

23. They lower the morals of the white people here in connection with
prostitution, as they send women from China as prostitutes ; and they are
also merchandise. The diseases they bring is sometimes venereal, and
sometimes the men bring leprosy. They decoy young men and boys to
their dens and ruin them, both physically and morally.
24. Yes ; their morals are lowered by coming in contact with such an
immoral class of people as the Chinese.
i-nd

They flaunt some
of their vices.

25. Yes, a good deal more in regard to some of their vices ;
secretly the vices that are against our laws.

Leprosj

26. No. I have no personal knowledge oi leprosy being contracted by
whites from Chinese.
27. As other gentlemen filling in these forms have sent the statistical
information you require, I omit this part of it.

Victoria, B.C., September 3rd, 1884.
WARD.

Robert Ward, Commission Merchant, Shipping and Insurance Agent ;
agent for contractors, British Columbia sections, Canada Pacific Railroad ;agent for four salmon' canning establishments ; a resident of
Victoria, British Columbia, and has been engaged in mercantile
pursuits nearly fourteen years, returned the following answers :—

Majority laborers.

1 The majority of emigrants from
eighteen to forty years of age.

Chinese immigrants very
healthy.

China

consist of labor<

from

2. In 1882, my firm had between 5,000 and 6,000 Chinese consigned to
them from Hong Kong. These men were under engagement to the contractors of the Canadian Pacific Railroad ; and arrived in ten different
vessels.
Each ship carried one or more surgeons, as required by the84
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surgeons each
the Government Regulations in Hong-Kong, and these
Probably not
ers.
passeng
their
of
health
reported to me favorably on the
men were
The
sea.
at
died
given,
have
I
number
the
of
out
men,
over eight
different
to
,
interior
the
to
hed
despatc
once
at
and
landed on arrival
parts of railroad construction.

heard of a Donot burden
3 None, except benevolent societies ; and I have never s.
Chinese resident having received relief from any of such societie

4 I think the Chinese are industrious, and are always
With regard to their sobriety, I have never
employment.
cated Chinaman. They are more or less addicted to
in their dwellings. They are frugal
[which is carried on are
law-abiding.
and as a class they

ready to accept ^igtrious, sober
seen an intoxiopium-smoking,
m their habits,

contracts with white How they fulfil
5 I have never heard of any violations of their
known of frauduhave
I
lves
themse
e
Chines
ghions.amongst the
althou
men, lent
transact
g

~$q

Do not intefere
with prospects of
white population.

first arrived
7 and 8. I was not in British Columbia when the Chinese
ns.
questio
these
answer
nere, and am unable, therefore, to
9. About nine or ten years since, to the best of my recollection; and AgjHon^m^
politicians must be credited with both initiating and continuing the ago by politicians,
agitation.

Jgrggowding
10. The Chinese have a habit of huddling together in very limited
disgustand
dirty
are
ons
habitati
their
quarters, and the surroundings of
to intefere with the
fc Although their mode of living cannot be said
public health m towns
public peace, it is certainly not conducive to most
Chinese are cleanly
,
however
think,
I
.
reside
or cities where they
in their persons.
The presence of Chinese has afforded a source of cheap labor
11—16
assisted
not otherwise procurable, and has, therefore, to a certain _extent,
I am interested in several large
in the development of the province.
canning establishments on Fraser River, and at this industry (salmon
This employment is of a very
employed.
canning) the Chinese are largely
seem pecufluctuating character during a fishing season, and the Chinese
of
liarly adapted to it. As far as my experience goes, no other class its
laborers could be found ready to accept such employment; considering
If steady employment could be
fitful nature during a fishing season.
would
assured at the industry I speak of, white labor at a reasonable cost
useproved
have
As domestic servants Chinese
be doubtless preferred.
e
obtainabl
been
not
have
servants
ful owing to the fact that white
Several lots of girls brought out from England to fill
in 'the colonv.
It would be
such places have mostly married shortly after arrival.
should bear
on
immigrati
Chinese
any)
(if
n
proportio
what
say
to
difficult
the best into the immigration of white people, in order to advance
terests of the colony and provide for the comfort of the people now here.
This depends upon the amount of cheap white labor likely to be procurable
At the present the colony cannot depend upon a sufficient supply of
domestic servants coming from Europe or other parts of America, and
until this is forthcoming Chinese domestic help will have to be relied
upon.
85

Developed
Noot* -laborer
« tor the countrx.

Useful as domestic servants,

Unm araffldent
ties come from
Kunj^cw^e^
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5f
arrived
in
17.
~$0 Dut jf ft should be found hereafter - that- they
verythey
large
num- */- arrive in veryt>ers regulation
large numbers,
such numbers
should be regulated;
although I am of
sary.

3 neces-

opinion that under any circumstances only unskilled laborers would come
here.

It might be
18. As already stated this should depend upon whether a sufficient numlate t^mimlers ^er of white immigrants will be forthcoming to fill the demand for labor.
Jf necessary to restrict Chinese immigration it would perhaps be advisable
brougMby
one
vessel. any
to regulate the numbers to come here by any one vessel, and this woui.l
surely check immigration.
Difficulty in pro-

SoSSlrlnts?

19. I think not.
In my opinion the difficulty in procuring a large immigration of suitable whites, is the heavy expense in reaching this province, and a, sufficient number,
therefore, io not obtainable to fill the
requirements.

Whites, especially

20. Yes ; particularly mechanics,

mechanics, can
find employment.

'■ *■

'

21. So far it has not had a very material effect on immigration, certainly
not to such an extent as might have been expected.
White immigra- 22. I think not, as the bulk of our Chinese population belongs to the
tion not retarded. ungki]le(j iaDorers> class, and white laborers can always obtain at leastfifty per cent, higher wages than the Chinaman. I might mention that
many of those who publicly denounce the Chinese largely avail themselves
of their labor.
Morals of whites
Chh?e?e?ted by

23. I have not observed that the morals of the whites have been affected
*>y the Chinese.
I have no personal knowledge of the fact, although I
have frequently heard it asserted that the whites have adopted the Chinese;
custom of opium-smoking, but the number of these must be very few.

No more immoral
people among

24. I should think not.

Prostitutes.

25. No ; one scarcely ever sees a Chinese woman

Chinese than
amoag whites.

on the streets.

26. None whatever.
On the completion 27. I am of opinion that on completion of railway construction in the
^mfgTatioCnhwme province, the immigration of Chinese will fall off considerably. The
*all off.
question generally to my mind is that of capital and labor, and however
undesirable they might be as settlers, in comparison with the whites,
they have, to a very great extent, been found useful in developing
Developed industries, which otherwise would have remained dormant, in the absence
industries. Q£ Stable
cheap white
labor.
It is not generally
known that the
climate. of the interior of British Columbia is quite unsuitable to the
•Winters in the Chinese, but such is the fact; the winters are more severe than they can
and the rate of mortality among them is very largely in excess of
stand,
Sr^Chinamen3 the
whites.
Robert Ward.
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following answers :—
James Young, of Nanaimo, returned the
laborers
1. So far as my observation goes, chiefly
, ,

Healthy.

2. Generally they are healthy, or seem so.

n
of ; nor do I know of their becoming a burden Jg3. None that I ofknow
whites.
charity
the
upon
ised or when working Worksteady^
i They generally work steady when well superv

are useu, ,
. „en(,r.A\\Y understand
our
law breakers, m fact they do not seem m> cur,, y
„.„„
power
but they seem to be under the control of some superior
Lthem openly defying our laws, whilea
amongst themselves, which prevent,render
s them easily controlled by
tion
disposi
ly
coward
Sir docile
seem to have a system of
they
show of superior force. Moreover
independent of our laws.
and means of enforcing them, outside of and
of them are inveterate
many
though
ident,
improv
be
to
Thev do not seem
gamblers I have myself known instances where they have gambled away
Bu ;1 do not
?hSr month's wage/and starved through the next month
nt. However it is not very sale to ran
know of their being very turbule
counter to them where they are very strong.
j>

5. In general, yes, though in a great many
quences prevents them doing otherwise.

£■ j.1-

~^r,^

Under the eentrol
o(somesecret
power.

^ to
c^nt^tc >%m
smng
Respect their

cases fear ot the conse- eBgagemeiits.
,,-,-,

j

CrowdiBg out

y crowd- white people.
6. They are entering into every branch of industry and actuall
ing white people out.

7. I was not in the province then.
8. I cannot say.

I learn by the public prints, about the year 1865. Some Agitation against
it ; but at present all classes *» oegaa m
few inSS men rf the mid^le-cJs abegan
employers and their
wealthy
few
save
all
carrying on the agitation,
are
satellites.
Q T+ Wan

difficult to punish, W^
10 Assuredly there is. Crime amongst them is verywhile
their presence
red;
discove
be
cannot
ls
crimina
that
for the reason
a conic .beand
,
is a constant cause of irritation to the whiteat laborers
. Then, their
moment
any
out
break
to
liable
is
races
two
the
tween
crowded
and they are ^^7
habitations are generally wretched hovels,
filth and neglect
into them in such numbers, and live amongst so much
be danger to the public ^samtary
o sanitary arrangements, that there cannot but
n would spread
health Their quarters would be centres from which contagio
might readily
us
dangero
se
otherwi
not
diseases
thus
all around, and
become epidemic.

y, but the Chinese Contributed to
11 Yes. All labor contributes to develop any countr
men COuntry.
carry all the wealth they obtain out of the country, whereas white
it.
p
develo
r
furthe
thus
and
it,
in
gs
earnin
their
nearly always invest
y
countr
the
of
pment
develo
the
hinder
e
Moreover in the gold fields, Chines
87
people
of
rush
first
the
In
:
way
this
in
and
,
settled
and prevent it being
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In mining an
injury to white
miners.

Never necessary.
Expulsion of
Chinese would
only cause a
emporary inconvenience to
certain parties.
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to a new gold field, supplies of all sorts are very expensive, consequently
the poorer deposits are always passed over subsequently, when the country
has been opened up, and supplies are cheaper, and the richer deposits
become exhausted, the miners would naturally fall back on what had been
passed over in the first excitement. But, alas for their hopes. The
Chinese have been there and cleared everything out, consequently there
is nothing to fall back upon, and thousands have thus been -forced to leave
the country. This is the universal experience of every country cursed by
their presence When employed for wages the effect is different though
hardly less disastrous. They keep white men out of employment, while
any saving in w^ages goes to the employers. Thus capital gets more than
its share of the produce of labor, and acquires undue preponderance, and
capital in a few hands is always dangerous.

12. Their presence never was necessary or desirable.
13. Undoubtedly there would be a little inconvenience to some parties.
Such is always the effect of altering any settled system, but while many
would be put to a little temporary inconvenience by any sudden expulsion
of the Chinese, this would soon cease, for the .ertainty of finding ready
employment would induce such an extensive emigration from other
countries as would soon set matters right, and bring wages to their former
level or lower. Hundreds of people have been forced to leave the province
during the past few months, owing to their inability to find employment.
14. I have said none are necessary.

No Chinese should
come.

15. There should be no Chinese allowed to come.

Capital would not
cease to come if
Chinese expelled.

16. I do not see why the absence of Chinese would prevent capitalists
coming to the country. Chinese are not employed as domestics in the
Australian colonies, yet that fact has not prevented an unlimited stream
of capital flowing into those colonies. I cannot see why something similar
should not happen here. As a matter of fact, capital is always attracted
where the highest interest can be got, and that is always in countries
where wages are high. But, to prevent any deficiency in the supply of
white domestics, I would counsel a certain sum being spent yearly to bring
such a class from the eastern provinces or from Britain.

Prevent any more
coming and the
evil would cure
itself.

17. First, it is necessary to prevent any more coming. The evil would
then cure itself in time. Of course it would be better if those present
could be induced to leave, but I should not strain the laws or deal unjustly
in order to do so.

A high tariff on
Chinese would
accomplish the
object desired.

18. To absolutely prohibit their entry would be the simplest; but
quite as effectual a method would be to impose a high protective tariff. If
the rate proved too low, raise it.

Reasons why it is 19. Such a plan would have a certain effect, because, if the Chinese
Sae CMnamen out! cannot find work they will not come here. Yet we know from bitter experience that there are many persons who, in their haste to grow rich, care
not how they do it, and would employ Chinese labor in preference to
white just because it was, or seemed cheaper, and because they could the
more easily tyrannize over them. Every one must be placed on the same
level, and the laws framed to benefit the majority ; if the minority will not
willingly or voluntarily do the right, they must be coerced.
It is a cer-
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nty that some will employ Chinese if they can get ^^
do not employ Chinese,
>m anv advantage over other employers, who
^
compelled to ^^"
:revLble result is that all will be the
same level. As a consequence
able to compete in the market on
will not ^progress^ h
not come here, and the country
dto labor 3
interests of all parties ttie
L manner it should do. Therefore, in the
to prevent any one obtaining any undue advantage.
3"

in a AcomparaU^ly
placed
ty are emplo
ZO.
yment whites can obtain
limited number can. The majoriobtain
rativeelyy
comparativ
90 AA compa
ry uncertain position, and a great many can um.y
r
employment.
egularly.
21. Certainly.

immigra,
eds have been compelled to leave White
22 Assuredly it has. As I said, hundr
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23 My observations on the Chinese questithe
country, and the effect on
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same
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all
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advertise
to
seek
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hands.
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I have only known one case of leprosy ; that was a Chinaman, and
a sickening sight it was. Of my own knowledge I cannot say whether it
is communicated to the whites or not ; but if it be contagious, as the best
medical authorities say it is, I don't see how it should not be communicated to the whites.
27. On this point nearly all I can state is contained in a communication
from the Knights of Labor. I will, however, state here what I know.
There were only a few Chinese in the district a few years ago, but their
numbers have gone on increasing, and in the present year alarmingly so.
True, the whites have also increased ; but for one white man who has
come here two Chinamen have come. The following figures, taken from the
official records, show the numbers who have paid the provincal revenue
tax for four1881,
years past: —
In 1882,
1881,226 Chinese.
Uhines<
666
807 Whites
1883,
845
459
1884,
"
334
985
Of course these figures
708 do "not show exactly the proportion of the increase, but they will guide us. It. is known there are at least 1,000 to
1,200 Chinese in the district, half fully being employed in the mines. The
numbers are 450 in the Wellington, 150 in the Nanaimo, and twelve or
thirteen in East Wellington. The tax is collected at the pay offices of the
various collieries, and thus more is collected than otherwise would be from
Chinese. Thus it is clear there has been a startling increase of the Chinese.
They carry on their own trade, dealing principally at their own stores, thuswhite traders benefit but little from their presence. From statementsmade by every trader in the district, with two exceptions, I have learned
that the collective amount spent by Chinese at stores kept by white men,
only slightly exceeds $1 per head per month. Thus it is is clear that
they are only a very trifling advantage to the trading community, and a
great drawback to the progress of the district. The work done by the 600 or
700 Chinese in and around the mines could be equally well done by about350 to 400 white men, while the advantage to the community would be
incalculable. At present there is practically no opening for boys in the
mines of this district ; very few are employed ; Chinamen being almost
exclusively employed. Under such conditions a race of practical miners,
trained from their childhood to the difficulties and dangers of mining, can
hardly ever arise, and there is danger of the calling dropping into the
hands of the most ignorant class. Intelligent men, finding themselves
blocked at every turn, will eventually leave mining for some other pursuit
In conclusion, I would suggest that immediate action be taken to give
effect to the almost universal feeling of the province, that it is absolutely
necessary to prevent the further immigration of Chinese.
James Young.

The following letter was received from Mr. It. F. John, 31. P. P. :—
South Saanich, B.C., August 30th, 1884.
Sir, — In reply to your circular of the 22nd August, asking for information respecting the Chinese in the constituency I represent, I have to state
for the information of the Commission that, from enquiries made by me,
90 resident in this (Victoria) district is about
the total number of Chinese
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Chinese female in the district ^ochtaes
1 So far as I can learn there is bnt one
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f me to comment at length upon the Chinese question

witness opposed
^
„
opponent to any
I would therefore, briefly s^e that I am a porous
tC hey S^ost" uSirahle class of people
Hhe -of for tl ~

almost entirely Bo^andshoe,
of hoots and shoes in this province is
Tetanufacture
men.
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They also manufacture ^^^^
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mic mode of living and habits
idustries, in consequence of their econo
very large. Sl^fraifof Chinese has been
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fhr9e years
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fll past
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ed by Chinamen.
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I am

Br tSfcIlumbiaL many valuaV resources a,d JJBmJ^J
the Dominion , but it her pro
ime become one of the leading provinces m
and her wealth earned
Wv' envelopment is to be left to the Chinese,
in my humble opinion, be
^Cldna, then Canada's Pacific province will,

lgeinborde"' to alleviate and prevent a further influx of Chinese the gjg-£-£*S£
»**
at its .next -«^^«
Dominimlpariiament should pLs an Act any
provinces,
Canadian
the
of
into
Chinese
of
the further immigration

live to regret that they did
distinguished leaders in Canadian politics will
not pay heed to this great question m time. ^ ^ ^^ M.P.P.
To N. F. Davin, Esq.,
Secretary Chinese Commission,
Ottawa.
STEVENSON,
ication was received from Mr. E. Stevenson, M.D.,
ng a,commun
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of Victori
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Involuntary testimony to Chinese
as domestic
servants.

Chinese sober and
industrious.

Chinese religions.

•

Chinese superior
in morals to white
people.

Indomitable virtue of Chinese.

Chinese women
not so bad as
Indian and white
in spreading
venereal diseases,

Prostitutes.

for about twenty-two years, excepting nine months in the Hawaiian Island'
and am a member of the College of Physicians and Surgeons of Ontario
1 have been engaged all the time in the practice of medicine and surgery
1 am fammar with the history of the Chinese in this country
and th,
facmc states and territories of the United States.
With perhaps a single exception I disagree with the great mass a
published statements concerning the Chinese. Indeed I cannot
justh
characterize most of those statements to be other than nearly devoid
o
truth. It seems to me that to any unbiased, thoughtful mind,
even a
glance at the matter should disprove those assertions.
Your honorable Commissioners cannot but have noticed what x
Commission, appointed by the United States Congress a few years a«r0
investigate the subject, observed, viz. : « That noth withstanding the
alleged infamies of the Chinese the Californians and others of hi4i and
low degree could not do without them in their homes as domestic servants." This fact led the United States Commission to declare " That the
Californians gave the highest testimony
to the virtues of the Chinese
because indirect and involuntary."
Nor can it have escaped the notice of your honorable body that even
by the testimony of their opponents, the Chinese are a sober and industrious people— famous all over the world as the most industrious people
on earth. A priori is it believable that a people with these two sterling
characteristics— qualities sadly lacking in many of our race— should be
extremely immoral 1
Besides this, we know that in religion they are Budhists and Confucians.
And even the acquaintance with those religions, now obtainable in current
literature, shows that they inculcate a high morality, extending in the case
of the former well into the domain of asceticism. Both religions forbid
the use of intoxicating liquors.
[Archdeacon Farrar et al]
Therefore it would be an eighth wonder of the world if such a people^
sober, industrious, and firmly held and influenced by such religious influences, should be "extremely immoral." More than this, it would be rather
surprising if they were not superior in morals to a people very many of
whom are sorely afflicted with indolence and intemperance. And, after
nearly
a quarter
it is so. of a century's observation, I calmly and deliberately
affirm that
Place our white males in the position of domestic servants, doing all
the
housework,
even and
preparing
and assisting
the lady
the house°and
children
at the bath,
what would
be the result
even ofbefore
the end of
one week? I need not inform you. But, during all these years, with
thousands of male Chinese engaged in the capacity of domestic servants,
not a case, but one that I ever heard, of liberties or attempted liberties
with white females. Could you think of any surer test of indomitable
virtue than that 1

As to spreading venereal diseases, I deny that they at all equal our
Indian population, or are as bad as our own race in that respect. During
my long experience as a physician on this coast I have treated only one
case of venereal disease which claimed to arise from a Chinese source, and
even that one was doubtful in its etiology. And, besides, venereal disease— that is, syphilis — cannot be concealed when it becomes constitutional, especially by those who do not know of its specific remedies. But
they have a remarkably clear skin, and, in my opinion, are very much
more free from venereal diseases than the white population.
That a large percentage of the few Chinese women in the country are
prostitutes is true, but surely we cannot throw stones in this particular.
Verb. sap.
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question are mere clap- **w.
Current statements in regard to this phase of the
^ ^ ^
are
D Having taken testimony in San Francisco, your honorable body
an.onpt
hablv aware that up to September, 1882, no case of leprosy had occurred f lep y
3 the S ^CaliWa, although fifty-two cases had been made ^g^SSS^
jd
years preceding. .The author- Jfg^cjjes
Jn amongst the Chinese during the ten
the Chinese.
for this is Dr J W. Foy, physician to the leper hospital, ban .branpconsum
l a disease as
>o Besides, leprosy is far from being so generathe
latter, consumption is
; and has not been proven contagious. Unlike
rather, by eminent men • and if we
idered contagious, or infectious we
must justly exclude people from
score
this
on
e
Cde the Chines
Norway and Sweden,
nnesota, Iowa, Wisconsin, Nebraska, Louisiana,
k. _
1 other places, including our own New Brunswic
Fhe sanitary objections against them, too are base^^
ot disposing SSSaT^aV
low their time-honored, and, I may say, only proper method
In the great cities of
excrement, etc., viz., returning it to the soil
is said by
nton and Shanghai sewers are unknown, and typhoid fever
e health
Japanes
the
from
And
also.
n
unknow
be
to
>dical authority
shown
was
ty
mortali
the
,
Dorts, collated after our fashion, for 1876-77
I have
be less than one-third of the mortality in European countries
It is probably the same in China; besides, it is
^opv of the report.
us.
torious that less sickness prevails amongst them than amongst
Jg-jJgSU
another
Sacramento,
in
e
typhoid-on
have witnessed two epidemics of
amongst
Honolulu in 1879-80 which decimated the white and native popula- than
wtatea
ely
extrem
are
They
midst
m without touching the Chinese in their
their simple
eanly in their persons, almost universally so; and this with
make
would
habits,
ate.
temper
their
with
tea,
and
fish,
and
rice,
et of
^.^—a
iv other result nearly impossible. ♦
Do **«£&
corwould
people
sober
and
ious
industr
an
Is it likely, gentlemen, that
!
possible
it
Is
?
people
t
indolen
often
and
rate
intempe
an
rot or debase
1 And, accordn the contrary, would you not expect an opposite effect
Kootenay tor
ts—
distric
g
outlyin
the
in
Chinese
lo-ly, we find that the
of prohibition,
.ample, and probably in Victoria— are crossing their wall
ng mtembecomi
are
and
us,
Confuci
and
Budha
by
rected around them
by
erate. I have the proof. Does not our Caucassian race corrupt
■.
'
'.'
.
■
'
d
?
foothol
r
a
has
it
brong drink whereve
f
Gentlemen, you have heard several witnesses testify unfavorably on Notguntyo
^natural
so.
and
so
inferred
they
that
said
his Chinese question, and they have
few
*jid, from the fact that so many Chinese males are here and so
hesitate
I
well,
that—
emales, it has been inferred by Christian (?) people
as a damnable
o gay it— that sodomy was by them practiced. I stamp it
lander. The man who so acts bears the mark of Cam not only on his
orehead but all over him.
,.".',. i_- i
of the
The foregoing I have said regardless of the political issue which you Source
^
of
not you see already the source
tre here to investigate also. I doubtwho
throws his earnings away tor
ill the anti-Chinese clamor. A man
t, physical, mental and
debasemen
vhiskey ; who buys demoralization and
noral ; who often fails to report for duty on Monday morning, cannot
easily compete with the Mongolian, who is ever ready, ever sober, ever
ndustrious, ever faithful. Aside from this, however, it is probable that
Jie whites would not be able to compete with the Chinese on account ot
the much less costly diet of the latter. What you have been told on this
*
,
.
point is in the main true. c
Loyalty The C^casmn^
On the question of exclusion, my views will be anticipated.
oriental
against
fco our Caucasian race (a mere sentiment) and especially to our Canadian
As we sobriety.
people, require that either restriction or exclusion be adopted.
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protect the Indian against our intemperance so we must be protecte
against oriental sobriety, etc. Caucasian reform cannot be soon expected.d
You must follow out this idea.
A word on Christianizing them. On the doors of the Chinese temples is
written : " No intoxicating liquor must enter here." You will see the
point I would make here, besides you are witnesses to the statement made
at our last anti-Chinese meeting by Ifcev. Mr. Harris, of San Francisco
that " It was easier to convert ten of them in China or other ' heathen'
lands." The reason is obvious. They are witnesses of our debasement
through strong drink. Do not shrink at this, gentlemen ; it is true.
Instead
" No produced
wine mustis enter here being written on our church doors'
the greatofcrime
dealt out to us in the name of God."
Shall we in self defence exclude them, regardless of who may be the
fittest to survive 1 Shall we insist on surviving ? Unchecked, they will
surely supersede our people. First in British Columbia then eastward
the star of oriental empire will hold its way. If we are first in the arts
of war, they and other Asiatics are first in peaceful ways. Industry
sobriety, cleanliness, faithfulness, peaceableness will have the victory. &
our race worth saving ? That is the question.
I have omitted, it occurs to me, to say aught of opium. But, surelv
gentlemen, no Englishman should raise that question. Witness the
" Opium War " of 1842. Moreover the vice exists all over much of the
world. We have our morphine eaters besides. During my long experience
on the Pacific coast not one case of opium-smoking by a white person has'
come to my knowledge. Therefore, I stamp all that has been said at
Ottawa by our (mis) representatives, in regard to Chinese immorality, as
slanders for which the Chinese should see that they are punished.
Many hereabouts, if this is published in Victoria, will howl at me'
because I do not support their slanders; but I think, gentlemen, that
they pay your discernment a very poor compliment when they thinlf you
cannot see through their falsehoods, which, instead of tending to the
attainment of the end they have in view, will have the opposite effect.
But I have greater faith in the truth.
_
tt
To the Hon. Mr. J. A. Chapleau,
and the Hon. Mr. Justice Gray,
Chinese Commissioners.

E. Stevenson, M.D

Victoria, B.C., 15th August, 1884.
PEARSE.

Laborers.

Arrive in good
liealth.
Do nokburden
charities.

Indnstrious,
sober, economical
and as lawabiding as the
satne^Grlass among
thewbltes.

B. M. Pearse, one of the oldest settlers in the country, and formerly
surveyor-general, returned the following answers :—
1. I should say chiefly laborers, with a strong turn for trading, and a
great adaptability for mechanical pursuits.
2. I believe they usually arrive in good health and fit for work.

3. We have no organized system of public poor relief, and, happily, very
few poor persons. I have never known the Chinese to be a burden on
private charity of the white citizens.
4. The Chinese are most industrious, perfectly sober, very economical
and as law-abiding as those of a similar class amongst the whites. They
axe not^azy, dcunken, extravagant or- turbulent.
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month's notice.
6. No.

582S8SSS.
petitors.
as labor com-

given to them.
the ready employment which was

living P^jntlj in Mostthin^ow
ly, most
until quite
say,
ratheer too much of a good many Chinese.
now peopl
we have
8 tI shoul
that recent
1 L-nlr
^ id 1
t ?•.
construction of
* ay. S. is no doubt due to the
c Railw
Pacifi££
ian ^o
Canadff
fet
the

cry of " the Chinese must go."
respect g&*g»£g&1
ngsandin is
teachi
civiliz
to alliencv
10.
Ineirmoae
is contrary e1,ffic
living iu0
of iiv
ofedpure
air,
mode or
thus not
10 Their
^^to public
,
pu
or
cy
™ihcien
and
s
dwelling
their
of
ess
of cleanlin
injurious to the public health though not to ^g^?^
espe.
Kbit of smoking opium is most ^.f^rS
S^suffocatil In
tally as indulged in by th^,m/7l^Xdreied white men lying

^Zt,

^^0T^L7^^TL7

vicious hlbi,

Ha^contn.utea
very materially to the development
11 The Chinese have contributed
„e.
s,
work
c
, and publi
nc'in the fisheries, coal mines, lumber mills
of thein movi
wholesale boot and cigar factories.
and
hdrawal
n from the province, it would, I ^wit
19 Tf all the Chinese were withdraw
SSSSfi^"
believe Jparalyze all industries, and cause widespread mm.
al
British Columbia is answered in ~aw
13 The effect upon the prosperity of people would be indescribable, as domestic comfort.
of the
tuponthecomfort
No 12 Theefftcwhite
servants to be had.
there are so few
perhaps About 8,000
„„ „„.,„ra T cannot sav how many,j» r
v
necessary.
14. A certain number are necessary, J. cannot say

2,000 or 3,000.

SSSS&
15 The best interest of the province woujd be served, ][fj^
future, or for many
m
immigration
Chinese
all
very materially
restricting
to come.
years
completely the immi- domestic- servants
to check iA
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rnv upiinun,
in my
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«. . would
rn, effect
-» The
16.
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to
seek
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all
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Chinese should "'
17' J thmk there are at this present time, too many Chinamen here
be regulated. far more than are
requisite for supplying the labor market,
see how they can be sent away against their wills. They but I do noil
will not stav
here to starve, and I imagine that the large companies
who brine their
here and pocket their earnings will send them awav rather than
burden of their support thrust upon them. Certainly I think have the'
it hio-hlJ
necessary that the immigration of Chinese, in future,
should be reflated
°
,
by a strict law.
shJuf^mp^sed
1B' J think a heav7 poll-tax levied upon each Chinaman upon landing
SnSfn1611
aCt aS a restriction uPon ^m, and would add to the revenue and
* '
. compensate m some degree for the loss sustained by it in the
constant!
evasion by the Chinese of their legitimate taxes.
Another apparently
successful way appears to be by regulating the number of
Chinese brought*
by each vessel, according to her tonnage.
&

toS£!^eflbrt
]\\ combined effort of the legistature and people of this province
e Ef°USe °f Commons and Pe°P^ of the Dominion generally, to
tTo^wS1!?*
velop resources of encourage white emigration from the eastern provinces and from England
SPpeednyetKlhey *** .oiiher European countries, would develop the natural resources of the
are now being
province more speedily and effectually, than thev are now beino- devplooed
developed. and wouldj wltW, ^^
check ^ ^
^ ^^
^ ^^^
gration. For it must be observed that
Chinamen are employed speaking
in general terms, because white labor is not to be had or because
in eel
tarn industries, the remuneration asked is too great,
or (speaking from
personal experience) because white men will drink or absent
themselves
from their duty. ISo effort which we, as a province, could
make, would
have the least effect in promoting immigration, owing to the
smallness of
our revenue, the extent of the province and consequent
calls upon its
revenue for roads and other public works, and to our
great distance
rrom the centre of emigration referred to above,
SSr^Sn8
get employment,

, ??\ Speaking generally they can. Wages are high here and the cost
01 living, exclusive of clothing, moderate.
Perhaps no country can show
a more well-to-do class than that of our mechanics and laboring
men
111
steady men save money.

SSf^iScS'had
. P" F16 °PeninS UP of the lands reserved for railway purnoses has
induced
many to induced
a great many settlers to come in and. take up lands I have o-00d
come m«
authority for saying that 1,700 farmers, mostly with families,
have serried
m JNTew Westminster district since 1st January last. This
y leads
to the reflection, though extraneo
us to the matter m hand, naturall
how much the
province has suffered from these railway lands having been
locked
up for
so many years past by the Dominion Government.
tYontoa^miT"
degree
retarded,

.
think white
immigration,
to a small degree, may have been retarded
by 2?«
the 1presence
or the
Chinese.

nohinadeeleacVteonad
ff23/ 1 d° *0t h^
<*** th\9hilMJSe ^e had any specially deleterious
white
morals. etiect
upon the morals of the white portion of the population, other than
upon those who have indulged in vice with them. They may have
encou
raged white
but I cannot
that Chinese
for the sake
we would be

men of a certain class, chiefly gamblers,' to smoke opium
say anything as to this of my own knowledge. It is asserted
prostitutes encourage lads of tender years in vicious practices
of the gain, however trivial. Judging from the police reports
inclined to think that the white prostitutes, who sell wines
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and spirits to those with whom they cohabit, do more harm to the moral*
the Chinese,
of the community than do those of a similar class amongst
who with all their faults do not indulge in very strong drink.
24. I cannot answer this question, but should be inclined to doubt it.
25. So far as my limited observation goes, I should say they do not g^s0eredX^|
Broad street proclaims the degradation of its inhabitants as loudly as that thanthatof
of any street in the Chinese quarter.

26. I know nothing whatever about leprosy, or its contagious effects.
27. I have no statistics to offer, and can only remark that I object to Does not want to
seeing Chinamen on the land either as owners in fee, or as lessees, for the settle> wants a
white community,
plain&reason that we want here a white m n's community, with civilized
Chinee,"
"Heathen
of
community
a
not
and
aspirations,
religious
habitscanandnever assimilate with us, or do ought to elevate us, and who can
who
state in any capacity other than that of drawvalue toofa wood.
possible
be of
and hewers
water
ers ofno
H. M. Pearse.

Thomas E. Ladner, manager of the Wellington Packing Company, Sal- LADNER.
mon Cannery, New Westminster, returned the following answers :—
, T ,
1,1
.
Chinese immi1. Laborers and traders.
grants laborers
and traders.
2. Always in good health, and fit for work, with few exceptions. Good health.
, on white
. ., 'citizens.
., .
Not
a burden on
3. None, nor a burden
charity.
4. Very industrious, sober, economical and law-abiding.

mher.

5. Yes j very honest in their engagements and contracts.
6. None whatever.

Keep contracts.
Do
interfere
withnotwhites.

7. They supplied a great want, and were welcomed by all employers of fXwelco^d**
labor.

8. It continues to the present date ; there is work for all.

Wanted still.

9*. The agitation began and has been carried on by parties that has Political cry.
none or very little interest in the country, and used as a political cry to
catch support.
10. Nothing injurious to public peace; but their sanitary condition is Sanitary condition
not as good as*it should be, except when they are closely looked after.
much so, particularly in the Lower Fraser, dyking lands, ^™£ped
11. Very
without them would now be wild.
which

oa
12. They are necessary to fill a great want in the labor market. Without NweBsarjrt
industries.
hem a number of industries could not be carried on.
13. The consequence would be the closing of a number of industries
particularly the canning business and reclaiming of lands by dyking.
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SSsSppiy?Ual t0 *been
14'equal
^ number
necessary, and up to the present date the demand lug
to the are
supply.
SborerTat1 white 15' Tliat woul(* depend, to a great extent, on the number of laboring
classes that came as immigrants. There arenot enough white laborers now
to supply the wants.

present.

and^cmkeei?686
^' would
"^ie 8n?ect
he to keeptocapital
from the
country,
the price of
capital from the labor
be outwou^
of proportion
the returns
derived
fromas investment1*
countrymade.
Should not be
restricted at
present.

17. They should not be forced to leave, by no means ; nor unless the labor
market gets more glutted should the supply be curtailed.
18. 1 could not suggest any manner, because I consider as long as there
is a demand for them they should not be stopped.

White laborers
could not be had
to supply their
place.
/
Pacific coast
people very
extravagant.

19. The cost to come here is so much that legislation will not bring
them nor could white laborers be hadtosupply their places, and for that
reason it would stop the development of the country. •
20. To a great extent, yes ; but people on this coast are very extravagant in their habits and demand very high wages.
21. Yes. a little.

White immigration not retarded.
No bad effect on
whites.
Chinese depravity
not more glaring
than white.

22. No.
23. They have had no bad effect on the morals of the white except on
those of depraved habits.
24. No.
25. No.
26. I know of none.

Indispensable
to canneries.

27. I cannot give you any statistical information in the matte: nor can
I furnish you any fact, except that it the canneries in British Columbia
had to depend on white labor, every one, without any exception, would be
closed up and the industry be entirely killed, and all the large amount of
money invested be entirely lost to the owners and also a lars:e revenue
lost to the government.
Thos.
Ladder.

Maple Ridge, B.C., August, 18th, ISS-L
LAITY.

John Laity, returned the following answers :—

Laborers.

i. Chiefly laborers.

Health good.

2. Usually appearing in good health.
3. No answer.

.uazy and
turbulent.

4. They are lazy and turbulent, only working when
the want of rice or food to eat,
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ble.
5. They do not, but deceive and cover up any defect if possi
6, 7 and 8. No answers.

' Do^respect

rirf
9. About two or three years ago. The laboring married man, that has ££o^m«
question.
a family to support.
dings in a Thievish and
10. There is the habit of stealing and keeping their surroun
■filthy condition.
11. It has, in the past, to a small extent.

In the past the .

SrluSfo

°1
wi"-^. ^i
thllSSSry.
x
of the Canadian Pacific Railroad. Chinese
necessary
so until the completion
T think
1 2 j.
until^tailway
completed.
13 and 14. No answers.
in.

15. I think one per cent., if any, quite sufficient.
would
16 I think the effect would be good, because domestic servants
and
desired,
are
services
their
know
they
when
come in in larger numbers
d.
the immigrant would be better satisfied and the province benefite
17. The further advent of others should be prevented.

try.
18. A heavy or high tax on entering the coun
19. I think the natural resources would be developed more speedily
and safely by white immigration.

be°anow\dt<?
come.
A poll-tax.

20 They cannot, to support their families by means of the competition ^^ffi?*
SfflU? reMOa
of the Chinese in the labor market.
21. It has a good effect.
22. It has of the laboring class.
23 to 27. No answers.

competition.

SSfS^fflto
SrltaS.^"

P. S— I desire to say that my experience with the Chinese in this gjg^ £$$$•
country has been limited, but I think that -the province and Dominion at CMnese.
with
large will n»ke greater advancement witl&rctu the Ohmaman, than
such large numbers, as are at present scattered over the country gathering
every dollar they possibly can to send to traders in China.
John Laity.

Maple Ridge, B.C., August 18th, 1884.
John Trembath, returned the following answers :—
i
rprs
labn
Phi'pflv lao
11. unieny
ore
rs.
2. Usually appearing in good health.

3. No answer.

lazy and turbulent,
Theyof are
rice or food to eat.
the4.want

only working when compelled to for
99
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They do not, but deceive and cover up any defect if possible.
7 and 8. No answers.

9. About two or three years ago.
a family to support.

The laboring married man, that has

filt10.
hy There is the habit of stealing and keeping their surroundings in &
condition.
11. It has, in the past, to a small extent.
12. I think so, until the completion of the Canadian Pacific Railroad.

\

13 and 1 4. No answers.

i

I think one per cent., if any, quite sufficient.
16. I think the effect would be good, because domestic servants would
come in in larger numbers when they know their services are desired,
and the immigrant would be better satisfied and the province benefited.
17.
The further advent of others should be prevented.
18.
A high tax on entering the country.
19. I think the natural resources would be developed more speedily and
safely by white immigration.
20. They cannot, to support their families by means of the competition
of the Chinese in the labor market.
21. It has a good effect.
22. It has of the laboring class.
23 to 27. No answers.

No more ought to
come°Wed t0

P. S. — I beg to say the little experience I have had with Chinamen in
*^s country, I do not approve of them in no way, and I do not think any
more ought to be allowed to enter the province.
John Trembath.

Esquimalt
INNES.

Yard, B.C., August 18th, 1884.

J- W. Innes, naval storekeeper, etc., returned the following answers: —
1. Chiefly laborers,

goocl health? *

2. In good health, and fit for work.

JuW^charity! 3. No system that I am aware of, except the British Columbia Benev
olent Society ; but the Chinese are no burden on public or private charity
lndustriousysober,
respect their

4. They are industrious, sober, economical, and law-abi<

engagements, had
supplied and still
supply a want.

- v
°- -1- e».

6. No.
100
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7. Yes ; by employers of labor.
8. Still continues.

JSgfiSS
ago, by the white laboring class, so-called, and
9. About seven years
.
classes
same
the
by
;
politicians

^
matter of sanitation they are ggit-r
10 Not that I am aware of ; but in the
in England, perhaps more so.
about asfgnorant 7L lower 'orders
Developed
province.

11. Yes.
_ _ .~
. ti

desirable.
Their
presence

12. Desirable.

^
hout^
x o . ii^
and capitalists would Wit
domestics.
wouldy. be an insufficiency of domestics,
13 e Ther
the e countr
forsak

14. Yes; I cannot say how many
15. I cannot say.

E^"

and convenience.
16. There would be a total absence of comfort
17. Merely that the number should be regulated.

of comfort.

18. A poll-tax.

poll-tax.

KguiatW

19. Certainly not.
i

White people can

'

j.* l +,* 4+

,
20. Yes if they choose to work and stick to ix>.
21

Most

get WOrk.

, . , ,.
decidedly.
„

Opening
up of
public lands
stimulated white
immigration.

ss description, such as loafers, „^ ed.
22 Only white immigration of a usele
not retard
'drunkards, and wanderers on the face of the earth.
No effect on white
white
of
i„ ,vf w^Hp nponle bevond those
,i
morals.
23. No effect upon the morals ot white peopie, uevui
ts.
habi
or
ions
inat
incl
people of similar
24

and 25.

_. , . ,
.
Certainly not,

Chinese depravity
not more glaring
than white.

26. No knowledge,

e.

acceptabl
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Ladner's Landing, B.C., August 19th, 1884.
Laborers in good
health.

Wm. H. Ladner, J. P., returned the following answers :
1. Laborers.
2. Yes.

Do not Imrden
charities.

3. No.

Industrious,sober, 4. Very industrious, sober, economical and law-abiding, as prison returns
respect engage- will show.
wonts, do not
interfere with
_ ^_
whites save as
0. Yes.
laborers, were
■welcomed and
a -\rn
the welcome
°' ^ a
continued
until
recently.
7. Yes.
8. Very recently.
Agitation confined ^' Recen%, and by those who came here as adventurers to labor for
adventurers.
a short- time, think it chiefly confined to those who have no stake in thecountry, and those employ them as soon as they require labor.
Over-crowd.
Developed
Drovince.

10. Greatest objection, owing to over-crowding in house accommodation.
11. Very much so.
12. Yes.

its
JliSngVnd^ther
interests would
suffer.
Not too many.

1?\ A §reat deal,of reclamation of wild land, and the canning interests
would sutler severely
14. Present number not in excess.
1 5. No answer.

No other domestic
16. No others but Chinese to be obtained at present, nor since I have
ervantstobehad. been ^
^ 185g>
rromChindease!hran - 17' Do not think there is an7 more danger from Chinese than from
from
labor-living improved machinery as to the effect on the labor market.
lachines.
18. No answer.
5^coemTn?!grantS
"Whites can find
employment.

19' Governnient naye offered free grants, and have assisted immigrants^
and still they have not arrived to supply the labor market.
20. Yes.
21. So far not opened on mainland, but if done it would do so.

White immigration not retarded.

22. No.

23. Chinese of same class compare favorably with those of others
24. Am

not aware of any in the province.

25. No answer.
26. Do not know of any.
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Laborers the^ ^
11. MV expellee is that
w g
lh«.the
oion is fromf 1those
^ who
^ aret the first, when
general agitat
97 ATv experience is
of
a
i*
oi
piece
a
get
they
as
soon
as
but
labor,
their
on
t
dependen
mploy
la^toe
to
first
the
are
then
Roved, or become employers themselves, they
employ the Chinese.
Wm> h> Ladner.

Victoria, B.C., August 23rd, 1884.
returned the following WARD.
Manager Bank of British Columbia,
Ward, :—
W. C.
answers
<
Laborers in good
led.
1. Laborers, nearly all unskil
2. Yes.

health come.

own countrymen for assistance Djgjttajj3 They appear to rely entirely upon their a Chinaman * treated m the
ly
Occasional
destitution.
inLSeiS
.
public hospitals, but they seldom apply
They gJKSSS.""
and law-abiding.
4 A larce majority of them are industrious
of opium-smoking
habit
their
and
ately,
inveter
Bamblt among themselves
of their ^ work They
interferes with the regular performance
Cen%
from the opium-smoking, but I do not
»Z often sleepy and stupid

"Lmb
opium smokers
*^*
any p*
: twent
ient
skin a* ^Sa
m **
-jj
e y profic
they ibecom
As en/o
—
man n^ex
drunk. peri
ana ,
ChinaTr,
_
and
rs
foye
ttar
value ,*
k doH^bor they quickly Lognif their
of.cn become indolent and ^^^Ifc^t^^^*™
»"*
econQ. often pilferer,
^
£
£™«™
M|
are wasteful in dealing with _food
u^ walB,
tw^.itate.toliewhen.eri^
KSSSSi^
They form no
for pure mischief.
lie
tly
frequen
they
and
,
purpose
their
ual employer^ but a large
pergonal "attachments to families or individ
intelligent and usetul
become
, and
servants.
proportion of them are faithful workers

ttarn^
ct of importance is entered into Keep
5 Generally speaking, when any contra
Chinaman is
the
that
see
to
l
carefu
very
are
bI the latter
with S
ct can be legally enforced. I think
pretty firmly bound, so that the contra
^™;
care, ana But plovmentata
any Jtd
with
aff
ements are
se Lep
regarded
never
[h Chine*™+a
thc'ir engag
quite
as ^«l
leave their
however,
Q« «prvants
notice.
monlenrS
verbal
any
of
irrespective
a moment's notice,
SrvelXm'tat
acceprvery
be
would
A law to prevent this
able
to employers.
contrary.
te
pJZLZt

6. No.
nts, and ^f££Jft5as
Their labor was welcome, in the absence of white immigra
hands. within four years.
factory
as
of domestic servants, and
4ec^i^ngLv^
8. Till within the past four years.
7

chieflyl
cal, with a view to the laboring A^ion
9 The agitation has been chiefly politi
class.
g
la,orw
prma
Calif
m
ion
agnat
the
clan's vote. It became prominent here soon after
Vf*™^h
by
y
led
mainl
is
it
thmk
.
I
ogues
demag
.other
and
by Mock
immigration should now be
h there is a very general feeling that the
thoug
restricted, if not entirely stopped.
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|aritarycond:tion 10. Nothing opposed to the public
peace. Their dwelling places are
certainly opposed to public health and cleanli
ness. Drainage and ventilation are neglected, and they herd together in small spaces, very detrimental tohealthf ulness ; yet they seem to enjoy as much immunity
from sickness as do the whites living under proper care.
devdoped^he
country.

. 1L Yes' in bringing under cultivation considerable quantities of land,
in coal and gold mining, by employment in various manufacturing enter
prises, where cheap labor is essential to successful carrying on business,
they have assisted materially in the development of the province. What
has been done by Chinese labor could not otherwise have been accomplished,
as at the higher rates of wages required by whites the operations would
have been unremunerative. As domestic servants they have been indispensable, and in their absence many people would have left the province
for lack of the ordinary comforts of life.

mSnbiSo'fffiwhites
I2' TJntil white immi§Tants of tne necessary qualifications come in
arrive istheir
pres- sufficient numbers; their presence is not only desirable but necessary,
ence
necessary.

L3. Great domestic discomfort and hardship, and a decided check in the
progress of the province as long as the requisite class of white population
is deficient.
li. A sufficient number of Chinese is required to perform the duties of
"hewers of wood and drawers of water" at rates proportionate to the
remuneration obtainable in other walks of life in the province.
15. I think the proportion of Chinese now in the province is greater
than is desirable, as compared with the present white population.
16. Vide No. 11.
Xrthld ch?rent 17. I do not think the present Chinese population should be forced to
immigration. leave.
I would prevent the incoming of others, and would endeavor to
encourage
European immigration,
so as to prevent the necessity
for
employing Chinese.
18. I think this should be left for the Government
A combined effort

to devise.

19- Yes ; I believe this would be the most effectual and satisfactory

should^madef3 Plan if adoPtecl ancl carried on persistently and vigorously.
20. Yes ; all who are steady, industrious and sober.
Whites work.
can
ootain

21 and 22. I cannot say.

No moral
23. The Chinese mix very little with the whites.
My impression is
influence. that they have scarcely any influence upon the morals of the whites.

Not more
depraved
than
whites.
SeS^oeS114

2L

I. think certainly not.

25. jSTo ; most
certainly not.
Their
vices and
flaunted before society as is the case with the whites.
26. Cases of leprosy here must be very rare.
any whites having contracted it.

depravity

are

I have never heard of

27. Nobbing of special character.
W. C. Ward,
104
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New Westminster B. C, August
Chinese laborers

•

c^il^wa
follows
:—

in good heaith
come.

a few traders.
1. Principally laborers, with
2. I think so, generally.

3. None that I know of .
i
• j.^^ahc
ppnnomical and law-abiding,
rpmiirP
industrious, economical *
are sober, workinoSome of
4 feome
4.
oi them
wit,
by the day most of them requne
but I have found that when ^orlrni
oy
j
^
j
invy ^
„„,i,l^0 +w. the same class ot white men.
more washing than tne * ,
f them become incapacitated

r

k
v,
.„ i

Sober and
industrious, but
working by the
d require more
watching than
whites. Frequent
ly off work in

w
, ,
^ +U of Will not respect
We had a case ot tnat contracts if likelj

\a sis s^t-rSayss «"B""
i„ f- w^

anvthinff bv it.

signed it in the usua way ; but we MiW,J^^

f

Mm

ftXiSted'etC'

i.
M
™. in Keep out whit,
ry that would come m £amilie,
count
the
of
out
es
famili
ng
keepi
by
Yes, laborers.
6. white
with

7 and 8

I was not in the country at that time.
i,™

+Vm acriAntion be^an,

.
classes against
. ibuti t1 All
,
,
agitating
began it,
or who

a few Chinese.
Sr^rry- it forward, except
sen
tim
^^
ent
alists.
thnVnt
Sanitary conditio!,
habit of crowding then bad.
their
mic,
epide
any
of
case
the
in
think
10 T
the fact that so many of
ous, and
be d^erto
ouU
en^
^^C
spread disease.
Jeia?e
help
would
ts
servan
house
tliem

the lumber and £SgSSSriTM
case
s. mines and fisheries, yes ; but not in
theinte
restof
ural
cultIn
agri11.
No
longer
desirable.
12. I think neither.
of house servants, |g»white
13 It would cause some inconvenience in the matter
take their place.
but a better class would soon take their places.
14. No.
None necessary.
a
,

15. None.
txt

u

r„ 1«™

16. The same as in all other new parts of %£*»&™
%£&%
ber, fish, coal and minerals, ana when the demand for these
sufficient capitalists will come.
m„u «rtW in tbp country to fill all wants
- , . , ,i
17 No ; but I think there are enough now m tne county w
in their line for the next twenty years.
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white laboAvhile
1 ?• Na
As long as tne Dominion Government will veto the action of
Srhovfnceareinthe °.ur leSlslature> and the Chinese companies are allowed to send in their
slaves, we cannot get or keep a supply of white labor.

way.
20. Many do, and many

more would if the Chinese were not in th&

21. I cannot see that the railroad lands have been opened in this district.

White immigration retarded.

00 Yes vprv rn noli en
**• * es, very mucn so.

tCheSvfcesaunt

23' J do not tllink the whites mix much wi*h the Chinese here.
24. Very much more so.
25. Yes.
26. None.

27. My ideas on the whole question have been formed and are entirely
governed by what I call a common-sense view of the situation, and not by
statistics furnished by any authorities, either here or elsewhere.
The
4S?g?ation

• Chinese come here in swarms : nearly all are single men, and none of them
will marry here.
If any women come with them they are common prostitutes. Scores of them will crowd together in one small building that
would
barely suffice for one ordinary
white laborer's family.
They
become proprietors to a very limited extent, and do very little building in

Ninety-nine per
proportion to their numbers.
Ninety-nine per cent, of them
raise* 110
SmTs and°none families> and no*e of them take any part or interest in either municipal,
have public spirit, political or educational matters.
Unlike those of other nationalities, they
do not become assimilated to our customs, dress, maimer of living, or even
laws any more than they are obliged to by law. Is it possible then that our
province can prosper as well with lat^rers of this class as with the class of
white settlers who are now coming into the country in limited numbers,
and in many cases bringing families with them, and who would come in
much larger numbers if the Chinese did not stand in the way?
This
ShaefaSntemanler ^^
^^ WiU Hve in houses' not dens \ wiU send tneir children to
with chMrSfand scn°o1 and church ; will take an intelligent part in municipal, political and
civic ^possible educational matters j will become largely proprietors of the soil, and thus* be permanent
settlers, while
their children
will
up to be our
future city and county councillors, and in some casesgrow
our future legislators, as well as to fill many positions of both public and private importance. As an example : look at one of our saw-mills employing other labor
than Chinese.
In the immediate neighborhood there springs up quite a
village, with store, school-house, church and other places of public benefit ;
while a cannery with the same capital invested, and employing mostly
Chinese, will only show one large barn-like building for their use, and
probably one or two houses for the proprietor and overseer.
I know that
the white laboring class here has in the past been largely composed of
single men, who were ready to move off at any time ; but that state of
affairs is rapidly changing with the opening up of the country.
I know
that during the present summer many white laborers have had to leave
Sborera toid to
^
tOWn and district' Decause so many Chinamen are employed in our
leave because too mills and canneries, as well as in the wood-cutting business ; and I consider
employed!11686 are the loss of one Permanent settler as greater to the country at large than
that of ten who only intend staying long enough to make a little money.
James B. Kennedy.
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Nanaiho, B.C., August 24th, 1884.

in
superintendent
Robeht Scott, underground red
as follows :—
Nanaimo District, answe

Wellington

Collieries,

laborers.
are chieflyJ
11 •Thev'
nv.\r
i ri. £
2 Yes- in good health, and tit tor woik.
, .
i,o ^^ +li a PhinPSP »Ot help from the Wllltes.
^ i
^
neip
&ol
Chinese
the
have
knowledge,
3 Never, to my

grants chiefly
laborers immiin good
Chinese
health, who do not
burden white
charities, aie
industrious and
^^ keep their
contracts, do not

4. They are industrious, sober, economical, and law-abiding.
er.
to the lett
5 Yes, '
Vm

iESi^bad
and were
welcomed.
supplied a want

6. They do not.

They
welco
7. med.

did

supply

a want

then

felt,

and

were

encouraged

and

8. To September, 1883.
s, and is still
r, 1883, by a few leading miner
in Sept
bega
9. edIt on
class.
sameembe
byn the
carri
10. There is not, to my knowledge.
Have
contributedof
to development
country ; presence

11 Thev have.
J
12 Yes ; their presence here is desirabR

neceSr^ t!f coal
i-i industry and for
ill, and many a one would d^tic service ;
13 The coal industry would be at a standst
have to go without breakfast.
^£3
of
A + work to be done
•„
it
At snouidregidate
the .province would require.
14. I am not posted as to how many
4UU.
about
require
we
the Wellington Mines
15. This I cannot answer.
would stop imdo without help; therefore it
16 They would have to of
al.
capit
with
ns
perso
y
migration into this colon
ld be forced to
that the Chinese present shou
my
not
It is
17. the
. opinion
ince
prov
leave
amount of labor to be done in
I should suggest according to the
the18.
province.

op the
Chinese.
of devel
19 It would not as speedily
colony to stop the immigration
ng to work.
20. They can, if they are willi
21. It has.
22. I think not.

23. They are not here.

ior

natural

resources

.

of the gp-opening land
up <cfhad
railway
stimulated immigration*
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25. They do not.
26. I have none.
27. This I cannot answer.

MORESBY.
Whites and
Indians better
than Chinese.

Robert Scott.

William Moresby, a native of England, now gaoler at ]STew Westminster,
and formerly a gold-miner at Cariboo, states that whites and Indians
are far better workers than Chinese, and in the mines two white
men are considered of equal value with three Chinamen. To the
interrogatories he answered as follows :—

immigrants
low-86
*• The Chinamen who emigrate to this country are almost entirely of
est
class.
the lowest class of laborers. The exceptions are, as a rule, the foremen or
"bosses" sent out by the companies in charge of the laborers.
Healthy.

menbI|gingTa*
iSSgaoTlt0gefc
Industrious and
sober, but
some go on weeklong debauches.

Not law-abiding.

Have civil and
criminal tribunals
of their own.

Half-breed and
Indian women
allured into opium
dens and violated.
White prostitutes
smoke.
91 Chinese in
penitentiary, and
29 whites ; in gaol
21 Chinese and
o whites.
Large percentage
of Chinese escape
justice.

Do not always
respect their
engagements.

2. They generally arrive in good health and fit for work.

3> We nave no svstem of poor relief. I have seen Chinamen begging
!n the
into
2*aol.streets> and known them to steal openly for the sake of gettiJ

4. Chinamen are industrious. They are sober, in so far as that they are
never seen drunk on the street ; but I know that they drink heavily in
their houses, periodically— that is to say, that, now and then, they wi2
absent themselves from work and go on a debauch for a week.
They are
very economical.
They save all they can and send it, or take it home
with them. They are by no means law-abiding, for they break the law continually inthe following manner: They defraud the customs, and evade
licenses and taxes by handing the tax-receipts from one to another, and
neither the collector nor any one else can tell one from the other.
They
gamble j keep opium-dens and houses of ill-fame.
The domestic servants
steal all the time.
They sell liquor to Indians.
They have their own
tribunals for the trial of both civil and criminal offences.
I know of two
or three cases in which a money payment was made to the relatives of an
assaulted (and, in one case, nearly murdered) man to suppress their evidence, the consequence of which was that when the accused was brought
to trial there was no evidence, or insufficient evidence, to establish his
guilt. .1 know of half-breed and Indian women being enticed into opiumdens, and supplied with opium and liquor, and being ravished by any number of the inmates. I have seen young white men, from eighteen to thirty
years of age, smoking opium in these dens.
I have also seen white prostitutes there. The population consists of about a hundred whites to twenty
Chinese. In the penitentiary at this moment there are thirty-one Chinese
and twenty-nine whites.
In the gaol there are twenty-one Chinese and
five
whites.
In
addition
to
thisescape
it mustjustice
be remembered
'thatimpossibilit
about eighty
per cent, of Chinese defaulters
through the
establishing their identity, they are so much alike. The proportion of
white defaulters escaping justice through any cause is about twenty per
cent.
5. They do not always respect their engagements with white men, nor
do they carry out their contracts.
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day and some at night.
,v:th vermin
^•^

b^a^^^
attend
to attend
w.erl to
men forced

n

They are crowded into houses with g^in gangs.

The houses are iiw ,
j
j,
barrels,, Urinetkeptin
and exercThe urine and excrement aie Kep\> m u

ion and drainage, and no, more were undersell wbte
to ventilat
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vei
fleeencv permitted they would labor because of
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™^
s. l^Um
£r
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Z?
*?
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K
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+ *w

.h.
8. ofUntil
<rion
feeling.
rt -rx v

+1^ was so

There were then no white servants.

The a warnst ^St now

lanal ~ »»"" i •»« "»» ""* "" '**" * ""*
;„ PQT»iV»nn in 1864

They began working for low wages, ^fgfifSSce^heik

^

i
^
. ^
Xprov
ince
^the
over
lng^allr
t^
increasi
ally
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t- has been gradu-

Inhumanity.
de the city limits and leave them
Thev often carry their dying ontsi

undoubtedly spread a1

policeman and wounding him badly onthetheconstable.
^'
ln^
houses are s0 Houses
filthy
a public
as to be so
±neiinuu&t»
that of
all beyond
at <ui
^vidpnce aD
™ evidence
L+ no
get
uC<y
infectious disease should break out, danger.

Sr^^

over the city and country.

U. The Chinese are only + **%£$£^

tt^z2£^^£&&

province.
retarded the development of the

and have'therefore'
ThefKt

gft^

Gra^witbare
nu
12 and 16. ±i trie in
thosebywho
d and
woul
ed,
s. now
be filled
stopp
white
Of greater number
the influx of Chinese was
13 orIfleft
W
9
1
now an
g
j
i
oe
would
place
the country, then
here died off
benefit to the country.

%£*»
some are necessary ; bnt ultimate- *$£
14 Until they are replaced by whites,
ry.
neces8a
the
are in any other part of
ion.
Domin
^^1 be as undesLble here as they
ly they
15. See preceding answers.

whito
no Chinese servants, plenty of
If there were etc.
16 I cannot/say
e,
Europ
from
ate
emigr
ones would
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Their coming
should be stopped
entirely and
immediately.
Prohibition.

A. 1885.

17. Their coming should be stopped entirely, and at once.
18. None should be allowed to arrive, either by land or water.
19. It would be necessary for the Dominion to prohibit absolutely the
coming into this province of Chinese.

White men can
find employment
in those branches
of labor where the
Chinese do not
compete.

20. In some branches which are not interfered with by Chinese they
can but where they come into competition with Chinese they cannot All
skilled mechanics can, and all assistants to such, where the English
language is required; but if it is not necessary to speak English the Chinaman invariably comj^tes successfully with the white man. For instance
a blacksmith's or carpenter's assistant is a white man, but a bricklayer's
is a Chinaman, for he has nothing to do but carry bricks and mortar and
requires little or no talking to.
21. I am not aware that the railway lands are yet open for settlement.
22. Certainly.

Chinese more
depraved than
whites.

23. See No. 4 about opium. There are no whites so bad as bad Chinese.
24. Much greater.
25. No, they do not.

Leprosy.

26. Personally, I have known no cases of leprosy.
27. Not more than has already been given in these answers.
William Moresby.

BRYDEN.

Mr. John Bryden, general manager of the Wellington Colieries, answered
as follows :—

Chinese immigrants chiefly
laborers, in good
health ; who do

1. The emigrants from China are chiefly laborers. A few mechanics
come but they seldom work at their trade.

charities ; ahd(are
industrious, sober,
economical, lawabiding, and respect their engagements do
; not
interfere with
white population
save in laborfields and welcomed wften first
they came.

2. They are usually in good health, and fit for work when they arrive.
3. There is no system of public relief. I have never known a China,
man to ask for or obtain relief from white citizens.

not burden public

4. They are industrious, sober, economical and law-abiding, more so
than the same class of white laborers.
5. They respect thei* engagements with white men, but the white men
do not always respect their engagements with the Chinamen, as they
sometimes leave the province without paying them.

6. Have never known them to interfere with the white population in
any other way than that offered by fair competition in the labor market.

7. When the Chinese first came to this province they supplied a class
of labor that was then hard to get, and their coining was both encouraged
and welcomed,
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few years J^'gw'ySL.
8. The coming of the Chinese was welcomed until within a
as°.
ny
ma
by
d
welcome
still
is
ago, and
a few years ago an d was Action by.^
9 The agitation against the Chinese beganearned
forward by them.
still
is
and
rs,
agitato
al
politicby
ced
commen

as I know that is injurious Not^nousto
10. There is nothing in their habits, so far
As a rule, they -^leanly health.
co the public peace or°to the public health.
dirty, but not more so
often
are
gs
undin
surro
their
ugh
altho
n,
in
others of a similar class.
thanperso
the de- Dcv^opea prothe Chinese has contributed very much to
of ce.
presen
The of
11.ment
provin
the ce
velop

er development of the Still necessary.
presence is still necessary for the furth

12. Their 0Unt
<;
ry-

,, Effect of with-

"wouiabe
the province the *t^d
13. If the Chinese were withdrawn from
being earned on would be unable
be serious, as many of the industries now suitab
le class of labor.
to continue in operation, for want of a

number might be necessary ; much depends upon
I cannot
labor.what
d for say
deman
the14.

ration should bear to
15 I cannot sav what proportion Chinese immig
people, as it will depend upon the class of white
the immigration of white
ce.
provin
the
to
g
comin
people

e or America to this colony, CjW* ™>»
16 Few domestic servants come from Europ
gg-jwjgg*
withhad.capital might hesitate to come if they knew that servants
ns be
and perso
not to
were
residents should be forced
17 I do not think that the present Chinese
be prevented from coming
to leave the province, or that others should
class can be mduced to
other
some
of
rs
labore
of
nnless a suitable class
come.
regulating the coming
18. I can offer no suggestion as to restricting or .
of Chinese
Doubts if a comfurnish a g^?*||
19 A combined effort of the people and its legislature might speedly
as gr-^
as
suppiy of white labor to develop the resources of the eolony
geedl £»ttwnow, but I very much doubt it.

remunerative White^egleean
20. White people, if steady and willing to work, can find
employment and work.

has had a material Opening npof ^
21 The opening up of the public lands for settlement
ce.
vin
ation
' effect on the immigr
of settlers to the pro
SSS^nt?1*
the gite tagg*
22. I am not aware that the presence of Chinese has retarded
province.
this
to
people
white
of
ion
immigrat
of No^oj^^
23. I do not think that the Chinese has any effect upon the morals^
and I do not think that they are more injurious than
the white people,
white people of similar habits.
Ill
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24. I cannot say that the proportion of immoral Chinese is any greater
than amongst white people similarly situated.
25. I do not think that the depraved flaunt their vices more than da
white people of a similar class.

Leprosy.

26. I have never
them to the whites. known a case of leprosy being communicated from
27. I can give no information, or furnish other facts bearing on thft.
question now being considered by the Commission.
John Bryden.

JOHNSTON.
Character and
quality of Chinese
immigrants.

M. Johnston, returned the following answers :—
1. Chiefly laborers.
2. I understand they do.

3. Chinese do not become a burden upon public or private charities.
Sober and
industrious

4. They are industrious, sober, economical and law-abiding.
5. They do, so far as my experience goes.
6. I think not.
7. I believe so.

Agitation
political.

8. Up to a few years ago, when the agitation against the Chinese began.
9. Some few years ago.

The agitation is and has always been political

10. I believe not.
Have developed
country.
But restriction
necessary.

11. Decidedly so, in my opinion.

12. I think so; but I think restriction and regulation in regard to
further immigration necessary.
13. No answer.

Present number
sufficient.

14. Chinese appear to be necessary in the present condition of the
province, but probably the number now here is sufficient.
15 and 16. No answers.

Poll tax should
be imposed.
One Chinese
laborer to every
100 tons.

17. In
Australia. my opinion,

the number

coming

should

be regulated as in

18. Limit vessels to one Chinese laborer for every one hundred tons
register of tonnage.
/
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probably so.
19. When the Canadian Pacific Railway has been completed,
Whites can find
enjoyment.

20. I think SO.

21. I understand so.
22. I think not.
23 to 27. No answers.
Matthew T. Johnston,
[Merchant, Victoria, B.C.]

of the British
W. B. Adair, as manager
follows :—
answered

American

'1. As far as my experience goes, laborers.
2. They do.

Packing

Company, ADAIR.

.

S^Shitse
immigrants.

3. No.

and laware, with but very rare exceptions, sober, economical
L They
.
abiding
5. So far as my experience goes, yes.
6. They do not.

7. To the best of my knowledge they did and were encouraged.
8. Up to within the past two years.

9 About two years ago ; principally worthless white laborers ; some cfmeseprinci*,, classes.
,
J
°
r
pally
Oi- all
white worthless
laborers.

Overcrowd.
10. They are apt to cause sickness among themselves by crowding
themselves too closely together in their houses.
11. Vastly, in my opinion.
and desirable.
are both necessary"
I think theyJ
12 ' "*•

co^ntr?.^
Withdrawal of

Chinese would be

of our industries would suffer, especially the salmon industry. S^Sto
13 ManyJ
prospects

the

of capi-

in the province, outside of rail- tal coming m.
I think
es. about the present number
road14.employe
15. Can hardly say.
16. I think it would be bad.

17. They should not be forced to leave, in my opinion ; the further -^^ftdbe
advent of others should be restricted and regulated as to number and regulated.
character.
A combined effort

18. No answer.

g^SSS*""

be success19. It .probably would furnish a supply of white labor, but unless it was might
£^5 w«£^?ap
cheap labor some of our industries would suffer.
industries would
r
8
suffer.
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20. I think they can.
21. No answer.

^\ nite immigration not retarded.

22. I think not

No injurious effect

23. From my observation I have noticed no mi urious effect of Chines

or Chinese on
,,
i
» ,,
-, .,
white morals. Not upon the morals or the whites,
more depraved
than whites.
^ ^
^
j tMnk not<

26. I have none ; and never knew of a case in this country.
27. I cannot, except to refer the Commission to the valuable statistical
compiled by the late Fish Commissioner, Mr. Anderson.
Wm. B. Adair.

LORD.
Chinese immigrants laborers
and mechanics ;
healthy.

D, R

Lord, of the British American Packing Company, answered asi
follows :—

1. Laborers and mechanics.
2. Yes.
3. No answer.

Industrious and
sober, keep
contracts.
Do not interfere
with whites save
in the labor
market.

4. Industrious, sober, and economical.
5. Yes.
6. No.

Supplied a want
at hrst.

7. Yes.

Feeling favorable to Chinese
continued up to
two years ago.

8. To within two years.

Nothing in their
manner of living
inj urious to public
peace or health.

9. No answer.
10. None that I know of.
11. No answer.
12. Yes.

Great inconve13.
nience ifthey
were removed. No
combined effort
14.
would bring a sufficient supply of
say
white immigration.

A great inconvenience.
A certain number are necessary, but I am not sufficiently posted

15 and 16. No answers.

17. No.
18. No answer
19. No.
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Whites who
are sober can find
employment.
Not
specially
injurious
to white morals.

20. Yes, if they are sober.
21. No answer.
22. I do not know.
23. 24 and 25. No.

Not more dewhites nor
praved thando they
flaunt their vices
more openly.

26. None.
27. I cannot.
D. R. Lord.

BODWELL.

Mr. E. V. Bodwell, answered as follows :—
1. Chiefly laborers, with a few traders.

Chinese immigrants
chieflya laborers with
few
traders. Healthy.
Do not burden

2. Yes.

relief : British Columbia Benevolent Society. They public chariites.
lo 3.
not.System of public
4. They are industrious, sober, economical and as law-abiding as white iadustriou|,sober,
)eople of the same class. They are neither lazy, drunken, extravagant, or
iurbulent.
5. As far as my knowledge extends they do, as well as whites in similar fg^emSita.
jircumstances.

Do not interfere
with whites save
in labor market.

6.. No.

7. Cannot say from personal knowledge as I was not then a resident, ^JJJ1^^1*
3ut I am told they did supply a want then felt.

*

8. I cannot say.
9. Do not wish to answer this question.
10. I do not think there is to the public peace. In their personal habits personS^abiSbi;hey are quite as cleanly as white people in the same station. As to their jJac^or^speciaUy
labits-in their own dwellings,
I cannot say.
to
public
health.
°
Have
contributed
11. Yes.
„

. .

12. In the present state of things, yes.

to development of
province.
Their
cessary.
presence

still ne-

13. They are almost the only domestic servants obtainable. If all were ^t\lvll^™*~
o leave at once I think it would be a public calamity. In time the want if all were to leav*
o created might be supplied by immigration of white servants and fn time white
aborers.
servants and
14. No answer.

laborers might
come in.

15. Am not in a position to say.
16. Until some means was adopted to bring in a much greater supply Capital would be
)f white labor and a much larger number of domestic servants, persons i^ts were* no? sure
vith capital dependent upon hired domestics would necessarily be prevented J^avrng domesironi settling in the country.
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Further ^immigra- 17# J d0 not think present Chinese residents should be forced to leave,
should however but further immigration should be regulated and the numbers admitted
he regulated. be limited.
18. Do not undertake to say what particular course should be taken toeffect the desired object.
A combined effort

would not bring
in a sufficient
amount of white
labor.

White labor can
find employment.
Wages.

Opening of railway lands
had attracted a number
of white immigrants. White
immigration not
retarded.
No bad effect on
white morals.
Chinese not more
depraved than
whites.

19. I do not think SO.
20. In proportion to the number of permanent settlers in the country,,
white people can find employment at fair wages. The labor market might
be overstocked as there are comparatively few settlers able to employ
many laborers. The wages paid for white labor is about $2 per day
on the average, and the cost of living here is about 33 J per cent, greater
than in Ontario.
21. The promise that these lands would be open for settlement ha&.
induced quite a number of people to come to the province this season.
22. I do not think so.
23. I do not think they are.
24. I do not think so.
25. No.
26. None..
27. No.

But Chinese labor
has a tendency to
degrade labor ;
and in the end
does not cheapen
it to employers.

Speaking generally upon the effect of Chinese labor on the laboring.
classes, I think its worst feature is that it has a tendency to degrade labor.
I look upon idleness as a vice, and all honest labor should be held to be
honorable and respectable. The employment of Chinese for the performance of menial offices and manual labor of the harder sort for some reason
causes white persons to avoid similar employment, and an application for
such service from a white man is met with the reply : " I do not wish to
do Chinaman's work." Many persons remain idle rather than face the
false sentiment that certain kinds of labor are only fit for Chinamen to
perform. That Chinese labor can drive out white labor I think there is
no doubt, if it comes in competition, because no matter what price a White
man will do a job of work for a Chinaman will undertake it for say 25 per
cent, less ; but having driven the white laborer from the field competition
ceases as they will not compete in prices with each other,and having no white
competition they are not slow to take advantage of their monopoly of
labor privileges. So that Chinese labor while it may and probably does
drive out or keep out white labor, competition does not cheapen labor to
the employer materially.
E. V. Bodwell.

ARMSTRONG.

William James Armstrong,
a native of Peterborough,
Sheriff of New Westminster, ansAvered as follows :—

Chinese immigrants, laborers
of good health.
Taken into hospi-

1. Laborers, I think.
2. Good health, so far as I know.
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men, for gg£^r.
3. They are taken into our hospitals and cared for as white
which we receive no remuneration from them.
Jfthffield ^t

*• Lazy.

supnot SW
Did fcS
bor. ffi
fif

know.
5. Seldom or ever employ them ; do not
6 and 7. I think not.
_ __
8. No answer.

9. Several years ago ; all classes.

menced several
years ago and all
Agitation comclasses joined in

jt^

^ .^

peace.
ious
public
healthto or

Not that I am aware ot.

10

province.

11. I think they have in the fish-curing business.

SJg^SffiS*
Had pushed for-

12. I think not.

sary.
No longer

neces-

Wg.
not changed ; prosperity good. Effects of European immi- gggj
13. Comfort
.^ration
coming.
^
%££%£%**
of
European
immigration.

14. No.
15. None.
16

Capital will bring labor.
F
, .
. j.' •
n.
T would stop the importatio
i„ ifl0v0 Knt
li.
F
buu
wouiu
l
but
leave,
to
them
17. I would not force

the United States of America.
18. A law very similar to that of
1 Q Vps
1 y • x ca*

Would not force
them out but
would stop immi.
gration.
A law similar to
United States Restriction Act
should be passed.
effort
A combined
would
bring in
white
immigration and thus de-

.

findry.
Whites velopcan
the count

plenty of employld.
20. Yes ; more so than any other country in the wor
settlers that I am aware of, which
21 The lands are not opened up forof the country.
is a great detriment to the prosperity
22. Yes, to a great extent.
23
40.
94
A*.

Verv hard to say.
*w)
J
,, r
*
Much
greater among the temaies.
ju-uw *
o
•
,

25. I do not know that they do.
26. None.

mation might be obtained
stati
have noadmit
. stics at hand ; other infor
if 27.
time I would
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Nainaimo, B. C.} October 1st, 1884.
Samuel M. Robins,
Superintendent
of the Vancouver
and Land Company (limited), answered as follows :—

Coal

Mining

NaSaff t0 + lA The Chinese emigrants that come here are chiefly laborers, and a few
rers ; a few trad- traders, who supply their own countrymen with food and clothing, but
no
ers ; no mechanics, mechanics.
6'

Arrive in good

^

publtycSt!?8

v 3* We,have n0 ***** * Public P°or relief, and hitherto the Chines*
have
rarely become a burden upon the private charity of white
citizens.

When

they arrive here they are usually in good health and fit fo*

Job^iaw> economic
abidi
They aye
ng.8' tarn
al.industrious, sober, and law-abiding, and so far as I can ascer.
?4S?ments.eir en"

5' They resPect their engagements and carry out their contracts.

whfSiSlIbor
SdlefagreiSearndy
garden produce
gore particn-

+,6; ™e onl/ interference with the prospects of the white
fT ^observed here, beyond the competition which they
la1bor1 market has been in the cultivation of farm and garden
which they are very successful, and which they sell to the white
™ t0 their °Wn countrymen.
Chinese
Whencame
first
they ^^

population
offer in the
produce in
population

SPw^eVSnt . 7- Y^ ft Ch?!f firSt °ame *° this Province they no doubt supplied
corned, but the la- a want thfa Kit, and their coming was encouraged and welcomed, especially
5&KSSST * ^y *dd ^ the Vancouver Coal Mining and Land Company (limited)
eoZ'anv^Sf8'3 } represent ; but the laboring population were always strongly
S toSV
avers« t° ,their introduction.
At the time of their coming here my eomfalSs01 $i"he a fT^
SUffering fr°m f Strfke °f the White Iaborers> and ™ ««epted
little trouble tne tmmese as a weapon with which to settle the dispute
With a little
£lued Inoitto
m°re tr0U,ble w« ™igH I think, have obtained Indians to answer our puranswerjusttheir
pur- Pose equally well.
r
pose
as well.

SnpioyS'up^o 8\ The encouragement given to the Chinese by employers of labor has
SlSIISt-thS1" f1 1wlthdrawn UP t<> th« present time, whilst the anti-Chinese feeling
ever growing
seems to have grown stronger every year.
stronger.
mfnSfwo0 years + 9' * belieVe what ? called the ag^tion against the Chinese began about
wgh°iwf Jby
i ° year? aS°' and that 2t has been chie% f°stered bv the white trading
and wSe s
Masses who have seen large sums paid away in wages to a class who neve?
laborers. enter their stores.
The white laborers also, who often find it difficult to
secure employment for a relative (whom they may have induced
to come
to the province by descriptions of their own prosperity), whilst
they see the
Chinese fully occupied are eager to do all they can to bring
about legislation tor the regulation of Chinese immigration.
?Sof
iS
. 10\ 1: am n°* aware of ™y^mg in their habits or mode of living inm,
injurious to public ri<ms t0 tne public peace or to the public health, excepting it may be their
oevaerecrowding- ^-crowding The public peace might be endangered where large numBftfiiSffS!? 1°rS . te laborers and Chinese are employed in the same works, as
might and
sutre5?vheCn
th^ to
areprotect
m our the
coalChinese
mines '> an<* in some instances we have found it dimwhite
Chinese cult
from ill-usage
employed on the
&
same works.
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11. The presence of the Chinese has, no doubt,
development of the province.

contributed to the tode^efopme^of

than it has been in years
10 Their presence here is far less necessary
opening of railways has
the
since
ant
past white labTbeing more abund
communication.
brought the East and West into closer
much
doubt
a body notheir.
10. mneuiui
nce in
oc™
„™„
the provi
emnlovine
; but,
if
to leave „„„
se were
13 If the Chine
>
,
would be caused to every person empioyinB ,
inconvenience
do
I
e,
provinc
the
into
come
thev were to leave as gradually as they have
not" think any inconvenience would be experienced.
Chinese in the province,
H In my opinion it is not necessary to retain
but their removal should not be sudden.

Chinese nc .longer
„y.

NoJ—nie ;nee
ienced
Chinese
grare toifleave
dually.

laboring classes would gaaonofwMte
15 A free immigration of white people of the
^tJS.
enable us to do without the Chinese element altogether.
on.
16. I am unable to answer this questi
|50 to be levied on every Apo£taxrf|50
17 and 18 In my opinion a poll-tax of say
A lower immigrant.
the difficulty.
of
on
soluti
ChineSlmmigrant, would be the best
tax I do not think, would be effective.

Acombhge l effort
of this
the npeopl
ofratio
u ned„„„„,
the part
1».
„.„„„ onwhite
my
effort
ur- sufficient white
immig
ande disco
a combi
opinionuie
my Lpi
In and
19 in
province
its legislature to encourage white immyae
immigration,
P1?™^
age the employment of Chinese effectually would ^^.^
same time de, slop the
the
at
and
ion,
immigrat
Chinese
labor, exclude
as they aie now
resources of the colony as speedily and safelv
naturaldeveloped.
being
wnrce
peupic
now find remuner
t
can x
,ative»
people ^*ii.
White
ot
the best class
enough to attract
u^
wages
wac/es are mhi^hn enu
„ not
400 white laborers employed by my company, nut
a day.
Z\j.
90

±. t„ fo/>f Whites can obtain
i
In tact, emplo™3nt and
employme
wV^i+o
Inhornt
Of nearly wages high

» h to attract
labor, ui nt*« y
white
one earns less than fo2 the best class of
u
white ^^

railrood purposes
21 I believe the opening up of the public lands for
to this province.
s
settler
has had a t"erial e^ect on fne immigration of
i
, j 1 -i VT +V0
22. Of late, especially, white immigration has been retarded by
presence of Chinese immigrants in this province.

16. bo lar
9S So far
presence
the
of the white

gftSjw
£— w^te
Of late white im-

jggn;,^
settce 0f Chinese.

that **gp
uation °goes, Iwweve
*o
percei
as
have r notup0n
thevedmorals
whatever j$*
on moobserv
personal
mv Pe
as m\
rais of whites.
upu
wnaxevei
ettect
any
had
has
of the Chinese
people.

K
tniii
oonot
think
24 I do
amongst
thenot
Cninese
Ther places similarly

allatipeopl
depra
b
gstvedthe and
Ypropo
*rtion of
on ine
amon
whiteimmor
popu
isthe greater
tnan amoii^b
r r
situated where the Chinese are not found.

Chinese .not more .
whites
situatedsimila
and rly
do
»«ttheir

25. The vicious and depraved do not flaunt their vice ^^g^
the white people m similar classes.
more openly or more effectually than
ion from personal knowlege.
^u
*
_ Where Chinese la26 I cannot answer this quest
bor is easily proand
ground,
whole
the
pnvpr
+rk
nni.
, 1 Cured young lads
27 The preceding questions appear to cover tne wnuie to
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bftlonndusSy!1*' as
from
fifteen years
of a§e and upwards
find such ready employment
elsewhere,
and consequently
are not doso not
well trained in habits of industry. The manual (unskilled) labor that their fathers followed is looked
upon as only fit for an inferior race, and there is growing up amongst us
a class of idlers who will not conduce to the well-being of the state*.° We
employ over 390 white miners and laborers,
and about 150 Chinese. The
latter earn from $1 to $1.25 per diem.
Samuel M. Robins.

T1NDAL.

The following is a declaration by Mr. John Tindal, of Victoria, on the
questions submitted tc him :—

Victoria, B. C. September 10th, 1884.
UkJnorTsksTut
■ *' J°hn Tinda1' came to Brifcish Columbia m 1862, and until 1876 I
follow in the wake live(^ mostly on the mainland.
A few Chinamen were in the country bJ
ofthewhiteminer. fore I came; their occupation in early days being mostly
in laundries and
mining.
As miners I never knew them to take any risk as prospectors,
but, as jackals, would follow the white man and clean the1 country of
everything they could turn to their benefit.
Bad results of ChiThe bars and benches on Fraser River and its tributaries, which were
uese immigration. jeft on account 0f the high rate of provisi011
Sj would n0Wj with railway
communication and cheaper transit, have furnished employment
to a lar^e
number of white men, giving the farmers a market and the government a
revenue. But by the Chinese system those are now left a barren waste,
and the treasures they once contained are safe in China.

Chinese are mon- At one time I felt disgusted to hear men speak so hard against the
I therefore tried to cultivate their acquaintance as much as
SorSalIith°Ut Chinese.
possible to find out for myself, and had to come to the conclusion that
they were monsters. As to morals, they have none. The honesty of the
whites they look on as simplicity, and their virtue as imbecility. The
Chinese have no respect for women In fact they seem to think more of a
prostitute than they do of a virtuous woman, the former coming nearer
Masters of dissi- the.ir 0wn ideas- At dissimulation they are masters. On their first
mulation. arrival here they are provided with books got up in admirable form tc
teach them English, which they can pronounce pretty well from their own
characters. All their energies are exerted to gain a knowledge of our
language, and after they have gained it they are equally careful not to let
it be known. I have never known one who would explain a single word
Filthy in their ha- °f Chinese to a white man- As to their habits of life, they are filthy in
the extreme in their surrondings/ the soil being saturated with filth for
tuts
some
distance
around their dwellings ; but they seem to keep the in-,
selves clean and comfortable in their clothing.
Have loathsome As to disease, I have been told by some that venereal was common and
sometimes very serious amongst them ; likewise that some very feeblelooking Chinamen I have seen sitting by the roadside were turned out by
their co untrymen and not allowed to come near them, that they were
suffering from a dangerous and very infectious complaint; that if a person
even sat on a chair they had occupied the disease would be transmittedare ;
but on asking whether it was what we called leprosy, I got the usual
sabee," as the moment they see a person wants information they
determined not to give it.
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kinds of work, good ^orersa_
As laborers they will do as much as white men at some
for me as pert thieves,
I have employed them myself, but found they would not work
they were
they did for themselves or their Chinese masters; also that
They do not come here as Europeans do,
clever and inveterate thieves.
robbing
to make a home for themselves, but for the express purpose of
differthat
amount
the place of so much money, $1,000 being the average
desired gjnot come
sum
the
obtain
do
they
When
desired.
they
me
told
ent ones have
easily with
they leave for China, unless they see a chance to make more
getting the
of
means
the
to
as
lar
no danger of loss. They are not particu
if not
honor
more
and
better,
the
much
so
it
steal
can
they
amount; if
does exist, but in what fo-e^emot
flUs quite evident that some system of serfdom
both unwilling and
seem
classes
poorer
the
as
say,
to
form it is impossible
that their women
fact
own
It is a well-kn
afraid to speak on the subject.
g the great
standin
Notwith
es.
prostitut
as
country
the
over
all
sold
are
ever made
is
attempt
no
masses,
the
over
influence that the leaders have
told by
to liberate a woman sold into the markets of shame. I have been
there.
slavery
of
secret
no
make
they
that
Peru
from
men
They and our race can never assimilate, for they seem to despise us Cannot assimilate,
the greatest
even more than we do them; and our religion, they say, is
_
rob, and
and
cheat,
to
ought
they
think
they
fact
In
earth.
folly on
degrade us as far as lies in their power,
John Tindal.

endent HANEY.
Michael Haney, of Yale, a native of Ireland, general superint
answered as
of the Canadian Pacific Railway in British Columbia,
follows :—
1.
n
2.

_ ,
i • a
Laborers Chieny.
_r
Yes.

Chinese immigrants chiefly lahealthy
;
;
seek noborerswhite
charity ; industrious, sober, lawJn^rne^fdo

3. No ; Chinamen provide relief.
...

4. Industrious,
few exceptions.

sober.

Very

not interfere save

economical and law-abiding with very m labor market,

5. They do.
6. No.
'.
. *
Large works could
notWajiedon
on
carried
be
not
could
works
large
7. Was not here; but at present
without them, without entailing large expense.
out them.

by a few.
8. Have not heard but little opposition to Chinamen except
9. I do not know ; generally the laboring classes.
Nothing £ their
10. No more so than among all laboring classes ; if anything the Chinamen, as a whole, are the cleanest.
laboringSss^s1^
peace;
health and
hostile
to public
s.
ha
certainly
11. It
t developed counJ
"
12 While railways are being built and operated the Chinaman is ^^SwaS* are
inecessary, and as farmers and gardners they equal the whites.
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vasts, and public
works would be
stopped.
7,000 Chinese required for railway
purposes alone ;
anil if the same
number came as
come of whites it
would not be injurious.
If dependent on
labor from Europe
and the East of
this continent
wages would be
high. No restriction necessary.

labor
would ?Uld
la W left
lfrVanti!i
S* at^high
had figures.
; PUbHc
be held

A. 1885.

W°rks St°P^ed '> What Htt^ white

14. For railway purposes alone 7,000.
15. I do not think an equal number would be injurious.

16. Very high wages.
17. ry.
With the present demand for labor I do not consider any
necessa
restriction
18. No answer.

Combined effort
would not bring
sufficient white
labor. White people now can find
remunerative employment.

19. I do not think so.
20. Yes.
21. No answer.

22. Not to my knowledge
Not so
immoral as
whites>

23. I do not consider them so.
24. Not so great.
25. No.

26. Have never seen a case.
27 None, except embraced in above answers, and that large works could
not at present be carried on without
them.
M. Haney.

Forks Quesnelle, September 18th, 1884.

JTEPHENSON.
Chinese immigrants chiefly la-

borers.

Come in good
health and form.
Do not burden
public charities.

be?;UnS°oUpSen%iobut

latere
of lawit
will evade
gamblers.

Do not carry out
their engage-

W. Stephenson, a resident for twenty-one years in the mining section of
the District of Cariboo, returned the following answers :

1. Chiefly laborers ; very few mechanics or traders.
2. Always in good health and fit for work.

3. No regular system of poor relief ; but they seldom ever become a
burden upon the public, except in cases of insanity. When one of them
becomes insane they will at once pass them over to be taken care of.
L As a claSS they are industrious, sober, and economical.
They are
not lazy, drunken, extravagant, or turbulent ; they db not openly violate
the laws, but they will evade them in every possible way without bringing
themselves into actual contact with the law. They are inveterate gamblers
— men, women, and children.12^

5. Very few of them respect their engagements or carry out their con-
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in their S^-J^I
•racts simply because they have neither principle nor honesty
and tmeve,
bars
y
naturaD
>
Ninety-five'percent. of the Chinese « to lie and steal
It
^poS
thieves; and amongst themselves it is no disgrace
"»
*^
-^J
ent
punishm
of
aught and punished, when their term
estimation.
men's
country
fellowtheir
or
own
their
no wise degraded in
E*
of the business
. of Cariboo ggggj
do a good share
ct
trading firmsri
6. Yes; thest
traders.
di

Chinese got into the province before me,
The on.
the7.questi

so I cannot answer

8. I do not know.
„«.j+o+JrtYi nornrnctf, the Chinese

m• Carib
/-i -v oo

,T
i
has never been any agitation against me v.iiincac
9.
, • There
,
district.

No agitati
theonChiagainst
^ ^ CarR)00
district.

numbers g^* SSta»
10 As at present there is not; but were they here in greater
unques- ,««are
they
as
health,
the public
they certain would be injurious to op
public tealO»:
le.
tionably a filthy race of pe
*$&&&£.
11 No- the development of the province is no object to the Chinese.
ment of provmce.
to
back
it
take
money and
They
China. come here purely and simply to make
12. I cannot say.

upon the province; but in g,CMneseMt ^
13 I could not say what would be the effect if
the Chinese got up and short o£ reVenue
e
revenu
on
short
be
Cariboo district we would
left.

14 to 16. I cannot answer.

,,

, -,

£

i .

Further Chinese

to immigration
1 1 Mv ATOTiion is the present Chinese residents should not be torced
be prevented, s^abepreadventin of
,L h furthe
ce.
; bui
provmshould
theothers
ovrethan
t^pT
leave
of ther kind
enoug
is more
there
^s
legislature to determine.
18. This I consider to be a matter for our

and
this province
people of
IS.
part of the
discourage
Chinese
combined effort on the r
No comumei
labor would
19 ino
its legislature to encourage white laoor or oibcuui s
dpcided
There is only one way: when it is decided
exclude Chinese immigration.
to be closed tight or John
e enough, shut the door; and it will have
wThav
will find a crack open somewhere.
» ,i

•

ggMJjS*;
immigration : to
close the door
Ught

T ni,rviii;i Whites cannot

20. For Cariboo district, no; for other parts of the province I should j^jjjn^
also say no to all points in the question.
21. I cannot say.
22. I think not.

tion not retarded,
White immigra-

Ss
people of similar gi^
.
than white
ts
are more injurious
bi
not think they
or 23.
alliedI do
ha
whites.
r.
age immoral. Do
the proportion is greate
24 Yes; '
not
flaunt
their
enter perc
A larg

25. I cannot say they do.
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26.

.iV, of
WJ. acu case
^^ of
Vi leprosy
1Cplua^ amongst
I cannot be sure
amongst them,
mem, nor
nor have
i
I ever
known ot leprosy being communicated from them to the whites
27. Owing to the isolated position of this part of the province
, I cannot
give any information or facts, statistical or otherwise, further
than is
given m answer to these questions, except what the Commiss
ion has
heard time and again. It is a fact that they sell and trade their
females
just as we would any domestic animal.
W. Stephenson.

DWYER.

Reverend Philip Dwyer
A.M., of Victoria, B. C, formerly canon of
.Killaloe Cathedral, Ireland,
returned the following answers :—

SEffaiSS;
chiefly laborers.

ohL Y°Ung fen ^d Single' heA^ Slaves imP°rted on speculation. They
cJlieny come trom the over-populated maritime districts of China They
are mostly laborers, a few are artisans
; of traders there are very few of
them indeed.
J

ashhLlt°hTasathey
ever will be.

2; } llaye seen some of ^em coming on shore
their skins looking
muddier than usual, and about as fit for labor as with
they are likely to
become on the same innutritions keep they are usedever
to. They have verv
small parcels of clothing, etc.

Do not burden
public charity ;
reasons why,

Industrious, but
will shirk work.
Not absolutely
temperate.

Spend but little.

3. There is no public poor relief as yet established by law in
British
Columbia, but if these folks are put on shore here in continua
pective of the demand tor them and of the depression of white tion, irreslabor which
they must, cause, then there must be poor rates. At present
the
importers
ot the Chinese slaves provide for them, as they would not
like to lose a
hand no more than a farmer
his ox.

4. (a) "Industrious or idle?" In their own way they are the
former but
when possible
they will shirk their work.
(h) « Sober or drunken?" If {his refers to the use or non-use of
alcoholic
stimulants, they cannot afford these at first,
but after a while and when
tree and better off, they do use these stimulants, yet then they
do not drink
abroad. If to soporifics, they all use opium, and many to
excess, as they
(c) « Economical or extravagant?" They spend but little and
the way of exclusive dealing, but at gambling they risk large this all in
sums and
are passionately fond of games of risk.

In a sense lawabiding yet will

(d) Law-abiding or turbulent?" I do not take these terms as exact
con.
tradictories ; but I take the fact to be this : First, they are and yet are
not law-abiding, because they have their own laws, rules
judicatories
and are only accidentally law-abiding. Second, althougand
h not breaking
the law by acts of violence, they evade it, as for example by systemat
ically evading the payment of their taxes and by gross perjury".
Reject engage-to 5do. They do, because they must, and as well as under-fed
slaves are able
^vadelaw.

As to whether
they interfere in
fields other than
that of labor.

6. Not at present and here; but in the United States they *0 beyond
fair ''competition," and seek, by predominant and exclusive
possessio of
certain trades, to control the labor market.
Their future conduct nhere
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then, for such a prooff. her opportunities be afforded
cut whet
e orndelseupon
jdur
ill depe
n Welcomed at first.
or Unio
dian
Central Cana
ne
work on the
to *ork
<W to
7. In the United Stateg, they came hrst
^
^
opo
force
,m
on
-aeific Railroads. Also they .were , puV
•acific line to work against time, and _to ttoto- ^
kinds rf

* ■v

available through

K£*

. K*
anceT
distS
and a
&^
xpen
Kse

™+,*™iPd until

iTi+pllio-pnt
oil intelligent
sense otf all
the generali

agitation
How instthem

extraneous and adverse.
conditions p
province,
out upon
u
rovince but
• j„wol1r +Tip term " agitation " is hardly the term
n
9. In my humble judgment
the term
a i
Which stitly applies to designate the eeh ^^
and tHs

:ietritin ,*** ** * *. ^ and

"Self-defence" would ^™

arsx

^

^^e

Movement against
Chinese not so
much an agitator's
tfSRS^"

o* the universal persuasion

liament.
finally in the Provincial Par

=r»
r^ of t^OMn^P reclude any r^
and inte
ers against
I The
hostile
actionprese
on nt
theirnumb
part
th J™£llc ^ *J in Victoria), are
offensive alikeS'~(^
to the senses
oi
b
ii
A*?Sa
fc^.^
epidemic arise, the combl^a*lon /L^lmattermnft

diet any
and
-d j should'
breed if not spread

,

zyLtic
tet«A7 elements from
l^^
plague
or "?^
pestilence. ^TX
Why they oo
0f it rife in
disease does seem an ^J^Z»
must beoome a mine and
of
Ctonawwn
their midst; but sooner or later
. wide radius a
destructive influences operative over
r^
so to£ W
And
ria.
health of the city of Victo

congregate
New J*^
*^?^^
«« W
quarters. I think
that an u n an «
importers alike, to
lay out
It is against the interests °* Pur«~el" lMy to prove a loss; conaa
.
j
UKe v
a chattel
money and be at a risk on

-^ftly
purchasers the
get,^a Yet

** XX?

to examine

^

<^5-^
m0uth," in «£*
a drove »of

is imported.
undeveloped in the article that

s»^« s=ft. a«rjsw sett

better than T^"^
something
se mere
has becauare
It rhnot
11.
"birdsis of passage," DUted to develop
I.., and it has no^.
T+ has
11 It

not the interests and trade of the F~

• "

ln =wQuld 'identif
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wJw te !Tigran*S °f Certahl tradeS> le' sh°e-makers, domestic servants
washers, tailors carpenters,
cigar-makers, etc. Also, they cheapen labor
Not necessary
once Canadian
Pacific Railway
shall have been
completed.

13 Their immediate expulsion en masse is one thing
for possible con.
sideration. But after all, if the Canadian Pacific
Railro
ad wasopened
their presence would not be at all necessary in the
degree at present
inevitable ; nay even they might become, even withou
t a further in L
of their numbers rather undersirable if found
restrictive upon the
introduction of white and other labo
■ rers
P

Conditions which
determine how
many desirable.

14 and 15. The certain number of Chinese necessa
ry here, cannot be
laid down m a numerical statement, even approximate.
It depenX ait0!
gether upon economic conditions, of which two at
least may be stated
First, that they be sufficient in number to keep
labor from rt^ a
deterrent maximum. Second, that their number
may not run labor down
to a minimum, so as to exclude white immigrants-t
Chinese a command over the labor market equal hereby giving to the
to a monopolv to be
comSons
and
^orle
*
^fore
h7r
terWar,
thett"^
thereb
tS Island toe°the same aguL
y reducing the
conditions trade
which the Ameri
wlthInS:lb^cet,their °Vertakin* ^~

—

-d counS

If Chinese excluded there
would be a temporary disadvant
age and great
ultimate gain.

47 " Forced to leayed the province " in a body might become
a necessitv
whether with or without any prior restric
tion p„? upon their lumbers'
itmldtt8
' ^ ary
mlgHtmeasur
be fUrth6r
» ^precluding further
immed
iate precaution
es, in re«arded
the nature of penal clauses under
certain very probable conditions, and to be prepar
ed and provided beW
of action to "^ dangerS lmpending ^ Present <**«* curses
Suggestion for le
^gislation.

What combined
effort might and
might not do.

18. Stringent regulations of a legislative nature
, framed in the li*ht of
the evasions experienced by the United States
. Also further le4slative
provisions of a deterrent character directed agains
Chinese at present m British Columbia, so as t the whole body of the
to make them Sow the
responsibilities they incur, if persisting in
certain courses which mav
prove injurious to the interests of the colony,
J
fiJt9' JhiS qUfSti<? aiSUmeS t0° little and would Prove too much. Thus.
first the
combined effort must be prepared for, in
order to be at aU
effectual, by a reaction legally imposed on importation
of CUnese labo
And then secondly, the combined effort should
not be made so as to h„ ™
the intention or effect of excluding the Chinese
altoge her as a way to ?he
inclusion o the white or other laborers. The fact
is that " both aTe bes "
up to a certain degree But to have either all white
labor or all Chi.Se
would be injurious and absurd. The natural
resources of the colony .15
thus be found likely to find the earliest and most
advantageous Zlo^
ment by. putting a restriction upon the unlimited
influx of the Si
ment
«*> estab h!
an easier
™ earUer
t° ^^
and cheaper
? ™7
»?."
ment and
entrance,°f have
placed start
the white
laborer
uooier
.
antage
disadv
serious
already at a
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hmg Somewhaes^^
fairly by distmgms
answered
ion can only be can
20 This quest
that is stated, others of cannot.
all
find
people
white
the
of
Some
Is
tailors,
are shoemakers,
rtain trades certainly cannot. These trades
and in
ers
chopp
urers,
fish-c
fmestic servants, laundry-workers, gardeners,
builders
rs,
-make
cigar
as
such
rs,
worke
and
ns
lesser decree, other artisa
is that no white labo, er
Sunts'brick-makers, etc. The consequence this can only be done at
least
at
or
trades,
these
at
work
or
up
take
n
^
on for old age.
Ltadequate for family support and reasonable provisi
railway
lands
whitehad
attracted
an effect.
it has had suchco
91
z/x. Yesj,
immigration.
working classes; nay, even White imm^
22. Undoubtedly so, and particularly of the Chinese
tardea.
workers.
the
of
uence
conseq
,me of these have left in

taxes, if they are opium- ^ee£oe
23 If the Chinese evade the law about paying are
notorious thieves if
they
if
aters, if gamblers on desperate risks,
e-these features of
justic
of
courts
in
oaths
their
for
hey have no regard
ing the common
out-do
as
out
them
hjr character and conduct point
econ^t^
^J^
of sinners among the white people, and
&
or but very partially tried in
wn
unkno
ise
otherw
vices
of
s
sample
)ractice.
Chinese are bad Astowhethe^
24. In respect to the offences named above, the lar, wherever they immoranhan
samples beyond their own nationality; and, in particu
m juxtaposition, there whites.
«e found in numbers with a white population
most demoralizing and
a
is
the white people begin to use opium, which
illustrate this position.
sco
Franci
San
of
dens
opium
The
injurious habit.
not consist in "flaunt25 The viciousness and seductiveness of vice do
ed effect; because
ing it openly," but in carrying it out with quiet, screen
of the Chinese
sins
ing
besett
the
and
,
greater
tie deception is thus all the
after a pretty
only
is
It
r.
forme
the
not
and
kind,
latter
the
of
just
are
the
opium-eating or smoking one can judge of the effects by
long career of the
victim.
ippearance of
26. I have alluded to leprosy above.

[See Appen27.dix B.lI respectfully invite attention to the letter appended.
Philip Dwyer, A.M.

tor of the Wellington Coal Mines, DUNSMUIR.
Robert Dunsmuir, M. P. P., proprie
returned the following answers :—
If so, for how
Q. Have you resided for some years in this province'?
a for over
Columbi
British
of
e
provinc
the
in
resided
have
I
A.
many?—
thirty-two years.
r of labor ?— A. I have ^Pl0js .^om^
Q Have you had any experience as an employe
At the present Chinese in
labor.
of
ent
employm
the
in
ce
experien
able
had consider
*'
m
I have from seven to eight hundred whites and Chinese employed
time
coal mining.
works?— A. AsQ. What kinds of labor do you employ, and in whatwhites
are usually
The
before stated, I employ both whites and Chinese.
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Whites do the
skilled labor and
Chinese the laboring work.
For work for
which they are
capable Chinese
equal to white laborers.
Can take charge
of gangs of their
own countrymen.

Arrive in good
health.

employed digging coal, as blackmiths, carpenters and engineers
Chinese are put to the work that best suits them— ordinary
manual labor.
Q. Do you find Asiatic and white labor equally available for all
dun
poses
work.No. The whites do the skilled labor and the Chinese the
manual?-A.
^Q. In what respect do the Asiatic, or Chinese laborers fall short eithe*
physically or mentally, of the white laborer?— A. The Chinese,
or Asiatic
laborers do not fall short, in any respect, of white labor,
if
put
to the
work they are capable of doing.

Q. Do you find them competent to take charge of large gan^s
of men.
or to manage and repair machinery if at all intricate or complic
ated in its
mechanism ?— A. I find them quite competent to take
charge of
gangs of men of their own race, but I have not found them capablekr*e
or
trusty m repairing intricate machinery, as I have not tried them,
but the
Chinese being very ingenious, and quick to imitate, I have
no doubt they
could learn to do so successfully.
J
Q. In what state of health do they arrive in this country ?— A
T d hl7hthe °hineSe arrive in this county> as a S^ml

So far

thing, 'in very
find
I

Industrious and
hardy.

Q. Do you find them hardy and industrious, or otherwise ?— A
them as a rule, both industrious and hardy.

Temperate and
peaceable.

Q. Are they quiet and sober, or drunken or turbulent ?— A. I consider
them temperate and peaceable.

fxc^SdgSammg
bling.

<* Are ^7 f™Sal and economical, or extravagant with their wages
when earned ?-A. They are both frugal and
except when given
to gambling, a vice, however, which they, assaving,
a general thing, confine
8
among themselves.

Keep
ments. engage-

Chinese laborer
in no sense a
slave in B. C.

Q. Do they keep their labor engagements, or are they disposed
to break
them?— A. They keep their engagements and fulfil their
contract
when any of them are taken sick, or become disabled, substitu s, and
tes are
usually furnished, without any trouble to foremen or superint
endents.
Q. Have you any knowledge whether their labor partakes of the character ofslave labor, and that some other person besides the laborer
himself
benefits from his wages ?-A. I have heard that others
than the actual
workman benefit from his labor, but I have never been able
to trace it to^
fact m my business relations with Chinese labor, because those
of that
race employed by me receive their wages at the pay-table individu
ally
the same as the whites do. In my experience, I do not consider the
Chi'
nese laborer as a slave in any sense in
this province.

Q To whom are wages generally paid : that is to say, are they
the laborer himself, or to some third party? State fully,
please,
know on the subject of this and the previous question? — A
answer to the previous question, I think
so tar as the two questions are concerned. I have covered the whole

paid to
all you
In my
ground,

market0wh°ena °]
Q- In what condition was the labor market when the Chinese be^an to
cwse began to come to British Columbia, a* respects supply
and demand, both in regard
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to outside work as well as in regard to domestic servants ?— -A. The coniition of the labor market before the Chinese began to arrive in this
province was that few laborers were required of any kind, as very little
work was being prosecuted either upon this Island or upon the mainland.
Hie limited amount of work was, at one time, performed by Indians, who,
with few exceptions, could not be depended upon for more than a month
it a time. White labor was tried under ground and at a high rate of
wa°-es, but it was difficult to obtain that labor. Their places to-day, to
a, great extent, are filled by Chinese. Domestic servants in those days
were not much needed, and there was very little demand for ordinary white
Labor.
Q. Has the immigration of Chinese contributed to or retarded the Chinese fhad con*
development of this province ?— A. The immigration of Chinese has, I velopmentof
consider, materially aided the general development of the country, from country.
the fact that they have assisted in pushing to completion the public
works undertaken, and could always be depended upon as a labor power.
They have, moreover, pitched into that kind of work which, from its
arduous nature and humble character, has deterred the proportion of incoming white men from accepting willingly in a new country where they
immediately expected to better their position, or step into a better place
than the one they had just left.
Q. Has the immigration of Chinese contributed to or retarded the im- White immigra%— A. I do not think the gradual influx of *">n not retarded.
white labor
migration
Chinese hasofretarded
the incoming of white labor, as I find few of those
new white arrivals willing to undertake the work performed by them in
other countries, but declined here and given to Chinese laborers.
Q. Has the immigration of Chinese contributed to or retarded the in- Presence of Chicoming of capital from other countries ?— A. Had it not been for the in-flowof capital,
available Chinese labor the same progress and development in this province
could not have been made, and their presence has therefore stimulated investments ofcapital in many directions.

Q. Has the presence of the Chinese made capital more remunerative But for Chinese
here than it otherwise would have been? — A. Undoubtedly so, for the reasons would1 be^eAnd I may say that, were riotWly retarded,
given in my answer to the previous question.
it not for Chinese labor, the business I am engaged in specially, coalmining, would be seriously retarded and curtailed, and it would be impossible to sell this product and compete favorably in the market of San
Francisco with vessels from other ports which carry coal as ballast.
It
may be stated in this connection that San Francisco is, in fact, the only
important market for coals from the mines of this province at present.
Q. Have the Chinese, either directly or indirectly, developed agriculture Very successful
in this province, and if so to what extent and in what manner; and to what as gar eners
extent, in your opinion, would the same development have taken place
had there been no Chinese immigration ?— A. They have not developed
agriculture to any great extent, but as gardeners they have been very
successful, being contented with small plots of land which they cultivate
industriously and profitably. A good deal of wild land has in this way
been redeemed from the primeval state by this class of people.
Q. How far have the Chinese developed, if at all, the mining industry g^JlJ^^1
here 1— A. They have assisted, so far, by performing labor in coal mines buted to developQ
nient of mining.
129
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which others refused to perform, at wages that made such mining pay.
Without them this department of the mining industry would have had
slower and less important development in this province, and the export trade
of this product would have been infinitely less, because it would have been
impossible but for their labor to compete in this respect in foreign
markets.

Gold miners."

Agitation against
Chinese political.

Q. Would it have been for the best interests of this province that the
o-old mines worked by the Chinese should have remained until such times
as it would have been profitable for white men to work them ?— A. While
I do not pretend to know a great deal about the gold mines of the province,
my information leads me to believe that in a very large number of cases it
will be found that the Chinese are working and developing mines abandoned
by white men as useless or unprofitable ; and I am of the opinion, without
having consulted any recent reports, or examined late data, that the output from these mines worked by the Chinese forms an important proportion
of the aggregate gold product of British Columbia.
Q. How far is the agitation against the Chinese political and in the
interests of any one class of the people of this province, and how far
would their exclusion or forced removal go to disturb the labor market,
or render this province more or less attractive to capitalists, or new settlers, or to the present residents ?— A. I consider the agitation against the
Chinese as largely political, for I have heard no argument against them as
yet which convinces me that they are a drawback to this province or to
this part of the Dominion. I consider their presence as beneficial to the
progress and development of the country, as an important factor in the
labor market ; and I am satisfied, so far as my personal experience goes,
that the province generally is not unfavorably influenced by Chinese labor,
race prejudices to the contrary notwithstanding. I do not believe that
any class of our people assisting to develop this province are suffering from
the competition of these people. White men decline to do the work given
to the Chinese, and could not live in this country at the present prices
of products on the wages paid the Chinamen. Some of the trades, such
as shoe-makers, tailors, cigar-makers, etc., are affected by Chinese labor and
are compelled to manufacture goods at a low figure,, the ordinary workingman, agriculturist, etc., is, however, benefited by the competition. If the
mine-owners were compelled to pay the wages now asked and obtained by
white laborers, supposing they would consent to do the manual labor for
which the Chinese receive much smaller pay, they, the mine-owners, could
not compete in the markets now open to them, especially San Francisco,
the principal market for British Columbia coals, where other foreign coal
product is carried as ballast.

speedy
Exclusion of CM- Q- How far would the exclusion of Chinese interfere with the
nese would retard completion of the public works which are contemplated in this province ?—
public works.
^ 1 believe t^e exclusion of Chinese would retard the construction of
public, works and increase the cost of them very materially both as regards
those under way and those contemplated.
No legislative
measures necessary.

Q. Assuming that some legislation is necessary in the direction of
discouraging the continued immigration of Chinese into British Columbia,
should that3 legislation be prohibitive, restrictive, or merely regulative ?
Please state your views fully on this point ?— A. In regard to legislation I
do not think any measures of a prohibitive nature are required at this
early day, nor do I believe that legislation should take place either to
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restrict or regulate the incoming of Chinese, for the simple reason that
they will not arrive in larger numbers than the requirements of the labor
market demand.
Q. How far would exclusive or severely restrictive legislation affect the Excluding Chitrade interests of the Dominion or of this province, in view of the early
completion of the Canadian Pacific Railway ?— A. I may state that it is my
belief that the grand plan of opening up and controlling the Asiatic trade by
a Canadian railway from ocean to ocean woukl be seriously affected, if not
actually defeated, by legislating the Chinese out of the country at this time.
In addition to jeopardising provincial enterprises, now in successful operation, other portions of our Dominion, expecting benefits and profits from
transcontinental traific over the Canadian Pacific Railway, tapping oriental
trade, would of course share in any evil effects resulting from injudicious
<or preventative legislation.

^^™p^fircsonYr
trolling the Asiatic
jeopaiSSprovmcml enter-

Q, How far from your observation has the presence of Chinese in this The^morals.of
province, both as domestic servants and otherwise, affected the morals of jured by Chinese,
white people? — A. I have never been made aware, I am glad to say,
^either by observation or otherwise, of any ill effects upon the morals of
respectable whites from contact with the Chinese ; and I am informed that
it is only the depraved of both races who assimilate in evil practices.

Q. How far is the speedy settlement of this question necessary to quiet
the public mind, and would its settlement in the sense of excluding the
•Chinese affect the prospect of an early development of the Asiatic trade
with Canada 1— A. To the first part of the question I answer that if it
were possible for Parliament to bring in a bill speedily to give the Chinaagitation; and as
man the franchise there would be less anti-Chinese
respects the second part of the interrogation I think legislation excluding
the Chinese would kill the prospect of an Asiatic trade with Canada.

H CWnamen.luad
tion would cease.
gfuhf AsiSi^d
trade,

Q. Have you any other information in connection with the Chinese in
British Columbia to offer the Commissioners on this enquiry ?— A. I think
the questions already replied to cover the ground and I have nothing
further to add to my answers, and no additional information to volunteer
■
at the present time.
R. Dunsmuir, M.P.P.
Nanaimo, B.C., October 15th, 1884.
J. Pawson, of Nanaimo, returned the following answers :—
1. Laborers.

PAWSON.

immiChinesehealthy
purposes, it is not likely that sick and grants
slaves to all intents
j
. and
.2. Being°.
laborers.
indigent cripples would be selected.
3. When by accident or sickness they become incapacitated for work sometimes steal.
they resort to larceny, at which occupation they are adepts ; and if they
-are not able to follow this occupation their doctors and highbinders see
that they do not live to a green old age, while many prefer the penitentiary. ,

4. Being slaves and under the strict surveillance of the Chinese compa- Sober as regards
.nies, they are bound to be industrious.
Their kind of intoxication, viz., smoke opium.
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opium, is not a turbulent kind of intoxication, nevertheless it is equally j
pernicious.
Do not consider
contracts.

5. Their very engagements depend upon it, and the masters or owners i
see that they do that unless a better remuneration offers ; and they do not
consider contracts.

They interfere
with whites in
every branch of
trade and industry.

6. They do, to the detriment of the province in particular, and the Dominion generally ; they push themselves into every avenue of trade that has
been proved profitable by white settlers. As shop-keepers, having no families,
they do not keep up extensive establishments, but live cheaply and sleepon
their shelves or under the counter, and can and do undersell white traders
who live like civilized beings and have to keep up a respectable establishment, educate their children, and occasionly buy their wives a new bonnet.
They are in all profitable branches of trade and come into competition
with nearly all classes. With merchants, especially of Chinese productions,
with traders, manufacturers, fishermen, etc., in all cases I firmly believe
to the injury of the Dominion.

Supplied no

7. They supplied no want than could have been much better filled by
from the neighboring states or Europe ; thfcy filled domestic
immigrants
ld
noTha^ebeeSOTl
supplied
by
whites.
positions that would have been much better occupied by white women of
ou? own civilization who would have married and become the mothers of a
rising
generation, whereas they brought their prostitutes and filthy
They were welcomed by the same class of individuals that now
desire %o perpetuate their stay — men that have no object beyond their own
aggrandizement and selfish greed, and who would worship Confucius rather
than Christ if they were going to make money out of it.

Feeling against 8. The feeling against Chinese not being desirable immigrants always
Chinese always
existed and still exists amongst a large majority of our population. The
who desire
Sty^f thepeaopfe. exceptions are largely composed of monopolists
standing threat against the liberty of white labor.
Agitation began
in 1858.

Huddle together.

Responsible for
much of the
crime.

Reasons for believing they have
not developed
province.
No longer

them

as a

9. It began in 1858 and 1859 amongst the gold miners of British
Columbia, who for some years successfully kept them out of the gold
mines; and it is now being carried on by all classes and conditions of
society, but more especially by the settlers, minefs, and workingmen of the
province.
10. They live huddled together in shanties or houses; twenty or thirty
would lodge in a house only large enough for a white laborer. They close
up the windows and exclude all light and air almost. All filth and refuse
is hoarded up in or near their dwelling to be carried away by the vegetable
raisers when it suits their convenience. A very large percentage of
crimes committed in the province is perpetrated by them, and it is difficult
to make arrests owing to the manner in which they live, and it is still
more difiicult to make a conviction as you can place no reliance on their
oath. I speak from the experience of some years as a justice of the
peace.
11. I do not think that they have been conducive to the best interests
of the province, as they are imitators, and never launch out iff original
channels j and as they are only sojourners, wishing to get all they can te
carry it away, they rarely make any permanent improvements.

12. Personally, I should think not.
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13 They would feel relieved of a terrible incubus that is hanging like ^gidnSman
*
clouding and threatening its moral and social jggggngi^
a pall over this fair land, te
province.
nce.
exis
14. The number required.

a taste of
15. Perhaps a sufficient number to give the eastern provinces
their quality.
import
16 Persons with capital coming from Europe or America would
ion to
acquisit
greater
much
a
be
would
who
s
of domestic
a superior class
the province.
17. Total restriction of all Chinese immigration.
and Shouldbeexclnd18. I would refer you to the Restriction Acts of the United States
P«gto f-^f*
the Australian colonies.
lonies.
Australian co-

the
19. Remove the moral and social ulcer and you would find a far more Remove
immigrawhite
ts
monopolis
few
A
resources.
our
of
nt
permanent and speedy developme
y rich, but as soon as white labor £«» ]™uld
woulcl not get so rapidly and unwieldil
was relieved of the onus of having to compete with slave labor there would
"be an influx of men desirous of making homes and growing with the
would defend those homes with their life's blood against
country— men . who
the ao-o-ressor I cannot see that it is so conducive to the interests of our
wealth
country to have cheap labor. Let the laborer have a fair share of the
why
he produces. You protect your industries by a discriminating tariff,slaves
should labor not be protected from the competition of the hungry
of Asia.
20. Those competent to perforin skilled labor can, but those laborers fak^\efa^ed
who have to depend on unskilled labor are brought directly in competition employment, but
to leave our shores. This is no place for themfor; ™ju"^ <^no with Chinese slaves and have complain
that they can get no occupation
while laborers with families
in Engtheir boys and girls, because the work done by boys in the mines
land and elsewhere have their places filled with Chinamen m ■this province, while there is no room for the girls in domestic situations without
they 'submit to be employed along with Chinamen, which is repulsive.
21. I do not see what it has got to do with the Chinese question, and I
do not think that either the province or the Dominion can long claim to
having displayed any particular alacrity in removing the embargo. There
is no doubt that if the restriction had been removed some years ago there
would have been a much larger area settled by the most desirable kind of
immigrants who came here and were disappointed and had to find homes m
the neighboring states and territories.
22. Most decidedly.
23. After an experience of thirty-two years in this province, the Austra- J^^^Jf ra"
lian colonies, and California, I should pronounce them demoralizing m the
extreme, especially to the young and rising generation ; they are so easy of ^.ets0erisS|
generation.
access h.L I so shamelessly wanton in their licentiousness.

24. IN early the whole of their females that leave China are prof essecl Nearly all Chinese
prostitutes, from children ten or twelve years of age to old hags, while their g^SS^8
is scarcelv a Chinaman but what indulges in oTuum and gambling.
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25. In early days in California I have seen sights that I could not
describe in this paper, and I am certain there is nothing to compare with
them in the large cities of Europe.
26. I am not a medical man, so I have kept as far away from reported!
cases as possible.
27. I have no opportunity of culling statistical information here as it
is only a small town with no library.
J. Pawsox.

GORDON.

David William Gordon, M. P. for Vancouver, contractor and builder,
head of the firm of Gordon &, Co., wharf -owners, returned the follow-

Chinese immigrants gathered
in the main from
criminals and
paupers and
prostitutes.

1. So far as I have been able to gather from the most reliable Chineseand other available sources, the class of immigrants, or more properlyspeaking slaves or serfs, who are brought here from China, are gathered
by the agents of the Chinese companies from amongst the criminal and
poverty-stricken population of that over-crowded empire, largely from the
seaports and rivers, where crime and poverty are the prevailing features.
When they arrive here they follow any pursuit their owners can turn,
them to with advantage. The females, in ninety-nine cases out of a hundred, being prostitutes, are sold for that purpose to their countrymen on
arrival.

Healthy but
filthy.

2. Their being selected for a period of servitude, those selecting themwould naturally, in their own interest, select the strongest of their class..
The restrictions and regulations governing the ships of all civilized nations,
as to number and treatment of passengers, is a partial assurance that they
should arrive in ordinary good health, though their filth on arrival has
been described to me by medical officers to have been horrid in the
extreme.

Some show gratitude hut many
rob.

3. No. But they frequently receive kindnesses from the whites, and
many of them are willing to reciprocate a kindness, but others repay them
by robbing hen-roosts, orchards, and clothes-lines.

4. Serving under some system of slavery, semi-slavery, or serfdom, that
claims and receives submissive obedience to some form of Asiatic tyranny
unknown to our laws, they are obliged to be industrious. So were the
slaves of the South. Their revenues or earnings not being under their
own absolute individual control, they are necessarily economical. Chinese
rice, Chinese prepared vegetables, Chinese prepared and dried fruits, fish
and vegetable oils, being their chief diet, there is not much room for
Feed on wretched extravagance. I have never yet known an English or French gentleman
food.
from the old countries who would feed their dogs upon the food usually
Domestics an
consumed by the ordinary Chinese laborer. Of course, domestics in the
exception.
service of white families, for obvious reasons, are an exception, as they
feast on the fragments. I am sure that no Canadian, whether of AngloSaxon, Teutonic, or Gallic origin, desires to see any class of immigrants
come to their country who are not entitled to claim for their toil the best
living that a fertile soil and fruitful seas can produce, whether they follow the plough, dig in the mine, toil upon the sea, at the loom, at the
anvil or the bench, or in the counting-house.
The good living that now
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ment of the natural or other resources of our country, differing entirely
in that respect from emigrants from Europe or white emigrants from
other parts of America.
They are a constant menace to those better elements who are fast
filling iip other portions of the Dominion. The cholera, or other pestilence,
or famine, could not be more effectual in restraining an influx of white
laborers into this province, than the presence of sixteen, or eighteen
thousand Mongolian slaves or serfs, or whatever they are. No white laborer
possessed of the least particle of that self-respect common to the people of
any of the eastern provinces, United States or Europe will voluntarily
submit to the same dominancy to which they are obliged to submit.
They practice their pagan rites with a prominence and effrontery
repulsive to the strain of modern thought. Their gatherings in our
various communities attracts many, alas, too many, of our young boys,
who from idle curiosity are drawn together to witness them practice the
peculiar phases of Asiatic heathensism. They have lost no opportunity of
denouncing ^the cross, and all those who reverence it, as too muchee lie j
and jeer at it, and at all religious denominations founded upon its history,
in the most opprobrious epithets to which their pigeon or broken English
can give expression. There are a few who have feigned conversion,
whether real or not no one can tell, but even they are like light-houses on
the coast of Africa, few and far between. Their miserable cheap labor
can never compensate for the curse they have already inflicted, and will
continue to inflict, on the institutions of our country — a curse that even if
their immigration were restrained or prohibited to-morrow would not be
obliterated for a century.

wSnt whSwoSfd • ^' S° far aS my observations nave extended, covering a period of twentynot have been six years, they have not supplied a want but what could have been suplaboPreriby wMte Plied' with ^ore Profit to the Province and the Dominion, from among the
civilized nations of western Europe, or from our own eastern provinces or
the United States. They were welcomed only by a few whose inordinate
greed would lead them to sell or sacrifice the best interests of any country for personal gain. No true Canadian having the best interest of his
country's future at heart has ever welcomed them.
The feeling
against them
continues.

8. That feeling against the Chinese still continues amongst the best
elements of our province, those who will willingly defend it should occasion
arise requiring their services — a duty to which a railway contractor, and
one or two coal companies, and their Mongolians, would not be likely to
contribute very extensively, except as an embarrassment.
9. Answer to Nos. 7 and 8, may be regarded as an answer to this
number.

Habits of Chinese 1(^ The Commission would think so had they visited their precincts as
injurious to public I have done as a grand juryman, and at a time when the Chinese did not
Eealthf n PU ° expect such a visit. Though not boasting of extreme modesty, yet I would
not write down in a paper of this character what I have seen, but would
have no objections to describe privately to members of the Commission, of
the Government, or of Parliament, the disgusting scenes I have at times
been forced to witness. Fortunately I have never yet been obliged to
dine with them ; but the Public Accounts for the last fiscal year give some
indication of their living. I attach below some of the articles and their
values :
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Opium from China
From other countries

(Debasing luxury)
Rice from China
■.
Spirits and wines
Pickles, sauces, etc
Prepared vegetables of all kinds

$ 95,354
o,oy4:

Debasing luxury.

$ 99,248
^VAfr
i I?a
aoan
°>290

11. Not to the same extent that a male white population of half their
Their serfdom has made a few white men rich
number would have done.
Slavery in the South
at the expense of their province and of their race.
accomplished the same villainous results.
-i12.
^ No,
^ not.•
4.- + -^
in my estimation.
-„ ~ . ,
13. baiutary.

Have not deve-^
, ^ extent
-^ d^would
No longer necessary.
Their entire withtoawal would
have a salutary
effect on the

province.
the cities of the eastern pro- Anawgto en-^
14. Yes, enough to distribute amongstMontreal
, 4,000 ; St. Johns, JN. ±5., are necessary.
vinces,as follows :— viz., Ottawa, 4,000 ;
2,000 ; Halifax, 2,000; Quebec, 2,000; Toronto, 2,000 ; London, 1,000;
cities
and Hamilton, 1,000, and as many more as the inhabitants of those
Asiatic
of
ce
may petition for after they shall have had some experien
enterprise and virtue, and the cost of their distribution to be borne by the
Department of Immigration.

a Theje.should be
15. The immigration of Chinese, I am speaking from a British Columbi
standpoint, should be in the proportion that nothing bears to the gross immigration,
number of whites that may be expected to arrive in the province, during
any given period or periods of time.
16. It would most
be found equal to the
provinces, in the United
would not
this province
and domestics.
laborers

The supply^ would soon Capitahste would^
undoubtedly be good.
demand if it once became known in the other M Chinese away,
States, and in Europe, that immigrants coming to
be confronted with thousands of Mongolian serf-

of dealing with those now in the province as suggested in \*^™*
17. Mode
to No. 14. Their further advent should be prohibited.
answer

18. By an Act of the Parliament of Canada with good and sufficient
machinery to enforce its prohibitory provisions.
They would
19. No, not unless Chinese immigration is prohibited.
be imported by the few referred to in my answer to No. 7, in such
currency upon winch
numbers and so long as they could be used as a base
to fix the value of free white labor. With Chinese immigration prohibited,
would
a more desirable class than any assisted, or forced, immigration
proand
healthy
a
of
ts
requiremen
the
all
to
equal
in,
comedevelopment.
naturallygressive

Me.s^Chinese
prohiDitedno
^J^efltort
white immigraturn,

20. Not to any extent, because those who may come, or may be desirous Whites^annot
of coming, are confronted by 18,000 Mongolian slaves— semi-slaves, or ^pf^ent
to Chinese.
serfs, or men who are not governed by their own individual will, but who owing
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are governed in aggregates by the Chinese companies. But with Chinese
excluded, white men will be as able, if frugal, to feed, clothe, and educate
their families, and lay by something for old age, and still leave larger
profits on the investments of those who employ them, than in any other
part of the Dominion.
Opening upids of
«ti bui *t^whitc
immigration ; but
they
been should
opened have
up
before.

21. Yes ; but had those lands been opened eleven years ago a great many
of
°^
enterprising countrymen would have formed prosperous
set our mos* but
settlements,
who became disgusted with their inability to obtain land
within
reasonable
distance of the older communities, on account of
W1'+J,^ any
the railway embargo, and have been driven to seek their fortunes and
build up prosperous settlements under a foreign flag The change in that
miserable, nay criminal, policy comes too late to entitle either the provincial or Dominion Governments to claim any glory that may now seem
to attach to it.

"Whitetion hadimmigrabeen
retarded.

22. Yes, most decidedly. I have advised a great many who have written
to me from each of the older provinces not to come here and enter the
labor market on a level with the Chinese. Better live on corn husks in the
older provinces than submit to such degradation

Moral effect bad.

23. The moral effect on whites of being so unfortunate as to be placed
on the same level and obliged to comingle with Chinese on an equal footing
in the battle of life would be bad, too bad for any respectable Canadian to
contemplate.
24. I do not know of any white population, either here or in the eastern
provinces, similarly situated to the Chinese in this province, consequently
there can be no scale by which a proportion can be arrived at sufficient to
furnish a definite answer.

Flaunt their vices.

25. I have seen them in San Francisco flaunting tiheir vices in such a
degraded and revolting manner that it would be an insult to our race to
compare even the most depraved with them. Here I am told their vices
are more insidious, and all the more dangerous because of the curiosity
and adventure that is thereby excited.

Leprosy.

26. I have no personal knowledge whatever more than that Chinese
have a terrible dread of the loathsome disease, a much greater dread than
the inhabitants of the Maritime Provinces have of the lazaretto and its
inmates. They regard it as both contagious and infectious, and abandon
any unfortunate who may be affected with it to a miserable fate, cutting
him entirely off from any communication whatever with his countrymen.

Statistics to show
their worthlessness as settlers.

27. It may be noted that during the fiscal year ending 30th June last
that settlers effects were entered in British Columbia as follows :—
From the United States
$ 23,804
Great Britain
6,220
China
Nil

Dutiable goods
imported from
China.

indicating more clearly than any pen picture in my power to delineate
their utter worthlessness as settlers.
It is also worthy of attention and to note the fact that the total dutiable
goods imported from China during the same period amounted to the sum
of $308,477, while goods imported from all other countries of a similar
classification amounted to $907,509. and that we imported from other
countries $1,650,870 worth of goods differing in classification from those
13S
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all other countries o£
lend or imported from China, making a total from
follows .:—
as
China
from
ed
import
ces
Provin
Other
379.
■2 558
e goods. Imports.
Dutiabl
Free goods.
Nil
6
56
7^
20
$
Ontario
I 107,405
0
,22
194
Quebec
376
Nil
Nova Scotia
Nil
3,450
New Brunswick
*5b
W1
Manitoba
Nil
Nil
P. E. Island
293,738
32,501
British Columbia
I abstracted from the
Some errors may have crept into the amounts
classification which aggregated as above, viz. : $308,477.
of which there is no
SponsTo China, Exclusive of gold and silver,
return:—
^
$^ 137
Exports to China.
Ontario produce
Quebec
. . ._
Nova Scotia
New Brunswick
Manitoba
P. E. Island

*

British Columbia :
Produce of the Mine
Fisheries
Forest
"
Animals not produce
"
Manufactures
Miscellaneous articles not produce

•'

^

Nil
Nil
Nil
*

ala
™"
63>^3
^51
*£*

$ 95,223
that $«»^j™„
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personal liberty that is a standing menace to the tyrannies of the old world,
whether in Europe, Asia or Africa ; and in consequence of that liberty, we
like the other colonies and the neighboring republic will continue to draw
to our shores the best blood of continental Europe, those who know the
value of freedom and have an ambition to found homes for themselves and
families. Shall the fair prospects of this Pacific province be marred with
a flood of the worst and most degraded elements of paganism, and made a
reformatory for Asiatic criminals and a nursery of vice ?
D. W. Gordon.
Victoria, B.C., October 30th, 1884.
CREASE.

The Hon. Mr. Justice Crease, Judge of the Supreme Court of British
Columbia, submits the following answers :—

Chinese immi- 1. The classes of persons who come here as emigrants from China are
cTa^o/laborTrs*
almost entirely
lowest or
class
of laborers
or coolies,
with a sprinkling of
with a few mermerchants
; no the
mechanics
artisans,
no skilled
laborers.
There
chant
2. They usually arrive in good bodily health and fit for work,
was a cry of leprosy, but it was disproved by our own doctors.
Do not burden
charities.

3. There is no system of poor relief in British Columbia. There are no
poor. There are benevolent societies, confined to particular nationalities
(in name only), which extend aid in cases of sickness or the like. On these
the Chinese do not come. They have their own benevolent society recently
established. Previously their sick were sent to our hospitals and so became
chargeable on our charity in hospital cases, or were cared for by their own
people.
They are never that I am aware of a burden on private charity.

Industrious, 4. They are kat' exocheen industrious, sober, economical and law-abiding,
andTaw-aSdSgf1 an^ *n a^ tnose respects quite a pattern to the whites, and have always been
so. It is because of these very qualities that white labor is jealous of them. As
" a class, indeed as individuals, they are neither lazy, drunken, extravagant
nor turbulent. I have never seen in all these years (twenty-five) a drunken Chinaman. Occasionally on the railway works where they have suffered,
or fancied they suffered great frauds at the hands of their own middlemen,
sometimes even at the hands of the white foremen, they have resisted, and
violent assaults have been the consequence.
For these they have been
severely punished whenever they have come before the courts.
As in all
large bodies of workmen, especially that lower substratum of labor from
which some of our railway labor has been recruited, especially in British
Columbia, bad individuals have been refractory and created trouble, but not
more than, probably not so much as, on other similar works in the neighCrimes of violence boring states.
Among
themselves
(the Chinese) crimes of violence,
an? mugiers even occasional murders have occurred, which from the secrecy of their
•selves. mode of life, or our ignorance of it, have defied the investigations of the
police. But this failure very likely arises from the almost universal ignorance in British Columbia of the Chinese language. There is not a single
Anglo-Chinese dictionary or grammar to be obtained either here or at San
Francisco. It has generally been supposed from the secrecy with which
some murders were committed (they are confined to two or three Chinese
murders altogether in many years), which have occurred in British Columbia undiscovered, that the victims were executed by the decrees of some
secret Chinese tribunal, like the Vehm-Gericht, having its centre in San
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pay expected, had only to cross the border, an imaginary line
close at hanc
to obtain it. The Indians could not be depended upon at
first on accourj
ot their numbers, which in those days were threatening,
nor afterward
on account of their restless, nomadic propensities, which
prevented ther
settling down to any permanent, industrious avocations.
The En^lis
settlers had all the household and servile occupations
to discharge then]
selves : chop and cut wood, get water, clean the dishes,
cook, wash, bake, sew, and rear families, and discharge all pots and pans
the other oner
Ships chartered
ous
and multifarious duties of the menage.
to bring female
In this strait a few mv
servants from
self among the number, chartered several ships with female servants
England round
' iron
Cape Horn.
England round the Horn.
We paid £30 ($150) a head for their passage
on, engagements of gradual repayment out of wages at colonial
rates afte.
they arrived— a payment which, with a few honorable
exceptions, I neec
hardly say, was rarely ever made.
That proving a complete failure.
Kanakas from the Sandwich Islands were tried and also
Chinese labor
failed : so bY the
employed at first mere process of exhaustion no resource was left but
Chinese labor, ^vhich
reluctantly.
was accordingly employed, at first, very reluctantly. Everyon
e had a great
and not unnatural objection to try them ; but necessity
has no law, it was
Chinese labor or none at all. At first they were
imported from San
Francisco in isolated instances; but gradually as the
white woman saw
her neighbor get some relief from the killing domestic slavery
of colonial
life she also adopted them, and, by the sheer necessity of
the case, their
employment as domestic servants became general, and at
last universal
buch white labor as could be had was eminently unsatisf
actory, not only
on account of scarceness and price, but because, especially
female
they would not submit to consider themselves in the househo servants
ld arrangements as m any respect subordinate to their employers.
Immigrants who
Success in mining went to the mines,
as in Cariboo, could get $10 a day, and some of them
rendered ordinary
labor distasteful.
got claims yielding m many instances, and for a considerable
period 600
ounces of gold to every wash-up. Success of this kind
made
ordinary
labor to those engaged in that avocation ever after distasteful
It is not
Family life, but
too
much
to
say
that
without Chinese servants the privati
for the Chinese
lite, extreme and of wearying monotony, would have becomeons in family
would have been
intolerable
Intolerable.
and a general exodus of families would have been the result.
Indeed as
it was numerous industrious settlers with wives and- families
were driven
out of the country on that account.
The high prices the Chinese obtained
Irom the first as wages, up to the present day, are a very
fair test of the
High wages paid
necessity for their employment.
From $15 per month, the lowest to an
Chinese *''ove
how necessary
inferior man, up to $35 a month for the best (with board and
11 ey are.
lodging be
it remembered) have been the continuous rates.
Young boys, even $S or
$10. It is a singular fact that Chinese servants are the only
class of people
that are positively paid to learn their duty.
This arises from their peculiar facility m adapting themselves to any work they have to
learn and
their success m acquiring that knowledge.
But if white servants, who
would do the same work, and as well, at anything like the
same wa-es,
and who could be depended on to stay, were to offer themselv
White domestic
es, thev
would have been gladly accepted.
labor tried and
But as a rule white domestic labor
ound wanting.
such as it is has constantly been tried and found wantinoWhite
laborers attracted from the East by the prices here, invariably* '« fall
into
the ways of the country," and refuse to work at anything like
L., .. dness of
ordinary employers of labor consider reasonable or practicable rates what
Chinese created .
The relief
given by Chinese aid to overworked households when sorely needed
good feeling
created
owards them.
a good feeling towards them.
This good feeling lasted for some time.
Ineir number was limited and no serious fears had yet been
entertained
ot their competition in the labor market.
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of the working
total exclusion of Chinese labor and to win the sweet votes
The practical result of which, if successful, would necessarily be to Praoti?ai resnit
man
create the worst of all monopolies, next to that of capital : the tyranny g^Minf or
of labor under whose withering blight mines, fisheries, manufactures, arts, monopoly aa^tw
and improvements of all kinds would speedily languish or die, and the gf JXKT
labor ot the
development of the country, to which it is undeniable the
d and
retarde
tely
indefini
be
would
Chinese
cui
bono has
? so largely contributed,

mode of living
10. One chief outcry has been against their habits and
a swarmfrom
Coining
health.
and
peace
public
the
to
as being injurious
of .coolies
ing population in China, and, as I have stated, of the lower order
to submit
they have undoubtedly a tendency to congregate ; at all events
±5ritisn
in
this
But
area.
small
a
within
numbers
large
to being cooped in
us
Columbia is directly owing to the fact that as foreigners, held in dangero r
disesteem by an active section of the whites, they naturally cling togethe
together and
for protection and support. ©Their very language keeps them
apart from the whites: but much of this overcrowding is attributable to
scant
the whites themselves, who extort heavy rents from them for very public
house accommodation, and they accentuate the very evil for which in
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they profess such profound dislike. Much has been said of their immor
ality, habits of prostitution, opium dens and gambling houses, and there is a
certain amount, indeed too great an amount, of truth in these accusations
It would be unreasonable to expect that a low class of laborers in any
country should be free from such eyils. All these, however, can be as
readily dealt, with by the police as the same vicious habits among the
whites. Indeed the latter in several respects do not gain by the comparison. For the Chinese do not parade their vices ; their prostitutes do not
set up large houses in the most prominent places, with brass plates on the
door, or ply their trade with an air of semi-publicity, nor drive about in
open carriages, or flaunt themselves on public race courses and assemblages
or advertise for the payment of debts due to them through the medium of
the public press. Their "opium dens" and "gambling dens " are all known
to the police and capable of being suppressed. But what of the white dens •
whiskey establishments, and gambling saloons, and the sale of liquor to Indians, who get it by the canoe load and wholesale ? I do not say that all
these evils whether white or Chinese should not be determinedly suppressed, but there is such a manifest spirit of exaggeration in the complaints that are made, for the purpose I have described, as very materially
to lessen in impartial eyes the accusations levelled against the Chinese.
They are as a class very cleanly in their persons ; indeed, as to all those inaU
ters laid to their charge, they are no worse than the same things done in
our midst by white men themselves. If enquiry were made of the railway
servants and the engineers en the permanent railway cuttings, what an
account they can give of white, as well as Chinese abominations that
abound there. Who that has seen a leading mainland town on the railway
line on pay-days can ever forget the disgusting
that everywhere met
his eyes ? Furious drunken men in the streets,sights
saloons and corners at all
hours of the day and night, week-days and Sundays all alike, the fights the
uproar, the gambling, that made day and night hideous, besotted drunken
whites kicked out of the houses, prostrate in the morning in the places
where they fell over night sleeping off the effects of the previous debauch,
only to stagger up and engage again in the same round of vice These
are the sights which one would fain forget, with other things about which
the pen blushes to write.

11. But without the Chinese in any event the province could never
have been developed as far as it has at present progressed. The best test
of that is that we cannot, at present at all events, do without them
Their presence is not only necessary but in many respects desirable for the
simple reason that the work must be done, and can only be done— in a
province and by people, still very poor— through the agency of the
Chinese or some similar labor. There is none other procurable at present
which can do the work well.
13. If we ask ourselves what would be the effect of their suddenly
going hence compulsorily or otherwise, the answer is immediate and
overwhelming. The railway works would "peter out" for want of labor to
construct them. The canneries would instantly be stopped. The shoe
and other manufactories the same. The farmers would be at once
injuriously affected. The coal mines would in several most important
instances be abandoned. Improvements now only possible by Chinese
labor would come to a sudden end, and the misery— domestic misery to
80 out of every 100 families here— would, to those who have not
through it for so many years as we have, be inconceivable. It wouldgone
be
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perfectly
the land,
the polls,
to be the

appalling. The wail of the housewife would sweep through
and find a very decided expression in every husband's vote at
and that in a manner not very flattering to those who now affect
There is an unreality about this outcry An unreality
white laborer's friends.
e cry*
one directly he takes pen in hand to write a ou
strikes of
the Chinese
against
on
the subject.
The that
advocates
exclusion make all the greater fuss over
it, one is tempted to opine, the less likelihood they may think there is of
its being carried out. The strike of the Chinese in Victoria when resisting
an intentionally discriminating and illegal tax of $30 a head on all Chinese— although it occurred a few years ago — is too fresh in the recollection
to be forgotten.
The travelling public would
soon let their voices
be heard against such an exclusion ; for hotels and boarding houses Hotels and board
Every bnegs£°u s^would
would be shut up, or offer utterly inadequate accommodation.
house would have to grow its own vegetables or pay an extortionate
white price for them.
Indeed the 'whole country would be in an uproar,
and all its industries and progress would receive a check from which it
would take many years of great suffering to recover — and for what 1 All
for a political cry : " We are ruined by Chinese cheap labor ! " Yes !
The commonest manual labor cheap at from $15 to $35 a month and
found !
14. The real fact is, and the more completely it is recognized the better,
that we cannot do without a certain number of Chinese for manual labor
and for domestic servants, and that throughout all British Columbia.
For
any great works, too, which have to be carried out, such for instance as railways, Chinese manual labor cannot at present be dispensed with. Good
Avhite labor is so far superior to Chinese, that it will of itself, when it can
be contented with reasonable prices as in the East, infallibly work Chinese
manual labor out of the field. No reasonable man will employ the labor
of a person whose language he can never understand if he can get even as
good service from one who cannot mistake his orders and can enter into
all his wishes for the work in hand. But what is as necessary for the
white man as the Chinaman is, that he should be sober, honest and steady
at his work, and exhibit a fair share of all those qualities which go to
constitute good labor. A certain number are at present an absolute
necessity. At present all told, including the Chinese on railway works,
and along the whole line, about 13,000. Of these there are probably
only 5,000 or 6,000 engaged in domestic and family out-door work in the
province including those in mines and canneries. So useful indeed have
they been found that even in coal mines they have been employed by
working miners themselves to assist them as their servants in getting out
the coal. They do not compete at all with mechanics, artisans, or
handicraftsmen, or in any skilled labor. They are good market-gardeners,
fair servants, and tolerable laborers ; imitate quickly and learn quickly,
and are good traders and merchants et voila tout. They will never
assimilate with the Anglo-Saxon race, nor is it desirable that they should.
Certain degrees of labor contract of limited duration, amounting while it
lasts to a species of slavery, are said to be common among them. Like all
low classes of people they have a low estimate of women. They do not
regard British Columbia as their home and when they die send ther bones
home to he buried in China.

In B. C, the
be done without,

Do not compete
w^n skilled

assimilate,

is very difficult,
an impossibility,
to fix
any definiteshould
limit S^Jbite
lablS?"
or 15.
even Itapproximate
of thealmost
proportion
which Chinese
immigration
ers.
bear to white immigration, if the best interests of the colony and the
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comfort of the people are to be regarded ; and if only for this reason that
no matter how many white people come to British Columbian, they all
come expecting certain rates, rates which British Columbians have not got
the money to pay. If they do not get these rates, it is not as in Australia
where they are obliged to stay, they can just skip over the boundary line
into the United States, and there even if they do not get what they exact,
they get more than than they can in a more newly settled country, and
we never see them again. They go to swell the numbers and volume of
the United States, just as the Swift, the Quesnelle, the Thompson and
Lillcett Rivers and other affluents go to swell the depth and volume of the
Fraser, or the colonies of England add strength and depth and volume to
the British Empire. If restriction of the Chinese took place, those who
are here already would at once raise their price, and thus the very object
of the anti-Chinese would be indirectly gained, and we should once more
be without domestic help, once more thrown back twenty years upon our
own resources. If one could venture on an estimate it would be at the
rate of one Chinaman to each family, counting as in Europe each average
family as consisting of four persons. Probably, if there were no great
railway or other works to be considered, if twenty per cent, of the population were Chinese, we might get on fairly well. But every one of these
would at once on his arrival find remunerative employment.

Capitalists would

\q% if the domestic servants coming from Europe or other parts of
fftheyTadto' C* America were the only ones we could obtain, no persons of capital would
depend on supply ^ tliey knew the truth) think of coming to British Columbia. They can
from Europe. get all the comforts and luxuries they may wish in other and cheaper
They simply would not come — that is come to reside.
places.

17. The answers I have already given to the previous questions suffi-»
ciently answer this one, except as to this :
At present restriction not expedient

t»o not make good
settlers.
Without
S^teiotisov.

18. I do not think at present any restriction on Chinese immigration is
necessary or expedient. Time should be given to see whether those at
present in the country who are engaged solely on railway works, will not
leave the country altogether as soon as the works which drew them hither
are concluded. Though possessed of all the qualities I have described, Chinamen do not make good settlers in the sense of raising up citizens of a free
and progressive country, which must in the course of years aspire to nationality however far remote the time. Miscegenation with the race is on
any scale impossible. Patriotism is not known among them. In their
legal contentions in court among their economies is a remarkable economy
of truth. Six witnesses will get up and swear positively and to the point
on one side, when six will get up and swear point blank the reverse, contradicting every allegation with a circumstance. This may be attributable
to two things : our ignorance of the proper mode of binding their conscience byan oath, or our ignorance of their language which prevents our
being able to sift out the truth as we could when white witnesess swear
directly opposite to each other with respect to the same facts.

19. As to a combined effort of the people and the legislature to encour^o^fcw*. «fltet
^$fo$>c*4d white immigration, I do not believe, though most of all to be desired
t^&^^ff^ aad encouraged, that such a combination, with the unlimited United
ition^ViPJ^&-*9
M*bm alongside, would succeed to any appreciable extent. The moment
thk ©aaiHned effort "furnished an effectual supply of white labor " to the
®&)m& 8* any given time, I cannot possibly believe that it would stay sup146
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plied. The moment an immigrant " laborer " touches British Columbia
he becomes in his own mind a boss (as it is termed) and will do as little
manual labor as he can help. I exclude from this consideration all choppers, timber-men and the like. They never seem to lose the old time spirit
for their work. The axe to them is a handicraft which no white man not
born or educated up to the mark, can imitate. So with the regular miner
and blaster. He is almost alone in his art; but I speak of the mere laborer.
He can get rich land and a homestead for a mere nothing and become a
farmer, and in a short time an employer of labor himself, looking out very
likely for " the first Chinaman that comes along " whom he may " boss."
20. To the question can white people find now remunerative employment Whites can get
and steady work and a provision for old age, I answer, yes, most certainly, Plenty of work,
if they do not want it all at once.
That is the trouble.
The world, the
Columbia world, is to him that can work and wait ; and I may add success
requires here the same kind of qualities as ensure it anywhere else,
sobriety, industry and honesty. Here there are no poor. To men with
such qualities success is a mere question of time, especially here. British
Columbia with its opportunities, unrivalled climate, regular succession of
seasons, and unlimited resources, is a paradise to the poor man.
21. The railway and the opening of the railway lands has already had a opening of railmarked effect upon the immigration of settlers to this province. I presume w?7 lan<is and the
it is within the scope of these enquiries to add that survey should precede cised a marked
or as quickly as possible overtake " settlement," and much more informa- i^mmi^Stion?6
tion as to what lands in particular are open to settlement should be given
to intending settlers. There has been a great stride in that direction
under the present government of the province, but it is a difficult thing to
do, and certain preparation is required. But these things prepared, a
great increase of immigration can well be provided for in British Columbia.
There is a very erroneous impression about the agricultural capabilities of
British Columbia, or I should say incapabilities. It cannot be called an
agricultural country, compared with the level, arable plains of the interior
of North America ; but there is good agricultural land enough to support
millions of population, but first comers require assistance, British Columbia
is so far away from most countries.
22. Instead of "being retarded by Chinese immigration, I am fully
persuaded that white immigration has been assisted by it. I know of
retired officers and persons of settled incomes who would not have thought
of coming here if they had not known that Chinese servants could he had
here, though very indifferent compared with those one can obtain in
China itself.

white immigragtimufftedby the
presence of
Chmese*

23. I do not think the effect produced by the Chinese on the morals of Effect on white
-the whites has been a beneficial one, for the simple fact that they are gjgjj ls£°£ viSous
heathens, and some quantity, I believe, of the whites are Christians. But whites far more
where there are white people of allied habits to the immoral among the chinesef
an
Chinese they are more likely to be injurious to their fellow whites than
any Chinese, not only from intelligent depravity, but because they have
from their language greater facility in communicating the moral virus and
ill example to both old and young.
24. No. The proportion of immoral people among the Chinese here is The proportion of
not
more than amongowhite Vpeople
situated, >
where there are no immoral
y-., .
VsimilarlyJ
not greaterpersons
among?
Chinese.
Chinese.
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WMtedepS^taf
the Chinese.

^* ^or °Pen wickedness and parade of vice, for the public defence and
spread of it in various alluring forms, for the numbers of youths inoculated by it, there is no comparison between the two ; white vice and
depravity are far ahead, more insidious, more alluring, more permanently
injurious.

Discaacv

26. I have no personal knowledge whatever of the presence of leprosy
among the Chinese. Now and then one hears a report to that effect, but
in those cases reported upon by English doctors they have denied altogether its existence. They have, I believe, some singular and peculiar
illnesses among themselves, such as produce wasting away and death, but
these do not spread beyond themselves, although said to be almost invariably fatal among that people.

Deprecates any

I have not spoken of the legal aspect of the Chinese question,
reSrictSorPexclude as that is not before me ; nor have I alluded to the treaties, as these subChinese immi- jects will naturally come in ^heir order before the Commission, and are,
after all, matter of diplomatic negotiation. But I do as a citizen and a
very old, early pioneer of British Columbia, deprecate any active step
whatever being taken, since my opinion has been asked — certainly for the
present — either to restrict or exclude Chinese immigration into British
Columbia. It would not take so much as is generally supposed to drive
them entirely out of the country, the effect of which would be simply disI
astrous. am
aware it is a matter even now in serious discussion among
Gravity of the
duty which the
some of their leading men here, and these have been advised before taking
Commission has
to discharge.
any active step in that direction to await the result of this Commission.
Of its existence and objects they are well aware, and expect its report
with an interest they do not affect to conceal, for it will, for good or evil,
affect, and that perhaps for a long period, enormous interests — social,
financial, and political.
Henry P. Pellew Crease.

JNDERDONK.

Chinese
immi- ' mm
grants laborers
good health, who
do not burden
public charities,
who are industrious, sober, lawabiding, true to
their contracts,
who do not interfere with whites
save in labor
market, and who
on first coming
supplied a felt,
want.

27. No.

Andrew CTnderdonk, civil engineer and contractor; eighteen years
engaged on railroads; eight years a resident of California and British
Columbia ; contractor for sections 60, 61, 62, 63, 92, 93, Canadian
Pacific Railway in British Columbia, for Dominion Government;
subsequently contractor for Canadian Pacific Railway Company from
Savona's into Eagle Pass, B.C. ; has employed as high as 9,000 men at
one time — 6,000 Chinese and 3,000 whites, and has studied their
habits and adaptation for work, gives the following answers to the
questions submitted :—
1. Laborers.
2. Yes.
3. No ; they take good care of themselves.
4. They are industrious, sober, economical, and law-abiding; they arenot drunken, extravagant, or turbulent.
5. Yes, to the letter.
6. No.
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7. Yes.
8. I do not know.

******
9. I do not know when the agitation began. Politicians make the chief £$*$£
agitation to gain votes from ignorant people.

No^nriojsto
and do not associate with whites to peace.
Have
contributed to
development of
province.
11. Yes.

es,
No; they live by themselv
pnt
pvf
anv
any10.ext
ent
.

Railway alone Chinese stm ne12. Yes; in order to complete the Canadian Pacific
wm'be 'reS°ir?dre .
2,000 more will be required in the coming spring.
in the spring.
13. The development of the country would be retarded and many
industries abandoned.
WMtem^ncannot
14. For railway work, 2,000 more. The gravel mines will give work to
a, large number besides ; white men cannot make these gravel mines pay. mines pay.
15. Owing to the mining, British Columbia will support more Chinamen ^^^^^
™°rne^™men
The presence of Chinamen give much business to whites.
than whites.
16. Most of them would have to do their own work or pay exorbitant B^«»^£
rates, which would discourage them from bringing their families into the wouidnot hrinj^
province.

17. I am confident that the matter of Chinese immigration will regulate
itself ; that Chinamen will cease to come when they are not m demand,
18 I think it will regulate itself; but if any action is taken it should
be made known a year before going into effect; and, as any restriction
will be experimental, it should be made for a short length of time, and
renewed, if found popular, or rescinded if found detrimental.

gj^ese tog-^
rented by de-^
^J^tfye action
^*£ be riven,
tive policy should
Sort time*. *

I have £ coined effort
19. No ; instance mining, and the fisheries, and the railway.
I do not believe whites would do
tried to encourage whites to come as well as Chinese.
Those who are good for anything do ™ s°oain assisted immigration for whites.
not need it ; those who do are always a burden to the rest of the
whites. Many industries, now giving employment to seventy-five per cent.
of Chinese and twenty-five per cent, of whites, would have to be abandoned
as non-paying, in a competitive sense, with other countries, if it was
not for the Chinese, thus the twenty-five per cent, would loose their
^occupation.
Chinese create

20. Yes ; the more Chinese the more employment for whites.

wh?teTient £0r

21. I believe it has ; but white labor is very scarce— room for many OP^ilndshad
rrtnvA
attracted white
•Tnoreimmigrants.

C^^havenot
employment of Chinese has created openings that other- immigrati
No; the
on.
22.xrould
not exist.
^wise
2,1 The influence of Chinese upon the morals of whites cuts no figure No influence on
■one way or the other. It is too insignificant and rare to need mention. morals of whites.

24. The proportion of depraved and immoral Chinamen is smaller than ^P^nsmfall
among Chinamen,
in any other class I know of.
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25. No ; they are quiet and retiring at their worst.
cent, of the Chinese here are industrious and steady.

Ninety -nine per

26. No ; I have never seen a single case of leprosy in some 6,000 that
I knew individually.
Any sudden
res27.
No ; except
triction
would
. ,to say that
, any radical or sudden restriction will clos^
le prosperity
close
down
many
clown
many
industries
and
seriously injure the
prosperity of Briti:
British,
industries. Columbia.
Andrew Onderdonk.

Victoria, B.C., August 9th, 1884.
WHARTON.

Emily

Wharton,

Q. What

examined:

is your name ?— A. Emily Wharton.

Q. W hat age are you 1— A. I am twenty years of age.
Four years an
opium-smoker.

Q. How

long have you been an opium-smoker ?— A. About four years*

Q. Did you learn to smoke opium in Victoria ?— A. No ; I learned in
San Francisco.
Misery led to
indulgence.

Q. Why did you commence to smoke opium? — A. Why do people
commence to drink ? Trouble, I suppose, led me to smoke. I think it is
better than drink. People who smoke opium do not kick up rows ; they
injure no one but themselves, and I do not think they injure themselves
very much. I know opium-smokers who are sixty-five and seventy years
of age. There is a man over there who has smoked opium for thirty years.
Q. Have you read De Quincy's Opium Eater 1— A. I have.

A frank criticism
on
T. DeEater.
Quincy's
Opium

Q. Had that book anything to do with leading you to become an
opium-smoker ?— A. No • I was an opium-smoker before I read his book.
I believe he has drawn more on his imagination than on experience.
Q. Do you realize the pleasures and visions he dilates on 1— A. No y
nor I believe does any opium-smoker. I believe De Quincy's book is a
pack of lies.

Could not live
Q. If it does not afford you any such pleasure as that author describes,
without the drug. why do you smoke ?_A. Because I must; I could not live without it.
I smoke partly because of the quiet enjoyment it gives, but mainly to
escape from the horrors which would ensue did I not smoke. To be twentyfour hours without smoking is to suffer worse tortures than the lost.
Feels all right
after influence
has passed away.

Symptoms of
needing it.

Q. But does not the smojdng make you wretched, just as drinking
would 1— A. No ; I require about twelve pipes, then I fall into a state of
somnolence and complete rest. When I awake I feel all right, and can
attend to fixing-up the house. I am brisk, and can work as well as anybody else. I do not feel sick or nervous, neither have I the inclination
to smoke more opium.
Q. Then why do you return to the use of the drug 1— A. Ah ! that's
it ; there is a time when my hands fail me ; tears fall from my eyes ; I
am ready to sink ; then I come here and for a few bits have a smcka
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nonsense talked about opiumwhich sets me right. There is too muchurable for me. I ^ - °*«
unend
be
would
it
ut
witho
iZl!f
own troubles, and I have mine.
health; but, I suppose, every one has their
fast Opium-smote,,
sive, but are you what is called a ned
Q I do not want to be offen
imagi
you
if
ken
mista
But you would be greatly
woman"lam.
In
e are of that character.
aSuUthfwwnen who come here to smok
s,
house
opium
-first people visit
|an FrancLoThnave known some of the here.
and many respectable people do the same

?- ^ostttutes mo^
generally addicted to opium-smoking more than opium,
0 Are women of your class
far
them
does
drink
and
they are more addicted to drink,
A No
whereas this allays xt; and when a fast
Drink excites passion, pretty
farm
quick.
ruin
to
goes
she
drinks
woman
to go to opium dens such Neve- • experienQ You have for four years been accustomed men whom you ^hav met .^j-,
Jhis, how have you been treated by the China
^
in such olaces '—A. They never interfered with me m the least.
experi
never
have
I
man
China
a
from
1 or sleepTng one act of rudeness
you
s
Unles
men.
white
to
or
superi
enced Inthft respect they are far
; and, indeed, after the first
sneak to them they will not even speak to you
speak. You rather resent having
Sof theTpiumyyou have no desire to you
want the smoke thedesne to
when
and
;
to
n
spoke
to speak or being
ss to allow of any desire for
busine
a
get your pipe ready is far too earnest
were not opium-smokers and
who
men
China
known
have
I
But
talk
fdle
or molest a woman than
/believe they are far more certain not to offend
m.
white men, especially white men with a glass
been well educated »--k *» ;
Q. You express yourself well, you have
nor there now. We will not
here
r
neithe
is
I was well educated, but that
my real name.
you
given
not
have
I
course
Of
go into that.
opium-smoking in con- Mop^umjointe
Q Have you anything else to add bearing on
nection with the Chinese here in ^^^^^^re^
drinking saloons .are ^ one SSSMSS
though : that if opium houses were licensed as
There would be
smoke
to
this
as
need not have to come into such holes
mitigated At
be
would
degradation
the
and
couches,
nice
nice rooms with
opium saloon
an
license
not
will
that
a 1 events I think the government
for whiskey
vitriol
sell
they
where
hotels
and
nouses
1 iH shut up public
a rapidity
and
nty
certai
a
with
men kill themselves
and brandy, and where
beyond the power of opium.
Q. Is there anything else ?— No.
Victoria, B.C., October 18th, 1884.
District DUP0NT.
Maior L. T. Dupont, District Inspector for the Inland Revenue
:—
follows
as
ns
questio
certain
answers
a,
Columbi
of British
the 27th ultimo, I
SlR,-In accordance with the request in your letter of
duty collected from
excise
the
of
return
a
h
herewit
you
send
to
beg leave
city for year ended 30th June last
Chinese cigar manufacturers in this fiscal
year.
current
the
of
quarter
first
the
and
also the amount paid by white
you
give
I
son,
For purposes of compari
cigar makers for the same periods.
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Chinese very
methodical and
regular in their
dealings with
Inland Revenue
Department.

I beg to state in connection with this subject that the Chinese are very
methodical and regular in their dealings with the department, submissive
to regulations and prompt in making their returns paying their duties.
I enclose you also the report of the minister of mines for this province,
laid
letter.before the local legislature at its last session, as requested in your

1,158 Chinese
employed in
mining for gold.

In the tabular statement at the commencement of this report it is
shown that out of the total of 1,965 men employed in mining for gold in
this province in the year ending 31st December, 1883, 1,458 were Chinese,
500 were whites, and seven Indians.
By far the larger number of claims in the province are owned and
worked by Chinese, their more frugal habits, their greater industry, and
more moderate expectations of reward, making profitable to them claims
that the white miners regard as not having sufficient attraction.
Indeed in many cases the Chinese are working claims that white miners
have abandoned, and obtaining from them very good wages.
Thus, but for the Chinese, the production of gold in this country would
not reach nearly the sum shown.
The Chinese miner, although more frugal in his habits than the white
miner, has in many items to incur exactly the same expenditure as the
white miner. His picks and shovels, axes and saws, wear out equally
with the white miner's. His horses and harnesses, either to hire or own,
cost him as much ; and man for man he pays as much for travelling either
by stage, railway or steamer. Nails and other hardware are as dear to
him, and as necessary in building flumes, or wing-dams, or in other ways.
In hydraulic mining he needs the same description and quantity of hose.
He wears the same rubber boots. He has to pay the same rates for
transportation or teaming of his supplies and groceries from the coast, and
it is well known that the Chinese miner does not stint himself either in
quantity or quality of food. In no way does the Chinese miner interfere
with the privilege of the white miner to prospect as energetically as he
may please for gold. The country is open to all, and whatever favor or
assistance is given is to the white miner, certainly not to the Chinese. A
large amount of profit accrues to the white community from Chinese
mining ; certain articles needed by the Chinese miner being manufactured
by white labor, and all steamboat and stage lines travelled over being owned
by white companies.
I have the honor to be, Sir,
Your obedient servant,
L. T. Dupoxt.
Nicholas Flood Davin, Esq.,
Secretary of Chinese Commission,
Ottawa.

Chinese working
claims white
miners had
abandoned.
In a great many
things the Chinese
miner under the
same expense as
the white.

Large profits
accrue to whites
from Chinese
mining.

For fiscal year
ending 30th June,
1884, $1,731.75
collected from
Chinese manufacturers inB. C.

Statement of revenue collected from Chinese manufacturers in British
Columbia, for the fiscal year ending the 30th June, 1884, and for
three months ending 30th September, 1884 :
Fiscal year ending 30th June, 1884.
Duty on cigars
Licenses

, . $1,581.75
150.00
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Duty on cigars
Licenses..*

-iQQA
lb84.

$

52?'5?
loQ-QQ

$

679.53
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$679.53 for three
months ending
30th September,

Statement of excise revenue received from European cigar mnnufacturers, g^^lT*for
for the fiscal year commencing 1st July, 1883, and ending 30th June, manufacturers
1884, and for the three months commencing 1st July and ending ?598270>
30th September, 1884 :

Revenue from 1st July, 1883, ending 30th June, 1884.
$5,682.70
300.00

Duty on cigars
Licenses..

$5,982.70
Three months ending 30th September, 1884.
Duty on cigars
Licenses....

^[>l^'l^
300.00
$1,552.12

$1,552.12.

H. N. Good,
Collector of Inland Revenue.
Victoria, B.C., 14th October, 1884.

STATEMENTS
Statement of the Hon.
British Columbia:

M.

PUT

IN.

W. T. Drake, President of the Council, DRAKE.

aV
I have been a resident in British Columbia since 1859, practicing my BrforeWTO
labor>
any
m
appear
not
did
Chinese
The
profession as barrister and solicitor.
large number until after 1870, but even before that time they gradually
absorbed all the light labor which used to be done by white people. They
first invaded the washing interests and gradually ousted the women who
the
did this work ; then they absorbed the market-garden work, and are now
which
sole suppliers of garden produce ; and in all the various industries
require li^ht work they have driven all competitors from the field. The
effect of this is that white people will not come to compete with the Wh^te^mUnot^
Chinese and one consequence is that all persons requiring house-worK done ^^ chineSe.
rate*
are driven to employ Chinese at extravagant wages. $25 to $30 a month ^aja^nt
is the ordinary rate of wages, and they are so well organized that it any
attempt is made to reduce the wages it is impossible to obtain a servant.
They will not compete against each other, and the ordinary law governing
demand and supply is entirely evaded by a higher law of compulsion. If
any- one attempts to act for himself in this direction, the general body
have means at their disposal to compel obedience to their rules. False
charges are trumped up against the offender, or his fears are worked upon
Hard to obtain.
so that they dare not disobey their secret rulers.
I have had a very large experience in Chinese cases, especially m gg^^™
criminal cases, and I find that where Chinese alone are concerned a criminals.
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conviction is hardly ever obtained. The calendar of convictions gives
no criterion of the number of offences. Several murders have been
committed and no clue to the perpetrators The administration of justice
obtains no assistance whatever from the Chinese themselves ; if, however
the question is one between Chinese and white persons, the Chinese
strain every nerve to obtain a conviction, and are utterly indifferent
whether the charge is brought against the real criminal or some other
white person.
The Chinese are utterly unacquainted with truth, and it is a universal
comment on their evidence that you cannot believe anything they say.
They shelter themselves under their ignorance of the English language so
that no cross-examination can reach them, and it is generally believed
that the interpreters guide the evidence. In one case that came before
me, a charge of murder was preferred against a Chinese, and he was
arrested. The murder was committed at Seattle, and the presence of the
prisoner distinctly sworn to. I was, however, in a position to prove that
the prisoner was on his way from San Francisco to Victoria at the time
of the alleged offence, and after producing that evidence the prosecutors
who were applying for extradition abandoned further proceedings, but
compelled the prisoner's friends to pay $250 for expenses, stating if they
did not do so they would have him arrested on some other charge. The
reason I after discovered was that the prisoner had refused to pay a sum
to a secret society which exists among them. They are governed by laws
of their own entirely uncontrolled by the laws of the country where they
reside.
The Chinese never pay any taxes connected with estates of deceased
Chinese, and it is impossible to discover anything connected with their
property. The number of Chinese who entirely evade taxation is very
large, so much so that I doubt if above five per cent, of the laboring classes
pay any tax at all. They arrive here in a state of abject poverty, and in
that condition a very large number remain to the end of time.
Prostitution of the most flagrant character is carried on wherever a,
few men are collected. The women are slaves and sold by their importers
at prices varying from $300 to $600. Cases connected with the system have
frequently been brought before the court, and in no case have, I think, the
true facts ever been elicited. The complaint of inveighling boys into
these dens of infamy, and the diceases which are there caught, are numerous
and painful.
The Chinese are not settlers in any sense of the word \ they are no
benefit to the country as settlers ; they tend to exclude a more valuable
population, and even where they are engaged in numbers the employerswould prefer white people but cannot get them. The numbers that are
in the province it is very difficult to estimate, as the leading merchants do
not wish the numbers to be known, but there can be very few short of
18,000. It is not expected that those present should be driven away, but
it is hoped that such restrictive legislation will be passed as to prevent
their influx. There are sufficient numbers here to fulfil all the requirements.
of labor for years to come, and if restriction is granted we shall find that
white labor will become more plentiful at once.
M. W. T. Tyrwhitt Deakel
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o, B. C :
Statement of Knights of Labor L. A. No. 3,017, Nanaim
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They contribute but little to the revenues of the country, and that little
is always difficult and expensive to collect, as they evade the payment of
taxes in all possible ways. Did they come as settlers, and help to build
up the country, there possibly might not be so much objection to them ;
but it is well known they only come to enrich themselves, without any
thought of staying. They are simply parasites preying upon our resources,
and draining the country of the natural wealth which should go to enrich
it, and serve to still further develop it, but which all goes to their native
land, from whence comes their chief supplies of food and clothing, and to
which they invariably return dead or alive. They have no ties to bind
them to this land, for they come without wives or families, and rarely
make permanent investments, holding their property in such a form as
can be easily realized upon, or carried with them. At least such is our
experience : for out of 1,000 Chinese in this district only three or four
have wives, while not one has made a permanent investment, thus proving
the temporary nature of their residence. They live, generally, in wretched
hovels, dark, ill-ventilated, filthy, and unwholsome, and crowded together
in such numbers as must utterly preclude all ideas of comfort, morality,
or even decency, while from the total absence of all sanitary arrangements,
their quarters are an abomination to the eyes and nostrils and a constantsource of danger to the health and life of the community.
Weighty though the above may be, we have other and higher reasons
for desiring to exclude Chinese labor. All history proves that a free, :
manly, intelligent, and contented laboring population, is the foundation
and the source of the prosperity of any and every nation, and essential
to the stability of free, popular institutions. No nation has ever yet
become or remained free and powerful, which degraded its labor or sought
to deprive its workers of a just share in the produce of their toil. Now,
Chinese labor is confessedly of a low, degraded, and servile type, the
inevitable result of whose employment in competition with free white
labor is to lower and degrade the latter without any appreciable elevation
of the former. Their standard of living is reduced to the lowest possible
point, and, being, without family ties, or any of those institutions which
are essential to the existence and progress of our civilization, they are
enabled to not only live but to grow rich on wages far below the lowest
minimum at which we can possibly exist. They are thus fitted to become
all too dangerous competitors in the labor market, while their docile
servility, the natural outcome of centuries of grinding poverty and
humble submission to a most oppressive system of government, renders
them doubly dangerous as the willing tools whereby grasping and
tyrannical employers grind down all labor to the lowest living point.
It is for this latter reason, chiefly, that we object to the Chinese, not
altogether because they accept lower wages. . In many pursuits, in coal
mining especially, Chinese labor is little, if any, cheaper than white
labor : for while the individuals receive less the collective amount paid
is little, if any, less than white labor would receive, while by the latter
the work is almost invariably better and quicker done. But white men
demand th*e treatment of rational beings, while Chinese are content to be
treated like beasts of burden, consequently they are preferred by all who
•seek to tyrannize over their fellows, or who are resolved to keep together
a great fortune, regardless of how their country prospers.
Had our provincial legislature adopted in the past a wise, liberal,
statesmanlike policy, instead of a narrow, sectional one, the national
protective policy of the Dominion would have been productive of great
results in this province.
Our wonderful natural resources would have
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guisliing village, her lands unsettled, her resources only partially
developed, and her sparse population largely composed of Chinese.
And these latter are increasing very rapidly, taking up the places of
white men. They are thus not only preventing any rapid increase of the
white ^ population, but are slowly, yet none the less surely, driving the1
more intelligent of our workers out of the country and lowering the
status of all who remain.
The returns of the provincial revenue tax furnish a ready, if not very
accurate, means of comparing the rapid increase of the Chinese with the
slower increase of the white population. The following are the figures
for the last four years, as taken from the official records :—
In 1881 226 Chinese and 666 Whites paid the tax.
1882 334
"
» 807
"
"
»
«
1883 459
"
" 845
"
"
«
"
1884 708
"
" 985
"
"
«
«
The returns for the present year are only up to July. Now, it is well
known that the Chinese immigration has increased very largely during
the last few months, so that the 'increase for this year must be very large.
The figures are, however, sufficiently alarming, showing, as they do, that
the white population has only increased fifty per cent., while the Chinese
have increased nearly 200 per cent. But when we reflect that those
figures do not, by any means, show us the full extent of their encroachment, owing to the extreme difficulty of collecting any tax from them, we
must be certain that there is a very large number unaccounted for. As
a matter of fact it is known that there are, at least, 1,000 to 1,200 Chinese
in the district.
Of these fully one-half are employed in and about the mines, and year
by year they are being so employed in such ever-increasing numbers as
renders it apparent that the time is not far distant when the bulk of our
mining population will be Chinese. Already, even, they outnumber the
whites at the Wellington Collieries by nearly 100, the numbers being
about 450 Chinese to a little over 300 whites (possibly there might be
350 whites). Of the former quite a number are still employed digging
coal in spite of Mr. Dunsmuir's assurance that they would not be so
employed. In the other collieries only one-fourth of the total number
employed are Chinese. The Yancouver Coal Company, employing 600
men, have 150 Chinese; the East Wellington Coal Company, employing
about fifty men, have twelve or thirteen Chinese. It is thus clear that
they are not absolutely necessary to the working of our coal mines.
Indeed the fact is freely admitted that they might be dispensed with
altogether. In the Wellington, and to a certain extent in the other
collieries, they monopolize every employment, save the digging and
running the machinery.
Thus our boys have very little chance to be employed in the mines,
while out of them nearly every other calling, where they might find
profitable employment, is filled by the ubiquitous heathen. In consequence
our boys grow up to near manhood without an opportunity to earn any
part of their living, such as they might have were there no Chinese, and
such as boys have in other parts of the world. Our girls, too, cannot find
remunerative employment, from the fact that the Chinese are largely
employed as domestics. Thus every industry, every source of employment,
is being gradually filled by the yellow serfs. A healthy public sentiment is
well nigh impossible, and there will soon be no resource left us but to fly
from evils we cannot successfully combat.
We, therefore, appeal to the Dominion to come to our rescue before it is
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Do not suppose that this matter can be longer delayed. While we
suffer under such a great wrong it is impossible that we can remain
peaceable or contented. We warn you that the agitation upon this vital
question is widespread and growing ; that the great mass of the people
of British Columbia is burning with deep resentment for the continued
neglect to deal with this matter. The longer it is delayed the worse it
will be to deal with, and the deeper will grow the resentment of the people,
and the stronger the determination to have it dealt with. We sincerely
hope that the Dominion Government will attend to it at once, and that in
the ensuing session of Parliament a law will be enacted that will meet
the wishes of the people and settle the matter in an effectual manner, once
and all.
Signed, on behalf of the assembly,
T. R Jones,
Master Workman,
James Young,
Recording Secretary.
Victoria, B.C., August 14th, 1884.

BRADLEY.

Statement of John A. Bradley :
As a working man and head of a family I beg to enter my protest
against any further influx of Chinese.

Chinese immigrants brought
under contract.

1. As to their coming. They do not come like any other class of people. They are brought here under contract to work a number of years,
and are virtually slaves during that term. They are at the will of their
bosses, and if they disobey orders get killed. I know this. Their women
are nearly all brought here for purposes of prostitution.

'White men
!cannot compete
with them.

2. Their competing with white labor. It is impossible for any white
man or woman to compete with them in any work they adapt themselves
to. Their expenditure for food, clothing, and living, is so far below that of
the white race that it would take an education of hundreds of years gradation to bring Europeans down to their level.

Bring demoraliz- 3. Their influence, morally and socially. Large numbers being engaged
ho^ds.111 ° °USe" as domestic servants, and in the care of children, has a most corrupting
influence on the youth of both sexes, especially girls. If parents only knew
one-tenth of the pernicious and filthy ideas imparted by Chinese servants
to the youth in their households, they would be excluded from every house.
Failures as cooks. As cooks they are failures, and in this respect they inflict untold misery
on the community.
In Australia and
the Sandwich
Islands found
,the same dislike

4. General objections. Pearing to be tedious I will not attempt anything
like a complete catalogue of reasons why the Chinese are undesirable. I
have lived in Australia from 1856 to 1870, and have travelled over Tas-

fn the^acinc ° mania, South Australia, Victoria, New South Wales, Queensland and all
.States of the U. S. 0f JSTew Zealand, and found Chinamen everywhere, and everywhere the
same dislike against them.
I have lived in the Sandwich Islands where
Chinese are in large numbers, and they are as universally hated there as
any place I have been in, although their labor is of great value to the
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olantefs. I have been on this coast since 1870, and have visited California,
Nevada, Arizona, Old and New Mexico, and Central America, and have
seen Chinese every place I have been, and have heard them objected toby
ill classes of people in these countries. " If your mind dislike anything obey
Why
It." - The mind of man everywhere I have been dislikes this race.
world,
the
of
parts
various
in
is'this? Are the instincts of millions of men
under every conceivable opposing conditions and interests, at fault 1 You
isk men to give their reasons why the Chinese are objectionable ? There is
m inner consciousness that impels men to the belief that these men
should not come here, that is as potent as the belief in a Supreme Being.
How many men could go before you and explain why they believe m a
My experi- Their labor not
God ? Men who employ Chinese are opposed to their coming.
ence teaches me their labor is not cheap labor. You may ask : " If so, why
Contractors employ
are they employed ?" The reason is, for expediency.
them because they give less trouble about pay, food, or lodging than white
men. (One can hire about 500 or more to work, and have only to treat with
one man as boss, and never be troubled with individual grievances as to
Their system enables these bosses to give sixty or
pay or otherwise.
White men cannot do Not iaw-abidmg ;
ninety days credit or time on contracts for labor
It is said in their favor that they are law-abiding, not addicted to dri*k does'not
this
They affecttaasit
laws.
drink, etc, etc. This is not so. They defy and despise inour
defiance ot law.
They are constantly smuggling
make their own laws.
They are, many of them,, habitual drinkers, but drink does not affect them
They only get stupidly drunk, like animals
as it does Europeans.
A man must have brains to get hilariously tipsy and
when intoxicated.
They have introduced leprosy
noisy under the influence of strong drink.
on this coast, and many white persons are now afflicted with this terrible
disease. The youth of the coast are being corrupted and depraved by these
The gross clasps of a lascivious Chinawoman can be procured for
people.
fifty cents or less. Hundreds of men and women are now irredeemably
In Opium-smokingincrease.
lost by the vice of opium-smoking, and the habit is on thesome
soundness
be
must
there
that
me
believe
,
gentlemen
all sincerity,
in the judgment of so many thinking and learned men who oppose the
coming of Chinese to this country, as well as in the almost universal
voice of the masses of the people. That voice most unmistakably says, the
law allowing them to come to this country must be amended or ended.
John A. Bradley.

Statement by the Hon. Huang
Francisco :—

Sic Chen of the Chinese consulate, San HUANG

SIC

I have the honor to submit for the information of the honorable the
Commissioners appointed to enquire into the Chinese question, a series of
(see Appendix C) relating to the Chinese trade and commerce m
statisticsColumbia.
British
I also submit for their consideration a few remarks which I hope may
be as interesting, as I trust they may be instrumental in removing the
unjust prejudice exhibited by certain persons against the Chinese domiciled
in this prcvince. ^
The Chinese merchants and laborers are chiefly composed of the natives gWjejsejmjM;
of the various villages of Canton. They depart from Hong Kong direct for |nd merchants
British Columbia or via San Francisco, paying as passage money and outfit ^Jgjf^
about $70 per head.
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The charge brought against the Chinese immigrants, who arrive in Bri-i
tish Columbia, that they are bought and sold as slaves, is not authentic.
!K"o Chinaman is permitted to leave China unless he does so voluntarily.
The Chinese are employed and hired in the same way that the Englishman,
American, Frenchman or German, is employed and hired.
There is no
such thing as slavery in China and never has been as far as I know.
Chinese had
It will be found upon enquiry that the presence of Chinese in this propro vince.0 develop vince is not only not an injury, but a positive benefit, in that they have
cheapened labor and the products of labor, and it is a fact well known to
manufacturers, merchants and others, that many industries essential to the'
progress and welfare of this province, would not, and could not, have been
developed successfully had it not been for the presence and the aid of the
Chinese.
Railway.
I have been told that one of the main inducements offered by the local
legislature to the Dominion Government to build the Canadian Pacific
Bailway, was the certainty of getting the China trade from San Francisco
to Esquimalt, to cross the transcontinental railway to Canada.
I am curious to know how this can be done, if, by hostile and restrictive
enactments, and an apparently innocent absence of all moral and internaaway. tional obligations, the people of this province are determined to drive it
Noslaveryin

Misrepresented as
The charge of immorality alleged against the Chinese by ill-informed
to their morals.
persons is a gross misrepresentation.
The history of the Chinese people, and the evidence of travellers like
Count Lzchenyi and Mr. Colquhoun, proves that the Chinese are among
the most moral people in the world. A comparison with other nationalities in British Columbia will show that, in proportion to numbers, my
countrymen will lose nothing on the score of morality.
There are upwards of 9,000 adult Chinamen in this province. I have
ascertained that the number of Chinese prostitutes is under seventy. I
venture to remark that it would be difficult to show, if this is a test of
morality, anything better in any country. Of course in saying this you
will observe that I am not defending prostitution ; I am only defending
my countrymen against the unfounded charge of immorality. One of the
most striking features in the character of the Chinese is the easy way in
which they adapt themselves to circumstances.
For a long time The commercial relations of England, America and other foreign countries is full of significant proof to this effect : for many years after the
ChSesfports
■were opened to English and other Europeans had succeeded in forcing commercial relaofetrIdeagainstCe tions with China, the balance of trade was heavily against the Chinese;
China,
they sold us their linen, cutlery, opium and tobacco, and in payment took
our silver. They bought in return only a very small quantity of tea and
silk, and as a consequence a considerable amount of specie left China
every year not to return. So unequal were the conditions of trade that,
for many years, our commercial relations assumed the appearance of a
calamity. But we submitted with patience and equanimity, trusting to
time and fair dealing to adjust arrangements which appeared to be absolutely intolerable.
for Europeans to insist upon the right of unin principle
unjust
is
It
policy
Uniust
towards China. restricted
commercial
relations with China, and at the same time to
enforce unjust and unequal restrictions upon Chinese merchants and
laborers. The Chinese are charged with the habit of opium-smoking, and
this habit is said to be demoralizing. If this charge is true, who is to
blame : the Chinese who use the vile drug, or the English who introduced
it and forced the trade upon us in defiance of the repeated protests of the
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Victoria, B.C., 21st August, 1884.
Statement of Gilbert Malcolm Sproat :

SPROAT.
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You are no doubt aware that the Chinese ideal is to make all their!
people alike, and that they have succeeded, with the result that all progress i
in China has long ago stopped. It is because foreigners deviate from the
adopted type that the Chinese regard them as barbarians or monstrosities,
hating all of them, and, particularly, the western nations, with a hate of
which we can hardly form a conception. This stationariness of the people
in China, and the persistent peculiarities of their social organization and
national character, would make their description a comparatively easy
task, were it not for the difficulty of understanding a people so different
from ourselves, and the lack of opportunities for including within our view
any but small detached portions of the vast population. If the eye could
embrace a sufficiently extensive surface of human life and human ways
in China, a competent observer could speak more positively about the
Chinese people than is possible respecting people in Europe, where individuals and classes in the different nations are extremely unlike one
another. But this wide observation has not been possible owing to various
reasons, hence accounts of the Chinese people written by foreigners long
resident in China vary much, and those who know most by study and
the exercise of an educated judgment are the most diffident in expressing
positive opinions. Still there are broad facts which are appreciable by
ordinary observers, and among these some which bear so directly on the
question now being investigated by the Commission that it may be worth
while to mention them.
China has a peculiar and apparently indigenous civilization, remarkable
in many respects, but the country exhibits proof of what indeed has been
noticed also, in a less degree, among western nations, namely that, in the
world-history of industry, civilization sometimes establishes in the long
run, a species of industrial serfdom not less stringent than has beenestablished in pre-civilized eras, or, afterwards, by such causes as feudalitism or militarism.
Speaking generally, and after due allowance for local peculiarities and
exceptional social conditions, having their rise in topographical, climatic
and historic facts, it is not an exaggeration to say that, in the Chinese
state, there are an enormous mass of helots at the foot, and bureaucrats,
or rather, pedantocrats at the top, all going in a mill-horse round. It is
with the former class that we are now chiefly concerned, as the comparatively few Chinamen who emigrate to foreign countries trickle out from
that vast reservoir of helotry. Let us, therefore, ask what is the cause of
this lamentable condition of the mass of the Chinese poor, and what is
their actual character as men?
Owing to the populousness of China, and its strictly organized social
and industrial condition, the dense ignorance that prevails, the hatred of
foreigners, and consequent prohibition of emigration, the slavery to custom
and the repression of thought and conduct by iron maxims and rules, it
has resulted that the ordinary Chinese laborer, throughout ages past, has.
been forced to regulate his life, in a very direct and exclusive manner, in
reference to the primitive human instinct of self-preservation, or at any
rate, a low animal existence with a few coarse enjoyments. The long
continued, uniform operation of overmastering external conditions, has
compelled him, and it also has enabled him, to subsist on the very least
which in his case will merely maintain the nerve-force that drives Ins
muscular machinery. This is a physiological fact which it is necessary bo
recognize plainly, however we may conclude finally to deal with it. But
there is something more that must be recognized at the same time, namely,
what that fact carries with it, bearing in mind that the total energy of a
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concerns western civilization. The fact of his being what he is suffices to
throw the whole burden of defensive proof upon those who permit his
presence in English-speaking communities. Well informed men, who reason
upon such questions, have known his unsuitableness from the first,- and
now the fact has been recognized in every English-speaking community
except the Canadian. It is by knowledge of China, and what Chinamen
unfortunately are, rather than by considering certain comparative moralities and habits observable on the surface of Chinese life here, that a judgment respecting Chinese immigration should be formed, though the
observation of such things in British Columbia may suggest lines of direction, and afford some glimpses of the true state of the case to those whobegin to study it. Such enquirers should be careful not to mix facts that
refer to the Chinese immigrants of a better class who accompany the
ordinary laboring immigrants, with the facts that may help to show the
character of the latter, bearing all the while in mind that none of the
Chinese, whether the cultured or the debased, will join our social or political life at any point. The inherited abhorrence and contempt with which
they, and especially the educated Chinese, regard us and our wavs, and
the abject slavery of all of them to custom and tradition, effectually
prevent this.
The substantial grievance of the white settlers in the province, from thesocial and political point of view, consequently, is that while burdened
with a mass of uncivilized Indians whose numbers exceed their own, an
additional enormous mass of ignorant and debased aliens, male adults
without families, and absolutely without any capabilities for citizenship,
are forced upon them, in remorseless disregard of their well-being and of
the repeated resolutions and acts of their legislature. I must think that
the mere statement of this grievance condemns those who refuse redress,
unless it can be shown that the Chinamen wall adept the family relation
or become citizens, or that some overwhelming national need justifies thesocial and political sacrifice, to a large extent, of this portion of the
Dominion. If what has been stated already is correct, no such expectation can be entertained as regards the Chinamen, and what the justificatory national need may be supposed to have been will be discussed farther
on.
For the present, putting aside attenuated comparisons of human rather
than specially Chinese moralities, and also pharisaical pleas that could not
be the basis of legislation, let us follow the above statement of the social
and political grievance of the white settlers in general, with some remarks
on the effect of Chinese immigration upon the most important class in all
communities, namely, the workingmen. Here again the statement of facts
already made carries everything with it, in the judgment of thoughtful
minds. Is it possible to exaggerate the gravity of the mere fact that a
mass of foreign labor of the kind described is invited or permitted to
compete with our workmen, who have not the same race-history as the
Chinamen, and who cannot make the sacrifices necessary to place them in
a similar physical condition without detriment to our national hopes and
our civilized position 1 It is not from want of industry or will that the
Canadian unskilled workman cannot compete with the Chinese laborer,
but from causes which are so rooted in history that he is utterly unable
to remove them — significant differences which we do not wish him to try
to remove. The Canadian workman is unfairly weighted, and weighted
because he is a civilized man, in being forced to offer his labor in competition with that of a man who, as the product of a debased social condition.
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That the labor of the Chinese in this country
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It is just now that this corporation — the Vancouver Island Railway
Company— are employing Chinese to the largest extent possible. Having
secured the possibility of competition, enjoying such enormous profits fron
the exportation of coal in the raw state, that generations must elapse
before they will be compelled to create a home consumption for their coa
by engaging in manufacturing, they endeavor to extort another dollar oi
profit per ton by employing Chinese railway laborers and miners. Thii '
we contend is contrary to the intent of Dominion legislation.
It will be granted, we think, that a healthy, dignified, intelligent laboring class, animated by patriotism and sympathy with the general welfare
of the whole Dominion, eager in all honorable ways to better their condition and elevate the general status of the nation, is desirable and is
worth protecting, yet this class of men can now never become employers
of labor themselves,
because the resources of the country which
they would have developed by the employment of labor have been forever
placed beyond their reach. This class of men, of whom Nanaimo possesses
1,000, are constrained to remain forever in the subordinate position of
employees.
As such they are exposed to a terrible competition.
Civilization has made it necessary that they should live, eat and clothe themselves ina certain style, that they should marry and educate their children, that they should take an intelligent interest in the politics of their
country, and should lay up a few dollars for their maintenance in old a<*e.
There is a minimum rate of wages below which they cannot subsist. The
Chinese grow rich at wages below that minimum.
True, they live upon
food and in habitations that would kill white men ; true, they take no
interest in politics and have no sympathy with our aspirations ; true, they,
do not come here with wives and children and become Canadians in the
true sense of the word ; true, there is no excuse for employing them in!
coal mines on the ground that the small profits of the business make it1
necessary, for the facts belie that contention ; nevertheless they are used
as a foil to degrade that labor which is the source of all prosperity, and to
further increase those profits that have become so large that our very
provincial legislature is threatened with extinction in their presence.'
We would ask that the further importation of Chinese labor be stopped
To be
on the ground that it is detrimental to the national interests.
consistent, either the Chinese should be placed in possession of immense
tracts of coal lands and be permitted to compete with our capitalists, or '
that we like those capitalists should be placed beyond all fear of compeIf things are permitted to go on as they are now, the
tition with them.
system will be reintroduced ; a few white men will reign over a community ofserfs, and that class of people who have carried civilization over'
the whole world, have wrung liberty out of despotism, and made con-* |
stitutional Government possible, will be driven gradually but surely out
of the country. As nationalists, as protectionists, as British Columbians,
who have always opposed the construction of the Vancouver Island
Railway, as Canadians, we appeal to the Dominion to extend to the
30,000 inhabitants who are not protected, the same protection that has
been granted to the Vancouver Island Railway Company — protection,
from Chinese competition.
On behalf of the Nanaimo Trades' Association.
Robert O'Brien, R esidenU
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OREGON.

Portland, August 28th, 1S84-.
y of Toronto, contractor for the Cascade diviNelson Bennett, formerl
sion of the Northern Pacific Railway, examined :
laborers. TwoChin^me^
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.
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Huang Sic Chen, who put in a statement
was examined :

at Victoria beino- here

Q. Can you tell me the number of Chinese in Portland ? A. Aboir
9,000.^ Last year there were 30,000, but 21,000 have gone away becaua
the railway stopped work.

Q. Where have they gone 1— A. Some to San Francisco and some bacl
to China.
Most of the
Chinese buildings
huilt by themselves.

Chinese treated a
little better in
Portland than in
San Francisco.

Q. Do the Chinese hold a great deal of property here 1— A. Most of the
Chinese buildings are built by themselves. The land cannot be purchased
from the white man here, and therefore the buildings have been put up ob
long leases.

Q. Are the Chinese treated better in Portland than in San Francisco 1
— A. Yes, a little better.
Q. Have you any idea of the value of property held by the Chinese in
Portland 1— A. No, but it is very large.

Clothes of Merchants and laborers mostly
bought in U. S.

300 married
women.

Q. What are the principal staples of trade among the Chinese here ?— .
A. Most of them come from China, such as tea and rice. The clothes of
merchants and laborers are mostly bought here. Certain kinds of dress
come from China. Such a dress as I wear [a light blue silk] comes from
China, and the shoes.
Q, How many women are here %—A. About 300 married women.
Q. Are there any prostitutes ?— A. About fifty.

Prostitutes.
O pium-smoking.

_ Q. Is there much opium-smoking here 1— A. Less than in San Francisco, ^ery few Chinese gentlemen smoke opium. Opium-smoking is
not as injurious as drunkenness.

Q. Besides working on the railway and having shops of merchandise,
what are the principal occupations of the Chinese here ?— A Fishing.
5,000 Chinese
employed preserving fish.

Q. Fishing? — A. I mean about 5,000 are employed in the trade of
preserving fish—fish caught by the whites. The Chinese are only employees ofthe white fish preservers.

$20 to §60 a month.

Q. What wages do the Chinamen so employed earn 1— A. From 820 to
$60 a month and they feed themselves.

Q. You have accounted for 5,000 out of the 9,000; of what classes are
the remaining 4,000 made up ?— A. Cultivators of wheat.
Q. But I thought you said they lived in Portland ?— A Most of those
employed in fish preserving do their work in Astoria. At present the
whole 5,000 in the city because the fish works have stopped.

Q. Then when the fish-preserving works were going there could not
have been 9,000 %—A. No.
Q. You say 4,000 are engaged in husbandry ; are there 4,000 besides
these to add to the 5,000 in order to make up the 9,000, for people engaged
in husbandry cannot live in the city?— A. Yes, we have 4,000 made°up
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Gertrude Kathbun

Portland, Oregon, August 29th, 1884.
(see Appendix D), examined :

un.
Q. What is your name ?— A. Gertrude Kathb
Q. Are you a native of Portland %— A. I am.
empi^b|?
Q. Are you the only white person employed in this establishment?Chinese mere.
her
employed
A. No j there is one other young lady
I come at nine in
Q. During what hours in the day do you work %-A.
night.
at
the morning and work until nine o'clock

in two
worked for white people?— A. I have worked
Q. Have
shops. you
white
^/^Wer
O Which do you like best %— A. Well, the Chinese pay better, and are
^m^aM
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prefer
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I
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s would
Jch i« , poliie than American
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perfect
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this
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Perfectly.
Q. Do you find them straightforward ?~A.
most honest people you can have any dealings with.

They are the Very honest,

CORNELIUS.
was examined :
Captain Cornelius, in the absence of the chief of police,
of three next
Are d.you the next in command to the chief V-A. One
in Q.
comman

ter of the Chinese
Q. Have you an opportunity of knowing the charac
population .-— A. Yes.
q

is ^ ;

ling population ]— A. I ilo not think it is ; I say, no. la4^bidmg.
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Q. What is the proportion of crime among the Chinese compare
d with
that among other classes, taking the relative numbers into account
?— A.
Well, m petty offences, I do not suppose they are much in the
majority

™
^° Ty °^er°lass > but \ think there are very few Chinese who are not
They
willn,
all steal, dishonest.
They steal when they get a show.
Another thins which ore
vails among the Chinese, nearly all their women are prostitut
es
300 prostitutes.
Q. Do you know how many ?— A. I do not know. There are at least
three hundred ; probably not over four or five legitimate marriages
.
Furnish nearly
half the criminal
Q. If the criminality among them is as you describe, you ought
to have
husiness of court.
a good many criminals 1— A. The court records will show that
They
iurnish nearly half the criminal business to the courts.
They buy and
sell women and children, and they are governed among themselv
es principally by their own laws.

Q. Well, have you more of them in gaol than whites 1— A. No; because
they are bailed out by the companies to which they belong, unless
they
are very bad criminals. They hire the very best talent we have
in the
states to defend them.
Twelve in peni«
tentiary.

Q. Yes, but to have a man tried does not prove he is a criminal. How
many have you in goal or in the penitentiary under sentence ?— A. There
are none in the city gaol at present, but there are twelve in the
penitentiary.

iSownfaws

v Q* f ^ .anything else you think would be of use to us ?— A. They
bring their Chinese customs with them, and are governed by their own
laws.
They buy women and sell them, just as they do at home in
and they settle the difficulties among themselves the same as they China,
J do in
China.

•

MICKEY.

Wm.

Convicted less
criminals to the
(hundred than
iamong any other
class ; but there
is much crime,
only it is difficult
to bring conviction home.

Q. What is their character as regards crime ? — A. There are less
criminals to the hundred among them than among any other class ; but
that does not mean there is not as much crime among them. But it is
impossible to bring conviction home to them. First, because let a Chinaman commit a crime and run in among his countrymen, none of them
would give him away. Secondly, because of the difficulty of identification.
I believe they are all thieves, all except the merchants. Anyway they
are a curse to the country, a curse to the laboring classes, because they
can come here and live on rice, and undersell the laborer in his own
market.

BRENNAN.

A. B. Brennan, examined :

Hickey, police officer for fifteen years, had had a little to do
with the Chinese, examined :

Q. What is your name 1— A. A. B. Brennan.
Q. What is your business : a constable 1— A. Yes.

Q. How
years.

long have

you

been
174

a constable ?— A. Going

on

sixteen
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beat. in contact with Chinamen?-A. Yes, there .'
my much
onght
manybrou
areQ.a good
Are you
3.
(- 'you have heard the evidence of Captain Cornelius, is there any- «^fces

come out If they
te tv "veil on • but on these occasions they nevermght at a wh^te
other
The
in.
sent
been
have
would
bSide they
and two Chien
Chmam
two
saw
I
rXn-ant on Fourth and Oakwasstreets
something very unusual.
This
nese women in there.
™„v.,t rTn'npsp nrostitutes are here? — A. No, There are Chines*
i.
i
^
T Q- ^teT

are a lot of loafers among j-*"**^

Inert
*£*£ U°n°£ ™ '
live onm **£
and useful
womenwere
building tne ran

b»7L nlmberTs larg"

^ese
^rctin^\T
proved in court.

They
This has been
been no benefit to this country.
have
they
™y, but outside of that
. ,
A. B. Slanson, examined:

•

SLANSON.

cted with the press ?-A. Yes;
e you
believ
Mr.theSlanso
Q. on
nian.are conne
Orego
staffn,of I the
I am

Q. Is that the leading paper here?— A. Yes.
A little over two years.
Q. How long have you been in Portland %-A.
and character of Chinese useful in
Q. Have your duties led you to observe the conduct
In c£untry>
the Chinese?— A. Yes. I am the regular court reporter of the paper.
ds^
railroa
the
to
value
great
of
opening up the country they were probably
to have supplied
At tha°t time it would probably have been impossible
their place.
Their presence
O What do vou think of them from a commercial point of view?—
morally detruneu
up
clearing
and
as labor contractors
A'VTy do a great deal of business
Some very
staples.
various
in
largely
quite
deal
they
and
the country,
But from a moral point
wealthy merchants here who do a large trade
There is nothing m the r
of view their presence here is detrimental.
I think it is
manner of living to encourage morality ; on the contrary
and are Like me^d-timo
chance,
a
quite the other way. They will steal whenever they get
ot jo^
point
police
a
from
negroes
th
down-Sou
old-time
very much like the
business
heavy
the
furnish
they
fact
In
court.
in
often
view They are very
among themselves
of the court in petty crimes : larceny and fighting
The company
hatchet
a
with
another
struck
man
a
day
Only the other
and had him
assassin
an
sent
they
and
killed,
be
to
sentenced the man
ine man
Only two weeks ago there was a murder among tsiot.
killed.
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x— « 'i:zztxzzi^ There is no doubt he wm be hanged becaase
out revenge.

Effect of restrictive legislation
good.
White labor
would be on hand
but for the
Chinese.

Public opinion
divided.

They are unscrupulous in their manner of dealing-

Q. What do you think of the effect of the amendment to the Restriction.
Act 1— A. It has been a good thing.
Q. But you would not drive those that are here out, would you f-l
A. Well, I do not know. I do not see why they are much good. I think
now white labor would be here
for the Chinese and certainly they
would be better than to have theif not
Chinaman.
Q. What is the public feeling regarding them in Portland ?— A. There
is a public sentiment against them. But there is a public sentiment for
them. I think there are more against them than for them. Our representatives are against the Chinese. The recent Chinese Amendment Act
was earnestly supported by our senators and representatives.

Poetland, Oregon, 30th August, 1884.
KENNEDY.

A landlord.

Joseph
B. Kennedy,
examined
:

waited on

the

Commission

and wished

to b*

Q. Mr. Kennedy, what is your business 1— A, A property holder.
Q. Are you a landlord ?— A. Yes.
Q. How long have you been in Portland ?— A. Two years ; four years
J
in the state.
Q. Have you had much to do with the Chinese 1—A. I have had considerable dealings with Chinamen.

Agitation
unprincipled.

Q. Well, what do you want to say 1—A. I wish to say that I believe a
very wrong and unprincipled agitation is being got up against them.
They are very good people, much better than my own people. They have
cleared most of the land.
They are honest and clean.

Good tenants.

Q. Are any of them tenants of yours t— A. Yes. They are good
tenants and clean, according to the numbers in the buildings, and punctual
to pay their debts— their rents. I find no difficulty with them. They are
Habits ofbetter
those
Ame than very industrious, more so than my own people— the Americans Their
ricans.
habits are better than those of the Americans. There is not so much
drunkenness. All they want is to learn our language and become citizens
of this country. They would make good settlers. They have built our
railroads. I hire them, and they are very attentive and do their work
as agreed upon. Their moral character is good. They are not as profane
as the Americans, nor so much inclined to theft and murder and
Moral character
In fact they are superior morally to any other race which comes robbery.
to this
good.
country, excepting in education and learning our language.
Not so quarrelsome as Americans.

Q. You describe them as perfect paragons. Do they not quarrel among
themselves 1—A. They are not so quarrelsome among themselves as the
American people.
I had four hundred of them in one building, and there
was no quarreling to speak 176
<••'-' am0ng them; and taking into account their
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With four
numbers they were clean, more so than any other nation.
hundred Americans in one house there would be a great deal of fighting
I have no prejudice against people on
and gambling and drunkenness.
account of color. Simple justice is what I ask for them, and if it was any Wants justice.
I think that any one
other people I would speak out in the same way.
coming to this country should have the same right as another.
Q. Four hundred tenants in one house ought to pay you well 1— A. I
have said they pay well.

Q. Have you visited their schools ?— A. I have, also the mission schools. Agitation a.
They are anxious to learn our language and very quick. They show great po
I can hardly account for this antipathy to them. Every thingaptitude.
to be in their favor. Their habits are good. They wish to do
seems
what is right. It is all political. For political reasons the press have
agitated against them and disturbed the people. I think if they had
votes they would not seek to get control of the government as other
nationalities do.
Q. Where does your property lie ?— A. On Sixth and Fourth streets.

Q. Have you anything else to add ?— A. No, sir.
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APPENDIX

A. 1785.

A,

tee composed of
jstract of Evidence taken before a Joint Commit
of Reprea committee of the Senate and a committee of the itsHouse
sittings at ban
sentatives ofthe United States, which commenced
Francisco, October 18th, 1876.
appointed a
On the 6th of J.uly, 1876, the Senate of the United States
extent and effect or
Qimittee of three to investigate the character, .
<
dnese immigration to the United States
s appointed
ntative
Represe
On the 17 th of the same month the House of
ree of its members for the same purpose.
to act as a
Subsequently the two special committees were authorized
and J»~
visited the Pacific coast in October, 1876
fteH^cZ^ee
was first
adopted
plan
The
s.
witnesse
thirty
and
hundred
one
amined
of Chinese ;
examine persons "opposed to the unlimited introduction
afford
to
then
and
ction,"
introdu
such
"
to
e
favorabl
Len to hear those
tne for witnesses in rebuttal."

of California, McCOPPIN.
on Fr^nk McCoppin, representing the Senate of the State
made the
tion,
immigra
Chinese
in the course of an argument against
following statements :—
on of
China brought so near to America by steam, contained a populati
If encouraged, the Chinese will become the most
00 000 000 souls.
They
They do not assimilate.
daratory on the face of the globe.
to return
ireaten to overrun the Pacific coast ; but they are determined
Ine
d China. They have no desire to acquire real property in America
ssessed value of all the real property in California was $600 000,000 ; but
le Chinese though numerically one-sixth of the population, do not own to
xceed $1,500,000 of this amount, and therefore pay less than one tour
required to support the go™]™^ °*
undreth part of the revenue
Chinese population of California is 116,000, of which 30,000
he state.
5 domiciled in San Francisco. Of these only five or six hundred are women,
These women
lostly occupants of forty or fifty houses of prostitution.
Fifty or sixty gambling houses
re sold into this degrading slavery.
A pretty large proportion of the
onstantly open in the Chinese quarter.
Inhabitants of Chinapeople.
these
among
found
criminal
called
lass
by the municipality,
than
rather
es
Compani
Six
the
by
own governed
^ruc/al and requiring little the Chinaman can undersell the European
to thirty inches wide serves him for
fifteen
a shelf for
portionriceof sufiices
.iborer.
bed and Aa little
his food.

ChJtoeeggr *■
o£ the reyeime
g^£^

Prostitutes,
Large proportion
ot criminate,
Undersell th©
ffigv^

in PIXLEY.
riUNK M. Pixley, representing the Municipality of San Francisco,
an argument against Chinese immigration, stated :
The tends?httCn?nese
The Chinese in the state number from 150,000 to 175,000.
^th^state nunv
return
city
the
outside
undertaken
work
any
with
through
Chinese when
tol75)ooo.
residents
Chinese
75,000
than
less
.
not
winter
the
in
and
Chinatown,
*
The Chinese are atheists and
n San Francisco ; in the summer, 30,000.
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Polygamy.
Prostitution.
Testimony
worthless.
All intend to go
tack to China.
Dangerous to
■white population
"because they
labor so well.
Rate of wages.

Chinese laborer
•without wife or
family.

Chinamen capable
of living in an
overcrowded
state.
If 60,000 white
laborers took the
place of 60,000 Chinese, Sanwould
Francisco
have
300,000 white
people to extend
its bounds and its
business.
Chinese prevent
immigration of
•white laborers.
Sanitary condition.

Small-pox.

Number of women
in California and
in San Francisco.

Six Companies.
No Chinaman
until he is free on
the books of the
company to
which he belongs
can leave California.
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heathens. They believe in Confucius without following his moral precept' I
Polygamy and prostitution prevail. Their testimony is worthless, and th i
Chinese prostitutes corrupt and infect the young white boys.
come voluntarily to California but most of the women, i.e., the prostitute i
are enslaved.
All contemplate returning to China.
They have n
knowledge of American institutions.
They are expert in all kinds ol
light labor.
Many of them are most excellent laborers.
One of the things which make them dangerous to the white laboring
population is that they labor so well.
They learn trades and becomJ
manufacturers and drive the white man out of the trade he established ^
Skilled Chinese labor receives from 50c. to $1 per day ; railroad and
tule laborers, from 60c. to $1 a day ; farm hands, 81 a day ; fruit i
pickers, $1.10 ; all boarding themselves.
Chinese labor drives the whitl
laborer to starvation.
The white laborer requires meat and bread ; thj
Chinaman only rice, tea, dried fish and dessicated vegetables. The food ol
the one can in San Francisco be purchased for ten cents a day ; that ol
the other will cost several times that amount.
The white laborer, as i
rule, has a wife and family ; the Chinaman is an adult male who has n I
wife, no family, no child.
The white married laborer requires at thP
least two rooms, and if he has grown-up children another room at leasj
for them, and if the children are of different sexes, each must have
separate room.
Chinamen would throw a partition through a large rooi
build bunks on the side, and lie down on the floor, and would cook in
brazier not bigger than a spittoon.
One hundred of them would live i ]
this room, while the poorest Christian familly of five in the state woul
think themselves cramped in double the space.
Sixty thousand peopl
live in six or seven blocks of this city. If sixty thousand white laborer
took their place, San Francisco, instead of 60,000 Chinamen, would hav]
300,000 white people to extend the city and stimulate business.
Th
Chinese have no duties to the state.
They do not act as jurymen : the
cannot be called out to quell a riot ; in case of war they would supply n
soldiers ; they buy but little property ; pay but a small amount of taxes
and so live that they pay but little rent.
The Chinese prevent the immigration of white labor to the Pacifi
coast both from the eastern states and from Europe.
Independent testimony of the highest authority proved that in Chin
and in California the Chinese are not a cleanly people. Their sanitar
condition is bad ; they introduced the small pox into San Francisco ; am]
only for the climate it would drive the whites into the sea. Vaccinate
they do not believe in ; but they inoculate ; inoculation is compulsory ill
China.
They come mainly from Canton, the port of which is the Englisl
sailing port of Hong Kong.
He believed he could show there was not in the entire state a Chinese
family as Americans understood the sacred relation.
About 4,000 Chinese women in the state and in San Francisco ; fronl
1,200 to 2,000 made up of prostitutes, or concubines, or second wives
The prostitutes are held in bondage, and are of the most debased an<
abandoned kind.
The Six Companies are voluntary institutions without any recognition
under American law. They keep immigrants, taking large interest fo
advances ; they arbitrate and settle difficulties ; they have secret tribunal
exercising a criminal and civil jurisdiction. When a Chinaman is a
creditor for money or obligation he cannot leave the state of California
except by consent of the company to which he belongs, an arrangemen
180
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5tino- between the Six Companies and the Steam Navigation Company,
on
t no Chinaman is to be passed without a certificate that he is free
•
books of the companies.
Chinese
§" Pixley having dwelt on the religious character ot theChina and
between
as
trade
of
balance
the
show
would
he
that
:ed
llierica was against America.
lie admitted that Chinese labor had contributed to the more speedy
jelopment of our material resources; their convenience as domestic
many of the
(rants ; nor would he represent the Chinese as wanting m
.
i mtials of o-oocl citizens.
m
come
they
that
is
them
against
|The burclen of our accusation
us conb with our labor interests ; that they can never assimilate with
t their civilization is demoralizing and degrading to our people ; that
labor" **.* and are "an element both demorand dishonor
y degradedanserous
to the community within which it exists.
ino- and
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,
^j^tu^
more speedy
^opmentof
•'.
Jg«£Sffi£L

an argument
Bflr Cameron H. King, addressed to the joint committee
briefly went
He
o.
Francisc
San
of
clubs
lie
anti-coo
behalf of the
I r the same grounds as the two previous speakers.

of BEE.
A. Bee, as attorney for the Six Companies, then put the other side
the question :
The Chinamen pne-sidedlegislaLegislation in the state and city had been one sided.
who drove his turn,
man
o sold vegetables paid a tax of $10, while the white
to
oo-on only paid $2. The China laundryman who carried the clothes
been
had
this
supposing
in
right
was
he
patrons paid $15 (unless
;lared illegal) while the white man who drove the laundry waggon

and^mAtPtahe time the Burlingame Treaty was negotiated England controlled Trade^
0rient.
lety per cent, of the commerce of the Orient. The American merchant
But all this was
ao-ht the bulk of his teas in the English market.
The Pacific Railroad had been built ; the Orient and the
no- changed.
cident had been brought nearer ; and were they now going to close
■ sir ports to trade and commerce with the Orient 1
The government of the United States had forced the present relations
ent: Under the treaty the Chinese
376) ' upon the Chinese Governm
mi-rant came, and the riches of China were opened up to the American
srchant marine. Were they willing to forego these advantages, because
0,000 honest toilers had come to California?
He had seen the Chinese immigrants stoned from the time they lett in-treatment of
He had seen them leaning wiine*.
eir ships until they reached Chinatown.
No police
er the sides of the waggon with their scalps cut open.
In portions of San Francisco no Chinaman dare be seen,
terfered.
.
le Chinese had no privileges.
years. Next the Chinese chinese unequally
two
for
existed
S20
of
First the capitation tax
of $5 a month levied taxed.
tax
The
mining.
for
pre each taxed $5 a month
i all foreign miners was, as a rule, collected only from the Chinese. They
taxed for landing $10 and taxed for shipping to their homes
been of
tvebones
ie
their dead.
Mr. Bee read an address of the Six Companies to the American public,
ited April 5th, 1876.
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Without the
Mr. Bee went on : Without the Chinese, sufficient labor could not 1
Chinese the crops
could not be
had to gather in the crops. It costs fifteen cents for white labor to sa<
gathered in.
a sack of potatoes. A Chinaman does this, sews them up and puts tl|
sacks in a pile for ten cents. The poor man buys his potatoes five cen
With Chinese
a sack cheaper in consequence. By Chinese cheap labor Californians eg
cheap labor Cali- compete with the granaries of the world. . A million acres and mere
fornia can compete with the
swamp and tule lands had been reclaimed by Chinamen standing up
granaries
of the
world.
their waists in soft tule-marsh, and this land produces seventy-five bushe
1,000,000 acres of
of wheat to the acre. The white man could not be found to go into thi
tule lands reclaiditch.
The white boss has to veil his face for the mosquitos.
med by Chinese.
Five Points in
The
Five
Points in New York was more of a cess-pool of disease and fill
New- York worse
than six Chinatowns like that in San Francisco. The frugality andjthri
than
any
Chinatown.
of the Chinamen were made points against him.
American trade
400,000 tons (American) engaged in Chinese trade. For the first nir
with China.
months of 1876 there was sent to China from San Francisco other tha
treasure exports to the value of $2,211,798.
Chinese laborpaid
The Chinese laborer insisted on as much as was paid in the westei
as high as white
labor in the East. states to a laborer, good servants, ingenious, necessary to manufacturii
enterprise in California. Ten years before 1876, $40,000,000 was sei
Up to 1866, $40,000,- East to buy commodities; now (1876) owing to the development
000 a year sent
east to buy goods. manufactures by Chinese cheap labor only $20,000,000 sent east. A lar|
number of those who denounce Chinese labor employ Chinese in the
Those who
denounced them houses. No Chinamen come under contract of servile labor. The Chine:
employ them.
are hardy, industrious laborers. They have but few vices and do d
Do not drink and drink.
They respect American usages and laws.
are law-abiding.
Mr. Bee then read an appeal from the Chinese published in Apr
In this appeal, as in tl
1876, asking for the protection of the police.
address to the American people referred to above, a willingness is
pressed to see the treaty repealed or modified.
Address of Six
Mr. Bee also read an address, dated April 5th, 1876, from the Six Cor
Companies to
mayor respecting panies to the mayor of San Francisco, calling his attention to a report th;
rumor that the
the Chinese quarter would be attacked by a mob ; asking for protectio
Chinese quarter
would be attacked
and saying that failing this, should the attack take place, they had liby a mob.
the power, even if they had the disposition, to prevent their countrym*
selling their lives as dearly as possible.
Significance of the
The queue designated a Chinaman as having certain religious and soci
queue.
claims, and to lose it was an eternal disgrace. Mr. Bee denounced
The queue ordi"queue ordinance," which brought a Chinaman arrested for the mo
*iance.
trivial offence "under the scissors." The law, Mr. Bee admitted, w:
general — namely, that the hair be cut two inches from the head. _ Bi
The law was aimed at the Chines
then the white man had no queue.
The Chinese
did the domestic drudgery of 75,000 of the pop
servant
Chinese
The
servant held the
balance of power lation of San Francisco. He holds the balance of power against Bridg*
against Bridget
as he does against trades-unions.
and the tradesunions.
Under the cubic-air ordinance men were arrested, forty at a time, f
Cubic-air law.
being in a room which had less than 500 feet of cubic air, and put in ga
where they had not 200 feet. In the letter of the 5th of April, 187
A blessing to
the Chinese declared their willingness to see Chinese immigration stoppe
Chinamen to be
sent away unless It would be a bl essing to have those here sent away, unless th
they
tected.were proreceived the protection of the laws. The strong feeling against the CI
nese was confined to a small portion of the people.

Commit*.
Chinese labor had Mr. Brooks (on the same side as Mr. Bee) addressed the
^?he?l-il9it7h0o0f0° and necessarily touched on some points already dealt with Chine
tule lands, had addCalifornia^ labor, in building railroads and in reclaiming
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The Chinese went^ll over the
5289,700,000 to the wealth of the state.
,.nd and made it habitable whereas an In* ^^^
^ ^

^

OaS^tote^

proportion of the criminal class. H^^°^cethe

use of making them
to sleep, I thing
tepl^I ^eS^e
^ 1
„ , rTn'npqp had widened Not desired to
. hose
hurt nobody
which
£fcft£
Mr. Pxxlev pointed out ^^^^^3^?^

*r%\e Chi^^hen^C^tnf

to «M£T

frSl the rights whichVey had ^&^.

Chinese from coming.
What tney aimeu <*u vva,
p-uinp^p gration should tie
and
The feeling against the Chinese ?
tion should be reflated and restrained.
ed.
restat
the
that
say
To
universal.
so ?a from being* confined to the Irish, was

fourth readers did in American schools.

WITNESSES.

San Francisco, October 23rd, 1876.
m

V

Tow

California, LOW.
formerly a member of Congress from

isco in the autumn of 1873, sworn
retur
he
ed ned to San Franc
amin

w» o< **- a-* ft» i»»ii!~«« <•< "jy ry ■« »ho "~* it ssss""'"'

^i.ft.»^~p--=-^rrr°.wt.s
fit ;: "*s ^ {— «inssSLi
for contract labor.
month
$5 per moiroii.
S3 i to $0

«„-ui;„

g, ^cepet^ fromp*
Respecting female immigrants he knows nothin
ants who come, out irom
r»™rt There may be some wives of merch
en-twentieth. ^ are prosU- ^^
Xence * TargeTportion, nine-tenths or ninete
tutes brought over for the purpose of prostitution. ^°^"tS
°huu» *££ rf
is regarded with more aversion and disgust by «^*°
J»£Z
?°^
the
with
but
;
eans
Europ
or
cans
Ameri
by
le,
possib
is, if
ing it A graduate
regard
n
opinio
looser
a
is
there
te
emigra
who
.borers
he can fill any official position,
Ster pas^ng Ms examination, and before
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has to prove that none of his family, for so many removes, has ever been
guilty of being a public prostitute.
Marriage. The custom of marriage in China is that parents betroth their children
as advantageously as possible, the children taking no part in the matter.
On arriving at a proper age they are married. After a man is married he
is allowed to take other wives, perhaps through long custom, but it is more
in the nature of purchase than betrothal. A married man who takes a
fancy to a daughter of a poor man, who has several daughters, purchases
her by giving so many taels, and she becomes the second, third or fourth
wife, but subordinate to the first, on his simply announcing the fact, the
children of all being legitimate. The taking of a second or third wife does
not affect the standing of a man in society. Male children are more
desired than female, it being considered an imperative duty to have a
son to perpetuate the name and raise a family. In thickly populated
districts, that is around cities, and where the morals of a certain class are'
Filiacide.
low, there is very little hesitation in destroying female children at early
birth, it having a sort of semi-official sanction, although there is a law
against it.
Religion.
The religion of the Chinese is the teachings of Confucius, which mi^ht be
regarded as a code of morals. On this has been engrafted the Buddhist
faith and the Tauist.
An industrious
The Chinese at home are a most industrious people, all kinds of labor
people.
being respectable, the only idle class being the officials, They emigrate
for the purpose of making money, with no idea of remaining, there being
but few isolated cases of any permanently settling in a foreign country.
Government of
China indifferent The government of China does not expatriate its idle or venal class, and on
on subject of emi- the subject of emigration is indifferent.
gration.
If Chinese immigration was limited or cut off entirely the natural outcome would be that the Chinese Government would improve its opportunity to try and limit Americans in China to a similar degree.
In a way Americans in China have mOre rights than Chinese in America.
They are not subject to the Chinese Criminal Code or laws, but to
American. If an American commits a civil or criminal offence he is arrested by the Chinese authorities and handed over to the consul at the
nearest port, who tries him and sentences him under American laws. This
is one reason why China cannot be opened up to foreigners as this country
is opened up to the Chinese.
Comparison
In discussing the subject with the government, witness said : "Why do
between the posi- you not open up your country and let foreigners come here and go and trade
tion of Chinese in
the United States and do what they choose 1 What is the use of keeping these lines of demarkaand citizens of the
tion drawn ? The Chinese and all other people come to our country ; they
republic in
China.
go where they choose, and they trade and traffic and perform labor, and
there is no harm comes of it ; the government is just as well off ; it does
not affect us." The prince replied : " When the Chinese go to your country
they put themselves under your laws, and if they offend against your laws,
or your customs, you punish them. When you come here you bring your
law book under your arms, and when you commit an offence against the
Chinese you say: 'we do not know you.' We cannot touch you, we can
only go to your consuls and ask redress. If your people will come here
and put yourselves under our laws, you may come here and go where you
choose, and do what you choose."
Travel in China Americans have no right to engage in permanent business anywhere
except at treaty ports ; but they have a right to travel for purposes of
pleasure or business anywhere inland on obtaining a passport from their
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in some o£ the extreme
unsul or minister, and are safe in so doing, except
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the larger proportion is performed by Chinese, because it is useful lal >oij
and can be commanded in any quantity. In reclaiming tuie lands it is useful :
first, the labor is cheaper ; secondly, it is unhealthy work, and they are
not affected by malaria as Anglo-Saxons are. If they had been shut up
to white labor it would have taken a much longer time to build thesof
works. They could not have got the labor, and it would have increased
the expense very much.
Witness was one of the Commissioners when the Pacific Railwav was
in course of construction on this side of the Sierra, and had occasion to go
upon the
road towith
report.
the came
road towhen
Chinese
was introduced ;started
white "Was
laboronand
a stand
still.labor
Objection
was
taken by the foreman, a sharp pushing Irishman, to Chinese labor. The
foreman finally consented to put on enough Chinamen to fill dump carts,
and a Chinaman to hold a drill, while white men drove the horses and
struck the drills. Strobridge, the foreman, saw the progress made by the
employment of Chinese, and in less than six months they had Chinese
doing everything. They did 80 per cent, as much work as the whites,
and were paid $31 a month and boarded themselves. White labor was
paid $45 a month and board which was equal to 82 a day.
The Union Pacific Railway wras constructed by white labor, no Chinese
being employed. The labor market was inexhaustible, if inducement in
the way of wages was offered. The employment of Chinese on the
Central Pacific Railroad was a question of economy, and getting them in
sufficient quantities, and steady. White labor could have been brought
from the east by Panama, if sufficient inducement in the way of w;
had been offered. Not twenty per cent, difference between Chinese 1
and white labor by the day, after they had been at work four months.
In many instances Chinese labor is worth more than white, but in hard,
strong labor, which requires bone and sinew, white is better than Chinese.
The whites are stronger men, but in many farming operations the
Chinese can do as much because they are quick and agile. After they
learn a thing they will do it over again with greater accuracy and precision than whites, being imitative but not inventive. Hop-picking, strawberry picking and work of that kind now done by Chinese might open an
avenue for boys unemployed. There may be unemployed youthful labor,
but it comes as much from the false teaching of our people as anything
else. When parents raise a boy, they think he must be a lawyer, or a doctor,
or some profession that does not require manual labor. The tendency of
servile labor is to prevent white competition and render labor dishonorable.
This is the tendency of Chinese labor. Boys will not work with Chinese ;
they consider it degrades them.
On being cross-examined, witness said : Chinese labor had not a
tendency to degrade the dignity of labor. When a man employs Chinese
labor here he employs it as free labor. Xo similarity between Chinese
labor and slave labor.
As to the manner by which the Chinese arrive here, from witness's
knowledge of them, and of the poverty of the laboring class, he does not
think it possible that they get here by their own means ; they must
come here by somebody advancing them the means to pay their passage,
they working it out after they get here. They cannot return without the
permission of the Six Companies, nor can they purchase a ticket from a
steamship company unless they bring a certificate from the head of the
Six Companies that they are free from debt.
The contract entered into by them is not a written one, but merely
a verbal understanding ; in other words, they say that it is proper
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San Francisco, October, 23rd, 1876.
Thomas H. King, merchant of San Francisco, ten years a resident of China
active man in Consul's Office at Hong Kong, assisted and aided
in
placing Chinese on board, and a traveller through that portion of
China from whence these immigrants come, sworn and examined :
All Chinese coolies embark at Hong Kong. Have superintended the
Unitldltates Ld ^ammatl0n of immigrants to comply with the coolie laws of the United
the Consul's dea- tetates Government, which law enables the Consul to exact large fees from
cSJteT*
eVery COolie' which the shiPs Pa^ and requires them to charge more charter,
money. The Consul
also, having the option, can make obstacles and
compel the Chinese to pay large fees to remove. The consuls also
require many conditions from ships in the shape of large unofficial fees,
or indirect revenue, which makes the coolie-trade to California a very
remunerative one for consuls, consequently it is their interest to continue
Kaemigm
lt;' and especially is this true of the women. Nearly all, with the
appear
to be nts
under exception
of a few boys, or those who had been to California before,
appeared to be under contract, seldom knowing the purport more than
that they were going for three or five years, for as many dollars per
month, to labor as directed, often knowing that they were to be cared for
if sick and sent back at the expiration of their contract, or their bodies if
dead, but otherwise ignorant as to be easily scared if any one intimated
they were being deceived. 'Sometimes they refused to go on board at
Hong Kong, as was the case with a few cargoes a few years ago goino- to
New Orleans, when they nearly all jumped overboard some drowning in
Contra ta
the harbor'
The^ often absc°nd from their contractors bringing them to
Hong
Kong. Have often seen their contracts, and had
them translated.
They often bear the seal of some petty Chinese official of the interior, and
state that their relatives or friends pledge for their security, and that the
contract will be kept by the coolie; contractor advancing money to be
repaid out of small earnings with interest often as high as five per cent,
per. month, and that pay as due shall be given or remitted to China,'
Nearly all who come to California are from two districts near the city of
Canton — Sinong and Sinwai. They are always at variance and often fight.
There are few artisans among them, they being mostly ignorant a^riculffitowlrtSS °f brought
iUml °r here
°ther come
laborers of the very lowest classes- Most of those who are
to supply the coolie-broker or contractor who hires
them out. They send their agents to China to pick them up, with credits
to disburse their expenses and advance money on contracts. Others are
largely those who, earning a few hundred or thousand dollars, return
to China, and bring in proportion to their means bands of coolies under
contracts, and these are often sub-let to Chinese as well as Americans here.
" On their arrival they are packed like hogs to such companies, having his
" contract vised, and commences his fees to insure his care of sick °and
" return, dead or alive, but not his pay from the contractor, but that he
" shall fill his part, if able to compel him, the coolies to do it, or prevent
" his return until he does. When breaking his contract the companies'
" spies hound him to prevent his return to China, by arranging with the
" steamship company, or through Chinese in the steamshfp company's
" employ, to prevent his getting a ticket, and if obtained by others for
" him he will be forcibly stopped on the day of sailing by the large force
" of the Six Companies' highbinders, who can always be seen guarding them.
Highbinders. « Highbinders are men employed by these companies here
to hound and
" spy upon these Chinese, and pursue them if they do not comply with
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" adjoining counties, as now here, and the greater ignorance of this
" country, because those speak a different dialect from the other sections
" of China." The dialect differs almost every hundred miles apart in
China. The written language is the same, but the words differ. The
Commissioner to the Centennial from China, in passing through here,
could only receive a deputation from the Six Companies through an
interpreter. He could not talk with the other Chinese. They afterwards
communicated with him in the written language. The official language
in China is called by foreigners the mandarin dialect, court language.
They communicate with the lower class only through interpreters. The
European and American residents live in a separate section from the Chinese at Canton and Hong Kong, only a few of the Chinese merchants who
deal with them being allowed to live there. As to the effect which the
stoppage of the coolie-trade would have on our commerce there is but little or
no knowledge outside of the districts they come from, and the American
in China is only known for buying tea and silk, and selling cotton drilling
and cloths, coal oil, and gin-seng, and being a "small fightee man." The
Chinese say that the American in China oppresses them less, fight with
them less, make less demonstration, have less men-of-war, less naval
forces than any other nation. They say he is a good trader, but a very
"small fightee man." Gin-seng is used for medicine. Chinese in one section are not tolerant of those in another. If the information respecting
this country is disseminated further it will be of no consequence, as the
immigration from other sections will not be increased. Those here cannot
in justice to our own requirements be summarily disposed of to the detriment of their rights. Our teas and silks would come along as cheap as now,
and China has no other market to obtain her flour and shells. A large
portion of the traffic and trade which the Chinese have the credit of making here and paying duties is largely used by Americans, which is shipped
into the interior. Diminishing or stopping coolie cargoes would be more
than met by the increased freight before a year elapsed.
Only the Six Companies know how many Chinese are here, To avoid
punishment at home they agree to come here. The time of
yearwinter
most
active in contracting for them by coolie-brokers is during ;he
months, when scarcity of agricultural labor weighs heaviest and then
during the months of February, March, April and May. They come in
greater numbers during these four months than all the rest of the year. Both
sailing ships and steamships constantly carry from twenty-five per cent, to
thirty per cent, more than the law allows, the steamers carrying them on
three decks when the Jaw allows only two decks. Steamers limit their luggage but not sailing vessels, consequently .the latter bring sometimes tenfold the luggage, which is but cargo smuggled in free of duty for the cooliebrokers. Frequently opium, and silk, and cotton goods, and often native
alcoholic drinks, are brought in in this way. It is a common occurrence with almost every vessel when searched to find the Chinese
in possession of opium. They come to earn a certain sum of money
and return. They never care to learn our customs or habits or follow
them. They know the police and courts punish or protect them, and
that the use of money by the employment of counsel enables them often
to escape punishment and to commit crime with greater impunity. They
have no respect for oaths ; and the English courts in Hong Kong never
rely on them. As domestics they plod along in drudgery ; they are not
so valuable as formerly. Before, many, including artisans', occupations
offered, but of late they canvass the cities as tinkers, chair and croc]
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hindrance, and on the above excursions he bases his statement as to ,tes
the*
sanitary condition of the Chinese. The Japanese are a far more cleanly
people.
Family life
women.
Not half a dozen legitimate families can be found in the Pacific stai^
among the Chinese. Often women who have been bought bear children,
in
who are cared for and treated as their children, care being bestowed to
raise them, especially if males. The companies only know how many
Chinese women are in this country and they never tell, fearing an outcry.
Nurseries for
Few come except from Chinese brothels or raised for prostitution in China]
Erestitution
a
usinessin China which is a business
there. On arrival they are sold to live with some one
man m the city or the interior or to live in some brothel in the city. As
a rule they are young, often not more than thirteen years old, accompanied
by less diseases on arrival than the men, but mentally they are very weak
acting like slaves, with but little or no education. The bawds often
advance money to prostitutes in China, who are brought under contracts
like men, all of which passes through companies here the same as men.
Bought and sold as applied to women means for periods not for life yet
Common practice their contract is called a "Bill of Sale." It is a common practice in China
in China to purfor foreigners as well as Chinese to purchase them and get a bill of sale.
chase women.
Those coming here are for periods, it being more advantageous to the
owners, urging them to greater efforts for gain for a few years, only to
find at the end that it has induced dissipation and misery and deeper in
debt and bondage than ever. The small-footed women are called aristocratic, but many of them are poor. These women are bought and sold
by bawds, never by parents, as a matter of speculation. It is customary
in China for the husband to pay a dowry with his first wife, the others
being handmaids or concubines, all matters of purchase.
•
Origin of the Six
Originally the companies were the agents of Chinese firms of Hon*
Companies.
Kong.
The principals there were Wo Hang and Hing Wa, portrait
painters at Hong Kong in 1850 and 1851, who conducted it many years
afterward.
They were the principals in opening the passenger trade and
sending men here to be hired out. Afterwards some other Chinese
merchants were added, and they requiring that some agents should be
here to collect the advances on contracts, their agents banded together for
mutual protection against the coolies evading their agreements and to
keep others out of the business \ also to ensure that the coolies should be
returned, dead or alive, at the termination of his contract, and to give them
confidence before starting from China that so important a part would be
fulfilled and that they were here to carry it out.
Having these Chinese
to supply they became importers for them and all kindred commodities
that they could sell to Americans ; and their business growing with their
wealth, they became a power to hire immigrants,
and they would
intimidate, overawe, and punish secretly the ignorant for any infracThey act as agents
tion of their contracts.
They also wished
to prevent any Chiand go-betweens.
nese coming here .except through them.
They act as go-betweens
and arbitrators and judges between the Chinese, and punish offences.
They collect regular fees for purposes of registration and for conducting the business of attending to the coolie contracts and their
enforcement, but they never guarantee the payment to the coolie by the
contractor.
They are supposed to defend those who pass through their
respective companies if in trouble.
They are the medium through which
the coolies remit money to China, profiting greatly thereby; they also
continue to largely supply coolies with goods which they import from
China.
The companies are firms not corporations.
They are known as
the Six Companies from simply having banded together to monopolize the
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hiiia. Their ages run from eight, and even smaller, up to forty-five and Immigrant'
;fiv years of age ; their average will be from twenty to twenty-live.
iCore young people than any other class. They are mostly classed as
classed as seamaborers, the same as all women passing the Consul are
tresses. There is sometimes an invoice of Chinamen who come under the
>atronage of the government, and in charge of some head Chinaman, and
these ar>re classed as students.
They go east to some college in Massa- Students.
chusetts.
There
In my opinion, the women that arrive are not all prostitutes.
and
the Hip-ye-tung,
women,
is a company here importing Chinese
women
The importation of Chinese
-i.v companies 'importing Chinamen.
Supreme Court decided the case,
has been stopped' since the Unitedper States
cent, of the Chinamen imported are g)per censor
Eighty
and even before that.
brought out under the auspices of the Six Companies, the remaining twenty SroSg^t'out by
per cent, being brought out through the agency of their particular friends ^npcayn?eS!he
Those who come out under the auspices of the comor come personally.
and repanies are generally attached to the companies on their arrival, has
been
main under their jurisdiction until the amount advanced them
through
employment
into
assisted
are
they
cases
most
In
liquidated.
are very
I think the companies
the agency of these companies.
Companies act as
guardians
as
act
they
;
concerned
are
Chinamen
as
far
so
good institutions
guar ians*
do
I
paid
are
dues
their
After
generally.
of their interests
and protectors
ink the companies pay much attention to them, although they are
The wages are collected by a party who accompanies Wages collected
-s " attached."
.; of 100 or 200 into the country to work on a railway, this party gj^SSm
I have never heard any complaints of their
representing the society.
being robbed or treated unfairly.
I never saw their contracts, but I am told it is nothing more nor less Contract simply
than a matter of honesty between them. The contract, as far as I got it ^oney?
from Chinamen themselves, is simply to refund the money advanced. I
h«ve known the companies to have contracts with the steamship companies
that they shall take none back without evidence of their dues being paid —
debts due to the companies alone. The Pacific Mail and all ships are under
obligations to these Six Companies from the fact that they furnish passenigers. The contract is in the nature of a security that the company takes
i for the payment of the money, and that cannot be got back until it is paid.
The women are bought in China, as near as I could come at the facts Women bought.
of the case, and brought over here and sold at various prices, from $200
The commissioner stopped
to |1,000, by the Hip ye-tung Company.
twenty-two of them and took them before the District Court here, and
they were remanded back to the ship to be sent to China. The case
Court of the state, which court affirmed the
' was appealed to the Supreme
, decision of the District Court. A writ of habeas corpus was then got out and
taken before the United States circuit court.
The judge discharged
could be taken to the
appeal
an
that
so
one,
kept
and
them
of
jtwenty-one
United States Supreme Court, which court affirmed the decision of the
United States Circuit Court, that no state had a right to prohibit the
1 landing of passengers of any character whatever.
The flow of Chinese immigration has its periods.
At this season of the
year (October) there are more returning than coming this way.
I underj stand they go back to celebrate the new year. It is a fact that the Six
, Companies and leading mercantile firms sent despatches stopping the More come out
The period when more are coming out than returning is in than ^ return^ ^
I immigration.
j May, June, July and August, as many as 5,000 coming in the month of and August.
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June. A great many of them visit backward and forward ; those who
have been here a while and have made money ; so that all who come back
are not new immigrants.
Voyage.
During the voyage over the steamship companies exercise a great deal
of care in taking charge of them; they enforce habits of cleanliness among
them. Nearly every day they are driven on deck and their quarters
cleansed ; they do not want small-pox on board, as quarantines are very
expensive affairs. On their arrival, the Chinaman generally puts on his
During his temi
best clothes and goes ashore in the best kind of style. During the time
of office knew of
I was in office I did not know of a case of small-pox among them on landno case of smallpox imported.
id no contagious disease. In China, before they go aboard, they are
mg, ai
stripped to the waist and examined ; and if a Chinaman is anywhere unhealthy, or in any way maimed, or liable to be an encumbrance upon the
society, he is rejected.
After being passed by the Consul, he is stamped
with an india ink mark.
If there is any demand for labor here they will
hold out inducements in China for them to come.
The companies make
money out of them, otherwise they w^ould not encourage them to come.
Some agents had
Some of the agents on the wharf have complained to me that there were
complained that
two many were
too many Chinese coming here, that they could not get work for them,
coming.
but still they come in large numbers.
They bring them without any
previous engagement ; the labor is engaged after the Chinaman arrives.
The influx depends upon the labor demands here ; but a Chinaman there
will take his chances and come.
It is their desire to better their condition, the companies making the advance to assist them.
If a Chinaman
For the companies owed me $100 and wanted to leave the country, and I went to the party
the'indebtedness
that represented him and stated the fact, I do not think they would care
must
be to some
anout myJ |i()0,
but let . him
go £«
; but
I think i
if a Chinaman
belonging ■ to
member or tne
^
'
i ,i
•
•
-l -i
company
or to the the same company said the Chinaman who was going back was incompany itself.
debted to him $100 it would be different. The indebtedness must be to
the company or some member of it, and for their protection. All the Six
Companies appear to act in unison. Some of them get demoralized after
Some bad.
they get here, and become a portion of the criminal class; some of them
are as industrious and honest as almost anybody — that is, they do not
commit crime ; but the larger portion think they cannot make money
Some good.
fast except by stealing. Contact with our people does not make them any
worse ; a large number of them must have been low in morals before they
left China.
Other people who come here have low morals.
The British do not
The British are very stringent in the shipment of Chinese at Hong
allow men not
iree or diseased to Kong ; they do not allow any man to leave who is not free, nor one who
ieave
~Hong Kong.
is helpless by disease.
Six Companies
a
The Six Companies, according to my ideas of those things, are to a great
benefit to
extent a benefit to Chinamen. I think if a man is in debt to the com
Chinamen.
pany they would look out for him and try to get him well ; but if he was
not in debt to them I do not think they would care much about him. I
have heard of cases of sick Chinamen being thrown upon the street to die.
As a rule, probably, the Six Companies do take care of sick Chinamen. A
good many of the sick poor are taken to the pest-house and small-pox
hospital.
Leprosy.
There have been some Chinese lepers out at the alms-house or pest*
house which the companies did not take care of. Leprosy is a disease which
affects the body, not the face. I am not familiar with the disease. I
know by report that it prevails largely in the Sandwich Islands, and also
that it prevails in China. There is no provision here to prevent its importation from the Sandwich Islands. I am told there is a place set apart
for lepers there.
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Andrew J. Bryant, a resident of California for twenty-six years, Mayor
of San Francisco, sworn and examined :
During the fall and winter months last year there were from 60,000 to Number of
70,000 Chinese residents, but going through the quarters now there do not Chineseappear to be more than half that number ; it varies from 30,000 to 60,000,
according to the season and business in the country. If railroads are
building in the country, they go there ; if none in progress, they come to
the city. During the excitement of last April there was abundant precaution taken, and I had Wo or three interviews with the companies.
They conversed with me respecting their protection ; they feared an
outbreak. I assured them they would be protected, and then 200 extra
policemen were put on the night of the mass meeting. That night was as
quiet a night as we ever had in the city, and there has been no trouble
since. Since I have been a resident of the city, I have not known anything
like an organized riot or an attack against the Chinese.
In conversation with the Six Companies they told me there was a secret Secret tribunal,
tribunal in the city, and had been for a long time, the jurisdiction of such
being to settle their own difficulties, either by fine or punishment, among
themselves, and they had been informed by city officials in years past,
that it would be better for them to do it. They also told me about their
regulations in regard to the laundries, that they allowed Only so many on
a block, each man having to get a license from the laundry society, and

leading
laundry.
not start
license he iscould
until
one
I know
doors." The
count a the
that they
organization
featurehe ofgotthethat
place where they paid a man $300 for cutting an extra door in his
building for two or three months, so that they could count one more door
and get another wash-house for a certain length of time.
Chinatown is very dirty and has been so for years.
Within the last
few months it has been made cleaner, the police having been instructed to
It is very
keep it as clean as possible on account of the city's health.
hard to keep the fire ordinance or any of the city ordinances in force in
their quarters — in fact it is impossible.
It is all but impossible to enforce
the ordinance against gambling and prostitution. The bars on their doors
As to prostiire such that no one can get into their gambling houses.
sution, I do not think it is as public now as it was years ago, but still it
And as to
carried on to a certain extent, as also is gambling.
3onvicting them, we find it difficult to get testimony.
White people will
nform one upon another, and by that means we find out where their
ilaces are, but these people do not seem to inform one against another.
I tried to get the Six Companies to take their sick, and told them I
:hought we would be able to furnish them ground in the outskirts to build
i hospital upon if they would move them out of the heart of the city, but
L could not get them to do it. I also endeavored to get them to send back
heir lepers ; but we got no assistance from them at all. We found in
he pest-house some eleven or twelve. There were one or two women that
;he health officer advised me to take to the pest-house. They were retained
vith those who were there, and about two months ago we got the Mail
Jompany to take them back to China. The Chinese authorities knew
lothing of it until they were shipped.
The greater portion of the Chinese are working people, but there are a
arge class gathered in the city who are gamblers. I have never seen a
Chinaman assimilate in any way to our form of government and habits.
think ir would be impossible; they are so totally different in evety way
n their habits.
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Labor and wages. We have a large quantity of surplus labor here in the city, and tl
country is well supplied. Wages are about the same as in former yean
men get $2 and $2.50 a day. Our labor is kept up. Farm hands g.
about $30 to $40 per month ; that has been about the price for the la
two or three years. If it was not for the Chinaman, we should have mo*
In travelling around this year, I noticed at the sulphur banks on Cle*
Lake, that they were working quite a profitable mine there with nearly a
Chinamen. I was told they paid them a dollar a day and they found thei.
selves. I also visited Mr. Hayward's works in Nevada county, where 1
had a large number of men, either Germans or Italians, and I think bi
two Chinamen, who were building a large dam. The foreman told me 1
had no difficulty in getting white labor. The whites will work in the:
sulphur mines, but they could not work for a dollar a day. There we
probably 100 Chinamen employed. If there had been no Chinamen
the country, they would have employed white labor and paid them Lett
wages, and larger labor would have been here that now stays awa
Chinese labor has a tendency to keep laborers from the east and Euro]
from coming here ; but some do come and some return, but not so man
The state is growing, but I do not think immigrants are coming as fast
they did a few years ago. During the last five years I think there h
been a steady increase in the state, and I think the city has been steadi
growing. Sacramento is about the distributing point for that class
immigrants and working people. I think most who have come within tl
last year are people who seek land for homes— farmers, Europeans, most
Germans.
The wages of miners in Virginia city and the mountains range from *
up to $4, Sot as high as $4. The sulphur banks could be worked prof
ably with white, labor. They have not been worked a long time, and tl
superintendent told me that the quicksilver was an entire profit to thei
the sulphur paying the whole expense of working.
White immiI have a great many complaints from quite a number of the immigran
grants complain
they cannot get
here ; not so much from those wdio arrive but from people w]
arriving
work.
have been here some time. They complain they cannot get work. ^ The
is not a day that I do not have a great many complaints, some of win.
are really cases of charity.
Manufacturing
We did very little manufacturing many years ago. The first wool*
mill that was started was started with white labor and then it drift,
into Chinese. That was about 1867-68. If we had capital, we cou
than w^e do. There are some sor
'employ a great deal more white labor
of manufactures that we cannot manufacture here as cheaply as Ci
be done in the east ; iron, for instance. To a considerable extent ^
carry on the iron industry because we must get it done, and in the man
facture of iron our machine shops are conducted wholly by white labor.
I think for ten per cent, money could be obtained here for establishn
manufactures. Six or seven per cent, used to be considered a go<
return for an investment in manufacturing in New England. I shou
like to see the manufacture of agricultural implements established on tl
Agricultural im'
plements.
coast, and it would be better if white labor was employed so that t.
institutions of the state could be built up permanently. ^ e bu
a great many candles, but how many I cannot answer. The bulk
them are shipped from the east ; some are manufactured here b
not as many as are shipped. I think the degradation the Chinese bru
us is so great that it would be better never to have a candle manuf actur
Candles.
than to have the Chinese turned loose upon us. It would be better t
all the candles should be manufactured in the east.
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I believe the treaty relations with the present Emperor of China had
«*tter be abrogated than endure this system of immigration.

)avid Louderback,
a resident
attorney, and police court
examined :

of the state since
judge for twelve

1849,
years,

prosecuting LOUDFRBAcK
sworn
and

Chinese do not get arrested for opium-eating.
We have a large num.
)er of white men arrested for drunkenness,
about 650 a month, and
ither crimes connected with it, such as shouting and disturbing the peace.
t is difficult where Chinamen
upon aChinamen
to bring
.,commit 'crimes
j. j.i
x
•
hem to justice or get evidence to convict them.
A great many crimes
.mong themselves go unpunished.
Their veracity is exceedingly bad.
Ohey hardly ever prosecute, except when animated by malice and some
The form of administering an oath to
somebody.
to : convict
onspiraev
hem
is this
the witness stands and holds up his hand, and the
>ath is administered
the same as to white men.
As a class they do
lot seem to realize that there is such a thing as sanctity about an oath.
I do not think they show any disposition to become citizens nor do I
hink they ought to. Not much more than half the people arrested are
•onvicted.
There may be just as large a proportion of Chinese convicted
is there are white people, where their crimes affect white people ; but
vhere it concerns themselves, such as murder, there will be such infernal
fmg that the jury cannot tell who is telling the truth, and will let them
;-o. Among the lower class of white people there is an immense amount
>f perjury, but amidst this one can see that they have some respect for
m oath.
Perjury is committed daily ; conflicting oaths are given contantly. There is plenty of crime and plenty of perjury among the white race.
Conviction for perjury is a very rare thing. The jury will almost invariably
lisagree or acquit.
There have been a great many arrests lately among
lie Chinese for violation of the cubic-air ordinance, but they do not equal
lie arrests for drunkenness among the white people. It is a rare exception
or a Chinaman to be arrested for drunkenness, nor do I remember any
or disturbing the peace.
Chinamen exceed the Americans in obscenity,

Will not with
co- the
operate
criminal law.

Evidence
unre ia °*

No disposition to
NoTdTsirable?S*

A great deal of
whites. a n&

Cubic-air
or mance'

".ome
knowforgeries
of no crime
the whites
except drunkenness
; there
are Chinamen conand peculiar
robberies,to rolling
on drunks,
and confidence
games
»mong
convicted
for are
rolling
on drunks
and
ueking them,
pockets.but we
As have
a general
thing Chinamen
these crimes
committed
by white
nen. as well as garroting.
I think the Chinese are arrested about the
ame as anybody else, except for violating the pure-air' law.
Hoodlumism has been existing in London under the name of Mohawks ;
nd so in every other big city.
I have sent small boys, fifteen or sixteen
'ears of age, to industrial schools, that have been affected by diseases by
ontact with Chinese prostitutes. Either they encourage the boys or the boys
lave courage to go there when they would not have courage to approach
. house where there are white prostitutes.
I suppose that the exclusion
f boys from employment by the Chinese cheap labor has been one great
ause of producing hoodlumism.
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San Francisco, October 25th, J 876.

Michael A. Smith, a resident of California for twenty-seven years,
' police officer, sworn and examined :
Numbers.

Effect of cubicordinance.
Gambling.

Prostitutes.

Brothels.

Size of rooms.

Hospitals for cur<
of sick.

Wretched appliances and attendance.

Secret tribunals.
Highbinders.

At this time of the year the Chinese begin to come in and stay hei
through the winter. Between 50,000 and 60,000, perhaps more, wei
here last winter. Chinatown last winter was very filthy: it is still filths
but not near as filthy as it has been. The basements and lodging-house
where the poorer class of Chinese live have been very filthy, and thei
out-houses very dirty.
They crowd together very thick. Under the cubic-air law as many a
thirty have been arrested in a room which should only hold six. At th
present time they clo not get in. so thick as they did before the law wa
passed. They have a great many gambling-houses. Some of them wil
say they play dominoes, that they smoke opium, and such, things. It is
in fact, a long table ; and they have three doors. Each door is general!
two inches thick, and when they wish to gamble or have a look-out, the
can close those doors and have big bars on them. Last winter, before w
began making raids upon them, they used to have a guard at the door
at the present time they hardly ever do it.
At the present time I do not think there are over 400 prostitutes ii
Chinatown. ■ We have made raids against and have arrested them fron
time to time. At one time there might have been 1,500 before the raid
ing commenced. A great many have been sent away to the country
There are two kinds of brothels in Chinatown : one where Chinamen <*<
exclusively, generally on the second floor; the other, where white men go
located in alleys. The prostitutes have a little wicket about a foot square
and they get on the inside of it and keep it open. As a man passes thej
say : " Siss, siss." Most of them can speak English enough to let vot
know what their vocation is. In some of these houses there is an olc
woman, the boss, and two women, sometimes five or six. The size of the
rooms is about four by six, sometimes five by eight feet. There may be
a little bed there — a bunk.
There are different places through the city where they have what they
call hospitals. I found in a great many of those places that the sici
seemed to want much and were not well taken care of. Aleck alley is
very filthy place. There is a little shed like, and the sick are generally in
there. The room is about ten feet square and seven feet high. Six people
is the most I have ever seen there. They lie on boards or racks. I have
seen no physician or attendants there, and rice is the only food sometimes cooked and sometimes not — that I have observed. I believe there is
a leper in Aleck alley at the present time, and can be seen by almost
everybody.
Respecting secret tribunals, I know that the washermen, the shoe*
makers and cigar-makers have a society, and there is also a socieiv called
highbinders
hatchetmen.
latter is and
a class
men who go ' around
and
blackmailor both
the ChineseThemerchants
the ofprostitutes;
sometimes
they go into a house and demand money, and if they do not get it they
will raise a fight. I suppose they are gamblers, blackmailers, and thieves
of all kinds. They have rooms to meet in. A great many of them <
a hatchet
about six
inchesoff long,
with leaving
a handlejust
andenough
a hole' cut in. They
have
the handle
sawed
a little,
to keep a cjood
hold. Among the Chinamen they are called bad men, or hatchetmen.
Chinamen in business and others come to me regularly and t.^11 me wherft
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they have a room. We find it out, and then, perhaps, they move to some
other part of Chinatown. The room I speak of, on Washington street, is
their headquarters. Very often I go up there with two or three officers
and get inside the room and search each Chinaman as he comes in, and
sometimes arrest quite a number for carrying concealed weapons, such as
Theytare the terror of Chinatown.
hatchets, knives and pistols.
In the Chinese houses of prostitution for Chinamen, there is no such
thing as getting a conviction in one of them.
Last spring I went up and
raided a Chinese house of prostitution and arrested fourteen or fifteen,
and when they got into court it turned out they were all married women
Regarding the regular houses of prostitution,
—they all had husbands.
with the wickets and window-tapping, they are pretty much crowded
Last January there were from forty-five to fifty such houses.
out now.
In regard to convicting those who buy and sell women, a case was
reported of fourteen coming here on the Colorado. We hunted it up
and finally arrested a woman who stated that she had been bought
a woman here, and brought here for prostitution. She said
by had
in
herChina
mother
sold her for $185 to this woman ; besides paying her
passage the woman bought her clothes, which made the total $300, for
which she was to serve her as a prostitute for five years. We kept the
woman for five or six weeks in the county gaol, and when we came to
trial she swore she had not seen before that night the procuress (who
was also arrested, acknowledging at the time of arrest that she was her
girl), nor did she know the man who kept the house in which she was
arrested, more than to see him in the house • that she came here as a
seamstress, and that her sister brought her. That is an illustration of the
general result of Chinese testimony.
There are from 1,200 to 2,000 white prostitutes here, where they have
an exclusive quarter for plying their avocation.
The gambling the Chinese indulge in is lottery and tan. They have
a square plate in the middle of the table with numbers like 1, 2, 3, 4.
They have a large number of buttons on the table, and they have a little
cup or bowl. They place the bowl over a number' of buttons and put
them out at the centre of the table, and there they make their bets on
the different numbers. Ten per cent, of the winnings is in favor of the
dealer. If you lose you lose it all. In these gambling houses they exclude
everybody but Chinamen.
At the present time Chinese houses of prostitution for the whites is not
a very profitable business ; at one time it was. There are only one or two
houses for the Chinese but what are up stairs. On and off they open up a
place, and if we find them out we arrest them. Lately the houses have
been broken, up pretty well, and what they call Chinese families have
moved into some of those the prostitutes had moved out of. Large numbers
of them have been arrested in the last six months.

A. 1885.

Murderous

Difficulty of conprostifutesarrestr
ed.

buying prosti-

Chinese testimony

Gambling.

Prostitution.

square block for a A Chinaman's bed.
a mat andwitha little
bed consists
A Chinaman's
In
velvet, and quilts.
flannel, ofsometimes
covered with
pillow
some of the merchants' houses they have very nice beds.
The white prostitutes sit at their windows and by signs and looks testify White prostitutes.
to those passing what their business is. Sometimes they are brought down
in large numbers from these houses, larger numbers than the Chinese because there are more of them. There has been no soliciting on the public
streets for years. The records will show a great many more white prostitutes than Chinese arrested for soliciting. There have been times when
these women were rescued from the bond-women and men and placed in
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the missions. Sometimes the woman will come to the city hall herself for
protection. A few years ago they used to beat these women considerably
in these houses ; at the present time I do not think they use them near
as badly as they did.
In Chinatown there are merchants, in my opinion, of respectability who
have wives and children, and live as other families do. A great many
of these women who have been prostitutes Chinamen will marry ; sometimes they will have to buy them from their owners to liquidate their inheard of men who made a practice of buying a woman,
debtednes .have
I
saying they were going to marry them, live with her a while, and then take
her up the country and sell her and come back.
On being recalled the witness identified photographs of several Chinese
women, who came as repectable persons, now plying their vocation as
prostitutes.
In enforcing the cubic-air ordinance witness has often gone into houses
at night and found in a room, fit probably for two men, sometimes six,
sometimes twelve in it. The poorer class of Chinese are found very thick
under the sidewalks and under basements, in mere holes, and the atmosphere
would be stifling in such quarters.
In distinguishing prostitutes witness could not tell one class from
another on the street.

Frederick A. Gibbs, a resident of the city over twenty-six years, on^
of the supervisors of the city and county of San Francisco and
chairman of the hospital committee, sworn and examined :

When I took office I found that there were a large number in the pesthouse represented as lepers, the place being set aside for sniall-pox. There
were forty-three patients, more or less. Accompanied by the health officer
and some physicians we examined them, and found a large number who
were really not sick, and discharged them, retaining fourteen lepers. ]
afterwards found out that there were three prostitutes afflicted with leprosy, who had been plying their vocation for two or three years. It being
Leprosy a
a contagious disease, obtained by contact with the person, I gathered these
contagious
women together and sent them to the pest-house, where we had a great deal
disease.
of trouble with them, several Chinamen claiming them as their wives. I
called the Chinese companies together for consultation. We met, and after
discussion, carried on through an interpreter, we could get no satisfaction.
We were to meet again, but the representatives of the companies never
came. After consultation with the board of supervisors, we agreed to send
Lepers sent away, them away at the expense of the city rather than have a leprous population, for there was danger even in shaking hands and sleeping in the same
room. The Chinamen themselves were very much afraid of the leprosy.
I had another meeting with these Chinamen, this time in the Chinese quarters, and laid the matter before the representatives of the companies; and
they agreed to help me all they could. A vessel was then going to China
with a return cargo of Chinamen. I told them the city would pay the
expenses of these lepers if they would assist in getting them back. I
waited on the agent, who told me that the Chinamen had been there and
made representations that it would be impossible to get them on. I again
met the companies and told them that we would take them on the next
parties circum- steamer, and that I wanted their assistance. I went to Mr. Goodwin, of
to "etk; aers ot?to tnc ^Mental line of steamers, about the matter, and he told me that the
China.
companies were interfering with my arrangements; that I would be un216
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able to ship them ; that he would not dare to take them ; that they hn d
threatened they would not ship passengers or freight by him.
I dead-locked
it for a month, and gave out to the Chinese that I had determined to keep
them.
In the meantime I made arrangements with the Pacific Mail steamer Lepers shipped to
We got them on board just before the steamer Chinato take them back to China.
sailed, but not without difficulty.
There were fourteen in all including
three women, two of the original number having left the pest-house before
the admission of the women.
I have never heard anything of them since. Officers of the Six
They were shipped about six weeks ago. The officers of the Six Companies
threw every obstacle in the way of shipping them.
After coming into the board I found our gaols very crowded ; I als6 found
that our ordinances were not effective, were not enforced.
In explanation
I was informed that it would be impossible to enforce them, that there
would be 1,000 Chinamen in the gaols if they were enforced. I then drew
up the queue ordinance, and made it apply to whites and Chinese alike,
It had the desired effect. Then the cubic-air law was enforced ; the laws
against gambling were enforced, and a number were brought up and fined
at the police court $10 or $20.
The fine was generally $10, and before
they would pay it they would go to gaol and serve five days.
The queue
ordinance had the effect of making them pay their fines and relieve our gaols,
and applied to all who refused to pay their fines and went to prison — all
persons.
If a Chinaman was convicted and paid his fine he would not have
his hair cut. I was informed that the first whose hair was cut was a white
hoodlum, and it seems to affect them about as badly as Chinamen.
Among other cases which I found in the hospital were a large -number
I
of Chinese suffering from paralysis resulting from Chinese syphilis.
found also in the alms-house the same state of things.
Even in the industrial school were little boys, not old enough to understand the passions
of the race, who had been enticed by these women into their dens for
the mere purpose of inoculating them with the disease. Boys were pointed
out to me who were ruined for life. When I came on the board I was
rather in favor of the Chinese, but after what I have seen my prejudices
are very strong against them, and I would do almost anything to rid them
from our city. I think they are a perfect curse to our state.
I have enquired very thoroughly into the disease of leprosy. I am told
it takes from three to five years to run its course— to develop after inoculation. In conversation with gentlemen from the Sandwich Islands I
was told that it originated there, some from Africans and some from Chinese.
It is the same as the leprosy in the Sandwich Islands. It develops in different ways. They live for years. One of the cases we had was such a terrible

0pposSg?S
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A perfect curse.
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case that 'two of the Irish expressmen, who were assisting in placing them
■on board, became blind and could not see. It comes out in large projections on their necks, on their cheeks, and on their noses. There seemed to
be a white swelling there; and a good many of them had their nails tumble Its horrible
-out. The body dries up, as it were. My impression is that it cannot be effects,
-communicated otherwise than by flesh contact; but the Chinese seem to
have taken it by sleeping in the same room. I think it goes from one
generation to another. I was reading an account of its breaking out in
Scotland, where a lady got together a number upon her place, and
walled them in and kept them, and in that way killed the disease.
I know in the . Sandwich Islands they have set apart an island for
il, I never saw leprosy till within a year. I have seen, I suppose,
twenty persons from the Sandwich Islands, including a gentleman
from China who had been there, and they all described the symptoms
as being the same there as here.
It is what we call leprosy.
The
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skin is a sort of whitish. They did not seem to have pain. I think the
women that had it were brought as lepers from China. I heard of a distinguished lawyer from the Sandwich Islands who died of it. I have no
hesitation in saying, and I think the facts will be carried out in time, that
we shall have a colony of lepers resulting from these Chinese. I have heard
of cases of leprosy in North America and also in Canada. I do not think
at the time of shipment of these lepers that the agent of the steamer understood the opposition at that time. I told him afterwards that I had
more to ship, and he said "no more," that he could not take them under
any consideration. I cannot account 'for these people being passed by the
Consul at Hong Kong. A Chinaman cannot leave this coast on his own
account at the commutation rate of $12.50 which is what is paid by the
companies. We paid full passages for these lepers : |52.50 or $53. They were
corraled on the deck behind the capstan. There is no restraint on people
coming from the Sandwich Islands. The travel between this coast and
the Sandwich Islands is very small. At one time we used to get our
sugar and potatoes from these islands, but I think not since 1853.
We had a few Kanakas here — seamen.. Seamen are in the habit of
finding women in the ports where they enter, but there were very few
women here at the time they were here, and those that were here I do not
chink were of the quality such as sailors would seek out. There was a
very high character of prostitution here at that time; it cost so very high
to get to the country.
In regard to the cubic-air ordinance we had 400 and odd in the goal. I
cannot give the dimensions of the gaol exactly ; our gaol is small. The cells
are on two stories, and those occupied by the Chinese were in the upper.
There is a cellar underneath, and they were crowded mostly there ; they
did not have 500 cubic feet of air, nor have the white men in the county
gaol half that amount. There is a window in the rear of the cell with a
large grating, so that they have a great deal of air. The lower prison is
very well ventilated, but the upper one is a very bad one and a disgrace
to the city. The centre of the city is moving south ; but we shall have to
use these buildings in addition to others, Those confined in the county gaol
are criminals, convicted for offences a gainst the common law, not for
breaches of ordinance. The queue ordinance is enforced all through ; in
the county gaol upon those guilty of theft, and also in the city prison upon
all convictions in the two courts. Where the fines are not paid the prisoners are liable to have their hair cut off.
The hoodlums are imprisoned
for breaking ordinances general ordinances, such as the law in reference
to rows and assaults, etc., general drunks, and all that class. The
ordinances do not duplicate the state laws, they are merely municipal.
At the present time there are about 340 in the hospital ; not one Chinaman. The object of passing this ordinance was to free our prisons from
criminals and as an extra punishment to the general class of people —
Chinese and whites alike. There is a class confined who do not wish to go
around with their short hair, and the cutting of the hair has made a difference among this class, and they let their hair grow out -because short hair
has become a mark of disgrace. The ordinance was more particularly
directed to the Chinese, and to prevent them submitting to imprisonment.
There has not been a hundred who have had their queues cut off. The
same law exists in the penitentiary ; they cut the hair of a Chinaman and
of a white man in our state's prison here.
The city has paid large bills for cleaning-up, disinfecting, and abating
nuisances in Chinatown ; we use the urgent- necessity fund through the
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board of healtli.
We cannot tell the health of Chinatown compared
with other parts of the city ; we cannot tell when they are sick j if we
could we would like very much to have them in our hospitals to be taken
care of, but they have a dread of our hospitals and will not report when
they are sick. They will die, as in cases of small-pox, and we find
The
I think that the Chinamen are cleanly in their persons.
them.
ordinary Chinaman takes a wash every day, and I think in that way they
are comparatively healthy.
The cases of death are very large, more I
think, in proportion than among the whites. As far as cleanliness of person is
concerned they compare favorably with the Americans, but in their crowdiii^ together they breathe foul air. The rooms in which they live are
filthv. and there is a stench arising from them.
If you go into any
class of Chinabetter
the
Chinese house, with the exception of those of
men, or around them, you will find a perfect stench around them.

A. 1885.

Chinamen cleanly.

Crowding.
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^esa perfect

iGeorge "W. Buffield, connected with the Police Department for ten DUFFIELD.
years, who does special duty in the Chinese quarter, sworn and examined :
The lower class of Chinamen are a bad class of people, but there is a
'class in the Chinese quarter who are very clean — merchants, men who Crimes,
keep stores.
I have had occasion to arrest Chinamen for all classes of crimes — larceny, grand larceny, etc., fighting, cutting one another, and offences principally among themselves. I find a great deal of difficulty sometimes in
tracing Chinese criminals from others trying to shield them. Sometimes
I am able to procure convictions on Chinese testimony. Crimes of violence, as a general thing, if they can get out on bail, they will try and fix
up among themselves, no matter what the offence, unless it is murder.
As a general thing Chinamen give bail. The testimony of white men
stands high as compared with that of the Chinese.
The Chinese quarter among the lower class, the poorer class, is very
dirty — -over two-thirds of the whole.
The Globe Hotel, formerly used as a hotel, would, perhaps accommodate Effect on houses*
150 guests. I should think there would be 100 or 110 rooms in it, some
large and some small. Since the place has been occupied by the Chinese
they have changed the character cf the rooms. In a hi$h room they will
build a kind of platform and sleep on this platform, making a kind of two
stories of it, occupying both floors. Sometimes there are as many as 300
or 400 in the hotel. The building is very dirty — the stairways, floors,
etc. ; the walls are black with dirt, accumulations of years, since they have
been living in it. They employ men to sweep it, but they never wash it
or clean it. The out-houses and privies are very dirty. They have regular pumps and patent water-closets, where it runs into the open sewer in
the street, where the stench is very bad, which arrises, I suppose, from
the filth and dirt that accumulates there and from opium.
A great deal of opium is smoked in Chinatown.
Some Chinamen don't Opium,
smoke it at all, but a great many do. I cannot tell the proportion.
The
smoke of opium is not a bad smell. I like the smell myself, but I never
k a whiff in my life. The other stenches are not so agreeable.
Some of the women in Chinatown are prostitutes, and some are mar- Women,
•ied to Chinamen.
About
two-thirds are prostitutes.
Some of them
.ately have been making button-holes
and pantaloons — the slop-made
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goods the Chinese make. They have closed up all their houses, principally since the mayor and the chief have been in office. There are not
over one-half the prostitutes that there were when they came into office.
They have gone to China and some to the country. I cannot tell hdw
many. I was clown to a Chinese steamer the night before last, and I saw
some sixteen going on board. There are none arriving now. They live
in very small places, some rooms being ten by ten, some twelve by twelve,
and some smaller. In some houses there may be five or six, sometimes
one or two, or two or three. T have known them to try and escape. If
they succeed they are very seldom brought back. They go to Mr. Gibson's place, or come to the station-bouse for protection.
• Some of them, I believe, take very good care of their sick, and some do
not. I have found sick on the street : I have taken them to the cityhall sometimes. I do not know whether they got out themselves or
whether anybody had taken them out : they were sitting on doorsteps,
and the Chinamen around paying no attention to them. The Five Points
in New York never was so bad as Chinatown.
I do not think they have much regard for oaths. They arc sworn in
court the same as any other witness. In 1852-53-54, they used to burn
papers to swear them in court. Among themselves I believe they use
animals.
I am connected with the city government the same as other police
officers, only I am paid by the Chinese. I collect from the stores up there
on the beat. I get from some a dollar, some half a dollar, and some two
bits in a week. I cannot tell what it amounts to in the aggregate. I
sometimes get more ; I cannot tell the average. Sometimes it amounts
to $50. They pay me just what they think fit. I make no demand, and
they are under no obligation to pay. It has been the custom for them tc
pay for the last twenty-five years ; ever since the Chinamen have been
there. There are special policemen in other parts of the city, and the
white peple pay in the same way. There are 250 or 275 policemen in the
city dependent upon the contributions of the people for their support, and
who get no salary from the government. My duties are both clay and
night.
The streets of Chinatown are just as clean as any other part of the city ,
but the alleys are dirtier than the alleys in other parts. I have never
soon any other part of the city as bad and low. There are other quarters
inhabited by a low order of white people.
I have seen officers stand at the gang plank and collect a poll-tax on
Chinamen leaving for China, but no collection from white passengers.
When a cargo of 1,000 or 1,200 arrive each man goes to his companyhouse and mixes with the others, or goto their stores. "When women arrive
they are sometimes taken into their stores or into their houses ; there u
no special house or regular depot for them.
Besides myself there are some six or seven special policemen in Chinatown. They are more numerous there in proportion to the populal
than in any other part of the city, and they would not be there
if the Chinese did not support them voluntarily. I render no statement to the department of the amount I receive ; I have not received as
high as $500 in a month; I collect every week, but do not keep any
account by months. It is a position capable of abuse and could be
as a means of oppression by a bad man. I was not appointed at the solicitation of the Chinamen, but by the police commissioners, and because
another man resigned. I solicited the position. I did not purchase it.
The regular pay of a city policeman is $125 per month.
I cannot tell,
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within $400 or $500 what my receipts are. I pay for cleaning the streets
from what I get from the Chinese. It costs $40 or $50 a month. A
white man goes around every morning with a cart. I agreed to perform How the streets,
fall are kept clean.
this duty, and if the streets are unreasonably dirty the fault would
on me. The alleys are SAvept every day and kept clean. I have nothing
to do with the vaults, back-houses, or things of that kind. The Health
Office looks after that. The rest of the city is cleaned by the superintendent ofstreets. I have seen a corporation cart on my beat but twice Sanitary.,
in five years. The city does not provide means for cleaning Chinatown,
because the Chinese pay for it themselves. The alleys are dirty, but no
garbage, or anything like that. I believe there are officers who are required to go around and see the condition of the streets and alleys. If
the corporate authorities attended to this matter, I do not think they
would pay me for it, and I see that the alleys are kept clean. As a
general thing they are kept as clean as other alleys, but they will bring
dirt out and deposit it on the alleys and I have it taken away. If
receptacles in which to put their dirt were furnished them the city would
not provide means for removing it. Since the present mayor has been
in office, the practice has been to have a health officer visit there every
day. The rest of Chinatown is under the supervision of other special
policemen who perform the same duties as myself. My beat is one block.
The city contract with a company to keep the streets clean.

Bainbridge
Aenopexamined
: ,

police officer

for

over

seven

years,

sworn

and BAINBRIDGE,

The interior of the buildings in Chinatown is generally filthy.. The Sanitary,
streets are kept as clean as they can be under the existing population.
They are cleaned, under the system mentioned by the last witness, three
mornings in the week, before daylight or just at daylight. The Chinamen H^^Mnatown.
bring their filth and dirt out in baskets, that has accumulated during the
interim, and dump them in the streets for the carts to take away. They
generally clump it between twelve and three in the morning, and the
carts come along at half -past three to four, according to the season of the
year, and work until they have carried it off. I do not know that the
amount of filth brought out lessens the amount inside. In their quarters
they are very much crowded. They pay less rent individually, probably,
than any other class of people, but they pay a greater rent for a building
by 100 per cent, than our poorer classes of white people. I have seen as Crowding,
many as forty or fifty in a room like this— about twenty-two feet^ square.
They would have an upper deck, two stories in a room of this kind, the
sleeping arrangements above. They generally cook in the same rooms,
but in the more crowded places, where they could not stand the smoke,
They take their cooking into the hallway. Their cooking appliances generally are composed of a coal-oil can with a brick in the bottom. Rice is their staple article of food, but they eat dried fish and
dessicated vegetables. Tea is a staple among the better classes^ it
being seldom used among the lower grade. The cost of supporting
fifty Chinese, including their lodging, living as described, would probably -he $10 a day, providing one person had the purchasing and
disbursement of the money — about twenty cents a day each. The
class I refer to are workingmen. Idlers, and vagrants, and thieves
They live like this when they start
live in about the same style.
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to work m the factories, and as they improve and accumulat
silver com they occasionally live at restaurants. There are a great many
restaurants in the Chinese locality where a Chinaman can get a bowl 6i
Prostitution.
soup for five or ten cents, according to the grade of their custom.
As to prostitution, I have often been called upon to suppress disturbances inplaces I should term houses of prostitution. I have found men
in their deshabille and women in the same way. They are very low. Thev
Shamelessness of have no shame as to exposing their person or explaining or talking about
Chinese px*ostithe act that they were about to consummate or had consummated. They
tutes.
never seem to display any shame at all ; it seemed to be a natural thing
for them, as if they had been educated from the cradle and knew nothing
but that style of life. They hire premises with about ten feet frontage
and the depth of this room. They apportion a small space which the
lady of the house will use as a kind of reception-room, and the girls
congregate around her ready to attend to a customer. They then divide
the balance of the space into three rooms, or, if it is wide enough, three
on each side, probably six by eight feet in dimensions. The partition
scarcely ever runs more than six or seven feet above the floor ; it never
goes to the ceiling except in extraordinary cases where they have these
places up-stairs.
Opium-smoking.
As to their smoking opium, since the ordinance came into effect I have
not had much chance of observation on the outside ; but, when I was on
the outside, and before it came into operation, I saw a great deal of it.
I never entered a Chinese domicile of any kind but what I saw the signs
— that is, the platforms upon which they lie, and .their pipes, and sun
other signs or symbols of the practice, and every watch that I was on I
saw them under the influence of it. In showing visitors around I could
invariably take them in and show them Chinamen under the influence of
opium. If all the Chinamen who were drunk with opium were on the
streets, we should have more Chinamen arrested for drunkenness under its
influence than white people under the influence of whiskey ; but thev
draw on it until they become insensible and then slumber it off.
Gambling.
In relation to their gambling, what is termed tan is their principal
It is played with small cash pieces, a small brass Chinese
The game of tan game.
explained.
with a square hole cut in the centre.
They will have a large pile of them,
probably 300 or 400.
The dealer sits at the end of the table with an inverted bowl — a tin bowl usually.
These pieces are all scrambled
up
together in a heap, and the dealer places a cup on the top. While the cup
remains there they make their bets, and the moment he gives the word
the bets are closed.
He has a piece of whalebone stick, tapered, brought
clown to a little bow on the end.
He rakes out the pieces by one, two,
three.
They are all counted except the last four.
They make their
as whether one will be left, or two, three, or four, or whether it is even or
odd on the four last counted. He takes all those on the edge of the bowl
first, and when he raises the bowl the betting is stopped, and he counts
those under the bowl.
If one remains, and a man has bet that one
will remain, he gets four.
If he bets that it is even and it comes two,
he
gets
the
amount—
that
is,
two ; or if he bets odd and it comes one,
As many as 60 si'
round a table.
he wins.
I have seen as many as sixty sit around a table at once.
It is ostensibly a game of chance, but it can be made, a game of skill by the
dealer, who can make it odd or even by concealing a piece up his sleeve
and letting it fall while he is handling them.
The placing of the bowl
upon the tabJe is merely
preliminary to the betting.
Everything is
counted finally. Fifty or sixty might win at a time if it came their way
if they all bet one way.
The dealer is the banker, and if it is a large
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who sits behind the dealer and ;^/. ;';- ;/.:■.;'
paying-telle
is acash.kind Iofbelieve
game there
there ris a -certain percentage, but that I sometimes #5 and
to the
attends
ten cents l>
The betting is generally from Gambling
could never get at thoroughly.
to half a dollar ; some better off in funds will bet |5 to $10.
There are more professional gamblers among them
is a natural passion.
than of anv other class of people in the world except Indians ; bat the
Indians are not professional, they are general gamblers. More Chinamen ^J^^oS
seem to live off the receipts, or -being connected with, gambling, than any WOrld.
It is very hard for a white man to get in under any circumother class.
s. I have often attempted it. I believe I made the first arrest in
the dealers, within the last
in business, where I convicted
a portly Chinaman, and I
struck
I
ago.
years
five
ten years ; that was
<1 up briskly close to him, and got by the doorkeeper and was beside
Had I been seen the door would have
the dealer before any one saw me.
They now
across it in an instant.
placed
bar
a
been shut in my face and
Sometimes there is an outer door
have doors three and four inches thick.
If they get the first door closed on you that is about Does not think ^
and an inner one.
all that is necessary to enable them to escape through a scuttle or window. could be stopped.
If their places were forced by means of battering rams or grape and
canister, I believe they would get upon the roof and have their gapes
I do not think it could be stopped under any legal restrictions
there.
whatever.
They have lotteries as well, and they are carried on on the same principle as the policy business in the eastern states was carried on when I
was a boy.
They hardly ever accumulate money. There may be a few in the washing
business who may accumulate a little, but they have such an inveterate
findingpassion for gambling that it nearly all goes that way, eventually
its way into the merchants hands, who are the only ones that can raise
any considerable amounts in the city. Chinamen who work in the country
occasionally bring down a few dollars, and if they get away to China
quickly or are allowed to go they take it with them. Those who accumulate
generally entrust their funds to the inspector or head men of his own
company. They do not use our banks of deposit. The merchants as
business men have to use our banks, but not the working classes.
I do not see how they retain health in the atmosphere they live in. I
had occasion to visit a Chinaman who had been shot through the shoulder,
the ball shattering his shoulder-blade into small pieces. He was
living in the basement. I went down probably eight or ten steps.
The basement on either side was built up with small compartments about
the size of a compartment in a sleeping car. The atmosphere in the
passage way was so terrific that I almost lost my breath. I found the
Chinaman lying there with his sore covered up with a large patch of some
kind of medical stuff that the Chinese doctors cover over all wounds. It

^J^^gP™^.
mulating money,

Horrible atmoachinamen live.

was suppurating and festering. I asked him : " How do you live here ? "
That is about a fair average of the places the
good."
"Very
He said: class
in.
reside
common.
There are three or four places in the city that are called hospitals or Chinese hosp.taia1
asylums. The Kin Yung Company have one on Broadway. I have been
there several times, and have seen them lying around on the floor, but I
never saw anything that would denote that there was any medical
attendance given them. I have seen the same in the old Se Yup buildings, where I had occasion to go at late hours. They have men
who advertise and call themselves physicians ; I do not know the kinds
0f medicine they give.
I know that several of the doctors here claim to
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cure almost anything with herbs and roots, vegetable products of different
kinds. I have heard talk of such things as snakes being imported for
medicines. In a great many cases the Chinaman desires to betaken to his
own hospitals or quarters when trouble has been among themselves.
It is a matter of dollars and cents. If he is wounded or cut, or anything
of that kind, and the other can approach his friends they will try and
settle the matter up with money and get him away. The longer their
residence here the better they understand our usages, and they learn to
have more confidence in our physicians. I have a general idea that I
have known some of our noted physicians here to have Chinese cases
among the merchants and better classes of Chinese ; it is not a common
thing.

Markets in China
town.

The markets in Chinatown are very well supplied with vegetables used
in making soup. They use a great quantity of pork ; the better part
being sent to the white butchers in the market for curing and sale, the
Chinese retaining the offal and rough parts, the parts of which the white
people make sausages. There are a great many smoked hams in the
Chinese restaurants, which are generally well supplied with food. In some
of them you can get anything you call for.
[Gambling.
Ten per cent, of the money lost in gambling finds its way into the
pockets of the Chinese gentlemen who back the game — the bank — and
Do not send much finally goes into merchandise.
My general belief is that nearly every one
£ounetry°Ut °f the °f tliem is interested in more or less gambling, or more or less houses ofprostitution.
country. I do not think the laboring classes send much money out of the
Inhumanity.

iChinese doctors.

White prostitutes
bought.

The queues.

A great many of the companies' sick are put out in the street and there
found helpless, being left uncared for because they are no longer producers. They pay fees to the companies.
One of the Chinese doctors, Li Po Ta, had a considerable practice
among the white population.
At one time there was quite a demand for
him here.
I think there are about a dozen of them practising.
Tin y
advertise in the American papers.
The Chinese generally call in tin ir
own physician. When they call in an American physician it is except io
generally for a surgical operation, as they seem averse to losing
portion of their frame if they can help it. The ordinary Chinamen 1
imported have more confidence in their own physician ; those who have
here a long time prefer others.
I cannot say that I have seen the better class of merchants, or sch"
and students in the mission schools, gambling.
I have seen men I have
known to be connected with the missions, in the vicinity of gamblinghouses and around such places. I never saw a Mexican, high or low, but
what was an inveterate gambler ; but I class them with Indians.
There are cases of buying for purposes of prostitution among whites.
Witness reiterates that the Chinese butchers supply the white butchers
with the best part of the animal.
They buy from the killer and sell to
the curer.
They have a great reverence for their queues, and consider it an
indignity for one to touch it. I would not cut one off unless it was a
thief's. I believe they cut off the hair of all prisoners incarcerated in the
county gaol by conviction or sentence.
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James R. Rogers, police officer for six years, sworn and examined :
As far as the Chinese women are concerned in this city, with very few
exceptions, I look upon them as prostitutes, and not free women ; sold as
slaves for such and such an amount of money, to be worked out at prosI
there were from 800 to 1,200 in the city last January.
titution. think
Evidence has been produced in the police court that they are held and
bound for this service.
The Globe Hotel is not a fair sample of the mode in which the Chinese
live in Chinatown. It was formerly a first-class hotel, and there are a
great many rooms there. Those rooms are now occupied by different
paities of Chinamen, each one distinct and separate in itself. One Chinaman hires the whole building and then sub-lets. There are not as many
massed together in that hotel as in various other portions of Chinatown,
the population of which I estimate at 30,000. The domestics around the
city congregate there nightly, and go back home at two or three o'clock in
the morning ; some, perhaps, are not allowed to leave the families they
belong to, but as a general thing Chinatown is headquarters for the
Chinese.
Some two or three years ago we had an institution called the Hip Ye
to break it up. We tried to find out the
every Imeans
Tung, and
think it has been broken up under that name,
failed.
of itwebutused
bottom
but I believe the same institution exists under another name, which I
I remember seeing a Chinaman named Look-Chung with
cannot recall.
He was in the drug business, and had a
a knife stuck in his back.
His partner had to leave and go to China, or he would probably
partner.
have met the same fate.
He has since returned and is in the city. This
was the result of a raid on the Globe Hotel, when we were enforcing the
They do not obey the municipal law, if they can avoid it.
cubic-air law.
I think the presence of the Chinese here has a very disastrous innuence on our young men who visit the Chinese houses of prostitution,
Besides the young men who visit them there are a great many old men,
and a great many men in good standing in this town who go there.
I have had Chinese
As witnesses they have no regard for our oaths.
cases in court, when one side would come and ask me how many witnesses
the other side had, and when they found out that the other side had the

"most
they
nui iibers.

would go out and gather in sufficient

CWMse^pro*

Population 30,000.

A Chinese secret
socie y*

Do not obey
municipal law.
g^ss|x^fge
bad influences.

^vMence untrust-

to counteract it in

There have been half a dozen hotels absorbed by the Chinese, and a
Baptist church. Dr. Stone's church is shut up. A portion of the Baptist
church is used for prostitutes, and the general use of Chinamen. They
sleep there and live there. Whether there is any gambling I do not
know. It is a large building, and formerly a very large congregation
It was the First Baptist church of San Francisco.
worshipped there.
assaulted
Chinese
is not"1of common
parts oflthe city
Chinese
Assaults upon
,-_. in other
/»
o
£
^J jOllIlg HIGH uut
occurrence, although it may be frequent, and comes irom a class or young of employment.
men who are out of employment.
I never saw any Chinamen molested
riding in a street car. They walk our streets not only by day, but all
hours of the night, without molestation, cases of assault being exceptional.
A gang of boys, perhaps, get together, and if a Chinaman passes them,
they may do something to him. I do not think they assault or beat them,
but, perhaps, insult them occasionally.
If those boys had employment,
The Chinese work in The assaults
they would not be out at that hour of the night.
factories.
The assaults upon them are exceptional, because I do not hear e>
of them as frequently as I should if they were common.
Arrests are
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always made if it is possible to do so, and convictions upon those arrests.
Stones are thrown at processions and still arrests do not follow. I have
Fatal assaults on known of Chinamen being assassinated. There is a white man serving a
sentence for life at this time for killing a Chinaman. There was another
arrested for killing a Chinaman by splitting his head open with a piece of
scantling, but whether there was a conviction I cannot say. I have heard
of their being assaulted coming from the steamers. In the course of my
official career, I have heard of white men having knives stuck in them
• by white men ; and I know of one case of a Chinaman having a knife
stuck into him, and any amount of them who have been injured or
mutilated.
Hoodlums.
A large proportion of the hoodlums would go to work in factories and
in other trades if they had the chance. The class I speak of are too idle
to go to school. Our young men, outside of the hoodlum element, compare
favorably with those of the same class in other cities.
Arrests made
Some time ago I was engaged in arresting the Chinese under the cubicunder cubie-air
air ordinance. I arrested fifty or sixty on the corner of Sacramento and
-ordinance.
Stockton streets. I took them down to the city prison. I think there
was more air in the prison than in the building I took them from. They
were placed in the corridor, not in cells, until next morning. I arrested
some 1,100 altogether under this ordinance. I think all were convicted,
with one exception, that is, with the exception of those taken from one
room. Three quarters of them paid their fines, the other quarter going to
gaol. Their queues were not cut off, because the ordinance was not in
effect at that time, and it was afterwards declared unconstitutional, when
we stopped cutting off their queues. I think another ordinance has
recently been enacted. I do not know a case of arrest of a white man
under that ordinance.

TOBIN.

John T. Tobin, six years a resident in China, sworn and examined :
I have resided in Hong Kong, Canton and Shanghai. In the latter place'
I resided three years and ten months. My occupation was that of detective for the police force under the municipal government, my duties lying

Chinese a despicable race.

In Shanghai live
in a very poor
way.

The poor eai
offal.

outside of the city through the country. Shanghai is a city of Chinese"
inhabitants ; several cantons. Outside of the city there are English,
French, and American merchants.
From observation I came to the conclusion that they were the most
despicable race I ever came across, and I have travelled nearly the
whole world through. In three cases out of every five the witness for the
defendant would commit perjury.
They live in a very poor way. The coolie inhabitants of the city there
labor for from twenty to twenty-five cents a day, when they can get
employment, and it costs them about fifteen cents a day to live. They
generally live upon rice and a kind of greens — cabbage they call it in
that country — which they salt down, and a little fish and salt pork.
Chinese pork is fed on everything that is refused by every other animal or
anything at all in the country. I have seen the pigs eat things that
would be disgusting for me to mention to the Commission. There is a
particular kind of breed of hogs there for the use of the Chinese. They
have not the appearance of any other hog I have seen in any part o£
Europe or America. They eat every part of the animal : the poorer people take the offal, and the richer people take the meat.
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My experience of them as to their children is that all the females
who keep brothels and opium houses in every part of China go into the
country and buy up small children from two to five years of age, bring
them into cities and there keep them as servants for the older girls employed as prostitutes until they become of age to make them such.
The
poor people, the parents from whom they are bought, receive from $5
to $10 apiece for them, according
to their appearance ; and this
buying and selling of females for this traffic is a matter of open
notoriety where I have been in China.
The morals of the people
are very low.
Among the middling and lower classes I never found two
honest people out of ten in regard to truth or honesty. Larceny is a
continual thing there from morning to evening.
There is nothing but
arrests being brought in for that crime.
What they term the cangue in
China is the most particular kind of punishment for these crimes.
It is
two boards, the shape of the neck, locked together around the neck of
the prisoner, who is fed twice a day from rice water outside of the place
where the crime has been committed, and the bill of the crime committed
is the shape of the board.
There are other punishments for crimes more
serious. They put them in a cage in the city in a position for every passerby to see them, and for piracy and burglary they behead them.
They go
through the regular process of law.
It is a kind of mixed court.
There
are American, English and Chinese interpreters in every court there, and
they try them by the mixed court.
It is the municipal law of Shanghai.
I have seen, when I have been in cities outside of Shanghai, prisoners
jtaken for robbery or piracy executed in two days by beheading.
I have
heen in JSTingpo, a city of about 200,000 inhabitants where they have
something equivalent to our trial by jury.
They have something like a
magistrate they call a tippoo, the under magistrate, and the governor of
the city, and four other smaller mandarins constitute the court.
That is
the final decision.
I have never seen any appellate court.
Their habits are filthy. Even in the streets of Shanghai, where there
are English, French, and Americans, they are continually sitting on the
sidewalks, and arrested every day for the most filthy habits.
Their houses of prostitution are conducted openly. The opium-houses
are houses of a different description from the regular houses of prostitution. They are houses where men go to smoke opium ; and they each
keep a certain number of girls for those men to go with when they feel
like it, being open day and night on the public streets. In the other
houses there is no opium-smoking, but they keep from fifteen to twenty
girls in some of the largest places. I know of no other mode of supplying them with girls as already stated, except on some occasions where
girls from the age of fourteen to twenty are brought in also and disposed of to these houses. During my residence of four years I never
witnessed more than ten weddings or marriages among the lower and
middling classes of people. That was all done among the higher class — the
merchants. They buy a bride first and then have a wedding with a priest,
and it is an open public ceremony. The middling class of people generally
go together. On some occasions you might find one out of ten where they
go to a Joss-house and get the services of a priest. As a rule they form
these liaisons on contracts among themselves. Never, that I know of, are
they true to the marriage relation when they assume it. They would
sell themselves, according to my experience. I have seen several from
that part of Shanghai in the port of San Francisco, but not natives of
Shanghai — natives of Canton, Hong Kong, and Whampoa.
I have seen criminals tortured in the city of227Shanghai.
Screws applied
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to the wrists, and a place between two boards. I have seen them where th
boards were set together by screws. The executions take place in a public
square in the Chinese city. No executions take place where there are
Europeans and Americans living. I have seen as many as sixteen executed at one time. On one occasion, the last I had anything to do with,
they tried to substitute a man stupefied by opium for the criminal. On
this occasion I knew it was not the right man. The man who committed the
murder was a Canton man and the one they brought out was a Shanghai
man. They beheaded the right man eventually, after torturing him
terribly, although I was not a witness to the torture. The Canton man
was worth some money in his own country, and they were trying to get
it from him. The gentleman who was murdered was Mr. Dore of the
British Navy. English and American marines were at the execution
to see it carried through. I have known prisoners committed for piracy
and burglary escape through sums of money, and others substituted in
their place. The mandarins mentioned as forming part of the court do
not serve in each case. They choose them by the tribunal for that
service. Witnesses are sworn in their own form of oath. In the mixed
court in Shanghai they swear them by an oath on a piece of paper
read to them, and then lighted from a light on the magistrate's table
and burned, repeating the words that are on the paper until it is
burned up, and then he breaks it in ashes. It does not cause them to
tell the truth. In China where I have been there is, to a certain extent,
a great deal of regard for human life, but there is no humanity to
the sick. I have seen cripples and sick people turned out upon the
streets to die there, and they have died. There is a certain number 4
sick that they take to the Joss-houses and leave them outside of the d<
and passers-by can give them any money they like to give them ; oare left out on the side- walks not near any Joss-house at all, and left to
die. I suppose I have taken up over 300 dead Chinamen during my
there.
I have never seen sodomy committed between man and man, but I have
seen it with beasts, and detected them in the act — with hogs, cIol:ducks — but not in a great number ,of cases. They were committed by
municipal laAv. Every refreshment house is a gambling house; they liceu se
them. Prostitution is not looked upon as a degrading occupation; it is
carried on openly. I know of rich persons in Shanghai who bought the
wives they married. Have known people leaving their wives to people
they are in debt to in lieu of such debt. They marry prostitutes out of
the houses.
Shanghai is a walled city about three miles and a half around. Inside
the wall is the city. Outside there are 50,000 northern Chinamen and 20,000
or 25,000 Cantonese. They are not of the lowest class. One-third of them
in proportion to population are superior to those in the city of Canton;
but they were very bad indeed. As a general thing the people inside
Shanghai are worse than those outside.
No difficulty in proving perjury against them.
Never heard of intermarriage between Europeans and Chinese; they
cohabit together and buy them. Have seen a few half-breed children, half
of whom are German, a part English and the rest American.
The lower class of people are generally idle and mostly live by stealing
rice, padi, and other articles. In the shops they are not idle, they support
themselves ; but the coolies are idle and are thieves.
Chinese sailors are employed on vessels belonging to the Pacific Steamship Company. They make pretty good sailors, but in case of tire or a
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storm at sea they go to their quarters.
They could not save a ship at sea
in danger.
The authorities are not very prompt in administering justice for outrages Justice not
committed on foreigners if the culprit is a wealthy man, but if a poor man impartiaL
it would be administered right away.

Mrs. Sophronia Swift, a resident of San Francisco for twenty-three SWIFT.
years, sworn and examined :
I have long been interested in the many industries of this city, especially with reference to my own sex who have to support themselves. I often
receive letters from my friends in the east in regard to coming here for
employment.
I answer that the avenues which were once open here to
immigration from eastern places are all filled up. At one time there was a
large number of young girls in the shoe factories. Many of them, under my
supervision, went into places and learned to fit shoes. Immediately after that
the Chinese came in, taking the labor from the women as well as from their
fathers and brothers. The same thing occurred in regard to shirt-making.
About ten years ago they commenced manufacturing them here by women.
Very soon the Chinese came in, making the shirts for forty cents which
we had a dollar apiece for. Then the button-hole work, the finishing,
was given to women, for which they got from twenty to thirty cents a
dozen, and sometimes as high as sixty cents a dozen for finishing up. That
was the first of the Chinese taking our work.
From that they went to
sewing machines, and now the fluting that is made to put on ladies'
dresses, the hemming,
the heavy work in dress-making,
is done in
many instances by Chinamen.
The same in regard to fluting that
ladies wear around their necks ; that is done by Chinamen.
All the

Chinese have
ouVoAight e !
emPloyment*

avenues that they can step in and fill they have filled. Where a man
used to do the work, having a small family, the wife doing her own work,
perhaps edncating three or four children, the Chinaman does the work and
the man is thrown out of employment.
I have many times gone to different places for situations for children and have found Chinamen filling the
places that children should occupy.
The Chinese do the principal washing of San Francisco.
The effort for the education of the Chinese to
Christianity has taken the bread from our little girls and little boys, and
from our husbands and fathers.
The Protestant people have encouraged
it.

fueZwu™*'

I think their bad moral condition is purely the result of slave-labor.
We are in a city where the lower industries are filled by slave-labor, or
coolie-labor, which is the same. The lighter industries have been occupied
by the Chinese. The elder children of the early immigrants have grown
to manhood and womanhood, and they have three or four smaller ones.
The children say: " I am not going into anybody's house and work with
Chinamen."
The women, the mothers, have attempted to step
into
outside employments requiring brain-work, and they have found out
it very
hard to find employment outside when they could not find it at home.
You can find them now in many places where you would not wish your
sisters, or mothers, or wives to be, not because they are any worse than
yours but circumstances have driven them there from want of employment.
When immigrants do come here they find the crops harvested in
haste by the Chinese.
Even our native Indians cry aloud on account of
this population of coolies.
The Indians used to come into Sonoma and
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Marin, and Napa, and those counties where large potato crops are har:
vested, and get work to do, and take wheat and barley and carry it back
to the hills for the winter.
They cannot have that work now.
I consider the existence of the hoodlums is owing to the Chinese being
here.
The Chinese make overalls worn by men, make stockings, knit at
factories, make undershirts and drawers at our factories ; the looms
which were occupied once by women are occupied now by Chinese. They
make all the work that is done on sewing machines such as gentlemen's
shirts. In early days the price for making a shirt was as high as two and
a half and three dollars, ten years ago it was a dollar and a half, eight
years ago you could contract by the 100 for a dollar apiece furnishing
your own material.
I do not wish to be misunderstood in regard to the religious question of
Protestants assisting Chinese. I do not charge them with attempting to
do us a wrong, but they stepped out to save these poor heathen souls,
a thing these heathen do not appreciate, while at the same time they are
taking bread from their own children. If the church had never taken a
step to assist these Chinese, they would never have occupied the position
in private residences that they do. The higher classes have encouraged
it to the detriment of their own nation. A Chinese boy attends Sunday
school to learn to read and write, and then a situation is found for him at
a dollar a week. As soon as he has worked one week he wrill pick up the us€
of every utensil around the house. The next week they take him from that
place and get him $2.50 ; and with a class of poor people who cannot
keep servants, the mother is compelled to teach these young Chinamen,
so that they may go into another family and get better wages. Almost all
our people employ Chinese servants.
A very large number of women are now out of employment. The most
natural industry, her natural sphere, is making home what it should be.
I would not call them house-servants, for I do not consider there is any
more service in a woman working in a house than a man working in a
store. If labor is service then it comes under that name. Domestic
servants get from $15 to $20 ; a cook, from $30 to $40, according to the
amount of work. Chinamen, as domestic servants, work for from $1 up
to $50 or $60. They do not like to work for poor people who have not
jewelry, diamonds, and silver, and a great deal of provisions on hand that
they can carry off. They are considered amongst some people good
cooks. They attend to just one branch ; not like our women who have to
do sewing, all the house-work, take care of children, and do washing and
ironing. As servants, the Chinese are not reliable. When a woman is
classed as a servant and the Chinese are classed as servants, and she is
put in the same catalogue, to eat in the same kitchen, at the same table,
and sleep in the same cellar or in the same garret, she will not work in
private families where Chinese are employed.
Shirts made by the Chinese are no cheaper. Their labor makes the
rich richer and the poor poorer, and it is a matter of making money
regardless of the humanitarian rights of our people.
The surplus of coolie-labor prevents our valleys from being occupied
with the best of our American people.
The great obstacle in ' the way of labor to the laboring class here,
particularly to my own sex, is the aversion to labor with this inferior
race. They look upon it as degrading. Where a second girl is wanted
in a family where the}* keep two or three — a coachman, a cook, and a girl
for the dining-room, if a Chinaman is in the kitchen, the girl wil] not gog
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and vice versa. If they have a Chinaman in the garden and an errand boy
the best woman cook will not go, because she will not mix with them.
They might get employment if they would work with this inferior race.
Alexander Badlam, Assessor of the city of San Francisco, and a long BADLAM.
resident, sworn and examined :

The result of enquiries through my department and information furnished bythe deputies sent out by me the last few days to gather statistics,
is as follows : I find Chinamen engaged in the following industries :— In the
manufacture of cigars, about 2,800 ; cigar boxes, about 350 ; in clothing, in- ^hcSSse
eluding overalls, shirts, etc., about 3,250 ; vegetable pedlers and gardeners, are engaged,
about 2,500 — it may reach a little over that ; in laundries, about 1,200 ;
who
merchants, about 1,000, engaged 'in various occupations. Those
engage almost exclusively in gambling amount to between 1,500 and 2,000.
They are marked down as professional gamblers. The laboring men
among the merchants, porters, etc., amount to 650 ; in the match factories,
engaged in making matches, about 100 or 150 ; in boots and shoes, from
1,500 to 2,000— a little nearer 2,000 ; in woolen mills, from 500 to 700.
There was a much larger number than this in the woolen mills, but theh
places have been filled by white labor, and they are being filled now.
They are changing them. Engaged in making white shirts there are only
a little over 100. There were several hundreds in that business, but
they are changing to white labor, believing it to be more advantageous.
In tanneries about 400 ; engaged exclusively in making slippers, a little
over 1,000 ; restaurant keepers and those engaged in Chinese restaurants,
from 700 to 800 ; in- and about Joss-houses, attendants, etc., very nearly
100 ; fishermen from 1,100 to 1,200. House-servants we have estimated
by taking five or six blocks in a locality, and we estimate the number at
from 5,000 to 6,000 as house-servants, cooks, etc. We have taken
different wards and gone around the block, taking perhaps twenty blocks
in the city as an average, and then taking the number of houses and
residences. Dealers in old junks and chiffoniers, or rag pickers, from 500
to ( 00 j that would include a class of persons who get around in the
morning and take plank from sidewalks, and appropriate whatever they
can pick up during the time the police are off duty, about six o'clock in
the morning. Engaged in canning fruit, pickles, etc., 2,200 ; Chinese
little over" 100. There are several other smaller establishments
brokers,
they a did not consider worth taking. The whole of the population is
that
estimated at 30,000. These statistics add up 30,150. There are probably
200 or 300 loafers who do not do anything, and something like 100
engaged in driving express waggons, where they have their own. The
women were not estimated. The Chinese occupy about nine blocks in
Chinatown.
The assessable worth of real estate in San Francisco in round numbers
The real estate assessed
is $190,000,000, and personal about $79,000,000.
to Chinamen does not amount to anything, perhaps $100,000 will cover it ; fXe^Ah^al6
their personal property was assessed this year in round figures at $500,000. estate for which
The poll-tax refers to all classes alike; it is $2 until July, and $3 after °shs^enare
July and until January, and after January $4.
In the assessment of Chinamen we have a great deal of difficulty, the GreaUlifficulty
deputies reporting that they cannot believe any of them.
When and chinamen*
wherever we find their property, we assess them in the same proportion
of value as white people. As to their paying their taxes I cannot tell how
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far they are delinquent. With the poll-tax we have more difficulty with
them than any other class, because they trade receipts with each other
and we are compelled to put a distinctive mark on them.
The presence of Chinese in any community has the effect of blighting
the value of real estate.
The property in Chinatown is owned by people of all nationalities.
In proportion to the population, in the rough, the Chinese pay more
poll-tax than the whites. We collect it from them when they are leaving for China, it being impossible to collect it where they live, Chinamen
look so much alike.
The country would have been much better off if no Chinamen had been
here. I think they are a scourge in any country, and this opinion is
held by ninety-nine one-hundredths of the whole community. Had they
not come here the money that they have earned and carried to China
would have been distributed among the poorer people, who would have
benefited by it, and those that have become wealthy out of it would not
have had so much.
In Napa and Sonoma counties there are very few people who like Chinese labor after having tried it. For the wheat crop they are not of any
use. They are skilled in some little industries, such as in woolen mills,
factories, cigar-making, etc., but take the farming interest there are mon
white people engaged than Chinamen.
Merchants putting up signs stating that they do not employ Chinamei
in the production of their goods is one evidence of public opinion against
them, but this does not amount to much. I think the industries would
have been on a better basis if they had not the Chinese labor.
One per cent, per month is the interest required in investment of capital. A great many industries carried on by white labor pay more than that
foundries and machinery, for instance. The manufacture of woodenware and brooms and brushes, etc., is carried on by Chinamen. This
could be carried on successfully without them. Our idle population is made
idle through cheap labor.
A surplus of labor here, thousands of men being out of employment.
Never did believe much in the Christianizing of the heathen. I havi
observed a deterioration of morals, among the whites. Chinatown i
extending.
They lease property the same as other people do.
On being recalled the witness denied that the poll-tax was collected
from the until
Chinese
the' steamers.
Theyis paid
are not
residents
they on
havetheir
been landing
here sixfrom
months.
No attention
to
any one on arriving.
The assessed value of the property upon which the Chinese pay taxes
about $500,000
— a little over.
treasury
about $11,000.

At $2.12

they would pay 'into the

San Francisco, October 26th, 1S76.
KING.

Cameron H. King, sworn and examined :

Constitution of
Anti-Chinese
Union.

The constitution of the Anti-Chinese Union provides for the formation
of clubs throughout the state and no club can become a member of the
organization without adopting a constitution which embodies articles tt
protect the Chinese. In this city there are 3,000 or -4,000 active members
formed of all classes — including lawyers and other professional men — ;\lt<
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gether respectable people, mostly workin^men. These clubs have had an
influence in preserving the peace and protecting Chinese residents. I
think they have had a very beneficial effect.
The following is the constitution of the Union :—
" CONSTITUTION

OF THE ANTI-CHINESE
" Article 1.
" Name.

UNION.

" Section 1.— This Association shall be called the " The Anti-Chinese Union.
" Article 2.
" Objects.
11 Section 1.— Its objects are to protect the people of the United States from Objects of the
the degrading influences of Chinese labor in any form ; to discourage and stop Anti-Chinese
; to compel the Chinese living in the United Union.
immigration
Chinese from
further
any
States
to withdraw
the country ; and to unite, centralize, and direct the
Anti-Chinese strength of our country to the end that good order and harmony
may prevail, that no law may be violated, and the great objects herein enumerated may be fully accomplished by the use of lawful means.
" Article 3.
"Section 1. — This association shall be composed of the officers of, and five
\o) delegates from each anti-Chinese club in this State, which shall adopt a
constitution in harmony with the constitution of this association.
" Section 2.— Each anti-Chinese club in this State, desiring representation in
this association hereafter, shall adopt a constitution which shall among other
things contain the following provisions :—
" 1. That each member of that club shall pledge himself to abide by and obey
the constitution and by-laws of that club, and not to employ Chinese labor, not
to purchase any goods from any person who employs Chinese labor, and not in
any manner to sustain, foster, or encourage either the Chinese or those who
employ them.
" 2. That measures shall be taken by that club to ascertain and publish the
names of persons and corporations employing Chinese, and when so officially
club, or by any other regular anti-Chinese club belonging to
by that
announced
this association,
as a supporter of Chinese labor, no member shall thereafter
purchase any article or commodities from such person or corporation, or bestow
patronage upon such person or corporation in any form whatever.
No member
shall vote for any Chinese employer for any office whatever.
" 3. That any member of that club violating his pledge may be fined in an
amount to be fixed by the club, or if the offence is a grave one, such member
may, in the discretion of the club, be expelled. If a member be so expelled,
the various clubs belonging to the association shall be notified thereof.
No
social or othermember of that club shall "recognize or hold any intercourse,
wise, with any person so expelled from any club belonging to this organization.
'• 4. That only lawful means shall be used in the suppression of Chinese immigration and the expulsion of the Chinese from the United States.
The club shall
not arm its members, nor organize itself into a military company.
" 5. That the club, and each member thereof, shall refrain from molesting,
abusing, or maltreating Chinamen and discourage and prevent, as far as possible, all unprovoked assaults upon Chinese restaurants.
" Section 3.— The anti-Chinese Union will not hereafter recognize any antiChinese club, until such club shall have adopted a constitution in accordance
herewith.
" Article 4.

Constitution.

Persons employjng Chinese to be
boycotted,

Fine,
An expelled
member to be sent
to Coventry.
Only lawful
means to be used,
Violence to be
discountenanced,

" Section 1.— Any person aggrieved by the action of any club belonging to this
association shall have the right to appeal from the decision of such club to this
association ; and the decision of this association shall be final, and each club
belonging hereto shall respect and enforee such decision.
" Article 5.
" Section 1.— Questions of a political, partisan character, or incompatible with Non-political,
the true aim of this association, shall not be allowed for debate ; nor shall
politics ever be discussed in this association, or in the clubs which compose it,
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except as it may be connected with the true objects and interest of this associa
uon and the principles which it espouses.
" Article 6.

"Section 1.— This constitution can only be amended by giving one week'*
notice of intention
so to do co the secretary, at a regular meeting, statin? the
nature and form of the amendment.
" Article 7.
Officers.

Twenty antiChinese leagues in
the county of San
Francisco.
Chinese labor
degrades labor.

Effect of boycotting provision
to induce those
who employed
Chinese to discharge them.

White men cannot
live on the wages
for which the
Chinese work.

Chinese labor and
labor-saving
machines.

Advantages of
high wages.

" Section 1.— The officers of this association shall consist of one president,
vice-presidents, and such, a number of honorary vice-presidents as the club shall
exect, a recording secretary, a corresponding secretary and a treasurer, arid an
executive committee consisting of five (5) members elected bv the club.
" Section 2.— The duties of the several officers shall be such as usually appertain to the office, and also such as this association may hereafter prescribe'.
_ Section
3.— The officers shall be elected immediately upon the adopti
this constitution, and every six months thereafter."
These anti-coolie clubs represent all nationalities and the membership
is confined to no religion. [Extracts here read of the constitution of the
anti-coolie club of the iltli ward respecting members of the club not
employing Chinese.] There are over twenty leagues in the county of San
Francisco, averaging considerably over 100 members each.
Chinese labor has a tendency to degrade the dignity of labor, the
laboring man disliking to work beside a Chinaman feeling that he is not
his social equal ; it has, to a certain extent, the same tendency that slavelabor had in the south formerly — being dishonorable labor because it was
not free labor. [Reference was here made to another article of the constitution ofthe 11th ward club respecting the publishing of names of those
who employed Chinese labor.] The effect of the article has been, in many
cases, to induce those who employed Chinese to discharge them ; the real
object of the club being to rid the country of the Chinese by any legal
means. Similar provisions are undoubtedly in the constitutions oi the
clubs in other parts of the state. • I had applications from the interior for
the names of parties employing Chinese — especially shoe manufacturers —
so that they could stop trading with them.
The list is not now published.
White men, as a rule, cannot live on the wages the Chinamen furnish
labor for. One of the objections to their employment is the cheapness of
their labor, that they can live so cheaply — ten cents a day — that it would
force all the white labor out of the market. Cheap labor does not make
the product any cheaper. Competition would eventually lower the price.
There is considerable difference between Chinese labor and labor-saving
machinery. The Chinese are labor-saving machines applied to all purposes.
If a sewing machine is run by a Chinaman then there are two labor-saving
machines, doubling the difficulty of the laborer. The wife of a member of
the anti-coolie league will not buy from a Chinese pedler or any one whom
she has good reason to suppose buys of Chinese, and I presume a large
number of the members do the same.
There are many similarities between the free-trade question and the
cheap labor question. Our prices of grain and other articles are governed
by the supply and demand and not by the cost of production. It would .
be better for the individual if he could produce cheaply, because he would
make a greater profit. All other things being equal, a laborer who receives
$2.50 a day is more likely to live well, and to lay by a margin of wages,
than where he receives twenty-five cents. The better labor is paid, the
better for the laborer ; but if it costs proportionately to live I do not know
that there is any difference. It is not the money that is the value of
labor, it is what it will buy.
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The third article of the constitution is to discourage and stop any further Chinese immigration, and to urge the withdrawal of the Chinese from
the country, and is a part of the constitution of all the clubs at the present
to accept a modification in the shape of
They would
moment.
excess of departures creating a constant drain
an willing
and be
a limit to arrivals
on the Chinese here— limiting the immigration so that the emigration will
exceed it.
Labor will go where it can be paid. Free labor is the right to follow
whatever vocation one pleases, under all the terms one pleases.
There are two parties to constitute free labor, the employer being
free to employ upon such terms as he can, and that without punishment. In the case of prohibiting an employer from employing a
certain class of labor under the pain of having his business cut off, I would
simply say that free labor combines to protect itself against slave labor.
It was absolutely necessary for the white men to take that step. I think
white operatives are being taken in at the different factories to replace the
Chinese.
The Chinese civilization and our own are very different ; and Chinese are
It
a very undesirable class of citizens. I do not think they can assimilate.
would be impossible for an American to live like a Chinaman and be
received into the society of American people, and if any white people lived
as the Chinamen do under ground and crowded they would become diseased
and sickly and incapable of performing their labor.
The condition of our artisans and our mechanics is better in this city
than any other city in the union probably.

A. 1885.

T^anti-Chinese^
willing to accept a
SSJ^itfiTito
immigration.

Free labor,

Cannot assimilate,

Maurice C. Blake, a long resident of the city, and judge of the muni- BLAKE.
cipal criminal court for eleven years, sworn and examined :
Chinese witnesses pay less attention to our oaths than white witnesses,
those appearing as witnesses being generally friends of the criminals and
I think Chinese immigration
not of the better class of Chinamen.
It would be better for the
ought to be discouraged but not stopped.
the Chithan
to have white labor to do the work
community
nese, because a white man will probably make a citizen and be good
for something besides labor, but Chinamen never will. There are some
races of white men who make better laborers than other races, but I do
not mean to say that I do not think, as far as mere labor is concerned,
I think they are very industhe Chinese are not good laborers.
that
trious.

Chinese immigra^^^^t
not stopped,

industrious,

The police have a great deal of difficulty in hunting up testimony, but Testimony.
I think Chinamen are easily convicted. He will deny everything, usually,
and when put upon the stand will tell a story that will convict him. He
has not, as a white man would have, any idea of telling a reasonable
story in his own excuse. I think juries are a trifle swifter in convicting
a Chinaman than' a white man, as a general thing. I think that this
sentiment that divides the community to some extent influences jurors.
The defendant can testify for himself if he chooses. I have seen cases
that depended on Chinese witnesses where the testimony seemed to be
very fair, but I have noticed a good many cases where the witnesses
seemed to have had a story that must have been the result of conference
among themselves. The interpreter, if asked a question as to the character of a witness almost always answers that he is a good person.
They
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Perjury.

get into a formal way of interpreting. They say that it is often very
difficult to give the nicer shades of meaning and distinction in the Chinese language, and it often happens that they will say this man speaks a
particular dialect and it is difficult for him to understand it.
Perjury is committed daily in the court over which I preside, by all
classes of witnesses — whites, Chinese, and blacks.
I know of one case of a Chinaman, being pardoned, and very soon after
wards being sent over again.

GEORGE.

Henry George, editor of the Evening Post, and Gas-Meters Inspector,
sworn and examined :

Employment
Chinese not
decreasing.

of

Chinese laborers
cheap and therefore an injury.

Labor-saving machinery reduced
wages.

Distinction
between cheap labor and highly
paid.

My observation leads me to a totally different conclusion from that
stated by Col. Bee that the employment of Chinese is decreasing. I have
observed that they are getting into new trades, for instance they are now
going into deep mining. Lately they have been going into agriculture,
besides the various trades. There is a Chinaman running a printing press
in this city, and up about Marysville they are digging, as well as working
as foundrymen and coppersmiths. They prevent immigration by lowering
the rate of wages. t If you go east on the Union Pacific, after a while
you fail to find the Chinese domestic and are waited upon by white girls.
If it were not for the presence of the Chinese in all these places we would
have white girls, and they would in due course become married and make
a permanent population. The essential thing about Chinese laborers is
that they are cheap, and an injury, by reducing the rate of wages, and
not lowering the price of the articles they produce. I do not think that
the rate of wages enters into the cost of production.
If two establishments were engaged in the manufacture of shoes, one
employing Chinese labor twenty-five per cent, cheaper than the other employing whites, the shoes of the former would not be twenty-five per cent,
cheaper; their labor would be; but so far as labor enters into the
cost of manufacture it would be twenty-five per cent, less, and they could
sell at a lower rate and make the same profit as the one employing wlnre
labor. The higher the price of labor, the greater is its efficiency. In the case
of the reduction of wages you would not increase the efficiency of labor;
you would merely decrease the share in the product which the laborer
got. The effect of a labor-saving machine and of cheap manual labor is
the same on the cost of production, with this difference: it might be
the same so far as the employer was concerned, but it is a very different
thing to the community at large. In the one case you increase the efficiency
of labor ; in the other you merely decrease the laborer's share in the pro
duct and you may even lower the efficiency of labor. For instance, if the product were $100,000 and a labor-saving machine increased that amount
twenty-five percent., you would have a product of 8125,000 to be divided
among all concerned ; but if you merely reduce the rate of wages you would
simply have your product of $100,000, the only difference being that the employer would get more and the employees less ; in other words labor-saving
machinery makes the whole community richer ; it enables us to produce more
with the same amount of labor ; reduction of wages does no such thing.
In the matter of building ships, Adam Smith and Stuart Mill endorsed
the belief that American labor, although higher paid, is really cheaper,
eiiiciency considered, than English labor. Mr. Brassey, who has worked
men in almost all countries of the world, states as the result of his obser236
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vation that the highest paid labor is always the cheapest, efficiency considered.
I do not know of any Chinese here learning the trade of setting type,
bat they are employed in English offices in the East as compositors, and
they make excellent compositors — what I mean by the East is China and
other countries there.
The theory advanced by those who are in favor of Chinese immigration,
that they are a great benefit to the state, will not hold water a minute.
The working and mechanical portion of this city is respectable, and
as to the character of those who are opposed to Chinese immigration,
instead of being confined to the idle and dissolute as was stated here, I
think it is the thinking portion of the community, who are opposed to
Chinese, imi nigra tion.
The influx of Chinese has tended to degrade the dignity of labor, and
its ultimate effects are precisely the same upon the white race as slavery.
There is a general distrust and perturbation among the mechanical portion
in relation to Chinese labor. It is held in terrorem over them by their
employers that if they do not submit to their exactions as to price of labor,
they will employ Chinese, and that is one reason why some of the employers favor Chinese immigration.
High wages encourages provident habits and discourages dissipation.

A. 1885.

Chinese as composltors-

Degrades dignity
o£lal:)or-

High wages en-

Cheap
laborto means
degradation
of the
the working
reduction
the same
standard as
Chinese. classes, and ultimately their id^?habi£V~
The object of trades-unions is not so much in limiting the number of
operatives as to prevent employers from taking in a lot of boys, teaching
them but a portion of their trade, enough to make them useful for a time,
and keeping them doing that kind of work, and to prevent too great competition in the labor.
Those who are not interested in making money out of the Chinese, of
the intelligent class, are generally opposed to the continued immigration
in
of Chinese; but I think the wealthy though are generally
in large
favor numbers
of it.

objects of tradesunions.

There are about 30,000 Chinese here, the majorty of them being at
They are industrious people generally, but they have their idle
work.
class. I think they are very skilful laborers.
The Irish, German, or Italian immigrant who comes to this country, and
are indolent at home, become workers here, seeing a chance to better his
condition.
The same state of things prevails in Canada and Australia.
As to abrogating all our treaty relations with China I do not think it is
necessary, but I would take out the clause which permitted the immigration of Chinese to this country, and I do not think there would be any objeetion on the part of the Chinese government to that, or to abrogating
the whole.
My chief objection to their admission to this country is that their standard of comfort is lower than that of our people.
Another objection is
their skill and the facility with which they take up new employments.
It
enables them to go one after another into all the trades and occupations,
reducing wages, and ultimately the effect will be to drive out our laboring
population entirely.
The more trade we have with China the better for us; the only mistake
is in opening the doors to the Chinese population.
My opinion of the treaty is, that it amounts to nothing at all except as
an excuse to tie our hands and prevent us from keeping out these Chinamen, and that it may be a restriction to legislative action.
The effect of the Chinese competing in the industries — such as the
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IS", aSliSlkeanS' D.sneries an(l gardening, in which Italian immigrants are engaged ; th
letter citizens
cigar-trade, in which Germans are engaged ; and washing, in which oui
t an
inese.
women jn the east are q^^q^ — {s to take away that inducement which
these poeple had to come here.
The Italians assimilate with us and
become a part and portion of our body-politic ; and so with the Irish and
Germans ; they become citizens and in time American.
There is a
difference in that respect between Chinese and other races.
Social and
Chinese immigration brings with it elements of destruction to our
political. political and social fabric, and to the extent that it is encouraged to that
extent the difficulty is increased ; and to the extent that it is discouraged
to. that extent our own family is encouraged and protected.
Chinese cannot bo
As a race they would not make fit citizens • it is totally foreign to their
AmeriSaacfvlSza- icleas > a?d ** would he utterly destructive to our civilization to incortion.
porate them with us. They never attempt to become citizens.
At the
commencement of the present Congress, I think they were declaring their
intention of becoming citizens.
^Compared with the white race I think they are deficient in intellect and
incapable of understanding our institutions, our regard for personal liberty,
dislike of arbitrary power, respect for law, and personal independence.
ChfneseCr °'
* ^ave ^een to^ tnat Chinese students in our colleges are like the
Intellect. negroes. They learn very fast up to a certain point but beyond that poin
it is difficult for them to go, and they are incapable of attaining the stat
of civilization the Caucasian is capable of. I have the same objection t<
the introduction of the negro as to the importation of the Chinese. Th
number of negroes in the country is fixed, while the number of Chinesi
may be increased indefinitely.
tionsSdleaming. . Their institutions are the growth of their own people and their con
3* dition the result of thousands of years. Their learning consists of a
knowledge of the books of Confucius, Mencius, and other philosophers,
The man who knows the most moral and political maxims is the bed
educated man. They understand the simple rules of arithmetic. an<
I think they all read and write. There have been some Chinese graduates
in our eastern colleges.

HAIGHT.

Henry H. Haight, an old resident and formerly Governor of the State,
sworn and examined :

On political and In my judgment, I think it is desirable to check the immigration of the
SaWe°toncheck ClimeseMy reasons are of a political and moral character.
The
Chinese immigra- Chinese are unfit to exercise the franchise.
They have no conception
whatever of the responsibilities attending that exercise under a republican
government, and their votes would be controlled by the use of money.
These would be bought and paid for beyond all question. The same reason
was urged when the Africans were imported as is now urged in favor of
Chinese immigration. There was a material gain to the country for a period
of years by the use of that labor in the south, but it would have been very
much better for us to have been without it than to have experienced the
evils which resulted from it afterwards.
That is one reason.
The vices
of paganism which the Chinese have are very difficult to be managed
Larger number of under our institutions, and it is very difficult to get at these vices in the
Chinese13 am°ng wa^ °^ correcti°nWhen I was in office, the percentage of Chinese
criminals was larger than that of any other class, larger in proportion to
the population than the number of white convicts. It is difficult to arrive
at the truth from Chinese witnesses.
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As to the moral results, there is a vicious element that comes over from Vicious element
Hong Kong, and they have certain vices which it is much more difficult
to prevent and punish than among the whites.
To my personal knowledge they have systematically imported prostitutes.
The prospect of becoming citizens, of having a voice in the govern- if Chinese
ment and of enjoying liberty in that way, is an attraction to the better a}i?wed to become
class of immigrants from Europe.
If Chinese were allowed to become classes would not
citizens it would not encourage the better class to emigrate with their be attractedfamilies from China, as Europeans do.
There is no question whatever but that there is some blind prejudice in strong feeling
this community against color ; but the intelligent, thinking, reflecting por- chfnesefhe fS
tion, apart from prejudice, is altogether adverse to the increase of this chise.
class, or clothing them with the elective franchise.
The same prejudice
existed several years ago in respect to the negro.
They are morally and intellectually incapable of understanding and
appreciating the privilege of enjoying equal political rights.
The negroes of California are very respectable, decent people, and there Negroes of Caliis no reason in the world why they should not vote, and they vote s?niiitbfe°than
according to their convictions, and are not bought and sold en masse. Chinese.
The argument against negro suffrage a few years ago was based upon
their extreme ignorance, upon their incapacity to judge intelligently of
what they ought to vote for. The negro, who has lived for many generations in this country has a greater adaptability to our institutions than
the Chinaman.
They have been in the habit of hearing these things discussed, and the ideas have become engrafted in their minds.
The Chinese have added to the wealth of the state. I do not think Development of
the transcontinental railway would have been built so soon but for them. wealtn«
Their education and habits of mind, the qualities of the race that have
become fixed for generations, disqualify the present generation from
becoming citizens. My impression is that they can generally read in their
own language. With the exception of the vicious class, they are industrious and law-abiding. My impression is that the religious element is
somewhat wanting in the Chinese. They take out to the graves in the
cemetery provisions for the spirits of their departed ancestors, I believe, Chinese characteronce a year. I always supposed that they had no intelligent conception
of the Supreme Being. I think they believe in the immortality of the
soul. They are much attached to China, but that I think is more superstition than patriotism. They call us barbarians because our ideas of
virtue and vice do not agree with theirs. They lack the quality of truth
as a people ; they have very little conception of the difference between
truth and falsehood. A Chinaman, when it is to his interest, would as
soon state a thing one way as the other. That is the conclusion I
have drawn from observation. There is a great lack of truthfulness among native Calif ornians. There is generally a great deal of perjury
and falsehood in our courts all the time.
Until lately they were excluded from testifying in the courts, and I
suppose it had the effect of increasing the number of offences against
'Chinese and their property.
I think I know of some who have been converted to Christianity. ^^g Christians.
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John Mellon, farmer, sworn and examined :
White
cheaper labor'
in the
end.

Cannot be
trusted unless a
white man is there
Mith them.

Character of
Chinese labor.

A Chinaman not
useful to plow— is
generally no man
with a horse.

Prices of farm
produce not
affected by price
of labor.
Dishonest.
The white man
spends his money.

Effect on the girls
of the community.

When

the Chinaman has you in a
corner he will
squeeze you.

I prefer white labor. We pay less to the Chinese, but I think white
labor is cheaper in the end. We get more work out of white men. and
can put more reliance in them. I do not think there would be any difficulty in procuring white labor to harvest the crops. The way that harvesting isdone here now it does not require one-half the labor that it did in
early days. The Chinese do not understand farming in the broad sense of
the term. I cannot trust them to do anything unless a white man is ri ght
there with them, you do not know when they are telling the truth. Our
boys and girls are really as good as they are, if not better, in the way of
picking fruit, berries, pease, etc., they being more intelligent, and can be
obtained cheaper. I had a boy, from the city, about twelve or fourteen
years old, and paid him twelve dollars a month during the summer. I
would not give that boy for any Chinaman I ever saw, he being able
to do many things that a Chinaman could not. In harvesting our crops
there are more Chinese employed than whites, for the reason that white
labor has been driven out of the country. Money earned by white
boys and girls in picking berries, etc., stays right here and goes to
the support of smaller brothers and sisters, and the support of their
fathers and mothers, and I think they should have the preference. I
can take one white man, and he will go into the field and bind more
grain than any two Chinamen I have ever seen. It is the same with
digging and picking potatoes. The Chinamen know that if they get
you in a tight pinch they will squeze you very tight, and as soon as they
find an opportunity to get out of the contract they will quit. They are
paid sometimes $1.25, $1.40 and as high as $1.50 an acre for binding. White labor about the same. There are plenty of white men
who are good men, but not good binders in the harvest field. In
the plowing season they (the farmers) have to get all the white men
they can to do the plowing. A Chinaman is no man with a horse ; there
is not one in a hundred that you can teach to handle a team. In six
months I can get all the men that the state wants on a contract of $25 a
month and board. White men dislike to work alongside of Chinamen ;
they think it degrading their labor ; they are not on an equal footing with
the Chinese, and do not want to be classed with them.
Cheap labor has not any tendency to make our grain or potatoes cost
less. The quantity or scarcity in the market rules the prices.
They are dishonest to their employers. No man will trust to a Chinaman to sack potatoes for market.
When white men cannot be got we do the next best thing and get
the Mexicans. I would rather pay more to a white man. A white man
earning $30 a month will spend that money in town in clothes, etc.,
whereas, whatever money a Chinaman earns, all he would purchase would
be a bag of rice for six and a-half or seven cents a pound, and a pair of
coarse brogans or boots, and daylight never sees the balance.
There are instances where poverty has stricken a family which was once
affluent, where the girls — after seeking employment in a factory, or at a
laundry, or dressmaking, or millinery, and been told " I don't want you,
I have got Chinamen," — have become prostitutes and steal.
Chinese underbid white labor on farms until they obtain employment,
and after the white labor has been forced away, and they have you in a
tight place he will tell you : "me welly sick ; me lackee some money ;
welly sick." He pretends that he cannot work. You must have your
grain cured, and you have to hire somebody else, and the same Chinaman
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will bring you more Chinamen at a bigger price. When a bargain is made
with a white man he will keep it.
White boys and girls consider it a degradation to sleep and eat in the Whites feel it a
same apartments ; and white laboring men consider the same, to be put we|S?or live wit*
them.
on an equality with them.
If Chinese immigration continues for twenty years, as it has for the Political,
last two years, the Chinese will be telling us to get up and leave. This is
1876, in 1976, if the immigration continues, the Chinese will be celebrating the anniversary of their independence from the United States. History will tell. Twenty years from now there will not be a white man seen
here if they continue to come at the rate they calculate to bring them —
5,000 or 6,000 a month.

William Vinton, tailor, a resident of San Jose, sworn and examined :

VINTON.

San Jose is about fifty-three miles from San Francisco, and has a population of about 16,000 or 17,000. In the city there are between 1,300 and
1,400 resident Chinese usually there. Chinatown occupies about a block
almost in the centre of the town, its average population about 1,000. In this
one block, from information from a missionary, there are twenty-eight
places of prostitution, the number of prostitutes being about 143. There are
thirty-eight gambling-dens, besides a number of opium rooms.
There are
also two lottery drawings daily.
At Chinatown there are about 400 who
never do a day's work ; they live by trading, stealing, and gambling, the
two latter largely predominating.
Every Saturday evening is their
harvest, as at that time a large number come in from Alviso to spend
Sunday.
Alviso employs, according to the poll-lists, some 250 to 300,
and is adjacent to San Jose, where they spend their time and money, and
Sunday, and get cleaned out.
Among them there is a secret order of
thieves, who have a Joss-house specially devoted to them, and they certainly deserve credit for one thing, and that is, they have got the cleanest
Joss-house, and the most elegantly ornamented I have ever seen.
As to their habits of cleanliness, words fail to describe it. It has to
"be seen to be understood.
Their presence here prevents white immigration, and the effect of it on
labor degrades labor to a fearful extent, closing all the avenues to the employment of our boys and girls and leaving our rising generation in a
fearful condition, so fearful that we shrink in horror as to what must be
the final result.
As to crime in San Jose, and from a return of the police court for six
months we find that there were 167 cases against the whites — half of the
crimes so charged being committed by Spaniards — and thirty cases against
the Chinese.

San Jose,
1,400 Chinese,
143 prostitutes,

Character.

Dirt,
Effect moral and
S0C1 '

Crime,

Seven-eighths of the people believe that a change in their immigration
would be beneficial to general interests.
Lotteries are forbidden by our laws.
There has been one conviction Lotteries,
for selling tickets.
The reason there have not been more is from the unreliability ofthe evidence taken — the Chinese contradicting themselves
right along.
There is a special police officer in the Chinese quarter, and paid by Special policeman
them.
He is appointed by the sheriff.
Chinese.
Efforts have been made, as I understand, to stop prostitution, but they
have been unsuccessful to secure conviction.
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Impossible to
suppress gambling.

It is impossible to suppress gambling, I think, partly by collusion with:
the officers.
As far as drunkenness goes they are not a drunken, dissipated class.
I have seen but one who could read and write the English language.
There may be 400 employed in Alviso, but the poll-book only shows i
250.
They are employed on strawberry farms.

MUTHER

Frank Muther, cigar-maker, sworn and examined :

There are between 6,500 and 7,000 Chinese cigar-makers in San Francisco. This estimate is arrived at from the revenue report, which gives taxespaid on 9,300,000 cigars a month. They will not average 100 a day, which
would take 3,000 Chinamen at constant employment to make these cigars,
to roll them, besides over 500 packers and strippers. The Chinamen complain that one-half are out of work — about 2,500. There are, perhaps,
150 white journeymen workmen here, the union numbering pretty nearly
Protective Union.
100. The Chinese have a protective cigar-making union, one firm putting the membership down at 9,000. Tso one is admitted unless he has
worked one year at the trade. Other reliable Chinamen say there are
only between 5,000 and 6,000. The number on the coast is estimated]
by one as high as 20,000, by another at between 12,000 and 13,000. Out
of the 100 white cigar-makers there are between fifty and sixty employed^
their wages averaging $11 a week by piece-work, the Chinese averaging
about $6, because they work by the piece and are slower workmen.
The manufacturing is controlled under a good deal worse system here
Chinese slower
workmen.
than east. They make far inferior preparation for the workmen here,
that it gives the men no chance. If they would furnish the same accomCigar-makers.
modation and not work the amount of men they do, it would be better.!
Where we consider in the east a shop fit for twenty men, they work here
100 and 150 Chinamen. As a rule, cigars are dearer here than in the
east — that is, fair goods. Chinese cheap labor does not benefit the consumer but
;
there is one class of goods that affects the retailer — very
cheap, inferior goods. Such tobacco as white men throw away the Chinamen pick up and work up, and they put it in the market. They pick up
everything — cigar-stumps, anything containing tobacco, whether it is
mouldy, rotten, or anything else — that a white shop throws away.
Habits and
Their habits as to cleanliness in manufacturing cigars are fair where
cleanliness.
white men control them, but where they work by themselves their
habits are ridiculous. One thing they particularly do is to take a cigar
in their mouth and spit on it to get it smooth, and then they will take it
in their hands and roll it in order to get a shine on it — what is called a
Chinese polish.
They were nearly all Germans who first manufactured here. In the
eastern states ladies work at the business, and I have known young ladies
working beside me, just after the war, throw out as much as $80 a month
to my $100 ; and boys of fifteen years earn from $8 to $10 a week in the
Peculiar
city of Chicago. The work is very easy and they do the work just as well
characteristics
as men. The using of spittle on cigars is peculiar to the Chinese, and not
of the Chinese
cUear-maker.
permitted in well-regulated establishments. Another thing they do :
where they are crowded they take to sweating, and it was a common thing
for me to see them, when compelled through poverty to work in the same
room with them, take the cuttings and wipe their arms and their faces
242
7,000
Chinese cigar
makers.
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with them, and blow their noses iiito them.
That is very common among
them.
The Chinese offer bribes to obtain employment. They will first go to
the boss who is working white men and offer him wages below what a
Chinaman will work actually on in the long run. If necessary, they will
screw those wages down to almost nothing in order to obtain the shop.
When they cannot prevail on the boss they will turn around and try to Will pay to get
bribe the foreman. They have offered $10 for every Chinaman they will emp °ymen •
put on, or $10 for every 1,000 cigars manufactured. I know one foreman
who will swear that, in the last few weeks, he was offered $1 for every
1,000 cigars manufactured in the shop by Chinamen or $10 for every
Chinaman he would put on. When they offer a man $80 and $100 a week
it is hard to hold honest men under such inducements.

The cigar-makers' union have no such law limiting the number of ap- Cig ar-makers
prentices. We have ladies working at the business in the city who belong apprentices,
to the society, and we would accept a child two years of age, provided he
could keep shop and make cigars.
If a boy wanted to learn the trade in
all its branches he would have to serve three years, and when the time is
up he is paid little wages and has to go to another trade on account of the
■Chinese who have got the trade.
They have got us, so to say, conquered. No conscientious
No conscientious man in this city will take an apprentice, as a general man mil t^ea^
rule.
If the Chinese cigar-makers were excluded from the state there to the cigar busiwould not be sufficient white labor here now because they have all been ^Ste labor
driven away; but New York reports 3,000 cigar-makers walking the driven away.
streets doing nothing.
When I came out here first from Chicago I had as many as 100 men Cigar-making no
writing me who wanted to come out, one-quarter of them with families. },JJ||ra3rf|?merly.
I then had a pretty good situation, but it has dwindled down so that I
cannot make within $8 a week of what I did two years ago.
The nationality of the white cigar-makers here is about one-half American, the other
half being Germans and Jews.
With respect to the Gilroy Company endeavoring to get white labor, Cigars made by
■and that they could only get two white bummers, that is a lie, because ^ed as manuwhen that factory started they limited the room to twelve white tables. fagtgr ed h?
After repeated applications to the foreman for work, he overstepped the
limit and put on four more white tables.
The boys went to the foreman
and offered to send east for white men, but he would not acknowledge
that they would give them work if they came.
On further persuasion he
•overstepped the limit and made the white tables eighteen, but that was
only to enable the men to get a little money to leave the town. There
were over 150 white men in the shop at the time, and the cigars manufactured bythe Chinese were put on the market and sold as the production of white labor.
This firm claimed to work 2,000 Chinese.
Hardly a day passes but white men come into shops here from the east, white men come
notwithstanding all the discouraging letters that are written and pub- empfoyment.114
lished, telling them not to come.
They are driven away, not being able
to find employment.
The field is better east than here.
There is a shop composed of four parties.
One of the firm has gone wives can be
"back to China.
He had a couple of wives there, and he said he was going JS^jSttd^W
to bring a few more along; that he could buy them there for $60,
and sell for $500 in Califorthem here for $500.
Another partner said, he had a shop to work exclu- ma*
sively apprentices, but could not say what he paid them.
He gave them
their board.
Chinamen, when pinched, will take contracts below the actual cost of How the wholethe goods — that is, certain companies — from the wholesale tobacco houses, the cigar business.
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The monopoly of this town is the wholesale business. They contract t*
furnish all the cigars, such brands and such brands. They have to give
good quality ; everything that is not good they have the right to refuse.
The contract will absolutely say that they have to purchase the tobacco
from the wholesale house, and in this way the tobacco houses have the
monopoly. They have got the Chinamen, and they have got the public.
They invariably beat the Chinamen on the tobacco, and get the goods they
contract for ; and all the poorer trash the little white shops have to work
up. Tak, Lang oV Co., take a very cheap contract ; they have 400 boarders,
besides apprentices. This firm say they can collect $400 to $480 a week
from all their boarders, and that they do not care if they do not make
anything on cigars. If they can get contracts they will take them rather
than lose their boarders.
I think there are trade organizations among them, because the China*
men that I have worked with all tel] the same story : that they are compelled to do as the Six Companies, or any company that they may live
under, wants them to do. But when they do not come under that head,
and do not obey the orders of the head of a company, they simply condemn
them and consider them outcasts ; and any Chinaman who will stone
them, and kill them after that, will get credit from the Six Companies.
If necessary, they will hire lawyers to defend him, and produce evidence
to clear him.
The firms which put up signs "No Chinese labor employed here.*
embrace Jews, Americans, and Germans, and in those establishments, invariably, no Chinese labor is employed.
The cigar-makers society is an incorporated society and its members
only work where white labor is employed, and where they work they have
a certain stamp that they put on their cigar as white labor. We have
legitimately a right to stick out this brand ; " No Chinese labor employed
here." There is a white man appointed in the shop to keep a book of
every cigar manufactured, and if you want these stamps you can get the
amount you are entitled to and no more. These are copyrighted, and we
did that because so many men were swearing that they worked only white
men when they were working Chinese. The advertising dodge is to call
for twenty white men. If the white men go to the shop they will put
them on. They will then advertise all through the country that they have
been working white men, and are deserving of preference in the trade ;
but as soon as they get this thing established, by the next Saturday
Chinamen are there.
Denicke Brothers is the firm I have reference to.
The cigars made by the Chinese are eventually consumed by human
beings, a great many being sent east — the common trash.
The stamp is on the box and similar to a revenue stamp, only a lictle
broader, and on the box it says : "The cigars contained in this box are
made
by are
white
There
twomen."
classes of stores that put out the sign: one true and the>
other not. Where it is a true store he has bad goods if he has Chinese
goods, and if he has them he cannot present them as the result of white
labor.
Cigars are made in Havana by Chinese ; from what I have heard, about
one-half.
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Albert M. Winn, a resident of the state for twenty-eight
years,
president of the Mechanics' State Council, sworn and examined :
Chinese immigration and cheap labor presents to our consideration a ■jJ^k^J?^
complicated question of political economy.
It has two sides.
Most of £0or cannot \
to the compete with it.
farms
and
shops
their
on
carry
to
labor
cheap
want
the rich
best advantage for an increase of profit; the poor cannot afford to
compete with labor so far below the American standard of industry, which
The question is no
creates a conflict of opinion between rich and poor.
longer treated from an individual stand-point ; it is national in its character^ the nation's representatives have treated it in that way. [The witness
here read a lengthy document on the subject of Chinese immigration and
its effects upon white labor.]
The effect of Chinese labor is to throw our white working classes out of ^gjgj^ ont
If the Chinese were not here I think
employment ; it degrades labor.
white labor would flock to this coast ; their presence prevents immigration
When men in the east, interested in labor
of the white laboring classes.
organizations, write me concerning the chance of getting employment
here I write to them to stay away ; that the Chinese have filled all the
places here that they would be likely to get. These communications are Men of family
very common. When a man of family comes here he can only get Chinese cmnesJwages.
A Chinaman has no family to
wages, and he cannot support his family.
support, and they can live upon a very small amount a day.
Chinese labor here is not much more than half the same kind of labor
is in the east — the wages of those Chinamen who come here green.
I do not think the Chinese are a benefit in any shape. I think that they
are injurious to the country. They benefit a few wealthy men, men of
large farms and large factories, but they injure the poor man who must
necessarily support the government. The grain raised by the Chinese
and the grain raised by the white men must both sell for the same price ;
ithe market governs the price, the same with vegetables.
They do not live like white men ; they can live on ten cents a day, and Low standard of
they do not want more than two feet by six to lay down in. One hundred
of them will occupy the room of a family of five or six. There is no comparison between the two as to their living.
The substance of the petition sent to Congress, and signed by 26,000 Chag^gMj^
people, was to request the abrogation of the treaty with China with a view nese immigration,
to prevent the immigration of Chinese, and to ascertain the opinion of the
people who were supposed to be interested in Chinese immigration. The
signatures to the petition in the financial and commercial centre of the
city averaged eighty per cent. The opposition to Chinese immigration is
not confined to the low and dissolute classes. The payment of the money
for the printing and sending men around with the petitions, was nearly all
subscribed by business men, the laboring men paying about $25 out of
$300.
I believe the ministers, generally, are in favor of bringing them here. I Chinese &£&&•
do not think there are any Chinese Christianized at all. The information gEg^*
I get is that Chinese attend Sunday schools, go to church, and learn the
English language, and get the advantage of it in trade.
Yery few go
compared with their whole number.
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Ernest C. Stock, police reporter for the Morning Call for ten years,
and French and German interpreter for the courts, sworn and
examined :
Inhumanity.

Crowding and
filth.

How Chinese
kill their vermin.

inhumanity.

The law against
exposure of dead
bodies forced on
Legislature by
Chinese.

Hoodlums.

Sanitary.

The Chinese have no regard for their sick or dead. [Here the witness
cited the details of several cases of a horrible nature.]
On several occasions I have taken parties around through Chinatown.
On ore occaiion I took Mr. Hep worth Dixon, the lecturer and traveller.
I showed him, as I thought, some of the filthiest places he had ever seen.
He said he thought they were. Finally I took him into Cooper allev.
There I showed him a place, a second basement, a little room about ei<*ht
feet square and about six feet high, with two men sleeping in it. Hesaid : " Is it possible anybody lives here ?" I told him, "Yes; " and I went
in and pulled up the curtain in front of the bunk and showed him the two
men asleep. When we placed our feet on the floor the boards sunk down
and slime oozed up through the cracks. He remarked at the time that he
had been in the Seven Dials of London, the slums of the eastern cities,
the sink-holes of Calcutta, the Five Points of New York, and other placed
of that character, and in all his travels he had never seen anything sc*
filthy as that place.
It is a practice among a certain class of Chinese every morning and
evening to go into the courtyard around their houses, or in the courtyard
adjoining their houses, and build a fire of paper in little tin boxes, say two
or three inches square. They take off their underclothes and turn them
inside out, and then pass them over the flames for the purpose of killing
the vermin.
They burn them just as a housewife would singe a chicken.
Parties are turned out to die in Chinatown. Such things as that I
have never known white people to do. I have never known white people
in this city to take one of their own kind and *put him out on the sidewalk because he was dying.
There was one case of a man dying in squallidness. The man had been
missing for twenty days. He was a man without friends, who kept to
himself all the time — an old hermit. They burst open the door and found
him lying on the floor.
The humanity that prompts the white race to look after their own is not
characteristic of the Chinese. There is nothing like the heartlessness of
this class of people. A law was passed by our Legislature prohibiting the
exposure of dead bodies, and this was forced upon them by the action of
the Chinese. I know instances where the coroner has been summoned to
hold an inquest on a living woman ; also of an instance of a Chinaman
going for a coffin to put his child in, the child living sixteen hours after
its arrival.
Chinatown is visited more and observed more by foreigners than any
other part of the city ; and whatever is bad is more apt to be seen there
than any other part of the city. At times hoodlums pass through Chinatown and abuse the Chinese. It is not a common resort for them at
night. Hoodlums would rather catch a Chinaman where he is all alone,
and where there are no officers around.
I have visited the Barbary Coast, Tar Flat, Ragtown, Appletown, and
all those places.
The authorities have instructed them as to sanitary measures, as, for
instance, to report all small-pox cases, and to report cases to the coroner.
It is generally understood among them that when there are any sick
people the authorities will take care of them. They gain this knowledge
by instructing themselves upon the laws. The authorities publish the
laws and let the people fin^246^ut for themselves.
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William G. Buchanan, shoe-maker, a resident of twenty years, sworn and
examined :

There are between 2,000 and 2,500 Chinese shoe-makers in the city and
about 1,000 whites, one-third women and boys.
The manufacturers started originally with white labor.
The average JfXefsSted
wages of a shoe-maker five years ago was about $4 a day — $25 a week ; originally with
I do not find any difficulty in white labor
now the average is about $16.50 to $18.
getting all the white labor I require. I have applications every day. The
cost of making the labor part with Chinese is near about the same here as
it is in the eastern states by whites, if any difference it is in favor of the
In Einstein's shop here, where they used to employ 300 Chinese Cost of making
whites.
and now employ white, the cost of making shoes with white labor now is ^ml with white
about the same as it was with Chinese formerly. The shoes manufactured labors with
by white men go into the market at the same price as they did before
they were made by Chinese.
There is a white man's cooperative shoe-makers' establisment here,
paying interest on investment a good deal more than banking rates, last
year paying twenty-four per cent.
Chinese competition has kept back immigration considerably, and I White immigra
know of any amount of cases where they had to leave the shops and their tlon ept ac •
places were filled with Chinamen.
The reason for employing white labor is that they turn out more work ^m^re^han1?18
at the same rate than the Chinese.
A Chinaman will make eighteen whatChinesTwm.
pairs of shoes in a day, for which he receives $1 ; a white man will make
forty-eight pairs in the same time, for which he gets $2.88.
White labor is being crowded out on account of Chinese starting factories
for themselves, and competing with other firms at less profit. They will
work longer hours and do more for themselves than they will for other
manufacturers ; and their threatening to manufacture for themselves has
had the effect of forcing manufacturers to employ them.
The cause of the reduction of wages a few years ago was a surplus of Effect on labor,
help, both white and Chinese.
The employers having Chinese to fall
back upon for help, has a tendency to force the white men to accept the
prices that they see fit to give them.
At present white men work in the same shop with Chinamen, but there
was a time when you could not get a white man to go in with them. It
is compulsion to get one to work on the same floor with them.
Chinese competition against employers has a tendency to reduce the Chinese labor
profits of the manufacturers.
There are three-fourths of the Chinamen employees? W
making shoes here, selling their own shoes, which supplies the market to a
considerable extent and excludes so far the white employees.
There is no protective union or association among shoe-makers here. If
the Chinese did not come into competition, the whites could make their
prices, but they would have to be moderate. I do not suppose that the
employers would submit very gracefully to an advance of wages. The
feeling among mechanics that the Chinese stand in their way arises more
from men being out of work, and not in the way of the labor-union dictating to bosses.
The cooperative union are both workmen and bosses ; it is the sale ^JJ°p®ratiT*
that regulates the work not the number of workmen.
If the market is
overstocked there must be less employment for the white workmen.
Customers from the interior districts go where they can buy the cheapest
whether made by Chinese or not. The cost of living to a laboring man
or mechanic, I should judge, would be in favor of the east rather than
here.
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Miss and
Maggie
Hayes,: assistant forewoman at Einstein's shoe factory, sworn
examined
Labor of girls
more valuable
than that of
Chinese.

Chinese workmen
not offensive to
girls.

Chinamen slow.

Girls could be
substituted for
Chinese.

LANCASTER.

Shoe-makers
migrating
eastward rather
than westward.

Prices now (1876)
*nd in 1871.

There are twenty-three girls employed at present in the fitting departinent. The work is done by piece-work. Chinamen are paid by the day ; they
get $1 j the girls on piece-work make from $1.50 to $2 a day. The comparative value of the labor is in favor of the girls in the proportion of
four dozen- and a half to four dozen.
In the city there are about 250 girls employed at shoe-fitting. There
would be no difficulty in getting girls. We have to work for a living,
and if we have to work alongside of a Chinaman, we might as well do it
and say nothing. I have known of girls being driven out of employment
by the Chinese. Chinese working in the same room never say anything
to the girls. They work all the time. They do not behave badly, nor are
they offensive in their manners. They talk to each other once in a while,
and work very steadily. They work from seven o'clock till a quarter to
six. The girls work from half-past seven till half-past five o'clock. In
other parts of the establishment those working by the week work from
seven till a quarter to six, those by piece can go at any time they like.
The Chinamen work longer because they work by the week. The girls get
from $7 to $10, and so on according to their worth, and the Chinamen get
$1 a day. The Chinamen do very good work but they are slow ; some, of
course, do bad, the same as girls, and some good. A new hand does not
do as good work as an old hand. Girls work in other factories where
Chinese are employed.
The establishment of Chinese shoe-factories here for years past, has had
a tendency to give employment to girls. There were a great many more
girls employed in this department five years ago than there are now, and
a girl could make good wages then to what she can now. Girls could be
substituted in this department for the Chinese.

Charles S. Lancaster, engaged in the shoe business nineteen years,
sworn and examined :
I have been about six months in this city. The last place I was in was
Ogden, Utah, where I worked one year : six months as foreman of a firm
and six in business for myself. During that time we had not a single
application for work coming from the west, and we had quite a number
going east. Last winter there were half a dozen or more applied to me
personally for work coming from this city, showing that the emigration of
shoe-makers was going east rather than coming west.
The following is a comparative statement of prices at the present time
with those existing five years ago :—
The prices known as ladies' French kitt button boots, we are making
now for $9, for bottoming them, making the shoe per dozen j and formerly
it was $12. Women's kid balmorals are now $8.50, and it was $10.50.
Gentlemen's Oxford ties, $8.50, it was $10.50. Neilson ties, $8.50, it
was $10.50. Ladies' 3x cloth, fox-kid buttoned boots, $7.50, it was $9.
Ix quality, $5.50, it was $9. lx balmorals, $5.50, it was $8. Imitation
sewed, $10, it was $18. Misses' French kid, 3x, $7.50, it was $9.' Misses'
Neilson ties, $7, it was $9 five years ago. Those are the prices that were
paid and are now being paid at Buckingham & Hecht's. Porter's shop :
morocco, leg calf -boot imitation stitch, $14, it was $28.
French calf-top248
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sole plain, leg boot, $11, it was $23.
Second quality calf, $7.10, it was
about $15.
There is no difficulty in getting all the help wanted at these prices.
White labor can compete with Chinese at the same rate. If the Chinese
formed combinations among themselves it would have a tendency to drive
us out of employment and force the masters to employ them.
The Chinese have factories.
I believe it is the general custom with Chinese jjjg^
them, when they are discharged, to club their means together and start in factoSeson the
on a small scale for themselves, and by that means they can undersell the £^gg£ve
manufacturers here.
They can sell for less profit.
The wages of all kinds of mechanics have suffered a reduction all over
the country during the last five years — the shoe-makers at least twenty per
■cent.

Mrs. Henry J. Humphreys, widow, sworn and examined :

HUMPHREYS.

My occupation is anything that I can get to do — scrubbing, or washing, Competition of
■or anything. At present I sew for a living because I cannot get anything W0Sen!
•else very well, unless I go out and work. I have my boy to attend to
and bring up, so I am obliged to do almost anything I can get to do at
Lome. I manufacture ladies' underwear, which is affected by Chinese
labor more so than any other branch of business here, mostly all being
employed in manufacturing it. We get probably a dollar and a half on
the dozen, a little more than the Chinamen, but we have to pay rent and
take care of our families. They prefer white labor when they can get it
at Chinamen's prices, but not at any more. Within the last six months
they have started little manufacturing places of their own . they do not
sell them any cheaper than the white stores, but still the people imagine
they can get it a little better or a little cheaper from them. There is no
difficulty in getting white women to do this sewing ; by advertising you
will get them by thousands. A firm on the corner of 18th street advertised
ior 200 sewing-machine operatives. I applied at a quarter past eight the
morning it appeared I was told by the man engaging that he had already
hired the 200, and had more than that apply. My branch of business
is the worst imposed on business in the city. Women are willing to earn
their living if they can get work. I have a bundle of work here — twelve
night-gowns — which took me four days to make, from eight in the morning
until ten at night, for which I am to receive $3 for five days' work at
ordinary working hours.

Fritz Stein, of the reportorial staff of the California Democrat (German STEIN.
paper), sworn and examined :
They have no regard for human life, no heart at all. [The witness here inhumanity.
Telated a story of a shipwreck, he being a passenger on board, illustrating
the inhumanity of the Chinese to the survivors, robbing them of their
•clothes and everything, leaving them on an island naked, as well as
Tobbing at least forty Chinamen who could not get off in the boats, but
stuck by the bowsprit which was out of water. They robbed them of
their clothes and put them into the water alive to drown, when they might
have saved them.]
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John D. Condon, cabinet-maker, sworn and examined :
Carpentering and
cabinet-making.

Best workmen
could not live on
the wages of the
Chinese.

One white man
does as much
work as two
Chinamen.

Opium-smoking.

Being foreman
over Chinese
makes a man
arbitrary and
unfit to boss
whites.

Chinese competition has created
an immense
overplus of labor.

Chinese cheap
labor does not
lower the price to
the consumer.

The Chinese do not directly affect cabinet-making proper. The sash,,
door, and blind department is pretty nearly exclusively in their hands,
they also doing nearly all the common varnishing. White labor can
be used profitably in this industry. As a general thing there are a few
white foremen in the shops where Chinese are employed. The best workmen could not make a living at the wages paid Chinamen, the latter's wa^es
averaging $1 or $1.10 a day. As a general thing they work by the piece
all the time.
There is a sufficiency of white labor to carry on this industry. As an
instance, a firm advertised for two white boys in the painting work.
There were over 100 applications for work within three days. I saw
upwards of thirty boys there at a quarter to seven in the morning — a very
good class of boys.
The present wages of the white mechanic is about $15 a week, judging
from myself. The whites are much ahead of the Chinese in speed,
invariably doing as much as two of them.
While in the state's prison acting as foreman for Cole & Co., ovjer Chinese convicts. I have seen them lying under the bench for an hour, after
opium-smoking ; and after they had recovered they would be so stupid
they were not worth anything for an hour afterwards. There were three
of us foremen there. A foreman having more or less Chinamen working
for him, as a general thing does not treat them as he would a lot of white
men. He becomes arbitrary. When they discharge the Chinamen and
employ Avhite boys, they carry out the same system of tyranuy to the
boys as to the Chinamen. The boys feel as though they were not ti.-*
as they should be, and consequently there is a rupture and they are discharged. Being foreman over Chinese has the same effect upon him as
upon the white overseer that slavery had upon the slave-driver.
There is no provision in the various constitutions of the trade societies,
in the city or state that prohibits boys from becoming apprentices. I
haA^e known instances where the number has been limited to so many
journeymen. One of the objects of trades-unions is to encourage and to
defend their fellow-craftsmen in trying to hold the prices of labor.
The effect of Chinese competition on our trade has been to create an
immense overplus of labor here. There are at present from 10,000 to
12,000 white men out of employment, representing nearly all branches of
industry, which is attributed to a great extent to the presence of the
Chinese. There are a great many men out of employment all through
the east as well as all through Europe.
There is a^ general depression.
There has been a considerable falling off in the immigration to this
state from the east, those who can get means to take them back
going back every day. Further on the witness said, if correctly
reported, that there was an excess of immigrants over emigrants.
The Chinese do not use any furniture made by cabinet-makers, with the
exception of little stool-benches. Probably the merchants use a little.
A hundred Chinamen would not use as much cabinet furniture as a
family of six American mechanics. In consequence of Chinese labor, sashes,
doors and blinds which used to come from the east are now made in the
state.
I do not think that Chinese cheap labor has any tendency to lower the
scale of prices to the consumer. It would be better for eastern manufacturers tohave the work than to have Chinamen here do it.
There are several thousands more mechanics here now than there were
ten years ago. The develo >ment of industries here brought them.
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tailor, a long resident of
Levin Marshall,
amined :

the state,

A. 1885.

sworn and ex-

There are at least gow^i^one^
I have followed my occupation here since 1862.
1,000 Chinese in the custom (ordering clothes by measurement) and in custom and
Before the Chinese gJdef Sr^the
manufacturing, and not quite a dozen white men.
The effect of the competition has been Chinese came 100.
came there were one hundred.
that they all had to give it up. Last year I had about twenty girls and
I used Effect Qn wMte
five men working for me, and now I have nothing to do myself.
men's wages.
for
;
$5.50
for
them
make
I
now
pants,
boys'
for
dozen
to get $9 a
Tailors used to make
I used to get $15, and now I get $6.50 to $7.50.
from $15 to $20 a week, after paying off all the hands and the rent. The
The clothes manufactured by them The public
Chinese make about $7.50 a week.
are making the no £amers*
to the public. The manufacturers
are not any cheaper
Girls that used to get from $8 to
money ; it is no saving to the public.
$10 and $12 a week work now for $5. You cannot get any at that price ;
I used to
the Chinese have driven the girls out of the trade altogether.
five bits
for
them
making
are
they
dozen;
a
$12
get for boys' jackets
For men's coats we used to get $1.50 and $2.50,
apiece — $7.50 a dozen.
and some $3; now they pay $1.25, and $1.50 for double-breasted coats
by the dozen, the same by the piece. For pantaloons, boys', $3.50 ; men's,
The whites make men's pants for $9,
$5.50 to $6.50 — Chinese labor.
when they used to get $15 for them.
Manufacturing commenced here, in 1865, with white labor — all white.
There are about five white firms here who manufacture clothing, employing altogether between thirty and forty tailors, the rest is all manufactured
by Chinese — pants, coats, overcoats and blanket coats. There are but a
few tailors in the city that manufacture fine clothing, such as the Chinese
do not make, probably forty; all custom work. Each of them has a custom work
tailor, and they give out their custom work to whites. There are now given to whites,
about twenty women engaged in tailoring, there were plenty in 1865.
Clothing is made with Chinese labor cheaper here than in the east. One
man would make about three pairs of pants a day — the same as a white
man. Nobody makes pants and vests now except the Chinese. Before
we commenced manufacturing cloth here it was all imported.
The tailors have no trades-union.

Erric Westine, tailor, sworn and examined :

WESTINE.

I have been tailoring in the city for over five years. There are not
many Chinese in the custom trade, they are mostly engaged in manufacturing. At a rough estimate I should think there are between a dozen
and fifteen Chinese merchant (?) tailors in the city.
Chinese competition shuts off the immigration of tailors and keeps a
good many away, besides driving many away that we had here. In the
custom trade, five years ago, the Chinese were employed more than they
are now, because the employers are getting tired of them. They
have tried them, and I do not think they can make good use of them in
that branch of business. The manufacture of clothing can be carried on
profitably by white labor on this coast. I do not think that the clothing
manufactured by the Chinese costs any less than that manufactured by Chinese do not
white labor. If there were no Chinese on this coast there would be plenty fiJ^J ^The
of libor to carry on the manufacture of clothing, etc.
public,
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Manufacturing was established five years ago, but not to the extent that
it is to-day. The city is growing and so is manufacturing, all the time.
There are between 3(X) and 400 white tailors engaged on custom work in
first-class tailoring establishments. Manufactured clothing came from the
east before we commenced work here.
Tailors mostly work by the piece, and the wages average from $15 to
$20 a week if they have work. The prices in New York are reduced
about the same as here.

GINLESPIE.

Robert H. Gillespie, broom-maker, sworn and examined :

Between Chinese
and white labor
very little
difference.

There are about forty-five engaged in the business in the city and about
the same number outside of it. Between Chinese and white labor at the
present time there is very little difference — not a quarter of a dollar on a
hundred brooms. Before Chinese competition, white labor was paid for
by the piece. A man could make from $15 to $25 and $26 a week. Very
few can make
now.
The Chinese made as high as $14 some twi
years ago ; when some of the factories first employed them by the piece.,
The price of brooms to the public with Chinese labor is not any less than
it was with white labor. It is an occupation that furnishes employment
to women and boys, and the employment of Chinese has a tendency to

Price of brooms
not any less.

Whites kept to
keep Chinese from
stealing, etc.

Effect on wages.

White workmen
make one quarter

drive out these girls from the broom factories. The Chinese on* the
Pacific coast, as far as I can find out, use about seventy-five dozen brooms
a year ; and, as far as I figure it, there are one dozen brooms used to
between fifteen and sixteen whites in one year on the coast — men, women
and children. There are about 70,000 dozen brooms manufactured and;
sold on the coast.
In 1865, I think it was, the broom factory on Drumm street was the
first one that employed Chinamen, and it has been going on ever
since in every factory, with one exception — that is, the factory on Sacramento street, where they have got all whites. Most of those places that
have got Chinese have only got whites enough to watch the Chines!
and keep them from stealing and over-counting on their work, and that
they expect them to do for nothing over what they pay them by the piece.
In 1865 manufacturers were making more money then than what they
are now, although broom-corn was higher. At the present time brooms
are at a pretty good figure, and broom-corn is very cheap. The reasons
that I give for it are that the middlemen and the wholesale dealers are the
parties who make the profit ; and therefore compel the manufacturers to
grind the labor down. Labor is cheaper, broom-corn is cheaper, and
brooms are higher now than in 1864-65. The supply and demand of
brooms does not regulate the price, all the surplus stock being shipped to
foreign ports. It has only been within the last six or seven years that
we have been shipping any brooms. We used to consume all we
made here.
Broom-corn is raised here. Before the manufacture was commenced
we had to get our supply from the east. We ship about 12,000 dozen %
year to the Australian ports, competing with the English colonies.
There are some Chinamen who make as high as £10 a week now. Some
kinds of broom they can make 600 a week, other kinds only 300. Of the
kind that the Chinese make 300, a white man would make about 400 : and
of the others a white man would make about 800 to the Chinaman's 600.
Six years ago the wages were higher east than here at that time.
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Besides shipping to Australia we ship to Callao, the Sandwich Islands,
New Zealand, and Chili— about 20,000 dozen being shipped from here to
foreign ports every year, leaving 50,000 dozen to be consumed here.
Manufacturing would have been gone into if the Chinese had not been
here iust as largely as it is now, and more so. Not one of the firms that
commenced with white labor failed ; but one or two have failed with
Chinese labor.
Edward L. Cortage, workmgman

,
m a broom lactory :

A. 1885.

Mannfa^turing of
have been gone
^^^Zt
hereCORTAGE.

ing,
There are somewhere between ninety and one hundred Chinese em- Broom-mak
on
carried
be
can
industry
The
king.
broom-ma
in
ployed on the coast
without the use of Chinese labor, because, in 1869, it was carried
on without them to the same extent as now. The broom-makers
who were formerly here are scattered to the four winds of the
world, some in Australia, some in South America, and some in eastern
states'. The prices paid in St. Louis are exactly the same paid here
now ; there might be a quarter of a cent on some kind ofwork more or a
quarter of a cent on another kind less, but it is about the same thing.
For New York and Chicago, I can say nothing. We have a foreign
market, shipping about 20,000 dozen.
The lower wages of the Chinese operate to reduce my wages, and I
cannot very well live upon the wages they receive.
Ten dollars a week CannQt t &i
Rents w™and family
for a family, wife and four children, is hardly sufficient to live on. in
the on Chinese wagesfor white men are seldom less than $15 a month unless be moves
fourth story of a tenement, and then it will cost $12 a month, and all live
together. We could not afford to live like Chinamen, because they are
single and can live on nineteen cents a day, at the same rate that our
prisoners live in gaol. If I were single, I could live on $4 or $5 a week
by putting it down to the lowest possible figure.
Most of the sober, laboring, industrious mechanics here have homes of
their own. It has been stated here that none but the vagrant
and dirty class come to testify against the Chinese ; on my part this
is not true.
Intelligent mechanics, honest, sober, workingmen, are terribly opposed
to anybody that causes them to struggle for a living.
I am a German and in conversation with my countrymen they all ^gonjS^U.
think Chinese immigration an evil, if not at present, in future.
The very man who engaged the Chinese first was so far reduced
that he wanted to earn a little, and he was the first man to try to create
a row by getting- others to go in to raise the wages.
arrested for stealing at Mr. Cummings' establisha Chinaman
There ment.was
A Chinaman
had a row with him about some settlement, and in
turning him out the Chinaman lost his balance, and he saw the top of a
whisk-broom, tipped with velvet, under his coat, and Mr. Cummings
pulled it out. He had him arrested for stealing, but whether he was
convicted or not I do not know.

Dexxis McCarthy, boot-maker, sworn and examined :

McCARTHY.

The trade can be carried on profitably with white labor.
There are Boot-making can
between 2,000 and 3,000 Chinese in the city employed at the business.
I profitably with
am connected with the United Workinccr^n's Cooperative Association, white labor..
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employing altogether white labor, and almost entirely confined to the,;
manufacture of men's boots. That line the Chinese have not got into as
yet, but in ladies' work, misses' work and children's work they have
almost the entire control. The slipper business they have altogether.
One year we employed fifteen Chinamen to make that class of work—
cheap shoes. After that year white men applied for that line of work!
saying they would make them as cheap as the Chinamen so as to get,
employment. We discharged the few Chinamen we had, and now employ
white labor — between sixty and seventy.
I think a white man will do about one-fourth more work than a Chinaman •the latter will make about thirty pairs and the former about forty
pairs of these misses' and children's shoes.
Some five or six years ago there were no Chinamen employed at all in
this business, there being in the neighborhood of 800 men here then ; but1
the manufacturers considered that there was more money by emploving
Chinamen so they gradually introduced them, and I think to-day only
about 400 to 500 white men are employed ; whereas if the Chinese were*
not in that business we would have, I think, about 2,000 white men in!
that line of business here now. When I came here 100 men would cover1
the number of white men employed in factories, which were then in their
infancy ; there are between 400 and 500 now in the manufacturing. The
custom trade is not affected by Chinese labor.
The return on the capital invested in the cooperative association would
be on an average fifteen per cent. The reason for this large profit is that
the Chinese are not yet engaged in the manufacture of men's boots. We
could not manufacture the other class and pay cost at Chinese rates.
The wages of shoe-makers east varies a great deal ; it depends upon the
season a good deal. In the hurried season their wages run up ; at other
seasons the wages are dull. Prices fluctuate there. I think the eastern
prices are higher than here.

Michael Hayes, a resident of California for twenty-five years, sworn am
examined :

I have visited the mines on many occasions, but I have never worked
in then.. I think permitting the Chinese to work the placer-mines is a!
great injury to California and a great injury to the United States ; it]
reduces the quantity that finds its way into the banks of the United
States. The Chinese control nearly all the placer-diggings. They have
worked from year to year at those abandoned claims. They have taken
the gold out ; and it is the impression of most people that they carry it to
China, or send it to China through the Six Companies.
If they were permitted to become citizens it would have no etfect on
their desire to reside in the country, because a Chinaman will return
to China.

Fkank M. Pixley, sworn and examined :
About ten or eleven years ago, my brother, a poor man and a mechanic
and a man of family, engaged in the manufacture of broom-handles, en
ploying six white workmen, whose wages ranged from three dollars an
fifty cents to four dollars a day, according to their skill in runnin
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Shortly after he started some one else established a
turning lathes.
broom-factory, employing four or five Chinese to work it. In a very
short time these Chinese became so expert in the manufacture that they JgJ^gJI^1®^
established the trade themselves, with one white man as foreman.
They fort of Chinese,
were required to keep a horse and waggon to dispose of their wares. This
horse was kept in a stable ; the Chinese lived in the same stable with the
horse, feci and cooked for themselves in an upper loft, and slept there,
in this particular
much, thrusting,
that
and so reduced the wages
incident, tending
single
a
is
This
employment.
of
out
brother
my
intance,
to show that no white person with a family can compete with Chinese.
If no Chinese had come to California it is my judgment that our trades

^tS^S^loy-63
ment.

and manufactures would have grown a little slower than they have ; that
some people would have made less money than they have. But they
would have grown, and to the present extent, with white labor, and just as
much money would have been made, which would have been distributed
among the laboring or workingmen more than it is now.
To remove all
the Chinese workers from their various industries would create a terntheir places with
but we should soon fill
porary embarrassment,
I think it would be the
intelligent European and American laborers.
wisest thing that could be done to send them all away.
The Chinese
I do not advocate the
problem would solve itself in process of time.
exclusion of the Chinese who are here.
I think they are here under the
guarantee of law and treaty, and I would give them the fullest protection.
I never saw women harnessed with dogs to carts in Europe ; but I
have seen women in Belgium and Germany attending dogs attached to
small carts, and they will assist in pushing the cart over difficult points.
I do not know of any part of Europe where a husband will not speak to
his wife on the street, and where she is not allowed to mention his name
and address. In Ireland they have their cabins of the poor, they have
their pigs and their poultry, and they live very poorly in some places,
but I would not have any objection to receiving them as immigrants
because they have been compelled to live more meanly in that country
than they can live here. The European immigrant, however poor he may
be, immediately on his arrival here takes a position in society, so far as
comforts and home are concerned, and educates his children, and clothes
them up to the fullest possibility of his earnings ; the second generation is an improvement, and the third generation is American. We are
all immigrants for that matter, or our ancestors were.
The outrages against the Chinese are grossly exaggerated.
In reference
to this question of the persecution of the Chinese I am only surprised
that there is not more of it. I think our laboring people are a longOur city has been as near to a disgracesuffering and forbearing people.
ful and bloody riot as it could possibly be, but it was avoided by people
who have not had the credit of saving the town from such a scandal.
Mr. A. M. Winn was one of them.
There were men, leading men, in
this anti-Chinese movement who could have stirred up a riot, who, by the
lifting of their thumbs, could have cleaned the Chinese quarter out. The
people who were going to create this riot were driven to starvation and
poverty, with their wives and children, deprived of employment by the
influx of Chinese immigration, men to whom this question comes to the
breakfast and dinner table, to whom it is the question of bread.
The Chinese are patient, industrious, hard-working slaves, respecting
our laws through fear, and being compelled to labor for their own supSocially they are inferior to any race God has ever made, in myof
port.
worse to have Chinese instead
would be infinitelyJ
I think , it
opinion.
r
,
,
negroes down south.
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I do not discriminate between these Chinamen. Their organic construction is the same from the highest mandarin to the lowest prostitute ; they
have the same religion and they have the same habits. If by some
judicious tribunal we could bring the very best and better class of Chines*
to this country under the treaty, men who come for business, who comefor pleasure, who come for the higher pursuits of commerce, I would have
the door open to them.
There are 400,000,000 or 500,000,000 Chinese. They are separated
from our coast by a narrow and a very mild sea. They can come here for
$12 a piece. To throw open our continent and its broad area, all its
mineral wealth, its agricultural resources, and its mechanical employments,
to the importation of this people, is simply to invite upon us the barbaric
scourge that once visited Europe.
There are Chinese merchants, but no bankers that I know of. I think
it would be good policy on the part of the government to discourage them,
not to restrict them.
There are parts of Africa wThere the standard of intelligence is lower
than that of the Chinese, but the standard of morals is better ; that is,
they are honest. These people have got the perfection of the crimes of
4,000 years, of a civilization that has grown out of a redundant population. As, for instance, why dz we treasure our girls, and why do they
murder theirs ? Because they have so many they cannot feed them. Why
do our parents die for their children, while they sell theirs for whores ? I
think it is the necessity and poverty of the lower class that compels the
woman to sell her child.
They have a civilization of a kind at home. They have arts, sciences,
and all that. They have a literature, the teachings of Confucius and
Mencius.
The Chinese religion, if I understand it, is pure fatalism ; the African
religion is worse, fetish, if they have any at all.
I think the contact of 40,000,000 of our civilization with 400,000,000
of the Chinese civilization would improve them. I think it would reduce
ours to their level and not elevate ours, but theirs, that is the danger.
Our civilization has accomplished great results, but it cannot accomplish
the Christianization or civilization of China, they having ingrained in them
prejudices the growth of 4,000 years.
Respecting the outrages committed upon them. In the great meeting
of the 5th of April, if you could have heard the remarks of the speakers
on that occasion, I think there was not one of them who did not call
upon the people to maintain order, to be quiet and wait for a peaceful and
legal solution of this difficulty. The second resolution which they passed
declared that we are a lawful and law-abiding people, that we recognizethe obligation and binding force of the treaties by which the Chinese came
here, and we propose to respect it, and continue to protect it. It is unjust]
to the large majority to hold them responsible for such outrages. If"
you saw a Chinaman assaulted in Montgomery or Merchant street, and
there were three white people there, two of them would turn in and defend
the Chinaman against the assailant. Yet the outrages do happen in
certain portions of our town. We have got an element of wild young men
here, and they dislike the Chinamen.
I do not think the introduction of the 150,000 Chinese we have now
has any appreciable effect upon our oriental trade, nor has the introduction of their traders had any appreciable effect upon our trade.
I would desire to keep this coast and this country as the heritage and
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home of an immigration that can become united with us, that can assimilate with us, and that can make a great state and a great people, highly
civilized, and belonging to our race, and not to come in contact with any
other civilization. I think the case of our state to-day is parallel with
that of Virginia. One hundred and fifty to 300 years ago Virginia had a
broad acreage, a splendid soil, an inviting climate, but few white people ;
labor was dear. They wanted cheap labor, and through- the merchants
of Boston and New England, then engaged in the slave-trade, negroes
were imported there, and the result, after 100 or 150 years, has been a
war and a desolation that has injured our country more than all the other Virginia 100 to 300
things united in the world. Now we have the parallel of it here. We have plret with Cal?"
a broad empire, we have a splendid climate, rich land, and there are some forma to-day.
people who indulge in the heresy of thinking we ought to have cheap
labor. I do not think so. They sent to China for it. We are planting
the seeds of Mongolian slavery here, that will grow up to be just as formidable, and is growing more rapidly than it did on the eastern coast ;
for it took Virginia 100 years to get as many Africans as we got Chinamen in ten years.
Chinese labor, technically, is free ; in fact, it is not.
They do not speak our language nor understand the philosophy of our
law ; we do not speak their language, and cannot communicate to them
even their rights.
Contact with the Chinese tends to deteriorate us and retard our
growth.'
If they were enfranchised they would exercise that privilege freely of
their own volition at once.
They are a shrewd, subtle, keen, intelligent
people ; anybody who undertakes to underrate them as inferior, mistakes
this whole problem.
They are not the inferior race ; tested by many
things they are superior to us. When I spoke of their bemg inferior I
referred to their vices.
They could be bought and sold if trusted with
the elective franchise.
Politics with them would become merely merchandise. They would sell their votes, and place them where they would
do the most good for themselves ; and when they got a majority, where
they could control the politics of the country, they would take it and
elect their own people.
In this way are they inferior : They attained the acme of civilization
a long time ago, and they have stood still.
We are a progressive nation.

Chinese in some
^spects superior
Votes.

Political,

Limitations
of the
Chinese intellect.

They invented type, and yet they have not carried it to the extent of a ^
power press ; they invented gunpowder, and yet they did not carry it to
the extent of developing the machinery of war for its use ; they invented
the compass, and yet they never extended
their commerce over the whole
world guided by that compass — they are an anomalous and curious people
to us.

Herman Silverberg, foreman at the Standard Shirt Factory, sworn and SILVERBERG.
examined :
There are in the neighborhood of 100 Chinese encaged in the manu- Manufacture of
facture of white shirts ; in the colored line, which includes clothing, cMneste^YojL
overalls, etc, there are a great many more. At our factory we have in
the neighborhood of seventy or eighty inside and perhaps double that
number outside. The manufacture can be carried on by white labor, and
is paid by the piece. An experienced hand either white or Chinese can
earn from $$ to $10 per week
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If the Chinese were absent there would not be enough white labor, at
present, to carry on the business. There might be eventually. Chinese
labor was not skilled when first employed, but it was the class of labor
that was here, and they were instructed in the business, for there were no
others here to do it. The work is done almost exclusively by female
help. There are several other smaller factories here. I do not think
Chinese competition has the effect of preventing white immigration at
present.
The manufacturing interests which I represent were started three
years ago, and assumed their present proportion something over a year
ago ; previous to that we were supplied from Philadelphia and New York.
There may be in the neighborhood of 500 or 600 females engaged in the
business, directly and indirectly. Five years ago there were, perhaps,
twenty-five or thirty.
The Chinese are industrious,
It takes them from a year to eighteen
months to become experienced hands in our trade.
They learn as readily
as the whites.
There are one or two girls who are working for us who say they get
more wages here than they did at home. White help is employed in separate departments, not in the same class of work as the Chinese. The
Chinese are paid by the piece, and receive their wages individually.
There are a few Chinamen who learn the business and teach the others.
When more help is wanted, we tell some one of the workmen and they
bring their friends along. In China they have no knowledge of making
such shirts as we are accustomed to wear.
We advertised that we were willing to employ all the white labor that
we could use, providing they would give time to learn the business. We
have perhaps of fifty or sixty applicants about twelve remaining who have
become fair workers ; it. took some of them two or three months to become
such. They were paid by the dozen in the meantime. New hands are paid
according to the grade of the shirt, from $2 a dozen upward. They would
make perhaps at least one dozen, one and a half, afterward two and three.
We have some girls now who make four dozen after being there four
or five months, and are enabled to earn from $8 to $10 a week. All
the work is done in the factories except in one branch — hand needlework— which is done outside by white help, mostly by women who have
families, or girls who have to help their mothers or parents at home.
There are three different parts before the shirt is made, and for each
particular part there is a different price. In making bosoms it depends
upon the amount of labor required — from ten cents to $2 a dozen is paid.
For finishing from $1.25 to $2 is paid.

Cornelius A. Mahony, engaged in the smelting business in Peru, sworn
and examined :
There are a number of Chinese in Peru. In 1872 and 1873 there were
They all come under labor contracts, in point of
from 70,000 to 80,000.
fact they are simply slaves. Their contract binds them to serve for
eio-ht years. They get, generally, a bounty of $20 — some small sum — in
Macao, where they are shipped. Macao is a small island at the mouth of
Canton BAver. Their contracts are generally made, as I understand, before
the Portuguese authorities there and before the Peruvian Consul. They
then are brought on board258ship, and confined in a manner that would
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recall the horrors of the middle passage, and brought to Peru. In 1872
the number of Chinese who came was 14,530, and of that number there
was an average of about ten per cent, of death-rate on the passage. The
Chinese there are just the same class as the Chinese here, and are charged
with being river pirates, or of that class, in fact of the lowest order. The
firm I was employed with were the largest coolie importers in Peru.
I believe the traffic has now been stopped. I had under me from thirty
to forty Chinese.
In 1873, I believe, a dispute arose between the Portuguese authorities
and the Peruvian Government as to the treatment of the coolies on board
ship, at the Chinchas and Guanape Islands, where they were employed in
the guano trade. That was got over, and in 1874 the importation was
very large. In the meantime a strong sentiment was growing in the
country against the Chinese. The laboring people, the peons, considered Sentiment grew
that the Chinese were likely to reduce the price of labor just as the people §£jm.PerU against
here think now, and they did in fact ; because a Chinaman's contract
[bound him to work for $4 a month and two pounds of rice a day.
•Consequently it was very likely that a peon who wanted a little comfort,
|who wanted a little meat with his dinner, and wanted a comfortable
habitation, naturally felt that he was suffering, and in Peru, as revolu- Congress of 1875.
tions are easily got up, it brought a certain pressure on the Government.
It was the Congress, I believe, of 1875, which passed the Act putting
an end in future to all this importation of coolies into Peru. The firm I
was connected with, I am told, has been no longer able to carry on
because of this law.
No Chinese women at all were imported ; in fact I only saw one little
iChinese girl. The result of this was that crimes of the most horrible and
unmentionable kind were common among them which it was found im- Sodomy,
possible to prevent.
They were in point of fact sodomites of the worst
kind.
They were treated very badly, in many cases, in Peru,
I
In the Guanape Islands the unfortunate wretches have thrown themselves bythe hundreds into the sea in distraction. They used to get a
lot of negro overseers armed with whips, and they would beat them
around and all that kind of thing.
There is a class here that does not exist in Peru. I allude to merchants
'and some respectable Chinese ; otherwise their condition, intellectual
qualifications and general moral and physical condition was the same as it
is here.
The Portuguese Government has regulated the traffic. They published
a law or regulations, all of which I have seen published in a paper in
Callao — the South Pacific Times.
They were not observed.
A Chinaman in the streets of Valparaiso is a very rare occurrence. I
have been in all parts of Chili where there are large copper mines. If they
could get Chinese cheap labor there they would get it, because the labor
is necessarily cheaper where a man only gets $4 a month and is to find his
own clothes.
The feeling against them in Peru in 1873 and 1874, was stronger than
it can possibly be here, for the reason that the people believed that it tended
to lower not only the rate of wages but their social status, and feared an
intermixture of population. At the end of his contract it is compulsory
for him to go back, or sign another for a like period. If they were allowed
to go free and compete with labor there, there would be an insurrection
almost immediately. That they work in factories I have no doubt, but
that they are fit to work along with white men in such work as smelting
or any work of that kind is not lite fact.
A man cannot work on rice
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and do hard manual labor. They are not capable of doing anything that
requires physical strength. They appeared to come to us with a constitutional scrofulous taint about them. They were always weak in the joints,
or getting sores, or getting into a nasty and fearful condition. We used
to send four or five in a month out of thirty to the hospital over at Callao,
and there was no reason for that that I could see, except that they mast
have been originally of a very poor, degraded class in China.
They do not learn English fast, but they do Spanish. The Chinaman '»
idea all the time appears to be to get back to China.
The condition of the Chinese here is worse than their condition in Peruv
where they are to a certain extent bondsmen They are made, in a majority of cases, in that country to keep a certain amount of cleanliness,
such as making them sweep out their quarters, and turn out their mats
and shake them, clean the whole place, disinfect it, and all that kind of
thing.
They seem to be quite careless, and have no care and no sympathy forone of their sick, and no respect for their dead.
I have seen three Chinese funerals during the two years and a half I
have been here.
The condition of the native classes in Peru and Chili is good. They are.
industrious ; they -will do more work than a Chinaman. I allude to the
peons and cholos. The cholos do most of the skilled labor. A peon is a
term generally applied to a workingman ; a cholo signifies a half-breed
between an Indian and one of the Spanish, or descendants of the Spanish,people who settle in the country. There is no such thing as a bondsman
in Peru with the exception of the Chinese.
The coolies imported to the Spanish forts are taken all over the cou]
— over sugar plantations and works of that kind.
There are no Chin
towns there.
The form of government in Peru is republican and every Peruvian is
entitled to vote.
A peon is a free citizen not a bondsman.
I am an Irishman and have been in Ireland and in numbers of cabinsof the peasantry. Every cabin has its pig's sty, but it is not attached byj
any means — it is a mere traveller's story. I think the true labor problem
is not the cheapening of labor, but its distribution ; that its solution is to
be found, not in the bringing here of a worthless class to overwhelm white
labor, but in the taking of the men who have no employment in the east
and bringing them here, 'giving all our own people meat and bread, and
enabling every man to bring up his children as good citizens.

San Francisco, November 9th, 1870.
GRAY.

Giles H. Gray, Surveyor of the Port, sworn and examined :

Prostitutes.

The provisions of the Page Law, 1875, prohibits the immigration or landing of prostitutes and convicts from oriental countries, lepers and diseased
persons and paupers not being mentioned. Previous to tins Act there ha 4
arrived upon these steamers 200 to 400 women, frequently, the stea
arriving twice a month. During the quarter from 1st July to the 1st October, 1875, there did not arrive 161 females, and we had no information
which would enable us to prohibit the landing of any of them ; the next
quarter, the last of the year, the number was reduced to forty-four. In the
first quarter of the year 1876, it was reduced to hfteen; in the second quart* r
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thirty-two ; and in the third quarter, twenty-four.
The women which gSStiSfimmlhave been landed since we have commenced to enfore the Page Law I have gration of prostievery reason to believe are respectable women, and they are all accom- tutespropanied by a photograph and a letter — a certificate like this : [witness here
duced letter and certificate which were read]. When a vessel arrives
no woman is allowed to go ashore until after the mail has arrived and
Sometimes it is twenty-four hours
she is compared with the picture.
before they can go ashore.
Before coming to California she has to file a written application, which
is referred to a committee of examiners appointed by the Consul. They
take such testimony as they see proper, procure the photographs, compare
them, and if the testimony is satisfactory, they then permit them to come,
and forward to us a letter and the photographs. [The witness exhibits
three photographs of women who were prohibited from coming.] These
women did not arrive. I do not think there are any prostitutes arriving ,
here at all now. I think the Page Law has effectually stopped that source
of immigration. No complaints have been made at the custom house hi
relation to Chinese women.
The authorities at Hong Kong are exercising diligence now in preventing prostitutes from coming.
Every Chinese passenger arriving is accompanied with a certificate from
the Consul. The certificate shows that they are not included in these
limitations, and I think it goes on to say they are not contract-laborers or
contract-coolies, or criminals. It gives the names, and occupations, and
where they come from. If the certificate authorizes the landing of 1,000
and there should be 1,200, we should keep the last 200 on board, we
cannot tell which is which, whether they are the proper ones sent on
board or not. I have seen it stated in the published reports of the proceedings of this Commission, that there are criminals arriving, not that they
^ire all criminals, perhaps.
Referring again to the excess of passengers arriving and not on the
certificate, we measure the vessel to see if there is an excess over and above
what the vessel is allowed to carry; if a vessel has more aboard than she
is allowed under the United States laws, we report the vessel for fine, and
proceed against the vessel in every case, and get fines imposed. To that
extent we have suppressed. immigration in that manner.
My opinion is that excessive Chinese immigration should be stopped or Excessive Chines©
suppressed.
There are Chinese merchants here who are, I believe, honest should be stopped,
business men, and they are a benefit to the country; but there is a class
of coolies which come here which might be prevented by the United States
•Consul, and which never should come, but ought to be prohibited. They
are a sort of wild race of Tartars.
The largest portion is this kind and ^s^^tld sees no
ought to be prohibited.
If Chinese immigration was restricted by harm in it.
proper regulations, I do not see any harm in it.
The proportion of industrious working people and idlers among them
is about the same as among the whites.
The Chinese ought to be compelled by law to separate and to take space
to live in the same as white people. The Japanese adopt our habits
when they come here, and there is scarcely any prejudice against them,
whereas the Chinese come here and bring their customs, and manners,
and ways of living, and they do not make desirable citizens.
The Chinese merchants import, not the Chinaman individually. They
-also use imported goods.
We always had die sympathy of the Chinese merchants in stopping the
ftinr, _ of prostitutes.
They did all tVv could to help us. There
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I believe to be honest, and who wou]

Otis Gibson, in charge of the missions of the Methodist Church
here for eight years, formerly a resident in China for ten years, sworn,
and examined :

The translations of the two original contracts I recognize as my own
work, and they are correct, as follows :—
SSSfSJL1^1118
^ttAjl
to assist
the woman
Ho, because
coming Ah
fromHo China
Savprv
Franciscoagreement
she became
indebted
to her Ah
mistress
for passage.
herselfto San
'*
Mr. Yee-Kwan to advance for her $630, for which Ah Ho distinctly agrees to
give her body to Mr. Yee for service as a prostitute for a term of four years.
" There shall be no interest on the money. Ah Ho shall receive no wa^es. At
Mr. Yee-Kwan
the expiration of four years, Ah Ho shall be her own master.
shall not hinder or trouble her. If Ah Ho runs away before her time is out her
mistress shall find her and return her, and whatever expense is incurred in finding and returning her, Ah Ho shall pay.
this day of
the agreement, Ah Ho with her own hands, has received from
Mr." On
Yee-Kwan
$630.

"If Ah Ho shall
sick at any
timeten
for days
more sickness.
than ten days, she shall make up
by an extra month be
of service
for any
" Now this agreement has proof. This paper received by Ah Ho is witness.
' ,,
" TUNG CHEE.
Twelth
year, ninth month, fourteenth day."
That would be about October, 1873. The agreement is supposed to be
made here. One of these cases mentioned in this agreement was arrested,
and tried by me. I would not know them now. One was sent to the
The following is the other contract: —
mission house.
" An agreement to assist a young girl named Loi Yau.
she became
indebted to her mistress for passage, food &c, and has Because
nothing to pay, she
makes
over to the woman Sep Sam, to serve as a prostitute to'make
out the her
sum body
of $503.

" The
Yau
shallmoney
serve
" On this day
When the time
her.

shall
drawa half
no interest,
four and
years. and Loi Yau shall receive no wages. Loi
of agreement Loi Yau receives the sum of $503, in her own hands.
is out Loi Yau may be her own master, and no man shall trouble

"Ifing,she
runsYau
awaymust
before
is out and any expense is incurred in catchthen Loi
pay the
that time
expense.
"If
is sick fifteen days or more, she shall make up one month for every
days.
fifteen she

should go back to China, then Loi Yau shall serve another party
timeSam
is out.
her Sep
till"If
"If in such service she should be sick one hundred days or more,
cannot
"LOIandYAU
.
be cured, she may return to Sep Sam's place.
" If or a proof of this agreement this paper.

Dated second day, sixth month, of the present year."

Chiaese dialects,

These papers bear their signatures in the shape of a mark. Sometimes
they do not use the agreement. The girl has a copy of this paper and is
supposed to keep it. She sometimes loses it, and has no redress.
Fuh Chau is in the province of Euh Kien about half-way between Hong
Kong and Shanghai. I lived among the Chinese, studied their language,
and became conversant with the common people and with the merchants.
For six months I was interpreter for the American Consul, and did all the
business of the consulate, so that I came in contact with many officials and
all classes of society, being able to converse with them in the Fuh Kien
dialect of Fuh Chau, the leading dialect of the whole province, embracing
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some 25,000,000 people. The dialect is not understood in Canton. The
written language is the same through all the land. Since I came here I
have been compelled to learn this dialect so far as able, called the Canton
dialect. The people who come from the country, a few hundred miles from
Canton, generally have a somewhat different dialect. We commonly speak
of them as the Sam-yup and the Se-yup. The Sam-yup is the city dialect,
the leading and controlling dialect, and three-fifths of the people here speak
They cam unthe Se-yup. The laboring people are largely of that class.
derstand each other, but not quite so readily as they can understand their
own people. I have had constant intercourse with them here all the time
for eight years.
I know something about the action taken in reference to sending back Prostitutes,
On the arrival of a
On one occasion I sent back ten.
prostitutes.
Steamer here the police authorities corraled a number of these women, and
I went, and
sent for me to come down and ask them certain questions.
asked them where they came from, and why, who were their parents, and
if they had any friends here, etc. ; if they wished to remain or go back,
The result
what their business was, and many questions of that kind.
was that out of the whole number there were ten who said they had been
They were
kidnapped or forced to come here, and wished to go back.
Chinese T<msa g ttpeyjhad
the
to
sent a China boy down
sent up to the mission house. I Ihad
ten women who wished to go back, and wished to go
merchants to tell them that
merchants backwho said they had been brought here against their will. The They
were
sent all the money necessary, and more, to send them back.
not sent back because they were lewd women : it was simply a voluntary
A large part of the women who come here
matter on their own part.
are brought for lewd purposes.
I am not in favor of a large and rapid influx of immigration from any
foreign country whatever. At times it has been too rapid for the best inI believe that a large portion of the European Believes a large
terests of the country.
immigration so rapidly admitted to citizenship and the right of suffrage is l^^^j.
more dangerous to the institutions and prosperity of this country than is gration more
the smaller and better regulated immigration from Asia.
It is well known here that the Chinese pay high rents and pay
#
They pay more than $1,000,000 annually in rents alone.
promptly.
As to Chinese cheap labor, all testimony goes to show that in California
The preswe have no cheap labor as compared with the eastern states.
ence of the Chinese has reduced the exorbitant price of labor which prevailed in the early days of our history, and by this means they have
opened industries, cheapened products, and made it possible for poor
white men to come here with their families and live and thrive. _It is an
indisputable fact that at the present time in California, in spite of a
peculiar cry about the evils of fJhinese labor, labor for industrious white
men is as abundant, if not more abundant, wages are as high, if not higher,
and living as cheap, if not cheaper, and the general condition of the ofwhite
the
laboring classes is as good, if not better, than in any other part
Cheap labor makes cheap products,
United States, or of this world.
Flour at $50 per barrel, wages $10 per day, five days'
cheap living.
work will buy a barrel of flour ; with flour at $6 per barrel, wages $2 per
I believe that all the
day, three days' work will buy the same barrel.
industries of the state, all the capital of this state looking for investment
in industrial pursuits, demand this competition of labor as an indispensable element of investment, of development, and of success as a question
I know an instance in this city of a gentleman who
ef political economy.
Before
proposed to invest largely in a certain manufacturing enterprise.
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doing so he enquired the price of white labor, and the price of the product
that he should manufacture, and found he could not invest his money.
He then enquired how much Chinese labor would cost, and he found, if hJ
would bring in a part of Chinese labor and a part of white labor, he could
manufacture with some profit.
He went into the business, but he would
I think the same
not have gone into it if the Chinese had not been here.
This competition here is limited to a few of the
thing is true generally.
lighter and slower industries.
The Chinamen
make overalls, slippers,
shoes, cigars, shirts, etc., but no overalls or slippers for the trade were
ijo overalls and
They do no labor
made them.
trade^made until m£ide in this country until the Chinamen
Chinamen came,
upon the public works of the city, nor upon any public buildings of the
Generally speaking, there are no Chinese house-carpenters, brickstate.
layers, painters, plumbers, glaziers, blacksmiths, founclrymen ; no Chinese
printers, bookbinders, tailors, milliners, mantua-makers ; no bankers or
insurance agents, no commission merchants of American or European
goods. They offer no competition to our laAvyer, nor to doctors, preachers,
Instead of driving any
school-teachers, nor to any profession whatever.
of these mentioned laborers or professions from the field, the presence and
labor of the Chinese have opened up industries winch have cert
stimulated the demand for such white laborers and professional mn
The Chinese not have mentioned.
As to the charge that the Chinese have taken eD
taken employment from
ment from our women and girls, there may be single instances
women.
House-servants, st
kind, but as a general charge it is not true.
women, and laundry work are as well paid in San Francisco as in
My wife dismissed a Chinese boy whom)
York, Philadelphia, or Chicago.
she was paying $16 a month, and took a girl into the house who came
from the east, where she had been working on a dairy-farm at >'2 a
milking cows, summer and winter ; we gave her the same wages as the
boy, $16 a month.
It is objected that the Chinese do not learn our language, and do not
tend our schools.
The fact is they are taxed to support our schools,
are peremptorily refused admission to their privileges on account of n
prejudice.
There are many young children in Chinatown, but neither
of
state nor the city is providing any schools for their education.
Ma
the Cliinese are learning something of our language.
There are about
750 average attendants upon the various evening mission schools and private classes in the state, involving a roll-call of 2,500.
Then
about 1,000 average attendants upon the various Sabbath schools, involving a roll-call of about 3,000. These are all studying the English Lang
Besides these there are thousands learning our language in families as
family servants.
It may be safely said that we have no other ft
immigration that, with so little encouragement, makes equal efftv
Instance in which learn our language, law^s and customs.
A, young man, a son of a Chinese!
man cut off hts
merchant, who has attended our mission school for two and a half years.
Amerkan dre-sted haS JUSt been admitted to NaPa Collegiate Institute in this state, and is
doing well.
Of his own free choice, and with the full consent of his
father, the young man cut off his queue and adopted the full American
dress.
There are hundreds of other young men anxious to do this same
thing, but want of money prevents their doing so.
If the rights of
citizenship and the elective franchise depended solely upon a knowledge
of our language, laws, and customs, and a good character as regards intelligence, industry and morals, quite a number of Chinese would - soon ask
fbr naturalization papers, and have a right to them.
The fact that there
are now in our eastern colleges and schools between 100 and 200 Chinese
youths, supported and schooled by the Chinese Government, indicates a
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strong national desire to become acquainted with our language, customs,
and principles of government.
*As to the morals of the Chinese, the civilization of China is lower than
the Christian civilization of our country.
The standard, and practice of
morality by the Chinese people is not equal to the standard and practice
of those who accept the Gospel of Christ as their rule of practice ; but
the standard of Chinese morals is higher and better than that of any other
heathen nation in the world. They are very fond of their children. They
have profound respect for age and experience.
They are great traders,
and have the reputation in all the world of being as honest and reliable
in commercial and business transactions as are the peoples with whom
they have traded. Even here they have the reputation of paying promptly
their rents, taxes, and debts.
The charge of immorality brought against the Chinese here may be
brought with almost if not quite equal force against most of the European
immigration, whether the specific charge be drunkenness, profanity, fighting and quarrelling, gambling, or prostitution. The same labor that has
lately been bestowed in ferreting out the vices of the 30,000 Chinese in
this city, if bestowed in special efforts to ferret out the vices of- 30,000 immigrants from Europe of the common laboring classes, would produce a
chapter of crimes, vices, and misery quite equal to that presented against
the Chinese.

Chinese morals
tianjtmt higher*3
th^n tn108fhof any
nation,

The charge that Chinese prostitutes are demoralizing our boys, if true to Chinese prostiany extent is a sad comment upon our boasted superiority. But there is ^ess and the
one very important and material consideration in connection with this
matter of demoralizing our boys that ousfht not to be overlooked — that is
this : There are more liquor saloons and liquor groceries in this city and
in this country than there are Chinese prostitutes. It is quite safe to say
that all these boys who visit these prostitutes take their first lessons of
demoralization in some one of the 3,000 whiskey saloons or liquor
groceries licensed by this Christian municipality, kept mostly and patronized largely by immigrants from Europe. The same class of demoralized
boys, and in quite as large a proportion, is found in all our eastern cities,
where Chinese prostitution is not known.
The statement has been made that the Chinese fill our prisons, gaols,
hospitals, and asylums, but the facts as shown by official reports do not
exactly sustain the charge. In the state's prison a larger per cent, of Average of crime.
Chinese criminals is found than of the whites, but the comparison is made
as between the Chinese on the one hand and all the whites, including
American-born, on the other hand. It is well known that a larger per
cent, of crime, vice, and misery is found among the immigrants from
Europe than among native-born Americans. It will only be fair to compare the statistics of crime, vice, and pauperism among the immigrants
from some European country — Ireland, for instance. On this basis we find
at the present time in our San Quentin prison, 1,158 prisoners, of whom
199 are Chinese, 160 are born in Ireland, 615 native Americans, and 184
from all other foreign countries. About 400 of the whole number are
Ptoman Catholics. I do not think that there are more people in the
state from Ireland than there are from China. The Irish population has
more women and children, a class always producing less criminals; so
that, bad as the case is against the Chinamen filling our prisons, the same
charge stands with equal if not greater force against the Irishman. The
official reports of the industrial school for the year ending July 1st, 1875,
give the total number as 225 ; their nationalities being 194 native
Americans, seven Irishmen, and four Chinese.
The alms-house official
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report for the same time, gives the total number as 498 ; native born,
143 ; from Ireland, 197 ; Chinese, none. The hospital report
for the same time, gives the total at 3,918 ; natives of the United States,
1,112 ; born in Ireland, 1,308 ; born in China, eleven. One hundred and
eighteen Irishmen to one Chinaman is the way the Chinese are filling our
hospitals. The pest-house report, which is the Chinese hospital, for the
same time gives the total number at twenty-two ; Chinese none.
If we continue to make our comparisons between our Chinese and
European immigrants, we shall find as large a proportion of the one selling
liquor as of the other selling opium.
It is a fact that the Chinese are addicted to gambling and all kinds of
chance games, but there can be no doubt but that more money is lost and
won in this city every day by white gamblers than by all the other Chinese
in America.

Dishonest or ineffective character of municipal
police.

Perjury.

In brain-power
and possibility of
culture they are
the equal of any
other people. .
Not slaves.

The remedy for this class of evils, as well as the remedy for dirtystreets, alleys, tenements, etc., would seem to rest in the municipal government rather than in the abrogation of national treaties or special Acts of
Congress.
Gambling and prostitution are not legalized and licensed by the laws of
China. The laws and the higher mandarins generally prohibit these
vices ; but, as in other countries, petty officials receive bribes to permit
the unlawful traffic. The municipal authorities here lately demonstrated
their ability to suppress Chinese gambling and prostitution hous'-s to a
large extent ; but nearly all the gambling-houses, and many of the houses
of prostitution, are now open again.
The Chinese excite less riots, commit fewer assaults, and murders,etc., than almost any other foreign population among us. There is a class
of bad Chinamen who do such things. Riots among themselves have
been few, and they have never incited nor engaged in a riot against white
men in this country. No riot among themselves in this country has ever
begun to equal the outrages of the Alameda local option election in this,
state in which drunken Europeans insulted and assaulted- respectable
American women, and respectable American-born citizens were driven by
brute European force from the polls. Chinese immigration has never
yet committed such an outrage upon American people nor upon American
institutions.
They seldom commit assaults among themselves, almost none upon
white people. Hardly a day passes that our newspapers do not record &
case of unprovoked and frequently unpunished assault upom some inoffensive Chinaman.
There is no doubt but that they constantly perjure themselves in our
courts, but the class of ©hinese who get into our courts are generally the
most depraved and unreliable. They are not the only ones who commit
perjury. A late judge of the county court (Judge Stanly) remarked to me
that perjury in our courts by white witnesses is as common as the smoking
of cigars upon our streets.
I do not hesitate to express my opinion that in simple brain-power and
possibilities of culture, the Chinese race is equal to any other people in
the world
The Chinese who have embraced Christianity all assert, most 'positively, that the Chinese do not come here as slaves to any person nor to
any company. The thousands of Chinese house-servants all receive their
own wages and use the money as they please. If they were all slaves
their masters would not allow them to spend their earnings in gambling,
as many now do. There is no class of laborers in America to-day mora
free to do as they please than are the Chinamen.
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They often borrow money to get here, and agree to pay high premiums
or interest, but the agreement is in the amount of money rather than in
At the present time the most who Immigrants,
in the number of years of service.
come; if assisted at all, are assisted by their relatives, or friends, or
townsmen who were here before them.
They come for the express purMany of them become Industrial
pose of making money to better their condition.
this country, and choose to come back, after their return to c aracterto
attached
China, to live and die here.
They are willing to do any kind of labor ;
and as laborers they are generally industrious, faithful, and satisfactory.
Instead of preventing white labor coming from Europe and from the stimulated
eastern states, I believe that up to this time we have had a larger immi- jjf^ 5*h§£
gration of that class than we should have had if the Chinamen had not immigration,
been here.
As to health, we have no more healthy class among us than the Chinese. Healthy.
As to their cleanliness, they are not a clean people ; but in this city and SaVthelame 7
more filthy than the same number of number of Eurothey aretit
I do not think
county
pean common
*
, ,
J
„
European common laborers would be.
laborers.
The Chinese in America are nearly all from the province of Canton, in
the south of China, and sail from Hong Kong, a British port.
Few Chinamen in this country, in proportion to their whole number Few Chinamen m

It is not their custom when emi- families.^
have brought their families with them.
grating to any point in their own country to take their first wives and
Many of these
Their women are averse to coming.
children with them.
men become attached to the prostitutes whom they visit, purchase them, They sometimes o
and live with them as husband and wife ; and the children, if any are SSeShey vS**
Lately many are marrying after our
born, are considered legitimate.
forms.
I suppose there are 5,000 or 6,000 Chinese women in this country, the
most of whom are prostitutes. They are bought and sold like slaves at
the will of their masters.
There are six Chinese companies, representing the principal places from Six companies
which the Chinese have come.
Besides these general companies there are a gu
several societies, or guilds, or unions representing different trades and
pursuits, composed of men from ail the different six companies.
associaTwo other
principal tions
whose
associations,
Po-san<?-tun2f
The Hip-ye-tung
,r %
& and
, . the
-,,
I,,!
, ->ii
for protecbusmess has been to stimulate and protect the ^ambLing and the women tion of gambling
There is also the Chinese and prostitution.
traffic, are different from the Six Companies.
Young Men's Christian Association, which has severed all connection
with the Six Companies.
The famous Six Companies are simply voluntary associations for The Six Cornmutual protection and benefit. It is the universal custom of the Chinese, Pameswhen emigrating to any new country, to at once form themselves into a
guild or association of this kind ; and every Chinaraa.n from the same
region naturally seeks membership in this guild. They have their place
of meeting, and elect annually their officers in a Vbry democratic way.
Differences that arise among members are referred to the officers and
leading influential members for arbitration and settlement. Advne and
aid are given to the new comer and to the sick. They are not mercantile
firms in any sense ; neither are they courts of justice, bat voluntary associations for mutual aid and benefit. They do not cKim, nor do they
exercise, any judicial authority. All the restraining power which these
companies hold or exercise over the people is through an arrangement
with the various steamship companies, by which no Chinaman can purchase a passage to China without first procuring a permit of departure
from these companies.
They claim to do this in order to prevent dishonest
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Chinamen from running away before their debts are paid. They claim
that all Chinese in this country belong to one or another of these six
companies, except the Young Men's Christian Association, which is supposed to have a membership of about 1,000 ; but they never
claim, and
they deny the charge, that they have ever imported any of these men who
belong to their companies.
The masses of Chinese here are ignorant of, and take little interest in,
our politics ; but among the merchants, and especially among the youn»
men attending the schools, are found very many who take an intelligent
interest in the politics of this country.
The most of the Chinese now in America were common laborers,
farmers, and such like in their own country, mostly poor, industrious
people ; their physical condition is as good, if not better, in this country
than iii China, and is constantly and gradually improving.
The population of China is from 350,000,000 to 400,000,000.
Chinese civilizaThe civilization of the Chinese Empire is the oldest known in history.
The Government, which is Abrahamic or patriarchal in theory, is sufficiently powerful to hold in check and comparative order the immense
As a people they are eminently conservamass of 400,000,000 of beings.
tive, the same school-books, the writings of Confucius and Mencius, have
been used in their schools for hundreds of years.
This has stamped a
common character upon all the people.
The written language, common
in all parts of the empire, is not a spoken language in any part of the
There are various dialects in different localities. These different
country.
dialects are almost as numerous as are the great cities of China, and differ
The Chinese of one locality
almost as do the spoken languages of Europe.
have but little affinity for or sympathy with those of a different locality.
What the Chinese ^s to scholarship, the average Chinese scholar knows little or nothing
"scholar" knows, about geography, mathematics, natural philosophy, chemistry or astronomy.
His knowledge of history is confined to an epitome of the history of his
own country and people. He knows no language except his own, and yet
he is no mere novice, his memory is truly wonderful ; his knowledge of the
relations and duties between man and man, between the people and the
rulers, is remarkable ; and in diplomacy the Chinese have no equals.
Schools abound in China. Probably not one-fifth of the population have
what might be termed a common school education. The masses know the
written characters representing the common articles of food and clothing
without being able to read a single page of literature. In the arts the
Chinese have made no progress for centuries.
Stagnation. For many hundred years no new inventions have appeared in China.
Their system of printing from the first has been the same as now.
They
cut it on boards, the size of the page, and it stands out in relief. In
Religion, fatalism, science, government, and religion, everything is stereotyped ; everything
runs in the same old rut. The religion of the educated may be formulated as blind fatality ; the religion of the masses, a heartless, superstitious
idolatry. The whole land is full of idols. The whole civilization of China
has stood still for centuries, and to purify it, it needs to be moved and
stirred from centre to circumference by contact and friction with the
Christian civilization of America and Europe. They have always discouraged emigration from their shores, and have been constantly and
bitterly opposed to every attempt by outside nations to settle among them.
Living thus, the Chinese
people seem generally to be filled with
Regard themthe strange conceit that they are superior to all other nations
toaU8oSSe?uperior of the earthFor centuries
the civilization of the witn
Chinesev, aou
ha*
nations of the
been in advance
of the nations and peonies
of
■earth.
;
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alone they have had intercourse. They have schools and colleges ;
they understand political economy; they have an immense coast
and inland commerce ; they understand agricultural pursuits equal to any
people in the world ; they build houses, and temples and immense stone
bridges; they have a great navigable canal system, reaching through
almost the entire length of the country ; they make silks, satins, and •
cotton cloth ; they are elaborate carvers of ivory, wood, etc.; they make
beautiful bronze castings, and exquisite chinaware ; they are industrious
and frugal to the last degree.
Polygamy Marriage relaThe marriage relation is recognized and honored in China.
marriage tlonthem
With
practised.
generally
not very
is allowable, though
No public
is rather a civil contract than a religious rite or ceremony.
register is kept ; no certificate of marriage given. The parties pledge each
other in small cups of wine, and perform together a whole ritual of prostrations before the open heavens and also before the family penates. There
is a great deal of form and ceremony, according to the rank of the parties.
In taking a secondary wife, or concubine, forms and ceremonies may be
omitted, she taking her place in the family with as little ceremony as a
Under certain circumstances divorces
hired servant would in America.
are allowable, but they are not frequent. If a man marries when poor and
afterward becomes rich, he may, not for any cause, put away the wife who
It is not considered respectable for a widow
shared his years of poverty.
to marry again, and if a young girl loses her bethrothed before marriage
it is considered highly meritorious in her to remain unmarried all her life.
Sometimes a young lady bereaved of her betrothed husband before the
consummation of marriage publicly commits suicide, in order to make her
widowhood perpetual and to remove herself beyond the temptation to
An instance of this self-sacrifice occurred during my
marry another.
There is no practice of personal courtship in Ma^agM
residence at Fuh Chau.
China as with us here.
Older heads make the selections of life partners refaUves of the
boys and girls, as well as arranging parties,
for the young and inexperienced often
while the children are
made
are
Betrothals
other details.
before they are born.
even
conditionally
quite young, and sometimes
The married woman is subject to the will of her husband, and someThe faithfulness
mother.
times to the control of her husband's
of married women in China to their husband's will compares favorably with
the practice of the same virtue by the women of Europe and America.
Female prostitution
Husbands are not generally so chaste as the wives.
exists in all parts of the empire, and is especially prevalent in large cities
This class of women is usually confined to some
and in all sea-port towns.
Poor people often sell
particular quarter of the city or to boat-population.
their female infants to this class of panderers to human depravity, and the
to the will of their villainpoor girls are brought up to perpetual bondage practised
in all ports of the Filiacide.
ous masters. Infanticide of female children is
Proclamations are someempire, in some sections to an alarming extent.
times issued warning the people against it, not only because it is a crime,
but also because the girls are becoming so scarce and expensive that the
common people cannot afford to marry, and public morals are endangered.
The people of China are noted for their industry and frugality. Every J^trious and
man has something to do. Pew people walk the streets simply for the exercise, or to see the sights. There are no railroads, no horse-cars, no stagecoaches. All land transportation, especially in central and southern China,
is done by the bone and muscle of human beings. Merchandise, housefurniture, and building material are all packed on men's shoulders. In
his habits of living the ordinary Chinaman is exceedingly economical and
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Low standard
of comfort.

Chinese
in their
habits.

frugal. Rice and vegetables, fish, pork and fowls compose the principa
diet of the people. The average Chinaman can live nicely in most part*
of the empire on from seven to fifteen cents per day. The price of .laboi
corresponds to the cheapness of living. Fifteen to twenty cents per claji
is very good pay, for a common laborer. Literary men of good ability car
afford to teach for salaries from $6 to $10 per month, and board themselves. House-servants receive from $2 to $4 per month and found. Serving in white families in China, in the open ports, Hong Kong, Canton,!
Amoy, Fuh Chau, Shanghai, etc., they receive from $3 to $10 per month :
mechanics and stone-masons receive from twenty to forty cents per dayi
The currency used in all parts of the empire is a brass "cash," about the
size of a twenty-cent piece, quite thin, with a square hole through the centre. A Mexican silver dollar is worth about 1,000 brass cash. The banks,
in changing brass cash for silver dollars, always take the dollars by weight.
In large mercantile transactions payments are made in sycee, i.e., in baa
lumps, or masses of silver by weight. They have a custom of squaring
accounts at the close of each year, and the rule is that debts must all be
paid at that time.
not clean
It cannot be said that the Chinese, generally, in their houses and perpersonal
sonal habits of living are a neat and clean people. They bathe their
persons often in warm weather, it being common for them to take a
sponge-bath from a little bucket of warm
at the close of each day's
work. They do not believe in cold baths water
under any circumstances. Their
clothing in warm weather is frequently washed and kept comparatively
clean. On the other hand, the water-carrier might not think it out of
place to wash his feet in the water -bucket, and after rinsing bring water
in the same bucket for you to drink. I saw an instance of this while'
living in Fuh Chau. A Chinaman will often scrub his teeth and rinse
his mouth in the same dish and same water in which he has just washed
his face. The dish-washer might not think it amiss to wipe his face and
your dinner plate with the same cloth. In the cold weather they do not
bathe their persons so frequently, nor wash their clothing so often, and
the consequence is that they become exceedingly filthy, and the clothing
and persons of the common people often become alive with vermin. [At
this point an extract was read by the witness from Mr. W. H. Seward's
was
" Voyage
the World,"
on the nation
civilization ofatthefirst
Chinese.!
work
of Around
Christianizing
of
the Chinese
slow, butTheis

Progress
Christianity
among the Chinese.

now progressing much faster than ever before It was ten years before
a single convert was baptized at Fuh Chau, It
but now that mission
(Methodist Episcopal) numbers about 2,000 active church members and
probationers scattered throughout the province, and about twice that
number of attendants upon the regular Christian services. In this one
mission there are some seventy native preachers, several of whom are
ordained. These Chinese Christians are not often found in the service of
the mercantile community nor in the employ of ship-captains. Thev are
almost never seen by this class of Americans and Europeans. * The
missionary work in China is all done in the Chinese language. Few, if
any, of the Chinese Christians can speak the English at all, and that
excludes them generally from European and American service. The persons who testify that there are no Chinese Christians are persons who
know nothing about the matter, have never visited the mission, and have
never come in contact with Chinese Christians. There are now over
12,000 communicants of the Protestant Christian churches in China,
and a line of Christian chapels and communities . all along the coast
from Canton to Shanghai, a distance of 800 or 1,000 miles.
You can
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travel all the way from Amoy to Fuh Chau and stop every night at
a chapel.
In California there are about 300 Chinese who have been baptized and
received into the different Protestant churches. If we include the Young
Men's Christian Association and other associations for learning Christian
doctrines, the number comes up to nearly 1,000. Most of these men make
sacrifices and endure contempt for the sake of the truth. I know instances
of such being the fact.
Something has been said about the cruelty and piratical character of ^*mty m
the Chinese, their unwillingness to aid their fellow-men in suffering. In
China they have public granaries from which the poor are fed at public
expense in time of famine. They have lately inposed severe regulations
requiring all"" vessels, sailors, soldiers, and officers — civil, and military, and
naval— to aid and succor shipwrecked vessels, to save life and property,
giving rewards to those who obey and punishing those who neglect. In
the recent floods, the officers required all boats to assist the suffering and
rescue the drowning Those who refused were immediately punished, The
dealers in rice formed a ring and raised the price so high as to distress
the people. The mandarins immediately published a fixed rate for rice
and food. Any violation of the rule was followed by confiscation of
property.
The vicious element among them here are as easily controlled as the
vicious among the foreign inhabitants from any country. They are more
subject co law.
J think the Chinese have the capacity and brain-power to understand ^bvlin&vowel
our political institutions.
In China the son of a poor man may rise to the highest office. The
father of Confucius was a scholar but a poor man.
I was in Shanghai in 1862. It was the time of the rebellion in that
northern part of China, and the imperial a,rmy and the army of the rebels
had scoured the country all round about and devastated the fields, consumed the means of living, and tens of thousands had been driven into
what we call the foreign city of Shanghai and its surroundings. There
was great suffering, cholera prevailed, and thousands of people were dying
for the want of food. These people were compelled to beg, or steal, or die.
The character given to the Chinese by Mr. Tobin, that half of them
were beggars and thieves is not correct. It might apply to this outside
population driven in by the war, but not to the Chinese city of Shanghai.
Nor is it true, as stated by him, that the common people do not marry. As
a general thing they do not live together at all unless they are man and
wife, except professional prostitutes. I think there are much fewer of what
Chinese consider to be illegitimate children in China than in almost any
other country, but it must be understood that there is a system of polygamy, concubinage, and the children of concubines are legitimate.
There are six boards reguI believe the Chinese have a constitution.
into six departments.
divided
government
of
division
whole
the
lating
They have a regular
Each of the six boards has its regular constitution.
other up to the Judicial system.
the
to
one
system of courts, with appeal from
judicial
,,.
„
Emperor.
There are foundling asylums in the cities in China, where I have been, ho^itaig.g
They are supported by contributions from rich
for castaway children.
men, aided by the government.
If a man cannot pay his debts in China, there is no way of compelling
him ; it is simply a disgrace.
< commercial
The custom of their trade is to sell tea and such like by sample.
With charaeter.
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regard to this great transaction in tea, and all the great mercantile transactions, they must of necessity involve great confidence by our merchants
in the compradors. A Chinese comprador is sent up into the country
with $250,000, $300,000 or $500,000 in bulk to buy tea, and there is no
security except his honesty and integrity. That class of men in China
have a good character among European and American men of business for
reliability and honesty.
The position of women in China compare favorably, or better, than the
position of those in the eastern part of Europe.
White servants in families here are paid from $20 to $30 per month.
There are, perhaps, 200 or 300 Chinese children in the city now.
Six companies.
The revenues of the Six Companies are made up by voluntary contributions and by permits granted to Chinamen when they want to depart
The officers are paid out of these revenues. They have, also collections.
If they are in need of money, they will issue their statement of a tax of
so much, asking people to pay a certain sum. Some pay more and someless — half a dollar for a man, usually. It is all voluntary. Their ostensible business and practice is of a charitable nature.
Help each other. Their friends take care of the poor. They are a great people to help
each other. Large numbers of those who are here have come for the
second time.

Labor question.

Difficulty of getting employment for women
ana girls not
genial.

Chinamen only
multiplied labor,

The vessels engaged in the coasting trade are usually engaged in a disreputable trade. Although the Chinese hate to punish their own people
for assaults upon foreigners, so far as my experience goes they always did
it, and did it quite efficiently when required to do so by our Consul.
Many things that Mr. King said are true, but many things are not true.
I think there is a different standand of living required for American
laborers from that the Chinese subsist upon. The American laborers
family cannot be supported on the pittance that a Chinaman can possibly
bring himself down to, but an American family can be supported on the
wages which- Chinamen get. The Chinese, for the most common and unskilled labor, get $1 and $1.25 a day — $30 and $35 a month. For skilled
labor they get $60 a month. I think white labor in this state is as well
paid as in any state in the Union. No man need work at a $1 a day be
a Chinaman, if he does not want to do so, in this country. In regard to
house-servants, of course if the people here fill up with Chinese, they do
not want any whites, some employ Chinamen because they get them at
low wages ; some from choice, at the same price they would to whites. I
think there are very few people here without work — those who want to
work. If you employ a white girl to do the work of a family of a man
and his wife and several children, you have got to put out your washing
and get somebody to wash the windows and front steps besides, whereas
a Chinaman will do the whole work. The difficulty of getting employment for women and girls is not general. The fact of there being 3,003
Chinese house-servants here does not have the tendency to exclude white
girls ; because the very presence of these Chinese servants in r
families makes it possible for those families to be here with all their industries, and those families could not live here if they had not Chinese
servants. So far, in my opinion, Chinamen have only multiplied labor
here. I think a few thousand unskilled laborers in any city will certainly
multiply the facilities for skilled labor and higher industries. When I
is exorbitant so that industries cannot be carried on, then the reduction
of labor down to the prices that the industries can be carried on is a benefit. Decently paid labor is necessary to American civilization, and w$
have it here.
The supply and demand of labor will have something to do
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in bringing down the price of labor generally below a decent price. I
cannot educate my family, attend to my duties, give them decent clothes,
and meat and other food, such as Americans live on, at a dollar a day.
I do not want to ; I do not need to ; neither does any other man.
There may be some instances where Chinamen are employed as nurses, g"^™^^
Children acquire a great deal of knowledge from their parents, but from pean nurses,
their nurses, white or Chinese, I think they never ought to learn. If they
have good, intelligent nurses, well-behaved American girls, they learn
in the east' are largely foreigners,
think the house-servants
something. Ihave
just the same objection to employing them as nurses
and I should
as I have against Chinamen as nurses.
I do not know how to reconcile the fact of the Chinese fondness for
Some
children and the infanticide which prevails in some parts of China.
of them sell their female children, which does not show a fondness for them Sjderf female
in the persons who sell them. Sometimes they are sold knowing that they
would be better off, sometimes for purposes of prostitution.
The Chinese, generally, are peaceful among themselves, but they have
riots among themselves. I read about the bloody riots recently at Virginia
City and at San Jose. Sometimes they arise over a woman ; sometimes
Feuds often occur in China between villages.
about money.
slavery in China as to the male sex ; there are no slaves Not slaves,
no
is
There
among them here. I have read somewhere that many of the Chinese get
to this country by giving onerous obligations, which are secured by their
certificates, and that where there is a failure to return the money the
relatives themselves are sold in order to make good the contract. It is
not the custom in China to sell a family.
I do not think the Chinaman here would be professed Christians except
from sincere sentiments.
Perhaps my avocation would be gone if there were no Chinese here. I
am a lessee of property in Chinatown, occupied by Chinese, and I shall
hold it as long as I can. It is not an opium den ; I know they smoke
seen them, the people rooming there being opium- ^m^toD&
opium there, for I have
smokers. In some other rooms that I have rented I have seen people dl.inking.
smoking tobacco, cigars, and drinking whiskey. The use of opium stupefies,
puts them to sleep, makes them languid. It is more injurious than
tobacco ; it debilitates the system. The effect of smoking opium is
different from the effect of drinking whiskey, the latter stirs people up,
makes them rampant, and fight sometimes ; Chinamen never fight when
under the influence of opium. The building I rented was simply for the
purpose of securing a chapel.
The Chinese sick are largely taken care of by their friends. There are
but very few paupers who do not manage to get a little something one
way or the other. They are a great people in their own country to live
upon their friends.
The Chinese here are industrious, if you exclude the women who are P^setsreioug>.
There are hardly any idle
prostitutes and the class who are gamblers.
them , There are fewer fights among them than among
among
persons
the lower whites.
They are excluded from the public schools on account of race-prejudice.
In Sacramento there is a Chinese girl who attends school. I never heard
of one here ; there may be others in some country school districts, but I
do not know of it. I made application here once, and was refused by a
formal written answer. If they were admitted the night schools would
schools are quite full all the Mission schools
have a large number of them. The mission have
schools for the Chinese
The different branches of Protestants
time.
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here. There are 300 or 400 regular attendants nightly. Perhaps there
are 1,200 or 1,500 who attend altogether. In my school they are expected
to pay $1 a month. We teach them reading, writing, geography, and
grammar, the same as any other school, and employ teachers.
All Protestant denominations are represented in mission work in China.
The Catholics are not there now.
In regard to the effect of Chinese labor upon white labor, hardly at
any time has there been too much labor here, more than could receive
adequate employment and payment. There may have been a few months
once or twice when that may have been the case. At the present time
the demand is equal to the supply. The presence of the Chinese here I
do not think interferes with white labor on this coast at this time. I think
it has stimulated labor and helped hundreds of white people to honorable
employment. I believe the presence of the Chinese here has been an element
in the prosperity of this country up to the present time.
The Chinese assimilate with our people, but do it more slowly than any
other people who come here. That, I think, makes them a less desirable
people as far as that one element is concerned.
I believe the matter of supply and demand will hold a good check upon
Chinese immigration. I should like to see them limited to a couple of
hundred on a ship.
If they were allowed to become naturalized, at first they would be slow
to embrace it. I think only those who knew the language would care
about it. Many already desire to become citizens, and would make very
good citizens. It would be unhappy and unfortunate, exceedingly unfortunate, ifthe Chinamen should all at once have the right of suffrage ;
but I think they should be allowed to be naturalized on the same conditions as other people. If immigrants from Europe were not allowed to
become citizens, but compelled to remain aliens, I doubt if they would
come in such large numbers. It would tend to lessen immigration ; it
would segregate and degrade them, and make them an inferior class.
There are only two objections that can be made, that reach my mind at
all, against Chinese immigration, which do not prevail with equal force
against other immigration from foreign lands. They assimilate more
slowly. That is one point. The second objection is, that in case of
intestine wars in China, and rebellions, and the devastation of
great regions of their country, there is a simple possibility that there
might come over a large influx of Chinamen to this country that could
not be handled very well in the interests of the country. By limiting
the number the rates of passage would be higher. It is now about $55,
and the condition of Chinamen is not so much better as to make them go
through very much to come if they have to pay largely to get here. They
like their own country the best of any country. The treaties that are
made between our country and China are for our benefit, not for the benefit of the Chinamen. If I understand it, the Chinamen to-day have not a
single right or advantage in this country that they would not have if there
was no treaty at all with the nation. We have many rights in China
which the general system of government in China would not give us without the treaties. For no crime under heaven can a Chinese authority
touch an American in China.
I do not think the Chinese Government desire their people to come
here.
The masses that first arrive have little or no knowledge or idea of our
institutions whatever, except that it is a free country, and that they have
nothing to do but obey the laws and go on.
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The religion of China is a lower religion and their standard of morals
is lower than that of those who follow the teachings of Christ, but
the standard of morals among the Chinese people is higher than among
I think the Christianity of the
any other heathen people in the world.
Bible is superior to the teachings of the Chinese or any heathen rethe general tone of morals in the Chinese civilization is, I
;
ligion but
think, equal to the morality of the serfs in Russia, and that of the
common people of Ireland, and very likely to that of the peasantry in
France or Germany. The system prevailing in France among the peasantry,
of having one wife who cares for her children, is superior to polygamy
The plurality of wives is lawful in China,
existing among the Chinese.
practised if a family
is it generally
but it is not usual, nor
If a man has no son, and is able, he will take another
has a son.
This one point in their civilization is
wife in order to get a son.
not so desirable as the system of monogamy, but as a general thing I
think the morality of the Chinese may be compared favorably with the
There are other causes besides the teaching of repeasantry of Europe.
The Chinese are not without religion,
ligion which affect civilization.
The idolatry taught in China
and worship has its effect upon any people.
There is.no teaching of idolatry as a system ;
is not taught as a system.
it is simply the habits and customs of the people.
is" a system of political economy as relates
of Confucius
teachings duties
to The
the relative
of man and man, the rulers and the people, the
people and the rulers, the parent and the child, the child and the parent,
the brother and the sister. These teachings are temporal in their character ; but there is, however, reference to a future world. The doctrine of
the golden rule is found in the writings of Confucius almost exactly as in
the teachings of Jesus, except that Confucius puts it in the negative form.
Their idols are supposed to receive divine honor. It is a system of demigods— heroic worship. It is within the province of the emperor to issue
a proclamation and to establish the worship of a new god. Some person
has been of great value to the community somewhere, a great statesman,
a great benefactor; and after his death the people petition that he shall be
enrolled among the class of persons who may receive divine honor.
They have what we call in Chinese a "sinchepur," a family tablet, a square
of work, with an upright piece, which slides up. On the inside of
piece
this tablet are written the names of their ancestors, the father and grandfather, and all the ancestors of the family, and it is kept in the family of
the eldest son ; it is the family record, and there are stated times when these
They believe in the immortality of the soul.
tablets receive worship.
They are not entirely unaccustomed to elections. They elect their elders
of the villages who do the duty of magistrates, and settle all small troubles
in the community. Their decrees are binding in custom, and are all over
China.
The Chinese civilization is not progressive, the Christian civilization is.
The Chinese civilization is better than the Darwinian system.

A. 1885.
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I think Chinese literature is better than the French in moral tone. b^ter^h11*****111*
Dr. Loomis is a good authority upon Chinese matters, as well as upon French,
Chinese literature and the writings of Confucius.
[An extract was here
read by Senator Sargent from Dr. Loomis's work, under the head of "Life
of Confucius," bearing upon the future state of man.]
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Geojrge D. Robert, President of the Tide Land Reclamation Company, a
resident since 1850, sworn and examined :

40,000 acres of
reclaimed,

The company proper started in with 120,000 acres of land, and have
partially reclaimed 30,000 or 40,000 acres.
Tule-lands we call the overflowed lands forming a delta of the Sacramento and San Joaquin River,
and also lands on the margin of the river farther up. Reclaiming these
lands means building dykes, gates, and ditches, preventing the overflow.
We generally employ Chinese labor by contract. In building the docks we
contract by the yard, so much a yard. We go to some of the Chinese
merchants or business men, and tell them we want to give a contract for
a certain number of miles of levee. They will contract in large and small
bodies of land, sometimes for as much as 1,000 yards with one individual,

s^t^r j?en.^rally The work is measured after it is done and they receive their pay, the work
performed. generally being satisfactorily performed.
As day laborers we prefer them, for some class of work, to white men,
In higher class of but generally in the higher classes of work we employ white men. The
whites.
lands could not be reclaimed successfully with white labor at this time ;
But white men it is a class of work that white men do not like. The special advantage
this land. 1GCaim in Chinese labor in work of that kind is owing to the contract system.
Advantage of the They form communities among themselves, forty, fifty or a hundred, and
contract system,
they are jointly interested in the contract.
I do not know anything about the Six Companies hiring out labor. We
never hire of them.
The contractor is generally paid as the work progresses. We pay from ten to fifteen cents a cubic yard ; and they expect
to make about a dollar a day.
When we hire by the month we pay $27,
and they find themselves, houses, camps, and everything, their actual
days' labor being tallied.
Possibly detri- m
Possibly Chinese labor is detrimental to a certain class of white laborclass ofwhftertain but to tne general prosperity of the country I think they are a great
labor ; ^
advantage.
The wealth that chey produce stimulates prosperity to such
advantage. an extent that it gives white men higher positions.
Their presence here
does not affect the price of intelligent labor. The aggregate product of
the wealth produced by Chinamen in this state is equal to our mines, including Nevada and Dakota — probably sixty, eighty or ninety millions a
year in wealth. In fair dealing and honesty they will compare favorably
with the lower classes of white men generally. The reclamation of these
lands is open to white men. We give them the preference, and sometimes
pay a little higher for white labor. If there were no Chinamen here at
present we would have to give the business up. In the cultivation of
these lands white men are generally employed ; that is, white men are
generally the farmers who buy or lease, but as a rule the farmers employ
more or less Chinamen. I have leased lands to poor white men who did
not have money to buy teams, and we furnished them with teams, seed, a
house, and everything necessary to start them. They would have nothing
but their labor as capital to start on, but it would be but a very short
time until they would have Chinamen doing their work for them and they
would be bossing the job.
Chinamen work in gravel mines, and in some instances in quartz-mining,
but generally surface-mining. They work in deep-mining as carmen.
They do work that does not require much skill, such as binding and
shocking wheat. They are the best field men we have ; better than the
Swede, and the Swede is the best worker we have had. They occasionally
rent land, paying o,s much as ^2. r> and $30 a year per acre. They raise
pretty nearly all the sweet potatoes that are got here.
The Chinaman is
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a representative of the preacher's _ meeting
David stDeal,
Pev. Methodi
Ministerial Association, sworn and examined :

A. 1885.

handsputsof
Chinese labor
nioreinto
white men.

■
M j^nese had^
be controlled by
those ^o^

S™™^£*

of the DEAL.

Witness read a memorial from the association in which the " habits of
dwelt on ; their Chmese
industry and quietness of demeanor" o£ the Chinese was English
language,
freedom from alms-seeking; their eagerness to learn the
and interest in the Scriptures, as manifested in Sabbath schools. They
had been, personally acquainted with a number of genuine converts, and
were impressed with a firm conviction that faithful Christian effort
ion.' lhe
would lead the Chinese to appreciate "our Christian civilizat
Chinese native preachers in the face of persecution, display heroic devotion.
The memorial concluded by asking "that the Christian sentiment ot our
land be not wholly ignored."
.
.
He was not acquainted with the precise number of converts in the Chinese
chapel.
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Kev. Augustus W. Loomis, a missionary in China from 1844 to 1850
sworn and examined :

How money got
to emigrate.

Women.

Morals.

On the Pacific
coast since September, 1859. Over seventeen years witj
;ss was
engaged in Chinese mission
ary work. Four or tive^ different
dialects spoken in Canton, the province from which
the Chinese come.
Largest portion of Chinese immigrants are from the rural districts. Some
pay their own passage; some are assisted by relatives; some mortgage their
portion of the paternal estate, a corner of the house, a room, or a share of
a small farm. Many borrow the money giving heavy interest. In early
times some had wages and outfit advanced with an agreement that rhj
capitalists should share equally in profits and losses of their mining adventures for a specified number of years. Of late years, many have come here
under labor contracts. All Chinese male immigrants are free, but v
have been decoyed, or kidnapped, or bought, and then brought here for the
vilest purposes where their price is much advanced. Many have been purchased as secondary wives. Of late the Chinese are bringing their first wives
here, and many spoke of going home for their families.
All intend to return home, but of late some talk of abandoning their
purpose of returning.
The Six Companies commercial guilds ; they also partake of the character of benefit societies.

A Chinaman who is insolvent or suspected of a desire to defraud his
creditors will not be allowed to return to China.
Each of the Six Companies have large rooms to which the immigrants are
allowed to go until they find employment. These buildings are like the caravansaries ofthe East. The initiation fee is from $5 to §8. and bonemoney from $2 to $8. Special assessments are made, as for instance, for
the purpose of employing lawyers.
On the faim, in tfie house, in the factory, the Chinese immigrant finds
employment. Very many of those who arrive, come to take the places or
brothers, cousins, or friends who will return to China as soon as they have
taught the newcomer his business as servant, laborer, or factory hand.
Thus the Chinese population is not to be judged by the arrivals, because
the number returning is very great.
As to the morals of the Chinese immigrants, they come mostly from
rural farming districts, a large proportion being vigorous and enterpri
young men, and very many mere boys, who are all taught to be hoi
industrious, obedient to parents, superiors and magistrates ; to be kind to
the sick and poor ; to fear the gods ; but like other races their prac
sometimes falls beneath their knowledge.
Of all heathen nations the
Chinese are outwardly the most correct and thrifty, and as a bodv in
California they are in the main a quiet, inoffensive, docile people.
There
are gamblers, opium-smokers, pimps, idlers and thieves among them.
It
had been reported that gambling houses and brothels had brought immunity by regular payments to certain officials.
Without Chinese labor many
manufacturing enterprises would not
have been started.
Railroads, wagon roads, dykes, all more advanced, and there are inore
houses and more white people than there would have been had there been
no Chinese labor. Without it the crops could not be saved in season.
The Chinese importations stimulated commerce ; they ^>aid a lar^e proportion ofcustoms duties ; supported insurance, gas and water companies,
and paid city, county, state and poll-taxes, internal revenue and licenses.
The Chinese had improved portions of California, which but for them
would still be unimproved.
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expunged, Prostitution,
Chinese prostitution as well as other prostitution could be
and they could be got to live in more roomy quarters.
They have been made to pay discriminating taxes, yet their children
are excluded from the public schools. Their sick are not received into
the hospitals without paying a specified rate per week, $3 it used to be.
They cannot vote. A Chinaman showed him three " tax-receipts" : polltax, $2 ; hospital-tax, $1 ; road poll-tax, $4.
Chmese immi-^
Many Chinese immigrants have contracted prodigal and vicious habits
The and thus the whole
and gone to ruin • But the general effect on the Chinese good.
will benefit the world. ^CMgawould be
whole of China will benefit thereby, and this
Two hundred and forty-six members of churches.
Chinese immigration regulated by the law of demand and supply.
They have been afraid to buy real estate. They pay very heavy rents,
and lease for a term, usually from twenty to twenty-five years. Only a
few had applied to be allowed to become American citizens. At home
they show a good deal of religious toleration.
With precautions, such as seeing that every immigrant understood and
was in sympathy with American institutions before being allowed to vote,
they would make good citizens. Many boys now growing up would be
entitled, on coming of age, to vote ; yet they were excluded from the
public schools. But the Christian schools, voluntarily supported, were
doing the work.
Most Chinese women originally brought to California for bad purposes. Women.
Some of these stolen; some decoyed on promise of marriage; some sold by
poor parents on the assurance that they would be trained up as adopted
daughters, many however have become either secondary wives, or regularlymarried. More merchants than formerly are bringing their wives to California.
Only four or five instances had occurred of Chinamen having white wives,
and in each case the wife had been brought from some other place.
The conduct of white prostitutes is more disgusting than anything seen
in the Chinese quarter. But the houses occupied by the Chinese prostitutes were shut up, whenever the authorities set themselves about it in
About 300 Chinese in California have been baptized and received into
They compare well with other Christians.
the Christian church.
If the Chinese were dismissed from all the places where they are now
employed, great disturbances in all branches of business would be the
result. The manufacturing interests would be seriously affected, if not
stopped, and the cultivation of the small fruits, grapes, hop-picking,
potatoe-digging would have to cease or be greatly diminished.
Many had come from the east because Chinese labor was here. This
class, the Chinese gone, would cease to come.
Civilized nations bound to communicate its discoveries and revelations to
less favored peoples.
Had lived in China for six years. Filthiness not nearly so general in Chinese at home.
China as has been represented. Beggars and many poor people in China.
Their cities crowded ; streets narrow, yet remarkably free from filth. Streets
paved with broad flat stones; garbage gathered up and carried off every
night to the neighboring fields; the cleanliness of the people, who bathe
after the days' work is over and change their apparel, the tidiness of their
small apartments? their fondness for flowers, ornaments and singing birds,
their refined tastes and courtly manners, have always been a subject of
remark and delightful surprise.
They Socially.
Socially the Chinese are superior to any other heathen people.
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live in families; the wives are faithful, and the penalty of unfaithfu
may be death.
No drunkenness, no rioting, no such shameless exposure
by lewd women as on the streets of Ban Francisco by white prostitutes.
In China there are public schools of a high grade; many supported by
the endowments of rich men; but most are private schools " supported bv

tuition."
There is a religious sentiment in China which prompts tq the support ot
benevolent institutions and self-sacrifice.
To be a scholar is the highest honor and opens the way to office and
advancement.
The classics are taught in the schools, also books of proverbs, and their
early education cannot fail to make them industrious, frugal, as servants
or citizens.

Savings.

There are innumerable little savings and loan societies among them,
and many^ servants in families and boys in our schools are silent partner I
in some of the large stores.
Resentment at the
A deep feeling of dissatisfaction in China on account of what their
queue ordinance.
countrymen
have suffered in San Francisco.
The queue ordinal,
regarded as a national insult.
Young Wing,
L.L.D., of New
Haven
College, said to have been appointed Minister from China to the U
States, said ■ " But rights have been violated and we wiil demand justice."
Young Wing, an American citizen
Intellectual capaThe intellectual capacity of Chinamen is of a hio-h order.
city high.
They have been a benefit to the country, and if double the number were
needed, double the number would be of service. If they did no more
Benefit to the
than to benefit themselves and benefit China, they would benefit us. If
country.
they were coming in such crowds as to make California an Asiatic province, itmight be time to make some demonstration on the subject.
There are millions of acres which might be cultivated, and which none
but Chinese would cultivate. The Chinese would make a garden of
those plains between Ogden and Omaha. Those who were buying ranches
would make good citizens. The Chinese can be Christianized and their
civilization changed.
Ballot.
If the Chinese came in until they were twelve to one American, the
Americans would still be the dominant race. He would restrict them
from the ballot.
A grand mission.

The coolie traffic

He thought they could assimilate with Americans by intermarriage.
, Americans had a grand mission to train up young Chinamen to go back
to civilize their country.
No danger that in the contact of tiie two civilizations the American would deteriorate.
Chinese less dangerous to American institutions than certain
,-■
immigrants.
Mr. Thomas H. Kim wrong m supposing there are coolies, or that
there is a coolie traffic. The Chinese immigrants are free and go and
come as they please. Instead of two some five dialects are spoken by
them.

Knows nothing of the highbinders, except what he read in the papers,
and he did not believe the Six Companies employed such people.
Hundreds of times he had seen the immigrants on their way from the
ships maltreated, while police officers took no notice. Never made a
complaint.
He was wrong in that.
Captain King said the Chinese were inveighled.here, but did not
prove it.
The Chinese resort to the companies as friends.
A Chinaman could not get himself under any bondage bv contracting a
gambling debt.
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The feeling in China towards the republic good, and this valuable from Tradt
a, commercial point of view. In 1841 and 1842 the Americans took away
a great deal of the trade that was in the hands of the English. Not true
as Captain King said that the Chinese generally know nothing about the
emigration to America, But they have newspapers, their merchants travel
extensively, and scholars from all parts of the province assemble at the
provincial cities to attend the literary examinations.
Skin diseases amongst them not as generally represented, nor are they
more liable to vermin than other peoples.
They smuggle opium.
Thev do not smuggle for brokers.
Labor contracts.
under labor contracts for a term of years.
come
They
As a rule they do not dissipate their earnings.
Read the Cubic- Air Law as passed by the California Legislature. This Cubie-air law.
-Act (set out on page 477 of the Report of the Joint Committee) declares
" every person who owns leases, lets, or hires " to another, a room or apartment within an incorporated city, or county, which contains less than
500 feet of cubic space in the clear for each person or any person or persons found sleeping, or lodging, or who lives or uses for sleeping, or lodging,
•any such room, to be guilty of misdemeanor, and upon conviction, to be
punished in the former case by a fine of not less than fifty ($50), nor more
than five hundred ($500), or by imprisonment in the county gaol, or by
both such fine and imprisonment ; in the latter case by a fine of not less
than ten ($10) nor more then fifty ($50) dolllars, or by both fine and imprisonment. This Act dated April 3rd, 1876, and had been enforced only
.
.
•against Chinese.
mmera
Miners' Tax which imposed on foreign f^isn
the Foreign
wasa month,
"The next
joiners
a tax law
of $-4
and which sometimes went as high as $20.
It bore date May 17th, 1861.
After a number of years this Act was declared unconstitutional. It was never enforced against any class except
Chinese, that he heard of.
. .
Under an Act passed by the last Legislature prohibiting the use of nets legfilatioS ing
with meshes less than certain specified dimensions, only Chinese had been ^s^S^^a
arrested. On the 23rd of April, 1855, an Act was passed that every
Chinese immigrant should pay a tax of $55, but it was declared invalid.
(The people versus Downer ; VII California Reports, page 169.) An Act
(April 26th, 1858) prohibited all persons of the Chinese or Mongolian races
from entering the state or landing at any port thereof, unless they should
be driven on the coast by storm or unavoidable accident and then they were
to be reshipped and returned to the place whence they came. An Act (26th
April, 1862) provided that every Mongolian over eighteen years of age.
should pay a monthly capitation tax of $2.50, except those engaged in the
manufacture of sugar, rice, coffee, and tea. This act pronounced invalid.
(Ling-Sing versus Washburn; XX California Reports, page 534.) March
31st," 1866, By
an anAct
Chineseandhouses
of ill-fame
nuisances.
Act approved
of March declaring
18th, 1863,allChinese
Mongolians
were
not allowed to be witnesses in an action wherein a white person was party.
This afterwards repealed. By an Act (April 3rd, 1876.) the Board of
Supervisors of San Francisco were empowered to appropriate a sum not
to exceed $5,000 to be used in defraying the expenses of a delegation to
Washington, to solicit such action on the part of the Federal Government
as should modify the Burlingame Treaty, so as to prevent the immigration
of certain classes of Chinese under its provisions, whose arrival in our
midst is detrimental to the moral and material interests of our own
people.
A city ordinance approved March 15th, 1876, provided that all laundries
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should pay licenses using a one horse vehicle .$2, per quarter ; two I
declared
no vehicle, $15 ; that was afterwards
horses, $4 per quarter
invalid.
City ordinance (June 14th, 1876) provides that every male prisoner
imprisoned in the county gaol of San Francisco, under a judgment from
the police court, should have his hair cut or clipped to a uniform length of
one inch and this was acknowledged by the officers to apply to the Chinese.
Sections 2,949 to 2,968 of "The Political Code of California," provided
that persons suffering from certain infirmities and having no relatives to
support them, or lewd or abandoned women, unless a bond of S500 was
given to the people of California to indemnify against possible costs. Under these sections several Chinese women were detained and by order o thef
California Supreme Court sent back to China, but on appeal to the
United States Supreme Court this legislation was pronounced unconstitutional and void.
From statistics obtained from the clerk of the revenue department it
will be observed that a Chinese tobacco-dealers' license for a single store
is
and the number of dealers 200; tobacco-manufactories, 70 ; license
for factory, $10 ; the whole amount of stamps sold for cigars manufactured in this district, $500 ; number of Chinese dealers in leaf tobacco,
20; license per dealer, $25; Chinese who sell liquor, 50 ; license, $25
per dealer. The whole amount received for duties at the custom house foi
year ending 1875 was $8,000,000 ; the approximate amount paid by
Chinese would be $2,500,000 directly in their trade. Their property
(according to the assessor) assessed here, is $250,000 — real estate :
others give it as $600,000. The personal property-tax is given as
$500,000 ; and the poll-tax collected was $30,000 up to July 1st. Only
Chinese pay the foreign miners' license-tax. The poll-tax is collected
from the Chinese as they come off the steamer, and also on their de-

parture.
There are very few Chinese beggars in San Francisco : you may see one
once in a while.
The hukahs are a class of people in China who were regarded as coming
from another province. Hukah means stranger. Some of them are here ;
one of the Fuh Kien company-houses belongs to them. As a class they
The Sixare as respectable as the others — industrious and economical.
Companies do not import Chinese here for labor purposes ; neither do they
make contracts hiring labor out ; nor receive the money of the Chinese
for labor performed.
companies a ChinaWith the exception of paying a fee of $20 to the
man is as free to leave the state as a white man. A white man can leave
the state owing debts, but a Chinaman cannot well do so.
In many instances the Chinese are badly treated, and I think the
majority of citizens disapprove of it very strongly. It is limited to a low
class, and those connected with labor institutions.
The information as to the collection of the poll-tax was derived from
captains and officers of the steamships.
clear
Respecting the $500,000 personal property-tax, I am not quite
whether it is the amount paid in as taxes, or whether it is the assessed
value of property.
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Rev. John Francis, Baptist, five years in charge of a mission school,
sworn and examined :

The mission has about 100 pupils and six teachers. In regard to con- Chinese converts
sistency, Christian deportment, and steadfastness, they compare favorably
with converts of other nationalities. None of our converts, as far as I
know, have returned to heathenism ; fifteen have been baptized in connection with this mission, their ages ranging from seventeen to twenty-five.
The pupils are instructed in the English language until they can read the
New Testament. The ages of those who are instructed range from
ten to twenty-five.
The Chinese are just like other people ; I cannot perceive any difference Chinese just like
at all. All our young, with very few exceptions, have proved themselves
to be honorable, just, reasonable, and honest in their character and in
their dealings with us. Our converts are in demand in photographic galleries. Pecuniary aid would extend the sphere of usefulness of these
schools. I am not aware of any converts cutting off their queues ; as far
as I understand, it is simply a national badge. I think the Chinamen
understand that they are sought for on account of their Christian
profession.
Our work would be greatly facilitated if the Chinese were permitted to
attend our schools and get an English education.
It is possible that some Chinese become Christians through mercenary
motives.
A very large proportion of the Chinese population here are under
twenty-one years of age.
[Mr. Gibson here stated that probably one-third of the population were
under twenty-one, and a large proportion of the whole under thirty.]

San Francisco, November 11th, 1876.
Joseph
A. Coolidge, Secretary of the Merchants' Exchange,
resident for twenty-seven years, sworn and examined :

and

a COOLIDGE

There are seven Chinese firms as stockholders and twenty-four as sub- Character of Chiscribers to the Exchange. The subscribers can be seen daily in the room nese merchants«
and on 'Change during the hour. They are intelligent, shrewd, courteous
and gentlemanly ; honorable in their business transactions, and compare
favorably with people of any other nationality. I have been informed by
merchants who have had extensive business transactions with them that
the usual contracts in writing were unnecessary, their word being a sufficient guarantee for their fulfilment ; and in a term of years, in which
business to the extent of millions of dollars was transacted, not one cent
has been lost by bad faith on their part. I have never been acquainted
with Chinamen in any station of life who could not read and write in their
own language. In cleanliness of person they are remarkable. I have
observed them closely in their various occupations and on the streets, and
cannot call to mind an instance of dirty face or hands, or of soiled garments.
Their habitations, however, are filthy. They are industrious and frugal, habitations filthy'
and unassuming in their demeanor. We do not hear them about the
streets making night hideous with unearthly yells and screaming, as is
the case with very many who consider themselves their superiors.
Through the prejudice that exists cigainsl: them many are arrested for
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crimes which, if committed by what is called a white man, would pass ul|
noticed; and our court records show a larger proportion of Chi
arrests than if the laws were impartially executed.
The same prejudic
existed at one time against Irish immigration, the results of which ar
before the country.
The results of Chinese immigration are to be proved
If the greater portion of the Chinese now here are of the lowest order o j
their countrymen, it speaks volumes in favor of Chinese civilization, anr .1
a strong inducement to encourage a larger immigration of the bette:
classes.

On 'Change they are treated the same as the people of any other nation!
My experience among them has not been very extensive as to testing theii
education.
I have known people of other nationalities who have really not beer
citizens who wanted positions on the police force and on public works, bui
I have never known the Chinese to want them.
I would consider the unrestricted immigration of Chinese as desirable!
as that from any other nation, but not as desirable as unrestricted immi
gration from New England and old England. If a conflict of interests
should arise between European and Chinese immigrants, I think I should i
favor the former, because their civilization is mine. The Chinese civilization is different, but it is, I think, a debatable question whether theii
civilization is not as good as ours.
So far as investing them with the elective privilege, I think it could be
conferred upon them as well as a great many that it is conferred upon — I
I refer to all ignorant foreign populations, as well as the ignorant American population— and might just as well be conferred upon them as upon
the freedmen of the south. In other words, I put the Chinese in all
respects — -in their morals and civilization, and in the desirableness of their
immigration — upon the same plane as other foreigners of the same degree.
I do not think the entire European immigration is equal to the number
of Chinese.
The Chinese in business compare favorably with European immigrant*
who are in business as merchants and manufacturers, and for capacity and
integrity I think they have no superior. By segregating the classes, I do
not think they are equal to the average of the Germans, who, I think, are
superior to any immigrants that come here. The Chinese are the equals .
of the French and superior to the Italians and the Irish — in fact superior
to every class of 'European immigrants except the Germans — in morals
and everything else. I do not know anything about the Scandinavians
or the Welsh.
The Chinese occupy very dirty quarters ; I do not think it is the same
with other foreign citizens here. In decencies and comforts other nationalities are superior.
I do not question a man's belief. My idea of a good citizen is, if he
lives a good, honest, square life he is as good a man as the greatest professor of religion or church member. I do not know what their belief is.
hut I have been told by some of them that they believe in a God, and
their worship is similar to that of the Catholic worship. I have heard
that they have images in their Joss-houses of one kind and another. If
the Chinese believe in devils and have a superstitious fetish worship, I do
not see that they are much different from what we call white men,
they all believe in them in some shape or another.
\ cannot see that there is any advantage in restricting the immigra
of the Chinese nor any need of legislation in addition to that which we
have.
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except foundries is owing to the Success^nmanuThe present success in manufacturing,
Our farming interests would not have been so tar m advance Chinese.
Chinese.
but for them.
.
. _.. .
,,
, *
. ,.
mst
P—e^a
or
.part
.ite
on
In my opinion, there is no prejudice against the Chinese
native-born Americans, unless it is politicians— probably omce-seekers.^ l to foreign.born
citizens,
prejudice against them originate among the foreignthe great
believe
I think it is confined to a class.
citizens.
born
this coast. Good servants.
I find Chinamen employed everywhere where I have been on ntage. As
disadva
their
to
nothing
As domestic servants, I have heard
and general infar as concerns their industry, and frugality, and fidelity,
habit
telligence, and their cleanliness, I think those who have been m the
the
above
them
place
them
about
ng
somethi
of employing them and know
corresponding class of other people.
States
I am not in favor of the immigration of anybody to the United
but it
;
progress
for
and
ion
product
I think we have people enough for
to have Chinese
ge
advanta
our
to
much
as
is
it
think
I
come
will
people
_ upon this
as any other people. I do not see how a limit could be fixed
it would be
immigration. If it should be attempted by legislation I think
breach ot
an infraction of the treaty, and the Chinese would regard it as a
faith.
Chinese MnMufet
^As to the impartiality of the legislation of this state as between ot tiie
and other immigrants, there have been some ordinances probably
aimed more particcity which, while general in their character, have been habits,
customs, etc.
peculiar
their
of
account
on
ularly at the Chinese
here m
There was a tax imposed upon all foreign passengers coming
a general
was
It
Chinese.
the
for
intended
probably
was
That
vessels
law.
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The government has, unquestionably, the power of preventing immigration of any kind that would be injurious to our people.
Unrestricted immigration of any sort is not desirable. Unlimited immigration of the Chinese would not, I think, have any bad effect upon the
morajs 0f the people.
The Chinese, who are an imitative
progressive
race and learn very rapidly, would conform themselves to and
our habits,
our
views, and our ideas.
They would adopt our civilization instead of dragging us into a semi-barbarous civilization.
There is no parallel between the condition of this state to-day and that
of Virginia 200 years ago.
European families are not a particle better than the people who come
The Chinese are equal in all respects, in civilization and
^rom ^nmamorals, to the negroes and European immigrants.
I do not see why the
franchise should not be given to the Chinese.
I think they would make
very valuable citizens, and if they had a chance they would veiy soon
acquire our language and become identified with us.
I do not see why the Chinese should not intermarry.
I think Chinamen would make better husbands than usually fall to the lot of our poor

jMiscegenationgirls.
When slavery existed I was in favor of it, and in favor of keeping it.
teu&e£0t prove a It nas been observed that in the crossing of races between the African and
the white that such an admixture has a tendency to die out. Whether
that would be the case with intercommunication between the Chinese and
our race I do not know. That would have to be tested by experience
alone. There are more points of similarity, however, between us and the
Chinese than there are between us and the negro. Such an excess as
8,000,000 Chinamen to 1,000,000 whites upon this coast might breed
harm.
Taking the classes of immigrants that we have here, in morality and
behavior, the Chinese are something better. I think they are more faithful, more reliable, and more intelligent, and have more industry than the
corresponding class of whites. The merchants have an exceedingly good
reputation here, especially the higher class. If the law was altered so as
If the better class to admit them to citizenship, I think a good many would accept it, and be
lavJa'good eireci. tendency
willing to toundertake
the duties
a citizen,
it would
increase
the
assimilation.
If the ofChinese
wereandallowed
to vote,
a great
many whites, probably, would coalesce with Chinese who now avoid them.
They understand substantially the first element of our institutions, that
all men are equal before the law.
There are contractors among them for large works, and they show a
great deal of executive ability.
I think their general intelligence is greater than that of Americans in
the same corresponding class. My impression is that there are very few
Chinamen of the ordinary laboring class who cannot read and write their
own language. I find them quick to understand and quick to appreciate.
In engaging them as servants for the various employments they seemed
to act for themselves, and consult their own pleasure, and leave without
asking anybody.
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attorney-at-law, and a resident
Wheeler,
Alfred
twenty-seven years, sworn and examined :

of the state

A. 1785.

for

I am a real estate owner, and have been engaged in farming and
I own several thousand acres of land.
mining.
As to the numbers of Chinese in California, there would probably be,
in my opinion, 90,000 within the state proper, or rather on this coast.
They all come here, and spread in every direction. They go to Nevada,
Utah, and some of them have gone east. There may be a few arrivals at
the northern ports in British Columbia and Oregon, but none at any other
ports in California.
Upon the subject of immense immigration, I think we take unnecessary
Com- The fear regarding
There is always a proportion betwixt supply and demand.
alarm.
merce regulates immigration as well almost as the demand for labor does. IrSion^oTlnd?11
If we have less than 100,000 in the state after twenty-five years' immi- less,
gration, in the same proportion it will take 250 years for 1,000,000 to
come here.
The books of the custom-house would now show the number of
arrivals, because they have kept a record more carefully than they did in
early days. I do not think there is any other record that would show the
arrivals from the beginning except the Commercial Herald, from which I
gathered statistics enabling me to compute the departures and arrivals
from 1853 to 1873. The total arrivals up to 1873 were 135,399, and the Arrivals and dean actual gain in the state of 74,400 par ure£
leaving
total departures,
have been published and have never been
figures
These60,909,
Chinamen.
controverted. A great many that return to China come back a second
time.
I think that the immigration of the Chinese has been vastly beneficial
to the growth of California, and it is greatly beneficial to every white
man, woman and child in the state. The white laborers of the state are
vastly benefited by that immigration instead of hurt by it. The presence
of the Chinese has greatly increased the demand for white labor. I do
not see that there is any plethora of labor. There are certain seasons of
the year, during the gathering of the harvest, when we must have an immense amount of labor, but that is only temporary. For that reason we
require a class of labor in that season of the year which must be idle the
rest of the time.
As to the presence of the Chinese depriving white men of their labor, I Useful to white
may instance the building of the Central Pacific Railway. If it had not
been for the 5,000 or 10,000 Chinamen who were employed in building
that road, there would not have been a demand for the ties, which were
made by white labor ; for the bridges and culverts, made by white labor ;
for the railroad iron, the cars, the engines — every branch of business which
followed, all being done by white labor ; and now the road is run and carried on by white men, furnishing a field for white labor. Then, by laying
a foundation for that superstructure by means of Chinese labor, there is a
door open for white men always. The same thing applies to any other
branch of business in the state. Before the advent of the Chinese here
we imported mostly from Massachusetts, and our money went out of the
state to contribute to the manufacturers of the east ; and every man paid
100 per cent, more for the boots and shoes that he wore and the blankets
that he used than he pays to-day. The 750,000 or 1,000,000 men in
California must pay the 500 or 1,000 shoe-makers in the state double price
for boots and shoes or pay it to Massachusetts, or let the boots and shoes
h* manufactured by cheaper labor, in which case the greatest good is
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done to the greatest number.
In addition to that, by encouraging the
manufacture of boots and shoes in this state we give use for our own
leather • we encourage
our own
tanneries ; we encourage
the raising
and production of hides.
In our woolen mills it is the same. We give
encouragement to the production of wool ; we use white labor in carrying on the industry in every way, except in the single manipulation
White labor gets of the wool by Chinese.
The white laborer is able to get everything he
cauSStheecmnese Duvs cheaper to-day because the Chinese are here : and every man who
are here.
lives in the state to-day would have to pay twice as much for living if we
had no Chinese. The same is true of the food he eats, the luxuries of
life, the various melons and fruit of every sort. The white man gets big
flour cheap because we have cheap labor to raise wheat ; he gets his boots,
shoes, and clothing cheap because these are made here by cheap labor. In
fact the white laborer of California has got the most blessed spot in the
Union in which to live, and live well and cheaply.
^amcter^ood°ral ^s to ^e*r §enera^ morality and behavior I have found them a pacific,
mild, and gentle people. Those who have been in my employ as domestic
servants I have always found extremely subordinate and respectful, quiet,
attentive, and rather avoiding difficulties than seeking them. They
are conscious of the prejudice existing against them. The children of the
community are disposed to pelt them with stones, and they avoid the
opportunity.,
I never saw them provoke anyone.
Those who have had them in their employ have always given the highest endorsement of them as an industrious, hard-working people; an
as being expert, ingenious, and capable men in all the branches of bu
in which they are placed.
Looking at the
Leaving out the question of the homogeneity of the two races, and the
ly material Aspect undesirability of having a race among us that cannot become homogeneous,
the Chinese have anc| looking at it only in a material aspect as to whether it is beneficial to
been advantage,
. ,
°.
J .
,
, . re ,
_
ous.
the industries, prosperity and wealth or the country, I consider that the
Chinese immigration is advantageous.
If our laws permitted them to become citizens, the experiment of their
assimilating with us would be more easily tested.
One of the gr»
prejudices
now
existing against the Chinese, probably, independent of
their rivalry as laborers to certain classes, is that their dress and mariners
are peculiar, and that they retain those individual characteristics which
make them obnoxious.
The Japanese come here and dress as we do.
Bright workmen.
As workmen they are very bright and intelligent ; as tradesmen they
SadeS.°rthy are exceedingly sharp men of business and true to their obligations.
Arrivals and de- For the six years up to 1875 there were 212,000 arrivals of passengers
partures. over departures.
There was a gain in 1875 of 44,937, and by sea of
21,000, making 65,000 in all for the year.
If labor east is
J have seen it stated that the prices of labor east are less than the
Chinese in
prices paid for Chinese labor her, ceonsequently I cannot understand
Srpresence11
would not check
Jationwestward.
Both Chinese and
white immigration

tnat tne Chinese labor in this state would prevent the influx of eastern
labor.
Immigration from the east has been very much on the increase
since the completion of the Pacific Railway.
Up to the present season
^ne Chinese immigration has increased in the last three years, just as the
white immigration has been greater than it ever has been before.
It is a very difficult matter to find white servants willing to go to the
country.
If it costs $60 for an immigrant to come
from Hong Kong, I do not know that the
greater from China than from che east.
get work in the harvest season chiefly ; we
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see by the statistics that almost as many go back as come here.
The im- ^g^twc^ees1to
migrant that comes from the east of the Rocky Mountains
comes to [e^gin^sf j^gl
M
and in that respect he is more ^QG mos
remain, to become a permanent citizen,
I have always considered that a white imdesiraHo than the Chinese.
migrant, all things else being considered, is far better for us than a
Chinese immigrant.
that 400 ships could bring 1,000,000 Chinamen here in a
vearIt is possible
The railways throughout America and Europe have been built by white
labor ; but there has never been any part of the world where the wages of
white labor were so high as in California. There may have been individual
cases where a demand was made on the Central Pacific Railway on the
labor could
part of white labor, and there may have been white labor that could have ge
By the payment of sufficient prices they could have obtained at a suffibeen obtained.
Before the company started to dent price,
obtained 10,000 white men to do anything.
build the Central Pacific they had, probably, only $100,000 or $200,000 *«£«E*g8to
among them ; it is now said that each individual member of the company should have been
rich. It would have been better for the state if part of distributed,
is enormously
enormous wealth had been distributed among the many.
that
Immigrants might have been brought here by Panama for $75 per
capita.
richer, and makes the poorer ^n^k^egra"
Chinese immigration makes the country thought
that it had a tendency poorer class more
If I
classes more comfortable and richer.
be very much averse comfortable.
should
I
poorer,
poor
the
and
richer
rich
to make the
to speaking in favor of the immigration of such a people.
Chinese cheap labor comes in competition and rivalry with the boot and Coinpe^on witfc
shoe trade of Massachusetts, lessening the demand for those articles there, makers.
and cutting off their export; and it would fail to increase the demand for
labor to the extent that California was a customer. If there were
100,000 white shoe-makers in the whole of the United States the importation of 100,000 Chinese shoe-makers to take that labor would injure the
white labor, but it would benefit the 40,000,000 of people who wear
shoes. The direct effect would be to drive the white laborers out of employment. The same with regard to the manufacture of woolen goods
and cigars. The displaced labor would necessarily have to seek new
avenues for employment. All things being equal, I would prefer to see
as in morals and
the white race advanced in material prosperity, as well.
civilization
. .
So far as a Chinaman displaces a white man who now has work, it is a Tbe^disadvantag©

The query is, mente0f white6"
the individual man.
disadvantage and an inconvenience to more
than the one inconvenienced? labor discussed.
whether the many are not benefited
The advantage to the million of population of the state is more to bein conthe
sidered than the advantage to any one particular class of laborers
The only benefit that could be derived by the people of the
community.
state by Chinamen displacing white labor would be in the lessened cost to
If every avenue of labor should be filled with
them of articles they buy.
Chinese it would do a very great injury.
The table already referred to respecting arrivals and departures gives Arrivals and de; in 1855 there was a loss of Chinese in the state ; g^tuiea of Clu*
16,000thearrivals
in 1854,
arrivals were 4,800; in 1857, 5,900; the next year,
in 1856
and
3,500 ; the next, 3,100 ; the next, 3,000 ; then the number was 2,000 ; in
1865, 3,000 ; in 1866, 2,200 ; in 1867, 4,200 ; then in 1868, 1869, and
1870 the arrivals were 11,000, 15,000, and 11,000 ; then they fell off to
5,000 again. Those were the years just about the time of the completion
The largest excess of arrivals over
of the Central Pacific Railway.
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departures of late years was in 1869 — 10,000.
In 1854 there was a gain
of 13,754 ; in 1869 there was a gain of 10,000.
In five years there was
a loss, and in the others the gains Demounted to 1,700, 4,800, 3,400, 700,
6,800, and then that year, 1869, 10,000.
Then, in 1870 there was a ?ain
of 6.P00; in 1871, 2,000; in 1872, 4,000; and in 1873, first quarter,
2,000.
Building of other
I think that the demands for labor that have existed in this state since
Pacific "^and1 cSi5^«.5afS?^have
CttllSCQ. LUG 1Hcreased immigration from China.

tnen during the building of other railroads by the Southern Pacific and
Central Pacific
have
caused
the
increased immigration
from China which
iii
i
•
i
i
r»
-r
nas taken place m the last tour years.
In the vears 1869 and 1870,
which were the yearg of the compietion 0f the Central Pacific, there was
the* largest immigration and the largest gain of the immigrants over
emigrants.
The growth of the shoe industry has been brought about by Chinese
labor.

Chinese absorb all
The Chinese, no doubt, would absorb the box-making business if they
the industries they could . they absorb all industries they can.
The more labor there is the
greater is the production.
Number of Chi- On being recalled, witness said : The total arrivals of Chinese from
St^theUnited 1848 t0 0ct0Der lst> 1876, as shown by the San Fran-isco custom house
. records, and the estimate of the State Senate Commitee. were 233,136 ; the
departures, 93,273 ; leaving a net gain by sea of 139,863. The departures inland to other states and east of the Rocky Mountains cannot be less
than 20,000 ; and the death-rate at two per cent, would be 29,900.
Deducting these from the net gain by sea, leaves the present Chinese
population of California, 93,693, or 113,000 in the United States.

GIBBS.

Cornelius B. S. Gibbs, adjuster of marine losses, and
twenty-eight years, sworn and examined :

a resident of

High quality and
As men °^ business, I consider that the Chinese merchants are fully
character of Chi- equal to our merchants ; as men of integrity, I have never met a more
' honorable, high-minded, correct and truthful set of men than the Chinese
merchants of our city. I have never had a case where the Chinese have
attempted to undervalue their goods or bring fictitious claims into their
adjustments.
Chinese merchants as a class, I think, are more honorable
than other nationalities, even our own.
I think they are the best mathematicians ever
I
saw in my life. They would make good citizens.
I do
not think there are over 2,000 merchants in the city. They understand
the principles of insurance.
I never had a law-suit with them, or ever
had a complaint from them in my life.
Chinese scent I visit these merchants at their homes.
Their houses are as cleanly as
about theirhouses. tne houses of American merchants ; they do not smell as well, because
there is a Chinese scent about all their houses. For cleanliness, the houses
of Chi-Long and Qui-Nong-Chong, on Sacramento street, are as cleanly as
the house of any member of the firm of Macondry & Co., or the house of
Mr. Hecht, or of any other American or foreign merchant here. Their
accommodations are not as ample. I have never seen their sleeping
apartments.
I never saw a Chinese wife ; I have seen their children.
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Herman Heynemann, merchant and manufacturer, sworn and examined :
I have been fifteen years in business, importing goods, and am president
of the Pioneer Woolen Factory and the agent of the Pacific Jute Manufacturing Company.
Our manufacturing here is entirely for our own use ; we are not able to
compete with Europe yet so as to export. We consume about 2,000,000
pounds of wool here, and we export 38,000,000 pounds. There are $1,000,000
invested in the Mission and Pioneer Woolen Mills. The Pacific Rolling
Mill is the only establishment that could compare at all with ours. In
■the two mills we employ about 600 operatives' — not all Chinese.
Testimony has been given here of late to the effect that a good many white
The contrary has been taking
laborers have been displaced by Chinese.
place in our factory j white girls have taken the place of Chinese. Originally it would have been an absolute impossibility to have run the factory
upon white labor, simply because we could not get white operatives ; it
As labor is offering in this
could not have been started with white labor.
particular factory every day, the number of white girls is increasing and
In the course of time,
the proportionate number of Chinese is decreasing.
as labor becomes more plentiful here, I have no doubt the Chinese will be
displaced altogether, except where they amalgamate so that they really
Inherently, I do not believe
would lose the distinctive name of Chinese.
there is any difference between the two races at all.
We could not displace the Chinese without great disadvantage ; to disAs operatives they have
charge them all would disorganize everything.
I do not
great power of imitation but very little power of invention.
think for generations the Chinaman will ever be the peer of the American
laborer.
In our factory, during the last fifteen years, we have not had a single
They all live on the premises ; they have a
case before the police court.
building there ; and we have not had a case of any kind before the police
court of murder, or rows among themselves, or theft upon the proprietors.

Woolens,

white girls in witSffpilced^hinS!

No inherent differ-

^ne^hrMeitive.
Quiet,

Not ambitious/not
If the Chinaman has enough for his Jg^whiSf y than
We have thought them very honest.
He is not ambidaily wants he is satisfied and does not look for more.
tious. They are not more steady than the whites ; as a rule I should think steadiness not ono
that steadiness is not one of their virtues at all.
I think this so-called coolie business is a mere trick, a sham, and illusion. Ido not believe they are any more slaves than any other people,
except as a general rule they are very poor in their own country, and
have their passage money advanced. Many of them have not been able
to repay it all, and thus they are constantly in debt, which hangs over
them.
About half our operatives are Chinese, exclusive of the Pacific Jute Factory. There the number is almost entirely Chinese, except the foreman.
We tried there to have Scotch help — white girls. We imported them for imported Scotch
They ran away. girls ran awa7*
but could not keep them a fortnight.
purpose,
very are
thatThere
a good many thieves among the Chinese, just as there are a Thieves,
good many thieves among the whites ; probably more, because as a general
rule they are poorer.
Establishment of manufactories here has largely increased the work of
the whites.
It might be beneficial to the political welfare of the country to place
some restriction upon immigration generally, but I do not say it should
be done. To place a restriction on Chinese immigration to this coast, and
not restrict other immigration, would be a restriction upon the commerce
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of California. Their presence here increases the immigration of white
labor to this coast, and increases commerce, as well as increasing the
value of real estate.
Commerce is our chief element of wealth.
Our exports are grain, j
wool, wine, precious metals ; grain leading everything.
Exportation of silWithout the grain trade and the export of grain California would not
The silver sent from here to China is
exist as a state as she does now.
It is an
merchandise everywhere, and one of the products of the coast.
It would be very much to our .benefit if we could
exchange transaction.
get more money for our silver — if we could establish the bullion market
here, so that the price here would regulate London ; because it is ce
that we can send silver to China cheaper than they can send it to LonEuropean nations have been in the
don, simply on account of transit.
If that money,
habit of paying a considerable amount of silver to China.
was paid through this port it would undoubtedly be an advantage to as,
Silver would be worth more if sent from here to China by English orders.
As regards the immigration of the Chinese, I have always thought fc]

I rather differ from Mr. "Wheeler : i
'Supply of Chinese were not enough of them here.
a g ail
has been for
Suppose
demand.
tne
after
]'n
sets
suPP1y
the
think
le^Sefthed?^
employment
found there
year in 1875, and the Chinese companies have
tnaand.
the men who have come here, and that their passage money has been paid
back ; the fact of there being plenty of employment for those who came
would induce others to come, and when these next arrivals come the;
not find any employment at all, which was the case in the early part of
this year. The result would be that the immigration would be si.
the next year, and the supply would not come directly upon the demand.
The treatment the Chinese receive in California would naturally have
an effect upon our commerce with China.
Every machine invented for economziing labor is a benefit to the poor
man.
Superiority of
It is a perfect impossibility for a Chinaman to compete with an Ameriwnite workmen.
. r
TI. J, .
•7, ., ,
.
,
, l
,
,„. .
can artisan.
It a (Jninaman builds a house he does not erupioy Chinese.
There are three houses on the corner of California and Dupont streets,
just built now, and they were all built by white men.
The cause of the hostility against them is the same that has been preStrangeness of
valent all over the earth — strangeness of manners.
It used to be in
SmsThecau^oT England that any man who did not speak English was a "bloody
the prejudice foreigner."
Instead of keeping themselves in their peculiar dress, if they
were to drink whiskey and patronize the bar-rooms to-day, just like others
do, the prejudice would disappear immediately.
I have no objection, so far as our woolen factory is concerned, to a reasonable restriction upon the Chinese coming here ; but I think it v.
acinic Jute Fac- be a prejudice generally to our factory. As to the Pacific Jute Factory, it
orf without^em! few
C(m^&women
n°t g° can
on stand
"withoutto Chinese
labor,Women
the looms
much hea; but
run them.
run being
them so
in Scotland
it is vary hard work. Before we established this factory on this coast all
the bags consumed here came from Scotland. If the tariff did not protect
us, our farmers would get these bags cheaply made in Hindostan. We
have not asked to have the tariff kept up, except that we introduced the
industry, and we found that we could not compete without Chinese labor.
If we had no local factory you might have to pay twenty cents for
Thero are more women regularly employed who earn their living in
manufactories now than at the time of the introduction of the " mule."
If Chinamen were put into the places of the women employed in these
factories all the women would have to starve.
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^J
I think there is a choice between Chinese immigration and other foreign
1
but
e
desirabl
most
the
people
white
so-called
immigration. I think the
Take the
would as soon have the Chinese than a good many of them.
come
who
n
Chiname
of
class
average
the
average class of Germans and
immigration of
here I would prefer the Germans by far. Unrestricted
ion of
Chinese would not have a tendency to prevent the immigrat
just as
'Threat many Germans are in the anti-coolie leagues. There is people
bitter" hatred among the Germans as among any other class of against
prejudice
Being a native German, I am very much opposed to the
, and put him
foreigner
a
but
nothing
foreigners. I consider a Chinaman
on the same plane as any other foreigner.

SNEATH.
and manager of the Merchants' Bank,
Richard G Sneath, vice-president
:
of the state and a resident for twenty-six years, sworn and examined
merchants
I have dealt a great deal with Chinese, and with the Chinese
le, Kg ^haracter o*
honorab
,
truthful
them
found
always
have
I
arly.
in this city particul
done
have
I
ents
engagem
s
busines
their
all
in
and perfectly reliable
s ot dollars.
business with them perhaps to the amount of several million
contracts.
his
to
up
live
to
fail
to
them
of
one
single
a
had
never
I have
race.
white
the
for
much
that
say
cannot
I
I never lost a dollar by them.
ot Chinese
Regarding the advisability of the unrestricted immigration
^Chinese,
to this coast, I am inclined to think that there arc not more Chinamen Notmore
here at present than are really needed, and I thmk it is a question now there shoul(i ^
subject of power to restrict,
far this immigration should go. I should say it was a proper
.
restrict
to
power
or
ion
restrict
legislation to have a general
°I should think that they cannot assimilate and become a portion ot our
going of the Chinapeople, nor are thev likely to do so. The comingtheandtwo
peoples to each
men would not change the relative relation of
The younger
people.
alien
general
other- they would remain the same
people learn our language very quickly.
The masses do not speak it. CiviJizati0IU
Our civilization is superior to theirs.
would be
Immigrants from Europe and the eastern states, as a class,Chinese,
as
As to the influx of the
more desirable than the Chinese.
1
east,
the
from
labor
having a tendency to prevent immigration of white
upon,
y
materiall
very
depended
whites
of
ion
immigrat
the
should say that
and
their success here ; that is, the wages they receive, their advancement,
Wages are about the same here now that they were ten or nl- Development of
all that.
teen years ago. As a rule the Chinese do not come here for permanent the country,
of
residence : foreign and eastern immigrants come here for the purpose
n
Chiname
without
that
think
I
here.
homes
remaining and making their
ot
it would be impossible to develop very many of the material interests
With them I think that our people, perhaps, are better oil ;
the state
I do not think it would be desirable to ^ ^^
we can progress more rapidly.
give them the
make the Chinese citizens by giving them the franchise,
franchise,
them
found
have
I
,
employed
C Among the common Chinese whom I have
In a
to be an industrious people, and, as a general thing, very reliable.
inen,
great many situations I much prefer the Chinese to white labor
the %™££cSfi!£i
again, in farming I employ nearly all white men, for the reason mthat
gangs, m farming, whites,
They can only be worked
Chinese do not understand farming.
I have paid higher wages to
where they have their own head man.
^Chinamen than I ever paid to white men— as cooks, for instance.
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othe^SSiel In order t0 compete with other countries, it is absolutely necessary that
must have cheap we should have cheap labor. They have it in other countries, and w(
must have it here. Then, cheap labor necessarily furnishes a higher order
of labor for a better class.

In hydraulic
ruining white
labor would
not pay,

SEAMAN.
Statistics.

The leading idea with those employing Chinese labor is to make money
out of them ; but I know plenty of cases where it is demonstrated bj
figures that it is impossible to employ white labor. The case I refer to
is one of hydraulic mining, where a mine will not pay with white labor,
and with the use of Chinese labor th£y are able to pay expenses and a
little more, and hope to make it up eventually. I know of two other men
whose experience is the same. The tendency of employing Chinese is tofind cheap labor ; it is a question of dollars and cents.

Yernon Seaman, five years a resident in China in a mercantile house,,
sworn and examined :
The exports from China and Japan to the United States of America of
teas are from 50,000,000 to 60,000,000 pounds per annum, about one-half
coming from each country. Of this about 8,000,000 pounds is sold in San
Francisco ; the balance is distributed over the country, in transit through
this city and by vessels, direct from China to New York and other
northern cities. _ The better grades of teas pass through this city, and
the lower qualities are shipped by sailing vessels because of the economy
in freights. To England and the continent about 160,000,000 to
170,000,000 pounds of tea are annually shipped.
The silk trade is largely European, 88,000 bales being the average annual shipments to Europe, and some 10,000 bales to America.
The following statistics, compiled from recent China prices current
show the annual exports and imports for the year 1875, the comparative
values, etc.: —
From China.

Imports.

25,000,000 pounds tea, 50c
5,000 bales silk, $500
12,000,000 pounds sugar, 8c
50,000,000 pounds rice, 4c
2,000,000 pounds cassia, 12c
300,000 boxes fire-crackers, $1
500,000 pounds camphor, 15c
60,000 bales matting, $4
700 cases straw hats, $40
2,000 cases fans, $4
2,200 cases preserves, $5
2,000 cases chinaware, $20
50 cases vermillion, $40
770 cases cassia oil, $110
2,200 cases cassia buds, $20
500 cases aniseed oil, $200
110 cases aniseed star, $20
Opium and sundry

812,500,000
2,500,000
960,000
2,000,000
2-10,000
300,000
75,000
240,000
28.000
8^000
11,000
40,000
2,000
84,000
44,000
100,000
2.200
1,000,000
$20,134,200
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China.

Treasure, about
,
13,000 barrels flour
18.000 flasks quicksilver
2,000,000 feet lumber
15,000 tons coal
Sundry (as per Commercial Herald)

% 7,650,000
650,000
1, 001 >,OOU
50'°™
a
15(X00°
1,000,000

Export,

$10,500,000

China annually
From the foregoing it will be seen that we receive from
double the amount we send away.
m
20,000 per
The average arrivals of Chinese in California is about
g imports,
foregoin
the
Of
annum, against 80,000 of all other nationalities.
state.
about $5 000,000 worth are consumed in this city and
merchant Quiet, ^trious
In China the Chinese are a quiet, industrious people } their
In all my in some instancea
class being strictly honorable and upright in their dealings.
y in packing teas cheat,
experience there I never knew but one case of dishonest the outside mats
or silks, and that was the placing of scrap-iron between
The shipment was
and the boxes of a cargo of tea shipped to London.
paid by the native
promptly
was
loss
which
loss,
a
at
condemned and sold
coolie in southern
a
of
wages
The
goods.
the
sold
y
originall
who
merchant
They
China is from U to $6 per month ; in the north about $1 higher.
their
advance
The companies
here to better their condition.
come
labor.
their
of
proceeds
the
from
same
the
expenses, and they refund
They do about as
Foreigners in China have very little to complain- of.
the Yang-tse and
on
lines.
steamer
They have extensive
they please
of trade,
in all branches
Canton rivers, and are largely interested
insurance, etc.
. .
. ,,
y
especiall
not
are
that
ties
peculiari
many
have
The Chinese as a people
Aside from the habit of opmmin accord with the ideas of foreigners.
d. Not dissipated.
sniokimr, which is by no means an universal one, they are not dissipate
"
samshoo,
"
of
s
quantitie
d
unlimite
drink
they
Year
annual New
their'distilled
from rice.
aAtspirit
I have seen 100 of them at work making shoes at Sampsons manufactory at North Adams, Massachusetts ; 150 doing laundry work at Captain
Harvey;s steam laundry in Belleville, New Jersey ; and some 500 to 600
;
on cotton and sugar plantations in Mississippi, Louisiana, and Arkansas
at
ldmg
levee-bui
and
Alabama,
in
building
railroadthem
seen
have
also
and near "Baton Rouge. In these various works their employers were Good laborers
satisfied with their labor. In cotton-raising, on the place of Colonel
Sessions, at Luna, Arkansas, are employed 100 Chinese and 100 negroes.
Each class cultivated one-half of his plantation. The result of the year's
work, as he stated to me in 1872, was five and a half bales to the negro
paid them in the
• hand' and eight bales to each Chinaman. The wagesboarded
themselves.
south three years ago was $28 per month, and they
•Some trouble between the Chinese and planters occurred, but m all cases
that I became cognizant, of these were caused by the non-payment of
wages. Then there were some 1,500 Chinese in the south. They had
gone there originally under contract to Koopmanschap, Williams, and
others, the most of them for the Alabama and Chattanooga Railroad
Company. They completed their work, received no pay, and were fearfully abused and turned off in the swamps, where they managed to exist
o:i roots, berries, and anything they could get,295until they were relieved by
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Chin Poo, a very intelligent Chinaman, who had made the
tour of the
country with me studying this very labor question.
elemaentS1fS
. * ^o not consider them a desirable element for California, by any mean,
forma.cali- All
Chinese can read and write their own language.
All male children
go to school in China.
Females are looked upon in a different light
Railroading and telegraphing are yet in their infancy in China
The statistics already quoted, as to arrivals, were taken from the
tables
of the Merchants' Exchange here.
I know nothing of the massacre at Tien-tsin except from what I have
read m the papers. I recollect foreigners taking refuge on board
a
steamer, but don't know how many were killed. A great many
missionary women were dishonored and killed. When I spoke of foreigners having no reason to complain of their treatment in China I was not speaking
i ot missionaries, but those doing business with the merchant class. The
missionaries take upon themselves extra risks by going into the interior
Tien-tsin is about 600 miles from Shanghai— a day and a half's drive from
Pekm.
It is an open port, with a foreign population of about 200
The statistics of the Pacific Mail Company will give the number
of
Chinamen who return to China.
The same statistical papers go to the custom house that
the
exchange. The custom house record is the official record. Itgo istotheir
business to know how many Chinese arrive. ' I believe they collect a certain revenue when they arrive.
N

PECKHAM.

Robert F. Peckham, woolen manufacturer, and a resident of California
for thirty years, sworn and examined :

I was practising law from 1850 until about 1869. Since that time I
have been carrying on a woolen mill, at present president and mana^r,
agent of the San Jose Woolen Mills, California,
We employ Chinese, and they are very generally employed by other
parties in fruit-raising and hop-raising. They are also employed in washing
as house-servants, and everything of that kind.
When we are running full we employ about twenty white hands in the
mill, and eight or ten on the outside, and about sixty-five Chinese. About
three-fourths of the expense of running the institution is paid to white
labor, and about one-fourth is paid to the Chinese. We employ Chinamen
because it is necessary for us to compete in the business. In comparing
pay-rolls with several institutions in the east, a year or two since, we found
that there was very little difference. At this time they are twenty per
M°s wdoSl°enCfaary Cent under us' With the Prices that are demanded for white labor here we
with the prices de- could not carry on the business.
There are about 83,000,000 of capital
manded for white engaged in the business on the Pacific coast, and
they are
in
the same fix. We have tried a number of boys, Iandsuppose
our experience all
with
them has been that where their parents are with them in the mill, to look
after them, we have no trouble.
We have several of them from
fourteen to eighteen or twenty years of age, to whom we pay wages considerably in advance of Chinese. We have tried boys whose parents were not
in the mill, and it has been a failure ; they would work a few davs and
Sotehety ;hcan
combine.

then S° off The white bo^s and girls> where they are trained and willing
to work, are just as good as the Chinese. The Chinese; though, are very
industrious people. They are a little crotchety ; they understand
how to
combine; they will learn you before you learn them. They all require
watching. They are the most powerful imitators that I have ever seen, as
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as well on a fancy
a Chinaman will learn to weavelearn
a class. I think that as
in two months,
most American girls would
loom in one month
conservative.
are
They
genius.
inventive
any
but they do not exhibit
.They do not discover any new processes.
Our process of securing Chinese help is through a Chinese merchant in
this city, who acts in the capacity of an intelligence office, getting a
commissiom from them for procuring their situations. They are bound to
him, and they observe their agreement in the utmost good faith. I pay the
man who employs them for me.
I have seen but one drunken Chinaman in California. As to their
honesty they will average well with the same classes among other people.
In business transactions the percentage of loss between the two races is
decidedly in favor of the Chinese.
Whenever we can get a white person, boy, man, or woman, who
-can perform the duties of a Chinaman, we will give them $5 a month more
than we pay the Chinaman. We prefer to give the labor to white people
even at a pecuniary sacrifice.
Fruit-raising and agriculture are our two principal productive pursuits.
Besides our own institution in San Jose, there are some tanneries, two
establishments for canning and preserving fruit, two machine-shops where
they make castings, steam-boilers, steam-engines, and other industries.
White persons can be got for picking fruit if you will pay the wages
demanded. At the present time, if there were no Chinamen here and no
more white men than now, it would be found that there would be a very
Bhort supply of white labor for the business of the Pacific.
If we had not had the cheap labor which the Chinese have afforded us,
the industries of the state would not have been developed as much as
they have by at least twenty years ; and it has the same effect upon the
situation of white laborers, probably, that the invention of labor-saving
machinery has. By the employment of Chinese and the consequent development of industries upon the coast, situations have been made for a great
many white people who would not otherwise have found employment.
With the wages paid to Chinese labor the white man purchases more of
the necessaries of life than I could with my wages in 1849, when I worked
for $16 a day. The purchasing power of labor from 1849 to the present
time has been increased.
The most of our manufacturing in the state is for domestic use. To a
limited extent our woolen products find a market in the east.

A. 1885.
f0°r^erful hnita''

CMnese sober and

with no more
nJwInd^CM^^J^^y^gJ
the Pacific.

Development,

White labor on farms here commands from $30 to $40 a month and £^g3*£e
board ; the value of such labor in the east would range from $18 to $25
and board. Chinese labor here on farms, get about $30, a month and they
will board themselves.

va*

Chinese as a general thing are not very muscular, but they are serviceable in heavy work. In the fruit business a Chinaman will do as much as
a white man. Some white men will do more than others. In my business,
there is not room for any great difference between the labor of the two
classes. If our Chinamen were taken from us we should close up to-morrow.
The reason why we are compelled to have cheaper labor than white is on
account of the difficulty of competition with eastern products in this home
market. We are trying to substitute white labor for Chinese. We picked
up, within the last year, two or three poor women who were willing to
work for what we could afford to pay them. They stayed with us, and made
first-rate hands, and when we find more of that kind we will em pi oj them.
We pay them from twelve and one-half to fifteen per cent, above what we ^^telalSr
pay Chinamen. There are very few men who would not employ white if they could do it
labor, if they could do it, instead of Chinamen.
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The profit upon the capital employed in our business for six years,
would not be, I think, over nine per cent, per annum. As to the value of
our stock, I bought 100 shares day before yesterday for thirty-eight and
one-half cents, but would not sell for that.
Our surplus fruit goes to the east by train loads, but what it brings, or
how much profit there is in the business, I do not know.
The tanneries in Santa Cruz county, when I was there, were very
extensive, and were not run by Chinese labor.
indisPen- There are many industries in this state which cannot be carried on
?&ese
sable.
successfully with Chinese labor. Cotton is not profitable with Chinese
labor in this state, at the present wages ; it is regarded by men most
conversant with it as a failure. The raising of olives, the making of oliveoil, the putting up of sardines, the raising of rice, castor-oil, beans, flaxIndustries, seed for oil, and all those things are in our future. The industries of
California are in their infancy. We want cheaper labor than we have, even
if done by Chinese ; and as those branches become developed, they will
give additional employment to whites.
The money-making facilities of the state and the development of its
industries would be increased by the importation of any class of people
who can be employed in building up the industries of the country at rates
that will command confidence on the part of capitalists, and induce them
to put their money into it, be they white or be they Chinese.
( nouldnotbecocae The Chinese ought not to become voters ; as a class they do not wants
voters.
£0 be y0ters, and we ought not to force suffrage upon them. I see no cause
why our institutions, should not stand in the presence of a large adult male
population
here, disproportionate to the whites, who are not allowed to
vote.
Employment of

The result of the stoppage of our factory would be our people would bo

Ivantagelx) the™11" compelled to purchase wherever they could get the commodities we maim*
ktate.
facture. I do not know that there would be any difference to our people
in the cost of buying those articles. Outside of the advantage to the sixty
Chinese we employ and the money that our stockholders make, there is
some advantage to the state in our producing so much. It lays the balance
of the United States under contribution to us to the extent that we ship
goods east and sell them ; it makes the balance of the United States, ^m
tanto, tributary to us instead of our being altogether in their power.
ttmportanceofCnl- Every article produced by the Chinamen in our own markets, and sold
#ese labor. ^ Qur Qwn marke^ such as WOolen cloths, clothing, shoes, cigars, slippers,
and everything of that kind, necessarily, if sold here, excludes just so
many of the same articles of eastern manufacture, and comes into competition with them.
Regarding the propriety of limiting Chinese immigration, I have no
objection to it, providing a reasonable restraint is to be placed, but I do
not know how that is to be done.
It would be more profitable to use our capital in banking and lor
it at one per cent, per month compounded.
The production of cotton here has been tried and fully demonstrate"!,
and compares well, both as to quality and quantity to the acre, with thatgrown in the southern states of the Union.
The industries mentioned as being in the future could all be carried on
here, if it were not for the question of labor.
It is better for the United States as a country to manufacture her
goods than to buy them
from Europe. What is true of the wholo
country is true of a state, and it is true of California. It is better for this
si?«te to manufacture her o^rii roods even with Chinese labor than to send
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foreign market, or even to send to
to buy them in a s.
her products abroad,hus
ett
Massac
....
As to restricting Chinese immigration, I have no fixed opinion. It seems
to be the impression among the Chinese themselves that there are too ^^f1^0^^
are t°0 many of
many of them here, and that they cannot, under the present state of things,
are unemployed they become vicious and them,
all get employment. When they same.
idle, and an American does the
The influx of Chinese during the last twenty years has not affected our
civilization, nor are we degraded by the presence of these people,
At one time the products of our mines was estimated as high as
$50,000,000, and it took nearly all to keep us clothed and get something
to eat. We had not much left.
The demand for California cotton at the present time is greater than the
supply. Cotton can be imported for fourteen and one-half cents currency ;
be produced in California for less than fourteen and one-half
cannot
it
or fifteen cents gold.
cents
I do not think that free competition among laborers of good morals and Labor controlled
correct habits injures a country any more than free competition in matters myan^p y a
of property or merchandise. Everything is controlled by the law of demand
and supply, labor as well as anything else ; but there is one limit beyond
which labor cannot go : they cannot compel capital to pay them more for
their labor than the products of their labor will sell for in the market.
My opinion is that every nation and state is powerful in proportion to
the population it supports and supports comfortably, the character of the
population having something to do with it.
Rev. William W. Brier, cultivator of fruit, minister of the Presbyterian BRIER.
Church, and a resident since 1850, sworn and examined :
So far as the country is concerned, I regard the moral and physical gJI^^SfS?.!
condition of the Chinese laborers better than any other nationality by far. J^on^th^ Chi,
They are temperate, cleanly, and healthy. In regard to their religious ter than any othe2
nationality.
condition, I know nothing about it.
admoney
for
is
under
are
they
obligation,
only
the
bondage,
only
The
vanced for their passage here. They are debtors, and they agree to work
so long until that money is paid back. I think that is the only style of
bondage that there is among them.
They all come here to make money and then go back. After being here
a while they are a good deal like other people; they become attached to
the country, and when they go back they want to return. They do not
become attached to our institutions and reconciled to live and die here.
The Chinese mostly perform labor that is disconnected with team work;
almost every other kind of labor in the world, except in connection with
the running of threshing-machines, the Chinamen perform, more particuI regard the Chinaman as superior to any f^^^anj
larly in the fruit business.
At the present as laborers in their
other nationality as laborers in their own departments.
with white own department*,
business
fruit
the
on
carry
to
impossible
be
would
it
prices The Chinese are more skilful and reliable than white men.
They
labor.
White men will not do that ;
will stay until they learn their business.
you cannot keep them. ©If the white man amounts to anything, he will
I employ Chinamen
soon acquire enough to start in business for himself.
because I would not have boys nor girls from the city. If somebody
would board them and put them in my orchard to work, I would not have
I could not afford it. There is too
them, from what I know of them.
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much competition to make people who are wide awake to employ boys.
If I undertook to work boys at all, I would take boys from the needy
class. It is a matter of necessity that employers and farmers cannot work
boys to advantage. In my business I pay Chinamen $1 a day, and they
board themselves. I furnish them with a house and wood. At present
prices of fruit we could not raise it without Chinese labor. I think the
employment of Chinese labor in this department, and all other departments, has kept up the price of white labor.
The immigration of Chinese to this country has been an advantage to
the pecuniary interests of the state.
The present rate of white labor has prevailed for about twenty years.
Most articles are cheaper now than they were twenty years ago ; clothing
is cheaper, meat is higher, and the price of those things manufactured by
Chinese has decreased.
I cannot see any reason for restricting Chinese immigration, and I cannot see how it could have any effect upon the moral condition of the white
population.
In regard to the employment of white girls as house-servants in the
country, I think they cannot possibly be obtained. Catholic girls do not
like to go to the country, because they have not got their churches. Before we had any Chinese servants in the house, we had to depend upon
Indians and such classes of people. The white girls who go to service are
almost all foreign-born — Irish girls and Germans. I have seen but very
few American girls going out to service, and these have been in wealthy
families, in the higher departments — women to wait at table, housekeepers,
and such like.
Farm wages were from $25 to $35 a month in 1856, 1857, 1858, and
along there, before the Central Pacific Railway was built.
I think the wages of women in service have been reduced during the
last twenty years ; I suppose there is some competition there. I am in
favor of low wages, and of a sufficient profit to carry on the business.
The more labor put into our country the more prosperity there will be at
large, because we can compete with foreign countries and other states of
the Union. In California they are giving as much as they can afford to
give. They will get labor as cheap as they can ; it is human nature. Our
cheapening of products and of manufactures, and cheapening them through
our own manufactories, has been of great advantage to the laboring class
of people. The interests of society require that in the division of the
profits made by any business the laborer shall have a decent share. If we
cannot compete with foreign countries with the price of labor at a certain
figure, I believe it is the interest of the country to reduce the price of
labor so that we can compete.
I imagine there can be too many Chinamen ; but I do not think there
are too many now. My opinion is that if restrictions are to be made in
respect to China, they ought to be made upon people who are far worse
for us than Chinese. I would trade a certain nationality off for Chinamen until there was not one left of the stock-in-trade, for I consider some
of them an evil. An extreme of Chinese population wrould be an evil ;
but my opinion is that we have not arrived at that extreme yet.
I suppose the object of those who asked for this investigation was to
make political capital. They might have had some other motive, but their
chief reason was political. I say this from my own convictions ; and in
all my acquaintance I do not know a farmer of my district who agrees with
me precisely in all these opinions. I do not know a solitary man in
Washington township or in Alameda county that disagrees with me in
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some things : that the Chinese population, so far as it has come here, is a
necessity to the farming interests of the country, and that to interfere
with it would be a serious mistake. That is the universal opinion in
Alameda county, without an exception.
e I know that Mr. Page was the author of the law restricting the immigration of certain classes of Chinese — prostitutes ; but we believe in
restricting that class.
I should not think it would be very good taste in a white woman to
marry a Chinaman, nor would it be desirable for the state.
I regard the Chinese very much in the light I do any other thing we ^f^^^t
want to use — horses or machinery. They do a certain kind of work that chine,
we cannot have done unless by some such labor. I do not wish the
committee to understand that I am for an indiscriminate and universal immigration ofthe Chinese ; but I have not seen any reason for any interference with the present treaty with China. I do not think the immigration
of Chinese to this coast has interfered with white labor, or will in the
future ; or that the number coming here will be so great as to be feared ;
but if the time should come when they should begin to be in excess of the
demand and of the use that we can put them to, then I should certainly
be in favor of breaking up any treaty at all hazards.
[An extract was here read from a letter from Mr. Blakeslee.]
In speaking of the universal opinion of the people of Alameda county,
I referred to those who employed men to work. Mr. Blakeslee is not a
man who employs labor. I do not know of any man who employs whites
or Chinamen in ail my acquaintance in Alameda county who believes that
we have too many Chinese. Men who make money out of them believe Not too many Chi
we have not enough, and they are the men who are the best judges. neseI believe that God has sent these Chinamen here for a great and good
purpose to the human race ; to learn something of our institutions and
religion, and by their going back and forth they may diffuse virtue to a
great and dark people. That is the chief ground of my opposition to
Congress interfering with the present relations with China, or interfering
at any time before there is an absolute necessity for it. I do not believe
there will ever be any necessity for interfering with them myself.
The Chinese will come only as the demand calls them here. I think Demand and supthere has never been an over supply, and I do not believe there will be for
this reason : the Chinese, in their labor system, differ from all other
people, and from our own people. They have companies — the Six Companies Most of these Chinese in California are members of these companies. Those companies have no absolute control over them, but they
are for security — the security of their persons— to take care of them if
sick, and to look after them generally and see that they get employment.
All these companies appoint certain men to look after the Chinamen in
a given district. I know this from the Chinese — from talking with them.
Every man who employs Chinamen has one that he calls the boss Chinaman. When he wants men he just says to the boss: "I want so many
more men next week than I have," and that boss obtains the men. He gets
a small percentage, I suppose. I know it is the case with my Chinamen. I
suppose it is universally the case with the boss Chinaman, who secures
employment for other Chinamen, to get a certain percentage of the
wages of all the men who work, to reward the boss for his agency in the
matter.
I have heard of Chinamen starting in on their own hook, but I never Chinamen do not
saw a Chinaman who bought or owned any real estate.
I conceive it to tate."
be right and proper that Chinamen shouhl have the right to buy real
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estate. There is no danger of its being done to any great extent, because
most of the Chinese come here to make some money and go back.
There is a great deal worse class of foreigners in our land who have all
the rights of citizenship and everything else ; and I do not see any reason
why we should exclude the Chinese — it is according to their character and
morals that I judge.
Chinese
civiliza
The Chinese are a polite people. They are not people easily excited,
'ion. .
they are very equable in their temper of mind. They are a cleanly people,
keeping themselves neat, clean, and nice, and there is nothing offensive
about them. Scarcely any of them ever swear. None of them that I have
ever known drink whiskey ; I have never seen but one drunken Chinaman
in my residence in California, and that one, I thought, was becoming
Americanized. I have never had but one Chinaman come to my house
and ask for something to eat, or to ask if I had anything to give him ;
and I suppose there are more than 100 fed there of white men of other
nationalities every year, from which I infer that Chinamen do not spend
their money -for whiskey as other nationalities do. If not drunk when
they come, they are generally just off a spree. The reason why I judge so
harshly of whites and so leniently of Chinamen is because of 'their manners. The whites are begging, and the Chinamen are not ; the Chinamen
make their living by work, and the white men drink whiskey and do not
make a living,
I believe in doing all men of all nations justice.
.Would not allow
As to allowing Chinamen to vote, I never would allow any foreigner in
(them to vote.
the United States to vote until he could read and write and pass an examination on the constitution of the United States and the form of government we have. When a Chinaman could do that, I would make him a
voter if he had not been here more than two weeks. I know quite a number who can read and write in our language, and I would put them on
the same footing with all other nations of the earth, and on the same
footing as Americans. Independent of any question of making money
out of the Chinese, I think I should still be in favor of their unrestricted
immigration. I should not like to see our country flooded with either
Chinese or European immigration.
The great immigration we have had from Europe in the last sixty or
iComparison
between European
and Chinese im- seventy years has been, I think, a great trial to the stability of our instimigrants.
tutions. IfI could choose between 100,000 German, Swedish, Italian,
English, French, Irish, and Scotch immigrants in the same general proportion asthey come to California now, and 100,000 Chinese from Hong
Kong, I would prefer the European ; for this reason : they would be more
likely to remain here and become permanent citizens, and more easily
moulded into our ideas and thoughts. The second generation would improve the
third generation would be about as good as we are. The
;
ultimate condition of the country under white foreign immigration would
be improved by the immigration of 100,000 adult male Chinamen who
come here and go away.
Christian civilization is superior to Buddhism and heathenism ; it is
better in its effects upon the country and the people of the country.
I am in favor of cheap labor. If I could get more with ninety cents a
day than with one dollar and twenty cents, it would be better prosperity
for my family to get ninety cents.
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.S. Clinton Hastings, a resident since 1849, engaged in general real-estate
business, Chief Justice of the Supreme Court on the organization of the state, sworn and examined :
So far as the material interests of the state are concerned, the influence
of the Chinese has been beneficial.
The construction of the Central PeveJ°gfeJ*t
Pacific Railroad was the great desideratum for the prosperity of the subsequently
country ; but in the construction of lateral roads through our differ- detrimental.
«nt counties, I think their influence has been detrimental.
In that and
a moral point of view they are highly detrimental.
The presence of the Cninese, unless they can be driven from the country
after a year or two, would be very injurious. At the present time we
need them in the businesses in which we employ them. We should have
some legislation to restrict them. Their privileges in this country should
be no greater than the privileges of our people in China.
As to the question of their assimilation or civilization, I think it would Miscegenation
We would not pro- destruction.
should be general.
be destruction if miscegenation
pagate.
at?f
There is no race of the Aryan or European races, whether it be an Irish- supe^orto the
a
from
man or a Russian serf, who is not infinitely superior to the Chinaman, in a Chinaman
moral point of view, as a human being.
view.
There is an irrepressible conflict between the white man and the China- Discourages^
man when they come in contact.
Their presence has a direct tendency to tion.e J
discourage white immigration; it demoralizes, also, another branch of ^JS&Sgirls.Ur
our people — our boys and girls.
Cninese labor has been indispensable in developing some of the resources
of California, such as the reclamation of submerged lands. Some Chinamen are very reliable ; and, perhaps, for steady employment in that low
grade of labor, are better than any other race.
We must come to this crisis of excluding the Chinese some time or
other. Now is the time. They cannot assimilate with our race, never
can miscegenate, and they do not desire to do so.
In erecting buildings white labor is employed ; if they were erected by
Chinese labor there would be no tenants.
The poor white people of this
city will not rent a building of a man who employed Chinamen to erect it. sK^ng PreJudic®
The prejudice is so great that if there were incendiaries among our labor- classes.
ing classes it would be a very great incentive for them to fire our buildings.
The progeny of Chinese and whites cannot procreate, or their off- JJJpoSSe orlfc
spring would be so imperfect that perhaps in the majority of offsprings it least undesirable^
The offspring of negroes and whites
would be no better than a mule.
probably would be more prolific but I think it would be imperfect also.
There is a great difference between the two.
The present employment of Chinese labor in this country is as detri- As bad as slaverr
mental as slavery ever was in the southern states.
Chinese labor is a
servile caste ; the Chinaman is in a state of peonage. So far as the great
body-politic is concerned, they are a fungus, a foreign substance, an unhealty substance ; they are not freemen.
You cannot induce a Chinaman to become a citizen. They have no idea
of the obligations of an oath. The educated Chinaman is very much of a
gentleman. ®As to Christianizing them that is preposterous. They are fully
satisfied with their religion.
A peon is a person who in all Spanish countries becomes indebted to
his superior, and when so indebted he is obliged to serve him until he discharges that obligation.
The Chinamen come here as peons, and perform
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a certain service to pay for the expense of bringing them here and the
expense of taking them home. He belongs to the great companies until
the debt is paid. They order him to go here and there ; they see that
he is not starved ; they see that he is fed, and that he is employed. Henceit is that you never hear of their people being beggars.
There are a great many immigrants from Europe who borrow money
to get here, promising to pay it back out of their wages; but this is different from the way the Chinese come here. In the case of the European
immigrant he has the liberty to say that he will be employed in this or
that way, with no one to control his movements. In the other case the
Chinaman is under constraint ; he is enslaved to these employers until he
pays back the money advanced.
I get my information from a knowledge of the Chinamen for the last
twenty-five years. I employ them because they are here and they are
cheap. I think they are more faithful than white men. I never heard
of such a monstrosity as a Chinese vote. I heard that they voted at the
last election in this city.
I have met leading merchants at a dinner party, which equalled anything in splendor I ever knew. No man feels degraded in associating with
cultivated Chinamen. The educated Chinaman is as adverse to assimilating or affiliating with the Anglo-Saxon race as we are. He has a civilization of his own kind. As a merchant he is equal to any other merchant,
and is equal to any foreigner in the observance of his monetary obligations ;
but these high-toned Chinamen are unfit to amalgamate with the American race.
We cannot get white household servants in the country, but there are
thousands and thousands of /them who would go to the country and would
become servant girls if it was made as honorable as it is in other countries.
Our girls would take to that kind of employment in preference to wandering over our streets and falling into a vicious life.

David D. Colton, vice-president of the Southern Pacific Kailroad, and
connected with the Oriental and Occidental Steamship Company,
sworn and examined :
On the establishment of the steamship company absolute orders were
given that the females should be the wives and daughters of Chinamen
coming.
The regulation has been enforced.
The Southern Pacific was constructed principally by Chinese, the heads
of construction being white. It would not have been done as'quickly without Chinese labor; about seventy-five or eighty per cent, were Chinese.
The testimony given by the head of the construction department is very
favorable to that class of labor. Two Chinese have been employed in my
house, one for seven years and the other five years, and I find them reliable, industrious and cleanly. I have never seen a Chinaman who could
not read and write. They are experts as accountants.
The construction of railroads has been the means of opening up thousands of acres of land. Settlements follow the roads ; and, as a rule, the lands
increase in value from 200 to 1,000 per cent.
Chinese labor has been beneficial to the state. The law of supply and
demand will govern Chinese immigration. There is not a plethora of
labor on the coast. The presence of the Chinese does not retard the settlement of the country with white people. Their intellectual ability in the
management of business is very good. They are an intellectual people, a
thinking people, industrious ami frugal.
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The principal business houses among them have sprung up from very
small beginnings compared with what they are now.
here that would tend. to
I have never seen anything in their presence
I consider the Chinese, taking
interfere with the morals of our people.
them altogether, infinitely more intelligent and better qualified to exercise
the right of franchise than the negroes of the south, who can neither read
.
nor write.
If Americans in China were treated in the same way as the Chinese are
treated here, the nation would be in favor of wiping China from the face
of the earth.
I never saw a drunken Chinaman in my life; they do not have any sprees.
of 3,000 or 4,000 on the
I have heard of this smoking of opium, butnoout
trouble with them, they are
There is
road there are no opium-smokers.
They do a full day's work, and they are
always on hand in the morning.
certainly the most cleanly laborers we have.
When acting as attorney of an interior county, I applied the foreign
miners' license-tax to all who did not declare their intention of becoming
citizens.
Chinamen, in Wyoming, do all kinds of work in coal-mining.
White men were
They were engaged in tunnels on the Southern Pacific.
never refused worK on the road ; they were paid twice as much as the Chinese.
were engaged in teaming, etc. Teaming is a business the Chinese
'They
have not taken to.
The moral and political condition of the country is governed, to a certain extent, by the general prosperity of the state.
As a desirable class of immigrants, if the eastern people were industrious, I would prefer them as settlers to the Chinese; and if there was any
way in getting 300,000 families from New England, I would walk barefooted from here to Chicago to accomplish it. But when we cannot get
them, I would rather have the Chinese than none.

A. 1885.
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Donald McLennan, connected with the Mission Woolen Mills for sixteen McLENNAN.
years, sworn and examined :
The mills were established by Chinese labor, for the reason I could not
get white labor. I found them very intelligent, sober, and industrious,
and ready to adapt themselves to anything and everything that turned up.
I found them equally as intelligent as the same type or class of labor of
any other nationality. They would readily do the most intricate and complicated work, and in fact learned it in one-third less time than any other
class of white labor. They are very imitative and ready, very apt, and
can do almost anything you show them how to do, and do it more careI never found a case of theft among them.
fully than white persons.
The large landed estates are a greater evil than the Chinese, and they
keep out a larger number of immigrants.
The Chinese have added very largely to the wealth and welfare of the
coast.
We employ 300 Chinese and 300 whites; used to employ from 600 to
We found a scarcity of Chinese labor, which partly led to
800 Chinese.
the substitution of white, and a desire on our part to accommodate ourselves to the wishes of the public.
I have never seen a
The Chinese are reliable and a very steady people.
drunken Chinaman in my life.
In New England, the very best class of farmers' daughters, well educa305
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ted, bright, and intelligent, work there in the mills, and the Chinamen,
I think, are more than -their equal in adapting themselves to anything of
an intricate kind of work.
Vfe pay our white men from 81.75 to $6 a day; Chinamen we pay
ninety cents.
White help is more skilled.
One of the advantages of the Chinese is that they are a check on the
whites as to striking.
The whites we employ are steady and industrious, and we are gradually
substituting them for Chinese, at the same time competing successfully
with the eastern market.
The Chinese are not as desirable as our own nationality and Germans.
If they w^ere driven out the state would be more than half bankrupt. If
they should increase so as to largely outnumber the whites, the effect might
not be so favorable as it would be to have so many white people and Europeans among us. I do not believe they have materially gained in numbers
within the last six years. As the Chinese increase the white population
increases also. We have 108 white families averaging five and a half to a
family, and 300 Chinese at work. There were 500 or 600 wdiite people
getting a living from the fact of our being able to employ so many Chinese.
We could not carry on our business without them.
The Chinese are large consumers of the goods manufactured by us.
The work they do is too heavy for white girls. It takes so long to teach
them; there are very few you can teach. We want to teach them, buc we
cannot afford to do it.
On starting the mill we had to educate the Chinamen to fill these places
of employment.
The European, or the New England, or western man is preferable to the
Chinaman, because they more readily assimilate with our ways of living,
our ways of thinking, and with our religious views, and in all our moral
aspects they are like us.
Cotton can be raised here very well. There is not so much this year as
in former years; it has not been as remunerative as expected; it is better
and stronger cotton, but coarser, and makes a stronger fabric. We us eall
we can get, and pay the same price in gold that we would pay for eastern
cotton in currency. It cannot be raised here by free white labor any more
than fruit. It does not take any more labor to raise cotton than corn, except the picking and gathering.
There is a great demand for it.

Henry C. Beals, connected with the Commercial Herald, sworn and
examined :
Respecting the manufacture of cordage, Mr. Hiram Tubbs says it is
utterly impossible for him to manufacture it without Chinese labor. They
had tried white labor and were convinced that the employment of white
their control. There are two facpeople was a matter entirelyatbeyond
Alameda. Almost the entire amount of
tories :one here and one
cordage that is used here is manufactured by ourselves. We receive a
little cordage from Manila, but not much. We import the hemp in a
raw state.
The imports of cordage in 1871 werel 2,741 coils and 1,930 packages ; in
1872, 11,337 coils and 2,535 packages; in 1873, 7,370 coils and 1,766
packages; in 1874, 5,288 coils and 485 packages; in 1875, 7,238 coils
and 874 packages ; which show a large falling off. The consumption
of cordage on this coast approximates 6,500,000 pounds per annum.
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Formerly boots and shoes were brought here from Philadelphia and
Massachusetts, and some from New York ; but since the establishment of
our factories the quantity brought has diminished very materially.
The exportation of flour is a growing trade between this port and
They handle a great deal of gin-seng.
China ; they are very large buyers.
In 1875 we exported 445,143 barrels of flour, and of this China took
145,555 barrels, a little over one-third.
Eight
Within a few years the trade in cigars has entirely changed.
years ago most of the cigars used here were either imported from
Manila or Havana ; but now probably two-thirds of all the cigars consumed on this coast are made here.
Our commerce with China is increasing every clay, and very rapidly.
The China steamers go out twice a month, crowded to overflowing with
The Chinese buy and handle more quicksilver,
goods and merchandise.
Hong Kong is our great
probably, than any other class of people here.
market for quicksilver.
It would be bad policy to abrogate treaties, or any portion of treaties,
which would tend to retard and cut off this trade. It would be irreparable. There are a score or more of Chinese merchants who do a vast
amount of trading in buying and selling our own products, such as flour
and wheat, and recently barley. There are on an average twenty of them
on 'Change every day. They are very gentlemanly in all their intercourse
with white people; none more so. Their credit is Al.
The ebb and flow of the Chinese is periodical. I do not think, from
my own knowledge, that there has been any visible increase of the population. The increase in extent of the portion of the city occupied by the
Chinese does not increase in the same proportion as that occupied by other
people. The city is extending with wonderful rapidity, and covers an
immense area of ground.

g^^bg£Sit
from Massachusotcs'
f0l^a}[ile1*ported

I class the Chinese as one of the labor-saving machines of this country,
Leaving out the women, who are objectionable, the condition of the
Chinese is good.
Chinese girls or women have a bad influence upon our
boys — what we call hoodlums — a greater influence, probably, than any
other class of prostitutes.
A white servant girl, in the capacity of nurse, receives from $20 to $25
These
a month; a cook, $30; chambermaids, generally $25 a month.
Since the agitation of
rates have continued for six or eight years past.
the Chinese question here it has been a very difficult matter for any one to
A good Chinese servant will do twice the work of any
hire white help.
American-born girls, be they
white servant-woman you can have here.
of Irish parentage or otherwise, as a general thing, will not go out to service. White girls will not go out of town into the interior.
I do not think Chinese immigration has had any material effect upon the
white laboring class or with honest labor.
If I could have my way, I would have this country settled with white
people, most assuredly.
They assimilate more to our ways of doing busines . prefer
I
our government to that of any other.
American or white girls, as a whole, are above the business of going
out. They prefer to be educated ; they all want to be ladies ; they want
to be considered as such.
They do not like to be called servants.
I do not see any necessity for limiting them by restricting their

^^^f^oi*8
saving machines
p^tutes^nd
hoodlums,
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San Francisco, November 14th. 1876.
Jacob B. Sheer, sworn and examined :

Impossible to raise
hops and compete
with eastern
markets.

With white men
there would be
thieving.

Need cheap labor.
Chinese at fl a
day not extraordinarily cheap.

■Would prefer
Kvhite men.

jNot
in favor of
unresrricted
immigration of
Chinamen.

SHEARER.

Hop-raising is my principal business, and I employ from 140 to 180, and
sometimes as high as 200, Chinese in picking. We have leased our ground
for four years more, and if we thought the Chinese were going to be driven
from the country we would not have any use for it. We sell our hops in this
market, but they are shipped to all parts of the world. Eastern hops
have taken the lead here always, but in the east our hops have a better
demand than theirs. So far as raising hops with white labor it is impossible at the present time, and compete with the eastern market.
For picking hops I pay $1.20 per 100 pounds ; it would be impossible
to get white men. If I should hire 180 white men there would be more
or less thieving.
The land rents for f 20 an acre ; if sold it might probably be bought
for .$300 an acre.
One of the five Chinamen I have with me at other seasons of the year
hires all the Chinamen wTho have picked my hops for the last year or two.
When the Chinaman hires by the day I pay him at the rate of $1
I am in favor of cheap labor so long as we have to compete with foreign
markets. I do not consider Chinese at $1 a day extraordinarily cheap
labor. When wages are high, other things are generally high in proportion. If commodities are low in proportion, it is not to be supposed that
you can get very high wages. The price of labor here affects the price
of flour ; it affects the raising of the flour. The amount of grain consumed here does not affect the price of wheat in Liverpool, nor does it
interfere with the price of flour here to any proportional degree.
I would prefer immigrants from the east to Chinese, because I like
white men better. I would rather pay my money to a white man than
to a Chinaman. The immigrants who come from the eastern states are
more intelligent generally. They make better citizens, and have a higher
civilization ; they come here to make homes and develop the country ;
they marry and raise children, and in all these respects are better than
Chinamen.
I am not in favor of unrestricted immigration of Chinese. The Chinese
have been a great benefit to our country up to the present time, and I do
not think there are too many here. I think every man can get employment if he searches for it.
the presence of Chinamen interfered with the employinstance
In one
ment of white
men.

stated clerk of the Presbytery of San
Rev. Frederic E. Shearer,
the Pacific, sworn and examined :
of
Synod
the
and
Francisco,

The number of Chinese now in America is about 100,000, The total
arrivals from January 1st, 1852, to April 1st, 1876, at San Francisco,
were 214,226, and the departures, 90,078 : and at Astoria, 6,786 arrivals
and 1,158 departures.
[The witness here read a paper'comparing the estimates of arrivals with
the United States census, also respecting the progress made by missionaries in converting the Chinese to Christianity.]
Some people seem to fear that tie country will be overrun by ChinaA panic would be
If immigration was limited, [ believe that all capitalists would.
men.
SSitSg^immigra- n,
Ho
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fear that the Chinese in the country would be insufficient to meet the
demands of labor upon them, and a panic would be the result.
Their habits of life are entirely different from ours. Compared with
the laboring classes, their moral and physical condition is better than Character
some others and worse than some others. Their general reputation
.is favorable for their faithful performance of what they undertake to do.
By some people they are treated as other foreigners are, but by the laboring classes they are not so treated. In their dealings with men, including their honesty and integrity, the opinion of the people would be in
favor of them.
They come here to make money, but many of them, not a large percentage, abandon the idea, returning to China permanently.
Some are
content to die here.
Others return to China, and then come back again
ix> the United States.
If they were equal before the law and treated as if equal before the
■other immigrants are treated, many of them would marry and settle down JJJJJ JttSown7
A good deal of the prejudice against them is in conse- like other people,
like other people.
quence of their habits and dressing in an outlandish costume.
Quite a number have abandoned their dress and dress like Americans.
They have
intellectual capacity to understand our constitution and laws.
If they
were put upon an equality with other people, not more than one-tenth, for
There is no
a lapse of several years, would become American citizens.
danger of any immediate great influx of Chinese to _ this state, because I ^ap£?ySaSd
regard that supply is regulated by the demands of capital and the necessity by demand,
of labor.
There are Nearly all the
women on the coast are prostitutes.
Chinese
NearlyJ all , the
~, .
,
. ,
. „
. , .
r
Chinese women
Chinese gamblers m towns in the interior.
on the coast
There is a society of women in connection with our associations, engaged prostitutes.
in the reclamation of prostitutes.
About 100 in the last year have been
instructed in industrial arts : eighteen in the last year were received into
their home for fallen women ; several of them have married and are leading
very commendable, and it is believed virtuous, lives with their husbands.
There are three denominations in China : Buddhists, Tauists, and the Religion,
followers of Confucius. They have many of the same customs ; their everyday life is the same. They dress in the same general way, except their
priests. I think that some priests of one class do not wear the queue ;
the people in general wear the queue, which is a native symbol. If they ^a\^1a31us!r^lbol
cut it off they are looked upon as having renounced their nationality.
Out of the 246 converts to Christianity I know of two who have sacrificed
their queues; if it had been required, I suppose every one would have cut
dt off.
The gospel teachings of Christ and Christian civilization are superior to
the Chinese religion and civilization.
already assimilated in An immigration
would p be ..
England ,,.
from , New
An immigration
o
,. , ,.°
-, -. -,
, from New iii ng'l an
part, both religiously and politically, and therefore it would be superior to preferabie.
favor of unrepresent I am in favor cf unrestricted in
At *
from Asia.
an immigration
stricted immigra,?
immigration.
tion.
The Chinese will assimilate as readily as some of the elements now
flindersroinof assimilation.
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tiiur B. Stout, physician, a member of the State Board of Health,
and a resident of the state since 1849, sworn and examined :

Chinese men of
small stature not
muscular, but the
muscle they have
is very vigorous.
Light weight men
capable of great
industry.
Their
ter
thanhealth
that ofbet"
like classes of
whites because of
the frugality of
their lives.
Very few fires
which have originated in the
Chinese quarter.
Has known of no
pestilence.
They eat to live,
and are elean, and
use much water.

Death rate less
among Chinese.
Small-pox not even
half due to China
or Chinamen.

Leprosy— the cry
about this is a
farce.

Hospitals.

Up to within the last six years I have resided in close proximity to the>
Chinese — in the midst of their quarter.
I was among the last to leave.
As to the physical condition of the Chinese they are men of small stature
and not muscular, but the muscle that they have is very virgorous. The are
witty, quick, and strong for their development. They are what we would
call light-weight men, and as such are capable of great industry and have
a capacity for labor which is remarkable. Their health, as a general thing,
among similar classes in similar conditions, is better than that of the whit as,
because the frugality of their lives exposes them less to diseases than partial
who are subjected to various excesses.
Previous to the time of my leaving the Chinese quarter, with the exception,
of the general conflagration in 1849, and a small portion that was destroyed
on Stockton street, there have been no fires of any consequence. Therehave been very few fires that originated in the Chinese quarter.
During my residence among them I have not known of any disease, any
pestilence, originating and spreading there, although they live in their
quarters very closely sometimes.
They eat to live and they do not live to eat. They are clean in their
habits, and they drink no whiskey. I have never seen a drunken Chinaman
in my life. As mechanics or as workmen they keep themselves very clean ;
using a great deal more water for ablutions than for cooking purposes. The
women are generally cleaner than the same kind of women of other localities
and of other races.
The death-rate is greater among the whites than among the Chinese.
As to epidemics, the small-pox has been among them, as it has boon
among others, but, ratio of population allowed, there has been less among
them than with the whites. The true source of small-pox is threefold. One
.source is from California, where it has prevailed to a very great extent,
and has swept northward, going through San Francisco and other portions
of the state. A small ratio, and least of all, has come from China ; and
small-pox prevailed to a very serious extent long before any Chinamen
came here. In the very early years I recollect sending vaccine to Washington Territory, to the Indian agent there, to vaccinate a tribe of Indians
about being destroyed by small-pox. It is engendered here ; it arrives
from southern California : and last and least it has come with vessels from
China.
The hue and cry made about leprosy is a farce. It is a disease of a
past epoch, which can never return again, owing to the different changes of
civilization and of life that have occurred. I consider it a curable disease.
and I have no idea of its contagiousness by quick contagion. If you were
to sleep with a man for six months or a year, be in close contact, get the
scurf from the skin upon you, and breathe his breath for a long time, very
likely then you might catch the leprosy ; but it is one of those chronic
diseases which, although in that way contagious, need excite no tear ; and
it is not near as horrible as other diseases of the skin that we have,
such as psoriasis and phthosis.
Their mode of living being different, it makes their hospitals av
very different from ours.
They have no beds ; they lay the sick on
on the floor, which are kept clean.
In some cases the mat- are not
changed, and they are liable to gross negligence. The European hospitals,
I recklesa
only a few years ago, were just as much places of carel<
The Chinese have n svsteni of medicine of
inhumanity
as are then
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They are but very little educated
their own, and professional physicians.
The Medical knowlittle knowledge of surgery
in anatomy and physiology, with . veryThey
desire very much to establish
Chinese dislike surgical operations
and also a small-pox hospital for their own people, the
a general hospital
same as the French and the Germans.
The tenderness of TeMerncss^
Their treatment of their sick is very variable
those who know one another is not to be surpassed by any people, lhey
■
If some friends will pay they will get pretty
would give the utmost care.
They desire to take Heard^ck put
good care, if not they will be very much neglected.
I have never seen China- but never saw it.
care of their sick to the best of their ability.
<
men put out on the street to die, but I have heard of them.
Good tenants
Chithe
to
property
my
Before I leased
They are excellent tenants.
of the locality, I could get only very inferior
aese, in consequence
tenants, many of whom would cheat me out of my rent, and others would
price
abuse the property, etc. The present tenants have paid a better
There has been no swearing, no noise, no trouble, no riotous
punctually.
.
conduct about the premises.
*^$£™ch
which
that
than
greater
much
The squalor of the Chinese quarter is not
of the
exists in other parts of the city amongst other people. There has been a other parts
*
C1
same
the
at
Chinese,
the
against
great exaggeration in all those charges
time I do not pretend to say that their quarter might not be cleaner.
authorities
They would be clean if they were forced to be so. The city are
left to
undertake to clean the city in other parts, but the Chinese
expense.
own
their
at
quarter
own
their
clean
and
s
take care of themselve
out
Except early in the morning, when they are required to throw
*arba*e, which is very foul and disgusting, the streets are quite clean.
y bad° Occasionally the Chinese have a fight or riot among themselves and fMnes^ver
they fio-ht very fiercelv when they do fight; but excepting those cases, which
They are more sinned
are ve?y rare, I never heard any trouble there.
crimination, and yet
of
deal
great
a
receive
They
sinning.
against than
the occasions of recrimination are exceedingly rare; not because they lack
If they were
the courage, but because they are overawed and prefer peace.
not so maltreated, I think they would feel a great regard for the American
They occasionally resist, but they generally submit to it and leave.
people.
in
[ have seen a great many cases of assaults upon Chinamen committed
daylight.
.
„
ot
tact
the
to
owing
decay,
of
state
a
in
is
Their hospital on Clay street
the hoodlums of the neighborhood constantly bombarding it with stones. Hoodlums.
The police do their duty towards the Chinese, not because they are
anxious to favor them, but to perform their duty according to their oath of
other races, but I do not think the dissyphilis
havemore
° They
think asit is worse, among the Chinese than that
do I same
nor the
is any
ease
In some parts of Europe the disease
which originates with o.ther people.
'.
is fatal in three days.
in the state ; it is
It is stated that there are 4,000 Chinese prostitutes That
number is too
also stated that there are about 1,000 of them here.
it is a neces:
irrepressible
is
little; there should be 'more. Prostitution
sity. If there is a certain supply of women of that character, the family
is much more sacred and much more pure. The statement about the disease being propagated among the boys by Chinese women is nonsense.
The hoodlums the boys— go among them more to molest, to annoy, to
disturb them, than to use them; and when they use them they do not get
more malady than that
by going
to other houses.
of our white boys
the morality
The statement
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going among the Chinese is a gross exaggeration. Very few, anyhow, go
among them for that purpose. They can go farther and fare better. The
Chinese prostitutes do not exercise any influence among the white virtuous people, the white prostitutes exercise a very degenerating influence
upon them; but it is inevitable. "When men are unable to be men of families, they are nevertheless subject to the law of nature, and they must go
Prostitutes
among the prostitutes. If there is a comparison to be made at all, the
compared.
white prostitutes who promenade our thoroughfares in rich attire, are
more likely to have a bad effect upon our poor white girls than the Chinese
prostitutes. As far as the depravity of white young men is owing to female
influence, it is the white prostitute more than it is the Chinese in this city.
Do not get drunk,
Garroting, highway robberies, rolling on drunks, etc., I have never
known among the Chinese ; but such crimes are very common. I have
never seen a drunken Chinaman ; they drink some whiskey, but moderately.
Their dissipation is rather in opium ; but the cases in which they become
maniacal from the use of it and lose their health are less frequent.
I read Dr. Meares' statement, and while I consider him a man of veracity
and probity to the highest degree, yefc I think he has exaggerated his dislike
to the Chinese.
This agitation of the Chinese question injures me very much.
Cubic-air law.
The cubic-air law has been misconstrued, and applied simply and entirely
to molest and drive out the Chinese ; but if applied to all classes, nearly
every block in the city would be found defective. The law is violated by
whites as well as Chinese. There may be an occasional case where it is1
enforced against the whites.
Prostitution.
Referring again to Chinese prostitution I think they should be allowed
to come with the same facility that any other immigrants come, and I
think that if 20,000 reputable Chinese females, virtuous women, could
be brought into this city, and accepted into the family — the human
family — it would be a great advantage. The municipality should use
legitimate means and proper sumptuary laws to guard the morality of the
Expulsion would city ; but I do not believe that the entire expulsion of these women would
do no good.
do good. I believe in limiting that as in limiting every other misfortune
of the human family to the smallest amount.
Would not assimThe Chinese cannot directly assimilate with our people. No two races
ilate well.
have been known to assimilate well. The black and the white assimilate,
and the quadroon and the octoroon become quite a different people. There
have been intermarriages already in this city. I think if a first-class
Intermarriage.
Chinese woman and a first-class white man would marry, it would be a
very much better cross than the white man on the negro or the white
man on the Indian.
Opposition arises
The opposition to the Chinese arises from a misconceived view of the
from jealousy and
competition of the Chinese against the other class — the laboring classes.;
ignorance
combined.
It is jealousy and ignorance combined. The more intelligent and the
more highly cultivated class of our population is that which most strongly
advocates the Chinese, as well as that class which constitutes the housekeeping— the family of our city.
As servants as
A very considerable number of Chinese are employed as servants in this
much trusted as
others.
city. I think the same degree of trust is reposed in them that is accorded
to the servants of other races, black or white.
On being recalled the witness was cross-examined in regard to his
modified views of the question.
The Chinese can buy property, why not naturalize them 1 The tidal
wave of bad immigration is just as strong from Europe and other countries
as from Asia.
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You can get the highest ^^fed
The Chinese race goto the two extremes. educatio
n and religion, and Chinamen.
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to
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out bigger reproturned
China has not
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States, but
United
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rather bates
more
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TTri .^
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Califor
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Americans or Europeans of respectability cannot live
tenants.
the Chinese tenants are living, and it is not desirable that they should.
n, decency,
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William M. Dye, insurance solicitor, sworn and examined :

DYE.

that a
The profit has been so great to insurers of Chinese property people.
premium is offered for that particular insurance over that of white
smaller in l-s^lossesfrom
There are less losses ; there may not be fewer, but they are
than in Less fires.
quarter
Chinese
the
in
fires
There are less
amount generally.
i or sixteen
other parts of the citv, taking the same proportion of houses,
destroyed in the Chiyears there has not been a single building entirely that
have been utterly
nese quarter. There have been two or three shanties
not more than
probably
all—
at
value
great
no
of
were
destroyed ; but they
The company I represent, the Liverpool, .Lonfrom |200 to $500 a piece.
_ My
don and Globe, has paid $60,000,000 of losses in the United States
Chinese
the
with
loss
a
settle
to
employer says that he would prefer
case ot
rather than with white people ; that they were more reasonable m
^jKmm
Chinese
take
company
nt,
local
a
Investme
fire and partial loss. The State
of flre and partial
intnat
get
es
to
compani
other
than
premium
larger
a
pay
and
policies
pay a broker who brings business five per loss,
Some companies
surance.
lhe
cent. : some will pay ten per cent. ; some will pay fifteen per cent,
s
companie
three
or
two
are
There
cent.
per
fifteen
pays
nt
State Investme
.
property
Chinese
on
e
insuranc
taking
nued
disconti
that have
The establishment of Chinese wash-houses all over the city has had the
Laundries.
effect of raising the insurance. There are American laundries m the
for the
Chinese quarter, and some in other parts of the city. Were it not
Chinese wash-houses the washing would be done by women in families
ment has very likely absorbmore largely than it is done. Their establish
White people mostly patronize these laundries.
ed the business.
as it Premiums the
The premium is the same on property occupied by white people
e.
differenc
cent
one
not
is
There
Chinese.
by
occupied
Is on property
The same with personal property.
The Chinese pay for fire insurance, probably, not less than ^5,00U to
16,000 a month ; for marine insurance, they pay not less than trom &o;UUU
to $7,000 a month.

CROCKER.
Charles Crocker, engaged in building railroads, sworn and examined :
The construction of the Central Pacific was commenced with white labor Constraction o
and continued for a year and a half, when we found we could not get sufii- Pacific.
pient labor to progress with the road as fast as was necessary, and we were
There was a prejudice
driven to the expediency of trying Chinese labor.
We advertised thoroughly for
and a disposition not to employ them.
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white labor, and offered large prices, but failed to get more than 800 men.
We tried the Chinese, and we found that they worked well ; and
as our forces spread out, and we began to occupy more ground
and felt more in a hurry, we put them into the softer cuts, and
finally into the rock cuts. Wherever we put them we found them
good, and they worked themselves into our favor to such an extent,
that if we found we were in a hurry for a job it was better to put Chinese
on at once. Previous to that we had always put on white men; and today ifI had a big job of work that I wanted to get through with quickly,
and had a limited time to do it in, I should take Chinese labor to do it
with, because of its greater reliability and steadiness, and their aptitude and
capacity for hard work. Their powers of endurance are equal to the best
white men. This was tested in a tunnel of the hardest granite, where they
worked on one side and Cornish miners on the other. The Chinese cut
more rock in a week than the Cornish miners. In using the hammer and
the drill they proved themselves equal to the best Cornish miners in that
They are very trusty and intelligent and live up to their contracts.
work.
The presence of Chinese as laborers among us goes very far toward the
material interest of the country ; without their labor we would be thrown
back in all branches of industry. I believe that the effect of Chinese labor
upon white labor has an elevating instead of a degrading tendency. When
we began employing Chinese labor, instead of our white force decreasing
it increased from 800 to 2,500 and 3,000, and instead of these white men
being engaged shovelling dirt, or with a pick and shovel, they were teamsters, mechanics, foremen, and men in an elevated grade of labor, receiving wages far above what they would have done if we had had the same
number throwing up the dirt and digging the rock. I know of several
who used to be foremen and who never expected to be anything but shovellers ofdirt, hew^ers of wood, and drawers of water, who are now respectable farmers, owning farms.
They got a start by controlling Chinese labor.
The Chinese that we employed were all temperate. Out of the 10,000
on the work I have never seen a drunken Chinaman. I have no recollection of ever having seen a drunken Chinaman, I have seen them
under the effect of opium by going into their rooms where they smoke
opium.
They are peaceful in their habits while at work in gangs.
In one or
two instances I have known of fights among them clannish fights. We
but I think
had one strike with the Chinese — a strike for higher wTages
they were incited to this by emissaries from the other side, who wished to
keep us in the mountains while they were building the road over the
plains. The strike lasted one week, and they all returned peaceably to
work.
There is labor for all, and there is no conflict between the interest of
the white and the Chinese laborer. If the white laborer understood and
realized his true interest he would be in favor of the present proportion
of Chinese labor in this state. There might be an increase of the immigration to such an extent that it would be injurious, but the present
equilibrium is not too much. One in ten of the entire population is about
the number. The law of supply and demand will regulate itself if they
are left alone. I recognize a Chinaman as more than an ordinarily intelligent man, and they will not come here unless they can get profitable
employment.
I believe if this question was argued calmly and deliberately before the
people, without any of this hue and cry, eight-tenths of the people would
vote for the amount of Chinese labor there is here now, and against this
3H
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anti-Chinese sentiment.
I have heard farmers and fruit-raisers, manufacturers and mechanics, express the opinion that Chinese immigration
was an advantage.
It has not the same tendency to degrade free white Chinese labor
labor as that of negro slavery in the south — because it is not servile labor, servile labor.
You cannot control a Chinaman except you pay him for it. You cannot
make any contract with him, or his friend, or supposed master, and get
his labor unless you pay for it. I made a contract with a merchant here,
for Chinamen, Koopmanschap, who brought me 500 ; I never made any
contract with the Six Companies.
We have always procured our Chinamen through the house of Sisson, Wallace <fe Co. here — Americans. They
gathered them one at a time, two, three, four of them in a place, and got
them together to make what is called a gang.
Each gang is numbered
and has a bookkeeper to keep the account among themselves.
We
have a foreman, and he keeps the account with the gang and credits
them. When pay-day comes the head man of the gang is paid for all their
labor, and then they divide it among themselves.
The Chinamen who are here are not as of much advantage to the state,
as the same number of immigrants from the state of New York and New
England would be. ; but their presence here does not prevent the New
Englander from coming, nor has it done so. On the contrary, if a New
Englander comes here, he can use the Chinaman very much in opening a
farm, and cultivating it after he gets it open. I do not believe there is a
slave among them ; nor do I believe that the Spanish system of peonage ^e0f^su^fnese
prevails among the Chinese here. I also believe that white population is a g00a substitute,
better for the country than Chinese. Chinese labor is not better than
white labor, but it is a mighty good substitute. The poor white man
was degraded by negro slavery, because it was servile labor ; but now that
the negro is free and can earn his money, the next generation or two will
not feel ashamed to labor alongside of him. I have given some money to
the missionaries here. I am a common carrier, and would rather have
white men than Chinamen for travellers. If there were no Chinese going
between here and Hong Kong our steamship line could be run with
profit.
I do not think it would be a good idea to admit Chinamen to citizenship, nor is the presence of a large non-voting male class desirable. I Should not vote
believe in an educational standard for voting. If a Chinaman has lived
in our country long enough to become educated in our language and to
understand our institutions, he will make just as good a voter as myself ;
and I would let him vote. But I do not believe they are goingto remain
here long enough to become good citizens, and I would not admit them to
citizenship. They have no particular care about our political institutions..
They are harmless and indifferent ; and they would not affect our politics,
nor affect our morals, nor affect our status in any way.
A white laborer can afford to labor alongside of a Chinaman when they
are both paid for their labor. There is an objection with them to do so,
but I think the feeling of prejudice is fast wearing out. I should not like
to see an even number of Chinamen with the whites here.
We paid the Chinamen $35 a month, boarding themselves; their pur- f^^^mseu"
Chinamen's
wages.
chases at the store would average $9 a month. A white man can support on
himself on the same wages. At the present price of provisions, clothing,
etc., a white laboring man with a family would have to live very plain
and simple on a dollar a day. The actual wants of a man are very few,
and a dollar a day will buy a good deal of common and ordinary provisions—good meat and good flour. I believe that the white man is betI believe that when the brain of the white man
ter than a Chinaman.
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rubs against the brain of the colored man the white man will come out
ahead all the time. When the white man comes in contact with Chinese
labor he is impelled to greater exertion, and he comes out a better man.
I believe that the white man has got more brain than the Chinaman, and
when he is driven out -of a lower class of labor he will aspire to a better.
The number of Chinamen in proportion to the number of white people
here is less now than it was ten years ago, and less than in 1860.
I think the white population of the state in 1860 was in the neighbor*
hood of 600,000.
The white immigrant is worth more to the country than any otherbecause he can become a member of our institutions and be a white man
among white men ; but I would have Chinese grow ap?iee with our immigration. Ifwe had 12,000,000 of white men, 1,000,000 Chinamen *
not come amiss to do our laboring work, and the state would be more
prosperous for their presence.
A homogeneous population is better than a heterogeneous population
There is great prejudice against the Chinese in this state, which works
to their injury. I do not believe that a majority of the people justify this
oppression. There has not been so much of it recently as there was about
six months ago'; the excitement that was fanning into a flame has died
away. There is a class of lawless people in the community who, when
there is an exciting cause, do these things, which they would not do if
they were not excited by class-prejudice.

!CLARKE.

Henry K. W. Clarke, lawyer by profession, engaged in farming, and a
resident in California since 1849, sworn and examined :

{The roles they fill.

Chinamen are generally employed as cooks in farmers' families and
hotels in the neighborhood where I farm ; and to a very great extent they
occupy the places of domestics outside of large cities and towns. You
will very rarely find an American-born woman occupying those places.
They are employed also in various manufactories, on railroads, in dyking,
and in fruit raising, I sometimes see them, but not often, employed as
plowmen.
The moral condition of the laboring classes is remarkably good — free
from what we call public vices. They are a remarkably temperate
people, and the most quiet and docile people I ever saw. The Chinese
and the Portuguese are the two most industrious classes we have in

iHigh character of
iChinese laborers.

Chinese paid as
|high as whites.

Their object
coming.

'California ; and their industry is accompanied with great economy. For
faithfulness they compare well with other laborers.
In regard to their services I find that we pay Chinamen as high wages
as we do white people for the same work. Cooks are paid as high as
$40 a month. Women would be preferred, but it is impossible to procure women to go into the country to do that work. It is very difficult,
even in cities, to procure white girls as maids of all work for a small
family. Chinamen will perform all the duties about a house, all the
work of a small family.
I have heard and read a great deal about coolie labor, and from observation Iam satisfied there is no truth in it. They come here as others
do, to get money, with the intention of returning ; many would remain
and become permanent citizens if there was any encouragement given
them.
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I know of a boy who learned to read and write the English language. ££lnt™£.camze<l
He was first employed in a stable, and having by nature some gift with
the pencil he became quite expert as an artist and painter. He assumed
American clothes and lived in San Diego for many years. I think he is
as well informed as any laboring man I know of in that community, and
as much attached to American institutions. He is treated well, and the
his habits, etc., has had a
people there all speak well of him. Changing me
to make an application
p-eat deal to do with it. In 1866 he wanted
said his impressions
court
The
so.
did
I
citizen.
a
for him to become
were that Mongolians could not be citizens. The court did not receive
his declaration, but took the matter under advisement, and it finally
He would have made as good a citizen as any we have.
dropped.
Their treatment here by certain classes, generally alow class, has been
By the vast majority of people I think they have been
very brutal.
treated very well.
My experience is that
Working up old diggings is very heavy labor.
a Chinaman will do any work that you will pay him for doing.
They are
not large-boned or large-muscled
people, but exceedingly active and
patient to toil. Blasting in tunnels, building levees in the tule-lands,
and work of that kind, is done by Chinamen.
Their notions are very elevated in regard to their contracts ; you can
I have never had any litigation with a Chinaman;
rely upon them.
For truththere have been suits between Chinamen and white people.
fulness they compare favorably with other people in the same class
of life.
We have laws against perjury, but they are very rarely enforced.
Perjury is very common in the courts, and is not confined to the lower
class. Class with class the Chinese compare very well with the whites
in this respect.
to elevate
tendencyii
a•
had
employment
I have, ,always
"^ supposed
rr . , that
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r>n •
•
o
•
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San Francisco, November 15th, 1876.

Henry K. W. Clarke's examination continued :

CLARKE.

Limiting the immigration of Chinese by legislation would be a violation Treaty.
of the treatv with China.
It would be very bad political economy. Bad policy to
_
J
.
P
-r-i
t i
j_ •
tti
tii,j.1
j.limit immigration
Immigrants coming from an English port, in an English ship, the question of Chinese.
would be between England and our Government.
The Chinese are different to us in their habits.
They dress differently,
associate differently, their treatment of women is different.
The manner in which they live is different.
Very little is known
about what
their feeling is toward
republican
institutions.
The opinion among
the masses is that they
are an
inferior
race.
From
the moment the Chinese land here until they lay down their bones or leave
this shore there is a constant opposition, a constant building up of a
Chinese wall between them and the American people, which has the effect
of making them a separate colony or community in our midst.
As they
talk Chinese and do not talk English, they naturally associate together.
I think the Chinese would associate just as well with the American,
people as Germans and Irishmen if they were treated in the same way.
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Chinese men and American women do not assimilate ; they cannot
reason of the difficulties that we raise, not by reason of difficulties that
exist in nature. There is nothing in nature, disposition or habics, that
would prevent the Chinese in the course of time from assimilating in
customs and habits with the Americans. I do not think their labor is
semi-servile.
My opinion is that a heterogeneous population is more beneficial to the
country than a homogeneous population.
A people will improve better.
The opposition to the Chinese originates through ignorance. That is the
true source. People of more intelligence, wishing to avail themselves of
that degree of ignorance, use it for political purposes. The prejudice
against the Irishman coming to this country was just as strong as it is
now against the Chinese. But this prejudice disappears; the people
become enlightened.
Judge Campbell agrees with me in regard to this question — the benefit
of Chinese labor — as well as several of my neighbors who do not employ
Chinamen. I cannot say that the daily press of San Francisco are in
favor of Chinese immigration as I am. Every paper panders to its
class.
On the subject
record that those
they may be very
To a very large
to the Chinese.

Outrages.

A. 1885.

of Chinese immigration I am satisfied to have it go on
who differ with me are ignorant. On some subjects
intelligent but on this subject they are ignorant.
extent what we call the non-producing class is opposed

The prevailing
opinion among
politicians that
the Chinese, useful. They join
agitation merely
for political purposes.

I know there was a very great outrage committed upon the Chinese at
Antioch about a year ago. but I am not familiar with the circumstances.
The resolutions of political parties I regard as rather a race or struggle
for a particular vote. In conversation with Judge Glascock, referring to
the passing of resolutions at a democratic meeting against the Chinese,
he said : " O, well, we do this simply as politicians ; but as a citizen of
California I am as much in favor of Chinese immigration as you are." My
experience satisfies me that that is the prevailing opinion among
politicians.

;3ABCOCK.

William F. Babcock, a resident since 1852, sworn and examined
The evidence given by this witi
witness is the same as given before the
inadian Commission.
Canadian
[See Minutes of Evidence, p. 13.]

.EVANS.

West Evans, dealer in railroad ties, etc., and a resident in the country
for twenty-five years, sworn and examined :

Chinese better for
building railroads.

In the manufacture of railroad ties I have used white labor ; in build
ing railroads I use mostly Chinese. The latter give us better satisfaction
generally. I have had probably 400 or 500 white men employed in ray
busiest time.
A year or two ago I advertised for 100 white men.
I sent

blik!e men apt t0 more than 10° up to the work> but when they §ot tliere not more &*n

from twenty to thirty would work.
They thought it was too hard.
There was a threatened conflict in Mendocino between the white laborers and Chinese ; it came from the Irish side, who ordered my superintendent to discharge all the Chinamen.
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I want men how and cannot get them. In building the road we started the men in on $40 a month and board ; if a man was worth more we
paid it to him. To some of them, bridge-building, we paid as high as
$110 a month and boarded them.
At stated times, during political compaigns, the men get troublesome Witness has had
and dissatisfied.
I never had any trouble between white men and Chinamen, except with the Catholic Irish. The Protestant Irish and men of other
nationalities never meddle with them.
The opposition to the Chinese
comes through politicians and this class I speak of. I never heard any
business men opposed to Chinamen.
The Chinese have been a benefit to the state.
I have clone work that
I could not have done without them.
If white men had been here and
had worked I could have done it ; I tried to get white men to do this
work and failed.
It is quite likely that a great many white laboring men
came here last year and year before and went back east, but they went
back because they did not want to work.
White men are not generally

tween^whiteand
Chinese except in
catholic Irish,
Chinese a henefit

Some white men

loafers, but there is a large percentage of the white population here who Work# oose t eir
choose their work.
Labor is classified.
There is labor here for every Labor is classified,
man in the' state if he will work.
James H. Strobridge, engaged in railroad building, and a resident in STROBRIDGE
the state for twenty-seven years, sworn and examined :
I was superintendent of construction on the Central Pacific, which was Could not get
started with white labor.
We wanted several thousand men, but were
never able to get more than 700 or 800 white men.
We finally resorted
to Chinamen, at one time working fully 10,000 of them.
The white labor
was increased to 2,000 to 2,500, who were made foremen, teamsters and
hostlers.
The Chinamen were good laborers, and as reliable and honest as other
people — much more reliable ; they would
not get drunk and go away as
white men do. They were furnished to us by different companies, sometimes Chinamen, sometimes
white men.
Latterly, Sisson, Wallace &
Co. furnished pretty much all the Chinamen we worked.
Some Chinamen we employed were unreliable.
White mechanics are
almost always steady men ; the teamsters and hostlers, as a rule, were
not steady ; and the white men working in the pits were generally unsteady. Our foremen were very unsteady ; eight-tenths of the foremen
were taken from the pits, from shovellers and from drillers.
The class of

^hite labor'em^6
ployed in consepitying Chffese.
Chinese reliable,
Furnished by
Some Chinamen
unre
e'
The class of men

men who go upon public works are rather unsteady men.
It is about the works °are rather
same thing on railways building in New England, only that the workmen unsteady men.
are a little more riotous there than here.
The Chinese at work were not more docile than white men ; the trouble SehX®n"te1nth^of
with the latter comes in when they are paid and they get drunk.
Seven- drunk and boistertenths of the white labor employed, except mechanics, got drunk and
boisterous after being paid.
It was the rule in other states as well, where
railroads were being constructed.
With
white men we had no difficulty
in getting them to go on any work, rock-cutting or anything else, but
with Chinamen we had a great deal of difficulty in getting them to go on
.
rociv, and to do much hard work, because they were not accustomed to it.
The Chinese are cheaper. I am hot satisfied with them as laborers in every
respect.
We get along with them with very little difficulty.
If they had
done
a great deal more work than they did I would have been better
satisfied.
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&feCbod&s°oftr01 In larSe bodies Chinamen would he preferable ; it is difficult to control
whites when paid, large bodies of white men after pay-day. They go on a spree. Indepenfhey go on sprees. dent of that j WQu]d prefer them
There £g not much difference betwem
the amount of work of a gang of white
laborers and a gang of Chinese,
handled.
when they are well

PECK.

General opinion
that the Chinese
have been beneficial, that what
is here is well
enough ; but that
there should be
some restriction
in the future.

Beneficial to have
the Chinese
population
increase in a certain
ratio with the
white.

Draying and
Chinese labor.

Nothing to prevent them owning
real estate.

CAMPBELL.
Chinese immigration a benefit.

Chinese immigrant does not
differ very much
from other immigrants of the same
rank in life.

Charles S. Peck, drayman, and a resident for eighteen years, sworn and
examined :
Our business is almost exclusively with the Chinese, perhaps to the
amount of $25,000 a year. Including the custom house draymen the
Chinese perhaps pay $75,000 a year. In dealing with them we have found
them strictly honest. The general opinion among those of my acquaintance
seems to be that the Chinese have been beneficial to the state, and that
what is here is well enough ; but they think there should be some measures
taken perhaps to limit the immigration in the future. Some think so and
some do not ; some think that it will be according to supply and demand.
There are about 3,000 draymen in the city, and probably two-thirds of this
number I have conversed with and with whose ideas I am familiar.
If the Chinese population should increase in a certain ratio with the
white population it would be beneficial to the state and country. With a
population of 1,200,000 I think we could endure another 50,000 Chinese,
and I 'think it would be desirable to restrict the ratio at about that figure
as to the labor of the state. There is a certain class — the laboring class —
which is opposed to Chinese immigration.
If the draying was monopolized by the Chinese I presume those engaged
in the business would find something else to do. I think the majority of
those engaged in doing the draying business are of opinion that we can
stand an increase in the number of Chinese here. The draymen have a
union and I have heard individual members express themselves, but not
in general discussion. I have also heard others express the opposite
opinion, and a fewr that they ought to be driven out of the country.
I do not know that there is any limit to the amount of land they may
acquire and the number of colonies they may create. I think there are
but few Chinese who would venture in that class of enterprise, and I do
not think the state would be overrun ; at the same time there is nothing
to prevent them getting possession of the soil of the state, as long as we
do not restrict them in any way. Everything considered, I would be in
favor of a reasonable restriction in the number allowed to come.

Alexander
Campbell,
lawyer, at one time judge, and a resident
twenty years, sworn and examined :

of

time has been a benefit to
The effect of Chinese
the whole state, and I do not see any necessity at the present time in
limiting or restricting this immigration.
I believe it will be regulated
by the universal law of supply and demand.
I value Chinamen very highly as laborers and as house-servants. I
repose the same confidence in them as I do in any others. I do not think
the Chinese immigrants differ much from any other class of immigrants
of the same character and standing as themselves — in the same vocations,
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coolie traffic. Their source of profit is the registration fee, the contractor
being the party paying it, the coolies knowing little or nothing about it.
For this fee they agree to see the Chinaman returned to China at the end
of his contract ; if he dies to return his bones • to look after him if he is
sick, and attend to his interests generally. All Chinese here can understand
not take them all to one place. If a man
each other. The companies do
wants to hire 500 Chinamen he goes to the head of one of these companies
and contracts for so many men. As to the responsibility of these companies and the American contractor to see the laborers paid, witness
knew gentlemen who came from the east and hired fifty or sixty
or one hundred men as laundrymen, and when they got east they
refused to comply with their contract. The money due them in the east
was supposed always to be paid to the contractor here, except a certain
percentage which was remitted. When they refused to comply ^with their
contract there was no means by which they could get their money.
In some instances they did not get it, the American claiming a violation
of the contract, and they did not know enough to sue for their services on
their individual account for work which they had done. The companies do
not guarantee the coolie that he shall get his pay. The companies become
individual firms and contractors. As a mercantile firm they would make a
contract and pass it through the company perhaps. Merchants advance them
their provisions and the Chinese contractor collects the pay for their labor.
The Chinese know nothing of our institutions, except the prisons.
They do not know or care about citizenship, only to evade the merest
duties or burdens of it. They are nearly all agricultural or other
laborers, rarely artisans.
As a rule they are ignorant,
slavish,
submissive,
and often brutish in their manners, living in hovels,
poorly
worse fewclad,
profane
and inimmoral
the
extreme. fed, Very
peopleover-worked,
that witness
had met
China, inexcept
missionaries, understood the Chinese language.
Those who do learn the
language are more from the northern part of China, such as Shanghai. It
is a very rare thing for a merchant living there his lifetime to learn the
language.
The Chinese have no conception or idea of free government,
or the right of an individual man to be heard and be a part of same.
They are a slavish people.
As diplomats, they have evaded, whenever
possible, all fcreaty obligations that they have undertaken.
When they
agreed to hold negotiations at Tien-tsin, and the English and others
were going up for that purpose, they were all massacred without any
warning.
When W. H. SewTard stated they were the shrewdest diplomats he ever met, witness thinks that he was rather too old and infirm
to judge and properly understand the question.
Respecting their profanity, not knowing the language, could not say whether they swear
much ; but there were commonly-known vulgar expressions and profane vulgarity which were the first things acquired, more especially in intercourse
"with them commercially.
They swear in the English courts at Hong
Kong.
There are many professing Chrstianity, but not one in a thousand
is sincere, missionaries themselves declaring that they do not believe
them sincere.
Does not know whether the Chinese residents of Hong
Kong become British subjects under the naturalization law, but there are
certain terms provided by British law which entitle them to protection.
When they visit Canton etnd are arrested for some offence previously committed, or for some debt, the English Consul at Canton generally succeeds
in getting them released if they are residents of Hong Kong.
There is no
legislative body at Hong Kong ; it is a crown colony, and no municipal
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elective bodies. The value of human life in Chinese eyes is very low. Th>
cruel, selfish, and ungrateful ; liars and dishonest in the extreme, the only
exception being where it is against their interest. They hoard and bury
money in fear of officials and persecutors among themselves
and of
Punishment cruel, thieves. Their mode of punishment is of a summary kind, cruel and
barbarous. They have no long imprisonments, except to compel money
payments.
They treat their women badly, and place them in a vew low
Gambling. scale. As to gamblers, his knowledge obtained by going through a Chinese
city and seeing at almost every short distance open gambling houses ; saw
them going on with their gambling in Chinatown here much the same
as in China, although it is said the police are very strict against it. In
Hong Kong the authorities license gambling houses for Chinese alone, and
do not allow foreigners to go into them ; but in Chinese places, in the
Prostitution.
open market, gamblers' tables meet you at almost every turn. Respecting
prostitution, witness does not know of any street-walking here among
Chinese prostitutes, nor did. he ever observe them in China soliciting men
on the streets ; here they solicit them out of the windows — windowtapping. Along the water-front of the city of Canton they have lar^e
boats or vessels, a hundred or more feet long and half as broad. They are
flat boats, upon which are built most gorgeously fitted-up houses of one or
"Flower boats.*
one and a half stories high, which are called "flower boats." They contain sometimes from ten to twenty prostitutes, and are places of resort.
They are frequently taken by the better classes up and down the river
upon trips of debauok, and are known as floating brothels; but there are
Sodomjv
also on shore numberless quantities of prostitutes. Sodomy is a habit.
Sometimes thirty or forty boys leaving Hong Kong apparently in good
health, before arriving here would be found to be afflicted about the
anus with venereal diseases, and on questioning the Chinese doctors to
disclose what it was, they admitted that it was a common pvactice among
them.
Indifference to
With regard to their care for life, witness never heard that it was a
human life.
merit for a Chinaman to save life, and never heard of it being practised.
Has seen Chinese floating by in the water or clinging to the wreck and
their own boats pass them and go to the wreck to get plunder. In 1859,
went to the rescue of an American ship, the Vancouver, in the Shanghai
River ; found around vessels known to be plying for hire and carrying
cargo as their vocation; had to open a battery on them to drive them off;
they had driven the crew off and taken possession and were plundering
her. In another case, the wreck of the Lucky Star, Captain Nelson, on
the Island of Formosa, they not only plundered the vessel and robbed
the crew, but they stripped the captain and his wife and marched
them many miles naked. Does not think the Chinese imperial
authorities have the power to protect foreigners who travel into the
Chinese imperial
authorities cannot interior from assaults and indignities; nor does he think they have the
protect foreigners
ia the interior.
power to enforce the treaties with the eastern powers in the outlying provinces. Very little is known at the court of the doings of foreigners. In
China, as a rule, very few are educated beyond a few characters, and seldom without the aid of a scribe are they able to read, much less make
out their contracts ; when made they take every advantage and commit
every wrong under it. To the credit of the Chinese here, as far as it .
Commercial
witness observes that the companies here have more credit in this respect
character.
and among this community than their principals have in China, for one
of their largest principals at Hong Kong, Wo Hang, is not able to make
a charter, and he is considered so wanting in faith that he would not be
trusted.
The contract made with the coolies that leave Macao for labor
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in Cuba or Peru is of the same nature as the contract made with the coolies £°?lie trf^f witlx
that leave Hong Kong for California, only made by a Peruvian or Cuban
agent instead of with a Chinaman. There is a treaty between the Chinese Empire and Peru by which they carry on the coolie trade, also with
the United States. A coolie can be brought here by stating at the American consulate at Hong Kong that he enters into his contract voluntarily.
In the case of coolies going to Peru or to Cuba, their ships are fitted
as prisons, with bars and grates, the same as slave-ships were fitted,
and with much larger crews. There are never only a certain number
allowed on deck, and they are treated with all the surveillance as if they
were prisoners. It is a common thing for them, when opportunity
offers, to take the ships and destroy them and escape from their bondage. The coolies say they go in these ships voluntarily. The shipment
of coolies to Peru has since been stopped, as it was found out to be slavelabor, and when runners or pimps were caught in Canton inveighling
them away they were decapitated by the Chinese authorities for engaging
in the coolie traffic. There is no coolie traffic in this form carried on between this port and any ports in China. The coolie agrees to come here
and work for a certain period for a certain rate of wages — $3 to $5 per
month, very seldom more than that. Very few who come here have
families. They come here to work to pay debts of a doubtful character
contracted at home.
San Francisco, October 24th, 1876.
Respecting small-footed women, as a rule small feet are a sign of
their being of a higher class ; yet a considerable number are seen in their
brothels, and among them the very lowest classes of street laborers and beggars. [Witness here produced photographs taken in China showing that
the small-footed women as well as the large-footed ones are so engaged.]
The people coming here are not as fair representatives of quiet and order
as could be had from other sections of China. Every war with foreigners has
arisen in the immediate vicinity where these people come from. Those sections have exhibited the most horrible means of warfare, such as attempting
to poison the whole foreign communities of Hong Kong during the last
war. From these districts come, with few exceptions, all the professional
pirates of the China seas.
They prey upon foreign and native crafts
alike, and frequently plunder
places along their own
coast.
The
record shows that nearly all foreign vessels attacked or captured in
China have been attacked by the people of these districts at the mouth of
the Canton River.
In fact the people of these districts furnish largely
the brothels and the banditti to other ports on the China coast, the men
being dreaded wherever they go. Some of these pirates come to this
country. Here is one of the worst of their pirates [producing photograph]
belonging to that class. He came here. Have known him for a long time
as a pirate.
Here are also photographs of that class of people among
them.
The riots at Tien-tsin originated in Canton.
The principals of the Six Companies are at Hong Kong where messages
were addressed to them at the time of the agitation to stop immigration.
It is called a hospital. It is also known as a secret league of the Chinese
in a British colony, composed largely of Chinese engaged in the coolie
traffic, as well as of members of the Chinese commercial community there,
for carrying secret measures of their own instead of through the lawful
channels.
They are there known as the defenders of those committing
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crimes, but not caring for the helpless. Knowledge of Six Companies
gained from long and patient investigation of hundreds of men who havebeen both connected with them here and at Hong Kong, during long
voyages at sea, and reading accounts of them in the Hong Kong papers
where they are under an English colony and an English government.
San Francisco, November 18th, 1876.
Chinese in the
Straits Settlements.

On being recalled witness said : The Chinese go under contract with
Chinese as coolies to the " Straits Settlements" the same as here, but in
far larger numbers, and to such an extent have they swarmed over those
countries that they not only mononplize the artisan as well as the agricultural pursuits there, but they also own, manage, and conduct nearly all
trades and mercantile businesses, as well as most of the large fleets of
European style, sailing and steam vessels, trading to many parts of the

globe.
The continued immigration of Chinese to those places requires a largo
fleet of European sailing and steam vessels to convey them yearly. Chinese,1
junks a] so are largely employed in carrying coolies besides.
In Siam, also, the Chinese coolie system has produced to the native
The Chinaman in
Siam.
population no less disastrous results. The commerce and trade of all.
kinds, with but little exception, has passed from the possession ot the!
Siamese into the hands of Chinese, they also monopolizing the carrying)
trade to the exclusion of natives.
The above will largely apply to the other adjacent countries, as Java.'
Sumatra, Borneo, and Luzon.
Chinese contracEuropeans or Americans visiting China for the purpose of obtaining
tors for labor.
Chinese emigrants have never been able to obtain them, unless through
Chinese contractors ; and in every case where the coolie has not passed
through the hands of the Six Companies he has violated his contract.
Several years since the cotton-growers of the south sent their deputies
to Hong Kong, who after many months there endeavoring to make contracts with coolies direct failed to do so ; and at last, through the cooliebrokers, obtained a few ship-loads. After paying them, large numbers
deserted the vessel, some drowning in the harbor in doing so, evidently
never intending to keep their contract, or any contract, when not bound
to do so by the fearful penalties to 'which they are said to be liable under
experiment in the their system both at home and abroad, where it is carried as far as among
southern states.
themselves. I have heard that for no other reason but that these coolies
would not keep their labor contracts after arrival at New Orleans the
experiment was not repeated. So absolute was their bondage that their
labor contracts were pledged to the ship for their conveyance. I have
known Mr. Koopmanschap state that all his engagements with the
Chinese were much of that nature : he could not rely upon them ; he
could not engage them in China except through coolie contractors.
In investigating this contract system I have found that a large portion
Contract system.
of them, nearly one-half, who come here are under contract to coolies
gone back from here, who, taking the result of their labors, three, four,
or five hundred dollars, are enabled to go to China and there hire ten or
a dozen under this system ; and the ignorant coolie remains in a state of
semi-slavery for the years of his bondage and at low rates.
In Japan.
In Japan, although for many years after the opening to foreigners to
live and trade there, the Chinese were not allowed except as servants of Europeans or Americans, yet they have succeeded in wresting
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from foreigners, who surreptitiously got them a footing in the country, its
foreign import and export trade to China as well as other countries, until
now it is conceded the Chinese are the most affluent so engaged there,
and the streets of their largest city of foreign trade, Yokohama, is ablaze
with their business sign-boards at every turn.
This state of things is not because the Chinese merchant has any
superior mercantile ability than our own ; but it is their ability to bring
into force their cheap mode of living, whereby they can compete or afford
to transact business at far less and make a profit. Their presence in the
countries mentioned has not had the effect of elevating their lower classes,
but the contrary effect on their better classes, as our manufacturers are
finding out now to their cost.
Chinese competition is not only with the common laborer, but it is also
with the American merchants. The Chinese who used formerly to import
through American firms do that themselves, owing largely to competition.

A. 1885.
Se themilvea
the most affluent
™aepanfnte 1U

Low standard of
comfort.

San Francisco, October 24th, 1876.
:John L. Meares, physician and health officer of the city of San Francisco, MEARES,
since 1st of May, sworn and examined :
As to the physical condition of the Chinese they are not equal to the
Vhite man, not being capable of doing the same amount of heavy labor.
They live in large tenement houses many of which are unfit entirely for
habitation, and ought to be declared so. They live crowded in small
rooms without ventilation, and as they often have diseases of a contagious
mature they are exposed to it, breathing vitiated air all the time.
With regard to the epidemic (small-pox) which has been prevailing
feince the 24th of May, seventy-four deaths have been reported among
the Chinese. When they die of small-pox they are removed to Cooper's
alley, Bull Run alley, or some other place of deposit for their dead. It
is impossible to ascertain where they die. On this account their houses
cannot be disinfected, and they are a perpetual source of contagion.
Occasionally a case is discovered in the basement, where there is a hall
opening upon the street ; one case in particular I found of a Chinaman
who had been sick for fourteen days and was then dying. During all this
time the poison was going through the hall to the street. I called a
meeting of the heads of the Six Companies and told them they were concealing cases of small-pox, and that it was absolutely necessary to do something. They promised they would correct this, and reported three or four
cases the next two or three days, but stopped from that time. The cause
of the existing contagion of small-pox among the whites can be
traced to the Chinese quarter. I do not think we should have
had an epidemic here if it had not been for the concealment of these
cases in Chinatown. It may be communicated by the atmosphere becoming infected, or through clothing taken to an infected house for washing,
remaining there two or three days and absorbing the poison. Where
small-pox becomes epidemic in cities where no Chinese reside, it is caused
through the neglect of the local authorities. In the east the disease can
:be sporadic in the winter and only occasionally epidemic, and it is rarely
i epidemic in the summer time ; but here it becomes epidemic without regard
tto the season of the year.
It is entirely different from yellow fever, for
if that were brought here it would die out.
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Small-pox.

Overcrowding
and filth in
Chinese quarter.

Opium-smoking.

Inhumanity.

In fumigating the Chinese quarter by order of the city government I
found the condition to be inconceivably horrible. I found these people
living in big tenement houses, and large numbers crowded in individual
rooms and under ground, without proper ventilation, with bad drainage,
and a great deal of filth, the odors from which were horrible. You go
into a room which was originally higher than this room. They will
have bunks all around ; sometimes they will have a platform in one
corner, extending over one-fourth of it, not more than three or four feet
in depth, and numbers of them will sleep on that. I found cases of smallpox concealed in places like that. Found one case in a box, probably
eight feet long, three feet wide, and four feet high, in a corner of the hall.
I supposed it was a cupboard, a place to keep something to eat or clothing
in. They will not tell you the truth about these things, and from my own
observation, taking them as a class, you cannot believe them on oath when
it is their interest to lie at all. Under ground they live in bunks, in great
filth, and no ventilation at all.
I cannot tell the amount of opium-smoking or opium cousumption. but
if you go anywhere in the Chinese quarter you will find them smoking
opium. In smoking opium they generally lie down with the paste and a
pipe and a little light in the hand with which they touch it occasionally.
Frequently half a dozen or more are lying about, and sometimes you will
find twenty people smoking together.
I have never seen any class of people so indifferent to the sufferings of
their fellow creatures. For instance, take the little hospitals in Aleck

alley
;' you will find
roomsdiseases,
horribly lyin^
filthy,in and
dying
of consumption
and there
othersmall
chronic
theirChinamen
filth, with
no
person to take care of them, and in a state of starvation. They will beg
of yon for five or ten cents to buy something to eat. They ask for bread
and if you hand one a piece of stale bread he will devour it. They appear
to be perishing of hunger ; and yet these are the places procured, and
run, and sustained by these Six Companies, for benevolent purposes as
they call it. You may go into one of these hospitals to-day and not find
a sick man in it, but to-morrow morning there will be three dead Chinamen there, and no one will know where they came from. As for attendants
I have never seen anybody acting as such. I suppose somebody goes
there sometimes and does something for them, but it looks as if they were
starved. If a person not accustomed to those things opens the door and
goes in, it almost knocks him down, the odor is so terrible. It is a
notorious fact that the Chinese are indifferent to the sufferings of their ■
brethren. I have never seen any women in these hospitals.
Overcrowding.
Balconies, roofs, sheds and other buildings built about a house are
generally utilized. They utilize every particle of room they can. Frequently Ifind bunks to sleep in in places of that sort. The cooking is
generally done in a kitchen, principally in a large range, all using it in
common.
I have never seen any cooking in a sleeping room.
Venereal disease.
There is a large amount of venereal disease among them, especially
among the females. The so-called leprosy they have here is simply
the result of generations of syphilis, transmitted from one generation
to another. Some months ago the authorities sent back to China
thirteen leprous cases. I know of two other cases here. The conSo-called leprosy
dition of these leprous persons is horrible ; some of them with their
result of congenital syphilis.
noses eaten off. Leper means " scaly. " It first commences on the
extremities, a little round, circular spot, red and shining, and then a scale
forms on that, and it is a succession of scales forming and dropping off all
the time, and after a while another adjoining that, and so on, until it
Leprosy.
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will cover the whole body.
I have seen men at the hospitals like that — Leprosy,
some of those we sent back.
Their feet dropped off by dry gangrene, and
their hands were wasted and attenuated, and their finger nails dropped off.
It is a matter of opinion, but I doubt it very much, if a man had connection with a leprous woman that such connection would produce contagion or cause disease to the individual.
As an evidence of this these
leprous cases had been in hospital for years, and the employees in contact
with it constantly.
In the Sandwich Islands they are compelled to Leprosy not
cases of leprosy, because they do 'not want this disease transmitted c0nta£10US'
isolate
from one generation to another ; but in China or Honolulu you do not
find white people afraid of taking this disease, and the best authorities
say that it is not contagious.
Syphilis appears to be worse with the Chinamen because they are not Syphilis.
treated for it, and it is handed down from one generation to another, until
it assumes a tertiary form and presents a horrible appearance ; but the
primary syphilis which people contract I do not believe is any worse in
Chinamen than in the white man or negro.
Opium-smoking I should say was very general. I do not think it is Opium-smoking,
any worse than excessive drinking, but excess in opium-smoking will
degrade more rapidly than excess in drinking. I think opium-smoking
in Chinatown is better for us than drinking alcohol, for if they drank
liquor to excess I do not know what would become of us. When they
smoke opium they are inoffensive, so far as we are concerned.
There have been 202 deaths among the whites from small-pox, and up Small-pox.
to this time, since the 19th May, there have been 1,002 cases reported —
three cases concealed. I think it w~as generally understood that there was
an epidemic in Central America during last February, March, April and
May It prevails pretty much in all those South American countries.
It prevailed here as an epidemic in 1868-69 ; I do not know whether it
originated in the Chinese quarter. In Philadelphia, in 1872, there was an
eoidemic, but I have no personal knowledge respecting it. I cannot say
that 1 know that it always exists in large cities.
A disinfectant is an antiseptic that will arrest the decay of animal or
vegetable matter, or wiL destroy that germ which is the seat of contagion.
I have often thought that one reason of the Chinamen being so largely Why Chinamen
exempt irom some of our contagious diseases, as scarlet fever, diptheria, Jfarie^Vever,
and measles, perhaps, was that they live in an atmosphere of smoke, diptheria, measles.
That, however, does not protect them from this specific poison small-pox ;
but I believe that this smoking of opium, -and the inhalation of it constantly, and tobacco smoke, and foul air, are deleterious to their health.
A great many of them die of consumption — lung disease.
I look upon Many die of lung
them as a class as thoroughly protected against small-pox as any other disease,
class of people living.
Every person in China is inoculated.
It is
compulsory.
I do not think the practice of inoculation is carried on
They may do it in infancy.
Vaccination is not practised here
rig them.
Respecting the cubic-air law, I look upon it as exceedingly defective. Cubic-air law
Ithedo extent
not think
that ain small
in this
engenders
to eiecuveit would
easternspace
climates
in climate
the summer.
If wedisease
had the
heat of the east here we should have a plague almost every year in
Chinese quarter.
In the under ground places already mentioned they have passages which Overcrowding,
go from one street or alley to another, and wherever I have been I found
people sleeping in these places.
I found in small rooms large numbers
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with their bunks built around.
They seem to care less about ventilation
than any other people I have ever known.
Opium and
From personal knowledge, I cannot say whether smoking opium fills our
whiskey. prisons and gaols to the extent that whiskey does ; nor do I think it makes
them vicious and quarrelsome ; nor does it increase our taxes in comparison with whiskey drinking.
Chinese immigra- Considering the advantages the Chinese have here, and with such %
bound to^ncrease. population as China, I think they are bound to extend all over the country.
Chinadom is extending in this city and cuts off the most desirable proIn San Francisco perty — North Beach — from the business portion, and to reach that handbusine^s^ortion some portion of the city the street-cars have to pass through Chinadom,
of city its
which makes it very objectionable to ladies and gentlemen going through,
an somes par .
j ^o no^ regar(j our health ordinances as sufficient.
We have four
Sanitary machin- permanent inspectors, but during epidemics we appoint more.
We have
ery defective.
now thirteen or fourteen. There is no regular inspection of those quarters
any more than any other portion of the city. Nuisances are reported at
the health office, but so far as Chinatown is concerned nuisances are
rarely reported. On that account for the last eight months we have had a
special inspector for that quarter, but we could use profitably all the
With proper time three times as many as we have.
The abatement of nuisances prohealth laws great perly belongs to the health department, in connection with the police. If
Setter could be we had health laws here the same as in Boston, giving power to the
made.
Board of Health to declare any house unfit for habitation, it would be
very beneficial to us. From the natural location of the Chinese quarter
it ought to be healthy.
With proper police and health regulations the
evils might be largely abated ; it would be the means of scattering them
which would be a great deal better for us. I cannot tell accurately the'
death-rate, but it is less than the American, because more than one-fourth
of the deaths here are children under twelve months of age, and one-half
under ten years of age. I do not think I have ever seen a Chinaman of1
seventy -five or eighty years of age. I have occasionally seen an old man,,
a very old man, among the immigrants.
How small-pox is
The percentage of death among the whites has been twenty per cent,
disseminated.
J have discovered cases of small-pox in Chinatown in a room where
twenty or thirty Chinamen were at work making slippers, which were
afterwards sent all over the state ; and this is one way of transmitting
the disease.
I have never discovered a case in a Chinese laundry,
although I have had a hundred cases reported to me, much to my
annoyance.
A large percentage of the white prostitutes live in Chinatown. Ifwe are to have this population, it would be better for us if
10,000 Chinese women were here.
I cannot tell what diseases prevail in
Chinese in San
Chinatown, not having been called there as a medical man.
That could
die of consump- only be ascertained through Chinese physicians ; but, from observation, I
tion*
believe that most deaths are caused through chronic diseases, principally
consumption. I consider the Chinese quarter engenders disease to a
greater extent than any other thickly-settled portion of the city. There
are other parts of the city very bad, but that is from defective sewage.
Our white population, as a rule, live very respectably ; but you will find
in some of our low portions a dozen families crowded into tenement
houses and a great deal of filth. The Chinese are not to be blamed for
Case of a China- this lack of sewerage. I have seen dead Chinamen on the street, but no
streef yinS °n the ^ea(* women- There was one case of a Chinaman dying on the street. A
gentleman opening his store early in the morning, found him in a horrible
condition ; he must have been sick at least two weeks ; it was a horrible
sight ; some Chinamen came along and carried him to Aleck alley ; he
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twentymust have been carried to where he was found ; he died within
the
inquest,
an
for
y
necessit
no
was
There
x.
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of
hours
four
to
matter
difficult
very
a
is
It
plain.
being
death
of
evidence of the cause
tor
jury
a
get
to
or
case,
x
small-po
a
in
inquest
an
make
get a coroner to

rule they are.
All Chinese women are looked upon as prostitutes ; as a
there were
There are a few women here, but it would be a great blessing if
prostithe
of
Chinamen. The use
a sreat many more for the use of the
tution of Chinese women is confined to a very low class of white people
you will find
You may go into some portions of the Chinese quarters and
and Indians,
the lowest class of white people, and negroes, and Mexicans,
as the
women
Chinese
regard
not
do
I
y.
horribl
all mixed up together
-chief source of syphilis, there not being enough of them. _ I think more
there is from the prosyphilis is propagated from the unprofessional* than very
much if there are
fessionals amongst the white prostitutes. I doubt
white, in
4 000 Chinese prostitutes here ; there are a large number of
the white
than
class
d
degrade
more
a
are
utes
prostit
the Chinese quarter
ones • but there are some among the whites as degraded as it is possible
as domestic
to be I have never thought of the position of Chinamen
n whether
questio
the
and
,
children
our
servants coming in contact with
to iamiion
protect
a
not
are
access
have
they
these prostitutes to whom better
if there were more of them.
I think it would be
lies

Prostitution.

Chinese
chi f
syphil*
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big
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We
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not
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break up the dens of prostitubv which the police are authorized to want
The laws
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tion and make arrests and to punish
but
equally,
all
upon
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ess
cleanlin
and
ution
in relation to prostit
from time to
among the Chinese the officers have more to do. We have
violators of
time endeavored to use legal means to bring to justice the
one time
At
years.
for
here
on
this law, and the thing has been going
erected for the
we had eighty or ninety of them in a little gaol that was
the practice
purpose, and during the time we pressed those prosecutions
In 1866 there were not more than forty or fifty
diminished very much.
ed to Chmese^rost, ^
prostitutes out of gaol. About this time a proposition was consider
the , J^egis- exist in anj part
locate them away outside of the city, but an Act was passed by prohibi
ted of California,
which
lature known as the "Chinese house-of-ill-fame Bill"
can
It
here
crime
a
is
tion
prostitu
of
house
a
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putting
only be abated by convicting the persons guilty of the offence and
the fear ot
them in gaol, and if they pay the fine there is nothing except
It is very
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same
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the law to prevent them doing
ing
Wd to set another conviction because they are more careful. Respect
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Chinese women being held in a state of bondage for the purposes of prostitution, myline of duty has given me some knowledge of these things.
[Two original contracts for the service of these women produced. See
Rev. Mr. Gibson's evidence, p. 262.]
On being recalled witness said : If one of these women
escape
after being bound
by one of these
contracts the owner
usually
tries to find her, and if found in the hands of another Chinaman
he would be invited to give her up.
[Here was read to the witness his answer to the Legislative Committee
to the same question.]
They do not quite as often get them arrested in our courts ■ they cannot
get them arrested, because the sheriff would not now give them a warrant
Ten per cent,
for stealing unless they brought corroborative proof of the theft ; but
belong to the
some time ago they obtained some arrests and used the process of court.
criminal class.
Assuming the population to be 25,000 or 30,000, about ten per cent, would
belong to the criminal class. It is customary for the keepers of white
houses of prostitution to send east for new women, and also for them to
furnish money for their transportation, and generally an agreement as to
how the money is to be repaid. Often the clothing of these white prostitutes isowned by the mistress of the house.
There have been very few
instances of arrest of these prostitutes on the ground of their running
C.'ii tesc prostiaway and stealing the clothing they have with them. The main difference
tut is do not as a
aow enough between the importation of the Chinese prostitute and the white is that
to escape from
among the former it is recognized as an established custom which ought
slavery.
to be obeyed and respected, but among our own people they know there
is a law which gives them liberty.
The Chinese women have generally
submitted passively and helplessly to this imposition, degradation, and
slavery, to be sold and bought and transported at the will of their masters.
As to these bills of sale it is on record in our court where a certain
person was charged with selling a woman,
and tried, found guilty,
and sentenced to six months in the county jail. As to the escape and
recapture of these women, I have been informed of that oy the women
and others connected with them.
Arresting these women for larceny is
accomplished in this way • a Chinaman comes and says a certain woman
stole a certain amount of money, say $200 or $300.
He would get a
warrant out, he would go with an officer and point her out, and when the
woman was pointed out he would get other persons to come and file a
bail-bond for her.
When the bail-bond was filed, those who gave the bailbond would accompany her as friends, and go away with her. Afterwards
the Chinaman would come to court and represent that the charge was
unfounded, that the property had been restored, and in that way get the
case dismissed.
The Chinawoman
would then be left in his possession. This is not now continued in practice.
Two or three years
Kidnapping a
ago
there
was
a
case
of
kidnapping
of
a
Chinese
woman by white
Chinese woman.
men
employed
by the Chinese.
This woman
had been consorting with a washerman in violation of her contract, and her masters
thought they had a right to the assistance of the Chinese to have this
contract sustained.
The woman was captured in pursuance of that
obligation, and was kept until the contract-principals met, and an agreement made that there should be no prosecution in the case, which
agreement was faithfully carried out in spite of all the officers could do to
bring evidence into court.
Another young man was arrested a year or
a year and a half ago for participating in a similar affair. These facts I
gather from reports as told at the police ofiice.
Secret tribuna
There is a secret tribunal called the Hip-ye-tung which demands from
those who bring Chinese women in and marry them something in the
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man Secret tnbunals.
occasion a certain China
shape of purchase money, $5 a head. On one
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toldthrea
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veto that
W £*£
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not
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that
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that weapons were drawn, and was told in subst
The result of the trial was that
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sufficient to obtain a convicbeing
not
ce
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ted,
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they were
.
tion Asafe was brought down from the rooms and with difficulty opened
some
and
women
150
of
list
a
ned
contai
which
of
Books were found, one
stood related to the tranaccounts, also some papers which it was alunder
consisted of thirty or forty
The tribun
sactions of the Hip-ye-tung.
We had to rely solely on
Only eight were captured.
members or more.
est witness, but others
strong
the
was
tened
threa
man
The
Chinese proof.
were called in corroboration. ,■,',,
t nnitea action on
My observation leads me to think that there has been a union of &?^f S?oS?
prostitution, be- tatojWita^
effort among those interested in sustaining Chinesein the
matter. ^ n $500>0oo involved,
deal of money involved
cause there is a good
there are one thousand prostitutes here and all worth $500 a piece,
there is a good deal of money at stake, and if all run away it would leave
their masters poorer.
The Chinese have societies for regulating matters among themselves,
I think, was limited to affairs connected with
■ but this Hip-ye-tung,
prostitution.
,.
disand
riots
suppress
to
called
been
ally
occasion
The police have occurred
at assemblies of Chinamen; sometimes
orders which have
badly hurt and a number arrested. I
dozen
a
there would be half
have heard some of the Six Companies state that they had met among
themselves and arranged the matter, but am not so clear as to
their being a regular tribunal similar to our courts. I have heard and Rewardg offered
having been posted in the Chinese quarter ottering rewards for assassination,
read of notices
for assassination.
en
Respecting the regulation of the Chinese laundries here the washerm
have a board of management ; and it would not be allowable, under the
customs of the Chinese, for a Chinese washerman to start a laundry unless
The board is something ^^^
he had the permission and consent of the board.
I think I have heard the sum ot t^es-unions.
like a trades-union among themselves.
£2 and $5 spoken of as the license.
t^11Tinla
to regulate the Secret tribunals,
As to the evidence of the existence of a secret tribunal
business of Chinamen here, I have never been in one, and have no clearer
knowledge than about the Hip-ye-tung, which I have described ; but there
is a case in court now where it is charged that a Chinaman was imprisoned
by his fellow countrymen for not settling a claim, and there are persons
under arrest for that. A great many Chinamen have been taken off and
killed, and it has not been easy for the officers to find it out.
Attempts have been made to suppress prostitution ; there are arrests of
white women every day ; I think they number about 1,000 not 5,000.
Besides the contracts already referred to, I have seen some three or four
others.
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The city officers generally aid these women to escape from their bonds
At one time the number of Chinese prostitutes was down to forty out
of gaol. White men and white women are sent to prison for procuring
girls for the purposes of prostitution.
I understand that the Six Companies have a board of arbitration.
The most numerous class of offences for which the Chinese are arrested
is gambling, prostitution, and violation of the pure-air law, for the latter
acut.
fine of $10 or five days' imprisonment. If he goes to prison, his hair is

Chinamen are arrested in large numbers, thirty and forty of a night,
for infringing the cubic-air ordinance.
The law excuses the cells in gaols and prisons from its application.
Sometimes the Chinese sue in our courts in civil matters, but most of
their disputes are settled among themselves.
Washermen, cigar-makers, etc., Iunderstand, allhave their trades-unions,
Trades-unions.
in which they meet and arbitrate their difficulties.
No member of the Six Companies has ever said to me, in so many words,
Secret tribunals, that there was a tribunal among the Chinese which settled matters, criminal and civil ; but a man would say that the thing had been arranged
— fixed up.
This relates to criminal matters to a considerable extent.
Contact with our civilization improves them, but they have a tendency
to draw us down.
Cubic-air law.

San Francisco, October 24th, 1876.

ELLIS,

Number in city
and state.

Henry
H. Ellis, connected with the Police Department for twenty
years, upwards of fifteen years a detective, now Chief of Police,
sworn and examined :
There are about 30,000 Chinese in the city, perhaps a few more. Th&
number varies very much. During the rainy season there might be as
many as 60,000 and from 120,000 to 160,000 in the state. Respecting
their habits and crimes, I have a statement compiled from the books, and
will read it as follows :—

" For the year ending June, 1876, the white arrests made were 17,991 ; Chinese
Extent of Chinese 2,117 ; total, 20,108. July, August and September of the present year the arrests
of whites was 5,047 ; Chinese, 876 ; total, 5,925.
crime
" The Chinese population of the city and county of San Francisco is reported
by Langley as 30,000 ; 2,117 criminals, being equal to 7*05f , for the year ending June 30th, 1876.
" Chinese per cent, of the whole number of arrests, say 20,108, for the year ending June 30th, 1876, the number of arrests being 2,117, equals 10 2655-5027, or 10£
per cent. Chinese per cent, of the number arrested, say 878, for the three
months ending September 30th, 1876, 2'92§ per cent, of the Chinese population
^
of 30,000.
" Chinese felons sent to state prison during the year ending February 17th, 1876,
say 68, equal to 13 31-63 or 13J per cent, of 501, the whole number of convicts
sent during that time.
" We did not have the record down any later than last February."
These convictions were for felonies, that is for the state at large; thi3
latter paper does not apply to the city alone :
"The white population, according to Langley, is reported to be 240,000; 17.991
criminals being equal to 7'19| per cent, for the year ending June 30th, 1876.
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er 30th, 1876, is 5,047, **»»*&«*
" White criminals for the three months ending Septemb240,000.
being 2-10 7-24 per cent, of the whole white population of
Here is a summary of the whole thing :
population.
" 2 117 Chinese arrested, 1875 and 1876, being 7-056 per cent, of their
number
whole
the
ot
cent,
per
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»|ll7 Chinese SSstea, 1875
being
1876,
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ending
months,
°' "^Chinese arrested, for three
prison during the pending February 17th,
^^e^SXttlSate
Ut-™m whites arrested for three months ending September 30th, 1876, being
2'1'^00u Chfn^poptUation, being 12-5 per cent, of the whole population of the
city-"
, /ii •
j.1 -u-+™
TiS^ a+c+f. More difficult to
Ihis state- arrest Chinese
As a rule it is more difficult to arrest Chinese than whites.
Chinese against than whites,
ment embraces the crimes of Chinese against Chinese andare concerned to
It is very difficult where Chinese and Chinese
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Chinese pay higher rents, and white Deople do not like to live beside
them The effect of two Chinamen on each side of a man
flourishing business, would be to injure his business and causehaving a
him to
move away somewhere else.
The further extension of Chinadom would be disastrous to the whites
causing, them to move away, and their places to be filled with Chinamen'
the Palace Hotel were divided up to be a hive of Chinese, it would
be profitable, and there is no law to prevent the owner from devotin" it to
such a purpose, and nothing to prevent the Chinese from taking possessio
n
Public opinion might have some influence over the owners of property
in some localities, as it has against them living in other parts of the
city
the same having a tendency to drive them together. The Chinese quarter
is more densely populated than any other part of the city.
^ The percentage of arrests, as compared with the whites, is about equal
the latter embracing women and children. It does not necessarily follow
that they should be filthy, because they are crowded ; they are filthv as a
people. Chinese boys who have been any length of time in white families
acquire cleanly habits, but as soon as they return to their quarters they
lapse into their old ways.
Chinamen go bail ; two persons being required to go on a bond. In a
case of prostitution $100 is required, the fine ranging from $25 to 8-50.
Nearly all convicted go to the county gaol and serve their term out!
Probably there were more Chinese prostitutes arrested last year than
whites. We have an ordinance forbidding them to solicit prostituti
Keeping a disorderly house is another offence for which the fine is 810. onIt
is difficult to prove a case against either Chinese or whites. One act
does not make prostitution in the eyes of the law.
In the trial of white persons the testimony frequently fails to convict.
Perjury is committed in all courts, every day on an average ; but there is
not one convicted of it in a year. Cases come up in the police court where
twenty persons have sworn to an alibi that neither court nor officers believed—Chinese. Not such a great number among the whites.
The Barbary Coast here is replete with crime. A few Chinese are
scattered through, as well as other persons, of all nations and all characters. In some localities they are a bad lot, in some pretty good.
There is another district called the Tar Flat, made notorious by the hoodlums.

Lately we have been quite active in enforcing the ordinances against the
Chinese, because of the epidemic, but heretofore these arrests have not been
so largely in excess of other arrests.
The Chinese laundrymen pay no license. There was a test case and the
court decided it was not valid.
Among the better class of Chinese their testimony is usually reliable,
and in their private transactions and dealings I consider them men of
probity, and honor and truthfulness.
The case already referred to in which I was personally interested, was
assault for murder, and the man was delivered over to me. This is the
only case that I know of where they attempted to settle among themselves
any serious crime. It is usual among benevolent associations of white
people to settle among themselves small difficulties that might be the subject ofpolice investigation. The police have always understood that the
Chinese had tribunals to try, arbitrate and punish, but I have no evidence
of such being the fact. In the case of the Hip-ye-tung there was no evidence to convict. One of the witnesses was considered a respectable man,
and at the time I had no doubt as to the reliability of his testimony, but
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it was met by considerable evidence on the other side, and the judge
decided in favor of the defendants.
....
on.
Assassination is not confined to Chinamen, cases happening among the Assassinati
had
there
think
should
I
e
During my twenty years' experienc
whites.
been a dozen cases of assassination of Chinese by Chinese, and three or four
I have read of
cases where Chinamen have been assassinated by whites.
hundreds of them being assassinated in the mines.
The police have had more trouble with hoodlums of late, of whom there HoodlumsMia
Other boys besides these visit the Chinese prosti- pr0
are several thousands.
It would not
The prostitutes are confined to six or eight blocks.
tutes.
boys, there
white
exclude
to
men
150
of
force
be possible with our police
being only seven or eight men detailed to look after that locality. We
for the Chinese, but these are the only regular oificers
have5 special police
to look after that people, nor is this number increased during the wet 60,000 Chinese in
season, when as many as 60,000 Chinese are in the city. At the close of f^rin^f0
the harvest they begin to come in, and go out again from time to time as season.
They remain here two or three months. The
Avork opens up for them.
population, and the percentage of arrests
resident
the
are
mentioned
30,000
The voting population of the whites number
is based upon that number.
about 30,000, and the arrests constitute grown-up men, females, youths,
There are about 1,500 white prostitutes and about 1,000 J'gg££toand
and boys.
s do not figure much, but they are prostitutes.
Chinese in the city ; other nationalitie
aiot virtuous.
.
The centre of trade and residence has moved south, and the centre of ft%fl™tfwZ
Chinese population from the new city hall is about half a mile. The
population and region inhabited by the Chinese has not extended as
rapidly and as widely as the portion inhabited by the white, the former
extending only a few blocks and the latter for miles. The section inhabited bythe Chinese was a very lively place before they went there,
the criminal element predominating. They have been remarkably exempt
from fire considering their carelessness. They have wash-houses nearly
all over the city, as well as cigar-houses and other institutions in the
business part of the town, in many instances white people occupying the
same building or part of a store partitioned off. Those who carry on
wash-houses and cigar establishments eat and sleep there ; they have their
women there. There is a striking contrast as to cleanliness between the
wash-house Chinamen and the people who congregate in the Chinese
quarter, and there is an improvement in their condition when they become
servants.
Chinamen have been very badly abused here. The hoodlums stone, ghmese v^ery by
beat, and abuse them in a shameful manner ; and if he is found in a part of hoodlum?. &
the city alone where the police are not in call, if he escapes with his life or
without being maimed or badly treated he is very fortunate. Hoodlums
here have the same standing as " roughs " or vagabonds in the east, the
majority of them eventually becoming thieves and criminals. They follow no pursuit, live in blocks, and commit every crime known to the calendar. Several murders have been committed by them and several punished, but none has been hanged. Two hoodlums were arrested for stabbing
a Chinaman to the heart, one was sentenced to the state's prison for a term
of years, and the other was sent to the asylum from which he escaped
immediately afterwards and has never been caught.
I am a housekeeper and have a wife and six children.
My water rate Water rate,
is |4.50 a month ; $2.50 is the lowest rate and it runs up to $100 accordWater is a heavy tax on every citizen whether
ing to the quantity used.
hoodlum or Chinaman.
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I have known property to be destroyed by an incendiary, after sending
threatening letters to persons employing Chinese.
The influx of Chinese is very hurtful to the white population growing up here. The hoodlums are bad boys ; in fact they are idle and
cannot be anything else but bad. On account of the numerous Chinese in
the state it is unfortunate for the youth growing up ; I believe it is making hoodlums of them. They become simply bad because they cannot get
work. I know as a fact that they cannot get work. There is no surplus
work here for boys to learn trades. I have been trying to get a place at
a mechanical trade for a boy of mine and cannot. The labor leagues of
the leading trades have articles in their constitution limiting the number
of apprentices, and these unions are not confined to San Francisco. Some
of these hoodlums have a fair education, a majority read and write. [Rev.
Mr. Gibson here gives the meaning of Hip-ye-tung as " Temple of united
Justice." Hip is strength, Ye is righteousness, and Tung is a temple.]
The regulation among the trades-unions limiting the number of apprentices to so many men employed is independent of the presence of the
Chinese. The hoodlums number between 400 and 500. They not only
stone Chinese, but they go in for a French or German baker, or anything
they come across, and commit all crimes from petty larceny to murder.
In the administration of my office, I have received assistance from the
more respectable members of the Chinese companies, societies, and merchants, in apprehending criminals, and sometimes in giving evidence
and in the recovery of property. There was a police officer shot lately in
Chinatown, and I sent for three or four of the heads of the Chinese companies. When they came, I told them they must get the man ; they said
they would, and they did. They brought him down and delivered him
up. It is not common to send for these men, but in cases of importance
we
faith.do it. They promise fair, and I have no reason to doubt their good

Chinese riot.

Respecting the riot in Dupont street, there were two factions of
Chinamen engaged in some shoe factory. They got into a quarrel about
a gang that had been discharged and another taken on, and used bars of
iron and hatchets, and had a fierce and sanguinary fight for a time.
The gang that was discharged went up to collect their wages, and insisted:
on a return of their deposit which the proprietor declined to give them.

VREELAND.

Ezekiel B. VnEELAND,a resident of San Francisco for twenty-seven years,
and Commissioner of Immigration from 1873 to 1876, sworn and
examined :

Particulars as to Witness produced an exhibit from the captain of the vessel, and the
which wererS sworn statement of the passengers arriving by the ship Alaska on the
sh?pra?r\vin|Very 15th of February, 1875, said exhibit containing the names of all the
prior to the
striction
Act. Re- passengers coming or that ship, their places of birth, age, occupation, sex
and last place of residence.
Every ship that comes here makes a report in that way. Accompanying the statement is another one signed by the United States Consul at
Hong Kong, stating that they are free and voluntary emigrants ; also in
connection with that is a certificate from the English emigration office at
Hong Kong, that they are properly provisioned and have a certain number
of feet allowed for each passenger. The list contains 801 names, all
males. They all embark at Hong Kong, coming from different portions of
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ment, causing immigration to -flow into those regions
Disinterested
I think the opinions of disinterested parties, who have no political pubUc opinion in
Chinese.
the intelligent portion of the community— are favorable favor of
objects to gain—
to Chinese immigration on a limited scale.
The Chinese are a convenience and a profit at the present time, It
they were received and treated as other people coming to these shores,
make
my impression is, from their natural intelligence, that they would
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acquaint
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good citizens as soon as they had time enough
their morality Th^CMnese^ a
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the Chinese as a nation are equal to the American people as a nation.
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assimilate ; they would adopt our manners, habits, customs, and become would become
I sood repuhhcans,
/do not know of any who have assimilated, nor am
republican;,
aware of any Chinaman who does not wear, in part or whole, his Chinese
costume and the Chinese queue.
I have heard of their attending our Christian churches, and 1 have
#
seen them attending the Sunday schools.
ently Average mtell.
My impression is that they do not generally learn to grasp intellig
our form and structure of government. The number of intelligent Chinese that of other
intelligence of almost any other people peoples,
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_
The Chinese are imitative but not inventive.
Wouldnot give.^
;
franchise
elective
the
of
At present I would not give them the right
their civilization has not advanced far enough for that ; but 1 would give bu^ouid^ive
*
.
them schools where they could be educated
Morejabor^^
In some branches I am inclined to think there is a conflict between
I think there is a great deficiency ot labor labor has done a
American and Chinese labor.
has per- gooawo .
on this coast; more is wanted instead of less. Chinese labor
railbuilding
state:
the
of
ent
developm
the
in
part
formed a very large
I think the opposition to the Chinese originates in an unfounded
jealousy on the part of the workingmen, that they are to be cut out ot
I think also that political agitation has arisen out ot
their employments.
this question.
...
Cheap labor has not a tendency to elevate the working classes ; it it
goes below a certain point sufficient to give them the necessaries of life
Anything in this country which tends to
it may have a contrary effect.
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depreciate either the standing or valu<* of labor, I think would be injurious beyond a certain point.
Community
I am inclined to think the community would be better if the people
if the peopfe were were rather homogeneous than heterogeneous. I do not think it adhomogeneous, visable for whites and Chinese, or whites and Indians, or whites and
negroes to amalgamate. My impression is that there is not, either mentally or physically, so great a difference between whites and Chinese as
between the whites and the negroes. I have never visited the Chinese
quarter to inspect and examine as to their character, conduct, and way of
living.
The Chinese ratio of increase since 1860 is not greater than that of
whites.

ARMSTRONG.

Edward

J. Armstrong,

sworn and examined :

Proportion of
The number of cases in the district courts of this city up to the present
in district courts, time is between 69,000 and 70,000 ; in the fourth district court, 28,000.
In that court there were twenty-nine actions in which the Chinese were
defendants, sued for breach of contract, or debt, or on promissory notes ;
for the foreclosure of a mortgage, one ; damages for assault, one ; and for
malpractice there were two. There were numerous cases for ejectment
and occupation of land, to quit titles, where Chinese names appeared.

EASTERBY.
Mixed character
on this quest&S?11

Th© positions they
fll1-

Perfectly independent of their
foremen.

Anthony W. Easterby, a resident in California for twenty-seven years,
affirmed and was examined :
The feeling among

the intelligent people with whom

I have come in

have
Some
is mixed.
in regard to the Chinese question
contact,
prejudices against them, and some think that they fill a position that
others could not fill. I think their presence here does not diminish the
employment
of whites or lower their rate of wages.
In the interior
they fill the places of servants, cooks, etc., work which white people
would not do.
It would be impossible to get girls to occupy those
positions. Girls would not go among a crowd of men, farm-laborers, to
live there alone unless they were married and with their husbands ; then
the climate is such that it is very severe upon them in the hot seasons.
All the farmers that I have ever spoken with are in favor of having
Chinese for servants. In some cases they use them as laborers on the
farm doing light work, and where horses are not used. They do not seem
to understand the use of hor«es as whites do. They are faithful and you
can depend upon their attending to their work without watching them.
I have never found a dishonest Chinaman, nor have I ever known one to
drink liquor. They j\i« very industrious, and work continuously. Sometimes there is a difficulty in getting sufficient white labor to save the
harvest, all farmers requiring men at the same time. After the harvest
is over, there is no more use for the hands until the rain comes, when it
is necessary to plow, and then only a much smaller amount is needed.
In hiring the Chinese you generally employ a foreman to get the amount
of men vou re(luire I 1 think thev are perfectly independent of their
foremen, as I have seen some of them leave without their wish. I hire
t^em and ^ t^Qm through the foreman.
I am an old farmer, a reclamation and canal maker, and employer of
Chinese, and as such I am speaking of the Chinese entirely in reference to
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to our conthe material interest of the country, and their contributing
venience and comfort as laborers, as well as our money-making capacity
with them.

t in San Francisco for twenty- DWINELLE.
Samuel H. Dwinelle, judge, and aedresiden
:
examin
and
sworn
years,
seven
I have no monetary interest in this question.

I have an interest as#a

Under some circumstances Chinese immigration should be restricted, if there was a
If we ^g^JX a"
at present.
believe that it is necessary
but I am not prepared to population
The extreme g^ation
it should be limited.
should have a surplus
influx of population — too much for the resources of the country— might restrieted ; not
make it necessary to prevent immigration of all kinds, Chinese as well as JJgSf7 at
I think the proportion of the white population is becoming
any other.
greater than the Chinese population.
,,'.,.■, -i
™..
,u *
^ In one sense there is a conflict between Chinese and white labor, Chm^iabordo^
sprinoino- out of the high price of white labor, particularly m regard to payment of white
£
The employment of Chinese labor does not prevent the em- &^£kbg
domestics.
I do not think there is a pletnora of labor on state.
ployment of white labor.
The railroad
Chinese labor has been beneficial to the state.
the coast.
across the continent and various business ventures could not have been
i
, , , .
,
carried on without cheap labor.
Class-prejudice,
classes
laboring
the
among
There is a strong prejudice prevailing
-ao-ainst the Chinese, which, I think, grows out of an apprehension that
r.
the Chinese are taking their work from them, or will do it herealte
Farmers
classes.
laboring
the
to
This opposition is confined pretty much
in the interior say they prefer Chinese to white labor ; and some of them
the
have said their crops could not be moved without the assistance of
Chinese.
,
.
, . 1 _ ,.
stand Testimony unre^
The testimony of the Chinese is very conflicting; they do not
the test of cross-examination any better than any other witnesses.
I should prefer white labor to Asiatic, because they assimilate more to
our ways, our customs, and our religion. To some extent I am m favor
our crops. The
of cheap labor, where we must have labor to gather
Chinese come here as adventurers, to make money. The people from the
east come here to stay, as a general thing. White laborers are more J^te labor more
desirable, at a little higher figure than Chinese at a lower, m our mdus- highcr figuretries and mechanical employments.
I think the majority of the people of this city are opposed to Chinese ^^ffi^
immigration, and from my observation in that part of the state where i immigration,
have been, I think the people would not be opposed to it. The fact that
all the political conventions of all parties, county, state and municipal,
have passed resolutions against Chinese immigration indicates popular
oranion on the subject. The daily press, I should judge, is opposed to it.
from the laboring men should not be disrethat comes
The complaint
garded. They ought
to be heard.
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Thomas H. Hyatt, engaged in farming, at one time Consul at Amoy,
China, sworn and examined :
,

Sources of the
Chinese
emigration.

80,000 Chinamen
living en the
waters of Canton,

Shipping coolies.

Piratical immigrants.

Would favor any
legislation which
would encourage
immigration other
than Asiatic.
Chinese lahor in
rural districts less
embarrassing than
white labor.

Coolies going to
Peru went for $5 a
month and their
board. The contract seemed fair
enough.

The contractor in
China has a powerful hold over the

Witness read a letter of his own which appeared in the Daily Evening
Bulletin of April 14, 1876, entitled "The Chinese question honestly,
philosophically, commercially, politically, civilly, impartially and independently considered."
The Chinese who come here are usually of the lower olass, many of:
them from up about Canton and Amoy. A good many of them are idle,
and a good many of them are sons of farmers from the adjoining country.
They come here to better their condition. Those about the town are
generally rather a rough, hard, loose set, but back in the country among
the agricultural population of China, you find very respectable, reputable,
and decent Chinamen.
At the time I was residing there it was considered that there were
80,000 Chinamen living on the waters of Canton, in their boats. They
were born, brought up, married and died there in their boats, and only
taken on shore to be buried. Then up and down the coast every little
inlet is filled with what are called Chinese pirates.
The departures of coolies from Amoy and other parts along the coast,
either went directly to San Francisco or to other ports. They did not go
to Hong Kong. Sometimes a vessel goes to Hong Kong to fill up the
cargo or something of that sort, but those who go as coolies generally go
direct from Amoy. I know that very many coolies were taken on the
ships that were sailing from Hong Kong to San Francisco but the great
bulk of them were engaged all along up the coast. A great many of the
immigrants from China come from the piratical class, which is an immigration we could do without very well, and had better be discouraged by
any proper legislation restricting them from coming here. If we must have
that population, if we had not laborers enough, let us send and get a better
class — the rural laborers in the interior ; or, better still, send and get the
better class of people from New England and the eastern states. Almost
all my farming business is done directly or indirectly with white labor, and
I prefer to do it in that way; but in the busy season it is very difficult to
get enough white laborers. I would favor any judicious legislation that
would encourage eastern and foreign immigration instead of Chinese or
Asiatic. There is no difficulty of white laborers in our region of the
country getting employment; but there have been times when it was
impossible to get any other than Chinese help. While Chinese labor
would be very embarrassing to laborers here, it would be less so in the
country.
The ship I came over in in 1861 brought 500 coolies from Hong Kong
direct to San Francisco. A coolie is an employed laborer who lives on
his labor. The contracts and obligations are different for those coming to
California than those going to the Peruvian Islands. I class laborers on
canals, farms and ditches as coolies, not slaves that I know of — not peons.
Coolies going to Peru were taken for ten years. I think at $5 a month
and their living. The contract appeared fair enough upon the face. I
do not know of any coming to California under such contracts. I had
supposed there were a great many, but I never knew. I have no knowledge of any kidnapped men being brought to California. When they
were constructing the Panama Railroad, they sent over agents to engage
Chinamen to come on and do that works and they furnished the coolies
with means. Every coolie has some tie that binds him back to China,
and he does not go and violate that contract, because in China they take
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a brother, or they will take the father, or any of the family, to make up
They can imprison
what the other man may refuse to do, as security.
the next of kin for debt, which is a pretty powerful influence upon the
s.
mind of the coolie
.
their
me
offer
mothers
had
have
I
They sell female children in China.
Among the poorer class they
girl-babies for two bits— twenty-five cents.
do not regard girls as worth anything, and they want to sell them or give
I do not think they consider it a crime ; they thought it
them away.
The women, although soid for $25 or
would be a benefit to the child.

j^^X
next of Lgncanbo
de£t-

I do not think they have the idea of
$30, consider themselves wives.
I do not know of an out-and-out sale
have.
degradation that prostitutes
for promiscuous intercourse.
I think the Chinese Government at the present time are very much
opposed to their people going away, and they would not look with disfavor
on restrictive legislation.
The presence of foreigners in China is not so
disagreeable, because they find it profitable. If they did not trade directly
with us they would through Singapore and other islands where there are
English and Americans.

^\Zmliiv™'
as wives.

Girl -baWe^sold

The women sold

Chinese Govern^
Seir people going
^fotSLSg*.
Uon withdisfavor

tohn Stuart, employed in the freight business of the Pacific Mail Steam- STUART.
ship Company since 1865, sworn and examined :
The Chinese cannot very well be surpassed for integrity and honesty in
dealing. I have always found them very correct, honest, straightforward,
and reliable. In many cases I would prefer to do business with their
merchant class than with our people. We have no difficulty whatever in
collecting freight-money. The commerce between China and this country
varies in a great measure ; some years it is greater than others, but for
the most part it is increasing.
The Chinese are as cleanly as any other nationality I have seen come
There is very
off an American ship ; rather more so than otherwise.
little disease among them, and very few cases of sickness on the voyage,
In conversation with Chinamen they always appeared to me to be opposed
to the coming of Chinese prostitutes.
With reference to the immigration of Chinese, in my opinion it never
will assume proportions that will interfere with the morality of the state
per steamer, arriving;
is thearenumber,
100 to 200 There
to
regular seasons for them to
600 returning.
400 to From
fromextent.
andany
Many of the coolies that we have heard about toarrive and to return.
day are of the mercantile class. Their character for credit stands very
good.

Eev. Martin C. Briggs, minister, sworn and examined !

^ac^0mercial
Chinese,

Clean.
very little
disease.
^SSfSevS?
assume formidable propor 1Gn

BRIGGS.

There are two classes whose opinions are entirely different on the Divided state^o
Chinese question. The laboring classes, and more especially the Irish
people generally in our community, seem to be strongly and violently
opposed to the Chinese in every way. The other class are persons who
have some permanent interest, persons who are engaged in labor, and persons who wish to engage in labor, do not entertain the same feeling, and
do n )t sympathize with that view. Very generally the latter not only
.do nr>t wish the removal of the Chinese, but they judge that it is on the
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whole better for the state that they should be here. Our people would
prefer white labor if they could get persons who would be quiet, industrious, temperate, and well-behaved. They employ Chinese because they
are more docile and pursue their work more steadily. The small farmers
m the country very generally are inclined to look with patience, and a
large majority of then with favor, upon the presence of the Chinese here.
I do not think it necessary at the present time to limit Chinese im-

San Francisco, November 16th, 1876.

HOLLISTER.

Not a tithe of the
laborers in
California that
ought to be here.
Chinamen entirely ahead of all
others.

Moral condition
of 400 Chinamen
in
witness's
county
so good
only five arrests
n a year.
Not quite up in
physical strength
to white, but
earnest, good men.
"Uean.
No peonage or
slavery among
them.
Never met a
Chinaman who
desired to stay.
They don't care
about the franchise.

William W. Hollister, farmer and a resident in California for twentyfour years, sworn and examined :

I think I own not far from 75,000 acres of land, and about 50,000 sheep.
From my experience in this state we never have had a sufficient amount
of reliable, patient, kindly labor. The field of labor is so enormous that
I do not see when the time will come when it shall be fully filled. My
opinion is that there is not a tithe of the laborers in California that ought
to be here now. As to the character of the labor of the country in this
state, I put Chinamen entirely ahead of all others ; there is no man who
performs the labor of this country in a kindly way to suit, and does his
very best for the proprietor, like the Chinaman ; I have never seen a
better laborer any time in the course of my life. I do not see how the
industries of California can be possibly carried on if there is not more
labor, instead of less. I cannot see how I can myself carry on my work
as a farmer.
It would not be wise to put a stop to Chinese immigration. I would
open the door and let everybody come who wants to come. The only
inducement for the Chinaman to come here to-day is the great wages paid.
I have never seen a drunken Chinaman in my life. The moral condition
of the 400 Chinese in our county is so good that there have been but five
arrests in the course of a year. Two of them were dismissed ; two case*
were for petty larceny. So much better does this immigration compare
morally with other immigration of the same class that, if the teachings of
paganism make honest men as I find Chinamen to be I think of becoming
pagan myself.
As an average the Chinaman is not quite up to the average of the white
population in physical strength. They are not very strong men, but they
are very earnest, good men. Their health is first rate. In regard to
cleanliness, they are better than the whites. They shame our population
in that respect.
I never supposed or believed that there was a particle of peonage or
slavery among the Chinamen of California ; and I do not believe there is
to-day.
I have never seen a single instance where a Chinaman has desired
own property and stay. . All they seem to want is a place to work, and to
get our money.
They return when they get enough.
I do not believe that any of them care a straw about the franchise, and
I do not see why a Chinaman is not just as good as any other man, so far
as citizenship is concerned. They perform almost every kind of labor
that is done on farms or in the household. They are not skilled as.
horsemen.
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the muscle of a horse, the power of a steam-engine, the power of a Chinaman or the power of a white man, or any other man employed by me
The wealth of the country will be due to the advent of cheap labor.
The white man the
best.
1 think the white man is better than any other man.
Labor
cheap enough to justify employment is a necessity for social
Cheap labor is a
necessitynecessity
progress. of iocial P™^8 ■ Therf, 1S no other w*y for it. Unless we continue to reduce labor
progre
ss. agriculture will cease to be an employment in this cruntry.
The farmers
could stand^ about $12 a month,. to make a success of their business.
Best for all men to
I
think
that
all men ought to work, and all women to the extent of
work.
their power.
It makes a man a bettor citizen ; the child more levelheaded, with less vagaries in the brain.
They grow squarer ; strai^hter
Hoodlums.
A In
tairregard
and equal
of mental and physical labor is always"5 best
to thedistributi
existenceon of
hoodlums, there are a great nrnny causes
operating to bring about this condition of affairs. Apparently the parents
have been getting along pretty well, speculating, making money, and are
careless about the education of their children, and it may be ascribed
in
clination to work
The American
work. Par1t t0 the common disinclination of our people to work.
cliSiS^to
The American
to-day wants to live by his wits.
I should think, from what I see
wants to live by
our
his wits.
towns m the country, that if the proportion is the same here as inthere
perhaps two-thirds of the entire population are doing little or nothing
Chinamen live
lust as well as
My Chinamen live just as well as anybody.
They live just as I do I
witness.
Has
I think they will
,have kn°W* a Chinaman to pay $2.50 for a chicken.
kno~wTa Chinaman give $2.50 for nave Just wna* they want, cost what it will.
a chicken. On being recalled, the witness filed a letter on the problem
of labor
(Appendix R to Joint Committee Rep., Ex. 1); also a communicat
ion
with reference to the criminal statistics of Santa Barbara (Appendix
B, to Joint Committee Rep., Ex. 2). The former is to the effect that
shC^worrhand }abor and progress go hand in hand ; muscle, brains, and capital must
m hand, andad van
with have
reciprocal
an equitable partnership;
exportation
at a loss is ruinous;
tage
production before commerce; antecedent
to all trade is labor; money
not wealth ; money, a measure
of value and has no
value ;
labor, morality, and civilizatio
n march abreast ; labor is theother'
penalty we
pay for civilization ; we must work on an equality with other nations,
and work more; labor is the only weapon ; capital is brain and muscle
done up in a form agreed upon by the world and carried conveniently
in the pocket ; without labor capital is useless ; laborers enough east
if they will only work at prices capital can afford to pay ; high-priced
labor strikes hardest on agriculture, it makes high-priced products ;
labor-saving machines have not of late years cheapened products ; a
monopoly of muscle demoralizing ; labor and capital must be joined by
good-will ; what use is capital when labor places an embargo' upon it*?
Cheap labor a necessity and a blessing.
Seven hundred
According to the latter exhibit the estimated number of Chinese in Santa
Chinese in Santa
Barbara county
Barbara
was : in county, 400 ; in city, 300. From December 8th, 1875 to
and city. In the
September 18th, 1876, there were five arrests among them, two for gambling,
years 1875-76 five
arrests.
one being dismissed and the other fined ; one for assault, not guilt v ; one
for petit larceny (stealing fruit from a garden), fined ; and one for disturbing the peace, fined. No Chinaman received public support or aid
In twoyeais no
Chinaman refrom city or county during the present clerks' terms of office, over two
ceived public
alms.
years.
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John H. Hill, farmer, a resident in California since 1850, sworn and
examined :
I employ Chinese labor, and from my experience I find them to be
temperate, industrious, honest, and good laborers. In my district there
are, perhaps, somo 500 Chinamen employed, largely in cultivating the ^gJf^JIHS
grape for the farmers. The industry would have to be abandoned if it 0f the grape,
depended upon white laber. White labor could not be got to do the work
on the spur of the moment. Judging from circumstances and what I
know I think the opinion of the people in my county is favorable to the
Chinese.

Brown,
Thomas
examined :

cashier

of

the

Anglo-California

Bank,

sworn

and BROWN.

Our exchange business with China and Japan will average in the
-neighborhood of a million or a million and a half a year ; probably over
that.
We sell a large amount of exchange to Chinese merchants, and so
far as our business with them is concerned they have always been very
Our business with them has very
and very correct.
straightforward
materially increased during the last five years.
influx of Chinamen would have a bad effect upon our
I think
•8
, . a lame
people here.
As servants I have always found the Chinese very honest.
I do not think it desirable to extend the Chinese quarter over the city,
Its extension has a depressing effect upon the value of real estate, and
drives out pretty much all other commercial business in that neighborhood,
at one time used to be the seat
The Chinese
as„ well
i
. -i x quarter
,
, as families.
of a large and prosperous retail trade.

J^|Jf^itil
china and
$fJ^ooiT™868
Hi'gh commercial
character,
ofChinalln1111^
would have a bad
effect on the

whites.
House-servants.
^^g^ine^e
quarter; depresses,
Jl^?* drives
white busiaway houses
and
ness
families.

John M. Horner, farmer and a resident on the coast for over thirty HORNER.
years, sworn and examined :
I enrol^ ovJ -w
anv ilabor
that I can Fget, '
all nationalities,
a'iagreat
portion
~, .
1
i.'
a. Ai •
Chinese.
I could carry on my tarmmg
operations without
Chinese
The
class of laborers.
a very convenient
labor, but I find them
whole success of farming does not depend upon them.
It is when we have
and not enough help around without them, that they are
abundant
convenient. crops,
There has not been an overplus of labor in my neighborhood
this fall, even with the Chinamen.
All who own property there employ
them ; and they are as a general thing in favor of it. That arises more
on account of its reliability than on account of its cheapness.
In comparison with the east Chinese labor here is not cheap.
Three-quarters of those who own property in my neighborhood, would
Some of
vote for Chinese labor if submitted to them aside from politics.
those who employ Chinese labor think if it could be properly done it would
be well to have restrictive legislation.
On being recalled, the witness read a statement bearing on the question; which was not taken as testimony.
There are a large number of Chinamen unemployed in the state, some idle
all the time, and sometimes they are here in thousands. When labor is
scarce they cannot all be employed.
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U^tedftSe^to J think {t would be a benefit to the whole United States to have the
have the Chinese Chinese by millions, scattered all over the country, if the proper laws were
by millions 0«^„/»«.l
J
r i
scattered
y. over the en*orce
countr

MORGEN-

Max Morgenthau, manufacturer, and a resident for twenty-seven years,
sworn and examined :
THAU.

20,000,000 bags imThere must have been imported from Scotland last year from ei^hteer
i^tlfndTn 1875. to twenty million bags.
We manufacture, on an average, 12,000 a day.
Witness manuWhen we first started we ordered the machinery from Scotland, and with
da°yUreS
' a it a cargo of white people.
They came, but they left us ; they thought
White labor went they could do better.
In consequence we employed Chinese labor. The
Employ ChiSe.t0 stock does not Pa7 six Per cent, per annum.
I would not put in another
cent if I had $50,000,000.
I have found out that factory-business here is
a very bad business.
Any person who is willing to come and take all my
stocks and dividends may have them to-day for cost.
,Cannot compete
We cannot get white labor to enter into the manufacture of goods to
'white laboar!tWlth any considerable extent to compete with the east.
they get the cheapest article.

All classes buy where

nart^thSJown
In the case of the boot business, after the Chinamen learn that business
hook in the boot
they will go away and start business for themselves, the machinery does not
S°eema-SineSS amount to much ; but in a woolen mill or jute factory it requires from
chinery is cheap. $200,000 to $300,000 to get machinery.
Their starting on their own
mm or a jute en
from $200 oootoreS
$300,000 for machinery.

hook m the hoot and
shoe business
is the reason,
it seems,
there
is S° mucn>°PPosition to them ; and I have no doubt if the thing is carried
on the Chinese will get control of that business.
In our business it
requires too much capital to get machinery.
Any business that does not
do^nSfJIqnir^ re(luire capital and machinery they soon control.
In the cigar business
'capital and
we used to import every cigar from the east, afterwards they were shipped
Son^ontJol!167
from here east' hut that is stopped now because the eastern people can
work equal with the Chinese here.
The coming down in the price of
cigars is in the cost of the making — in the labor.
Canndles?tUre °f

I started the candle factory with white labor, and found the great
difficulty was that there was not enough of tallow here.
Our factory
turns out about 60,000 boxes, and another factory about 75,000 boxes.
We import to-day not less than 500,000 or 600,000 boxes, at an average
value of $3 a box.
The manufacture of candles here is not a paying
business.
We cannot compete, our people having a particular love for
goods made outside of San Francisco.
In six years, I believe I have
never sold fifty boxes among our own people here.
I sell them out on
Front street, and have a few mines to sustain me.
No factory run
I employ Chinese, but not all. There is no factorv run on this coast
DHL DO p6r C6I1X. 1-v4-J-1j_
••
^ t •
i i
rm
goes to white out tnat you may
say sixty-six per cent, goes to white
labor.
ihe
labor.
reason I employ Chinamen is not on account of their cheapness
but
The unreliability on account of the unreliability of the white man. I should prefer
reason he em- white labor any time. The eastern manufacturer puts candles on the
ployed Chinese.
market here at a less price than I can.
They do this to freeze us out. to
drive us away.
Up to the present
out Chinese^ but

I have more respect for the white laboring classes than I have for the
Chinese.
As far as we have gone we could not do without the Chinese,

theC\?ouid°ntS
make good
citizens.

^ut "*" ^° not helieve they would make very good citizens; they do not
intend to stay here ; they want to make a little money and go home, and
perhaps come back.
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The better class
A "reat many in the state are not opposed to them.
There must be from 4,000 to 5,000
of people are in favor of them.
I believe all our ladies, if they
Chinese employed in our private families.
were taken from their employment, would try and beg of them not to
leave the country, and they would say they could not get along without
them. '' Since the 4th of July I have had about twenty-four girls in my
Out of that number about four or five had to be carried away. I
house.
Our cook would be so
to send for the police to get them out.
had
even
dead drunk we could not get enough to eat. We are scarce in girls to-day,
good girls. I have three or four grown daughters, and I do not want any
Chinamen in my house, because I am not in love with them at all.
About a month ago I found that two or three Chinamen wanted to get
The moment I got that notice I sent to the inteltwo bits more a day.
ligence office for four or six white men, offering a dollar and a half a day.
— they would
They came, and because it was common work— shovelling
not stand it. Before I would give a Chinaman a dollar and a quarter 1
man a quarter of a dollar more.
would rather give a white
If we manufactured all the goods that we consume here, we should be
I do not call our manufacthe richest people on the face of the earth.
turing manufacturing at all. What we are doing here is a drop m the
Another thing we have to conocean compared with what we import.
tend with is the cheap money in the east, which is a great drawback.

A. 1885.
^J^J/'SSn.
£°™y$^*
them.

Does not care to
in his house.

^ad^rman,
§i.50 than a
inaman
^^n|s^fth
the east.

Simon L. Jones, auctioneer, and a resident in the country for twenty- JONES
four years, sworn and examined :
I have had considerable dealings with the Chinese here, and I have
always found them honest in their dealings— amounting to about a million
dollars. I never want to deal with better men than Chinese. I have ^^Jg^f
lost by them, but not a very large amount ; much larger by others. Some
laborers have built themselves up as merchants, and some merchants have
been sent from China with capital.

H

William H. Jessup, match manufacturer, and a resident of San Francisco JESSUP,
for about twenty-seven years, sworn and examined :

of boys and girls, and
I have had experience in the employment
My experience with boys and girls is very unsatisfactory. The
Chinese.
boys were unreliable, both in constancy to labor and in their conduct
Before hiring Chinese
We tried them about a year.
about the factory.
iney were
I hired white men, and gave them good wages trom the first,
not satisfied to take the rate we could pay to compete with imported
With the girls I found more difficulty than I did with the
matches.
They were unreliable and
boys, and could not do anything with them.
dissatisfied, because they could not make good wages from the first.
The next change I
They could not get their minds down to business.
made was to hire Chinamen, with the result of building up a factory to
The Chinese were more attentive
the exclusion of the imported matches.
They would
to their^business ; there was no fooling or leaving work.
stay and'work, and they were satisfied with the wages that they made,
depending all the while on the facility in getting along faster, turning out
As far as I have seen
more work after a while, and they would learn.
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The Chinese
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Security of relatives in China for
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The immigration
to Pacific coast
could not be
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the moral character of the Chinese is good. I have never seen a steadier,
more cleanly set of men in my life than I have had to do with in
manufactory. As far as I know, speaking of my own factory, they surpass the white laboring class in cleanliness. As a class the Chinese are
the most industrious men I ever knew in my life. I have never seen a
Chinaman who I thought was under the influence of liquor.
The treatment of the Chinese has been anything but flattering to the*
conduct of the whites. I do not know what to attribute this abus-,e to,
unless they imagine that their labor comes in conflict with the labor performed bythe Chinese. The origin is prejudice which probably emanates
from that cause I have met Chinamen dressed in American fashion,
who were generally treated better. I think if they were to dress in a
different habit, there would be less of that abuse.
I have employed them as domestics, and have found them, as a general
thing, very good ; and put the same trust and confidence in them as in
other servants. As far as my experience goes, I find them very truthful.
The introduction of the Chinese has had a very good effect upon the
prosperity of the state. Light manufactures would never have succeeded
here without the aid of Chinese labor. I should like to see Chinese inn
migration limited.

William K Olmsted, merchant, a resident in China from
1870, now of San Francisco, sworn and examined :

1862

until

The house I was with in China was largely engaged in the purchase and]
sale
of merchandise.
We were brought closely in contact with various'
Chinese
merchants.
The word coolie applies to laborers in general. It was used as a term
of reproach during the period of emigration to Peru and Cuba, and at a
later period when they were shipped they were known among the Chinese
themselves, and by foreigners in referring to them, as pigs — those men who
were bought and sold like so many cattle — the lowest of the laboring
classes. The classes which emigrate to this country are the mercantile
and laboring classes. A great many of them are poor and have not the
means to pay their passage, etc., but there are always to be found
men in China willing to provide funds. The men who ship the coolies
generally buy passage-tickets in large quantities, upon which they obtain
a discount— their first profit. The advances which they make are afterwards repaid to them, or agreed to be repaid to them, at a high rate of
interest. The security they give in those contracts is very often the
personal security given by relatives and friends in China, and if there is
default those relatives can be proceeded against in China to the extent of
fine and imprisonment. They are generally averse to subjecting their
friends to fine and imprisonment on their own account. In that way they
are more loyal than almost any other people I have ever met.
Their being inveighled here I would consider an impossibility. The
emigration laws in Hong Kong, our own consular laws, and our own laws
ought certainly to put a stop to any forced immigration. I have heard of
force being used in the Portugese colony of Macao in shipping coolies to
Peru and Cuba.
The use of alcoholic drinks in China is very small. Gambling is as com*
mon there as it is elsewhere. In Canton I have known the Chinese
authorities attempt to suppress it, also in other open ports.
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In Hong Prostitution.
Prostitution is regarded in China very much as it is here.
Kong all the brothels require a license ; how it is under the Chinese
Government I do not know.
The immigrants who are here mainly come from Kwang Tung province
some merchants, some laborers, and some artisans, the larger proportion of them agricultural laborers. There is nothing that is degrading in
labor in China or elsewhere that I am aware of. I think immigration
the influx will
will keep pace with the demand. When the demand ceases
cease. Chinese immigration up to the present time, I think, has been
I think our trade with China is increasing.
beneficial to the state.
A Chinaman earning $4 a month at home, and who could get here
for $25, I think, would not come and work here for $12 a month.
The Chinese can labor here cheaper than the white laborer who has to
maintain a family. At the same time I think a great many whites can
labor here vastly cheaper than they are doing. I think that a great
many employ white labor when they could employ Chinese, and pay more
for white labor, in order to obtain a better remuneration for the product
of that labor.
There is a large floating population in Canton. I think there are very
few of those Canton boatmen who come here. I have observed the
Chinaman in my ordinary every-day walks, and I do not think they are
any more immoral than the whites. I have heard of their being addicted to sodomy, having communication with animals, geese, etc., but I have
never heard cases stated by any one who was in possession of facts. Merchants, and people with whom I was in the habit of communicating, have
stated it.
As to cheap labor and low-priced labor being synonymous I do not
know. Labor maybe cheap, and yet it may not be low-priced; it may be
A Chinaman is not equal to an
low-priced, and yet it may be very dear.
American, nor will he ever be able to command the same wages that an
American will.
It takes a Chinaman some time to acquire our language. Still a great
many of them pick it up very readily. They compete with Americans
under the management of foremen just the same as a foreign vessel trading in China will employ Chinese crews with an interpreter.
The most of the Chinamen who come here return in a few years.
They
may come back, but they go home to visit their families.
I never knew
of any of the Six Companies being engaged in any mercantile operations.
I think the Chinese are very prone to resent any offence offered to them.
I have one employed as a domestic, and I find him as honest and as
faithful a servant as a man could wish for. I frequently leave the house
in his charge, my silver and all quite under his control.
He is neat and
truthful.
I have had several in my employ and I find them all more or
less truthful.
I generally have found them very faithful and attentive to
their duties ; and as to their honesty it is unquestioned.
As to my personal knowledge I have nothing to say against them to their disadvantage.
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San Francisco, November 17th, 1876.

Francis
Avery,
a resident in California for eight years, sworn and ex
:
amined
Have employed Chinese as servants and found them trustworthy an<
competent.
To some extent they displace white girls.
The witness thinks it is not policy to restrict the Chinese immigratioi
at the present time. The necessities of the people require the gradua
In favor of tin- increase in the same proportion with the increase of whites. In favor o:
SSratioi^rovid- unrestricted immigration if the Chinese do not get control of the country
ed the Chinese do Should have some hesitation in saying that they were as good a.
Germans.„
mot
get control of n~
J
°
J
country.

MACONDRAY.
High commercial
character of the
Chinese.

Quite enough ot
them here now.

Sober and industrious.
Better f or the
civilization of the
state thatit should
be settled up with
white people.
The immigrants
not all of the
Cantonese boatmen class.

Frederick W. Macondray, engaged in the China trade, and a residenl
of San Francisco for twenty-four years, sworn and examined

The merchants are honest, upright and have a good reputation foi
integrity ; never lost a dollar by them in twenty-six years. Contracts
made with the Chinese are verbal. Those who emigrate here are of the
mercantile, laboring and artisan classes. Their physical condition is
healthy and strong. They come here voluntarily ; some have come undei
contracts but not of a servile nature. Those who have come here have
certainly added to the material prosperity of the state ; but there are
quite enough of them here now. If the people did not employ Chinese
they would not come here. The Chinese merchants are satisfied there
are enough Chinamen here now, and are not anxious that any more should
come at the present time. They are generally an educated class, all
being able to read and write. They are sober and industrious. It is
owing to public opinion that their presence is not desirable. There are
not as many white people here as it is desirable to have. It is better
for the civilization of the state that it should be settled up by white
people. If more white people came here there would be no harm in
having a few more Chinese.
The Cantonese boatmen are of the lower classes. Those here are not!
belong
all of that class ; they come from different districts
around Canton. The
northern Chinese do not emigrate at all. The people who live in the
boats are poor and honest, and do not
to the class called river
pirates.

CASTLE*

Frederick L. Castle, merchant, and a resident in California for twentysix years, sworn and examined :

In some vocations the Chinese are a benefit and in others they are a
In agricultural detriment. As workers in agricultural pursuits they have been a benefit
a^bSaeflt; butGSe
tolnterfe6 tei3Sfd
female labor.

*° ^e community. They have tended somewhat to interfere with female
ia^or nere, and no doubt the mechanics have suffered somewhat from
their presence.
"White boys
are employed
in my business
packingboys
teas.
They
make an excellent
substitute
for the Chinese.
If the white
of
this town imitated the Chinese, they could supplement them.
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Rev. Hiram W. Reed, Baptist minister, sworn and examined :
This witness's evidence related principally to the evangelization of the
He condemns in toto the idea and practice of importing prostiChinese.
The moral effect upon the country would be
tutes from any country.
Leaving out the moral aspect of the question of their a great influx of
decidedly bad.
If their immi- %$£** undesir"
to their
objection
there is no and
immigration,
be undesirable.
it would here.
came, coming
millions
cn-ation was unrestricted

Henry Hart, agent in China of Pacific Mail Steamship Company, sworn HART.
and examined:
Witness proved that each Chinaman before he leaves Hong Kong had ^f^Je^Hong
to be passed by the Consul and each woman had to have a certificate, and Kong withou
and as sailors, gave them a high character for docility and ^f>smg the Con"
emigrants,
fasairess
in dealing.

Charles Sonntag, chief deputy of the license department, sworn and SON NT AG.
examined :
The licenses range from $4 to $151 a quarter, the uniform license paid
by the Chinese being from $4 to $16 a quarter, one or two firms paying
Among the prominent white merchants of the city the licenses
$23.50.
run
from
to $151collected
a quarter,
according
to the is
amount
of business
The total1 40
amount
from
the Chinese
between
$23,000 done.
and I^JJ^3^^,.
collected from
CMnese$24,000 a quarter.

Mrs. Anna F. Smith, a resident of the city, sworn and examined:

SMITH.

In Colorado, witness employed Chinese labor in a laundry, and found Found Chinese
them honest, truthful, fair, and straightforward in their dealings ; although tmtMul,eete?neSt ~
as servants their reputation varies.
There are good and poor among them.
They compare favorably with whites, and in Colorado receive the same
In a general sense the Chinese have invaded the
wages as white persons.
domain of female labor in this city, reducing the prices of their labor and Had interfered
the opportunity for them to get it. [Senator Sargent here read a petition
signed by fifty-nine working-women of San Francisco, respecting Chinese
The witness admitted that the condition
competition on their labor.]
of the working- women and working-men was deplorable in San Francisco,
but in the east, where there were no Chinamen, it was as bad as it was
here.
Their condition is not caused altogether by the Chinese.
White
boys and white girls can get employment if they are desirous.
Witness
in droves, and we
not an advocate for the importation of Chinamen
have no right to exclude one race of people for the sake of building up
another.

Benjamin S. Brooks, lawyer, and a resident since
examined :

J1 San Francfsco!)

No right to ex_
chide^one^raoe of
another,

1849, affirmed and BROOKS.

The statement of this witness, as counsel for the Chinese, is already
given ; and his evidence was substantially the same as his argument.
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Geor&e W. Anthony, formerly acting Vice-Consul at Bangkok, Siam,
also
acting: United States Consul at Yokohama, Japan, sworn and
examined

Chinese equal to
Japanese ; the
latter more progressive.

As to character, business capacity, habits and intelligence the Chinese
are equal to the Japanese. In some respects they are superior. I think
they are more diligent, more assiduous, and seem to be more thrifty. The
Japanese show more progressive spirit, an inclination to adopt our
customs, our dress, and our mode of thinking, our style and our accommodations. To a certain extent they have adopted our international code of
laws.

San Francisco, November
McHENRY.

John McHenrt,

18th, 1876.

lawyer and a resident since 1850, sworn and examined:

The causes of the agitation against the Chinese may be many j one
cause that has contributed to it is politics, men who desire office try by
this means to get it.

LESSLER.

Morris Lessler, who was engaged by Mr. Bee, counsel fo* the Chinese,
to prepare certain statistics, sworn and examined :

Manufactures of
San Francisco.

He proved that the statistical statements in reference to all the manufactures ofthe city, giving the number employed, both white and Chinese,
and the rate per day (Appendix S to Joint Committee Rep.), and also
list of bodies (2,614) buried in the Chinese cemetery (Appendix T to Joint
Committee Rep.) were correct.
The following is a summary of Appendix S of the Joint Committee's
Report, which appendix was very voluminous :—

J9-20ths of grape
picking done by
Chinese.
Overseers always
whites.
JTrade in native
wines.
3-erkes's vineyard
produces annually
150,000 gallons.
California crop
for 1875, 8,000,000
gallons of wine
and 80,000 gallons
of brandy.
About 400 Germans employed in
Kohler
& Co.'s
vineyards.

Mr. J. M. Curtis, wine and spirit commission agent, of Jackson street, states :
That from information I have had from the wine-growers personallv, the picking
of grapes is almost done entirely by Chinese labor, and I can safely say that nineteen-twentieths per cent, is done by them. Some Chinese are employed in working on the fields or vinebergs, but then generally in company with whites ; the
overseers are always whites. Our native wines appear to be steadilv but silentiv
gaining in public favor. The report for the first nine months of 1876 shows a total
export by sea and rail of 561,033 gallons of California wines ; the receipts being
1,266,736 gallons of wine, and 43,050 gallons of California brandies.
Mr. Henry Gerkes's vineyard is producing annually about 150,000 gallons of
wine. California has now nearly 40,000,000 of vines growing, three-quarters in
bearing condition. The crop of 1875 amounted to about 8,000,000 gallons of wine,
and probably some 80,000 gallons of grape brandy.
Messrs. Kohler & Frohling work up annually from three to five million pounds
of grapes in their Los Angeles and Sonoma vineyards. They employ during the
vintage season from 300 to 400 hands, mostly Germans.
Mr. B. E. Auger, of Battery street, agent for the Buena Vista Vineeultural
Society, states that they employ at present sixty-five people ; more than half are
Chinese.
Mr. John Bach, of Montgomery street, states that they employ about half
Chinese
half natives
(Mexicans
and Indians),
all to
the Anahein,
overseers" and
being
men. Sixandor eight
years ago
the Chinese
came down
theywhite
are

Auger employs
more than half
Chinese.
every year. We pay them from $1 to §1.25 per day* and
they have tovery
findmuch
themselves.
Half Chinese em- increasing
ployed.
In Chinatown there are seventy-six vegetable stands and forty-five markets.
Pacific Jute
The Pacific Jute Co. employ at present 450 Chinese at $1 per day, and
Company employ twelve whites at from $3 to $4 per day.
O
450 Chinese.
Mr. E. Grisar, of the California Wool Exchange, states that for herding, washing
and clipping sheep nothing but white men are employed. A very few Chinese
are employed, but only for minor work. The wool production for 1876 is estimated
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at 52,000,000 pounds, the total being from 1834 to 1876 inclusive, 323,918,668 pounds.
California cannot compete at present with Australia or South America in raising
Mr. Gerald Douglas, part owner of the sheep ranche Los Guntos, testifies that
there are about 12,000 people employed to look after sheep m the state, seveneighths white to one eighth Chinese, the average pay being $300 per annum and
Mr.Bisscna;er. of Louis Sloss & Co., of Sansom street, states about 175,000 raw
beef-hides and over 500,000 sheep-hides are coming yearly to this market from the
state, and out of this about 60,000 beef-hides and about 50,000 sheep-hides are
_
tanned he-'e in San Francisco, employing about 300 or 400 tanners.
Mr J. Landsberger, of Jones alley, the largest Champagne manufacturer m
California, states that he employs about forty whites and twenty Chinese, the
latter only for minor purposes, as washing bottles, &c.
Mr J W. Schaeffer, cigar manufacturer, of Sacramento street, states that at
one time they employed only white boys and girls to make cigars, strip tobacco, &c.
Mr. C. W. Kellogg, of the San Francisco cordage factory, states that they at
present employ about thirty Chinese at $1 per day, and forty-five white men at from
$2.25 to $4 per day.
„
,
_,. .
,
Mr S. Lachmann, jr., Market street, says they employ about one Chinaman to
four white men, the former receiving $1 and the latter between $2.50 and $3 each

fg£f&: Chinese
eif)ployed.

Champagne
g^cSsl 'employed.
*
fact0rv •
,
thTrtv Chinese
empfoyed.
.

P6Mra& B Swan, of the Union Box Factory, testifies they employ no Chinese,
but seventy-five white men at $2.25, and about forty- two boys and girls at from
'Be>Mr E Brings "of the Consolidated Tobacco Co., states that their factory employs Tobacco em: 700
about seventy-five whites from $1.50 Chinese
day, laborers
per field
at $1.50
cenerallv
to
$2 50 perabout
day, 700
and Chinese
about 150
Chinese
at $1 per day.
£. , i
Mrfcode, fruit and pickle preserver, employs at present about fifty Chinese at Pickle preserver
eighty cents, and about fifty white boys and girls at from $1 to $1.50 per day. chE
•
Mr. Sydney M. Smith, of Cutting & Co.'s fruit and pickle preserving and cider ^
factory, states that they employ generally about 400 Chinese in summer and about ^cg£n^ ciaer'
company
*£ LT. Loose, of the Calif ornia Powder works, states that the company employ P°™*er
^iployed only
Chinese labor only for minor purposes, and for coopering and filling cartridges.
In the manufacture of agricultural implements, whites only are employed, at minor pUrp0Ses
an average of $3.50 per day; bag manufacturers, white
average $1.84 ; bed Manufacturing
white, $1.50 ; bolt and nut makers, white, $3.2o ; boiler makers, white, works and thes
comforters,
S3
• bell foundrv and brass works, white, $2.60; bellows factories, thirty-six white, classes employed.
eight Chinese, $1.50 to $2.25; barbers, white, $2.25 ; blacking white, $2.20 ; belt Bell
8
box facto- Chmese.
(packing), white $1.2o to $3.50;
factories, white, $2.35; box factories
and
beds
;
$3
to
$1.25
white,
(tin),
ries (paper) white, $1.50 to $3; box factories
bedding white, $2.50 ; boxes (fancy), white, $2,50 ; billiard factories, white, $3.30 ;
$2 ; broom and brush facbookbinders white, 75c. to $3 ; bakers, white, $1.50 to 85c.
to $3; boot and shoe Boots and shoes,
tors white 75c. to $3 ; box factories (cigar), white,
1,970 Chinese, 50c. to $3 ; in retail shoe 1,970 Chinese,
factories 491 white, 170 boys, 351 girls, $1.25
to $4 ; blankets and woolens, 150 Blankets and
stores 700 white 200 boys, 100 girls,
and soap, woolens, 700
white' sixty boys, forty girls, 700 Chinese, 90c. to $3 ; candles
nineteen white, ten boys, sixty-eight Chinese, $1 to $4; coffee and spice mills, Chinese, fruits, 80
Chi- Canned
white $9 to $3 ; canned fruits, 170 white, thirty boys, ninety girls, eighty
100 white, Chinese,
nese 80c to $2.50 ; cracker factories, white, $1 to $5 ; cordage factories, white,
$3 ; Cordage, 30
works,
white-lead
twenty boys, thirty Chinese, $1 to $4 ; color and
$3.25 ; cigar manufacturers, Chinese.
chVir factor es, white, $2.20 ; coppersmiths, white, $3.40
; coopers, white, $2.50 to Cigars, 3,115
Chinese 3 115 50c. to *2 75 ; coffin factories, white,
and iron works, Chinese,
foundries
;
$3.40
white,
works,
file
;
$4
to
$2
white,
ensravers
$4
Furniture, 71
white $1 25 to' U ; flour mills, white, $2.50 to $5 ; furniture, 1,104 white seventy,
; gasfitters, white, $3 to $5 ; gilders, white, $3.25 ; glass- Chinese.
or e Chinese $1 to $3.50
work^f thirty white twenty boys, five Chinese, $1 to $3; glove factories, white Glassworks, 5
Chinese,
?125 to $>75 Sue frctory, thirty-five white, ten Chinese, $1.10 to $1.25; gold
to $2.50 ; Glue factory, 10
nhfters white ' SB " °-unpowder, fortv-five whites, sixty-three Chinese, $1.10
horsesh^T nails white, $3.20; iron-sheet manufacturers, white, $2.50; jute Chinese,
and Gunpowder, 63
lead pipes
twelve' whites, and 450 Chinese, $1 to $3.50;
factory
white, $3.25; mattrasses, white, $1.25 to $3; meat preservers, white, Chmese.
works
S9 25- 'mirror factory, white, $3.25 ; match factories, twelve white men, twenty- jute, 450 Chinese,
four 'boys twenty -five Chinese, $1 to $2.75; maccaroni and vermicelli, white, Match factories,
$2.20; marble yards, white, $3.25; mucilage, white, $2.25; nickel-platers , white, 25 Chinese.
^7^' nakum factory white, $1.25 to $2.25; organ builders, white, $1.25 to $3;
girls twenty- Pickle preservers,
nickle preservers thirty white men, twenty-five boys, sixty-nine
works, 29 Chinese,
SneChSIse 90c to 3; Vmps, steam, white, $1,50 to $5; paint (chemical)
paper
;
$5
to
$2
white,
mills,
planing
$4;
to
$2
whftc S2 506 plumbers; white,
rice mills, Aye white, gg^f* *
mills white, $1 to $4; 'provision packers, white, $2$350;
Chinese,
$3.20;
white
filers,
.saw
;
ttoe'CMnes'e, $1.75 to $4 ; saw manufacturers, white,
■
factories, white, $2.50 ; stairsoap manufacturers, white, $1.25 to $2.50; safetwenty-six
eighty- Shut factories,
white men
buMing, white, $1.10 to $3.50; shirt factories,
refineries, 129 Chmese.
sixgirlt one hundred and twenty-nine Chmese, $1.10 to $2.o0 ; sugar
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white, $1.25 to $4 ; tools for blacksmiths, white, $1.50 to $4 : trunks, etc., white
$1.10 to $2.50; tanneries, white, $1 to $3; tool engravers, white, $3.50; type
foundry, white, $3 to $5 ; upholsterers, white, $1.25 to $4 ; wood turners,
white, $3.25; wire works, white, $3.25; wire springs, eight Chinese, twentyeight white, $1.50 to $2.25.
J

DOUGLAS.

Charles D. Douglas, corresponding secretary Central Anti-Coolie Club,
eleventh ward, sworn and examined :

The Chinaman
should behibitedprocoming.

The opinion of the anti-coolie clubs is that the Chinaman should be
prohibited from coming here.
It would be impossible for him to amal-

antfigamat?
the
white race.with Samate
different with
from the
ours.wnite race-

TUCKER.
High character of

His habits,

religion,

George W.
Tucker,
ship-master,
connected
since 1851, sworn and examined :

with

and traditions being

the Chinese

trade

This witness spoke highly of the character of the Chinese merchants in

chantsf mer"

China, traffic
and the
of the ofChinese
on toboard
coolie
he behavior
said the worst
them go
Peru.ship.

HUMPHREY.

Patrick H. Humphrey, quarantine officer for two years, and a resident
of California for eight years, sworn and examined :

In regard to the

Denies that smallpox introduced byChinese.

This witness denied that the introduction of small-pox into San Francisco was due to the Chinese.
There should be a
There should be a national law so as to prevent an overplus of immir
t .r
.
......
,.
national law to
prevent overplus gration or any tainted immigrants coming m.
of (or any tainted)
immigration.

BROOKS.

Charles Wolcott Brooks, for seventeen years agent of the Japanese
Government here, and a resident of this city, sworn and examined :
This witness was examined before the Canadian Commission, and his
evidence will be found under its proper head.
[See Minutes of Evidence, p. 28.]

'SWIFT.

John

Unrestricted
immigration of
Chinese
pernicious.

I consider unrestricted immigration of the Chinese, and have for some
years past, exceedingly pernicious and undesirable, and I think that is
the settled opinion of the intelligent people of this coast. Those who
oppose restrictive legislation are of the more fortunate classes — the
wealthier classes. They do it because a labor element like this is a convenience tothe more fortunate class of people ; it makes life easier. The
question of domestic servants is one that is apt to bear heavily upon those
who are able to keep them — that is, wealthy people. Again, an industrious element like this tends to some extent — that is, irrespective now of
its disadvantages — to the material wealth of the community. The presence of a perpetual alien element in a community is a great disadvantage.

An alien element
a disadvantage.

F. Swift, a resident of San Francisco since 1S52, and a traveller
in Asiatic countries, sworn and examined :
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P>v this I mean an element that will always be alien, not bringing women
■with them ; and therefore, the prejudices are great against them.
They
cannot assimilate, so that the next generation, and the one after, and all
the generations will be equally alien and ignorant, without speaking of
the present men, the individuals who happen to make up this Chinese
community now.
What the Rev. Mr. Loomis said is true as to the strong prejudice of
this community ; it is a fact. It may be disagreeable ; you may think it
it a pity ; but it is human
nature and it is our nature.
This prejudice has grown.
It is ten times as strong as it was ten years ago.
In
1852 the Chinamen were allowed to turn out and celebrate the fourth of
July, and it was considered a happy thing; in 1862 they would have been
mobbed ; in 1872 they would have been burned at the stake.
This prejudice isnot confined to one party; it is found in all parties.
Then it
degrades our labor ; it makes work discreditable.
The doctrine so much
heard of, that it takes the bread out of the mouths of workingmen, not
so much a point as they think.
It does that to those who first
come, and, therefore, prevents their coming ; but in time the white
men settle down.
The tendency is for them to settle down into the
condition of a superior class, making money out of Chinese labor.
The
conditions of life become too easy instead of too hard.
Therefore, a
boy of seventeen or eighteen can beg and borrow, sponge, bum a better
living, get more bread and butter, and easier, than in any country
he can get it by work.
In fact young men can get along here without
labor.
That is the result of the work being done by this element ; it
makes labor disreputable.
White men will not work any more ; they
do not want to work any more.
White boys do not work, and besides
there is not a very good chance for them to work.
These Chinese
come in and the whites will not work with them ; their prejudice is so
great ; and this prejudice is growing ; it is increasing.
The influx of
the Chinese has had a worse effect upon the respectability and dignity
of labor than slavery had in the south.
There is a stronger feeling
here against the Chinese than there is in the south against the negroes.
I would rather have negro slavery to-day, for negroes are born
in the country and at least take an interest in it. In the absence of
Chinese immigration our manufactures would undoubtedly*
be set back,
because we base our community here upon Chinese labor, and the
transition from that back to a sound basis of homogeneous labor and a
homogeneous society of course would be difficult.
From what I have seen while travelling in Asiatic countries, the
inhabitants there have not the slightest idea of a representative government, or any government except despotism.
As to a change in our naturalization laws, so as to allow them to
become citizens, I think the first one that got naturalized would be hanged
to a lamp-post when he left the court-room.
Perhaps I am going too far
Their
when I say that ; but he would not be allowed to vote, I am sure.
being allowed to become citizens would not tend to stop this feeling
against them ; it would increase the antagonism ; the feeling would be
intensified.
The effect of giving 30,000 the franchise would be simply
making 30,000 votes for sale.
If Chinamen are to remain in the state, they will change our institutions undoubtedly ; our society will be changed by them ; changes
are now going on. The existence of Chinese in the state is utterly incompatible with anything like a government by the peop7^
Chinamen cannot be Christianized unless they are born here.
No
Chinaman imported from China under their nresent system, to stay here
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until they die or return without reproducing here, can be Christianized. I
do not believe in the sincerity of any Chinese converts at all unless they
are born and bred to our religion.
If turned away
I should not wonder, if the Chinese were excluded, if in two or three
fOTthem fn°ayfew years there would be a clamor for them, because we have so long had them ;
yearsand they are so convenient to the wealthy classes of people, that the
turning away of 100,000 laboring men in a small community like ours
of only 700,000 or 800,000 people would be temporarily a very considerable injury to the material prosperity of the state for the time. Men, as
a rule, are very selfish, and they think more of a dollar than they do of
any principle.
I do not think there is a plethora of labor on the coast. An unskilled
laborer who comes from the east has difficulty in bridging over the first
In their own lines three or five years before he will have learned sufficiently the ways of the
with China^enf6 country to get a living by the advantages of Chinese labor. Nobody can
compete with Chinamen in the things that they do; no white labor can
compete with them, because they live so low. In that way they underwork him, and he either does not come here or cannot get the work he
would naturally turn his hand to when he first comes. There is no
inducement for white men to come here and work at wages that the
Chinese work for. It is a question of wages. There is no room for any
more labor except Chinese labor. I do not believe you could get so many
Chinese here that we could not find work for, and if they were gone I do
not believe you could get too many white men here.
Right to exclude
it would be right to exclude from our country any race of men against
from the country
, . ,
,
°
. ,.
j
j
any race against
which we have a prejudice.
prejudice? haVe a

Those Cllinese who are here I would allow to die and return home, a*
they will do in the course of time, and prevent any more from coming.
I would cut off entirely a new supply.

eSude Chhlesely
But for Chinamen
should have doubled population m
five years.
No idea of
citizens ip.

Had ^ not Deen for tlie Cninese> wfe ought, in the last five years, to.
have doubled our population.
An immense population came here last]
year, but it stopped dead, simply because of the impossibility of the immi
J
'
,. rr
..i .-, ™ •
r
J
grants competing with the Chinamen.
I do not think Chinamen ever think of citizenship either at home oh
here, or that they know what it is, or know anything about it. They donot intend to stay here long; they go back in great numbers.
If we have
10,000 who come here in a year we have 6,000 or 7,000 going back. I
had Chinamen employed as domestic servants in my house at one time,
and I have had opportunities of knowing that the cook, or the waiter, goes
back, and returns again and resumes their employment as much as three
times in five years.
Inferior in honesty
As to their honesty and integrity, I think they are inferior to our
I can trust European servants with more con-1
PeoP^e in tnat respect.
Moreconfidence
in Irish or German fidence than I can trust Chinese.
I can go to an intelligence office at any
m^ChinamexiL.

an time and employ an Irish or a German woman that I have never heard
of, and put her in the house and go away at once, and I have never had
a betrayal of that confidence.
I employed Chinese about three years, and
I cannot positively say they robbed me.
Some manufac- I have no doubt whatever that very many manufactories were established
earlier inconse^
in this city through Chinese labor that would not have been established
quence of Chinese at present ; or they would not have been started quite as quick as if we
had not had the Chinese labor,
whlch^woula Assuming that the white immigration would have been no greater than
have been better it is, and then taking these additional Chinamen, of course 100.000 workChinese,
ingmen add to the material wealth ; but if these Chinamen have prevented
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their places them3m equal number of white men from coming by taking
selves, Isay it would have been better if we had not had the Chinamen,
and had had white men, which would have been the result without the
Chinamen.
To stop the immigration of the Chinese I would be willing to abrogate
all treaty
between the United States and China; it cannot be
i relations
.1
stopped any other way.

^0nue£cj^llinff
to abrogate
all
treaty
relations
between the
United
States and
China.

Henry H. Bigelow, manager Home Mutual Insurance Company, and a BIGELOW.
resident of San Francisco since 1850, sworn and examined :
The presence of the Chinese poisons any portion of the city where they gj"gfe8B^ePJf°<ro. It increases the rates of insurance nearly double ; and where there insurance.
*re wash-houses from one to three and a half per cent.
Unrestricted immigration of the Chinese has been a very vexed ques, gfxfeimeutaltotne
tion, but there is only one opinion with all business men, and that is that
Personally I am in favor of Chinese
it is detrimental to the state.
I was very
immigration, on the ground that it produces wealth here.
jEuch in favor of slavery and on the same ground that I was a strong
advocate for slavery I am an advocate for Chinese^ immigration ; but it ^Sorn^what
will drive away the white population and make California what Peru is peru iS to-day.
I endorse every word Mr. Swift said on the ground of our white
*to-day.

or 6,000 Chinese in the state who own property Few losses,
some 5,000
are largely,
" There
but they insure everything, both by sea and against
insure
and
fire ; but the rank and file do not insure at all, being merely producers
and owning nothing. We have had very few losses. The class that insure
of ?ke class wh(>d as
are as good business men as you would expect among the same ofclass
these men of the same
Americans or Englishmen, and they are a help to us. Outside
among
slaves, only our laws do not so ^Jte£g
others are peons or
5,000 or 6,000,Thethesame
They come here come here under
system is here that is in Peru.
term them.
I do not think they are as free in their labor to hire or contract,
under contract.
not to hire as white people. As workers three Chinamen are about equal
to two white men ; they stick to their contracts very well, being indusprefer them to white men to clo my work ; you can count gancounUm
I
trious. would
Their exclusion than on whites.
on them better, if you contract with the head men.
Their effect ^^^al
from the coast would damage us very materially for a time.
Ion the boys and the agricultural population here is very disastrous indeed ; population disnot know whether we should astrous.
the interest of the state,theI do
ibut looking atconsiderati
labor which the boys would be
It takes
on.
look at that
dispaid to do out of their hands, because they can labor more cheaply than Makesla bor
boys ; and this makes labor disgraceful in a measure.
There is labor for all — cheap labor— but it would be a servile labor
ike the Chinese labor instead of being free labor as in Illinois and other
western states.
The Chinese are very careful with fire. They think it is the devil, and
Where towns have been burned up most Wheretowns^^
they keep him in due bounds.
Any one going through their up the fires as a .
of the fires originated in Chinese quarters.
It J^n°j^J£^£
quarters must wonder why they have not been burned up long ago.
is the very nature of the race, that while they are careful with fire they
They will have fire in a coal-oil can right on the floor ; but
are dirty.
they live like pigs. Wherthey are afraid of it and will be careful. weYetalways
steer clear of it. For
ever a wash-house is inserted in a block
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the last ten years and up to within the last year and a half the Chinese
quarter has been very free from fire ; since then we have had somany that we have declined to insure for them. Within the last year
there have been half a dozen fires in Chinatown that have been ^caused
through incendiaries. The fire in Brannen street was lit by hoodlums.
I know it as clearly as I know anything about my business. The presenceof the Chinese makes our cities liable to conflagration, so much so that
a great many companies refuse Chinese insurance altogether. The Chinese create the hoodlums, and then the hoodlums react in the way of
hazard from fire. In settling with the Chinese I have no trouble ; they
are. keen, of course, to get the last cent, but they are not unduly so.
They are a very sharp people. I know of several places being burned
after threatening letters were sent.
The presence of the Chinese has raised an idle class among us.

IRKPATRICK

John Kirkpatmck, a resident in California, since 1852, and sheriff of an
interior county from 1861 to 1863, sworn and examined :

Efclnf e Laweenforced.

^llis witness while in office as sheriff enforced the Foreign Miners' License
Law on all who were not citizens, or who had not taken out their first
papers declaring their intention to become citizens.
The law was impartially executed against all, whites and Chinese alike.

PHILLIPS.

Chinese go to
Sandwich
Islands on assignable contracts.

Will ultimately
prove detrimental

Chinese do not
amalgamate.

2,000 Chinese out
of a population of
56.000.
A few Chinese
married Hawaiian
women.

Stephen H. Phillips, formerly attorney-general of Massachusetts, subsequently attorney-general of the Sandwich Islands, now a resident of
San Francisco, practising at the bar, sworn and examined :
The Chinese come to the Sandwich Islands upon contracts cf labor
which are indefinite and assignable. They are indefinite as to the party
with whom they are to be performed ; they are indefinite as to the kind
of work which is to be performed ; and generally speaking, there are only
one or two limitations, such as that they shall have a certain number of
days at the China new year, etc. With that exception they are bought
and sold out body and soul to the person who employs them. They are
bound for a term of years ; I think it is ordinarily five years.
There is a present necessity for their labor, but that it will ultimately
be beneficial I never have thought, and never can think. Importation
of cheap labor in the mass I think tends ultimately to degrade the
whole character of labor.
It is notorious that Chinamen by their habits and associations keep
themselves entirely distinct from other people. We had a few Japanese
out there and I was very much struck with the difference between the
Chinese and the Japanese. The latter conform themselves very soon to
the habits of the country in dress, language and everything. They mix
right in and become citizens like the rest of us, but the Chinese keep
themselves entirely distinct.
In the Islands there were about 2,000 Chinamen out of a population of
about 56,000.
In the Islands there was no family relation among them. There were
a few Chinese women, but very few. A great number of Chinese married
native women — Hawaiians. They do not remain there entirely ; a great
many of thorn expect to £0 hack, and some few come here.
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would be someI have seen the contracts already referred to, and it
China, and to
^IhaTsam Wang agreed to serve some one else out in
him well and
serve
to
and
*
*
*
years
five
of
space
the
for
work for him
days at the
many
so
and
month,
a
that he was to have so many dollars
had some
ts
contrac
latter
the
of
some
think
I
and
year;"
Chinese new
anyhardly
was
but there
provisions about sickness and medical care,
There
thing else. It was an assignable contract— to him or his assigns.
annul this contract
was an effort made by the Hawaiian government to
The Legislature has been abridging the rights ot
but it was unsuccessful.
with more tormcontracts latelv providing that they should be executed
in GSJSgS^
^f^elSye^eiit of Hawaii have spent a good deal of money
there f
encouraging the importation of Chinese. They fill the prisons
for murder; convicted five and hanged Ha^tne^e.ght
tried eight of them
good deal. °I of
them murdered the French Consul, by chopping his head murder.
One
three
murdered some _poor • old natives
another
bed ;their
whileandin stole
an ofaxeMaui
open
money.
Island
in the'with
there brings
The employment of Chinese upon the sugar plantations
country into competition with Chinese
own
our
of
states
rowing
sugar-g
the
labor
The Chinese merchants in Honolulu are men of the highest respect- <^<f j™£n0.
MamenrfMgh
ability ; men I should be glad to see in any position of trust, or honor, or
^i&tgi^tian ™s done awa^ with' and the^ were "cHhe same
as other foreigners, our schools thrown open to their children, and they
I think they would be
would come into our general system of government,
entirely under
themselves
keep
they
if
but
as good as any other people,
1
the influence of their own system of government and social regulations,
do not think they would be a good element here.
# _
I think some of the discriminations against the Chinese are unjust. As
a lawyer, I think some of the legislation against them will not bear

SSS
cans of not u good
element,

f^eoMJ&J f-s
them unjust.

for inChinese
month
$5 a the
pay from $4
Islands
^T^plantersi_ n _ the
the comprador
to
LJuna ^^J^
parties
Theyto paid
but clothing.
,
in China.
labor 'finding° everything
whatever they had to pay.

CORYELL.
a resident of the city, formerly consular clerk in
John R. Coryell,
Shanghai, also in Canton, sworn and examined :

Chinese women with Prostitutes,
This witness unhesitatingly asserts that all the
t
one or two exceptions imported into California are prostitutes, and brough
the
to
ing
belong
them
of
all
nearly
ution,
prostit
here for the purposes of
A
boat population of Canton, considered in China the very lowest class
^ ^^
from
guish
them
distin
easily
can
time
of
length
any
for
t
China
in
residen
lne ful#
They are as distinct as black and white
respectable Chinese wives.
character of the Chinese wives is that they are chaste ; remarkably so.
A Chinaman prefers to tell a lie to the truth.
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Matthew Blair, hay and grain dealer, and a resident
of San Francisco
tor ntteen years, sworn and examined :

Chinese kept out
tlie whites.

Degrading to
labor.

Take the money
out of the country.
Chinese so easily
trained no chance
tok-ain steady
youug whites.

!DURKEE.

Liability to fire
in consequence
of their careleness.

This witness, from the location of his place of busines
s, being in the
neighborhood where several industries are carried on
by Chinese labor
has been in a position to observe the effect of that labor
white popu ation of the city. Among the industries is the Missionupon the
Woolen
Mills, mostly carried on by Chinese labor. When the factorie
s first started there were some hundreds who came from Lynn, Mass.,
Cincinnati, and other eastern places. They have returned because their
were filled by this class of labor, and because they could not obtainplaces
employment Then, again, there is the candle factory
spring mattress
tactory chemical works, a soap establishment, three ,or afour
tanneries an
oakum factory, and a trunk and box factory, the labor in all these
trades
being done by Chinese. If these Chinamen were not employ
ed
their
position might be filled by white labor from the east. The effect
of their
presence is degrading to our laborers.
Employers, on being asked why they do not employ white people,
say
they cannot work the two together. That is one of the great difficulties •
the consequence is the Chinese absorb all the labor and send the circulating medium out of the country. There are no persons on the face of the
earth under our civilization that can compete with them. The Chinese
are so industrious, so quiet, and so easily trained, that our people cannot
tram our own children. If we take an apprentice, or anything of
that
kind, they are so much more troublesome that it creates a feeling against
our people and we discriminate against them and call them hoodlums, and
have no respect for them.

John L. Durkee, fire marshal, sworn and examined :
Witness read a report from the fire wardens which was submitted to
the board of supervisors April 20th, 1876, showing the carelessness of the
Chinese m that regard, and recommending that an ordinance be passed
prohibiting them from making certain additions to the roofs of the
buildings occupied by them.
The liability of the city to conflagration is greater from their carelessness
than from any other one cause.
Within the last two or three years there have been several cases of incendiary fires ; and fires are of frequent occurrence in the Chinese quarter.
Asa general thing they are not destructive. Mostly all the property in
Chinatown is insured.
The merchants insure.

San Francisco, November 18th, IS 76.
ESTEE.

Morris M. Estee, practising lawyer and owner of farming property,
and an old resident in California, sworn and examined :

Iniurious.

The Chinese population here, and those who will come, are injurious to
the best interests of the state and the nation. They do not assimilate
with our people : in any line of labor that they follow they necessarily
drive out intelligent white labor, and they do that for the reason that the
Chinese as a class are industrious and economical.
Their habits of life
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are nut exactly barbarous, but that is the nearest we can come to it. They
They have no families, no
live on what no white man can live upon.
children to educate or to clothe, and their style of living is so different ^|eJXrU of**
from that of white people that they conie in direct competition with the Whites,
This is so much the case that in
white laboring element of the country.
this city now, I suppose there are not half a dozen persons who do washing, except Chinese, because they underbid any white person in that line.
Chinese muscle is the cheapest
The same is true of all other pursuits.
muscle in the world to-day, and they have got more of it. It is not an
I look upon the Chinese element here, so far as its
intelligent labor.
effect upon the community is concerned, just as I would look upon the
They have no interest in the
admission of a large slave element here.
with the Chinese wall around
here
comes
Chinaman
Every
community.
him, and they are insensible to all our modes of life. They take no inter- No idea of the
est in public affairs.
They have a regard, I think, for the rights of IndTittleo/fffe.
property, probably as much so as any other people of their intelligence ;
but they have no notion of the rights of liberty, and very little of life.
It was not unusual in this state some years since, when there was a difficulty between two companies, for one to put up posters offering so much
for a certain Chinaman's life. If the government is intended as a government for men, and not as a mere money-making institution, this is a very Cannot make
class among us. They possess none of the material that makes go° C1 lzens*
dangerous
good
citizens, except that they are industrious and economical.
They
help the material development of the country, and they help a few men to
make money ; but the making of money is not the highest duty of a The duty of a
country; it is to have an improved society of good men, and moral,
elevated classes of people.
There are some Chinamen more intelligent than others, but they would
not make good citizens, any more than slaves would make good citizens
if they were honest. They have not any large intelligence ; they have not Chinese defects.
any literature that amounts to anything ; they have a little knowledge of
"the sciences, and some knowledge of the arts ; they have no notion of
music or poetry, or very few of the exalted, ideas which distinguish
between barbarian and civilized men, except honesty.
In many matters
they have considerable ingenuity.
In some respects they are inferior to
the negro, and in some respects they are far superior. In mathematics, that
is adding and subtracting, and those things, they understand them better ;
and their capacity for making money is a great deal better.
The negroes Chinaman and
of course have much finer taste for music and for literary attainments negro comPared.
generally.
As to their morality, there is no comparison ; the negro is
vastly more moral than the Chinese here.
I have never seen a Chinese
woman here who is a moral woman.
There may be some.
As a race the
negroes here are more moral.
The Chinese are quite as industrious as The prejudice is.
•either the whites or the negroes.
The prejudice against them is free labor^^Selli
sent labor.
intelligent labor against unintelligent labor.
There have been outrages committed on the Chinese in the state, and
there have been fights among themselves where several have been killed —
at Los Angeles, for instance — but I don't know whether any one was
punished or not. Indignities and assaults are fre quent in this city, and
whenever the offenders are caught adequate punishment is administered.
I do not think the good people of San Francisco, whether they be working
people or foreigners, have ever endorsed brutality to the Chinese, because
they are objects of pity more than anything else. We have a bummer
element here ; but the great mass of laboring people are as intelligent
sand as industrious, and as enterprising as any like number of people in
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the world.
There is a feeling among this class that the Chinese take the
bread from the mouths of their children.
Public opinion of this state, among thoughtful men, the laboring element
also, except a few people who necessarily use Chinese labor, is overwhelmingly against the further immigration of Chinese. I think the public
sentiment is in favor of treating those who are here kindly, and in favor
of limiting the immigration.
There is one Chinese male adult here to two white male adults. I think
the number of the Chinese is underestimated rather than overestimated.
When one thousand Chinese come there are one thousand male adults ;
when one thousand white people come there are probably two hundred or
two hundred and fifty male adults.
Delos Lake, lawyer, several times judge, six years attorney-general, and
a resident of California for twenty-six years, sworn and examined :

Immigration of
Witness is of opinion that the immigration of the Chinese should be
Chinese should be
•estricted.
restricted, and the unlimited immigration of them an evil to be deplored

and guarded against.
The Chinese as a race are quite as repugnant to the white, and heterodox to our people as the negroes. They are quite as objectionable as a
population as the negroes, for the reason that they cannot properly assimilate and amalgamate with the whites.
Public opinion
Among the intelligent and disinterested people of California there can
strong against
them.
be no doubt but that there is a strong and overwhelming opinion against
Chinese immigration.
An inferior race. If they were allowed all the privileges of citizens, and did not assimilate
physically, they would still be an inferior race socially, but not legally.
They are now inferior in a legal point of view.
They are said to be a cleanly people.
In all cases they do not receive the equal protection of the laws here.
Not truthful.
As household servants, they make an engagement and leave very
unceremoniously. They are not a truthful people ; their word not
being reliable.
Outside of those pecuniarily interested in Chinese labor the sentiment
is against them.
Cannot assimilate.

SCOTT.

Irving M. Scott, foundryman and manufacturer, and a resident in the
state for sixteen years, sworn and examined :

How the industries of the state
could have been
developed
out Chinesewithexplained.

This witness's firm employ 520 men and boys, exclusively white. They
have their proportion of labor divided into six distinct classes of work —
blacksmiths, boiler-makers, moulders, machinists, pattern-makers, and
draughtsmen — all organized. With the boys from the public schools they
have had gratifying experience ; they have never less than sixty learning
their trades, and they think with those boys they can meet the question
of cheap labor in any shape, form, or way, and meet it intelligently, and
make a good citizen of the boy, teach him a trade, so as to be selfdependent, a producer. The common sense of the boy is appealed to; if
he is a bad boy he is not wanted ; if he is a good boy he wants to stay.
It takes four years to learn a branch of the trade. Other trades,
the same rule, could have developed
similarly circumstanced, by adopting feeling
the industries of the state without Chinese aid. Among the laboring
that the
classes there seems to ue a
of the
Chinese should be r< stricted.
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Edward D. Wheeler, judge, and an old resident of California, sworn
and examined:
Witness thinks that public opinion probably favors a restricted immi- ggjjgjj im'
gration in preference to an absolute and total exclusion of Chinese coming
'
to this coast hereafter.
Cannot assimilate.
has
matter
the
They never will assimilate with our population here;
been decided in the course of a quarter of a century. They still retain
their peculiar costume, and follow their original national habits in matters
In the
They are not politically ambitious.
of food and mode of living.
district courts the Chinaman is fully protected, both in civil and criminal
The negro, before he was given the ballot in this state, showed no
cases.
disinclination to assimilate with our white people as the Chinese have
The reason it is A^arger number
always shown, although the negro was not a voter.
number can be anserouslimited
a
that
is
on
immigrati
Chinese
desirable to limit
easily managed and controlled ; whereas a greater influx would become a
A small percentage of Chinavery troublesome and dangerous element.
If the naturalization laws were open to them they
men here is desirable.
would all become naturalized.
They are not a healthy element in our gh&^tte wont
body-politic, and if they were enfranchised it would be the worst of evils. 0f evils.

John Rogers, Rear Admiral in the navy, sworn and examined :

No country can attain secure prosperity except its prosperity be founded
upon a population identical in its interests with those of its rulers.
After a short apprenticeship the Chinese can well and cheaply manufacture all our goods, run all our machines, sow and reap all our fields,
They can supplant, by
supply the places of all our domestic servants.
their cheap labor, the more expensive American or European workman in
The effect of this will be to build up a state of
every branch of industry.
society such as existed in the southern states before the rebellion.
In Java, in Singapore, and in Tartary, the Chinese are unquiet, and
occasionally they inspire alarm.
They can come to California more cheaply, and, according to their
standard, more commodiously, than the American or European immigrants,
A certain number annually
and when here they can supplant them.
mio-ht be allowed to come, so that when from these are subtracted those
who return there would remain no inordinate increase.
In China the foreign merchant employs only Chinese workmen, under
of Chinese or foreign superintendents, paying much higher
the direction
to the laborer than a Chinese employer would give for the same
wages
service. The servants in European houses in that country are Chinese,
and they are paid nearly twice as much as a Chinaman would pay them.
Thus the rights and advantages of emigration with labor from one
country to the other are not reciprocal.
Our blue flannel and woolen stockings are made in California better than

ROGERS.

Danger of the^
state.

A^certein^mimber
be allowed to
comein China foreign
c^™***™*107'

Danger to the

they can be made for the same price elsewhere in the United States ; and S^
if Chinese labor comes here without restraint, no reason is apparent why
the success in these articles might not attend other similar productions,
and California thus become the great manufacturing centre of the United
States, and" ultimately starve the operatives of our eastern cities or drive
:hem to Asiatic wages and conditions of life. Americans thus reduced
would be unfit for the elective franchise, and hence would arise domestic
Political complication s.
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The United States is interested in this Chinese question; it is the grand
question between Asiatic labor and American labor.
A Chinaman is clever, astute, and possesses all the advantages of a <*ood
workman. He comes here single, and even if married his expenses
would be a very small proportion compared with the expenses of an
American citizen. The Chinaman does not get drunk, and he can work
on Monday as well as on any other day of the week.
_ As to miscegenation, Aggassiz has written the result of his observa*
tions in Brazil. The Spaniards and Portuguese are the most mixed race
in Europe, and they are, politically, behind the other races. Tha
intermingling of different ethnological divisions is an injury.
If there had been no Chinese this state would have grown up with a
white population exclusively, and would have grown exceptionally fast
owing to the great abundance of gold and silver.
As far as the people in China have been trying the experiment with
other races, we find that where the white race mingles with a different
color it is a deterioration.
No doubt Chinese labor has developed the industry of the state to an
enormous extent ; but sometimes a man climbs up a ladder to a certai n
height, and then he finds it convenient to kick it away. Now, while I.
would not absolutely kick the ladder away, I would not climb any higher.
I would not increase the Chinese immigration. I should limit it j it
should not be left unlimited. I would not turn away the Chinese ; i'
would protect them and give them security, as much security as the white
man, except the vote. I do not think it desirable that a mixed race*
should be enfranchised.
The growth of California has been stimulated excessively by Chinesej
labor. If it would arrive to the same condition without Chinese labor it)
would not be quite so pleasant to the white man, for the white man gets)
drunk and strikes ; but it would be more healthy, and not nearly so far)
advanced.

From this point
let there be no
increase and only
white development.

If you sent the Chinese away now you would ruin a great many people.
Without increasing the number of Chinese from this point, let there be
white development.
They come principally from Hong Kong.

BLAKESLEE.

Rev. Samuel V. Blakeslee, orthodox Congregational minister.
editor of The Pacific, and a resident in the state since 1849, sworn
and examined :

Moral and religious effect
destructive and
degrading.

From my travels and residence in this state, I believe the moral and
religious effect of the immigration of the Chinese is very destructive and
degrading. Their presence here excludes a large white immigration, and
is exceedingly demoralizing to the present white population. It renders
labor contemptible. The work of Christianizing them does not begin to
equal the power of demoralization and unchristianizing influences affecting
our population. I travel 7,000 miles and converse personally with about
20,000 persons in the course of a year. The average of public opinion of
the people of this state is strongly opposed to them.
Whatever affects the laboring interests of the country affects the whole
country ; anything that comes in competition with them affects us as a
people most seriously. I believe that the influx of the Chinese will affect
laborers very adversely.
A great deal of the looseness of morals is
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owing to the fact that our good laboring classes cannot very well secure
homes of their own. A man can hardly marry, if he is poor, and secure
for himself a home in this country as a general thing.
In comparison our morals are much inferior to New York ; we are very ^J?*™1*™
immoral. ")The number of places for assignation or prostitution are much than New York,
greater here than in New York ; our Sunday-carousing, drinking classes
are much greater ; and our swearing class, our open, boastful, ruffian class
is much greater here, and it is increasing; our stay-at-home class of
people much less ; and there are more who spend their evenings in rough
The Chinese element has a strong influence in bringing about
places.
Our boys, to a great extent, like to wander through
this state of things.
the streets where the Chinese are, and the police tell me they find the
Chinese women entice boys of eight years of age into their houses for
of Sacramento frequently find boys eight years old
police prostitutes.
nothing.
in
bed withTheChinese
The Chinese are generally industrious, and as laborers are skilful in
Directed by inteleverything where there is no requirement of intellect.
branch of labor,
every
with
conflict
in
come
They
good.
ligence they are
There is nothing that an American can do, where no inventive genius is
They come in comdemanded, but what the Chinese can do it as well.
petition in all labor.
The labor market is not crowded but the particular demand for our
present civilization is crowded.
If the Chinese were restricted so that no more should come, and then
;allow those who are here gradually to go away, there would be more and
'more call for white labor, and white labor would be reputable.
The large land holders could not cultivate unless thay had inferior
laborers like negroes of the south, like the Chinamen, and like the "bumIf the Chinese went out of the country these large
ming " white men.
tracts of land would be broken up into 150-acre farms, and the land, instead of being impoverished as it is gradually getting now, would be
restored much of its richness.
The Chinese are different in religion, different in tastes, different in
habits, different in their clannish attachments, different in their race prejudices, and essentially different in their language. In all these things
they are kept separate, and always will be distinct. They can never
assimilate and become homogeneous. We have got to be homogeneous or
else we are ruined. You could not elevate the Chinese by giving them
They despise our civilization, and are proud of their own.
the ballot.
Whenever the American comes in contact with a lower class he goes
down towards the lower class ; he may elevate the lower class, but he will
The most degraded people on the earth are American
lower himself.
people who wander among the Southern Pacific Islands among the
Through the gospel we have Americanized about 500 Chinese out of
If they are not restricted they will
about 239,000 who have come here.
in
continue to increase until they become a vast, distinct, powerful body
They have converted hordes of Americans and made them
midst.
our
abandoned creatures.
The proportion of prostitution among the Chinese is immensely greater
As a race they are immensely more licentious
the whites.
amongAmerican
than
s.
than the
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James P. Dameron, lawyer, and a resident in the state since 1849, sworn
and examined :
.Ethnology.

Mankind is divided into four different groups. First, the black • next
the red ; next, the brown, and last, the white. Modern scientists have
gone on and divided mankind into twelve classes, or twelve different
groups. The first the Papuans ; second, the Hottentots; third, the
Kaffres ; fourth, the negroes ; fifth, Australians ; sixth, Malayans ;
seventh, Mongolians ; eighth, Arctics ; ninth, Americans ; tenth, Dravidians ; eleventh, Nubians; twelfth, Mediterraneans— named as they
ascend. [The witness here read an article on ethnology from the Popular
Science Monthly, vol. 4.1
The earliest civilization known to us is that of Egypt, which, perhaps,
was borrowed from China: and from this foundation it is commonly said
all modern civilizations are derived.

Superiority of the
Caucasian.

Theodore Parker, speaking of the Caucasian race, says : " The Caucasian differs from all other races ; he is humane ; he is civilized and progresses. He conquers with the head as well as with the hand. It is
intellect after all that conquers, not the strength of a man's arm.
Caucasian has been often master of the other races ; never their slave.
He has carried his religion to other races, but never takes theirs. In
history all religions are of Caucasian origin. All the great limited forms
of monarchies are Caucasian; republics are Caucasian. All the great
sciences are of Caucasian origin ; all inventions are Caucasian ; literature
and romance come of the same stock. All the great poets are of Caucasian origin. Moses, Luther, Jesus-Christ, Zoroaster, Buddha, Pythagoras, were Caucasian. No race can bring up to memory such celebrated
names as the Caucasian race. The Chinese philosopher, Confucius, is an
exception to the rule. To the Caucasian race belong the Arabian, Persian, Hebrew and Egyptian; and all the European nations are descendants of the Caucasian race."
In regard to the Chinese language a recent work gives the number of
characters in the language at about 52,325, which does not include all
the technical characters, and the difficulty of learning the language prevents the masses from ever learning it. Therefore, they remain ignorant,
and it leaves its literature in the hands of a few who devote their lifetime to study. More time is consumed by the Chinese student in the
mastering the written language than is given in other countries to the
acquirement of a liberal education, and it is said that there are not over
300 scholars in China who can read the classics. The masses are all
educated in the rudiments, so that they know a few characters, and can
make a few, but to them the classics, which comprises a large number of
books, they cannot read or understand any more than if they were
written in Arabic or Hebrew. A merchant may understand the characters
of his trade, but may not be able to read any other books ; and this
reason is assigned by some writers why China has not made any progress
in the last few thousand years.
The total population of the human races amounts to about 1,350,000,000.
About 150,000,000 belong to the woolly-haired races, and about
550,000,000 belong to the Mongols, and about the same to the Mediterranean races. These two races are the most highly developed, far surpassing all other human species in numbers of individuals. The relative
number of the other ten remaining species fluctuates every year, and that
according to the law of development — the survival of the fittest. In
the struggle for life, the more highly developed, the more favored and
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larger groups of persons possess the positive inclination and the certain
tendency to spread, and at the expense of the lower and smaller groups,
whicH must give way.
«,'*„•
Thus the Mediterranean or Indo-Germanic species have, by means of ^^™tamc
higher development of their brain, surpassed all other races and species in
the struggle for life, and have already spread the net of their dominion
The Mongolian species is the only one that can
over theTwhole globe.
For the first time in
successfully, in any respect, compete with them.
soil of
on the virgin
face peculiar
face totheir
have met with
the world
the history 'of
civilization,
Mongolians,
hardy they
These
California.
the
for
contest
the
begun
have met us at the Golden Gate, and have
arriving
increase
constant
the
and
The large numbers here,
ascendency.
daily, and the nearness and accessibility to the hive they swarm from,
have 'alarmed the whites of California and the Pacific coast, and well
To increase their numbers here would make To increase the
they may be alarmed.
It is beyond question they can compete numbe^of Chinese
this country an Asiatic colony.
They are willing country an Asiatia
with the whites in almost all branches of industry.
a white laborer colony.
what
on
live
less,
on
live
and
to work more hours
would starve on, the white man being a flesh eating animal. _ To throw
open the country to their immigration, and foster and encourage it as we do
the European, would in a few years mean to be overrun, so that the white
Learned ethnoman would have to emigrate, or begin a war of races.
logists have shown that any race of people whose average heads do not Any race^whose
exceed a brain capacity of over eighty-five cubic inches are not capable of. Sot exceed 85 S
a free form of government ; that there is no instance in their history that Zfc^bleottre*
they evser have attempted it. The average of Chinese and American government,
negro is about eighty-two to eighty-three cubic inches of brain-capacity,
while the Indo-Germanic race reaches an average as high as ninety-two to
ninety-six cubic inches of brain capacity, and some going as high as 125
subic inches.
Not having the brain capacity, they never can attain the high position Haye notthe ^
of beino- free men and using the ballot wisely and honorably in the selec- become citizens
tion of "the best and purest men to office to rule and govern them, but would
look upon it as something put into their hands by which they might make
a few dollars at the risk of liberty and human progress ; and such a class
of voters are dangerous to republics, and their immigration should be
looked upon with disfavor by all true lovers of freedom and progress, for
it is a hard struggle to preserve a free form of government even with the
It has heretofore proven
races.
highest type of the Indo-Germanic
a failure, for there are a vast number of them that fall below the
average of eighty-five cubic inches of brain capacity ; and as we have
already reduced the average below that of England or Germany, it may
endanger the cause of liberty and free government to introduce ^ any more
of thelnferior races.
Science has shown that the brain capacity of any inferior races,
The Gorilla has about
auimal is determined by the volume of its brain.
the negro or human
of
lowest
the
while
brain,
of
forty -five cubic inches
race is not less than about sixty-three cubic inches, while the negro of the
United States rises to eighty-two inches ; but this is owing to the mixture with the whites, as there are but few pure African-blooded negroes
This raises them to the average of the Chinaman,
in this country.
rises to ninety cubic in- Anglo:American
while the average of the Anglo-American
ches, the English to ninety-six cubic inches.
The facial angle of the ?fle English 9e!'
to 85° and the white
rises
negro
the
while
40°,
of
angle
an
at
is
Gorilla
xace to 95°.
the height of their
to
As the Chinese arrived, thousands of years ago,
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ext^rmtiTticfn ffer Drain caPacity? they will, like the Indian, who is a Mongolian, suffer exterrathcr than adopt mination rather than change their mode of life and adopt western- civili\vestem civiliza- za^on
j^s they are an inferior race to the white man in brain capacity,
it perhaps would be as well to let him remain where he is, and encourage
trade and friendly relations.
As they have a deep love for their own
country, let them remain where they are, being of a different type and
Nature has
differentiated a different civilization.
As no two races can live together on equal
and odor?0l°r

ama?gamated
Iwith inferior
I Saxon never.nSl°

terms, and not amalgamate, nature has placed its mark in color and odor.
All naturalists will tell you that every species is protected by nature
in its color or its odor, or something of that kind.
It is useless for a
government to attempt to remove it, for nature has, in its wisdom, made
certain distinctions, and placed certain safeguards around the AngloSaxon race that it never has amalgamated with the inferior races, but in
all their emigrations have carried their families with them, while the
Latin races have amalgamated, and we see the effect on the races in the
United States and South American states— amalgamation with inferior
races.
Their offspring generally inherit all the vices of the superior races,
and but little of their virtues.

As they are of less brain capacity, falling below
the Anglo-Saxon,
which averages from ninety to ninety-six cubic inches of brain matter,
while the Chinaman falls below eighty-five cubic inches of brain matter,
to preserve the harmony of society it will perhaps be the best to disIf they could be confined to the reclaiming
courage their immigration.
"Confined to the
tnlSnd^Snd the of tule"land and its cultivation, and to the growth of rice, silk worms,
like, an advanand the manufacture of silks, they would be an advantage. _ The admistasG'
sion of the Chinese immigration would not be so dangerous if they were
restricted in certain classes of labor ; but the moment they set foot on the
soil they have a right to enter into any branch of business. They generally select that which pays the best and easiest, thus depriving a certain
class of laborers of employment, who are forced to seek a living by prostitution, which debases them and destroys their usefulness as wives and
mothers, for the poor white women have to work for a living. Washing,
sewing, cooking, and nursing are always open to them, which affords
ready employment to the unfortunate who are forced to seek a living as
menials and servants. This last resort of the unfortunate and poor is

rapidly being monopolized by the Chinamen, and if they could speak the
English language readily, would drive out all competition before them,
briveonttheboys They take the places in the factories, where the labor of the poor boys
and girls.
anc[ giris might be utilized, throwing them on the streets to grow up
in idleness, to be hoodlums.
The reversionary tendency and the unfortunate of all races have a
large supply of this kind of labor that have to be provided for as cheap
laborers or supported at the public expense, and to fill it up with cheap
labor of another race is unnatural and unjust. It at once disorganizes
society, engenders an ill-feeling between the two different races, for the
poor and unfortunate whites will feel that their places are taken from
them and given to another race, when they might be able to earn an
honest living, however humble ; that they are unable to compete with
chilthe hardy, economical Chinaman, who has no family to support, no
dren to educate, and no taxes to pay, no churches to contribute to, and
no God to worship, who are cold and selfish, almost destitute of feelings
that the* may return
Lowinmoralsand of sympathy or charity, intent on making money,
.physically to their native land ; like a swarm of busy ants, coming with nothing, ana
[contaminating. ta]dng ^ ^
can ^ away with? impoverishing the country and enriching their own ; bringing their loathsome diseases and leprosy, which has
not heretofore made its aprwarance in the virgin soil of America.
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They are our antipodes in every sense ; they are our opposites in almost
everything ; their seat of honor is on the left, while ours is on the right ;
they wear white for mourning, we black ; they think it no harm to lie
and cheat, we do ; they think it no harm to kill a child or drown a girlbaby as a blind puppy, we do ; they worship the Evil Spirit, for they say
they have nothing to fear from the Good Spirit, while we worship the
great Good Spirit and detest the Evil One.
Like wine and water, we will never mix, and in the great struggle for
existence the Chinaman will come to the top every time if left to free and
equal competition.
The first law of nature is self-preservation, and to do
this Chinese immigration must be discouraged.
In a free country there
cannot well exist two different classes or races of people possessing a different brain capacity.
The cry of oppression will be raised that these
inferior races must have the ballot to protect themselves ; and whenever
it is necessary for the dominant power to put the ballot in the hands of
Chinese to control the elections of California and the Pacific coast it will
be done. It was placed in the hands of the negroes of the south, who are far
below the Chinese in intelligence, belonging to one of the lowest types,
while the Chinaman stands next to the white man.
These, united with the negroes of the south, will endanger the elective
franchise, and sink it below that average of intelligence and virtue that
is necessary to preserve a free form of government.
It was necessary to give the negro the ballot to protect his rights ; so it
iwill be with the Chinaman whenever the time comes and he demands it.
As the vexed negro question of the south has and will endanger the
liberty and harmony of the government — and it was an evil day to
America when they were first introduced, under the plea of necessity, that
they were good laborers and made better servants than the Indians — so
the. vexed Chinese question will in time grow with an increase of numbers, and we may have two vexed questions instead of one.
The negro
question one hundred years ago was of little or no importance. So it may
be with the Chinese question to day. But one hundred years hence they
may control the entire Pacific states if left to an unrestricted immigration.
They are learning our language, and they find out they can do better by
staying here, as many of us did who came in the early days of California.
None thought of staying, but necessity forced us to stay, until we got
weaned of our prejudices and love of home.
So it is with the Chinaman.
California did not prosper until we commenced to make homes here and
our .families.
The Chinaman takes all the surplus wealth he earns
out of the country ; and he helps to impoverish by taking all away.
But it is better to do this than have him stay and become a citizen.
I am not a Darwinian, but I believe in the doctrine of evolution. [The
witness here read a paper pertaining to the Chinese Empire, its area, exports and imports, tonnage of foreign vessels entering her ports, revenue,
converts, religion, form of government, marriage, army and navy.]

A. 1885.
Contrast^ with

Self-preservation
nature W °f

If the dominant
necessary to give
Chinese Votes it

Will have to be
toVprotecVthdr
rights,

May overrun the
Pacinc coast.

James Patterson, engaged in saw manufacturing, for ten or eleven years, PATTERSON,
in San Francisco, sworn and examined :
with histrouble
boys.
This witness employs from twenty-five to thirty white men and boys Hasno
steadily, and never has any trouble with them ; he speaks very highly of
the boys in regard to their reliability and industry.
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John Arnoup, journalist, a resident on the
sworn and examined :

Inhumanity of
Chinese.

Immigration
should be
restricted-

A. 1885.
coast for fourteen year:;,

Witness cited an instance of the inhumanity of the Chinese in refusing
to give a starving man food, after being asked for it five or six times in
the day : he had been among Indians and never knew them to be guilty
of that. He has seen white men supplanted by Chinamen at a less rate
of wages. It is not desirable to enlarge the immigration, and public
opinion favors legislation to this end.

WOODS.

David C. Woods, superintendent of the industrial school,
examined :

Chinese morally
and physically a
curse.

The Chinese are a curse to this community, both morally and physically. Physically they introduce venereal disease among the boys. There
is hardly a clay since I have been at the school that I have not had boys
under treatment by the doctors, and they have invariably got the disease
from Chinese prostitutes, so the boys say. Probably one-twentieth of the
boys I receive have it. One boy had to be sent to the county hospital
for scientific treatment.
The presence of the Chinese affects the employment of boys. Chinamen
hire so much cheaper. The boys are good average boys and would do
well if they had a chance.
The boys being inoculated with the disease, it extends to the white
girls, also. The hoodlum element is rampant, and will not let the girls
alone. On coming to the school they acknowledge they have been with
these young men. The thing is introduced here by little Chinese girls.
There is a certain disease introduced by them called the China-pox,
distinguished from other syphilis by that name.

Corrupt boys.

White girls
corrupted.

sworn and

GAL.LECO.

Romulus C. Gallego, superintendent of a bag-factory for eight years, and
a resident of the city for fourteen years, sworn and examined :

Can manufacture
as cheap with
white labor.

As far as Chinese labor goes, we can manufacture just as cheap with
white as we can with it, if not cheaper. We can get all the hands
wanted and more. In the busy season we employ 200 hands — men, boys
and girls — and have no difficulty in managing them. Two years ago we,
were offered all the Chinamen we wanted at fifty cents a day ; at that;
time we were paying $1.50 to the girls. I think the object was merely]
to make an inroad into our business so that they could understand it and
then carry it on themselves.
As to the willingness of boys and girls for work I may mention that on
the 3rd of July I called all the boys and girls up, and said : "I am very
busy; I want to work; are you willing to work?" I only had two
dissenting voices out of the whole of them.
To a certain extent Chinese labor is reliable, but not more so thaD
white labor. If you hire white boys and girls and treat them properly,
they become attached to their work and you cannot drive them away.
You can keep them just as long as you want them. On the other hand,
you hire a Chinaman from another man. You go to the boss and hire so
many, and he furnishes so many ; and their system is so good that the
Chinaman will not leave that place until he has permission from the boss

Sinister policy
of Chinese.

Chinese labor not
more reliable
than white.
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or from the company that' he belongs to. That is the reason a great many
are employed; but white boys and girls can be employed here as profitably
^ls Chinese.
White labor is better than semi-servile labor.

■J la's W. Pwinelle, lawyer, and a resident in California
sworn and examined : '

since 1849, DWINELLE.

I do not consider it desirable to have the Chinese here. They are not
capable of assimilating with us. They do not come here with the intention of growing up with the country, but only to acquire a certain amount
of money and return to their own country. They have no desire to
acquire our language, or assimilate with our institutions, as they are incapable of doing so. Cheap labor is not desirable in California. We should
have cheap capital rather than cheap labor.
The land-killing system of California is a curse to the country, and it is
It is better for California that our
Sustained mainly by Chinese labor.
lands should remain waste than be wasted, for then there would be a poskibility of their being occupied by a homogeneous race.
The effect of Chinese immigration upon the present white labor is that
jt degrades it.
I regard the existence of two different populations as a morbid
hybridism which is disastrous to both parties.

^^Jjjjjjj:
assimilate,

Lan^ming .
fbrnia a curse.

" I would not favor the experiment of giving them the elective franchise Better never to
fto improve their condition. As to there being too many Chinamen here, £hIna^Lj
ft would have been better if we had never had any, if we had never come
in contact with that race. I do not believe he belongs to us at all. He
belongs to the human family, but I believe he belongs to a race that has
ripened and is now rotting. I certainly would prohibit any further importation ofthem.
The agriculture of California grew up simultaneously with the introduction ofthe Chinese.
'Their notion in regard to our institutions is that they are inferior to Chinese think
their own.

institutions

their
In 1870, I published a pamphlet in London and Paris, in which I inferior to
stated that Chinese immigration was a pest and a detriment to California.
I do not think that the Chinese form any comparison with the French
at all.

Charles T. Jones, district attorney of the city and county of Sacra- JONES,
mento, and a resident in the state since 1854, sworn and examined :

disregard
The Chinese are a great deal more likely to commit crime than the Chinese
They
other races here, and they are a great deal harder to convict.
have no respect for our laws at all. They have courts wherein they try
cases that occur between themselves, although such courts are in violation .
of our law ; and they respect the decision of such a court in preference to
,
our own.
su omitted
witness
life,
take
to
g
advertisin
Chinese
the
to
regard
In
some papers which were taken from a room, after arrest of its occupants,
where they had been deliberating on two Chinamen. One paper offered
$2,000 for the life of one Wong San Chee, and f 600 to destroy the name
of Wong Yee Xui ; if only wound and not kill, only one half. The
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Th eir test imony.

other paper was a solemn compact proposed for adoption by the members
of the company in regard to the expulsion of the latter.
The Chinese have no regard for an oath at all. They use our courts
for the very reverse of what they are intended. Perjury is committed
by white people, but not to the same degree as committed by Chinese.

PETERSON.

Charles H. Peterson, an officer of the Order of Caucasians, sworn and
examined :

Public opinion. This witness presented to the Commission several petitions, signed by
residents in Montero county, against the Chinese, expressing the opinion of
the people of that county generally. He also handed in a circular of the
Order of Caucasians, the object of the society being to protect labor.

RUSSELL,.

Joel Russell, farmer, sworn and examined

Public opinion in
tbe San Joaquin
Valley.

My opinion and the opinion of the farmers in my neighborhood is I
the presence of the Chinese conflicts with the interests of the farn
It is not true that the white laborer is a bummer and a drunkard, and it
is decidedly untrue in regard to the small proprietary farmers. Kine-tc
of the agriculturists throughout the San Joaquin Valley and my own
county are in favor of legislation restricting Chinese immigration.

O'DONNELL.

Charles C. O'Donnell, physician, and a resident in the state for twentysix years, sworn and examined :

Chinese character.

Leprosy.

I have lived in the midsl of them for over twenty years, and have
visited all their gambling-houses
and bagnios.
Their habits are
immoral, low, degrading, and filthy. In regard to filth, the stench in
that vicinity is sufficient to produce any disease.
They were the first that introduced small-pox here about five years
ago. This last time it originated with them. The steamer Crocus
brought a cargo of some 830, termed by the captain pirates, with smallpox among them.
The coolies that come here are of the very lowest
None but capitalists, and those who make money out of them by swindling, are in favor of them; seven-tenths of the inhabitants of the state
of California are opposed to them.
Nineteen-twentieths of the Chinese women here are prostitutes. The
disease that they have spread among young men is horrible. The virus of
the coolie is almost sure death to a white man. There are cases of
syphilis among the whites that originated from the Chinese prostitutes
which are incurable. The Chinese are not as much affected by the
syphilis as the whites.
There are one hundred and fifty cases of leprosy in Chinatown now.

VALE.

William Vale, sworn and examined :

The European
immigrant.

In the latter part of 1862 I was commissioned by several residents of
California, among them Mr. Hollister, to procure farm laborers, gardeners,

Small-pox.

Public opinion iu
California,
Prostitutes and
disease.
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cooks, and a general assortment of household and farm servants from
Europe. From the eulogistic letters in my possession from some
emp lovers of these immigrants, and from the position some of them have
attained through their own labor, they are undoubtedly good classes of
citizens. Fifty thousand eligible immigrants could be procured from different sections of Europe, both male and female, and would be preferable
to those brought from Asia, and would be invaluable.

Henry

Degroot, miner, sworn and examined:

DEGROOT.

The effect of the presence of the Chinese here has been very detrimental ^^Chinese aa
to the labor interests, and to the mining industry also. They were hired
first in placer-mining, and then in drift-digging to some extent, and finally in hydraulic-mining to very great advantage, except for moving stones
and working in the pit ; and as they became educated to the business they
greatly displaced white labor, and now we have them employed in every They displace
This operation is constantly
kind of mining as laborers at good wages.
days we would not allow
former
In
men.
white
displacing
and
going on
For fifteen years they
them to come in ; but that is a long time ago.
There is not a single
have not been molested any more than whites.
in California but what has a Chinese quarter planted in the Effect of China-^
mining
The women are very undesirable, and many of the cities.
it, as here.
centre oftown
The presence of these is corrupting the youth of the
men are gamblers.
They are not only coming to California,
inland towns at a fearful rate.
but the vessels that go from Oregon to China bring back cargoes of Chinese
who go silently up the Columbia River and drop into the mining regions
I never met a
adjacent to Oregon, as well as into Idaho and Montana.
laboring man or a miner, who did not employ labor, but what was dead
On the other hand, there is a class in the mines
opposed to the Chinese.
in favor of their presence here — men who are aggregating small claims into
large mining estates and employing Chinese to run them, just as farmers
The merchants in the mining regions are
and manufacturers do here.
averse to them generally.
The Chinese pick all the berries to the exclusion of girls, and they are Effect on girlraising berries, and pretty soon will monopolize the whole abor#
and same
hiring
business.land The
with the cigar trade.
One firm advertised for girls
to learn the business ; they did so, and after seeking employment in other
firms they were told that they would not be taken on if a handsome sum
accompanied them ; Chinese could be employed cheaper.
The same with
sewing-machines.
I can take you to a cellar where there are thirty Chinese live too
Chinamen running sewing-machines, who eat and sleep in that cellar, and c eap y*
whose living does not cost them forty cents a month apiece ; not thirty
cents, perhaps, so cheaply do they live. It is utterly impossible for us to
compete with them and live.
If there had been no Chinese here the white population would Effect on white
than it is at present. I have seen whole imnugra 10n'
greatergoing
have beenof much
car-loads
emigrants
east within the last year, discouraged
from remaining here in consequence of the presence of the Chinese.
While a few men would not have been so rich, the great mass of the
white people would have been a great deal better off in the absence of
the Chinese. Morally, we can hardly estimate the injury that they have
inflicted upon us by degrading labor, by injury to the juvenile population,
more especially in the inland mining towns.
In their absence probably some branches 357
of industry would not have
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been developed to the same extent that they are ; but they would have
had a more healthful foundation, and their absence would have had a
tendency to the distribution of the large landed claims, which can only
be worked by their cheap labor ; they would have been sub-divided into
homesteads and sold to people who wished to settle. There should be
some method of checking any further immigration of this people.
In most of the large tanneries Chinamen are employed. The rnanufac*
ture of boots and shoes by Chinese is a disadvantage to white laborers.
Wherever Chinese labor comes in competition with our mechanics they
are poor, and growing poorer all the while. If Chinese labor was driven
from the manufacture of boots and shoes, instead of their being only 250
girls employed in that industry there would be 2,000 or 3,000 of them.
In regard to mining, there are 4,000 Chinese in the neighborhood ot
Oroville, in one community; and they are to be found from one end of
California to the other, even in underground mines. White miners would
be glad to work the diggings the Chinamen work, but they will not work
for the same hire that a Chinaman does. The gold extracted from the
country by Chinamen — many millions — goes to China.

JACKSON.

Thomas W. Jackson, foreign commission agent, formerly a resident in.
China, but of San Fran isco since 1867, sworn and examined :

Chinese culture.

People are very much mistaken as to the extent of Chinese education.
They all understand a few characters, but the written language is so
exceedingly intricate and abstruse that it requires a life-time to learn it.
A carpenter will know the characters for different kinds of wood and
labor, and they all know the figures, etc., the bricklayer will know the
character for bricks, and the miller will know the character for flour
and wheat ; but there are very few of them who are able to read a letter
upon any general subject, and even those who profess to have a knowledge
have spent years in studying it. If the Chinese require a letter to be
written they go to a literary man to have it written for them. They;
cannot write itSo far from washing themselves habitually from head to foot, they do
not even change their clothes generally for several months, especially in
winter. Most of them do not wash themselves thoroughly more than three
or four times a year. It is customary for them to sleep in their clothes.
Their cleanliness and their education are generally very much overestimated.

Chinese cleanliness or the
reverse.

Morals of
Chinamen,

The compradors

Their morals are such that no English or American family in China
having children will allow their children to come in contact with them more
than is absolutely necessary, their influence being considered not only
injurious but positively dangerous. I cannot recall more than about two
Chinamen whom I should consider to be strictly and decidedly honest. In
business they invariably tell lies. They invariably falsify, and, as much
as possible, use false weights and measures among themselves. In the
Canton trade it is not so much the case. Where they are honest it does
not arise from conviction, but from the adage "honesty in the best
policy."
They do not expect honesty among themselves.
In China the compradors almost invariably do the whole of the business
do the buying or selling of six or seven establishments, employ four or five
house-boys, and seven or eight coolies, and make fortunes besides. They
always make money whether the foreign houses do or not, because they
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get a commission from the buyer and a commission from the seller, on
everything bought.
,.
into
toot-hold
a
get
they
whenever
theft
rapidly
so
multiply
The Chinese
any country, they almost take possession of it. Polygamy is common in
China. Every woman is married, and every woman produces children.
Chinese prolific,
They are very prolific, more so than in other countries ; and where they
get a foot-hold in a very short number of years they become the greater
part of the population. That is the case in Singapore, which was only In Singapore,
founded a few years ago by Sir Stamford Raffles ; the Chinese had no
Chinafooting there whatever, and now there are probably three orthefour
privileges
men to one of the other population. If they were allowed
of citizenship here, the result would be that in two or three years they
would outnumber the whites three or four to one. They can get money
very much easier here than in their own country.
Where they are in any very great numbers and feel very strong they Nearly all the
The worst classes are gggggg^
are more dangerous to foreigners than otherwise.
and all the Chinese Canton— their
Canton,
and
Swatow
in
especially
part,
in the southern
of character. ,
iwho have ever come to California so far have come from the province
iKwang Tung, excepting about sixty who once came from the neighborhood
They have
!of Shanghai, some years ago, and who have all disappeared.
that underlie it ; and I
jno conception of our government or the principles of
his own.
ihave never met a Chinaman who had a right idea

(Lewis M. Foulke, supervisor of internal revenue, formerly miner, and FOULKE.
collector of taxes, and a resident in the state for twenty-four years,
sworn and examined :
I do not consider Chinese labor desirable ; it has the same tendency to Reasons why a
degrade free white labor that slave-labor in the south had.
A larger JggjJSS86
(importation would be very undesirable, for the reason that a population undesirable,
and the
ours,
with ideas of government so utterly foreign to those of
habits
color,
in
different
people
of
class
that
of
number
vast
a
of
presence
of thought, traditions and religion, is apt to create caste, and probably
They cannot assimilate to our institutions.
would lead to civil war.
As supervisor of internal revenue I find that over one-half of all the Chinese as contrifrauds and of all the violations of the law were committed by the Chinese. |£^™ £ the
(The population being 30,000 Chinese against some 225,000 or 230,000
[whites. The frauds were committed principally in the manufacture of
cigars and cigarettes without the payment of the taxes ; the re-use of
stamped boxes • the manufacture and sale of friction matches,, without
paying the stamp-tax on them ; also the manufacture of an article called
samsony, a sort of Chinese whiskey distilled from rice. A very small
number pay the income-tax. The non-payment of these taxes added very
much to the injury of those who were engaged legitimately, and compelled
to pay their taxes.
I have Wtojatfsexpe.
I have employed Chinese labor in mining but prefer white.
never had any difficulty in mining with white labor, and in getting good miner,
My preference for them is from the fact that they usually have
men.
their families and settle in the country.
More than three-fourths, I think fully seven-tenths, of the intelligent
people of the Pacific coast are opposed to the further immigration of the
Chinese, or at least are in favor of restricting the further immigration to Undesirable to
a small number, - Those who are here it would be undesirable to remove ; S?{££jhoB0 w
I think it would be unjust to all parties concerned.
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The free white laborers generally eonsider the Chinese as coolies or
slaves.
The negro here is far superior to«the Chinaman principally from contact
with the white race.
The effect of elevating a Chinaman to a voter would be fraught with
great dangers.
CADIZ.

Chinese in Pern.

Sold for certain
periods.

Joseph G. Cadiz, a resident in California from 1849 to 1854, and from
1865 to the present time, and a traveller during the interim in South
America, Buenos Ayres, Chili, and Peru, sworn and examined :
While in Peru Chinese were imported there under contract at Hong
Kong. They went there for a certain consideration, under parties purchasing them and taking them to Peru. On their arrival they were sold
by one, or in lots of tens, twenties, fifties, hundreds, and so on. There
were several lines of sailing vessels bringing them out continually, the
ships being overcrowded ; and on many occasions there had been revolutions on board, risings and mutinies among them. They were sold at $350
to $400 apiece. When deeded to a party, whatever the number might
be, they were taken in a mass. This sale or lease was for a term of eight
years. These slaves were bound over for that amount of money, and the
buyer was to pay each one of them four dollars a month, of their currency, and find him in his clothing and victuals. They were bought and
sold as slave's, and recognized by the laws of the country ; and they were
of the same class that come from Hong Kong to California. In Costa
Rica, between 1871 and 1872, the government tried the experiment of a
cargo of 800 of them. They were purchased at Hong Kong and taken
there and sold. The same system prevails here only under a different
guise and form. The coolie-trade is very ■ active now ; the same as
in Peru.

Inferior race.

They are ignorant, and stupid, and very dishonest, and, in my opinion,
the most inferior race there is existing, the class that is here.

BASSETT.

James M. Bassett, journalist, editor of Los Angeles Herald, and a
resident in California for twenty-five years, sworn and examined :

Economic effects
of Chinese labor.

Public opinion in
favor of restriction.

Undesirable to
give them the
franchise.

The Chinese who are here and are coming here tend to make the rich
richer and the poor poorer; their labor has been beneficial to a fewpeople and injurious to the masses. Some enterprises have been pushed
forward more rapidly than they could have been without the assistance
of some such labor as the Chinese. In the common occupations of life
their labor has been a disadvantage to the people ; and that, 1 think, is
the opinion of the masses. It tends to degrade white labor, the impression prevailing among the laboring classes that the Chinese are brought
here as slaves.
Public opinion of the state would be in favor of protecting those who
are here, and preventing any further immigration. Nine out of ten,
outside of the few who are benefited largely by Chinese labor, would
entertain that opinion.
In regard to the future of the state : politically, if the Chinaman
ultimately becomes a voter, and they continue to come, he will hotel the
balance of power in a very short time ; morally, the effect is bad. If the
Chinese had a vote in San Francisco it would exceed that of the whites.
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APPENDIX

B.
Victoria, B. C, October. 1884

Nicholas Flood Davin, Esq.,
Secretary, Chinese Commission.
Dear Sir, — Although I did not seek to be examined before the Chinese Commission
while in Yictoria, and have not officially received the paper of queries issued on the
subject, yet I may be permitted to hope that you will lay before the Commissioners the
answers as given, which are appended, together with the following remarks upon the
subject of enquiry :—
The existence of an uncontrolled immigration under any circumstances is full of
langers. The first duty of a Government is the well-being of the governed ; and the
application of some restraint upon immigration, and a complete control over it, is a
primary duty as curative of present as well as preventive of future evils. No one can
complain of cruelty or injustice being inherent in the course of action taken in the
United States in the matter of white immigrants, who may import diseases, spread
poverty, or become burdensome, turbulent and dangerous to society. And the like course
of action may be found imperatively necessary in respect of the Mongolian immigration
into this province.
Now, if any one is acquainted with the effects of a system of poor laws, and of the
extent to which the working out of this may press upon the springs of industry, and in
particular when the cost is superadded to taxation for the administration of justice and
the preservation of the peace, the question of immigration assumes an alarming magnitude.'
In British Columbia, which has at present no poor laws, and is only slightly taxed for
internal administration, the question may seem remote or unreal. But if cheap workers,1
say Mongolians, come in numbers and thereby exclude the white laborers, it 'may be
asked : will this be cheaper in the end and all round, when everything is paid for, and|
when a Mongolian labor-league may have to be faced 1 Or again, if these may not prove
exclusive absolutely of white labor, then both classes must compete at rates ruinous to,
the white laborer ; and white man and Mongolian alike, after the inevitable depressions
and difficulties incidental to every community (nay, even though supposed exempt from
them) must go down, sinking into poverty and becoming permanent burdens on capital.
But while, in theory, " demand and supply " are correlative, an application of this
•principle to Mongolian labor in British Columbia is considerably modified by the force of
the two following facts :— First, the enormous over-population of China, aggregated on
its eastern frontier and on the seaboard open towards our side, with the efforts towards
its relief, together with the profits accruing to shipowners from its exportation; Secondly,
the restrictions at present imposed in the United States upon this immigration. Now,
surely, if an unlimited number of Mongolians may in future be poured out upon our
shores, the consequences may be that — if these should continue to be smuggled into the
states from hence — very unhappy and strained relations between us and the states shall
ensue. But supposing that these immigrants should stay here, then a congestion of the
labor market must arise. And this must either consummate the pauperizing of the white
laborer, or else involve his final departure, after he has become a burden on the rates
and given abroad a bad name to this colony, as having invited him to come so far and
then subjected him to an unlimited and ruinous competition with Mongolian hordes to
hand.
And looking over the lists of farmers and residentiary owners here, working their own
lands, it is a remarkable fact that these are the very men who began as laborers of one
sort or another, but have nobly carved out for themselves an independence by their own
indomitable industry and hard-handed toil. These then (the very most desirable of
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colonists), will either pass out or not approach, discouraged by reason of wages being
reduced to a minimum. For, the question at the very root of all this contention is not
that wages must stand at a maximum, but lest they tumble to a minimum and stay
there. But further, if interest binds the colony to the European immigrant, and to the
negro too, honest, civil and industrious as he is, also possibly, ere long, to the Japans e
immigrant, honor and humanity alike bind our colony to consider well in the case of theAbongmes; Now, it would be a most inconsistent action on the part of the Dominion
or Provincial Government, after proving so humane and thoughtful of the interests of
the Indian population in many ways, if in the way of cheapening labor to the lowestpoint, these should become sufferers, just at the time when their old resources by flood
and held had ceased to be as productive as before. Then, indeed, would they settle down,
in disgust and despair of progress or pecuniary resource.
But should considerations of this kind be overlooked, what will the final result be ?
What else but a population of Mongolians, numerically predominant, who will remit
their earnings out of the province, who will practice exclusive dealing, and never permanently attach themselves to British Columbia, or become identified with her laws.
And then what stronger justification can be given of the current censure of inconsistency, contained in the taunt, that what was once " British ;' was made " Chinese
Columbia."
And further, an uncontrolled immigration of Mongolians, to any extent, must leave
the colony subject to the additional and serious evils, arising from an enormously increased expenditure in administration of justice and police, together with considerable
risks to life and property, and a corresponding want of confidence in the colony as a sale
place for investment of capital. But it is further submitted, that the rapidly approaching facility for the adequate supply of white labor from Europe through the Canadian
Pacific Railway, leaves the question of the adequate supply and the danger of its foiling
short (apart from Mongolian immigration) altogether answered, and in fact put out of
court. Very soon there will be no urgent need at all for them in any numbers at least.
Their main occasion of coming being the hurry to finish off
line bv many handd
crowded on. After this is over there will be no valid excuse for the
their unlimited in
of the land. Also, it must be accurately weighed in the scales of a just judgment, whether,
while the non-imposition of restriction upon Mongolian immigration may not result in
injury and loss, the judicious restriction of it may be found not hurting any interest,
but on the contrary tending towards the adjustment of the labor market on a firm ani
safe basis to the greatest gain of all, and with the least possible danger to any.
_ Further, it may seem a hard judgment to anticipate at some future time projects or
uprising with a view to Mongolian ascendency, fed by ambition and an unquenchable g
But experience in many lands and for ages past (say even in Madagascar in m
times) points to something more than the possibility of this result looming in the i\
and as not so unlikely to occur again or prove so easy to be dealt with.
Anyway,
vention
selves. is better than cure ; and this even in the interests of the Mono-olians* themWhat is offered in these remarks comes not of prejudice, nor is clothed in terms of
offence, nor yet again is aught pressed forward unsustainable in theory or injurious iu
practice on principles of enlightened humanity and political economy.
I advocate neither the clean sweep of expulsion nor the barrier of an absolute
exclusion, but only the establishment of a just and wise control over Mongolian immigration, tobe clearly defined and exercised as occasion may serve, and in the best
interests of British Columbia.
Of course the law must be both clear and ample in
its execution bond fide.
I have the honor to be, dear sir,
Y our obedient servant,
PHILIP

DWYEPv,

A.M.,

(Some time) Canon of Killaloe Cathedral, Ireland.
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Numbers

and Occupations

Victoria, 1,767 —
Merchants
Married ladies
Girls
Doctors
Barbers
Boot-rnakers
Saw-mill hands
Cooks and servants
Brick-makers
Farm
laborers
in the vicinity
Victoria
Carpenters
>•••
Vegetable-sellers
Fish-sellers
Tinsmiths
Sailors
New arrivals
New

C.

of Chinese in British Columbia are as follows :—
45
41
31
12
20
130
17
180
60

<
Store employees
Boys under twelve years
School teachers
Sewing-machine workers
Cigar-makers
Washermen
...
Vegetable gardeners
Bricklayers
Match-makers
Charcoal-burners
Printers
Butchers
Pedlers.....
Fuel-cutters
Bark-strippers
Prostitutes
Boys between 12 and 17

of

Westminster, 1,680 — ■
Merchants
Sewing-machine workers
Washermen
Ditch -diggers
Married ladies
Girls
Doctors,
Cooks and servants
Charcoal-burners
Fish-hands in canneries
Boys between 13 and 17

Nanaimo, 168 —
Merchants
Married ladies
School teacher...
Cooks and servants
Cooks and miners
Barbers
New arrivals
Wellington, 685Merchants
Washermen
Coal miners....
Doctors
Boys between 13 and 17
New

40
25
20
16
2
3
380

12
6
20
156
4
2
6
50
18
390
85

Store employees
Barbers
Saw- mill hands
Fuel-cutters
Boys under twelve years
School teachers
Farm laborers
Vegetable-sellers
Carpenters
Prostitutes
New arrivals,

6
4
1
18
64
4
22

Store employees
Children
Doctors
Farm
laborers
Washermen
>
Boys between 13 and 17
Prostitutes

9
4
620
4
15

Store employees
Cooks and servants
School teacher
Barbers

Mine, Wellington District, 69Merchant
Barbers

Departure Bay Coal Mine, 47 —
Merchants
Carmen and laborers

A. 1885,

Coal miners.
Doctor
2
42
363

Cooks
Barber

>

■

•

179"
1C
4
30
28
90
114
25
7
16
38
1?
65
30
34
92

1&
}&
190
82
5
2
40O
9
3
•• 7
200

8
13
15
2

■

8
19
1
5

65
1
2
1
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Bail ', ay Construction, 3,510 — ■
Merchant
Railroad workmen...*.
Boys under 12 years
Doctors
".
Barbers

1
2,900
300
220

Store employees
Vegetable-sellers
Butchers
Wood-cutters
Restaurant-keepers

25
12
3
230
11

Forks Quesnelle, 141 —
Merchants
Farm laborers and miners
Butchers
Prostitutes

2
128
2
2

Store employees
Doctor
*
Barbers

'Chist Creek, Cariboo District, 151 —
Merchants
Miners and farmers
Prostitutes

2
142
4

Store employees.
Doctor

Cariboo, 321 —
Merchants
Miners
:
Married ladies

3
300
3

Store emplo}rees
Doctor...
Prostitutes

6
1
8

002

Store employees

4

4
490
2

Store employees.
Doctors

Stanley, Cariboo District, 6(
Merchants....
Miners
Mouth Quesnelle, 506 — .
Merchants
Miners and farmers
Prostitutes
Soda Creek, 32 —
Farm laborers
Prostitutes

27
2

Dog Creek, 175 —
Merchants
Miners....
Doctor

2
120
1

Store employees.
Farm laborers....

Lillooet District, 163 —
Merchants
Farmers and laborers
Doctor

2
60
1

Store employees.

Clinton, 36—
Merchants
Cooks
Prostitutes

2
iq
2

Store employees
Farm laborers

"Washermen

Prostitute
Miners

,

4
21

,

2

*

2
20

150 Mile House—

Farm laborers and cooks

oq

Lytton, 58 —
Merchants
Miners and farmers.
Yale, 116 —
Merchants
Laborers
Prostitutes

....*.

50o

Store employees
Prostitutes...

3

6
100

Store employees
Doctor

7
1

2
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Burrard Inlet, 114 —
Merchants
Saw-mill hands
Married women
Prostitute

5
60
3
1

Store employees
Washermen and cooks
Children

2
15

Store employees

Kamloops, 62 —
Merchants
Miners and farmers

3
56

Store employees.

S keen a —
Fishery hands and doctor (1)

ISpexce's Bridge, 24 —
Merchant
Farm laborers

10
30
5
17

Cache Creek, 19 —
Merchants
Farm laborers

Cassiar, 105 —
Merchant
Miners..
Prostitute-

*

2

59
311

—

1
100

201

Store employees
Doctor

2
1

Store employee • ,
Washermen

'Savona's Ferry, 55 —
Merchant
Farm laborers and '.washermen

521

Store employees

2

'Harrison River, 35 —
Merchants
Farm laborers and wood-cutters

2
31

Store employees

[2
10

Okanagan, 25 —
Merchant

Miners

24

Hope, 21—
Merchant ,

Miners

20

Boston Bar —
Workin^men

The following is the commercial condition of the Chinese merchants throughout
British Columbia :—
The amount of business done among the Chinese merchants in British Columbia
annually
$1,320,000
The amount of trade done with China, Japan and the United States
500,000
The amount of trade done with white merchants in British Columbia
400,000
The annual amount paid for duties is (and more)
150,000
Internal duties on cigar manufacturing is (and more)
2,300
The approximate amount paid for freightage and drayage
26,000
Ihe approximate amount paid for road tolls in the interior
13,000
The salaries of bookkeepers and storekeepers, together with the expenditure for
living of their families and families of merchants, of which there are four hundred
and seventy persons, and more
141,000
The Victoria merchants :
The annual trade license paid
7,560
The annual assessment on property paid
500
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The amount paid annually to revenue and city taxes by merchants and employees 3 101
lhe amount paid annually for rents to white people
.
27<»0')
The amount paid annually for rents on 750 acres of cultivated grounds and charcoal
places by Chinese merchants to white people
The
amount paid annually for city water by Chinese merchants and workmen' '
For gas

'

Tor
insurancepaid
of buildings
and merchandise
"..../........".......!.!
For interest
to white people
for borrowed cash .*
...
......V!
For postage and telegraph
"."."
' '"
ten insums
paid ofouttheonly
by the Chinese merchants in Victoria'
and[The
not above
by those
otherareparts
province.]
The amount of real estate owned by Chinese in British Columbia is about
The value of brick and frame buildings owned by Chinese is
•„
months]
[Seventy thousand dollars of this amount was expended within the last 'fourteen

4-J o
ITd
^ri,.',
3'oofl

1

8IO0O

The kind of merchandise imported from China, Japan and United States by Chinese
merchants as follows :—
Rice, tea, oil, liquors, tobacco, dry goods, chinaware, drugs, silk goods, paperware, books I
and stationery, matting, clothes, shoes, opium, Joss-paper and sticks.
The goods purchased by Chinese merchants in British Columbia and sold to the
Chinese in this province, as follows :—
Cloth goods, woollen and linen cloth, caps, boots, stockings, furs, kerosene oil candle
matches, papers, soaps, tobacco, cigars, sugar, flour, rice, sweetmeats, salt, pigs, lard beefl]
butter, hah, fowls, wines, ducks, nails, tools, plates, horses, carriages, wagons, watches, rope and-'
twines, lamps, fuel, coal, hardware, ironware, glass and crockery ware, woodenware, etc.
There are in the province of British Columbia nine thousand six hundred
and;
twenty-nine Chinese laborers :
A laborer's wages will average $25 per month; per year
$300 00
Deduct three months
wages for winter
$75 00
Provisions
' \
130
Room
rent and clothing, per year
24 00
00
Tools, fares, in British Columbia
Revenue and road taxes
Religious fees
Doctor, for drugs
Oil, light, water and tobacco

'

*.'"".'
)."
'.'....'.'.'".'.".'.'.'.'.''
]*.*.*.
".."."
...!.....!.*.."."!!!

Balance in favor of laborer
Respectfully submitted,

APPENDIX

10
5
5
3
5

00
oo
00
00 $257 09
00

§43 qq
HUANG

SIC CHEN.

D.

At San Francisco it was arranged that on the 25th of July we should, in companv
with the Chinese Consul, visit Chinatown. Before making the visit to Chinatown His
Excellency the Consul-General for China, Huang Tsun Hsien, Colonel Bee, the Consul,
and Mr. Tsang Hoy, the interpreter to the consulate called on Mr. Chapleau at thej
Palace Hotel. In the course of conversation he enquired particularly respecting theveto power
Dominion and
Governments, and expressed the hope°that;
the enquiry ofto the
be instituted by the Imperial
Chinese Commission would
be an impartial one.
Led by Colonel Bee and the official interpreter we went round Chinatown. The
traveller who had visited China, or anybody who has once explored Chinatown, were he
blind, would know he was in the midst of a bit of far Cathay, which had been transported tothe Pacific coast. In addition to the ethnic smell which, as all Eastern travellers
assure us, would have been pronounced enough, there are the odors of opium, of cigars,
•of dried fish and dried vegetables ; an odor such as one gets in the engine-room "of a
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steamer; and other odors such as only an olfactory connoisseur could distinguish; the
.
whole contributing to a result so emphatic as to leave behind a life-long remembrance
In some instances the
In some of the finest cities in China the streets are narrow.
They have no sidemeet above the traveller's head.
though they would
gables look ashere
the streets are wide and paved, and, needless to say, have sidewalks.
walks. But
Instead of the Tartar-tent-like roofs and characteristic outlines of Chinese houses, the
houses here are built for the most part of brick and in western style. A transformation
has, however, taken place, and any man who knows China will tell you you areas surely
It is not merely that the streets are full of
there as if you were in Canton or Pekin.
Chinamen dressed in Chinese fashion, shaven as to the fore part of the head and with
braided queues dangling to their heels ; it is not merely that the Chinawoman in black
-calico trousers and blouse to match limps by ; nor is it because all the dialects of Kwang
Tung are heard like the cawing of a rookery ; strange signboards, Chinese lanterns,
The Chinacages with singing birds, give to the American houses a foreign character.
man writes, not from right to left or left to right, but down, and so you see the horizontal signboards covered with gilding or in gaudily painted Chinese characters wholly
Unless indeed
unintelligible to one unversed in the monosyllabic group of languages.
gained as to
is
insight
little
confessed
be
must
it
then
even
and
translated,
are
they
when
the character of the goods for sale. When a general store hangs out for its sign " The
Temple of Sweetly Soothing Bliss," and a butcher's shop rejoices in the style of "Ten
Thousand Harmonies,'5 we are more amused than enlightened. The magniloquence ot the
A small retail shop
sign is generally in the inverse ratio of the importance of the store.
will sometimes have a firm name importing the most sacred character and heavenly
A five-cent cigar shop will glory in the designation of "The Temple of Celestial
music.
Harmonies."
,--*-',', ™r
.
houses. We enter one— a
In Sacramento and Dupont streets there are large wholesale on
the shop.
of
side
one
up
piled
o-eneral store. Boxes of tea and bags of rice are
salesmen.
two
or
one
and
r
bookkeepe
the
is
side,
other
the
on
Behind the counter,
borne
The shelves on this side are filled with shoes and clothing and many other articles,
informs
r
interprete
The
sell.
to
anxiety
no
show
They
i>f the men are smoking cigars.
ithem of the object of our visit, and forthwith some one goes and fetches tea, in tiny cups.
more or
stores
severalThe
visitclean
"We ly
are brought.
brand are
very finesthouses
the wholesale
s
cigars
proprietor
somethis.
Then
kept scrupulous
Allof the
less like
polite.
most
are
They
and clerks are neat and clean in their appearance.
We enter a workshop and find sixteen sewing-machines buzzing away. I hey are
But these
very near each other. White men would stifle in such a contracted space.
In
overalls.
and
shirts
make
They
happy.
and
Chinamen seem perfectly healthy
another shop we find men making undershirts and drawers.
men
We turn into Jackson street and visit a silversmith. Here some ten or twelve
tew
A
s.
ornament
are employed in making finger rings, hair-pins and other Chinese
twentyborne
used,
is
machinery
doors away is a shoe factory. Here the latest modern
and the "boss" Chinaman is quite a nice-looking
jfive Chinese journeymen are employed,
All sorts of boots, shoes and slippers are made.
Und intelligent man.
ladies fine underIn Washington street Chinamen are found making all kinds inofthese
and bisecting
shop
Every
shop.
tin
large
a
is
there
street
wear. In Dupont
.
.
streets is a Chinese shop, small or large.
building,
high
a
is
It
ts.
restauran
Chinese
best
the
of
one
of
front
in
We pause
the
with balconies on the second and third stories, painted green, trimmed with red. In
the
all
find
and
enter
We
hung.
balconies a number of large Chinese lanterns are
large
the
all
in
s,
restaurant
other
and
this
in
tables
and
chairs
The
appointments good.
ot
stores, and in the private houses of the merchants, are made on the same general plan,
workman
artistic
of
screen
carved
A
China.
from
imported
all
are
and
wood,
same
the
of the dining-room.
ship and richly-gilded arches from wall to wall in the middle
We were invited to lunch and sat round a circular table. Dried fruit, nuts, apples,
in clay, were placed before us, and the
grapes, honied cakes, eggs a year old preserved
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chop-sticks. Some shamshoo in small dainty cups
handed round. Tea was placed
m cups, which were covered with inverted saucers awas
little smaller than the circle of the
cups' rims. The saucer was pressed by the thumb a little into the tea in order to keep
back the
leaves, and so without milk or sugar the tea was drunk.
One of the party subsequently dined at another restaurant equally good and as an Irish
friend who was present said, we had the dessert to begin with and we ended with the first
course, namely, soup. The dinner was good. The several kinds of meat were cut up
into very small pieces. The only ground for complaint was that the dishes were too oily.
We had paper napkins ; porcelain jars of most brilliant blue tints were filled with flowers,
the rose, the lily, the camellia, the China-aster, the japonica. Tea was first handed
round. On the table were dried spices, preserved fruits, sweetmeats,
bananas, oranges, plums, grapes, all the fruit for which California is famed. pineapples,
Meats in
bowls instead of dishes were then placed on the table. Shamshoo hot and cold and
Chinese wines in silver jugs with covers and spouts were also placed on the table. Near
each guest was a small cup for drinking shamshoo or wine. We had meats disguised
by the cook but palatable, shrimps prepared in a peculiar manner, and many other dishes
the names of which have escaped the memory. There was some smoked duck which
tasted like ham, and meats of various kinds. Finally came turtle soup, made from
one of the turtles which we had seen on a previous day swimming in a big tub with many
others, all imported from China.
Little difficulty was experienced in using the chop-sticks which, once the plan of
cutting up the meat before sending it to table is adopted, are just as civilized as knives
and forks.
Dinner over our host rose and pledged us in a small cup of wine. We both bowed
low and emptied our cups. We then reversed the cups, tapping them with the finger to
show that the glass of friendship had been thoroughly drained. More polite or gentlemanly persons than those met at this restaurant it would be hard to find. How unlike
the miserable wretches discovered elsewhere in Chinatown.
After the lunch mentioned above we visited a neighboring Joss-house. There are
some fine large Chinese temples in San Francisco, besides a number of smaller ones. The
''Eastern Glorious Temple" is the Joss-house we now enter. This temple is owned by
Dr. Lai Po Tai, who has a large practice among the
whites. In the central hall are three
fierce looking idols in the midst of a lot of gilding and ornamentation, their stomachs
protruding in accordance with the Chinese ideal of manly beauty. The central figure is
uthe Supreme Ruler of the Sombre Heavens," and on his right is "the Military Sage, M
-and on the left " the Great King of the Southern Ocean."
In the courts of the temple the priests sold candles, and little spills of timber for
burning before the idols, and written prayers and charms, and there were various means
of enquiry of the oracle after you had prayed, such as two pieces of timber, each with a
flat and round ^ surf ace, and if they fall in a certain way your desire will be granted.
Besides the votive lights we were told the principal light was kept burning continually,
as in the great temples in British India, and as of old in that of Jupiter Amnion.
We visited stores where the most beautiful porcelain jars were for sale ; exquisitely
carved work in ivory ; picture books ; all sorts of filagree ; fancy work ; fans ; what not.
We visited clubs, whose presidents are appointed by the Chinese Government. When
one of these was examined 12,000 candidates presented themselves, of whom only ninetynine passed. Either, therefore, the examinations are very " stiff," or Chinese intellectual
power is not very great.
It is unnecessary to go further into detail. Many more stores were visited and the
general impression was that we had been inspecting a portion of a highly civilized and
well organized people.
So much for the silver side of the shield.
VISIT

TO

CHINATOWl?

BY

NIGHT.

On the 25th visited Chinatown at night under the conduct of two officers, detectives
wholly employed in the Chinese quarter— Messrs. Christopher C. Cox and John Avail.
It
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would be hard to give an adequate idea of what was seen. Had Dante been able to
visit Chinatown, San Francisco, he would have added yet darker strokes of horror to his
Inferno. We went from tenement house to tenement house ; we dived into cellars dug
beneath cellars — as it were, inverted stories ; and everywhere we saw the same scenes of
misery and degradation. We made our painful way behind our guide, who carried a
candle, into dens where daylight never entered, where one pure breath of air never penetrated, where the stench was something between a charnel-house and a wild beast's lair,
but yet where human beings were, as it were, packed away. The Chinaman of the lower
or lowest class needs only space a little bigger than a coffin. An ordinary room will be
divided into bunks, and within one of these bunks he will stow himself, together with his
luxuries, and in some cases with the meagre necessaries of his existence. Sometimes, as
in the case of certain cigar-makers, he carries on his trade where he lies down to smoke
his opium pipe and sleep. In every little compartment there is a lamp on the mat — as
it were in bed with the occupant—and he is seen putting the opium on the pipe with a
wire. Then he kindles it by means of the lamp ; then he inhales ; and in a few seconds
the smoke comes through his nose. After a certain number of whiffs he lies off to sleep.
Frequently two men occupied the same bunk, the one lying down, the other with his
legs crossed. Pieces of meat, the entrails of animals, dried fowl, hung up in the midst
of filth, over cesspools, contiguous to slops of the most loathsome character. One of our
party, a pretty strong man, began to feel seasick, and it was only by an effort of will
that he repressed nature's protest against such scenes and such smells. Each man either
cooks himself, or is one of a little band, one of whom cooks for the rest. An open stove
of a crude sort is placed either at the door or near the window — where there is one — a
pane of which last has been broken through to serve the purpose of a chimney. Walls,
ceiling, sills, posts, window frames — all are covered with soot, hanging like thick layers of
fungi. The marvel is that more fires have not originated in Chinatown. Dens where
criminals lived were visited, and here men were seen whose pigtails had been cut off in
prison. These were now spliced. The criminal, like the rest of the lower class of
Chinese, enjoys his opium pipe.
We visited the lodgings of cooks and found from sixteen to twenty, all in one room.
These cooks are employed in private houses during the day and come here at night to
play and sleep.
The opium dens proper are not forgotten. These places are like the tippling-housea
of the old style, where men went and soaked in alcohol. The opium smoker comes to one
of these places, and for a couple of bits or more gets all the opium-smoking he wants. If
he is poor or economical he is furnished with a pipe ; if rich and extravagant, by paying
a little more, .he can have pipes and prepared opium furnished him as he wants it.
A few words may be devoted to a description of the manner in which this fatal
drug is used. It is wholly unlike tobacco-smoking. The stem of the pipe is about the
length and thickness of an ordinary flute, the end that goes into the mouth being flat-|
tened to suit the lips. At the other end is a bowl of terra cotta about half the size of «a
breakfast cup. Through the middle of this runs a small hole, which communicates with
the flute-like tube. The opium is a dark, gummy paste which, before being smoked, is
prepared as follows : the smoker, or the waiter on the smoker, takes, on the point of a
long needle, a piece of opium about twice the size of a pea, and roasts it, so to speak, in
the flame of a small lamp. This, I was told, was to the end that certain poisonous properties should be got rid of. The next thing — the opium so prepared is placed on the
hole of the terra cotta bowl, made like a cone, through which a hole is pierced. The
opium so arranged is then brought in contact with the flame of the lamp. Three or four
inhalations, and the little cone has disappeared. But no smoke is seen for the present.
It remains either in the mouth of the smoker, or he has swallowed it. In a few seconds,
however, the smoke is blown out of the nostrils. The smoker, if he has no attendant,
then commences the same operation, which is repeated until he has had enough. Twelve
pipes is a usual indulgence for smokers. They always smoke lying down. Sometimes on
the right side ; sometimes on the left side. This is the position most favorable to the
full enjoyment of the drug. '
24
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The appearance of the men seen in the opium-dens spoke eloquently as to the
terrible effects of this drug on the human system. As with white people and alcohol, so
there are among the Chinese some happy organizations who can smoke opium' with
moderation. Bat these are rare exceptions. Universal testimony shows that the descent
of the opium-smoker is quick from the first stage of a new joy to idleness, from idleness
to abandoned dissipation, and abandoned dissipation to unrelieved misery, a shattered
physique, the intellectual qualities paralysed and the moral depraved. Nothing can
deliver or distract the opium-smoker from the spell of his passion. At length, incapable
of effort, wholly unfit for business, unmindful of the fluctuation of events and the lapse
of time, dead to natural feeling, neither the misery of wife or child can touch him. In
China, opium-smokers who have been brought from opulence to indigence by this vice
have sold their daughters to the procuress in order to procure the poppy.
The appearance of the opium-smoker, like that of the dram-drinker, proclaims his
habits. He becomes emaciated ; his eye glazed ; his shoulders seem to get raised above
the base of the neck. Digestion soon ceases, and in the ultimate stage the drug is used
only to mitigate the horrors of existence. On another occasion the writer was shown a
man who had been for thirty-six hours without a smoke, and the evidence of agonized
craving was pitiable.
He begged for God's sake for a smoke.
It is worthy of remark that men fall into opium-smoking as they fall into
tippling. Just as misery drives some weak natures to drink, misery, where opium-dens
exist, drives others to opium-smoking ; or a man is sick and has a cold, and a friend
recommends a smoke ; or he meets an acquaintance and instead of "Come and have a
drink," he says "Come and have a smoke;" as with tipplers association in folly seeming
to increase the dubious pleasure. One man said he used to visit the opium-house with a
friend and refuse to indulge, but noticing how it improved the spirits of his friends, he
was induced to follow their example. From a luxury it became a necessity, and then
from being a minister of pleasure a master which made him its miserable slave.
On the day following a ship sailed for China, and we visited one of the so-called
Chinese courts, where a case was said to be going forward, and a young Chinaman told
us some person could not get away next day unless a satisfactory arrangement was made.
On this, as on the previous occasion, we visited the Joss-houses but saw nothing to excite
surprise or call for comment.
We visited the quarters where were prostitutes who will only be visited by white men,
and the quarters where were those who would see only Chinese. The former, it seems,
are a superior grade. Prostitution is a degradation so absolute that it would hardly be
worth while to consider degrees of degradation in its regard. But this remark must be
made : that those unhappy women — all of whom, it is said, have been bought for sums
varying from $500 to $2,500— looked far less degraded than the men in the tenement
houses. The fact that these women are sold is dwelt on as a dreadful thing ; it is a
dreadful thing ; but unfortunately it is a thing not unknown in Anglo-Saxon and other
communities. In one of the houses of prostitution we conversed with a woman who had
been kidnapped and who had given evidence against Wong Ah ISTang. This man was
sent for four years to the state's prison.
We were unable to visit the schools of the missionaries, which are open only in the
evening, but we satisfied ourselves that they were doing a good work.

APPENDIX

E.

Portland, Oregon, August 29th, 1884.

In Portland there is not, properly speaking, a Chinese quarter, for isolated Chinesb
and shops owned and " run by
shops are found in streets occupied by white people,
whites are found in Second street, which is, roughly speaking, the Chinese quarter. Ike
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Chinese have a bolder and a happier air than in San Francisco, and a glance convinced
'ou of that which testimony subsequently confirmed that they are more tolerated here
han in the leading city of California. Many houses are built of brick by the Chinese
hemselves. A more respectable air pervades their shops generally than in San Fran;isco, and some shops exceeded anything to be seen in the latter city.
The above impression was accentuated by visiting several stores. The first was that
)f Kwong Sang Wah who sells tea, rice, oil, dried fish, women's and men's shoes, socks,
jhina shirtings, fans, wines, dried oysters, all from China. In connection with this store
:.here is a butcher's shop and a coop looking out on the street, in which are a dozen or more
>f live chickens in the next stage to complete maturity. The next was that of Hong
Fook Tunk, a drug store. The screen dividing the office from the shop proper is beautifully
carved and gilt. I learned through the interpreter who accompanied me, that no drugs
vere dispensed without a prescription from a Chinese doctor. The next place looked in
m was a room at the base of the Joss-house. In this room a Chinese phrenologist was
3xamining the heads of his clients and thus doing a sum in bumps, making an equation
3f cerebral protuberances. The Joss-house is magnificent, finer, parhaps, than the
inest in San Francisco. There were the eternal lights, and there, smothered in gilded
ornamentation, the ugly old Joss. The interpreter explained that the Joss was not a
god, but, he said, " like a monument to some distinguished persons among you.'|
"Yes ; but do not some of the less enlightened worship the Joss as a god ? "
" Yes, they do ; after a time, they forget, think him God."
Turning up Morrison street, the Chinese shops were found to alternate with white
shops. Here we entered King Lee's shop, which he calls the Oriental Bazaar. On either
side, for some distance, the shops are all owned by white people. King Lee, the proprietor of the Oriental Bazaar, speaks very good English. All sorts of hosiery, delf,
vases, every kind of haberdashery, Chinese pictures, what not. Ladies were shopping
here, and we learned it was a fashionable resort. Here we found the first instance of a
white person in the employ of a Chinaman. This young lady, who seemed intelligent
and cultivated, was working at what seemed a kind of frill. Having asked King Lee
whether he had any objection to her being examined, and receiving a reply in the nega-,
tive, the evidence found elsewhere was obtained.
We next visited Duck Chung, Wing & Co., a general store. We asked how many
such shops were in Portland. Duck Chung took down a Chinese directory, written m
Chinese characters, and answered " about forty."
The next shop visited was that of Wo Kee, a clothing establishment. This shop
only made for Chinese. We visited six other tailor shops in various parts of the city,
where they made clothes for only white persons. In each of these establishments from
nine to ten workmen — all Chinamen — employed.
In Second street there is a fine block of buildings, from No. 60 to 66, three stories
high, and all of brick, built by the Chinese. They have obtained a long lease of the
ground.
He employs
Lung, a bootmaker, who made only for white, was visited.
Pung allTi Chinese.
ten men,

APPENDIX
Text of the Amendment

F.

to the Restriction Act op 1882.

The following is the text of the amendment to the Chinese Restriction Act passed
by the last session of Congress :—
" An Act to execute certain treaty stipulations
Aa Act to amend an Act entitled
relating to Chinese approved May 6th, 1882."
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States of
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America in Congress assembled, — That Section 1 of the Act entitled "An Act to execute
certain treaty stipulations relating to Chinese," approved May 6, 1882, is hereby
amended so as to read as follows :—
Whereas, In the opinion of the Government of the United States the coming of
Chinese laborers to this country endangers the good order of certain localities within the
territory thereof ; therefore
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States ty
America in Congress assembled, — That from and after the passage of this Act, and until I
the expiration of ten years next after the passage of this Act, the coming of Chinese !
laborers to the United States be, and the same is hereby suspended, and during such
suspension it shall not be lawful for any Chinese laborer to come from any foreign port
Dr place, or having so come to remain within the United States.
Section 2 of said Act is hereby amended so as to read as follows :—
Section 2. That the master of any vessel who shall knowingly bring within thi
United States on such vessel, and land, or attempt to land, or permit to be landed an)
Chinese laborer, from any foreign port or place, shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor,
and on conviction thereof shall be punished by a fine of not more than five hundred
dollars for each and every such Chinese laborer so brought, and may also be imprisoned
for a term not exceeding one year.
Section 3 of said Act is hereby amended so as to read as follows :—
Section 3. That the two foregoing sections shall not apply to Chinese laborers whe
were in the United States on the 17th day of November, 1880, or who shall have come
into the same before the expiration of ninety days next after the passage of the Act to
which this Act is amendatory, nor shall said sections apply to Chinese laborers, who shall
produce to such master before going on board such vessel and shall produce to the collector of the port in the United States at which such vessel shall arrive, the evidence
hereinafter in this Act required of his being one of the laborers in this section mentioned nor
;
shall the two foregoing sections apply to the case of any master whose vessel,
being bound to a port not within the United States, shall come within the jurisdiction of
the United States by reason of being in distress or in stress of weather, or touching at
any port of the United States on its voyage to any foreign port or place : Provided,
(That all Chinese laborers brought on such vessel shall not be permitted to land except
'in case of absolute necessity, and must depart with the vessel on leaving port.
Section 4 of said Act is hereby amended so as to read as follows :—
Section 4. That for the purpose of properly identifying Chinese laborers who were in
'the United States on the 17th day of November, 1880, or who shall have come into the
same before the expiration of ninety days next after the passage of the Act to which this
Act is amendatory, and in order to furnish them with the proper evidence of their right
to go from and come to the United States as provided by the said act and the treaty
between the United States and China dated November 17th, 1880, the Collector of Customs of the district from which any such Chinese laborer shall depart from the United
States shall, in person or by deputy, go on board each vessel having on board any such
Chinese laborer, and cleared or about to sail from his district for a foreign port, and on
such vessel make a list of all such Chinese laborers, which shall be entered in registry
books, to be kept for that purpose, in which shall be stated the individual, family, and
tribal name in full, the age, occupation, when and where followed, last place of residence,
physical marks or peculiarities, and all facts necessary for the identification of each d
such Chinese laborers, which books shall be safely kept in the Custom House ; and every
such Chinese laborer so departing from the United States shall be entitled to and shall
receive, free of any charge or cost, upon application therefor, from the collector or his
deputy, in the name of said collector and attested by said collector's seal of office, at
the time such list is taken, a certificate, signed by the collector or his deputy and
attested by his seal of office, in such form as the Secretary of the Treasury shall prescribe, which certificate shall contain a statement of the individual, family, and tribal
name in full, age, occupation, when and where followed, of the Chinese laborer to whom
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Le certificate is issued, corresponding with the said list and registry in all particulars,
i case any Chinese laborer, after having received such certificate, shall leave such vessel
jfore her departure, he shall deliver his certificate to the master of the vessel ; and if
ich Chinese laborer shall fail to return to such vessel before her departure from port,
le certificate shall be delivered by the master to the Collector of Customs for cancelation. The certificate herein provided for shall entitle the Chinese laborer to whom the
ime is issued to return to and re-enter the United States upon producing and delivering
le same to the Collector of Customs of the district at which such Chinese laborer shall
jek to re-enter, and said certificate shall be the only evidence permissible to establish
is right of re-entry ; and upon delivering of such certificate by such Chinese laborer to
le Collector of Customs at the time of re-entry in the United States, said collector
ball cause the same to be filed in the Custom House and duly cancelled.
Section 6 of said Act is hereby amended so as to read as follows :—
Section 6. That in order to the faithful execution of the provisions of this Act, every,
Jhinese person other than a laborer, who may be entitled by said treaty or this Act toj
ome within the United States, and who shall be about to come to the United States,!
lall obtain the permission of and be identified as so entitled by the Chinese Govern-,
lent, or of such other foreign government of which at the time such Chinese personj
tiall be a subject, in each case to be evidenced by a certificate issued by such govern-!
lent, which certificate shall be in the English language, and shall show such permission,!
dth the name of the permitted person in his or her proper signature, and which certifi-j
ate shall state the individual, family, and tribal name in full, title or official rank, if any,;
he age, height, and all physical peculiarities, former and present occupation or profession,,;
rhen and where and how long pursued, and place of residence of the person to whom the
ertificate is issued, and that such person is entitled by this Act to come within the;
If the person so applying for a certificate shall be a merchant, said cer-j
Jnited States.
ificate shall, in addition to above requirements, state the nature, character and estimated;
alue of the business carried on by him prior to and at the time of his application as;
foresaid : Provided, That nothing in this Act nor in said treaty shall be construed as,
those enn
mbracing within the meaning of the word " merchant," huckster, pedlers, or
aged in taking, drying, or otherwise preserving shell or other fish for home consumption
If the certificate be sought for the purpose of travel for curiosity, it shall
^exportation.
Iso state whether the applicant intends to pass through or travel within the United
States, together with his financial standing in the country from which such certificate is
The certificate provided for in this Act, and the identity of the person named
lesired.
herein shall, before such person goes on board any vessel to proceed to the United States,
»e vised by the indorsement of the diplomatic representatives of the United States in the
oreign country from which said certificate issues, or of the consular representative of
he United States at the port or place from which the person named in the certificate is
,Bout to depart ; and such diplomatic representative or consular representative whose
Qdorsement is so required is hereby empowered, and it shall be his duty, before indorsog such certificate as aforesaid, to examine into the truths of the statements set forth
stated said certificate, and if he shall find upon examination that said or any of the
aents therein contained are untrue, it shall be his duty to refuse to indorse the same,
luch certificate vised as aforesaid shall be primd facie evidence of the facts set forth
herein, and shall be produced to the Collector of Customs of the port in the district in
he United States at which the person named therein shall arrive, and afterward proceed to the proper authorities of the United States whenever lawfuUy demanded, and
hall be sole evidence permissible on the part of the person so producing the same to
stablish a right of entry into the United States ; but said certificate may be controverted
nd the facts therein stated disproved by the United States authorities.
Section 8 of said Act is hereby amended so as to read as follows :—
Section 8. That the master of any vessel arriving in the United States from any foreign
ort or place shall, at the same time he delivers a manifest of the cargo, and if there be
o
o cargo, then at the time of making a report of the entry of the vessel pursuant
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law, in addition to the other matter required to be reported, and before landing, or pei
mitting to land, any Chinese passengers, deliver and report to the Collector of Customs oi
the district in which such vessels shall have arrived, a separate list of all Chinese passengers taken on board his vessel at any foreign port or place, and all such passengers on
board the vessel at that time.
list shall show the names of such passengers "(and if
accredited officers of the ChineseSuch
or of any other foreign Government,
travelling on the
business of that Government, or their servants, with a note of such facts), and the names
and other particulars as shown by their respective certificates ; and such list shall be
sworn to by the master in the manner required by law in relation to the manifest of the
cargo.
Any refusal or wilful neglect of any such master to comply with the provision*
of this section shall incur the same penalties and forfeiture as are provided for a refusal
or neglect to report and deliver a manifest of the cargo.
Section 10 of said Act is hereby amended so as to read as follows :—
Section 10. That every vessel whose master shall knowingly violate any of the provisions
of this Act shall be deemed forfeited to the United States, and shall be liable to seizure
and condemnation in any district of the United States into which such vessel may enter
or in which she may be found.
Section 1 1 of said Act is hereby amended so as to read as follows :—
Section 11. That any person who shall knowingly bring into or cause to be brought
into the United States by land, or who shall aid or abet the same, or aid or abet the
landing in the United States from any vessel, of any Chinese person not lawfully entitled
to enter the United States, shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and shall on conviction thereof, be fined in a sum not exceeding one thousand dollars, and imprisoned for a.
term not exceeding one year.
Section 12 of said Act is hereby amended so as to read as follows :—
Section 1 2. That no Chinese person shall be permitted to enter the United States
by land without producing to the, proper officer of customs the certificate in this Act
required of Chinese persons seeking to land from a vessel.
And any Chinese person
found unlawfully within the United States shall be caused to be removed therefrom to- \
the country from whence he came, and at the cost of the United States, after being-j
brought before some justice, judge, or commissioner of a court of the United States andi
found to be one not lawfully entitled to be or remain in the United States ; and in all
such cases the person who brought or aided in bringing such person to the United State3
shall be liable to the Government of the United States for all necessary expensesincurred in such investigation and. removal ; and all peace officers of the several states-5
and territories of the United States are hereby invested with the same authority as a.
marshal or United States marshal in reference to carrying out the provisions of this act,
or the Act of which this is amendatory, as a marshal or deputy marshal of the United!
States, and shall be entitled to like compensation to be audited and paid by the same
officers.
And the United States shall pay all costs and charges for the maintenance and I
return of any Chinese person having the certificate prescribed by law as entitling such I
Chinese person to come into the United States who may not have been permitted to
land from any vessel by reason of any of the provisions of this Act.
Section 13 of said Act is hereby amended so as to read as follows :—
Section 13. That this Act shall not apply to diplomatic and other officers of thej
Chinese or other Governments travelling upon the business of that Government, whose
credentials shall be taken as equivalent to the certificate in this Act mentioned, and shall
exempt them and their body and household servants from the provisions of this Act as to
other Chinese persons.
Section 15 of said Act is hereby amended, so as to read as follows :—
Section 15. That the provisions of this Act shall apply to all subjects of China and
Chinese, whether subjects of China or any other foreign power ; and the words C:
laborers, wherever used in this Act shall be construed to mean both skilled an J un>'
laborers and Chinese employed in mining.
Section 16. That any' violation of anv ;^ Mie provisions of this Act. or of the Act of
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is not otherwise herein provided for,
which this is amendatory, the punishment of which
one
ahle by a fine «M^g
She deemed a misdemeanor, and shall be punish
than one year, or both such fine and
thousand dollars, or by imprisonment for not more
imPrfe°cnrnni7. That nothing contained in this Act shall be construed to affect any
»
civil, begun under the -»^^
prosecutor other proceed^, criminal or proceeding,
criminal or civil, shall prooeeJ
or other
prosecution
such
but
;
amendatory
passed.
if this Act had not been
Approved, July 5ih, 1884
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Tai Sing vs. John Magcire.
Tax Bill, passed by the
Judgment of The Hon. Mr. Just.ce Gray, on the Chinese
Legislature on the 2nd September, 1878.
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in default of immediate payment, be liable to distress and sale of his
goods : and if sufficient funds are not found, to imprisonment with or without hard labor,
for a period not
exceeding two months or less than one month.
*
™™7\e ^f1 Se£ti0n mak,eS thf alleSation of the offense in the prosecution sufficient
proof
of the offence, unless the defendant prove the contrary; and the
10th section
gives power to any justice of the peace, in a summary manner, to hear
and
determine
the information m any locality where the accused shall be found.
Ihe 11th, 12th 13th, and 14th sections provide for the employer demandin
g his
quarterly license of the Chinese person employed, and enact that the Chinese person°w
ho
negiects, refuses, or is unable to take out the quarterly license, shall be
liable at the
instance of tne collector, to perform labor on the public roads and works,
in. lieu
at the rate of fifty cents a day, the cost of food, five per cent, of the wages of the thereof,
overseer
five Per cent on the amount of the quarterly license for cost of wear and tear of
tools, to
be added to the quarterly sum of ten dollars, and to be deemed payable by
every Chinese
person performing such labor, in addition
the amount of the quarterly license :"and such
labor to be continuous until an amount oftowork
equivalent to the whole sum due bv him
has been performed, the labor to last from 7 a.m. to 6 p.m., with one hour
allowed
at nnd-day tor food ; and m case of failure, refusal, or neglect to perform the labor aforesaid, tobe liable for each day's default, to perform two days' labor instead
one, or in
(default tnereof, to be imprisoned with hard labor for any term not exceeding ofsix
months
on conviction m a summary way before a justice of the peace; and if any person
shall
obstruct others m the performance of their duties or do anything calculated to obstruct
the due performance of the labor, he shall, on conviction, before a justice of the peace
oe imprisoned with hard labor for a period not exceeding six months, the overseer bein"
required to prosecute in such cases.
The 8th, 11th, 12th, 13th and 14th sections, just mentioned, do not come into force
until one month after the passage of the Act, namely, on the 2nd October, 1878, but
lare necessary to be considered in determining the intent, character and effect of the they
Act
as a whole, in the light of the authorities and principles hereinafter referred to. This is
one of twelve applications now before the court on behalf of different merchants and
employers of Chinese labor, whose goods have been seized, and the decision of which, until
reversed, will govern the remainder, as well as the present. The question is of more than
ordinary importance, as it tests the constitutionality of the power assumed by the Local
Legislature to pass such an Act.
On behalf of the plaintiff it is contended :
1st. That the Act is ultra vires as dealing with trade and commerce ;
2nd. As an interference with aliens ;
3rd. As interfering with the powers and duties of the Dominion Government in
performing the obligations of Canada as a part of the British Empire, arising under
treaties between Great Britain and China.

The province of British Columbia is a part of the Dominion of Canada, possessing
powers strictly defined by the "British North America Act, 1867," the federal compact
by which the provinces are united. No power of legislation whatever pertains to them,
other than as embraced in that compact. If the legislation of the Local Legislature be not
within and sustained by that compact, it is not and has not the force of law. The assent
of the Governor General cannot make an Act constitutional which does not come within
the powers conceded to the province by the British North America Act, 1867. It
becomes, therefore, necessary to consider that Act with the greatest care, to see how fai
its provisions bear upon the question before us, keeping in mind that it is an Imperial
Act, passed by the consent and at the request of the provinces themselves, in order that
their relative rights should not be liable to fluctuation, abrogation, or curtailment at the
instance of any predominant party or conflicting interest in the Dominion. It is the
solemn guarantee of the highest power in the British Empire that the rights thereby
conferred shall. not be diverted. If the Local Parliament could interfere with the distribution oflegislative powers, the Dominion Parliament could do the same, and thus in the
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-powers not specifically conceded by the several States to the Federal Governme
nt, were still
to remain with the several States.
In Canada, on the contrary, all powers not specihcally conceded by the Imperial Parliament, in the proposed constitut
ion to the separate
provinces, were to remain with the Federal Government.
The source of power was
exactly reversed.
At the time of the' framing of their constitution, the United States
were a congeries of independent states, which had been united for
a temporary purpose
^ but which recognized no paramount or sovereign authority. The fountain of concessio
n
therefore, flowed upward from the several states to the United Government
The Pro^ vmces, on the contrary, were not independent States, they still recognized a paramoun
t
and sovereign authority, without whose consent and legislative sanction the
union
could not be formed ; without their assent, their rights would not be taken
them ;
but as they could not part with them to the other Provinces, without thefrom
sovereign
assent, the source from which those rights would pass to the other Provinces
, when
^ surrendered to the Imperial Government for the purpose of confederation, would
be
through the supreme authority.
Thus the fountain of concession would flow downward, and the rights not conceded to the separate Provinces would vest in the Federal
Government, to which they were to be transferred by the paramount or sovereig
n authority." (Gray on Confederation, vol. I., p. 56.)
^
In every way, therefore, in the legal aspect of the case, both as to the original
inherent power, and the less distinctive and marked concession, the position of Californi
was stronger than that of British Columbia, while the latter is relieved from all conflicta
on the question of concurrent jurisdiction by the express terms of the federal compact
the Dominion.
of
In that case, the court decided (Field dissentiente) that the federal constitution had
vested in the General Government the power to regulate commerce in all its branches,
ind this power extends to every species of commercial intercourse, and may be exercised
jpon persons as well as property.
That commerce cannot be carried on without the agency of persons, and a tax,
the
effect of which is to diminish personal intercourse is a tax on commerce. If the power
to impose such a tax is acknowledged, it being a sovereign power, no limitation can be
ainxed
to its exercise, and it may be so used as not only to diminish but to destroy
commerce.
The power asserted in the passing of the Act in question, is the right of the State to
(prescribe the terms upon which the Chinese shall be permitted to reside in it, and this
right if carried to the extent to which it may be carried, if the power exists, may be so
used as to cut off all intercourse between them and the people of the State, and defeat the
commercial policy of the nation.
That the Act could not be maintained as a police regulation ; that branch of the
police power had been surrendered to the Federal Government as part of the power to
regulate commerce, and its exercise by a state was incompatible with the authority of the
Government. That the Chinese might be taxed as other residents, but could not be set
apart as special objects of taxation, and be compelled to contribute to the revenue of the
state in the character of foreigners
The reasoning which supports these conclusions is clear and logical, and it is stated
in
a
note 34
to' California
the case, Reports,
that they
have Reference
been re-examined
approved.
iw.
Raymond,
p. 422.)
is also madeandto the
State of (People
California
vs. Steamship Constitution, January Term, 1872.
These California Reports are referred to as exceptionally applicable, the Chinese
question on the Pacific coast emphatically belonging to that State. There, almost every
argument that legal ingenuity could suggest has been used to take from the General and
vest m the Local Government the power of expulsive or prohibitory legislation as against
this particular class of foreigners ; and though towards them the mobs may there" occasionally exhibit a somewhat rude exuberance of license, few countries can be found where,
in considering their cases, more correct views of law are laid down, than in the higher
courts of that state.
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G») referring to the power of the Federal Con^)> eterll^h forei £ nati0ns, observes : " The
^ ^^
ooanmoe with to g

P^^W
wHMnnited or restrained by an
that a power to tax is at the
■ exercise of State authority.
When, theret ore »
£
d tQ ^ extent
. discretion of the authority which ^^f^f'^f^Xre may defeat and nullify any
« of an annihilation of that which it Wild
.^e 0£ F otection and preservation, ft
« authority which may elsewhere exist or th purpose op
^.^ is regu.
« follows as a corollary that the sever d St * - -^uiloch
vs.
Maryland,
4 Wheaton.
ji
" lated under the supremacy of Congress , cn.iu„
p. 316, 425, per Marshall, G.J.
0ntario!
183) the
In the case of Regina vs Tayloi (36 Queens tf
P
^
^ ^ Queen,g
same points were much discussed ooth on the ar un ■«
Though the latter court
Bench and subsequently in the Court of E™f .^f^^
t the principles to the
reversed the decision of the former court as to the ^P™^ciples themselves, that
particular case in hand, yet it did not *»£«* ^^0
trade and commerce,
s, that if the Local Act was an interference with the r^U°?
with the greatest
rf
^
W
not specially allowed by the 92nd section it won dr be «fe» «eS

■ states, the power ^J^^^^^tt^M

deference, howler, for the «^<^K2to
at which he
the latter court, it is difficult to fV^J^SWwi
to the Dominion Parlia-

S^

SailSiSSSttt

- construed as exclusive of

changed or relative positions of the ?^C*S >™ctby
wWch for the future their
solely° as between themselves. It was the writ *£«^ bJ '^ concessioI1s of the
mutual relations were to be governed. In ^^eratton enablin„ the latter to carry
^ tQ ^
Provinces to the General Government and or the^purposeoi enablmg
out the responsibilities assumed on behalf of the £o™er;.^Vf expressi0ns used in the
for the future it would do. And it is to be ^f^.^^^th
those used in
92nd section, though not identical in words, .are identma ^™^
• lative authority f
section 91. In section 91 the Dominion ^^"^^^eTaws"
touching the matn<rre£erence
in section 92 the Provincial Legislature "may ^clus^ely m ake^aw
ters assigned to each.
The exclusiveness m the ^^^^Juous,
and if in the
^ fte
>
to legislation by the Imperial Parliament, beeau^e it wouW be mco£
fornmr it was intended as restricted to Impenal ^ ^
^
the concessions the,
compact was gone, and the Provinces we re ^^J^^J
, paramount o.
gave*! Moreover,
with reference to the ^P^^1^
a construction weakens
^.^
Such a e
sovereign authority, the term would have no l^ltearmg.
the authority of the General Government of the Dommion
X^
d tQ enter
Act, 1867, was intended to make legal ^^f^^^Z
had no power to
into as between themselves, but which not ^
«"^
*£f Government renounced
make.
It was not intended as a declaration tha ^f« j^"
to that great and good
any part of its authority.
It is submitted, ™
*et^fCeConfederation meant that
Canadian, Chief Justice Draper, that the °"^1 ^on aniProvtcial Government,
act to be the rule of guidance as ^^V
tZ Arti a, *reat bungle.
ft is
T^,,UV in New Brunswick (PugsIt
is the
the charter of their relative rights; ^^
^ ^l*%tlt
In the case of Regina vs. the Justices ot King s C°u^. ^^
sin°ce
ey's Reports
vol IT, p. 535), it was heh tha a ^^rA^V^^S
;he " British North America Act, 1867, to pass »»
J
d
Act
ssed
the manufacture or sale, or limiting the use <* *n*™,£J£ftEro clearly decided that
with tMe object inview was ^»«^
and void.
Ihe^o
Dominion parliathe power of regulating trade and commerce, g ™» Bi"lce with foreign countries,
aent by the 91st section, was not imrted 1 to traae -d «£ ^ ^ ^
^
rf
or even between the separate Provinces, but extern
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That "trade" meant the exchange of goods for
other eoods

J1**™™?* i buyir« and «^W-w hile "commerce" might be It

" ere STiT"

h« ,™s" « » s~" rs,,;1* i*«:tn £2

ior tne purpose of drawing foreigners into a snare.

As soon as he admits them

h«

« ::gdapsrhim
.-hem as his (8th
own Edition
subjects> vola»d TTto aff-d
p^ctt^r
fi
Kent, in his Commentaries
n 3£S\*»^^.^
« -r?
• it by individuals, but from all unequal and undue assessments
on the part S the Gov

«< zenX* bv hei^ SUfficir+t-that n°,taXT °r imP°siti0" can be ™P°-« upon the d*

u*!?* a ^e Legislature. The citizens are entit ed to require
Tl-i?
that the Legis
•' thatthe
ature^TT
itself shall
cause all public taxation to be fair and equal in orooor
toon to the value of property, so that no one class of individuals,
and noTpecies of W
I' party may be unequally or unduly assessed." Chinese
are not c tizens, nor ar ^Frenchmen, Germans, Italians, Spaniards, or Americans ; all alike
are foreigners unless Ruralized and as such are entitled to the same privileges. The
United States as thl
sovereign power to which California belongs, made treaties
with China
Gr^Br tain
^„T7^^T*to.7hich0anadabel0I,«8'hM
--^
treaties
with
Ch na. Those
treaties are described for the purposes of peace and
amity, trade and commerce.
irV™™
regarded as the highest and most binding of laws, beyond any merely
n.ernal regulation which one of the parties thereto may make for
the ^vermu^
of
its own people, because, on the subjects to which they refer
they bind the^eopToH oth
or'l ws
custZs Reports
their ini-titutions,
""* bebefound
r6SpeCtS will
"ft™
^
ZllfT?
nA^mltZ
1 0? /w
cas^ ll'ustfatl«g
this principle
3 Dallas' American

Britain Jd tie
""*allbetween
^f^'
ls f/e ST,''
'^nitKat
indebted to British
personsGreat
a law that
of Virgmia^ made
« ate Tv™?
TlZ
.„S,
S?7 ,am°Unt mt? J*? ban °ffi0e> Which should be a good discharge."
T.UTInof Peace
the Treaty
Bv
By tne
it was provided that « Creditors
side should meet with'
no lawful impediments for the recovery of their money."of either
The defendant had mid Iht
money into the loan office, but it was /eld that in conse^uenc
of the Treaty rf £ ace he
constructions
*e
In
"
:
^
^
^
■
^f
be°t^e
" are to be
ta*en in their natural and obvious meaning, unless someof contracts wo.t
good reason be
" 7Zt^wl
ttheJ Sh0UW be UnderSt°°d in a dilereat senso. The universality
, ^ eXpre5S sPecifloation in the treaty, and indeed includes it,
T
" for it t kl
««£?«
• ♦ a CJ0nolrVe reasomng *at if any description of debtors or class of
cases were intended to be expressed it would have been specified
.
The indefinite and
sweeping words made use of by the parties, exclude the idea
of any class o cases
« mmation.
mrion^Ph
fr '^ *°onbeTefCept6d'
6XPl0de the doot«- of coitructive discr (Philhmore
InternationalaadLaw,
vol. II p 89 )
navioXnT °n Interna+tional Law> ™1. I., p. 188, says : « Treaties of commerce and
which tZZ^T^
to?ecure> as a raatter of right, that commercial intercourse,
ett«£ J
T 1 1S m,6rely Precarlous- A* P- 179 : "They are to be taken as to their
stipulations most strongly against the party for whose benefit
they are introduced."
?? I™ °f T^™1 jUSti°e and huma"P»y, and consequently much
mo-e timt «. T^
Hberallv" A, are+ decIf f0^ of the Common Law of Nations, must I oWtrued
liberally.
As a matter of history, it is well known that these treaties were forced
380
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China by Great Britain, and on the part of the former most f^^J^^J^

An examination of the last tieaty in ifcoo,
forced ui>on China.
was lorcea
+wa+v was
tv,o treaty
£>
fairness.
The
upon ^u
Emperor of China actually

^purpose.
into engagements with British subjects or lbb/,
TeX
it is specially
ffie^d
■Rv +>ip 1 S9nd section of the "British North America Act,

ed m Leprohon «. The C^
contact with the Dominion authority are sustam

L^t^si^
EePtmptLy

Ottawa

laws affecting the domestic and personal habits ^\^J^^

*%X

Ett^^£^££Z

the service, that dealing or

s F »**«^
th-e monthpleasure,
license of residence ; it is more simply atraveller
» £ ^
lor
tor
Every Chinese person, the
Columbia.
It :„ hunt * to no ^ ^
of future trade or business, comes within ^ P™attaches at an ^ - Aout refer^nee to sex , ^^
^
or J*
and under

, infancy idiocy °r °«j»S°>"£
cause arising, whether from sickness, impotency, poverty
m;;;e
^ may
"f apprehension^ or^ ad fe ehng
Zee pSiifhable by what, from caprice, extent,
J
ed with whmh .t^
eompai
and
in
ite
indefin
almost
de
servitu
a grinding

in his possession,

or the goods and chattels of the J"0™™™^*

hristXes with

; what will be the condition
Such will be the condition of the employed

lly issued to him, shall, on
"who has not in his possession a license lawfu

comic.
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thereof forfeit and pay a sum not exceeding $100, and in default
of immediate payment the amount of such penalty shall be levied by distress and
chattels of the persons contravening the provisions of this Act, orsale of the goods and
if sufficient distress
be not found, shall be liable to be imprisoned with or without
hard
labor, for any
period not exceeding two months and not less than one month "
fl the 9th section : "In any prosecution for the infraction of any of the provisions
of this act, the averment to the informatio
n that any person named therein had not in
hispossessmnatthetnneof the alleged infraction a license
lawfully issued to him,

"SprftrLxC"atsuch person had not such license' unless the defendan'

nf rtf^ b5?h? 10th TfT jurisdiction is given to any mayor, warden, or any justice
of the peace to hear and determine the information in a summary
manner at any locality
where the accused shall be found. Thus a farmer in the urgency
of a pressing harvest, a
merchant or trader m the emergency of business, before he
can avail himself of this
species of labor or assistance must lose his time, his harvest, or
his opportunity in testing the genuineness and lawful issue of the document, as well as the
identity of the person holding it. Distance inability to prove identity, pressing
necessity are of no avail
Non-employment or the risk of the penalty ! It is a somewhat startling
proposition to '
confound the innocent with the guilty, and hold the free citizens
of a country responsible
for the tricks and defaults of foreigners ! Such trammels
must kill all trade and intercourse with the proscribed race. Intercourse is necessary to trade.
Social ostracism the
i£>ftt P r f
t ? l°ZeV *? enl°rCeThe Act has ^reached itself. In contrast
S * Washbum> the extent to which it goes is
m
Sounding *
Secondly, from the examination of its enacting clauses, it is plain
it was not intended
to collect revenue, but to drive the Chinese from the country,
thus interfering at once
with the authority reserved to the Dominion Parliam
as to the regulation' of trade
and commerce, the rights of aliens, and the treaties ent
of the empire. It interferes with
the foreign as well as the internal trade of the country, and in its
operate as an absolute prohibition of intercourse with the Chinese practical effect would
"There can be no question that all parties who
power and receive the protection of the government may reside within the taxing
be called upon to render
the equivalent, and that both with reference to persons" and
property the rule is
applicable when within the jurisdiction."
(Cooley, p. 15.)
The Chinese, like all
T** t0 bear their ProPer share of taxation
™ be
, T**7,
enfn ? m?"a legal
when enforced
manner,
under laws constitutionally made. The 9*nd
section gives the Local Legislature the power of raising a revenue
for Provincial

SKY

*

f ft011 ^

the Pr°VinCe'

and P°ints out the mod<* and

subjects by means of which it may be done ; but under the semblanc
e of such an intention the law will not permit an infringement of the constitution
It has been said that Queensland passed a law, putting an exceptio
nal tax on Chinese immigrants into that country, which after several unavaili
ng efforts, was at length
assented to by the Imperial Government. The shape
which that tax was imposed or
the reasons which induced the Imperial Government toin assent
to it, have not been shown
nor has the act itself been produced.
rt «wtiSTh C.°Ju"lbia ^s,nf>t stand in ^e same position, she is not autonomous. As
the State Legis ature of California stands towards the Congress
of the United States so
the Local Legislature of British Columbia stands towards the
Parliament of Canada
and is restrained by the federal compact which governs the Dominion.
Queensland, on the
contrary, is autonomous, legislates only and solely for herself, is
restrained by no federal
compact, and in her relative position towards the British Empire
is constitutionally on
the same footing as the Dominion of Cana
da.
'
The Dominion Parliament may pass such an Act as regulating the trade
and commerce ofCanaaa, subject to the confirmatory power of the sovereign authority
in England as governing the whole empire, but British Columbia cannot. Should the
Dominion
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the Imperial Government might see rea~
Parliament pass an Act like that of Queensland,
Columbia, in the future, require
British
of
ts
interes
the
if
fons tol^eltto Tt. And
opinion of some practical ^sible
^sl^rofth^t exceptional nature, which is it.the
h the proper channel, that is, by
throug
obtain
and
seek
must
she
,
men in the country
. .
■
thp action of the Dominion Parliament.
ture, and is, thereof the Local . Legisla
the powers
.
al isand
y beyondid
itution
entirel
fore The
unconst
Act
vo
.
.
,
present
issued.
mn
mjunct
the
and
The prayer of the petition must be complied with
brought before me.
This judgment will apply to each of the cases

APPENDIX

H.
Victoria, B. C, August 22nd, 1884.

SlK>

of the Chinese cases which ha™
Herewith 1 have the honor to hand you a return
city for the five and a half year, ending
been brought before the Police Magistrate of this
^ITso^ement
of the number of ^,, ^s, In^^C^^et^
ot the
These returns are compiled from the Official Record
court for that period.
same court.
said
.
I remain, sir, respectfully yours,
CHARLES P. BLOOMFIELD,
Superintendent of City Police.
Nicholas Flood Davin, Esq.,
Secretary, Chinese Commission.

Calendar

of Chinese Cases before the Victoria Police Court.

1879
DATE.

NAME.

OFFENCE.

SENTENCE.

Larceny
2 Ah Song
AhYue
Vagrancy
Ah Fow
.....
ncy
Ah You (woman) . . Vagra
Vagrancy (prostitution)
Larceny
3 KaiTow
4 Si Fung
Assault on Chinaman
11 Ah You
Supplying liquor to Indians .
Ah Sin
Vagrancy
15 Ah How (woman) . . Larceny
17 Ah How
Vagrancy
22 Ah Yee
Infraction city by-laws
Ah Quoi
do
do
22 Ah Sing
do
do
22 Ah Ling
do
do
27 Sam Chong
do
do
Ah Sing
do
do
IFeb.
4 Ah Lin
Supplying liquor to Indians .
18 Ah Fay
Vagrancy
Larceny
22 Ah Bow
Ah Boon
Assault on officer
Larceny
24 Ah Sim
Safe-keeping
28 Ah Tuck
IAh Moon
[Larceny

Jan.

383

3 months hard labor.

i$20 or 2 months hard labor.
i§20 or 2 months hard labor.
i months hard labor.
3 mos. h. 1. and $100 fine or 3 mos. add
1510 or 1 month hard labor.
Not proven.
320 or 1 month.
to be levied by distress.
$10,
do
do
do
costs * do
and $2do
do
do
do
$20 or 1 month hard labor,
do
do
do
3 mos. h. 1. and $50 fine or 3 mos. add.
5 or 3 months hard labor.
Committed for trial.
$20 and $3 costs or 2 months hard labor.

treatment.
medical
for .
"
Remand
oven
Not pred
Committed
for trial.
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of Chinese Cases before the Victoria Police Court.

18 7 9 — Continued.
DATE.

NAME.

OFFENCE.

SENTENCE.

Mch.

6 Ah Foo
Supplying
Vagrancy liquor to Indians.
AhYeu
S„mos-„hL and $100
6 mos. addit'L
$20
or 2 months
hard orlabor.
8 AhFow
$25 or 2 months hard labor.
15 AhHoo
Vagrancy
..".'!!!! 6 months h. 1. and $100 or 6 mos. add.
Supplying
liquor to Indians!
Larc
eny
Gin Foo
27 AhChu
3 months and $50 or 2 months addit'L
Supplying
Vagr
ancy liquor to Indians.
Apl.
2 Ah Foo
$20 or 2 months hard labor.
AhYeu
Discharged.
21 Ah How
do
do
do
do
Supplying liquor to Indians.'
do
do
do
May 21 Wing John
,
Summons dismissed.
22 Lo Chung
Infraction harbor rules
Discharged.
31 Jim
do
Supplying liquor to Indians. ,
Vagrancy
June 2 Ah Hoy (woman)
,
Infracti
on
sanitary by-law. . . , Dismissed.
July 9 Tye Chung Yuen...
Wong Yet
do
do *
do
30 AhLim
mos. h. 1. and $50 fine or 3 mos. addL
Supplying liquor to Indians. . 3Dismissed.
Unlawful detention of property
Aug.
1 Ah Sam
do
13 Guy Lee
Trading without license
Discharged.
21 Ah Song
Supplying liquor to Indians. .
do
do
do
ISept. 12 Ah Foo
3 mos. h. 1. and $50 fine or 1 mo. add.
15 Ah Lee
do
do
do
1 mo.
16 Ah Yue
Refusing to pay taxes
costs$50$2.fine or 1 mo. add'l.
tax h.and1. and
$2
do
do
Song OuLung
do
do
do
do
do
Ah Tuck
do
do
do
do
do
AhKee
do
do
do
22 Ah Sue
Supplying liquor to Indians. . 3 mos. h. 1. and $50 fine or 2 mos. add.
25 Ah Lin
Malicious injury to timber. . . . $5 fine and $5 damage or 1 mo. h. 1.
iOct.
2 Ah How (woman) . . Vagrancy (prostitution)
$10 fine or 14 days hard labor.
3AhChu
$50 fine ord.3 months imprisonment.
Supplying liquor to Indians. . Discharge
Chang New.
Assaulting Choo Hook
Committed for trial.
Chang New.
do
Lee Hook
do
do
Lee Fook. ..
do
Chung
Lay
KaiTai.. ..
Vagrancy
6 months hard labor.
Sam
Assault'g Mrs. A.F.Pemberton Prosecutor did not appear.
MeeHing...
Infraction sanitary laws
Vagrancy
Ah Keoi
$10 or 1 month hard labor,
do
do
do
Ah Qewn . . .
Larceny.
Ah Sing.
(Dec.
1 month imprisonment hard labor.
Committed for trial.
Ah Quong
Murder
Discharged,
Ah Shun
do
Supplying
Vagrancy liquor to Indians.
So Ling . . .
IS Ah Get....
Bound over to appear when called on.
Ah Sing..
do
do
do
AbPow...
Unlawful Gaming. To wit : Fined $20 or 1 month hard labor.
Clung Yee
/
Tan-Tan.
Bound over to appear when called on.
Ah Hing . .
do
do
do
YueChoy.
do
do
do
Wall Saw.
IChin You.
(Unlawful Gaming. To wit
All bound over to appear when called
Sain Fook.
f
Tan-Tan.
on and to pay costs of prosecution.
Ah Bow...
Discharged.
[Ah Chong.
Tampering with witness

1880
Jan.
Feb.

Sin Quoi.
Ah Yung.
No Tow...
Ah Hay...
Ah Hing..
Ah
Yea...
12
Ah Hing. .
Ah Lut...
Ah Jack . .
Ah Long . .
Ah Shins.

Assault with intent
Infraction
street by-law,
Larc
eny
Vagrancy
do

>Larceny of Chickens.

384

$50 fine and $68.50 costs or 3 mos. h. L
Fined $2.50.
3 months hard labor.
doi
do
do
do
Committed for^trial.

18 Victoria,
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of Chinese Cases before the Victoria Police Court.

1880 — Continued.
DATE.

NAME.

SENTENCE.

OFFENCE.

Mch. 22 A.h Sing
1 mo. h. 1. and 350 fine or 1 month add
Supplying liquor to Indians
Discharged.
23 Ah Sing
Trespass .
Ah Mow
Committed for trial.
Prison-breaking
Dismissed on payment of costs.
April 5 KwongLee & Co., Infraction sanitary laws
Discharged.
Unsound mind
21 Ah Fan
23 Ah Lip
Vagrancy
$10 fine or 1 month hard labor.
do
do
do
do
Hop Sins
,
May 11 Wong Pack Lung. Larceny of moneys
June 9 Sing Kee
Infraction of street by-laws.. {Dismissed on payment of costs.
KwongLee & Co.
See Lee Lung
Dismissed.
Wah Lung & Co..
Infraction of Sunday by -law..
Tve Chung & Co. .
Kwong Tong Sing
Tai Soong & Co . . .
Tai Yune & Co. . .
Tong Lee
Chu Chung & Co.
-Infraction of Sunday by-law.. Dismissed.
QuongSing
Ah Gow
JKwong Ling Sing..
Dismissed.
Larceny
HlMeeHing
Fined $10 or 1 month imprisonment.
Infraction of sanitary laws.
17jAh Cheong...
28 Chang Lee. ...
Ah Hing
Ah Sow
Ah Hop
Non-payment of road-tax.
Song Ou Lung
Ah Tow
. .12 mos. h. 1. and $50 fine or 3 mos. add
July 13 Ah Wah
Supplying liquor to Indians
Ah Lin
Larceny
|Discharged.
17 AhLim
Breach of prison discipline. . $50 fine or 30 days imprisonment.
Ah
Hing
22
Unlawful possession of game, $10 fine or 20 days imprisonment.
26 Ah Ping
Infraction of street by-law. . . Discharged.
Vagrancy
G-in How
$30 fine or 2 months hard laoor.
do
do
do
do
Fook Choy
Ah Mow
do
do
do •
Bing Kee
$5
fine
or
10
days
imprisonment.
Unlawful possession of game.3 months hard labor.
m
Ah Sing
Larceny of moneys
Lee Hung
Aug.
Unlawful possession of game.. $5 fine and $2 costs or 10 days imprnt
Ah Lee
145
skins
forfeited
&
fined
§25
or
20
days
do
do
deer-skins.
Ah Chu
( Prosecutor did not appear.
Sept.
Using threatening
AhLy
language to one
Fred. Luxford.
Ah Chor/
(Discharged.
22 Wah Kee
Non-payment
of
taxes.
Ah John
Ah Bow
Oct.
House breaking
Committed for trial.
do
Ah Jim
do
do
do
AhFoon
do
do
do
Ah Buck
do
do
Discharged.
Vagrancy
Wing Hing
Ah Tan
Nov.
to Indians. . . . 350 fine or 2 months hard labor.
ng liquor
Supplyi
do
do
do
$100 fine and $2 costs or 3 months h.
Ah Loy
Ah Song
On premises with intent. . . . . . . 6 months hard labor.
Assault
Dec.
Ah Sing
$5 or 7 days imprisonment.
Ah Lee
$2.50 fine or 4 days imprisonment.
Infraction city by-laws
Ah Wye
Larceny of jewelry
Discharged .
Ah Sing al. Ah Get Supplying liquor to Indians
do

S88I
ran.

cJouono- Hing

Infraction street by-law

do
I
lAhLong
L7!fefe:'::::::::ka^y........^

(Fined $5 or 4 days imprisonment.

[Discharged.
—^s^ison^^^o,
25
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of Chinese Cases before the Victoria Police Court.
1881 — Continued.

DATS.

NAME.

Feb. 21 Ting
23 Ah Jim
Ah Sam
25 Ah Sing
Mch. 31 AhChu
Ah Weu
Tong Lee
Ah Jim.
Apl. 12 Toy
May
2 Ah Sam
4 Ah Long
July
4 Ah Qnong
Aug. 31 Ah Sing
Sept. 30 Ah Tim...
Nov. 29 Kwong Lee & Co. .
Ah Quong
Ah Quon
Ah Sun
Lim Sam
•
Gee Yack

OFFENCE.

Larceny
Larceny of ducks
do
do
Larceny
Pedling without license
do
do
Infraction fire by law
Resisting revenue officer
On premises with intent
Obt'g goods by false pretences.
Infraction street by-law
Assault
Assault on constable
Assault
Infraction sanitary laws
do
do
do
do
......
do
do
do
do
do
do

SENTENCE.

discharged.

Fine 15, $2 costs and 820 license or 1 m-

Discharged.
Fined SI and $2 costs or 1 day impris't
Fined
or 1 month's
imprisonment'
•$20
or 2810
months
imprisonment.
$10 or 14 days imprisonment.
Dismissed.
Fined §2.50 and $7 costs or 14 days.
Fined $5 and §7 costs, levied by distress
Fined 82.50 and 85 costs or 14 days.

1882
Jan.
Feb.

Apl.
May
June

July

Aug.
Sept.

Oct.

Nov.

Ah Quong
, Larceny of moneys
Ah Moon
, Larceny
Ah May
Cruelty to animals .
Wong Foon alias
Murder
Tay Wah
Ah Hoe (woman). . . Accessory to murder
do
do
AhMoy
do
Ah Choon
Cruelty to animals
Kum Soon
Accessory to murder
do
do
Wing Chong.
10 Gar Lock
do
do
,
Chin Kee
do
do
Ah Kim
do
do
Infraction sanitary laws
28 Lung Kee
do
do
Hung Yueu
Assault
30 AhPoy
10 Ah Tim al. Ah Gung Larceny
23 Low
do
Tow
28 Ah Moon
do
30 Lung Kee.
Infraction sanitary laws ....
Ah Sow
do
do
(2 cases)
do
do
do
Tye Chung Yueu . .
Lung Kee (4 cases).. Infraction sanitary laws ....
Ah Sam
Defrauding the Revenue
Ah Pah
do
do
do
do
Ah Hong
do
do
Ah Hang
Ah Kin
Obtaining money by fraud . .
Larceny of fruit
Lip Kim
AhPow
Vagrancy
30FookSing
On premises with intent
Ah Wong
Larceny
do
Chin Hoe
Ah Fee al. Ah Gun . Arson
Ah Sam al. Ah Mow Burglary
Sam Low
On premises with intent
Sam Long
Assaulting Chinaman
,
Ah Foo
Larceny
Lim Sam
Vagrancy
Ah Lep
do '
25MeeChow
Suspicion murder of Ah Si . .
29,San Chons
Infraction sanitary laws

386

6 months imprisonment hard labor,
do
do
do
Committed for trial,
do
do
do
do
Discharged,
do
do
Fineddo $5 or It days imprisonment.
do
do
do
Dismissed.
Discharged.
6 months imprisonment hard labor.
Committed for trial.
Fined 820 to be levied by distress.
do
815 in each case.
do
810 in each case,
do
810 in each case.
Committed for trial,
do
do
do
do
do
do
Discharged.
do
Fined 850 or 3 months hard labor.
Committed for trial.
Discharged.
Committed for trial,
do
do
do
do
do
do
820 and 82.50for
costs
or 14 days impris'nt
Committed
trial.
Discharged,
do

do
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Calendar

of Chinese Cases before the Victoria Police Court.

1882 — Continued.
DATE.

Dec.

NAME.

OFFENCE.

SENTENCE.

4 AkKi
Smuggling
Ah Foo
do
•
6 Yap Wing
Obtaining money by fraud
14 Wah Chin (2 cases) Infraction Sanitary Laws.
Larceny
18 Low Tow
do
20 KiChew
do
Ah On

Discharged.

on payment of costs.
do
Fined $50 or 1 month imprisonment.
6 months hard labor.
Committed for trial,
do
do

1883
Feb.
Apl.

May
June
July
Aug.
Sept.
Oct.

Nov.

Dec.

Malicious injury of property. . Discharged.
22! Ah Hong........
AhChue
Felonious assault
■ Dismissed with costs.
do
do
Ah Hee
do
do
do
do
Ah Yung
do
do
Infraction sanitary laws
Hing Lee
do
do
9 Ah Hoe
Assault on Ah How
Dismissed on payment of costs.
Larceny
16 YingLong
ted
Commit
for trial.
Discharged.
do
20 Wye Ying
4|Loo Choo against
Infraction sanitary laws. . .
Kwong Lee
days imprisonment.
$10 or 14 $5.
Finedestreated
Drunk and disorderly
16lAhOu
Bail
Dismissed.
19 Goon Gan
Infraction street by-law. . .
Low Tow
Vagrancy
3 months hard labor.
Discharged.
Amelia Fagardo.. Larceny from person
Larceny
Discharged.
Fong Ah You
Lee Woon
do
Committed for trial.
Assault
Ah Nim
2 mos. h. 1...
Fined $20 and $15 costs or 15
Assault
Ah How
days imp,
$10 & $2.50 costs or
Fined
Unsound
mind
Chin Fook Gang. . .
Committed to Asylum.
Ah Yue
Larceny
Committed for trial.
Ah Yue
do
do
do
Ah Yue
do
3 months hard labor.
Discharged.
Ah Sue al Chum Ou Murder of Ah Fong
YickTai
Victoria
on payment of costs.
do
Assault street by-law
Ah Lye
$5 & $4.50 costs or 10 days.
Fined rged.
Discha
Ah Jim
.
.
intent.
6 months hard labor. «,,,„„
On premises with
Larceny
Pun Wye
Drunk and disorderly
Lung Gee
Fined 5 shil. & $1 costs or 6 hours.
Ah Yung
6 months hard labor.
Larceny at Chinese fire
AhYee
do
do
do
do
Ah Sit
do
do
do
do
Ah Quong
do
do
3 months hard labor.
Ah Yung
do
do
do
do
Hang
do
do
Committed for trial.
Arson
Kay
do
do
Discharged.
Larceny
Gee Chung
Low Tow
do
..•••••
6
months
hard
labor.
Ah Pack
Discharged.
Larceny from Chinese fire.
All Pah
do
do
do
AhChue
do
do
do
Ah Chung
do
do
do
Ah Sing
do
do
Ou Hing
Infraction street by-law. . . .
ed or payment of costs.
Dismiss
LungMoi Choy.... Assault and robbery
Discharged.
Lim Sam
Recieving stolen property .
Committed for trial.

1884

Jan.

7 Ming Dew
Lim Sam.
12 Ah Kim..
16 Hing Lee.
19 Ah Chung
24 Ah Kim . .

Larceny
do
Rape on white girl
Infraction city by-laws
Larceny
do

387

Committed for trial.
do
do
Committed for trial.
Fined $2.50 or 7 days imp.
Committed for trial.
1 month hard labor.
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Calendar

of Chinese Cases before the Victoria Police Court.
188 4— Coi itinued.

PATE.

NAME.

SENTENCE.

OFFENCE.

Jan. 26 Ah Kong
29
Yap Loon
31 AhChue.'
Feb.
4 Chung Ah Ling. .
Chu Chung
Quong Ou Luna: .
17 ChougLee
Yueu Chung
March 8 Chin Ah You....
Chin Ah Yo a....
12 Ah How
14 AhLim
15 Ah Gong
21 Ah Yep
24 Sing Sam
1 AhGim
v 11 Ah Jim
i
.
M
I(May l13
. Ah Lee
jAp 17 Ah Foon
Ah Sing
Ah Moon
June
Low Tow
Ah Get
Loo'Choo
Chong Quan

Assault
Fined $10 & 82 costs or 14 days.
Fined $25 6c $2 costs or 14 days.
Infractiou city by-laws
Safe-keeping (destitute sick). . Died in gaol.
Fined $5 and $2.50 costs.
Infraction city by-laws
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
Dismissed on payment of costs.
Discharged.
Abduction
Discharged.
1 month hard labor.
Larceny
1 month imprisonment.
Vagrancy
2 months do
Larceny
i
do
3 months hard labor.
Dismissed on payment of costs.
Infraction city by-laws .
6 weeks imprisonment.
Vagrancy
do
85 or 14 days imprisonment.
Fined §5 or 1 week imprisonment.
Infraction city by-laws.
Fined 85 & $1.25 costs or 14 days.
Vagrancy
do
do
do
Fined
85 & $4 costs.
Infraction city by-laws .
6 months hard labor.
Larceny
Fined $10.50 & §2.50 costs or 1 mo. imp.
Infraction city by-laws..
Fined $25 & $2 costs or 14 days.
Discharged.
Defrauding
do revenue.
* do . . .
RECAPITULATION.

'Total number of -Chinese Cases before the Victoria
period of five years and a half, 291, as follows :

City Police Court for the namet?

Refusing to pay taxes
12 Threatening language. . .
Trespass
1 Arson
Murder and accessories. . . 11 On premises with intent.
Unlawful gaming
10 Rape
Breaking gaol
2 Abduction
Breach of Game Law
4 ■ Resisting officer
Defrauding revenue
7 Cruelty to animals
Harbor rules
1
Total
291
Safe-keeping
4
Kumber of Cases, Whites, Indians and
Chinese,
before
the
Victoria
City
Police
Court
•a
from January 1st, 1879. to June 30th,
1884.
cS
.9
.5
co
1881.
1880.
1870.
1884.
1883.
1882.
.3
o
o
o
o
co 15
o
■+360
o
a o
C
c
ow
o
£
&
0
»-(
17
a
27
26 O
CO
o
►H O
o 27a? M21 o
11 5 $ 21
28
31
2
12 25
4 .19
3
28
15
1 34
5
4 18
10 15 16
16
7 11 22
9
4)
107
48
31 20
20 166 15
20 12
4 21 10
11
28 25
3 13
March
13
A
36
13
7
2
25
14
16
2
3
8
21
1
April
23
30 12
1 55 21
4
18
1 36 20
3 33
2 36
28 14
1 16 128
17 17
May
78
2 42
4
34
8 30
21 30 18
1
17
19
23
16
1
8 26 137
3 35
1 42
13 12 10 46 11
July
44 21
19
3
15
1 34 12
24
1 35
26
2 26 16
3 34 18
August
21
37
15
4 36
5 53
1 37
8 26
33
53 28 112 48
September
43 24
30
5
5
30
23
5
24 15
30
12
October
5
C 36 19
3 35 16
13 19 101 29 30
28
November
24
7 54 18 10
22 15 35
4
23 14
December
42 11
217
32
29
295 233 69 354 194
153
43
375 211 53 394
291 255
TotaJ
305
24
75
32
li'OTE.
In this statement, tinder the heading of whites, are included all others than
Chinese
and —Indians.
CHARLES P. BLOOMFIELD,
Suverintendcnt of City Policy
3S8
Larceny
-.
Vagrancy
i
Assault
Drunk and disorderly
Indian Liquor Act
Sanitary by-laws
Other by-laws
Malicious injury
Tampering with witness..

76
34
22
2
21
21
44
2
1

CO

CO

CO

CO

CO

CO

M

1

CO

CO

1

t— i

CO

1
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APPENDIX

A. 1885.

J,

City Hall, Victoria, B.C., August 14th, 1884.
cT,^IR,^In resP°fse *° y°ur request I beg to submit herewith an abstract statement,
showing the amount of taxes under four different heads paid to
the
City of Victoria by the Chinese residing within the municipality, Corporation of the
for five years, viz :
from 1st January, 1879, to 31st December, 1883, as follows :—
*
Year 1879.
Trade Licenses
Water Rents
Road Tax
Real Estate Tax
Trade Licenses
Water Eents
Road Tax
Eeal Estate Tax

coo-m r\r>

.Z.'

2 4fi« on
'tf? m
.....«!!!!!!!!!J17."!!!'.!!!"; 187 00
Year 1880.
."...".

SZZZZZ

KOAoa
h>%$
Ho
"1"\\"\™!!.\" 187

nn
™
oo
00

Year 1881.

Trade Licenses
Water Rents
Road Tax
Real Estate Tax

$2675 00
""oWe r\r\
%% ™
Zl^^Z'.ZZZZZ
Year 1882.

Trade Licenses
^ater Rents
Road Tax

187 00
$6,562 00

$3335
3178
g62
!"."!!'"."!!!!!!"11! 187

Real Estate Tax
Year 1883.
?xra?e ^ice?ses
Water
Rents
Road Tax
Real Estate Tax

00
00
00
00

$7,712 00
$3,725
3,500
gg2
V."!!!!!!L;!!!!!! 227

00
00
Q0
00

$8,414 00
The Road Tax is approximate, having been based upon the income of one rear for
an average.
The amount under head of Real Estate Tax is small, this is owing to the fact that
there are only four who own real estate in the city ; but several of the leading firms
have erected this year substantial buildings on leasehold property, upon which in future
under the terms of their lease, they will have to pay the Real Estate Tax.
I have the honor to be, sir,
Your obedient servant,
^HOS. RUSSELL,
Nicholas Flood Davin, Esq.,
Secretary, Chinese Commission.
394

City Treasurer and Accountant.
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A. 1885.

K.

Tax from January 1st, 1882,
'he number ef Chinamen who have paid Provincial Revenue
to December 31st, 1882 :—
Victoria City, Victoria and Esquimalt

572

Districts

Collector of Provincial Revenue
During the year 1882, the undersigned was the only
Tax for the" above named places.
RICHARD JONES.
e Tax from January 2nd,,
The number of Chinamen who have paid Provincial Revenu
1883, to December 31st, 1883 :—
1,102
Victoria City, Victoria and Esquimalt Districts
RICHARD JONES.

e Tax from January
The number of Chinamen who have paid Provincial Revenu
:—
months
seven
1884,
31st,
1884, to July
1,040
Victoria City, Victoria and Esquimalt Districts
The collecting of the above named tax is still going on.

APPENDIX

2nd

TONES

L.

sh Columbia Agency.
Department of Marine and Fisheries, Briti
Victoria, B.C., August 22nd, 1884.
ation the number of Chinamen as
Sir -I have the honor to submit for your inform
saW . canneries m
men and Indians, employed this year at" ^
y coirect
ed with white
compar
The number given may be taken as approximatel
Province.
this
...
273
Whites
■
I 280
Indians (men and women)
1'^57
Chinamen
_J
Total

•

2'710

in the past two years remaining
Owing to a laro-e quantity of the salmon put up
a good one, eight
rea^ntlu.t this yea, was not expected to be
^ M
^^
he
as foremen mechanics, ^^ermen^t
°f tr^SS^pM
aid ot
salmon, and Chinamen make the cans (with the
Indians fish for and clean
machinery), fill them and solder them up, etc.
I have the honor to be, sir,
Your most obedient servant,
T. REVELY, Agent.
Nicholas Flood Davin, Esq.,
Secretary, Chinese Commission.
395
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M.

New Westminster, B.C., August 18th, 1664:.
•
-SlR,T I k^Y6*1"5 h1onor t0 submit, at your request, returns showing the number of
qToF
S^ ed °n the mainland since th^ opening of the railway belt in June 1883
,3,795 persons have arrived ; out of this number 3,295 have settled in
the NewVestl
Klmloop^1^1^ and 50° ^^ &ettled Chi6% ln ShuswhaP> Okanagan, Speluincheen and
I may also remark that these are all a very desirable class of settlers and
with considerable means.
I have the honor to be, sir,
XT
_
_
Your obedient servant,
Nicholas Flood Davin, Esq.,
WILLIAM ROSS.
Secretary, Chinese Commission.

Custom House, Victoria, October 6th, 1884.
Sir,— In reply to your letter of the 27th September, received this afternoon, rbe<r
r tatrt 1
e C?1]ecti?n of dut7 from Chinamen during the month of August amounted
to $9,267 08 ; and for the month of September to $9,753 91.
I have the honor to be, sir,
Your obedient servant,
W- HAMLEY.

^
at Flood
wTo N.
Davin, Esq.,
Chinese Commission.
(Telegram. )

Victoria, B. C, November 2nd, 1884.
Number of Chinese, from July to October, thirteen hundred and six.

To N. F. Davin. Esq.,
Statement of Coal exported from the Port of Victoria and Nanaimo, B.C., for three
years, ending 30th June, 1884 :
Year ending 30th June, 1882
Ifg
!884

210,556
193,485
218,856

Total

622,897

S713H7
67?208
766,018

$2,153,373

Custom House, Victoria, B.C., November 5th, 1884.
Passengers arriving at Victoria, British Columbia, four months, during July, August
September, October, 1884 :
T

,

JW
August
September
October

Total
~
XT
Tr
Custom House, Victoria, B.C., November 11th, 1884.
396

WHITE.

2,070
1,597
954
1 101

5,722

CHINESE.

401
209
269
407

1,306
W. HAMLEY.
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APPENDIX

11th, 1884.
Custom House, Victoria, B.C., August

§87,459, out of a total of $798 bU4.b/bem
following,
*e Chinese
^^
1 2-54 per cent.
1 send paid
you f^f^Js
ior T,uebt5 iwu j

$7 90, 67 6, or at the rate of
Merits of each months colChinese importers

iectioiffi-om the Chinamen In ****&«
™£ou\ 25 P -nt.' In the foregoing
paid $19,319.71, out of a total rf^W*^
Prtl from China. Another
Return the goods came partly fr°^ph^f ^f^ g P0f goods imported ehiefly by

direct.
Sound from San Francisco and from China
Chinamen m this country.
0
13,00
There^re now, I believe, about
I have the honor to be, sirs,
Your obedient servant,
W. HAMLEY.

The Hon. J. A. Chapleau, and
The Hon. Me. Justice Gray.

collected from Chinese firms
Summary of Customs Revenue
30th, 1883 :
commencing July 1st, 1882, and ending June
1882
July 31st
August 31st
September 30th
October 31st
November
30th
December 31st

•
;

•

v

during the fiscal year

5,440
$ 10j421
6277
6'149
[ g'579
e',132

35
52
32
56
17
45

_ $ 2,730
5,472
7157
10,442
" ^ 11,025
7)630

40
35
43
28
24
94

1883
January 31st
February 28th
March 31st
April 31st
30th
May
June 30th

$87,459 01
$798,604.17
1883,
30th
,
June
to
1882
1st,
Total of revenue collected from July
11T2^ per cent.
of
rate
the
at
paid
have
e
Chines
the
t
which amoun

397
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Summary of Customs
Revenue
collected from Chinese firms
the
commencing July 1st, 1883, and ending June 30th, 1884 :durin-S
July 31st
August
31st
September 30th
October -31st
November 30th
December 31st

1883*

i

^,298
°,0o4
1%' 6
i'fr?
6,6o4
6;8o4

'"""■'
!884.

January 31st

fiscal veaJ
J
25
34 ■
51
J4
2o
07

* „ MnA „„

February
March
31st 29th ,
April 30th

'.'/.V.V.'.rZ

$ J560
?'££ 2
64
&00G 67

June 30th

14^
gf
9,lo4 46

Total of Revenue collected from July 1st, 1883
to June 30th, 1884, 8790 676
which amount the Chinese have paid at the
rate of 12^ per cent

of

of ft/
m^Tn^
1884'
C°lle/ted
Chinese firms W9.319.71, out of a total
ot
7,208.54, or about**U&
25 per
cent,
of totalfrom
collections.

Imports from China (direct) into the Province of
British Columbia.
Year ending
30th June.

1871
1872
1873
1874
1875
1876
1877

Goods entered for consumption.
Year
o\jin endingdune.

Value.

Value.

Duty received.

Nil.

Nil.
Nil.
Nil.
I 6,164
1,277
5,481
20,711

Goods entered for consumption.

Nil.
00
00
00
00

Number
YEAE

$

174
194 47
61
1,994 85
8,392 48

1878
1879
1880
1881
1882
1883
1884

$ 81.345
121,976
44,936
127.852
240,170
326,239
393,728

00
00
00
00
00
00
00

78
$ 30.410
22,940 23
14,186
25
204 48
78,433 65
104. 73S 66
111,300 15

of Passengers entering the port of Victoria.
FROM

CHINESE

WHITES

...

387
813
1,739
.. 280
... 295
.. 7,508
79R

1881
1881
1881

Sound ports
.San Francisco.,
.China, 6 vessels.

1,899...
2,283

1882
i882
I882

Sound ports
San Francisco
China, 18 vessels

4,011
2,668

J883
1883
1883

Sound ports
San Francisco
China, 4 vessels

6,510
2,886

1,874
556

Sound ports
San Francisco
China, 3 vessels

5,888
1,111

488
384
584

1st half of 1884
"
"

Duty received.

1876,
76,

1877, 1873, \r, .
c
1879 and 1880... / Chma> 8 vessels.
398

27,256

15,701
2,326.
18,027

TOTAL

2,286
3(»i
1,739
4,291
2,96$
7.303
7,508
006
4,760

6,376
1,495
5S4
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by goods passed free of duty under the head- of
of persons represented settlers'
effects.
j^UWa

99 males, 97 females,
1884, (J year)
181 males, 176 females,
1883'
137 males, 121 females,
1882
particulars not kept
1881
provinces are not
eastern
from
s
Settler
N. B—

APPENDIX

VALUE

134 children
207 children
125 children..-

OF EFFECTS

$22,159
35,670
24,211
14,150

included in this.

O.

COBBESPONDENCE.

Victoria, B.C., July 20th, 1884.
u as to information for the
SlR,-In accordance with a suggestion from Mr. Chaplea
question m a short
Chinese
the
on
Victoria
in
' use of the Royal Commission about to sit
of the convictions
return
a
ent
departm
your
from
request
to
time! I have the honor
with the cost to the A dmmagainst Chinese criminals during the last eight or ten years,
isWonof Justice of their prosecution; such return to be as brief as po ^ ^
but entirely distinct of. onstating offence, sentence, cost, year. Also a similar return,
country. Such returns to
viction of other criminals, stating offence, sentence, cost, year,
out.
carried
totals
with
nts,
stateme
r
be prepared in columna
I have the honor to be, sir,
Your obedient servant,
J. H. GRAY.
To the Honorable A. B. Davie,
Attorney-General.

Victoria, B.C., July 20th, 1884.
tion preparatory to
Sre,-Mr. Chapleau having written me to obtain certain informa
ma short time I
Victoria
nat
questio
Chinese
the
on
ion
the sitting of the Royal Commiss
possibly can
you
as
soon
as
me
to
t
have to request that you will prepare and transmi
a annually with (Arose
1. A return of the number of vessels arriving in British Columbi
the period to be for the last eighth .or ten
immigrants, and the number brought by them, the
value of their importations and the
of
period
same
the
during
return
A
2.
years?
unties paid thereon by the Chinese, classifying in general terms the ^^ItSe
™e-with the pr°P°r"°
of the goods mported-for instance, groceries, wearing apparel
vessels returning to- Chma
of
number
the
amount of duty on each class. 3. If possible,
or com they ^ok with
goods
of
value
the
and
latter,
the
of
number
the
and
with Chinese
Columbia. Also similar
them. 4. Similar return to the United States from British
™
™*3
who may ^
returns as to other immigrants during the same period
such returns according to
prepare
to
please
ation,
complic
avoid
to
order
In
.
Province
the financial year.
,

I have the honor to be, sir,
Your obedient servant,
J. H. GRAY.
To the Honorable William Hamley,

Collector of Customs.
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Victoria, B.C., July 21st, 1884.
v, ^l HaVing lea™ed *rom Mr- Chapleau that he proposes being in Victoria in
abou. ten days to open the Royal Commission on the Chinese question, I
have the honor
to request for the use and information of the Commission a return of the
taxes paid in
the city of Victoria by the Chinese residents during the last eight or ten
years,
the statement tobe annual, classifying the nature of the taxes and total amount under each
head
Secondly, a return embracing the sanitary regulations made by the
Council for their
government, with a statement of the number of infractions thereof by the
Chinese and
the steps taken for enforcement of the regulations and punishment of
the offenders.
Thirdly, a return of the expenses, if any, which the city has had to pay
for the support
and maintenance of Chinese poor and sick. Fourthly, the number
of Chinese children
admitted to the public schools for education by virtue of the payment of
the school taxes.
£ I' Veturn of an^ facts y°u ma7 desire to be placed before the Commission. I
have the honor to request that these returns, though general, may be
so made up as to
s.and the strictest scrutiny as to particulars, should further investigation
be deemed
necessary. I have further to state that as soon as Mr. Chapleau arrives
arrangements
will be made to hear the views and wishes of the Council on this important
subject.
I have the honor to be, sir,
Your obedient servant,

To
Mayor
of, Victoria.
^.
™
m
w '-!.'• The
tt- Worship
Trt His

J- HAMILTON"

GRAY.

City Hall, Victoria, B.C., July 21th, 1884.
, . Sib,— Jour communication of the 21st instant to His Worship the Mayor was laid
before the Council at their regular meeting held last evening, asking
for
use of the Royal Commission on the Chinese question, and the followingreturns for the
resolution in
respect to the same was passed, namely : « Resolved, That the communication
be received
and the clerk instructed to reply, stating that the Council are willing
to
give
all the
information that lays in their power."
I have the honor to be, sir,
Your obedient servant,
tt.
n
t .- Gray,
-M- Justice
n Mr.
tt.
Honorab
le
Victoria
.

JAMES

D. ROBINSON,

C. M. C.

Victoria, B.C., July 24th, 1884.
*■ ^r1^6
*° acknowledge your letter of this day's date, transmitting the resolution oi the Council m reply to my communication of the 21st instant, to
His Worship
the Mayor, and have
that at the earliest possible moment you will favor' me
with the informationto inrequest
detail particularly specified therein. I presume in your
accounts of the municipal revenues and expenditures annually,
the totals under the
separate heads can readily be found. Should you omit any of
the returns specified I
will at once call your attention to the fact so as to obviate delay.
The moment Mr
Chapleau arrives I will submit to him the question of expense
attending
tion of the returns, and hope such arrangements will be made as not to the preparaimpose anv
serious burdens on the city, while at the same time the information
gained may tend

foXSant

§0°d' PleaSe It0have
§*iVetheme honor
aU tllGto retUmS
J0U Ca* PrePare *y the
be, sir,
Your obedient servant,

, Esq.,
James D. Robinson
Clerk, Municipal Council, Victoria.
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City Hall, Victoria, B.C., July 31st, 1884.'
read at the meeting of the Council held last
was
hurt,
24th
of
letter
Sir _Your
and myself are
evenincr' and I was instructed to inform you that the City Treasurer
some person
willing to give you all the information in our power, provided you employ
can
to do "the work, as we find it impossible to make out the returns you ask for, or we
cost.
the
guarantee
will
you
provided
work,
probably find some one to do the
I remain, sir,
~'Tour obedient servant,
JAMES

D. ROBINSON,
Clerk, Municipal Council.

Hon. Mr. Justice Gray, Victoria.
Victoria, B.C., August 6th, 1884.

by Chinese in
Sm —As directed by you 1 have examined the buildings occupied
built at a cost
were
nouses
ten
than
this city, and have to report as follows:-More
cost about $6,000,
iof about $41,000; three houses are at present building which will
Some wooden houses
Sid several houses are to be built, at a cost of about $8,000
ts stores were built
merchan
Chinese
Two
$5,000.
.were built at a cost of more than
This morning we
built.
yet
not
are
houses
Many
$7,000.
costing
L white men,
us I hope you
receive
to
pleased
was
he
and
,
residence
his
'saw Governor Cornwall at
us what
inform
also
and
,
Chapleau
Mr.
Hon.
see
can
we
when
know
will kindly let me
we should say at the interview.
I am, sir,
Your obedient servant,
HUANG SIC CHEN.
icholas Flood Davin, Esq.,
Secretary, Chinese Commission.

James D. Robinson, Esq.,

Chinese Commission, )
Victoria, B.C., August 6th, 1884

Clerk, Municipal Council.
Victoria, B.C.
Gray,
Sir— Th- correspondence between yourself and the Honorable Mr. Justice
immigration, has been
one of the Commissioners appointed to enquire respecting Chinese
information, and you
laid before the Commission. Mr. Justice Gray asked for certain
power. I have the
their
in
replied that the Council were willing to give all information
m time to
possible
if
and
convenience,
earliest
your
at
will
honor to request that you
the
furnish
sittings,
earliest
their
of
one
or
first
the
at
be laid before the Commissioners
lam instructed
Commission with the returns asked for by the Hon. Mr. Justice Gray.
expenses you may incur in furnishing the required mlormati—
than
you by
to
Commission.
the any
be borne
willinform
I have the honor to be, sir,
Your obedient servant,
NICHOLAS FLOOD DAVIN,
Secretary, Chinese Commission.
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The following letter was received b) the Hon.
Justice Geay :—

A. 1885'

J. A. Chapleau and Hon. Mr.

Langley Street, Victoria, B.C., August 7th, 1884.
Dear Sir, — A public meeting is to be held at the City Hall on Saturday next, at
eight o'clock p.m., to discuss the Chinese question.
I am instructed by the promoters of the meeting, amongst whom are the Dominion
and Local Parliament members, to invite you to attend.
Yours faithfully,
THEODORE DAYIE,
M.P.P., Victoria City, B.C.
Please send answer to Mr. Shakespeare, M.P., City.
Driard House, Victoria, B.C., August 8th, 1884.
Dear Sir, — I beg to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 7th instam,
conveying an invitation to attend a public meeting to be held in the City Hall to-morrow
evening, for the purpose of discussing the Chinese question.
Under other circumstances nothing could well give me more pleasure than to attend
a public meeting in Victoria ; but I am here as the member of a Commission
whose duty it is calmly and impartially to investigate all matters bearing on the issues
which have been raised respecting Chinese immigration, and it would not be fit for me
to take part in a public meeting where the merits of the question may be discussed, and
where conclusions may be formed on one side or the other respecting the very subject
under investigation.
I hope you will convey to the members of the Dominion and Local Parliaments,
and the other promoters of the meeting, my thanks for the courtesy which prompted
their invitation, and an assurance of the pleasure which it will give me and my colleague
to receive from them in the course of the enquiry any facts or other information which,
laid before Parliament, will assist in the solution of this question in the best interest ot
the Dominion.
I am, dear sir, yours truly,
J. A. CHAPLEAU.
Noah Si-^kej <:are, Esq., M.P., Victoria, B.C.
Victoria, August 8th, 18S4.
Dear Sir, — I beg you will convey to the promoters of the public meeting proposed
to be held on Saturday evening next to discuss the Chinese question my thanks for
their courteous invitation to attend. I regret my duty as a member of the Commission
will prevent my being present.
The views of the people of British Columbia have been already expressed by their
representatives in Parliament, and the Governor-General, by the advice of his Ministry,
has deemed it proper to issue this Commission to obtain evidence, make enquiries and
report facts, which will enable the Parliament to legislate in a manner conducive to the
best interests of the whole Dominion, including British Columbia.
It would be entirely beyond the scope of the Commission to discuss the question at
such meeting, and they ought not to be present, where their silence might be construed
into acquiescence.
I fully concur with the views expressed to you by Mr. Chapleau, and would simply
add that we shall form no opinion until the fullest opportunity for information has been
afforded, and the whole evidence calmly considered.
I am, dear sir, yours truly,
J. H. GRAY.
Noah Shakespeare,
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Victoria, B.C., August 11th, 1884.
Sir, — I have the honor of sending as follows copies of three Resolutions which were
unanimously passed at a public meeting held in the City Hall on Saturday evening, the
9th instant, Councillor Cowan in the chair, present — a full house ; also our Dominion
representatives, Messrs. Shakespeare and Baker ; the President of the Council, Hon. Mr.
Drake ; the leader of the Opposition, Mr. Beaven ; the other members of Parliament for
this city, and prominent citizens. For further details I would respectfully refer you to
the Victoria Daily Standard of this date, also to the Colonist of yesterday's date.
First Resolution — " Whereas the Provincial Government and the representatives of
the Province in the Parliament of Canada and Provincial Legislative Assembly have for
many years past petitioned the Dominion Government to pass * statute restricting the
immigration of Chinese into the Province, and have supplied the Government of Canada
with abundant information upon the subject : This meeting is of the opinion thrt the
appointment by the Dominion Government at this stage of the question of Commissioners
to enquire into the subject, instead of legislating as requested, is uncalled for and superfluous, and is equivalent to doubting the correctness of the information supplied through
our constitutional representatives."
Second Resolution — " That, in view of the apathy evinced by the Dominion Government to our repeated entreaties for the restriction of the Chinese immigration, which is
Ithwarting our prosperity and threatening our very existence, we deem it necessary to
reiterate our demands for the enactment of restrictive measures at the next meeting of
(Parliament."
Third Resolution — "Resolved that the Secretary of this meeting be requested to forward copies of the Resolutions just passed to the Government at Ottawa ; also to the
(Hon. Mr. Chapleau and Hon. Mr. Justice Gray, the Commissioners on the Chinese
question."

I have the honor to be, sir,
Your obedient servant,
F. L. TUCKFIELD,
Hon. Secretary.

The Honorable J. A. Chapleau,
Commissioner on the Chinese question.
Copy of letters sent to Noah Shakespeare, Esq., M.P., Robert Dunsmuir, Esq., and
Robert Beaven, Esq. :
Victoria, B.C., August 12th, 1884.
Sir, — I am instructed by the Commission appointed to enquire into the "Chinese
question," now sitting in Victoria, to ask if you have any facts, or information, which
will be of use to the Commission, and if so, to lay the same before them,
I have the honor to be, sir,
Your obedient servant,
NICHOLAS FLOOD DAVIN,
Secretary, Chinese Commission.
Victoria, B.C., August 13th, 1884.

Hon. J. A. Chapleau.

Dear Sir, — Your reply to my communication of this date duly received, and I beg
to state that Mr. Booth and myself will be delighted to have an interview with you tomorrow morning at the Driard, between nine and ten.
I remain, your obedient servant,
NOAH SHAKESPEARE.
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Victoria, B.C., August 20th, 1884.
Sir, — I beg to acknowbdge the receipt of your letter dated August 12th. In reply
thereto would most respectfully state that, from a careful investigation of this matter in
all its bearings, I can add nothing further in relation to the Chinese question than the
statements
I have already made, and which are already on record in the " Debates'' of the
House of Commons.
I have the honor to be, sir,
Your obedient servant,
NOAH SHAKESPEARE
To Nicholas Flood Davin, Esq.,
Secretary, Chinese Commission.
(Telegram.)
Victoria, B.C., November 2nd, 1884.
To N. Flood Davin, Esq.,
The Board of Trade by Resolution declined to give evidence, and I felt as if I gave
personal views they might be liable to be construed as an expression from the Board tosome extent, hence I decided not to give them.
R. P. RITHEL,
Presidents
Washington, November 7th, 1884.
Sir, — I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 27th ultimo
and in reply thereto to enclose herewith copy of a note which I have received from th«
Secretary of State informing me that his department is unable to furnish you with more
than one copy of the Senate Report on Chinese Immigration, which is here wit 1
transmitted.
I am, sir,
Your most obedient humid e servant,
L. S. SACKVILLE WEST.
Nicholas Flood Davin, Esq.

(Copy.)

'

Department of State, )
Washington, November 6th, 1884. J

Sir, — In reply to your note of the 31st ultimo, requesting to be furnished with 100
copies of the Report of the Joint Special Committee to Investigate Chinese Immigration,
I regret to inform you that the Department is unable to comply with your request as the
number of copies on hand do not exceed six or seven, one of which is herewith enclosed
Accept, etc.,
FRED. T. FRELINGHUYSEN.
The Honorable L. S. West, etc.

APPENDIX

P.

On the night of Saturday, 9th of August, 1884, accompanied by the Chief of Police
Superintendent Bloomfield, a visit was made to Chinatown, Victoria, B. C. China .own had
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ed what fine brick houses the
already been visited in the day time, and it was remark
their surroundings appeared
and
they
r
superio
much
Lw
Victoria, and
had m and
Chinese Chinese
Chinatown in San Francisco.
in +Vip
dens were visited, under the guidance of the Chief of Police, and turned
* ' Th Sn
^J™J.
out to be the exact counterpart of what was seen in San Francisco, ™$/™
feature. We had abundant
are not nearly so numerous. Wo found, to us, one novel
we saw none. In Victoria,
evidence that in San Francisco whit** smoked opium ; but
m with Chinese indulging m
.huddled
were
whites
t«
or
one
where
however, we found dens
and full of intelligence, lay
dressed
well
womaa,
ycv.ng
a
one,
EoVerful narcotic. In
smoke After much persuasion
STer pipe with a practised bind and inhaling the
to answer questions, and
consented
she
Police
of
■Sr part and on that of the Chief
Minutes of Evidence.
Wch information as she had to givo will be found in the
APPENDIX

Q.

rendered by the Honorable George Ogden
The following is a report of a decision
Court.
District
States
United
Hoffman, of the
{n the Matter of ^
>
Tung Yeong
^n Habeas Corpus. )
issued out
The very oreat number of cases in which writs of habeas corpus have been
of tneir liberty, and
<of this Court by Chinese persons claiming to be illegally restrained
disposed of, has rendered it impos•which were of necessity summarily investigated and
m the various
sible for the Court to deliver a written opinion in each case. The evidence
by the press,,
reported
tly
imperfec
very
been
have
Court
the
of
rulings
the
cases and
understood
y
thoroughl
been
believed,
is
it
not,
have
,
and the latter though much criticised
the general
be,
may
as
y
succinctl
as
opinion,
an
in
forth
set
to
proper
deemed
is
It
has been
Court
the
of
decision
the
which
upon
evidence
the
of
nature of these cases,
been
have
which
s
based, and its rulings upon the more important of the question
presented for its determination.
j;*:ja,i
for discharge from a restraint claimed to be illegal, may be divided
The applicati
into three
classes ons
:
First— Applications on the ground of previous residence.
now in the
Bv the second article of the Treaty it is provided that « Chinese laborers accord, and
and
will
free
own
their
of
come
and
go
to
allowed
be
shall
United States
which are accorded
shall be accorded all the rights, privileges, immunities and exemptions
Stat., p. WM
S.
U
(22d
nations.
favored
most
the
of
subjects
and
citizens
to the
same privilege
the
Act,
on
Restricti
the
as
known
law
the
Bv the third section of
before the
States
United
the
into
come
have
shall
-who
laborers
to
indirectly extended
Act.
this
of
passage
the
after
expiration of ninety days next
The date of this Treaty is November 17, 1880.
The date of the passage of the law is May 6, 1882.
Durino- this interval large numbers of Chinese laborers who were protected by the
for
Treaty have left the country, of course, unprovided with Custom House certificates the
authorized
or
them
obtain
to
them
required
which
there was no law then existing
'
_
Custom House authorities to furnish them.
the
The language of the law is ambiguous and perhaps admits the construction that
required
be
should
mentioned
have
I
interval
the
during
laborers who°left this country
to produce the Custom House 'certificate provided for in the Act. It was not doubted
by the Court that if the Treaty and the law were irreconcilably conflicting the duty ot
the Court was to obey the requirements of the law, but it was considered that no
construction should be given to the law which would violate the provisions of the Treaty,
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if such construction could be avoided.
It was the-eforp hplH tJ,a+ - nuwho was here at the date of the Treaty, aad^
hf fe SL^tfa^ aTL^S
into operation, might be admitted without produc
inga Custom House certificate JhnMf
wasimposs.ble for him to obtain, and that it was
inadmissible, if not iSS
tot
to Congress when legislating to carry into effect oar
Treaty w th China thThitenZo
deprive laborers, whose right to come and go of their own free
will ITa " ™

neglected to procure a certificate, was not entitled to
return.

srSmStZc^^r

u is — d that *• vst-a

As to ^the soundneslo

had left before the law went into effect, to be allowe
d to land without the production of
a Custom House certificate, being thus recognized,
the Court held that Xe burden ot
IZl IT
th6m' and.that satisfac*ory evidence of the facts would be nVoroush
exacted
In some cases this evidence was snch as to establish the facts
beyond 'all rea
sonable donbt : as, for instance, the former residen
ce and departure of the petitioner was
Z^U
6 Pr°™dby.the testimony of the reverend gentleman at the head of the Ch?
nese Mission m this city ; who swore not only to his
personal recollection of the fact but
produced a record of the proceedings of the sessions of
his church, in which the departure
of the petitioner and h,s resignation of the office of deacon
, which he held and the an
Pomtment of his successor is recorded.
These records, ha testified, were iT his own
handwnting and were made at the date which they bore.
In another "cas"
connected with the mission proved the departure of
lTdv
the petitioner (who wasa younl
a cmiver
and her pupil) not merely by her own testimony as to the
fact, but by the production o
a religious book which she gave him at the time of his departu
re, on the flv-Cf of whicb
were inscribed m her own handwriting, and signed by
herself, some expressions of r(*a rd
together with some texts of Scripture.
This book, she testified, was handed to nS on
board the vessel a the date of the inscription on the fly-leaf
, with the injunction toLen
The b°0k TOS —Singly returned and produced m
ltUrn^
On* If
Court
"° **" d0Ubt C°UW be "*■*** a»d ^ P^n" ^
Swore fltC "
and '
exacted
permits
procure
invariablywere
almost
gantry less
,°n, re*uminS t0 their
frZT
satisfactory
S hardly
furnirhUeVnTl^CniLT!0rityt0fCaSeS+Pr+Tf

*™Z tl;rmPrleS0LWhfhtheyarememb
ich are fnmishiltbem ZZ
ment of their dues The departure of theers'andwh
members

and the payment of their dues u-e
These books the Court invariably re"
o be
Cre remittpH ^r^P'T3 !, &* * m°St T* the" SaV™gS' a«^™«lated'in this country,
tiTeir rlblt
m
he'r aCC°Unt by »«»"**> °™s in this citv, and also thit
their tickets -were, m many cases, purchased through the
agency of those firms The
production of the firm's books showing these transactions was
they together with the books of the companies, were subjectedin like manned requ ed [nd
to the critical scruth v of
Mr. Vrooman, the very intelligent, competent, and entirely reliable
Chinese interpreter
in S0IM ^^^
and
CoUrt>
*"
produCed
""1
*"*?
^
f
tCLTZ
evSJncI they afforded was corroborated by testimony of
the evidence
white persons in whose
employ the petitioner had been, and who testified to the time of his demrZa
It 'of
course, possible, that in some instances the Court has been deceived,
but considering that
in ™> case has a person been allowed to land on the plea of previous
on unsupported Chinese oral testimony, the number of such instances cannot beresidence
large The proofs
were in ail cases sufficient to satisfy any candid and unbiassed mind.
Of the whole numrecorded m the books of the company.
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believed that those discharged on
, n . f»r discharged bv the order of the Court, it is
ber thus fa. *£*£**%£" °™ly one.half. In justice to the Six Companies, I should
add
idents
Uurt^r"
then Sd"
pies2Ce
*dd

to cause copies of thento thetheCourt
offered
^reo
s during
1 usly
m^mber
interval I have mentioned,

„„j„ „f deception it seems impossible wholly to prevent.
ction of Canton certificates
Secotlly-Applications founded on the produ
d exceedingly embarrassing to the
prove
The investigation of this class of cases
The certificates furmshed «t
rable.
insupe
t
almos
ulties
Court an irattended with diffic
es, shall be P^-Mg
declar
law
,
the
Government
of the Chinese provis
the aatent
Cantonn by
ion of the law, whatever distrust might be felt
e
by tne
Canto
The counsel for
could not disregard
ZioZ reliab Ity of tSe certificaC, the Court
re rted lwam.
and
Court
icate to the
tL^etitirnefusuany presented a Canton certif

and cross-examine him in a most searching manner, and cent™d.ct ***££*£

Thisl

that the production of ^bof of a respectable mer
^ iTK^ouEnr
cantile firm in which the name of the petitioner «^dfo^
tMs
fiowe
It .was soon found, ^vtrjha^
sufficient to establish his status as a merchant
d thai
bo;"g
le,; for, 1fi^*he secondly,
mode of proof was, to a great extent, unrekab
apy
and the entrv made to meet the exigencies of the case , and,
the Chinese are in the habit of placing their earnings in stores or ««7^ J*^

chant or a trader.

The books above spoken of were in j . J I cases subjected ^

his uncle > or ms
cantile establishment in which his brother or
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In some instances letters were produced from his relative in «.;. n«i

A. 1885.
jj

,

in Hong
Kong, inviting hhn Jcome t , tl "try to be Z^edZ'ttT^
*° ^
the
genuineness
of these letters was often doubtful an^l otteck
existeTTo \
the""
*°
manufacture in this city after the arrival of the steamer

rejected.
In other instances the Court hi felt compelled to d schar^e the neH^n
l
preponderance of proof, though not without seri
oJmisgi^^te^T^

Third-Children brought to or sent for by their
parents or guardians in this city
In almost all these cases the petiti
ons were filed on behalf
of el il IZ
\ t.
.

J^res* « as isfts^s^sSt
Sb urdH

^l ";f "i^

°f SUbJ6CtS »d citizens of th nios ItloSji £t

&rsc w^htt^ chiH and to s-d the iat- ^ ~ sss ;:■

„„» J ^ f°leg^g preSentS a genera1' but * tIlillk sufficient statement of the yarionn
questions which have arisen in these cases, and
of the rulings of the Court upo them
If there he error m those rulings I am unable
to discern it
P
It will he cheerfully corrected when found to exist
by the judgment of a hurl*.
Court, or even when pointed out by any one who shall first
b J» t,L
\i
T
ascertain what rulings^ this Court^av/actilh
y
a nl £ n fZ
necessary preliminary which has hitherto been beT
tL*
largely dispensed witl bvS^Tt
H,i
^ * *" m0P9
vehement of those by whom the action of the Court 1ms been a^iled
That some persons have been suffere to land under
Canton certificates who were
in met within the prohibited class, there isd great
reason to fear
ttow this cou d have been prevented by the action
of any Court, honestly and for
lessly discharging its duty under the law and the evidence, has not
b en notgd'ut'

A Chinese person is therefore a competent witness. To
reject his testimonv wl,»
consistent with itself, and wholly uncontradicted by other
proofs, ^^oTt if 0Te"round
that he is a Chinese person, would be an evasion or rather
violation of the Constftution

$&2£4r^&%&?*" up0!1 the "prightaess ailcl^:=

has be. ?
, n?=lected> and the ingenuity of the District Attorney and the Court
cross
-examinations. ^ att6mpt t0 eUcit ^ trUth * «>
£j££*£
"™
«* Protr^ted
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But notwith
That it has frequently been baffled was naturally to be expected.
been by no
has
Act
the
of
s
operation
the practical
ble evasions,
these unavoida
standing
sfactory.
ati
means uns
.
, 1QQO .n
188 2, to
Returns obtained from the Custom House show that from the 4th August
m this
arrived
have
there
the 15th January, 1884, a period of nearly sixteen months
less
no
departed
have
there
period
same
the
During
port 3,415 Chinese persons.
with which we
init'thus'aDPears that not only has the flood of Chinese immigration,
on which could not
were menaced^ been stayed, but a process of depletion has been going
industries of the
be considerably increased without serious disturbance to the established from $1 to fcl.75
advanced
have
laborers
Chinese
of
wages
the
that
stated
state. It is
per diem— a fact of much signifiance if true.
own detects,
It is much to be regretted that the notion that the law has through its
^ and perwidely
so
been
or the fault of the Courts, proved practically inoperative, has
to
injurious
be
to
failed
have
cannot
hension
misappre
a
Such
sistently disseminated.
the
replace
to
east
the
from
the state, by preventing the immigration of white persons
Chinese who are departing.
,
lt
„ '
«■has incident
. ., ,nlltr
ally
Another circumstance, which though not contemplated by the law
inthe
s fees, and
attended its enforcement, may be mentioned. The costs, the attorney
heard
be
can
cases
their
until
Courts
the
upon
g
convenience and expense of attendin
or quite equal
nust in effect have imposed upon the Chinese arriving here charges nearly
t to secure
sufficien
said
is
it
found,
been
has
a
Australi
in
to the capitation tax which
But the
tion.
informa
accurate
their practical exclusion. On this point I have no
g infludeterrin
strong
a
exercise
cannot fail to
I haveof mentione
chargesclasses
the lower
to the
liability
Chinese dlaborers.
ence upon
that the petitioner
In the case at bar, the proofs establish beyond a rational doubt
the United States
left
he
that
and
Treaty,
the
of
date
the
at
was in the United States
or required Chinese laborers to procure
of the
passage
before theHouse
tes. law which enabled
certifica
Custom

He is, therefore, in my judgment, entitled to be discharged.

APPENDIX

R.

Westminster, B.C., December 5th, 1884.
cation, instructSir— I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your communi
;
ing me to forward immigration returns since last report up to elate.
ts
immigran
oi
etc.,
sex,
n,
occupatio
number,
showing
returns,
° I herewith enclose
Westminster, during the above
recorded at the Provincial Immigration Office, New
_
period, and their ultimate destination.
1,500
tnan
less
not
that
ng
estimati
m
Of Chinese we keep no record, but I am safe
great inroads on all the
have passed by the port of New Westminster, and are making
lumbermen, carpenters blackfarmers,
as
Chinese
have
We
.
country
the
of
es
industri
smiths, shoe-makers, tailors, merchants, stage proprietors ^^^^./^l^ta
, and to the great^ detriment of white immigrants
them in all and every kind of business
who are flocking in large numbers to settle up this province.
provincial works,
The Provincial Government forbids them any employment on
directly or indirectly.
I have the honor to be, sir,
Your obedient servant,
WILLIAM ROSS,
New

Immigration Agent
To N. F. Davin, Esq.,
Chinese Commission, Ottavja.
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A. 1885.

S.

Foreign Office, Honolulu, 18th December, 1884.
Nicholas Flood Davin, Esq.,

Secretary, Chinese Commission, Ottawa, Canada.
Sir —I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter, in which you ask
their
for certain documents and information concerning the Chinese resident here and
relations with the rest of the population.
_
,',.«?
different posixn reply I beo- to say that the Chinese question occupies a somewhat
restriction here to what it does in the Dominion or other countries which have adopted
replies.
ot
series
a
forward
I
this
of
on
tive laws against their immigration. In explanati
to some of the printed questions of which you sent me a copy.
There is no " Restriction Act" on our Statute book, but the Government, relying on
any treaty,
national rights, which are in the case of this kingdom not interfered with by
circumthe
relation^
A
on.
immigrati
Chinese
of
has taken into its hands the control
Asstances iscontained in two of the appendices to my last report to the _Legislative civ
sembly, of which I will forward a copy to your address. (See pages i. to ix., and
is strengthened
to cxxvii.) The position taken up by the Government in this matter
copy is enclosed
by an Act passed to meet special circumstances in 1878, of which a of more desirable
herewith The steps thus taken have been successful, and as a stream
Immigration, it is
population is about to be brought in, under control of the Board of
force, unless some
in
now
regulations
the
in
made
be
will
change
not probable that any
to propose any
necessary
deemed
been
emergency should arise. It has not
unforeseen
_
new legislation on the subject.
I may
Chinese,
with
people
our
of
riage
In reply to your enquiry as to the intermar
arewomen
Hawaiian
native
the
as
far
freely so
say that this has taken place somewhat
thisWhen the results of a census which is to be taken towards the end ot
concerned.
tne subject.
month are available, I shall be able to give you definite information on
With high respect, I have the honor to be, sir,
Your most obedient servant,
WALTER M. GIBSON,
Minister of Foreign Affairs..

ANSWERS

TO QUESTIONS PUT BY THE
COMMISSIONERS.

CANADIAN

CHINESE

(See Minutes of Evidence, page 69.)

but as their terms of
1 The immigrant Chinese are chiefly laborers for plantations,
arly carpentering,
particul
trades,
various
to
service expire large numbers of them take
of retad store,
a^rTng'and sho'e-making. They also take to pedling and the keeping
to be actually at work
and coifee-shops. Onlv about half the Chinese here are believed
e, rice planting, and
oTsufr an/rice plantations. The rest are engaged in commerc
culture.
banana
and
taro
and
ng,
gardeni
marketabove,
various trades, as stated
out house-servants are Chinamen.
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3. No ; the Chinese are always ready to look after their sick and indigent fellowcountrymen.

4. Most Chinamen are industrious and thrifty; but those engaged in domestic service are often lazy, exacting, and troublesome. They have never been turbulent here ; a
drunken Chinaman is exceptional. Their offences against the laws are chiefly petty
thieving j graver crimes are not frequent.

5. As a rule they do [i.e., respecb their engagements].
6. Yes; their competition is felt in almost every branch of trade, and in the country
districts almost all the petty stores and eating-houses are in their hands.

7. The Chinese were brought in as contract-laborers for plantations by the Govern
ment and by individual employers until the system was inhibited by the Government oJ
China and Hong Kong. Since then they have ostensibly come as voluntary immigrants,
paying their own passages ; but it is probable that most of them are under obligation to
Chinese firms, who are repaid for their advances with large profit out of the sums paid
down by the employers when they enter into engagement here.
8. So far as the planters are concerned, most of them would still welcome new importations ofChinese laborers, wages being very high and the supply of labor less than
they need.

9. The Government first intervened in April, 1883, to check their coming, by a
protest and warning that they would resist the landing of any further shipload of male
Chinese. This year the immigration was resumed under the auspices of the Pacific Mail
Steamship Company, through misapprehension (as they allege) ; whereupon the regulations ofMarch 25th, 1881, were issued (copy enclosed). The people generally support
the action of the Government, but there has been no popular agitation on the subject.
10. They always live in crowded quarters, which in very many cases are unwholesomely dirty. In spite of the stringency of the law here and the vigilance of officers,
opium is smoked by them in secret to a great extent, and they lead the natives into the
same habit.

11. Very much [i.e., the Chinese have contributed to develop the Hawaiian
Kingdom].
12—23. [No answers.]

_ 24. Certainly not [i.e., the proportion of depraved people is not greater anion* the
Chinese than among the whites].
25. Ditto [i.e., the vicious among the Chinese do not flaunt their vices more than
the whites].

26. There seems to be little doubt as to their having brought the leprosy here
It
is known among the natives as "the Chinese disease." The number of Chinese who
are
lepers is, however, very small.
J.
foreign Oflice, Honolulu, December 19tb, 1884
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NOTICE.

REGULATIONS

the Hawaiian Kingdom made
For the admission of Chinese immigrant laborers into
ion of His Majesty in Cabinet Council,
the authority of a resolut
and published under nth
day of July, 1883 :
passed on the thirtee
to masters of vessels arriving at
No 1 From this date permission will be granted
|
the'port of Honolulu to land Chinese immigrant laborers, not exceed mg *«^!?£ e
Chines
any
of
ive
exclus
and
to,
on
additi
from any one vessel, that number to be in
for m Regulation No. 2.
pTengels who may hold passports, as provided
the ports of the Kingdom may be
No 2. Passports enabling their holders to enter
His Majesty's Consul-General at Hong
,ssued from the Foreign Offic°e, Honolulu, or by
Kong.

country,
t in this Kingdom who may desire to visit any foreign
residen
Chinese theref
any return
l.-To and
rom.
children of Chinese now residing
To the wives or other female relatives, and to the
2
the
may be about to emigrate to this country under
inthTKingdom, or who No.
1.
provisions of Regulation

ance ot
shall be charged for each passport issued in pursu
dollar
fee of oneg
No. 3.
ulation.
ingA r
e
the forego
_
regulating Chinese immigration to this country,
No 4 AH orders and instructionshereby
cancelled.
are
Office,
this
from
issued
heretofore
WALTER M. GIBSON,
Minister of Foreign Affairs.
Foreign Office, Honolulu, March 25th, 1884.

AN >CT

TO

ARRIVING
OF PASSENGERS
LANDING
THE
REGULATE
DOM.
KING
AT THE DIFFERENT PORTS IN THIS

Asia to the coast of
Lar-e bodies of immigrants are now passing from
Wttfreas
S0ut=^

s, t» the
the Legislative Assembly of the Hawaiian Island
£e it Enacted by the King and
:
led
assemb
om
Kingd
the
of
Legislature
other Asiatic port and calling
v ,1™ 1 That anv ship 'passing from China or any
ted to disembark passenpermit
be
not
shall
,
voyage
^r in Al KinXm on her
*
the assent in writing of
obtained
having
first
without
a an>7Iv nort 11 tbSSdom,

c^S^±n^t-r^t^r^

as

if granted by the Governor or collector as.
^om hewers to lant and the permission,
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aforesaid, shall be signified by inscribing the same on one copy
of the said list and
returning it to the master of the vessel as aforesaid.
Section S.—Be it further enacted, that if the commander of any
vessel, passin- fn*n
umna.orany Asiatic port, carrying passengers, as in the preceding
sections set With
snail disembark, or allow to be disembarked, any passengers without
first having obtained
the permission as aforesaid, such commander shall be liable to a fine
of twenty dollars for
each and every passenger disembarked or allowed to disembark, which
said fine shall be
recoverable before any police or district justice.
Section 4— This Act shall take effect and become a law from and after
the date of
its approval.
Approved this 1st day of August, A. D. 1878.

APPENDIX
CANADA

CHINESE

KALAKAUA,

E.

T.

COMMISSION,

1881

(Postscript, 9th December, 188 4, see Minutes of Evidenc
e, p. 71.)
Since answering the queries of the Commissioners three cases
have been brought to
my attention, which I think deserve to be placed before
the Commissioners, 'as tliey■ ' '
contradict my experience hither
to.
In my former answers, I expressed a favorable opinion of the Chiname
n as beino
aw abiding, and generally as acquiescing and even aiding in the administr
ation of justice"
fS^7 of crimes attended with violence to the
l^T I wishw' aB ^8^7
^r
™
pei.on.
Nor ;do
that general opinion, which, indeed, was founded on
my uniform experience upto tomodify
that time.
There have occurred since I wrote some very notable excepti
ons to this behavior :
1. At the recent Victoria assizes, in a case of Chinese abductio
n, where Chinamen
witnesses and interpreters were necessary, it was established
to the satisfaction of he
presiding Judge (Mr Justice Crease), that these were being terroriz
ed by the threats of
certain Chinamen, alleged to belong to a secret association.
Three
persons alleted to
have used such threats were summoned before Mr. Justice Crease,
who took immediate
cognizance of the charge (the investigation then pending
being paralyzed, so long S
terror continued) and after hearing witnesses, and what the parties,
who'all appeared on
the summons, had to say m their excuse, he fined them $500,
$500, and $1 000 respectively, and m addition sentenced them to six months' imprisonment treating
G their conduct as a very high contempt of court.
™ f 2a „Anot^e^attemP^ or suspected attempt to pervert the course of justice is just re.
ported from Lytton. The body of a deceased Chinaman
had been found under circumstances which seemed to point to a murder, and two Indians gave evidence
before the
coroner which imp heated two Chinamen in the crime. But attiie
assizes, these Indians
refused to repeat their statements, alleging that their former testimony
was false, that
they repented of it, and that they had been bribed by some other Chinamen
(who anoeared as prosecutors) to tender it. This is not a clear case;
though Mr. Justice
Walkem, (who presided at the assizes), appears to be under the impression
that what the
Indians said before him was
true in substance.
414
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ood of Lytton
It is only just to the alleged suborners to recollect that the neighborhthe
perpetrators
which
of
all
in
Chinamen,
against
outrages
terrible
of
scene
has been the
ed
have escaped scot free. One case in particular, which in its wholesale unconceal
alleged
the
Ireland,
in
outrage
agrarian
of
read
have
I
which
atrocity equalled anything
by
ringleaders, though fully identified by four of the surviving victims, were acquitted
so
perjured—
deem
well
might
s
prosecutor
the jury upon evidence of an alibi which the
that in the present case the Chinamen, entirely misapprehending the principles of our
criminal law, may have imagined that subornation of perjury was a weapon permitted by
our courts, and that to acquit or condemn we only required the production of sworn
evidence, without troubling ourselves to enquire whether it were true or not.
3 There has been since the date of my answers yet a third case, contradicting my
were conformer experience. At the late assize at Nanaimo last week, some Chinamen
victed of robbery, with violence dangerous to life, upon a Chinese woman named Ah
Chif.
The only observation on the above cases which seems at all material is, that they are
all entirely confined to offences of Chinamen between and among themselves : not in any
way concerning the white population. They may perhaps (the first two at least) be due
to the demonstrated impotence of our criminal law to protect Chinamen from the most
enormous outrages, as well as from petty annoyances. This is not suggested as m the
least detracting from the criminality of the offences now noted, but as possibly diminishing their danger to society, and partly, perhaps, serving to account for the recent and
sudden appearance of these crimes among Chinamen in British Columbia.
MATT. B. BEGBIE,
Chief Justice, British Columbia,
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INDEX.
Accidents :
statistics, 28.
Adair, W. B. :
.
.
documentary evidence (answers to questions) 113.
Agitation:
,. „
, lim
1»
^
under same
Chinese Immigration; also "Feeling" and 'Treatment
See head.
American

Anthony,

Trade with China :
Bee, Col. F. A.
400,000 tons of American shipping engaged, 182.
George W. :
abstract of evidence (1876) Appendix A., 66b.

Anti-Chinese

Armstrong,
Armstrong,

Union, Constitution of :
King, C. H.
objects of the union, 233.
persons employing Chinese to be boycotted, 233.
fines, 233.
an expelled member to be sent to Coventry, 233.
only lawful means to be used, 233.
violence to be discountenanced, 233.
non-political, 233.
officers, 234.
twenty Anti-Chinese leagues m San 1 rancisco, 234.
effect of boycotting provision to induce those who
Chinese to discharge them, 236.
Edward J. :
abstract of evidence (1876) Appendix A., 322.
William

James

employed

documentary evidence (answers to questions) 116, 117.

Arnoup, John :

abstract of evidence (1876) Appendix A., 354.

Arrivals and Departures

:
Chinese immigrants from 1881 to 1884, 12.
"
"
average annual, 35.
from 1852 to 1878, 39.
from 1853 to 1873, 287, 288, 289.

Assassination
See Chinese Immigration.
Assimilation :
See Chinese Immigration.
Assessments :
Badlam, A.

»

which they are as$100,000 about
sessed, 231. the value of real estate for
great difficulty in assessing them, 231.
,
, 411 ^
„o9
pay taxes on about $500,000 worth of property, about $11,000, 232.
Bee, Col. F. A.
Chinese unequally taxed, 181.
Associations, Benefit :
early Calif orni an, 19.
Avery, Francis :
abstract of evidence (1876) Appendix A., 334.
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Babcock, William F. :
witness (San Francisco, 1884) 13, 14.

Badlam, Alexander :
abstract of evidence (1876) Appendix A., 231, 232.

Bag-factory :
See Manufactures.

Bainbridge, Arnop :
abstract of evidence (1876) Appendix AM 221—224.

Bassett, James M. :
abstract of evidence (1876) Appendix A., 360.

Baths :

white ladies and Chinamen attendants, 59, 62.

Beals, Henry C. :
abstract of evidence (1876) Appendix A., 306, 307.

Bee, Colonel F. A. :,
witness (San Francisco, 1884) 16 — 21.
abstract of evidence (1876) Appendix A., 181.

Begbie, Sir Matthew

B. :
documentary, 70 — 82.
postscript to communication (p. 71) 414, 415.

Bennett, Nelson:
witness (Portland, Oregon, 1884) 171.

Bigelow, Henry H. :
abstract of evidence (1876) Appendix A., 341.

Blair, Matthew

:

Blake, Maurice C. :

abstract of evidence (1876) Appendix A., 344.'
abstract of evidence (1876) Appendix A., "235.

Blakeslee, Rev. Samuel Y. :
abstract of evidence (1876) Appendix A., 348, 349^
Bloomfield, Supt. :
witness (British Columbia, 1884) 47—49.
Bodwell, E. Y. :

documentary evidence (answers to questions) 115, 116.

Boots and Shoes:
See Manufactures,

Bradley, John A. :
statement put in to Commissioners, 160, 161.

Brennan, A. B. :
Brier Rev. William W.

witness (Portland, Oregon, 1884) 174.
abstract of evidence (1876) Appendix A., 299—302.

Briggs, Arthur R. :
witness (San Francisco, 1884) 1—12.

Briggs, Rev. Martin C. :

abstract of evidence (1876) Appendix A., 325.

British Columbia:
number of Chinese in, 43, 52, 53.
wealth of British Columbia, 155.
no other Province has so many of the means within herself of
becoming a nation, 155^
lands should be settled with an Intelligent patriotic people, 155.
this would develop a true national spirit, 155.
resources of, 169.
Brooks, Benjamin

S.:

abstract of evidence (1876) Appendix A.., 182, 335*
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Brooks, Charles

:

Walcott

A. 1885.

witness (San Francisco, 1884) 28—36, 338.
Broom-making

:
See Manufactures.

Brown, Thomas :

Bryant, Andrew

abstract of evidence (1876) Appendix A., 329.

J.:
abstract of evidence (1876) Appendix A., 211—213.

Bryden, John :
documentary evidence (answers to questions) 110—112.

Buchanan, William G.

abstract of evidence 1876) Appendix A., 247.

Bull, W. K. :

witness (British Columbia, 1884) 61, 62.

€adiz, Joseph G. :

abstract of evidence (1876) Appendix A., 360.

California :
Chinese from, 64.

Campbell, Alexander:
abstract of evidence (1876) Appendix A., 320—322.

Candles :

See Manufactures.
<k

Carey, Joseph Westhrop

:
witness (British Columbia, 1884) 42—47.

Cariboo :

Carpentering

Chinese resisted in, 60.

and Cabinet-making:
See Manufactures.

Castle, Frederick

L. :

abstract of evidence (1876) Appendix A., 334.
Character, Chinese :
See Chinese Immigration.

China and San Francisco :
trade between for 1881 : $16,185,165, 40.
China :
Dameron, J. P.
difficulty of learning the language, 350.
not more than 300 scholars in China who learn the classics, 350.
why China has not progressed, 350.
they will suffer extermination rather than adopt western civilization, 352.
nature has differentiated them by color and odor, 35J.
George, H.
their institutions and learning, 238.
Loomis, Rev. A.
Chinese at home, 279.
socially, 279.
schools, 280.
religion and humanity, 280.
Gibson, Rev. Otis.
Chinese civilization, 268.
what the Chinese " scholar" knows, 268.
stagnation, 268.
religion : fatalism, 268.
regard themselves as superior to all other nations of the earth,
268.
marriage relation, 269.
marriages arranged by relatives of the parties, 269.
■filiacide, 269.
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China — continued.
Gibson, Rev. Otis— continued.
industrious and frugal, 269.
low standard of comfort, 270.
not clean in their personal habits, 270.
progress of Christianity among the Chinese, 270.
humanity in China, 270.
Chinese capacity and brain-power, 270.
judicial system, 271.
foundling hospitals, 271.
commercial character, 271.
the Chinese Government do not desire their people to emigrate,
274.
religion and morals, 275.
their morality compares favorably with that of the peasantry or
Europe, 275.
no idolatry as a system, 275.
teachings of Confucius, 275.
worship of tablets, 275.
believe in immortality of the soul, 275.
their literature better than French, 275.
Huang Sic Chen.
no slavery in China, 162.
for a long time after certain Chinese ports were opened to the
world balance of trade against China, 162.
unjust policy towards China, 162.
Jackson.
Chinese culture, 358.
Chinese cleanliness or the reverse, 358.
morals of Chinamen, 358.
the compradors, 358.
Chinese prolific, 359.
Chinese in Singapore, 359.
King, T. H.
diplomacy, 193.
treachery, 193.
their Christianity, 193.
status of Chinese residents of Hong Kong, 193.
value of human life in China, 191.
punishments, cruel, 194.
gambling, 194.
prostitution, 194.
" flower-boats, ' 194.
sodomy, 189, 194.
indifference to human life, 194.
Chinese Imperial authorities cannot protect foreigners in the
interior, 194.
commercial character, 191.
women, 195.
Canton district grows the banditti and prostitutes for other
low places,
standard195.of comfort, 197.
the' Chinese shipped to Cuba and Peru bought and sold. 332.
mercantile and leading class emigrate to Pacific coast, 332.
security of relatives in China for passage money. 332.
the immigration to Pacific coast could not be forced, 333.
alcoholic drinks ; gambling, 332.
prostitution. 333.
Sproat. G. M.
uniformity the Chinese ideal, lw.
civilization at times establishes a kind of serfdom no less stringent than has existed under feudalism or militarism, 164.
China a vast reservoir of helotry, 164.
circumstances existing for ages have enabled the Chinaman to
exist on the least which will drive the muscular machinery,
164.
the Chinese laborers in China, 165.
strange cycle in Chinese history and civilization, 16o.
impossible for such a people to become part of western civilization, 165.
Tobin, J. T.
Chinese a despicable race, 226.
in Shanghai live in a very poor way, 226.
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China — continued.
Tobin, J« T.— continued.
the poor people eat offal, 226.
children systematically raised for prostitution, 227.
character of Chinamen in China, 227.
crime and its punishments in China, 227.
habits filthy, 227. t
.
houses of prostitution and opium conducted openly, 227.
marriage, 227.
cruel punishment, 228.
execute substitutes, 228.
form of oath, 228.
inhumanity, 228.
unnatural offences, 228.
population of Shanghai, 228.
no intermarriage, 228.
some class idle and thieves, 228.
Chinese sailors, 228.
justice not impartial, 229.

Chinatown, San Francisco :
Bainbridge, A.

.

. ,

.,

i

ftTOTTT

/V

JR

beds in their hospitals, but lay the sick on mats on the
no 310.
havefloor

Chinatown,

San Francisco :
,. n,^
.^n
narrative of visit of Commission (Appendix D) 30o— d*u.

Chinatown,

Portland, Oregon :
narrative of visit (Appendix E) 370, 371.

Chinatown, Victoria, B. C. :
remarks on visit (Appendix P) 404.
Chinese Dialects :
differ almost every hundred miles apart, 190.
written language the same, 190.
\

_

has seen the sick lying around on the floor m their hospitals, and.
nothing to denote that there was any medical attendance, 223.
Brown, T.
undesirable to extend their quarter, 329.
value of real estate depressed, 329.
drives away white business houses and families, 329.
Duffield, G. W.
effect on real estate, 219.
dirty,
as clean
220. as any other part of the city, but their alleys are
police paid by the Chinese, 220.
how the streets are kept clean, 221.
the city (San Francisco) does not provide means for cleaning
Chinatown, 221.
Ellis, H. H.
extending, 205.
.
where they reside but pay high rents, 206.
street
a
injure
Huang Tsun Hsien.
rents paid for tenement houses, 39.
taxes paid by Chinese, 39.
landlords of tenement houses willing to renew leases, 40.
. ., .,
Meares, J. L.
in San Francisco cuts off from the business portion of city its
handsomest part, 200.
relative growth of Chinatown, 207.
Gibson, Rev. Otis.
.
pay more than $1,000,000 annually in rents, 263.
two kinds of brothels, one for Chinamen, the other for whites, 214.
size of rooms : four by six, sometimes five by eight, 214.
wretched appliances and attendance in their hospitals, ^214.

,

the Fuhkieii dialect not understood in Canton, 262, 263.
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Chinese Immigration :
AGITATION;
Adair, W. B.
principally by worthless white laborers, 113.
Armstrong, W. J.
commenced several years ago and all classes joined in it 117.
Begbie, Sir Matthew B.
commenced at Confederation, 72.
Bryden, J.
by political parties, 111.
Crease, Hon. Mr. Justice.
political, 143
Dunsmuir. R., M. P. P.
political, 130
if they had votes agitation would cease, 131.
Dwyer, Rev. P., A. M.
how it arose against them, 125.
movement
them not so much an agitator's as one of self
defence, against
125.
. -1
Innes. J. W.
by white politicians and laborers, 101.
Johnston, M.
political, 112.
Kennedy, J. B.
by all classes, 105.
unprincipled, 176.
political, 177.
Ladner, T. E.
a political cry, 97.
Ladner, W. H.
confined chiefly to adventurers, 102.
laborers, who are the first, when they get a piece of land, to
employ them, 103.
Laity, J., and Trembath, J.
laboring married men agitate the question, 99.
Metcalf, J., Jun.
by general public since 1860, 83.
Moresby, W.
began in 1864, since when feeling against them intensified, 109.
'
Onderdonk, A.
chiefly political, 149.
.. -'
Pawson, J.
began in 1858, 132.
Pearse, B. M.
history and nature of, 95.
Robins, S. M.
commenced two years ago chiefly by white traders and white
laborers, 118.
Robson, Hon. J.
politically dates from 1872, 64.
Stephenson, W.
none against them in Cariboo District, 123.
Stevenson, E., M. D.
source of, 93.
Ward, R.
commenced ten years ago by politicians, 85.
Ward, W. C.
chiefly political and from laboring class, 103.
Young, J.
began in 1865, 87.
ASSASSINATION:
Clarke, A.
rewards offered for, 203.
Ellis, H. H.
notices posted offering rewards for killing, 205.
not confined to Chinatown, 207.
ASSIMILATION:
Blakeslee, Rev. S. V.
they can never assimilate and become homogeneous, 349.
42ft
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Immigration — continued.
A SSI MI LA TION— continued.
do not tend to homogeneity, 9.
AMPthe^ommunity would be better if the people were homogeneou,
322.
Carey, J. W.
anon-assimilating race, 46.
Clarke H K W
distinct, unamalgamating people, only because of
a separate,
factitious circumstances, 317.
heterogeneity useful to a people, 318.
nothing to prevent Chinese mixing, 318.

. \

-- i
. : - ,: • r
'
\J

'

~ "

CREAScannoTkssimilatSeTwith the Anglo-Saxon race nor is it desirable,
145.

us, 316.
^^homogen
E. B. population is better than heterogeneo
Hon. A.eous
Davie,
cannot assimilate, a foreign element, bl.
*■

Douglas,

C. D.
.■
"
OOQ
not amalgamate with the white race, .^38.
they could
Dwinelle,
J. W.
.
they are not capable of assimilating, 355.
Gibson, Rev. Otis.
they do not amalgate, 38.
.
.
«w««
s an objecimmigrant
other
than
slowly
more
ing
their assimilat
274.
tion,

v,,
v
;

—

AIG negroesS. C.
of California more assimilable oa.
than Chinese, 239.
Hastings,
the educated Chinaman adverse to it, 304.
Huang Tsun Hsien.
#
,
why they do not readily assimilate explained, 41.
•
King, C. H.
they cannot assimilate, 235.

,

f

• -: -.-.., ~ ,: x

'cannot properly assimilate and amalgamate with the whites, 346.

a disadvantage, 183.
cannot assimilate
' a people
differentwhocivilization,
185.
Stout, A. B.
.,,
. ono
cannot directly assimilate with our people, 312.
Swift, J. F.
an alien element a disadvantage, 666.
cannot assimilate, 339.

•; •

TlNDAL,

J.

cannot assimilate, 121.
Tuckfteld, Mr.
a non-assimilating race, 66.

;_y

our ofpopulation
assimilate
neverin will'
347. has been decided
a century, ; that
quarter
of a with
the course
CHARACTER :
See Crime, Criminals, &c.
,.£,\ V~~
Adair, W. B.
, .^
...
f ■*>
do not burden white charities, 113.
economical and law-abiding, u«5.
with few exceptions, sober,
respect their engagements, 113.

'■'

•

*

m
•-■■ -

■.

±&

Chinese equal to Japanese in business capacity, habits, etc., 336.
the Japanese more progressive, 336.
Armstrong, W. J.
.
taken into hospitals same as white men, lib.
ctonot interfere with whites, save in the field of labor, 117.
not injurious to the public peace or health, 117.
Bainbridge,

A.

.

.

they have great reverence for their queues, ZZ4.
do not send much money out of the country, £S4.

EALmerchants
are gentlemanly in their intercourse with white people,
307.
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Immigration — continued.
CRAB A CTER- continued.
Bee, Col. F. A.
do not drink and are law-abiding, 182.
Begbie, Sik Matthew B.
do not burden public charity, 71.
industrious, thrifty, sober and law-abiding, 71.
if they were drunken they would not be in British Columbia, 71.
their ceaseless toil like nothing but an ant hill, 71.
not turbulent, 71.
given to petty thefts, 71, 75.
respect their engagements, 72.
good tenants, 72.
not injurious to public peace nor public health, 73.
as a race not uncleanly in their habits, 75.
instance where a Chinese woman would seem to have liked to be
bought, 81.
respect the administration of British law, 82.
Bigelow, H. H.
can count on them better than on whites, 341.
effect on boys and agricultural population disastrous, 341.
Blake, M. C.
good laborers and industrious, 235.
difficult to hunt up testimony, but they are easily convicted, 235.
perjury committed daily by all classes, 236.
Blakeslee, Rev. S. V.
they 349.
can do anything within the grasp of the imitative intellect,
they have made hordes of Americans abandoned creatures, 349.
more licentious than Americans, 349.
Bloomfield, C. T.
give no assistance in the detection of crime, 47.
difficult to enforce by-laws among them, 47.
Bodwell, E. V.
do not burden public charities, 115.
industrious, sober and law-abiding, 115.
keep their agreements, 115.
nothing in their habits injurious to public peace or specially
to public health, 115.
Bradley, J. A.
not law-abiding, 161.
they drink, but it does not affect them as it does whites, 161.
Brennan, A. B.
Chinamen drink, 175.
loafers among them who live upon prostitutes, 175.
Brier, Rev. W. W.
do not invest in real estate, 301.
a polite people and not easily excited, 302.
scarcely ever swear ; drink no whiskey, 302.
Briggs, A. R.
a moral blight, 10.
keen judges of property, 7.
moral effect counterbalances their economic utility, 9.
moral effect hard to explain, 4.
generally frugal, good, faithful workmen, 7.
have litttle capacity for progress, 11.
Briggs, Rev. M. C.
quiet, industrious, temperate, and well-behaved, 326.
Brooks, C. W.
personally clean, 31.
merchants honest and compare favorably., 32.
temptations exist among the lower classes as among whites,^32.
mentally are not an inferior race, 32.
inherit largely developed brain power, 33.
centuries of isolation have rendered them conservative, 33.
Brown, T.
merchants straightforward and very correct, 329.
Bryden, J.
do not burden public charities, 110.
industrious, sober and economical, 110.
respect their engagements, 110.
law-abiding, 110.
not injurious to public peace or health, 111.
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CHAR

A CTER—cont inued.
Bull, W, K.
difficulty of collecting taxes from them, 02.
Campbell, A.
the Chinese as a nation not equal to American people, 321.
thinks
321. if they got a chance they would become good republicans,
average intelligence as high as that of other peoples, 321.
imitative but not inventive, 321.
Carey, J. W.
difficulty to collect taxes, 44.
proprietors of real estate, 44.
troublesome amongst themselves, 44.
do not respect the Sabbath or their wives, 45.
respect contracts, 45.
habits of cleanliness, 45.
Clarke, H. K. W.
temperate, and a most quiet and docile people, 316.
can be relied on in regard to contracts, 317.
#
perjury they compare very well with the whites,
317.
in committing

-I

j

["""-

i
|
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not large-boned or large muscled but patient to toil, 317.
Colton, D. D.
testimony to their intellectual ability, 304.
do not demoralize white people, 305.
first rate laborers ; no sprees, 305.
COOLIDGE, J. A.

merchants intelligent, shrewd, courteous, and gentlemanly, 282.
persons clean but habitations filthy, 283.
(San Francisco) are of the lowest order, it speaks
here for
if those
volumes
their civilization, 284.
Cornelius, Capt.
not law-abiding, 173.
CORRYELL, J. R.

untruthful ; prefers to tell a lie to the truth, 343.
Crease, Hon. Mr. Justice.
do not burden charities, 140.
industrious, sober, economical and law-abiding, 140.
*■•
crimes of violence and murders among themselves, 140.
their life made up of small economies ; good pay, 141.
they overcrowd, 143.
vicious habits, but these could be dealt with by the police, 143,
do not make good settlers, 146.
without patriotism, 146.
testimony untrustworthy, 146
Crocker, C
reliable ; perfectly sober, 314.
Crowley, P.
habits and actions unbearable, 22.
live 75 per cent, cheaper than whites, 23.
Damkron, J. P.
low in morals and physically contaminating, 352.
„
they are our antipodes, 353.
Davie
Hon. A. E. B.
testimony unreliable, 51.
difficulty in detecting crime, 51.
government defrauded out of legacy duty, 52.
Drake, Hon. M. W. T.
evade taxes, 154.
> .
they'are
not settlers, 154.
DUFFIELD,
G. W.
testimony unreliable, 220.
Dunsmuir, R., M.P.P.
industrious and hardy, 128.
<;
temperate and peaceable, 128.
frugal and saving, except for gambling, 128.
„
keep engagements, 128.
/'
Dupont, Major L. T.
very methodical and regular in their dealings with the Inland
' Revenue, 152.
I

DWINELLE,

S. H.

testimony unreliable, 323.
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Immigration — continued.
CBABA

CTER— continued.
Dwyer, Rev. P., A.M.
do not burden public charity ; reasons why, 124.
industrious, but will shirk work, 124.
not absolutely temperate, 124.
spend but little money, 124.
in a sense law-abiding, yet will evade law, 124.
respect engagements, 124.
dangerous to public health, 125.
Ellis, H. H.
more perjury among Chinese than whites, 206.
testimony of better class of Chinamen reliable, 206.
Estee, M. N.
Chinaman and negro compared, 345.
Flewin, J.
filthy in their habitations, 49.
difficult to trace crime among them, 50.
evade taxes, 50.
Gallego, R. C.
sinister policy of the Chinese, 354.
their labor not more reliable than white, 354.
George, H.
incapable of attaining the civilization of the Caucasian, 238.
Gibbs, C. B. S.
business men honorable, high-minded, correct and truthful, 290..
houses clean but smell of scent, 290.
Gibbs, F. A.
cleanly in their persons, 219.
Gibson, Rev. Otis.
constantly commit perjury in the courts, 266.
willing to do any kind of labor, 267.
healthy ; not more filthy than the same number of European
common laborers, 267.
few bring their families, 267.
they help each other, 272.
industrious, if women and gamblers are excluded, 273.
mission schools full, 273.
many would become good citizens, 274.
Gordon, D. W., M.P.
some show gratitude but many rob, 134.
compelled as slaves to be industrious, 134.
feed on wretched food, 134.
domestics an exception, 134.
merchants of a different character, 135.
their docility accounted for, 135.
explanation why contracts are kept, 135.
smuggle brandy, 135.
habits injurious to public peace and public health, 136.
send money out of the province, 138.
Haight, H. H.
reverence the spirits of their departed ancestors, 239.
Haney, M.
seek no white charity, 121.
industrious, sober, law-abiding, 121.
respect engagements, 121.
do not interfere with whites save in labor market, 121.
nothing in their habits, any more than among other laboring"
classes, hostile to public health and peace, 121.
Hastings, S. C.
.
educated Chinaman a gentleman, but to Christianize them preposterous, 303.
Helmcken, Dr.
they remain isolated, 55.
imitative faculties very great, 56
overcrowding an evil, 58.
workmen reliable, 58.
impose no burden on hospitals, 58.
require no assistance, 58.
Hetnemann, H.
imitative but not inventive, 291
quiet,
291.
not
ambitious
; not more steady than whites, 291.
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Chinese Immigration — continued.
CHA RA CTER— continued.
Heynemann, H.— continued.
steadiness not one of their virtues, 291.
a good many thieves among them, 291.
Hollister, W. W.
as to cleanliness they are better than whites, 326.
never met a Chinaman who desired to stay, 326.
they don't care about the franchise, 326.
he takes no money away, 327.
he lives just as well as witness, 328.
in two years no Chinamen received public alms, 328.
Huang Sic Chen.
toil with steadiness and perseverance, 163.
resourcefulness of their character, 163.
Huang Tsun Hsien.
slow to change their habits, 40.
Innes, J. W.
do not burden public charity, 100.
industrious, sober and respect their engagements, 100.
Jessup, W. H.
moral character good ; steady and clean, 332.
most industrious people, 332.
Johnston, W.
., ;;
sober and industrious, 112.
do not burden charities, 112.
respect their engagements, 112,
Jones, C. T.
they disregard the law, 355.
have no regard for an oath, 356.
Jones, R.
difficult to collect taxes, 68.
lend their receipts to each other, 68.
Jones, S. L.
honest in their dealings, 331.
Kennedy, J. B.
sober and industrious but working by the day require more
watching than whites, 105.
will not respect contracts, if likely to lose anything by it, 105.
no public spirit, 106.
food
176. those of Americans, 176.
abitstenants,
better than
not so quarrelsome as Americans, 176.
King, T. H.
dirty, lousy and have the itch, 189.
without task are slow and indolent, 191.
imitative ; will evade or slight work, 191.
;
filthy and diseased, 191.
they know nothing of our institutions, except prisons, 193.
have evaded, whenever possible, all treaty obligations, 193.
treacherous, 193.
ignorant, slavish, submissive, brutish, ill-fed, ill-clad, profane,
immoral, 193.
indifferent to human life, 194.
in China, cruel, selfish and ungrateful ; liars and dishonest, 194.
low standard of comfort, 197.
Knights of Labor.
not only undesirable but dangerous, 155.
-..-.,
no conception of constitutional government, 155.
evade taxes, 156.
parasites preying upon our resources, 156.
overcrowd and are filthy, 156.
low standard of comfort, 156.
•.
..--'.
Ladner,
T. E.
industrious
and sober, 97.
not a burden on charity, 97.
keep contracts and do not interfere with whites, 97.
Ladner, w. H.
' •.
do not burden charities, 102.
industrious, sober, respect engagements, 102.
*
>:
Laity, J., and Trembath, J.
lazy and turbulent, 98.
do not respect engagements, 99.
thievish and filthy, 99.
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Chinese Immigration — continued.
CHAR A CTER— continued.
Lake, D.
an inferior race, 346.
not truthful, 346.
Lawler, Hon. J.
quarter to be seen to be appreciated, 36.
as witnesses are shrewder than any other nationality, 37.
Loomis, Rev. A.
in the main a quiet, inoffensive, docile people, 278.
savings, 280.
intellectual capacity of a high order, 280.
do not beg, 282.
would not give them the ballot, 280.
Lord, D. R.
industrious and sober and keep contracts, 114.
nothing in their manner of living injurious to public peace or
health, 114.
LOUDERBACK, D.
no disposition to become citizens ; not desirable, 213.
Low, F. F.
at home an industrious people, 184.
McLennan, D.
as laborers very intelligent, sober and industrious, 305.
Macondray, F. W.
merchants are honest, upright and have a good reputation for
integrity, 334.
sober and industrious, 334.
Mellon, J.
dishonest, 240.
when he has you in a corner he will squeeze you, 210.
Metcalf, J., Jun.
not burdens on charity, 82.
industrious and sober, but stupefy themselves with opium, 82.
break the law and will not testify against a Chinaman, 83.
keep contracts when it is their interest, 83
how the public is injured, 83.
Moresby, W.
had seen them begging, 108.
some steal to get into gaol, 108.
industrious and sober, but some go on week-long debauches, 108.
not law-abiding, 108.
do not always respect their engagements, 108.
obstruct the law, 109.
O'DONNELL,

C. C.

habits, immoral, low, degrading and filthy, 356.
Onderdonk, A.
do not burden public charities, 148.
industrious, sober and law abiding, 148.
true to their contracts, 148.
not injurious to public health or peace, 149.
Pawson, J.
sometimes steal, 131.
sober as regards whiskey, but smoke opium, 131.
do not consider contracts, 132.
huddle together, 132.
Pearse, B. M.
industrious, sober, economical, and as law abiding as the same
class among the whites, 94.
Peckham, R. F.
they are a little crotchety ; can combine, 296.
powerful imitators, 297.
sober and honest, 297.
Pixley, F. M.
testimony worthless, 180.
all intend to go back to China, 180.
capable of living in an overcrowded state, 180.
patient, industrious, hard-working slaves, socially, 255.
socially inferior to any race on earth, 255.
does not "discriminate" between classes of Chinamen, 256.
in some respects they are superior to us, 257.
Chinese intellect limited, 257.
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Chinesk Immigration — continued.
CHA RA CTER— continued.
Robins, S. M.
rarely burden public charities, 118,
industrious, sober, law-abiding 118.
respect their engagements, 118.
nothing in habits and mode of living injurious to public peace or
health, 118.
Hobsox, Hon. J.
destitute supported by their friends, 65.
habits and morals filthy, 65.
Rogers, J.
is clever and does not get drunk, 348.
Rogers, J. R.
do not obey municipal law, 225.
evidence untrustworthy, 225.
Scott, R.
do not burden white charities, 107.
industrious and sober, 107.
keep their contracts, 107.
Seaman, V.
quiet, industrious people in China ; in some instances cheats, 295.
not dissipated, 295.
Shearer, Rev. F. E.
compared, their moral and physical condition is better than some
and worse than some, 309.
§lanson, A. B.
like the old-time down-south negroes, 175.
unscrupulous in their revenge, 176.
Smith, Mrs. A. F.
found Chinese employes honest, truthful, etc., 335.
Sneath, R. *cK
business men truthful, honorable, and perfectly reliable, 293.
industrious and reliable laborers, 293.
Sproat, G. M.
abject slaves of custom they despise western civilization, 166.
ignorant and debased aliens 166.
Stephenson, W.
do not burden public charities, 122.
industrious, sober, not open violators of the law but will evade
it, 122.
do not carry out their engagements, 122.
ninety-five per cent, liars and thieves, 123.
in Cariboo interferes with the business of white traders, 123.
Stevenson, E., M. D.
sober and industrious, 92.
indomitable virtue, 92.
Stout, A. B.
men of small stature, not muscular, but the muscle they have
is very vigorous, 310.
light-weight men capable of great industry, 310.
health better than that of like classes of whites because of the
frugality of their lives, 310.
they eat to live and are clean and use much water, 310.
tenderness to sick by friends, 311.
heard of sick put out on the street to die but never saw it, 311.
good tenants, 311.
do not get drunk, 312.
bad and good specimens of Chinamen, 313.
whites could not live as Chinese tenants do, 313.
Stuart, J.
cannot be surpassed for integrity and honesty, 325.
clean, and very little disease, 325.
Swift, J. F.
.
inhabitants of Asiatic countries understand no government but
despotism, 339.
inferior in honesty and integrity, 340.
no idea of citizenship, 340.
TlNDAL, J.
masters of dissimulation, 120.
filthy in their habits, 120.
expert thieves, 121.
do not come to stay, 121.
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CHAR

A CTER— continued.
Tuckfield, Mr.
appear clean in their persons, 67.
Tucker, G. W.
merchants in China stand high, 338.
Vinton, W.
they live by trading, stealing and gambling, 241.
words fail to describe their habits of cleanliness, 241.
Ward, R.
do not burden charities, 85.
industrious, sober and frugal, 85.
never heard of any violations of contracts, 85.
Ward, W. C.
do not burden white charities, 103.
industrious and law abiding, 103.
sometimes become spoiled by prosperity, 103.
often pilferers, 103.
never hesitate to lie whenever it suits their purpose, 103.
keep their engagements, but leave their employment at a
moment's notice, 103.
Wheeler, A.
general and moral character good, 288.
bright workmen ; trustworthy traders, 288,
Wilson, C.
have their own arrangements in regard to sick and poor, 59.
. sober and industrious, 59.
those coming to British Columbia, of a low type, 59.
evade taxation, 60.
Winn, A. M.
low standard of comfort, 245.
Woods, D. C.
morally and physically a curse, 354.
Young, J.
do not burden charities, 87.
work
when well supervised,'87.
sober, steady
not law-breakers,
87.
under the control of some secret power, 87.
not safe to run counter to them when they are strong, 87.
respect their engagements, 87.

CHRISTIANITY

:

Blakeslee, Rev. S. V.
out of 239,000 Chinese, 500 have been converted to American civilization, 349.
Cox, C. C.
makes no progress among them, 15.
Ellis, H. H.
no faith in their conversion, 205.
Haight, H. H.
some Christians among them, 239.
King, T. H.
not one in a thousand sincere, 193.
Loomis, Rev. A.
the mission has about 100 pupils and six teachers, 283.
Stevenson, E., M.D.
easier to convert them in China or in any other heathen land
than in America, 94.
Swift, J. F.
difficulty of Christianizing Chinese, 339.
Swift, Mrs. S.
the whites,
church 230.
in trying to save the Chinaman's soul injured the
the higher classes have encouraged them, 230.
Winn, A. M.
Chinese in California not Christianized, 245.
CIVILIZATION

:

Clarke, H. K. W.
an Americanized Chinaman, 317.
application for citizenship, 317.
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CI VILIZA TION— continued.
COOLIDGE, J. A.

a debatable question whether the Chinese civilization is not as
good as ours, 284.

DwiNELLE,

J. W.

they think American institutions inferior to their own, 355.
Gibson, Rev. Otis.
instance in which a young Chinamen cut off his queue and
adopted American dress, 284.
PlXLEY, F. M.

threatened
with such a barbaric scourge as once visited Europe,
256.
the criminal perfection of 4,000 years, 256.
the civilization of a redundant population, 256.
American civilization incapable of convincing China, 256.
Sneath, R. G.
white civilization superior to Chinese, 293.
CONTAGIOUS DISEASES:
See Leprosy and Small Pox.
Meares, J. L.
why they are exempt from scarlet fever, diptheria, measles,
etc., 199.
many die of lung disease, 199.
in San Francisco they mostly die of consumption, 200.
Stout, A. B.
has known of none originating or spreading among them, 310.
small-pox not even half due to China or Chinamen, £10.
the cry about leprosy a farce, 310.
death-rate less among them than whites, 310,
CONTRACTS:
See Immigrants.
King, T. H.
relatives and friends pledged for their security, 188.
manner in which they are made and carried out, 193.
half who come are under contract to coolies who have returned
with a little money, 196.
experiment tried in the southern states, 196.
Vreeland, E. B.
simply to refund the money advanced, 209.
COOLIES:
See Immigrants.
Hyatt, T. H.
those going to Peru went for $5 a month under contract for ten
years, 324.
the contractor in China has a powerful hold over the coolie,
because in that country the next of kin can be imprisoned
for debt, 324, 325.
King, T. H.
coolie trade with Cuba and Peru, 195.
CRIME:
See Character.
Clarke, A.
hard to detect crime, 201.
Cornelius, Capt.
in petty offences not worse than others, 174.
they will all steal, 174.
Davie, Hon. A. E. B.
more expensive than white, 54.
Drake, Hon. M. W. T.
hard to obtain convictions where Chinese are the criminals, 153.
evidence untrustworthy, 154.
Ellis, H. H.
extent and percentage, 204, 205.
percentage
of arrests, as compared with the whites, about
equal, 206.
Gibson, Rev. Otis.
average of crime and comparison with the Irish, 265.
HlCKEY,

W.

convicted less criminals to the hundred than among any other
class ; but there is much crime only it is difficult to bring
convictions home, 174.
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CRIME— continued.
LOUDERBACK, D.
will not cooperate with the criminal iaw, 213.
evidence unreliable, 213.
convicted for drunkenness, 213.
Pawson, J.
responsible for much of it, 132.
Vinton, W.
percentage of crime in San Jose, 241.
Young, J.
difficulty in punishing crime among them, 87
CHIMES,

UNNATURAL:
Cox, C. C.
a man's penis cut off, 14.
King, T. H.
practice on board ship of sodomy and pollution common, 189.
thirty or forty boys leaving Hong Kong in good health, on arrival
would be found afflicted with venereal disease around the
anus, 194.
Mahony, C. A.
in Peru sodomites of the worse kind, 294.
Stevenson, E., M. D.
not guilty of unnatural crimes, 93.
Tobin, J. T.
has seen sodomy committed with beasts — with hogs, dogs and
ducks, 228.
CRIMINALITY:
Bee, Col. F. A.
not as large as among other people, 17.
statistics of San Francisco, 18.
Carey, J. W.
more
arrests than convictions
on account of difficulty in
getting evidence, 45.
Crowley, P.
above that of any other nationality, 23.
not a law-abiding citizen, 23.
Cornelius, Capt.
furnish nearly half the criminal business of the court, 171.
number in the penitentiary, twelve, 174.
Clarke. A.
ten per cent, belong to the criminal class, 202.
Lawler, Hon. J.
highbinders, 37, 38.
robbery, assaults with deadly weapons, etc., 37.
testimony should be received with caution, 37.
vicious element more difficult to control than among other
peoples, 37.
difficult to capture offenders, 37.
Swan, Dr. B. R.
testimony unreliable, 27.
man convicted and hanged on the testimony of a little girl, 27.
danger in giving testimony, 27.
assassination, 27.
violent deaths, 27.
statistics of murders, sudden deaths and accidents, 28.
CRIMINALS :
See Character.
Bloomfield, C. T.
equal to the worst classes in London and other great cities, 48.
Cox, C. C.
expert as thieves, shop-lifters and burglars, 14.
more criminal than white people, 14.
notorious perjurers, 14.
trump up charges against each other, 15.
murderous weapons, 15.
passing counterfeit coin, 15.
Crowley, P.
a nation of thieves, 23.
larger number among them, 23.
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CHIMIN A LS— continued.
Crowley P.— continued.
they all steals 23.
photographs of criminals, 24.
record of San Francisco, 24.
their ingenuity defeats the laws, 24.
will not testify where Chinamen are concerned, 24.
murderous weapons, 25.
Ellis, H. H.
more difficult to arrest Chinese than whites, 205.
Haight, H. H.
percentage of criminals larger than any other class, 238.
vicious element imported, 239.
McCoppin, Hon. F.
large proportion in San Francisco, 179.
Moresby, W.
thirty-one Chinese in penitentiary and twenty -nine whites ; in
gaol, twenty-one Chinese and five whites, 108.
large percentage escape justice, 108.
DEVELOPMENT OF COUNTRY:
See Immigration.
Adair, W. B.
have developed country, 113.
withdrawal would be injurious to industries and to the prospects of capital coming in, 113.
Armstrong, W. J.
..-.,-,
a combined effort would bring in white immigration and thus
develop the country, 117.
had pushed forward the fish-curing business, 117.
no longer necessary, 117.
Badlam, A.
their presence blights the value of real estate, 232.
Bee, Col. F. A.
.
, «„«
up to 1866, $40,000,000 a year sent East to buy goods, 182.
Begbie, Sir Matthew B.
"■,,..
interfere liitle with the prospects of the white population in
trade, 72.
supplied a want, but were never welcomed, /2.
part played by them in development, 75.
people could not get on without them, 75.
many would have to leave if Chinamen went, 76.
some necessary to British Columbia, 76.
Blakeslee, Rev. S. V.
way to small farms,
Chinese
349. absent, monster farms would give
Bodwell, E. V.
have contributed to development of province, 115.
their presence still necessary, 115.
Briggs, A. R.
an important factor, 2, 7.
industries developing faster than population increasing, 8.
total exclusion would be a serious matter, 6.
Brooks, B. S.
„,.-•...«•
theirJ. labor had added $289,700,000 to the wealth of California, 182.
Bryden,
had developed province, 111.
still necessary, 111.
effect of withdrawal would be serious, 111.
doubts if a combined effort to bring in white labor would develop
province as speedily as it was being developed, 111.
„ - •, ,
Campbell, A,
roads has thrown open large portions of country
of
building
the. for
settlement, 321,
their labor has performed a very large part, 321.
Crease, Hon. Mr. J^sTies.
the province self supporting from the first, 141,
contribute d to the progress of the country nor- can they be dis*
pensed with now, 144.
if they were withdrawn railway work would step as w-§uld the
would be non-plugsed and
} farmers
canneries,
144.
^e abandoned,
woii'^sh§e-faetories
mines
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DE VEL OPMENT— continued.
Dameron, J. P.
confined to the reclamation of tule-lands and the like, an advan
tage, 352.
Davie, Hon. A. E. B.
rapid progress of railway due to their labor, 52.
Dunsmuir, R., M.P.P.
had contributed to developing the country, 129.
their presence stimulated inflow of capital, 129.
but for them coal-mining would be seriously retarded, 129.
Dwyer, Rev. P., A. M.
it has and it has not developed country, 125.
not necessary once C. P. R. shall have been completed, 12G.
Evans, W.
Chinese have been a benefit to the state, 319.
Gordon, D. W., M.P.
have not developed the province to the extent white men would
have done, 137.
no longer necessary, 137.
their entire withdrawal would have a salutary effect on the pro
vince, 137.
capitalists would come more readily if they were away, 137.
Haight, H. H.
have added to the wealth of the state, 239.
Haney, M.
have developed country, 121.
necessary while railways are being built, 121.
7,000 Chinese required for railway purposes alone, 122.
Hastings, S.
beneficial, but subsequently detrimental, 303.
Helmcken, Dr.
country benefited by their presence. 56.
hard to say whether they will be beneficial in the future, 56.
would benefit themselves if no more should come, 57.
question, national and political, 57.
question as it bears on trade with China, 57.
nave supplied a want, 57.
need for their services may cease, 57.
Huang Sic Chen.
had helped to develop the province, 162.
Innes, J. W.
had supplied and still supply a want, 100.
developed province, 101.
presence desirable, 101.
Jessup, W. H.
certain manufactures would never have succeeded without them,
332.
Johnston, M.
have developed country, 112.
Kennedy, J. B.
mines and fisheries developed, 105.
no longer desirable, 105.
when the demand for British Columbia staples is sufficient,
capital will come whether domestics here or not. 105.
Ladner, T. E.
supplied a want and welcomed, and wanted still, 9«.
had developed province, 97.
necessary to a number of industries, 97.
exclude them and you keep capital from the country, 98.
Ladner, W. H.
m
were welcomed, and the welcome continued until recently, 102.
developed province, 102.
without them canning and other interests would suffer, 102.
Laity, S., and Trembath, J.
in the past they have contributed to development, 99.
necessary until the railway is completed, 99.
country will advance better without them, 99.
Lord, D. R.
, ,. M
great inconvenience if they were removed, 114.
Low, F. F.
'the Chinese
state (California)
would
not suffer
immigration
ceased,
185. in its material interest if
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Low, F. F. — continued.
those at present (1870) in California necessary, 185.
very little manufactures but for the Chinese, 187.
McLennan. D.
large landed estates a greater evil than the Chinese, 305.
they have added largely to the wealth and welfare of the coast,
305.
Metcalf, J., Jun.
had not contributed to development, 83.
no longer desirable, 83.
no Chinese wanted, 83.
capital would come in just the same, whether Chinese here or
not, 83.
Moresby, W.
at first
109. supplied a want, but now the supply exceeds the demand,
retarded development of province, 109.
Onderdonk, A.
have contributed to development of province, 149
still necessary and for C. P. R. 2,000 more will be required in the
spring, 149.
white men cannot make the gravel mines pay, 149.
the province (B. C.) would support more Chinese than whites, 149.
but for Chinese, capitalists would not bring in their families, 149.
Pawson, J.
reasons for believing they have not developed country, 132.
no longer necessary, 132.
Pearse, B. M.
have contributed to development, 95.
their withdrawal would paralyze industries and would be destructive to domestic comfort, 95.
Peck, C. S.
general
opinion
the Chinese
have been beneficial ; that what
is here
is wellthat
enough,
320.
beneficial to have the Chinese population increase in a certain,
ratio with the white, 320.
Peckham, R. F.
industries developed in consequence of the employment of Chinese, 297.
industries of California in their infancy, 298.
employment of Chinese an advantage to the state, 298.
PlXLEY,

F. *M.

their labor had contributed to the more speedy development of
the state, 181.
if Chinese had not come to California, trades and manufactures
would have grown slower, but would have grown, 255.
money would have been more distributed, 255.
Robson, Hon. J.
sending money out of the country impoverishes it, 65.
Robins, S. M.
had contributed to the development of country, 119.
no longer so necessary as formerly, 119.
no inconvenience would be experienced if they were to leave
gradually, 119.
Rogers, J.
without Chinese the state (California) would have grown fast
with white labor, 348.
Chinese labor stimulated the growth of the state, 348.
'
J. M.
the industries of the state could have been developed withScott,how
out Chinese, 346.
Scott, R.
had supplied a want and were welcomed, 107.
had contributed to development of country, 107.
presence still desirable, 107.
necessary to coal industry, 107.
Slanson, A. B.
useful in opening up the country, 175.
Sneath, R. G.
without them it would be impossible to develop many of the
material interests of the state, 293.
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DEVELOPMENT— continued,
Sproat, G. M.
have produced wealth; but hew I 163.
Swift, J. ¥.
but for Chinamen should hare doubled peculation in fire years,
340.
Stephenson, W.
have not contributed to development ©f province, 123.
Ward, R.
do not interfere with the prospects of the white population, 85.
developed country to a certain extent, 85.
developed industries, 86.
Ward, W. C.
welcomed till within four years, 103.
have developed the country, 104.
until a sufficient number of whites arrive their presence is necesWheeler, A. sary, 104. '
looking at the question in a purely material aspect, they have
been an advantage, 288.
Young, J.
had contributed towards development, 87.
never necessary, 88.
capital would not cease to come if they were expelled, 88.
DOMESTIC SERVANTS:
See White Immigration.
Beals, H. C.
a good
Chinese servantfwill*
do twice the work of any white
servant-woman,
307.
wages, 307.
Bee, Col., F. A.
the the
Chinaman
held the
trades unions,
182.balance "of power against Bridget and
BODWELL,

E. V.

no others but Chinese, 115.
capital would be deterred if capitalists were not sure of having
domestic servants, 115.
Bradley, J. A.
failures as cooks, 160.
Briggs, A. R.
clean and reliable, 9.
male servants debauch children, 9.
Brooks, B. S.
an Irish-Catholic servant girl would not go beyond the sound of
the bells, 183.
Brown, T.
always
Bryden,
J. found them very' honest, 329.
capitalists would not come if Chinese were not here as domestics, 111.
Bull, W. K.
they do not scrub white ladies in their baths, 62.
Campbell, A.
are more quiet and more systematic, 321.
Carey. J. W.
reasons
is objectionable to have'them, 45.
Crease,
Hon. why
Mr. itJustice.
family life but for the Chinese would have been intolerable, 142.
high wages paid them prove how necessary they are, 142.
their usefulness created a good feeling towards them, 142.
Gibson, Rev. Otis.
there may be some instances where
they are employed as
nurses, 273.
Haney, M.
without them no domestic servants, 121.
Helmcken, Dr.
undeniably useful as domestic servants, 56.
*Heydenfeldt, S.
good ; heard nothing to their disadvantage, 285
HOLLISTEE, W. W.

no other class to employ except Chinese, 327.
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DOMESTIC SERVANTS— continued.
Innes, J. W.
without them not sufficient, 101.
without them total absence of comfort, 101.
Kennedy, J. B.
im
,,, , ,_ . .
ine
take their place, lua.
their departure white domestics would
King, after
T. H.
, ,, . .
, 1rtft
they W.plodH. along in drudgery ; not so valuable as formerly, 190.
Ladner,
no others to be had, 102.
MORGENTHAU,

*

M.

women could not do without them, 331.
does not care to have Chinamen in his house, 331.
Olmsted, W. N.
,,,,.-, «««
he found them all that could be desired, 333.
Pearse, B. M.
.,,-...!,
*-•
<v
to leave their places without giving the customary notice, 9o.
Spott apt
iR.
their absence as such would repel capital, 107.
Stevenson, E., M. D.
involuntary testimony, 92.

as much trusted as others, 312.
as servants
d JVLr
Tttptcftt^t
children should be attended by their mothers or female whit©
servants, 67.
Ward, R.

untU a supply of white domestics come, Chinese must be relied
on, 85.
Wilson, C.
white women would be preferable, 00.
EDUCATION :
See Character.
"
F
bright,W.clever
and.
intelligent people, 14.
Babcock,
Briggs, A. R.
not a reading people, 11.
of low order of intelligence, 11.
read and write in their own language, 11.
Helmcken, Dr.
a large number learn the English language, 56.
many read and write, 56.
EMPLOYMENTS:
See Manufacturers.
Badlam, A.
number engaged, 231.
Begbie, Sir Mathew. B.
washermen, 71.
not many mechanics, 71.
as hop-pickers,
76.
Clarke,
H. K. W.

. , . .
as cooks, domestics, in manufactories, on railroads, m dyking,
and in fruit- raising, 316.
Davie, Hon. A. E. B.
chiefly gardening, canneries, railway construction, bd.
Dunsmuir, R., M.P.P.
very successful as gardeners, 129.
Helmcken, Dr.
market gardens and laundries, 56.
,',„..
K„
boots and shoes, tanneries, canneries, coal and gold mining, 5b.
King. T. H.
various, 190.

, ,Ho191
n.. J.
' Robsonpay
on railway works about 6,000, 64.
in the wake of the
they take
as' miners
white miner,
120. no risks, but follow
Tuckfield, Mr.
do the washing of nearly the whole population, 67.
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EMPLOYMENTS— continued.
Young, J.
boots and shoes, cigars, and market gardening in their hands. 91
EXCLUSION:
See Restriction.
Crease, Hon. Mr. Justice.
an unreality about the cry, 145.
hotels and boarding houses would be shut up, 145.
Pixley, F. M.
not desired to exclude them from the rights they had under the
treaty, 183.
FEELING:
See Agitation.
Bee, Col. F. A. .
feeling confined to a small portion of the people, 182.
sentiment of the Irish against them, 183.
Begbie, Sir Mathew B.
race dislike which is reciprocal, 72.
Bradley, J. A.
in Australia and the Sandwich Islands found the same dislike of
Chinese, 160.
same in
Campbell,
A. the Pacific States of the United States' 160.
opposition has arisen out of an unfounded jealousy, 321.
Clarke, H. K. W.
opposition to them the child of ignorance, 318.
used by politicians, 318
join agitation merely for political purposes, 318.
Crease, Hon. Mr. Justice.
their usefulness created a good feeling towards them, 142.
this continued until the C. P. R. works were begun, 143.
Crocker, C.
class-prejudice, 316.
Davie. Hon. A. E. B.
people of British Columbia want no more to come, 54.
universally against them, 52.
Dwinelle, S. H.
class-prejudice, 323.
Evans, W.
has had no trouble between whites and Chinese except in the
case of the Catholic Irish, 319.
Gordon, D. W., M. P.
the feeling against them continues, 136.
Haight, H. H.
strong feeling against giving them the franchise, 239.
Hastings, S. C.
strong prejudice of the poorer classes, 303.
Helmcken, Dr.
few desire to send those in the country away, 57.
Heynemann, H.
strangeness of manners and customs the cause of prejudice
against them, 292.
Heydenpeldt, S.
prejudice against them confined to foreign-born citizens, 285.
Huang Sic Chen.
no such movement against Chinese in Portland as in San Francisco, 173.
Lord, D. R.
favorable to them up to two years ago, 114.
Metcalf, J., Jun.
ninety-eight per cent, of the people of British Columbia
against their coming, 83.
Pawson, J.
against them always strong in a majority of the people, 132.
Robins, S. M.
growing stronger against them every year, 118.
Slanson, A. B.
public opinion in Portland divided, 176.
Stout, A. B.
opposition arises from jealousy and ignorance combined, 312.
Wilson, C.
against Chinese immigration, 61.
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FBANCHISE :
See Character, &c.
Bassett, J. M.
undesirable to give them the franchise, 360.
Brier, Rev. W. W.
would not allow them to vote, 302.
Campbell, A.
,.,,,,..,
v. t
would
321, not give them the franchise but would give them schools,
Crocker, 0.
should not vote, 315.
.
315.
of a large non- voting male class undesirable,
presence
.
_,.
J. P.
Dameron,
votes
Chinese
give
to
if the dominant power found it necessary
it would be done, 353.
will have to be given the ballot to protect their rights, 353.
Heydenfeldt, S.
•
if the better class got votes it would have a good enect, <ibo.
Peckham, R. F.
should not become voters, 298.
Sneath, R. G.
ono
not desirable to give them the franchise, 293.
if they were naturalized they would not be allowed to vote, 339.
enfranchise 39,000 and you put 30,000 votes in the market, 339.
Chinese would ultimately change American
presence of 339.
the institutions,
no idea of citizenship, 340.
to enfranchise
Chinese the worst ' of evils, 347.
E. D.
Wheeler,
GAMBLING :
See Crime, Criminals, &c.
Bainbridge, A.
the game of " tan " explained, 222.
as many as sixty can sit round a table, 222,
Bainbridge, A.
^
,*»-,. 00«
betting from 10 cents to $1 ; sometimes $5 and 110, 223.
the greatest gamblers in the world, 223.
does not think it can be stopped, 223.
prevents them from accumulating money, 223.
ten per cent, of the money lost goes to the bank, 224.
in Chinatown, San Francisco, much the same as in
on 194.
'carried
China,
Lawler, Hon. J.
lottery and tan, 36.
Smith, M. A.
they have a great many gambling houses, ^14.
lottery and tan, 215.
Vinton, W.
lotteries forbidden by law, 241.
impossible to suppress gambling, 242.
■
W. C.
gamblers amongst themselves, lUd.
inveterate
IMMIGRATION :
See Restriction.
Babcock, W. F.
good policy to restrict their numbers, 13.
not a bar to white immigration, 13.
Bee, Col. F. A.
,
jri .,.
. ..
the early settlement of California, 16,
at
encouraged
Blair, M.
kept out the whites, 344.
degrading to labor, 344.
Blake, M. C.
, , j
. .
, „_
, but not stopped, AS5.
discouraged
be
to
ought
Blakeslee, Rev. S. V.
.
, ,
,.
_.0
moral and religious effect destructive and degrading, 34S»
degrades labor, 348.
, ...
influx of Chinese affects laborers adversely, 348.
Brier, Rev. W. W.
regulated by demand and supply, 301,
Ward,
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IMMIGRA

Tl ON— continued.
Briggs, A. R.
a bar to white, 1.
has stimulated trade with Asia, 10.
large influx would have been a bar to white, 6.
never recedes ; when they obtain a foothold they remain, 3.
evidence of increase, 12.
large numbers would have a demoralizing effect, 4.
if influx had continued white immigration would have ceased,
if Restriction Act had been modified, limiting a few to come1.
they might have been utilized, 8.
prejudice
against
3. them might be removed if they came with their
families,
introduction disappointed early expectations. 6.
policy to restrict, 10.
would not welcome, 3.
Brooks, C. W.
natural immigration and coolie trade, 29.
no nation desires immigration that tends to lower the standard
of its own laboring classes, 30.
supplemented rather than supplanted our laborers, 30.
moderate immigration of good men, under certain conditions,
desirable, but excessive immigration of an inferior class a decided curse, 31.
forming a nucleus of a young and progressive party in China, 33.
before allowing large influx Anglo-Saxon race to be considered,
Brown, T.
a large influx would have a bad effect on the whites. 329.
Campbell, A.
a benefit, 320.
Carey, J. W.
people afraid of an overwhelming influx, 46.
Cortage, E. L.
their immigration an evil, 253.
Crowley, P.
universally undesirable, 25.
immigrants not allowed to come without a certificate, 26.
system of identification more perfect, 26.
Dameron, J. P.
to increase their numbers will make the country an Asiatic
colony, 351.
drives out the boys and girls, 352.
if unrestricted may overrun the Pacific coast, 353.
Ellis, H. H.
influx of Chinese bad for the whites, 208.
Foulke, L. M.
reasons why Chinese immigration is undesirable, 359.
George. H.

influx of Chinese degrades the dignitv of labor, 237.
the wealthy favor their immigration, 237.
the Chinese Government would have no objection to excising
m the immigration clause from the treat v. ^7.
chief objection their standard of government lower than that
of Americans, 237.
brings elements of destruction to political and social fabric. 238.
Gibson, Rev. Otis.
limited to a couple of hundred on a ship, 274.
a possibility
of too large an influx an objection, 274.
Haigkt,
H. H.
on political and moral grounds it is desirable to check Chinese
immigration, 238.
if they were allowed to become citizens the better classes would
not be attracted, 239.
the political aspect of the question, 240.
Heydenfeldt, S.
unrestricted immigration of any sort not desirable, 286.
if Chinese came in large numbers they would adopt American
civilization, 286.
Kennedy, J. B.
a male immigration, IOC.
n'nety-nine per cent, r^i^e -no families* i-*5;
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Immigration — continued.
IMMIGBA

Tl ON— continued.

T cvw

accounts of times in Caliin, China
contractorsforniacirculate
and elsewhere
189. roseate
TT

T^

, 185.
' unlimited immigration ought to be discouragedinterest
if Chinese
not suffer in its material
the state would
immigration ceased, 185.
must be assisted, 186.
Meakes, J. L.
if unchecked bound to increase, 200.
Onderdonk, A.
regulated by supply and demand, 149.
Pearse, B. M.
at first welcomed and encouraged, 95.
people think there are now too many, 95.
does not want to see them settle, 97.

grand question between Asiatic labor and American labor,
the 348.
Shearer, Rev. F. E.
supply regulated by demand, 309.
from New England would be preferable, 309.
Wheeler, A.
n
makes the poorer classes more comfortable, ^89.
regarding a too large immigration groundless, ZiSi.
Young,the J.fear
increase, 90.
■
opposed to any further influx, 91.
IMMIGRANTS :
See Character, Laborers, &c.
Adair, W. B.
,,
laborers and in good health, 113.
Armstrong, W. J.
laborers of good health, 116.
Beals, H. C.
would prefer white people as settlers, 307.
Begbie, Sir Matthew B.
n
laborers, miners, gardeners, domestic servants and merchants, 70.
Bigelow, H. H.
their presence poisons the place, 341.
detrimental to the state, 341.
would make California what Peru is to-day, 341.
come here under contract, 341.
raised up an idle class, 342.
Bod well, E. V.
,.
u,
11K
laborers chiefly, with a few traders, and healthy, 115.
Bradley, J. A.
brought under contract, virtually slaves, 163.
Brier Bev. "W. W.
comparison between European and Chinese immigrants, 302.
under constraint and enslaved to employers, 304.
Brooks, C. W.
come from Hong Kong, 84.
com© to better their condition, 29, 30.
%
return. bo3»o in five years, generally to remain, 29,
Brtmsn/J;
©Mfe% llftQIHS i&jp©& heaBh, 110,
Arrive h&^hy- &&£ £& &»<$ ^HJiBgf fc© wore, 71,
... -

.i^wtfeey-frr^^^fl^,^!;.
, .. __ „
limited nu^Jty^nbt fcfc^'kaaabie,. m..

^1© a©%JL$k£ v^y~ WW&. &W> £*&«* ^mfgr^Bte; ©J; <^e sanie rank:
gjMS effi^&ftS; t<ke> SWeggWS teaa^s. ^ pavw&t- rnasnigration of
^apafeau

between <?&Vuese and pther immigrants, 281.
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Immigration — continued.
IMMIGRANTS— continued.
Colton, D. D.
would prefer New Englanders, but Chinese better than norie, 305,
Crease, Hon. Mr, Justice.
laborers of the lowest class with a few merchants, 140.

DWINELLE,

J. W.

undesirable, 355.
their presence degrades labor, 355.
Dwyer, Rev. P., A.M.
slaves, chiefly laborers, and about as healthy as they ever willbe, 124.
Estee, M. M.
injurious to the best interests of the state and nation, 344.
being industrious and economical drive out white labor, 344.
free from duties and comforts of whites, 345.
no idea of value of liberty, 345.
cannot make good citizens, 345.
number underestimated, 346.
George, H.
Italians,
238. Germans, Irish, all make better citizens than Chineser

Chinese cannot be incorporated in American civilization, 238.
Gibson, Rev. Otis.
come to make money— to better their condition, 267.
Gordon, D. W., M. P.
gathered in the main from criminals, paupers and prostitutes.
healthy but filthy, 134.
Haney. M.
chiefly laborers and healthy, 121.
Hart, H.
no Chinaman could leave Hong Kong without passing the
Consul, 335.
Helmcken, Dr.
health as good as that of whites, 55.
Heynemann, H.
supply of Chinese immigrants might exceed the demand, 292.
Huang Sic Chen.
laborers and merchants from villages of Quang-Tune, 161.
Hyatt, T. H.
usually of the lower class from about Canton and Amoy, 324.
a great many from the piratical class, 324.
Innes, J. W.
laborers in good health, 100.
Jackson, T. W.
nearly all in California come from Canton, 359.
Johnston.
laborers and in good health, 112.
Kennedy, J. B.
laborers in good health, 105.
keep out white families, 105.
none necessary, 105.
King, T. H.
nearly all who come to California appear to be under contract, 188.
mostly laborers of the lowest class, 188.
dirty, lousy and have the itch, 189.
offer to embark with small-pox and venereal diseases, 189.
in order to escape punishment at home they agree to emigrate, 190.
they come to make money and intend to return, 189.
those coming here (San Francisco) not fair representatives of
quiet and order as could be had from other sections of
China, 195.
Ladner, T. E.
laborers and traders, 97.
demand equal to the supply, 98,
Ladner, W. H.
laborers in good health, 102.
Laity, J., and Trembath, J.
laborers in good health, 98.
Loomis, Rev. A.
how they get money to emigrate, 278.
they come under labor contract for a term of years, =S1:
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Immigration — continued.
IMMIGRANTS— continued.
Loomis, Rev, A.— continued.
.
Chinese immigrants benefited and thus the whole of China would
be benefited, 279.
free, and go and come as they please, 280.
Lord, D. R.
laborers and mechanics — healthy, 114.
Macondray, F. W.
,
quite enough of them here (San Francisco), 334.
they are not all of the Cantonese boatmen class, 334.
better for the civilization of the state that it should be settled ur>
with white people, 334.
Metcalp, J., .Tun.
arrive in good health, 82.
ninety-five per cent, are laborers, 82.
McLennan, D.
...
Chinese not as desirable as Americans or Germans, 30b.
Moresby, W.
nearly all are of the lowest class, but healthy, 10b.
Olm -ed. W. N.
. :ome mainly from Qwang-Tung province, 333.
merchants, laborers, artisans, agricultural laborers, 33d.
up to this time (1876) beneficial, 333.
Onderdonk, A.
laborers in good health, 148.
Pawson, J.
laborers and healthy, 131.
nearly all immoral, 134.
Pearse, B. M.
chiefly laborers and arrive in good health, 94.
Phillips, S. H.
.,
l <mo
344.
Sandwich Islands on assignable contracts,
the
to
go
they
_
will ultimately prove detrimental, 342.
they can be made Americans m of not a good element, 34tf»
unless
Robins,
S. M.
laborers, a few traders, no mechanics, 118.
arrive in good health, 118.
Robson, Hon. J.
.
64.
California,
from
came
they
works
railway
before
T
TRorFTiS
danger of the Chinese to the state, 347.
a certain number annually might be allowed to come, 61 i.
to the United States and eastern labor 347.
Scott, danger
R.
chiefly laborers in good health, 106.
Sherk, J. B.
would prefer white men, 308.
Sproat, G. M.
many come enmeshed in labor contracts, 165.
not desirable immigrants, 165.
the question whether they are desirable is best resolved by a
knowledge of China itself, 166.
Stephenson, W.
,,,,..**
-too
in good health and form, izz.
and come .
chiefly
laborers
^
, ...
Stevenson, E., M.D
less sickness among them than amongst whites, 93.
Swift, Mrs. S.
•
___
have driven white girls out of employment, 229.
#
2Z9.
avenue,
available
they have stepped into every
out of the mouths of little boys and girls, 229.
the bread
taken
slave labor,
229.
,
_
, .
. f_
have taken the work of women who have been driven into
questionable service, 229.
women's work done by Chinese, 230.
a large number of women out of employment, 230.
rpTTfTCRTT^T ~r\

TVT"R

the necessities of life make them more or less healthy, 67.
Tindal, J.
bad results of their presence, 120.
Vreeland, E. B.
. „ 9in
JW.
coming,
were
many
too
that
complained
had
agents
some
mostly classed as laborers, their ages ranging from eight up to
forty-five. 443
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Immigration — continued.
IMMIGRANT S-coniinued.
Vreeland, E. B.— continued.
some students under the patronage of the government, 209.
eighty per cent, brought out by agency of the companies, 209.
WAR]? °W C°me °Ut than retUm In May' June' July and AuSust' 209laborers, in good health, 103.
Ward, R.
majority laborers very healthy, 84.
if they arrived in large numbers regulation would be necessary, 80.
would fall off on completion of railway, 86.
Wheeler, E. D.
a larger number dangerous, 347.
Wilson, C.
gensrally
arrive in good health, 59.
Young, J.
laborers and healthy. 87.
INHUMANITY :
See China.
Arnoup, J.
refused to give a starving man food, 354.
Bainbridge, A.
a grer. b many of the Companies' sick put out on the street helpless
*
Briggs, A.andR. uncared for, 224.
totally indifferent to suffering, 11.
Davie, Hon. A. E. B.
a man left in a tent to die, 52.
Buffield, G. W.
some are humane and some are not, 22Q.
King, T. H.
indifference to human life, 194.
punishments cruel, 194.
Meares, J. L.
indifferent to the sufferings of their fellow-cr
case of a Chinaman dying on the street, 200 eatures, 198
Moresby, W.
often leave their dying by the road side to die, 109.
Stein, F.
story of a shipwreck, 249.
Stock, E. C.
have no regard for their sick or dead, 246.
in Chinatown they are turned out to die 246
laWc1§neaset if?081"6 °f dead b°di6S ^^
°n LeSislature b7
ZABOR:
See Immigration.
Babcock, W. F.
cheap labor a necessity, 13.
beneficial, 13.
Chinese labor more desirable than white, 13.
Badlam, A.
whites made idlers by Chinese labor, 232.
Bee, Col. F. A.
developed other industries, 17.
their labor displaced by the emplovment of whites 17
with Chinese cheap labor California can compete with the eran.
aries of the world, 182.
s
paid as high as white labor in the east, 182.
Begbie, Sir Matthew B.
competition, how put down, 73.
limiting supply would limit the incoming of capitalists 76
labor and capital, 77.
'
never
in twenty-six years emploved a Chinaman 77
employed not from preference but from necessity 78.
,
railway labor rates, 79.
on the " boss " system explained, 80.
M.
Blair,employing
absorb all the labor and send the money out of the countrv 34t
they are so easily trained there is no chance to train steadf vouii*
- - wu^=>
whites, 344.
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Chinese Immigration — continued,.
LABOR— continued.
Bigelow, H. H.
...
effect on boys and agricultural population disastrous, d£i.
makes labor disgraceful, 341.
BODWELL,

E. V.

.

, ,

i

a iik

do not interfere with whites except m labor market, 115.
tendency to degrade labor through employing Chinese, andd3
not cheapen it to employers, 116.
Briggs, A. R.
the> are able to manage and direct labor, 11.
desirable when swamp lands were being reclaimed, 5.
■
large influx of Chinese would have been a bar to white labor, u.
always reliable, 3.
has been overdone, 8.
regarded nearly as valuable as white, 3.
if it had not been available it would have come from other
sources, 4.
, . ,„
™ .
i ,
n
outgrown advantages that were once derived from Chinese labor, 3.
policy to utilize it as it is here, 10.
paid about the same as white, 11.
Brooks, C. W.
cheap labor necessary, 29.
Bryden, J.
, ,.
,. . .
,,_
do not interfere with white population except in labor, 110.
Campbell, A.
more labor needed, 321.
the standard of labor injuranything ious,that
321. tends to depreciate
Carey,

J. W.

■,.-,-,

u

a*

compete mainly in the commonest kinds ot labor, 4o.
Colton, D. D.
white labor not impeded, 304.
Crease, Hon. Mr. Justice.
Chinese labor employed at first reluctantly, 14J.
without their labor industries would be thrown back, 314.
their presence has an elevating effect on white labor, 314.
one strike among them for higher wages, 314.
their labor not servile labor, 315.
315.
white labor, but Chinese a good .substitute,
prefersP.
Crowley,
L
... .
„
effect of Chinese to drive white women into prostitution, JZ.
white labor displaced by Chinese, 22.
undersell white labor, 23.
.
•. '
and white boys and girls substituted, 25.
Drake,Chinese
Hon. labor
M. W. displaced
T.
,.,!,,
before 1870 Chinese absorbed all light labor, 153.
whites will not compete with them, 153.
extravagant rates paid them, 153.
Dunsmuir, R., M. P. P.
,
.
,oo
condition of labor market when they began to arrive, 128.
. ... , , .„
Dwinelle, S. H.
ooo
labor does not prevent the -employment of white labor,
Chinese

their labor has been beneficial to the state, 323.
labor more desirable at a higher figure, 323.
Dwyer.white
Rev. P., A.M.
„,,*.,
.,
, u
to*
interfere in fields other than labor, 124.
they
whether
to
as
.
Evans, W.
some white men choose their work, diy.
labor is classified, 319.
George, H.
their employment not decreasing, 16b.
Chinese labor cheap, therefore an injury, 236.
labor-saving machinery reduced wages, 238. paid, 236.
distinction between cheap labor and highly
influx of Chinese degrades the dignity of labor, 237.
high wages encourages provident habits, 237.
rapidly take up new employments, 237.
Gibson,

Rev.

Otis.

, ;■

. , ,-.

.

an American family can be supported on the wages which China*
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Chinese Immigration — continued.
LAB OB— continued.
Gibson Rev. Otis.— continued.
diffigulty of getting employment for women and girls not general,
Chinamen only multiplied labor, 272.
their presence does not interfere with white labor on the coast at
this time (1876), 274.
Gordon, D. W., M.P.
interfere with whites in every branch of industry, 135.
keep out good white laborers, 136.
Haney, M.
interfere with whites in labor market, 121.
:
large works could not be carried on at present without them, 121.
if dependent on labor from Europe and the east of this continent
wages would be high, 122.
Hastings, S. C.
as bad as slavery ; a servile caste; peons ; a fungus, 303.
Hayes, Miss M.
girl-labor more valuable than Chinese, 248.
Chinese workmen not offensive to girls, 248.
they are slow, 248.
girls could be substituted for them, 248.
Helmcken, Dr.
check on monopoly, 56.
HOLLISTER,

1. . '
*. ■:■•:.:
""

-

.•

. .■

. :. -.
\.

r,

n

W. W.

the Chinaman gives more than he gets in labor, 327.
be opens two doors to labor where he closes one, 327.
labor twice as high as it is worth, 327.
money paid for white labor goes in whiskey, 327.
cheap labor is a necessity of social progress, 328.
labor and capital should work hand in hand, and with reciprocal
advantage, 328.
disinclination
the his
American
he
wants to liveof by
wits, 328.to work, 328.

Horner,

J. M.

in comparison with the east Chinese labor not cheap, 329.
three-fourths
labor, 329. of those who hold property would vote for Chinese
some of those
tion, 329. who employ it would vote for restrictive legisla-

:,

Huang Sic Chen.
most of the buildings occupied by them in Portland, Oregon, built
by themselves, 172.
; j
Hyatt, T. H.
in rural districts Chinese labor less embarrassing than white, 324
. ,,
Innes, J. W.
why they are employed in naval yard B. C, 101.
Jessop, J.
.Ji-«
instance where Chinese interfered with white men getting
work, 63.
white girls will not work where Chinese are employed, 63.
Jones, R.
Chinese work for two bits a day, 68.
King, C. H.
white234.men cannot live on the wages for which the Chinese work,

4

L>

Z
_

Chinese labor and labor-saving machines, 234.
advantages of high wages, 234.
free labor, 235.
Chinese labor degrades labor, 236.
King, T. H.
competition fatal to white labor, 189.
the Chinese themselves contractors for labor, 196.
Knights of Labor.
white boys have no chance, 158.
girls are excluded from employment, 158.
competition of the Chinese renders it nearly impossible for the
white laborer to live the life of a good and useful citizen, 159.
Ladner, T. E.
indispensable to canneries, 98.
**
Ladner, W. H.
no more
danger from them than from foreign labor-saving
machines, 102.
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Immigration — continued.
LABOR— continued.
Lawler, Hon. J.
their presence has a demoralizing effect on white labor, 37.
Lord, D. R.
, , ,,.
do not interfere with whites, save in labor market, 114.
Low, F. F.
np to 1876 their labor an advantage, 185.
not cheap compared with white labor in the east, 187.
Mellon, J.
white labor cheaper in the end, 240.
cannot be trusted unless a white man is with them, 240.
character of Chinese labor, 240.
prices of farm produce not affected by price of labor, 240.
effect on the girls of the community, 240.
whites feel it a degradation to work or live with them, 240.
Metcalf, J., Jun.
take the place of white labor, 83.
many whites out of work in consequence of them, 84.
Moresby, W.
.
,,,.,,««
undersell white labor because of their unclean habits, 109.
Morgenthau, M.
.
white labor went away and had to employ Chinese, 330.
cannot compete with the east with white labor, 330.
no factory run but 66 per cent, goes to white labor, 330.
unreliability of white men the reason why Chinese are employed,
330.
difficulties of competing with the east, 331.
O'Brien, R., M. D.
.
civilized workmen cannot compete with Chinese, 170.
they degrade labor, 170.
Anglo-Saxon will be driven out of the country, 170.
should be protected from Chinese competition, 170.
Onderdonk, A.
Chinese create employment for whites, 149.
Pearse, B. M.
■
as competitors they interfere with the prospects of the whites, 95.
Peckham, R. F.
comparative value of labor, 297.
white labor would be employed if it could be got, 297.
Chinese labor indispensable, 298.
importance of their labor, 298.
labor controlled by supply and demand, 299.
Robins, S. M.
,™ .
i
j
peace might suffer when white and Chinese are employed
public
on the same works, 118.
interfere with whites in labor market, in farm and garden produce more particularly, 118.
where Chinese labor is easily procured young lads cannot hnd
of industry, 119.
and are not trained in habits
employment,
Robson, Hon.
J.
,
Chinese labor prevents white labor coming m, 65.
wages paid over to companies, 65.
in some fields they are cheaper, 65.
Scott R.
do not interfere with whites except in labor, 107.
Sherk, J. B.
need cheap labor, 308.
Chinese at .$1 a day not extraordinarily cheap, 308.
Smith, Mrs. A. F.
. .
had interfered with female labor m San Francisco, 335.
Sneath, R. G.
m
■
to compete with other countries must have cheap labor, 294.
•

that should be allowed to compete with white worka grave evil
men, 166.
Chinese labor not absolute, 168.
employ
to
need
Stout, A. B.
do not interfere with white labor, 313.
Swiff, J. F.
their presence degrades labor, 339.
a worse effect on the dignity and respectability of labor than
slavery in the south, 339.
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LABOB— continued.
Swiff J. ¥ .—continued.
manufactures would be set back by stopping Chinese labor, 339.
some manufactures established earlier in consequence of Chinese
labor, 340.
Swift, Mrs. S.
women will not work in a house where Chinese are employed, 230.
makes the rich richer and the poor poorer, 230.
race dislike the great obstacle to white labor, 230.
Tuckfield, Mr.
white men cannot compete with Chinese, 66.
Ward, W. C.
Chinese labor welcomed till within four years, 103.
Wheeler, A.
competition
with white shoe-makers in the east, 239.
Wilson,
C.
doubts if it is useful, 60. .
white men cannot compete with them, 60.
Winn, A. M.
Chinese keep out white labor, 245.
Young, J.
in mining an injury to the white miners, 88.
crovsil out white people, 87.
employment on railway an injury to the country. 91.
danger that mining will drop into incompetent hands, 91.
LABOBEBS :
See Immigrants.
Armstrong, W. J.
did not supply a want when first they came to the province, 117.no longer necessary, 117.
Babcock, W. F.
clean and all educated, 14.
have no intention of remaining, 13.
honest, quiet and industrious, 13.
most valuable, 14.
should not be enfranchised, 14.
an advantage as laundrymen, cooks and waiters 13.
Badlam, A.
not useful on farms, 231.
Beals, H. C.
classed as one of the labor-saving machines of the country, 307.
Bee, Col. F. A.
not paupers, 18.
without them the crops could not be gathered in, 182.
those who denounced them employ them, 182.
Begbie, Sir Matthew B.
rival clans, 80.
Bennett, N.
two. Chinamen worth about one white man, 171.
eighty cents a day paid to Chinamen and they board and tent
themselves, 171.
they are hired in gangs, 171.
inconvenience of this, 171.
Bod well, E. V.
supplied a want at first, 115.
if all were to leave a calamity, 115.
Bradley, J. A.
white men cannot compete with them, 160.
their labor not cheap labor, 161.
Brier, Rev. W. W.
regards the moral and physical condition of Chinese laborers
better than any other nationality, 299.
superior to any other nationality in their own departments, 299.
a necessity to fruit growing, 300,
regards them as a useful machine, 301.
Briggs, A. R.
among business men feeling never kind toward them, 9
must play a part, 8.
band themslves together and strikes are frequent, 8
best for public works, 5.
come under contract to the Six Companies, 6.
do not cnmp +^ WTnain, 6.
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LABORERS— continued.
Briggs, A. R.— continued
employed through agencies, 6.
generally frugal — good, faithful workmen, 7.
have little capacity for progress, 11.
if properly treated will keep their bargains, 7.
were an important factor at one period, 7.
play a less important part now than ten years ago, 6.
send money to China, 2, 7.
disposition to dispense with their services, 8.
mission ended after building the railways, 4.
no comparison between Chinese and white, 2.
nronertv depreciates in consequence of their presence, 4.
Brooks, C. W.
wu j a amcient to support a laborer in China, 35.
Bryden J.
welcomed when they first came, 110.
were welcomed until a few years ago, 111.
Castle, F. L.
in agricultural pursuits Chinese a benefit, 334.
they have tended to interfere with female labor, 334.
Clarke, H. K. W.
nigh character of Chinese laborers, 316.
paid as high wages as whites, 316.
they come to get money with the intention of returning, 316.
their employment tends to raise white labor, 317.
can be relied on in regard to contracts, 317,
not large-boned or large muscled, but patient to toil, 317.
Colion, D. D.
Southern Pacific would not have been done so quickly without
Chinese, 304
Condon, J. D.
being foreman over Chinese makes a man arbitrary and unfit to
boss whites, 250.
Chinese
250. competition has created an immense overplus of labor,,
their cheap labor does not lower the price to the consumer, 250.
Coolidge, J. A,
employed because their labor is cheaper, 285.
Crease,'
Hon. Mr.
interfere
with Justice.
the whites in the labor field, 141.
at first supplied a want, 141.
in British Columbia they cannot be done without, 145.
do not compete with skilled labor, 145.
Degroot, H.
exclude girl-labor in picking berries, 357.
they live too cheaply, 357.
• effect on white immigration 357.
their economic effect, 358.
employed in tanneries, 358.
Dunsmuir, R., M. P. P.
in no sense slaves in.British Columbia, 128.
for work for which they are capable Chinese equal to white, 128.
can take charge of gangs of their own countrymen, 128.
arrive in good health, 128.
Dwter, Rev. P., A. M.
welcomed at first, 125.
Flewin, J.
industrious and clean, 51.
Foulke, L. M.
as contributors to the revenue, 359.
undesirable to remove those who are here, 359.
Gordon, D. W., M.P.
have supplied no want which would not have been supplied by
white laborers, 136.
Haney, M.
necessary while railways being built, 121.
without them public works would be stopped, 121.
Heydenfeldt, S.
the best laboring class, 285.
tide lands reclaimed, 285.
success in manufacturing owing to Chinese, 285.
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LABORERS— continued.
Hill. J. H.
Chinese necessry for the cultivation of the grape, 329.
Hollister, W. W.
not a tithe of the laborers in California that ought to be here, 326.
Chinamen ahead of all others, 326.
not quite up in physical strength to white, but earnest, good
men, 326.
no peonage or slavery among them, 326.
all proprietors in their favor ; they are a last resort, 327.
the only thing the farmer can rely upon, 327.
the Chinaman the best man in California, 327,
he opens two doors to labor where he closes one, 327.
railroads could not have been built without them, 327.
Horner, J. M.
could farm without Chinese but find them very convenient, 329.
as a ofgeneral
thing
Chinese,
329. property holders in witness's district in favor
Huang Tsun Hsien.
majority of Chinese immigrants laborers, 40.
of the same class as those who settled in British Columbia, 41.
soon get acclimatized, 41.
numbers going and coming, 39.
King, T. H.
do the largest part of the work of the Pacific coast, 191.
soon set up for themselves, 191.
not only stop white immigration but drive away white labor, 191.
half who come are under contract to coolies who have returned
with a little money, 196.
Knights of Labor.
overcrowd and are filthy, 156.
low standard of comfort, 156.
tools of grinding employers, 156.
in some pursuits they do not undersell the whites, 156.
taking the place of white men, 158.
bulk of the mining population, 158.
Ladner, W. H.
do not interfere with whites except as laborers, 102.
Lawler, Hon. J.
skilful as laborers, 37.
Lord, D. R.
supplied a want at first, 114.
Low, F. F.
crops could not be harvested without them, 185.
four-fifths
185. of grading on Central Pacific done by Chinese labor,
possibly prevent white labor from coming,
McCoppin, Hon. F.
they undersell the European, 179.
McLennan, D.
Chinese keep down strikes, 306.
gradually substituting whites for Chinese,
.'"•'if driven out the state would be bankrupt,
white
men preferable to Chinamen, 396.
Mellon, J.
not useful to plough ; is generally no man
MORGENTHAU,

^
I

M.

187.

306.
306.
with a horse, 240.

up to the present (1876) could not do without Chinese, 330.
his conviction is they would not make good citizens, 330.
the better class in favor of them, 331.
would rather give a white man $1.50 than a Chinaman 31.25, 33L
O'Brien, R., M. D.
employed by the Vancouver Island Railway Company, 170.
Onderdonk, A.
do not interfere with whites except in labor market, 148.
on first coming supplied a want, 148.
Pawson, J.
they LOa.
interfere with whites in every branch of trade and industry,
supplied no want which could not have been supplied by whites.
132.
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LABORERS— continued.
R. F.
Peckham,
with no more white men than now and no Chinese a short supply
for business of the Pacific, 297.
Pixley, F. M.
dangerous to white population because they labor so well, 180.
without wives or families, 180.
Robert, G. D.,
40,000 acres of tule-lands reclaimed by Chinese, 2/6.
work generally satisfactorily performed, 276.
in higher class of work employ whites, 276.
Robert, G. D.
possibly detrimental to a certain class of white labor, lib.
generally an advantage, 276.
their labor puts more into the hands of white men, 277.
if they
had 277.
votes they would be controlled by those who employed
them.
they are individually independent, 277.
S. M.
,,''*■
when
118.thev first came they supplied a want and were welcomed,

Robins,

labor population always against them, 118.
used them to head off a strike of white laborers, 118.
with little trouble might have obtained Indians, 118.
encouraged by employers at present time, 118.
Seaman, V.
, .,,.
•, ,
j
good laborers, not only in railway building but on sugar and
cotton plantations, 295. .
Sherk, J. B.
™ .
„
..,
impossible to raise hops without Cnmese and compete with.
eastern markets, 308.
with white men there would be more or less thieving, 308.
Sneath. R. G,
industrious and reliable. 293.
in some situations prefer Chinese : in farming, white, 293.
Sproat, G. M.
mjB „ .,
chiefly useful in constructing the Canadian Pacific Railway, 163.
Strobridge, J. H.
.
more white employed in consequence of employing unmese, did.
Chinese reliable, but some unreliable, 319.
the class of men who go on public works rather unsteady, 319,
not wholly satisfied with Chinese as laborers, 319.
difficult to control large bodies of whites when paid ; they go on
sprees, 320.
Sullivan, E. L.
an injury, 15.
no white man can compete with them, 16.
Swift, J. F.
., , ,
. , , '. ^
Chinese make life too easy for- the white laborer instead of too
hard, 339.
if turned away probably a cry for them in a few years, 6W.
in their own lines none can compete with them, 340.
TlNDAL,

J.

good laborers at some work, 121.
Ward, R.
no other laborer fit for salmon canning, 85.
Wheeler, A.
useful to white labor ; instances, 287.
m
white laborers get things cheaper because of the Chinese, 288.
they absorb all the industries they can, 290.
cleanC. out old mining claims, 59.
Wilson,'
their coming was resisted at first in Cariboo, 60.
employed by companies, 61.
LEPROSY:
See Contagious Diseases.
Beg-bie, Sir Mathew B.
charge that they are infested with it unfounded, 74.
never heard of more than one case, 80.
Bryant, A. J.
eleven or twelve cases : two women, 112.
Bryden, J.
,,«
never knew a case communicated from them to the whites, 112.
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LEPROSY— continued.
Bloomfield, C. T.
ten or twelve cases within the last ten or twelve years, 48.
Cox, C. C.
saw no cases, 15.
Crease, Hon. Mr. Justice.
no personal knowledge of any, 148.
Flewin, J.
knows of one case, 50.
Gibbs, F. A.
a contagious disease, 216.
lepers shipped to China, 217.
officers of Six Companies opposing their shipment, 217.
its horrible effects, 217.
Gordon, D. W., M.P.
no personal knowledge, 138.
Helmcken, Dr.
not contagious, 54.
appertains to hot countries and marshy places, 55.
have not introduced it, 58.
Meares, J. L.
so-called leprosy result of congenital syphilis, 198.
description, 198.
not contagious, 199.
Metcalf, J., Jtjn.
whites do not contract leprosy from Chinese, 84.
Moresby, W.
personally knows of no cases, 110.
O'Donnell, C. C.
one hundred and fifty cases in Chinatown, 356.
Stephenson, W.
" .does not know of a case, 124.
Stevenson, E., M.D.
up to 1882, no case among the whites in California although fifty- '
two had occurred among the Chinese, 93.
Stout, A. B.
the cry a'bout leprosy a farce, 310.
Tuckfield, Mr.
knows only of one case, 67.
Vreeland, E. B.
affects the body not the face, 210.
Young, J.
only knew of one case, 90.
MORALITY:
See Character.
Adair, W. B.
i
no injurious effect upon whites, Hi.
not more depraved than whites, 114.
Armstrong, W. J.
more vice among Chinese women than among white, but do, not
•;
flaunt their misconduct more, 117.
Bee, Col. F. A.
| :
immorality no greater than among other foreigners, 17.
Begbie, Sir Mathew B.
has never seen any effects on whites morally from presence of
Chinese, 80.
*
BODWELL,

-

. _.

v>

E. V.

no bad effect on whites, 116.
not more depraved than whites, 116.
Bradley, J. A.
bring demoralization into households, 160.
Briggs, A. R.
a politico-economic question more than moral, 4.
have no reverence for childhood, 9.
male servants debauch children, 9.
women have no position, 9.
suicidal to permit them to associate with children. 9.
Bryden, J.
no effect on whites, 111.
vices not more prominent than among whites, 112.
Crease, Hon. Mr. Justice.
undoubtedly they have vicious habits, but these could be dealt
with by the police, 143.
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MORALITY— continued.
Crease, Hon. Mr. Justice— continued.
do not flaunt their vices, 144.
charges against them made in a spirit of exaggeration, 144.
are there no white abominations 1 144.
drunken scenes of riot among the whites, 144.
effect on white morals not beneficial, but vicious whites far mop
injurious, 147.
.
the 147.
oi oportion of immoral persons not greater among Cmnese,
white depravity surpasses that of Chinese, 148.
Dunsmuib, R., M.P.P.
the morals of whites not injured by their presence, 131.
Gibson, Rev. Otis.
lower than Christian,
but higher than any other heathen
nation, 265.
Gordon,
l>. their
»<. .', ^.vices
P. in a degrading and revolting manner, 138.
flaunt
moral effect bad,. too bad for any respectable Canadian to contemplate, 138.
Haney, M.
not so immoral as white, 122.
Hastings, S. C.
.
a Russian serf superior to the Chinaman from a moral point of
view, 303.
demoralizes boys and girls, 303.
Helmcken, Dr.
immorality no worse than the whites, 55.
morals Asiatic, 55.
does not believe they corrupt children, 55.
as to charge of corrupting, 58.
Huang Sic Chen.
misrepresentations as to their morals, 162.
HOLLISTER,

*

W. W.

moralfivecondition
Chinamen
in witness's county so good, only
arrests inof a400
year,
326.
Innes, J. W.
no effect on whites, 101.
depravity not more glaring than white, 101.
Kennedy, J. B.
flaunt their vices, 106.
their moral character good, 176.
Ladner, Thomas B.
depravity not more glaring than white, 98.
their morals have no bad effect on whites, 98.
Lawler, Hon. J.
standard in San Francisco bad, 36.
Lord, D. R.
their morals not specially injurious to whites, 115.
not more depraved than whites, nor do they flaunt their vices
more openly, 115.
Moresby, W.
more depraved than whites, 110.
Metcalf, Jos., Jun.
lower the morals of the whites, 84.
flaunt some of their vices, 84.
Olmsted, W. N.
not more immoral than whites, 333.
Onderdonk, A.
their presence no influence on morals of whites, 149.
proportion of depraved small among Chinese, 149.
do not flaunt their vices, 150.
Pawson, J.
demoralizing to rising generation, 133.
nearly all Chinese immigrants immoral, 133.
depravity worse than anything in large European cities, 134.
Pearse, B. M.
their morals have had no bad effect on whites, 96.
depravity not more striking than that of others, 97.
Robins, S. M.
their presence no effect whatever on white morals, 119.
not more depraved than whites and do not flaunt their vices, 1 ffl
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MOB A LITY— continued.
Scott, R.
vices not flaunted, 108.
Slanson, A. B.
their presence morally detrimental, 175.
Stephenson, W.
morals not more injurious than immoral whites, 123
large percentage immoral, do not flaunt their vices, 123.
'
Stevenson, E.,M.D.
superior to white people, 92. •
do not corrupt whites, 93.
Stuart,
*
theirJ. immigrati
on would never assume formidabl proportions
so as to interfere with the moralitv of the state,e 325.
1INDAL, J.
monsters without morals, 120.
Ward, R.
whites not affected by Chinese morals, 88.
no more immoral than whites, 86.
Ward, W. C.
their morals no influence upon the whites, 104.
not more depraved than whites, 104.
do not flaunt their vices, 104.
Young, J.
lower the morals of whites, 89.
more depraved than whites, 89.
their women flaunt their vices more than white women, 89.
OPIUM-SMOKING :
Bainbridge, A.
if all the Chinamen who were drunk with opium were on the
streets, there would be more arrested under its influence
than white people under the influence of whiskey 222.
j'
B.
Matthew
Sir
Begbie,
no widespread
mischief from the use of opium, 74.
opiumwhiskey,
and tobacco
not
as
injurious
to
the
public
peace as
74.
Bloomeield, C. T.
vice spreading among the whites, 48.
Bradley, J. A.
hundreds of both sexes irredeemably lost, 161.
Brennan, A. B.
majority use opium to excess, 175.
white opium-smokers, 175.
Bull, W. K.
had come across no white persons depraved by its use, 62.
Cox, C. C.
they teach whites to smoke opium, 14.
Crocker, C.
had seen them under the influence of opium, 314.
Crowley, P.
greatest curse of the world, 24.
opium joints, 24.
a criminal offence, 24.
white men and women convicted for opium-smoking, 25.
worse than drinking whiskey, 25.
Davie, Hon. A. E. B.
has seen Chinamen under its influence, also bad after-effects on
them, 53.
DUFFIELD,

G. W.

some Chinamen do not smoke at all, but a great many do, 219.
Gibson, Rev. Otis.
seen some of them smoking opium and tobacco, and drinking
whiskey, 273.
Helmcken, Dr.
not true that Chinese had caused the habit to spread among the
whites, 58.
Huang Sic Chen.
who is to blame— the Chinese who use the vile drug or the
English who introduced it into China? 162,
not as injurious as drunkenness, 172.
Kennedy, J. B.
frequently off work in consequence of its use, 105.
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OPIUM-SMOKING— continued.
Meaees, J. L.
.„«-,.,'.
•, i .
30 anywhere
in their quarter and you will nnd them indulging,
198.
not any worse than excessive drinking, but excess in opiumsmoking will degrade more, 190.
opium and whiskey compared as to crime, etc., 200.
Moresby,
W.
. ' opium
.
, and,
half-breed
and Indian women
allured , into
dens
violated, 108.
white prostitutes smoke, 108.
have seen young men smoking, 108.
Stevenson, E., M. D.
the vice exists all over much of the world, 94.
Tuckfield, Mr.
white men and women indulge, 67.
Ward, W. C.
often sleepy and stupid from its effects, lOo.
Wharton, E.
four years an opium-smoker, 150.
miserv led to indulgence, 150.
a frank criticism of T. De Quincy's Opium-Eater , 150.
could not live without the drug, 150.
feeling all right after influence has passed away, 150.
symptoms of needing it, 150.
all women who smoke opium are not fast, 151.
prostitutes more addicted to drink than opium, 151.
never151.experienced any rudeness from Chinamen in an opium-den,
if opium-joints are not licensed whiskey-saloons
should be.
closed, 151.
POPULATION :
Bloomfield, C. T.
in Victoria, 2,000, 47.
Bryant, A. J.
„„.,«..
60,000 to 70,000 during fail and winter m San Francisco, 211.
vaT1>0 from 30,000 to 60,000, according to the season, 211.
Bull, W. K.
in v .c uoria, 3,000, 61.

on assessment roll, 750, 62.
Carey, J. W.
in Victoria, 3,000, 44.
in British Columbia, 25,000, 43.
Crease, Hon. Mr. Justice.
twenty per cent, of the population should be Chinese, 14b.
Crocker, C.
in 1876, in proportion to white, less than in 1860, 316.
Davie, Hon. A. E. B.
in British Columbia, 18,000, 52, 53.
in Victoria, 3,000, 53.
on railway construction, 6,000, 53.
Drake, Hon. M. W. T.
in the province (B.C.) about 18,000, 154.
Dwyer, Rev. P., A. M.
,.,,..««
conditions which determine how many desirable, 128.
30,000 in San Francisco, from 120,000 to 160,000 in the state, 204.
(¥1000 in San Francisco during wet season, 207.
Estee, M. M.
population underestimated, 343.
George, H.
in San Francisco, 30,000, 237.
Gordon, D. W., M.P.
as to how many are necessary, lo7.
Helmcken, Dr.
increase within past few months, 54.
number of domestic servants overrated, 55.
Huang Sic Chen.
in Oregon, only 13.000, at one time 30,000, 17a.
5,000 employed preserving fish, 172.
Knights of Labor.
rapid increase of Chinese population, lob.
real Increase far larger than returns show, 158.
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POP ULA T ION— continued.
Ladner W. H.
not too many, 102.
Low, F. F.
immigration into California from 1852 to 1875, 185.
McCoppin, Hon. F.
116,000 in California, 30,000 in San Francisco. 179.
Pearse, B. M.
about 3,000 necessary, 95.
PlXLEY, F. M.

in the state (California) from 150,000 to 175,000, 179.
Robson, Hon. J.
population in Victoria difficult to obtair.. 61.
Rogers, J. R.
in San Francisco, 30,000, 225.
Shearer, Rev. F. E.
now (1876) in America about 100,000, 308.
Smith, M. A.
between 50,000 and 60,0iX; i San Francisco during .vinter, perhaps more, 214.
Vinton, W.
in San Jose. 1,400, 241.
143 prostitutes, 241.
Wheeler, A.
number in the United States, 290.
Wilson, Charles
number in Cariboo, 1,200, 59.
Young, J.
number who pay Provincial Revenue Tax, 90.
in Nanaimo district, 1,200, 90.
in Victoria
500, one woman, 91.
PROSTITUTES :
See Women.
Bainbridge, A.
found
men in their disab'dlc
and women the same, 222.
their shamelessness,
222.
Beals, H. C.
have a bad influence on the boys, 307.
Begbie, Sir Matthew B.
has seen unmistakable prostitutes in the Chinese quater, 80.
never saw anything comparable to what used to be seen in Hoi
born and the Strand (London), 80.
Blakeslee, Rev. S. V.
police find boys of eight years in bed with Chinese prostitutes,
349.
Bloomfield, C. T.
they sit at their doors and wickets decoying young lads, 48.
syphilis and other venereal diseases, 4S.
Brennan, A. B.
number in Portland (Oregon) large, 175.
loafers who live on them, 175.
Clarke, A.
a large number among them, 201.
forbidden to exist in any part of Chinatown, 201.
held in bondage, 202.
do not as a rule know enough to escape from slavery, 202.
city officers aid them to escape from bondage, 204.
Cornelius, Capt.
nearly 300 prostitutes in Portland, 174.
Coryell, J. R,
with one or two exceptions all the Chinese women are prosti
tutes, 343.
Crowley, P.
corrupt the vouth— testimony, the hospitals, 24.
Drake, Hon. M. W. T.
women are slaves and sold by their importers, 154.
Duffield, G. W.
about two-thirds of the women in Chinatown are prostitutes, 219.
number reduced about one-half to what they were, 220.
Ellis, H. H.
universally believed by the police and people that they are held
as slaves, 205.
hoodlums and other boys visit them, 207.
1,000 in San F™» ^cisco ; 1,500 white, 207.
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PBOST1 T UTES—co nt inued,
Flewin, J.
men, chiefly lads, frequent their houses, 50.
young
venereal diseases, 50.

provisions of the Page Law prohibits their landing, 260.
precautions against their immigration, 261.
,
,.
.
'
Gibbs, F. A.
little boys not old enougi to understand he passions enticed for
., .—a with syphilis, 217.
the mere purpose of in^-.
Gibson, Rev. Otis
contracts binding prostitutes into slavery, Ibl.
ten arrivals said they had been kidnapped and wished to go
back, 283.
Chinese prostitutes and the boys, 265.
men become attached to them and marry them, 267.
of female children sometimes for purposes of prostitution,
sale 273.
Huang Sic Chen
about fifty prostitutes in Portland (Oregon) 172.
Lawler, Hon. J.
females of tender years, 36.
LOUDERBACK,

D.

_

J '

.

,

, . .

^.i^n

oo

,

.

boys fifteen and sixteen years of age sent to industrial schools
affected by diseases by contact with Chinese prostitutes, 213.
McCoppin, Hon. F.
500 or 600 in San Francisco, 179.
METCALF,

J., JUN.

„..,.,«,

,-

,

number of prostitutes m British Columbia about loO, 3d.
,„ L
O'Donnell, C. C.
nineteen-twentieths of the Chinese women prostitutes. 3o6.
PlXLEY,

F. M.

ROGERS,

J. R.

corrupt and infect young white ooys, Vol).
from 1,200 to 2,000 in the state (Calforma) 180.

w„„i,

OOK

; sold as slaves for so much, Z^o.
free women
, not
prostitutes
225.
influences^
exercise
bad
Qno
Shearer, Rev. F. E.
nearly all the Chinese women on the coast are prostitutes, 309.
MIT at present
0 87G)214.about 400 in Chinatown, San Francisco, at one
time 1,500,
difficult to convict those arrested, 21o.
for $300 a woman sells herself as a prostitute for five years, 21o.
Hall for protection, 216.
fly to CityD.
sometimes
Stevenson,
E., M.
,
,
,.
0*2 e of Chinese women in the country are prostipercentag
large■j-T-jj-po
Chinese women not so bad as Indian and white in spreading
venereal diseases, 92.
H°Rritdo isnotstated
there arewhite
4,000 «boys,
in California,
there should be more, 311.
demoralize
311.
•
white and Chinese prostitutes compared, 31Z.
should bes, allowed to come with the same facility as other
they immigrant
312.
their expulsion would do no good, ol2.
Vinton, W.
number in San Jose 143, 241.
Woods, D. C.
corrupt boys and give them disease, 3o4.
the boys being inoculated it extends to white girls, 354.
Ward, R. *
.-i,*.*.
o«
one scarcely ever sees a Chinese woman on the streets, 80.
PROSTITUTION :
See Prostitutes, Syphilis, &c>
Bee, Col. .b . A.
c .,

_
women bought for purpose- of - ;.
youth of the city not corrupted by Chinese women,
syphilis,
20.
Bryant,
A. J.
.
011
not as public now (187© as it was vears ago, 2x1.
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PROSTITUTION-continued.
Carey, J. W.
at one time limited much larger now, 45.
Cox, C. C.
women corrupt young boys, 14.
kidnapping for purposes of, 14.
marrying a woman for purposes of, 15.
Ellis, H. H.
■? '

more required
accessibleas tobail
boysfineandranging
youths, 205.
$100
from §25 to $50; nearly all go
B
J
20
gaol,
county
the
to
„
6.
King, T. H.
does not know of any street-walking in San Francisco 1°4
alongflower-boats
water front
of Canton fitted
city have
, gorgeously
up, 194.floating brothels, 'called
women bought in China and sold in California, 189
nurseries for prostitution a business in China, 192.
common practice in China to purchase women, 192
Loomis, Rev. A.
women
kidnapped
or bought for purposes of 278 '
could bedecoyed,
expunged,
279.
Low, F. F.
regarded with aversion and disgust in China, 183.
Meares, J. L.
as a rule all Chinese women are prostitutes, 201.
they are not the chief source of syphilis, 201,
$500,000 interested in the business, 203.
attempts to suppress it, 203.

PlXLEY, F. M.

prostitution prevails, 180.

TlNDAL, J.

women sold for purposes of, 121.
PUBLIC OPINION.
See Agitation, Feeling, &c.
Bassett, J. M.
in favor of restriction, 360.
Blakeslee, Rev. S. V.
the average of the people of the state strongly opposed
them, 348.
Briggs, Eev. M. C.
divided state of public opinion, 325.
Campbell, A.
disinterested public opinion in favor of Chinese, 321.
Dwinelle, S. H.
against Chinese immigration, 323.
Estee, M. M.
against further immigration, 346.
Easterby, A. W.
mixed character of public opinion, 322.
Lake, D.
strong and overwhelming against them, 346.
O'Donnell, C. C.
seven-tenths of the people of California opposed to them 356
Russell, J.

to

their presence conflicts with the interests of the farmers 356
Swift, J. F.
prejudice against them natural, 339.
has grown, 339.
right to exclude from the country any race against which Ave
have a prejudice, 340.
Wheeler, E. JD.
favors restricted immigration, 347.
RESTRICTION OR REGULATION :
See Exclusion, &cAdair, W. B.
the advent of others should be regulated, 113.
Armstrong, W. J.
if they were withdrawn there would be no change in comfort ■
there would be prosperity as an effect of European immigration, 117.
would not force them out, but would stop immigration, 117.
a law similar to United States Restriction Act should be passed,
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RESTRICTION OR REGULATION— continued.
Arnoup, J.
" „-j
favors restriction, 354.
in favor of unrestricted immigration provided the Chinese do not
get control of country, 334.
^-x. i„-uA„
, ■ ,,
Blakeslee, Rev. S. V.
so that no more should come, white labor
werebe restricted
if they
would
reputable, 349.

Bodwell, E. V.
'.
\
further immigration should be restricted, lib.
"^V. for restricting their immigration, 300.
Rev.no "W".
Brier sees
reason
extreme of Chinese population an evil, 300.
not too many Chinese, 301.

;

few to come, their services
limiting
"had been
if 'itmight
have modified,
been utilized,
2. a
cause of increase of white immigration, 2.
Clarke, H. K. W.
bad policy to limit immigration of Chinese, 317.
■
Crease, Hon. Mr. Justice.
practical result of excluding them would be labor monopoly and
the blight of flourishing industries, 143.
at present restriction not expedient, 146.
any active step to restrict or exclude, 148.
deprecates
Dameron,
J. P.
, ,,
,, -r, .~
if their immigration is unrestricted they may overrun tne .f acme
coast, 353.
.
Douglas, CD.
the Chinaman should be prohibited coming, 338.
Dunsmuir, R., M.P.P.
exclusion would retard public works, 130.
no legislative measures necessary, 130.
....
their exclusion impairs our chances of controlling the Asiatic
trade, and jeopardizes provincial enterprises, 131.
exclusion would kill the Asiatic trade, 131.
DWINELLE, S. H.
M .
. ...
,
,,
if there was a surplus population, Chinese immigration should
be restricted, 323.
not necessary at present, 323.
Dwyer, Rev. P., A.M.
^a
if they were excluded there would be a temporary disadvantage
and great ultimate gain, 126.
suggestions for legislation, 126.
Gray, G. H.
.,,-,,.
j o«i
excessive Chinese immigration should be stopped, zoi.
if properly restricted no harm in it, 261.
Gordon, D. W., M.P.
in favor of exclusion, 137.
1 if' same number came as come of whites it would
injurious, 122.
no restriction necessary, 122.

not

be

labor would # vote for restricChinese.
who employ
329
tive legislation,
some* of those
to the United States to have the Chinese by millions
a benefit
scattered over the country, 330.
.
Humphrey, P. H.
there should be a national law to prevent overplus of (or any
tainted) immigration, 338.
Hyatt T H.
the Government of China opposed to their people going away
and would not look upon restriction with disfavor, 325.
■

'
J. W.
Innes,number
should be regulated by poll-tax,
101.
Johnston, J.
restriction necessary, 112.
present number sufficient, 112.
poll-tax should be imposed, 112.
one Chinese laborer to every 100 tons, 112.
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RESTRICTION OR REGULATION-continued.
Kennedy, J. B.
would not force away those here, 105.
King, C. H.
the Anti-Chinese League would be willing to accept a regulative
measure limiting the immigration, 235.
Knights of Labor.
further immigration must be stopped, 159.
national sentiment demands it, 159.
protection for labor as well as capital needed, 159.
question will not brook delay, 160.
Ladner, Thomas E.
should not be restricted at present, 98.
Laity, J., and Trembath, J.
no more should be allowed to come, 99.
poll-tax, 99.
Lake, D.
immigration should be restricted, 316.
Metcalf, J., Jun.
example of United States should be followed 81
Moresby, W.
gradual withdrawal of the greater number here now an advantage, 109.
until replaced by whites some are necessary, 109.
their coming should be stopped entirely and immediately 110
prohibition, 110.
Onderdonk, A.

a year's notice of restrictive action should be given, and any restrictive policy should be only for a short' time, 149.
any sudden restriction
would close down many industries 130.

P A WSON, J.

by their withdrawal an incubus
would
be lifted from the
Province, 133.
should be excluded, 133.
reference to the Acts of the U. S. and Australian colonies, 133.
their removal wpuld cause white immigration to flow in 133
Pearse, B. M.
should be restricted, 95.
should be regulated, 96.
a heavy poll-tax should be imposed on Chinamen coming in, 96.
irECK, kj. o.
there should be some restriction, 321.
Peckham, B. F.
impression of the Chinese that there are too many in San
Francisco, 299.
PlXLEY, F. M.

immigration should be regulated or restricted, 183.
wisest to send them all awav, 255.
would not however, exclude those here (California) 255.
should oe discouraged, not restricted, 256.
Beed, Bev. H. W.
a great influx of Chinese undesirable, 335.
Bobins, S. M.
a poll-tax of $50 on each Chinese immigrant 119
J.
would not increase Chinese immigration, but would limit it 318
let there be no increase and only white development, 348
Scott, B.
BOGERS,

Seaman °vnt °f W°rk t0 bG d°ne should reSulate their numbers, 107.
not a desirable element for California, 296.
Shearer, Bev. F. E.
a panic would result by limiting immigratio
in favor of unrestricted immigration, 309. n. 308
Sherk, J. B.
not in favor of unrestricted immigration, 308.
Slanson, A. B.
*
amendment to the Act aood, 176.
Smith, Mrs A. F.
csfr™ . *°
oN-LATH,

r4gln
ix. vx. t0 exclude one race of People to build up another, 335.

n0trestrfctC293eSe ttUm needed' but there should bo newer to
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RESTRICTION OR REGULATION— co ,u *,„*««£
Stephenson, W.
further immigration should be prevented, 123.
only one way to keep out Chinese— close the door tight, 123.
unrestricted immigration of Chinese pernicious, 338.
an alien element a disadvantage, 338.
Swift, J. F.
.
right to exclude from the country any race against which we
have a prejudice, 340.
would absolutely exclude Chinese, 340.
if necessary would be willing to abrogate all treaty relations
between the U. S. and China, 341.
Ward, R.
it might be enough to regulate the number brought by any one
vessel, 86.
Ward, W. C.
would prevent further immigration, 104.
a combined effort to bring in whites should be made, 104.
Young, J.
expulsion would only cause temporary inconvenience to certain
parties, 88.
none should come, 88.
prevent more coming and the evil will cure itself, 88.
a high tariff on them would prevent their coming, 88.
reasons why it is necessary to keep them out, 88.
Government of the Dominion should pass a Prohibitory Act next
session, 91.
SANITARY :
See Character.
Adair, W. B.
overcrowd, 113.
Bainbribge, A.
interior of buildings generally filthy, 221.
how Chinatown is cleaned, 221.
overcrowding, 221.
horrible atmosphere in which they live, 223.
Begbie, Sir Matthew B.
they like overcrowding, 74.
Bloomfield, C. T.
smell of opium stifling in crowded quarters, 48.
Briggs, A. R.
disregard all the laws of health, 10.
huddle together in droves and have no homes, 3.
Bryant, A. J.
condition of Chinatown very dirty, 211.
some tenements in a very bad condition ; bad smells around, 62.
Duffield, G. W.
believes there are officers who are required to go around and see
the condition of the streets and alleys, 221.
Ellis, H. H.
crowded and filthv, 206.
the condition of their quarter very filthy as a rule, 20.5.
Flewin, J.
urine kept in store for fertilizing, 49.
prisoners covered with vermin, 50.
Gibbs, F. A.
.
......
large bills ©aid by San Francisco for cleamng-up, disinfecting,
etc., Chinatown, 218.
in their crowding together they breathe foul air, 219.
in lower class of houses a perfect stench, 219.
INNES, J. W.
condition bad, 101.
Jones, R.
stench around their vegetable gardens, 68.
Kennedy, J. B.
condition bad, 105.
Ladner, Thomas E.
condition not good, 97.
Ladner, W. H.
they overcrowd, 102.
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S ANITA

R Y— continued.
Meares, J. L.
crowd197.into small rooms and are exposed to contagious diseases

overcrowding and filth in their quarter, 198, 199.
machinery defective, 200.
with proper health laws great change for the better could be
made, 200.
Moresby, W.
houses so filthy as to be a public danger, 109.
overcrowd and sleep in gangs, 109.
urine and excrement kept in barrels, 109.
Pearse, B. M.
injurious to public health although not to public peace, 95.
Pixley, F. M.
sanitary condition bad, 180.
Robins, S. M.
overcrowding might affect public health, 118.
Stephenson, W.
if they were in greater numbers in Cariboo would be injurious to
public health, 123.
Stevenson, E., M.D.
excrement returned to the soil, 93.
Stock, E. C.
crowding and filth, 246.
how they kill their vermin, 246.
Stout, A. B.
squalor not much greater than in other parts of the city, 311.
Tuckfield, Mr.
condition of Chinatown filthy, 66.
Ward, W. C.
condition bad, 104.
Ward, R.
overcrowding and filth, 85.
Young, J.
bad condition of their quarter, 87.
SECRET TRIBUNALS :
Begbie, Sir Matthew B.
trades-unions, 81.
private tribunals, 82.
Bryant, A. J.
settle their own difficulties either by fine or imprisonment, 211.
Carey, J. W.
have secret societies amongst themselves, 44.
believes they have courts of their own, 47.
Clarke, A.
the Hip-ye-tung try to extort money from a man for marrying, 203.
a Chinaman imprisoned by his fellow countrymen for not settling
a claim, 203.
Cornelius, Capt.
governed by their own laws, 174.
Crowley, P.
secret societies among whites to get rid of the Chinese, 22.
Drake, Hon. M. W. T.
governed by laws of their own, 154,
Ellis, H. H.
an attempt made to settle a criminal case, 205.
Gibson, Rev. Otis.
the Hip-ye-tung for women traffic, and the Po-sang-tung for
protection of gambling, 267.
Moresby, W.
have civic and criminal tribunals of their own, 108.
Rogers, J. R.
used every means to break up the Hip-ye-tung, 225.
Smith, M. A.
washermen,
shoe-makers, and cigar-makers have a society, 214,
Tindal,
J.
some system of serfdom exists, 121.
SIX COMBANIES:
Bee, Col. F. A.
address to mayor respecting rumor that the Chinese quarter
would be attacked by a mob, 182.
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SIX COM PA NIES— continued.
organized for benevolent purposes, 18.
fees paid to, 19.
immigration outside of their functions, 19.
organization of, 19.
.
act as arbitrators, 20.
Briggs, A. R.
laborers come under contract to, 6.
Brooks, C. W.
organized for benevolent purposes, 31.
Bryant. A. J.
asked to take care of their sick, 211.
Ellis, H. H.
when a police officer was shot the Companies found the man and
delivered him up, 208.
Gibson, Rev. Otis.
voluntary associations for mutual protection and benefit, 267.
revenue made up by voluntary contributions and permits, 272.
King, T. II .
all sailing vessels have charter conditions to take no Chinese but
those supplied by the Companies, 189.
only the companies know how many are in the country, 190.
originally were agents of Chinese firms in Hong Kong, 192.
they act as agents or go-betweens, 192.
Low, F. F.
Chinese cannot return without permission of the companies, 186.
Mather, F.
power of the Six Companies, 244.
PlXLEY,

F. M.

voluntary institutions, 180.
no Chinaman, until he is free on the books of the company to
which he belongs, can leave the state, 180.
Vreeland, E. B.
eighty per cent, of the immigrants brought out by the agency of
the Companies, 209.
they act as guardians, 209.
for the Companies to hold a debtor the indebtedness must be to
some member of the Company, or to the Company itself, 210.
a benefit to Chinamen, 210.

SMALL-POX:
See Contagious Diseases.
Humphrey, P. H.
denies that it was introduced by the Chinese, 338.
King, T. H.
they offer to embark on board ship with it, 189,
out of every 800 some 740 show distinct marks of having had it,
191.
Meares, J. L.
epidemic arose in Chinatown, San Francisco, 197.
in fumigating their quarter found the condition inconceivably
horrible, 198.
deaths and cases reported, 199.
how it is disseminated, 200.
OT>ONNELL,

C. C,

they were the first that introduced small-pox, 356.
Pixley, F. M.
the Chinese introduced it into San Francisco, 180.
Stock, E. C.
all cases to be reported to the coroner, 246.
Stout, A. B.
not even half due to China or Chinamen, 310.
Vreeland, E. B.
knew of no case imported, 210.
SODOMY:
Cox, C. C.
result of not being allowed to consummate the act, 14.
a man's penis cut off, 14.
King, T. H.
practice on board ship common, 189.
common practice among them, 194.
Mahony, C. A.
in Peru sodomites of the worst kind, 259.
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SODOMY— continued.
Stevenson, E., M.D.
not guilty of the crime, 93.
Tobin, J. T.
never saw it committed between man and man, but has seen it
with beasts— with dogs, hogs, and ducks, 228.
SYPHILIS :
See Prostitutes,
Crowley, P.
testimony— the hospitals, 24.
Flewin, J.
venereal diseases, 50.
Gibbs, F. A.
paralysis from Chinese syphilis, 217.
little boys innoculated, 217.
King, T. H.
they offer to embark on board ship with it, 189.
LOUDERBACK, JD.
boys, 15 and 16 years of age, sent to industrial school affected b.>
disease by contact with Chinese prostitutes, 213.
Meares, J. L.
a large amount among them, especially among the females, 198.
worse with Chinamen because they are not treated for it, 199.
Stout, A. B.
not worse among Chinese than among white people. 311.
Tindal, J.
loathsome diseases, 120.
Woods, D. C.
corrupt boys and o-i-e them disease, 354.
TREATMENT :
Bee, Col. F. A.
had seen the immigrants stoned from the time they left th<
until they reached Chinatown, 181.
Clarke, H. K. W.
by a low class they have been treated brutally, 317.
Huang Sic Chen.
treated better in Portland than in San Francisco, 172.
Jessup, W. H.
anything but flattering to the whites, 332.
they had been abused, 332.
if they dressed differently there would be less abuse, 33^.
Stout, A. B.
very badly treated ; more sinned against than sinninsr, 311
WAGES:
See Employments ; also Manufactures.
Colton, D. D.
white men paid twice as much as Chinese, 305.
Huang Sic Chen.
in Portland, Oregon, $20 to $60 a month, 172.
Lessler, Mr.
in various industries, 336.
Pixley, F. M.
skilled labor, from 50 cents to $1 per day ; railroad and tule
laborers, from 60 cents to $1 ; farm hands, $1 ; fruit-pickers,
$1.10 ; all boarding themselves, 180.
Vreeland, E. B.
collected by a boss Chinaman, 209.
WOMEN :
See Prostitutes.
•*
DUFFIELD, G. W.
some are prostitutes and some are married, 219.
Hollister, W. W.
white women can get employment if they will be content with
reasonable wages, 327.
H^att, T. H.
girl-babies in China sold for two bits, 325.
women sold at from $25 and $30 consider themselves wives, 325.
King, T. H.
women bought bear children which are cared for, especiallv if
J
*
192.
males,practice
common
in China to purchase women, 192.
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WOMEN— continued.
Loomis, Rev. A.
decoyed, kidnapped or bought and brought here for the vilest
purposes, 278, 279.
Low, F. F.
little hesitation in destroying female children at early birth in
China, 184.
Mather, F.
wives can be bought in China for $60 and sold for $500 in California, 243.
PlXLEY,

F. M.

in the state and in San Francisco about 4,000, 180.
Smith, M. A.
buying and selling, 215, 216.
VREELAND,

E. B.

bOUl2oV?o^¥ooaoa209br°Ugllfc t0 San Francisco and sold at from

Chinese :

numbers
and occupations in British Columbia (Appendix C),
oDO — ODD.
Chinese Tax Bill :

judgment of Hon. Mr. Justice Gray in the Supreme Court of
British Columbia (Appendix G), 375—383.

Christianity :

See Chinese Immigration.
Cigars :
See Manufactures,
Clarke, Alfred

:

abstract of evidence (1876) Appendix A, 201—204.
Clarke, Henry

K. W. :

abstract of evidence (1876) Appendix A, 316—318.
Clothing :
See Manufactures.
American manufacture, 40.
Coal :

statement of coal exports from Victoria and Nanaimo, British
Columbia, for three years ending 30th June, 1884 (Appendi
x
Colton, David D. :
Coolidge, Joseph

abstract of evidence (1876) Appendix A. 304.

A.

abstract of evidence (1876) Appendix A. 283-285.
Coolies :

SeC Ho™1™8' " " Lab0rers> " " 2™™9rants, " &c, under Chinese Immigra
Condon, John D. :

Contagious

abstract of evidence (1876) Appendix A, 250,
Diseases:
See Chinese Immigration.

Contracts :
See Chinese Immigration.
Cordage :
See Manufactures.
Cornelius, Capt. :

witness (Portland, Oregon, 10S4) 173, 174.
Correspondence;
Appendix Q, 399—404,
465
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L. :
abstract of evidence (1876) Appendix A, 253.

Coryell, John

R. :
abstract of evidence (1876) Appendix A, 343.

Cox, C. C. :
witness (San Francisco, 1884) 14—16.

Crease, Hon. Mr. Justice :
documentary, 140—148 ; postcript, Appendix T, 414—415.
Crime :
calendar of Chinese cases before the Victoria Police Court from
1879 oftoconvicts
1884 (Appendix
return
sentenced H)to383—388.
the British Columbia penitentiary
from 1880 to 1884 (Appendix I) 389—393.
See Chinese Immigration.
Crimes, Unnatural

:
See Chinese Immigration.

Criminality :
See Chinese Immigration.
Criminals :
See Chinese Immigration.
Crocker, Charles :
abstract of evidence (1876) Appendix A, 313—316.
Crowley, Patrick :
witness (San Francisco, 1884) 21—26.
Cubic Air Law

:
See Ordinances ; also Legislation, discriminating.

Customs :
duty collected from Chinese during August and September, 1884,
(Appendix M) 396.
Customs

Revenue

:

collected from Chinese firms for the fiscal year ending 1883,
(Appendix
397.
collected
from N)Chinese
firms for the fiscal year ending 1884,
(Appendix N) 398.

Dameron, James P. :
abstract of evidence (1876) Appendix A, 350—353.
Davie, Hon. A. E. B. :
witness (British Columbia, 1884) 51—54.
Degroot,

Henry

Depravity '.

Development

:

abstract of evidence (1876), Appendix A., 357.

See " Morality" under Chinese Immigration.
of Country:
See Chinese Immigration ; also TC hite Immig

ation.

Discrimination :
See Legislation.
Domestic

Servants :
See Chinese Immigration.

Douglas,

Charles

D. :

Drake, Hon. M. W. T. :

abstract of evidence (1876) Appendix A, 338.
statement put in to Commissioners, 153, 154.
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:
abstract of evidence (1876) Appendix A, 219—221.

Dunsmuir,

Robert, M.P. :
witness (British Columbia, 1884) 127—131.

Dupont, Major

L. T. :

Durkee,

L. :

John

communication re excise duty collected from Chinese on dears.
&
151-153.
abstract of evidence (1876) Appendix A, 344.

Dwinelle,

John

W. :

Dwinelle,

Samuel

abstract of evidence (1876) Appendix R, 355.
H. :
abstract of evidence (1876) Appendix A, 323.
Dwyer,

Rev. Philip, A.M.
documentary (answers to questions), 124 — 127.
communication accompanying answers to questions, Appendix
B) 361.

Dye, William

M. :
abstract of evidence (1876) Appendix A, 313.

Easterby, Anthony

W. :
abstract of evidence (1876) Appendix A, 322.

Education, Chinese :
See Chinese Immigration.
Ellis, Henry

H. :
abstract of evidence (1876) Appendix A, 204—208.

Emigration

:
the government of China indifferent on the subject, 184.

Employments

:
See Chinese Immigration ; also Manufactures.

Estee, Morris

M. :
abstract of evidence (1876) Appendix A, 344—346.

Ethnology

:
Crocker, C.
believes that the white man has got more brains than the Chinaman, 316.
Dameron, J. P.
mankind is divided into four different groups, 350.
superiorty of the Caucasian race, 350.
Confucius an exception, 350.
Indo-Germanic group stands first, 351.
any race whose average head does not exceed 85 cubic inches are
m not capable of free government, 351.
Chinese have not the brain capacity to become citizens, 351.
Anglo-American
inches, 351. 90 cubic inches of brain ; the English 96 cub

Evans, West
abstract of evidence (1876) Appendix A, 318.
Exclusion :
See Chinese Immigration; also "Restriction" under same head,
Families :
number of Chinese families in California 1,200, 40.
Feeling

against Chinese :

See Chinese Immigration ; also "Agitation" and "Feeling" under same head.
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Fires :
Bigelow, H. H.
doubles the rate of insurance, 341.
few losses, 341.
the class who insure as good as men of the same standing among
whites, 341.
where towns have been burned up the fires, as a rule, originated
in Chinese quarters, 341.
so many fires— recently had declined to insure, 342.

DURKEE,

J. L.

liability to fire in consequence of their carelessness, 344.
Dye, W. M.
less losses from Chinese policies, 313.
less fires in their quarters than in other parts of the city, 313.
more reasonable in case of fire and partial law, 313.
establishments of laundries in other parts of the city has had tboeffect of raising insurance, 313.
premium the same as on property owned by white people. 313.
Stout, A. B.
very few fires have originated in their quarters, 310.

Five Points in N. Y. :
worse than any Chinatown, 182.
Flour

Exportations

:
growing trade between San Francisco and China ,

Foulke,

Lewis M. :

abstract of evidence (1876) Appendix A, 359.

Foreign Miners' License Law:
See Ordinances ; also Legislation, Discriminating.
Francis, Rev. John :
Flewin, Sergeant

abstract of evidence (1876) Appendix A, 283.

J. :
witness (British Columbia, 1884) 49—51.

Franchise

:
See Chinese Immigration.

Gallego, Romulus
Gambling

C. :

abstract of evidence (1876) Appendix A. 354.

:
See Chinese Immigration.

George, Henry

:
abstract of evidence (1876) Appendix A, 236-238.

Gibbs, Cornelius B. S.
Gibbs, Frederick A. •

abstract of evidence (1876) Appendix A, 290.
abstract of evidence (1876) Appendix A, 216—219.

Gibson, Rev. Otis:
witness (San Francisco 1884) 38-39 ; (1876)262—275.

Gillespie, Robert H. :

abstract of evidence (1876) Appendix A, 252.

Gordon, David William, M.P. :
documentary (answers to questions) 134—140.
spirits and wines imported during last fiscal year, §16,720 worth,
135.
opium importedduring last fiscal year, $95,354 worth, 135.
Grape

Fwjking :

Gray, Giles II ■

nineteen-twentieths done by Chinese, 336.
overseers always whites, 336.
abstract of evidence (1876) Appendix A, 260—262.
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Gray, Hon. Mr. Justice
judgment re Tai Sing vs. Maguire on Chinese Tax Bill, 375—383.

Habeas Corpus :
report of decision by Hon. Geo. Ogden Hoffman, of the United
Slates. District Court in the ">"u' vF Tung Yeong (Appendix Q) 405—409.

Haight, Henry H. :
abstract of evidence (1876) Appendix A, 238, 239.

Haney, Michael :

documentary (answers to questions) 121, 122.

Hart, Henry :

abstract of evidence (1876) Appendix A, 335.

Hastings, S. Clinton :

abstract of evidence (1876) Appendix A, 303, 304.

Hayes, Michael :

abstract of evidence (1876) Appendix A, 254.

Hayes, Miss Maggie :

abstract of evidence (1876) Appendix A, 248.

Helmcken, Dr. :
witness (British Columbia, 1884) 54—59.

Heydenfeldt, Solomon :
abstract of evidence (1876) Appendix A, 285, 286.

Heynemann, Herman

:
abstract of evidence (1876) Appendix A, 291—293.

Hickey, William :
witness (Portland, Oregon, 1884) 174.

Highbinders :
See Secret Tribunals.
in California about 1.400 irresponsible and vicious Chinamen, 21.
emploved by Six Companies to hound down those who break
their contracts, 188.
blackmail Chinese merchants and prostitutes, 214.

Hill, John H. :
abstract of evidence (1876) Appendix A, 329.

Hip-ye-Tung :
Hoffman,

See Secret Tribunals.

Hon. George Ogden :
see Habeas Corpus.

Hollister, William

W. :
abstract of evidence (1876) Appendix A, 326—328.

Homogeneity

:
See Miscegenation.

Hong

Kong

:
See China.
population of, 34.
status of Chinese residents, 193.

Hoodlums

:
Bigelow, H. H.
created through the presence of the Chinese, 342.
raised up an idle class, 342.
Ellis, H. H.
several thousands, 207.
Chinese very badly treated by them, 207.
white boys become bad because they cannot get work. 208.
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jodlums — continued.
LOUDERBACK, D.
exist in London under the name of Mohawks, 213.
exclusion of boys for employment one great cause, 213.
Rogers, J. K.
Chinese assaulted by young men out of employment, 225.
the assaults exceptional, 225.
fatal assaults in Chinatown, 226.
too idle to go to school, 226.
Stout, A. B.
bombard their hospitals with stones, 311.
go among the prostitutes more to molest them than use them, 311.Stock, E. C.
at times pass through Chinatown and abuse the Chinese, 246.
Swift, Mrs. S.
its existence owing to Chinese being here, 230.

Horner, John M. :
abstract of evidence (1876) Appendix A, 329.

Hospitals :
See Chinatown.

Huang

Huang

Sic Chen

Tsun Hsien:

statement put in to Commissioners, 161—163.
witness (Portland, Oregon, 1884^ 172, 173.
statement showing the numbers and occupations of Chinese in
B. C. (Appendix C) 363—366.
witness (San Francisco, 1884) 39—41.

Humphreys, Mrs. Henry J.
abstract of evidence (1876) Appendix A, 249.

Humphrey, Patrick H:
abstract of evidence (1876) Appendix A, 338.

Hyatt, Thomas H. :
abstract of evidence (1876) Appendix A, 324.

Immigrants :
See Chinese Immigration ; also White Immigration.
number of settlers on the mainland since the opening of the
railway belt in 1883 (Appendix M), 396.
return showing number, occupation, sex, etc., entered at New
Westminster for eleven months ending November 30th, 1884>,
and their destinations, (Appendix R) 409, 410.

Immigration :
See Chinese Immigration ; also White Immigration.

Immorality :
Imports :

See "Morality" under Chinese Immigration.
direct from China into British Columbia (Appendix N) 398-

Innes, J. W. :
documentary (answers to questions) 100, 101.

Intermarriage
See Miscegenation.

Irish Vote :
in the United States, 73.

Jackson, Thomas W. :

abstract of evidence (1876) Appendix A, 358.

Japan:
Chinese have made themselves the most affluent merchants La
Japan, 197.
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Jessop, John :
witness (British Columbia, 1884) 63, 64.

Jessup, William H.
abstract of evidence (1876) Appendix A, 331.

John, R. F., M.P.P.

communication, 90, 91.

Johnston, M.:
documentary (answers to questions) 112.

Jones, Charles T. :
Jones, Richard :

abstract of evidence (1876) Appendix A, 355.
witness (British Columbia, 1884) 68.

Jones, Simon L. :

abstract of evidence (1876) Appendix A, 331.

Jones, T. R. :
statement put in toICommissioners, 155—160.

Joss-houses :

description, 33.

Jute-factory :
See Manufactures.

Kennedy, James B.
documentary (answers to questions) 105—106.

Kennedy, Joseph B
witness (Portland, Oregon, 1884) 176.

Kidnapping :
See "Prostitutes" and " Prostitution" under Chinese Immigration.
a Chinese woman kidnapped by white men, 202.

King, Cameron H. :
abstract of evidence (1876) Appendix A, 232—235.

King, Thomas H. :
abstract of evidence (1876), Appendix A., 188-197.

Kirkpatrick, John :
abstract of evidence (1876) Appendix A, 342.

Knights of Labor :
statement put in to Commissioners, 155—160.

Labor:
See Chinese Immigration ; also White Immigration.
Mather, F.
no conscientious man will take a white apprentice cigar manu
facturing, 243.
white labor driven away, 243.
white men cannot find employment, 243.
pretence of employing whites, 244.
Gibson, Rev. Otis.
white labor in a satisfactory condition in California, 263.
cheap labor makes cheap products— cheap living, 263.
instance to prove necessity of Chinese labor for manufactories, 263.
Chinese not taken employment from women, 264.
Humphreys, Mrs. H. J.
competition of Chinese with women, 249.
Pixley, F. M.
white people deprived of bread, 255.
white laboring classes very forbearing, 255.
Sproat,
M.
it isG-.because
the Canadian workman is a civilized man that he is
unfairly weighted, 166.
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Labor — continued.
Sproat, G. M.— continued.
yet the attitude of labor among Western nations calculated to
make statesmen look narrowly at the question, 167.
combination among white workmen has prevented a descent to
Chinese level, 167.
the Canadian workman handicapped, 167.
Insurance :
See Fires.
Laborers :

See Chinese Immigration ; also White Immigration.
a" white
" — XXfv man, .can support
w-pvvlv himself
-uj-iix^oii. on
uii Chinaman's
^lu'-iauiau H wages, 315.
old.
OUUor
600 whites getting
a living because Chinese are employed,306.

Ladner, Thomas E. :
documentary (answers to questions) 97, 98.

Ladner, William H. :
documentary (answers to questions) 102.

Laity, John ;
documentary (answers to questions) 98, 99.

Lake, Delos :
abstract of evidence (1876) Appendix A, 346.

Lancaster, Charles S. :
abstract of evidence (1876) Appendix A, 248.

Lawler, Hon. James :
witness (San Francisco, 1884) 36—38.

Legacy duty :
government defrauded, 52.

Legislation :
See "Restriction" under Chinese Immigration.
restrictive, 10.
one-sided, 181.
must be based on broad principles, 167.
Legislation, discriminating :
See Ordinances.
cubic-air law, 281.
foreign miner's tax, 281.
nets with meshes of a certain size, 231.
poll tax, 2S5.
some of the legislation against them unjust, 343.
Leprosy :
See Chinese Immigration.
Lessler, Morris :

abstract of evidence (1876) Appendix A. 336, 337.
Licenses :
contributions to the revenue, 282.
from $23,000 to $24,000 a quarter collected from Chinese, 335.

Litigants :

proportion of Chinese litigants in district courts, 322.

Loomis, Rev. Augustus W. :
abstract of evidence (1876), Appendix A., 27S-2S2.
Lord, D. R. :
documentary (answers to questions), 114.
Low, Frederick, F. :

abstract of evidence (1876) Appendix A, 1S3— 187.
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abstract of evidence (1876) Appendix A, 213.

Frederick, W. :
abstract of evidence (1876) Appendix A, 334.

Mahony,

Cornelius A. :

Married

Women

abstract of evidence (1876) Appendix A, 258—260.
:
three hundred in Portland, Oregon, 172.
Marshall,
Matches

Levin :

abstract of evidence C1876) Appendix A, 251.

:
See Manufactures.

McCarthy,

Dennis :

abstract of evidence (1876) Appendix A, 253.

McCoppin, Hon. Frank

abstract of evidence (1876), Appendix A., 179.

McHenry, John :

abstract of evidence (1876) Appendix A, 336.

McLennan, Donald :

abstract of evidence (1876) Appendix A, 305, 306.

Manufactures :
See " Emvloyments" under Chinese Immigration.
BAG-FACTORY :
Gallego, R. C.
can manufacture as cheaply with white labor, 354.
BOOTS AND SHOES :
Beals, H. C.
since establishment of factories importation from Massachusetts
has diminished, 307.
MORGENTHAU,

BROOM

M.

the Chinamen start on their own hook, because machinery is
cheap, 330.
McCarthy, D.
can be carried on profitably with white labor, 253.
of certain work the Chinese have complete control, 254.
white men do about one quarter more work than Chinamen, 254.
only 500 whites employed, whereas but for Chinese 2,000, 254.
Chinese not engaged in manufacturing men's boots, 254.
MAKING :
Cortage, E. L.
cannot support a wife and family on Chinese wages, 253.
Gillespie, R. H.
between Chinese and white labor very little difference, 252.
price of brooms not any less, 252.
whites kept to keep Chinese from stealing, 252.
effect on wages, 252.
Gillespie, R. H.
white workmen make one quarter more, 252.
manufacture of brooms would have been gone into as largely if
the Chinese not here, 253.
PlXLEY, F. M.

instance of lower standard of comfort of Chinese thrusting whites
out of employment, 255.

CANDLES:
MORGENTHAU,

M.

started with white labor, 330.

CARPENTERING
CATION,

AND

J- D.

CABINET-MAKING

r,hey do not directly affect carpentering and cabinet-making, 250.
best workmen could not make a living on the wages of the Chinese, 250.
one white man does as much work as two Chinamen, 250.
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Manufactures — continued.
CIGARS:
Beals, H. C.
two-thirds
consumed on the coast made in San Francisco, 307
F.
Muther,
7,000 Chinese cigar-makers. 242.
slower workmen, 242.
habits and cleanliness in manufacturing cigars. 242.
peculiar characteristics of the Chinese cigar-maker, 242.
will pay to get employment, 243.
cigars
by themhouses
'advertised
as manufactured
how themade
whites, 243.
wholesale
work the
cigar business,by 243.
cigars manufactured by contract, 244.
fraudulent labels, 244.
cigars manufactured in Havana by Chinese, 214.
CORDAGE:
Beals, H. C.
could not be manufactured without Chinese, 306.
imports of cordage, 306.
GENERAL :
Bee, Col. F. A.
engaged in general munufacturing 18®), 16.
capitalists
laborer, and
17. manufacturers do not interfere with the day
Briggs, A. B.
cigars controlled by them, 7.
carry on other manufactures, 7.
Bryant, A. J.
little manufacturing done many years ago, 212.
six or seven per cent, considered a good return for an investment
as*.in New England, 212.
employment of white labor a benefit to the state, 212.
it would be better never to have had a candle manufactured than
to have the Chinese turned loose, 212.
Carey. J. W.
can do only certain kinds, 46.
Crowley, P.
their starting business on their own account injure capitalists, 26.
JUTE-FACTORY :
Morgenti-iau, M.
manufactures 12,000 bags a day, 330.
to start the factory from $200,000 to -$300,000 required for machinery, 330.
IIeynemann, H.
could not get on without them. 292.
white people preferable, 293.
MATCHES:
Jessup, W. H.
failed to be able to manage white boys and girls, 331.
hired Chinamen and excluded imported matches, 331.
OVERALLS AND SLIPPERS:
Gibson, Rev. Otis.
none made for the trade until the Chinamen came, 264.
SHIRT-MAKING:
SlLVERBERG,

H.

in the manufacture of white shirts 100 Chinese are emploved. 257.
at present (1876) not enough white labor to carry on the work. 858
300 to 600 females engaged in shirt-making, 258.
Chinese industrious and learn as readily as the whites, 258.
STATISTICS:
See Radlam, p. 291.
Lessler, Morris.
Pacific J ute Company employ 450 Chinese, 336.
sheep : one-eighth Chinese employed, 337.
cordage factory : thirty Chinese employed, 337.
tobacco : 700 Chinese employed, 337.
**
pickle preservers employs 50 Chinese, 337.
pickle and cider, 400 Chinese employed, 337.
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Manufactures — continued.
ST A T I ST I CS— continued.
Lessler, Morris— continued.
powder company : Chinese labor employed only for minor purposes, 337.
bellows, 8 Chinese employed, 337.
boots and shoes, 1,970 Chinese, 337.
blankets and woolens, 700 Chinese, 337.
canned fruits, 80 Chinese, 337.
cordage, 30 Chinese, 337.
cigars, 3,115 Chinese, 337.
furniture 70 Chinese, 337.
glass works, 5 Chinese, 337.
glue factory 10 Chinese, 337.
gunpowder, 63 Chinese. 337.
jute, 450 Chinese, 337.
match factories, 25 Chinese, 337
pickle preservers, 29 Chinese, 337.
rice mills, 3 Chinese, 337.
shirt factories, 129 Chinese, 337.
wires spring, 8 Chinese, 337.

Inland Revenue;
for fiscal year ending 30th June, 1884, $1,731.75 collected from
Chinese manufacturers in British Columbia, 152.
$679.53 for 3 months, ending September 30th, 1884, 153.
revenues received from European manufacturers for above
period, $5,982.70, 153.
$1,552.12, 153.
SHOE-MANUFACTURING :
Lancaster, C. S.
when Chinese are discharged they start factories on the co-operative principle, 249.
prices now (1876) and in 1871, 248.
Buchanan, W. G.
white immigration kept back, 247.
white labor turns out more than two and a half what Chinese
will, 247.
started originally with white labor, 247.
cost of making shoes about the same with white labor as with
Chinese, 247.
their labor injurious to white employes, 247.
Lancaster, C. S.
shoe-makers migrating eastward rather than westward, 248.
TAILORING :
Marshall, Levin.
in 1876 one dozen white men in custom and manufacturing ;
before tbe Chinese came, 100, 251.
effect on white wages, 251.
the public no gainers, 251.
custom work given to whites, 251.
Westive, E.
Chinese do not give cheaper clothing to the public, 251.
WOOLLENS :
Heynemann, H.
*
white girls have displaced Chinese, 291.
imported Scotch girls ran away, 291.
Peckham, B. F.
could not carry on factory with the prices demanded for white
labor, 296.
Meares, Dr. J. L.
abstract of evidence (1876) Appendix A, 197—201.

Medical Knowledge
their doctors claim to cure almost any disease with roots and
herbs, 224.
little educated in anatomy and physiology ; know little of sur

Mellon, John

gery, 311.
abstract of evidence (1876) Appendix A, 240, 241.
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Merchants ;
See " Character" under Chinesd Immigration.
Rathbun, G-.
two white girls employed by a merchant in Portland, 173.
they pay better than white, and are more polite than American
employers, 173.
very honest, 173.

Metcalf, Joseph, Jun.
documentary (answers to questions) 82—84.

Mining :
Degroot, H.
their presence detrimental to the mining industry 357.
they displace white labor, 357.
4,000 in one community engaged in mining, 358.
Dunsmuir, R., M.P.P.
employs from 700 to 800 whites and Chinese, 127.
whites do the skilled labor and Chinese the laboring work 128.
extent to which they have developed mining, 129.
gold mining, 130.
Dupont, Major L. T.
large profits accrue to whites from Chinese mining, 152.
1,458 employed in mining for gold, 152.
in a great many things the Chinese miner under the same
expense as the white, 152.
Foulke, L. M.
have employed Chinese, but prefer white, 359.
Hayes, M.
the Chinese working placer mines, 254.
great loss to the country, 254.
Sneath, R. G.
in hydraulic mining white labor would not pav, 294
Briggs, A. R.
white labor engaged in mining when railroads were building, 5.
old claims Chinese clean out, 59.
danger to mining, 90.

Miscegenation
See " Assimilation
Hastings, S. "C.under Chinese Immigration,
would mean destruction, 303.
impossible, or at least undesirable, 303.
Heydenfeldt, S.
might not prove a success, 286.
Rogers, J.
the interminglin
g of different ethnological divisions an injury,
348.
where the white race mingles with a different color it is a deterioration, 348.
Stout, A. B.
a first-class Chinese woman and a first-class white man would be
a much better cross than the white man on the negro or the
white man on the Indian, 312.

Morality :
See Chinese Immigration.

Mortality :
death-rate not greater than among the whites, 65.
death-rate less among Chinese than among whites, 310.

Money :
exportation of, 65.

Moresby, William
documentary (answers to questions) 108—110.

morgenthau, max
abstract of evidence (1871) Appendix A, 330.

Murders :
a few among them 44, 50.
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Weapons :
See pp. 15, 2
arrests for carrying concealed weapons, 215.

Muther, Frank :
abstract of evidence (1876) Appendix A, 242-244.

Nanaimo :
number of Chinese in district, 90.
well suited to become a great manufacturing centre, 157.

Nanaimo Trades Association
statement put in to Commissioners, 169, 170.

Native Wines
trade in in California, 336.
Gerkes's vineyard produces annually 150,000 gallons, 336.
and 80.«H)0: 8,000,000 gallons of ,wine
for 1875
California
gallons crop
of brandy,
336.
#
33b.
vineyard,
Co.'s
&
Kohler
in
about 400 Germans employed
Auger employs about half Chinese, 336.
337.
employed,
Chinese
in Champagne manufacturing half

O'Brien, Robert, M.D.
O'Donnell, Charles C.
Olmsted, William N. :

statement put in to Commissioners, 169, 170.
abstract of evidence (1876) Appendix A, 356.
abstract of evidence (1876) Appendix A, 332, 33D.

Onderdonk, Andrew :
documentary (answers to questions) 148—150.

Opium :

China in 1869,

imported into
$68,000^000.

21,000,000 lbs. of

Opium-Smoking :
See Chinese Immigration.

Ordinances ;
See Legislation, Discriminating.
the queue ordinance, 182.
the cubic air law, 182.
cubic-air law exceedingly defective, llJ.
cubic-air law, arrests under, 204.
had to enforce them, 211.
arrests under cubic-air ordinance, zl3.
the queue ordinance drawn up, 217.
cubic-air law enforced, 217.
effect of queue ordinance, 218.
resentment at the queue ordinance, 280.
foreign
tax, 281.
poll-tax, miners'
285.
204, 213, 214, ;.<•<>, ^j
cubic-air lav/, 312.
arrests under
cubic-air
law misconstrued,
Oriental Trade :

introduction of 150,000 Chinese no effect on, 21-6.,
Orient :

trade -and commerce with, 181 ►

Outrages

:

Overalls

and Slippers:
See Manufactures.

Pamphlets

committed in self-defence, 34.

on the migration of rauea, 3£,
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(Passengers :
whites and Chinese entering Victoria, B.C. (Appendix N)
398

Patterson, James:

abstract of evidence (1876) Appendix A, 353.

Pawson, J. :

documentary (answers to questions), 131—134.

Pearse, B. M. :

documentary (answers to questions), 94—97.

Peck, Charles S, .

abstract of evidence (1876) Appendix A, 320.

Peckhaw. T^ottok't P.

abstract of evidence (1876) Appendix A, 296—299.

Peru :
Cadiz.

Chinese in Peru, 360.
sold for certain periods, 360.
inferior race, 360.
Mahony, C. A.
8,000 in Peru, 258.
sentiment grew up in Peru against them, 259.
congress of 1875, 259.
sodomy, 259.
physical condition tainted, 260.
Chinamen learn Spanish easier than English, 260.
his idea to go back to China, 260.
enforced cleanliness, 260.
in a state of slavery, 260.

Peterson, Charles H.
abstract of evidence (1876) Appendix A, 356.

Poll-Tax :

See Ordinances; also Legislation, Discriminaeing.
not collected from them on their landing, 232
Po-sang-tung :
Phillips, Stephen
Photographs

:

Pixley, Frank M.
Population,
Prohibition

See Secret Tribunals.
H. :
abstract of evidence (1876) Appendix A, 342.
See pp. 24, 195, 216, 261.

abstract of evidence (1876) Appendix A, 179, 254, 257,
Chinese:
See Chinese Immigration,
Act :
See " Restriction
" under should
Chinesepass,
Immigration.
government
91.

Prostitutes :
See Chinese Immigration; also " Women
Prostitution
Provincial

" under same head.

:
See Chinese Immigration.
Revenue Tax :
number of Chinese who pay, 90.
number of Chinese who have paid it from 1SS2 to 1884, (Appendix

Quicksilver
they buy cisco,
and
307, handle more than any other class in San Fran-
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See Ordinances; also Legislation, Discriminating.
significance of the, 182.
instance in which a young Chinaman cut off his queue and adopted
American dress, 264.
a national symbol, 309.

Questions :
submitted to different individuals in British Columbia, 69, 70.

Railway Construction:
See "Laborers" under Chinese Immigration.
Colton, D. D.
Southern Pacific would not have been done so quickly without
Chinese, 304.
effect of construction, 304.
Crocker, C.
commenced with white labor, 313.
failing to get more than 800 whites tried Chinese and found they
worked well, 314.
they are equal to the heaviest work ; reliable, 314.
one strike among them for higher wages, 314.
Evans, W.
in building railroads Chinese better than whites, white men apt
to balk, 318.
Heydenfeldt, S.
the Southern Pacific Railway would not have been built but for
them, 285.
HOLLISTER,

W. W.

railroads could not have been built without them, 327.
Low, F. F.
four-fi ths of grading on Central Pacific done by Chinese labor, 185.
white labor would have been slower and more expensive for these
works, 186.
Union Pacific constructed by white labor, 186.
number of Chinese on, 64.
Strobridge, J. H.
could not get enough white labor on the Central Pacify 319.
in consequence
of employing Chinese more while labo: ;■;;-. ployed,
319.
Chinese reliable, 319.
furnished by companies, 319.
some Chinamen unreliable, 319.
the class of men who go on public works rati,'. ;: uii.-;luady men, 319.
seven-tenths of white labor got drunk and boisterous after being
319. in getting Chinese to go on heavy work, 319.
somepaid,
difficulty
not wholly satisfied with Chinese as laborers, 319.
difficult to control large bodies of whites when paid, 320.
they go on sprees, 320.
Wheeler, A.
building of other roads by Southern Pacific and Central Pacific
have caused the increased immigration from China, 290.

Railway Labor Rates :
in British Columbia, 79.

Rathbun, Gertrude :
witness (Portland, Oregon, 1884), 173.

Reed, Rev. Hiram W. :
abstract of evidence (1876) Appendix A. 335.

Religion :
similar to that of the Catholic worship, 284.
practice pagan rites in an open and repulsive manner, 136.
teachings of Confucius, 184.
Buddhists, Tauists and followers of Confucius, 309.

Restriction Act :
effects of, 25.
amended Act an improvement on the first, 26.
come in under forged certificates, 15.
testimony suborned, 16.
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Restriction, etc. :

See Chinese Immigration; also " Exclusion" under same head.

Restriction Act of 1882 (U. S.):
text of the amendment (Appendix F) 371—375.
Revenue

:
inland revenue collected in British Columbia, from Chines for
iiscal year ending 30th June 1884, $1,731.75, 152.
inland revenue collected from Chinese in British Columbia, for
three months ending 30th September, 1884, -$079.53, 153.
if Chinese left, Cariboo would be short of revenue, 1-J.

Robert, George D.
abstract of evidence (1876) Appendix A, 276, 277.

Robins, Samuel M. :
documentary (answers to questions) 118—120.

Robson, Hon. John
witness (British Columbia, 1884) 64, 65.

Rogers, James R. :
abstract of evidence (1876) Appendix A, 225, 223.

Rogers, John :
abstract of evidence (1876) Appendix A, 347.

Royal Commission:
gravity of the duty which the Commission has to discharge, 14*.
remarks as to functions of, 169.

Russell, Joel :

abstract of evidence (1876) Appendix A, 356.

Salmon Canneries:
Sandwich Islands:

number of whites, Indians and Chinese employed durimz 18S4
(Appendix L) 395.
they emigrate to the Sandwich Islands on assignable contracts 3 1>.
2,000 Chinese out of a population of 56,000, 342.
a few have married Hawaiian women, 342.
form of contracts, 343.
the government had encouraged them, 343.
had tried eight for murder, 343.
merchants (Chinese) of Honolulu men of highest reepectabiMl v.
the planters paid $4 to $5 a month to the comprador in China, ol-.
communication from minister of Foreign Affairs (Appendix Sf 411.
answers to questions sent by Secretary (Appendix S) 411, 412.
Foreign Office notice ; Regulations re Immigrants (Appendix S I
text of an Act to regulate the landing of passengers arriving at
the different ports in this kingdom (Appendix S) 413, 414.

San Francisco:
taxes paid by Chinese, 39.
if 60,000 white laborers took the place of 60,000 Chinese, Sa*»
Francisco would have 300,000 white people to extend its
bounds and its business, 180.
Sanitary

Condition :
See Chinese Immigration.
Schedule of Wages :
in British Columbia, 79.

Scott, Irving M. :
Scott, Robert:
Seaman, Vernon :

abstract of evidence (1871) Appendix A, ZiX
documentary (answers to questions) 107.
abstract of evidence (1876) Appendix A, 294—296;,
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Secret Societies :
among the whites, 22.
Secret Tribunals :
See Chinese Immigration.
Settlement Act :
coal lands within railway reserve handed over to one company, 157.
Settlers' Effects :
numbers of persons represented by goods passed free of duty
(Appendix N) 309.

Shearer, Rev. Frederick E. :
abstract of evidence (1876) Appendix A, 308.
Sherk, Jacob B. :
abstract of evidence (1876) Appendix A, 308.
Shirt-making

:
See Manufactures.

Shoemakers

Cooperative

Union :
both workmen and bosses, 217.

Shoe-Manufacturing :
See Manufactures.
Grain :
the Chinaman in, 106.
SlLVERBERG, HERMAN

:

abstract of evidence (1876) Appendix A, 257.
Six Companies :
See Chinese Immigration.
Slanson, A. B. :
witness (Portland, Oregon, 1884) 175.
Slavery :

reasons why it should be inferred that it does not exist among
them, 81.
Small-Pox

:
See Chinese Immigration.

Smith, Michael

A. :
abstract of evidence (1876) Appendix A, 214—216.

Smith, Mrs. Anna F. :
abstract of evidence (1876) Appendix A 335.
Sneath, Richard

G. :
abstract of evidence (1876) Appendix A, 293.

Sodomy :
See Chinese Immigration.
Sonntag, Charles :
abstract of evidence (1876) Appendix A, 335.
Southern

States :
experiment of Chinese immigration, 196.

Sproat, Gilbert

Malcolm

:
statement put in to Commissioners, 163—169.
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Strobridge, James H. :
abstract of evidence (1876) Appendix A, 319.

Statements :
submitted, 153.
criminal, 18.
murders, sudden datha and accidents, 28.

Statistics
See Manufactures.
Gordon.
statistics to show their worthiessness as settlers. 138.
dutiable goods imported from China, 138.
imports, 139.
exports to China, 139.
16,000 Chinese in the Province
earn $2,400,000 per annum,
$1,800,000 net earnings and $340,978 for China products sent
out of the Province, 139.
Seaman, V.
exports from China and Japan to the United States and England
and the continent, 294.

Stein, Fritz:
abstract of evidence (1876) Appendix A, 249.

Stephenson, W. :
documentary (answers to questions), 122 — 124.

Stevenson, E., M.D. :
communication, 91—94.

Stock, Ernest C. :
abstract of evidence (1S76) Appendix A, 246.

Stout, Arthur

B. :
abstract of evidence (1876) Appendix A, 310—313.

Stout, .Dr. :
quotation from Joint Report, 20.

Straits Settlements ;
immigration of Chinese to, 196.

Stuart, John:
abstract of evidence (1876) Appendix A, 325.

Survival op the fittest
explanation, 35.

Swan, Dr. Benjamin R. :
witness (San Francisco, 1884) 26—28.

Swift, John F. :
abstract of evidence (1876) Appendix A, 338—341.
■

Swift, Mrs. Sophronia :
abstract of evidence (1876) Appendix A, 229— 23L

Syphilis •

oee Chinese Immigration*

Tailoring :
See Manufactures.
taxes paid by Chinese in Victoria, 61,
Taxes :
aos tract statement showing amount paid by Chinese in Victoria
jom 1879 to 1883 (Appendix J) 394.

Tindal, John:

affirmation, 120, 121.

Tobin, Tohn T. :
abstract of evidence (1876) Appendix A, 226—229.
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Tkades-TJions :
Chinese, 81, 204.
«
*_*,.-,
their object among whites to prevent employers from taking in a
lot of boys, 237.

Trading :
in the United
laborers mostly bought
and185.
of merchants
clothing
.
^ ,.„
172,
States,
of AmerCalifornia
in
Chinese
of
clothing
of the 40.
ninety per
manufacture,
icancent,
Treatment *
j
same head.
under
Feeling,"
"
and
n,"
"Agitatio
also
;
ion
Immigrat
Chinese
See
Trembrath, John :
documentary (answers to questions) 99, 100.

Tucker, George W. :

abstract of evidence (1876) Appendix A, 33S.

Tuckfield, Mr. :
witness (British Columbia, 1884) 66, 67.

Tule-land Reclamation
swamp lands, 4, 5.
1,000,000 acres had been reclaimed by them, 18J.
40,000 acres of tule-lands reclaimed by Chinese, 2/6.
work generally satisfactorily performed, 276.
in higher class of work employ white men, 276.
white men could not reclaim this lands, 276.
advantage of the contract system in reclaiming, 276.

Two-Kwang

:
population greater than the population of United States, 189.
the British do not allow men not free or diseased to leave, 21U.

United States v
example of should be followed, 84.

Urine :
kept for fertilizing purposes, 49. 68.

Vale, William :

abstract of evidence (1876) Appendix A, 356.

Victoria, B. C. :
taxes paid by Chinese, 61, 68.

Vinton, William :

abstract of exidence (1876) Appendix A, 241.

Vreeland, Ezekiel B
abstract of evidence (1876) Appendix A, 208—210.

Wages :
See Chinese Immigration ; also Manufactures.
schedule of in British Columbia, 79.

Ward, Robert :
Ward

documentary (answers to questions) 84—86.

W. C. :

documentary (answers to questions) 103, 104.
Weapons

:
See Muraerous Weapons.

" Weekly

Bulletin " :

extract from, on hop-picking, 76.

Westine, Erric :
,. .
^
abstract of evidence (1870) Appendix A, 251,
Wharton,

Emily:
,. *„„**» ,^
witness (British Columbia, 18S4) 150, lol.
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Wheeler, Alfred :
Wheeler, Edward
White

abstract of evidence (1876) Appendix A, 287—290.

D

Immigration :

abstract of evidence (1876) Appendix A, 347.
Whites and Indians better than Chinese, 108.

DOMESTIC SERVANTS:
Crease, Hon. Mr. Justice.
white domestic labor tried and found wanting, 142
servants from England round
Ca^Horn
capitalists
would^ not^^
come f6maIe
into British Columbia, if thev had to
depend
'
Davie, Hon.
A. E.on B.supply from Europe, 146.
difficult to procure, 53.
Pearse, B. M.
if supply depended on the number coming from Europe or the
eastern part of the continent, incoming capital would be
CllGCivGCij i/D»
Wilson, C.

B. W°men W°Uld be Preferable' 60Adair, :W.WMt&
IMMIGRANTS
whites can find employment, 114.
Armstrong, W. J.
can find plenty of employment, 117.
Bodwell, E. V.
in time white servants and laborers might come in, 115.
can find employment, 116.
opening of railway lands had attracted a number of white immi
«.
grants, 116.
Bryant, A. J.
complain they cannot get work, 212.
Bryden, J.
can find employment, 111.
not Hon.
r1Xtg dPd°f
1Way landS haS attracfced whifce *™ ""'grants, 111.
Crease,
Mr. VU
Justice.
whites come to British Columbia expecting certain rates, and if
tney do not get them skip across the line, 146.
Dwyer, Rev. P., A.M.
some can find work others cannot, 127.
Haney, M.

can now find remunerative employment, 122
'
Jo
ston
canhn
find employment,
113. .
Kjennedy, J. B.
white settlor a family man with children and ail that makes civic
Ladner, W. H.
not coming, 102.
can find employment, 102.
Lord, D. R.
those who are sober can obtain employment, 115,
can find employment in those branches of labor where Chinese
do not compete, 110.
Robins, S. M.
can obtain employment and wages high enough to attract
the
best class of white laborers, 119.

Scott° Rnmg UP °f railway lands had attracted white immigrants, 119.
can obtain employment, 107.
Stephenson, W.
whites cannot find remunerative employment, 123.
difficulty in procuring, 86.
Ward, W. C.
can obtain work, 104.
Wheeler, A.
aS ^IsSdiI,^1^^0011168
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Immigration — continued.
IMMIGRATION:
Adair, W. B.
a combined effort to bring in white immigration might be successful, but unless labor was cheap industries would suffer, 113.
not retarded, 114.
Armstrong, W. J.
a combined effort would bring in white immigration and thus
develop the country, 117.
had been retarded, 117.
77,
Begbie, Sir Matthew B.
a combined effort to promote, discussed, 77.
would take 6,000 whites to do the work of the Chinese if expelled,
opening up
tion, 78. of public lands materially affected white immigranot retarded by presence of Chinese, 78.
Bodwftl, E. V.
,m
a' combined
effort would not bring in a sufficient amount of white
laoor, 116,
not retarded, 116,
Briggs, A. R.,
increase, 1.
invited after influx of Chinese was stopped, 2.
should be encouraged, 11.
evidence of increase of immigration, 12.
Crease, Hon. Mr. Justice.
a combined effort on the part of the people and legislature to
bring in white immigration would not succeed, 146.
opening of railway lands had exercised a marked effect on white
immigration, 147.
laudable desire that money should be utilized in bringing in new
settlers, 143.
white immigration has been stimulated by presence of Chinese,
147.
Davie, Hon. A. E. B.
♦
presence of Chinese prevents white immigrants and settlers from
coming in, 53.
Dunsmuir, R., M.P.P.
white immigration not retarded, 129.
Dwyer, Rev. P., A. M.
the Chinese stand in the way of white immigration, 125.
what combined effort might and might not do, 126.
opening up of railway lands had attracted white immigration, 127.
white immigration had been retarded, 127.
Gibson, Rev. Otis.
believes a large portion of the European immigration more dangerous than the Asiatic, 263.
Gordon, D,W.. M.P.
unless Chinese immigration prohibited no combined effort would
secure white immigration, 137.
white immigration had been retarded, 138.
opening up of public lands had stimulated white immigration,
but they should have been opened before, 138.
the best blood of Europe the natural immigration for Canada, 139.
Haney, M.
combined effort would not bring sufficient white labor, 122.
Hastings, S. C.
their presence discourages white immigration, 303.
Innes, J. W.
opening up of public lands stimulated it, 101.
good white immigration not retarded, 101.
Jessop, J.
fifty heads of families gone to Cowichan settlement, 63.
white immigration and market gardening, 63.
Kennedy, J. B.
retarded, 106.
Ladner, Thomas E.
not enough white laborers at present. 98.
white laborers could not be had to supply their place, 98.
not retarded, 98.
Ladner, W. H.
not retarded, 102,
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Immigration— continued.
LABOR— continued.
Laity, J., and Trembath, J.
Low, F.
F.
WhicoSmpeStionS9U9PP°rt

**

famiUeS

** reaso"

* a*"-

Pawson,
^ J.
CJS5S4.ifg7Califomia P°SSibly prevent whifce ^bor from

SkilBodt,
Robins,
S. M. m*6 lab°r Can find employment, but unskilled

can-

Wlt Hon.
with? J.U?migrati°n °f White labor CLinese ^^
Robson,

be dispensed

Slanson,
A. B.
^ChintsT,
$*Yented from

presence

WardTr6

comi*S *

through

of

lab°r W°Uld be 0n hand but for the Chinese, 176.

WheeIer^A. eSpecially mechanics, can find employment, 86.
white labor could have been obtained at a sufficient
price 289
ON, C.
sed,a289?n

Se °f ^

^P^^nt

of white l£

discus

WinnWA
tMmeQ
compete with Chinese, 60.
Chines
e keepCann°t
out white labor, 245

Young*1!? °f family Can 0nly get Chinese wages, 245.

a'C°menatr8t9Jely limited nUmber
LABORERS:
Briggs, A. R.
consumers and producers, 2.
Crease, Hon. Mr. Justice.

°f Whites ^

^d

emPl0^

WhitG laborers' 145.
Bennett
two 'k7
dollars°fah°lding
day and tents given to whites, 171.

ten settle, 171.
emplo^take
y are
ed one
Helmc^feel
Chinese
kIn?thatDrthe
theirinwork
57
Kennedy0 J CBd S°m6 manufactures must cease, 57.
Low, FaFy haVG t0 l6aVe because t0° many Chinese are employed, 100.
•
Wilson, Charles s

Winn, Albert

Women

M. ;

abstract of evidence (1876) Appendix A., 245.

:

Woods, David

Woollens

PrcLEYPFCM fcage °f WMte laborers beconie settlers, 185.
tbeir P^sence prevents the immigration of white laborers,
180.
witness (British Columbia, 18S4) 5©-61.

:

C. :

See Chinese Immigration ; also " Prostitutes " under
same head.

abstract of evidence (1876) Appendix A, 354.
See Manufactures.

Young, James :

documentary (answers to questions) 87—90.
statement put in to commissioners, 115-120.
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Immigration — continued.
IMMIGBA

TION— continued.
Laity J., and Trembath, J.
retarded, 99.
.
opening up of railway lands has had a good effect, 99.
Lord. D. R.
.
...
no combined effort would bring a sufficient supply of white
immigration, 114.
Metcalf, J., Jttn.
but for Chinese there would be 24,000 more whites. 83.
they prevent white immigration and settlers, 83.
white immigration retarded, 84.
Onderdonk, A.
Mn
a combined effort to bring in whites would do no good, 149.
opening up of public lands had attracted white immigration, 149.
white immigration not retarded, 149.
Pearse B ]M
a combined effort to encourage it would develop resources of Province more speedily than they are now being developed, 96.
laborers and others can get employment, 96.
opening up of railway lands have induce many to come in, 96.
white immigration to a small degree retarded, 96.
white community wanted, 97.
remove the Chinese and white immigration would flow in, 133.
whith immigration retarded, 133.
Robins, S. M.
m . j . mi_ .
.
•
a combined effort would bring in sufficient white immigration,
119.
of late retarded by presence of the Chinese, 119.
Scott R.
opening up of railway lands had stimulated it, 107.
Stephenson, W.
white immigration not retarded, 123.
Vinton, W.
their presence prevents white immigration and degrades labor
to a fearful extent, 241.
Ward, R.
not retarded, 86.
Ward W\ C.
a' combined effort to bring in whites should be made, 104.
Wheeler,
,■«..•.«,.-■'.
if laborA.
east is less in price than
Chinese in California ^then «_
their.
presence would not check white immigration overturned, 288,
on the increase, 288.
Young. J.
had been retarded, 89.
on the increase, 90.

LABOE
Begbie, Sir Matthew B.
plenty in British Columbia, 78.
instance of a successful miner, 78.
Briggs, A. R.
....
advantages to coast greatly in favor of white, 8.
paid about the same as Chinese, 11.
engaged in mining when railways were building, 5.
Crease, Hon. Mr. Justice.
white labor so dear at first as to be prohibitive, 141.
success in mining rendered labor distasteful, 142.
white labor not to be had, 143.
whites can get plenty of work, 147.
Gordon, D. W., M. P.
whites cannot find sufficient employment owing to Chinese, 137.
Helmcken, Dr.
canneries tried to get along with white labor but failed, 56.
Innes, J. W.
white people can get work, 101.
Jessop, J.
but for antipathy to Chinese the white would be ready to work
with them at the same rates, 64.
Kennedy, J. B.
cannot bring it in while Chinese are in the Province, 106.
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